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They are selecting a ring to seal their engaKement. but
both are ill at ease. Should he have chosen it by himself, without consulting her in.lividual preferences?
The Book of Etiquette would have tol d them what the
Tnroughout life this famous book acts
wish to know,
as a guide, a silent "social secretary."

Famous

Save ^IS^on the

Book of Etiquette
Nearly Half a Million Sold for $35S
Special Short Time Offer
YOU'VE always wanted the famous
t
volume set of books that solves
twoevery social difficulty, that tells you

what to do, say, write, and wear
on every occasion. You have always
wanted to own the two remarkable
books that give poise, ease, dignity, selfexactly

Perhaps you know how embarrassing it is to be introduced to strangers at a dance or other formal functions
One of the
when you don't know what to say or do.
greatest values of the Book of Etiquette is that it shows
you know to be perfectly poised and self-confident on
every occasion.

is

admit-

street etiquette, dinner etiquette, dance etiquette^ it contains paragraphs for the selfconscious and timid; for the bachelor; for
the business woman; for the country hostess.
Nothing is forgotten, nothing omitted. The

—

BOOK OF ETIQUETTE will
thing you want to know.

The
correct amounts?
Book of Etiquette can tell you
exactly what Is correct— just
asit gives you other valuable
information of all kinds. Be
sure to grasp the rare
opportunity on this page.

your opportunity to secure the

BOOK OF

authentic
original,
for almost half-price.

ETIQUETTE

Almost

500,000 people have purchased the

BOOK

OF ETIQUETTE

for $3.50.
If you act at
can get it for only $1.98.

you

How would you

I
I

like to be the
agent for the famous Book
We
of Etiquette in your locality?
special
vtry
attractive,
have
a
.\gents' Proposition about which we

ignore

like
this

purchase

to

tell
notice if

the

solely for your
would like to

you.

you wish to

become an agent of
Nelson Doubleday, Inc., and sell the
Book of Etiquette for us in your
locality, write at once
details of our offer.

for

I
•
I

Plca.se

Book of Etiquette
own use. But if you

the full

Address Agents' Bureau, Nelson
AG782.
Doubleday, Inc., Dept
Garden City, N. Y.

from sudden embarrassments, give you a
wonderful new ease and poise of manner.

—

The Coupon Brings It To You
This is your cliance to take advantage of a tremendous bargain. Half a million people have paid $3.50
Here's your cliance to
for the Book of Etiquette.
secure the same Book of Etiquette for only SI. 98.
We know you won't overlook this unusual chance.
Mail the coupon to-day and the Book of Etiquette will
be sent to you in a plain carton. No money is necessary.
But be sure vou get the coupon off at once.
Nelson Doubleday, Inc., Dept. 782, Garden City, New
York.
Send No Money

}^3K Jil^S SPECIAL COUPON^

offlcial

would

you every>ou

tell

It will protect

Agents Wanted

and the

1

Solves Every Social Problem
BOOK OF ETIQUETTE

tedly one of the most complete and authoriIt
tative works of its kind ever published.
covers every phase of wedding etiquette,

to tip—

is

complete

once,

confidence.

The

Doyoa know when and how
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NELSON DOUBLEDAY,
Garden City, New York

INC., Dept. 782

By all means send
I am glad you have made this low-priced special offer.
Mip the Bixik of Etiquette (complete in two library volumes), for which I
will give the postman only $1.9S (plus delivery charges), instead of the
privilege
have
of returning
that
I
the
understood
It is
regular price of $3.50.
the hooks any time within 5 days if I am not deliElited with them, and vou
agree to refund my money.

I

I

'

I

Name.
Address
Check this scmare

—
—

I

I

if you want these books with the beautiful full-leather
binding at $2.as with same return privilege.
tOidern from nutaide thr I S. are pai/nble $2.il, cash icith order. Leather
iinding, outside V. S., $3.H cash tcith order.)
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1 Platter,
1 Celery Dish, 8;)^

This Buperb 110-pieceset,with initial in 2 places
on every piece, decorated in blue and gold,
with gold covered handles, consists of'
12Cnp3
12 Dinner Plates, 9 in.
12 Breakfast Plates, Tin.
12 Soup Plates, 1% id
12 Cereal Dishes, 6 in.
12 Fruit Disbes,6>^ in.

1

1

m.

1

Sauce Boat Tray,

1

7^

inches.
1 Butter Plate, Sin.
1 Vegetable Dish,

12 Saucers
12 Individual Bread and
Butter Plates. 6M in.
1 Platter, 13M in.

Deep Bowl, 8^ in.
Oval Baker, 9 in.
Small Deep Bowl,
6 inches.

1
1
1

lOM

in., with
lid (2 pieces)

Gravy Boat, 7}i in.
Creamer
Sugar Bowl with
cover (2 pieces)

Brings 110'Piece Martha Washington
Blue and Gold Becorated Binner Set
30 Days' Free Trial. Then, if not delighted with your
choice for any reason send everything back and HartmSSBjU only $1 and Hartmem, the Largest Home Furnishing man will not only return your $1 but also pay transportation charges both ways.
the World, will ship this complete 110-piece
If you keep them,
C°'><=c''n
take nearly a year to pay for the Dinner Set — a little
set of exquisite dinnerware and with it, absolutely
every month. Nothing to pay either now or later
free, the beautiful 7-Piece genuine "Indian Head''
^linene set and also the six silver-plated knives and
for the "Indian Head" Linene Set and the Knives
six forks (pictured above). Use all these things on
and Forks, They are FREE Gifts from Hartman.
(Go/d Covered
Your Initial in Gold, Surrounded by Gold Wreath
2 Places on Every Piece Handles)
You'll be proud to use this beautiful Colonial
and 2 pure gold initials in Old English design,
Martha Washington Set on every occasion
surrounded by gold wreaths. Handles are
Hartman gnaarantees that every piece m
proud of its clear, white, lustrous body and
of solid design, entirely gold covered. Guar- this set is absolutely first quality — no
"seconds.** This is astandardor*'open"
unique decoration. Like the costliest chinaanteed all firsts; no "seconds." An amazing pattern.
Replaoement pieces may be had
ware, every piece is decorated with a rich
value which you must not pass up. And if of us for 3 years. Each piece wrapped
in tissue paper. Excellent packing to
gold band edge, a mazarine blue follow band
you act quickly, you also get
prevent breakage. Shipped at once.

To

^m

5nlnml
UBIBBmSH
^V BImBB

you
Send

fully appreciate this extraordinary bargain,

J IMHBI must actually see the dishes on yourown table.

,

"

—

Jn

IMPORTANT!

^

Bafgain
Linene Finish
E^E^
^n ^n SO-in, Round
r K t b Catalog E^^^
^n ^^K
m
Table Cloth
and 6 Napkins
Match—also 6
300 pages (of which 68 are
in actual colors) of the world's

Over

greatest bargains in furniture,
rugs, carpets, sewing machines,

Bilverware;a1sofarmimplement3
and accessories, etc. —all sold on
easy monthly payment terms
arm SO days* free trial. Many
valuable bunts on how to make
your home more beautiful.

FREE GiFTS
Book explains Hartman's

gift

plan which brings you FREE
with purchases .articlessuchas
glassware, dishes, silverware,
toilet sets, jewelry, table linens, etc. Send a postal for

the big free catalog today.
"Let Hartman Featber YOUR Nesf

HARTMAN
Largest

I

Home

to

Silver-Plated Knives and 6 Forks
With every Dinner Set we send you Free
the Handsome Linene Set and 6 heavy,
richly patterned knives and forks. This
includes a handsome 50-inch round table
cloth and 6 pretty 17-inch napkins to
match all of the famous "Indian Head"
linene; finished with attractive scalloped
embroidered edges. Knives and forks of
fine, extra heavy silver-plate in fleur-de-lis
pattern. Send at once. Offer is limited.

—

Order by No. 320FMA22.
Bargain Price, $33.85.
Pay $1 now. Balance $3 montlily.

7-Piece Linene Se* 6 Knives and 6 Forks are FREE.

FURNITURE
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,
I

I
I

Furnishing Concern In tho World

Just Pin Dollar

Bill

to Coupon and Mail

Now

!

HARTMArTFurnlture & Carpet Co.
Dept.

5961

Chicago,

III.

Send the
$1.
110-Piece Dinner Set,
No. 320FMA22, Price $33.8S,

Enclosed find

Print Initial

You Want Here

as described .and withit the7-PieceLin*
ene Set and6Knivesand6 Forks, abso-

lutely FREE. Itisunderstoodthatifl
satisfied, I willsend youS3 monthly
. until full price of Dinner Set. $33.86. is
I paid. Title remains with you until paid in full. If not satisI fied, after 30 days' free trial, I wiilship all goods back and

|

I
I

am

youwillrefundmySlandpaytransportationchargesboth
ways.

Name _.

R. F. D.,
| or Street
,
I

Town

Box No.
and

No

—

,

—

State

—

I
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About Love andMarriage/
Elinor Glyn, famous author of "Three Weeks," has written an
amazing book that should be read by every man and w^oman
married or single. "The Philosophy of Love" is not a novel

—
—

it is a penetrating searchlight fearlessly turned on the most
intimate relations of men and Avomen. Read below how^ you can
without advancing a penny.
get this daring book at our risk

—

WILL
you

you marry the man
you take

OF LOVE
Veunorglyn

know

the things that most irritateaman? Or disgust a woman?
Can you tell when a man really
loves you
or must you take
his word for it? Do you know
what you MUST NOT DO unless you want to be a "wall
flower" or an "old maid"? Do
you know the little things that

If a husband stops loving his
wife, or becomes infatuated with
another woman, who is to blame
the husband, the wife, or the

l!|WP^'

—

—

woman?"

Will you win the girl you want,
will Fate select your Mate?
Should a bride tell her husband
what happened at seventeen?
Will you be able to hold the
love of the one you cherish or
will your marriage end in divorce?

or

like you? Why do
"wonderful lovers" often become thoughtless husbands soon
"T/ie Oracle of Love'*
after marriage
and how can
Doyou know how to make people like you? the wife prevent it? Do you know how to
make marriage a perpetual honeymoon?
can answer the above questions
In "The Philosophy of Love,'* Elinor
IFifyou
you know all there is to know about Glyn courageously solves the most vital
winning a woman's heart or holding a problems of love and marriage. She places a
man's affections you don't need "The magnifying glass unflinchingly on the most
Philosophy of Love." But if you are in intimate relations of men and women. No
doubt if you don't know just how to detail, no matter how avoided by others,
handle your husband, or satisfy your wife, is spared. She warns you gravely, she suggests wisely, she explains fully.
or win the devotion of the one you care
then you must get this wonderful
for
''The Philosophy of Love" is one of the
book. You can't afford to take chances most daring books ever written. It had
with your happiness.
to be. A book of this type, to be of real
value, could not mince words. Every problem had to be faced with utter honesty,
deep sincerity, and resolute courage. But
while Madame Glyn calls a spade a spade
while she deals with strong emotions
you know how to win the one you and passions in her frank, fearless manner she nevertheless handles her subject
love? Do you know why husbands,
with devoted, virtuous wives, often be- so tenderly and sacredly that the book
come secret slaves to creatures of another can safely be read by any man or woman.
"world" and how to prevent it? Why do In fact, anyone over eighteen should be
**
The Philosophy of
some men antagonize women, finding them- compelled to read
Love"; for, while ignorance may someselves beating against a stone wall in affairs
times be bliss, it is folly of the most dangerof love? When is it dangerous to disregard
convention? Do you know how to curb a ous sort to be ignorant of the problems of
headstrong man, or are you the victim of love and marriage. As one mother wrote us:
*'I wish I had read this book when I was a
men's whims?
young girl it would have saved me a lot
of misery and suffering."
Certain shallow-minded persons may
condemn *The Philosophy of Love." Anything of such an unusual character generally
is. But Madame Glyn is content to rest her
— how to win the man — how to ignite love
world wide reputation on this book the
you love.
how to keep it flaming
— how to win the girl you — how to rekindle it
greatest masterpiece of love ever attempted

make women

ELINOR GLYN

—

—

—

—

—

What Do

YOU Know

About Love?

—

Do

—

—

—

more than

pleased, simply send the book
back in good condition within five days
and your money will be refunded instantly.
Over 75,000,000 people have read Elinor
Glyn's stories or have seen them in the
movies. Her books sell like magic. "The
Philosophy of Love" is the supreme culmi-

nation of her brilliant career. It

is destined
to sell in huge quantities. Everybody will
talk about it everywhere. So it will be exceedingly difficult to keep the book in print.
It is possible that the present edition may

be exhausted, and you may be compelled
to wait for your copy, unless you mail the
coupon below AT ONCE. We do not say
this to hurry you
it is the truth.
Get your pencil fill out the coupon
NOW. Mail it to The Authors' Press,
Auburn, N. Y., before it is too late. Then
be prepared to read the most daring book

—
—

ever written!
I

1

Should

Know

burnt out.
—want.
how to hold your hus- — how to cope with the
band's love
"hunting instinct" in
—admire
how to make people
men.
you.
—destroy
why "'petting parties" — how to attract people
you like.
the capacity

—

if

for true love.

why many marriages
—end
in despair.

— why
some
women are

men nnd
always lov-

able, regardless of age.

— how to hold a woman's — are there any real
grounds for divorce?
— affection.
how to keep a husband
— how to increase your
home

nights.
things that turn

desirability in a man's
—against
men
eye.
you.
someone
— howperpetual
to make marriage — how to
really loves you.
honeya
— things that make a
moon.
woman "cheap" or
— the "danger year*' of "common."
married
tell if

life.

The Authors' Press, Dept.417, Auburn, N. Y.
Please send me on approval Elinor Glyn's masterpiece, " The Philosophy of Love." When the post-

I

delivers the book to my door, I will pay him
Sr.gS, plus a few pennies postage. It is understood, however, that this is not to be considered a
purchase. If the book does not in every way come
up to expectations. I reserve the right to return it
any time within five days after it is received, and
you agree to refund my money.

Iman
only

What Every Man and

Woman

PHILOSOPHY

Do you know how to retain a man's affection always?
How to attract men? Do -you

love, or will
the one you can get?

"other

Q]4<?

Nhv

I

De Luxe Leather Edition— We have prepared
tion,

handsomely bound

in

a Limited EdiRoyal Blue Genuine Leather and

lettered in Gold, with Gold Tops and Blue Silk Markers. No
expense spared— makes a sortreous ffift. If you prefer this
leather edition— as moat people do— simply sign below,
place a cross in the little square at the right, and pay |
the postman only 52.98 plus postage.
I

f,
I

SEND NO MONEY
need not advance a single penny
You "The
Philosophy
Love." Simply
for

out the coupon below — or write a
— and the book will be sent to you on approval. When the postman delivers the
book to your door—when
actually in
your hands— pay him only $1.98, plus a
few pennies postage, and the book yours.
Go over to your heart's content — read
from cover to cover— and you are not

(Write your oame and address plainly)

letter

fill

it is

is

it

it

Name

of

if

City and State

IMPORTANT— If

it is

when the postman

possible that you

calls,

send cash

in

may

advance.

not be at home
Also if you re-

side outside the U. S, A., payment mast be made in adyance.
Regular Edition $2.12. Leather Edition, $3.12. Cash
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are advertised by our loving friends"

A
Mellin's Food

Use the Mellin's Food Method of Milk
Modification for your baby.
It has raised
thousands of the brightest and healthiest
babies in the world.
Write for a Free Trial Bottle of Mellin's Food and a copy of our
helpful book, "The Care and Feeding of Infants."

Mellin's

^
1/\GE

Food

Co.,

177 State

St.,

Boston, Mass.
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Another Bone

Is

Removed From

the

Movie's Vertebrae by tKe Surgical Censor
we were growing optimistic about motion-picture censortalked of its being abolished in New York State, where it
force for some years.
This seemed, at least, a beginning
a promise that eventually there would be a nation-wide erasure of that
stigma on public intelligence.
Governor Pinchot of
But since then we have heard sorry tidings.
Pennsylvania has forbidden liquors or anything remotely suggestive of
alcoholic beverages to be shown upon the screens of his State. And because
he is in a position where he can use censorship to gain his own spectacular ends
in connection with prohibition, all imbibing scenes are eliminated from motionpicture productions before they are permitted to be projected in his State.
believe in the enforcement of laws.
For it is only thru rigid
enforcement that a law can be proved unwise and gain the intense disfavor
which will result in its being repealed. Bv;t Governor Pinchot must realize
that every law ever placed upon the statutes has been broken.
IMurder, a
violation of one of the first laws, occurs daily. And, therefore, it is necessary
to the drama of the screen that scenes wherein intoxicating liquors are shown
be projected. For how can the screen portray life if it is forbidden to show
Prematurely,

The press
has now been in

ship.

...

We

day by day?
Bone by bone the surgical censor removes the movie vertebrae. And we
have no doubt that when what remains of the motion picture falls in a flabby
and anemic heap, a great hue and cry will arise about the drama of the
life as it is lived

photoplay lacking

vitality.

Such a state of affairs is deplorable. It mocks those men who died, in
the words of Abraham Lincoln, that this nation of the people, for the people
and by the people should not perish from this earth. For, in truth, this latest
imbecility, committed in the name of censorship, is not logically a part
of such a nation.
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Alter Thirty— can a woman

still

charm ofJi Skin You Love

the

gain
to Touch

bOME women have a
better complexion at
thirty or thirty-five than
they ever had

in

A

is

Blackheads

their

simply

that they have learned to

take better care of their
skin.

At twenty, contrary to
popular tradition, a girl's

complexion
its

is

often

worst.

—

at

—

Too many

in this treatment.

blackheads.

all,

result in a

giene,

Special treatments for each

dull,

in the booklet,

Love to Touch," which is
wrapped around every cake
of Woodbury's Facial Soap.
Follow the treatment you
need regularly and see how

sallow color, disfiguring
blackheads.
Often the best of life doesn't begin for a woman until she
thirty.
Often it is only then that she begins to realize

By giving your skin
the right care you can

is

than you ever

tunity I

before.

day your skin

mind

that each

changing; old skin dies and new takes its
place. Whatever your complexion
has been in the past
by beginning,

now, to give
it

this

needs,

up

build

ally

and

to be lovelier every

disadvantages.

year

new

skin

the

you can gradu'

a fresh, clear, radiant

complexion.

The cause of blackheads
and blemishes

heads or blemishes. They can easily
be overcome by the following two
treatments

A

skin.
is

large-pored skin, or one

much exposed

soft'Coal

smoke,

is

to dust and

especially sus-

Blemishes
are generally the result of infection

ceptible to blackheads.

from

bacteria carried

by dust into

the pores.

Don't neglect detects

like black-

your skin will

attractiveness.

your

Get a cake of Woodbury's
today, at any drug store or
25-cent cake
toilet goods counter.
of Woodbury's lasts a month or six

A

weeks

for

regular

including any

use,

:

To

Free your Skin from Blemishes

Just before you go to bed, wash in your
usual way with warm water and Woodbury'^ Facial Soap, finishing with a dash
of cold water. Then dip the tips of your
fingers in warm water and rub them on
the cake of Woodbury's until they are

covered with a heavy, cream-like

lather.

Cover each blemish with a thick coat of
this and leave it on for ten minutes, then
rinse very carefully,

Blackheads are caused by dirt and
oil collecting in the pores of your
that

— and you will be!

to

life

Make up

is

—

treatment

Use the knowledge you have gained from

clearer

become and what a world of
difference it will make in its

—

overcome past faults

Remember

much

and her own possibilities. Don 't think of your age,
whatever it is, as a limitation
think of it as an oppor-

herself

often gain a lovelier skin
at thirty

need are given
"A Skin You

different skin

blemishes, and ugly little

had

Then pro-

with a handkerchief and press out the
tect the fingers

sweets
and, above

hours
neglect of a few
simple rules of skin hylate

Special Treatment for
Every night before retiring,
apply hot cloths to your face
until the skin is reddened.
Then with a rough washcloth work up a heavy lather
of Woodbury's Facial Soap
and rub it into the pores
thoroughly, always with an
upward and outward motion. Rinse with clear hot
water,then with cold. If possible rub your face for thirty
seconds with a piece of ice.
To remove blackheads already formed, substitute a
flesh brush for thewashcloth

twenties.

The reason

?

first

with clear hot

water, then with cold.

Use

blemishes have disappeared, then continue to give your face, every night,
a thorough bath in the regular
Woodbury way, with Woodbury's
Facial Soap and warm water, ending with a dash of cold water. In
this way you can guard against a reappearance of the blemishes.
this treatment until the

of the

special

Woodbury's

Woodbury

also

comes

treatments.

in convenient

3-cake boxes.

Three Woodbury skin preparations

—guest

size

—for 10 cents

THE Andre'w Jergens Co.
1302 Spring Giove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

—

Please send me a
For the enclosed 10 cents
miniature set of the Woodbury skin preparations, containing:

A trial size cake of Woodbun''s Facial Soap
A sample tube of Woodbury's Facial Cream
A sample box of Woodbury's Facial Powder
A Skin
Together u/ith the treatment booklet,
'

Love

to

You

Touch."

Canada, address The Andrew
Jergens Co.. Limited, 1302 Sherbrooke St.,
If you live in

Perth, Ontario. English Agents:

H. C. Quelch

&Co.,4Ludgate Square, London,

E. C. 4.

Name
Street

City

.

State.

Cutout this coupon and send it to us today
Copyright. 1923, by

!
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The Andrew Jergens

Co.
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Photograph by Alfred Cheney Johnston

JOHN BARRYMORE
idol, who is also one of the greatest artists of his age, has again been busy
in the motion-picture stndios for an all too brief interlude. And the result is another extraordinary
motion-picture . . . "Beau Brummell."
hope for the day when Mr. Barrymore will be more definitely
associated with the screen

John Barrymore, the matinee

We

Photograph by

Kenneth Alexander

MADGE KENNEDY
In "Poppy," a

new musical comedy,

Kennedy supplements her
charming enough personality with
Madge

several

musical numbers.

And

the

crowded to capacity every
evening and every matinee. However,

theater

is

with her last screen production,
"Three Miles Out," now released.
Miss Kennedy is taking time to consider the story she will use as her
next motion-picture

LILA LEE

We

publish this

new
LiI

portrait of
because it presents her as the

Lee

a

young

matron.

And, after all,
that is what you

might

expect

the c o

m p a r a-

tively

new Mrs.

James
w

o o d

Kirkbe,
every-

to

above
thing else.

her
she

With

husband,
playing

is

in a motion-pic-

ture called

"P

a

i

n

t

Women"

e d

Photograph by Evans, L. A.

COLLEEN MOORE
wicked wink with which Colleen adorns
this page
and it is illustrative of the flapper
Colleen in "Flaming Youth." Personalities change
in Hollywood, and we have noticed lately that
It

is

this

ever.

a

—

is more attractive than
by the way, will be "The
Swamp Angel"

daughter of old Erin

Her next

picture,

irrs

'-^

w^S^Sr ^^9^

yf

Photograph by \V.

ELLIOTT DEXTER
The

pictures

which

Elliott

Dexter makes from

now on should

please him. For by his new contract he is permitted the entire responsibility of
choosing his story, his director and his cast, and
anything else which is necessary to his productions. His first picture under this Utopian arrange-

ment

is

'The "Way Men Love."

Harris

is

And Mildred

the leading lady of his choosing

F.

Seely, L. A.

Photograph by Kenneth Alexander

DOROTHY GISH
Dorothy Gish is wintering in Italy.
No, this is not a society note
quite the contrary. For Dorothy is
in Italy for the purpose of appearing
in "Romola," the film in which she
will star with her sister, Lillian.
It
is being filmed under the direction
of Henry King on its native ground
.

.

.

Pholograph'by

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
her
is one of the best pictures we have ever seen of Constance Talmadge, for it portrays
as she is ... a rare good fellow, chic and fascinating . . . who has a perfect regiment of
(Production Note: Miss Talmadge
attractive and wealthy admirers eternally at her heels.
is next to appear in a screen version of "The Mirage," the drama in which Florence Reed
was starred upon the stage)

This

W.

F.

Secly,

L.

A.

Photograph by Melbourne Spurr

ADOLPHE MENJOU
Adolphe Menjou has justly come to be regarded
shadows cast upon the screen. In "A Woman of
all of

the hero.

as one of the most adept and fascinating
Paris," he succeeded in making his villain
And we hear that Lubitscb has only praise to offer him for the work he has
done under his direction in "The Marriage Circle"

Photograph by Clarence

VIRGINIA

VALU

Her
is carving a definite niche for herself in the foremost ranks of screen players.
portrayals never lack dignity, and she was recently selected for important roles in "Wild
Oranges" and "The Signal Tower"

Miss Valli

S.

Bull

Photograph by Alfred Cheney Johnston

Donna Roma

.

a portrait study of

in

'20

"The

Barbara

LaMarr

Eternal Citp"

in tKe role she essays

Patricia:

Holl3?wood'5 Flapper
By

HARRY CARR
RI;TH miller was
two hours
PATSYengagement
— which was doing
only

pretty

the
sidering.

for

late

well,

con-

She had announced her intentions of paying us a call
of ceremony and state at our California ranch.
She said she
wanted to meet the Pekin ducks she had never known a white
Pekin duck on what anyone could call intimate terms.
The fair Patricia was due at two o'clock she blew in some
time around four when the sun was just beginning to settle
down over the rim of the Tujunga mountains.
She had the thrill of her young life as she drew up under
die old oak-tree that shelters the ranch house. Frances Marion
And
was just leaving with her husband, Fred Thomson.
Frances has been the heroine of Patricia's young dreams.
Also Frances's husband being a handsome blade, and probably
the most perfect athlete the world has ever known, as well as
a highbrow young man with a string of university degrees
after his name, has also not escaped the notice of Patricia and
the other flappers.
"They say she is the greatest scenario writer in the world,"
said the awe-struck Miss Miller as the Thomson family
jammed the gears into place and receded in a haze of glory
;

;

and

oil

smoke.

Photograph hy

W.

Patricia

napped

F. Seely, L. A.

was almost kidinto the movies.

When

the

came

to

Millers

first

California, they

were having a famUy picon the beach at

nic

Miss Miller
watched until

Venice. A motion-picture
director saw Patsy Ruth

they were out
of sight. ''If

romping on the sand and

she's

got

all

those brains and
such a charming

husband,

I

dont

why Heaven
had to make her
see

also

the

pretti-

Hollywood," she said
with a sigh.
And with that,

est girl in

Until now. Patsy's biggest success has been
with Charley Ray in

"An Old Sweetheart

of

Before she

is

Mine."

much

older she

is like-

ly to do something
really big. Patsy Ruth
is one of the girls that
Hollywood critics are

eagerly watching. She
has tenderness of feeling and brains. She is

due

to get

somewhere

introduced himself to her
family in order to ask if
the pride and joy of the
household would not like
to be a movie actress.
The pride and joy thought
she would
and that
.

.

.

was that

—

:
;

(T^ffKlS^'E
Patsy Ruth came to the bottom of the icecream and remarked sorrowfully. "If you were
to ask me to have some more, I would say, 'No,
thank you' but if you asked me the second time,
;

I

should relent."

She relented and I dare say has been repenting
on a diet of pineapple, without even the lamb
chops ever since.
She played around the ranch all afternoon
from the chicken yard where the white leghorns
hide under the wild plum bushes to the yard
where the geese stalk around in solemn dignity.
At sunset we climbed the hills and watched
the colors flame across the mountain ranges that
"stand up like thrones of kings" on the skyline;
we watched the scarlet and gold melt into ashes
of roses and deep violet as the day was dying.
And Patsy Ruth grew a little solemn and
serious and we talked about the problems of life
and death and art and careers.
Little Patsy Ruth has more interesting backgrounds than many of the Hollywood girls you
meet.
She comes of a fine family which grew
on the borderland between the old South and
the practical aggressiveness of the Middle West.
think her people were a little bit scandalized
when she became a riiotion-picture star.
She was almost kidnapped into the movies
When the Millers first came to
so to speak.
I

at first

(

Patricia has a heroine. She is Frances
Marion. Of her she says: "They say
she is the greatest scenario writer in
the world . . . and if she has all those
brains and such a charming husband,
I dont see why Heaven had to make

Patricia wandered out into
Presently she
the orchard.
emerged from the middle of
a fig-tree and with a half-

eaten

Smyrna

in

her also the prettiest

asked in a horrified voice
"Are these things fattening?"
"Being full of sugar, they
are about the fatteningest
things that grow," was the
ruthless answer.
With the fig still in her
hand, she wailed out her
grief to the world. "Here I
have been starving on a diet
of lamb chops and pineapple

two months and you
me out here where
grows on the trees."
for

in-

fat

Which

did not deter Patsy
for an-

Ruth from reaching
other
It

fig.

was one of those belated
come after the

hot days that

summer

is

supposed to have

died and I had been grinding
at an ice-cream freezer most
of the afternoon.
"You're a wonderful conversationalist,"
said
Patsy

Ruth when someone mentioned ice-cream.
"I'll be so
tat when I
leave here that they'll have
to retake all my close-ups
but let us be happy on the
(T\

Sabbath."

k)22

[age

girl in

Hollywood"

her hand

vite

Continued on page 85)

Photograph by Edwin Bower Hesser

j

Photograi^u by Seely, L. A.

She told us that she is
living in the hope that
she will get a part some
day which does not de-

pend upon the
cake-frosting
tors

and

—

sugary

that

direc-

stars call ''sym-

pathy" that sickly mush
with which scenario
writers have spoiled most
of the best stories in the

world

with impossible

who are all snow
maidens who are inca-

heroines

pable of

frailties

Elinor

Glyn Named Her As Queen
For the role of the Queen in "Three Weeks," Elinor
Glyn personaUy chose Aileen Pringle from all the
"because distinction and
beauty of Hollywood
.

.

.

some

subtle suggestion of the tiger lurks in her strange
beauty." Above is one of the first photographs taken
of Miss Pringle in this role
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"No, no, NO!" said
Charlie Chaplin, "I'm goi n g
back to California
and make another comedy.
I dont want to play
Hamlet at all. Shakespeare would bore me to
death on the screen. It's
the beauty of Shakespeare's lines

which have

made him an immortal.
I'm going back to the old
shoes
the old cane
.

.

.

and derby. Once

in

awhile
about once a
year or so ... I should
.

.

.

like to make something
really rare and beautiful
... as it comes to me;
like 'A
of Paris.'
I had to make that when
I did.
It grew and grew

Woman

in

my mind

until

I

couldn't do anything else
but just that"

Photograph by G. Maillard Kesslere

Above is a caricature made by
John '^ecker over which Charlie
was e.. usiastic. And, after all,
whatever Chaplin may do, he will
never be forgotten as the wistful
little

man who

has erased the tears

of the world.
And, on the right,
is one of the new portraits taken
of him on his recent visit in New

York

!
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Charlie doesn't lliink
the heroine in his
story loved the boy
from the
after she had known
intimately a man of
the other sort .
sophisticated, with
polish and char ni.

country
.

He

.

thinks she only

felt a sentintenlal in-

terest for the boy,
thinking, p e r h a ps,
that she should be
in

love

At the

with him.
scene

left is a

Woman

from "A

of

showing

Paris,"

Adolphe Menjou and
Edna Purvianre. On
the right, Chaplin is
seen directing a sequence of this pro-

duction

.

.

.

and

be-

low, as he was
snapped directing an
exterior scene

We

Interview Charlie Cnaplin
A

Playful Playlet in

One Act

and Five Scenes

THE CAST
WKom

Charlie CKaplin

We
Such supernumeraries
publicity

men, elevator

—

as

I is

tKe world knows

:

Hotel

clerks,

audience

the Lyric Theater.

"A Woman of

In a stage box Charlie
sits alone.
About him is
that air of solitariness
marks the truly
that

Small of stature,
but great in dignity and
exceeding charm.
That
is
the
atmosphere
of
Charlie.
The film runs
its keen, triumphant way.
And ends to the calls of
great.

at

tne Lyric Tneater, page boys, telepKone operators,

experts, CKarlie's Japanese valet, cjho sbould be in the diplomatic service, et cetera.

It is the New York premiere
Paris," the motion picture written and directed by
Mr. Chaplin, but in which he does not appear in person. The filmerati are there. The Elect, Highbrows who look down upon the
common movie. In the thronged theater lobby stands a large floral
display from Mary and Doug. And merely in passing, Gladys Hall
and Adele Whitely Fletcher are among those most
inconspicuously present.

Scene

of

all

Gladys Hall and Adele WKitely Fletcher

comes immediately under the

spell

of his magnetic and dynamic

personality.

Hall (coaxingly)
Huh? Huh
Adele Whitely Fletcher

Gl.adys
view him ?

:

Aren't
(

inV/z

we going

to inter-

deliberation

.

.

.

perhaps she was planning a single interview, zi'ho knows?)

:

Maybe.
G. H.
.

her

.

.

(elbowing

point

i

A. W. F.'s ribs

n

t

o

not
her plans)
I
think
we might do an inif

:

terview with him.
Why,*

should think

I

ac-

we would have to do
an interview with
him.
h y- ee
I
should think that

ap-

even

he
break the silent drama.
He finally comes out on-

that!

"Bravo
Speech

1

!"

Bravo! Speech!
There is mad

applause.
and steps

bows

in

Charlie

forward.
grateful

knowledgment.
plause

insists

The

rises

He

that

to the stage from the recess of his box and the
applause dies down as he
opens his speech with his
international smile.
His
hair is dusted with iron
grey.
He tells a funny
story.
And his audience

W

,

\on

could

see

A. W. F. (;V//v reproachful) I'm
:

aware of
ments.

Dear
G.

new

his achieve-

Really,

my

.

.

.

H.
I
have a
dress and every-

thing.

:

.

.

.

25
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G. H. I thought you said it was all settled for eleven o'clock.
say it's settled all right, wrong side up!
A. W. F. (with something less than her usual asperity)
:

I'll

:

It zvas.

(At

.

.

.

juncture

this

writer of the
intcrvietvers
is

tell

Hariette

Underhill,
the motion-picture
cotnes into the lobby.
The
her of the broken, or deferred appointment. She

New

York "Tribune,"

sympathetic.)

Hariette Underbill:

My

dears, that's

why

I

haven't

made

an engagement with Charlie Chaplin since he came to town. I'm
awfully fond of him, but I know that the one thing he cant keep
is an appointment, and if he broke
one with me I'd be furious and I
Alt ho sophisticated, "A
dont want to be that.
Woman of Paris" escaped
( With this encouraging nezifs she
because,
as
the censors,
takes her leave.)
Charlie himself explained:
.

"the ending

of the picture
And then,
things.
too, there was really nothing
iH the entire picture that

salved

could offend a child. Only
the sophisticated person, the
person thoroly in the knowledge of a certain type of life

and what it means, would be
sure of what he or she was
seeing." At the left is anand
other new portrait
below is Charlie in a playful
moment on the roof of the
.

Ritz-Carlton

.

—

A. W. F. (and there is marked
Room 423.
doubt in her tone.)
:

.

please.

A.

F.

:

Charlie has, perhaps,

seen one or two

.

.

W.

F.

:

.

F.

.

:

[Pause.]
He hasn't risen yet?
[Pause.]
,

Very

well, then, we'll

an hour.
(Continued on page 94)
in half

.

.

.

to in-

F. {having intended this
along) I'll 'phone about

all

:

an appointment
Scene

up

W.

.

.

:

A.

W.

.

new gowns among

movie friends.
G. H. Well, are we going
terview him or are we iiotf

his

reply

.

Well, but
l)e

W.

.

Scene III. Same as Scene II. Two
o'clock in the afternoon. The same procedure takes place. Once more A. W. F.
calls the suite number on the 'phone.
Once more G. H., who has again checked
her wrap for a small monetary consideration, adjusts her new dress.

A.
A.

.

in the

morning.

— The

lobby of the RitzCarlton.
Two days later. It is eleven
o'clock and G. H. and A. W. F. enter,
Of course they are working
yawning.
II.

and

girls

requests

A. W. F.
Still ...
number of Mr. Chaplin's

that.

all

the

something of an air de luxe.
it isn't every day she

suite with

One can

see that

has so distinguished a number to call.
She then §oes to the telephones with
quite an air while G. H. adjusts the
aforementioned new dress with many a
nervous twitch and pull.

A. W. F. (optimistically, as it
develops) Room 423, please.
(There is the signal of ringing
on the wire for several minutes
'

:

Then

.

.

.

.

.

.

)

A. W. F.: Miss Hall and Miss
Fletcher to see Mr. Chaplin by appointment. [Pause.]
A. W. F. (aggrieved) But we
had an appointment. He hasn't
risen yet? Are you sure he's gone
to bedt He left word not to be disturbed until two o'clock? Oh, we
Well, not to mind us, I am
see
sure. Time is not so far as we are
concerned (these latter remarks
mostly under her breath. Aloud.)
Well, we'll telephone again^ then.
(She hangs up the receiver.
There would seem to be nothing
:

!

else to do.)

t
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Photograph^ by
International

Newsrcel
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"Prodncers," said a prominent society matron, "are said to devote
lime and attention to seeing that in costume plays the gowns are
Then why, I wonder, do they not take as much trouble
correct.
to see that Broadway is not confused with Fifth Avenue?"

And,

at

the

At the left

right,

is

Miss

Miss Fifth
as
our artist
saw her one
late autumn

Broadway. It
must be ad-

is

Avenue

mitted

morning

ly

The

confused

Verdict of the Vanderbilts
BS

THE

that

the movies the two
are frequentin

HAROLD. SETON

average individual possesses a certain amount
ambition," even tho this statement
may be indignantly disputed. Due consideration
will certainly prove that in each community the
very poor look up to the not-so-poor and the well-to-do
Unusual is the man who
look up to the very wealthy.
does not secretly enjoy associating wnth "the richest man
in town." and even more unusttal is the woman wlio does
not secretly enjoy associating with "the richest woman."'
Denounce such "snobbishness" if you will, but, at the same
time, remember about "people in glass houses" throwing

three moving-picture theaters, and during each sitmmer
these houses are patronized not only by tlie tradespeople
of Thames Street, but by the owners of estates on
Bellevue Avenue. One evening last summer the present
writer was a member of a fashionable party attending a
Newport picture-playhouse, and was keenly impressed by
the fact that altho the rest of the audience sat enthralled,
spellbound by the spectacle, the group of men in dinnercoats and women in evening-gowns giggled and tittered.
The film was supposed to depict people of position, their
modes and their manners, to say nothing of their morals,

stones

but was so fantastically false that an impression was
created such as if a company of Escjuimaux was engaged
for a "Wild West" production
The chaperon of the theater party was the mistress

of

"social

Residents of ^lain Street do not hobnob with the denizens of back alleys. And in large cities the contrasts are
greater than in small towns. In New York Fifth Avenue
and the Bowery are worlds apart, and so are Fifth Avenue and Broadway. Fifth Avenue realizes this quite well.
So does the Bowery. But not so Broadway. That is
where our subject comes in the verdict of the Vanderbilts
Just as in small towns ]Main Street and the back
alleys flock to the movies, so Fifth Avenue and Broadway
do likewise, altho bringing different viewpoints.
The present writer has for many years, thru the

—

!

force of circumstances,
been brought in close contact with rich and fashionable people, the richest and
most fashionable in America.
Each summer he is at
Newport, Rhode Island, the
most exclusive resort in the

world, for not even at the
famous Continental watering-places. Deauville, Trouville and the Lido, is there
a private bathing-beach, as
at Newport, where even a
glimpse of the bathers is
denied the rank outsider.

At Newport ^Ihere

are

IT

Diamond

!

of a Fifth Avenue mansion as well as of a Newport estate.
In her box at the Metropolitan Opera House she wears
ropes of pearls worth a fortune, but only on special occasions dons her diamond tiara. She wore the diadem when,
in London, she was presented by the American Ambassador's wife* to the King and Queen of England.
She was
asked for her opinion of the film, and her comments were
jotted down.
They are herewith set forth as those of a
genuine "society woman"
discussing an alleged "society picture."

tiaras

worn

silk stockings

high-heeled slippers with glistening buckles.

Male

servants dressed always in livery.

Debutantes with Alary Pickford

Boudoir wraps and caps

And

curls.

of barbaric splendor.

dining-rooms as large as museums.

film,

jority of others

to casual dinner-parties.

Alaids wearing short skirts ivith

and the mawhich profess to depict the dress and
deportment of people of
wealth and position, could
"This

AMUSES SOCIETY TO SEE—
and

impress those who
have no more' acquaintance
with the actual conditions
than have the directors of
these abstirdities.
Produconly

ers are said to devote time
and attention, to say noth-

ing of money, to seeing that
in 'costume' plays, the
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Middle Ages are not confused with the Colonial Period
and the Colonial Period is not confused with the early
Victorian.
Then why, I wonder, do they not take as
much trouble to see that Broadway is not confused with
Fifth Avenue?
My New York house is large and well
proportioned, and my Newport villa is quite commodious.
I constantly visit at the best-known residences in both
communities, but I have never seen or heard of any
drawing-rooms or dining-rooms half the size of those constantly shown in picture-plays as being the haunt of 'the
idle rich.'
A\''hen we entertained
such distinguished
foreigners as Prince Henry of Prussia, the Crown Prince
of Sweden and the Duke and Duchess of Connaught, we
enlarged our usual stafif of servants and dressed the footmen in special liveries. But, in the movies, for ordinary
dinner-parties enormous banquet-halls are shown, and
dozens of flunkeys.
Maids seem to be engaged by the
score, and they wear short skirts, silk stockings and highheeled slippers with showy buckles. Such costumes are of
course unheard of outside of the studios.
"I have never been considered a frump or a dowdy, and
some of my women friends are hailed as 'the best-dressed
w^omen in America.' But none of us would ever dream
of including in our wardrobes such details as seem essential to 'society women' in pictures.
Evening-gowns, the
backs of which are cut down to the waistline would not
be tolerated. Plead ornaments suggestive of the Ziegfeld
'Follies' would be relegated to the 'Follies.'
Boudoircaps of barbaric splendor would stamp the wearer as
beyond the pale. The movies constantly show 'millionaires' wives' trailing about bedrooms in yards of chiffons,
glittering with spangles and festooned with fur. Modistes
may carry such goods, but they certainly never show them
to their Fifth Avenue clientele.

"In ballroom scenes young

with their hair
in curls, after the manner of Mary Pickford.
In actual
life such coiffures are restricted to the schoolroom or the
nursery. Any debutante who appeared at a ball with her
hair in curls would be laughed out of countenance, and
her mother would be severely criticized.
Close-ups of
men's faces show that most of them have had their eyeNo gentleman in polite
brows shaped in some way.
society would indulge in such an effeminate practice.
I
have never heard of anyone who did. And so it goes,
with a hundred and one repetitions, until one is forced to
realize that, as has often been declared, 'the motionpictures are still in their infancy!'"
Following this emphatic expression of opinion, the
present w^riter interviewed other prominent members of
the Newport colony, and, after returning to New York for
the winter, continued his investigations.
Not only was
the original criticism duplicated and enlarged upon, but
the general taste of the smart set was manifested in regard
to the movies.
"Society" in Cheyenne, Wyoming, may be headed by the
Smiths and in Tallahassee, Florida, by the Browns, in San
Francisco by the Crockers and in Philadelphia by the
Biddies, but in New York it is certainly headed by the
Vanderbilts.
So it is edifying to ascertain the verdict of
the Vanderbilts, the many-millioned family whose ramifications include Twomblys, Sloancs, Webbs, Shepards,
girls are seen

Whitneys and so forth.
It seems that with these discriminating movie fans the
favorite screen actor is the virile and romantic Douglas
Fairbanks and the favorite screen actress is the winsome
and a]3pealing Mary Pickford. Gloria Swanson is considered "magnetic" and Ramon Novarro is considered
"fascinating."
Charlie Chaplin and Harold Lloyd are
immensely popular.
D. W.
Griffith

^>v- -^^Sk.

and so

is
is

highly esteemed,
Eric von Stroheim.

Some directors who go to
great trouble and expense with
their "society" scenes are only
laughed at for their pains.
And yet for the hundreds
{Continued on page 85)

"On

the screen

the 'wives of

milliona
are

ires'
constantly

shown

trailing

about bedrooms
in yards of chifglittering
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with spangles

and
with

festooned
fur.

Mo-

may

carry
such, but they
certainly never
distes

show them to
their Fifth Avenue clientele"

TKe

KJev^

Madge
is

hardly the

sort of

thing we

This

have come to ex-

pect

of

Madge

Bellamy. Always
she has been the

demure and

shrink-

ing violet.

It

may

be in line with the
recent news that

she

organizing
motion-

is

her o

wn

company
we wonder if

pic ture
.

.

.

it is, by chance, a
subtle hint that she
will essay vampire
roles ... or were
the black lingerie

and sweeping hat
donned only in the
interest of an artisportrait study
tic
faafter all?

We

vor the

last sugges-

tion

.

.

.

Photograph by

Henry Waxman
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While Hi was

dictating his correspondence that morning, he noted an amused
smile on his stenographer's face abstractedly reaching into his pocket for his
handkerchief he had drawn out the apron

—

instead!
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Thistledown
The

Written Around tKe Younger Generation

Serial

By

DAKfA GATLIN
Illustrated by Harold Lund

INSTALMENT
FTER

they had gone a couple of blocks, young
'Here, better give me the wheel,
Daggett said
now."
y
Dollv murmured.
"I'm a pretty good driver
but obediently exchanged places.
"Yes, you can drive, all right I imagine you could do
sixty-one; on that score, at least, you merit the cop's

/jL

:

%

—

II

"I remember, all right.
You were ducky in that ca)>
and apron. And I called you Thistledown and you said
your name was Dolly Watt." Then, putting the question
"How long have you been a waitress, and where
bluntly
did you come from to Thiebaud's?"
But Dolly laughed tantalizingly and shook her head.
"I dont half-believe your name is Dolly Watt," he said,
:

admiration."

suspiciously.

His tone was
wry, but Dolly

"What, would

clapped her hands

Synopsis of the First Instalment

merrily.

"That was beautiful !" she ex-

the
Alsatian,

claimed.

was

"It

iniqui-

tous,"

answered

young

Daggett.

"To
cer

just

preaching at

after

me I"

"That was different. You'd been

reckless driver, and
ought to be repri-

manded."
did

you come to my
rescue with the
He'd have
cop ?
handed me over to
a judge who'd reprimand me, all
right

in

name

the

girl

—

judgment.
"That's really the nicest way to be liked, isn't it?" was
Dolly's comment, in her voice of sly mischief.
He glanced at her with answering fun in his own face,
then the look gave way to an inquisitive wonder.
"Who are you, anyway?" he asked. "You are an
extraordinary girl."

"You know who

I

Thiebaud's road^house.

am

—

I

served you

last

Dont vou remember?"

night

at

be-

car

that's

—but

I've

I

true

my

enoitgh,

she

drew out a flimsy,
white trifle anr'
held it round her.
She looked down
it.
wonderingly.
"Gracious, but an
apron does make a
difference in a
woman !" Then she
peered up at him
anxiously.
"Do I
seem again Dollv

at

Watt, the Thiebaud's waitress?"
This was sheer
levity
again,
but

young

Daggett

could

not help

—

laughing.
he said

silent.

must have been." the young man said, "that you
really wanted to help me."
"Then it was against my better judgment." said Dolly.
It
"Well, anyway, I'm glad you wanted to help me.
means you must like me a little even if against better

it's

the

apron tucked under
my cape!" And,

was

"It

change? Maybe

see

!"

The

my

should

witched me

—

—

doing the sixty-one
actually. You're a

"Then why

of ivaifress

—

deceive an offiof the law

and

role

me

a fine lady that

notorious road-house of old Leon, the
and Anna, his zvife, Doroiiiy Claiborne of royal lineage is called
upon to serve young Hi Daggett, the millionaire rounder of the village
of Fairfield, Conn. Daggett recognizes her as unusually lovely and "different.'' but he accepts her part and parcel as a ivaitress, and the old story of
the son of the idle rich
a loivly zuaitress.
Hi tags
the chase begins
Dorothy "Thistlcdoivn" because of her delicacy and allure, and tho she
modestly protests that her name is Dolly Watt, tlie pseudonym pleases her.
Dolly has her oivn reason for the disguise: she is engaged to a zvealthy and
unloved man from zvliom she is seeking surcease. Young Hi, tho he drinks
overmuch and is overfree zvith hearts, attracts her enormously, but Leon
and Anna are apparently the keepers of her honor, from long ago, and act
as zvatch dogs to such good intent that Hi does not get very far in his
advances. Hozvez'er, fortune and recklessness favor him, a fezv days later.
He is racing thru Fairfield at a dangerous speed in his roadster, regardless
of the lives of pedestrians and the children playing in the streets a figure
dashes from the sidezvalk and stands, arms outspread, immediately in the
path of the car. He throzvs on the brakes.
The car stops directly in front
It is Dolly.
She berates him for his criminal reckof the tense figure.
lessness, he her for her foolhardiness.
Then a motor-cycle cop looms in
pursuit.
Young Hi is an old offender; this last offence zvill cost him his
license.
He tells Dolly so, and tho she has said that he deserves just that,
she jumps into the car, like a good sport, and takes the driz'er's seat herself.
When the cop accosts them she takes the blame. Hi tries to e.vplain. but
is finally
silenced zi'hen she nonchalantly calls him "dear" and casually
mentions to the policeman that he is her fiance. Dolly's smile, reinforced
ivith a yellozvback from Hi, zvins the cop and he allozcs them to go free.
They drive off into the dusk, as zvaifress and millionaire, for Hi has not
noticed that Dolly's picture is displayed at the near-by motion-picture house
as the lovely Dorothy Claiborne.

In

a grand
such

riding in
car make

"Xo wonder you bewitched the cop,"
who are the witch, not this grand car.
L'st

"it's you
must look nut

I

you bewitch Hi Daggett, too."

The

girl

did not answer, gazed

demurely

off at

the

rushing twilight.

Then
"You

the

young man reminded

—

me 'dear' back there and in front of the
!"
policeman
For another second the girl did not speak then she said
will you let me out,
"I've come farther than I meant
or be so kind as to take me back to the trolley?"
"Oh, dont go back yet come on for a little ride. Or
are you on duty tonight ?"
"Xo. I'm not on dutv." she murmured.
called

—

;

:

—
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His voice was breathless. His face was coming closer.
For a paralyzed second the girl watched that nearing
face, those shining eyes; terror gripped her, terror and
a hundred unnamed sensations
Then he kissed her

—

—

—

;

—

And

strange tingle within herself, a flutter of excitement.
And it was truly a "peach
of an evening"
the dusk filled with a blurred glory, the
air full of wind but soft for October, the road gleaming
ahead thru the deepening, mysterious shadows.
The girl did not know why she tingled she did not
know that all the ghosts of joyous yovith, all of youth that
ever quickened in spring's glad season and died, throbbed
now invisibly in this windy autumn night in their
inaudible voices tumultuously calling'. She did not know,
but the look she cast him was sincere and sweet and wistful when she said
"For a little wav. then but I mustn't be gone too
long."
"Righto," said young Daggett.
"Promise you not to
go too fast but the road's not jammed out here."
"I like going fast sometimes," she admitted.
"Who's the inconsistent one?" he quizzed. But she
didn't mind the banter, or bother about inconsistency,
because her mood had changed.
"Needn't be afraid of my driving," he laughed assuringly, and stepped on the gas and they went rushing in
pursuit of their own fleet white headlight, thru the
felt a

—

;

—

—

—

;

mysterious gloom.

Dusk and the blur of trees and houses, painted more
mysteriously as the stars stole out twilight, starlight
and night to follow
and two of them a young
roysterer and a waitress he had met in a road-house
rushing thru t'.;s shimmering world.
It seemed as if the speeding car, and the two of them
in it, owned the night and the world.
Now and then contestants, interlopers, appeared and ofifered a brief challenge a pair of huge yellow eyes blazing forth from the
gloom, making directly toward them, and young Daggett
each time seeming to steer straight to meet the onslaught
Each time he swerved with masterly minuteness out of
danger, Dolly caught her breath and tingled at his strength
and skill, at his air of superbly casual ease.
Now and then she glanced where he sat broadshouldered and silent. He had flung aside his cap and his
hair, blowing back, made him akin to the rushing wind
she could see he was smiling and she got an odd sense
32
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"Then come on it's a peach of an evening the air'U
do you good."
Dolly still gazed at the rushing twilight.
"Please dont say no," he urged. "I'm sort of lonesome
tonight
sort of low. Wont you be a good Samaritan?"
She ventured him a glance then, almost timidly and it
seemed to her that something sombre underlay the
audacity in his eyes, and that a certain compression of his
lips belied his light-hearted laughter
perhaps this dashing
young man was indeed lonesome. She felt a queer stir of
pity in her heart.

that this fast-going brought him soine surcease as well as
excitement.
She, too, felt strangely soothed she was aware of an
agreeable sensation a queer gladness, a strange and
All restlessness
unwarranted sense of companionship.
The wind was a stinging balm. The
dropped away.
they
stars in the heavens stooped nearer and nearer
stretched down soft bright jewels of peace
a soft shining
Soft, soft was the night,
contentment rimmed her in.
sharp and sweet the wind
down, the shimmering
night-roads in the night-time, in the starlight.
Yes, it was stupendously odd and it was incontestably
wrong, but this impulsive girl felt nearer contentment
than she had felt for months speeding thru the night
with a young man unknown to her, and of lawless repute.
They had not talked much, only little detached inconsequences marking their flight some quirk of the road
the staunchness of the good old boat
exultation over outdistancing a presumptuous pursuer.
There seemed curiously little need for sj^eech.
It was later than it should have been when Dolly
reminded him it was time to turn back.
"Dont bother taking me all the way to the inn," she
said. "You can drop me at Three Corners."
She couldn't
forbear adding im]3ishly
"Then you wont run the risk
of scandal."
"I'm not afraid of scandal," somewhat curtly. "And
Three Corners is nothing but a cross-roads and a patch
of woods."
"There's a perfectly good trolley dont rich folk with
automobiles know trolleys can be ridden in ? Or maybe,"
teasingly. "I live in the woods
in a tree."
"T shouldn't be surprised," he answered moodily.
"Thistledown
puff-balls
they blow around in the
woods, dont they, or pastures or something."
"Now, I see you're angry with me," she said, affecting
mournfulness. "Is it because I said I lived in the woods?
Please forgive me for that dreadful lie." And she gazed
beseechingly at him, clasping her hands. "Or maybe it's
just because I'm a servant
is that why you're angry,

—

—

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

—

;

—

:

—

—

—

—

-

—

Mr. Daggett?"
"You are mocking me again,"
I'm not angry with you.
stared ahead with that
voice his wish.

I

wish

said
"

Mr. Daggett, "but
He broke oflf and

moody expression,
Instead, he said

but did not

"Wont you tell me, at least, where you came from to
Leon's?"
Dolly put her fingers to her ears.
"Dont ask me questions cant you see I can hear
nothing?"
"I see you have on a very imposing ring." fie said,
rather cruelly.
"It must have cost a" good deal, that
gleamer."
"Perhaps it cost more than you think," answer^ed Dolly.
She lowered her hand and held it before her, gazing at the
dimly lit bauble. Her gaze was sober, and her tone was

—

—

—
:::

:

—
'Ih0l

a trifle sad as she added "But costly trinkets, they say.
do not always bring happiness."
Perhaps it came to young Daggett then, that this frail
girl might have a history far unhappier and stormier than
his own, for he said, with simple earnestness:
"I hope your ring will bring you nothing but haj^piness.
Thistledown."
"Do you really hope that?" she asked, still gazing at
:

the ring.

"Yes.

hope that."

I

Then

glanced

she

up,

greatly

daring

but

terribly

sincere.

"And

hope." she said, "that you will find happiness
the mad follies, in which you vainly seek it."
Young Daggett looked at her, startled, nonplussed
but he laid one hand a second on hers, and said. slowl\'You are a witch you understand me better. T believe,
than some who know me better."

despite

I

all

—

This was a dangerous slant of talk and the young man
must have realized it. for he removed his hand and suddenly altered his demeanor. He laughed, his gay careless
laugh, and said
"Well, I guess it's about time for refreshments. ThistleAlways go heeled." And. halting the car. he
down.
reached down and began fumbling for something.
The girl drew back in sudden alarm as he brought forth
a bottle and collapsible cup.
"Here, you're the guest." he said genialK'. offering her
the

first

drink.

—

She drew farther back. "Xo thank you. no!"
"Oh, come on Anna's a long way ofif."
"That's not it
I really dont want it."
"Oh, all right then 1 know somebody who does want
And he lifted the cup and drained it at a gulp. Then
it."

—
—

—

Dolly evinced no agitation wiien a step sounded and a
the gown and aspect of an exceptionally trained maid.

'
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"One good drink deserves another," and he reacheil f
again for the bottle.
"I wouldn't do that." urged the girl, her mischief lost
in mounting imeasiness.
"Why not?" good-humoredly, but ])ouring out the
"Pretty good better
liquor. He drained the second cup.
He laughed for no special reason, his
try some."
buoyancy seemed sw-ift in returning.
Suddenly Dolly caught hold of the bottle.
It was a wrong move, for he laughed, "Xo. you dont."
and grabbed there was a little tussle, their hands met and
contended.
Then, all at once, he let go his clutch. "All right
But I demand pa\ment better than a
keep the bottle
drink !"
His voice was breathless. His face was coming closer.
For a paralyzed second the girl watched that nearing face,
those shining excited eyes terror gripped her. terror and
a hundred unnamed sensations
Then he kissed her.
At the touch of his hot li])s the girl recovered her
numbed faculties, she wrenched herself away. Her face
was white and furious, like a flower that has been smitten
by storm.
"How dare you kiss me! You cad, you cad!"
Then she drew back her hand and dealt him a stinging
slap across the mouth.
I suppose no young man to whom esteem for women
and self-esteem, too has not become a cheap thing could
be in young Daggett's position and accept it equably.
Swift compunction seized him, but his humiliation balanced the compunction and he told himself he did not
deserve the humiliation.
The girl, with her moods and
her lightness, had led him on and who was she. anywav?

—

:

—

!

;

—

—

—

—

woman

entered. The woman, who was elderly, wore
Her tone sounded a blend of respect and reproach

—

:

:
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He knew
I

motives

pretty well, could read them and their

girls

—what

smarted.
help him any.
still

right

had

The

this girl to flout

him ? That blow

wasn't wholly sober didn't
So he hid his remorse.
fact

h.e

And

the girl couldn't know his sulkiness was aimed as
much at himself as at her, when he muttered
"Is it such a novel experience to you to get kissed when
you go riding with cads?"
Then bitterness added itself to her anger.

—

because I'm only a servant you dare to insult me.
hold me cheap but that makes yourself the cheaper.
You're more yellow even than I've heard. Hi Daggett.''
Then, imperious in her scorn and wrath "Turn this car
around and take me back at once
"It's

—

You

:

you have

if

that

"The phrase

"You
again."

—

is

you

said
I ?

"I cannot

with a shrug.

my

you never saw

face

I

\\e\x>

;

much decency

'"Cant say that hanging round
here gives me any particular pleasure," young Daggett muttered. Her
Avords must have stung even worse
than her blow, for he added, viciously "Cant get back any too quick to
suit me
and it'll suit me if I never
see your face again."
Nor could she know the ^enom

,

an angry thing, one red eye peering
back like a lurid eye of wrath.
Dolly watched the disappearing
until it became an imtail-liglit
agined speck then, instead of waiting for the trolley, or for whatever
she might expect to encounter at
Three Corners, she started walking
up that road which leads by the
wooded stretch and the old De
Bossert place. After walking about
a hundred }ards she turned into the
woods where an ancient and overgrown avenue disclosed itself.
Young Daggett, had he witnessed
her. would have been immensely
;

—

was directed partly against himself.
But diiring the homeward ride,
darting him a tentative glance or
two, she could see the dejected sag
of his shoulders, the grim set of his
jaw; and once catching his glance
for a second she caught the expression of a child who sulks but is unhappy, without knowing why. He
was like a spoiled child a big, bad,
spoiled child! Despite herself she
felt her cold censure melt a little
tho she held to it firmly, and held to
her chill dignity and silence.
The ride back was as wordless as
the sally- forth had been, but it was
a different kind of silence.
The
same stars shone, the same wind
sang, the same mysteries and soft
tumults throbbed in the air whispering of youth and youth's adventure
but for -these two the adventure had

and haunted aspect that marks any
human abode long abandoned, and
by night, its gloomy sequestration

come

migiit easily

astonished to see her, at this hour,
entering the deserted De Bossert
territory.

The

;

—

it

frightening.

grounds, with their ghostly vestiges
of patterned Iwxwood and ordered
shrubbery and pleasure-gardens, she
did not approach the ruins but
turned into a dim path which ran
into the woods again, at an
oft'
angle and ascending abruptly.

On

the brow of this isolated hill,
that wilderness and waste
stretching down behind her, Dolly

with

—

—

make

But Dolly walked along boldly,
and with the air of one knowing the
way.
When she reached the

—

—

hundred

—

—

-

old

;

;

and ended disastrously.
Dolly spoke but once, briefly, to
remind him to let her out at Three
Corners.
"Very well," acquiesced young
Daggett, just as briefly.
But when they came to the place
where the cross-roads reveal naught
by starlight save a dim trolle_\-track
and ghostly bill-boards and telegraph poles and on one corner a
fringe of woods stretching out
more dim and spectral then the
}Oung man unbent a little.
sure
"It looks pretty lonely here
you wont be afraid?"
"I'll be all right," jumping out.
But in the road she hesitated a moment. Perhaps it was because she
was safely out of the car, perhaps
it was because he looked so hostile
and so glum at any rate she
queried unnecessarily
"So we part enemies?"

drive

climbs steeply
yards thru the
woods before the extensive clearing
begins which formerly made the
setting for the mansion those once
beautifully kept grounds are now
rank and wild, and all that is left of
the mansion is a pile of overgrown
debris
it has been a quarter of a
century since the seat of the i)roud
De Bosserts was destroyed by fire.
Even by day the place has the lonely
several

—

.-TV

if

must have meant it then."
your not liking my face," she murmured,
but loud enough to carry above his thriimming motor.
Then, more loudly: "There's a smudge on your own, Mr.
It's car-grease
it came
Daggett, right by your mouth.
off my hand when I slapped you."
With this parting taunt she disapj^eared from his view
behind the car. The motor's thrum mounting instantly
to a roar was her only answer, and the car plunged
violently ahead
It went thundering down the road like
"Did

left!"

:

own making."

of your

didn't care

Dolly watched the disappearing tail-light
until it became an imagined speck; then,
instead of waiting for the trolley, or for
whatever she might expect to encounter
at Three Corners, she started walking up
that road which leads by the wooded
stretch and the old De Bossert place

might have been a hundred miles
from Fairfield and its noisy motor
road a hundred years from the
throb and pulse of modern civilization
except for the sudden -lights
down there, on the farther side,
glimmering along the Sound.
Except, too, for those nearer lights,
so near that one not
knowing
(Continued on page 108)
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The following is the fourth of a series of articles which will portray the various California studios
the studios as they appear to the observant spectator, differing as radically in appearance as they differ in atmosphere
and in the finis ichich are photographed behind their "No Admittance" signs.

Editor's Note.

IV. Universal Cit}? Studio
By

SALLY STEELE

including stars and trained
all its wonders,
animals, for the nominal admission price of twenty-five
cents. Those days are gone, but the tinselly flash of them

ing electric signs on New York's Broadway, can quite give
"the U" dignity.
On the hillsides tower mammoth sets. If }0U can slip
by the doorman who sits just inside the always-chilly,
musty-smelling entrance hall, you can explore to your
heart's content miles of amazing territory.
The Cathedral of Notre Dame, built for "The Hunchback," The Casino at Monte Carlo, mute reminder of von
Stroheim's tempestuous sway. Chinese, Arabian, Parisian,
American street sets, elaborately accurate in detail. On
the closed stages, and no studio has larger stages than this
one, stand luxurious interior sets.
And tho "the U's" contracted players are of modest
rank. Herb Rawlinson, Gladys Walton, Reginald Denny,
Virginia Valli, Hoot Gibson, some of our most famous

oddly remains.

stars

tlie

miles from Hollywood's busiest corner, over
twisting, winding Cahuenga Pass and back into

the

hills.

FIVE

Universal City.

Six hundred acres of it. if you please, with the eyetr}ing yellow stucco buildings of California-Spanish type
marking its entrance-way, and the inevitable line of studio
cars flung like a barricade before it.
"The U." as it is called on the Boulevard, cant live
down its past. Art struggles valiantly with Hokum, here,
but the gypsy-like atmosphere of the carnival reigns.
There was a day when one could tour Universal City,

and see

the studio cafeteria at the roadside carries an
arresting sign, calculated to gather in the shekels of the

Even now

movie-curious.

"Eat Here

—Dine

With The Stars"

it

invites.

No number

of million-dollar productions, nor of glitter-

have worked on this lot.
Absurdly tho, and delightfully,
"the U."

"the

U"

remains

The only

studio with a nickname.
picturesque gypsy who tries at times to be a perfect
lady, by wearing an ermine wrap.

A

Five miles from Hollywood's busiest comer, over the twisting, winding Cahuenga Pass and back into the hills
and here the gypsy-like atmosphere of the
.
Universal City. Six hundred acres of it, if you please
.

.

.

.

.

carnival reigns

.^5
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Not

They're

By

o

F

course

it's

career

wood

She

is

in

Holly-

deaf to the

advice of her elders and to
entreaties of her
the
friends.

THE HUMAN STORY OF
GIRL-MERTONS

trustful

maiden leaving her home
town and her best beau to
embark upon a motion!

youthful enthusiasm, hope

Picture the

picture

warned
thousand eye-

She

HELEN CARLISLE

all

\ery. very sad.

young,

Afraid to Fight

.

.

.

and

who

left

home with their
jammed into

silver sh-(>j>ers

and ideals?

best hats
the ward-

robe trunk alongside of movie novels, and
feeling like the heroines of best sellers

However, Hollywood taught them the
law of swp'^ly and demand and, realizing
that only a small quota of youth and loveli-

on the Belmont track.
She heeds no entreaties.
The best hat and the silver

luithout

are jammed into
the wardrobe trunk alongside the movie novels of

sert

filling

slippers

Rupert Hughes and Harry

Leon Wilson, and.

feeling
like the heroine of a best
seller, another self-elected

ness can find

recognition

camera, they took

before the

off their grease-jiaint

any sense of failure. Turning
their backs to the camera, they didn t deit

but are today successes in other

to

many have done?
Or will she join

game,
girls

spirited

the

group

of

and young women,

whom I'm introducing to you now ? Girls
who haA'e taken off the
grease-paint, but with no
sense of failure.

re not afraid to fght.

Not one

of

em.

made of their work on the
motion-picture screen a
stepping-stone to success in
other lines of studio work.
There's little, black-eyed

so very few can hope to become motion-picture
actresses of prominence, or even to earn a good livelihood
on the screen.
The law of supply and demand permits such a small
quota of Hollywood's youth and loveliness to find
Will the newcomer be
recognition before the camera.
slope,

is

You've

no

doubt

holds.

And Nell Newman, the lovely, blonde young secretary
of the Hollywood Studio Club.
Nell played the part of
the little Cockney girl-chum, in Nazimova's "The Heart
of a Child." This role was given her shortly after her
arrival from her home in Kansas City, a striking example
of the "beginner's luck" so often spoken of on the

one of the favored few ?
Will she become one of the ^•ast. unsettled army of
extra people, drifting from one studio to another when
the call goes out for mob scenes, living from day to day
on the occasional studio checks, gradually losing all her

On the left is Jeanie
McPherson, who gave up her
aspirations as an actress to
the
woman scenario writer in
profession. And,
the
film
at the right is Nell Newman
once an extra girl who,
despite beginner's luck, is

best-known

—

—

now no

That

Russell.

her honest-to-goodness own
name, too. She is secretary
to
Bernard McConville,
>cenario editor at Universal
City.

but the

who

seen Lillian on the screen,
tho you dont know it. She -has '"doubled" .for various
stars in scenes requiring a dancer of grace and ability.
Lillian was too ambitious to remain a double for anyone
very long. When Fame seemed reluctant to award her
laurels of her ver}- own, she tri])ped definitely tho
daintilv ofl; the screen, and accepted the position she now

citizeness is on her way.
What will become of her? Of the thousands of girls
who come to this sunny, hill-circled town on the Pacific

become

Girls

have turned their backs to
the camera, but have not
deserted it. Girls who have

Lillian

lines of studio work.

They

so

give

and return

some of

themselves.

is

ten
beauties have beaten
her to the extras' bench
that her chances of becoming a movie star are about
equal to those of a wooden
rocking-horse against Zev
that

up

her
her
home town, disappointed,
embittered by her failure as
she

\\"\\\

career

an

longer

actress,

secretary

Hollywood

of the
Studio Club

instead

Photograph
by C. Heighten Monroe

^
CTURf?
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Photograph by Evans, L. A.

Phijtos;iaph by C.

Heighlmi

>'• iin.c

Photograph by Doiiakl Biddle Keyes

Naturally, the future
Boulevard.
looked very rosy for Nell at the time.

But shortly after the picture was
completed, the studios closed down
and Hollywood faced a long period
Nell went to the
of inactivity.
Studio Club as secretary. One thing
is certain, life is anything but dull
for her there, as anyone who has
endea\-ored to keep an eye on twenty
movie-struck girls at one
time, will testify.

Madge Wiley won
c o

m

Hollywood from

i

ng

to

there.

She did extra work for
some time, but her ambition
was to become a scenario
writer, and she left the
screen to study this branch
She has
of studio work.
become one of the most
capable "script clerks" in

Hollywood.

A

"script clerk," I may
explain, sits at the director's
side, takes down the action
of each scene as it is filmed,

noting in detail what each
player wears, so that all
As an
shots will match.

example,

Our Hero

if

draw^
the
ing-room and out into the
garden in a grey tweed
suit, the script clerk sees to
it that he still wears
the
same suit when the garden
scenes
are
taken.
Hats,
gloves, shoes, even the position of the handkerchief in
a coat-pocket
all are her
strolls

thru

—

responsibility.

INIadge will probably be
a successful scenarist some
day. She is learning photoplay construction in the
only place where it can be
truly learned
the motionpicture studio.

—

There

is

Julia

Woods

Heron,

above, at the

left,

no longer a girl-Merton. She is
happy in her secretaryship to Perley
Poore Sheehan. Directly above is Julia
Heron, the technical director for
James Cruze. Above, at the right, is
Lillian

Frances Russell, secretary to

Bernard McConville, scenario editor
at Universal Cit y
and below is
Madge Wiley, the winner of a beauty
contest who is recognized as one of
the most capable of '"script clerks"

—

—

Photograi^h

a

beauty contest in Spokane,
^\'ashington,

Charlotte
is

L.

A.

James Cruze.
entered pictures in the
earlier days of the profession and
gave up acting several years ago.She"ll tell you laughingly that she
doesn't regret it a bit. Her position
requires a great deal of research
work, for she must see that the
costumes, customs and manners of
any period depicted in a Cruze
picture are correct in detail.
James Cruze, as you
probably know, is one of
^^'
the most prominent motechnical

—

director for

Heron

J\liss

'

•

tion-picture directors

Covered

^^

;

"The

agon" being one

of his recent successes.
Little Charlotte W^oods
reversed the order of things
by entering the motionpicture studios as a stenographer, later becoming an
actress.
Her story reads
like a fairy tale, up to a
certain point.
Charlotte
was bending patiently over

her typewriter one day. out
at the Thomas H. Ince
studios,
when Mr. Ince
himself, strolling thru the
spied her.
right over to
"
and said
o u ng

offices,

He walked
her
lady,

:

Y

how would you

to play a

Charles

like

second lead with
Ray in his next

picture? You're just the
type we've been looking
for."
(This was several
years ago, when Ray was
still an Ince star.)

Naturally.

Charlotte

nearly passed out with excitement.
Scores of girls
besieging the casting-office
for the role, while she,
without effort, had it offered to her!
^^'ell
she played the
part, that of the country

—

"His Mother's Boy,"
{Continued on page 86)

girl in
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Alelbnunit

His

MotK ers oon

There could be no doubt about the relationship

in this picture, for little
Windsor is a pocket-edition of the gloriously golden Claire. And
Claire, by the way, is now in Algiers, where she is playing the heroine
of "A Son of Sahara," which Edwin Carewe is directing. "Billy" awaits

"Billy"

her

I
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return

to

Hollywood

.

onee
Llpon a

Tiime

.

RODOLPH
VALENTINO

.

\:^^

The Third of a

Series

of Drawings Depicting
Stellar Childhoods

By JULES

AGRAMONTE
Who

doubts that Rodolph Valentino,
even in his earliest years, caused feminine hearts to flutter strangely? A
juvenile Lothario who wreaked havoc
with the young olive-skinned maids
of old Italy

And Mae Murray

—

literally,

jazz baby.

her we

a

With
close

our series destellar
childhoods

picting

MAE MURRAY
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Hello

Miss
Libert})

T ne

Valentines

Return

frora

ADroad

Photograph by International Newsreel

Rodolph and Natacha Rambova Valentino returned from their vacation-trip abroad on the
Aquitania. While Rudy remained in New
York, Mrs. Valentino continued across the continent in order to supervise some business arrangements regarding the picturesque Valentino
bungalow

in

the

Hollywood

foothills.

With

Famous

Players-Lasky contract barring
Rudy from the American screen for a year to
come, it is likely that his next production will
be filmed abroad

the

/

I
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The Story of a vvcman vvhose Love Endured

Lombard

Lucretia

By

JANET REID
UCRETIA LOMBARD,

alone in

room,

Poverty pressing in around them. Dreariness.
never known love nor any of the lovely

E

the hush of death had so lately passed
away, faced herself. As squarely as she could for
the tumult that sickened her with each breath she

approaches.

drew

md

..."

lier

silent

from which

her with each dream she dared to

gflorified

dream.
this,

all
unguarded
unwarned.

Love
Well

She

had

know what you'll do if you dont marry him,
That was her mother, tremulous, afraid, too,
poor darling.
Scared by life. By bruises.
"But I dont think I love him. ... I dont think I
Jove him. ..." This from Lucretia herself, the dark
cloved bud of the woman she was to be. A woman folded
into a tender sheath, but innerly and gorgeously aware of
some magnificent mystery to impend.
Then her mother, fearful, on the verge of that recurrent
hysteria.
"But girls never know love until after they
have married
nice
girls,
Lucretia
and
the idea
Sir Allen
Two weeks later Stephen
Lombard
ungrateful
and Mimi announced
"I dont

.

she thought, was love! This!
People should be told that it was like this. Then they
could run away from it if they could not have it fairly.
Then they wouldn't be exposed to it, left to encounter it,

So

of fear.

.

.

.

and

undefended,

Lucretia

drew

a

all

breath

and

uncovered

that

shuddered

thru her.

She would have

.

.

.

.

.

go back to the beginning, back to
the very beginning, to the day she had first met him.
No. she would have to back still further than that. She
would have to go back to her girlhood, to her scheming
mother and impoverished father, to her meeting with Sir
Allen Lombard, tall, distinguished, older than herself, and
to

with her.
"You'd be a little fool if you didn't take him while you
have the chance." That was her father, intoning in her
ears, night and day ... a note of supplication
in love

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

One

..."

ungrateful.
couldn't be

ungrate-

ful.

She had married Sir Allen
who had turned,
almost like the waving of a
black wand, immediately after
marriage from a tall, distin-

Lombard

their marriage.

The

an-

nouncements were in all
the town papers.
The
wedding had been performed at the bedside of
Judge Winship just bef o r e he passed on.
Lucretia read them all.
All of the announcements
.

.

.
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Lu<Tetia had given him, what she believed to be. more aspirin. It was at his insistent
When she awoke, the dawn was streaking into the room with long intrusive
request.
finger-tips

guished gentleman to a (luerulous invalid,

and

Sir

.411en

Lombard was dead

One
one's self and one got terrifically hurt in doing so.
unendurable.
got fearful, too. Too many hurts
three
four
five
Long years
"Vou
First they had drifted about, traveled.
six.
Life
Sir Allen
wanted to see the world.
had said. He said it as tho he were complaining of her.
He always said things as tho they were complaints. For
the first few years he had shown her the world
lakes and forests
chateaus and
scenery
great chunks of earthly splendor flung
battle-fields
partially averted all of the while
into her face
hungry.
scenery
but she was lonely

not very interLucretia met one or two people
And, when, at a Charity P>azar. she met young
Fred Winship. she liked him because he was "in trouble"
and weak and she was grown accustomed to helping
people out of weaknesses and troubles. Besides, Fred was
boyish and had something appealing about him. Afterward, she knew that "the appealing something" was his
resemblance to Stephen.
Fred told her that she was beautiful, too. "You should
never dress any differently than you are dressed tonight.
Lucretia," he said after he had known her a few weeks,
"that black velvet, the heavy coils of your amber hair
magnificent. Heavily magnificent."
"You silly boy!" said Lucretia. but she smiled, and the
darkish rose dyed her throat and face. She was so used
to hearing only "Cant you hurry? What are yoti moping

...

about?"

coni-

(losing.

plaining, shivering, also fearful.
Lucretia had found out that most of the things she had
been told were wrong. One had to find out things for

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..."

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

It didn't suffice.

After a while they had drifted to America, Sir Allen
.liked it because he could complain so bitterly about it.
The people and the peoples' manners. Politics. Politicians.
Society, or the damnable lack of it. The railroads.
The telephone. The food. The Stock Exchange.
They wandered thru New England. Sir Allen always
emphasized the word

"New."

It

made

.

There came the night when a terrible thing happened.
had been dozing in front of the fire. Lucretia
had been sitting close beside him. She dared not leave
him because, the night before, she had arrived home from
a card game to find Sir Allen leveling a gun at one of the
servants and demanding the morphine which he was for-

LUCRETL\ LOMB.^RD

The

cast

Stephen Winship

Lombard
.A^llen Lombard

Lucretia
Sir

Judge Winship
Fred Winship
Mrs. Winship
Sandy

Mimi

.

Sir Allen

Novelized, by permission, from the Warner Brothers
production of the scenario by Sada Cowan, adapted from
Directed by Jack
the novel by
Kathleen Norris.

Conway.

.

.

map

nevertheless he

decided to "settle down" in
the smallish town of SanFor
bridge, Connecticut.
no other reason than that it
was such an obviously preposterous place for Sir
Allen Lombard and his
lovely wife to settle.
Only Lucretia didn't
know how lovely she really

mwas.

.

that par-

ticular portion of the

detestable;

.

esting.

Monte Blue
Irene Rich

Marc McDermott
Alec B. Francis
John Roche
Lucy Beaumont
Otto Hoffman
Norma Shearer

bidden to have.
Lucretia had given him
aspirin at his request and
then she must have dozed
(she told all this in court
afterward), for she awoke
later to hear him asking her
for

more

aspirin.

That was

she thought. She
gave it to him.
She took
his hand and patted it and
told him that she would
stay by him imtil he fell
asleep.
When she awoke,
the dawn was streaking
all right,

room with long
Lombard was dead.

intrusive linger -tips and Sir Allen

into the

There had been an inquest, of course.
The inquest had passed off smoothly, thanks largely to
the efforts of P>ed W'inship's brother. Stephen, the DisAttorney.

trict

first night he had
with the fire redly
low. her black velvet gown, the weight of her amber hair.
the loud, triumphantly measured beating of her heart
how
how heavv
how large hearts are
how important.
They hadn't said very much.

The

come

.

night after

was

it

over, the

all

to her, there in her silent house,

.

.

.

.

Broken

Fragments.

.

Broken

things.

things, yet splen-

didly coherent and strong.
"It is like this," Lucretia had said.

Stephen said, "Yes."
There had been a long
farther, until the

The
silence.
room seemed

fire

...

.

..."

.

.

.

What

did

.

matter

it

because

"Ahhh
minor

was a

it

!"

What

!

Stephen said

too."

voice

was drawn

It

course, you

A

love.

young

it

sensitive

was

feeling.

very simply,

was scarcely more than

in.

back into her.

must marry

a

entered

It

Pain.

her.

An

.

.

her

can they

overpowering thing
oaths

.

And

.

Stephen
close

was

her
now, not to be
denied. Ahv in
to

instant

that

them

neither of

was

be

to

de-

nied. "They do
not matter," he

%vhispered.
"They dont, you

see
know

.you

.

.

.

.

how

.

can they
next to this

.

.

.

.

.

.

overpow^ern g thing
.

this
i

.

more than
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

than ..."
then his kiss.
.

than
than

And

.

life

oaths

..."
then his

kiss

.

.

.

.

.

next to this
more than life
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

this

than

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.':
lirr
\\'hat had her Past been?
For of course
she had had a Past. A woman with such eyes, with such
hair, with stich a body, such a voice.
Of course. Of
.

.

course.

Driftings of this had come to Stephen.
He had only
half-listened because the woman had been nothing to him
but a name, a name like a chord, sonorous and sweet.
L'ntil that day when he had seen her at the inquest, droo])ing in her black, soft like a child and stately like a woman
the infinitely desirable
Now Lucretia raised her head from Fred and looked at
Stephen, smiling, indulgent.
Stephen's face was dark and the beauty had gone out of
It.
It looked accusative and ugly and alien, away from
.

.

.

.

.

her.

.

.

.

.

.

had

taken his hat. bowed himself out.
"Oh,
Lucretia had said, half
lialt-turnmg
-turning to run
out after him. but Fred had shaken his head and deterred
her "He is a man

what

.

.1"

.

of

few

words.

Lucretia, dear," he

girl."

how

.

.

;

And

oath.

But Stephen was close to her now, not to be denied.
Ah, in that instant neither of them were to be denied.
"They do not matter. They dont, you see
you

know

.

He

her heart and settled there as pain.

"Of

she

fact.

Lucretia's

note.

rawly

Lucretia,

to

woman

then, another
Suffering.
"]Mimi loves me.

just

.

.

.

.

.

.

"You know. I made an oath at my
red of the room.
Her father
father's bedside to marry Mimi. my ward.
and my father
their devotion was one of those
I swore an oath, at his bedside
tremendous things
of course, that needn't matter.
."?
"But Mimi
.

dilated with some sort of excitement.
Lucretia rose at
Duce. went to him. taking his hand in both of her own.
For the moment she was oblivious to Stephen.
Her amber head was bent to catch, eagerly, whatever Fred
was saying, in a whisper, to her alone. They seemed, both
of them, to have forgotten Stephen when, just a moment
before, he had been all the world in that dim red room,
shutting out whole imiverses with his arms.
Stephen was a jealous man. He had looked upon sin
and crime and sundered faiths so often that he was afraid
of them.
Afraid of human nature.
Besides, there had
been rumors
about this woman. Lucretia Lombard.
why had they come there, to Sanford, she and her
wealthy, aristocratic "husband"
why were they
hiding
was she hiding him
or was lie hiding
.

had died down,
stained with a sort
of anger. It was Stephen's anger, Lucretia thought.
"You know," he said at length, in a voice heavy
like the beating of her heart, and ominous like the dark

down

might have been all right. Such small things alter
While they were talking. Fred Winship came in.
He came in hastily, abruptly, calling Lucretia's name, sine
of a welcome.
His face was white and his eyes were
It

lives.

said,

"and

ter to let
this

bet-

it's

him think

out himself."

?"
"But what
Lucretia had held
.

.

.

t
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Lucretia's

hand

now

flew to her face

Mimi ..." was all
thinking, "Poor little Mimi

she

little

Even

another woman.

.

.

not to

.

But she was
have fhis ..."

Mimi,

to

"Poor

in dismay.

said.

and

delicate

pretty.

there had been some otJier tiling iri
between herself and Stephen.
Sometiiing that her instinct told her he could
never feel for any other woman and never
receive from any other woman.

After

the

all,

attraction

He

had known

Then why had he

that, too.

It
wasn't like the
Judas-like?
Stephen Winship she knew. It wasn't like the
Stejihen W^inship she knew by reputation. An
unerring, direct, uncompromising Stephen.
His oath to his father
but he had said
that that couldn't matter.
He had said that
that couldn't matter compared to tJiis
Mimi's love for him, her young trust and
young hope
well, they mattered more,
but even they didn't matter comparatively
nothing mattered comparatively.
And now, inexplicably, he had married IMimi. He had
gone from her, from her house, from the red darkness of
that room, that last night, and had married JNlimi.
Lucretia stayed at home. She felt a desperate necessity
of covering this wound up, away from prying eyes and
ears, away from contact.'
It was, she felt, a mortal sort
of wound. And the worst part of it was that she couldn't

denied

it,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

liand tight against her heart, trying b}' physical pressure to allay the dull pain that was stifling her, sickening
hei"

"what

her.

.

.

what

.

is it?

What have

"He's jealous," Fred had been

brief,

I

done

?"

"he's like that.

Fearfully jealous."
''But of whom?"
"You aren't complimentary, of inc."
Lucretia had started to laugh.
She

After

all,

zvas absurd.

it

that she couldn't laugh.

wanted to laugh.
She found
Rather, the tears came. Heavy.

But she

couldn't.

.

their

marriage.

The announcements
were

The wedding

was performed
bedside

of

just

Sr.,

town

the

in all

papers.

at the

Winship,
before he

passed on.
Lucretia read them
the

an-

nouncements. At

first

All

all.

of

she was conscious
only

of

a

numbness.

sort of
Deadness.

Inertia, mental, physical

and emotional.

It

seemed an alien
tragedy. One to which
she was remote and

withdraw n. She
couldn't

reconcile

Stephen's eyes on her
and his marriage to

She spent her days in
visualizing the life Mimi

and

Stephen

living

must be
They

together.

had taken a new liouse,
bought furniture, engaged
She thought of
servants.

them together over

their

breakfast coffee. "II o w
sweet Mimi must look to
,

him ..."

.

.

.

understand it.
She couldn't understand iiim.
Even if
slie had been able to understand him, if they had parted
with truth between them, with faith and clarity, it
wouldn't have been so poisonous a thrust
but tJiis
way
this baflling wounding way.
.

announced

.

.

.

.

Two weeks later
Stephen and ]\Iimi

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cir,M0T10N FlCTURn
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Lucretia spent her days in visualizing the life ^limi and
Stephen must be living together. They had taken a new
house, bought furniture, engaged servants. Now and then
she caught a glimpse of Mimi. very bright-faced and
pretty, riding about in fluttering new frocks and veils
young.
She thought of
starry-eyed
ihem facing one another across the breakfast cofifee
and yet how he
how sweet Mimi must look to him
must, deep underneath, be wondering a little
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

she
remembering
would not remember.
.

.

.

Or

couldn't

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

believe

.Stephen

that

.

.

dusk, wlien .Ste])hen should comt home.
before their hearth, together
Then the cruel terror, cold and merciKnife-thrusts.
less of turning the knife about in the wounds.
The pain, persistent, not to be evaded. If she should
If she should cover it
run. it- would catch up with her.
over, it would stir and catch at her breath in the
If she should deny it.
hurtful way it had.
it would strike at her, not to be denied.
Tlie thing to do was to take it out.
in the open, under her two naked
frightened eyes, in her sore
soft palms, hold the razor
edge of it against her
wounded heart until she
died of it or until she
downed it by sheer
dominance, by sheer
persistence of sufat night, at

.

.

.

.

.

.

He
He

sat

down

His face was

beside her.

long a while.

.

.

.

know," he

.

as if he belonged
spoke lo you, closely
.

.

.

.

.

.

into a circle, apart.

.

.

.

.

all, dont speak ... he
you seemed drawn together
.

.

You know how

.

the house, raging.

.

.

"The next day
Fred had
Tlien

left

heard that you and

1

town

assuagement. Some-

fair as

And
die

INIy

father.

knew then

if

I

this

with

my

.

felt

might use

I

as a tourniquet.
.'"

?klimi.

.

.

hand flew

^ucretia's

her

.

I

married

I

.

had

I

notion that

might assuage

pain I
honor,
it

it

to

should

I

^limi.

mad

the

.

now in
Mimi

face

to

dismay.

."
"Poor little
was all she said. But she was
thinking, "Poor little Mimi

glint in his

.

.

.

something cleanly
cut about his mouth. Poor

not to have

eye, that

.

.

..."

this.

Stephen nodded.

who was

trouble

I

marry

women

in

broken.

my

to

g.

oath,

would help him

do v e r >
But
desperate deeds.
she didn't know any
she didn't
other man
think of any other man
there was only Fred, poor
hVed, so unlike his brother and
little

v

i

honor.

y

word

af-

yet like with that

h

t

my

nearly

]\I

an antidote.

.

n y

There was

For she was desperate and desperate

.

A

thing.

found

have

some other love

I'red,

together, alone.

thought I knew. I think
must have gone mad. Out
of my mind. I was obsessed
by images.
I
felt as tho
were bleeding to death
inside!
I had to have
I

she

recluse,

a

left

I

.

so

might

.

.

.

..."

been more socially
active, if her life
had been less that
of

startled, white.

said, "I didn't know!
May God
Lucretia
forgive me for being a criminal fool.
I'm not worthy even to make you my explanation.
"But you iiittst make it." Lucretia spoke to him gently,
softly.
She had grown so used to talking lo tlie make'.
believe Stephen, the shadow.
"1 know.
You see, 1 loved you so nuich. So much it
frightened me.
Frightened me more than anything has
ever frightened me in all my life before.
All sorts of
forces went to make it up.
X'iolent jealousy.
Jealousy.
That night, we reached an ai)ex. 1 felt shaken to the very
roots of being.
Then Fred came in. Came in as if he

"I didn't

had

Lucretia

j-\

looked afraid, as she had been afraid, for so sick and

fering.
If

MACAZItlE

I

continually
and continually

know," Stephen told her, "when
either arm, she smiled up at me.
It seemed to say:
'I'm all right,
"I

needing her and who was
doubly dear now because of
Stephen.
Sometimes she could talk to him of Stephen, tentatively,
feeling her way.
It gave her the chance to say his name,
to hear of him. it gave her something of contact again.
"Steve never loved ]\Iimi," Fred said one night, '"that's
all
damn foolerv, marrving her, because he promised
Dad, ..."
But Lucretia shut her ears to that. That was dangerous.
One night, just before the dark had grown too thick,

Stephen was admitted.
Lucretia sat in her little sitting-room, by candlelight. It
was easier so. She liked to be alone. Somehow^ she could
evoke his presence, bring him near to her, take him out of
her heart, conjure him up.
She was startled when his physical presence intruded
upon her one day as she had been about to go out. It was
almost a boldnessT "Oh !" she said.
.

.

.

I

"And

held you there, one on

Such

then,

last

Fred was talking

smile, Lucretia.
Stevie, quite all right!'"
a

said,

"he told

to

me

night,

me," he
what a

wonderful
woman you are, to me, who
me how many scrapes and diffiwonderful,

knew

it

so well.

He

told

you had helped him out of and what he owed to
Fie told me about that one particular one that he had
A'ou.
come to tell you that night I was here and how you never
wasted a moment but took a train to New York with him
to pawn your pearls in order to help him out of a hole.
He said, 'She has been more than a mother to me. She
lias been the angel in w^oman guarding over men.'
"Even then I said to him, 'But she is no older than you
are. if as old.'
And Fred, poor chap, wiser than 1,
answered, 'She is ageless, Stephen, and absolutely
culties

flawless.'

"

Lucretia was

Some

of the bitter pain was gone.
again.
He hadn't trusted
her, of course, poor blundering boy
but he loved

Her mothering

stilled.

instinct rose

up

.

.

.

{Continued on page 89)
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Being tke Tale of a

Motner Complex
BS

Tea-room

GLADYS HALL

TO

turn from the cinema to cookery is only to
prove that to the human soul all things are possible, depending, somewhat, of course, upon the

and she had lost her vocation. It left her with what
the Freudians would call "a complex." The mother-complex, in this instance. But not being a Freudian we would

soul in question.

explain it by saying that it left her great, warm eager
heart empty and full of room for all the tired, hungry,
needy "children" great or small in all the world.
For even then, at that immature age, in her home state
of Colorado, she wanted to found an orphanage, so that
all ill and lonely children, all the fatherless, motherless
and homeless, could have "a real home" where there
would be fresh air, home cooking, plenty of pets and
petting and the great thing called "a chance."
But no man could see the practicality of the scheme.
She was too young, they thought. She was too pretty
youth and beauty belong
well, on the stage, let
us say.
At any rate, "time passed," as they say in books, and
with the passing of time passed, too, all but the faint
memory of that early aspiration and the root of that

.

.

.

Perhaps we should have said the mother-soul.
For
the fundamental urges of the mother-soul are to feed,
to clothe and to protect, and when we explain that the
lady who performed this artistic right-about-face is
Sylvia Ashton, always referred to as "Mother" Ashton,
it may not seem so astonishing.
So many people can act
so few people can cook
Havelock Ellis or some other expositor of human
motivations has said that an artist in one field can be an
artist in any field, and what field so much demands
artistry as the broadly human field of cooking?
One can consider with some degree of composure an
overdone sex drama or an underdone custard-pie comedy,
but no man can consider with the same composure an
underdone filet mignon or a soggy pumpkin pie.
But this story began a long while ago when Mother

Ashton Avas sixteen, married,
and the mother of two babies

who

died within twenty- four
one another.
Out of the wovmds of the
heart grow the deeds that are
hovirs of

memorable.

.

.

.

Sylvia Ashton never really

recovered from that wound.
Her vocation was to mother
'46
I

\GE

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

mother that never was dug up.
In due course of events the
pretty face, the youth and,
too, the ability, landed her on
Sylvia Ashton has turned from the cinema to cookery. She has opened a tea-room, "The Goldenrod,"
the stage where for fifteen
desire to

New York City. For all of this, too, Gloria
Swanson is largely responsible ... as you will see
if you read this story. The panel shows "The Goldenrod" from the main doorway. And in the circle
is "Mother" Ashton as she appears when she is
in

years
stock

,

in

various

companies

"Old

untir she
her first motion-picture,
Wives for New," with

Cecil

De

made

presiding over her tables

played

she

Mille.

time to the

From

that

j^ggijtxning- -.of- this

:

ar,MOTION
IflDI

story, "]\Iother"

I

PICTURl

MAGAZINE

Ashton, as she has consist-

known, phned in many pictures,
naade many friends and was, in personal
and professional life, a '"mother" to most

I

ently been

of the screen luminaries.
j\Iost of this is known to the studentof fanology. To get on
The last year or so ^lother Ashton began to get discouraged. Xot, as she carefully explained to us, that she has any
grudge against the screen nor any of the
people of the screen. Quite the contrary
she spoke so generously and in such refulgent terms of the Brothers De Mille, of von
Stroheim, of Rupert Hughes and last but
far from least of Gloria Swanson, that only
a book devoted to enthusiastic encomiums
could do justice to her admirations.
But after all, as she put it, "the old
and thins;-^ were
beautv was going''
:

changing
to do
.

discouragement

After

all,

maybe

"Mother" Ashton
knew what she was
about when she
turned to the art of
cooking. One can
consider with some
degree of composure

an overdone sex
drama or an underdone c u s t a r d-p i e
comedy, but no man

can consider with
the same composure
an underdone filet
mignon or a soggy
pumpkin pie. Below
Gladys Hall

visits at

"The Golden rod"'
with

Sylvia

and her

Ashton

adopted

daughter, Madeline

what

.

Photograph bv

Photograph by Donald

Keyes

BiiUIIc

Russell Ball

"Souls

In
she

for

Sale"

worked for three
months, was frozen and
roasted, thrown off
horses, wearied and
otherwise used up, only
to discover that in the

when

the cutting

was

done and the picture
leased, one close-up

re-

end,

of

her remained.

And

between whiles
tens,
twenties and fifties per
day didn't go so far to-

the

in

precarious

ward taking care of herand doing what is
for her far more vital

self,

than anything for herself
could possibly be. and
that is, the care and eduher adopted
cation
of

daughter,
?kladeline

world

is

Aladeline.
most of the

to IMother

Ashton.

And

for Madeline to have
the best available education ( she is now studying

dancing

under

Fokine),

of the comforts and
none of the worries, is the
mainspring of ]\Iother
Ashton's hopes and plans.
Then, too, there was
the more general desire
to see people eat good
food and plenty of it.
all

Ashton has always had some kind of a
home and always has
^Mother

loved the cooking end of
it, the planning and preparing of meals.
^^'hen, after her work

(Continued on page 87)
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Hour

"The Country Kid," which
Helen Jerome Eddy
fellows whose bright eyes have been kist

the Wesley Barry picture,

offers this intimate camera-painting of

and the two little
by the Sand Maiden.
bedtime story with
time
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And who doubts that she begins her
that dear old phrase, "Once upon a
for that is the way all truly stories begin

—

Out

TKat's
Timel}?

Paragraphs

TAMAR LANE
Wherein Irene Dalton

HAVINGMary

started a

little

Is

Discovered

excitement by forecasting-

Philbin will be the Mary Pick ford
of the next decade if properly handled. I will
now predict a brilliant future for another young
screen damsel—as yet practically unknown. Se\eral
months ago I paid tribute to her in this column. Now I
wish to herald her as one of our coming big stars. Thi>
beauty's name is Irene Dalton. She has done very little
on the screen, and nothing of importance. I have seen
her only three times in ''Children of Jazz" an Al St.
John comedy. "The Author." and another film the name
of which I do not recall. But these are sufficient.
She
has the goods. I will stake my reputation as a picker of
stars on Irene Dalton.
If given the proper coaching and
opportunities, this actress will make even Barbara La
Marr (another of my predicted stars) take a back seat.
that

—

—

;

proof that dogs are more sensitive in
than many humans. For a New York
cinema critic took his canine pet to a preview. And
after viewing four reels, the dog threw a fit and died

Here

their

i»

<lefinite

tastes

"The Virginian'' is presented on die .^creen. The critics
are not the only individuals who are going to be disappointed.
As with Gloria Swanson. Marion Davies,
Norman Kerry, and many other players, there has been a
prevailing ojiinion that Harlan has only been getting by on
Several producers to whom I suggested
his personality.
Harlan as a good prospect to sign up on contract, all came
back with the reply: '"Kenneth is good-looking, but he
cant act."
Wait until they see "Kenneth" in "The Virginian." In
this very fine photoplay, excellently directed by Tom
Forman, Harlan gives one of the five best performances
This proves what he
of this year or any other year.
can do when given the chance.
And dont forget that
he is playing a role at variance with his own personality.

—

C.^RKViNG Coals to Newcastle

Hollywood

Mecca

kinds of freaks. Giants,
they all journey
to the filmland city and meet with success in the studios.
But there is one misguided freak who recently arrived in
poor fellow
hard times are
this fair city
The only qualification he
confronting him.
brought with him was an unusually large head. Quickly
and to his sorrow he will learn that there is no demand
that there are already more
for his deformity
"big" heads in Hollywood than is good for the motionis

the

for

dwarfs, fat ladies, tattooed

.

.

all

men

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

Hollywood

is

a

Mecca

for all kinds of freaks.

But

recently a misguided freak with an unusually large
head arrived. He must learn to his sorrow that there
are already more large heads in Holly"wood than are
good for the motion-picture industry

.

.

picture industry.

J.-vzziNG

Too
I

tive

Much

for the

Dog

have always contended that dogs are far more sensiand refined in their tastes than many humans. Here

.

for huge mob
many humorous

The craze
sible

for

Up the

scenes in the films is responOne of the New

incidents.

it in the case of the New York critic
took his canine pet to a preview in one of the Manhattan cinema theaters. After viewing four reels of the
film, the dog threw a fit and died. New York reviewers
being able to stand anything, the
critic sat thru the picture and then
wrote a review praising the film.
The news dispatch does not state the
name of the picture which killed the

is

Bible

definite proof of

who

"N ever mind
what

was filming a
scene of the
"Twelve

Apos-

"What

ihe
public wants is
lots of people.
Send out right
tles."

away and

Great Screen Performance

Speaking of critics, reminds me
that Kenneth Harlan is going to
disappoint a lot of these gentry when

true to

cried a
producer to a
director who

dog.

A

is

life,"

few

get a

hundred

more Apostles"

IPlSKEy
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JuDGiNO America bv Its AIovies

AVE YOU a

All prize-fighters are handsome and sought after by
beautiful women of refinement.
All criminals are eventually tracked to earth by the
authorities.

All foreigners are villains except

Englishmen,

who

are

comedians.

Best

Mack
the

News

of the

Month

Sennett announce^ that he is going to return to
bathing-girl comedies.

making of

How

TO

CiT Film Expenses

A

How

to

Become Famous

pictures of

Have some
yourself taken with Doug and Mary
in

Hollywood

York movie magnates

recently arrived in Hollywood to
While inspecting the production activities on the lot, he discovered an immense set on which
a director was working with only a dozen players. \\'ith
a puzzled air the magnate approached the director.
"Here we are supposed to be making big pictures and
you only have a few people in the scene,"' he exclaimed,
"what means this?"
"This is a scene showing the Twelve Apostles." the
director explained, "and I've got to have it true to life."
"Never mind the true to life, what the public wants is
lots of people.
Send out right away and get a few
hundred more apostles," commanded the magnate.
visit his

studios.

new slump is on in the film colony and among the
suggestions made for chopping down expenses are a few
from the witty Neal O'Hara as follows
That Jesse Lasky use upper berths on his New York
to Los Angeles journeys.
That Will Hays arrange to loan the G. O. P. Elephant
to any company desiring to make circus scenes.
That the filming of "Ben Hur" be done in Rome, New
York, to save boat fares.

Prediction No. 946

While we are in a predicting mood we wish to prognosticate that one of the big acting hits of the year of
1924 will be the performance of Zazu Pitts in von

We

Stroheim's production "Greed."
few scenes, but her work

in a

warrant the assertion that Zazu

in

have only seen her

these

is

sufficient to

going to spring one of
the surprises of the new season, and win a place in the
hall of fame.
is

How
his

That

How To Become Famous

Ix Hollywood

Have some pictures of yourself taken with Doug
and Mary.
Put a Rolls-Royce body on a flivver chassis and drive
about Hollywood Boulevard.
Plave yourself announced as engaged to Charlie Chaplin.

Judging America by Its Movies

lay a^ide his

guns and ammunition and

Favorite Publicity Stunts Xo. 4

The one where it is announced that the popular actress
Miss Gertie Gumdrop has been proclaimed to have the
most beautiful hands in
the world by no less an
authority than the eminent
artist Harold Paintbrush,
of whom none but his
friends and relatives ever
heard.

vil-

except

English me
who

Tom Mix

use a bean-blower.

All for-

eigners are
lains

Cut Film Expenses
Let Tom Mix lay aside
guns and ammunition and use a bean-blower

to

n,

Things

are comedians

\\'e Have Yet
To See

An Alaskan dance-hall
jade who did not have a
heart of purest gold.
.

t
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The

Editor Gossips

1\ST
1

month Peggy IMontgomery came to New York
for the first time in her eventful Hfe.
And. on
the day after her arrival, which was also her fifth
birthday, her company gave in her honor a sump-

tuous party-luncheon at the Biltmore.
Great adults
were, in the main, the guests.
There were magazine
writers, newspaper people, executive heads and a score
of movie magnates present. When we arrived we could
hardly see the tiny person of Baby Peggy over all the
wise heads which were grouped about her.
funny
birthday-party for a little girl.
remembered birthday-parties we had known when
the few adults present were banished into other parts
of the house while the children enjoyed the living-room.
.-. donkey
remembered joyous games of bean-bag
little square dances
games
and finally the
folding-doors into the dining-room opened to display tiny
sandwiches, cocoa and ice-cream
and in the center
of the table a layer-cake with Happy Birthday somewhat
awry in pink icing.
So we began to sentimentalize over Baby Peggy as
she courtesied to all the people who came over to talk
down to her
as she smiled a

A

.

.

.

We

We

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

For that, too, was just what every little girl
breaks the favorite toy before the day
or boy does
is well begun.
In the banquet-hall, Peggy was seated at the speaker's
And before her on a
table in a great rose throne chair.
pedestal stood a birthday cake as huge in proportions
as the wedding-cake of a princess, and quite as beautiful
With its white icing and its decoration of pink candy
ribbon festooning. It was in four mounds, each growing
smaller until the top mound held the five white candles
which flamed brightly thru the many-course luiicheon.
There were more speeches than we've ever heard before.
]\Irs. Coogan, Jackie's mother, was a guest who
spoke and when she presented Peggy with her gift of
a school-bag, she kissed her little fat hand, as tho she
were, in truth, a princess.
Of course Peggy's mother and father were there
and her sister, Louise, who is a little older. From what
little we saw of them they seemed pleasant people and
we couldn't help wondering if five years ago that day,
upon Peggy's pink and wriggly advent into this world,
they had even dreamed remotely of such things as have
like relief.

.

.

.

.

come

.

We
the lounge.
thoueht it must be
hard for a little girl
to have to wear all
the airs and graces
of a movie star.
But finally the
people broke away
and Peggy returned
to the few children who were there and
\\e noticed that she favored a tiny
doll to all the other bisque beauties

That was
in the expensive row.
That was just
encouraging.
like

any

brothers

and

Joseph Schenck, the film
magnate and the husband of Norma Tal-

Peggy

madge.
the

doll

little

later

carried
in

A

her arm.

we

minute
heard a

crash and saw the
doll on the
broken to

Peggy

floor,

pieces.

looked

at

the wreckage disconsolately. No di-

rector will ever
bring more dismay
to her face or
more sadness to
her soft brown

But our pity
for her childish
grief was mingled
eyes.

with

something

who

garten,

is

press-

agent for Jackie
Coogan, came over
Brooklyn to visit
We had met him
at the party and we
something to
said
to

us.

the efl:'ect
course, it

that,

of

was

all

very wonderful that
children could bring
real
fortunes to their families,
but it seemed to us that a
chik s childhood was too great a
price to pay for all the wealth and
fame in the world.
are convinced that he cataloged us as a maudlin female but,

We

little girl.

when her father
Later
called her to come over and
be presented to one of the
Lesser

to pass.

few days after
Peggy's birthday]\Ir.
Weinparty,

On Baby Peggy's fifth birthday her company gave a sumptuous partyluncheon in her honor. Great adults were, in the main, her guests.
So we began to sentimentalize over Peggy as she courtesied to all the
people who came over to talk down to her ... as she smiled a
"company smile" and looked longingly towards her birthday dolls
lying on the lounge. We thought it must be hard for a little girl to
have to wear all the airs and graces of a movie star

on

lying

dolls

da}-

.

A

"company

smile"
and looked longingly towards her birth-

.

at

any

ately

rate,

to

he set about immediHe exus right.

])ut

plained, for instance, that Jackie's
contract, calls for only so many
pictures a year
and that
ackie is only present at the
studios (luring the production of
.

.

these

.

pictures

when he is actually
needed in
a
scene.
This

means

that

he

actually works in
the studios about

two months of a
year and no more.
At other times he
leads the normal
life that any child
of wealth would
lead.
He has the
best tutors available and is being

{Continued on
page 100)
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Preceding the
picture,

feature-

we have

.

.

Battle Creek, Mich.

The

dreadnought
Oklahoma, caught by

.

iisihting

cameraman

behind

smoke screen

P.T
ni

J

,a
/'

ol

Itn

B

chine

is

Hiram

Mishawaka, Kan.
Herposide culti-

vates crop of whiskers
900 feet long

in action

llflj^-"^
P^* oQui
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Mayor Hiram

Count

reception

York, on S.S. "Mengitis"
Malaria, of Bulgaria,
arrives in this eountrv

The fighting dreadnought
Oklahoma from an aeroplane. Cameraman takes
daring view while ma-

and the
committee

Helmar, Egypt

Sun burns

down

desert

sreet the count

Tallalah, La.

Dog, canary, and snake
are playmates
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4
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If
Aeroplane view

Back view

Budapest, Hungary
Fashions
Native wears an Arrow

^
i
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Pink-Punk, China

Baby parade carnival
turns out prize baby of
250 lbs.
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Shelbyville, Ind.
Old man invents a new
fly-swatting machine. The
U. S. Government is considering buying the patents

t
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Heavy snow

falls in

land

Ice-

Sunset

Camp Yaphank,
New York

at

To

the tune of

"The

Star-

Spangled Banner"

''Under the Red Robe" is the longest motion-picture we have
ever seen or ever hope to see. And this gives faint praise to
the latest spectacle to reach the satiated screen. At the left is
Robert B. Mantell in his role of Richelieu and, at the right is

—

Alma Rubens

as

Renee

Across
the

Silversaeet

The New

Screen Plays
f

in Re\)iew
By

ADELE WHITELY FLETCHER

U

NDER

Red Robe"

is the longest motionever saw or that we ever hope to
see.
And, at that, we did not see all of it,
leaving exhausted before the threads were
finally drawn together.
(In the interest of veracity, we
parenthesis the fact that we may have viewed productions which unreeled to a greater length but that certainly
they did not seem so long.)
And all of this gives faint
praise to the latest spectacle to reach the satiated screen.
Everyone in the highly celebrated cast is either wittingly or unwittingly involved in the intrigues of Louis
XIII; his brother, Duke of Orleans, who covets the

the

we

picture

Cardinal

throne;

or

Richelieu
ambition

who masks

his

under

red

.

,

And,

robes.
,

as

his

you can

imagine,

the hero.
Gil de Berault, is forced to
easily

play his hand
against

hand

fair

the

Renee

of

whom

he

more than

1

o v-e s

his life.

We

are so tired
of great spectacles
where there are so

ducers

huge

!

a dangerous thing to give any director
which to move his people. When he
drawbridge cost several hundred dollars to

It

is

sets against

knows a

he tries to get his company's money's worth out
with the result that his audience watches it perform in long shots and close-ups. And so it goes.
x-\ctually, "Under the Red Robe" has many scenes of

build,

of

it,

exceptionally fine and
the prothe sets,
But what
costumes and customs were authenticated.
does all of this count if it results in your feeling no
sympathy with the characters and no suspense in
"Anna Christie" comes to the screen rich in that poetry and
the drama ?
intermingling somber vitality which made it worthy of being
The cast finds Robert
translated to the screen. George Marion, Blanche Sweet and
B. IMantell as Richelieu,
William Russell are seen below
rare beauty.

Its

photography

is

we believe implicitly all the extravagant things
gram said about its cost and the care with which

and

while

his

art

is

well seasoned
so
that it overcomes
other obstacles and
serves him well on
the stage, it was
obviovis that, lacking the malleability
of youth, he failed

many

to

the

technique. John
Charles Thomas
was an abstract
hero and Alma

principals in
that the
program looks like
the page of a
cast

where

census and

you

fatigued
to keep
t r )• n g
them all properly
correlated in your
are

i

grasp a screen

Rubens looked
charming as
Renee,

a

role

and
mind
where the mob

which permitted
her no opportunity.
G e n e \' e V e

scenes resemble

Hamper

.

.

.

i

interested
most as the

the

streets

leading

us

to

the

Polo

Duchesse de Che-

(irounds

when

World

Series
being played.

We

warn

the
are

vreuse, but we saw
little or nothing of
{C o )i t i u It c d oil

pro-

page 88)
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Comment

On

Other Productions
His Children's Childrex

THE

familiar expose of hecUc
smart society circles is
Would that
with us again.
some director might come forlife

in

ward and show an accurate account
Instead, the conventions
of that life.
are obeyed and we see an endless pursuit of pleasure, executed with lavish
party scenes, and moralizing conIt is not
siderably about temptation.
uninteresting in its detail and in its
chief characterization.
But there are
too many characters and by the time
they are all introduced the story becomes a pot-pourri.
The best-drawn figure is the aged
financier but his three granddaughters are sketched in haphazard
fashion. They dash in and out of the

—

The

familiar

expose

of hectic life in smart
society circles is with
us again in "His Children's
C h i 1 d r e n."

Bebe Daniels and
James Rennie are the
hero and heroine
.

but

it

Fawcett
off

.

is George
who carries

honors.

the

.

"The Acquittal"

And
a

is

melobased on a
mystery.

fair-to-middlin'

v:\

'

drama,
!

murder
Claire

.

Windsor
star

is

.

.

its

scenes cutting up
most important one

finds an honorable

youth to aid her

being reclaimed to

society.
flirted

in

didos,

the

until

Meanwhile her father has
with scandal and furthermore

proves himself a poor business man in
entertaining some "fly-by-night"
proposition.
The crash comes the
house is auctioned oflf of its properties,
and the aged financier tunibles to
his death as he tries to save a valuable
tapestry from going under the hammer.
There is too much incident,
and simplicity is never once suggested.
An ornamental picture in every de;

but

]:)artment,

immense

George

in the role

Fawcett

is

of the old captain

of in<lustry.

The Acquittal

A

fair-to-middlin'

melodrama

this,

one based upon a murder mystery
and with the plot developed according
to
the
conventional
formula which is the taking
of evidence in court and
trying to fasten the crime
upon the man under in"R

hard

tlie

dictment.

Hearted"
finds Wallace

measures

i

(

Lion

Beery

the

in

title-role.

It

is

not an elaborate
production, and
it

is

utterly de-

pendent

upon

Mr. Beery's

All
out

this

good

suspense because of the.
emphasis placed upon

the mystery element.

The

picture does not be-

come boresonie,

notwithstanding the revela-

characteriza tion

tion of incident pertain-

thru

ing to the crime.
This
is due to a variety of the
testimony of the several
witnesses all of whom
take the stand and try
their best to mystify the

to carry

it

;

atmosphere.
'54

of
a

Critical ParagrapKs

Will Guide

Tou

WKicK

to Better

Pictures

The premise
case

is

illogical

of

prosecutor's

the

and makes him out
view of the indicted

incompetent in
man's ultimate confession of

He had

killed

his

The

father's insurance.

built to reveal a trick

guilt.

fosterincident is

get

to

climax which

A

or B.
introduces a clock as exhibit
The time of the murder is vitally
important, but the heroine had discovered a butcher's weighing scales
as hiding the clock, thus destroying
the prosecutor's case. The treatment
It sticks
of the story is consistent.
to

its

theme and shows competent

direction and acting.

Richard the Lion-Hearted
Not

so pretentious as

some of

its

forerunners which were conceived
with an eye for spectacular appeal,

and utterly dependent upon

its characterization to carry it thru, yet a
picture certain to score because of its
incident and the acting of \^''allace
Beery.
This actor, appearing in
"Robin Hood" was relegated to the
background for the sake of romance
and adventure, comes right out in
the open here a swaggering, blustering
monarch a monarch not
given to ballroom or table manners,
but to registering virility.

—

The

—

picture does not suggest any

great expense in its settings. Indeed,
some of them indicate a scenic artist
was on the job. Then to pay a compliment to the Fairbanks opus, there
is an actual shot of a scene between
the king and the outlaw of Sherwood
Forest. This shows up the limitations of the picture, for one having seen "Robin Hood" will
compare the two to the
detriment of the Beery
canvas. Still it is interesting in its kingly

The George

Ade-

Thomas Meighan combination

working

is

again, and this means
that you may look forward to seeing a satirical slant on life interpreted with a flourish
of good manners.
"Woman Proof" is a

story with
Lila

Lee

leading lady.
right

"A

Bur n,"

many

'r

Tommy's

is

M
a

^

1^"

humor, and

flashes of

«iiii-:

}

At the
o n to

1

:fi^'^' %.

\

i 1 1 i

far-fetched

good for a fiftyminute snooze. Herbert Rawlinson is the

9k

tale

HK

'

fSSaiK---

^ ""*

S"i^'

'^'f'f^

hero

I

^M^ffiff'i

—

comedy, and Beery

will

"In Search of a

Thrill"

is a
story
lacking any real
pointless

Proof

motivation and
permitting Viola
Dana another
opportunity to

Ade-Meighan

a society fast-

working
is
which means that
one may look forward to
seeing a satirical slant on

must needs purs u e the stubborn male hero

interpreted with a
flourish of good manners.

dio underworld

linger in the mind.

Woman

masquerade

The

combination

again,

life

as

stepper who

thru the labyrinths of a stu-

The Hoosier humorist
has not been unduly imindeed, the
idea has often been exploited, since it is a varia-

aginative

—
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tion of the "Brewster's

must be married by a

Millions" formula.
The protagoni--t
specified time or lose his inheritance.

—

This pattern may be familiar which is unimportant. \Miat
important is the exceptionally deft treatment of it. It fairly
scintillates with sparkle and humor
and releases a novel
climax built around clever incident concerning the radio. Trust
]\Ieighan to fit this role.
His shy manner sideways smile
is

—

—

these likable characteristics make this woman-shy young man
The picture carries some coina fellow you'd like to cultivate.
cidence and a deal of convenience, but it moves with such wellexecuted scenes that the shortcomings are quickly forgotten in
the rush of incident and the flashes of humor.

Tom

Geraghty has woven a continuity which is as even and
wrote for "Hollywood." Alfred
Green lias directed the picture and makes it thoroly enjoyable.

to the point as the one he

A

^fiLLio.x TO Burn'

—

This story is only valuable for its celluloid which in this
instance might better have gone toward the manufacture of
collars.
It scales the heights of submediocrity in telling a farfetched tale of a hotel owner giving over the management
of it to a waiter, whose idea of success is to allow everyone
So the servant question is solved for
a chance at expression.
a time by having the employees frolic around a huge lawn
In
as acrobats, musicians, dancers, sculptors and what not.
other words the idea back of it is founded
upon the premise that no one is contented with one's work.
It's a
weak morsel to digest,

and

/i^HK^S^^d

with fancy and caprice, mystery and
adventure. And even with memories
of "Oliver Twist," Jackie Coogan's
newest essay must be cataloged as

In Search of a Tiirili,

the crowning effort of his short and
eventful life. It places the little luminary in a position where he can
look with scorn upon maiiy of the
ambitious creations of his matured
contemporaries.
At the right is
Douglas MacLean in "Going Up," a
c

and

they will belong to the preadolcscent age. Good for
a fifty-minute snooze.

'

i

plotless,

valueless.

Mary Roberts R i n e h a r t s story,
"Long Live the King," is eloquent

sparkling comedy w h

pointless,

Only the Sub- Normals will get it, and even

\^

pointless

.\

story,

one

lacking any real motivation

is

product

on view
of

the

in

this

INIetro

lots.
It unwinds its way
monotonously with nothing vital exposed in plot or
characterization.
It
must

h we

recommend highly

also give Viola Dana another
o]3portunity to masquerade as
a society fast-stepper who must
needs pursue the stubborn male
thru the labyrinths of a studio underworld the underworld represented
by the Latin Quarter of Paris.
Snubbed by the colorless, self-

—

At the left
Mary Philbin

is

in

scene from
"The Temple of
a

Venus."

thing

has

Everypossible

been

crammed into
this picture

it

is

a

.

.

.

con-

glomeration of
everything

sacrificing author who is ever doing
a good turn for some im fortunate,
she plays into the hands of an apache
so that she might be rescued by the
hero thus arousing his protective
instinct and a ron>antic ardor at the

—

same time.

A

tiresome storv,

mapped out thoroly and never

—

deviating from its chart and moreover carelessly played by Miss Dana
who uses the make-up box to excess.

Long Live the King
Even with memories of
Twist,"
Jackie
Coogan's
essay must be cataloged

I
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crowning effort in his short and eventful life. It places the
little luminary of the screen firmament in a position where he
can look with scorn upon many of the ambitious creations of
his matured contemporaries.
Mary Roberts Rinehart's story
is eloquent with fancy and caprice, mystery and adventure.
It
is a "Graustark" modeled along juvenile lines, which means
that the romance is a thing apart
to be absorbed by those
who have reached the age of discretion and to be discarded
by those who live in the kingdom of childhood.
The picture is magnificently staged and suggests an excursion into the Realm of Adventure by a royal Lilliputian. Jackie
has heaps of fun here; indeed there are properties enough to
make him feel as if he were on a kaleidoscopic playground.
His naturalness is all the more impressive for that reason. So
we follow him as the little crown prince who is kidnapped by
the revolutionists, but whose rescue is effected in time to mount
the throne.
We pronounce this picture very good.

—

Going

—

Up

Stepping close upon the heels of "23^ Hours Leave" is this
comedy adapted from the musical comedy of the
same name and the play which furnished the framewoFk for
the libretto, "The Aviator." It scintillates with nifty incident
It
which, while repetitious, never takes itself too seriously.
furnishes Douglas MacLean with sixty minutes of light comedy
which he plays with well-tempered abandon.
Forced to live up to the ideas
of his book (the role is that of an
he
author writing upon aviation
sparkling

)

jumps from

the

well-known

,

fr}'-

ing-pan into tlie fire Ijccause
an impressionable girl is a
hero-worshipper.
And she
would have him clemon.strate

The

courage by tak-

his

ing the

is an old idea, hut you
walch it with unhated interest, even if
you do anticipate every scene. And it
is colorful, dealing, as it does, with the
old days along the Mississippi. John

"Cameo Kirby"

air.

finish brings

is spirited in the role of a proud
young Southern gentleman. At the left
are Holbrook Blinn and Enid Bennett
in "The Bad Man." Everything possible
has been done to make this picture
carry on with the same entertainment

Gilbert

some

well-executed stunts in a
evidently done by

])lane,

some
thrills

aviator.

real

contains

volume

a

It

of

values

of the play, but it lacks the
variety. Without Holbrook Blinn playing his semihumorous role of the bandit
However, his
it ^vould look mediocre.

and a continuous

succession of
picture neatly

laughs; a
constructed
and played with cow.mendable spirit.
it highly.

We

Everything

possible

has

—

been

At the right is
a scene from
"T h e Country
Kid," which is

allowed his imagination to run riot
in fashioning a story wln'ch never

consequence revealed. Wesley

this

—

We

solved anything.
Allegorical scenes
are interwoven with a lieavy and
crude tale of misguided love, and
the acting is bad aside from INlary
Philbin's attempt to be convincing

by appearing wistful.

Would you know
Well,

delightful

of \'enus

picture
from
bathing girls to sea-gulls and the
result is the wildest contraption that
has graced the screen in many a dav.
cannot tell whether the director
has been eating too many Welsh
rarebits while producing the puzzle,
or whether he had a bad bootlegger.
But one thing is certain, he has
into

is

recommend

The Temple
crammed

pantomime

just a series of

episodic

scenes
with nothing of

Barry has
reached that
age

awkward
where

it

is

cult finding

terial
for

diffi-

ma-

suitable

him

the absurdities?

Cupid is sent forth
{Continued uii payc 95)

from
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Photograph by International Newsreel

No —"Guess

Again!

Recently there was a mammoth Actors' Fund Benefit held in Los
Angeles in which all the movie stars appeared. And the Argentine
tango in which Shirley Mason and Viola Dana impersonated
Natacha and Rodolph Valentino is even now the talk of Hollywood

'58
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Whe

greatest
authority on the manicure
perfects a Uquid pohsh
It

has been carefully planned to have all the
woman has wished for

features the fastidious
in a liquid polish. It

spreads evenly

and smoothly

won't peel off
gives a thin natural surface water
will not dull

dries

almost instantly

a whole week
needs no separate polish remm'er
lasts

1^-.

Spreads smoother

—

dries quicker

SOMEONE once said that liquid
nail polish

polish.

was the lazy woman's

And nowonder lazy women

were the

doesn't dry in ridges, the brush
never leaves streaks or marks.

ones to take advantage of it. For it is so quickly and
easily applied and keeps the nails
first

Water

for a long time fastidious

women who

Needs no separate

it.

ing were afraid that liquid polishes were thick and
lumpy, looked artificial or peeled off.

Now Cutex, the greatest authority on the manicure,
has perfected a liquid polish. You can depend on
it as you have always depended on all the other lovely
One

use, that gives a higher,

that

more

is

quicker and easier to

lasting brilliance.

Cutex Liquid Polish doesn't crack or peel

Another advantage of Cutex Liquid
Polish is that you do not have to

polish remover

were particular about

every single detail of smart groom-

Cutex preparations.

not mar

Another advantage

brilliant so long.

But

will

off,

it

bother with a separate polish remover. When you are ready for a fresh manicure just
put on fresh polish and wipe it off before it dries. The
nails are left

smooth and

clean, ready for a

new

lustre.

You can get Cutex Liquid Polish for 35c at any
drug or department store in the United States and
Canada and at chemist shops in England. It also
comes in two of the complete manicure sets.
Sets
are 6oc, ^i.oo, ^1.50

and ^3.00.

THE COMPLETE MANICURE
Send 12c for Introductory Set
Cutex Liquid Polish is the last step of the famous Cutex
manicure. First you must shape the nails; for this Cutex has
fine emery boards. Then to soften the cuticle and remove alj
the dead skin you need Cutex Cuticle Remover and a Cutex
orange stick.
Then for the brilliance that makes the nails
wholly lovely Cutex Liquid Polish or the new Powder Polish.
Between manicures smooth a little Cuticle Cream (Comfort)
on the nails to keep them smooth and healthy.

The

enough of each of
manicures. Send the coupon with

special Introductory Set contains

these preparations for six
I2C for one today and try the complete Cutex manicure.

MAIL THIS COUPON WITH

NoRTHAM Warren,
1

14

West 17th

I enclose
including a

1

St.,

Dept.

12c

TODAY

m-2

New York

2c in stamps or coin for new Introductory Set
of the new Cutex Liquid Polish.

trial size

Name
Street
(or P.

City

O. box)
.State
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Carmel

Evei^body'

Presents

Doing

Her
Daily

It!

Dozen

If the various
publishers who
offer courses in

reducing e x e rcises included a
cos-

such as

Carmel
is

Myers

wearing here,

we feel

confi-

d e n t their les8 o n s would be
followed

with

more

regularity.
At any rate we
offer them the

suggestion
gratis

!

66

.

.

fetching

tume

Everywhere you go everybody is doing
People count their calories
it.
read diet books
and recommend
.

.

.

.

some

particular set of exercises for
reducing. For the modem Venus is
of sylph-like proportions. And here
we present Carmel Myers going thru
her own daily dozen.
fit is the first responsibility of every
motion-picture star
and Carmel
doesn't want what are now slight
curves to develop into more generous
proportions

Keeping

.

.

.

'

—

.

—

PICTURI
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Jin Interview with

<Mrs.

on the care of the

Frenchwomen

"A

Two

\

skin.

woman who neglects her personal appearance loses half her influence. The wise
care of one's body constructs the frame encircling our mentality, the ability of which
insures the success of one's life. I advise a
daily use of Pond's

BELMONT

O.H.P

say.,

Cleanse

and

Protect

"'^TO\5 spend a part of each year in France.
1 Do Frenchwomen use creams much?"
I asked Mrs. Belmont.
France," she said "they have always
cleansing creams
and protecting
creams, knowing that water is not enough
and that the face cannot stand much
strain and exposure."

<'In

Creams."

used

JT was

"Then you

Point, Port Washington, Long
Island, that I first talked with

two creams:"

H.

Mrs

in the beautiful great hall

of Beacon Towers on Sand's

"I know they

interested in

how

lem of

woman's

and

life

trary,

a

very

Belmont, on the conShe
Deen a more charming

have

hostess.

opened the

iron door

grilled

She
and 1 stepped into the big hall with its impressive mural paintings of the life of Joan ol
Arc and its wide doors opening straight onto
Long Island Sound. Here, I felt instantly, is
the spirit of beauty strengthened by sincerity
herself

we had admired the glorious view
she showed me the pictures of her two sons,
and of her grandson, who will some day be
After

—

very proudly
one of England's dukes, and
the latest snapshot of her very young Ladyship, a small great granddaughter.

"How

and fresh her skin is,"
"And she has just acknowledged
I thought.
!'
herself a great grandmother
'Begs

fine textured

Women

"'^TOW,"
-1-^

not to
she

J^egleet Themselves

was saying

suppose you want

me

smilingly,

I
think is the relation between
success and her personal appearance.

I

admitted, "Just

how

do you think personal appearance
"It

is

vital.

That

is

know,"

The Library ofzMks.O. H. P.Selmont
this inter'vie^w

ivas gi-ven.

Mrs. Belmont, no-zv President of the
National Woman s Party is knoivn all
o-uer America for her acti-ue ser-uices in
securing the suffrage for ivomen. Mrs.
Belmont is also interested in better conditions for ivome?i, is strong for the aboli-

of child labor and for the impro-uement of Children's Homes. She is a
trained architect; her three magnificent
residences
Villa Isoletto in France,
tion

—

famous Marble House at Neiuport,
and the imposing country home. Beacon
the

Toivers on Long Island, being the products

of time not de-voted

to politics

and business.

#

"I

she

important

as

them not

every possible way,

to neglect

—

For this, two distinctly different face
Pond's Cold Cream
creams were perfected
and Pond's Vanishing Cream.

—

— with

E-veiy nig/it

themselves."

the finger

tened cotton, apply Pond's Cold
fine oil in

it is

tips

or a piece of mois-

Cream

freely.

able to penetrate every pore of

The

very

your skin.

Leave it on a minute. Then remove it with a soft cloth.
Dirt and excess oil, the rouge and powder you have used
during the day, are taken off your skin and out of the
pores.
How relaxed your face is. ©o this fwice.
Now finish with ice rubbed over your face or a dash of
cold water. Your skin looks fresh and is beautifully
supple again. If your skin is very dry, pat on more cream,
around the eyes,
especially where wrinkles come first
and leave it on
the nose, the corners of your mouth

—

—

over night.

After every cleansing, before you poivder, and ahvays
you go out Smooth on Pond's Vanishing Cream
I'ery e-venly
^just enough for your skin to absorb. Now
powder. How smooth and velvety
if you wish, rouge
When you
Nothing can roughen it.
your face feels.
get up in the morning, after a dash of cold water, this
cream will keep your skin fresh and untired for hours.
And it will stay evenly powdered.
before

—

—
—

GENEROUS TUBES

I

urge

loc

TODAY

The Pond's

Extract Co.
141 Hudson St., New York

"how

said,

greatly interested in the success
in

Famous t^ethod

MAIL THIS COUPON WITH

for those

woman with an unattractive face fails
most reasonable undertaking ? Nothing
Neglect of one's personal
is so distressing.
attractions generally comes from ignorance
as I am
women

this

is.?"

Ten

cents ( loc) is enclosed for your special introductory tubes of the two creams every normal skin needs
enough of each cream for two weeks' ordinary toilet uses.

in the

and

ad-

Use this method regularly. Soon your face will be
permanently fresher, smoother and you can count on
the charm of a fresh, young skin for years longer than
Buy both
Begin now.
would otherwise be possible.
Pond's Creams tonight in jars or tubes at any drugstore
or department store. The Pond's Extract Company.

woman's

often the

of

I

your skin these two indispensables
the kind of
to lasting skin loveliness
cleaning that .restores each night your skin's
freshening
the
essential
suppleness, and
that, besides protecting, brings each time the
beautv of fresh smooth skin under your
powder.

just as true for the

woman at home or in business
who are socially prominent.
"Don't you

whv

at Beacon Toivers on Long Island, Sphere

you what

to tell
a

"Yes,"

is

always," she smiled.

GIVE

Beacon

But Mrs.

not

could

meet

to

I visited

is

Use

special prob-

quiet and gracious and sweet.

is

That

should.

use

—

that

later.

From all this I expected
commanding woman the day
Towers.

should

of Pond's Two Creams,
so that v\omen can keep their charm and
and
influence as long as they need them

and her charm

to keep her force

through middle

women

vise the daily use

P. Belmont.

I was excited and eager for the interview because I knew that Mrs. Belmont
not only has given lavishly to women's
causes from her colossal fortune, has been
and is a tremendous worker, but also is par-

ticularly

think

'•Pond's Tieto

Creams

used by the women who must keep then
charm, their beauty, their influence.

NamcStreet-

Citv

EVERY SKIN NEEDS THESE TWO CREAMS
67
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fill

In

TKe Shade

As m ? h t
readily be
i

Death
ley!
it

is

Val-

Where
over a

hundred

de-

grees in the

shade ...
only there is
no shade or

growth

of

any kind in

that vast
stretch of
desolation,

hemmed

in

by arid
mountains.
It

was here
von

that Eric
Strohe

i

m

took his
company

in

order to film
a sequence
of "Greed"

imagined
from these

accompanying
t

ur

e

manner

68

of

hards hips

were

en-

dured by the

von

S

t

r o-

h e i m comp a n y. The

heat

^v a s

prostrat in g,
a n d what
meager foodstuffs

they

had were
brought with
them. At one
time the valley

nearly

fulfilled

s

i t

ominous
name

I

pic-

all

s,

.

.

.
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HowMoreThan a MillionWDmen Have
Made Their Hair Beautiful
Why
fill

Can Have Beauti'
Hair, Soft, Silky, Wavy
Full of Life and Lustre

You, Too,

Y'OU
da;'.

—

see beautiful liair

everywhere to-

Hair that is softer, silkier, brightmore charming and more attractive.
Beautiful hair is not a matter of luck.
\ou, too, can have beautiful hair.
Beautiful hair depends almost entirely
upon the way j'ou shampoo it. Proper
shampooing is what brings out all the
real life and lustre, all the natural
wave and color and makes it soft,
fresh and luxuriant.
When 30ur hair is dry, dull and
he?vy, lifeless, stifF and gummy, and
the strands chng together, and it feels
harsh and disagreeable to the touch, it
is because 3-our
hair has not been
shampooed properly.
When your hair has been shampooed
er,

properlj^and is thoroughly clean, it will
be glossy, smooth and bright, delight-

the

scalp,

makes the

hair

and ruins it.
That is why discriminating women,

brittle

e\'erywhere,

now

shampoo. This

use Mulsified cocoanut

pure and entirely
greaseless product brings out all the real
beauty of the hair and cannot possibly injure. It does not dry the scalp or make the
hair brittle, no matter howoften^ou use it.
oil

If

vou want to

clear,

see

how

A Simple,

Easy Method

FIRST, wet the hair and scalp
warmwater. Then apply a little Mulsified cocoanut oil sham-

realh' beautiful

and the entire
mass, even while wet, will feel loose, fluffy
and light to the touch, and be so clean it
floating alone in the water,

will fairly

in clear

squeak when you pull
your fingers.

it

through

Rinse the Hair Thoroughly

poo, rubbing it in thoroughly
all over the scalp, and throughout the entire
length, down
to the ends of
the hair.

THIS
After

is

very important-

the final washing, thehair and scalp should be
rinsed in at least two changes of
good warm water. After a
Mulsifiedshampoo you will find
your hairwill dry quickly, e\'en-

and have the appearance of
much thicker and heavier
than it realh' is.
ly

being

When thoroughly clean,
wet hair fairlii sqiieaH
when you pull it throitgh
your fingers

The final HTtsinn should leave the hair
soft and silh'j in the water

Two

or three teaspoon-

make an abundance of rich, creamy
the finger tips
lather. This should be
rubbed in thoroughly and briskly with
the finger tips, so as to loosen the dandruff and small particles of dust and dirt
fuls will

\\ hile

soon dries

hair look, just follow

method.

this simple

Use plenty of lather. Uubiiin
thorou^lhly and brisklnwitk

and silk}^.
your hair must have frequent
and regular washing to keep it beautiful
it cannot stand the harsh effect of ordinary
soaps. The free alkali in ordinary soaps
fully fresh-looking, soft

you can make your

that stick to the scalp.
After rubbing in the rich, creamy
Mulsified lather, rinse the hair and scalp
always using clear, fresh,
thorough!}'
warm water. Then use another application of Mulsified, again working up a

—

lather

You
hail
soft

and rubbing

it

in brisklv as before.

*
If you

even before it is dt}-, for it
and silky in the water. The strands

will fall

apart easily, each separate hair

*

to always be remembered for your beautiful, well-kept
hair, make it a rule to set a certain day each
week for a Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo. This regular weekly shampooing will

keepthescalpsoftandthehairfineandsilky
bright, fresh-looking and fluffy, wavy and
easy to manage, and it will be noticed and
admired by everyone. You can get
Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo at
any drug store or
toilet goods counter

anywhere

the world.

A

in
4-

ounce bottle should
last for months.

yssj muisifTed!
Olti
ill COCOANUT

SHAMPOO
WAT!

will notice the difference in

your
will be

*

want

Mulsified
Cocoanut

Oil

Shampoo

f

—

On

the

Camera

Coast

HARRY CARR

WHAT

with studios closing down, the Federal Trade
Commission trekking to Hollywood in hot pursuit of
alleged movie trusts, and stars threatening wicked
magazines with libel suits, this has been a hectic month

in

our midst.

The Federal Trade Commission

pried out some secrets that every
colony has been trying for a year to find out about
the ownership of some of the famous movie theaters out here
especially those run in the name and asserted ownership of Sid
Graumann, which include three of the biggest down-town houses
and the Egyptian Theater in

one

in the film

Hollywood,

possibly

the

most famous picture house
in the world owing to the
vast number of
that attend it.

Adele Rowland, the charming vaudeville
star, is in

private life Mrs.

And

Called to the witness stand,
Graumann denied the
current rumor that the

Conway

Tearle.
California

Mr.

while Mr. Tearle was in
for the filming of "Black Oxen," she found
At the right,
it possible to be with him.
James Kirkwood returns to the studios
after his accident, which it was feared, for
a

celebrities

house was really owned by
Zukor and Lasky. He said
that he had offered to sell an
interest in the house to Famous Players-Lasky but that
declined
organization had

time, might prove fatal. Frank Mayo
Lila Lee Kirkwood look on as he is
welcomed back to the Kleig lights

and

the honor. The interest was
then purchased by the great

West Coast Theaters Company which owns several
hundred houses in the West.
Mr. Graumann said, how-

Famous

ever, that

Lasky owned
of

his

fifty

Playersper cent,

down-town

three

houses and that negotiations

''^-.^^^^?^^^^^^^'''^':

were on

them the

to sell

rest

of the stock.

member

John Barrymore was

a

the film colony for
while they filmed

some months
him as Beau

Brummell.

Upon

its

The government commis-

of

evidently lacked the
summon ]\Iary
nerve to
Pickford into their august
They adjourned
presence.
in a body and went on out
sion

completion,

however, he rushed back to New
York and his limited engagement
in the title-role of

Hamlet

to

see

her.

They

solemn session

in

held a
her pro-

jecting-room where she
her movie make-ixp and her
wrapped up in a Japanese
kimono, just as she came from her
dressing-room. Mary told them that it
was an awful job for a poor girl like
testified in

small self

Jacqueline Logan d e si g n e d
the
she
wears as Bessie
in the
screen version
i p 1 i n g's
of
"The Light that
Failed." Here
she is seen making one of the
sketches wh 11 e
several

of

costumes

Broke

K

Percy Marmont
and George Melford look on approvingly

herself to struggle along in the m^ovies.
She said that the trust controlled the
theaters to such an extent that she
could hardly find a place to .show her
pictures.
She toM them she thought
she would be obliged to abandon her
motion-picture career altogether. Altho

Commission shuddered at this
Hollywood doesn't expect to see
Mary's studio auctioned off for a while
at least. In fact, we all think Mary was
the

threat,

spoofing.

Altho
'70

the

United

Artists

do,

in

;

The

Word

Last

and

^sIews

Concerning

Personalities

of

Holl37wood
truth, find great difficulty in getting houses to show their big feature
pictures in, at times, it really isn't that which is worrying IMary.

What

is worrying ]\Iary is her next picture.
Lubitsch. who is to direct it. still yearns to have her play ^Marguerite
in "Faust," and ^Mary still shrinks at the memory of the day when
Lubitsch explained to the assembled Pickforcl family that the
climax of the picture would be where ]\Iary as ^larguerite "strenkled

de

child.''

Both Mary and Norma Talmadge want to play "Romeo and Juliet"
but they cant find any Romeos. Doug is willing to play ^Nlercutio
and stick swords into people

;

if it will

help any, but

doggoned

Romeo

he

if

—and there you

Anyhow,
a terrible

I

be
play

he'll

will

are.

can whisper you

and dark

secret in

connection with the projected

"Romeo and Juliet" pictitre.
They have discovered that it
is

a

punk

story.

Frances White of the musical comedy and
vaudeville stage was recently a visitor in the
Los Angeles studios. She is seen above with
Director Harry Beaumont and Monte Blue.
We wonder whether she entertained them
with "I Wish I was a Monkey in the Zoo!''
or "Mis-sis-sippi"

Shakespeare

a nice man and all, but
as an author it appears he was
This is really a
all wrong.

was

They only

fact.

other

but

in

it

is

scenario
wrestled

horrified

tell
each
whispers

a fact that all the
writers who have

with

Juliet" find

it

"Romeo

and

fatally defective

from a dramatic standpoint.

;Afei\

"SpHlfPt"

One

I ,

^f^"*m

IB

of the shocked continuity writers confided to me
that when you come to pick
the story to pieces, it doesn't
build to a climax; it keeps

eddying around

in circles

and

there is no logical reason why
the young lovers should have

met

their

untimely

fate

in-

stead of calmly walking out
of the predicament together.
Wherefore the ghost of Mr.

Shakespeare can pack
rags and take the

doll

e.xit

his
first

Corinne Griffith looks dismayetl in
sympathy with her director, Frank
Lloyd, when one M. C. Levee
points ont to him that an extra on
the floor below the box in which
they are seated, is rapidly consuming the buffet luncheon. And, on
the right, Elinor Glyn, herself, supervises the filming of her 'Three

Weeks." Aileen Pringle may be
discovered bevond the camera lines

to the left.

Having resolved

to

cease

being a haughty lady, Pola Negri has
made a thoro job of it. Pola set out to
disarm her critics and they are all at
her feet.
I saw her in a stage box the other
night with Adolphe Menjou. Charley
Eyton, Kathleen \\'illiams and her
director. Herbert Brenon.
On the stage Ed Wynn was doing
his mind-reading act in the "Perfect
Fool."
Pola dug into her purse for
bank-notes for him to read the numbers
and when he guessed right, called out
"Yeh that's right." like any other
flapper and the audience loved her to

The only man

in

world that
gets paid for

the

chewing gum
Will
i.e..

.

.

.

Rogers.
tertains

.

.

.

en-

Louise

Fazenda

:

death.

The other day a well-known critic
from one of the newspapers stopped to
71
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watch her working in "The Shadows of Paris." She stopped acting
and called out to him, "Hey, you're getting too fat."
"I know; but what can I do?" was the rueful answer.
''Fall in love that's the way I do," retorted Pola and went on emoting.
Pola and Charlie were well "kidded" by \A^ill Rogers on the night
of the Actors' Benefit.
Rogers said he had gone to live in the heart
of the Beverly Hills district. He said on one side of him lived
Pola Negri and the other side of Pola lived Charlie Chaplin.
"They are so near they could throw a brick and I guess they
;

;

;

P resell ting,
the

left,

Negri

P
as

o

at
1

a

she

be screened
in her next pro-

will

duction, "Shado w s of Paris."
In truth, a new

P

o

I

a

... who

reminds us
KiUi

of

do," said Will.

There has been a coldness between Pola and Lubitsch they
"had a mad" for fifteen months.
A few nights ago Lubitsch had a garden scene to take for
his picture "The Marriage Circle."
The only suitable location
he could find was right across the street fromPola's house.
As the big arc-lights were being put into position, some one came
;

Hying out of the house.
It was Pola in very much negligee.
"Ernst, Ernst," she called, "come here to me." And when he
had obediently crossed to shake hands with her, she said, "Now
do you know what we are mad
by each other about?"
Lubitsch said he hadn't an
idea and they .shook hands
again
but Pola added, "You
;

me
didn't
treat
And Ernst added, "Xo
was you who didn't treat me

know

you

right."
it

;

So they very nearly

right,"

war

.started the

all

over again.

me his picture the other day, the one he
says he has made "to please
Lul)itsch."
It is a very reLubitsch showed

Lew Cody and Frank Mayo had
a bet

on the Dempsey-Firpo
lost, and when Lew

fight.

Frank

re-

California he served
him as a chauffeur for one solid
week. Here is the scene whidi
transpired when Lew alighted

turned

to

from

markable

])iece

of

work

—

stinging and brilliant society
satn-e- the kind of picture that
( -eorge
Bernard Shaw would
make if he turned to pictures.
.Marie Prevost, as the vamp,
fairly staggered me. Luljitsch

his tr:iin

Sweet

Blanche

acts as a coolie
to

George Mari-

on and a little
e X t r a-girl between the scenes
of

"Anna

Chris-

George

tie."

Marion, who
played

A n n a's

father

in the

stage

version,

was imported

to

Hollywood

to

same
role upon the
create the

screen

says she is the most brilliant
actress he has seen in America
and predicts that she will be
one of the great actresses of
the world. AMiich also staggers

Lubitsch's

]\larie.

eye

has

upon one other girl that
lie thinks has unmeasured posThis is
sibilities as an actress.
Gloria Swanson.
CharHe Chaplin meanwhile
has found new obstacles to his
To get away from the disart.
fallen

the public
he
of
rented a cabin in the mountains
and went into seclusion to
write his next comedy which,
by the way, will be of the good
old
slap- stick variety big
tractions

—

moustache and all.
cabin a few days and hastily

shoes,

Realism

is

the

High God of
Holly woo d.

And here

is

Conrad Nagel

as

he

was

filmed

in a close-up of
one of his forth-

coming productions

little

Charlie stayed in his
rushed for home and a bath tub. He could only
It
explain that he had had an unwelcome visitor.
was a pole cat. Finding the varmint strongly
entrenched, Charlie sent for a valiant hunter who
shot the critter as it stood at bay on his kitchen
Subsequent events were alarming to the
floor.
sense of smell and Charlie iied.
^lary Miles JMinter has had an offer from her
mother, l\Irs. Shelby, to settle the suit Mary
brought for an accounting. Of the million dollars

(Continued on page 82)
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GHEVROLEX

Qualitv Gars at
Quantity Prices

Chevrolet

now leads all high-grade
number sold.
Our new low prices have been made

out 2500 Chevrolets per day.

cars in

Notwithstanding our recent big
reduction in prices the quality and

possible through doubling our
productive capacity.

equipment of our cars have
steadily increased.

We

are now operating twelve mammoth manufacturing and assembly

Today Chevrolet stands beyond

plants throughout the United
States in which thousands of
skilled workmen are turning

of

been

comparison as the best dollar value
any car sold at any price, due to
its low average operating and

maintenance

cost.

Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Mich*
Di'vision

Chevrolet Dealers and Service Stations
everywhere.
oApplications will be considered from high-grade dealers only,
for territory not adequately covered.

of General Motors Corporation
'Prices

SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR

Roadster
Touring Utility

Sedan

Coupe

f.

a. b. Flint,

-

$490

-

495

640
795

Michigan

Commercial C^^s
Commercial Chassis $395
•
Light DeUvery
495
Utility Express Truck Cliassis
550

SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
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Latest

Room

Activities

in

Jottings

Filmlana

Tom Moore,
Some scenes for "Big Brother' were filmed on a Brooklyn dock
who is starred in this Rex Beach story, will be recognized in the group — and the
misty

it

N(3W

can be told

:

New York

Betty

sky line

Compson

will

is

marry

Ernest

And

actor

in

since Betty

the

marriage

is

"The Covered

no longer among the

circle,

we wonder

if

{Continued on page 78)

left

Mc AVoy

May

is

with

the

proof positive that a
pretty girl may be useful as well as ornamental. And at the
Tight, Lois Wilson
beaming over that
laealth-giving

box

outstanding

possibilities

the rumor of
Corinne Griffith's engagement to Walter INIorosco is indeed a fact.
Wanda Hawley was granted, without much ado, a
divorce because her husband, it is claimed, called her a
"brainless fool" and a "dumb-bell" but demonstrated that
the salary she earned was (|uite regular money, and
worthy to be spent by him. And it took just exactly three
and a half minutes of court procedure to free Marjorie
Rambeau legally froin Hugh Dillman jMcCaughey, her
actor-husband, who, it seems, deserted her.
^^'e have been holding our breath for fear Leatrice
Joy and her husband, Jack Gilbert, might make the separation that they have practised for the last several months
permanent.
To the delight of the picture colony, and
all admirers of the pair, they have been reunited, and
that is just as it should be, for their marriage is a lovematch to the core.

of

;

the

Torrence.

Wagon."

neither Walter Morosco, son of the theatrical
producer, nor an English lord.
The charming Betty has decided to cast her lot with that
of James Criize, the brilliant director of "The Covered
Wagon." It is said to be a case of love at first sight
interrupted by Betty's sojourn in England for the filming of "Woman to \\'oman," and renewed again as soon
as her dainty slippers touched the native soil of Hollywood.
The pair cant be married for eleven months
without running the risk of stirring up for themselves
a matrimonial storm somewhat on the order of that
of the \"alentinos but they are happy at the prospect of
Betty will star in the Famous
the future anyway.
Players-Lasky production of "The Stranger," the first
Galsworthy novel to be picturized in this country, and
Cruze will direct Emerson's Hough's "'North of 36."
The set for the latter story will require the building of
Austin, Texas, and Abilene, Kansas, as they were fiftysix years ago more than seven hundred miles will have
to be traversed on horseback and in ox-drawn carts, and
the actors will have to weather chuck-wagon food and
In the cast are Jack Holt and
a bed on the ground.

At

under the bridge's span

discernible

just

g

i

f

of apples

t

—

—

!

All inquiries should contain the name and address of the writer, and,
desired that a
it
is
if
fictitious name be used in
answering, it should be
written in the upper lefthand corner of the letter

This department is for
information
general
of
interest only. Those ivho
desire answers hy mail, a

manufacfilm
of
turers, etc., must enclose
list

stamped, addressed
envelope

a

The Answer Man
—

K. O. Here we are about to start another year with many
resolutions. It seems like Father Time has a birthday very often.
so on his birthday I want to wish you all a very Happy and Pros-

New Year. Lois Lee was Helen in "Prisoner of Zenda."
Philbin is nineteen.
Heffie. So you think it takes courage to write to me. I dont
I think I agree with Alexander
see why. That is a question.
Dumas, I prefer the wicked rather than the foolish. The wicked
sometimes rest. Yes, Reginald Denny is married. He is with
Universal. I believe Reliance produced "Three \Veeks" with Madlaine Travers some years ago, but wait until you see the new one.
G. B. H. Dont mention it. Friendship often ends in love, but
love in friendship, never. Patsy Ruth Aliller played in "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame" as Esmeralda. Sure thing, write

perous

Mary

—

—

me
is

any time.

—

Jew a. M. Richard Dix is twenty-nine. Lawrence Trimble
the owner of Strongheart. You know he also used to own Jean,

the Vitagraph Dog.
A. Zipper. .\h. there's the rub. Young men may die, old men
must. So you would like to see Noima Talmadge in more pictures like "Smilin' Thru." So would L I'm waiting for her

—

Juliet.

Agnes M.

— So you dont agree with me when

compliment

to be trusted than loved.
It isn't everybody who can have

Of

say it is a greater
course I dont blame
I

Harold Lloyd is
both.
Leatrice Joy. twenty-five. Douglas MacLean is married
to Faith Cole. Eddie Polo's daughter, Malvena, played in "A
Woman of Paris."
Mrs. R. a. F. I'm sure you're not the scolding kind. You
know scolding wives, like bad clocks, are seldom in order. You
Ernest Truex is playing
will see Eugene O'Brien in "Secrets."
Also in F. Scott Fitzgerald's
in "Six Cylinder Love" for Fox.
"The Vegetable." Write me again some time.

you.

thirty.

—

— No,

dont know who said "There is more
pleasure in loving than in being loved," but it sounds like a
woman. Justine Johnson was in Europe last time I heard from
Robert
her.
J. Warren Kerrigan in "A Man from Brodneys."
Ellis in "The Wild Life" and Gaston Glass in "Poisoned Paradise" with Clara Bow.
Lloyd B.^Thanks for the very nice things you say about me.
I wish I could let you have a picture of me. but I have never had
any taken. I admire your taste. The rich man travels as he
Malcolm McGregor
pleases, but the poor man travels as he can.
and Viola Dana in "The Social Code."
A. W. Y., England. No record of M. Leder. Sorry.
HiLM.\ K. .\h, but beautiful peaches are not always the best
flavored
neither
handsome women the most amiable.
are
Corinne Griffith in "Lilies of the Field." Henry Walthall in
"Misunderstood."
Frances S. So you dont really think I am an old man. Well.
I am.
.And I've just had another birthday too. Yes. to your
first question, but it isn't noticeable. Nita Naldi is Italian. Naomi
Childers is playing in "Restless Wives" with Doris Kenyon.
Betty B. I can see you are all for Ramon Novarro. W'ell, he
Earle Foxe opposite Mae Murray in
sure is good-looking.
"Fashion Row." Lois Wilson use to be a school-teacher, so she
plays the part in "Pied Piper Malone" with Thomas ]\Ieighan
J.A.CK

J.^CK.sox.

I

—

;

—

—

with

much

—

ease.

Leo p. My dear boy, judge nothing from appearance. The
more beautiful the serpent, the more fatal its sting. Milton Sills
is playing in "The Good Bad Girl."
.Ann Cornwall was Angela
"Dulcy." Come again. Do.
June. Cheer up. and dont be sour. .As Irving says: ".\ tart
temper never mellows with age, and a sharp tongue is the only

in

—

edged tool that grows keener with constant use." Truart filmed
"Broadway Gold." Dorothy Gish is five feet. My dear child, a
Movie ^lagnate is one who has plenty of money for producers,
manufacturers, stars, etc., etc., etc., to draw on. In other words,

human

bank.
Trixie. Yes, and it's good to rub and polish our brain against
that of others.
Gloria Swanson is twenty-si.x, and you can address her at Famous Players-Lasky. .Astoria, L. I.
No she is not
married now, but her former husbands were Wallace Beery and
a

—

Herbert Sonborn.
Peeved.

dont

— I'm

am

glad to see you back. I
if anything.
So
Colleen Moore and
That's that

sorry, really, but

know what has happened

I

to J.

Dumont.

you dont like Pola Negri.
James Morrison in "The Nth Commandment." Kenneth Harlan
will make a series of personal appearances in connection with
his picture "The Virginian."
The Sheikess. Behold, kind lady. I bow in reverence. Thanks
for the gum. Jack Perrin is with L^niversal, and he is married
!

—

to

one Josephine Hill.

You wouldn't

believe

it

Honest-to-goodness, I am over eighty.
me. So long yours, beside the

—

to look at

babbling brook.
Black Eyes. I hope they are naturally so. Yes. I think
Rodolph Valentino will answer you if you write to him. Try it.
Oh yes, we have a Capitol Theater in New York City. One
Sunday 17,452 persons attended the theater. That's packing
them in a few.
Dream Lassie. All I know is that you are a little English girl
attending a college in Hongkong, and you are a charming letter
You
writer. Yes
I think "Robin Hood'' was worth two dollars.
Know that is what they charged in New York too. You surely are a
Dream Lassie, for down deep in your nature is something that
draws you firmly and irresistibly towards the unseen. Heigh-ho
Impudence. Fire away! You cant make me mad. .\s Mark
Twain said: "One of the most striking differences between a cat
and a lie is that a cat has only nine lives." George W'alsh and
Lew Cody in "Reno" with Helene Chadwick. Forrest Stanley is
married to Marion Hutchins. Ralph Graves in "Prodigal
Daughters." You bet I dont mind answering questions. I have
been doing it so long, it's second childhood with me.
ScoTTiE. Yes. the article about Libra people was published in
September. 1923, Magazine. Thanks for all you say about me. It

—

—

!

—

—

—

listens well.

IMarjorie.

—But

from paper.

a good rule, in love matters, keep your pen
Vernon Steele was with Universal last. But the

on "Romeo and Juliet"
and Lillian Gish would like to try
play in "Joan of .Arc."
latest report

is
it.

that Richard Barthelmess
Lillian is also going to

—

Ginger. Kinda spicie today. Yes. it is reported that James
Cruze and Betty Compson are to be married when the law allows.
Cecil De Mille has signed up with Famous Players-Lasky for
three years more. Yes, "On the Back Porch."
Sally. The Egyptian name "Tut" corresponds to the Hebrew
"Doud" or English "David." Dont believe all you hear. Glenn
Hunter is not married as yet. Richard Barthelmess in "The
Enchanted Cottage." Harrison Ford in "Maytime." Hope
Hampton's next picture will be "Irene."
Biddy. Cheer up, you'll see the silver lining soon. Never
bear more than one trouble at a time. Some people bear three
kinds all they have had, all they have now, and all they expect
to have. Yes, Gloria Swanson is twenty-six. Come in and see
me when you arrive in America.
JuNNiE. No. I have no desire to be rich. Riches have benefited
I have started to save this year,
tens, and ruined thousands.
and by the end of the year I hope to buv me a home in the

—

—

—

—
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country. That
real

name

is

real name. Mary Miles Minter's
No, Florine De Hart is not playing in

Lon Chaney's

Juliet Shelby.

is

pictures.

DiL.—Jane Gray

twenty-four and not married.
haven't known many of them, but a woman
is like your shadow
follow her, she flies fly from her, she follows. Viola Dana's right name is Viola Flugrath. "Peaches"
Jackson is Charlotte Jackson. As for the other players, those
are their real names. Viola Dana and Shirley Mason are sisters.
So you see, you thought it was silly to write to me, but you have
changed your mind. Come in again some time, the latchstring
ClAire.

—Well,

is

I

;

;

is

always

out.

—
—

Prixtz. Hail, hail
You say "Please allow me to toss a
few flowers a boutonniere to you for your wonderful cleverness
and scintillating department, and a bouquet to Miss Helene
Chadwick as the original of the beautiful portrait in November
Magazine." You know she was born in Chadwick, N. Y., so I
am not sure that that is her right name. Agnes Ayres has been
loaned to Halperin Film for the production of "Souvenir" with
Percy INIarmont opposite.
Betty. Well, there is a first time for everything, even to
writing to me. Most of the players will send their photos. Yes,
Francis Bushman may play the role of Messala in "Ben Hur."
I.

!

:

—

We

hope to see him on the screen.
Cl.wton. The great difficulty about advice is the preponderance of quantity over quality. Constance Binney is playing in
C. C. Burr Studios, Glendale, L. I.
"Three O'Clock in the
Morning" was her last picture. No, she is not married. After
filming "The Mirage," Constance Talmadge will play in "Alias
Nora O'Brian." James Morrison and Anita Stewart are playing

—

in vaudeville,

W. H.

Deserted the screen, eh

but not together.

—Yes,

was Mark Twain who said "Training is
everything. The peach was once a bitter almond
cauliflower
is nothing but cabbage with a college education."
House Peters
B.

it

:

;

playing in "Held to Answer." And last I heard of Louise
Glaum, she was on a ranch somewhere in the West. I am surprised that you didn't like "Robin Hood." Most everyone liked
it.
But you did like "Trilby." and mostly because of a new face.
I see, you like a change.
N. C. Well, you cannot judge a man till you know his whole
story.
Marie Doro is not playing now.
A Park Avenue Fan. As Franklin says: "li you know how
to spend less than you get, you have the philosopher's stone."
Yes, pictures from "The White Sister" appeared in March, 1923
and October, 1923, Magazines. Laura LaPlante has been made a
Universal star in place of Gladys Walton. "The Thrill Girl" is
is

—

—

her

first

Kate

men

picture.
S.
But

—

women

as of fireworks.

somehov\', have the

No,

same fear of witty

Ramon Novarro

has straight black

Martin was on the stage last, and Marguerite
Clarke is in New Orleans right now. Marjorie Daw in "The
Call of the Canyon," a Zane Grey production.
Nosey Ned. Your letter was very interesting. It is with
narrqw-souled people as it is with narrow-necked bottles, the
less they have in them the more noise they make in pouring it out.
Dont believe all you hear. Little Ben Alexander was born in
Goldfield, Nevada, eleven years ago.
His last pictures were
*
"Jealous Fools" and "Misunderstood."
Bertha H, I am glad you like to read. You want to pick
something out of everything you read. Choice words, phrases,
and beautiful thoughts. Why Norma is eldest, then Natalie and
then Constance. Tom Moore is playing on the stage in "The Cup."
Montague Love is playing in "Restless Wives" with Doris Kenyon.
Nellie K. No, I dont mind this cold weather. I use my
beard as a muffler, but that means I cant hear anything that is
going on. Wanda Hawley was with Vitagraph last. Kenneth
Harlan with Schulberg Productions, 3800 Mission Road. Los
Angeles, California. Lottie Pickford has an important part in
Mary's "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall." Allan Forrest, her
husband, has the male lead.
Grace D. Do I drink only buttermilk. Strong drinks are
like wars, making cripples of some men,
and sending others to the grave. INIarjcrie
Daw's right name is Margaret House.
hair.

Vivian

—

—

—

—

—

Her

picture

last

was "The

Call

of

the

Canyon" born in Colorado Springs in
1902, and educated in Colorado.
She is a
protegee of Geraldine Farrar, and played
;

in "Joan the
]\Iarried to

Selah

LAOS.

Woman"

with her.
Eddie Sutherland.

—

Brownie. Yes, and married life should be a sweet harmonious song, and like one of Mendelssohn's without words. CuUen
Landis has started his own company, his first picture being "The
Kid from Powder Ridge." So you like the way I write. Ditto.
S. Haines.
No, I have never been a professor, but Edmund
Lowe was a professor of English literature in college in CaliMilton Sills also taught English at the Chicago Unifornia.
versity'.
Louis Wolheim was a professor of English at Harvard.
So you see what bright people you know. Blanche Sweet was
born in Chicago, Illinois. Ramon Novarro in Mexico, and he is
twenty-four. Tom Mix was born in Texas. Buck Jones is
twenty-eight, born in Indiana, and Bebe Daniels is twenty-three,
born in Texas. Didn't you know that Dorothy Davenport was
Mrs. Wallace Reid. Shirley Mason in "The Eleventh Hour."
She is twenty-two, born in Brooklyn. See you later.
Joan. In part you say "Your beard worries me, too, I'm suspicious of gentlemen who lurk in ambush.
But perhaps it is
merely a publicity myth, adopted for the questionable purpose of
creating a psychological effect upon your devoted correspondents."
In other words, I dont exist so far as you are concerned.
Cheer up, you're all wrong. No, I dont know who
Is that it?
wrote the subtitles for "Gold Madness," but you say the}- were
atrocious.
Companies are not buying scripts, they are over produced right now. Wallace Beery, Zazu Pitts and Marjorie Daw
in "Patsy."
All right, send me that collapsible fireless cooker.
I shall make good use of it.
TiLLiE, the Tailor. Your letter was subtle. What a strange
scene if the surge of conversation could suddenly ebb like the
Apollonia
tide and show us the real state of people's minds
Chalupez is Pola Negri's supposed-to-be right name.
NoRM.\'s Fan. So you dont really think I am old, because I
am not absent-minded. You dont know me. Yes, I have seen
Norma Talmadge, also Constance. No, I dont know why Mae
Murray keeps her eyes half-closed in pictures. Maybe she doesn't
Lew Cody in "Nellie the Beautiful
like to look at her director.
Cloak Model." Emmett Flynn at the megaphone.
Micio OF T.\NQuE. No, I am just a poor old man. Your letter
reminds me of the verse, "A little stealing is a dangerous part,
but stealing largely is a noble art 'tis mean to rob a hen-roost,
or a hen, but stealing thousands makes us gentlemen." Dont try
it.
You want an interview with Marion Davies. She is twentyseven, you knbw. William Desmond is with Universal in "Riddle
Rider," a serial. Alice Calhoun in "The Man from Brodney's."
Yes, most of the players read our magazines. Thanks for your
good wishes.
June. Get busy. Employment, which Galen calls "nature's
physician," is so essential to human happiness, that indolence is
Yes, "The Common
justly considered as the mother of misery.
Law" was released in 1917 with Clara K. Young, but not with

—

—

—

:

—

!

—

—

;

—

•

Norma Talmadge. Corinne Griffith in "Lilies of the Field,"
you know.
Fan, Fan. You ought to be here where it is snowing and
everybody is going ice-skating. "Where The Pavement Ends"
was taken from "The Passion Vine." by John Russell. Ramon
Novarro in "Thy Name is Woman." Thank you, none but a

—

is always right.
Robin. Thanks, and

fool

—

Eliot says:

appreciate your kind words. As George
live for, if it is not to make life less
Betty Blythe in "The Darling of Paris" and
I

"What do we

difficult to others."

Married to Paul Scardon.
want to know whether Ralph Graves smokes
or swears, or whether he drinks alone. Yes, he does. Theda
Bara is back at work in "Beauty Hunger." It is another one of
the Black Oxen stories where a woman regains her youth and beauty.
Jack. How's this one? "Here lies my wife Sallie let her lie.
Marie Mosquini opposite Will
She's at peace, and so am I."
Rogers in his next. Robert Gordon and Jane Novak in "The Lullaby."
Helen K. Well, if you live according to the dictates of naor if according to the notions of
ture, you will never be poor
the world, you will never be rich. Nita Naldi doesn't_ wear
stockings, so you see that might account for the error in her
height.
John Bowers and Sheldon Lewis in "Superstition."
Richard Dix, Tully Marshall and Betty Compson in "The Stranger."
There's Jack up above. So you
Jill
think I would be very helpful to one in

"Chu Chin Chow."
Gertrude.

—You

—

;

—

;

—

And you wish
I'd do my best.
trouble.
that Mary Pickford would have a daughSo do I. You know she has adopted
her sister Lottie's child. Thanks for all
did, it was a very charming letter.
(Continued on page 117)
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STomn
As the Pirates of
Old Stole Beauty
May

Wrong Kind of
Face Po'wder Rob Modern
Woman of Her Complexion
So

the

Lo'veliness

OMEN will learn with amazement the recent disclosures
now being made known in
regard to their use of the
painsindispensable face powder.
taking, scientific study of the skin
and its care has brought forth some
facts which are nothing short of revolutionary as to the correct way to

A

powder.

Here are the

tacts:

Most women nowadays give thoughtto their complexions.
Why, then, should the skin so painstakingly cared for, frequently tend to
coarsen and roughen without apparent cause?
should the tiny pores
ful attention

Why

mysteriously choke up and enlarge?
What has been the reason so much
beauty effort has had no permanent
result

— brought

no

lasting

benefit?

Science has found out, sifted down
the facts, and discovered the cause
of most cases of clogged, enlarged
pores to be powder; not the innocent
habit of powdering,hnX. th.Q. powder itself.
Every woman knows there are countless
brands efface powder — a bewildering array.
Prettily packaged and daintily perfumed,
they tempt one on every side. They are
to be had in various forms, and many
^^^

—

but science made this
important discovery: nearly every

fragrances

You have seen what rice does
when you cook it. The kernels
swell and become many
.t

times their original
size when put in

hot water.

It is

—

action taking place day after day, every time
you powder, is bound to undo your care to
keep the pores free, clean and normal in
size.
So one more mystery is solved by

science— and

There

common

Is

No

I

der!" says the
give.

Nor need

she!

—

Use the "Vowier With the Almond Base"
Princess Pat
and the thousands of delicate
pores in your skin will never be enlarged in
the least however plentiful or frequent the

—

—

powdering. For,imJi/<e rice, the Almond Base
has no sharpness in a dry state, and does not
^^^

penetrate and su'ell when moist. Instead, it has a soothing, healing
quality, making its application a
beauty treatment in itself.
It is
as kind to the super-sensitive
skin structure as Almond
always is
and Almond,

ra^ -c"
^t7->&-^/-'

—

its

More Lovely Effect,
Too

maybe

particlesremain

^^^

When magnified.rice

powder resenibles

with the clinging
quality of Princess

—

"The Powder
WiththeA/mondBase."
Pat

If

•

you actually knew the

benefits of Princess Pat to
all skins
in all winds and

—

weather

— youwouldhasten

1^

its great comfort to you by
obtaining a box at once at
the nearest store that has it!
Butaliberal quantity— gratis
awaits you as explained
below.

—

IMPORTANT
Ask for Princess Pat Powder
by name and insist upon
receiving it. There is no .^.^^
other powder made
iP-^^
with the"Almond "vfri^^^^S-^
Base." The name
//
j

and process are .^S^
absolutely ex-

,^-'

Don't \\u^
\'
let anyone

elusive.

persuade
you otherwise.

you know, is used on the

Princess Pat Gives a

knows, is a starchy substance and
pulverized,
"sharp."

~~"^^°^^^
amazed
and delighted

tender skin of babies.

Face Powder

it

Rice in Princess

simply cannot forego the use of Powwoman who desires the velvety, smooth appearance only powder can

"But

Consider! Rice, as everyone
fine

sense.

Pat PonjDder

Rice Acts

no matter how

.,

Each time you use powder with a rice base,
some of the minute particles must work
down into the pores. There they must react
harmfully because they are both moistened
and warmed "cooked" by the skin. This

as

in

-

the heat and moisture of the skin
should have a similar general effect
on rice used in powder. Your own reason
ing will bear out this conclusion.

lay the trouble.

How

|!|

but

natural, therefore, that

;

powder on the market was basically
the same, made of rice.' Therein

j^^^^

(~~%3'

Knowing

these

one regards

facts,

as a pity
thatrice powders— for
!(,//.<;
„ the face at least still
>^^^'|fi^'* are used. This is particularly true when
it

—

In a tiny pinch
.
1^ v
^^A^
of powder there can .-^^"'^'"^
fi^^^^^^^jC^""^
"^^
'
be seen thousands of
jagged, sharp-edged particles.
Not a happy
you realize Princess Pat is so finely paraded
choice for application to the delicate skin!
that its gentle adherence makes its effect last
But worse even than this irritating sharpmuch longer than the finest powder that can
ness, is the fact that rice swells with moisture.
be made of rice.
You will be altogether
sand.'

_

FREE!
Send for

this big»

generous free sam-

ple. Sent in a pretty red, gold and
black enameled box just the thing
for your purse. Plenty for a thorough
test. The only "different" face powder
in the world.

—

PRINCESS PAT,
2701

S.

Ltd.

Park Ave., Dept. 22, Chicago
FREE^ send sample of

EnTirely

Princess Pat,

"The Only Powder with

an Almond Base."

Name
The Only Powder With an Almond Base — Always Ask for "Princess Pat"
PRINCESS PAT, Ltd., Chicago, U. S. A.
Princess Pat

Creams —Ice Astringent

(Print''

,

Street

City and State

—Princess Pat Tint—Lip Stick— Princess Pat Perfume
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Jottings

(Continued from page 74)

At last the Ziegfeld idea of glorifying the American girl
on the screen! When you see "The Temple of Venus"
directed by Henry Otto, you'll fall to what he means when
he says that beauty is the backbone ... of course, a beautiful backbone ... of every successful movie. "The Temple
of Venus" won for Mr. Otto a. contract with Fox and he is
already busy on another production. While in New York
yir. Otto hied him to the Public Library on the Avenue to
photograph Venus, the Goddess of Beauty, that stands
guard outside, but she was so dirty he refused to honor
her (from which fact can be drawn a pretty good beauty

When he next passed the Library, to his astonishIncidentally, it was Mr.
ment, Venus was getting a scrub.
Otto who discovered lovely Mary Philbin, who flashed
into fame because of her acting in "The Merry-Go-Round."
At the time that the "]Merry-Go-Round" opened
and !Mary was registering her straightfrom-the-eyes hit on the silversheet,
she was marooned on a little island
with Mr. Otto's company filming
the "Temple of Venus."
Mr.
Otto received word of her
great success but was asked
not to tell ]\Iiss Philbin
for
fear
her
success
would turn her head
contrary to advice, he
went straight to her
and her mother and
broke the good news.
Never was there such

hint).

Dorothy Gish sailed for
Italy a week or so before
Lillian

— so

Lillian

and

Dick Barthelmess were
on hand to cry "feon voy."
At the right,
age.
a scene from "Nellie the
Beautiful Cloak Model,"
which was filmed on an
.

.

York.

line in New
Edmund Lowe and

Claire

Windsor are recog-

elevated

nized on the tracks. Below D. W. Griffith and
Colonel Hawkins are photographed at Fort Myer.
Va.,

a welcome breaking.
Mr. Otto, we take it,
believes in brains
well as in beauty.

where Colonel

Hawkins' command,
the Third Cavalry, U. S.
Army, are appearing in

"America."
ical

This

spectacle

is

It

histor-

being

has been decided that

^'alentino's

first

picture

Ritz-Carlton Proat the expiration
of his contract with Famous
Player s-Lasky in February, will
be a historical production in London. Mr. Williams, Valentino's new
chief, of the Ritz-Carlton, says that the
Britishers are missing a good bet by not putting more care and money on their productions, and
that there never has been a "top-notch" British film.
Naturally, John Bull doesn't like the way he snubs their
film work, and gets back at Mr. Williams by saying
that the English have too much sense to make millionaires of youngsters, eccentric comedians, and beautiful
But nothing loath, Mr. Williams declares
actresses.
that England has history, atmosphere and color that
has never been scratched, and he will show 'em.
for the
ductions,

produced by Mr. Griffith
and is sponsored by the
Daughters of the American
Revolution

Tnternational

as

Xcwsreel

Lois W'ilson was awfully sick while in New York
playing opposite Tommy ^leighan in "Pied Piper
J\Ia'lone," a Booth Tarkington story written especially
Lois didn't break her arm or anyfor the screen.
thing, she was just homesick, which sometimes makes
one even a little more miserable than iital dc mcr. If
New Yorkers could see the Hollywood home she has
purchased, they would well understand why ^ their
Her
efforts at entertaining were more or less futile.
pal. May McAvoy, and Mrs. INIcAvoy suffered from
the same illness and now w^e are afraid that May will
(Continued on page 80)
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l_>I..J.- 12Teaspoons,6TabIe9poone,

Oei inCIUuCS

eEnives.eForks.lButterKni fe.l Sugar Shell.

No Money Down!
—

—

Just mail the coupon not one cent now and Hartman, the Largest Home Furnishing
Concern in the World, will send you, transportation charges prepaid, this wonderful, genuine Wallace 32- Piece Silverware Set and with it, absolutely FREE, the handsome 7-Piece
Luncheon Set. When goods arrive, make the first payment of only $2.00 on the Silverware
Set alone. Pay nothing for the Luncheon Set—it is FREE. Use both sets 30 days on Free
Trial, and if not more than delighted, send them back and we will refund your money
and pay transportation charges. If you keep the Silverware Set, pay a little every month.
Keep the Luncheon Set as a gift from Hartman.

Your Initial on Every Piece-Beautiful "Briar Rose" Pattern

tfHIPORT/lNTl
This set is genuine silver-plated, guaranteed for ten years. It is not nickel
silver.

Beware of cheap imitations!

FREE

Not one cent to pay for the handsome
7-Piece Luncheon Set pictured above. It
Positively exquisite!
set you will be proud to use on any and all occasions. You know what the name
comes to ^ou with the Silver Set absolutely
stands for on silverware. You know that the quality and workmanship of this nationally famous product is the
Free— a erift from Hartman. Set includes
very finest obtainable. This beautiful "Briar Rose" pattern is one of the most popular ever produced, and the set
a large S6-inch centerpiece and Bix 12-inch
doilies to match. AUof celebrated "Indian
pictured here is extra heavy silver-plated, guaranteed for 10 years' service. 32 pieces, including 12 Teaspoons,
Head" linenewith dainty scalloped edges
6 Tablespoons, 6 Knives, 6 Forks. 1 Butter Knife, 1
embroidered in colors. A set that adds
Sugar Shell. When your set arrives, examine it caremuch charm to your luncheon service.
fully
Notice the handsome finish— none more beauTake advantage of this offer. Send today.
tiful. Even in much higher-priced^sets of solid silverware, you can find no more pleasing design.
/Iffaif
the
AfoivJ
which
(of
Over 300 pages
This
Set
68 are in actual colors) of
CO.
greatest
barthe world's
fof
Veafs I
Chicago, III.
Dept.
gains in home furnishThis amazing offer proves that Hart- I
ings; jewelry; also farm
man gives the world's most liberal | Seod the
implements and accesPrint Initial
32.Piece Silverware Set
terms and the greatest values in
sories, etc.— all sold on
You Want Here
No.
Price $9.8S,
dependable merchandise. Send no I
easy monthly payment
money with order. Pay only $2.00 ' as described, and with it the 7-Piece Luncheon
terms and SO days' free
I will pay 52 on arrival. Luncheon Set is
on arrival for the Silverware Set. I Set.
FREE. I am to have 30 days' Free Trial. If
trial.
Nothing to pay on the Luncheon Set I not
satisfied, 1 will ship both sets back. If I
either now or later. Then, if after i keep them. 1 will pay yoa $1.50 monthly until
This book explains 30 days' trial you decide to keep the | the price of the Silverware Set, $9.86, is paid.
how you get glass- silverware, pay a little every month. . Title remains with you until final payment is made.

A

WALLACE

CD^RT Bargain
rnCIL Catalog

Coupon

Bargain
Guafanteed
10

HARTMAN

FURNITURE
5963

& CARPET

317FMA39,

FREE

Gifts

Order by No. 317FMA39.
No money down. $2 on arrival.

ware, jewelry, table
linens, etc.. Free

Price for Silverware Set,$3.85.

with purchases.
Send today.

Balance $1.50 monthly.
7-Piece Luncheon Set is FREE.

"Lei Hartman Feather YOUR Nest"

HARTMAN
Largest

Home

FURNITURE
Dept.

S963

Furnishing Concern in the

I
I

I

& CARPET CO.

^^^h.Etd^l Chicago

WorM

Name
R. F. D., Box No.
or Street and No.

Town

State..

Occupation of Head of Household
I

I

How long have yoa lived at your present address?
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Greenroom
suffer iiial de mcr as well, as her contract
with Inspiration will take her across the

"Here's an Extra $50!
"I'm making real money now! Yes,
keeping it a secret until pay
day came. I've been promoted with an
increase of $50 a month. And the first
extra money is yours. Just a little reward for urging me to study at home.
The boss says my spare-time training
has made me a valuable man to the firm

Atlantic instead of across the continent.
Tomm}' IMeighan has eliminated any possibility of homesickness by purchasing a
home in Great Neck, L. I. Tommy will
move in in April. And this makes us wonder if the oft-repeated threat of the producers, to do most of their filming in the
East, is about to be fulfilled. With the
Steady commuting of film companies to
the Southern countries of Europe in
search of atmosphere and sunshine, we
shouldn't be at all surprised.
Did Tommy
have a hunch or a tip?

I've been

and there's more money coming soon.
We're starting up easy street, Grace,
thanks to you and the I. C. S."
To-day» more than ever before, money is what
counts.
You can't get along on what you have
been making.
Somehow, you've simply got to
increase your earnings.
Fortunately for you there is an unfailing way
Train yourself for bigger work, learn
to do it.
to do some one thing well, and employers will be
glad to pay you real money for your special
knowledge.
It is the business of the International Correspondence Schools to prepare men and women
for better positions at better pay.
They have
been doing it for 31 years. They are training
over 180,000 right now.
They are ready and
anxious to help you.
Here is iiU we ask without cost, witliout obligating
yourself in any way, simply mark and mail this coupon.

—

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6554-B, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation on my part, please

how

tell

mo

can qualify for the position or in the subject before
which I have maikeJ an X:
I

BUSINESS TRAIN ING COURSES
business Manatrement

n Industrial Management
D Personnel Organization
QTraffic Management
n Business LawBanking Law
n Banking and
D Accountancy (Including C.P. A.
D Cost Accounting
n Bookkeeping
D Private Secretary
Q Spanish
D French

)

n Salesmanship
n Advertising
D Better Letters
Card Lettering
n Show
D Stenography and Typing
n Business English
Civil
Service
D
n Hallway Mall Clerk
D Common School Subjects
D High School Subjects
D Illustrating

TECHNICAL AND IND USTRIAL COURSES
QElectrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
nMechanical Engineer

Architect
n
DBlue Print Beading

nMechanical Draftsman
Q Machine Shop Practice
QRailroad Positions

Draftsman
n Architectural
Concrete Builder

D

Contractor and Builder
Structural Engineer

QGas Engine Operating
nClvll Engineer
n Purveying and Mapping
QMetallurgy
Q Mining
O Steam Engineering Radio

D

Pharmacy
Chemistry
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines
Agriculture and Poultry

Mathematics

Name
Street

Address..

City

State..

Occupation
.Persons residing in Canada should send this coupon 1o the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,

Montreal, Canada

SWITCHES— BOBS— CORNET BRAIDS
made the new way from yourownconit>ijig^ orcut hiiir.
Write for FREE style booklet. Prices Reasonable.

MRS.E.VANDERVOORT,

Dept. B,

DAVENPORT,

lA.

Relieve
trouble zone

THE NOSE
AND THROAT
with

%

COUGH DROPS

I
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Charles \^'inninger and Hugh Cameron,
two Broadway comedians, will be seen in
"Pied Piper Alalone." It is somewhat of
a famil}- affair as Winninger is Blanche
Ring's Juisl)an(l. and Frances Ring is
Tommy Meighan's wife; however, as
^^'innillger is said to be one of the funniest German comedians on the stage,
we'll forgive the family-made trust.

Think of a trick
that of the screen stars.
hose being so vicious as to sideswipe
Harold Lloyd off of the top of a swiftly
moving truck, when he was doing some
Harold
of his hair-raising comedy bits.
landed in the gutter and for more than
a fortnight nursed a set of the most colorful bruises that ever decorated a film hero.
Alberta Vaughan, ingenue of the Mack
Sennett comedy unit, was laid up for quite
a time recovering from injuries she received wiiile flip-flopping opposite Lewis
Sargent in "Flip-Flops." Reginald Denny
was obliged to put on a plaster jacket to
hold himself together after an automobile
accident. And Madeline Hurlock, another

Mack

Sennett beauty, appearing with Ben
Turpin, was forced to take a sojourn in
the hospital, and turn over her role to
Irene Lentz, because an impertinent cowpony thought she was too upstage about
her horsemanship, and made her eat a
volume of unadulterated dust.

And now

along comes Flora Finch with
the Mastodon Films
Company, because of permanent and painful injuries she received while crossing
the defendant's ground to get to "a motionpicture set." Flora alleges that the defendant had "carelessly permitted frozen snow,
ice and large stones to accumulate on its
grounds," when he was in duty bound to
provide a "good, safe and sure place in
which to act." We cant see Flora puUing
any sob stuff on the judge, but she may
succeed in pulling a laugh which somein
tiines proves even more efficacious
gaining a suit than a tear.

a

Booth Tarkington and Tommy Meighan
must have gotten along just like "him and
filming of the "Pied Piper
Tarkington acted as chief supervisor of the film and in connection
with Tom Geraghty who attended to the
technicalities, edited it, and wrote the titles.

her"

the

in

Malone."

It is the first time he has taken active
part hi the filming of one of his stories.
Evidently he had a lot of fun doing it. as
he has promised to write another original
for the screen idol.

Our accident and con\alescent list is
overflowing as we go to press. Inanimate
things and animal personalities have taken
to emoting with temperament equal to

Maurice
all

Sigrist

of us.

The

is

Ahhe

lawsuit

against

Gloria Swanson overworked those gloorbs of hers to such an extent in

rious

(Continued on page

French what Jackie Coogan is to
seen here lunching with him in the

to the

latly

garden
Photocr.Tiih bv

Jottings

from page 78)

(Coiitiiincd

is

his

mother

9.0)

lhe)l
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Ash-Can?

neglect your body? Do you know that you will clog up with
waste matter and deaden your life just as ashes do in a furnace? Are you going to drag yourself
through a life of misery and be ready for the undertaker when you should really be only startCome on and brace up. Take a good hold of yourself and shake those cobing to enjoy life?
webs out of your brain. Give me a chance at that weak backbone of yours and let me put a pair
of man sized arms into those narrow shoul-

Do you

realize

what

it

means

to

ders.

Pills

am

Never Made Muscles
medical doctor.
Neither do

don't claim
put any selfassumed title of Professor before my name.
I am a builder of muscle internal as well
I claim and can prove that by
as external.
proper exercise you can even build muscle
in and around your heart and every vital organ.
The kind that shoots a thrill through
your veins and reaches every crevice of your
I add years to your life, and oh boy!
body.
what a kick you get out of every day you
live.
And talk about big, brawny arms and
legs, or broad backs and husky chests
just
take a look through this winter's copies of
Physical Culture Magazine and see for
I

not

a

to cure disease.

I

I

—

—

You

yourself.

pupils there

Liederman

will see a

few pictures

of

my

— living examples of the Earle
system — doctors, lawyers, busi-

last one of them good
pose as professional strong men.
Some are in better shape than men who are
now acting as instructors to others.

ness

men, but every

enough

to

Pep Up
What are you going: to do about it? Don't sit Idle
and wish for strength. That will never bring it. Come
on and get busy. You must have it, and I'm going to
I don't promise it, I guarantee it.
it to you.
don't take any chance with me. so come on and

give

me

prove

You
make
Earle E. Liederman
America's Leading Director of Physical Education

it.

Send

for

My New

64-Page Book

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
contains forty-three full-page photographs of myself and some of the
pupils I have trained.
Some of these came to me as
pitiful weaklings, imploring me to help them.
Look them over now and
It

1

EARLE E LiEDERMAN

many prize-winning

.

Dept. 302, 305 Broadway,

you will marvel at their present physiques. This book will prove an
impetus and a real inspiration to you.
It will thrill you through and
through. All I ask is 10 cents to cover the cost of wrapping and mailing
and it is yours to keep. This will not obligate you at all, but for the sake
right
of your future health and happiness, do not put it off. Send today
now, before you turn this page.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
New York

Dept. 302, 305 Broadway,

City

City

\

1

whatever,

.

a

Development

—

New York

Dear Sir:--I encl9se herewith 10 cents for which j'oti
hve to send me, without any obligation on my part
copy

of your latest book,
'Muscular
Please write or print plain!\
'

Name
Street

Citv

State.

.

.

K
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$100 a Week
in this
big
EARN
money
as

a cartoonist!
Millions of
dollars were

spent last
year on comic
strips, political

and sport car-

toons, ani-

mated

car-

toons,

etc.

Thousands of
n e

w

cartoonare needed
now to meet the
ists

ever-increasing demand
for
this
work.
Never before have the opportunities in this
fast-growing field been so many, so varied
or so high-paying.

CARTOONING

Easy to Learn

Home

at

Spare Time

in

tion

in

this

high-salaried

attractive,

business.

home

This

- study
method starts you at the
fundamental
principles
of
cartoonmaking and takes you tlirough every branch of

simplest

humorous and serious cartooning.
You
amazed at how quickly it teaches you
work.

salable

will be
to draw

Many

students of this method
began to sell their drawings before they were half
through their courses.
The training paid for
itself long before they finished it.
Learn cartooning this easy way.
Enjoy the
fascinating life of a successful cartoonist
easy
hours, freedom from routine, your own Ijoss, and
$3,000 to $15,000 a year for this work that is
play!

—

Send for

got on her last contract, Mrs. Shelby
explains that $600,000 went to the government for income tax
$300,000 went to
herself, Mrs. Shelby, by way of commissions and the remainder belongs to Alary.
She offers to give IMary $200,000 in settleMary, meanwhile, has hidden herment.
self in a little bungalow near Los Angeles
and passes most of her time knitting on
her front porch.
Betty Compson has returned from LonOne of the
don and has fallen in love.
newspapers, hearing a rumor that she was
engaged to be married to James Cruze, the
director, telephoned to the blushing swain.
"You'll have to ask her," replied Mr.
Cruze.
Whereupon Miss Compson beingtelephoned to, replied "Wait until I phone
him."
Presently she answered the newspaper, "Yes, we are."
Mr. Cruze was lately divorced from
Marguerite Snow.
It has been supposed
that Miss Compson was to be married to
\\'alter Morosco, son of the New York
producer
but Walter is now seen with
Corinne Griffith who is heatedly denying
Corinne says one matriengagements.
monial venture was a great plenty.
Virginia \"alli got in the way of the
crime wave that is sweeping over Cali\\"hile she was taking a day off
fornia.
at the beach, a burglar broke into her house
and stole the bath tub, taking the whole
thing out by the roots.
Theda Bara has had some sort of
business complication in connection with
her starring venture, ana the production
has been held up.
.•\llen Holubar, the director and husband
:

;

Regardless of how little you know about cartooning novv, you can easily qualify for a posi-

FREE BOOK

Learn more about the wonderful opportunities
Cartooning, and details about this remarkable
home-study method.
A handsomely illustrated

Camera

Coast

{Continued from page 72)

Mary

Fascinating Business

the

of Dorothy

Phillips, died

to

has just been
which,
upon
request, will be sent to
you without the slight
est
obligation.
This
booklet gives a thor

prepared

-=

k;^-

f^

—^'K

V
"^

—

7 -—

li~"

M

±

I

1

Mrs. Holubar in her bereavement.
\\'elch and Dell Boone, of Uni-

versal,
circus

are

old

friends

of

of the cartooning field, and explains
in
detail
this

wonderful new method

„

ai«i5r&»rV CV"-*
^*^^\
M^m^

V

V..

of teaching cartooning
Send for it today

WASHINGTON SCHOOL
OF CARTOONING
Room
N.

182, 1118-15tli

W. «ashinstoii, D.

L^ aZT" °*«'"'e a

LVARTrtrtTll
^ * yfSJIll

St.
C.

"i«-.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF CARTOONING,
Room 182, lU3-15th St., N. W. Washington. D. C.
riease send me. without obligation, your Free Bool;let
on Cartooning and full details ot your home-studv
method of teaching Cartooning.

(Print

Name

Plainly.)

State

City
(If undei-

lij,

iilease

give-

age

)

DOE
lew CoifFiire I
Stylish

and youthful. Becoming

to

Madame and

Madetnoiselle. Complete-, the dress of your hair

—even
quality

^4.50.

back

if

bobbed.

A Ribbon of hair in beautiful

put on
No.
a
—Rare
shades and Greys

if

in

jiffy.

77711.
extra.

Price

Money

not satisfactory.

On

Curls as illustrated $4.85 per Set.
Request Free Catalog Every Variety

—

GUARANTEED HAIR GOODS.

FRANCES ROBERTS CO.
100

!

82

Fifth Ave.,

Dept. 146,

New York

y

Ringling,

the

magnate.
While the show was
recently in Los Angeles, Niles acted as

drum major

of the circus band in the
grand "walk-around" and Dell rode one
of the elephants, just for a lark.
Guy Bates Post has turned his back
severely on the fillums and is returning
to the stage.
Out at Warner

John

have given

Brothers

Studio

they

Barrymore a gorgeous

business office with shiny desks and such
John sits on the desks and tells stories.
He says that when he was a little boy, his
uncle, John Drew, was visiting at the
His irrepressible father, the late
house.
Maurice Barrymore, taught him a little
prayer which he recited one night amid
"God bless Papa
genera! consternationmake me a good little boy,
and Alama
and make Uncle John a good actor."
At the Actors' Benefit Viola Dana and
her sister, Shirley Mason, scored the big
hit of the show in a burlesque of Rodolph
\"alentino and Natacha Rambova.
On a bet with Helene Chadwick, Mae
Busch spent a whole day on the streets of
Los Angeles, dressed as a boy without
being detected.
She asked policemen for
directions; borrowed matches of men she
met and sat around a park with the loafers
for an hour.
Helene, anxious for her
bet, followed her around town in an auto.
{Continued on page 84)

—

;

We

have no quarrel with the title of Mae Murray's next
for '"A French Doll" might readily be applicable to any production in which the vivacious Mae appeared. Below Miss Murray is pictured at the mirror
picture,

of her dressing-table while she prepares for a scene

ough outline

a California

Niles

in

booklet

in

hospital after a very severe operation. The
sympathy of the entire colony has gone out

—

—

(^^vpi^zmm

^udgmeiitoftheStofm
A Pdlmer Production
GEORGE
HACKATHOKNE
LLOYD HUGHES
as

'Bob Heath"

"John Trevor"

BRUCE GORDON
as

"Dave Heath"

The Story that brought

'Mary Heath"

^iOOOCash and Ito^ties
to

an Obscure Housewife

newest and most
THEmotion
pictures comes

significant experiment
before the theatregoers of the country with the current release of

the first Palmer Production

This picture
is

the advance guard of screen
genuinely of the people, by the

is

people, and for the people.
It was written by a housewife,
the wife of a Pittsburgh factory

'*Judginent of the

result.

institution
It is

proud

to

the screen.

But
is

same

for
dra-

its

so power-

story.
title

Under the

as the picture

the novel will be on sale

wherever
shown.

proud of the
stand behind

is

Storm"

directly

matic appeal

pon that appears at the bottom of

ful that the publishing
house of Doubleday, Page
& Co., has novelized the

Authors Share in Profits
This

written

screen

the production of "Judgment of the
Storm" as embodying the ideals for

which

the

picture

is

this page.

new

It

screen

"Lost,"
by a former
a former salesman
mechanical engineer, and a third as yet unnamed, by a country doctor.
An advance of $1,000 cash on royalties has
been paid each author and each will receive,
besides, a percentage of the producer's profits
;

Creative Test evolved by this institution.

it,

She clipped the coupon, mailed
and today as a direct result of

—

as *'Keenort"

You?
No
sort

is

cost or obligation of
involved in filling out

the

r

indicated,

—

the same co-operation exthe housewife, the sales-

the mechanical engineer,
country doctor and many others

dramatic than the personal story of

have succeeded in this new
be made available to you.

to

field

Save time by
addressing
nearest office.
Palmer BIdg., Hollywood, Cal.
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago
527 Fifth Ave., New York
Without cost or obligation please send me the
Palmer Creative Test which will tell me vyhether
for which there is such
I have the creative ability
demand in the motion picture industry.

Palmer Photoplay Corporation
Production! Division, Sec. 902

—

man,

author.

any

coupon.
It will bring the Creative
Test with which a fascinating evening can be spent.
If the result, as
determined by this Institution's educational department shows absence of
dramatic creativeness, you will be
told so frankly and promptly.
If, on
the other hand, such qualities are

"Judgment of the Storm" tells a richly warm
and human drama, yet it is not one bit more
Palmer Photoplay Corporation

ARTHUR MILLETTE

Will This Test Discover

tended

79.',;

—

that one, simple, little act she is
on the highroad to success as a
screen writer.
Instead of an obscure housewife known only to a
little circle of acquaintances, she is
today a famous writer whose name
flashes nightly before the eyes of
millions of theatregoers in thousands of theatres.

for five years.

Cot'yriglit

told of the need for
writers, and of the

it

strives.
It is proud to stand behind the other
forthcoming Palmer productions which likewise
give to the screen the fresh imagination of new
writers discovered through the same Creative
Test that brought Mrs. Middleton national
recognition. They are "Unguarded Gates," by

its

Pittsburgh

—

READ THE BOOK!
was

the

She Clipped the Coupon
Then one day her attention was
drawn to a coupon the same cou-

SEE THE PICTURE

foreman. It was based on an astounding dramatic episode in the
lives of people of her acquaintance.
Mrs. Ethel Styles Middleton, the
author, had never written for the
screen. But through its remarkable
Creative Test, the educational department of the Palmer Photoplay
Corporation, which is now conducting a nation-wide search for
new writing talent, discovered her.

theatre-goers,

settings were the best, but the stories told were
Like thouoften cheap, tawdry and insincere.
sands of others, she said to herself "I believe I
could write a better story than that."

"Judgment of the

Storm."

drama which

of

hosts

Like

housewife for years had experienced increasing
disappointment with motion pictures. Casts and

in

Na.me....

the

Street..

who
City

will

State
All correspondence strictly confidential

l_
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'HcueYouSeenltYetf'

By

BLAINE

CapOrange Cream
Rouge

THE

sorry

This serial

charm of perfect

color
color so true to nature's own
blush that it cannot be detected.
You can now add a natural touch of
life to your cheeks without everyone

knowing

CAPTAIN Lawrence

I

liave

"Boys, dont give up the ship," he said

"But show

'11

fail

lively fight,

a

instead."

Patrick Henrv

but one life to give,
if I dont live."

"Give

But

me

liberty or give me death
take a close-up." Then he left.

Xebuch.\dnezz.\r

Warren

Ge>;er.\l

hen Nebuchadnezzar saw the writing
on the wall.
"Jazz those titles up," he said, "these will
not do at all."
\\

Adaptable from the

it.

BIGLER

X.\TH.\N' H.\LE

'Tni

grease

a

C.

Barbae.\ Feietchie
'Shoot if you must this old grey head.
But give me tlie movie rights," she said.

Original

Not

oa37ings

"Dont shoot

Or

you see the whites of

till

their eyes
you'll waste
skies."

film

with

these

cloudy

faintest tint to the brilliance desired

by the theatrical-profession.

— Won't rub off!

Waterproof

A

Perfect Tint

On

Best of all, Mad Cap stays on and will not rub
It stays on
Bathers are enthusiastic.
off.
even in the water

tKe

Camera Coast

I

{Continued from page 82)

Send
Sample
— — — — ••—Generous
— — —
-______
for

I

Send a dime today for a generous sample of
Mad Cap— enough to last several days.

|

I

Name

I

.

Address

i

I

Kolar Laboratories

S South

SeeUy Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

Ask your

dealer or hy mail

Beauty
is

skin deep

Remove the
with
tions

all its

old skin
imperffc-

and you can have

skin like a
babe.

new-bom

Vouth-Jtmi Skin Peel
The World*s Greatest Discovery, enables you to
youthful and perfect skin beauty.
ful

No costly

Harmless, painless.

operations.

find

or pain-

Removes

The French government wants Norma
Talmadge to make a screen version of the
Marie .Antoinette, utilizing Petite
Trianon and the palace at Versailles.

life

of

lo\ely lady, but

.

Elinor Glyn
Lores as the

.

.

well, thirty-nine tiines

picked out Claire
voluptuous girl

has

most

The twelfth anniversary of the planting
of the first studio in Hollywood by the
Christie Brothers was celebrated recently.
They rented an old house for $30 a month
on a property now worth more than $1,000
a front foot.
Billie Dove has been married to Irvin
So secret were the
\\'illett, the director.
nuptials that none of the company knew
uf the event.

Victor Seastrom, the Swedish director,
witnessed his first game of American
football last week.
After it was over, he
said
sadly,
"On the whole I prefer

In making the kissing scene in "The
Marriage Circle," where the dutiful wife
smacks another man other than her husband by mistake, Herr Lubitsch made
Florence Vidor and Creighton Hale repeat

Beautiful Cloak Model" at Goldwyns and
be scarred for life.
This will be a
desolation note for Broadway and Forty-

the event exactly thirty-nine times before
Florence is a very
the kiss was right.

She

Swedish massage.''
I'atty Arbuckle

is
back in Hollywood
making comedies.
Lilyan Tashman, possessor of the most

famous legs
the

same

the world, injured one of
the making of ''Nellie the

in

in

may

second Street.

Wanda Hawley

has

secured a divorce.
up her money

said her hubby used
and called her a bonehead.

all

invisible, stainless liquid. Contains no acid, mercury or arsenic. Not an ordinary clay or cream.
Quick, easy and sure way to have a healthy new skin.
Results astounding'. Ask your druggist or write for
booklet "Magic of a New Skin.*'

YoDth-Ami Laboratories. Dept. DE,30 E.20tli St.,N.Y.

Money/
TakingPictures/
We

train you quickly at home. No
experience necessary. Spare time
or full time. Professional camera
free. Photographs in big demand
by magazines, newspapers, advertisers, etc.
Also train you to take
better portraits than the average
professional photographer! Equip you to make $50
to $100 a week in business of your own. New plan.
Nothingelselikeit.Writetodayforamazingdetails.

International Studios, Inc.
Dept. 3682.

RED,

360 1 Michigan Ave., Chicago,

III.

CHAPPED HANDS

made soft and smooth

by anointing freely
with gentle, antiseptic

Ttlenthotatum
Write for free sample
Mentholatum Co., Buffalo, N.Y.,Wichita,Kans.

P84

in

Hollywood.

surface blemishes. Pimples, Blackheads, Discolorations, Tan, Eczema, Acne, Large Pores, etc.

An

de

When the last scene of '"The Courtship of Miles
Standish" was filmed, Charlie Ray"s work was scarcely
over.
For he went into the factory and gave his personal attention to the cutting of this film down to the
length in which it is to be released

Cn-MOTION
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I
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Verdict of the Vanderbilts
(Continued from page 28)

who

are discerning there are thousands,
tens of thousands, hundreds of thousands
who are not. So if "Broadwaj- directors"
choose to portray "Fifth Avenue banquetb''
as "Parisian orgies with Holb'wood accompaniments," the hundreds of thousands
can continue to thrill and gape.
have
long heard of "out-Heroding Herod." but
it remained for the picture studios to portray' smart society as being entertained l)y
half-nude dancing girls rising out of table
centerpieces and of exclusive assemblies
stepping
drawing-rooms
into
out
of

We

swimming-pools
However, "where ignorance
folh' to be wise," and that,
!

verdict of the Vanderbilts

Patricia:

!

.

is

bliss,

too,
.

is

'tis

the

.

Hollywood's Flapper

{Continued from page 22)
California, they were having a family
picnic on the beach at Venice.
motionpicture director saw Patsy Ruth romping
around in the sand and introduced him>clf
to her family in order to ask if the pride
and joy of the household would not like
The pride and joy
to be a movie actress.
thought she would and that was that.
Unt'l now, her biggest success has been

A

Teeth Like Pearls

—

v>ith

Charley Ray

in

of iline."
to
is

Before she is much older, she is likely
Patsy Ruth
do something really big.
one of the girls that Hollywood critics

are eagerly watching.
She has tenderness and feeling and
brains and a level common sense and a
vital strong ambition.
Patsy Ruth is due
to get somewhere.
Out there on the hill, she told ns that
she is living in the hope that she will get
a part some day which does not depend
upon the sugary cake-frosting that direc-

—

tors
and
stars
call
"sympathy" that
sickly mush with which scenario writers
have spoiled most of the best stories in the

world with impossible heroines who are
snow maidens incapable of frailties.
Patsy Ruth has .sense enough to know
that life isn't really like that and she
is looking
for the day when she can do
something real and true.
If she doesn't get married to some sap
director and ruin her career before it has
started. Patsy Ruth Afillcr is likely to
leave her mark on the art that is called
"making movies."
all

Don't leave that film-coat on them

"An Old Sweetheart

Wherever dainty people meet, you
see prettier teeth today.
In old days most teeth were filmcoated. Now millions use a new-type
tooth paste which fights film.
Make this free test, if only for
beauty's sake.
Ten days will show
you what it means to you.
Your

teeth are coated with a viscous
film. You can feel it. Much of it clings
and stays under old-way methods.
Soon that film discolors, then forms

That's

how

teeth lose luster.
Film also causes
most tooth troubles,

and very few escape
them.

It

holds food

substance

which

effec-

to daily fight that film. One
acts to disintegrate the film at all
The other restages of formation.

ways
it

without

Other discoveries
was also found to multiply
the alkalinity of the saliva as well as
its starch digestant: Those are Nature's
agents for neutralizing acid and digesting starch deposits. Pepsodent with
every use gives them

Thus,

Enamel

harmful

harmful scouring.

After many careful tests these methods were embodied in a new-type

effects.

without

Pepsodoing what
grit could never do.
It has brought a new
conception of what

PepsoiU'iit cli*intcsi"it»'s the Kim,
then I'oiiioves it Avith nn :i;;(*iit
far softer tliim enamel. Never
use a film rombatiint Avliich eou-

The new-day method

moves

Now

some

manifold

Dental science has found two

Pepsodent.

it.
careful people of
50 nations employ it every day.
And to millions of homes it is bringing a new dental situation.

to advise

Protect the

taiiis harsh srrit.
ferments and forms
acid.
It holds the
acid in contact with
the teeth to cause decay. Germs breed
by millions in it. They, with tartar,
are the chief cause of pyorrhea.

tive

is

Leading dentists the v/orld over began

A way

Those cloudy coats

dingy coats.

The name

tooth paste.

dent

grit,

is

clean teeth mean.

A

delightful test

We

offer here a delightful test
which will be a revelation.
Send coupon for the 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after
using.
Mark the absence of the vis-

cous film.
See how teeth become
whiter as the film-coats disappear.
What you see and feel will very
soon convince you. You will learn the
way to benefits you want. Cut out

coupon now.

10-Day Tube Free"^
THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
The New-Day Dentifrice
A

scientific

film combatant,

which

Dept. Gil. 1104

S.

Wabash

Ave.. Chicago.

III.

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

whitens, cleans and protects the teeth
without the use of harmful grit. Now
advised by leading dentists the world
Only one tube

to a family.
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The37're >sIot Afraid to Fight
(Continued from page 37)

and after that she played more
ing in with extra work
better was forthcoming.

parts,

fill-

when nothing

But Charlotte's back

at -her typewriter
as secretary to Perley
Poore
director and scenario writer
at
Universal City
And if she thinks
on the fairy-tale days, sometimes, back
she
doesn t long for their return.
Mr Shee
han, ,t may be stated,
thinks he has the
very best secretary in
California
You see, It would be pretty hard tn
^"t\^ ^Ob-sister story about these
giHs
who have abandoned their screen
carters
hey
re
all
1
so contented and

now working
bheehan

You

for

When

"/^PPORTUNITY

^^

knocks

but

once."

prosperous
face and

I

pulls

a

tragic

the hills and come home
with his scalp
In the scenario and

So said the sage. But don't you believe

stenographic depa'rt-

°^
'" the research
ZT'
i^'
K^*"^'°^'
branes and
publicity offices, in the

It isn't so.

it.

anyone

mutters of the dark, dreadful
things l>'ng
n wait for the poor extra
girl out of |
job. It always hands me
a laugh.
If th*
extra girl ,s clever enough
to do anything

ot

publication.

this

Every

issue

of

advertisement

is

of

them

offer

and
self

you

are written with

you opportunities
effort

mind.

save time,

to

— opportunities

in

make-up boxes away and have
won
economic independence in the
broad field
their

cam

Many

brimful of opportunity for some one.

with comforts and conveniences

was talking
McPherson the

They
money

Pherson

woman

^^^

over with Teanie
other day.
Miss"^ Mcundoubtedly the best known

— oppor-

—

You would

live

were

ignorance

in

not

it

for

of

these

advertising.

self.
When Cecil De Mille came out
here and established the Lasky company,
she decided that, tho he wasn't well known
as a film director, he showed a good deal
of ability along those lines.
She would
give him the opportunity of directing her.
Mr. De Mille didn't jump at the offer.
Instead, he advised her to give up acting
altogether, and confine herself to scenario
writing.
He topped this suggestion with
the handsome offer 6f a twenty-five-dollar

Somebody might be selling a new, better and
more economical food; or a utensil that
would add immeasurably to your comfort and
well-being; or some better material for making shoes or clothing but you would never
know it.

—

weekly salary.
Miss McPherson was so delighted that
she hurled herself out of his

Modern

motion-picture

this

scenario writer in the film
proFor the eight or nine years
of
her association with Cecil
B. De Mille
she has adapted to the screen
all the stories
and plays used by him besides
writing
many originals. She doesn't need to
envy
the salary of any movie star.
But she went thru a period of readjustment similar to that experienced
by
these other young women
for at one time
she. too, was a screen actress.
This was in the good old days of the
two-reel features. Miss McPherson wrote
and directed motion pictures featuring her-

live better.

opportunities

,s

all

fession.

tunities to eat better, sleep better, dress better

and

"^^^'"^

r*^

I

surround your-

to

-

and cutting-rooms, you'll find
dozens
energetic young women who
have put

tories

Opportunity knocks with every

1

labora-

advertising

is

boon.

a

It

She went back

keeps

tho,

office.

later.

And

took

the job.

information up to date on the

many

things

we

Today she agrees that the field behind
camera was the best for her endeavors,

the

need in order

to live profitable,

happy and

and that a girl of ability and intelligence
need not fear failure in Hollywood. Success may not come in the way she originally planned, but she will find it possible
to have a career just the same.
By the way, Jeanie McPherson did go

useful lives in this age of rapid-fire progress.

Every advertisement

in this

paper

is

a real

She was
Just once.
to the screen.
the voung lady who staged the great hairpulling scene with Geraldine Farrar in
"Carmen," and if you saw the picture you
haven't forgotten her.
Miss Farrar wanted an actress opposite
She got
her who wasn't afraid to fight.
one, all right.
And all the modest, obscure little exactresses I've been telling you abotit, are
following in the footsteps of the celebrated
back

opportunity.

Perhaps

it is

meant for you.
.

Don't

let it

knock in vain

Jeanie McPherson.
They're not afraid to fight either.
one of 'em.

Not
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The MotKer Complex
(Continued from page 47)

von Stroheim"s "Greed,'' she finally and
suddenly decided to abandon the screen
and come to New York, she hadn't an idea
of what she would do once she reached
in

Onlj'
the metropolis.
wouldn't be beaten.

she

that

knew

she

"For," she said,
"nothing has ever beaten me yet
and
nothing ever z(.'ill."
When she reached New York, Gloria
Swanson invited her to spend a week or
more with her at her Bayside home. One
night Gloria's cook inadvertently departed
after the immemorial fashion of cooks,
leaving Gloria with a small dinner party on
her hands. Mother Ashton offered to cook
Gloria
dinner for the expected guests.
Mother Ashton insisted. The
demurred.
eaten and when
dinner was cooked
it
was over Gloria sighed, "If I could
Mother,
only get food like that.
why dont you open a tea-room?"
The remark came and went but it contained the germ of the idea that is now the
.

.

.

AND

.

Goldenrod Tea-room

in

.

.

the Gainsborough

Studio Building, New York. As a matter
of fact, it is not, strictly speaking, a tearoom, for only luncheons and dinners are
served, but a rose by any other name, and
Shortly after that remark
all that.
Mother Ashton and Gloria went to a
famous numerologist, "Just for fun."
The famous numerologist had never heard
of Mother Ashton, none the less she told
her that she wasn't doing, or hadn't been
doing, the thing she was best fitted to do,
that she should open an orphanage, a tearoom or go into business of some sort and
that she should change her name from the
.

.

.

"You see
They had

!"

said Gloria.
a long talk about it. Mother
Ashton and Gloria Gloria insisting that
it
was the thing to do, that no one in
York knew where to go when they
wanted good, substantial, home - cooked
food and that everyone did want that kind
.

.

.

;

New

of iood only they had weariedly given up
the hope of ever getting it, short of going
back to the farm, and that of all the people
in the world to feed a good-food hungry
v/orld
Mrs. Sylvia Ashton was preeminently that person.
Mother Ashton demurred, said she
couldn't "run a business," wouldn't know
where to look for a place, couldn't make
a go of it if she did know, didn't have
the money, never having saved a red Indian
head in all of her hard-working, freespending life, etc., etc., etc.
Gloria downed all arguments.
Mother
Ashton wanted to do something. And all

A FTER

.

.

'I

wish

I

my

and

teeth,

he held the mir
were
They

pretty they

could keep them that way'.
said, 'Use Colgate's'."

"Then my Dentist smiled and

Colgate's Ribbon Dental Cream gives you the secret of clean,
beautiful teeth.
It "washes" and polishes your teeth, without
scratching or scouring.
It brings out and preserves all the
natural beauty of your tooth enamel.
is the safe, double-action dentifrice.
(1) Its speciprepared non-gritty chalk loosens clinging food particles; (2) its pure vegetable-oil soap gently washes them away.
Because Colgate's cleans teeth the right way, it is recommended
by more Dentists than any other dentifrice.*

Colgate's
ally

Colgate's

is

on

sale everywhere.

Large tube, 25c.

*A

Dentist recently wrote: "There ate no 'cure-alls' in dentifrices.
They are only cleansing agents performing the same function in
the oral cavity that soap and water do for the hands. I heartily
endorse Colgate's as one of the very best in. the market."

.

enterprising Gloria
dubious Alother Ashton
set out in quest of the caravansary and
found the present home of the Goldenrod.
The owners thereof begged ^lother Ashton to take the place over, Gloria made the
taking-over possible, even to clear candlesticks of blue glass fitted with yellow
candles which small Madeline pointed out
to me with an especial pride and pleasure.

and the eager

Dr. Stephens had cleaned

" 'My!', I exclaimed,

'Use Colgate's'

said,

I~\. ror for me to see how white
looked so nice and clean.

the hungry world Zi'anled Mother Ashton
to "do something"
the Goldenrod.

The next day

Dentist smiled

and

well-known "Mother" Ashton to "Madah"
which means "mother" in the Indian
tongue.

my

—then

the

{\ame

if

COLGATE

&

on request)

CO.

Estabiishtd 1800

And now at noon and again it night
Mother Ashton may be seen in the precincts
dress,
peace,
vising

of the Goldenrod in white headbroad, benevolent, happy and at
cooking, serving, generally super-

and "mothering" the hungry men,

women and

children

who come

her
doubtless expecting a stone when they
enter, from much New York fare, but
getting, instead, the veritable bread of
human kindliness, which means, substanto

-^X.'
Truth in Advertising
Implies

Honesty

Manufacture

in
If

Your

IVisdom

Talk, They 'd Say,

Teeth
'
'

Could

Use Colgate V

'
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Surprise!

Ecstasy!

Delight!

FEBRUARY

await you in the

Qassio
Many

:

appreciates good

When

food."

you ask her

if she will ever go
Screen, she says "No!" in a
manner unequivocal to say the lea.st, and
goes
on
blissfully
conning over
her

back

the

to

grocery and meat

and Screen

Pictorial of Stage

food that is the kind that "mother
used to cook."
When you ask Mother Aihton what
sort of people she prefers to have conic
to the Goldcnrod, she says
"Anyone who
tially,

Now

full-page portraits of stage and screen celebrities, each

at

last

lists.

.

.

old

that

is

.

wound healed

and the ministering hands hover over the
right objects.

an artistic creation in itself. It is refreshing to meet one's stage
and screen favorites in such exquisite setting.

Across the Silversheet
Double Page Spread

Scaramouche "

"

acted on the Stage

.^s

review
month.
.-\

.Xs

play

best

of

.\
review
month.

the

of

movie

best

of

RAMON NOVAKKO

I

prominence in the
were Mary MacLaren, Rose Coglilan,
Otto Kruger, Evelyn Gosnell and Gustav
others

the

the

von S&yffertitz.

By LAURENCE REID

portra.ved on the Screen by

And

her.
cast

KENNETH M.ICGOW.AN

By

b.v

SIDNEY BLACKMEK

the

of

from page 53)

(Coiili)iiicd

R eviews

of

Both Profusely Illustrated

of

The other offering which we viewed
month more than made amends for
our'boredotn over "Under the Rod Robe."
It was the screen version of that fine Eugene O'Neill stage play, "Anna Christie."
And here we wish to make an admission.
We went with misgivings. The
staged "Anna Christie" is one of our most
cherished memories. And while we pledge
this

One who has seen them Ijoth makes
wonderfully instructive comparison
which both delights and entertains.

"Music Hath Charms"

a

I

An

illustrated article
that music pla>'S in
the movies.

I

1

On

Location

pages devoted to odd, beautiful,
and unusual photographs of location
from far and near parts of the world
Death V'alley, Hudson Bay, Kgypt,
England, Italy, etc.
I'wo

An

i

Don't

the

making

part
of

We

"Things

Cant

Kscaiic

the

in

I

.\Uivies."

;

The dramati.st who is responsible for
many other plays. This is the only
Tt

the

Double Page Spread
Eldon Kelley Drawings

1

Interview With Somerset

given this winter.

telling

I

"Rain,'"

Maugham

"The Camel's Back," and
Mr. M.-iugham

inter\iev.^ that

lias

absolutely e.xclusive.

is

Wait— Buy

Today—The

It

FEBRUARY

o

First Selection

in

the Late

All

Hour— and

Half an

Blanche Sweet and George Marion,

Song and Dance

blundering

way he thought

.

Hits

Harmonious Chords AT ONCE

.

Buchanan. Va.

has been two montha
have finished
I
your course on the Hawaiian Guitar and / can
play anything I wish.
The course was all that
could be desired and I
am perfectly pleased
with my playinff ability
Bince finishins your
It

eince

Hawaiiana dot
Furnish Everything--a Beautiful Ha-

waiian Guitar. Picks, etc.. and 52
Pieces of Music FREE !
Yon have always wanted to play some Instro..

Koester School,
314 So. Franklin St.,
Chicago. III.
First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music. Inc.
I shall certainly be very

glad to recommend your
course whenever tho

chance is mine to do so.
Mr. W. R Johnson ha3
not phoned me yet, and
M he does not phone in
B day or so, will write
him. Am sending a letter to Miss Helen Slavik
today which 1 think may
help to deoure her enrollment, and I shall be
elad at any time to
write a personal letter
to

anyone

may

whom yoa

suesest.

Your former student,
W. L. Walker

--

.

-

-

.

nade
.._.

it

i

ally

.

.

.

No Other Course Teaches as Quickly
and Easily

the only Conservatory Course where
you
the personal instruction of Native Hawaiian Experts-Frank Ferera. Walter Kolomoku, Lawrence Kalalukf and Carl Seville, famous theworld overand the most noted makers
of phonograph records, supervise your playing.
This

\9
g-et

Mail Coupon for Details of FREE Offer
Don*t wait another minute—clip, fill in and mall
the coupon NOW and eet full details of our remarkable offer to teach you how to play the Hawaiian Guitar just as the HawaiJans do.

Special Courses ttnder faynous Teachers, Tenor-Banjo^ Violin, Ban jo-Ukeiete

and

Ukelele.

Fine Toned Instruments

FREE!

Yoa

will be
d e i gr h t e d
with the fine
tone of thi3

t

^

1

splendid

Ha-

waiian Guitar

r,

I
I

FiratHawallonCongervatoryof Music Inc.,
233 Broadway (Woolworth Bldg.) New York
Deik 4J
Send me at once details about your 52 easy lessons and
FREE Hawaiiao Guitar offerl

I

Name

I

Address

I

Town

I
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stage, gives this role its life upon
the screen and Sir. Ince did well to bring
him to Hollywood for this purpose, \^'e
doubt if he could have recruited anyone
from the ranks of the screen who would
have done so well.
William Russell is excellently cast as
the Irish stoker w:ho comes into Anna's
life and weds her to the sea which has for
so long been a mistress from which her
old father could- not escape.
Blanche Sweet gives a many.\.nd
faceted and altogether artistic portrait of
She has blended crudity, poetry,
Anna.

upon the

in a few minutes. No
troublesome scales or runs, vou, begin to play
harTnnniouB chords immediatcli// We don't
care if you never saw a note of music in your
life, wo !7"c""a?i(ee to teach you to play^ust as

you by furnishing' everythiniT--a beautilul Hawaiian Guitar, complete Conservatory Course
of instruction and 52 pieces of especially selected music.

Awwd

.

and these yon acquire

We

his

with fondness old Christopher
."
Christensen and his "old davil, sea_.
George Marion, who played Christopher

ONLY FOUR MOTIONS TO LEARN

the

is

member

opportunity to pla7
Here 's Troofofour Here'9 the chance you've been waiting for— the
music quickly on the most entrancinf? instrument of the ag^^
Remarkable Course popular
the Hawaiian Guitar. No previous -musical knowledge necessary^
First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc.

this

not true of "Anna Christie." It comes to
the screen rich in that poetry and intermingling somber vitality which made it
worthy of being translated to the screen.
.\nna Christie had a father who fol-

would be safe if he could keep her away
from the brine and fog of the waters.
But the story proper really begins when
she comes to live with him upon his
barge.
Her love comes to her out of the
waters one foggy night and then Anna
asks purification from the mists which
and the
hang over her little cabin
drama grows poignant and poetic.
But be
Let this sulTice for the story.
sure that wherever you live and whatever
your life and work, in ".^\nna Christie"
You may grope
you will find a symbol.
towards it thru a mist but you will feel
and you will rethat it is there

Your Set, Play "When You Walked Out"-"Ten

Ten Tennessee," "Stella," "Louisville Lou".
You can play

.

.

several disillusioning occasions when some
favorite stage play or novel was turned
out of the celluloid oven a frosted mass
But, thanks
to
of unmitigated blah.
Thomas H. Incc, John Griffith Wray,

his

siftiiiiiiiiiiiiii
of

it has
W'c rcmembci"

to the cinema,
.

lowed the sea. He blamed all the shortcomings of his poor life upon it and the
In
tricks he insistecl it played upon him.

That "Different" Screen Magazine

Be the Most Popular Member

and feel an allegiance
sometimes failed us.

....._.
..........

.

.State,,
print

oame and address

clearly.

poignancy and an ironic bitterness

_

in

her

characterization in a way which vvins our
And beyond all of this,
unstinted praise.
there are few faces on either the stage or
screen which interest us more than Blanche
For in her countenance you find
Sweet's.
what is rarer?
an intelligent beauty
.

.

.

—u
(TT MOTION PICTURR
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{Continued from page 45)
that was
that was something
her
something.
"Do you understand, Lucretia?"
"I love you," she said.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

covered their love and had gone away, to

Winship mountain retreat.
at once, "She must be
We must reassure her.
Convince her. For two reasons one is.
that this breach may mean a scandal and
Pine, the

Lucretia said
brought back.

;

hurt your career just at a moment when it
can ill aflford to be hurt, and the other
and even more important reason is that
I could not bear to think of Mimi sufferAh, Stephen, if I have
ing as I suffered.
learned one thing it has been the desire to
shield other women from the same thing.
It is
is

The wonder

an abominable pain.

in

it

also the knife in it."
Lucretia went to Red Pine.

They had been up there together for a
week when the forest fire broke out.
A week after that they brought Mimi
lay her beside her own father
and next to Stephen's.
And for weeks Lucretia lay in her
to

darkened room, with bandaged eyes and
bandaged arms and shoulders, muttering,
." in
her restless fever.
"Mimi, Mimi
It was Stephen who finally broke down
.

.

"You tried to save
the wall of delirium.
He knew that in the
her," he kept saying.
back of Lucretia's mind was some sort of
that
fear that she hadn't done cnnufih
.

.

.

.

might have

strength

of

one final effort
saved Mimi.

.

.

."
tried to save her
And then, one day, Lucretia's heavy
eyes opened clearly and looked at him, un"Oh, I did," she' said, with
derstanding.

"You

.

."
a sob, "I did.
"I know you did,
.

.

.

my

dear,

my

dear."

Lucretia was weeping now, but quietly,
as tho some great pressure were being
eased away, and, in her corner the nurse
signaled Stephen to let her go on.
.

"The

thing

pitiful

is."

.she

.

.

"that

said,

Mimi wanted to die, Stephen. We
we both wanted to be the one to die
but little Mimi ... so young ... to want
to die.

.

.

.

.

.

.

."
.

.

happy now," Stephen spoke thru
was smiling, Lucretia,
in your arms, under that brutal tree that
She had found a sort
pinned her down.
of peace. I know."
"Are you sure? Sure?"
"I know it. Just for that moment, after
Fred and I got to you both, when I held
you, one on either arm, she smiled up at
me.
Such a smile, Lucretia. It seemed
"She

his

to

own

say

right !'
smile.
smile.
died."

is

tears, "she

'I'm

right,

all

Stevie,

quite

all

was Mimi's bright gay gallant
Her very own. It was a young
Happy, Flappy.
That's how she
It

Lucretia closed her eyes, her hand

and slept.
awoke, he was

still

close in Stephen's,

W'hen she
looking at her

there,

still

looking at her.
"It's like this, for always, Lucretia."
And he bent over and kissed her mouth.
.

.

.

Author

"Three Weeks," "Beyond the Rocks,"
"The Qreat Moment," Etc., Etc.

of

years the mistaken idea preFOR
vailed that writing was a "gift"

miraculously placed in the hands of
the chosen few. People said you had
to be an Emotional Genius with
long hair and strange ways. Many
vowed it was no use to try unless

you'd been touched by the Magic
Wand of the Muse. They discouraged and often scoffed at attempts
of ambitious people to express them-

—

events of every-day life things with which everyone is familiar. This is the real secret of success
a secret within the reach of all, for everyone is
familiar with S07ne kind of life.
Every heart has its story. Every lite has experiences worth passing on. There are just as many
stories of human interest right in your own vicinity,
stories for which some editor will pay good money,
as there are in Greenwich Village or the South Sea
Islands. And editors will welcome a story or photoplay from you just as quickly as from any well-

—

more money this year with his
pen than he would have made

.

.

.

in the store in

These mistaken

summer

at stenography just
sold a photoplay for $500.00.

The man who wrote the serial
now appearing in one of

"bunk." People
know better now.

now

entire world

story

America's leading magazines
hadn't thought of writing until about three years ago
he
did not even know that he
could. Now his name appears
almost every month in the
You don't
best magazines.
kiiov! vliether you can write or
noiuvlil you try.
I believe there are thousands of people who can writ*
much better stories and plays
than many we now read in
magazines and see on the
screen. I believe thousands of
people can make money in
this absorbing profession and
at the same time greatly improve present-day fiction with

—

is

learning the

TRUTH

about

writing.

People

everywhere are finding out that writers
are no different from
the rest of the world.

They have nothing
"up their sleeve";
no mysterious magic

make them
cessful.
They
to

their fresh, true-to-life ideas.

sucare

I believe the motion picture
business especially needs new
writers with new angles. I
believe this so (irmly that
I have decided to give some
simple instructions which may be the means of
bringing success to many who have not as yet put
how easy
p:n to paper. I am going to show

Elinor Glyn

plain, ordinary people.

a life-time. The

young woman who earned
eighteen dollars a week last'

ideas have recently
been proved to be

The

,

writer if your story is good enough. They
are eager and anxious for the work of new writers,
with all their blithe, vivacious, youthful ideas.
They will pay you well for your ideas, too. Big
money is paid for stories and scenarios to-day
good deal bigger money than is paid in salaries.
The man who clerked in a store last year is making

known

selves.

AVhat the two women said, the one to
the other, in that high retreat, is between
Perhaps they learned a
the two of them.
tremendous thing, a sort of splendid sharing.
Perhaps, love began to. mean to them
something other than mere possession.
They bared their hearts, each the sanctuary
of the same image.

home

GLYN

By ELINOR

It
was Fred who told Lucretia that
Mimi had left town. And it was Stephen
who told her what she really didn't need
to know, which was that Mimi had dis-

Red

-V

and Photoplays

Stories

.

.

MAGAZIHE

How YOU Can Write

Lombard

Lucretia

I

They have simply

learned the

principles of writing and have intelligently applied them.
Of course, we still believe in genius, and
not everyone can be a Shakespeare or a
Milton. But the people who are turning
out the thousands and thousands of stories
and photoplays of to- day for which millions
of dollars are being paid ARE NOT

GENIUSES.
You can accept my

advice because millions of copies of my stories have been sold
in Europe and America.
book, "Three
Weeks," has been read throughout the
civilized world and translated intoeveryf oreign language, except Spanish, and //iOMsawds

My

My

stories,
of copies are still sold every year.
novels, and articles have appeared in the

foremost European and American magazines. For Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, greatest motion picture producers in
the world, I have written and personally
supervised such photoplays as, " The Great
Moment," starring Gloria Swanson, and
"Beyond the Rocks," starring Miss Swanson and featuring Rodolph Valentino. I
have received thousands and thousands of
dollars in royalties. I do not say this to
boast, but merely to prove that you can be
successful without being a genius.
Many people think they can't write because they lack "imagination" or the
ability to construct out-of-the-ordinary
plots. Nothing could be further from the
truth. The really successful authors those
who make fortunes with their pens are those who
write in a simple manner about plain, ordinary

—

—

YOU

it is

when you know how!

Just

fill

out the coupon below.

Mail

it

to my"

publishers. The Authors' Press, Auburn, N. Y.
They will send you, ABSOLUTELY FREE, a
handsome little book called " The Skorl-Cut to Stiecessful Writing." This book was written to help all
aspiring people who want to become writers, who
want to improve their condition, who want to make
money in their spare time. Within its pages ar?

many surprises for doubting beginners;itis crowded
with things that gratify your expectations good
news that is d;ar to the heart of all those aspiring
to write; illustrations that enthuse, stories of success; new hope, encouragement, helps, hints
things you've long wanted to know.
"The Short-Cut to Successful Writing" tells how
many suddenly realize they can write after years of
doubt and indecision. How story .and play writers
began. How many rose to fame and fortune. HovF
simple plots and ordinary incidents become successful stories and plays when correctly handled. How
new writers get their names into print. How one's
imagination properly directed may bring glory and
greatness. How to WIN.
This book and all its secrets are YOURS. You
may have a copy ABSOLUTELY FREE. You
need not send a penny. You need not feel obligated.
You need not hesitate for
reason. The book
will be mailed to you without any charge whatever.
Get your pencil fill out the coupon below. Mail
it to The Authors' Press before you sleep to-night.
This little act may be the turning point of your

—

—

ANY

—

whole career.

Who

knows?

The Authobs' Press, Dept. 85. Auburn,
.Send me ABSOLUTELY FREE "The
to Successful Writing."
in any way. (Print your
in pencil.)

N. T.

Short-Cut
This does not oliligate me
name and address plainly

Name
AdcUess
City and

State

T\
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^^m^^enuine Diamonds Giiarantfedi^^m^

vCASH«>'»CREDIT<^^
"Ko.

''Special"

SVLVrA"
^
Oiamond Ring
Blue white,
iperfect cut Dia-l

a* mond.The
-8

Diamond Ring

D

Brilliant

1

i

ond. bluew
\perfect cut. Rinpw

ring'

18-k Solid

White Gold.

^
^^

[

l«-k White r
Gold, carved,
\pierced.^

is
,

'I

Special at

.$10C

TERMS:

TERMS:

$10 Down,

$5.00

$2.50
a Week

Down,

S1.2S
Week

/
"'

a

/y*

|9

The

Loftis Carved "Perf«cti
Ring.
Is 14-k Solid Green Gold. Dia
in White Gold prongs. Bridal Blossorr
design. Special at $75. Terms: $7.50 with
order or on delivery, then $2.00 a Week. I^A
AlBoatSBO, $100. $125, $160, up to $2,600. ¥o
Wedding Rings to match.
impoit. Uiaminuls
tliiect

Over
of

18-k
White Gold,

illustrations

2,000

Diamond -set

Pearls,
verware,

.Tewclry.

Mesh Bags.

17

JEWEL

as

ELGIN
No.l5— Green

Sil-

Select

etc.

17 .Jewels,

many

you wish

Gold.engrav-

$29.75. 14-k.

anrl have all oliarged in
one account. Sent piepaid
for
your
examination.
Catalog
explains everj-

e d , assorted
patterns, gruaranteed 26 yrs

15 Jewels,
24.85.

Only $3.50

wiflt

ordir.lbentl.OO
unlil
a Meek

articles as

thinK.
Satisfaction

Cunranteed
or Money Refunded

paid.

lOF TIS
BROfi
ACO teSS
OKU9.et\.U.

Kilt Dii

Terms:

$3.25

Down, then
Sl.OOaWeek.

THE NATIONAL JEWELERS
OEPT. K.61S

--^'08

N. State St.. Chlcw. HI.
Storaa.ln Uadlng Cnr«s .

Reduce Your Flesh
arms, legs, bust or
the entire body with

DR. WALTER'S

Rubber
Garments
Reducing Corsets: for ab-

domen, hips, thighs
and waistline $12.00

Send for my booklet
Dr. Jeanne M. P.Walter
389 Fifth Avenue, NewYork
Near 36th

Street

recovering

ty list to date.

buying

Watrhcs. Wrist Watches.

Solid

is

result of dental work,

charge of George Spoor, and the first
picture shot will be a Three Dimension
Picture, under a process recently perfected by him. The picture will be directed by James Young, and the scenario

prepared by Elizabeth Mahoney, of the
old

Essanay

staff,

and

lately

associated

with June Alathis. We do not know the
subject of the "picture, but we do know
that Mr. Spoor is sitting tight on some
literary plums that he purchased for a
song in the good old days. One of them
is a Rupert Hughes story that he bought
for $75.00 The current price would probably be $15,000. We extend sympathies
to Rupert and take off our hat to George.

about complete the actors on our casual-

din-ct to

SEND FOR CATALOG
Rectangular
Wrist Watch

who

Sedgwick,

from poisoning, the

We

faze

whole
cabbage patch across her eyes and lay
the best part of a pig across that, then
she asked them to provide carrot earrings, an onion necklace, and a corsage
of the volunteer fireman type, you know,
fancy vegetables and protruding cigars.
Virginia \'alli, who had been out of pictures for a year, due to a severe attack
of double pneumonia, and is now at work
on "The Signal Tower," and Director

Edward

iV

from Europe and sell
Our immense
you.
power is your Eain.

"The Humming Bird" that Klieg
eyes was the result, a malignant and pain-

filming

ful
experience,
that
but
didn't
Gloria.
She let the doctors plant a

V

Jottings

Suite 605

The poems of Ella Wheeler Wilcox are
The K.-G. Motion-Picture
to be filmed.
Corporation has been formed for the expurpose.

press

And

already

Whittier's

"Barefoot Boy" finds itself on the silverXo doubt the school youngsters
sheet.
will repeat the lines about the young man
with the face of tan, with much more
gusto, once they see him turn his toes
down the dusty road as they would like
to do themselves.

We

have heard of insuring everything
from fingers and toes to pots and pans,
Ince has set the style of insuring
laughs, not only the laughs that register
on the screen, but the "gag-men" who dig
up the idea for the laugh. He has four
of them at work on "The Galloping Fish,"
and claims that it is a gloom-proof layout.
They are Tom McXamara, R. L.

hut

Ray Enright and comedy-direcLloyd Ingram. In the cast are Louise
Fazenda, Sidney Chaplin. Ford Sterling,
Chester Conklin and Lucille Ricksen.

\\'allace,

tor

The
their

old Essanay Studios have opened
doors again, that's the way it goes,

the Famous-Players pull in their blinds
for some ten weeks or so, and Essanay,
that has been dark for some time, rolls
up its shades. Production will be in

Charles H. Christie is going to hike
four miles down the road from Hollywood and set up housekeeping in elaborate studios already designed.
The tract
is as near to Hollywood as could be purchased. With occupancy of the new studios the company will enter the field of
feature production, while they still continue to make twenty comedies a year.
This will mean additions to the producing
and professional staff, and may offer a
pleasant berth for some of those let out

by other companies.
Lillian Gish has succumbed to the lure
of Juliet and all because Jane Cowl gave
such an original, youthful and inspired
interpretation to the role on the stage.
Richard Barthelmess is to be her Romeo.
Can you conceive of a more ideal and
artistic pair of lovers?
The picture will
be made in Italy on the completion of
"Romola," and the wealth of beautiful
locations there will offer opportunity for
the last word in atmosphere and scenic
beauty.
regret that Lillian has given
over her determination of filming "The
;\Iaid of Orleans," but we believe she will
be still better as the elusive Juliet.
Norma Talmadge's decision to do a
screen version of Juliet, with either
Joseph Schildkraut or Rodolph Valentino

We

(Continued on page 104)

Marr looks doubtful about the explanation Bert Lytell
connection with a model set of "The Eternal City"

Barbar.T La
offers

in

Omi1i5ur OwnHoluier
Meet Jack Frost and Tuneful Hohner, the
twin merry tnonarchs of winter. What lively
zest and rollicking gayety they bring to
every outdoor sport and fireside frolic!

WINTER SPORTS

HARMONY

Winter's the time for jolly music. You've just
GOT to have a Hohner mouth organ now. It
puts life and punch into big parties or little;
it brightens up those lonely hours when the
storms keep you at home. You can learn to
play it in an hour any kind of music you like.
Ask the dealer for the Hohner Free Instruction Book if he is out of them, write "M.
Hohner, New York" for a copy. Hohner Harmonicas are sold everywhere; 50c. up.

—

—
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picTi'R

You cant do that.
Charlie Chaplin
I might sit here and tell
cant anyway.
you that I am going to do some particular
thing and when I get back to my studio
I'd find that I didn't want to do that thing
:

.

I

I

You know how

)it all.

feel

I

is.

it

come

things as they

lo

You have

to

to you.

The

encouraged, however.

pic-

I
ture has done that for me, if no more.
think that I've had growing pains the past
Mental growing pains.
I
know
year.

now what
to

do

it.

.

H.

G.

I want to do and how I want
I'm not groping any longer.
(zvith seeiiiiiig irrelevance)
In
.

.

:

"A Woman

your picture,
your heroine

of Paris,"

Charlie Chaplin

(as

was

men ?

with both

in love

iiiipersonaHy

as

were discussing the Einstdn theory
No, I
as at>t>}ied to the planet of Mars)
tito lie

:

I dont think a woman
dont think so.
could love that boy from the country after

intimately a man of the
of his sophistication,
polish, charm.
For the boy I thought she
felt a sentimental interest.
She felt that
she should be in love with him
that it
was the thing to do. But a woman loves
first the man who makes her comfortable.
After that she can afford to indulge in
sentiment.
A. W. F.
Dont you think that women
are more sentimental than men ?

known

she had
other

A man

sort.

;

.

.

Faded Hair

Now

.

:

Charlie Chaplin

You

No.

:

know

Men are the great sentithey're not.
mentalists.
are more direct, too.
A woman sees something she wants and
She generally gets
goes straight after it.

Women

it,

Restored

:

:

.

.

:

:

interesting as a prune factory.
A. W. F. and G. H. (in coy chorus)
Oh, come now, what do you really think.

This announcement means
hair can be what you want it!
An American organization now possesses
the German secret of really restoring the
hair.
Herr Heinrich Shoenau perfected
the method just before the war.
Conditions in Germany have compelled him to
Dr. Egan now gives everyone the
sell it.
miraculous developer that
brings any human hair to
!

—

^\,j

Well, then.

think
it's sure death to individuality unless both
people entering the state are extraordinary
and that is rare. After a while, unless
both persons are very careful, very

.

.

:

I

.

.

.

artistic

.

.

.

Look at the
who have been married

ganized.

people
for

you know

five

years or

Ah, the subtle boredom in their
more.
The way in which they say with
eyes
the weary pride of those who have surmounted obstacles and somehow lived thru
it,
"Yes, we've been together for f-i-v-e
.!"
years
(His drollery is perfect.)
G. H. (evidently feeling that the zvhole
discussion is getting beyond her depth,
harks back to the one topic on which she
Which girl was it
feels she is informed)
in the picture who was a telephone operator at your studio before you selected her
at a moment's notice for a role ?

Color Developer for
Blondes develops the
ti-ue yell'iw

pitpment

produces the
K'lWen hair of the
true Klonde. No matter what shade your
that

hair is now. if it was
oriKinally licht, or-

der Bl.Oi^DE.

!

.

Charlie Chaplin

:

The masseuse. And

wasn't she splendid ?
But
A. W. F.
She was all of that.
I'm sure that her days as an efficient telephone operator are numbered.
More than that
Charlie Chaplin
over.
But that's all right. I dont mind.
I loathe efficiency.
A. W. F.
You didn't have a bit of
rouble with the censors, did you ?
Charlie Chaplin: No you see, in the
lirst place, the ending of the picture salved
anything like that.
And then, too, there
is really nothing in the entire picture that
could offend a child when you come to
think of it. Only the sophisticated person,

— for

— would

never have been

a mere tint,
stain, or dye.
Color Developer is a natural reagent
it
brings
your
hair's
own color back
through pigmentation. It
does away with "streaks."
paid

for

—

This method works

magic

.

:

color

$100,000.00

C
FOR BLONDES

.

marriage becomes just
about as inspiring as the prime factory of
You get everything orwhich I spoke.
.

natural

full,

a price which any prideful woman will
regard

insjgnificantly small

.

.

er

^^

to^/^ ^2,%j,
V''-im((' aJ£=>-%*-

Charlie Chaplin

Color Brought Back

By German Method!
WOiMEN
your

:

Mister Chaplin?

Auburn — Gray Hair
German Method

Full Color and Beauty by

Own

Hair's

too.

Then you think that any woman,
G. H.
provided she isn't bow-legged or crosseyed, can get any man if she sets out to
do so?
I
know she can.
Charlie Chaplin
(He laughs
She always has.
.)
.\.
W. F. And what, to pursue the
general topic, do you think of marriage?
I think it's about as
Ch.arlie Chaplin

—Blonde, Brunette,

to

the

;

tion

starts

you

can

deepening
FOR BRUNETTES
Cnlor Developer for
Brunettes develops
the
pigment that
produces beautiful
black hair. Restores
a
deep.
lustrous
black. Color Developer for Brunettes
produces an intense
black. If your hair
is more brown than
black, see below.

:

most

in

the

see

and

lustre,

new

observe
of color

the

the
al-

few

first

minutes
your hair has long Iieen
faded if it is excessively
dull
and lifeless you may

If

—

—

require the entire bottle of
color developing fluid.
But
once brought back to natural
activity the pigments of your
scalp will require only occasional
stimulation;
once a

month, or even

Color Developer for
Auburn Hair pro-

duces a delightful
shade of Auburn, Titian or Chestnut accordini? to the shade
Nature originally intended. Ifyourhair
is 'or originally was)
any shade of Auburn
or

Brown,

AUBURN.

specify

Hair

Is

"Hair Restorers" have

—
and
the same
its

own chemical

the result

is

New

ulous.

—

sim(<ly miraccolor in a fc-.c

and the new
color is your own!
One
of the reasons Herr Shoenau was prevailed on to
disclose his secret was his
hope that its general distribution would soon put
a stop to the highly harmful, often poisonous dyeing of the hair.
^noiiHvits

After

nearly

private
veloper

tests.

color as "gta>."' Korgray
hair is hair without color.

The color pigments

in the
scalp never die: if your
hairisgiay. the pigmentation process IB merely
suspended. It can be developed back to its original strength (unless you
are past the age of 65).

.lust applj* Color Developer for tht blioff' !<f'iir

year of
Color De-

a

now

offered the American public.
Stacks
of affidavits, and grateful letters, are on tile in
the Dr. Egan manufactory as evidence of the
German efficiency in science and chemistry. The
method is infallible.
have no rec''>rd of a
single failure.
is

We

Special Fifteen-Day Offer
For

fifteen days (longer, if ingredients are availwe will send one full-sized bottle of Color
Developer for your own use at the special price

able)

We

of SI. 96.
ship it direct to be certain it is
fresh and potent.
It is not possible lo provide
dealers at present.
expect to in time but
the retail price will have to be double this introductory figure!
Don't hesitate; don"t wait too long; you need nut
send the money unless you desire.
But in any
case this test is -guaranteed
with money baiic
unless it proves successful.
Use the coupon

—

We

—

The Dr.
220

.S.

S.

J.

State

K<i.\X
.'St.,

MANrF.ACTOKY,

(in.,)

Chicagro, Ul., U. S. A.

prepaid) to be refuntlerl

and

if

my

hair is not revived lo

its

ti-ue color.

For Blondes
For Brunettes
n For .Auburn, Titian or Brown

failed

—

alwa.vs fail
for
reason.
No single
preparation can take effect on
blonde, brunette, and titian.
They are three very different
Each basic color has
types.
will

GRAY
HAIR

—

much water l)ut apply
your jiroper formula and

full

Restored Through a
Natural Process

FOR AUBURN

:

Off-Color

your

wrong one would have
no more effect than so

.Ship me one full-sized bottle Color Developer (original
Ceniian formula) for shade of hair marki-d btlovv.
I
will pay $1.9B and postage (or enclose ii for package

less.

:

How

formula.
If a blonde, the formula for blondes;
for red or auliurn hair it is still another formula.
For gray hair you use formula that is for the
color
hair
was
originally.
To use the

like

applicaprocess

first

the

Color Developer is compounded in three distinct
and separate formulas.
If you are a brunette, you use the Brunette

affinity.

Sn

Name
Address

nty

A

State
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AGENTS WANTED
Agents

MISCELLANEOUS

Wolverine Laundry Soap.

WonderFree Auto to
ful repeater iind good profit maker.
Wolveriue Soap Co., Dept. B33, Grand
luistlers.
.Sell

Mk-h.

l!;ipid!j.

a Week. Genuine Gold letters for Store
Easily applied.
Free Samples. Liberal
general Agents.
Metallic Letter Co.,
to
•L'7-H Nortli Clark. Cliieago.

ii>6()-!|>200

VViudows.
offer

Uig Money and Fast

Every owner buys
.Sales.
his auto.
You charge $l..iO
Write for
Ten orders daily ea.sy.
American Monoand free samples.

Gold

Initials

ma lie

$1.35.

for

[larticulars
Co., Dept.

gram

1(11,

East Orange, N.

Your Horoscope.

Business, Character, Changes,
Send birth date and ten cents
(stamps) for remarkable test reading.
Zanya,
Z, 202 W. 105th St., New York.

Friends, Enemies.

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS
— Small capital starts you.
No experience needed.

«35.00 Profit Nightly

Our machines are used and
endorsed by government institutions. Catalog free.
Atlas Moving Picture Co., 431 Morton Bldg.,
Chicago.

.T.

Blake $7.5 a week taking orders for our strictly
All-Wool Made-to-Measure suits all at one amazing
low price.
You collect profits in advance and keep
Many exthem.
supply finest selling outfit.
Tailoring, rainclusive money-making features.
coal and side-line men, get in touch with us imDept.
Address
T.111.
nu'diately.
Chicago, Inc.. 8-14 W. Adams. Chii-ago.

We

NEWS CORRESPONDENCE
Earn $25 Weeklj-,

spare time, writing for newsmagazines.
lilxperience uunecessarv
dePress Syndicate, 560 St. Louis, Mo.

papers,

;

tails free.

GOODWEAR

AGKXT.S

— STE.^DY

INCO.ME.

Large manufac-

turer of soaps, ijerfumes, toilet articles and pure
food products, etc., wishes representatives in each
locality.
Manufacturer direct to consumer. Big
Hone.st goods.
Whole or spare time. Cash
profits.
American
.Send at once for particulars.
or credit.
Pri>iluctsCo., lT64.\mericanP.ldg., Cincinnati. Ohio.

—

AGKNTS Start the New Year right witli a profit.$(;ii to $lnll weekly
able big line of Rubber Goods.
Free 1924 Catalog now ready. Write Amereasy.
ican Rubber Products Company, Dept. 110., Pittsburgh, Pa.

OLD COINS WANTED
OLD COINS WANTED. We
mean nnich
Dept.

profit

to

;

;

;

Fort Worth, Teaxs.

48,

$500 EACH paid for hundreds of Old coins.
Keep all Old or odd money. You may have valuable coins.
Send 10c for New Ill'st Coin Value
Book.
4x6.
We pay cash. Get Posted. Clarke
Coin Co., Ave. 7, Le Roy, N. Y.
¥3

TO

needed.

—

shoes.
U. Lotz.

Shipped on trial. Write for booklet. II.
llir, 1^. 2Sth St.. N. Y.
The Ideal Extension Shoe for any person with
one short limb. It costs less. No more unsightly
Worn with readycork soles, irons, etc., needed.
made shoes. Shipped on trial. Write for booklet.
Robert A. Elsinger, 976 Lexington Ave., N. Y. C.

Y'ou Bashful"?

for

particul.'irs

C.

Veritas,

PHOTOPLAYS
;

Stories

Men, Women, Boys, Girls, IT to 65, willing
accept Government Positions $117-$250. traveling or stationary, write Mr. Ozmeut, 294, St.
I.onis. ^lo.. i muu'diately.

—

marketed.

to

W.A.IifTED, names men boys, 18 up wishing become Railway Mail Clerks. .$133 $192 month.
.\nswer immediately.
see voiir counti-y.
Travel
Franklin Inst'itute, Dept. F-IOT. Rochester. N. Y.

—

Moiie Types Wanted. Acting ability not essenA legitimate medium successfully used by
tial.
Send photo tor full particulars. Casthundreds.
ing Ottice. 301 Security Hldg., Santa Monica &
Western. Hollywood. California.

HELP WANTED— FEMALE
Ladies Earn
Tops at Home;

iji<>-S18

.\

Dozen dccoratiug Pillow

particulars
E.-vperieuce \innecessary
for stamp. Tapestry Paint Co., 126. LaGrange, Ind.

ble

;

IDE.^S. Plots acrevised, criticised, copyrighted,
any form
Advice free. Ilniversal Scenario Corporation, 203 Security Bldg., Santa Monica and
Western Avenues. Hidlywood, California.
Free to Writers A wonderful little book of mon$ S S

cepted

;

hints,

opportunity

;

Experience imnecessary.

Particutunity. Travel.
Write George M. Wagner, former Govt.
lars free.
New
York.
1908
P.roadway,
D etective.

Railwaj- Postal Clerks.

Commence $133 month.

Chart and
above professions
(The
commission.
fessional Authors

Harvard Company,

Send

Me

Y'our

CoLtMbLS

SONG WRITERS

HOW TO ENTERTAIN
minstrel
musical comedies and revues,
blackface skits, vaudeville acts, monologs,
musical readBig
goods.
T. S. Denison & Co., 623 So.
catalog free.
Chicago.
62,
Wabash, Dept.

Plays,

luusic.

dialogs, recitations, entertainments,
make-up
handbooks,
stage
ings,

MAIL ORDER BUSINESS
Free Book. Operate Little Mail Order business
home evenings. Beginner's Outfit furnished. Also
Book
learn about getting \-\gents to sell for you.
.

—

STORIES
TODAY

SEND

WANTED

of
free
sample
copy
America's greatest magazine
Filled
with practical articles by
writers.
Will help you write and sell
leading writers.
stories, photoplays, songs, etc.
722 Butler Bldg.,
Cincinnati. Ohio.
for

WRITER'S DIGEST,
for

Stories,

Poems, Flays,
Good ideas

lication.

etc., are

bring

big

MSS or write Literarv Bureau,
Earn $25 Weekly, spare time,
papers,

wanted for pubmoney.
Submit

134 Hannibal, Mo.

writing for newsmagazines.
Experience unnecessary
dePress Syndicate. 560 St. Louis, JIo.
;

tails free.

VAUDEVILLE

N. Y.

EVENINGS HOME. I made it
S30 A
with small mail order business started with $3.
Sample and plan
Booklet for stamp tells how.
One dozen Articles free. I trust you
25 cents.
Almpc Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.
for $3.

94

$500.00 Cash Prize is offered for the best
second verse w"ritten for the song "Remember."
Those wishing to compete may receive a free copy
with rules by addressing Equitable Music Corporation, 457
.State Theatre, New York.

layoff.

527 Cortlandt S t reet

Short Stories and Photopla.v

A

Vacation with pay.
Test examinaI.nstitijte. M-12. Columbus, O.

Railroad Pass.
Promotion.
No
Hotel expenses paid.

make

Get On the

.Stage.

I

tell

confidence, skill developed.
sary.
Send 6c postage for
Stage Book and particulars.
Los Angeles. Cal.

their flattered exeunts.)

Scene V.

— Fifth

Avenue.

It

now about

is

The

intei'viewers
are
discovered
aimless ways thru the crowds.
Their feet stray hither and thither, but their
lips are muttering incessantly and on their faces
is the reflected glory of the Clreat Charlie.
five-thirtj-.

threading

their

G. H.

(dolorously)

:

The day

is

gone.

Ave

W.

F.

I

:

dont begrudge

Charlie

Not

it.

And what is
Chaplin in my mind,

moment.

for

more, with
I can have

hope for motion pictures.
I have hopes, too, after
G. H.
:

my own

fashion.
Besides, such enthusiasm, my
dear, is unbecoming in an editor.
Now,
is
it
altogether fitting and proper that /
should sing his praises as I thread Fifth

Avenue.
That is one of my missions in
one of the things for which I am
intermittently paid.
For I cannot remember ever having met anyone so attraclife,

.

.

.

W.

F.
Or more intelligent ... or
more charming ... or more
More
G. H. (thickly)
come to the more or less fre( They
quented intersection of Fifth Avenue and
Forty-second Street and several large,

A.

:

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

ivhite-gloved hands are raised in warning
that the traffic is starting
that pedestrians must H'oit
but the interviezvers
do not see them
for them time and
.

.

traffic

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

have alike ceased

to be.

.

.

.)

We

G. H.
were so formal and injured
at the delay ... at first
A. W. F.
And we thawed so fast. I
could see you melting. It was funny.
:

.

.

.

:

Plot
free to
to enter
or di.spose of manuscripts on
Service offered is given by Proand Editors of high standing.)
434, Montgomery. San Francisco.

good

Write C. T. Ludwig, 556 Westover
Kansas City. AIo.
Detectives Earn Big M<mey. Excellent oppor-

i

ABC

—Photoplays—those
Short Stories.
wishing
Details

Journalism

Hldg..

WEEK

—suggestions,

ideas ; the
Absolutelv
of successful story and play writing.
Press,
Dept.
8.
Author's
address
free.
Just
Atiliurn. N. Y.

ev-niaking

pay; travel.

Pier,

Details free to beginners.
St. Louis. Mo.

FOR PHOTOPLAY

I'll Revise and Typewrite in correct form
Plots.
and help vou sell. Send manuscript or write H. L,
Hursh, Dept. 2, Box 1013, Harrisburg, Pa.

HELP WANTED— MALE

free.

pay.

League. 441.

Prodiifers

:

BE A DETECTIVE— Excellent

tion free.

la.

and Photoplay Ideas Wanted by 48

companies

All

Successful Photoplays, Box 43.

cnnuuission rates.

appointment.

adieus are made with various
( The
promises of autographed pictures and that
sort of thing and G. H. and A. W. F.

tive.

Money.
Pliotoplays. Big
Successful
describes
Free book gives practical instructions
our revision, typewriting, marketing service, and
\\'rite

Pes iloines.

HELP WANTED

—

Self-Conscious? Send dime
how to oven'ome these troubles.
1400 Broadway, New York.

Are

our

Really.

A.

PERSONAL

Worn with ready-made

misunderstanding about

a

Inventorg Write for our free Illustrated guidebook, "How to Obtain a Patent." Send model or
sketch and description of your Invention for our
opinion of its patentable nature free. Highest references.
Prompt attention. Reasonable terms. Victor J. Evans & (3o., 833 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

FOR THE LAME
The Perfection Extension Shoe for any person
with one short limb. No more unsightly cork soles,
etc.,

NI'MISMATIC BANK,

you.

PATENTS

Amazing rroftts in .Vdding JIaclunes. .'flf)Oi>
New invention sells
earned $90,000 short time.
quarter price former machines. $3 down .$3 monthly
few months should pay nice income. Don't invest until you write today for facts and free inforTen-Kee Co., 503 Demenil Bldg., St.
mation.
Louis, Mo.

:

We

BUSINESS CHANCES

Irons,

paid $2,500.00 for

to Mr. Manning of Albany, N.Y.
buy all rare coins and pay highest cash premiums. Send 4c for large Coin Circular. May

one silver dollar

the person thoroly in the knowledge of a
certain type of life an(d what it means,
would be sure of what he or she was
seeing.
I feel, that is, I tried, to give the
lives of those few people as I saw them,
as they would be lived, and with offense
to none.
(A. W. F. and G. H. no-w reluctantly
arise to go.
Especially in vieiv of the
fact that the valet has been ansivering the
'phone at intervals for hours and now,
rather hoarse, informs Mr. Chaplin that
someone is aivaitiny him in the anteroom.)
Charlie Chaplin (gallantly)
Dont
hurry. I've lots more to say to you. And
I'm really so sorry that there was any

Personality,
you bow
Experience unneces!

instructive illustrated
M. LaDelle, Box 557.

(Time and traffic still ebb and flow unth
various diz'crsions. And the last that may
he seen of the interznezvers is their incoherent feet and their all too coherent
tongues.)
Curtain.
'

'

C.M°Sp3ffi^^

Comment on OtKer

FREE

Productions
(Continued from page 57)

Venus' court to find true love. And he is
a mighty poor picker. His match-making
talents lead him to hook up a young artist
with a fisherman's daughter. And then in
bold relief

is

revealed the wildest of wild

melodramas. The villain wears a leering
Thru
expression and the hero is a fool.
jealousy he ties the artist's hands and feet
and carries him out to a rocky island.

Then

the girl sends him after the unfortunate youth.
When he reaches him
after a terrific battle with the tide, he
calmly inquires
"Can you forgive me ?''
:

We

defy anyone to keep from laughing

Meanwhile the scenes shift to bathhere.
ing girls and coryphees frolicking about on
the beach.
They form a vision of the
heroine's imagination.
The jealous lover
is too dense to see them until his dying
"I see them
gasp and then he shouts
now." A'lore laughter.
:

Nothing of consequence in this picture.
shows scenes of pelicans at home
and some crude tidbits of poachers trying
It

least resistance.

Old as the idea is, it contains a satisfactory melodramatic flourish what with
a rescue or three and
its steamboat fire
It really moves,
considerable gun-play.
and moving causes the spectator to follow
its action with unabated interest in spite
of the fact he will anticipate every scene.

—

—

Moreover

it

is

played

with

—

theatrical
And these

heroics of the old school.
heroics do not grate because of this olden
day atmosphere. John Gilbert is spirited
and more, in the role of a proud young

Perfect

and
Permanent
Women who

has been done to
carry on with the same
entertainment values of the play, but it
lacks variety of scene and is executed too

Everything

make

possible

this picture

carefully as to script and detail.
The
director has followed the spoken version
in every scene with the result that a corking comedy-drama becomes an ordinary
picture.
Without Holbrook Blinn playing
his semihumorous role of the bandit, it

would even look mediocre. However, we
miss his grand vocal insolence, tho his
pantomime is delightful to watch.
picture relying almost entirely
upon sets and revolves around a melodramatic premise, that of a triangle situation.
In other words, a youth is caught
by the husband with the latter's wife and
it is the bandit's opportunity to
help his
friend.
The interesting moments reveal
his dispatch
of the tenacious husband,
having to kill him twice.
The subtitles
are mostly in dialect, which is much more
effective when heard than in cold type.
will say that it is well done in a
technical way, but it doesn't measure out
It's

We

a

hesitate to begin the restora-

of their gray hair should send for the

Mary

free trial bottle of

T. Goldman's Hair

who

Color Restorer, gladly sent to every one
will

fill

single

out and mail the coupon.

and

lock

preparation

prove

that

back

brings

the

this

^m

v.

Test on a

/fe^\>

^^^^

-^^

scientific

color

original

surely and safely.

Send for Special Free

This restored color is perfectly even
and natural in all lights, defying detection.
It is also permanent, and shampooing,
ling

bathing,

— none

perspiration,

of these

will

affect

Trial Outfit
It

marcelit.

gladly

is

paid,

You

you

if

coupon.

can forget you ever had gray hair; discolored, faded hair also restored just
as surely and easily as hair naturally
gray.
You can have beautiful, natural
hair all your life, once you try Mary
T. Goldman's.

It

restorer,

"^Y

sent

will

free,

contains

a

restoring,

a

postage

pre-

and mail the
trial

bottle

of

package of my
Preparatory Powder,

trial

wonderful
new
which puts the hair
for

out

fill

in

with

perfect condition
directions and

full

explanations for making the "single lock
Whether you are counting the first
silver threads or bewailing streaks of
gray, send for this free trial outfit and
learn the simple remedy,

test."

My Own

Southern gentleman.

The Bad Man

Q^gy Hoir

Color

tion

Pictures of those colorful days aboard
Mississippi
steamboats
when firearms
were toted and gentlemen eked out a livelihood at cards manage to cater to the imagination. Those days are just far enough
removed in history to lend a glamour.
The pictures are invariably cut according
to a well-established Mark Twain pattern.
Messrs. Tarkington and Wilson haven't
furnished any ingenuity of plot, nor have
they established any new atmosphere. And
the director has worked along the lines of

Restore

to

Restored

to kill them.
It's a stark mad picture, a
conglomeration of everything that ever
appealed to the primitive senses.

Cameo Kirby

Shows You How

^'^^*^^

I

perfected
to bring

my

Restorer

restorer

for

my own

back the original color
to my prematurely gray hair.
Since,
millions have used it and so will millions
more.
It
is
the most popular.
biggest-selling preparation of its kind in
the world.
use,

Mail the Coupon
out the coupon carefully, using
indicate color of hair.
If possible enclose a lock in your letter. Then
Fill

an

X

to

when you have made

My

restorer

liquid, clean
is

simply,

a

is

clear,

colorless

get

and as dainty. It
applied by combing
No greasy sediment

as water
easily

a

full

sized

the convincing test

bottle

of

If
he cannot supply you or offers
something "just as good," write to me
direct and I will gladly supply your

through the hair.
make your hair sticky, nothing to.
to
wash off or rub off. Application easy,
no outside aid required, no one need
learn your secret.

needs,

————
MARY T.

f—
I

Please print your

name and address ^—

106-H Goldman Bldg.,

———
Bottles Sold

{

[
'

I

l

«
'

St. Paul, jMmn.
send your patented Free Trial Outshows color of hair.
Black...
dark brown...
medium brown...
auburn (dark red).... light brown.... light
auburn (.light red).... blonde....

'

Name

|

fit.

j

— ^^ ^ —

GO]LD]\LlN,

Please

j

Over 10,000,000

Mary T.

Goldman's from your druggist,

X

Street

:

'
I
'

City
J

-d
I

—
-.MOTiaN PicruRr

{p

iBI

I

^

MAGAZINE

spontaneous mirth of the original.
important comedy roles in the play
are almost negligible here.
the

Two

,

The Country Kid

Dr. Lav\rton's Guaranteed

FAT
REDUCER
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Will
ia

Show Reduction Taking Place
11 days or Money Refunded

Dr. Lawton, shown in the picture reduced from 211 to 152 pounds. Whether
you are 10 or 100 pounds overweight
you can reduce. any part of your body
you wish quickly, safely and permanently
by using the Reducer a few minutes
night and morning. The Reducer is not
electrical; made of soft rubber and
weighs but a few ounces. By a gentle manipulation the Reducer disintegrates fatty tissue
so that it becomes waste matter and is carried
out of the system through the organs of elimPHYSination.
It
is
ICIANS as well as by thousands 9f satisfied
No dieting, starving, medicines or exusers.
ercise.
The Reducer will be sent to you in
plain wrapper C. O. D. or upon receipt of
Send for your
$3.73 plus 20 cents postage.
Remember, it is guarFat Reducer today.

ENDORSED BY

anteed

!

DR. THOMAS

LAWTON

19 West 70th Street, Dept. B-407, New York

LOSE A POUND

ADAY

"

Yet-eat— drink-sleeT»"This

nei

No diet. No exercises. Safe an
FLO-RA-ZO-NA in warm wafer. Get in
-from 8 ounces toa ponnd a day mil mell
Imaeic. Contains no Alum— Epsom Salt.

k

3

'A

i

!

Box

i

vay liko

of 14 ircatments $3.00 at your druirtrist or di(Add 25c. for postace an.l packinlti. (J4 00
Satisfaction guaranteed. Dept. A7.
i..ida)

1 00-Slh Ave., N. Y.
RA-ZO-NA CORP.,
WITHOUT DRUGS. DIETINC OR EXERCISING^

He Holds Your Hand
he enchanted with
grace and smoothness?
Is

repelled

by

its

lack

\

*

its

Or

DARSY
Street,

New York

lowPricesNoneCanBpat

JDiamond?
^0%^/tlieNaiket

Rin^ V

Free Bui I e ti n lists diamonds as low as
$60 per carat, also Gems of Finest Quality
at higher per carat charges, but properPrices. This 1—1-8, 1-32
/ tionately LOW Bargain
'carat perfectly cut diamond a snappy blazinff
Thie 75 year oldest largest
solitare at 188.00.
Diamond Bankinfj firm in all the world lends
money on diamonds. Thousands of unpaid loans;
other bargains. Must sell NOW.

Why Pay Full Prices
1-%,V32

Carat

Cofts Nothing to See
sent for absolutely free examinaNo obligation. No cost to you.
Latest Listings — Unpaid Loans. Sent Free.
Describes Diamond Bargains in Detail, glyea
cash loan values guaranteed. Explains unlimited
exchange privilege. Write today lor your copy
of Diamond Bargain List. Postal card will do.

Any Diamond

tion at our risk.

Jos. De Roy & Sons,
Only Ovvante Post Offiet

brittle

—

a rouge which slays on ! It
day or all evening, through
wind or warmth, urtil you remove it yourself with cold cream or soap and water.
lasts

story^

"peters out" long before its conclusion.
The incident? It concerns a bit of play
with mud pies and the riding of a UBarry
now that his
shaped horse.
overexploited is
are
fully
freckles
shadowed by the youngsters. Little Bruce
Guerin steals the picture.

—

—

ROSS COMPANY

9erb

backward in its flight in this
cut from the ancient pattern
Chauncey Olcott a matinee

turns

which

is

made

liouge

It
even goes back farther than
Chauncey's day, in its revelation of Irish

idol.

sentiment, Irish quarreling, Irish manners and Irish blarney. With an East Side
atmosphere and a cop's home exposed, to
say nothing of the station house and a
broth of a boj- and a spirited colleen
one can see that all the familiar properties,
ingredients and characters are on full dis-

—

—

play.

A

—

this, one revolving
an Irish romance with
the cop's son failing to get on the force
and compelled to become a pugilist to save

slight little piece

around a

tiff

—

in

The picture
erring sister from jail.
well constructed and it's always oband there isn't a sign of any novel
vious
treatment aside from presenting the hero's
being knocked out in the ring.
Kenneth Harlan dresses his hair like the
barbers would have it, if they could have
And Colleen Moore shakes her
their way.
head and holds her hands on her hips
The title? There is a
Irish fashion.
But it doesn't mean anyslight rainfall.
his

isn't

—

—

3417 De Roy Bldg.

Pittsburetl, Pa.

New York

79 Grand Street

April Showers
one,
that

l'JLVl»Tihy*A
By Note

Short Course.
or Ear.
Willi or wiihout music.
lieciiiners touBlit by mail.
No teacher reaulrcd.
Learn 67
Self-Instruction Course for AdTaiiced Pianists.
styles of Bo33. 180 Syncopated Effects. Blue Harmony,
Oriental, Chime, Movie and Cafe Jazz, Trick Endings.
Clerer nri'aUs, Space Fillers, Sai Slurs, Triple Bass.
Wiclceil Harmony, Blue Obligate, and 247 other Subjects,
including Ear Playing, 110 pages of REAL Jazz, 25,009
words.
A Postal brings our FREE Special Offer.

Adult

Waterman Piano School, 253 Superba Theatre

FREE BOOK

Bide.

This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a skilled
player of piano or organ at quarter
u.^ual cost.
It shows why one lesson
with an expert is worth a dozen other
le.s.sona.
Dr. Quinn's famous Written
Method includes all of the many imin
improvements
portant modern
teaching music. Brings rierit to your home the R-i-eat advantages
of conservatory study. For the oeginner or experienced player*.
Endorsed by great artists. Successful praduates everywhere. Scientific yet easy to understand.
All music free.
Kully illustrated.
Diploma granted. Write today for free book.
QainD Conservalory, Studio

MG 82. 598 Colombia R oad,

j'ou

from

suffer

I

!

gave me a soft, velvety, smooth and radiant
complexion, and healed thousands of men and
women, after everything else (ailed. Simply send
name for generous 10 day free trial offer of my
secret

home

treatment.

W.H.WARREN,329 Gray Bldg.,Kansas City.Wo.

PISTOL
BLANK CARTRIDGE
&
pDlpCC
^

Protection against Burglars, Tramps,

Doga

50c.
100
POST.
PAID
^ W«1l

waim anJ

The

latter

makes

his

by

Louis

role

un-

-..._,,

_-_

•

FREE m^rv0
,
'

_xplaiTiiiiehowtheFAMOUSMAKVU

LIQUID SKIN PEEL PREPARATION

all surface blemishes. FreckPimplea. Blackheads. Etzema.diacolorations
Wonderfnlresulta proven.
Produces
absolutely Painless and Harmless.
althy new akin as Nature intended you to have.

removes

les,

GUARANTEED

etc.

_

Wolheim.

positively

—

revolver withont danger te life.. It taKea ufasa*
^d .22 Cal. Blank Cartridbrca obtainable everywhere. Price SOc. Superior quality SI. 00 postpaid. Blank CartridgeSt by express. SOc per 100.
Dept. 61
JOHNSON SMITH & CO,
Racine. Wis.

—

played

i

tftctive; modelleq
latest type of BeToIwr;
Appesranc« alone i3
eQOQ^ to scare a harts*
lar. Wben loaded it may
be as effective as a teal

aeroplane.
Lionel Barrymore seems to appreciate
He appears to be
the plot shortcomings.
smiling occasionally. He has accompanied
Seena Owen in a plane to the far reaches
of British Columbia to rescue her brother
fast in the clutches of the human chetah

—excellently

,

want

—

such as
ventions
But leading up to this wholly arbitrary
clima.x is an array of startlingly new and
compelling vistas, vistas caught with an

25 Mass .

acne, blackheads,
to send you my
plain wrapper.
It

pimples,

home treatment under

simple

Imagine any skulking brute
depicted here obeying the con-

Boston

Pimples Can Be Removed
brown spots or eruptions,

matrimony.

Los >nieles. Calll.

LEARN PIANO!

<^

It

primitive, crude, elemental melodrama
is
exposed here, a melodrama which
stakes everything upon its backgrounds,
and these manage to create an ocular appeal for the better part of forty minutes.
But toward the conclusion the vast expanse
of snow begins to pall. There is too much
of it. And exceedingly too much conflict
between the meanest villain who has
stalked across the screen this season and
his enemies.
He begins to be ridiculous
when he lugs the girl suffering f i-om snowblindness to a priest for the purposes of

t

Send a dime today for a generous sample of
Another dime will bring you a
Pert rouge.
sample of IVINX, for darkening the lashes.

-

Time

is

all

Pert is a waterproof rouge, orange-colored in
the jar, but changing to a becoming pink as soon
as it touches the skin.
At drug or department
stores or by mail, 75c.
Ask to see the new Pert Lip-stick tvilh unique
mirror, 75c.

—and

this

A

cream to make the
hands smooth, firm-fleshed
and youthful and a lotion to bleach them
.-ind
contract loose skm.
$2 by mail.

Tfci*

weak and

PERT

Unseeing Eyes

—a

mWh

is

of

JIake your hands lovely as
white blossoms
by using
Creme et Ean Blancheflenr

17.C West 49th

It

^onstarit powdering
this 'Kouge

cannot rub off

thing.

charm?

V.

Just a series of episodic scenes executed
after the conventional form with nothing
Wesley Barry
of consequence revealed.
has reached that awkward age where it is
difficult finding suitable material for him.
He is not mature enough for romance and
much too old for the Coogan recipes. So
they give him a decrepit straw hat to wear,
a pair of overalls and place him against
a rustic setting where he works as a
chore boy and as the father and mother
It must
to his younger orphan brothers.
develop that a skinflint guardian must
spread misery for the boys and lug off
the little tots to the orphanage so that he
might gain title to the property.

I

r't-e

NOW--boforo you

turn this pase—for foil

detana and free "MARVO BEAUTY BOOKLET."
Marvo Beauty Laboratories, Inc.. S6S8B'way*Dept.l20cM*^*

—
qfi;M°]i?-'^:™i^''^K
rtiiiiyand- therefore -fascinating.- -And
there comes a time when he holds the at^
But elemental as he is,
tention entirely.
he invites laughter by setting fire to two
huts and lugging the girl over the snows.
very conventional finish does not destroy
one of the finest scenic treats of the year.
,

A

The Dancer

this

forces to the land of the buried Pharaohs,
"Where the sponsors dug up their informwill

ation

strike

the

spectator

intelligent

for the
difficult
It"s
with full force.
Egyptologists to collect accurate data
without film producers attempting to turn
back the pages of h'story. But ol' king
Tut having been well publicized, doubtless
they thought they could capitalize upon
his

life.

—

The

which
result is a weird concoction
pass for buncombe drama in the
It carries no
reign of any ancient ruler.
historical value, and nothing of dramatic
value it being a single-track yarn of an
Egyptian court thru which struts a vengewho, when she is frustrated
ful princess
in her romantic designs, is content to wed
trivial, silly stor>% burdened with
Tut.
You
flowery captions and badly acted.
have probably guessed that this princess
condemns her dancing rival to be offered
There is
as a sacrifice to the crocodiles.
an ultimate rescue.
could

—

—

A

The Leavexworth Case

—

—

—

according to how
mystified.
It keeps a lively
pace and except for some bad comedy, is
competently played.
less

easily one

excitement

is

Having had a deluge of mystery dramas
on stage and screen, it has become an easy
matter to put one's finger on John or Jane
Doe. The alert spectator who is a steady
pntron of the theater and screen will
identify Mr. Murderer in quick order.
But he will stay to see the fun.
Big D.\x

An

old-fashioned, banal story is "Big
which represents a sugar-coated
character study embroidered with sentithru
mental and melodramatic hokum
which the threads are so snarled that the
pattern cannot be called a design.
The

Dan."

—

—

—

Hattons Frederick and Fanny conceived
it,
and they've evidently forgotten their
dramatic technique, for there is no semblance of unity or coherence in this topsy"urvy tale.
It establishes itself at the start as
character study, but before the climax

a
is

introduces nearly every creaking device that belonged to the ancient and
discarded drama of gallery days even to
using the fatal rescue of the distressed
Charles
heroine from death or worse.
Jones is Big Dan. He has our heartfelt

reached

it

—

—

sympathy.

Second

Hand Love

Stereotyped hokum of the small-town
The backis on exhibit'on again.
ground is cluttered up with the customary
chin-whiskered idlers, the skinfiint suitor.
variety

1

200 Lbs?

Jessica Bayliss
Bryn :Mawr, Pa.)

HAD

just about all the wvoirc/upois I
could carry around when I first heard
of getting thin to music. I am only 5
ft. and 5 in. in height and not of large frame,
and 191 lbs. made me positively conspicuous
as you can well believe. It was beginning to
tell on my arches; I had difficulty in walking
any distance. Dancing becaine out of the question, and I had become a regular stay-at-home

I

when

a friend prevailed

on

me

to try the

much-talked-of reducing records.

"The first session with this method was a
complete surprise. I had expected it would
be something of a bore the things I had
tried in the past had all proved so. But the
movements that first reducing record contained, the novel commands and counts, and

—

made

the sparkling mu.sical accompaniment

extremely interesting. I used it for over a
week for the sheer fun of doing it. I felt
splendid after each day's 'lesson.' Even then
I scarcely took the idea seriously. Surely, this
new form of play could not be affecting my
huge superfluity of flesh; it must have been
ten or twelve days later that I weighed myself.
it

"/ /laJ

"No
cured

Anna Katherine Green's mysterj' yarn
which reached a few editions in book form
has now reached the screen and since it
is founded upon the premise of keeping the
reader in suspense, one can see that its
picture possibilities have been fully realized.
It's the old query over again.
Who killed
Cock Robin ? Or in this instance \\'ho
killed Ira Leavenworth?
And before the
murderer is caught, one is in for an hour of
more or

By

'hoiJi this

Weifdiecl

I
(of

picture, and the short,
but hectic life of the ancient monarch is
exposed without a thought of the sacredwhich marked the expeditionary
Tiess
in

that

of the Nile

They've capitalized the expedition of the
English Eg\-ptologists to the tomb of Tut-

ankh-Amen

unK

lost eight pounds!

one had to urge

me

after that!

I se-

of the records and settled
in earnest to reduce.
week later the
all five

down

A

same
Another week only showed
a six pound loss; but the week following I
had taken off nine more pounds.

scale said 174 lbs.

"As

I progressed in the lessons I

them growing more and more

found

interesting,

and each new and unique movement began
improving my proportions in new places.
The over-fleshiness at my neck was a condition I never dreamed could be affected by
these methods, but it was ; even tlie roll of
f:U that had foreshadowed a double-chin disappeared in time.

"In

six

weeks

I

was dancing, golfing and

I got another saddle
wearing clothes which did
not have to sacrifice all style in an effort to

'going'

horse.

as

of yore.

I started

And

conceal.

it

is

quite needless to say I

was delighted and elated. At the end of nine
weeks I weighed exactly 138 lbs. a reduction of fifty-three pounds. I submit
my experience in gratitude for what
\Vallace's wonderful records have
done for me. I am humbled by the
recollection of how I once fairly

—

.

^coffed at the enthusiasm of others in
what I deemed at the time a mere fad.

shudder to think that I

might have remethod. On
woman who has been over-whelmingly fleshly
can appreciate what my new appearance and
feelings mean to me. As for those who need
rrduce but a few pounds to make their
figures what they would like them to be,
pitiful to
it
is
think that they do not
know this easy way or perhaps do not beI

mained

indifferent to this

—

Wabash

630 S.

lieve it."

What more

can be said of reducing
Mrs.
was made with the full first
leson record which Wallace sent her without cost or obligation. The same offer is
open lo you. If you, too, do not see remarkable results in only a few days, don't keep
the record, and don't pay Wallace anything.
not use the coupon now

Why

Please send

.?

Bayliss' start

.'

<^>

WALLACE,

for a week's

Ave., Chicago

me FREE and POSTPAID
FREE TRI.\L the original

Wallace Reducina' Record.
Address

Name.

.
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—and

the cracker barIn the foreground
itinerant
tinker
youth an
is
a
(see
caption) happy with his horse and dog.
The gossips start their deadly work when
the heroine becomes the charge of the
young vagabond. He is severely beaten
when he refuses to confess to the crime
of setting fire to the library. Enough.
\^'e conclude with the information that
the skinflint perishes in a bed of quick-

gossips

the village

rels, signs, posts, et al.

—

sand.
It is artificial arid second hand in
every particular with not a single scene
which is real or novel or up to date. Thru
it all
Charles Jones tries to appear genuine, but the odds are against him.

—

Men

IX

THE

R.-\w

enough listening to an imaginative Ananias in real life without
being burdened with one on the screen.
Just what induced the sponsors to project
this single-track plot on the screen is a
puzzle which only they can answer.
But
diflScult

It's

here

— as

uninteresting

"Whatawliale
of a difference
just a few cents

The

i

The cowboy

R.-\mblin'

The taming of

make"

a

picture as
rides into
his wild yarns
and the
scenes flash to the hokum of his dreams.
Finally he tells a real story and is arrested
by one of the listeners as a criminal
wanted for murder.
Then we have the
dreary pursuit and capture of the villain.
No variety of incident is revealed. Should
be prescribed for the insomniacs.
Jack
Hoxie should get on his horse and ride in
pursuit of a story.
is

it

may be imagined.
camp and weaves

a

—

Kid

harum-scarum cowboy

by a fair shrew is the idea behind this
picturesque western which has nothing in
coinmon with rustlers or cows, but concerns itself with an interesting rodeo and
a deal of lively incident. The cowhand in
question has a boyish habif of "showing
off.''
He would be manly by appearing

—

(i/lll the difference
between just an ordinary
cigarette and the most skillful
blend in cigarette history.

drunk and disorderly. And so the girl is
She is under obligadisgusted maybe.
tions to him since he has rescued her from
death.
But he ignores her and 'tends to
one of which he tames
his wild horses

—

—

for the rodeo.

FATIMA

The climax comes with a bit of a thrill,
cowboy is drugged. He can hardly

for the

mount, but finishes like Sande
After punishing the villain
who had drugged him for betting purposes, he persuades the fair Easterner to
A slight
linger awhile in the West.
story, but enlivened with crisp incident
Encores for
and well-seasoned punch.
keep his
riding

—a mild cigarette

Print Your Own

FOR PHOIQPLAY DEM

Stationeryid^o^frelfpT
tags. menus, circulars^cards etc.

Larger S35, Job Press
Easy to operate by our
printed rules with every press,
Press

$350

S12,

'.ip.

MONEY
'\w{-"'MAKE
in spare time.

I Print for others
Write today for
catalogue presses, type, cards,
envelopes, paper, supplies.
THE PRESS CO., D-44, Meriden. Conn.

b

Plots accepted any form

;

revised, criti-

Advice
copyriglited, marketed.
Universal Scenario Corporation. 204
Securitj' Bldg., Santa Monica and Wes-

cized,
free.

tern Avenue, Holb'wood, California.
Publishers Scenario Bulletin-Digest

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE COPY

COLD
"for

lyiEDAL
dislinginshed

maokind" by

ventors Exposition,
Feb.

AWARDED
service to

International In-

New

York,

1923.

AnnPi'J/ie genuine -P^r^^Tso^mSE ADJUSTEH
Winner of
Highest in Merit
GOLD MEDAL

Lowest

in Price

If your nose is ill-shaped, you can make It perfect with ANITA NOSE
privacy of your own room and without interfei*ing witli your daily occuoperations.
ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER shapes while vou sleep quickly,
painlessly, pei-manently and inexpensively. Tlie ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER is the ORIGINAL NASAL SUPPORTER absotutely guaranteed. Highly recommended hv physicians for misshapen and fractured noses. Self

Supnort nature and look your

best.

ADJUSTER, in a few creeks, in the
pation.
No need for costl?. painful

—

PERFECTLY COMFORTABLE. Beware
FREE Booklet. "Happy Days Ahead." which

adjustable.
No screws. No metal parts. GENTLE, FIRM and
of imitations!
Write today (.iust your name and address) for
explains how you can have a perfect nose
and our blank to All
fully satisfied with results.

—

out for

si?,e3.

Money refunded

The ANITA Company, Dept. 232, ANITA Building, Newark, N.

I
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if

not
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Hoot Gibson.
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A Thrill

Every Minute!
March

That's just about the average in the

and

instalment of

Thistledown,

you never understood the psychology of Flapperdom, you will

if

when you've

read

it

—

psychology in

a

striking

contrast

to

that

Hi

of

Daggett's impossible sister Julia.

was his look, even
It
more than his words,
that gave the girl, just
deepest

the

then,

that

It

the best story of

thrill

It

entertains.

Hi Daggett had ever

given her.

And

her

bright

sweet
secret

It vibrates.

eyes

were

so

candid and
cover her
shame, as she said

and

as

It

compels.

It

thrills.

It

will

to

"You want
me?

help

good

is

the year.

:

so

much

Oh,

to

set

you think-

you're
ing.

!"

good heavens. Dolly has gone —vanBUTished
— note pinned
cushion
to a

a

him

so.

In a flash he

his devil car
ofif

if

in a

out of the house, into

and stepping on the gas.

cloud of dust,

need be,

is

tells

to find

You
this

her

to the

let

thrilling

and several more

in on
event,
in

the

March Instalment

a

is

— will he?
be

will

He

ends of the earth,

of

Thistledown"
By Dana

Gatlin

in the

March Motion Picture Magazine
I

On Any

News-stand February First
99
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TKe

(Slender cdlht I

Editor Gossips

A COMPLETE

(Continued from l>agc 51)
music and languages.
He
has his little group of friends and his
weekly allowance does not exceed theirs.
Fifty cents is his to do with what he will.
All of this sounds very sane and pleasOf course a child universally known
ant.
some slight
and loved must acquire
instructed

in

sophistication from his constant recogniBut,
more than
tion
and adulation.
counterbalancing that, is the wealth which
He faces
stores up for his maturity.
it
manhood with no sceptre of financial responsiblity staring him in the face
and his spirit is never to be worn or tried
as he trudges the treadmill of the busi.

.

.

ness world.

So

How Wonderful

itftels"
PROMINENT women
society, business

in

and

the theatrical profession give unqualified
praise to Dr. R. Lincoln

1^} Graham's

prescription,

NEUTROIDS, for flesh re-

-

duction.

,

"Slender at last!
wonderful it feels,"

yW^Oh,
ilt^ijL^
^ writehowhundreds

'fn'I

<^^.

''^

iji^

"vir'ite

of grateful

'women. Dr.Graham has more
than 3000 such letterson file at

famous sanitarium on Eighty-ninth Street, New
Without the annoyance of diet, baths or exit is now possible to regain and retain the
slenderness, and consequently the vitality of youth
much longer than most women had expected.
Dr. Graham's Prescription is Harmless

his

York.

ercise,

Neutroids.theprescription developed

by Dr.R. Lincoln Graham, famous New
York stomach specialist, after a lifetime
of research, merely reduces the yeast

your stomach. This causes your
food to turn into firm tissue instead of
Neutroids have just the opposite
fat.
effect of yeast cakes and preparations
taken by people who wish to gain flesh.
cells in

Or .R L .6 raham They relieve you of that bloated feeling,
nausea, headache, blood pressure and all the ills of
obesity
at the same time reducing you to your desired weight. Neutroids are guaranteed harmless,
containing no thyroid or other dangerous drug.

—

Personal Consultation Without Charge
Dr. Graham would be pleased to have you consult
him personally at his sanitarium or if you can not
conveniently call, you may feel quite free to write

him for professional advice regardingyourcase.This
offer is

open

to all

.

.

.

Everyone had been recommending Sylvia
Ashton's restaurant tea-room to us for
weeks. So the other night we stopped at
Nor
"Ye Goldenrod Inn" for dinner.
were we sorry. We have paid twice the
dollar and a quarter which is asked and
Familiar people kept
fared far worse.
coming in and everyone grew friendly
beneath the warmth of the Ashton geniality and hospitalitj'.
Alma Rubens came over to our table
She was dining quietly
for a little while.
with her mother and her new husband,
Doctor Daniel Carson Goodman, before
going home to dress for her premiere
for she is featured in "Under the Red
Robe." Mr. Wingart who reigns over the
publicity department of the Long Island
Famous Players-Lasky studios was there
and we saw the little alcove where
they tell us Gloria Swanson frequently
dines with Mother.
.

.

.

.

Remembering

lean

Mother

Yuletides,

and actresses
she knew who were out of engagements
to have their Christmas turkey and stuffing
And
and plum pudding as her guests.
while we haven't heard since, we're sure
the candle-lit Goldenrod was crowded with
a garrulous and motley assemblage on
Christmas day. And we're sure there was
invited all the actors

a community

"God

bless

Mother

.\shton."

who order Dr. Graham's prescrip-

tion Neutroids, using the coupon below.

GUARANTEE ELIMINATES RISK
Dr. Graham guarantees Neutroids to give satisfactorj'
results; and that his prescription maybetakenwith
safety by any one. Every
woman ormanwho wishes to

regain or retain the youthful slender appearance

and

vigor of youth will use this
coupon without delay.
Dr. R. Lincoln Graham. 123 East "9th"sVreet,*'Dept. 622.
cyo The Graham Sanitarium. Inc., New York City: Send
me 2 weeks' treatment of Neutroids which entitles me to
free professional mail consulting service and free booklet
o'n Obesity.
I will
pay postman S2 (plus 15c postage on
arrival of the Neutroids in plain package I understand my
money will be refunded if I do not get £1 satisfactory reduction from this 2 weeks' treatment.

—

i

Manhattan

can once again
bachelor ease
florists can give their clerks a holiday
and the confectioners can restock their
For Constance Talmadge has gone
cases.

Masculine

down

settle

to

its

We're

You

can make $15 to $60 weekly in your Bpare
time writing show cards. No canvassing
We instruct you by our new
or soliciting.
simple Directograph System, supply you with

Write
and free booklet.

work and pay you cash each week.
today for

full particulars

WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE LIMITED
Authorized Capital $1,250,000.00
Toronto, Can.
69 Colborne Building,

.

.

.

.

.

talking about the teaparty she gave in her suite at the AmThe best-looking and richest
bassador.
dancing
men in New York were there
about the sleek gold of her bobbed head
in a way that you would discredit if we
should attempt to describe it to you. And
Constance, busy passing tiny sandwiches
and little French cakes and salted nuts
and flipping a whiff of nonsense here and
there, gave them all bright smiles or some
tray to pass.
still

.

The room was

AT HOME

.

back to California.
Seriously, we never knew anyone to
evoke more devotion or more manifestations of devotion from the male than Constance.

.

.

with chrysantheorchid and white
and of such enormous proportions
that those beauties you see in the average
florists'
windows are mere bachelorThere were jars
buttons in comparison.
white roses, red roses,
of roses too
.'\nd then
pink roses and yellow roses.

mums
.

.

of

the

filled

.

suite

.

Season
Before You

Will

ball

The BaseBe Here

Know It.
Now

Get

Your Outfit

It might be good and cold when
you read this offer. Perhaps you
will be hugging the fire and summer will be farthest from your

thoughts. But don't )'0u let a little
bit of cold weather or snow either
for that matter, make you forget
what is going to be expected of

you when j'ou take your position
on the nine next season. Now is
none too soon to be thinking and
talking about the games you are
going to win and how your team
\vill
size
up against the other
teams in jour League. Think of
the cheer you'll get if you "blossom" out this Spring in a brandnew uniform, and glove, and hat
everything.

'n"

You Can Be
At The Bat In
This Uniform

Wh e n

«

(\

Th

Umip Calls
'

PLAY BALL
In return for a little of your spare
time, we will give j'ou this complete
uniform free shirt, trousers, cap and
belt.
.\ll we ask you to do is to get
people to subscribe for the
three
.\IOTiox
Picture
M.ag.\zixe.
You

—

know this magazine, otherwise you
wouldn't be reading this offer. Therefore it should be an easy matter for
you to interest your friends in having
the

Motion Picture M.^gazine come

their homes.
For a whole year's
subscription, the price is only $2.50
saving of 50 cents over the newsstand price.
to

—

Now

don't wait for any further w-ord
us.
Hustle out and get your
three subscriptions. When you have
them all, then send us their names with
this ad and the $7.50 collected, and
the uniform is yours.
By the way,
don't forget to sign your ow-n name
too so we'll know to whom the uniform should be sent and also tell us
what size to send. The suits range

from

in

size

from 4

Remember,

to

14.

only three
Mail you order to

subscriptions.

The Treasure Chest Department

.

bell

opened the door

Come On Boys!

gold,

russet,

.

FREE!

.

.

Ashton

BASEBALL OUTFIT

rang
and
.

.

.

.

.

.

and

in

someone

came a per-

fect procession of bell-hops, all carrying
There were two long boxes
flower boxes.

Motion Picture Magazine
175 Duffield Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y,

!

!

the bottoms of which were cut away to
'permit the stems of dozens of American
beauties to extend some feet farther
and there were two great corsages. And
looked
panic-stricken
when
Constance
someone asked her where she was going to
get vases to hold them and then set two
young men, whose names are familiar to
all who read society columns, to open the
someboxes and arrange the flowers
.

.

how
And
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

that

stance's

is

how we remember Con-

People

tea.

.

.

interesting

.

talked to us and undoubtedly
people
said witty things but we kept trying to
compute the cost of the flowers in that one
.

.

.

room and our head swam.

Aw.
IN THE MOVIES
By Lillian Davidsox

Who
And

jumps from

mud and

runs ten miles thru

With snowy dress, without
The Heroine.
A\'ho,

when

a

Who

falsetto

screeches

always smokei a cigaret,
smiles with countenance cold and

But has an eye for

The

girls

— You

set.

bet

\"illain

Compare the illustrations shown above. The crude sketch on the left was made by
Mr. Hutton before taking the Federal Course. The other he drew after completing his
training.
j\lr. Hutton says: "one of my ver^- first drawings was the sketch shown above.
I am not proud of it.
The other I made recentlj- for a college publication. I drew it in
five hours and got $50 for it.
You can judge for yourself whether I have progressed.
Whatever success I may have achieved as an artist I attribute to the Federal Course. I
believe it is fundamentalK' right and that anyone who earnesth' tries can learn to draw by
studying

\\'ho has a

plump and rounded form,

And honest
And makes

poverty doth scorn,
folks wish he'd not been born

all

There

this glittering

first?
in

the

Then

witli similar training

will to

Is

A Fortune

In Illustrating

Think of the money you can make from your drawings. The world wants ideas. Publishers and commercial organizations all over the country spend millions of dollars annually
Some illustrations for magazine covers bring as much as $1000.00
for good drawings.
Think of getting $200.00 apiece for five drawings for a story. If you like to
apiece.
draw, let >our talent make your fortune. Develop it. It takes practice, but so does
anything worth while. Learning to illustrate is fascinating to anyone who likes to draw.

gold?

—A

\\'ho packs the house, full as can hold?

The Federal Master Course

And

The Federal School has tauglit hundreds of successful students.
That is because its method of instruction is right. The Federal Staff
includes such nationally known artists as Sid Smith. Neysa McMein,

home feeling
The Public.

goes

neatly sold?

you can

succeed.

?

Who wears high heels, and low cut gowns.
And scorns sweet maids from little towns,
.\nd helps the villain up and down?
The ^'amp.
pays for

it."

Can >ou draw as well as Mr. Hutton did at
learn to draw just as professionalK-.
It is all

The Father.

Who

PRESENTING OUR SECOND ANNUAL STYLE NUMBER

HUTTON

Ten Dollars An Hour
For Drawing

always there, within her reaches?
The Hero.

And

M.

rain,

stain?

a girl his help beseeches

With wild and high
Is

HIGH

off a railroad train,

Proven Result Getter

Clare Briggs. Charles Livingston Bull, Fontaine Fo.\ and Norman RockThese artists have succeeded and in the Federal Course they tell
you how. They know how to teach drawing.

well.

Send Today For "A Road To Bigger Things"
Every young man and woman with a
this free book before deciding on their life's work.
It is illustrated and tells
about illustrating as
profession and about
the famous artists who
have helped build the
Federal Course.
It also

liking for

drawing should read

all

a

shows remarkable work
by Federal students. Just
write your name, age
and address on the coupon. ma;l it to us and
we will send you a copy
Do it
of the book free.
right

now

wl.ile

thinking aboat

it.

you're

mm^^

Federal School of Illustrating,
276 Federal School BIdg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Name

Age.

.A.ddress
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Letters to tKe Editor

CfiasefainAway

{Continued from page 59)

Conway Tearle, Lewis
Harold Lloyd, Harrison Ford,
Norman Kerry and many others because
they have always been sincere in their
work, and have not shown an exaggerated
Bert Lytell,

Dix,

Stone,

ego or tried to pose

in

limelight.

I

am

Ramon Novarro

in

glad

include

to

this list, but

Reduce Her Fat
She did not have to go

to the
She
of diet or exercise.
found a better way, which aids the
digestive organs to turn food into
muscle, bone and sinew instead of fat.

Rodolph does not
of

instead

Wanda

trouble

Marmola Prescription
made from the
famous Marmola prescription. They
She

used

Tabids, which are

aid the digestive system to obtain the
full nutriment of food. They will allow
you to eat many kinds of food without
the necessity of dieting or exercising.

Thousands have found that the

Marmola

Prescription

Tablets

give

complete relief from obesity. And
when the accumulation of fat is
checked, reduction to normal, healthy
weight soon follows.
All

good drug stores tKe world over

sell

Marmola Prescription Tablets at one dollar
a box. Ask your druggist for them, or order
direct and they will be sent in plain wrapper,
postpaid.

MARMOLA COMPANY
238

Detroit, Mich.

Garfield Bldg.,

qualify.

extravagantly praising
actors who have arrived, until they become
conceited and unbearable, as in the case
of Valentino, people would intelligently
praise some of the sincere actors who
really try to act, many unnecessary heartaches might be saved, and much useless
discouragement avoided.
Yours very truly,
If,

She Found A Pleasant Way To

the

Szatkowski,

1801 Franklin St.,
Racine, Wis.

Dreams"

Regarding "Day
Rodolph \ alentino.
De.\r Editor

by

mtfi^usterole
When

gently over the sore spot. As Musterole penetrates the skin and goes down
to the seat of trouble, you feel a gentle,
healing warmth; then comes cooling,
welcome relief from Old Man Pain.

Better by far than the old-fashioned
mustard plaster, Musterole does the
work without the burn and blister
Grandma knewr so well.
For croupy colds, sore throat, rheumatism and congestion of all kinds,
just rub on Musterole.
Don't wait for trouble; keep a jar

or tube on the bathroom shelf.

To Mothers:

Musterole is now made

milder form for babies and small
children. AskforChildren'sMusterole.
in

:

seems, lately, that the contributors to
your fan department have been writing
about everything of interest concerning
Rodolph \'alentino except his recently
published book of poems.

"Day Dreams" from

detail in

blow raw

to tingle in your joints and
muscles, get out your good
friend Musterole.
Rub this soothing white ointment

35c and 65c jars and tubes; hospital size, $3.

It

Each

the winds

and chill and rheumatism starts

The Musterole

Co., Cleveland, Ohio

the

orange cover lettered in gold, the black
front pieces and the yellow ribbon bookmark, to the subject matter of its contents,
There is a splendid
is so typically Rudy.
picture of the author on the fly-leaf and
mysterious dedicatory initials under the
title of practically every poem save two
called "You," that make one wonder if
they were not intended for the lovely

BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

Easy To Darken
Your Gray Hair

.

Standard of Spanish Ariwy

To find a star with well-finished
it.
characterizations to his credit who can
turn out such verses as these, is, indeed,
a rare discovery almost incredible, at first
thought.

wrote

Genuine Astra
$•7.75

—

Adopted by
French During
World War

There
some of

—

brand-new weapon.

Buy now
Bought before recent tariff raise.
Sc importers and save aboutM on
these fine guns.

from sole U.

$7.75 25 cal.,
•

is

a simplicity and idealism about

Rudy's

shows up a

that

stuff

strange side of his nature
But, then, again, a
flashes on the screen.
familiar subtlety renders the meanings of
others almost enigmas, and a world-old
sophistication that invested the portrayal
of Julio reminds the reader of the screen
only visible

The finest European pistol
Drop Forged Blue Steel Throughout usea
standard ammunition, an accurate, hard-hitting,

8.95
9.98
10.95
16.95

Natacha Valentino.
The hardest thing about reading the
volume is to realize the fact that Rodolph

7 shot ASTRA, C. O. Q. Automatlo.
25 cal., 7 shot ASTRA, Automatic.
25 cal., 7 shot ASTRA, triple safety.
32 cal., 10 shot ASTRA, extna magazine.
32-20 and 3S cal. swing-out cyl. revolvers.

We

guarantee
Write Jor firearms catalogue.
perfect workmanship and material; every gun brand
new; of drop forged steel throughout. Before buying
Send
no money
guarantee.
this
any gun insist on
unless you wish. Pay postman on delivery plus postage. Money cheerfully refunded rT not fully satisfled.

ACT NOW to get
WRITE TODAY.

these

SPECIAL LOW PRICES.

CALIFORNIA TRADING COMPANY

Dept. 102. Terminal Bldg., Los Angeles, Ca!.

in

\' alentino.

My

favorites are, in the first classificaLove Child," "Glorification,"
"Italy," "Imperialism," and "Radio," and,
in the second, "Suspicion," "Accusation,"
"Mirage," the very clever "Kaleidoscope

tion,

"The

of Love" and both "You's." There is food
for thought as well as a thrill or two
within the covers of "Day Dreams" and
I hope the Valentino fans will read- it, if
for no other reason than to know the
famous star a trifle better perhaps, as he
_

Gray hair, however handsome, denotes
advancing age.
We all know the advantages of a youthful appearance. Your
hair is your charm. It makes or mars the
When it fades, turns gray and looks
face.
streaked, just a fevv applications of Sage
Tea and Sulphur enhances its appearance
a hundred-fold.

Don't stay gray! Look young! Either
prepare the recipe at home or get from
any drug store a bottle of "Wyeth's Sage
and Sulphur Compound," which is merely
the old-time recipe improved by the addi-

Thousands of
tion of other ingredients.
folks recommend this ready-to-use preparation, because it darkens the hair beautifully, besides, no one can possibly tell,
as it darkens so naturally and evenly. You
moisten a sponge or soft brusli with it,
drawing this through the hair, taking one
small strand at a time.
By morning the
gray hair disappears; after another application or two, its natural color is restored
and it becomes thick, glossy and lustrous,
and you appear years younger.
Wyeth Chemical Co.. New York. N. Y.

—

really

You can be

A^'ery truly,

Teix Mackenzie,

muiTED!
WORK FOR

— Men

and

$1,600

to

mvmm^^
THE GOVERNMENT

Women

$2,600

a

17 to
year.

45

years.

Common

Travel
see the
lifetime
job.
lay-offs;
Holidays with pay. Write today for free list
how
information
of positions obtainable and

Education
country;
to

get

Sufficient.

;

no

positions

WITH UNCLE

SAM.

UNITED BUSINESS TRJINIMG INST.. 216 Dinan f uildlng, Detroil, Mich.
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'Send 10 Cents for 288-page book on Stammering and
It tells how I
Stuttering, "Its Cause and Cure."
B. N. Bogue,
ciir^d myself after stammering 20 yrs.
3082Boaue Bldg., 1147 N. III. St., Indianapolis.

1907,

Atlanta, Ga.

At

the movies

.

.

Skin Troubles

.

Did you ever enter a
crowded theater knowing darn well that
De.\r

Editor

Soothed

:

you're too late to get a seat but just the
same appreciating the fact that you were
at least lucky enough to be admitted?
Then have you experienced that feeling

quickly cured, if you

^STAMMER

is.

With Cuticura
5
I

Soap, Ointment, Talcum. 25c. everywhere. Samples
free of Cuticara Laboratories. Dept. D, Maiden, Mais.
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of being herded like cattle which comes
when the usher brushes you under those
velvet ropes ?
There you are destined to
stay until the picture is over, but the
question is, are you going to stay there?

An
try

idea
it

— the

make

ability to

friends

!

You

on the usher and a conversation

is

A

few jokes are cracked, she
laughs, which makes you certain that
she'll let you duck from under those ropes
just as soon as someone gets up.
Somestarted.

one does get up but far down in front
nevertheless you dash out without the
usher's permission to make a bee-line for
It happens that some ungodly
that seat.
his
cuss, unsatisfied with
present seat,
fsees the same one you do and beats you to

-^,

You

are obliged to take his seat but
the people in that row have
;each moved up one so that the vacant
seat is now on the other aisle
and is
(,about to be occupied by the fellow whom
:you shoved aside while under the ropes.
You are stuck, bewildered and ashamed.
.You have a feeling that the whole audience is looking at you and sympathizing.
This feeling is soon lost because the usher
is now coming down the aisle to tell you
in front of everybody, "Please dont be so
smart after this !" Luckily, she does not
get this far, for some conscience-stricken
chap, who has probably seen the picture
for the third time, has an idea that someone else is entitled to his seat and gets
up in time for you to plop down in time
to fool the usher
Here the audience
laughs, but not at you at the picture
called
"Hollywood" in which an old
dt.
find

^
fy

that

—

J

'

!

woman

W:;y

THE SECRET
OFDR^Bra«£

—

shakes hands with Chaplin while
"I want to shake your hand

—

saying,

enjoyed your picture so much, Mr. Kerrigan !"

Everybody holds
Turpin makes eyes

WE'LL
of

It is learning
tell you the secret of drawing, right here!
correct principles, observation, practice, and perseverance.
Ask any successful artist and he'll tell you the same.

his breath while Ben
at the girl who seeks

"Schnitz," better known
Sterling, pushes Ben aside and
proceeds to make love to her.

to enter the films.

Ford

as

marvelous "secret" of drawing exists that will make you a success
In any line of endeavor where the hand and the eye vrust be
But there is a great difference between just
skilled, practise is essential.
"practise" and scientific practise that develops your talent on a sure
The Federal Course does
foundation by the quickest possible method.
this in a truly fascinating manner, that makes your work a pleasure

No

overnight.

"Oh Madge,

I do wish they'd show Jack
He's so nice, so manly."
"For goodness sake, Alice, you'd think
!"
you were going to marry the man
!"
"I may some day
"You cant he's married already."
"He's not!"

Holt.

Develop Your Talent at

;

"He

No

training or experience is
needed to learn liy the Federal "Master"
Course (established 1914), the original
commercial
art,
in
course
practical
created by men with more than 25 years"
Though widely
e.Kperience in the field.
supreme after 8
stands
it
imitated,
years of unequalled success as A-iiicrica's
Foremost Course on Coiiinicrcial DeIt gives you individual persigning.
teaches
sonal criticism on all lessons
you the methods that make your drawand has proings worth real money

is!"

"He's not!"

While this was going on, Bull Montana
came into view garbed as an Oriental.
An old man in the next row drew near
and whispered, "That there felValentino.
I can tell 'em even if
they are disguised."
To which his wife
appended: "You took the words out of
my mouth, Elmer."
Next comes the
chap who received a diploma from some
bunko school of scenario writing.

his wife

low

is

"Remember

says one fellow to
another with a nudge of the elbow. "You
were some
bet your boots I do.
damn fools, eh Peter?" It seemed as tho
everyone in the audience felt and expressed his weakness for some part in the
movie business and now saw how utterly
impossible certain ambitions were.
But at
this point Jack Holt was pictured carrying home a stack of his mail. He stopped
long enough to let the camera man photograph one of his envelopes for the benefit
of those who did not recognize this popular person.
." came a
"Madge, Madge, it's mine.
joyful girl's voice.
"Shssh
for goodness' sake, dont be
silly, what's the matter?"

—

—

duced more siicccssfnl students than any
It has deother commercial art course.
the crudest of beginners into
inearning
good
commercial artists
comes, in a fraction of the time they
have
taken.
otherwise
would

veloped

that?"

We

.

.

.

.

Well-trained artists earn $50, $75,
$100, $150 a week, and sometimes even
more. It is thoroughly worth your while
train your ability,
if
you like to
draw,' for thousands of I)usiness firms
to

Federal

Home

Spare Time

in

pay millions of dollars annually for
good advertising designs and drawings."
Leading designers, artists, illustrating
companies and hundreds of successful
Federal students have enthusiastically
.-Vmong
Training.
Federal
endorsed
Federal Authors, whose help you get
exclusively

many

of

"

the Federal
best known

in

the

Coiirse,
artists

are

and

designers in America.

Send today for

"YOUR FUTURE"

you are in earnest about learning
draw, send 6 cents in stamps today

If
to

It is beautifully illusfor this book.
trated in colors, and tells every detail
about the Federal
to
know
need
you
It shows work of Federal StuCourse.

many

'dents,

of

whom cam more

course costs
Federal Course

the

results

— and

coupon

while

studying.

than

The

practical
aimed
is
Fill out, mail
gets thera.
age.
your
kindly stating

at

NOW,

School^

Commercial Desi^Din^
Federal Schools BIdg.. Minneapolis, Minn.
Please send me "Your Future" for which I enclose 6 cents in stamps.

141)7

.

"That letter,
!"
wrote him

my

handwriting

—one

Respectfully,

Howard
101

jirevious

State

St.,

R. Newman,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

I

.\ge
(\\'rite

Occupation
your address plainiv In the maigin)

i^incricas Foremost School qf Commercial cJrt
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Greenroom

Jottings

(Continued from page 90)
holds good, we understand,
Pickford's lifelong desire to
put the youthful Juliet on the silversheet
is also to be fulfilled.
If Douglas Fairbanks could only bring himself to act the
lo\-e-sick
swain, we think the picture
would have been started long ago.

Romeo,
Mary

as

SOME FOLKS

still

and

How

to care for

Dull Hair

"Romeo and

screen. Francis X.

You cannot expect hair which is naturally
devoid of lustre to look brilliant or exceptionYou
ally bright after an ordinary shampoo.
must use a shampoo that is different a shampoo

—

that will

add

real

beauty to your hair

— GOLDEN

GLINT Shampoo.

This shampoo will make
your hair look so much prettier, so much more
attractive, that you will just love to fuss with it.
In addition to the clean freshness any good
shampoo gives, it offers something unusual,
something new, something more than a promise. This "something" is a secret you'll discover
with your first Golden Glint Shampoo. 25c a
''
package at toilet counters or direct.
J.W. KobiCo., 656 Rainier Ave., Seattle, Wash.
'•*

is

new

not

to

Bushman and Beverly

But

"Romeo and

ness

Juliet"

is

a spring epidemic on

the screen. The American productions will have for rival a foreign film
of the story already completed but not yet
landed on our shores.

but at ''east the colony's flappers have
"heartsease for remembrance" they ga\e
him a party before he left and found that
he was not only the ideal beau, but a
"regular fellow" under the skin. Mr.

SHAMPOO

Barrymore enjoyed

his stay in Hollywood
the flappers enjoyed having
him there, and he particularU' liked playing the role of Beau Brummell, that
scintillating dandy who won and lost the
favor of England's Prince with whimsical
nonchalance.
Mary Aster is playing opIrene
posite him others in the cast are
Rich, Carmel Myers,
Lewis,
i 1 1 a r d

as iriuch

Easy to Pay
True-Tone
Saxophone Book Free
TellB

when to ase Sax-

Saxophone

Easiest of all windinptrumenta
ophone— sinRly. in aez
top Jay and oneof the most beauCettee
or in reirular
tiful.
With the aid of the first
band; how to tranS'
S>oBe Cello parts ia
threelessons, which are sent free
orchestra and many
(upon request) with each new
other things you
Saxophone,
the Bcale can be maswould like to
tered in an hour: in a few weeka
know,
you can be playing popular maeic. You can take your place in
e band within 90 days, if you bo
desire. Unrivalled for home entertainment, church, lodge or school.
In big demand for orchestra dance
Tnusioi

B^^^
W^T%S%S

nr^i^l
ridl

Too may have

six

of
any Baescher Grand Saxophone, Cornet,
Trumpet, Trombone or other instrument. Easy
terms of payment can be arranged. Mention the
fnBtroment interested in and a complete catalog will be
loailed to you free.
days' free

trial

BAND
INSTRUMENT CO.
BUESCHER
Everythlne
Band and Orchastra tnstrumanta
In

2134Buescher Block

rt

Elkhart, Indiana

CornerY)urFictures-Aibuin

«here yon can keep tbem eaf e and
eojoy them always.

Ct\c»el
Styles

—
RlTVtC
-

XZ
goo

'

]A.rt Corners"! ^°'°''*

are on sale at Photo Supply and
Albam counters everywhere. They
Bre the only Quick, Easy, Artistic,
No PastCj No Fold way to mount
Kodak PnntB. A dime brinsa 100
and eamples to try. Write

'

ENGEl. MFG. CO.

Dcpt.23B,4711N.CIarkSt.. Chicago

WANT WORK

AT
^
HOME

Write today.
ARTGRAFT
3900 Sheridan Road.

offer.

Dept. B2.

Sax,

Alec

Francis

and

STUDIOS,
Chicago

Face PowderT ?;i

—

,.

:li

Winters come and go Lablache stays on.
What the complexion needs to protect,
beautify, and preserve Lablache provides.
Economical, clinging, pure, and safe. Delicately fragrant.

—

Two Sizes—50c& $1.00
of druKgists or b>
mail. Flesh, White.
Pink, or Cream.

Refuse
tutes

substi-

— they

may

be dangerous.

Sample Free

BEN LEVY CO.
French Perfumers. Dept

125

I

104

Kingston

St.,

Boston, Mass,

We

whose
sunny

Hampton

lasting

stars.

Mr. Warfield

was loud in praise of this small boy who
can make a veteran of the stage, like himAnd, inciself, weep or laugh at will.
dentally, Jackie first came into notice by
mimicking the distinguished actor. It was
in a Los Angeles theater four years ago.
Annette Kellerman had finished her act
and the audience gave a curtain call for
the whole company. Coogan, Sr., happened
to be among those present in the act, and

among those present backstage.
Someone in the company took hold of

people

of

iMagazine

the

Agathe

Zimmer,

among

friendship

—her

customers

a
in

which she

business

conducts.

Money
Zimmer

alone did not induce Miss
to become one of our rep-

resentatives.

do

What

— something

wanted most

she

was something

interesting to

which

or drop at will
be worth while.

would

could

she

pick up

and

still

her magazine business, Miss Zimmer
has found employment for her spare
time work which is as profitable as
it is pleasant.
And she now sends this
message to every woman who may
have a need for more money "The
Magazine Business is the most profitIf
able line to follow that I know of.
you have an hour or two a day or week
to spare and want more money, take
my advice and join the Staff of the
In

—

—

Brewster Publications,"

SPARE TIME OR FULL TIME
Some of our most successful representatives today are men and women who
It is so
started as spare time workers.
easy to get on to and there are so many
people to do business with, that practically all you need at the start is the

The liglits of the movie houses have a
way of coming up just when a fellow's
surreptitiously knocking a briny tear from
That's what haphis manly cheek.
pened to David Warfield at the private
showing of "Long Live the King," in

Miss

remarkable
courage
and
disposition have gained fo^

a

lier

host

other

The cat's out the bag, the clerl^ in the
marriage-license bureau in Baltimore let
Hope
it out.
and Jules E.
Brulatour, New York representative of
the Eastman Kodak Company, director
of Famous-Players Lasky. and multimillionaire are married.
Mr. Brulatour
first became interested in Hope when she
arrived in New York, and determined to
become a movie star, won her way into
his
business office and naively asked:
"Are you the ]\Ir. Brulatour who is a
millionaire?"'
Being satisfied that he was,
she then begged that he help lier to make
good on the screen, with the result that
she is not only a movie star, but the wife
of the millionaire, and the inspiration of
the Hope Hampton Productions, of which
her husband is president. She played the
lead in "The Gold Diggers," her latest
picture, and is now considering the filming of "Irene."

glad to introduce to our

are

readers,

of all

which Jackie Coogan

V

Money At The
Same Time

w ell-known s.

oft'

^

Because

Brings Me

It

"

Eain $18 to $G0 a week RETOUCHING photos. Men or
women. No selling or canvassinii-. We teach vou, puaiantee employment and furnish WORKING OUTFIT FREE.
Limited

Templer

:

W

PreferMy

Pleasure and

as

;

I

Magazine Busi-

off

Hollywood is a dull place now with
John Barrymore returned to New York,

Golden Glint

THAT COST MONEY

the

Bayne appeared in a Aletro production of
the play some years ago. and at the same
time Theda Bara starred in it for Fox.
and

''"

'•'

Juliet"

INDULGE IN HOBBIES

Why

be satisfied
"will" to get ahead.
with a small income when more money
and a business of your own are within
your reach? Join the money class by
sending in the coupon below, today.
-

——

CUT HERE
Subscription Department.

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
175 Duffield Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Please tell me how to
money through your

into

turn

my

spare time

plan.

Name

Jackie

Jackie

and landed him

in

front of the

There the smart
footlights.
gave his version of one of

Warfield's
Charlie Chaplin happened
you know the rest
to be in the audience
of the story.

famous

roles.

—

St.

and No

youngster
City

State

;

.•

•

•

!
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And now

Charlie says that Jackie is
better than he is^ With Chaplin
handling- the megaphone, as a director of
unusual and telling drama, and still flourishing his cane and shoes in filming his
inimitable comedy, that's a debatable ques-

doing

.

With Edna Purviance salvaged

for

feature parts, such as she played in

"A

tion.

^\'oman of Paris," Charlie is left without
Good
a feminine lead for his comedies.

news for the

And

tot this

genuine

VANITY
nnltftA
no A Mighty Bargain.
Uniyd4i0£i
Former
price $8.50. Devoting an entire section of the
"NightLight"

factory to its exclaeive manufacture hasmadethis amazing price possible. Snappy, ap-to-date and beautiful, this
handaome Vanity Case will please the most fastidious.
Madefrom the finestblackmoleskin, inthelustrousPatent
finish over a strong veneer wood frame.
The interior of
the case is lined with beautiful two tone deeigp "Cloth
of Cold." A heavy mitered plate srlass mirror is fixed to
ide of Z'
Handsome French Ivory Toilette Fittinga. A
doahlf* strap hftndli makes it easy to carry. The Bize is e-

7 1-2 in. lonjr. 5 1-2 in. wide
Has the latest Patant
.
Snap Trunk Key Lock as illu trated.
Th« 8r«ata>t featur* of this wonderful caa* la tha Brilliant Elaetric
Bulb «-hiL?b throws a clear [ swerfal liKht into the mirror at the

Milady to correct her appearance
{ darkneflB.
A tiny Tuceaten battery
that will last For montha is oDcealed in the case.
It can be rep'aced at any hardware ati
for 20c. Mahas
Wonderful Gift,
with every Vanity we give a baodaome "Cloth of
Gold" coin and card purse.
SEND NO MONEY Keep your money ri^ht at home; ju^t eend name
and addreaa and yourVanity will come bv return mail. When it
arrivea pay postman J-1. 82 pIoB a f^w pern'^e postaRf^. Yon do
not rJika tintfle pennu msonr Binding Writtan Guarantaa to refund
all yotir money if ynu are pot satiefied is attached tv every Vanity
Caie. SEND TODAY.
touch of a button. It enabl
without beintf at the mercy

s

<
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RICHWINE

£.

CO.. Dept.928

t9 W. iackaon Blvd.
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Have a Satin-Smooth
Hair-Free Skin

\

^HV^^^f
Pir^ ^^Kl

NEET

Brown

Falre
removes hair without slightest danger
to the skin or complexion. Just apply
\
L V
NEET, a dainty cream, as mild as your
favorite cold cream. Spread it on and
^^\dl^r
'
then rinse o£f with clear water. That's
theslsin
all: the hair will be gone, rinsed away, and
Old methleft refreshingly cool, smooth and white!
ods
the unwomanly razor and severe chemical
preparations, have given way to NEET, the accepted
method of well groomed women ever>-where.

With

Virginia

4IPw

^^y

^

Used by physicians. Money back if XEET
falls to please. 50c at Drug and Departmentstores Trial tube 10c by mail.

mind

that

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has registered
a triumph on the screen with his first
The lad is
story, "Stephen Steps Out."
jealous of his individual success and
wants to earn his spurs sans heredity, but
we cant help rejoicing in the fact that he
brings a new edition of the Fairbanks
smile to the silversheet. He is but four-

partnership with ^\'illiam Elliot's sister,
and they are writing a script. It is said
that it is going to be difficult to get stories
suitable for this distinctive, youthful star
and, evidently, he is taking matters in his
own hands.

deepest

Facts Before You Enroll in Any School
Ask the Advertising Manager of the leading newspapers in your city, anywhere in the United
States, Canada. England or Australia about
.

Meyer Both Company— let them

tell

us. Write for our illustrated book
about the success of our students for
mailing
four cents in stamps
half the cost of

—

—

COMPANY
MEYER BOTH
of Art Instruction
Department

Micbitii Ave. at lOth SL, Deri 68,

,^cal

irtisU

CHICAGO, ILL

Eotr)«i>I f'"i*>- $<"'< ''">'
laeii eir [radutes. Write at.

Nele— Te Art lad

or your money back

GetthisWonderfuIBook

without man
cost
^ho

It is written by the
has
trained many of the world's greatest strong men.
It tells you how to

devehip.
Vitality,

Energy, Endurance,

Nerve

Strength, Muscular
Strength, Perfect Physique.
JI,v
new 64-page book, "Building
Better Bodies" is just off the pnss.
contains tlie kind of <-learly
It
written information you want, including 30 half-tone illusiratioos of
ni.v
pupils^ nnw among the professional ranks.
It tells you. if you
are weak or underdeveloped, how to
grow strong; if strong, how to grow
stronger. It explains how to develop
the lungs and muscles a strong
heart
and vigorous digestion in
short, how to improve health and strength
internally as well as e.vtemally. If yoD will
send me lOt;. in coin or stamps to help pay
postage and wrappinir. I will mail you a
copy at once. Send TODAY-NQW.

—

PROF. TITUS
as

he

is

today

PROF. H. W. TITUS,

lOS

E.

13th

Dept.

St.,

New York

—

70

City

Mr. Holubar was num-

the brilliant young directors,
preparing to direct Blanche

among

own

in

Mill." when the sand ran
hour-glass.

"The
low

in

Prevents
^^Flyiiig

The Farnums are working a three-toone partv. Dustin has filmed "The Man

Who Won,"

and "Kentucky

Days,"

all

"The

virile,

Alma Rubens and Dr. Daniel Carson
Goodman are married. Cupid got in his
work while Aliss Rubens was rehearsing
for "Thoughtless ^\"omen,"
to the screen as "What's

Woinen?"

Dr.

the clinging-vine

Goodman
type,

Wash

your hair as often as you
now, and don't worry about its

like

untidy appearance.

Both men and women know the
value of STACOMB. After a shampoo you can comb your hair just as
you like it and it will stay neatly

combed
Adds

all

Women

and we

Tubes

— 35c
—

Jars
75c
Send coupon for Free Trial Tu^e.
STANDARD LABORATORIES.

Inc.

Fourth and Spruce Streets. St. Louis. Mu^ioori, Dept. 4-M.
Ple^

Name

Miss Rubens now has been signed for
the feminine lead in "Blood and Gold,"

soft.

STACOMB keeps

in, and is an excellent aid
oermanent waving.
At all drug counters.

strong for
have been

We

and leaves the hair

find that

the curl
to

which comes

analvzing the characters that Miss Rubens
has plaved to determine whether she fills
believe that time will prove
the bilL
that she does.

day.

luster

Wrong With
is

Hair" Even

After Washing

^Nlille's

current season— "The Gun Fighter,'' but
the latter is said to be a hummer-dinger
of the Golden West.

struction is the difference between successful fact
and experimental theory This well paid profession equally
open to men and women. Home study instruction.

i

to

success. This nationally known organization
each year produces and sells to advertisers over
15.000 commercial drawings. Meyer Both in-

of

Avoid substitutes.
from Derma- Viva
Chicago, if your

dealer does not supply
you.

ability as a producer and will
allow him much' latitude, the planning of
pictures ten years ahead, if necessarj'.

largest
Organization in the

you about

Co.,

death

Grail,"
two-fisted dramas, while
William has but a single picture for the

lling

60c

press, the news of Allen
comes to us and our
sympathy goes out to Dorothy

As we go
Holubar's

you an unusual opportunity for
practical training, based upon twenty-three years

the

less.

I

De

offers

)

Either at
home or in public the attractive whiteness of your
skiu causes comments of
admiratiou.
used iu
Is
place of powder, has better effect, but does not
show or rub off. Harm-

Famous-Players Lasky have signed a
contract with Cecil B. De Mille covering
Mr. De Alille
all his future productions.
will resume active duty as director-general
of the company, duties from which he
asked to be relieved three years ago. This
contract, without time limit, indicates the
confidence that the company has in Mr.

Meyer Both Company, the

if

flesh,

while or bruiittte.

m

and was
Sweet and Malcolm McGregor

ART

Dtrma-Viva

i'ou use

teen years, shy, slim, tall beyond his years,
and of fair skin and hair and bright blue
eyes, so his coloring is not a hand-medown from the elder Doug. Doug, Jr.,
hasn't reached the love-lorn stage yet and
\ows he never will have a sweetheart
o t h e r, but
other than his 1 a d y Meanwhile he has formed a working

Phillips, his wife.

IPIVe Teach"
f COMMERCIAL

"

Red, Brown or
Dark Face, Neck,
Hands or Arms
— Will in one minute —

A

his

Cet

—in one minute—

become a beautiful white

Jackie always brings to

Human

World

Beautiful Dainty
White Skin for You

other baby genius, Peggy, and vice versa.
Baby Peggy was the wonder of Broadway
during her visit to New York, and that's
saying something. She's back on the
Coast now deep in the filming of "Captain
The story deals with an old
Januan,-."
sea captain who adopted a child he saved
lucky old sea dog, we
from shipwreck.
say, to play opposite Baby Peg.

bered

H»Bnib»lPbar.Co.,6250liTe,StLom«, Mo.

Commercial Art

ladies
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nd

roe free trial tube.
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Your Figure
Has Charm Only

as

You Are Fully Developed

BEAUTY OF FORM

Bust Pads and Ruffles
never look natural or feel right. They are really
harmful and retard development. You should add
to your physical beauty by enlarging your bustform to its natural size. This is easy to accomplish
with the NATIONAL, a new scientific appliance that
brings delightful results.

you wish a beautiful, womanly figure, write for a
copy of the treatise by Dr. C. S. Carr, formerly published in the Physical Culture Magazine, entitled:
"The Bust— How It May Be Developed." Of this
method Dr. Carr states:
it will bring: about a developof the busts quite astonishing."

"Indeed,

This valuable information, explaining the causes of non-development, together with photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlargement by this method, will be sent FREE to
every woman who writes quickly. Those desiring book sent sealed, enclose 4c postage.

most suitable for the intense
and Miss Goudal is more
than satisfied, as a new assignment takes
her to Hollywood, and prrniuction there
is

Oh, Jackie came near having a little
It was rumored all about that the
Coogan family was going to adopt
Priscilla Moran, but instead Priscilla's
dad kept her, and organized the Priscilla
Moran Production Coinpany. The company will produce in Hollywood. Priscilla
sister.

made

a decided hit in "Daddies."

Farina, the dusky little star of the "Our
Gang" comedies, has developed marvelous
conversational powers. No matter what
is, at psychic intershe rolls her dark orbs around to
the corners of her lids and chirps "Lot
o' Inmk
lot o' bunk."
(Maybe she's right
more than half the time.) Another of
lier choice expressions used during the
screening of the stories by Mr. McGowen,
the director, is:
"O. K., Mr. McGowen?"
To which Mr. McGowen invariably replies:
"O. K., Farina."

CLARINDA, IOWA

:

;

Little M.^ry Arthur,
will play Florence in

^yOUR FUTURE

little

what

your future h.TS in store
for you?
Whom you will
niarrj' ?
Love ? Luck ? Suc-

V

ct-'ss?

Send

name,

address,

We'll tell you
you should
marry. We'll also send complete reading of your character.
Palmistry book tells how to read character
FUEE with every nrder. I'ay postman
only 9Sc. plus postage on arrival for complete outfit.
Character Studies. Inc., 46 W. 24th St.. Dept. 329. N.Y.C.
date of birth.
type

pnpC
rntC

of

mate

—

—

tnsirutnenis
copyriehted system of teaching note
We have a
ch locality we will give ifree a $20
superb Violin, TL-nor Banjo'. UkuleleQj Hawaiian-Guitar, Banjo, ManBanjo-Ukulele,
Banjo-Mane
njo-Mandolin, Comet or Banjo-Guitar absodolin. __
,lutely free. Alao teach Piano and Orisran. Very small charge foi
Four lessons will teach you several pieces. Over
lessons only.
200, OuO successful players. We euarantee success or no charge.
Complete outHt free. Write today, Dept, 139.
rio obligation.

A HOTEL EXECUTIVE

Earn $2500 to $12000 a Year
vii4

Opportunities for trained wen
leoniea. .SO.OOO wanted this year by leadi ng
liotels; no previous experience nece.-^^^ary.
More positions open than we can fill.
Good pay. Pleasant surroundings. Meals
Splendid
and often room furnished.
chance for advancement to responsible,
executive positions.
Prepare at home, in spare time. Cost modrrate.
Bill

terms easy.

Writi- Indaii for Free Booklet H-161.

STANDARD BUSINESS TRAINING INSTITUTE
Carlton Court.

SUngerland School of Music. 1 815 Orchard

St.. Chicago.

Florence

is

the whiinsical

busybody of the story who, with her

boy cousins, keeps things at boiling point,
because she imitates the grown-ups before
slie has the head for it.
Mary Arthur's
mother is said to have organized and
directed the first motion-picture company
accredited to any woman in this country.

METAPAD

Supports and Binds the Front Arch
For Morton Toe, cramping of
enlarged

little

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

III.

Quickly Relieves Metatarsal Arch Affections

By Faith Baldwin
Here Tragedy and Comedy may wear
The parti-colored motley of Despair,
And joyous Hope; and Laughter's minion

toes,

gapes

toe joints, sole calluses
in

and spreading of foot. Worn
any shoe, under or over

With wonder

stocking. Any other
foot
troubles ?
particuFull
lars
plain
in
envelope.
C. R. ACFIELD, Dept. PK.,

We

at his

watch him,

own amazing

skilful,

stumble

japes.

on the

screen,

And somehow
1328 B roadway, New York

Buffalo, N. Y.

m

Give Your Skin
New

sweet and thirteen,
Booth Tarkington's

.

ACFIELD'S
BE

in

Alma

colorful role,

"Gentle Julia."

DO TOU KNOW

mentioned

vals,

If

Dept. 205

Rubens

originally

with Jetta Goudal.

the subject discussed

FREE BEAUTY BOOK

THE OLIVE COMPANY

was

connection

has long been her ambition.

can be cultivated just the same as flowers are
made to blossom with proper care. Woman,
by nature refined and delicate, craves the
natural beauty of her sex. How wonderful to
be a pel feet woman!

ment

a part that

fancy Life has ever been
Barrel-Organ, singing, day by day,
The ancient tunes, the tunes both grave
and gay.

A

And

Now

he that turns the crank at such a pace
masks him with the monkey's wistful

face,

Or now reveals the
And antics, earnest,

Beauty

The

feet,

unique

;

organ-grinder's soul
in the dual role.

the smile that cloaks a

tear.

BE.WTY
nothing

specialists
is

so hard on

agree

that
as

The deprecating shrug at blow or jeer,
The eager hope beneath Misfortune's rule.

tlie sliin

liard water; also that nothing helps
so much to keep the skin soft and
dainty as ^vater that has been truly
.Sprinkle Bathasweet into
softened.
your tub anil wash bowl regularly for

Just a few weeks and inevitably you
will notice your skin take on o softea-,
lovelier charm. .And at the same time
you will enjoy the luxury of bathing
in water that is sweet-scented as a
flower garden the favorite luxury of
fastidious women. Yet Bathasweet is
25e, .50c and ^1 at
so inexpensive.

—

And

us, around the weary earth
Created harbors of astounding mirth.
Tricks that display, for all their common

^^

lOc.-can sent free if you mail this
coupon with name and address to
Welch Co., Dept. M., New York

C. S.

BATHASWEET
1U6

the tricks of this Beloved Fool

That have, for

good Drug and Department Stores.

I

all

touch.

The

brooding
much.

genius

that

has

suffered

—
inel

I

MABAZINE
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(y4jaml0UsMwJpanifh jiquU
'flakes any hair naturally curly
in 2o minutes
The Spanish

Beggar's

know me.

Priceless Gift
by

"The day before
goodby and pressed

Winnifred Ralston

the day we started to school. Charity
FROM
Winthrop
were called the tousled-

and

I

Our

hair simply wouldn't behave.
As we grew older the hated name still clung
to us. It followed us through the grades and
into boarding school. Then Charity's family
moved to Spain and I didn't see her again
until last New Year's eve.
A party of us had gone to the Drake Hotel
for dinner that night. As usual I was terribly
hair twins.

embarrassed and ashamed of
Horribly self-conscious
table, scarcely touching

I

It seemed that
derful, lustrous, curly hair

—

hair.

was

my

were home.

my

sitting at the
food, wishing I

everyone had wonbut me and I felt

they were all laughing or worse, pitying me
"behind my back.
eyes strayed to the dance floor and there
I saw a beautiful girl dancing with Tom
Harvey. Her eye caught mine and to my surprise she smiled and started toward me.
About this girl's face was a halo of golden curls.
I think she had themost beautiful hair I ever saw.
face must have turned scarlet as I compared
it mentally with my own straggly, ugly mop.
Of course 3'ou have guessed her identity
Charity Winthrop, who once had dull straight
hair like mine.
It had been five long years since I had seen
her. But I simply couldn't wait. I blurted out
"Charity Winthrop tell me what miracle
has happened to your hair?"
She smiled and said mys-

My

My

—

—

—

teriously,

"Come

room and

I will tell

to

"Miguel, the beggar, always occupied the end bench of
the south end of the plaza. T always dropped a few
centavos in his hat when I passed and ke soon grew to

my

you the

whole story."

Madrid

I left

I

stopped to bid him

a gold coin in his palm."

**Hija viia,^^ he said, "You have been verv kind to an
old man. Dis^amelo (tell me) senorita, what it is your heart

most

desires.**

"I laughed

at, the idea,

hair is straight
curly'."

and

dull.

then said jokingly, *Miguel, my
I would have it lustrous and

—

''Otpatnff senorita" he said
"Many years ago a
Castilian prince was wedded to a Moorish beauty. Her
hair was black as a raven's wing and straight as an arrow.
Like you, this lady wanted los -pflos rizos (curly hair).
Her husband ofFered thousands of pesos to the man who
would fulfill her wish. The prize fell to Pedro t)\cdroz,ii.ero.
Out of roots and herbs he brewed a potion that converted
the princess' straight, unruly hair into a glorious mass
of ringlet curls.
"Pedro, son of the son of Pedro, has that secret today.
Years ago I did him a great'ser\-ice. Here you will find
him, go to him and tell your wish."
"I called a fOcA^and gave the driver the address Miguel

had given me.
"At the door of the apothecary shop, a funny old hawknosed Spaniard met me. I stammered out my explanation. When I finished, he bowed and vanished into his
store. Presently he returned and handed me a bottle.

—

could hardly wait until I reached
home. When I was in my room alone, I took down my
hair and applied the liquid as directed. In twenty minutes,
not one second more, the transformation, which you have
noted, had taken place.
"Come, Winnifred apply it to your own hair and see

"Terribly excited

I

—

what

it

can do for you."

Twenty minutes
mirror

I

later

as

could hardly believe

My

I

looked

my

eyes.

into

The

Charity's
impossible

tells

old plaza where
strollct^ after my siesta.
little,

time only, no-profit distribution of the regular $3.50 size
of our Spanish Curling Liquid.
The actual cost of preparing
and compounding this Spanish Curling Fluid, including
bottling, packing and shipping
is SI. 87. We have decided to
ship the first bottle to each

'

new user at actual cost price.
You do not have to send one

.

" ""^ ^"^
penny in advance. Merely fill
out the coupon below then pay the postman
SI .?7 plus the few cents postage, when he delivers
the liquid. If you are not satisfied in every way,
even this low laboratory fee will be refunded
promptly. This opportunity may never appear
again. Miss Ralston urges that you take advantage of it at once.

—

CENTURY CHEMISTS
(Originators ofthefamous40Minutc Beauty Clay)

Please send me in plain wrapper, by insured
parcel post, a ful size )53. 50 bottle of Liquid Marcelle (Spanish Curling Liquid)
I will pay postman SI. 87, plus few cents postage, on deliverv-.
with the understandng that if, after a five-day
trial, I am not elated with the results from this
magic curling fluid, I may return the unused contents in the bottle, and you wiU immediately
return my money in full.

My

faced a
often

I

Marcd

(only one to a family)

We are offering for a Hmited

CENTURY CHEMISTS

They experimented on

Matchless

Profit Distribution
of $3.50 Bottles

noticed the change. Never did I have such a glorious
night. I was popular. Men clustered about me. I had
hair was curly and beautiful,
never been so happy.
I asked Charity's permission to
take a sample of the Spanish liquid
to my cousin at the Century Laboratories.
For days he worked,
analyzing the liquid. Finally, he
solved the problem, isolated the
two Spanish herbs, the important

women and

A

No

Send'NoMoney—Simth SignandMailCoupon

of the

beggar's gift
"Our house in Madrid

told

You can imagine xhz amazement of the others in the
party when I returned to the ballroom. Everybody

dull, straight hair

Lovely Curls

—

my

cousin I did not want one penny for
the information I had given him.
I did make one
stipulation, however. I insisted that he introduce the
discovery by selling it for a limited time at actual
laboratory cost plus postage so that as many women as
possible could take advantage of it. This he agreed
to do.
Don't delay another day. For the Century Chemists
guarantee satisfaction or refund your money.
I

had wound itself
into curling tendrils. My head was a mass of ringlets and
waves. It shone with a lustre it never had before.

had happened.

ingredients.

Qharity

Take advantage oftheirgenerous trial offer

710

710

W.

Jackson Blvd., Chicago

W. Jackson

Dept. 484

Blvd., Chicago

-

Name

_

fifty

the results were simply astounding. Now the Century
Chemists are prepared to supply
the wonderful Spanish Curling
Liquid to women everywhere.
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Thistledown
(Continued from page 34)

would have emerged upon them blinking,
which beamed from a little house adorning,
like a jeweled crown, the crest of the hill.

A RAILWAY

The

TRAFFIC INSPECTOR
UP $
TO 250 £.11

EARN

POSITIOK GUARANTEED
big opportunities for trained men in tliis new,
outdnor work;
Healthful,
profession.
or remain near home; something new every
CiiMlacI wiUi liigh
day.

Many

uncioudeU
travel

railway ofBcials.
Start at $110 per Mo.,
eKlienses paid, afler 3
nios. spare-Iiinostudv at

Hundreds

lionie.

(jfsui--

eessfnl Kradnates,
You
can't help but succeed!

POSITION GUARANTEED
Our guarantee states that
tuition

you

be refunded

trill

YOU TAKE NO RISK
we don't secure you
a position after comIdeting course we re-

If

to

upon graduation,

if.

not obtained for
you. paying at ieast $2 JO
per mo. and expenses.
position

is

Training

easy, nuifli. You can
easily dualify. Send
today for full de-

We
men

for positions open.

/

free. Bookfull parli<'uin
Italhvay

let

STANDARD

/

BUSINESS
TRAINING

about

course
TralMc Inspection.
lars

/

/.

INSTITUTE,
8u«alo,N.Y.

The woman, who was

a few applications of this wonder working lotion has cleared faces
of pimples, blackheads,
irp acne eruplirtns on the face or
*^^ ' body, enlarged pores, oily or

When

shiny skin, you can

why CLE AB- TONE

and approved

^

||

realize

has been
in oyer

100,000 Test Cases.
simplicity of the treatment.

How

The Story of

I Cured

My-

my

self are all explained in
free booklet. Write for yoor copy
Joday and learn of the results got- *»
ten by thoosands of men and women, wj

222

Let

the

Perfect
the

World's

Tuir,

thf

,i,„iiN„n,;il

MOST PEH-

Koild's

reccivhiri

SlOOn.OO FIRKT
Xo other ninn

PrtlZES.

stolen

physically perfect develop your power of will
Prof.
disease
Atlas will show you how.
Send for new amazing 64-

overcome
page book

It

of

Address

PROF. CHARLES ATLAS
©6 Fifth Ave., Suite 244, N. Y.City

TURN YOUR TALENT INTO

Wanted by ProdutLefs

A vafuable money

—

making: field

Try it! Mail us stories or ideas, in any FORM, at
once for FKEE examination, criticism and adrice.
VVe gire oin- honest services to amateurs who would
^convert their thoughts into DOLLARS. No ex-j

J

,

^•^^^^^^

perience necessary.
F'ee booIcJet f^ent on reQuest

Continental Photoplay Studio
iS4 Nassau St., New York
Suite 1112-14, Dept. H.

BEAUTYPEEL

^^^^^^B^l

UNMASKS YOUR

'HIDDEN' BEAUTY"
CREATES BEAUTIFUL COMPLEXION BY PEELING OFF
tin, freckles, blemishes, pimples, blackheads, liver
spots, wrinkles, acne, muddy, oily skins. NON-ACID
I

Pat.) lotion. Painless, harmless. Effects astounding.

TRIAL COSTS NOTHING

Wji'stojaj

and FREE B autypeel Beauty Book.
DEAUTYPEEL CO., Dept. 203, EL PASO, TEX.

Trial

f

lOS

Offer

nice

and

MEXICAN DIAMONDS and you never knew It a MEXICAN DIAMOND FREE: you risk nothing.:

Test

Wear

It

seven days side by

see any difference, sand

it

side with a genuine

bach;

it

wont

diamond.

If

you

cost you a cent.

z:'

TO INTRODUCE!
HALF PRICE
new
we Quote
To

customers,
Introduce to
these prices*-.
all you pay and Just hall our calalox pricas.
$2.«3N«. 1— Lacies 1 ct. Solitaire, fine I4k gold f.
No. 2— Gents Heavy Tooth Belcher. 1 ct.gem. 14k gold t 5.2$;
No. 3~Ladles 3 stone Duchess ring, fine plallno (Inlsh. two6/8 ct. first water MeJt. diamonds, one blue sapphire. S.90
No. 4— Gents Ex. Heavy Gypsy ring, platlno finish, black

which are

.

.

.

water Mex. Diamond.
*.9t
Just send name, address and slip of
paper that meets around ring
SEND NO
Say which ring you want. We ship
finger
__nger to show size. S
On arrival, deposit price with postman, if
promptly.
you decide not to keep It. return in 7 days and wa'll raftmd
your monay. Writ* TODAY. Agents wanted.
Inlay

on

sides:

1

7/8 ct. first

MONEY

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO
M.P.
US CRUCES. N. Ma

Otft.

Ezclusiot Controllers of Mexican Diamonds for 18 yeart.

NEW

LIQUID

y

MAKE-

UP FOR THE EYES
Gives Instant Beauty to
Lashes and Brows
At last Science lias perfected a liquid make-up
Tears,
for the eyes that is really water-proof.
bathing, perspiration cannot affect it.
It goes on evenly for it is applied with a glass
rod that comes with each package and dries instantly.
It contains a natural oil which stimulates growth, .so that the lashes won't break ofif
or
Easy to use, instantly
become brittle.
effective.

Makes

lashes look luxuriant, brows well arched
Try Lashbrovv Liquid today. Is
all good Toilet goods counters every-

and groomed.
on sale at
where.

For

FREE TRIAL

introductory

purposes,

we

will

send

jou

quickly
Lashbrow Pomade, which
growth of the brows and lashes.
announcement, enclose 10c to cover
cost of packing and shipping and send it at once
to Lashbrow Laboratories, Dept. 182, 37 West
20th Street, New York City.
stimulates
Clip this

the

!"

at

little

that,

smile,

—

WRITE FOR THE MOVIES
MONEY
Stofl'.ES

is

and
albeit a queer
Dolly moved toward
the telephone which looked an odd intruder upon an old-time table.
Briggs spoke again, her tone taking
on an added austerity.
"There was another call. Miss Dolly
from the city. Mr. King phoned."
Dolly's brow puckered with annoyance.
"Long distance again well, I guess it

rlaiiit this title.

now.

money

-

test of sld«

Noted experts positively

liroduct.

Smiling

opportunity of learning
uiese rare secrets of becoming physically perfect. Do
con

Dolly,

your 'buts,' " the girl
"You and Anna are two of a

you

complex

extraordinai'y
living pictures of
specimens of perfect manhood. Enclose 10 cents to
cover wrapping and mailGrasp this
ing charges.
full

Miss

—

—
—

Be

FECT Man.

Stand Intense acid

free a generous supply of Lashbrow Liquid. And
we will include a trial size of another Lashbrow

broke in.
kind and hopeless now I must call her
up and assure her I've not strayed or beei;

Energy

and

Health

it?"

"Oh,

Radiant

to

wore the

she said you left the inn long ago, and
-She knew you didn't
she was worried.
have the car, and were walking."
"Dear old Anna," lightly, "she insists
on her worry, tho Leon assures her it's
bad for her digestion !"'
".\nna's not the only one that worries,"
said the elderly maid, rather severely.
"Why, Briggs, what 've you got to
worry about? You're sure of your salary
each month there was many a time you
weren't, and you were a peach, but it's
pretty nice to know the money's coming in,

"Yes,
"
but

Most

Man Show You

Way

elderly,

—

E. S. GIVENS
KAMSAS CIH, MO.
CHEMICAL BLD6.

Prof. Charles .Mhis

fire.

comparison with genuine.

»ld«

need their experience to detect any difference whatever. Per-:
haps the gems you admire on your closest friends are:

garb and the aspect of an une.xceptionably
trained maid, her tone was a blend of
respect and reproach, as she said
"Anna's been telephoning, Miss Dolly

isn't

tiro

by

Young Daggett on many counts would
have been amazed could he have watched
But Dolly evinced no agitation when a
step sounded and a woman entered.

City....

The

dazzling play of ralnboi*

her.

SI reel.

tested

have delighted thousands of customers for 18 years. They
positively match genuine dlamonlfo.
Same perfect cut, same

I

J^ame

.
.

signs of habitation inside the cottage
the oil-lamps which made a mellow illumination for the c|uaintly low-ceilinged
room, the simple, old-fashioned furniture
which must have been original Colonial
stuff, but surprisingly clean and in order,
and the cheerful open fire which had been
freshl}- replenished with logs.
The intrepid girl made herself quite at
home she flung her cape over a rushbottomed chair and went and stretched
she
out her hands to the grateful blaze
glanced round her with a little sigh of
content her eyes held a musing look and
now and then she frowned, but her lips
half-smiled.
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simple,

Is

fund

lights

threw out an unexpected and incongruous
welcome, but Dolly walked on toward
them trustfully she walked straight on to
the front door and, without a knock or a
ring, opened the door and entered.
Nor did she appear surprised at the

serves us right,
telephone into our
"I must say I
veniences myself,"

Briggs,

for

putting

a

heavenly retreat."
like

modern con-

the

"I
responded Briggs.
like electricity and gas, too, and plenty
And if those things were
of hot water.
put in, this place wouldn't be so bad. Not
that I'd want you to," she added hastily

"not at the price."
"Oh, it wouldn't cost so terribly much,
Briggs I could afford it."
"That isn't what I meant. Miss Dolly,"
sighing heavily.
Dolly didn't ask what she meant.
"You should cultivate a love for simple
this
beauties and for atmosphere, Briggs
But maybe
place reeks with atmosphere
some day we'll fi-x it up thru and thru
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we

only

mustn't spoil

then, wouldn't you?"
"I'd love it just as

it.

it

You'd love

it

Miss Dolly,

if

"

is,

p

I

"

only vou'd
Doilv interrupted her with a grimace.
"We'll, what did Mr. King have to say?"
she asked.

"He

didn't leave a message, he

said he

And Bnggs' inagain."
so rigorously disapproving
flection was
that Dolly laughed.
.
,
nr
"You dont care particularly for Mr.
would

phone

,

King, do you, Briggs?"
flashy
"No, I cant say I care for those
gentlemen."
s
"He's kind and sincere, Bnggs— he
been awfully kind to me."
"He's flashy," repeated Briggs.
calls up
"Well," said Dolly, "when he
I didn t
again, vou may say I'm out.
come up here in the woods to converse
with New York every day."
Her pucker of annoyance had returned.
was lying
sheaf of tvpewritten sheets
the papers
on the table, and she fingered
The ring on her finger
irresolutely.
Ihen
deepened.
flashed, and her frown
script, rather
she put a magazine over the
offending object
forcefully, as if to put an
sight.
out of mind as well as out of
gleamed.
But the ring on her finger still
broodAnd her eves were on the rmg,called up
debonair voice she
,

.

,

A

ingly, as in a
Anna to reassure her.
That night Dolly slept

old

in

one of the

Bosupstairs bedchambers of the De
Before she blew out her
sert cottage.
time at a
candle she sat a considerable
Sound
dormer-window, gazing out at the
little

Her musings must have
now she would frown
would smile and now she

at the stars.

and

varied,

been

for

and now she
agiwould sigh; at times she looked very
and once suddenly she
angry,
tated,
guiltlaughed out loud, then looked round
And finally
ily to see who had laughed.
look
her eyes took on the faraway dreamy
in any girl s eyes
it is no tare thing to see
that look which is visualizing some
seen;
"face— or some dream-face never
which is conjuring the sound of some voice
or some dream-voice never heard.
time or
It is a look that comes, some
another, in almost any girl's eyes.
But after she blew out her candle, Dolly
went off^ almost at once into a sound deep

—

.
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felt the sensations of her dream: a sense
as of wings thrumming in the air, and a
dizzy .sense of lightness within herself
feeling as if something within her had

suddenly found wings and was trying to
fly away. ...
In her dream a young man had kissed
her
a young man with fair wind-tossed
hair and audacious blue eyes and strangely, in her dream, she had felt no shame
or anger, only that sense of thrumming
wings.
Waking, realizing, she sat suddenly bolt
upright. "For goodness sake !" she gasped,
Then she rubbed the
horror-stricken.
back of her hand violently across her
mouth, in a panic of wrath and shame.
And several hours later, eating breakfast,
she once made the same violent
gesture, of>ropos of nothing in particular.
And tho no one was present to hear her,
not even Briggs, she mumbled fiercely
"I hope your own mouth stings worse
!"
I'm sorry I didn't slap you harder
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If it was Hi Daggett she was so vindictively addressing, she might, nevertheless, have been interested to hear the talk
going on, at about that same time, at his
own breakfast-table. For iho talk involved herself tho young Hi, who was

—
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reticent in his domestic setting, did not
remotely suspect it.
He had descended to breakfast in a

mood which the sombre Daggett
dining-room did not help to enliven. The
room was big to vastness, and the table
so huge that it seemed two, seated at it,
must lift their voices and shout across the
spaces.
Everything in the room was in
keeping heavy,
ornate and
depressing.
Young Hi had often begged to have the
red-plush window-hangings removed, but
his sister voted down the sacrilege.
"Fairfield has too little atmosphere as
it
is," declared Miss Julia.
"I shall not
be one to destroy any part of it."
When Miss Julia's father had acquired
the most imposing Colonial inansion on
"the .\venue" for his family-seat, an earlier
rich acquisitor had already had his sacrilegious way with it, but to the elder Daggett, unhampered by tradition, its goldand-crimson magnificence had appealed
and to Miss Julia, tho she longed to
embrace the most ancient traditions of
Fairfield for her very own, this magnificence had become of itself a cherished
tradition.
She loved every fold of every
sumptuous plush curtain, every inch of
every sumptuous carved cornice and pierglass, ever}- curve and curvature of every
sumptuously padded chair.
She had the courage, too, to maintain
her abode along its own line of prestige.
Miss Julia was a forceful woman. Some
people said it was a pity she were not the
dispirited
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and if affection and concern were
bottom of her own attitude toward
him. her purpose was frustrated as so
often happens! by her methods.
"I see you have no appetite this mornsister;

So as to enable every
fat man or woman to
benefit by the amazing
French
which

"You
ing," she commented at breakfast.
haven't touched your eggs,"
"No, I'm not hungry," pouring another
glass of white rock,
"I suppose

you were hitting

it

to

by the absence of his genial
his mouth looked discontented in
repose and the clouded ej-es looked
lost

—

And at the corners of that mouth
sulky.
and "those eyes the morning light revealed
almost invisible, but which
tiny lines,
should not have been visible at all in the
face of so young a man.
Miss Julia regarded him sharply. She
bore an evasive "family resemblance" to
her brother, yet in a curious way did not
It was probably a
resemble him at all.
matter of expression, and that subtle thing,
She, too, was strongly,
"personality."
heavily built, but in her there was no
plenty of
resilience,
no inner spring
energy, but nothing fluid her coloring and
her features were similar but, in her,
dominance held the place of careless selfconfidence, and an air of set predetermi-

—

with
are

explain,
will
chins,
I
for a limited time only,

night?"

young Hi might have
"spoofed" his highbrow sister for her
lapse into slang, but now his only answer
was a listless shrug. His whole appearHis face and good
ance was listless.

discovery
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now getting rid of flabby hips and double

up again

time
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Despite her personal force and independence, Miss Julia could not forget that
she
the Daggetts did not quite "belong"
had a respectful adoration of the "best
which meant of course the
people"
families more anciently rooted than her
own and Hi's indift'erence on this point
was a perpetual grievance.
On most points, in fact, young Hi's
any
his
lack
of
rather,
or,
attitude
was a grievance to his
definite attitude

last
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son of the family, to control the business
instead of irresponsible young Hi.
She
was many j-ears the older nearing forty
her spare time she devoted to the highbrow
cults and sessions patronized by many notso-young ladies of means and leisure.
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nation held no place for impulse or spontaneous emotion.
Her look now said plainly that she
already knew his answer would be something unfavorable, as she asked
"Where were you all yesterday after-

noon ?"
''Why

d'you want to know that?"
returned young Hi.
"The superintendent 'phoned from the
factory twice once about two o'clock and
again after I got home from the Friends
of Music, well after five. Simpson wanted
to know where you were."

Overnight!
"They used to avoid me when I asked for a
dance. Some said they were tired, otliers
had previous engagements. Even the poorest dancers preferred to sit against tlie

wall rather than dance with me. But I
didn't 'wake up' until a partner left me
standing alone in the middle of the floor.
"That night 1 went home feeling pretty lonesome and mighty

"

he want
"Something very important a long-distance call, an important order."
"Well, I'll see about it this morning,"
'd

—

young Hi.
"Those things shouldn't be put

A

man at the head of a
'this morning.'
should
big business should be in his office
be where he can be kept in touch with, at
Then, again in that tone of exleast."
pecting no good answer

—

"Where were you ?"
"I drove into the city with George Loft,"
he explained, with an air of patience.

"And were

spreeing around with him
hours, I suppose.
That's why you
were not home for dinner."
" Hi began, then sud"No, I came
denly checked himself; an arrested look
held his eyes thoughtful for a second,
then he gulped down his coffee without
finishing his sentence.
"May I have some more coffee, please?"
extending his cup-and-saucer.
"Your hand is not steady," Mis Julia
me you had
"You needn't tell
observed.
!"
nothing to drink last night
She waited, then, as if half-expecting
some explosion. An out-and-out quarrel
was no rare thing between the two Dagthe sister
It was queerly pathetic
getts.
in her heart dreading the youngster's fits
of sulks and of temper, yet over and over,
in her
own fury of helpless concern,
till

.\s

a

How
till

all

:
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have the Murray foundation to ray dancing I
can K-ad and follow perfectly and can master
any new dance after 1 have seen a few of
the stejjs.
"My sister's family have all learned to dance
from the course I bought from you, and it
would do your heart good to see how fine her
little
kiddies dance tt^ether after quickly
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has consented for a limited time only to send FIVK
FKEE LESSONS to all who sign and return the coupon.
Tliese Ave free lessons ai'e yours to keep you need not
return them. They are merely to prove that you caji
learn to dance without music or partner in your own

—

drew the cofifee from the rococco
machine, she went on: "If you must
have wild companions, why dont you
choose them from your own class, at
Why must you run around with
least?
that ordinary Loft boy?"
"Because I like him, maybe," more
"And you should regood-humoredly.
his father could
spect his wealth, Julia

Write for the Ave lessons today

—

are free.

Just

How

How

ARTHUR MURRAY

Studio

A

3.

290 Broadway.

A

New York.

Arthur Murray, Studio 3.
290 Broadway. New York City.
To prove that I can learn to dance at home in one
evening you may send the FIVE FREE LESSONS.
I
enclose 10c (stamps or coin) to pay for the postage,
printing,

etc.

Name
Address
State

City

(Also at 150 Southampton Road, London. England.)
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Masterly English

\

Just send your name, address and
and we will send yoo

fingrer size,

this beautiful

solid gold ring on approvaL
Send no money; pay no C. O. D.
Merely accept the ring and wear it
a week. Then decide either return
the ring and call the deal closed, or
keep it and send only S3. 75 a month
until our cut price of $38.75 is paid.

—

your thoughts in the stronRest pussible way. No
matter what you do real command of English will help
you to your Koal. Stop making mistakes in spelling,
punctuation, pronunciation. Increase your vocabulai'y.

ing:

WONDERFUL INVENTION

(Regular $50.00 value.)

Only 16 minutes a day with Sherwin Cody's New
Invention--Hrd you can actually SKE your English
improve. It teaches by HABIT--makes it easier to do
the RIGHT way. Wonderful self-correcting lessons
include Spelling. Punctuation, Grammar, and Expression.

TRPP
^"^^
^—-—^

BOOK ON ENGLISH
AND 15 MINUTE TEST

genuine diamond*

14K

'iC'tf'

i^ckof

Genuine

Diamondd
i

angu E

.

i||MEN'SBING||

' }/
^"Z-LT",
costmgyou ,t
thousands

of dollars every year. See what Mr. Cody can do for you. It costs nothing to rind out. Mail a postal card or letter this very minnte for free
book. "How to Speak and Write Masteily English." and 15 Minute
Test, which you can take in your own home.
It will prove a revelation to you. WRITE NOW. Address
Stierwln Cody School of English, 402 Searte Building. Rochester, N. Y.

Each ring is solid 14K green gold, with
18K white gold top, exquisitely hand engraved andf set with b fine, large, extra
brilliant, perfectly cut. blue-white gen*
Uine diamond. Order now— at oncel
Send name, address and finger size. Also
kindly give your age and occupation and
say whether you want ladies' or meo'a
ring. Write today!

Harold Lachman Co.

;

US out, I expect."
"His father that plumber !" scornfully.
"That's why he could buy us out there's
money in plumbing these days," with his
"But you're exaggerating,
wicked grin.
my dear Julia Mr, Loft is a manufacturer of plumbing supplies, not a plumber."
"He started life as a plumber everyone knows it." Then
"You've absolutely
no regard for your position in life."
"Well, how did Grandpa Daggett start?"
queried Hi.
"He was a grocery-clerk,
wasn't he ?"
Iniy

— they

enclose 10c (stamps or coin) to paj cost of postage, printing, etc.. aJid the lessons will be promptly mailed to you.
You will receive: (1) The Secret of Leading. (2)
to
to Gain Contidi iiee. (4)
Follow Succe.sstully. (3J
Lesson in Waltzing.
Fascinating Fox-trot Step. (5)
Don't hesitate.
You do not place yourself under any
obligation bv sending for the free lessons. Write today.

home.

Every time you speak or write jou show just what you
are.
Mistakes in English reveal you as a person who
lacks education and refinement.
Lack of
language power prevents you from present-

she

Ar-

—

decided to tease her, instead.
"Who said I had nothing to drink last
night?— I didn't tell you that, did I?"
"You dont have to tell me," snapped
Miss Julia, "not if you were with that

As

and

Popular

HowtoSpeakandWrite

silver

Star,

thur Murray,
the 'lC o r I d ' s

"Being a good dancer has made me popular and sought
I am invited everywhere.
No more dull evenings no
bitter
disappointments!
My whole life is bright_er and
happier.
And I owe it all to Arthur Miu-ray!
"I was astonished to see hnW quickly one learns all of
the latest steps through your diagrams and simple instrucafter.

grimly bringing them on.
For a minute it looked as if Hi were
keeping his temper with an effort. Then
he half-grinned at her; evidently he had

Loft boy!"

Posed hy Miss

Ann Forrest,
Famous Movie

At first I
soeial suceess I was a first-class failure.
wouldn't believe that j'ou could teach by mail because I always had
the i(l( a that one must go to a dancing class to learn. But I figured
I could risk 10c
esBecialh' since you guaranteed to teach me.
blue.

said

off
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*'How IBecame Popular
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"What

I

20O

So. Peoria Street .„
ChlCBSOf IIW

Oept. 1 522

—

—

—

:

"Your grandfather saved his money, and
he always had a vision before him," Miss
Julia replied with dignity.
"As times
changed and methods of distribution became wholesale, he could visualize a new
industry millions on millions of paper-

—

—

box containers. He had the vision yes,
and the enterprise
to carry his vision
,^thru.
He was a great man."
!

—

Lei

Me

Tell
p. „
" »

You
_ pJ
t6
•

Would you

like to

know

undej."

^hich Zodiac Sig-n you were born
and what significance it has in

shaping the destiny of your life?
Your opportunities in life, future prospects,
happiness in marriage, your friends, enemies,
Successinallundertakingsandmanyother vital
questions, are indicated through Astrology,
the most ancient and interesting science of
the world.
I have made Astrology my life's work and offer to all readers of this paper the most interesting
astrological interpretations of the Zodiac Sign under which you were born.
If you will send your full name, address and exact date of birth in your own handwriting,
your astrological interpretation will be sent to you in simple language which you can readily
understand,
A great surprise awaits you. Enclose 10 cents to cover cost of this notice and
postage,
Address me personally,— DHASSI

...
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TARA STUDIO,
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Coupon

seems to me there are very few families
country that can afford to be hoitytoity
not any of 'em if they look back
far enough.
Even the De Bosserts. who
are your Bible-^I guess because they're
defunct began as ordinary farmers."
"But they were not ordinary they were
it

in this

—

—

—

of noble blood, true gentry: they could
not help it because they started poor in
"
this country.
They
Suddenly she broke off, and exclaimed

me !"

"Oh, that reminds

was

so unusual for Miss Julia to exclaim, to show excitement, that Hi asked,
curiously
It

:

"What reminds you
"\\'hy,

of what?"

a tenant up

there's

—

the

at

De

Bossert place it was all the talk at the
Friends of Music yesterday everyone was

—

!"

most displeased
"Why on earth

should they be discould there be a

And how

pleased?

anyway, unless it's a squirrel ?
old house has been a ruin for years."
"It's the cottage, I mean
the little
house back up on the hill."
tenant,

tliat

—

"Well, anyone who'd undertake to live
tliat, back in that wilderness, deserves
a medal, it seems to me."
He asked
again
"A\'hat's
the
reason the local
in

—

:

aristocrats

are

displeased

is

patent-

it

medicine or castor-oil, maybe?"

The

Kiss

At home coming — Give
Bring to every greeting a sweet breath.

One May Breath

pleases jou to be vulgar, Hiram.
tenant is the reason she is a
woman, and mysterious," darkly.
".\ mysterious woman
that sounds interesting," commented Hi.
"It

tablet will insure

it.

"

May

it

—

—

odors

You owe it to one another.
Xot merely a perfumed breath

to suggest concealment, but a purer, sweeter breath

—a breath

like spring.

kills nearly every charm.
Cigars or cigarettes may cause it.
Or decaying food between the teeth.

certain foods or drinks.
Breath tablet to guard against

Before any close contact eat a
such offense.

"Naturally it would interest you I only
hope to goodness you wont pick up an
acquaintance with her and start hanging
around there !"
"Mustn't put such ideas in my head,
Julia, or I might follow 'em out."
Then
"What's the mysterious woman like, and
?"
what makes her mysterious
"Well, no one has seen her close or
met her she seems to avoid making local
acquaintances. Mrs. Blake thought it only
her duty as a minister's wife to make one
call, but a maid came to the door and very
freezingly said her mistress was not at
home. .'\nd someone was playing a piano
and singing at that very minute
that was
enough for Mrs. Blake
But she said the
place seemed to have been straightened
amazingly for so short a time, the
:

—

Bad breath

Or aii'ected teeth or gums.
Or a stomach disorder. Or

—

But the

May

!

—

!

j\Iay Breath does not merely cover up the trouble, by hiding one odor
with another. It is an antiseptic mouth wash put into tablet form.
It combats the odor, whether from the
It purifies as well as deodorizes.
mouth or stomach. In the stomach it also acts as an aid to digestion.

woman's been there only a week or so
there must be servants, and that's another
thing
she must have brought them with
her.
She hasn't engaged a !" servant at

—

any of the Fairfield agencies
"That was certainly unkind

of

her,"

commented Hi.

Nice people everywhere now carry IMay Breath with them. They eat
one whenever a sweet breath is important. The\' never risk offense.

—

—

Learn what they mean to you the added charm the risks which
they avoid. Let us buy you a box to try. Cut out the coupon and present it. This is something you will want.

May

Breath

is

stomach. Not
with you.

a

10c

and
25c

candy tablets, designed to deodorize both the mouth and
mere perfume, but an antiseptic purifier. Carry it

GOOD FOR A

10c

BOX

"It's her whole attitude of secrecy that
"And
looks bad," maintained Miss Julia.
her going off alone to that isolated spot,

that way."

"Maybe

she's

tired

of

people,"

sug-

"That sometimes happens."
But Miss Julia shook her head.
"No, because she's had visitors proi)Menira Abbott sa\ s
ably from the city.
she was out driving the other day when
a big, loud-looking car stopped her and
gested Hi.

—

a flashily dressed man
the De Bossert place.

asked the way to
Probably there are

many other such finding their way to the
De Bossert place these days carryingThe De Bosserts would turn
on up there
!"

—

!

PrfStQt this ontiiKiii to any druggist or diug (.Ifpartment
10c box of ilay Bi\ath free.
He will charge to us,

for a

v\ll leading druggists and most others
Breath.
If your druggist fails you, send
Only cue bos to a family.

now have May
coupon to

us.

TO DRUGGISTS:

These coupons will continue to apRedeem as per our offer, send to us as they
I)ear.
accumulate, and we will pay you 10 cents each in cash.

MAY BREATH COMPANY
1104 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

over in their graves
"Sacrilege!" murmured young Hi. Then
"But someone must have given
he said
dont imagine
the interloper her lease
:

—

Guess
trying out squatter's rights.
somebody's ascertained she's responsible."
"No one seems to know. The place has
been left just sitting there so long that
everyone here has lost track of the De
No one even knows how the
Bossert.
No one
property's held or managed.
she's

i

—

.

pictur:
CM'oTioN
MA6A2ll!E

seems to know," she repeated, and looked
so dismal that Young Hi laughed aloud.
"Well, dont cry about it, Julia. It's not
your funeral even if the strange woman
!"
has come to pull ofif a few killings
Her look was a stern rebuke to his

—

I

,

'

MAGIC GLOVES «F.'!

lightness.
"It's an
one knows

outrage,"

she

"No

declared.

who she is."
"Then why judge her?"

queried Hi, not
unreasonably.
"She's been seen driving a closed, expensive-looking car."
"Or
"Is that a crime?" asked Hi.
perhaps she was violating the speed laws?"
"She's probably fast," Miss Julia ac"or ordinary,
cused, not intending a pun
;

at least."

"Well, that settles me, I guess," said
Hi. "You say I have an unnatural affinity
I'm certainly fated
for ordinary people
driving in that expensiveto be seen
Or maybe the fair unknown
looking car

—

!

"

go riding in mine
He broke off his banter abruptly. Recollecting the last woman he had taken riding in his car, he suddenly wondered what
would be his sister's appellation for Leon
'11

Thiebaud's waitress.
Miss Julia noted that arrested expression and looked at him with quick susbut you may be sure Hi did not
picion
inform her as to what was troubling his
mind.
He was, in fact, more troubled about the
Thistledown episode than he admitted to
himself; he kept re-living that episode,
and kept rehearsing the things he should
say to the pretty waitress when next he
saw her, then would catch himself up to
remind himself the afifair wasn't worth
He might never see her
so much bother.
again—not that it mattered either way,

'\X/"OMEN

;

every-

where are gloving their hands to
beautiful smoothness. Magic Gloves

have made rough
hands inexcusable.
The gloves work
their magic because
"Fora Wesk: ?f t'le Specially
fVee iwa/" treated fabric
laden with a solution which is a gentle stimulant

—

to skin life.

Hands

that

looked

hopeless

—

Then inthe better!
that perplexed uneasiness,
attack him again.

This was because he had not decided
Hardly
which of two women she was.
had he settled on one line of thought when

How They Worii
You no sooner open the package

would

much

she crossed his vision in a new guise,
looking at him with entirely different eyes,
to leave him once more confused.

Her "There's a smudge on your own
face, Mr. Daggett— it came of? of my hand
when I slapped you!" smarted in his ear
another slap. She was light and wayward—the kind of cheap frivolity you'd
expect in a girl who'd allow herself to
Ijc picked up.
And then the girl he was resentfully
visioning stared back at him with flashing
eyes, too angry to hold any mockery.
"Have you no sense of responsibility at
those little children, you might have
all?
like

transformed— yowW rub them in
wonderment — show them with
glee your hands will be as white
and soft as Nature intended them

—

Th-im.'^

—

the privilege of buying for $1.95;
the established price is to be
five dollars.

A FREE TRIAL

I

Impregnated
gloves have solved
the whole question of caring for
your hands. AH
the lotions in the
world could not
work such a beau•TheMmi^Xooox^^ miracle. Von

coulQnt even

Arii:j)tnn€d

from yearsofabuse hardenedby
housework roughened by exposure—wrinkled through dryness
become soft, white and pliant
after just a night or two with

but, if so, so
decision, and

foment Yo>/ Aooht

'The Subtle Ali

Mystic Powers of Dr. Egan's Night Gloves Make make you tell— and want to borrow the magic gloves that did it.
Old Hands NEW— Red Hands White— In One Night Doft^t
keep Dr. Egan^s gloves
Work This Scientific Miracle en YOUR Hands
miless ihey do "work these ivonders. But apply now if you want
Amazing Results or There Is No Charge

aiNwhf
"make up" your
hands with such a beautiful effect.
it all happens in a night!
A
week, and your friends will all be
remarking thelily-wliiteness and
softness of your hands they'll

name, address, and glove
complete outfit, gloves and
generous supply of
Porela.x and Medicator with which you
can restore the gloves' peculiar
powers indefinitely. Depositfor
them on delivery; every penjiy 'A
refunded unless a week's trial
.J03t j^our

size brings

including

all.

delights you. Use couDr. S. J. Egan,
S. State St.,

pon.
•220

Chicago.

Yet

—

"Xext

Mom the

Char

these gloves!

than the potency

of these gloves

apparent; the peculiar impregnated fabric and mysterious medication tell you these are no ordinary gloves! You'llscarccly want
to wait until night to make the experiment. But at bedtime, open
the tiny jar of Porelax and rub it
over the hands to prepare the
cuticle for its rejuvenation draw
on the magic gloves and retire.
is

—

—

Next morning behold the
change

— your

Fm

Send No Money— dust This Coupon

I

I

}
I
I

EGAN.

Dr. S.J.

Sent Prepaid to Those

.

tns

Who Prefer

Enclosing $2

Under Same Money-Back Guarantee.

I

I

^

t)er.t

"^
220 S. State Street. Chicago. lU.
Please send (plainly wrapped) Magic Gloves and outfit complete for
free trial. I will hand postman J1.95 and postage on deUvery, to
be
returned in full if a week's trial doesn't delight me with results.
.

.

I
!

I

Name

I

Address

.

hands have been

.Glove Size,

—

killed

them!"

.\nd then swiftly it was another pair
of eyes facing him, sweet and grave and
wistful; and he heard the words, terribly
"I hope you will find happiness
sincere
:

— despite

all

vainly seek

the

mad

follies

in

wiiich

you

it."

Hi Daggett deserved his reputation for
experience had taught him
"wildness"
much, considering his youth, and not too
kindly; and he often told himself that
life was a mess.
And it must be admitted
that, the way he lived it, it promised truly
But so long as any man
to be a mess.
can see a mess is a mess, it shows he still
possesses standards of comparison, still
;

possesses

some dim secret

gropes blindly upward for

Hi was

young

instinct

;

to

ns«.^«
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If you can tell it from a Cenu'ine Diamond SEND IT BACK
These Amazingly Beantipd CORODITE Gems
are the nearest approach Ko GENUINE DIAMONDS
that the ingenuityof man. aided by years of scientific and chemical reseach can produce. They have the same
Oorgeous, blazinjy Jiaah and dazzling play of lixring rainboto
^re. Standing the terrific acid test of direct compariaoo.
Even lifetime experts need all their axperience to see moy
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light.

be a hopelessly
hardened reprobate but it is to the uncalloused young that life can seem the
sorriest muddle.
It was
the unextinguished chivalry in
him that bothered him, that rode above his
own discomfiture and gave him a shamed
too
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f Paderevtski-

Mzardof

uneasiness he would never have confessed.

He would
self

lUharsMmemt?

said,

—

—

"

21 Jewel

even to him-

are a waitress, Thistle-

down, and I am above your class. And
we had better not carry this acquaintance
any farther. It's not that I'm a snob, or
even angry but I think you're a good girl
altho
you're
impulsive
and
that's

why

thePiano-

never have

"Now, ycu

:

^ Extra thin

Studebaker
The Insured WalcK

was not a change of heart that cut
argument short; it was a stnall and

It

this

unexpected discovery when he climbed in
his car, that morning, to drive to the
factory.
On the

floor of the car lay a huddled
heap of flimsy white Dolly's apron.
He didn't want to carry such a telltale
object to his room where his sister might
find it, or to leave it in the garage to
arouse comments Hi jammed the trifle

—

little

—

in his coat-pocket.

But a maid's apron, however small, is
nothing for a young man to carry around

While Hi was dictating

lightly.

4

respondence

Great\

Reveals the Secret
This amazing book,

"/4 Qlorious

Art

unfolds the secret of Paderewski's

transcendent skill, his masterly technic. But it
doesn't stop there. It opens up to anyone beginner
or advanced student hitherto undreamed of possibilities in piano playing! You can now learn to
play the piano with the beautiful touch of the
finished artist in a surprisingly short time by this
eimple, easy method.

—

—

old

Simpson, the old superintendent, had
virtually controlled the factorj-'s activities since the elder Daggett's death
even
young Hi had a wholesome respect for
old
Simpson's solemn dignity he had
taken considerable pains to "smooth over"

KeyboardMagif!
Piano Playing

Made 'EsLsy-MtHome!
An eminent European musician has discovered the
source of muscle control (Involuntary Resistance) through
which the great virtuosos have achieved their supreme
artistry. The development of this method (piano technic)
enablesthelaymanto acquire the toneand couch of a master.
It seems like magic, but it is just plain common sense.

TheUsualTinie!
realize what a revolutionary advancement
this simple method means? It saves three-fourlha of the
time usually required three-fourlha of the tedious practice! And you can learn at home
at small expense
•without a teacher— without losing time from work.
risk at all. If you are not absolutely satisfied after you
have completed the course, your money will be refunded.

you

—

No

Send Coupon for Free Book!
The startling facts regarding this mar velously simple,
easy and scientific method of Piano Playing and Piano
Technic are made public in our fascinating free book,
"A Glorious Art Made Easy."
copy of this book will be sent free, without obligation. Clip the coupon or send your name and address
on a postal for your bee copy today t

A

NATIONAL PIANO COLLEGE
1810 Wilson Avenue, Studio 122, Chicago

1810 Wilson Ave., Studio 122, Chicago
Please send me, without obligation of any sort, the Free

"A GLORIOUS ART MADE EASY."

Town.~

]c)ll4
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[age

—
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-State
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his

shot a suspicious glance at his stenographer's back.

lie

"Did Miss Foley

you to look there?"
"Of course not I told myself to look,"
old Simpson mumbled, and Hi thought the
girl giggled, and he hitnself felt like a

—

tell

Because

he felt like a fool he said,
rather peevishly
"Well, everyone's always rummaging
thru m}' desk I can call no place my

—

own."

Old Simpson looked up, surprised.
"Somebody's got to tend to these matI've
ters
and you're away so much
I
always made free with your desk.
thought you wanted me to."
"Oh, that's all right no offence," and

—

;

—

Hi got very busy

discussing the letter
which old Simpson, at that fortuitous
moment, pulled to light.
But his confidence in the desk as a
.
hiding-place was gone.
At the first opportune moment he transferred the apron
to his pocket again.
But it seemed to
weigh there, guiltily. He resolved to toss
it from his car later, to fling it to the four
winds
but somehow this determination
did not altogether please him, he told
himself such destruction would scarcely
be fair the poor girl, probably had to buy
her own aprons.
So finally, he decided to drive by Thiebaud's and restore it to its rightful owner;
he told hitnself this was merely his duty.
He did not tell himself that, at the same
time, it would give him a legitimate excuse to see Dolly.
That afternoon Hi drove up the winding
;

—

National Piano College

t

—

fool.

Only One Fourth

a lifetime; a choice of 54new
Beauty Cases; Sadjustments,
ludinir heat, cold, isochronism
5 positions direct from the
her at lowest prices ever natned
on equal quality.
Write today for FREE
o£
:

;

truancy the previous afternoon.
"Simpson," he cried, in alarm, "what are
?''
j-ou doing there
"I'm looking for a letter from those
Detroit people I thought I put it in your
file, but maybe it slipped into the drawer."
Hi noted with relief that the old man
was rummaging in the wrong drawer, but

/
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But it began to weigh heavily in his
pocket so, when the stenographer's back
was turned he tucked it quickly in a
drawer of his desk. An hour later he
returned to the room after a brief absence
to see
desk.
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he noted an
amused smile on his stenographer's face
abstractedly reaching into his pocket for
his handkerchief, he had drawn out the
apron instead
Hurriedly he crammed it
back out of sight.
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ascent to Thiebaud's and entered the inn,
unostentatiously carrying a brown paper
parcel.
If he hoped for a glimpse of
Dolly herself, he was disappointed; and,
as luck would have it, it was old Anna
he found in the bar when he approached

with a tentative inquirj'
"That new waitress of yours, Dollj'
might I see her a minute, please?"
"For why should you see my waitress?"
Anna asked back. "Is it that your sister
desi-^es to employ a new maid?"
Hi tried for a nonchalant and ingratiating grin.
"I'll tell my errand to Dolly
herself," he said, "that's always the best
way, isn't it?"
"To me it seems the way of mischief,
rather," Anna retorted.
"When a young
man's errand demands the private ear of a
pretty girl whom he knows so briefly."
Then, rapping the words out: "But this
girl, you will tell her nothing."
"Oh, come now, Anna dont misjudge
me.
I dont want to bother the girl.
I
only want to see her a second."
"You will see her not a second \"
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what

if

I

come

in

when

she's

teasing a little, "you cant prevent my looking at her, can you?"
And it occurred to him what a simpleton he had been not to wait to encounter
the girl in this more natural way rushing
in and asking for her— of course it looked
queer. But old Anna's next words brought
him up sharply.
"You will not look at her serving," she
said, "for that girl will serve here no
serving,''

.

;

more."

"What,

—

Xo

use to exhibit the apron, his excuse
that might be held further against the
poor girl, if already she were in some
disgrace.
But at the door he fortunately ran into
old Leon, and he sang out
"That Dolly of yours, Leon— where's
she disappeared to ?''
But Leon must have caught a look from
Anna, for his eyes suddenly went expressionless and he shook his head.
Then, because he liked young Hi and
perhaps, too, because tlie girl Dolly was
safely gone
Leon let his eyes twinkle
again, and wagged a reproving finger.
"Tst," he said, "too much j-ou are concerned with the young ladies, jMr. Hi.

—
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\\'here the inn's driveway runs into the
highroad he encountered his friend, young
Loft.
Young Loft had a bit of news for

him.

"Remember that prettj^ waitress at
Leon's ?— guess you do, for I see you've
just been up there!" with a grin. "Well, I
dropped into the movies for a while last
night, and there was one pippin in the
feature picture a minor part, but she
was a dead ringer for your waitress."
"Is that so?" said Hi, not taking much

—

My

D
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LMkiUii

a genial good-bye.

to
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So he said
nothing, only laughed carelessly and called
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cop,
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But he decided that, after all,
the girl less good than harm.

Riftsforevery occasion.
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me

You

me that he caught a young lady driving
}our car at the speed of sixtj^-one miles
an hour."
Young Hi blinked, for a moment uncertain.
For a moment he thought of
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ment you can

"She is gone— that sufhces."
"But where has she gone?"
"She is gone that suffices." Old Anna
seemed to enjoj' her triumphant refrain.
There was nothing for Hi to do but
turn and go, as debonairly as he might.

chatted with

Secret J^ethods

VOU CAN

helped.

gone?"

she's

Old
"Yes, she is gone, that waitress."
.\nna looked oddly triumphant, and Hi
found himself asking, rather blankly
"You have dismissed her?"
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Life to Hair

from Tropical Tree
/AM writing thisfrom my
uncle's plantation in the

West Indies, where I
came recently to live. The
thing

first

I

noticed was
this

women on

that all

island have the most beautiful hair
thick. abundant,
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and

shining- with life and
health. Today, my once
scraggly locks are long, and

have loads

too,

I,

of hair.

this secret of the
tropics that makes hair so
JUANITA ReQuA
long and luxuriant. It is
the use of Kakoa seed, that Nature must have just
meant for people's heads. Just a tiny bit of this
pure, white paste nourislies hair marvclouslv-for
all types. Young and old, darkest natives and
fairest blonds from England, enrich hair roots and
pigments with Kakoa and soon have a wealth of

glossy hair.
for

Tourists

She Looks up Confidingly

He began regretting he hadn't
notwithstanding
George
up
George was a rollicking companion, they
might have planned something.
He found himself traversing the road
over which he had driven the night before.
Here was the spot where she had demanded to be let out, Three Corners up
there stretched the woods on the old Dc
loose ends.

welcome

many send

:

confidence
BUT
him.
own beauty
her

picked

No doubt many would

soft,

stoclc in the fancied resemblance and not
liking the phrase "your waitress."
"Those
cliance resemblances are funny."
"They certainly are," agreed voung
then
Loft. "This pippin was a ringer."
"How is your waitress, anyway."
Hi merely shook his head for answer
soinehow he didn't wish to discuss Dolly
Nor did he care to
with young Loft.
invite his friend to join him while he had
that telltale parcel in the car.
But, as he drove on alone, he felt at

know

the secret, and
year; it seems as if
requests for this wonderful

Kakoa every

every boat brings more
natural stimulant. J5ut now mv uncle has permitted
preparing and packing enough Kakoa for all who
may write and ask for supply.
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eiuight his eye.
painted, and it said "No Trespassing."
"Aha !" said young Hi, brightening.
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cheerful again, he headed his car straight
Ixtwecn the ancient posts that guarded
the ancient Dc Bossert land, drove directly
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under the printed mandate, and daringly
invaded the territory which was now in
the tenure of a mysterious woman.
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he continued next month)
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Babe. '^"es, and there is one thing admirable in women, they never reason
about their blameworthj- actions even in
their dissimulation there is an element of
sincerity.
Betty Bljthe is playing in "Recoiled."
Never heard of the company you
mention, they must have failed.
;
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R. D. Fan. You want to make every
minute count. Man's time is his prosperity
it therefore, behooveth him to improve
it
Lloyd Hughes is married to Gloria
Hope. The other players j'ou mention
are not married. Constance Talmadge in
"Primitive Lover."
Lloyd Hughes is

—
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BoBBV AND Betty. How are you toClara Horton is with F. B. O.
Roland is thirty-one and Pearl
White is thirty-four. Dont mention it.
day?
Ruth
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lot

for your
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Gower

1438

Street,

Holly-

wood, California. Yes, Houdini has made
another picture "Haldane of the Secret
Service," and right now he is playing in
\audeville.
Just Bill,
is
five
feet

— Why

five

is

Constance Talmadge
weighs 120 pounds.
feet two, weighs
115.

five,

Gladys Smith is IMary Pickford's real
name. Betty Compson is five feet two.
Yes, they do say that Maude Adams is
going to produce. It seems that Rudyard
Kipling is willing to give her the picture
rights to "Kim," providing that the leading role is played by a boy and not a girl,
and that the film is made in India. Outside of that the coast is clear.
Mary B, No vacancies. Sorry. Yes,
occasionally meet the players. Last
I
night at the opening of "Failures," a stage
play, I saw Joseph Schildkraut and also
Harry Kemp, the tramp poet. William

Duncan and Edith Johnson are playing
in "The Fast Express."
Jeannie O. Hold on there, Jeannie
You think I am somewhere in the nineties.
Not yet, but soon. No, I am not French.

—

particulars.

WM.

124-B Crove Avenue

—Thanks

—

HOW TO

ies

subways were made

said that the

Lm glad to hear from you again.
Sure I'd go "Swinging down the Lane"
with you. Norman Kerry at Grand Asher

Norma
Develops Bust Like Magic!

A

Thousands who never dreamed
they could draw can now easily become artists. You too without any
previous training and no matter
how little apparent talent you have
can now easily learn Illustrating,
Designing and Cartooning through
this amazingly easy method.

the

—

New York

Productions,

iL»kil=t\
Producers want ticw Ideas for
motion picture plays. Substajitial
prices paid on acceptance. SEND
11.^
your ideas tor fllm plots In

monials of efficiency.

He was

people could go to and
from Brooklyn without being seen.
Helen R. Gloria Svvanson is twentysix, five feet three, and weighs 115 pounds.
Yes, there was something the matter with
her eyes, but I guess they are all right
so that

card.
L. B.

YOU CAN WRITE,
ANY

not playing in pictures.

Florence Mc.

/elouy tt-rm!

i

is

J.

MARE MONEY
AT HOME
"Y"OU CAN make $1 to $2 an hour writing show
^ cards at home in your spare time.
Quickly
and easily learned by our new simple method.

No canvassing or soliciting.

W'c show you how,
guarantee you work at home no matter where
you live and pay you cash each week. Full particulars and booklet free.
Write to-dav.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SYSTEM LTD.

Authorired and Fully Paid Capital. $1,000,000
2 i 1 Adams Bldg.
Toronto, Canada

Jack Pickford and
"The Hill-Billy."

W.

Ricksen

Lucille

—Thanks

in

yours, it was
in deeds, not
years in thoughts, not breaths in feelings,
not in figures on a dial, Shirley Mason
is back in pictures after her temporary
retirement, due to the death of her husband, Bernard Durning, and is playing in

D.

great.

C.

You know we

for

live

:

:

"South Sea Love."
\'iol.\ R.
I wish you

—

Artist

New Easy Way

This

No, Al Jolson

to

one

Become An

women, curious, I
woman's curiosity

all

is

again.

osoal

'

to

—

—

—

or school and recreatlnuison
> Ranger bicycle. Choice of 44 stylesand

sizes, jw

are

have

in the lead.

suppose.
_._

will

for.

Hazel W^

Address..

poets
I

Yes, Balzac's "The Magic
Skin" is to be released under the title of
"Slave of Desire." Bessie Love. Carmel

write

Name..

City

—Hurrah,

know what magazines you want

to

twenty-four.

849 Washington Blvd.. Studio

(In Plain

Office Cat.

born, but orators are made.

Big

Money

In Commercial Art

Millions of dollars are being spent
this >ear on advertising and storyillustrations,
commercial designs,
and cartoons. And even more will be spent
next year. Commercial art is a tremendous
field
and a field where very big mone}- is
gladly paid anyone who can produce good
Advertisers, magazines, newsart work.
papers, printing houses, business concerns
all need trained artists.
Competent artists
easily earn from $50 to far over $,^00 a week.
And now you can easily enter this "world's
most fascinating, best paid business."

—

New Easy Way To Learn To Draw
You

will be amazed at the ease with which you
learn amazed, too, at your rapid progress. You
start at the very simplest fundamentals, yet almost
before you realize it, you are able to produce salable
work. It's actual fun learning to draw this way.
You learn at home yet your work receives the personal attention and criticism of one of America's
most successful artists. Many students actually sell
enough work during their training to pay for it

—

many

times over

I

Mail Coupon For

FREE BOOK

.\
new handsomely illustrated book has just
been printed, which gives all the most up-to-date information on the thousands of wonderful opportuniues in Commercial Art and shows how this

startling new method easily enables you to enter
this field.
It tells about our students
their successes
what they say actual reproductions of
their work
how they made big money while studying.
This attractive book will be sent withoiit
cost or obligation. Send for it.
Mail coupon no'a'.

—

—

—

—

Washington School of Art
Roonil82,i:i5-15thSt.N.W.,Washington,D.C.

Washineton School

of

Art

Room 182,1115-15th St.N.W.,'Washington,D.C.
Please send

me

without cost or obligation your new

book on art, "New Easy Way to Become an
and details of your special Free offer.

Name

.\rtist,"

.

Please write plainly, Mr., Mrs., or Miss
.\ddress.

luck.

{Continued on page 119)

City

State
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VLXX PIANO BY EAR
Be a Jazz Miisic Master
Who Can Remember a Tune Can Easily and Quickly Learn to Play
Popular Jazz or American Rhythm By Ear at a Very Small Cost. The
New Niagara Method Makes Piano Playing Wonderfully Simple.

Anyone

No

how

you know about music
you can quickly learn

—

— even

though you "have never touched a piano" if you can
play by ear. I have perfected an entirely new and simple
system. It shows you so many little tricks that it just comes natural to pick out on the piano any piece you
Ccin hum.
Beginners and even those who could not learn by the old fashioned method, grasp the Niagara idea
readily, and follow through the entire course of twenty lessons quickly.
Self-instruction
no teacher required.
You learn many new styles of bass, syncopation, blues, fill-ins, breaks and trick endings. It's all so easy so
interesting that you'll be amazed.
matter

little

remember a

just

tune,

to

—

—

A Simple
No

Be Popular in Every Crowd

Secret to Success

One who can

need to devote years in study to learn

sary.

Every

home

popular song-hits that entertain folks,
is always the center of attraction, the
life of the party, sought after and invited everywhere. Make yourself the
master the piano
center of attraction
by spending an hour 'a day studying
the fascinating Nieigara Method.
As easily as thousands of others have
learned, so yon, too. can learn and profit
not only through the pleasure it provides,
but also by playing at dances, nsotion picture houses und other entertainments.

m

—

—

You Become Master

of the Piano

—

Decide to

talented musicians are amazed at the rapid progress of Niagara School students and can't understand
why this method was not thought of years ago. Naturally, the Niagara Method is fully protected by copyrights and cannot be offered by any other school. A
special service department gives each pupil individual
attention.

Even

Begm Now

!

Just spend a part of your spare time with a few easy,
fascinating lessons and see how quickly you "catch on"
to play. You will be amazed, whether
are a beginner or an advamced student.

and leam

you

for interesting, illustrated booklet, "The Niagara
Secret"
it describes this wonderful new method of playing piano by ear. This booklet sent FREE. Enclose 6c.
in stamps and you'll also receive an interesting chart.

Write

Ronald G. Wright, Director,

s^fe

down at any tmie without
oS thelatestjazzand

Learn at

that you just "caui't keep
your hands off the pieino." Give it
part of your spare time for 90 days
and you will be playing eind entertaining
almost before you realize it. No tiresome
no do^re-mi
scales, no arpeggios to leam
no difficult lessons or meaningless exerYou learn a bass accompjininient th
cises.
Once learned,
applies to the songs you play.
you have the secret for all time your difficul
ties are over and
cinating

—

sit

notes or music, reel

Special talent unneceslesson is so easy, so fas-

picino now^adays.

—

NIAGARA SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

Niagara

Falls,

N.Y.

CLIP THIS COUPON NOW
^ThisBoolO

FREE/

Niagara School of Music, Dept. 628, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Without obligation mail me your booklet, "The Niagara Secret."
stamps for chart and names of successful students.

I

Name
St.

••••

and No. or R. F.

Town
Age

enclose 6c. in

D
State

Ever take piano lessons?

How many?

1

!

TKe Answer Man
Queen Tut.— How's
Harold Lloyd

the

King today?

working on his ne.xt picAddress Baby

is

ture soon to be released.

Peggy

at

inventing, the other half in believing. Xo,
Agnes Ayres is not married, but she has

been married to Captain Frank Schuker.
That will be about all for this evening.
Olg.\^ 17.

You, Too,

nda AfayheUine

May

Instantly

Beautify Your Eyes With

We

me.

make

— Glad

you came over

to

had quite a tete-a-tete. I
to talk over olden times with you.

Superfluous Hair

At Once
Here 's the Secret
I had become utterly discouraged
with a heavy growth of hair on my
face and lip. I had tried every sort
of depilatory and electrolysis and
even a razor. But I couldn't get
rid of

derful discovery.

like

found

rious, thereby i?ivlni? charm, beauty
and soalful expression to Einy eyes.

Unlike

other preparationa, absoharmless and greaselt-ss. will
not spread and smear on the face.
lutely

The Instant beautifying effect will
delight you.
Used by beautiful
§irl3 acd women everywhere. Each
ainty box contains mirror and

the player you
mention.
Write direct to F. B. O. Mr.
and Mrs. James Kirkwood are to co-star
in "The Paiated ^\'oman" for Thomas H.
Ince.
Matt Aloore and \\'allace Beery also
in the cast.

keeps the hair re-

Bobby.

deiful to relate,

—No

record

of

My face is
as smooth as a
baby's, not only free
from superflunow

ous hair but
from pimpiea

put on

Accept onlyg'enuIne"MAYBELLiNE"
and your satisfaction is assur-^d.
Tear out this ad now as a reminder.

MaybcUine Co., 4750.54 Sheridan Road. Chicago

and blemishes.
[ have explained

./)^

this

'

with cubbyholes.
Yes, a 1
and indexed. Yes, Constance Binney is playing in "Three O'Clock in the
Morning."
Madge Bellamy in "Do It
all

filled

^^

labelled

•'^

women who

have had the
same exper-

Don't send a single
penny.Ten daysFree

?lWeek'
.

,

When

Trial.

i^SENDNOMONETl

'

Greatest

Bargain

$5950

^rgaln Book
o£ Bargains.

CprC
rntt

Send for

it

pictures

AIickev.

today. It

thousands

Address Dept 3522

Wow

I

N.Y.

Keep

an admirer.

We

that

10

Your Fan.

and

take

AU-Weather

contest.

Raincoats. Ne^F olTer enables vou
to earn $4S a week and Bu'ick
touring car.
No cvperienee uccI'ssary.

Write quick.

Comer

Mfg.Co-.Dept.B.V. 314. Dayton, O.

Crystal Gazing Balls
.\n intertsiiiig,
(lie

illustrated treatise on

plienonitna of crystal
together with prices of balls

aiiiaziii^'

sazlug.

uid lists of
i.Mit-na,
will

books on psycliic phenbe forwarded to any
address for lOc.
This charge will be
refunded on nny purchase.
West Quartz Co., Bloomington, lU,

ELi:

T(ME
I

I
I
I
'

Tou can earn

—

I

'

f

WILSON METHODS LIMITED— DEPT.
64 East Eithmuntl. Toronto. Canada.

to

New

up.

it

w

_

hdir. It isn't like

"

anything you
have ever used. It
is not a powder,
paste, wax or liquid, not a razor, not
electricity.
It causes no itching or
burning and leaves no scars. As
easy to use as your comb or brush.

^^
~'"

Send for Free Book
A

book that

tells just how this worderful
rid of superfluous hair is free upon
request. Don't send a penny— just a letter or
cost card. Address Annette Lanzette, Dept,
79G. Care Hygienic Laboratories. 204
S ^«;o'*«
Peoria
'
Street, Chicago, 111.

method gets

— Thanks,

I'm glad to have
Alary Philbin is nineteen and

D

Woopee

—

Billy. I'm glad you're not conceited.
Conceit may puff a man up, but never prop
him up. Yes, Cullen Landis in "Love in
the Dark," and ^^'aUace McDonald in the
other two vou mention. Alarried to Doris
]May.

—That's

Marion H.
sometimes we

—Yes,

the same
Reid.

way

Ting-Aung.

—

Railway Mail Clerks
S133

•*

Marion, but

guess everyone feels
about the late Wallace

to

S192 Month.

Eirery

'

STUDY AT HOME
Legally

Become a lawver.
trained

men win

high posi-

Jtionsand big success in busi/nes3 and public life. Greater

opportunities now than ever
J before. Be independent—be a
"leader. Lawyers earn
f

;,00O to

$ 10,000 Annually

You can train at home
Let us send you records and

ay step.
I

easy terms.

during spaic time.

letters from LaSalle students admitted to the bar in
rious states. Desree of LL. B. conferred. Thound3 of successful students enrolled. Low cost.

We

furnish

lali

text material, including fourteen;

volume Law Library. Get our valuable 120-page Law Guide
and "Evidence" books FREE. Send for them-NOW.

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 278-L Chicago

I

—

Titles of books
decoys
catch purchasers.
Yes, of course,
Charlie Chaplin is only thirty-four.
I
think he will go back to comedies again,
altho he has gotten such a big hoot for his
directing in "A Woman of Paris" that
to

11/
A N T »-••-'
ED —
'•'••'
irlr

* ' second week olT--fuIl pas'.
Common education sufficieni.
Write IMMEDIATELY for free list of Government positions now
open to men and women and schedule showing dates and places of
coming examinations in your locality.
FRANKLIN INSTIIUTE.
Dept. F-25G.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

'

right,

maj- learn more from a
man's errors than from his virtues. You
can reach Alary Pick ford at the Pickford
Studios, Los Angeles, Cal. Douglas Fairbanks. Jr., at the Famous Players Studio.
Gaston Glass at the Schulberg Studios.
Dorothy Mackaill and Conway Tearle in
"The Ne.xt Corner" also Lon Chane3-.
M.-\RiA.

#15 to 150 a week writing show
cards in your own home. No canvassing. A
pleasant profitableprofe^sion easily and quiclcly
learnt by our new eimple graphic block system.
Artistic ability not necessary.— We teach you,
how, and supply you with work— Distauc«/M)
object. Full particulars and hooklet free.

—

...

you if you also
have superfluous

is her real name so
far as I know.
.\nd you want us to have another beauty

as local rep-

demonstrate

Comer

come

—

humor.

a

want men and women

21^

And

!

$48 a Week
and
resentatives
orders
for

to

Watch

You

Offer

want

a school-teacher
at
that.
out young lady, some day you
might be the principal and then you wont
be so funny.
I most certainly enjoyed
yours.
You have a delicious sense of

J.M.LYON LCO.^
2-4 Maiden Lane

— So you

York.
Well_ there is plenty to see here
and plenty of places to spend your money.
Peggy Rice was Sue in "The Rapids." Let
me know when you leave.
Hadvn. So you like my wise kra.x.

F

NoEedTape. NoKisk.

yours.

Million Dollar

again.

it

had

to

"

in
America, send it back at
our expense.
Only if
pleased, Bend $1.50 weekIy~at the rate of a few
cents a day. This Bargain
ClusteF Ring with 7 Blue-^
rrr, .
White Perfect Cut Diamonds can be

only
^

I

&^ ^''''^an d I
will explain it

Norma Talmadge twenty-eight. Colleen
iVIoore in "Swamp Angel" and Gladys
Hullette in "Hoodman Blind." \\"rite me

ring comes, examine

NO. 61

that

1^.

;

the

it — if you are not
convinced it is the

Loot<s like

*350-Solita

ience with

Six Feet Si.x—Well what makes life
dreary is the want of a motive.
Mary
Alden played the mulatto housekeeper in
"A Birth of a Nation." Betty Compson
is twenty-six
Ann Forrest twenty-six and

FEW CENTS
A DAY

discovery

thousands of

to

Now."
.FOR A

it

moved.

Interested.— Thanks, I'll remember to
my rubbers and muffler when I go
out.
Oh yes, I always wear two suits.
And you think my mind is like a desk

brush. .Two shades: Brown for
Blander, Black for Brunettes: 75o
AT YOUR dealer's Or direct from US.

I

simple

a

method by which I
removed the hair at
once and most v,on-

me see, how long has it been since you
have been writing to me. \\'ell, I wont

light.

it.

Then I made awon-

see

Let

tell.

Just B wee touch of "MAYBELLINE" will
Bhort, thin eyelashes and brows appear
naturally dark, long and luxu-

How to Get Rid of

Sol

Lesser Offices, Principal
Pictures, Los Angeles, California. Owen
Moore has been engaged for the feature
role in the next ]\laurice Tourneur Production "Torment."
Bertha G.— You're right. Scandal, what
one half of the world takes a pleasure in

Mildred Davis. Photoplay B':auty,

Have Found Out

I

(Continued from page 117)

WRITE FOR THE MOVIES
Ideas for nioviiis picture pla.vs wanted by producers.
prices paid for accepted material.
Submit ideas
in any form at once for our immediate examination.
Or write for FEEE PHOTOPLAY BOOKLET and details of our service to Authors.

H Big

BRISTOL PHOTOPLAY STUDIOS
^

Suite

601 N

Bristol Building,

New York

119
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->MOT10N PICTURF
\t)l
MAGA2INE L

(|r^

I

hard to tell. You write a very clever
and I hope to hear from you again.
GoLL.^ssES. Uont forget that our happiness in this world depends on the al¥ccit

is

letter,

Will that Picture be

—

tions we are able to inspire.
Norma Talmadge weighs 110, Pearl White 120, Lila

Lee 110, Ella Hall 122 and Bebe Daniels
120.
No I dont mind answering questions.
M.vRjORiE.

shown
"1X7 E

will help

your theater?

at
you

to answer that question.

You can probably

^ ^ name many motion-picture productions that you would like to
see.
Your friends experience the same desire. You read about cerand current productions in Motion
Picture Magazine. They interest you and you decide that you want
to see such and such a picture.
Sometimes you are disappointed,
because somehow many of the pictures you would like to see are
not shown at your favorite theater.
tain motion-picture celebrities

—

A
,,

Motton
est

You

Service to
_.

,.

,

Ptcltire

,,

.

Magazine,

Write

,

,

tlie old-

and foremost magazine of

tiie

screen will use its powerful influence
to bring the kind of pictures you want
to see right to your neighborhood
motion-picture theater, through the
inauguration of a
Reader Service
Bureau
Our contact since 1910
with all motion-picture producing

companies directors, players, exhibitors, m fact, the entire mdustry,
makes Motion Picture Magazine a
dominant influence tliat will be used
in your service,
t-or many years
Motion Picture Magazine and Classic
have worked tremendously in your
interests— for better pictures and for
a greater contact and understanding
between producers, exchanges, exhibitorsand the motion-picture pubhe.
Now we step forward to serve
you in a still greater capacity, to help
you see your favorite pictures.

Absolutely Free
This "Reader Service Bureau" will
be conducted by executive members
entirely in the service
of our staff
of our readers and their friends who
at-fpnri motion-picture
mnfinn nirtiirp theaters
tlipntprs
AJn
attena
Mo/iOMjPiCiz^re MagaS2«C IS always happy
This new service will into serve.
c\ppc\
rvf great
o-rPTt- value
-ualiip to
fn tans
fans lor
fnr it
deed hp
be Ot
tulnlls a need
solves a probrem

—

if-

—

serves authoritatively.
i<;
ahsnlntpK/
frPP
Nfr,
s aoso
utely iree.
l\o
kind will be accepted.

Our
fpp
lee

service
^.f
ot

on^any

Us

to

Write to us todav

,

—

in ink, in

pen-

^^ ^^ (.^e typewriter, in the most
convenient way— and'tell us wiiat we
^.^^
fell us the
^^„ ^^ ^^ ,,g,
^^^^^g ^^f ^he pictures vou want to
Tell us the kind ofpictures you
3^^
q;,,^ ^,g ^he name of
^^,^„j ^^ ^^^
^;,_

Get your
favorite theater.
This is a big
^^ ,,,,.1^^ ^^ ^,3.
„^ovement and we are prepared to
^^^^^ ^^^^ thousan<ls of readers immediatelv and in a way that will surely
f^j^^^ig

Remembring Vour commendation.
to do is write to us.

ber—all you have
p^^

for Convenience
convenience we have

^ coupon on the lower part of
pjn j^ ^^^ a^j ^^^^ j^ to
j,^jg
Tell vour
^^ ^^ g^^^ ^g possible.
f^j^^^ig j^^out this wonderful service
^^^ ^^ ^i^^,,^ ^o write to us. On the
coupon we have placed a little square
^^^^ ^.^^ ^3„ "check" if you desire
additional coupons for yourself, famCheck the coupon and
ily or friends.
you will receive additional coupons
by return mail. Help us to help you
Write today,
are ready.
more.
of course it is to be understood that we
cannot always have a certain picture appear
,^^g,,

We

your neighborliood theater. Just as soon
^^^ ^^j, ^^ ,1,^ ^^^^ ^f ^ picture you would
like to see and we will immediately get in
touch with the producing company involved

at
^^

o""

t^'^

exchange, Or exhibitor, as the case

The greater the number of requests
n,av be.
for sliowing a certain picture at a given
theater, the better the chance of the picture
So write today, and get as
^f ^^^^ friends as possible to do the

being shown.

^^^^

READER SERVICE BUREAU
Brooklyn, N. Y.
IN THIS

COUPON TODAY

READER SERVICE BUREAU
175
I

Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

would

my

like to see these pictures at

charming indeed. True
a science not to be acquired
Yes,

William

S.

Hart was

married to Winifred Westover and they
have one son.
Betty Compson was born
in Salt Lake City.
Richard Dix in St.
Paul, Minn.
The poor producers, you
want Jackie Coogan and Baby Peggy to
play in a picture together.
The picture
wouldn't pay enough money to pay their
salaries.
You win the prize.
RosiE.— Thanks for yours. Yes, Conrad Nagel is married to Ruth Helms.
They do say that Richard Dix is engaged
to Lois Wilson and that Edmund Lowe
is
soon to marry Lilyan Trashman, of
stage fame.
Yes, that all.
Nellie B. Thanks for the gum. With
cver>- chew
I almost forgot.
I'll spare
you this time. Glad to get the drawing of

—
—

me

too.
Yes, Eric von Stroheim I understand .spent too much money for Universal
so he is directing for Goldwyn.
His
"Greed" will soon be released.
Norman
Kerry is si.x feet two. So you dont like
Pola Negri, that's that.
Yes, George
Walsh has been selected for "Ben Hur."
Your letter was a peach in December.
Caeoi.vn. No, I'm not very fashion_

—

always remembered Dickens when
he said "Fashions are like human beings.
They come in, nobody knows when, why,
or how
and they go out, nobody knows
when, why or how.
Everything is like

able.

I

;

Coupon

same.

175 Cuffield Street
CUP AND SEND

— How

politeness is
in schools.

neighborhood theater:

in iny opinion,
that point of view."
life,

you look at it in
No, I have no record
if

of Vernon Hoagland.
Bill Hart is fiftytwo.
Milton Sills and Viola Dana in
"Angel Face Molly."
Peggv. No, Charles de Roche is not
married as far as I know and you can
reach him at Famous Players, 1520 Vine

—

Street. Hollywood, Cal.
CoLOR,\r>o Lassie.
Maidens should be
mild and meek, swift to hear and slow to
speak.
Is
that why you wrote ?
Yes,
Robert Warwick is back in pictures playing in "Drums of Jeopardy" which stars

—

Hainmerstein and Jack Mulhall,
Wallace Beery. Write ine again.
Peggv. No, I dont mind the cold. Of
course I skate.
Roller and ice.
Mae
Murray is five feet, weighs 100 pounds,
has blonde hair and blue eyes, also bobbed
Elaine

also

—

Run in again.
Annie P. — Yes, we must

hair.

be

content

sometimes with rough roads. Ethel Clayton is not playing in anything at this
writing. Gladys Walton is with Universal.
Why, the title of "Master of Man" taken
from Hall Caine's novel has been changed
to "Name the Man," with Conrad Nagel,
Mae Busch and
Patsy Ruth Miller,
Creighton Hale. Yours truly.
C.^KE E.\TER. Je n'onhlicrai jamais. So
you are in love with this magazine and

Mary Philbin. Good for you.
nineteen, and that is her real
she

is

not married.

She

is

You expected your answer
member one issue is always

Mary

is

name and

with Universal.

Retoo soon.
in the making.

Barry in "George Washington,"
Johnny Hines and Doris May in
"Conductor 1492." So long!
Lashes. The pen of the tongye shall

^^'esley

Name

of

Jr."

Theater

—

Address

My

name

is

Address

Occupation

Check here

'120

Hi

if

you want more coupons

I
be dipped in the ink of the heart.
You want to know
use a typewriter.
where !Mary Pick ford purchased the beauProbably in Spain when she
tiful comb.
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Beauty
To

Every Woman's Right

Is

be blessed, but to be both beautiful and charmBeauty, the aristocrat of Women's magazines should be every woman's also. It shows you the way, not only
to enhance your personal beauty, but to emulate the subtle charm and
fascinating characteristics of the world's most beautiful women.
be beautiful

ing

is

to

allotted to but few.

is

The February

Frances Harmer

Want To Become

A

Gossips
One who

has

so

often

us
with
her
unique fiction, will gossip
with us in this exceptional issue on the many
intimate things concerning the stage and screen,
society, apparel and the
thrilled

•latest

conceit

acces-

in

sories.

Miss

way of
delight-

Harmer's

putting things

is

and you will learn to
look for her each month
with expectant enthusi-

15

eei\At

^~

—

interpretation
tional

away and far better than any number
which has gone before. It is chock-full of
wonderful things all the way from fiction
is

to

fashions

—a

veritable

jewel

box for the

delectation of milady who aspires
beautiful, charming and individual.

to

be

A

asm.

spread of cartuons and
which six popular cartoonte.xt
ists, who have made a business of
caricaturing women, present cartoons
iif women and then give their definition of a beautiful wnman.
picture
in

— and
Ula

of

expression

emo-

known

the earliest.

Sharon

has

some-

thing to say to the serigirl
who
ous
young
would take up dancing
professionally.

You

ful,

A

Dancer?

Ninety per cent, of you doand why not?
Dancing is the most graceful

Gallery of Modern
Beauties

No ancestral gallery of old ever shone forth
with fairer faces than does the Portfolio of
Beauty which adorns the February number,
from the bewitching girl in her 'teens to the
majestic beauty of maturity.

Special Introductory Ofier

—5

Months

will like Ula imso
is
mensely.
She
thoroly convincing in her
youthful viewpoint.

"The Business of Being a Business
Girl," suggestions by which the business girl can make the most of ber
time and herself without becoming
a machine.

for $1.00

Because we want you to know that BEAUTi" is in reality the aristocrat of women's magazines, we
Put a
will send you the next fi've big numhers upon receipt of the introductory price of $1.00.
dollar bill into an envelope and mail it right now before you have time to forget it.

I

I
I

Tin a Dollar Bill to this

I

"Beauty" Magazine. Mail

_l

.\

eotiiion

arnl

at oiiee to

receive the next five big numbers of
Duffield St., Brooklyn, N.

BE.AUTY, 175
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By Merit A lone,
Chiropractic
has grown from an idea in the mind of
one

man

in 1905, to the second largest

health profession in the world.
There are now approximately 25,000 pracmoi'e

titioners,

a hundred

tlian

schools

and

about 15,000 students.

Twenty-six state governments have recognized the science as distinct and different from

anything
DEFINITION
practice of Chiropractic
The
consists of the pjjpaticn

and adjustment, with the hands,
of the movable segments of the
spinal column to normal posi-

else

on earth.

In less than nineteen years this growth has

been effected by reason of

efficiency as

its

a

health method.

tion for the purpose of releas-

ing the prisoned impulse.

Chiropractic has never had a single dollar
of

endowment from

ments.
public

It

has overcome the prejudice of the

and adverse laws

Union by
It

state or national govern-

its results

has recruited

those upon

whom

in every state in the

upon the
its

sick.

other methods failed, and

with these failures of other

which to prove

among

patients from

its efficiency,

it

methods upon
has rnade the

most phenomenal growth of any health method
in the history of the world.

TRY CHIROPRACTIC AND GET WELL

Write for in/ormalion

reffardiiiff

Chiropractors or Sckoo/s to the

Universal Chiropractors Association, Davenport, Iowa, U.S.A.
AU

Rights Reserved

'
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ideatiz,ing touch o/^

COTY

Face

tensifies the

Powder

in-

beauty of every

woman.

(Sack of the eight
true skaaes accentuates that
colouring sofascinating^

blonde, brunette

naired

m

and red-

types.

A GIFT AND COMPLIMENT
P'i^tlP^^

APPRECIATED REGARD-

LESS OF ITS

MODERATE COST

"THt ART

Of- U5INC POWDfR"
the acce?itu,atioTT.. oh~-'
fascinuting tvpes-sent on request

a i^uiJe

7/^
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CANADA

ADD

STILL

to

y^venue

,
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55 M^Gill College Ave .Montreal

GKEATLK CHAKM TO THE LOVELIEST PACES

Colored by
•^
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its

.

°''s-these oniy^"f* °''V
impart the rich, mossy green color
long-wearing cake is colored by
^^'"^

ingredients
O

to Palmolive Soap.
its rare ingredients.

Tht

fine, firm,

While the use of these rare oils as cleansers is as old as civilization,
no more perfect soap ingredients have ever been found. Modern
science has developed the blend to final perfection and established
Palmolive the world over as the most popular and appreciated toilet
soap. Look for the famous black-banded green wrapper.

^v

JfUmni

Where
ms
With thorough

daily cleansing, as every skin

specialist will tell you.

The net-work

which compose the

pores

of tiny

surface of the skin

from accumulations of dirt,
perspiration and powder if you value a

must be kept
oil,

free

smooth, fine-textured complexion.

Look
it

cntically into your mirror

reveals, just as if

your face a beauti1fying treatment
with Palmolive

^

Soap. Massage

the fragrant
jather thor-

and note what

you were another

girl.

Don't condone defects or minimize imperfecingtead, begin at once to remedy them.
tions

oughly into the skin, rinse thoroughly and
dry skin will be
dry with a soft towel.
benefited by the application of your favorite

A

cold cream.

;

Don't resort to medication, for

with the

effect

will

is

dealing

and overlooking the

Instead, learn the proper

which

this

method of

cause.

cleansing

keep your complexion smooth,

This nightly treatment gives your skin the
opportunity to refresh and renew its smooth
ness over night, free from any irritating

accumulations of foreign matter.

fresh and firm.

Cleopatra

Solve the soap problem first
Beautifying cleansing depends on the use of

from the finest,
These are palm and olive
which make Palmolive the most perfect

mild, soothing soap, blended

mildest ingredients.
oils

and the m.ost popular of

The

all

creamy lather is lotion like in its
soothing and beautifying as it cleanses.

mild,

action,

Every night before you sleep you should give

olive oils

— twlkuiii

else— give
nature's green color
lo I'ahnolive Soap.

secret

Washing for beauty is an age-old secret practised by Cleopatra. She used the same palm
and olive oils which are scientifically blended
in Palmolive,

pnzing them both as cleanser

and cosmetic.

The modest

soaps.

's

Fahn and

price of Palmolive puts the great-

the ages within the reach of
its use for every

est

luxury of

all

and allows enjoyment of

all

toilet

purpose. Let

what

It

it

does for your

do. too, for

your body

yulume and
efficiency

produce

25c quality for

face.

lOc
Nute

name and wrapper.
never sold unwrapped.

carefully the

Palmolive Soap

is

^^A
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Copyright 192.S— The PalmoliVe Co.
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I

of

an INTERVIEWER

—

.ROM

across the room you see
them. She, poised- confident;

warm cheeks and

slim shoulders;

woman clever enough to stay
young with her husband. He, with

.

thoroughly. Then repeat both washing and rinsnig.
Apply a touch of cold cream — that is all.

Do

this regularly,

and particularly

the

pride of possession in every

conscious action; the husband who

is

un-

proud

of his wife.

Yet
life!

how few women realize this simple subtlety o(
Too many of us believe the need of beauty

caution ceases

at the altar.

The world's most simple beauty treatment

Thus

in a simple manner, millions since the days
of Cleopatra have found beauty, charm and Youth
Prolonged.

No medicaments

girl

1

The means

you
just soap and water; the balmy lather of palm and
olive oils as embodied in Palmolive.
are simple, as millions will tell

remove the
and oil and perspicleanse the pores, and Nature will be kind
are necessary. Just

day's accumulations of dirt
ration,

Enchantment! The radiance of schooldays. We need no longer lose them.

Youth

in the evening.

to you.

Your

color will

problem

skin will be of fine texture.

be good.

as the years

A void

Wrinkles

will

Your

not be the

Use powder and rouge

if you wish.
Bi<i ?i<;i't'r
them otl over night. They clog the pores,
often enlarge them. Blackheads and disfigurements often follow. They must be washed away.

li^avc

this

mistake

Wash your face
Then massage

gently with soothing Palmolive.
softly into the skin. Rinse

it

not use ordinary soaps in the treatment given
above. Do not think any green soap, or represented as of palm and olive oils, is the same as
Palmolive. Palmolive is a skin emollient in soap
form.

And

—

costs but 10c the cake! so little that
let it do for their bodies what it does for
their faces. Obtain a cake today. Then note what
it

millions

an amazing difference one week makes.

/

-

aud

olive oils

else—f;ivc
nature's green color
lo

iiotliiiii^

Paliiinlive

Soap.

advance.

Do

The correct method

I 'aim

o/itiiie an'cl

efficiency

produce

25c quality for only

Sole carefully llic
name and scrapper.
I'ahnol ive Soap is
never so Id unwrapped
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When Your Guests Aie Gone
Are You Sony You
Ever Invited Them ?
ift

ff

^OST

We

spoil the
of us are, you know.
We
very impression we try to create.
invite people to our homes, eager to prove
ourselves good hosts and hostesses, anxious to

IV

%/l
X JL

we

impress, certain that

will be calm, at ease, well-

poised.

But somehow

little

unexpected problems present
things do not go exactly

Somehow

themselves.

An introduction clumsily
planned.
course served incorrectly. Conversation
slowly dying and with obvious effort brought to
we had

as

A

made.

—

You just know that
Embarrassing!
your guests must be noticing, silently misjudging,
underestimating. And you wish fervently that you
never had invited them that you never had exposed
life

again.

—

yourself to this humiliation.
No one can achieve any amount of pleasure out
of entertaining unless one can be absolutely at ease.
It is discomfort and uncertainty that cause embarrassing blunders. And such blunders instantly betray one's inexperience, one's lack of knowledge.
Only by knowing precisely what is expected of
you on every occasion, under all circumstances,
Only by being
can you be thoroughly at ease.
sure of yourself can you avoid the embarrassment
The secret of being a good host or
of blunders.

an ever-welcome guest, an -agreeable and
person is simply the secret of knowing
what to do and say on every occasion of being
always calm, poised, self-possessed.

hostess,

likeable

—

Be Free From

Embarrassment!

All

Let the Famous "Book of Etiquette" Tell You Exactly
What to Do, Say, Write and Wear on Every Occasion.
Thousands of men and women who were
only a short time ago self-conscious and
timid who were constantly exposing themselves to the embarrassment and humiliation of blunders, who betrayed themselves
are today wininstantly among strangers
ning respect and admiration wherever they
go because of their remarkable poise and
ease of manner.

—

—

Instead of learning through painful errors, instead of bhindcring through social life in an agony
of fear lest conspicuous lilunders be made, they
learned at once through the famous Book of EtiThey
quette exactly what was expected of them.
found out exactly what to do, say, write and wear
on every occasion. And this new knowledge banished all doubt, timidity and self-consciousness;
gave them a wonderful new poise and confidence.
Are you sure of yourself? Or will you admit
that you are sometimes just the least bit in doubt
sometimes the least bit afraid that you have
done or said the wrong thing?
Can you create conversation and keep it flowing
smoothly.
Or are you ever "tongue-tied" among
strangers, unable to express the things you would
like to, unable to make yourself pleasant and
agreeable?
Are you a "good mixer" or do you never feel
"at home" among strangers; always alone and out
of place?

—

—

How Manners

Dress Your Personality

manner free from embarrassment, free from the
crudities which perhaps even you do not
suspect.
The Book of Etiquette is today social secretary
It is conin hundreds of thousands ot homes.
sulted whenever a wedding is planned, or a party,
or a dinner.
It gives author. tative information.
It solves instantly the
It gives helpful advice.
little problems that puzzle you.
And, above all, it
a

little

eliminates

all

doubt and uncertainty, prevents any

No^viigs

ONLYm

The Famous Book of Etiquette
500,000 Have Paid the
Regular Price of $3.50

million people paid $3.50 for the extremely
low price of only $1.98.
The same Book of Etiquette word for word,
line for line, page for page! Nothing 'jraitted.
Identically the same edition for which 500,000
Now
people paid the full publishing price.
yours for practically half!

—

'

Send No Money
.Tust

>our name

and

address

on

As soon as we receive it
sufficient.
your set of the Book of Etiquette.

unnatural mannerisms
The kind of
but poise, ease, dignity, confidence.

may

understands them

manner

that the

—

stilted

Book of Etiquette

will give

you

act at once, however, as

it is

the

is

we will send you
You are '^urged to
not

it.

do

positively true.

A Rare

Offer

To You

You want the Book of Etiquette. You cannot
help wanting a work so helpful, so fascinating, so
authoritative.
Let us send you your set today.
Examine it. See for yourself how important it is
that you own it. Take advantage of the unusual
olfer made in the panel to the left.
Just clip and mail the coupon. The complete
two-volume set of the Book of Etiquette will be
sent to you at once.
But don't put it olif. It is
quite possible that this generous special-price offer
will never be made again.
Take advantage of it
The Book of Etiquette will be sent to you
in a plain carton, with no identification marks.
Address Nelson Doubleday, Inc., Dept. 783,

NOW.

City,

N. Y.

Nelson Doubleday,

Inc.,

Dept. 783

Garden City, New York.
Without a cent in advance you may send me in 3
plain carton, the complete two-volume set of the Book
of Etiquette at the special limited bargain price. Wlien
the books arrive I will pa>' tile postman only $1.98 (plug
few cents fleliverj' charges) instead of $3.50 the regular
price.

I

am to Iiave the privilege of returning the books
my money refunded any time within 5 days
not delighted with them.

and having
if

I

am

Name
Street

coupon

possible that t-is offer

soon be withdrawn.
Wliy
NOW. while you are thinking of

—

to be

Garden

For a limited time. Nelson Doubleday, Inc.,
If you act
makes this extraordinary offer:
promptly you can secure the famous twovolume Book of Etiquette for which half a

clothes dress your body, manners dress your
personality. Not manners as the world ordinarily

As

For a Very
Limited Time

It is
blunders, protects against embarrassment.
one of the most useful works you could possibly
own and half a million people have found this

it

toUaj'.

City

State

Check this square
the

if

you want those books

beautiful full-leather
same return privilege.

binding

at $2.98

witli

with

* casa
cash
(Orders from outside the U. S. are pa.vabl6 $2.44
with order. Leather binding outside U. S. $3.44
4 cash

--

Willi order.)
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James Cruze production with Edward
Horton, Theodore Roberts, Helen Jerome
Eddy and Louise Dresser. From the play

by George

1924 brings an abundance of

Paramount

S.

Kaufman and Marc Con-

Written for the screen by Walter

nelly.

Woods.

" Big Brother"

Pictures

production with Tom
Moore, Raymond Hatton and Edith RobWritten for the screen by Paul Sloane.

An

Allan

Dwan

erts.

Compare

values

and you

will follow the

Paramount trademark

"Don't Call it Love"
A William de Mille production with
-

To know how

to get better entertainment just compare
pictures, point by point.
Story-interest!
maybe that's the biggest thing.
story
can become a Paramount Picture unless it is drenched with

—

No

the spirit of entertainment.
In acting and in the subtle art of the director you have
your own taste. Discover what a considerable amount of
the best of this reaches the screen of your theatre marked

Paramount.
Splendor of staging!

Luxury of dressing! Brilliancy of
setting! You experienced fans have actually come to take these
for granted in every Paramount Picture that requires them.
Many Paramount Pictures have been the outstanding successes of '23. "The Covered Wagon" loomed up as the
biggest planet ever seen in the sky of entertainment!
1924 will see an abundance of Paramount Pictures. The
excitement created by Cecil de Mille's production "The
Ten Commandments" will take seasons to die down. Many
other great new Paramount Pictures are coming.
'Take the trouble to note the brand names of pictures.
Do it and you'll appreciate that the name Paramount is a
sure guide to the best show in town.

L*FA>10US PLAYERSIASKY CORPORATION f!;4iP!ik«\
t'J'JIM J
i-l
l^ifl
aDOLPH 2UKOR. P^es.tfene

Agnes

Ayres, Jack Holt, Nita Naldi, Theodore
Kosloff and Rod La Rocque. From the
novel "Rita Coventry" by Julian Street.
Written for the screen by Clara Beranger.

"West of the Water Tower"
GLENN HUNTER, with Ernest

Starring

Torrence and

May McAvoy.

Supported

by George Fawcett and Zasu Pitts. Diby Rollin Sturgeon. Adapted by
Doris Schroeder from the novel by Homer

rected

Croy.

"Flaming Barriers"

A George Melford production, with Jacqueline Logan, Antonio Moreno, Walter
Hiers.

By Byron Morgan. Adapted by

Jack Cuiuiingham.

"The

Heritage of the Desert"

An

Irvin Willatt production, with Bebe
Daniels, Ernest Torrence, Noah Beery and
Lloyd Hughes. Written for the screen by
Albert Shelby Le Vino.

"The Humming Bird"
SW

ANSON. A Sidney
Starring GLORIA
From the play by
Olcott production.
Maude Fulton. Screen play by Forrest
Halsey.

"Pied Piper Malone"

THOMAS

MEIGHAN. SupStarring
ported by Lois Wilson and George Fawcett. By Booth Tarkington. Directed by
Alfred E. Green. Adapted by Tom Geraghty.

P

uijiJUuijriJiiuuunjuijnLi^^

Paramount^ktiw&s
If

it's

a

Paramount Picture

it's

the best

show

in

town!

uTLriririnnruTriniviRrir^^
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For Next MontK
Do You Resemble
a Motion Picture Star?

Screen

Have

CONTENTS FOR MARCH

your

Albert Vargas

Painted from a photograph by J[orrison.

Where,

Oh Where

Happy Medium

is the
Editorial page.

9

Gallery of Players

1 j

in gravure of Mary Astor. Douglas MacLean, May McAvoy, Shirley
Mason, Bebe Daniels, Glenn Hunter, George Walsh, Richard Dix and Mary Alden.

Portraits

Dick and Dick's Baby
After Him There Isn't Any More
Which

IJ'hifcIv Fletcher

24

jMarsh

Helen

Carlisle

25

Thistledown

Gatlin

27

Dana

The

of an Interviewer

Presenting

magazine and newspaper people come

stars as the

tlic

Harrv
to

Vignettes o£ the Studios

A

word study

Steele

Eldon Kelley

Amusing verses

anil

I'encil

When

Villains

An

The Rival

traditions

39

you'll

Colinkin

44

Carlisle

46

]]\

Helen
Lew Cody.

4S

camera-study of Rintintin.

Idele

Commandments" and

Tamar Lane

49

Whitely Fletcher

51

The Staff

52

'"Tiger Rose."

Comment on Other Productions
I'aragraplis

which

a Silken

GloHa

will

guide you

56

Janet Reid
novelization of the Ccrtrude .\llurl<in

licst

57

seller.

The Editor Gossips

Memoriam

On

the

61

Camera Coast
Tlie last

word

Harry Carr
in

news from the California

!

New York

Executive .vnd Editorial Offices, Brewster Buildings, 175 Duffield
Post Office at Jamaica, N.

)'.,

St.,

while

I.\

THE

V.

S.

Secretary

3rd,

Pacific

.

skirts

.

.

have

Three Weeks

sands of her

own

dollars in order that

she

believed

70

scenes from the play.

l)e

be

should

it

In the April

tion,

number there

a novelization of this producprofust'lv

The other

illustrated

with

features of the April

Motion Picture Magazine are so
numerous that lack of space alone
forbids us going on indefinitely with
our re.sume of this issue.
Order
}our copy now from your news-

1879.

dealer.

A.

Duncan A. Dobie, Jr.
Vice-President and Business Manager

The April
Motion Picture Magazine
For sale on

all

March
L.

G.

Conlon, Treasurer

A. M. HopfmuUer, Art Director
George J. Tresham, Circulation Manager
Coast Representative
Also publishers of the Ci..\ssic (combined with Shadowland), out on the fifteenth of each month; and
Beauty, out on the si.xteenth

Harry Carr,

screen

Elinor Glyn, so the .story goes,
came to America and invested thou-

Adele Whitely Fletcher, Managing Editor

M. Heinemann,

year has

the

gone begging.

will

Corporation),

March

and short

curls

68

Subscription $2.50 a year in advance, including postage in United States, Cuba, Mexico and PhilipSingle copies 2.5 cents, postage prepaid.
pines; in Canada $3.00; and foreign countries $;-!.r)0 a year.
Subscribers must notify us at once of any change of address,
U. S. Government stamps accet)tcd.
giving both oUl and new address.

E.

of

66

Brooklyn, N. Y.

as second-class matter, under the act of

PKIN'TEI)

Eugene V. Brewster,
President and»Editor-in-Chief

this last

way

AT Jamaica, N. Y.
at the,

For

matrons

the

63

United States and Great Britain by Brewster Publications, Inc.

Published Monthly by the Brewster Publications, Inc. (A

Entered

not only enlightening,

her favorite novel be screened in the

76

in

found

screened.

Greenroom Jottings
The Answer Man

Copyright, 1924,

It is

amusing.

is

62
studios.

Letters to the Editor

According to Will Rogers

it

to the better pictures.

Black Oxen

In

amuses or infuriates you,
Harry Carr's article
under the above title well worth
find

scoring the greatest successes

Across the Silversheet

A

36

reading.

Meet

Considering "The Ten

march towards inWhether their ego and

their radical

dependence.

Peter Andrezi's

That's Out

No More

and

their rebellion again.st old-established

of Strongheart
.\

Exit the Flapper Heroine

35

the studios.

interview with .\dolpIie ilenjou and

resem-

ginner's chances on the screen.

38

/.
in

such

aiding and lessening a be-

out of sympathy with the flappers

on the popular Warner Fabian novel.

made

jiiltings

representative

about

Z2

drawings illustrative of the Latin vogue.

Jane and Eva

Flaming Youth
A short-story based
Under the Kleig Lights

different

think

studios.

The Latin Invasion

article

W'hether you are in sympathy or

Carr

know them.
Sally

Goldwyn

of the

an

in

has written which

form of a symposium of

the

directors

third instalment of the thrilling serial-story with illustrations by Harold Lund.

The Confessions

interested

in the

what

her reminiscences at the old Biograph.

tells of

.

.

Helen Carlisle

blances

Days

the Early

Mae

22

describes John Barrymore in the \vords of his valet.

Days

Crinoline

Mae and

ticularly

is

20

Adcic

and

.

.

.

and there
ever told you that
you looked like So and So or like So
and So? If they have, you'll be par.

Mae Murray

friends

people you have met casually here

But

it

news-stands
first

might be well to reserve your
copy now
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Martha Washington Initial
Dinner Set

THE

No

picture can do justice to this dinner set.
want you to see it on your own table. I want
you to know the Attractiveness of its Aristocratic Colonial Shape, the Beauty of its refined
Gold Border and Orange band. I want you to see how the big.
wide, brilliant gold handles enrich and beautify the set. Then I
know
the Pride of Possessing a high-class dinner set
want you to
£^ J.lliV/llit3 that has your initial on every piece. 1 will send you the entire set.
on 30 Days' Free Trial. The picture shows, in reduced size, the attractive initial
design. This design is in 7 harmoniously blended colors and gold. SUPREME
QUALITY. Everything that high class materials, manufacturing skill, art and
design can do, has been done to make this beautiful Dinnerware a Remarkable

6)4-in.

12

110
fl^lT4T^

Bargain. All the decorations; the initial, the wreath, the scroll of roses in natural
colors, the gold edge, and the inner line of orange, are absolutely put on to stay.
guarantee against breakage in sliipment. Replacements or additional pieces

^^^^^ Cloth Napiron?
M\JlJlj Mns and Doilies

We

With Order

of this pattern may be procured from us for a period Of three years. Each
piece wrapped separately In tissue paper.

Former Price

M.

$44.75

you will send your order QUICKLY, I will send you
Absolutely Free a Table Cloth, 6 Napkins, 2 Doilies, all
nicely scalloped. These articles are made of Full Bleached
Satin Finish Cotton Damask. The design is attractive; the
wearing quality thoroughly satisfactory. The table cloth is
round, beautifully scalloped, and finished with a mercerized
corded edge of dainty beauty; it measures 56 inches in diameter a very practical size. The napkins are scalloped and
corded to match the table cloth; they measure llVz x 17J^
inches. The 2 round doilies match the table cloth and napkins and are 13 inches in diameter.
If

Special Sale Price $29.95
30 Days' Ftee

Trial

— Easy Monthly Payments

This dinner set formerly sold for S44.75 and without the Free Table Cloth. Napkins and Doilies.
You would have been satisfied to pay this price for the High Quality and Exquisite Design of
this set alone. To these points of excellence I have ^
added these additional features: The exclusivencss
of your own initial on every piece; the lavish beauty
of seven colors and Gold in the decorations; the disgold
Bargains that will Surprise You
tinctively handsome, big, wide, bright,
The Smallest
handles. I have also added a daintily colored flora' Prices that Please
spray which is opposite Monthly Payments THE LONGEST
the Initial design on TIMETOPAY-Thesearejustafewof
the many advantages of dealing with
every piece.
Spear. Sendfor^Mi' Big Free Catalog
I want to send you the
110 pieces on 30 Days' today, l.earn about my MONEY
BACK BOND, the Fairest. Squarest
Free Trial to use as your
own. If your satisfaction Guarantee; the guarantee that puts
all the risk on me, and none on you.
is not complete, return
See the Thousands of Illustrations
theset. I will refund your
first
payment and all that will aid you in selecting your
newFurniture, Furnishings, Carpets,
freight charges. The trial
will not cost you a penny.
Rugs. Stoves, etc. Remember I sell
Be careful to state the ini- everythingfor the Home on the Eastial you desire.
Order No.
Before you buy anything
iestTerms.
RA2920. Price $29.95. anywhere Consult
my Free Book.
Terms: $1.00 with order, balWrite for it today.
A Post Card
ance $2.50 Monthly.

—

BIG FREE BOOK!
—
—

NATtlANIEL SPEAR

will

bring

)1924, Spear

&Coi

Home

&I

Spear
1

I

I

\

Name
'

I

,

Dept. M-301
Pittsburgh. Pa.

Occupation.

R. F. D.. Box No. or Street and No.

Furnishers for the People of America

Post Office
It your shipping point

State
Is

different

from your post

office

fill

in line

below

I

I

I

I

<D,
lA/?£

& Co., Dept. IVI-301, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Send me the 110-piece Initial Dinner Set a
TabieCloth,6Napkinaand2Doilie3. lencloaesi.oo D_j„, _i,:„i„ s„
first payment. It is understood that if at the end of *'^*"^ plainly Ul
theSOdays'triallamaatiefied.Iwillaend youS2.60
box the initial
Monthly. Order No, RA2920. Terms: $1.00 with
you desire
order, S2.60 Monthly. Price S29. 96. Title r mains
with you until paid In full. Send me your Bis Free
Catalog also. Please print or wrr.e name and address plainly.

it.1

President

SPEAR & CO.

110 PIECES

Lunch

Plates, 12 9i^-in. Dinner Plates, 12
Bread and Butter Plates, 12 I'/i-in. Soup Plates,
Cups, 12 Saucers, 12 53'2-in. Dessert Dishes, 12 6-in.
Oatmeal Dishes, 1 Covered Vegetable Dish (2 Pieces), 1 8-in.
Open Vegetable Dish, 1 lOJi-in. Meat Platter, 1 13J^-in.
Meat Platter, 1 9Jf-in. Round Salad Dish, 1 Sauce Boat,
1 Sauce Boat Stand, 1 Gravy Bowl, 1 Covered Sugar Bowl
(2 Pieces), 1 Cream Pitcher, 1 6-in. Pickle Dish, 1 7->n.
Butter Dish.

12 7J^-in. Pie or

I

Send Shipment to
••
youwanttlieFreeCatalogOnly,SendNoiVIoney,putanXlierer~|
FREE
i If
CATALOG ^ and write your name and address plainly on the above linea
l

1

—

,

%m^E}^M

Who Else Wants
New Head of Hair?

a.
^r^

—no

No matter how thin your hair may be
you've tried without results this method

^B

money

will

be instantly refunded!

By

FOLKS

Much

H.

B.,

recommend

wondi'rful

tlie

—

for years."

New York

C. B.,

grow hair!

Merlte

one who may be
looking for a hair treatment which
positively shows quick results. After
live weeks* treatment a new growth
of hair has sliown on each side of
the temple, where I have been bald
ajiy

City.

".Am glad to say I can see such
great change in my hair. It is growing longer and my liead is full of
young hair that has made its way
through since I have been using
Mcrke Treatment.
I
can't
say
enough for it. It will do evirytliing
you claim it to do."
Mrs. G. G., Houston, Tex.

Improvement Daily

,

"After usiiig the Mcrke Treatas per your instructions, my
scalp is now allowing improvement

ment

and I think in time I will
have more hair than I had two years
ago.
I was practically bare on the
dailj',

top,

but now

It

is

gradually filling

In from the back."
J.

S.

Was

W., AUUboro, Mass.
Skeptical

Once

"I must frankly state I was decidedly skeptical as to your claims
for tlie Merke Treatment, but
a
faithful use of it for a month has
removed all doubt, and three of us
are obtaining tnibelievable results
both in looks and steady growth. It
has also worked wonders with tlie
scalp,
stopping all dandruff and
falling hair."
L. VV. F.,

Chelsea, Mass.

Head Covered With Hair
am

dropping you a few lines
know about your wonderTreatment, The top of
my head is almost covert d with new
hair. I have been trying for the last
five years but never could find anything that conld make hair grow
until I used your treatment."
"I

to let you
ful Merke

T.

C,

Cleveland. Ohio.

"Concerning the Merke Treatment will advise that it has undoubtedly benefited my hair and

—

—

Entirely

—

slowly

—

—

first

—

—

few treatments.

,

,

.

,

c

>

My treatment proves that a big percentage of hair troubles, even of years
roots
standing, is caused— not by dead hair roots— but by dormant hair
which now can be awakened and made to grow again. Already scores of men
acquired
a
hair
have
falling
and women who suffered for years from thin
provides a
thick healthy growth of hair through this new method, which
to
nourishment
direct
way of penetrating to the hair roots and furnishing
them. This treatment can be taken in any home in. which there is electricity.

Free Booklet Explains Treatment
gladly send
If you will merely fill in and mail the coupon below I will
'
an interesting 32-page booklet describing
cost or obligation

without
—
treatment

'

in detail.

This booklet contains much helpful informaand in addition
tion on the care of the hair
shows by actual photographs what my treatment
others.
of
is doing for thousands
or if you are
If you are "thin on top"
troubled with falling hair and dandruff this
free book will prove to be of the greatest value to
and it will be sent
you. So mail the coupon now
you by return mail without cost or obligation.

—

—

r

AI.tlED

seems

MERKE INSTITUTES,

Bept. 563, 513 Fifth Avenue,

to be

seems
growing

spot'

surely

Merke Treatment
doing the work."
H. C. G.
Baltimore, Md.

Hair Growing Again
"I wouldn't take ?5U for your
treatment.
It was far beyond
my exjiectations. My hair was

INC.
Gity

is

restored

Now

lustre.
to its brilliancy
to grow again.
J.

B. C.

Hilhboro, Tex.

New

Hair in 20 Days
using
been
Merke
Treatment 20 days and have

"Have

you

My

hair

has been falling out for four
years and your Treatment has
checked it. I had two spots on
my head where there was not
even any fuzz, and there is new

them now.*

hair growing on

I

the
wouldn't
for
take
$50
Merke Treatment. I think it's
the best in the world."
J.

M.

Smackoncr, Ark.
Satisfied With Results
"I am satisfied with results.
Lots of hair is growing where I

was bald.
I
mean in front
where one mostly loses hair
first.
It was just as bare as
the palms of my hands.
Now
hair is coming again."
C. F.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

my

MEKKE

INSTITUTES, INC.,
New York City

Please send me, without cost or obligation on tuy part, a copy of the
new booklet describhig in detail the Merke Institute Home Treatment-

—

New York

it

and has begun
Thanks."

Dept. 563, 512 Fifth Ave..

—

ALLIED

'bald

but

smaller, and

received great results.

New Method

treatment is the result of 17 years of experience gained in treating
thousands of cases of loss of hair. This included many long years winch I
spent in such famous scientific research centers as Heidelberg, Berlin, Pans,
At the Merke Institute, Fifth Avenue, New \ ork,
Cairo and Geneva.
some have paid as high as $500 for the results brought. Yet now through
these same results may be secured at home
the Merke Home Treatment
for just a few cents a dayl
before.
My method is entirely different from anything known or used
There is no massaging no singeing no "mange cures" no unnecessary
Yet results are often noticeable after the very
fuss nor bother of any kind.

My

—

The

scalp.

dead and had no

There are some
don't say mv treatment will grow hair in every case.
But I've secured such splendid
cases that nothitig in the world can help.
willing
to
have you try
perfectly
I
am
results in so many other cases that
my treatment at my risk! And it after 30 days you are not more than deof hairgrowth
new
actually
see
a
if you cannot
lighted with the results
then all vou need to do is tell me and without the slightest question I 11
a eent
want
I
don't
mail vou "a check refunding every bit of your money
and
of your money unless 1 can actually grow hair on yoiu- liead
it
grows!
not
you are the sole judge of whether or
I

!

Does Everything Claimed

WHAT USERS SAY

—

every day letters which show without a
shadow of doubt that my home treatment
positively does
in the majority of cases

Par sons J Kansas.

Quick Results
"Kindly allow me to praise and
•

Treatment to

can make such an

—

Merke Treatment."
C.

^^L

Institute

!

"I have bet-n bothered wiUi dandruff for twenty years and had lost
nearly all of iny hair. 1 have used
your treatment 30 days now and
have a good growth of hair eoraing
in.
I cannot say too much in praise
of tlie

I

—

Same Story

Can't Praise Too

Merke

wonder how

iron clad offer. No one, to my knowledge, ever dared to do it before to guarantee absolutely to grow hair or the treatHere's the
ment costs nothing at all
Read the letters printed on this
answer.
page letters from those who have tried
this startling new method. These are just
a few of the many that pour into my office

Scores of Other Letters
Tell the

—

is

Alois Merke, Founder of

WHAT USERS SAY

^^^

matter how many kinds of treatment
guaranteed to grow hair for YOU or your
Simply mail the coupon below for free proof.

—

(

State whether Mr.. Miss or Mrs.)

I

I

City

State.

7

PA a I

——

"

"
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SheBares to TeUAeTruth
About Love andManiaOsI
Elinor Glyn, famous author of "Three Weeks," has written an
amazing book that should be read by every man and woman
married or single. "The Philosophy of Love" is not a novel
it is a penetrating searchlight fearlessly turned on the most
intimate relations of men and w^omen. Read below^ how^ you can
without advancing a penny.
get this daring book at our risk

—
—

—

WILL
you

you marry the man
you take
the one you can get?
If a husband stops loving his
wife, or becomes infatuated with
another woman, who is to blame

Do you know how to retain a man's affection always?
How to attract men? Do you
know the things that most irritate a man? Or disgust a woman?
Can you tell when a man really
loves you
or must you take

love, or will

—

—

the husband, the wife, or the
"other woman?"
Will you win the girl you want,
or will Fate select your Mate?
Should a bride tell her husband

word for it? Do you know
what you MUST NOT DO unless you "want to be a "wall
flower" or an "old maid"? Do
you know the little things that
make women like you? Why do
his

what happened at seventeen?
Will you be able to hold the
love of the one you cherish or
will

your marriage end in di vorce?

can answer the above questions
IF you
you know all there is to know about
if

winning a woman's heart or holding a
man's affections—you don't need "The
Philosophy of Love." But if you are in
doubt if you don't know just how to
handle your husband, or satisfy your wife,
or win the devotion of the one you care
then you must get this wonderful
for
book. You can't afford to take chances
with your happiness.

—

—

YOU Know

to
love?
with devoted, virtuous wives, often become secret slaves to creatures of another
"world" and how to prevent it? Why do
somemen antagonize women, finding themselves beating against a stone wall in affairs
of love? When is it dangerous to disregard
convention? Do you know how to curb a
headstrong man, or are you the victim of

—

men's whims?

gests wisely, she explains fully.
"The Philosophy of Love" is one of the
most daring books ever written. It had
to be. A book of this type, to be of real
value, could not mince words. Every problem had to be faced with utter honesty,
deep sincerity, and resolute courage. But

Every Man and
Woman Should Know^

—you
how to win the man
love.
— want.
how to win the
you
—band's
how to hold your huslove
—admire
how to make people
you.
why petting parties"
—destroy
the capacity
for true love.
marriages
— why inmany
despair.
—afTection.
how to hold a woman's
— home
how to keep a husband
nights.
things that turn men
—against
you.
— howperpetual
to make marriage
honeya
moon.
—married
the "danger year" of
girl

calls a spade a spade
she deals with strong emotions
and passions in her frank, fearless manner—she nevertheless handles her subject
so tenderly and sacredly that the book
can safely be read by any man or woman.
In fact, anyone over eighteen should be
compelled to read "The Philosophy of
Love"; for, while ignorance may sometimes be bliss, it is folly of the most dangerous sort to be ignorant of the problems of
love and marriage. As one mother wrote us:
" I wish I had read this book when I was a
young girl it would have saved me a lot
of misery and suffering.
Certain shallow-minded persons may
condemn "The Philosophy of Love." Anything of such an unusual character generally
is. But Madame Glyn is content to rest her
world wide reputation on this book the
greatest masterpiece of loveever attempted!

— how
how to ignite love
to keep
flaming
—burnt
how to rekindle
out.
—"hunting
how to cope with the
it

it

—

if

you

to attract people
like.

— women
why some
are

men and
always lov-

able, regardless of age.

are
there
—grounds
any
for divorce?

real

— how

to i ncrease your
desirability in a man's
eye.
how to tell if someone
really loves you.

—
things that make a
—woman
"cheap" or
"common.

lAGE

pleased, simply send the book
back in good condition within five days
and your money will be refunded instantly.
Over 75,000,000 people have read Elinor
Glyn's stories or have seen them in the
movies. Her books sell like magic. "The
Philosophy of Love" is the supreme culmi-

nation of her brilliant career. It

is destined
to sell in huge quantities. Everybody will
talk about it everywhere. So it will be exceedingly difficult to keep the book in {:)rint.
It is possible that the present edition may

be exhausted, and you may be compelled
to wait for your copy, unless you mail the

coupon below AT ONCE. We do not say
hurry you it is the truth.
Get your pencil fill out the coupon
NOW. Mail it to The Authors' Press,
Auburn, N. Y., before it is too late. Then
be prepared to read the most daring book

—
—

this to

ever written!

The

Autliors' Press, Dept, 4C8, Auburn, N. Y.
Please send me on approval Elinor Glyn's master"The Philosophy of Love." When the postman delivers the book to my door, I will pay him
only $1.98, plus a few pennies postage. It is understood, however, that thi.^ is not to be considered a
purchase. If the book does not in every way come
up to expectations. I reserve the right to return it
any time within five days after it is received, and
you agree to refund my money.
piece,

De Luxe Leather Ed-tion— We have prepared
tion,

handsomely bound

in

a Limited EdiRojal Blue Genuine Leather and

lettered in Gold, with Gold Tops and Blue Silk Markers. No
e.\pense spared— makes a gortreous gift.. If you prefer this
leather edition— as most people do simply sign below.
place a cross in the little square at the right, and pay
the postir
nly $2.98 plus postage.

—

>

SEND NO MONEY

instinct" in

men.

— how

more than

I

need not advance a single penny
You "The
Philosophy
Love." Simply
out the coupon below — or write a
—and the book be sent to you on approval. When the postman delivers the
actually
book to your door —when
your hands — pay him only $1.98, plus a
few pennies postage, and the book yours.
to your heart's content — read
Go over
from cover to cover—and you are not
for

Name
(

Write your oame and address plainly)

of

letter

fill

will

in

it is

is

it

it

Q8

Madame Glyn

—

What

life.

In "The Philosophy of Love," Elinor
Glyn courageously solves the most vital
problems of love and marriage. She places a
magnifying glass unflinchingly on the most
intimate relations of men and women. No
detail, no matter how avoided by others,
is spared. She warns you gravely, she sug-

— while

how
win the one you
Do you know
Do you know why husbands,

end"

—

of Love

while

About Love Z

**

come thoughtless husbands soon
after marriage
and how can
the wife prevent it? Do you know how to
make marriage a perpetual honeymoon?

The Oracle

Do you know how to make people like you?

What Do

"wonderful lovers" often be-

ELINOR GLYN

—

if

City and State

IMPORTANT— If

I

not be at home
when the postman calls, send cash in advance. Also if you reside outside the U. S. A., payment must be made in advance.
Regular Edition $2.12. Leather Edition, $3.12. Cash with
coupon.
it ia

possible that you

may

I
I

I
I

Motion

Magazine

Picture
CTrade-mark Registered)

Founded

h-^

J.

Stuart Blackton

MARCH,
Vol.

,^^^.

Wnere,

OK

1924

XXVII

Wnere,

KT,O. 2

is

the

Happy Medium

It is just a few years ago that the critics and the public
objected to the shabby sets which motion-picture producers
used as backgrounds for homes of wealth
and to the
coimtry-dressmaker, bargain-counter creations both debutantes
and dowagers wore upon the screen.
remember vividly
dining-rooms in the homes of the cinematic Four Hundred
which were replicas of the plate-racked, beam-ceilinged, colored
.

.

.

We

glass-domed rooms

But how

in

which The People dwell.

pendulum'has swung in the other direction!
No director would attempt to suggest luxury today without a
dinner-dance as extensive and extravagant as the New Orleans
Mardi Gras
with a swimming-pool embedded with
jeweled lights and chaise-lounge gondolas as a climax. And
few actresses would attempt to portray the daughter or mistress
of a brown-stone front without a wardrobe which would,
actually, cause our Best Families to gasp and marvel that there
was so much fur, chififon, velvet and ribbon on this mortal coil.
far the

.

.

.

There are poor people on the screen, too, of course. They
dine from cracked crockery u])on wedges of rye bread and the
meager remains of a quart of milk. And their tubercular children pine upon beds heavy with torn and soiled linen. But it is
a rare thing to find the average- American family shadowed
the family living in the suburbs, with a commuter
father, or the family living comfortably in the city, with a
stenographic daughter supplementing the family income. Yet
such lives, as you witness them day after day, are rich in
drama. Surely they form the bulk of life.
.

.

.

the happy medium ? The exaggerafar removed from the truth as the
erstwhile conditions which were so harshly criticized. Can it
be that the truth is so difficult to arrive at? Or is it that the
pendulum, seeking it, swung too far and will gradually arrive
at its central point?

Rut where, oh where,

tion

we

see today

is

is

as

9
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^ACTERIA and parasites,
dust into the

carried by

pores of the skin, cause blemishes. To free your skin from
blemishes use the special

Woodbury treatment given
below.

\'

f\'

Blemishes

if"

are directl y caused by infection
from dust - - Quard against them

by the right cleansing treatment!
You know how easy it- is to catch
when you are tired or run down.

cold

In the same way, any condition that
lowers your generalvitalitymakes your skin
more susceptible to blemishes. (Anemia
er digestive disturbances are often associated with this trouble.)
But the direct cause of blemishes is local
infection from bacteria and parasites
carried by dust in the air.
To free your skin from blemishes use
this treatment every night, and see how
wonderfully helpful it will prove:
before you go to bed, wash in
usual way with warm water and
Woodbury's Facial Soap, finishing with a
dash of cold water. Then dip the tips of
your fingers in warm water and rub them
on the cake of Woodbury's until they
are covered with a heavy, cream-like
lather. Cover each blemish with a thick
coat of this and leave it on for ten minutes, then rinse very carefully, first with

JUST

" your

,

clear

Use

with a dash of cold water. In this way
you can guard against a reappearance of
the blemishes.

Facial Soap,

A

THE

1303 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
reww— Please send me a miniature

TogelherwMlhe,reatmer>tl,ooilet,--ASihYouLoyetoTouch''
If you live m Canada, address The Andrew Jergens Co.,
Limited, 1303 Sherbrooke St., Perth, Ontario. English Agents:
^- ^- Q"^'^'^ ^ ^°- ^ ^^'^^"^ ^'J""'^- ^°"'^°"' ^- ^- "

Name

Soap and warm water, ending

street

bury's Facial

,

•

.

City
Copyright, 1924, by

The Andrew Jergens

Co.

of

A trial size cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap
A sample tube of Woodbury s Facial Cream
^ sample box of Woodbury's Facial Powder

this
,.

set

*e Woodbury skin preparations, containing:

treatment until the blemishes
J
have disappeared, then COntmue to give
your face, every night, a thorough bath in
the regular Woodbury way with Wood,

Send 10 cents for a trial-she set of three
famous JVoodbury skin preparations
ANDREW JERGENS CO.

For the enclosed lO

•

1

—

Get a cake of Woodbury's today begin
the right treatment for your skin tonight!
25-cent cake ofWoodbury's lasts a
month or six weeks for general toilet use,
including any of the special Woodbury
treatments. Woodbury's also comes in
convenient 3-cake boxes.

L
ij
cold.
hot water, then with
,

,

Woodbury

treatments for each
different skin need are given in the booklet "A Skin You Love to Touch, " which is
wrapped around everycake ofWoodbury's
Special

'

State

Cut out

this

coupon and send

it

to us today

OUD

POQTQPilT CPiLlIQy

Photograph by John

MARY ASTOR
For a time we feared that the exploitation of Mary Astor's young beauty and slender years
would lose her to the screen as a real actress. But this portrait study from '^Beau Bnunmel"
reassures us. Here she is possessed of an intriguing drama and a subtle color

Ellis

Photograph by Edwin Bower Hesser

DOUGLAS MacLEAN
of Douglas MacLean's popularity may be
attributed to the fact that he typifies all the clean,
breezy and care-free things which the American

Much

man is supposed to be
and too seldom is,
these days, under the yoke of responsibility. His
"Going Up" proved immensely popular, and now
he is concentrating his attention upon "The
.

.

.

Yankee Consul"

MAY McAVOY
career of May has been unfortunate. Her screen
presence is too whimsical and delicate to be set in
the average blatant and commercial production.
Yet with time and thought given to the selection of
her roles, she might easily add other portraits as rare
as her Grizel in "Sentimental Tommy" to the shadow
Now she is playing with Richard Barthelgallery.

The

mess

in

"The Enchanted Cottage"

SHIRLEY

MASON

Photograph by ^ickolas Miiray

Shirley Mason carries on.
Her productions
follow on the heels of one another in a steady
and somewhat tinvarying march. She has not
known the inspiration of an opportunity to do
a really fine thing now and then as so many of
the stars have done. Nor does this blunt the
edge of the enthusiasm which she seems to
bring to her work ... or to dull the edge of
her popularity

BEBE

DANIELS

The photographer
fiery
the
caught
Bebe in a pensive
mood. But there
is no gainsaying
the fact that, pengive or fiery, Bebe

endowed wifh
indescribable something**

is

"that

about

which

constantly
At present,
talk.
Bebe is giving her
professional atlen*
tion to her role in
"The Taming of
the Shrewwriters

Photograph by Ricbee

Photograph by James Hargis Connelly

GLENN HUNTER
His new contract with the Famous Players to
the contrary, Glenn Hunter is not worried
about the recent depression in motion-picture
production. For Glenn is playing "Merton of
the Movies" on a Chicago stage
and the
screen rights to this play have been purchased
80 that he may breathe sympathetic life into
.

a

.

.

shadow Merton when the studios open again

snviraflc?*

'smsfn-')

Photograph by Clarence

GEORGE WALSH
As we go to the presses, it is definitely announced that George Walsh will play "Ben
Hur" and he is scheduled to sail for Europe
shortly.
In the meantime, however, he may
be seen in "Reno" the Rupert Hughes production which deals with the divorce laws

S.

Bull

Photograph by Melbourne Spurr

RICHARD DIX
Richard Dix enjoys the distinction of being
about the only honest-to-goodness bachelor in
the California film colony. All this is strange,
too, when you consider bis romantic screen
presence.
"Strangers" finds him cast with

Betty

Compson and Lewie Stone

Him

After

77iU5

Spake

Association

the

Tnere

Isn't

Any More

Barr^more Valet of Nine Years' Standing
An
the Gold Dust Off Many a Star
.

.

.

Which Would Rub

By

ADELE WHITELT FLETCHER
f I fEMPERAMENTAL? John Barrymore?"
_
His valet of nine years' association despaired
^ over our suggestion. "Not him. He seldom
Temperamental folks dont work like
up 'Beau Brummel' in California, he worked all day Saturday and most of Saturday
night, then all day Sunday and most of Sunday night.
He kept going with black coffee. We took the train on
Monday and arrived in New York the following Saturday morning at nine-thirty. At ten-thirty he was on this
stage rehearsing and he rehearsed all day and into Sunday
morning. Then all Sunday and well into Monday mornThere ain't
ing so they could open on Monday night.
In
nobody else could do that or would do that.
says no.

When we was

him.

finishing

'Hamlet.' too.

"See that telegram
wishing him luck.
See those pictures,"

indicating two
group photographs
the

flanking

tele-

which hung
the make-up"Mr. Barry-

gram
over
shelf,

more with the stage
hands. TemperaNo, sir.
mental
There's only one
John Barrymore and
after him there isn't
!

any more."
Allow us,
readers

.

.

.

kind

—

it's

from the gang

at the studios

Yet the evening curtain would rise promptly at
And there are few more strenuous roles
than "Hamlet."
And fewer artists who give it the
vitality and fire which Mr. Barrymore breathes into tliis
Shakespearian villain-hero, never, it would seem, to be lost
over

eight-fifteen.

to the ages but to stand forth in literature effulgent in

the light of appreciation
surely to be remembered
henceforth in link with the illustrious name of John
Barrymore, as Camille is remembered with the' reverenced
name of Sarah Bernhardt.
His valet had come to the stage- door and ushered us
to his dressing-room to await the tardy final curtain.
invaded the sepulchral, uncertain shadows of the wings
and passed toward a distant light. Our eyes, now accustomed to the dimness, discerned three crouched and hooded Danish figures waiting cues to go on as atmosphere.
.

.

.

We

A n d,

farther o

n.

six musicians played

"The movies," he said, "remind me of Pandora's box.
I'm
fascinated and enthralled waiting to see what wonder they will
next produce. There are a number of real artists on the screen
and they work for it untiringly. And the very fact that these
great minds are dedicated to its advancement, marks the screen
,

as potentially great"

Arnold Genthe

dirge ful

a

measure

without the benefit
of music sheets

which

would

have

served them ill in
the deep shadows.

Above

this

came the

Barrymore voice
from

-the

rich

stage

in

.

.

.

timbre,

vibrant with fervor,
and husky with passion in his denunciatory address.

So we went on

Paul,

.

.

.

secretary,
Chief
and
buffer
High Functionary to
John Barrymore, a

to the lighted space
of his dressing-room

contradiction
no man is a

Pavlowa veils her
swan-like beauty
when she trans-

valet,

living

that

hero

And

his

to

valet.

must be ad-

it

mitted

to rehero after

that

main a

nine years of close
association is an unmistakable mark of
Such an
greatness.

association would

.

.

.

the same dress-

ing-room

where

forms the creaking
old

stage

of

the

Manhattan Opera
House into the
Palace

Queen.

of

the

A

Ice

few

weeks before Pavlowa had gone and

deep.
The thunder
of applause had time
and time again de-

the stage was now
impressively somber
with a Robert
Edmund Jones background, but studded
here and there with
the brilliant scarlet,
gold and royal purple of the players'

manded curtain

velvets and satins.

rub

the

off

many

Out
were

calls.

gold

dust

a star.

in front they
standing five

It

was quarter

to six and the
matinee was not yet

m

There was a blare
of trumpets. There
(Confd. on page 88)
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Everyone who saw the grace with which Norma Talmadge wore her cribolines and
in "Smilin' Thru" will rejoice that "Secrets" brings her once more to the
lovely basques and hoop-skirts of remembered years.
She invests this page with
the romantic charm of a lacy valentine

laces
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Mae

and tKe Early Days

D. W. Qri-ffitJi glanced over at Mae Marsh
and remar\ed: " W^Ay, yes, she 11 do. I m
In this highly
using quite a crowd.
com;^?imentary manner was the young
Jady introduced into the Grijpth fold
Mae's ambition to be-

By

come

a screen actress
dated from the day
she saw Blanche Sweet
come out of a saloon
with tears in her eyes.
Of course, you'll understand that Blanche

HELEN CARLISLE

was in a movie
and Mae in the
audience. (Mae
is

in

now

playing

"Daddies")

and
EVERYandnowheave

Mae would pick up a
Bobby.
And Bobby, just to show hh deep respect
and admiration for Mae, would return the
rock

then

it

at

rock, not infrequently with interest.
"You know how kids are when they like each
other," reflected Miss Marsh musingly, going back
in retrospect to those happy early days on the
,

Griffith lot.

"I

Bobby

thought

Harron was
wonderful

thfe

most

being

in

world.
He had
such beautiful eyes. I
the

didn't

know how

to

acquainted with
him, but I did so want

get

attract

to

atten-

his

tion.

"So,

There were far prettier girls on the old
Biograph lot. Perhaps they, too, admired
Bobby Harron. But he passed them all by
for

the

little

freckle-faced,

who threw pebbles
today:

I

him.

red-haired

girl

And Mae

says

my best work with Bobby ..
think it is the best work I shall
ever do"

"I did

sometimes

at

when

I'd

see

him hurrying around
rustling props between scenes he was

—

property boy as well
as actor in those days
I'd gather together
a
pile
of
pebbles,
stones, rocks of all
sizes, and shyly throw
them at him.
The
better I liked him, the
bigger the rocks."

—

Presently Bobby
got to the point where

25
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older girl had been called for extra work, but a previous
call from the Sennett studio prevented her accepting it.
She asked Mr. Griffith if Mae might work in her stead.

over at Mae and remarked, "Why
I'm using quite a crowd." In this highly
complimentary manner was the young lady introduced

Mr.

Griffith glanced

yes, she will do.

into the Griffith fold.

Mae

soon learned the ways of the studio. Tho everyMr. Griffith immensely, they were inclined to
stand in awe of him, especially the eager extra people.
When he passed a group and gave them a friendly smile,
no matter what their number, they all smiled promptly
back at him. (Historian's Note: This quaint custom is
still widely observed in the motion-picture studios.)
One day Mr. Griffith passed Mae and another girl on
the studio lot.
He smiled at them. Mae's companion
turned to her in a shocked manner when he had passed.

body

liked

"Why, you

him !" she gasped.
smile at him?" demanded Mae.

didn't smile at

"Why should I
"I
dont feel like smiling, today."
•"But you've got to smile when he does," her friend
instructed her. "He's the director!"
Mae just couldn't help being different from the other
girls, so it was inevitable that sooner or later she should
attract Mr. Griffith's attention.
He took her aside one
day and asked her if she had ever seen Mary Pickford
on the screen.
No, she hadn't seen Miss Pickford, but she had seen
Blanche Sweet come out of a saloon weeping, and she
wanted to act like Blanche Sweet.
Mr. Griffith shook his head. "You are more the Pickford type," he told her, and he gave her extra work to do
in

Mary's company. Presently, in a pretentious and heart{Continued on page'SS)

Photograph by Alfred Cheney Johpston

he

time between acting,
and throwing rocks at Mae
The young lady had won him

divided

his

rustling props,

Marsh.

There were far

prettier girls

on the

lot

Pickford, Lillian and Dorothy
Gish, Blanche Sweet. Perhaps they, too,
admired Bobby. But he passed them all

Mary

freckle-faced, red-headed
that there is more than one
way to a man's heart and had chosen the
method of direct attack.

girl

w

is

i s t f

gone. She

little

who knew

—

tempered

—

A
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older;

her. But
throati 1 e-thru-

while that

m

catching 8
tears trembles on her
lips we'll not quite
lose the little Mae
of the early
days

Marsh

After all, a man cant ignore a girl who shies rocks at
him. He may be indifferent to her for a time, but sooner
or later she is bound to make some impression upon him.
Especially if her aim is straight.
Mae's ambition to become a screen actress dated from
the day she saw Blanche Sweet come out of a saloon
with tears in her eyes.
Of course, you'll understand that Blanche was in a
movie and Mae in the audience. Never, says Mae, will
she forget the pathos of that scene. The swinging door
swung, Blanche emerged slowly thru it and drooped
sadly and dejectedly out of the scene, tears streaming down her fair face. Mae has forgotten what the
whether Blanche had
rest of the picture was about
just seen the face on the barroom floor, or what
was the matter. But she determined to weep
the way Blanche Sweet wept, and on the
few days later she
screen, too.
went over to the Griffith studio
The
with sister Marguerite.

I

is

life has broadened,

over.

by for the

manner the eager,
n 1 little Mae
Marsh of ten years a'go

In a

^P£^

::

"

:

a thnininiing of win-is.
The air was so thick
love?"' she wondered, and was terrified

But underneath everything that was said, or wasn't said, seemed
'"Am I falling in
a-flutter it seemed hard to breathe.

Dana

—

:

Gat/in

s

and

Serial Story

Tnistleaown
THE THIRD INSTALMENT
Illustrated

HI

by Harold Lund

HAD

almost completed the rough climb of
dilapidated old driveway, and the chimneys
of the ruined mansion were discernible beyond
the clearing, when suddenly his spirit of adventure was rewarded by the sound of someone singing
it
was a forgotten bit of nonsense, sung in a high-pitched,
sweet and mocking voice
tlie

—

"There was I, waiting at the church.
Waiting at the church waiting at the church

—

—

Hi halted his car and peered around.
"You're looking in the wrong direction," called a
familiarly mischievous voice and then, to his astonishment, he saw Dolly advancing thru the dry rustling leaves
that carpeted tlie woods.
"How on earth did you get up here?" he asked.
"The wind blew me I'm thistledown, you remember."
And she went on with her song

—

"When
Lor',

I

found he'd

how

it

left

me !"in

the lurch,

did upset ine

"What

are you doing, here?" Hi demanded.
"This is mv home," demurely. "I told you I lived in
the woods."
Hi had been wanting to see this girl, and had gone to
some trouble on that account, as we know but now he
frowned, and Dolly cried
"You're cross with me is it because I said I lived
in the woods? Oh, Air. Daggett, please dont be angry,
;

—

really not a lie.''
voice was meek and beseeching, but Mr. Daggett
frowned the more.
"T had intended apologizing to you." he said stiffly
"I
realize I acted like a cad and took a certain advantage of
vou. And I'd told myself that when I saw you again,
"

for

it's

Her

"I'd

tell

vou

"Do you prepare your speeches in advance?'' interrupted Dolly, interestedly. "That must make you a very
brilliant conversationalist."

"I

more
left

had another reason for wishing to see vou." yet
stiffly. "Your apron," extending the package
"you

—

in

it

my

car."

"Oh. yes," taking
return

Then
stirred

it.

Anna

"It belongs to

—

I

must

it.''

the recollection that the girl had lost her position
Hi's sympathies, despite himself he said, more
;

kindly
"I stopped at the road-house to give it to you. and they
told me you'd gone.
How did you lose the job so
quickly ?"
"It makes no great difference
I'm pleasantly situated
here." with a casual backward nod.
"You're employed at the cottage?" surprised.
"You
found a new situation in short order."
Stooping to tie a lace of her stout boots, the girl did
not at once answer. She was not dressed as he had seen
her previously, she wore a short tweed skirt, and a serviceable sweater buttoned against the October wind.
"I'm allowed to dress comfortably when I walk in the
woods.'' she explained, noting his keen glance of appraisal.
"She shows me unusual consideration my
present mistress."
"I've heard something about the new tenant up here
she's created quite a n^vsterv for Fairfield.
\\"hat's she

—

—

like ?"
"\\'ell." said Dolly, "I dont
gether no. in many ways, I
head solemnly. "But I dont
mistress, should I ?"
"Perhaps not." agreed Hi.

—

on Dolly's

lips,

think I approve of her altodont approve," shaking her
think I should discuss my

That phrase "my mistress,''
had an oddly distasteful sound. ^Moreover
over

rv
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''Gee

whiz!" he

said,

—

"but this makes a nice picture the fire going, and you sitting
playing this old room never gave nie such a kick!"

—

firelight

lost, somehow, the impulse which had
him past that "Xo Trespassing" sign.
"Anyway, she's pretty good to me," Dolly went on.
"She says I may spend my spare time in these woods."
!"
She gazed around her. '"These woods in autumn

he had already
carried

—

"They're pretty at this time of year," agreed Hi.
"Pretty!" and her eyes flew back to deride his adjec'T wish you could see a spot Tve just found
tive.
a bit
!"
of heaven
"Show it to me," invited Hi, forgetting his recent

—

exasperation.

"Didn't you read the sign at the gate? And that's not
the only reason
'Tf I hadn't trespassed I shouldn't have found you,

28
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with

here,

the

I'd
been looking for you for a long time."
"Well, )ou've delivered the apron, and that's why you
were looking for me good-bye."
But as she spoke the dismissal, her eyes were so reproachful as to remind him of his real and unfulfilled
motive; and he found himself blurting out:
I wanted to tell
"Xo the apron wasn't the reason
you how ashamed I am of myself. I was drunk, ^Dolly,
and I wish }ou'd slapped my mouth off. And from the
bottom of my heart Tm sorry, Dolly will you believe
that?"
It was an unaccustomed and difficult speech for A'oung
Hi Daggett, but his reward was the quick light in those

and

—

!

—

wistful eyes.

:

;

:

:

:
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"Yes, I believe you," she said simply; and with her look
gave him another picture to add to his mental gallery.
In his early twenties a man is as a harp, upon which
And the girl often underfeminine fingers may play.
stands no better than he the variations of the tune. She
plucks the strings to her moods but it depends upon her
playing, as well as upon her instrument, how harmonious
:

the result will be.

"I must get back to the
"Oh, dont go 3-et!
Let's

"Xo,"

tomorrow

Dolly looked at him trustfully, and said:
show you my treasure-spot." and led
the way thru a short cut in the woods.
It was only a decrepit relic of a
"summer-house" set at the lower edge
of the mansion's grounds, but
guarded at the rear by a procession of firs wliich marched

it

"Ao:>.'

I

can

will
?"

If

I

mellow,

shining

back

call

Doll}-.

.

.

.

as yoti look.

I

—

..."

1(

he

course

I

"

up on the De
today

strangelv enough.
not jest or banter.
looked out across

"Young

Hi.

calling

<lid

De

Turn

Me

h a
Doll)
s

the

lall

—

fi
I

it.

r e

ill

(loorniajesforin a

advanced

surprised,

started

r)Ossert's already.

at the
^Nlight

know
mg to

'twouldn't take
him
get up there !"
'Alaybe she's one of hi>^
friends from th.e city." conjectured the maid, interested"INIaybe he got her to
come out here he runs to
jiretty wild ones in the city. I
guess."
li

—

y

.

.

(

and

Then he laughed. "\ thought e\eryone wanted to be rich^how have you l)een brought up.
Dolly, to get such a crisscross notion ?"
"In a crisscross way. maybe. ^ ou know I'm a servant
but you your>elf said I was an ^extraordinarj- girl."
"I haven't changed my mind. said Hi.
"I'm glad you dont think me ordinary, at least," she
slightly confused.

—

"

said gratefully.

—

Daggett's

on that dame up

This suggestion Scliofield
took as his own and let his
fancy embroider upon it.
robes
)ne of the classic poets
centuries ago eloquently sang
the flectness and prodigious growing powers of Gossio
not only can it fly swiftly as the wind but it feeds upon
itself as it travels and becomes something so big. and with
such peculiar quick-born adornments, that it should
amaze even itself. Within a week it was known in scores
of Fairfield purlieus that young Hi Daggett was an intimate guest at the De Bossert tenancy, that he was paying
the rent, that the woman had her own good reasons for
not thrusting herself upon Fairfield's notice
these rea-sons. and all the interesting details of voung Hi's connection with her, were so numerous and di\-ersified

haughtil

you're rich."

rich I"

up
in."'

s« eepinglier
.

is

n g

trailing robe.
Miss Julia

marked
'^^'hat a pity it
".A pity to l)e

i

p 1 y,
saw a
female

r

lically
bidding

too hard, as
the. main prop(^sition. are aj^t to lose
it, maybe," said the girl, with a wisdom beyond her station and years.
Then, with apparent irrelevance, she

Hi winced

gu
he

\va\,

sition, I guess."

who lumt

he's

And the next morning, as
he raked leaves on one of the
residential premises, he confided to a maid du.sting rugs:

crimson hills. "Happiness? what is it? It's
a pretty elusive propo-

"People

IJossert propert_\-

guess
making
—dame
who's moved

to this

tn

she

young

:

".Saw young Daggett's bus

answered
she
then
flashed him a direct
"Are von
glance.
happy ?"

And

—

;

-iderable relish

wonder?

—

happy."
lightly

!''

sack of nuts appeared out of
the woods.
He peered after
the retreating car, and
grinned.
The nut-galherer, whoso
name was Schofield not that
Ins name matter.s
jierformed
odd jobs around Fairfield as
bis profession, and spent his
leisure hours in the public
lafing ])laces he peregrinated
a great deal, and_ talked where
he moved.
That evening, in one of the
garages, he narrated witli con-

Sort of funny thing to
'"
'peace.'
think about

"Of

^

As Hi was getting his car
-tarted back down the tricky
old driveway, a man with a

stared at
her curiously, lie made as if
to say sometjiing, and evidentl>ut

this'll

swiftly thru the open grounds
in the direction of the cottage.

The young man

ly changed his mind.
asked
''.Vren't you as happy

—

—

was

i)eace

i^eace.

whistle

we do seem to have something
in common, dont we?
Tho' you're only
a rich
I mean tho I'm only a servant
Then .--he turned and sped

nice?" l)reathed
"It's a place to rewhen you're far

—

I'll

" l-hit

it

member
away peace

first

and he whistled a couple of bars.
"I'm not so sure it would be right."' she said, retreating.
P>ut beyond the hedge, she paused to

lumg over everything.
"Isn't

get here

"

signal

up the slope like sentinels
and in front of it the woods
fell away as if in homage, a
huge resplendent footstool of
crimson-and-gilt. The air was
lazy and golden, the leave>
fell and made a bright ])attern.
near things seemed far away

—a

firml_\

gone too long already."
vou come out here again?
This time

"Please ceune.

my

said

on these nice leave-

firmly, "I've been

"When

h<i

sit

"

awhile

she

cottage.'

)
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he wished she hadn't chosen that adjective.
In the pause that fell between them, Dolly could remember she had duties elsewhere.

—

29
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does

bpace

that

not

here

permit

their

recounting.

Meanwhile, Hi, unaware that his enterprise was a
matter of such common knowledge, was almost daily
finding his way to the old summer-house. Is it so strange ?
It was an ideal rendezvous, setjuestered, and engiamored
with the time of year. And there awaited him a pretty
girl, bothersomely delightful, and who certainly was n(jt
averse to his coming.

—

Of

course young Hi told himself several
but he
to go near the s])ot
And Dolly told herself that if
he came she would not heed his
whistle; but on the notes of the
call
she would come strolling
times
went.

— not

across

they

the

leaves.

a world of
listened to the bright
sat

gold, and
leaves falling,

in

and looked

!

A

—

—
t

;

demurely

And

—

a significant and dangerous combination, had
she but known.
And then he had become a dream to steal under her
eyelids
presence to crowd in on her waking thoughts
She would not go out there but if only he would not
whistle!
Those soft, cajoling whistlings that begged
"wont you come wont you come?"
And her hand
suddenly pressed against her breast felt a quiver-.
ing answer she could not still.
She would
go out there
but if only he
would not whistle
"Am I falling in love?" she wondered.
She was terrified.
And because she was terrified,
when she finally kept the tryst,
not that day but the next, her
as well

.

manner
And

—

upon them ?
first it was a
game and each knew
;

was

underneath

that

for a
it

seemed hard

and
she k n e w why.
She was amused at

embarrassed

his

troubled,
even

in

too

game

a

a

doesn't enjoy
a man is
ashamed. And begirl

knowing

cause

was

she

troubled, she teased

him

more,

the

him

teased

until

he said once, complainingly

"That name suits
you better than I
knew, Thistledown
you can be sweet,

and soft like
feathers

Lo
.

I

prick

d

,

— but,

3-ou

can

!"

The more he
complained, the
more she teased
him she knew he
was caught. What

—

Thistledown

Wnat Has Happened

(St

her heart
a strange
movement as if it

made

Before

—

suddenly tried
turn over.

to

And Dolly
thought
heavens

am

"Good

:

!

I

guess

—and

it's

like

terrible."

had

Often

1

love

falling in

she,

any girl,

dreamed

phantom

of

the

lover^

conjured the face
not yet seen, and
the voice not yet
heard; but now,
timid and fearful,
she glanced at the
young man beside
her.

"To

think

when

happened

it

finally

to

me." she thought

resentfully, "it has

!

successive afternoons, once, he did not invade the De
And she knew he
Bossert territory with his devil-car.
would not have come the third day, if he could have
helped himself.
To pimish him she herself did not appear, when he
finally whistled his presence at the rendezvous.
And it was then she suddenly realized that, for her.
the game had somehow ceased being a game.
At first her liking had gone out to him, and sympathy
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In the role of zcaitress in llie notorious road -house of old Leon, the
Alsatian. Dorothy Claiborne of royal lineage meets young Hi Daggett, the
millionaire rounder of the village of Fairfield, Coun., and the old story of
the chase begins.
Hi lags Dorothy "Thistledoii'u," tho she modestly protests
that her name is Dolly Watt.
Dolly has her ozvn reason for the disguise
a iccalthy fiance from zchom she is seeking surcease. ]'oHng Hi, tho overfree
ivith hearts and drink, attracts her enormously, but Leon, apparently the
keeper of her Jionor from long ago, discourages an affair. Hozvevcr. fortune
and recklessness soon favor Hi. He is racing thru Fairfield at a dangerous
speed in his roadster, a figure dashes from the sidewalk and stands immediHe throi>.'s on the brakes. It is Dolly. She
ately in the path of the car.
berates him for his criminal recklessness, he her for her foolhardiness. Then
Young Hi is in danger of losing his
a motor-cycle cop looms in pursuit.
license.
He tells Dolly so, and she jumps into the car and takes the blame.
They drive off into the dusk.
The cop allozvs them to go free.
The passion of their young hearts, and the inevitable bottle of zvhiskey for
Hi, cause him to kiss Dolly furiously. She leaves his car at Three Corners,
They part enemies, Dolly to go to her
a lonely cross-roads in the zvoods.
cottage on the deserted De Bossert estate, zvhere her tmzvelcome fiance has
been trying to phone to her; Hi to spend the night drinking. But neither
can efface the memory of the kiss. Hi later seeks Dolly at the road-house.
She has left. His chum. Loft, tells him that Jie has seen Dolly on the
He recalls that his sister has said that a
silversheef, but he disbelieves him.
supposedly fast Zi'oman is an interloper on the De Bossert place. He goes
to the estate. Dolly uppermost in his thoughts, and ignoring the "No Trespassing" sign, dnves boldly up the path to the house.

That
first night at
Thiebaud's inn, when she served him menially, she had
known he was caught. And she knew he did not like
For two
being caught, that he was fighting against it.
girl doesn't

to breathe.

And once when
he shifted his position as he sat so
that his sleeve, not
actually
touching
her, brushed her

part in it,
she thought

his

predicament, but
she was oddly

everything

was said, or wasn't said,
seemed a thrumming of wings.
The air was so thick and a-flutter

of

game.
And the girl knew the
boy was more than half-ashamed
of

;

defections.

But
it

enormously

was

Hi, too, was casual and
surprisingly
little
their
mutual
said of

careless

is

sort

.

casual.

at

each other thru the languorous air, and talked of but
what does it matter what two
talk about, when the magical

hour
At

.

be

to

a

sort

of

A rich bum. whose name's a byword. And
bum.
whose behavior with me. sneaking up here to meet me
!"
secretly, is enough to show him up for what he is
And

she told herself, additionally:

Why am
Why

"I ought to despise him.
him? when I'm not miserable.

—

I

so

has

happy with
it

been like

from the very first? And why do I like everything
about him why does his very badness make me feel
just awfully, awfully sorry for him?"
Then, being a just girl, she added the thought: "I
that

—

guess I've acted as no-account in this thing as he has;
serves me right to get stung a light cheap flirtation
;

:

:

:

—

:

—

I
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what

deserve, in place of
grown so moody that
from. a prolonged abstraction to ask:

that's

Her

the

I

face had

real

I

thing."

Hi roused himself

"What's on your mind. Thistledown? Anything go
the job today?"
She shook her head and contrived a negligent smile.
He frowned and gazed off over the painted woods, before

wrong on

he said
"See here-

— do you like this job?"

"Why^— yes; it's a pretty good job. \A^hy?"
"Oh, I was just thinking I've done a good bit of
thinking about this, Thistledown." He was fumbling,

—

uncertain of his words and how to say them.
like to talk about yourself
but it seems
couldn't you stay with your
a pity, a girl like you
people at home, maybe ?"
"No, I have to work away from home," Dolly
as

if

"You dont

—

—

answered.
"Well, if you have to work, couldn't you find
some kind that's better ? I dont know how much
education you've had, but you seem to have had a
surprising lot and you're unusually intelligent
"
and with your personality
He hesitated,
'rowned thoughtfully. "Now there's office work
there's a big demand there, and big opportunity
for a girl of your abihty."
"I've never had any business training," Dolly

—

;

murmured.

Then he faced her

—

earnestly.

"See here, Dolly I wouldn't want you to misunderstand this. But if I could stake you to some course in a
business college or wherever they learn those things
well, I'd be tickled to death to do it
and with no motive
but the pleasure it'd give me to help you a little."
It was his look, even more than his words, that gave
the girl just then, the deepest and dearest thrill Hi
Daggett had ever given her.
And her eyes were so bright and candid and sweet as
to cover her secret shame, as she said
"You want so much to hel]) me? oh. you're yood!"
"Piffle," responded young Hi.
"But it's straight stuff
about wanting to help you— I'd cut off my right hand if

—

He spied into the room and .saw Dolly herself
seated on a sofa, sitting there as easily as if she had
a perfect right to entertain callers in the chief room,
while, close beside her sat
her caller

—

—

that'd help you, Dolly."

That made her impulsively put out her own hand, and
Hi caught not only it but its mate also and then swiftly
the moment became so dangerous that Dolly smiled her
leasing smile, and said
"I'll remember this sweet little moment
after we have
;

—

quarrelled."

"We'll never quarrel," stated young Hi.
"Yes, we shall." She wriggled her left hand free. "My
ring's cutting my finger," and she twisted her hand so
that the bauble caught fire.
"Maybe if T pawned this
ring," she said speculatively. "I wouldn't have to bother
so much about work."
Then she flashed him a sly glance. "You thought it
was an imitation?" she asked.
"I'd rather think so," said young Hi, who luul turned
grim.
"Well, it's not."
"Where'd you get it?" he demanded.
"Now I'm sorry I told you it's genuine," she said

"That

I

—

;

"Yes, I can imagine what you thought! You thought
"
that while she
"Please," said Hi, but it was his look that stopped her;
he looked so hurt and embarrassed and so eager and
wistful, all at once.
"What I was thinking," he went

—

did you get it?" he repeated.

cannot

tell

you

—anyway,

what concern

is

it

of yours?"

He

—

on.

regretfully.

"Where

cent about everything? Sometimes I think you've something to conceal you're ashamed of I"
"]\Iaybe so," was her only answer to that. "Good-bye."
And with an airy gesture of farewell she ran up the slope
behind the hedge.
But in youth's halcyon song, discord is but a necessary
part in the sublime octave, and making the notes of renewed harmony but the sweeter. A dav or so later voung
Hi brought to the tryst a breath-taking notion.
"'^'ou've never seen where I live.
Wonder if maybe
yuu couldn't come down a little while this evening?
could run up and get you after dinner."'
Dolly's eyes opened wide.
"But vour sister do you think she'd welcome me as a
caller?""
Hi colored, and didn't quite meet Dolly's eyes. "She's
"
not going to be home, I believe but I thought

answer hotly but bit oft' the words before
they were spoken and Dolly gave a little smile, then a
sigh and said
"You see we're quarrelling already. \\'ell I must be
getting back to my duties."
"What are vour duties? whv are vou so blamed retistarted to

;

—

—

"was how much I'd
you to

I'd sort of like
"Would you ?"

"Yes."
you."

Then:

"Would vou
"Yes."

you to see the place
where I live,"

like

see

asked Dollv.
"I've got some things I'd like to

I live

show

?"

—

Another pause. Then Dolly made herself laugh but
not tea-ing too much. "Well, no great harm in the mice
(Continued on page 110)
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The
If

Confessions of an Interviewer
you woula

like to

people corae

know tne stars
to know them,
By

THE

;

—

—

I

—

dont

like a

party in a doll's house.

believe that

is

read tnese ODservations

abso-

Every interview begins with

lutely, a]\\ays late.

TNIary's

for thinking that half-past two was half-past one.
But she is so charming when she begins to talk that you
forget all about it.
This will surprise you JNIary is very indiscreet. She
talks so frankly and with so few reservations that you
always have to protect Mary from Mary.
That is nearly always true of big brains.
The secretary of the village school board is shy and
suspicious and wants to see what you are going to print
before you print it. The Secretary of State says what^s
on his mind and trusts you not to print the Avrong thing.
I once interviewed a great admiral who became so frank
and reckless in what he told me that I was appalled and
a.-^ked him if he thought he ought to be telling all these
things to a newspaper interviewer.
It made the old sea-dog really angry.
"^^'ell, you've got sense enough to know what you ought
to print and what you oughten.
]\Iy job is knowing how
to run war-ships.
Yom" job is knowing what ought to
be printed."
alibi

:

And

that's

how

it

is

She savs what

with Marv.

is

D. "^.

really

likes

beirif;

interviewed,

but

once

Griffith

^Nlary

magazine and newspaper

HARRY CARR

most difficult movie star I ever tried to interview was Dorothy Phillips
the easiest was
Douglas Fairbanks.
In fact, Douglas interviews himself. He is like
Major Rupert Hughes. He knows better than the average magazine writer what ought to be in an interview and
he pours it out like milk from a pitcher. Douglas would
have been a star writer a master journalist.
The only trouble about interviewing Douglas is the
strain on wind and limb. You start out by casually meeting him in the middle of the Bagdad set.
He suddenly
thinks of something to illustrate a point over in his art
studio ten acres away and you try to canter after him at
breakneck speed. Then he thinks of a photograph he
wants to tell you about in his dressing-room ten acres in
the other direction.
You come to the end of the interview gasping for breath and verging on a collapse but
you always get a "story."
Mary Pickford is easy to inten-iew too. She always
receives you in a charming little English bungalow over in
the middle of the studio.
It has an odd little air of toy
formality

as the

When he is interviewed
von Stroheini is

Eric

frankly bored to death.

caught, he always takes the
utmost pains to see that the

when you

interviewer

— that

He always

neath the

thrill.
gets
a
stages a good
show and makes a point of
saying something that will
work up into a spectacular
story

of

von

is

But

get to know him
different.
For be-

sparkling veneer
cynical indifference,
Strolieim is a tender,

his

sentimental and devoted
friend

Photograph by Melbourne Sinirr

Photograph

I>y

Kcniutli Alexander

Lillian Gish is the delight of every
scared little girl interviewer. She knows
so well v/hat they ought to ask her that
she does the story up in a package and
hands it to them. And Dorothy is quite
the same

on

When you
face a
eyes.

she

riiotograph by

W.

V.

Stxl>.

is

sit down and face Blanche Sweet, ydu
young lady with the liglit of niockery in iher
And if you ply her with bromide questions,

apt to reply ''Oh. for Heaven's sake
old bunk!"

—not

that

i'hutugraph

f

Constance Talniadge doesn't think
But if she
very much about it.
thought it was going to help you
very much, slie would walk the
soles off her shoes to get herself
But I doubt if she
interviewed.
ever reads what is written about her

her

alert,

liiddle

Ki.<tb

misses

usually

appointment at which you
were to have interviewed her hut
>lie is friendly and frank.
And!
>he feels she has had rntldess
treatment at the hands of the
American papers and this is true
the

—

mind and

very

•

to

questions with
siasm indeed.

—

But when you really get lo
know von Stroheim. Well now

keen, incisive

upon you

Dcnal.l

Swanson

nioria

do the rest.
Once or twice she has trusted in
to her subsethe wrong people
quent rage and dismay.
And I dont mean this as a dig to
Dorothy Phillips. She is an able,
brainy woman but she is so bashrelies

hy

little

ciuliu-

He is one of the
most charming companions 1 ever
that's different.

met.

ful that it is absolute agony for
her to be lined up by an interviewer --eckini,' the secret
of her soul.
liric
von Strohcim interviewing him is an i^dd
experience. He is frankly bored to death. He sits on the
back of his spine and looks at his gold bracelet and then
He suggests the old
at yoi! with an unsmiling (.ynicism.
He never
vaudeville song, "It hurts me but I do it."
makes any secret of the fact that he considers the whole
thing an absurd and tiresome waste of time. He answers

I

—

C o r n n e Griffith

is

charming
bnt hard

to

i

story

talk
to
get

to

She

from.

a
al-

ways seems depressed
and
There
distrait.
is
a distinct note of
sadness about everytliing she does.
Petulance with the world

rather

t

li

a

n

real

tragedy, however. An
interview with Louise

Fazenda,

on

the

other hand, is a hilarious experience. Slie
is
the most brilliant
talker
I
have ever
listened

zles

Of

all

the directors, he

is

the

most ])Opular with newspaper men.
lie has humor, sparkling wit: a
naive ungnarded frankness. Also he is the most detached
ever met.
and impersonal soul
He sits there anti
watches the procession of life go by and one of those in
the procession is Eric \on .Stroheim.
L'ndernealh the
sparkling veneer of his cynical indifference, von Stroheim
is a tender, sentimental, devoted lrien<l.
Blanche Sweet is a little like that, too. When you sit
down to interview her, you always face a young lady with
the light of mockerv in her eves.
.\nd often it is not

;

to.

She

siz-

epigrams and
aphorisms

PICTURp
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r
confined to the eyes.v

If- you start asking
her all those old bromide questions
about her favorite part and her life's
ambitions, she will b^gin to kid you
without mercy.
"Oh for Heaven's sake not
that old bunk," says Blanche.
But,
like
von Stroheim,
Blanche can be very charming
if she thinks you are worth
talking to. For some reason
I cant imagine having a real
talk with Blanche Sweet in
any place like a drawing-

ikes you, she will rattle off anything that
happens to be on her mind discreet or

—

otherwise.
If she doesn't like you,
she will turn you a cold shoulder

no

—

who you

matter

The

are.

biggest journalist" in the world
and the cub reporter on the
Bingtown Evening Bugle look

She

just alike to her.

is

one

of the most fearless charac-

have ever known. As
nearly without vanity as it
is possible
for any actress

ters I

to be.

room, sitting on chairs. My
most interesting conversations with her have been sitting on the steps of the
cutting-room or perched on the
running-board of somebody's
automobile.
Blanche has read
very widely and talks well if you

Constance doesn't think
much about it either one
way or another. She is a

—

merry

light-hearted, unselfish,

If
she
gay little flapper.
thought it was going to help
you very much she would walk
the soles off her shoes to get herself interviewed; but to tell the
truth, I dont believe she ever reads
lat they write about her.
She is too
busy with her giddy little passage down
the River of Jazz to bother either
one way or another.
She is
An interview with Louise

really get her interested in talking.

Her

favorite topic is her husband,
Marshall Neilan and as that happens
to be mine, also
Corinne Griffith is charming to
Photiigrapl
>rellj'>iirne Spurr
talk to but hard to get a real story
Mary Pickford is easy to interview.
from.
She always seems deindiscreet.
She talks so frankly, you have to
pressed and distrait. If you hit
protect Mary from Mary.
That is nearly alsome subject in which she is interways true of big brains. Doug interviews himested, she suddenly becomes aniself.
He would have been a star writer, a
;

Fazenda is a hilarious experience.
She is so unexpected that she takes
your breath away.
One time I
had an appointment to interview
Louise and at the last moment she

master journalist. He is tlie easiest person I
mated and shoots a few flashingever interviewed
sentences at you.
switched the meeting-place to a
She always impresses me as being ill at ease not thru embarrassment, but as tho she
cafe to a dinner at which she insisted she should be
were worried about this and that
There is a distinct
the hostess.
note of sadness about everything she does.
Petulance
"I think we ought to try to give the impression of great
with the world rather than real tragedy however.
refinement." she said, "so we will eat here a while; then
Norma Talmadge is the least impressed by publicity of we will go to the cafe next door and eat a while, thus
anvone I ever met man, woman or child. If Norma
{Continued on page 81)

—

—

Pola Negri has an inward contempt of interviewers. But she receives them with the finished ease
and polish of a trained society
woman and talks well. But she
thinks what she thinks

Pliotograpli

I)

l\(l\\in

Mabel Normand
unusual

is

)-Hi\vei'

a

Hesser

woman

An
of

and of vivid
but you might as well

intellect

originality,
try to interview the

March wind.

you ask her about uplifting the
drama, it will make her think of a
a
story she once heard about
darky who found a rattlesnake in
his bed

If

interview with Ernst Lubitsch

a heavy and portentous affair—
until you come to know each
other.
He fortifies himsel^^ behind
is

a big desk with an interpreter to
he turns in agony when his

whom

English fails him. He is, however,
very guarded in what he says
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Vignettes of tke Studios
—

The

V. TKe Goldwyn Studios

Editor's Note. Below is the fifth
article of a scries zvhich depict the California
They are zvord pictures xvritten by
studios.
zvriter who knozvs the studios from daily
who is a habitue of the great glass
contact
buildings. And we find that these studios are
as zvidely different in atmosphere and appearance as thev are in the films zvhich are photographed behind their "S'o Admittance" signs.

a

By

SALLY STEELE

COME

out to Goldvv}n's on a crystal-clear day
the boulevard i> crowded with motor-cars
hurrying beach-ward, and the little town of

when

Culver City, in which this studio stands, seems
freshly washed and sparkling in a blaze of California
sunlight.
For some reason, this much publicized sunlight seems
always more vivid at Goldwyn's than elsewhere.
It beats down with the intensity of a spotlight on the
administration buildings and star dressing-rooms that
Never were lawns so
flank the grilled iron gateway.
green nor studio stages so white as these.
Goldwyn's is one of the finest motion-picture studios on
the Coast. It has an air of solidity, of permanence quite
No sun-bleached
cHfferent from that of many studios.
shacks for dressing-rooms, no crude unpainted stages
here.

Thru the gateway one glimpses beautifully kept
grounds ^ten of the fifty acres comprising the lot are
branching
given over to lawn and flowers with
gravelled walks leading to the stages. Goldwyn's boasts,
among its ten stages, the largest one in the world, covering an acre and a half of ground and accommodating
fiftv "sets" at one time!

—

—

—

The ocean boulevard

flashes and scintillates with stars
day begins.
Helene Chadwick, dark-eyed Patsy Ruth Miller,
debonair Lew Cody with his uniformed negro chaufifeur
at the wheel, James Kirkwood, the golden Claire Windsor
smiling a friendly morning greeting, Conrad Nagel,

as a GoldwAii

Edmund Lowe,

dail}' while their pictures are in the makthru this gateway.
Directors and authors, too.
Scarlet-lipped
Elinor
Glyn, the
picturesque
von
Stroheim. Rupert Hughes and the irrepressible ^Mickey

ing, whirl

Neilan.
I
would say that Goldwyn's is the motion-picture
studio dramatized.
It is the famed professional in the hour that he holds
the stage.
It is the theater when the houselights are
down and the footlights blazing.
IMantling it always is the glamour of the theatrical
world.
Even at night, Goldwyn's holds the pose. From a far
distance one sees it standing whitely aloof, bathed in
effulgent rays from a score of concealed spotlights.
The blackness of the night-sky serving it as backdrop.
.
.

.

Mantling it always is the
.
.
is one of the finest motion picture studios on tlie Coast .
of the theatrical world. It is the theater when the houselights are down and the footlights blazing.
famed professional in the hour that he holds the stage

Goldwyn's

glamour
It

is

the
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Latin
I

When

nvasion
Home

cliiltl looked up anil smiled.
would fill with tears
And he'd save her from the coyotes Avild
His first good deed in years.

ihe liltle

she went, without one cent.

Walking miles thru drifting snow
To fall exhausted on the floor
Of her father's bungalow.

Bill's eyes

Drawings and Verses by Eldon Kelley

The

The Bygone Bad-Man

Erstwhile

Bucolic

Maid

.\nd rob the U. S. Mail.

There was also a girl with iiunKious curls
an utterly vacuous look
Who would live on a farm, protected from hai-m,
And would dangle her toes in a brook
I'ntil out from the city
oh, what a pity
Came a villain with pomadic hair
Who'd see the sweet miss, and humor his wish
To make her own, then and there.

When a little child with manners mild
Was lost in the desert sand
And Bill saw her there, by the bob-cafs

To some city quite gorgeous and bad
And there would betray the innocent

Gone

are the days with their wild. roiiglT

When

the fihns

were

And

And cowboys yelled like fiends from
With manners most uncouth.
When Roughneck Bill, who ran a still,
Escaped from the county jail
To

kill

As he

When
Bill's

And
.His

a

man named

ways

in their yontli

Terrible

Hell

—

Dan

So he'd
lair.

the

little

child looked
fill

up and smiled

with tear>

To
Of

he'd save her from the coyotes wild
first

good deed

in years.

When he'd flee from the life he'd led
And his years of indiscretion
To purge his soul and make it whole
With an unreserved confession
He wovdd make amends. He'd (juit
Even leave them in the lurch,
Quit drinking rum and then become
The pillar of the church.

from

fall

cows and the hay

tlie

babe

cent.

exhausted on the floor

her father's bungalow.

Her

father

would always turn

his back,

Saying: ""^'ou're no gal of mine,"

But up would speak the deserted Jack

And

deliver himself of this line,

"Nell goes with me; I'm her fiance."

his friends

For he was the hero, no less.
she, growing bolder, her head on

And

AVould

Such,

36

aw'ay

Thus proving himself quite a cad.
Then? Home she went, without a
Walking miles thru drifting snow

passed with his outlaw band.
eyes would

her

lure

'^lots

are

now

sisfh

with tenderness.

^ass'e

.

.

.

his

shoulder,

:

Dedicated

Vogue

to

for

Old

tKe

Latin

LotKarios

The
Now it's

Plots

;

;

WKicK Are Nov?

Passe in tKe

So Prevalent on tne Screen

Plot of

Today

the vogue to feature the rogue

With wicked Spanish eyes

Who

never forgets his cigarets

And wins
The

the bull-fight prize.

round and paws the ground
While his horns wave in the air.
But this young hero stabs him dead
Without even mussing his hair.

To

bull spins

tlie

ladies fair,

he

is

debonair

And he twangs a wicked guitar,
He dances a tango or else a fandango
A«d does his love making on par.
His Spanish hat is wide and flat;
He wears a claylava complexion.
You write a book on his languorous look
In fact, he comes close to perfection.

Now
Who

young fellow the swarthy Novello
shakes such a mean castanet ?
It might be Moreno or else Valentino
I'm sure that I always forget
Novarro perhaps (forgive me this lapse)
He captures the young ladies' hearts
Novello, ]\foreno, Novarro, \^alcntino,
I never can tell them apart.
is this

Now

it's the vogue to feature the rogue
With wicked Spanish eyes

Who
And wins

never forgets

liis

t-igarets

the bull-fight prize.

Novello, Moreno, Novarro, Valentino,
1 never can tell them apart!

•J

.

Photograph by

W.

F.

Seel;

Eva

J ane an d

is curious, the number of sisters prominent on the roster of
ihe screen. And Jane and Eva Novak are now to be seen in the
same production for the first time . . namely, "The Man Life

It

.

Passed By"
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Pencil Jottings hyj.vv. Gohnkin

Several juvenile players
are with Tommy in this

A few steps farther on
and you are far away
from the apache Paris.
Here Thomas Meighan is
being photographed in
"Pied

Piper

And we
sketch of
just

one

tiny

if it is

seen

have

him

of

else

the

as

Cap'n but the
Fawcett

else,

left,

as

.

.

puf-

.

sea-

pipes

.

.

.

talking of mildewed Shakespearand
ian
laurels
dusty
or,

glories
if

.

.

.

are

they

voung. of unattainable

and

dreams

ambitions
you'll
extras.

find

.

.

and

.

the

at

Tommy's
but

A

Lois
kalei-

doscopic world,
the motion picture

alon^

side-lines
fing on uell

.

who

heroine
Wilson!

in-

George

imitable

soned

to

the left, the Pied Piper
of storj-book lore never
possessed more magnetism
for
the
children
tlian the kindly Meighan

Who

Alwavs

fair

the

of

we

studies

ever

the

And

by the sketch

Tommy's head

above

best

Malone."

think

picture.
to judge

.

studio.
Wliere
dramas en-

many

acted
are
never
registered by the

cameras

.

Where Romance

.

.

is

turned out by the
reel

to

bungrily

feed
a
expectant

world

.

the

Those
sketched above

were engaged for
"atmosphere"
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WKen
An

Villains

Interview

WitK
Lew

Meet

Cody
and

Adolphe

Menjou

HELEN
CARLISLE

Photiigrapli by

Witzel, L.

A

role in "A Woman of Paris"' up
hates ciostunie pictures
considers Charlie
Chaplin one of the greatest directors and doesn't particularly
enjoy working opposite women stars.
He lives in a neat
stucco residence
and is married

Adolphe Menjou prefers MS

to

(late.

He

.

.

o

^^^^ NCE,"

«»fc

observed Adolphe from the armchair,

"I

was asked

do

I

to pla}' a

cowboy

part.

Xow,

look like a cowboy ?"

"Not particularly," I admitted, from one
end of the lounge.
"Did you play it?" asked Lew, from the other.
"No," said Mr. Menjou, for it was indeed he. "I did
not play it. I put on the outfit they gave me. but I tell
you, when I got into rough, shabby clothes I completely
lost

my own

told

them

identity.

to get

someone

I

was thoroly wretched,

I

else for the part."

Cody sighed, raised one eyebrow
sinister manner so well known to luckless
yir.

so

in the peculiar,
screen heroines,

and regarded the end of his cigaret.
"I always have wished," he remarked elegantly, "to play
a red-nose comedy part. I dont suppose I ever shall have
the chance to, tho."

Life indeed is hard for the screen's suave villains.
"I hope," continued Mr. Menjou, "that they stop producing costume pictures, for a while. I'm tired of wearing costumes."
This certainly was hardly the remark
one would expect from a man who wears gilt braid and
velvet capes so efifectively.
"When we made 'The Three
^Musketeers.' it was so liot I nearly died."
" began 'Sir. Cody.
"Speaking of costume pictur-^s
"I have under consideration," continued hiscompanionin-crime. not heeding the interruption, "an ofifer to go
abroad for a picture. The only drawback is that it would
be so long in the making I'd be oiT the screeii for six or
eight month;

46
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.

.

.

"Dont accept it," advised Mr. Cody earnestly. "I never
accept an oflfer to make a picture abroad. They say," he
added sadly, "that the moustache wax is awful, over
there."
"But," I ])rotested at this point, mindful of the fact
that if one of them left Hollywood the other would have
the field of polite villainy practically to himsef, "isn't
there such a thing as professional jealousy, between
you two

f"

"I should say not," declared the gentleman known as
Lew. "AVhy, one day not long ago Adolphe drove clear

out to the Goldwyn studios to show me some press clippings that were flattering to myself, and every now and
then we go and call on the casting directors together, just
for a laugh."
"Did I ever tell you, tho. Lew," asked his tried-and-true
friend, "how worried 1 was for fear you were going to
get the part of Rupert's cousin, in 'Rupert of Hentzau'?
"You see, I had an idea that Tony Moreno was to be

cast as Rupert,

and you as the cousin, and I did want to
^^"ell, a few days before the cast

play that part myself,

was definitely settled upon, I ran into a friend just out
from New York. He said that the last he had heard of
you. you were up in the ]Maine woods, doing a picture.
I felt certain you were out of the way then, and thought
'Here is where I get that role
Lew never will get l^ack
'

out here in time to play it.'
"And the very next day." he added disgustedly, "I met
you, ou-HoUywood Boulevard!"
But- as things turned out. Lew Cody played the title-

(ir;,MOTioN picTURi

\'M

and Menjou played the part he wanted, after all.
The above carefully recorded conversation took place in
the living-room of the Menjou residence, on a quiet sidestreet in Hollywood.
Now, it may or may not disappoint
you to know that the fascinating Pierre Rc7'cl of '"A
role,

Menjou
queen

To

complete the picture of every-day American domesMr. Menjou observed that his wife was upstairs
with her dressmaker.
Mr. Cody, on the other hand, doer- live quite as one
might expect him to, in a picturesque Italian villa on a
terraced hillside overlooking Hollywood.
He reveals a

French-Canadian poetry, and
composes music
really good
music too. His
"Lady of the
Orchids" should

—

be published.

was rather

T

Lew Cody
passion

music

for

!\Iusketeers," coldly driving

stances.

He

wasn't a saint, hut he certainly wasn't a

villain, either."

The role is ]Mr. Menjou's favorite to date. Mr. Cody
It is difficult to
reveals partiality for no particular role.
pin him down to a definite statement on any one subject.
He's far too diplomatic.
]\Ir.

and

]\Iehjou

is

One

much more frank

in

stating his likes

apt to get the impression, at a first
meeting, of a high-strung, nervous, even irritable temperadislikes.

is

He assured me that he hated costume pictures, had
returned from a perfectly wretched location trip
where he'd been
up to his neck in
He reveals a
likes practically everything and everybody.
water, considFrench-Canadian poetry
composes music, really good
ered
Charlie
ment.
just

.

And

.

.

hill-

Chaplin
the

larly enjoy
working oppo-

two

was

offered to share

an

w

i

t

interview
h one an-

One

other.

d o

m

sel-

comes

across such gen-

of

directors, and
didn't particu-

s

gentlemen

one of

greatest

taken by surwhen these

prise

t

i

women

e

And

stars.

that

that.

^Ir. Cody, one
gleans, likes

practically
and

everything
everybody.
s a

V

i

His
fairc

r

erosity in Holly-

never for a mo-

wood. They are

ment

deserts

so different in
personality and

him.

Had

temp erament,
that one cannot

but

wonder

their

at

close

friendship.

they are, regardless

of the fact

that on the
screen they'd
have you believe
them the enemies of all mankind, as a rule.
Occasionally, of
course, they play

kindly, w e
meaning young
men, but in the
main they rush
from one cinema
crime to another.
Will you ever
1

forget
Cody,

in

1

Lew
"Souls

for Sale," murdering his poor,
trusting
wives
for their insur-

m o n e y,
Adolphe

anc e

or

he

been present
w hen R o m e
burned,

un-

he

questionably
would have seen
to

But friends

I

not speak of ]\Ir. Menjou as a "heavy" tho, or
have him down on you forever.
'"The reason I liked my role in 'A Woman of Paris' so
well is because Revel was a real human being. He did the
things that a man might naturally do under the circum-

he lives in a picturesque Italian villa on a terraced
side overlooking Hollywood.
Just now he is not married

too.

lii>

Do

ticity,

passion for

"The Three

to distraction with his refined cruelty?

you'll

Woman

of Paris" leaves the gold-tapestried walls, the
period furniture and the bowing butler behind, when he
leaves the studio.
Regardless of one's private emotions,
facts is facts, and must be presented as such.
The
Menjou home is a neat stucco residence, similar to manv
others in the neighborhood.
The room in which we sat
was just a comfortable, homelike living-room.

in

MAGAZINE

I

that

it

the

all

had seats

ladies

vantage,

of

from

which

watch

the
flagration,

to

con-

and

then would have

ordered

tea

served.
^Ir.

?kIenjou,

a 1 h o he r evealed at times
during our con1

\ersation

a

whimsical, dry

humor, seems
for
the
most
part to take life
quite seriously.
One gains the

impression

Mr.

Cody,

that

on

the other hand,
finds it a colorful and fascinat{Continiied
on

page 85)
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Photographs by George Clayton Bell

The

RiA)al

of Strongaeart

Rintintin is now competing with Stronglieart for the canine celluloid honors. He belongs to Mr. Lee Duncan, who is pictured at
the right . .
and it was '"Where the North Begins"' which placed
him in the stellar ranks.
have no doubt that he now has a
press-agent and a specially constructed motor-car
.

We

I
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Out

That's
According

to

TAMAR LANE
Is

LoN Chanev a Good Actor?

recent issues we have seen fit to pin laurel wreaths
upon the brows of jjlayers generally conceded to be
interesting personalities but inferior actors and
actresses. In this class are such favorites as Kenneth
Harlan, Gloria Swanson. ^Marion Davies. etc.. who we
contend, notwithstanding all opinions to the contrary,
have more than the average share of histrionic ability.
This month it becomes our duty to remove certain honors
from the brow of a ]^la}er. and the subject of our operation is none other than the popular but overpraised Lon
Chanev. It is beyond our powers of conception how any-

IN

one can view this actor's
grimacing on the screen
and then rate him a good
actor.

As

a

"The

.

^"irginian'"

artist.

i)robably has no
superior in the matter of
detail and the extent to
which he will go to get a
desired effect.
P>ut as an

bane\'

and

A Moral

character

man. as a make-up
C

A movie hero
Thin-is \k e Have Yet to See
or heroine who could not reform desperate crooks
simply by fi<ldling a sentimental tune on a violin

Some

"Going

.

.

Up"

— They

Satisfy,

for Film Producers

Once again it is forcibly brought home that lavishing
money on films is not a guarantee that they will be
in
.\ few months ago
better, or even more profitable.
between "big" ])ictures Charles Ray dashed otif a little

—

—

he no doubt thought, under the title
It was comparatively inexpensive,
Girl I Loved."
boa.sted no big sets or mob scenes, and was calculated to

film, sort of a filler

"The

Tt turned out
.-\nd lo
be just a fair i)rogram release.
to be one of the finest achievements of the silent drama.
And the praises of "The Girl I Loved" were sung far and
wide. Ray straightway decided to make a real "big" film,
something that would go down in history as his masterHe resolved tipon a screen version of "The
piece.
Months and months he
C.'ourtship of Myles Standish."
worked upon diis production hundreds of thousands of
!

:

poured into it.
iMnally it was completed and
presented on the silver sheet.
The spectators and the critics

CZ3^

dollars

he

merely looked
Every \ouiij; man who
the Movies:
conies from the <-ounlry to make his fame in the Big
City is eventually ejected by the cruel landlady for
non-paynjent of rent

A Dogma

of

walked
theater,

characterization
as
largely
is
cerned,
facial expression.

is

con-

overdone

and

Courtship

of

Myles

.^tandish" has long been forgotten, the little inexpensive

A

I

Loved" was
.

of

.

achievements
silent drama.

finest

the

the

Charlie Ray resolved upon "'The Courtship of Myles Standish."

Then

Months

and

months

he

worked upon it and
poured hundreds of
thousands of dollars into
And he has learned
it.
that

it

isn't

you put
ivhtit

yoii

into

how much
but

a film

put into

it

.

.

.

u^-s^"-'

If AnvERTisiN(; .Slog-\ns W'ere

Adopted to the Fk.ms
"What's Wrong With

it

out

million-dollar picture. And in
future years to come, when

"The
actor, as an e.xpresser oi subtle emotions. Chancy must
take a seat at the foot of the class. Even his portrayal
in "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," while convincing so far

tt

at

of the
was just another

(piietly

"The Girl

a comparatively inexpenbut it
sive picture .
turned out to be one of

the

'Women?"— A sk^ Dad— He
Knows.

—

"Skin Deep" That .SchoolComplexion.
"Dont Ever ]\larry"

girl

Eventually,

—

Why Not Now?

"I'd Walk a Mile For a
\^alentino film."
"Down to the Sea in .Ships"
.\ M'hale of a Picture.

—

Trsk^Y—
.
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It is

beyond our powers of conception how anyone can view
rate him a good

Lon Chancy grimacing on the screen and
actor,
Chaney probably has no superior
detail
effect,

from

and the extent
but,

certain

an

as

to
actor,

reviewers.

Nevertheless,

fidently predict that Cortez will

Return of

.\

we

con-

quite

one day spring a surprise

on everybod}- by proving himself
and a splendid actor.
Thf,

in the matter of

which he will go to get a desired
we must take the laurel wreath
from him

a

strong personality

Great Actor

begins to look as tho Henry Walthall is not only
doing a strong come-back but that he may soon take his
old place among the great favorites of the silversheet.
Starting with "One Clear Call," Walthall, by dint of remarkably fine acting, has been climbing steadily upward
on the movie ladder and with each successive picture
he is regaining his lost prestige and popularity. All he
needs now is opportunity.
It

"The

I Loved." will be standing just as brightly
niche in the photoplay Hall of Fame. The
moral being that it isn't lio-n' much you put into a film
as zi'hat you put into it.

filler,

as ever in

Girl

its

The Lay-Off

Fizzle

movie moguls are under the impression that
by closing the studios and throwing the actors out of
If the big

work they

will

bring about

a

reduction

in

the

high

were being paid to screen players, the
magnates will soon have another guess coming.
The
high-salaried free-lance players the
salaries

that

—

Conway

Tearles, the Milton Sills,
r>eerys, the Barbara La Marrs, the
Chaneys and the Anna Q. Nilssons

the

Lon
who

Judging

Anier-

by
Movies:
i

c a

Its
All

were drawing such

successful busifat weekly pay enness men make
velopes are not a bit worried over the
poor husbands
curtailment of production. These players are all independently wealthy and are
making enough in real estate and other
businesses to keep them in luxury for the rest of their
natural lives.
When film production is resumed, their
services will be just as much in demand as ever and their
salaries will be consequently just as large.
It is the poor
small fry who are being affected bv the slump. And the
joke of it all is that the low-salaried studio workers were
not favored b}' increased wages during the recent boom.

Another Prediction
As an example of an actor who is being greatly underestimated by the producer who has him under contract,
we wish to put forward Riccardo Cortez. This young
Latin player has been given two or three small parts by
Lasky outfit but he has apparently failed to come up
to their expectations.
As Lasky continues to give important roles to such second-rate actors as De Roche, it
is not quite clear what their expectations of an actor are.
Cortez has also received rather unfavorable comment
the

Some Things

We

Have Yet to See

A
A

picture wherein the U. S. Cavalry arrives too late.
movie hero or heroine who could not reform
desperate crooks simply by fiddling a sentimental tune on
a violin.
film M-herein the great
to rehabilitate a man.

A

open spaces of the West

{Coiitiiiucd

oil

failed

page 84)

The movie moguls
are

under

pression

the

im-

that

the

closing of the studios
will bring down high

salaries

of

the

players, but these people are now making
enough in real estate
to keep them in luxury for the rest of
It is the
their lives.
poor-salaried studio

workers who were not
favored by increased

wages during the
boom who are being
affected
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by the slump

.

A
ADELE WHITELY FLETCHER

Cecil B.

De

mandments"

^V

HEN

an audience as

sophisticated and
hypercritical

as that

which crowded the

]\I.
Cohan theater in New
York for the premiere of "The Ten
Comman(hnents" bursts into thun-

George

derous applause and hoarse cheers,

it

for the critics to say.
And this is exactly what happened,
for this story of the
Children of Israel and
leaves

tJie

little

Pharaoli

of

lash

which Cecil B.De Milkhas given the screen is
one of the most amazing and overpowering
that we have
ever witnessed or ever
hope to witness. It is
not merely a gorgeous

sights

Millers

"The Ten Com-

merely a gorgeous spectacle.
It is infinitely more
than that.
For merged with the
splendor is a beautiful story, related
with sympathy and understanding.
It is one of the most amazing and
overpowering sights we have ever
witnessed or ever hope to witness.
is

not

The

ten commandments, we are told,
are not something we obey as a personal favor to the Almighty, but the

laws by which people must govern
their lives if they are to live together in harmony.
That this is
true, Mr. De Mille goes far in proving both in his Biblical story and
the second half of his production,

which

is

a

drama

of

modern

life

if they hope to live toharmotiy.
That this is
true, Mr.
De Mille goes far in
proving both in his Biblical story
anfl the second half of his production which is a drama of modern

their lives

gether

in

life.

Xow there can be no quibbling
over the huge sets.
Tliev are not
there simply to impress audiences or
sell the picture to
the exhibitor. Tiiey belong to the age which

to

they represent and
against their backgrounds the Old Testament characters move
in

dramatic array.

The story which is
interpolated
with

is a beautiful story,
related with sympathy

verses from the Bible,
beautiful in themselves
and shaming, the way
in
which words are
literally thrown together today, is of the

and understanding.

Israelites

It is infinite-

spectacle.

more than
merged with

that.

ly

its

For

splen-

dor

A

preface

us that

title

tells

comare not

ten

the

mandments

when
under

labored
scarlet

they

the
and unrelenting
of R a m e s e s

something we must'

lash
There

obey

which sweeps down

personal
a
favor to the Almighty,

but

as

law^s

by

which

people must govern

upon the
there

the

is

is

plague

first-born

.

.

.

the exodus of

{Cont'd on

['aqc

100)
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Comment on Otner
Productions
By The

Editorial

Staff

Reno

ONCE

again Rupert

Hughes has found

occa-

sion to plunge into the matrimonial marlvct
so that he can work out its problems and
show us the errors of man-made laws. If
we were to believe the facts which he establishes, they
would constitute a real menace to the moral fabric of
the nation. But Mr. Hughes must needs tell his story

—

thru

tlie

subtitlo

— so

that

takes on the

it

form of

a

sermon with

illustrations.
These captions many of which
are reproductions of newspaper
cli]>pings, retard the action and

—

Onie again Rupert Hughes has
found occasion to plunge into
the matrimonial market, and it
is in a scene from '"Reno" that
Carniel Myers and Lew Cody
are shown above. This picture
olTers

almost

argument

to

n\\en muddle it. Again we aie
shown digressions presenting
the evils of a few of our
di\iirce
hiws which detract
from the central plot.
It features a young benetlict
who. divorced in the morning,
weds again in the afternoon of
the same day.
His rich aunt
will give him money only on
condition that he secure possession of his children from his
divorced wife.
He hurries to

too much legal
sustain itself as a

drama

The entire Keaton family appears in "Our Hospitality," in
which Buster is seen to the
right.
It has lots of fun in it,
but may not be so good as his
previous "Three Ages"'

Xew

Bill
Bill

Hart
in

the

same

"Wild

Bill

is

York, kidnaps tlie kiddies,
South because the
laws of Nevada do not hold in

and

Hickok." It is « raw
and rough melodrama,
tempered with one of

flees

( )n
the
the
F.mpire .State.
other hand, the divoreed spouse
remarries and she also nms
afoul of the law.
The picture is mostly a study
in Blackstonc
and offers too

—

Hart's typical romances antl we will
have to catalog it as

—

old-fashioned

nnic-h legal
itself as

argument

drama.

The

to sustain
title

will

doubtless attract long lines at
the box-office. But the spectators will be more
interested in the colorful backgrounds.

Ol'R JI0SPITA1,ITV

Keaton employs the feud formula as
newest burlesque. :\s is customary with

P.uster

his

cfimedian, he stops at nothing to fashion
He will never resort to
lepetition in achieving his ambitions to present
always a novel "take-oft""' of some colorful incident of history or character.
The comedy
does not appear to us half so funny as a previous conceit, "Three Ag^s."
The feud in
the introductorv scenes is straight melodrama,
but the tomfo. lery soon appears wlien Buster
takes one of our earliest "choo-choo" trains to
some point south of New York. The period
is 1840
which gives him a chance to a fleet
the proper costume.
But most of the fun is contained in the byplay of the train journey.
The most conspicuous laugh is centered upon the dog who
Once
occasionally gets ahead of the train.
Trenton is reached the idea is taken up again
which shows a familv of hot-headed
tin's

a ])icture of invention.

—

—

!
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Southerners unwilling to kill anyone who had been extended their well-known brand of hospitality. So long
as he remains in the house he is safe. And when he
the pursuit begins. It finishes
leaves by various exits
when he weds the girl of the oi:)posing faction thus
ending the feud. The entire Keaton family appears
and Buster, Junior, registers v.ith screen personality.

—

—

Wii.D Bill

Hk kok

Bill Hart has come homo to his open country
he has brought his two guns
with him. He is the same Bill.
He wears the same Stetson and
His
also the same expressions.
eyes narrow when he shoots to

— and

—

kill

—and

them

two causes

tear or

a

to glisten

when he

fails to

kindle the love spark in the
So we
object of his devotion.
have him in the t}pical tale
which doesn't vary in a single
detail from the westerns which
carried him to stardom several
He has written his
\ ears
ago.
story around a real character
who cut forty-six notches in his

gun before he threw
Wild Bill Hickok lived

it

story of "The Shepherd
King" with Violet Mersereau is
too remote and lacks -sufficient
color and movement for the
screen, altho the stage carried
successfully for several years

it

awa}-.

in a

Nor

day

would

like to

fiaws.

pat-

is

Miracle Man," hut it
never approaches life
as did its predecessor.

Eleanor

^^'e

Bill

It

terned after "The

—

know how

"The Day of
good pro-

a

duction.

much smoke much killing. And
the hokum is registered thruout.
several

is

Faith"

lawlessness reigned in the
frontier towns.
There is much gun-toting

releases

Allien

The

when

It

Mad," with Mary
and Huntley Gordon
prominent in its cast, is a poor
attempt to preach a sermon and
an uneven story, poorly directed
and indifferently played.
"Pleasure

Boardman

and Raymond
are prominent

can

stand there in the square and pop

Griffith

in

its

cast

off his enemies as if he had a
machine-gun.
He doesn't stop

—

)-et his artillery shoots
Again he has a
at least twenty times.
habit of raising his guns to the sky just prior
Which would make
to pulling the trigger.

to reload
fire

him a healthy target indeed.
rough melodrama tempered

—

Hart's typical romances,
^^'e
catalog it as old-fashioned.

Ple.\sure

It

raw and

is

with
will

one of
have to

]\r.\D

tiiat the ancient theme employed
ever worked out with any suggestion
The husljand who
of humanity and reality.
prospers and kicks over the traces leaving his
wife to shift for herself and not caring much
what becomes of the children in his gay
philanderings with a gold-digger has developed
into a i^erfect sap according to most directors.
Here he prospers via the subtitle route and
his modest menage is replaced by a domicile
suggestive of the Grand Central Station.
The contrasts are sharply divided. His wife

It is

seldom

liere is

—

is

as

meek and uncomplaining and

ficing as
selfish.

he
It is

is

self-sacri-

obstinate, weak, indulgent

far

removed from

truth.

No

and
one
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need look beyond the arguments for

We

divorce to discover its falsities.
dismiss it as a poor attempt to
preach a sermon. An uneven storv.
poorly directed, and indifferently
played.

The Shepherd King
Here is a picture which records
some memorable chapters of the
Old Testament which upon the

—

stage carried on successfully for
several years.
Adapted for the
screen, it fails to prove entertaining
principally because the story is
too remote
and it lacks sufficient
color and movement.
The action

—

—

—
—

drags and releases very little incident and, moreover, it is weakened
with a profuse supply of subtitles.
In fact, it soon develops into a reading of the Bible
with illustrations
served on the side.
have David slaying Goliath
with his slingshot and the routing
of the Philistines by the young
shepherd. At other times there is a
deal of mental conflict registered by
the accursed Saul who fears the rise
of David.
The battle scenes are
]Joorly executed
and there is no
suggestion of making the characters
real.
It drags interminably because
there is no variety suggested. And
it
is
badly interpreted by Italian
players who use excessive make-up

—

We

They've taken considerable liberty
with Hall Caine's story, but we
feel

that

theme deof fresh treat-

ancient

the

manded some

sort

Barrymore
and
ment.
Lionel
Barbara La Marr are shown in the
scene above
and the redeeming features of the production are
which
show
the
backgrounds.
ancient and modern Rome in all
its glory and atmosphere
.

.

.

—

—

and who also resort

to

exaggerated

expressions. Some individual scenes
are good
but so far as the atmosphere is concerned the picture could

—

Of course you miss the
color and harmony of
the musical ^core in the
screen's '"Maytime." And
Ethel Shannon is not the
wistful,

romantic

have been made

The Day

Clara Bow and
heroine.
Ethel Shannon, to the left

"Stephen Steps

Douglas

Out,"

Fairbanks. Jimior,
possesses a pleasing screen personality and he has

definite

The
clean

appeal.

story
little

is

a

com-

edy and capitally
by
supplemented
Theodore Roberts

predecessor.
It is a
imitation
one
endeavoring to make capital of the
and is developed so
faith formula
there
that
is
melodramatically
never a moment when it suggests
Its
naturalness nor any humanity.
central figure has adopted a creed
based upon the Biblical expression
"Love thy neighbor as thyself,"
life as

did

weak and

its

theatric

—

—

"Aly
twisting it around to fit:
neighbor is perfect." She has seen
violent death inspired thru her failure to act the good Samaritan and

—

so

she

opening

tries

a

to

make amends by

mission,

adopting

the

and restoring faith -in the
hearts of cynics and unbelievers.
But it is stark melodrama in most
tho here and there is
of its action
creed

—

woven

a thread of interesting inciThere are some
dent or byplay.
Raymond
performances.
clever
Griffith makes a capital sketch of a

young cynic
'54

of Faith

IMiracle

—

In

America.

This story, patterned after "The
Man," never approaches

little

creature that Peggy
Wood made her stage

in

—and Tyrone Power as
i)

—

The
men
SE\'ERAL
turned authors

and
lately.

Editor Gossips

women of the screen have
Any number of biographies

and memoirs have come from the presses. Samuel
Gokhvyn, the producer, is the latest to take up his
and we admit, with cause. The lives with
he has Iiad contact are fraught with drama and
.

'A'hich

.

He

known

remembered those

bits of life which zealous press-agents
ignored in their zest for extravagantly concocted stories.
-And, after all, if an author, given people with nothing like
the interest Mr. Goldwyn's people possess, writes sincerelv. the interest of the reader i- quite likelv to follow.

we know

the
play Mali
long or as we know the stenographer in the next office.
Charlie Chaplin, 'Ma.e IMurray, Douglas Fairbanks, Pola
in the pages of Mr.
Vegri, Rodolph A'alentino
(joldwyn's book we meet them not as glamorous or
.shadowy beings but as men and women with worries and
some imattainable dreams. He writes of them without

Xever in our life have we been more totally unprepared
anyone than we were for Xita Xaldi. We had never
met her until the other day when she gave a tea-party at
one of the select Park Avenue restaurants and invited us
No,
X"ot that she didn't fascinate us.
to be her guest.
\\'e doubt if the exotic graces and
not that
indeed

afifectation.

so

color.

\ith

\

has

oung matron down the

celebrities as

whom we

street with

...

And now

we have turned

that

the last page of "Beliind

help wondering why some other
tlie I^creen"
])ionter producer hasn't told before of those early days of
which Mr. Goldwyn has written with a glowing pen. it
is fascinating to hear how the very plutocratic motion
picture of toda}- was once a poor, weak thing, turned
filmed in a livery stable,
out in flickering reels
with Cecil B. De ^Mille now a power
actually
in the studio world, recruited from the Bclasco
ranks at the then enormous salary
of one hundred dollars a week.
He also writes of Mary
Pickford when she was a
little girl, struggling to
take care of her famil}because she was
the oldest. Doing, in
another way, the tiling
she does today
accepting her job and
doing it to the very
best of her amazing
ability.
He tells of
her later when i\dolpIi

we cannot

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

for

.

.

!

.

sediictive wiles of her screen being ever pleased us half

much.

first place, she wears a wedding-ring like your
mother wears ... a broad, gold band. Xo diamond
circles or platinum wires for X^^ita.
.\nd no one ever crossed our frequented path with one
She is more than honest verbally.
iota of her honesty.
She is honest mentally, if you understand. [Most of us

Tn the

get to thinking in prescribed channels. Not Nita.
It has come to be quite the correct thing for stars to
)jraise California and to look longingly Westward
at the very mention of a rose-covered
X'ita.

in a gold rush of realestate speculators.

]>ut X'ita erased

forever
ial)]e-talk

She hailed Brooklyn as her birthplace.
com]>letely overlooking
the
atmosphere
and color siie might
gain from a Russian
background or an obscure parentage and a

the

i

childhood spent soul-

w here her name

^^'e

broad, frank' smile
a smile far removed from her eniga

lights

.

fare

for the last year now
has been biographies,

and assured us
ago she had
decided to be comfortable and that anything
removed from a complete and absolute
honest}'
required
.

of laureled

we read.
Mr. Goldwvn has

]-or

.

.

.

that long

and memoirs.
We have been reading
tales
of kings and
their pampered ladies

as

.

matic screen smile

letters

interest

mentioned her
She smiled

lionosty.

in the

whose names
are now inscribed
upon immortal scrolls.
But all of this didn't
fi n d "B e h i n d t h e
Screen" wanting in

under the min-

I'ully

arets of India.

just across the street

])oets

from the
by her ref-

erence to Jiight-life.

restaurant w n d o w
when tiie dusk came,
tliey saw the theater

\vere turned on.
Our literary

them

and any ])regnant
comment on home-life

.

lights,
look
electric
her and her mother to

loomed golden
dark when the

the

dentally, liave resulted

knowing lier
long-cherished dream
of seeing her name in

From

Someone mentioned

modest little rose-covered
bungalows which, inci-

Zukor,

dinner.

But once more, not

Inmgalow.

Photograph

Ijy

Evans

The young McCormai'ks are treading Elysian fields. They hold
and Colleen looks adoringly at
hands under the table
and Colleen
and John looks adoringly at Colleen
.Fohn
starts to talk about the frocks being worn shorter this Spring,
and John starts talkand lapses into a eulogy about John
ing about international relations and forsakes a conversational
and life goes on
Hague for a conversational Colleen
blissfully for the young McCormacks
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

thought and

skill.

That's all very well.
But there should be a
luxury tax on an honesty as excessive as
Nita's.

.

{Co lit.

oil

page 97)
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I'huUigraph

i.;,

Ra\ nu

Martha Mansfield:
May

it

WKere
Here

!
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be that she Kas passed on to
she

is

Memoriam
fielcls

Elysian

Kappier even tnan sKe seemed to be

in the playhouse

On

Camera

the

Coast
TKe

News

Latest

By

Related

HARRY CARR

'HILE Hollywood

%f

^^

sits

gnawing

its

paroxysms of jealous rage, the Holly
wood picture belles are going to
San Francisco dancing with rival
anguished

finger-nails

in

be up ni
That's the frightful prospect
swains.
at this writing.

The Hollywood girls are go
ing to leave Hollywood flat,
upon and
set
crushed,
squelched that's what.
It is a revolt that has

the

visited

California

Dorothy Mackaill was
playing in ''The Next Corner." And
he admits he felt The Perfect Fool
when Dorothy began to vamp him
Director Sam Wood and Ricardo
Cortez looking
on.
That would
make a difference. Oh, yes
yes
studios

;

shaken Hollywood to its
foundation both social

.

—

and

Wynn

Ed

.

while

.

.

political.

.

.

indeed

Not to dwell on these
tragic details- any longer
necessary, a new
ComPolice
mission recently came into

than

"reform"

in Los Angeles. The
thing it did was to dig up
old forgotten city ordinances which
forbade public dances to continue
after midnight.
Wherefore, when the Motion Picture Directors' Association gave its
annual ball Thanksgiving night, a
rude and ruthless policeman stopped
the show just as it was getting a

power
first

good

start.

The next holiday ball on the
gram was to be the Wampas

pro-

—the

organization

official

of

press

the

The
hour

children's
at

Beverly

Hills finds Dor-

Davenport
Reid with Billy and Betty,
read ing the
next story in
their favorite

othy

picture-book

agents.

With
the

P.

cold and cutting severity,
A.'s announced that they

—

would go to San Francisco some
five hundred miles away
to give

—

their

At

ball.

Hollywood

is

to the party.

writing, all
this
getting ready to trek

Two

special steamers

John

Barry-

and a whole flock of special trains
have been chartered. Virtually, the
whole motion picture colony will

more

make

Beaumont sug-

the long trip to the party.
Incidentally, it will
mark the
formal entrance of the motion piclure people into politics.
As a
matter of self -protection, the producers and actors are forming a
political party which may grow into
something more than a mere local
affair.

The biggest
wood has seen

affair
this

that Hollyyear was the

at

Alille's

the

"Ten

Egyptian

i

disgust

when

Director

Harr>'

gests

particu-

a

love pas-

lar

sage with Mary
Astor. And, on

the

left,

is

the

Grand Canal of
Venice, built in

the

Goldwyn

studios.
it

opening of Cecil de

Commandments"

unm

registers
» t a k ah 1 e

See

if

looks any-

thing

like

picture

the

when

you see it in
"Three Weeks"

Theater in Hollvwood.
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The entrance of the th.eater is set back about a hundred feet
from the street, making the longest lobby in the world.
Immense crowds lined this lobby so the celebrities, as their
limousines disgorged them, had to run a long gauntlet of fans.

happened to walk down just behind Ruth Roland. As
swept along in a gorgeous fur coat, the crowd punctured
her passage with remarks.
"Hello, Ruth," they said, '"AMiere you been all the time?"
"Hey, Ruth
Cut out the real estate and give us some more
I

slie

!

pictures."

And Ruth

only smiled and nodded like a good sjiort.
Players-Lask)' studio looks like the yard
of a haunted house these days.
Following ]Mr. Lasky's
announcement, all production has stopped, save for Sam

The

big

Famous

Wood's Company,

Conway
there and

Tearle

Conway

is finishing "The Next Corner."
about the only visible sign of life out
is an indignant young man.
Some rash
motion-picture "answer man" chronicled his age as

v/hich
is

sometime

forty-five

now

ago and

it

has

become an accepted
fact..

He

says that

some of his friends,
like H. B. Warner,
started out big five
years older than he
when they went to
college together; but

"Once again, please. Mi?? Taliiiinlge." requests
Director Frank Borzage during the filming of
"Secrets"' while Tonv Gamlio looks on

every time Warner
has a birthday, they
add the year onto his
(Tearle's) age instead of Warner's.
Pola Negri's old

The young gentleman occupying

the

director
.she had

illus-

attention of Valerie von Stroheim
and Eric von Stroheim is Eric St. Ritus von
the first photograph he
is
Stroheim.
It
has had taken and he conducted himself like
It is said that upon his
a camera veteran.
birth, motion picture producers sighed and
wondered where in the world blocks
enough for him to build a toy city with
trious

At the

left,

Cissie

The
name

Mae

Mur-

ray spurns
the bottle of

milk

a

fel-

w-pl ayer
offers her

lo

nourish-

for

ment during
tedious
a
wait between
scenes
the

her

of

new

production.
"Sir," she

one

Poland,

gentleman's
is

beyond pro-

nunciation, but it is
spelled ^Nlimitri

Fitzgerald tells

Pola Negri and Herbert Brenon about the
picture camera before which
first motion
she danced for

in

has arrived and will
direct her in a story
he wrote himself.

could be found, provided he took after his
father.

—the

Buchowetzki.

Pola

delighted at the
Thomas Edison in 1896
pros])ect of having a
director
who will
put her in a story
\\-here she does not have to be a
is

good)'-good little girl.
In fact, it looks to the
alarmed scenario writers of
Hollywood, a great many of
whom are out of work, as
tho there was too much relaxation of the immigration law.s.
Lubitsch has brought over his
own scenario writer from Germany Seastrom has sent for
his from Stockholm, and now
Pola has imported one.
Eric von Stroheim hasn't
imported an}- as }et but von
;

:

Stroheim

always

"rolls

his

says,

"How

own" when

dare

you.

anyhow, so he doesn't count.
Blanche Sweet is at work on

Nectar

for

only

the

Queen!"
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it

comes

to stories

a mysterious picture at Ince's
being made behind closed
it's
{Continued on page 80)

—

Tlie trii-jeler Unias ccmes
t/iroiig/i joio->if\s

cu7)iforts

iind iiu-

charmingl) fresh

She keeps the same perfection of
clear smooth skin
In

spite

of

winds,

icy

dese?^t sands,

or

burnifi^ tropic sun

'T'HEY'RE everywhere—
-'-

these

women who

tra\'el

riding light-heartedly across
hurning deserts, frolicking in the
shadow of eternal snows, enfolded in the beauty of vanished civilizations.

But the amazing thing about them is their easy
way of coming fresh and lo\elv through journeys
and discomforts. You'd think no complexion
could stand the attacks of furious icy wind, the
flying storms of sand and dust, the terrible tropic
MoreoN'er, water is often a luxur)' and is
sun.
likely to be brackish as well as scarce.

And

women

ha\e the most charming complexions. For the very hardships of trax'el
have taught them the necessity of a perfect method
of skin cleansing and protection.
yet these

To fulfill these twoessentialsof skin lox ehness,
cleansing and protection
the

— the Pond's Method and

two famous Pond's Creams were developed.

Pond's Cold Cream spreads easily and sinks
deep into the pores. It not only cleanses per-

Every nighty and after severe
exposure, cleanse your face and
neck with Pond's Cold Cream.

Apph

freely to the skin with

it

or a bit

fingers

cleansing tissue.
is

of moistened
t>fi:"
with

Then wipe

cotton.

\cr\"

dr\'

Do

put on a

this
little

a

cloth or

soft

If your skin

twice.

more cream

for the

night.

freshen your face with water
Cold Cream again if jour skin is
\ery dry. Then smooth on e\enly Pond's \'anishing Cream. "\ our skin responds instantly with a
In the

iiior>i!)ig^

— use Pond's

fineness of texture, a clear fresh tone. This
cream should be used during the day every time
you cleanse your face, before ;ou powder.

One

tnncler .says "I idde through iht Valley of the
hours in the white-hot glare of flinty rock.
.skin, protected by Pond's N'anishing Cream did not

Kings

My
e\en

five

teel

drawn."

Another writes froiu Pekin, "The water here is so
hard and the climate so trying, I wouldn't have any comjilcxion if it weren't for Pond's Cleansing Cream."

fectly but gives the skin a youthful suppleness.

Pond's Vanishing

Cream

protects the skin from

Use

this exquisite

method

Buy both

yourself.

the coarsening of exposure and holds one's tace

these delicious creams at any druo; or department

powder

store.

for hours.

The

Pond's Extract Company.

-i^i^m^^^;

^
MAIL THIS COUPON WITH

EVERY SKIM
Pn>i,f s
:/tx

XEF.DS

THESE TWO CRE.'\MS

T-MO Creams used hy

their skin

iJiost

and

the •ivoj?!en -m/io

keep

it

loueliest

ThePond'sExtractCo
Ftrn cents f

loc)

is

ductory tubes of the

,

joc

lS6 Hudson St

,

TODAY
New York

enclosed for your special intro-

two creams every skin

needs.

Name
S-r. cr

Cr

State

rt
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Letters to tke Editor
Letters to tke editor cannot be used in this department unless the

name and address

only initials be used in publication^

To print all the epistles which come in denial of the
Reis letter would be impossible. Representative among
them was the one we print below.
Dear Editor
Can I use your column to answer I. H. Reis,
who so harshly criticized Ramon Novarro in the December
:

magazine ?
What's the matter with you, Mr. or Miss Reis? Whc.i ycu
say Novarro "Imitates" Valentino by having his picture t:.!;_- with
a silver chain around his wrist ?
These young gentlemen are both of the Latin race, and, unless
I am very much mistaken, the chain is not an affectation, but an
emblem of some sort connected with their religious belief.
Then you say Novarro had his shirt open at the neck because

Why dont you accuse Dick Barthelmess? His
Valentino did.
picture appeared not long ago, in this very magaz'ne, with his
soft shirt open at the neck.
Warren Kerrigan was an idol before ^^alentino was ever heard
of, and frequently had his picture taken with his shirt open at the
throat, but do you accuse your adored Rodolph of imitating him?
Antonio Moreno is a Spaniard, and a very popular player besides.
I should think, then, you might bitingly inquire why, his name
being Moreno, Mr. Guglielmo saw fit to change his to Valentino.
They all assume stage names for the same reason because their
own do not seem to take well, or are hard to pronounce
What name, pray, do you think Ramon should have adopted?
Murphy, perhaps, or Oleson?
Mr. ^'alentino is a fine actor, and need fear no rival. Why
then such scathing criticism of a young man who you say this
yourself cannot possibly menace his popularity.
Ramon Novarro is as dififerent from Valentino as day is from
His appeal is not the- same. He made his own popularity
night.
with the public by portraying in his own way roles and characters
bearing not the slightest resemblance to anything ^'alentino has
ever done.
If you dont like him, stay away from the pictures he appears
in, but dont, for the Lord's sake, pan the poor kid because he
happens to be dark, and unbuttons his collar when he gets warm.
You say the fans saw good pictures in the past without him,
and could do so in the future. Maybe we could, but we dont need
anyone to tell us
what to enjoy and
whom to admire.
the letters which came in

—

—

—

Ma

)•

we're

b e

broadminded
enough
both,

go see
admire

to

and

for his own
qualifiindividual
cations.

to brass tacks, that

w

very

about

Ra-

kno

you

much
mon,

since you

cant even spell his

name

right.

It

is

Samaniegos.

uj the luriter

given.

is

praise will be evenly distributed. When things will be said about
the other members of the "cast." Their conscientious efforts help
to make the "leads'" a success, but we seldom hear much about

them.
In "Pcnrod and Sam," Ben Ale.xandcr gets all the encomiums.
He certainly was wonderful, but the young boy enacting the part
of Sam was wonderful too.
I think I enjoyed his able support
of Penrod as much as I did Ben himself, besides the other kiddies
made a satisfying background. It was quite a treat to see Gladys
Brockwcll again her playing is always so natural and lifework.
1 used to admire her in the olden days and arr glad she has come
back to us. Rockcliffe Fellows was a very convincing father. He
was quite as fascinating as Penrod in their mimerous tete-a-tetes.
Shall keep on the lookout for him as I want to see more of
;

his

work.
former

The

favorites,

Edythe

Mame

Kelso, and Carrie Clark

doing

their

parts

perfectly.

Chapman, Mabel van Buren.
are flashed on the screen,
always thrills me when they

Ward

It

unannounced.
It is like meeting an old-time friend wc
feel like reaching out my hands to -them and
love.
I always
I wish we could
saying, "Howdy, I'm so glad to see you again!"

-'ppcar,

see

them oftener.

Pugilism has always been repulsive to me but Reginald Denny
has presented the sport to us in a way that has removed the stigma
and helps one to view the game from a different angle. Besides,
these contests do not horrify one like the terrible fights in
"Tol'able David," and "The Flame of the Yukon," where the
opponents were not evenly matched. Believe me, it would be a
calamity to miss a round of "The Leather Pushers !" They conHayden Stevenson has
tain action, mirth and nothing to offend.
meant nearly as much as the hero. His explanatory chats, full
of vim and meaning, delivered while looking at you from the
screen, have promoted a sort of friendliness besides, he can give
Hayden Stevenson, I
a decisive punch when occasion requires.
;

salute

you

In the December number .Anderson's letter expressed my views
exactly in regard to the presentation of worth-while books on the
screen.

Several of Dicken's books have been presented on the screen
it puzzles
me why "Dombey and Son" has been overlooked
I can picture
its good plot and splendid, vital characters.

and
with

conies in lor praise, loo

^'t -

If the ivriter desires that

requested that this be specified

Ralph

Lewis

as

the proud and unyielding
Dombey,
Gloria Swanson as
the beautiful and

imperious

Edith

Russell Simpson as
the trusted but villainous C a r ke r

Theodore
as

Roberts
brave but

the

Cap'n
Carrie
Ward as the

timorous
Cuttle:

Clark

intimidating
Mrs.
A'fcStinger; Bessie

Love

as

faithful

Florence Dombey
Glen
Hunter as

Walter Gay: RobAgnes as timid
Mr. Toots, and

ert

Sincerely,

Nellie Sherm.«iN,
507 N.Delaware St.,
Ind.

Indianapolis,

is

denial of the Reis epistle which we
To print all
\i\A in the briefs
published a few months ago would be impossible.
which are so emphatically held for Novarro, Mr. Valentino frequently

each

Anyway, I dont
think, when it
comes right down

it

some
child

precocious

the
Paul.
as

little

frail

They

could intensify the

A

suggestion
that eulogies be
evenly divided
.

.

.

and several

suggestions

o f
books which the

producers would
do well to film.
De.\r Editor:
is

to

be hoped the

come

time

will

when
66

eulogies

!:

It

?md

pathos, humor and
dramatic incidents
contained
in
this
classic.

There

was

no

appeal
in
Mary
Johnson's books,
" P r s o lae r s of
i

Hope"

and "To

Have and

To

Hold,"

her

but

"Sir Mortimer"
(^Continued on
.page UZ)
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Economical Transportation

Jrtr alltheyear

^^^r allWeather

The Lowest

Superior Sedan.

$

High Grade All -Year Sedan

795

f . o. b. Flint,

Priced,

The

Mich.

it

closed car

the right type in a changeable climate, because
when needed, yet in summer
lowered is breezy and comfortable.
is

offers full-weather protection

with windows

The Superior Chevrolet Sedan is distinctly high-grade in
Prices

f. o. b.

Flint,

Mich.

Superior Roadster$490
Superior Touring
495
Superior Utility Coupe 640
Superior Sedan
795
Superior Commercial
_
395
Chassis
Superior Light Delivery
495
Utility Express Truck Chassis 550

appear-

ance and workmanship. It is so economical to operate and
maintain that it is feasible for either one passenger's daily use, or for
the evening and Sunday requirements of the average family of five.

Recent improvements have added further to its remarkable dollar
value.
Larger brakes give increased ease and safety of driving.
The front axle has been straightened and raised 1 14, inches to
take care of deeply rutted or sandy roads. The improved springs
are of chrome-vanadiima steel, yielding increased riding comfort.
less important changes have been made in line
with our constant aim to maintain quality leadership in econom-

These and other

ical transportation.

Chevrolet

Motor Company,
^Division

Five United States manufacturing plants, seven
assembly plants and two Canadian plants give us
the largest production capacity in the taorldfor
high-grade cars and make possible our lo'w prices.

Detroit,

Michigan

of general SMotors Corporation
Chevrolet Dealers aud Service Stations
everywhere.
Applications will be considered from high-grade dealers only,
for territory not adequately covered,
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According
to

Will
Rogers

Making "Uncensored Movies," Will Rogers' re«-eiit l>i:ilesque of the different rinematic conceptions, mu.-t have
been loads of fun. Above Will portrays The Valentino
as the scion of England's grandest family
the scion
who appears a sheik until almost the fade-out and ^vho
races over scorching California sands, with the linugbty
heroine protestingly held in his arms
.

.

.

The

inscrutable Bill Hart of a thousand crimes ... a thousand reformations
and almost as many unrequited loves,
comes to our mind, suggested by the always-touching episode
pictured above. And to the left Tom Mix, the son of our
great open spaces
who rescues the heroine tho lie and his
mighty steed face a death-def>"ing leap over a cliff in their
.

—

.

.

—

gallant efforts

qr.M°^.'A°iii,'SP''R

l-^REE'" mail coupon below

to Slle7i

y. ^ucklajid^ ^•^«

SCIENTIFIC FRANKNESS
On

known

subject

a

woman's

as

problem

oldest

^J^Tow! Exqmsiteness, comfort, immaculacy under all circumstances
By

ELLEN

J.

BUCKLAND

Graduate Nurse

a new way in personal hygiene. A
way that gives women new poise and
peace of mind new exquisiteness and better

THERE

is

scientific

—

health.

Although but a recent discovery, 8 in every 10
vvomenofthe better classes already have adopted it.
It.is called Kotex. And this offers you an opporfree. Simply mail me the coutunity to test it

—

pon below.
FIVE TIMES MORE ABSORBENT
American nurses in wartime France first discovered Kotex. Found that it solved woman's most
distressing problem in an amazing way.
Made of Cellucotton a newly-discovered

—

super-absorbent— Kotex absorbs 16 times its weight
in moisture. It has 5 times the absorbency of ordinary cotton "sanitary pads." And, in addition,
two other secret advantages which 1 cannot mention here.

You can
ment

dispose of

— a point

all

it

easily,

women

Hygienic immaculateness
your doctor.

NOW

— that

is

Kotex.

Ask

TRY KOTEX FREE

Kotex has become

womanhood. And

without embarrass-

will appreciate.

a

health habit among

all

believe every woman should
at least be allowed to try it. So I have appealed
to the Kotex laboratory. And they have conthat 1 offer
sented
for a short time at least
women a trial of Kotex, without charge.
So do this now: Mail the coupon to me perpacket will be sent you postpaid, by
sonally.
return mail— in an absolutely plain, undistinguishable, unmarked wrapper. Tear the coupon off now
1

—

—

A

before you forget.
\s on soX& at all drug and department
stores simply by asking for Kotex. Tuo
sizes: regular and super (extra thickness)

Kotex

Charm,

Exciuisiteness,

Immaculacy, under

and

all

EVERY

every condition
day! Yec, under old methods the average iivman spent at least i-6tK of her
time in a state of discomfort, uncertainty, and fre*

quently embarrassment.

Cellucotton Products Company, Chicago

Canadian

Harold F. Ritchie and Co., Ltd.
Toronto and Montreal

Distributor,

FREE SAMPLE-MaiZ
ELLEN

I

J.

this Confidential

Coupon

BUCKLAND, G. N.

Care of Cellucotton Laboratories, Room 1420,
166 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
want to accept free trial offer made by you, with the under-

standing that

it is

absolutely confidential.

Name-Address--

City

.

M.P.M.

3-2J
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Greenroom
Jottings
Three photographs by International Newsreel

Norma Niblock won

Lady Diana Duff Cooper, formerly
Lady Diana Manners, has come to
the United States to appear upon
in
the New York
stage
"The
Miracle.''

She

is

familiar to

the

Beauty

Contest which was conducted at
the Madison Square Garden in
which
eighty-seven
girls
from
every part of America were en-

the

production

And

was Rodolph ValSheik himself, who
awarded her the large silver cup
and crowned her Queen
tered.
entino,

American public for her screen
work in the J. Stuart Blackton

.*»'-^**^

it

the

Baby Peggy found New York

NEXT

^lerton

of

the
Movies will in reality reach
the great open spaces where
fall

oceans of fun
but that may
be because she had her favorite
playmate, her sister Louise,
with her all the time

There has
a man's a man.
been more angling and gambling and
more money put up in securing the play than decorates
the roulette table in Monte Carlo on a s. r. o. evening.
Famous Players-Lasky is the lucky one that bet to win.
Buster Keaton was among the numerous others who put
their money on the wrong horse, or rather, put up money
of the wrong color. Had Buster got the play rights, we
would have had in him a "different" Merton. but with
Famous Players-Lasky in possession "ilenn Hunter will
(

.

.

.

register

his

delightful

of

the

story will
be better than that of the stage, since the screen possibilities are limitless.
will

Well, anyhow, Buster Keaton has secured a story on
lines
"The Misfit," It tells of a projection
machine operator, again a small-town hero, who goes to
Hollywood to make his fortune and finally becomes a

similar

:

Peggy Hyland, popular on our screen a few years ago, is now making pictures for an English
concern. Her husband, Fred Granville, who is acting as a camel-boy in the photograph beAnd
neath, directed her in "Shifting Sands," which is soon to be exhibited in this country.
and direct pictures herself
now comes word that Peggy is to realize her ambition of years
.

70

version

movie hero on the screen. Mr.
Hunter is playing Merton to full houses
in Chicago now, so it will not be until
the end of the theatrical season that the
be filmed, but they do say that the screen version
pathetic

.

.

.

,^,,-jOTlON PICTURi;
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No Money
Not a penny now. Just mail the coupon and Hartman, the
Largest Home Furnishing Concern in the World, will send you
this splendid complete 32-Piece Aluminum Cooking Set, and
with it absolutely FREE the 1 0-Piece Combination Kitchen Set
and handy 9-Piece Canister Set described at right. When goods
arrive make first payment of only $2 on the Aluminum Set.
Pay nothingfor the Kitchen Set or Canister Set—they are Free.

Doifirn!

Useallthreesets todays on FreeTrial, and if not more than
send them back and we will refund your money and
pay transportation both ways. If you keep them, pay only for
satisfied,

Aluminum Set,alittleeach
month. Keep both the
Kitchen Set and Canister
Set as gifts from Hartraan.

Complete 32-Piece Heavy Gauge Aluminum Cooking Set
is Hartman's famous, special, selected set of heavy gauge Aluminum Ware— a complete cooking outfit, light to handle, easy to clean, always bright as silver. Will never
chip, crack or rust. So durable that we guarantee it for life. 32 utensils everything you
need for baking, boiling, roasting,- frying.

This

—

FREE

Bargain Caiatog
Over 300 pag-es

(of

which 68

are in actual colors) of the
world's greatest bargrains
in home furnishings,
jewelry, furniture, rugs:
also farm implements and
accessories, etc.

— all sold

on easy monthly payment
terms and SO days* free
trial.

FREE
Book

Gifts

explains how you
get Glassware, Silverware, Jewelry, Table
Linens, etc.. Free with
purchases. Send today.
"Let Hartman
Feather YOUR Nest"

HARTMAN

And, think of it—

COCC

10-Piece Kitchen Set

nLEBlnandS-Pc.CanisterSet

Both sets free with Aluminum Set. Kitchen
Set includes:
Potato Masher, Mixing

Spoon, Measuring Spoon, Ice Pick, Egg
and Cream Beater, Can Opener, Vegetable
and Pan Brush, Fork, Egg and Cake
Turner, Wall Rack. All have white enameled
handles and hang on wall rack. Canister Set
includes: Large containers for Tea, Coffee
and Sugar, small containers for Pepper,
Cinnamon, Allspice, Nutmeg, Cloves and
all enameled in colors with black
lettering designating contents. Offer limited.

Ginger,

Mail the

Coupo n Now J

Nearly a Year to Pay UHDTUABI FURNITURE & CARPET CO.
Chicago,
This offer proves that Hartman gives the
IIAIl I RIAN Dept. 6087
I
I

world's most liberal terms and the world's
greatest values in dependable merchandise.
You pay only $2 and postage on arrival for
the Aluminum Set— not a penny to pay on
either the Kitchen Set or Canister Set.
Then, if after 30 days' trial you decide to

keep

it,

pay a

little

every month.

J
I
I

ill.

Send the

32-Piece Complete Aluminum Cooking

Set, No. 417FMA9, Price $18.95,
(and with itlO-Piece Kitchen Set and 9-Piece Canister Set.
Will pay $2.00 and postage on the Aluminum Set upon
arrival. Kitchen Set and Canister Set are FREE. I am to

days' free trial. If not satisfied, I will ship all threa
Take IhaveSO
sets back and you will refund my $2.00 and pay transport

nearly a year to pay. Offer is limited.
Mail coupon NOW. while you can get
these wonderful Free Gifts.

tation charges both ways. If 1 keep them, I will pay yea
$2. 00 monthly until the price of the Aluminum Set, $13.95,
made.
I is paid. 'Titleremains with you until final payment is

Order by No. 417FMA9. Price for

Aluminum Set, $18.95.
No money down. $2 and postage on
arrival. Balance $2 monthly.
lO-Piece Kitchen Set and 9-Piece

R. F. D. Box No.
or Street and No.

Canister Set are Free.

Town

FURNITURE & CARPET CO.
Dept.

6087

Largest Home Furnishing Concern

initfie

g°;sa.'^daSS

WorU

CHICAGO

State.

Occupation of Head of Hoasehold.
I
I

How lootfJbave you lived at present address?.
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Below

an

is

portrait
haii

Allene

Ray,

seen bewith MarGreen, the

winner

of

sliall

four- year-old
son

of
rector,

his

di-

Alfred
Green. Mar-

just

signed

contract

playing
in '"Pied Piper
]M a 1 o n e ," the
sliall

a

one
of the Brewster
Publ ica ti o ns
Fame and Fortune contests.
Miss Ray has

is

low

of

Meig-

Tliomas

at-

new

tractive

is

Patbe and

playing
"The Way

story
which
Booth Tarkington wrote especially
for

a

wiili
is

in
of a

Man," the Em-

Hough

erson

story,

was

ToniiTiy

by
Rex Bench's
l>een

serial

adapted

story.

the

to

screen

scene from

tliis

Brother," has
and. just above,

glimpsed
production. The

directing

men

George
Seitz

"Big

Dwan may be

Mian

which

directed

a

standing

al)OUt Ijeliind tlie cameras are assistant directors
.
assistant camera-man and other production
.

.

functionaries

milhoiu'.irL'

r.ctwefii

])ro(luccr.

-

lirst

tlie

and

bowl of goldfrom Connie in

ceive a
fish

—

apscenes of

the play that being the

ertonish ix)igiiancy.
In the cast are Buster
himself and Kathlyn

language stronger
than words
"You
bore me; I'm thru

llic

last cx])Osiires

l)far
.\

many

1

an

AFcCuire,
licauty

Sennett

••The

the

ex^fack

says

that

in

:

with you."

tlie

name

of

Jack Pick ford had
good reason for commuting over to New

leading

lady

in

York from Holly-

X'ote
tlie

of

symbol

tribe.

11ure

wood

I'lKrtofri'.'iph

ijy

Melbourne

wifeMarilyn.
iMarilyn was basing a small misunderstanding
are two sad reasons for her being there, and one very
with Papa Ziegfeld. and a husl)and is a mighty comfy pergood reason, too. To get the bad news off our chest
son to have around when you're down on your luck. Pajia
Xatalie Taimadge, wife of Buster Keaton. and sister of
Norma and Constance, has retired from the screen. Ziegfeld wanted Miss Miller to go on playing "Sally"
and Sally's three years old an" everything on one Main
I\Iarion Harlan, ]\Iack Sennett beauty and young daughter
Street after another, but the lovelv star said Ziegfeld had
of the veteran comedian, was to liave stepped into the lead,
])romised her a role in a
but that iin.x, illness, overnew play and so she gave
took her, and she had to
"You both look ugly enough," decides John Robertson, and
he shows Dick Barthelniess and May McAvoy their reflecnotice, jiacked up her
side-step and give way to
tions in a mirror. They were made up in this unattractive
little kit and walked out.
Kathlyn McGuire. Iratemanner for an episode in "The Enchanted Cottage," which
Papa Ziegfeld said TJarily
Miss IMcGuire has
adaptation
of
one
of
tlie
most
charming
an
plays
is
\vhich
lyn was jealous because
given up being a bathing
Broadway saw last season
he gave the lead in his
beauty to play serious
new play, "Kid Boots." to
leads, as for instance, in
^lary Eaton, and that
'The Silent Call." ^lauy
A\as all there was to it.
of her admirers will remember her, too, in "The
dont dare gi^e an
opinion it's one of those
Shriek of Araby."
family quarrels and we
(lont know who's right,
And while we are on
him or her, but the outthe Taimadge family, do
come is that IMarilyn will
you know that Connie is
probably play in the
going to film "The Goldplay made
fish,"
the
Charles Dillingham profamous on the stage by
duction of "Pompadour."
jNIisfit."

to

see

—

We

;

JNIarjorie

Rambeau

Mulhall,

who

?

Jack

acted

Constance in
"Dulcy," and opposite
Norma in "Within the
Law," will again take the
We hope
male lead.
none of our fans will reopposite

!
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Our

heart goes out in

sympathy to the mother
and sisters of Martha
jMansfield.
In her tragic
death, met while she was
filming "The Warrens of
Virginia," she will be

I

.

Mh0l

If

a

Jelly Fish

I

MAGAZINE

t\

Could Slap a Rat

Face

in the

But he can't. He
he would do it.
has no arms. Neither does he have a
backbone. How much worse off is a
man who was given a good backbone and a pair of arms and won't
use them.

—

No Excuse
We

excuse the jelly

He

fish.

anything to walk on.

never had

But there

no

is

excuse for a flabby, rounjd shouldered and
You
flat chested specimen of a man.
were given a perfect framework for a
body. You were meant to rule the world,
but there is hardly an animal alive which
does not show better sense than you do.

Cut

It

Out, Fellows

Brace up and be the man you were meant
to be.
Don't try to imitate a jelly fish.
Get some pep into you and make a real
He man out of yourself. Come on and let

me help you. I'll shoot a thrill into you
that will make your old spine quiver with
build up that chest,
excitement.
I'll
broaden those shoulders and give you the
huge, muscular arms of an athlete. And
Your lungs will start
that's not all.
pumping real oxygen into your blood,
purifying your entire system. Those old
cobwebs in your brain will disappear.
Your eyes will radiate the life within you.
You will have a spring to your step, and
every

move you make

will

show new

Earle E. Liederman
America's Leading Director of Physical Education

lite

and energv.

It's

Not Too Late

what your present condition is. The weaker you are, the more noticeable the results. All
framework and enough ambition left to say 'T'm ready. Let's go!" I'm going to put one
full inch on your arms in just 30 days.
Yes, and two inches on your chest.
But that's only a starter.
Then watch 'em grow. I'll put pep into your old backbone and build up every muscle on your body so
I

don't care

you need

that your

is

a

own

know you. This is no idle talk, fellows.
then and make me prove it. That's what I

friends won't

guarantee them.

Come on

Send

44

for

My

don't promise these things

I

—

like.

64-Page Book

MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT'^
It is

Free

contains forty-three full page photographs of myself and some of the
many prize-winning pupils I have trained. Many of these are leaders in
their business professions today.
I have not only given them a body to be
proud of, but made them better doctors, lawyers, merchants, etc. Some of
these came to me as pitiful weaklings, imploring me to help them.
Look
them over now and you will marvel at their present physiques.
It

EARLE

E.

LIEDERMAN
303

Earle £. Liederman,
Dept. 303, 305 Broadway,

Dear

New York

City

enclose herewith 10 cents, for which you are
to send me without any obligation on my part whate ver.
a copy of your latest book, "Muscu ar Development.'
Sir:

I

Name

Dept.

305 Broadway,

New York

City

City

State.
(Please write or print plainly)
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John Emerson and Anita Loos were

among

the celebrated guests of the

Equity Ball which was held at the
Hotel Astor.
Here they are seen
going over their "Spring Cleaning"

Edwin Carewe took
eral

prominent

sev-

screen

players
to
the
Sahara
desert where he is filming "A Son of Sahara."
To the left, Montague

Love

and

Rosemary

Thehy may be glimpsed
on shipboard "before the
whistle
sounded
and
ihev cast off ...

Photograph b\ Apeda

remembered

as a star

Photograph by International Newsreel

who shone

Another name on the

extinction.-

We

unselfishly,
roll

even unto

of honor.

announced this hunch last month that the moving
picture production center was going to pick up its bed and
board and walk eastward, and tho that exactly has not
happened we are already somewhat vindicated, for the
world's biggest production plant is to be erected on Long
Island, twenty minutes from Broadway. The initial number of studio units is nine, each equipped with its own
stage, carpenter units, offices, etc., and with a central
heating and lighting plant and an exhibition theater.
Supporting the enterprise are Arthur S. Friend, president
of the Distinctive Pictures Corporation R. A. Rowland,
president of the First National, and .Samuel Goldwyn, as
an individual producer. But out Hollywood way things
are not quiet either. Harold Lloyd has bought a big tract
:

;

Westwood,

in

midway

between

those recently acquired by William

Fox and

the

Christie Brothers,
who are planning
to transfer their

Beverly Hills and will erect a palatial home there this
summer. Llelene Chadwick has also bought a new Holywood home. In Chicago, the half-way station, the Popular
Pictures Corporation is following the lead of Essanay and
opening up to put the Windy City on the map again as a

producing center.

Marion Davies has brought "Janice Meredith" to the
It is the Paul Leicester Ford story and was acted
on the stage by Mary Mannering some time ago. Laid in
the Revolutionary period, the story introduces Washington, Lafayette, Franklin, Samuel Adams, John Hancock
and Paul Revere. It will be a production more spectacular than "When Knighthood Was in Flower."
screen.

Alma Rubens

has finished "Blood and Gold," but she is
in Hergesheimer's "Cytherea,"
and so will continue to stir our
Gloria Swanson entertains Edward Burns and Mario Majerone on the
lawn of her improvised dressing-room at the Long Island studios of the
blood, that's what
Famous Players-Lasky studios
her director,
acting the

runaway wife

George

Fitzmaurice, promises
anyhow. He says

she

is

full of
and

from

latent

to this

that she will just

location. Mr.

about burn up the
silversheet for us.

studios
Hollywood

L

o y d" s
fronts on
1

la n d
Santa

Monica Boulevard and takes

in

an old ranch
house

enda.

and

L

haci-

a

s

k y

fire

The

deserted wife
played by ]\Iary
Alden the male

is

;

by Lewis
Stone.
The picture was filmed in
lead

studio has opened
up again, too, and

the old

Biograph

Studio

in

Norma Talmadge

York,

a^n d

has thrown her
luck in with the
Westerners. She
has just bought
eight acres in a
garden spot in the

Cuba and

74

New
i

n

Paris.

Writers have
jumped into the
{Continued on
page 108)
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Down
Brings

This—

Lamp

Gas or

Floor

Electric

siSZe. Silk

—

Here is something you have always wanted a beautiful floor lamp
with handsome and elegant Fifth Avenue silk shade to add an extra
tone of elegance and luxury to yoiu- home. On this generous offer
you can see just how this floor lamp and silk shade will look in your
home, without risking anything. Send only $1.00 with the coupon
below, and we will send it complete to your home on approval, equipped
for use with either gas or electricity. We take all the risk.

liisLampComes equipped

for choice
of gas or electricity. Has 2light Benjamin socket for
electricity only, with 8-foot
silk cord ready for use; or
comes with 6-foot rubber
hose, burner, mantle and
chimney for gas.

Mahogany
Standard

is

in diameter.

beautifully the colorings of the

we ask and you

rich

warm

light.

Shipping

Marshall Silky Fringe Poll-Cords
Also pair of Marshall silky fringe cords
with SH in. silky fringed tassels, giving

an added luxurious

effect.

For gas use, order by No. G6332NA.
For electricity, order by No. G6333NA.
Send only $1 witli the coupon, $2
monthly. Total Bargain Price for lamp
and shade, $19.85.

Free Bargain Catalog
Shows thousands of bargains in home
furnishings: furniture, jewelry, rugs,
curtains, phonographs, stoves, dishes,
aluminum ware, etc. All sold on easy
terms.
Catalog sent free, with or
without order. See the coupon.

how

shade blend and har-

—

If

decide to keep it,
bargain price of $19.85. Yes, only $19.85 for this
luxurious lamp and silk shade complete. Compare this value with anything you could
buy locally at anywhere near the same price eveti for spot cash! Straus & Schram

have paid the

Made

—a

silk

freely

See

you discover that this
lamp is a tremendous
bargain at the price
send only $2.00 a month until you

'^222,aMonth

I!>«Shade-

weight, 27 pounds.

it

for 30 days.

and rich warmth and coziness to any room in the house. If after 30 days trial you
decide not to keep the lamp, just return it at our expense and we will refund your
$1.00 deposit, plus any freight or express you paid. You cannot lose a single penny.

ed French mahogany finish.

haze

the lamp outfit

comes, use

monize with everything in the home. How useful it is, too so handy
for reading, can be moved around with ease to furnish a beautiful light

60 in. high, 3 in.
Highly polish-

harmonious color scheme gives effect
of red light shining through a blue

handsome

—

When

30 Days Trial

Finish

in Fifth Avenue design, 24 in. in diameter, of
delft blue silk, shirred top,
alternating plain and fancy
Twelve
art silk panels.
panels in all, tinsel braid
border, with four inch Chenille fringe.
American beauty shirred lining. The

Shade

total

gives you this bargain price and almost a year to pay. We trust honest people anywhere in U. S. No discount for cash nothing extra for credit. No C. O. D.
;

Price Slashed!
Decide

now

lamp and

to tee this beautiful floor

silk

shade

in

your home on

Send Coupon

NOW!

Think how the nickels and
dimes slip away for useless things; save them for something worth
while that will give satisfaction for years.
Send coupon with only
$1.00 now! Satisfaction guaranteed.
approval on this price smashing

offer.

STRAUS & SCHRAM,

Dept. 1523 Chicago, Ul.

I
J

S

;

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW!

J

o^e^^sla* "^t^SJco

Enclosed find $1.00. Ship special advertised Floor Lamp and Silk Shade
as checked below. I am to have 30 days free trial. If I keep the lamp,
I will send $2.00 a month.
If not satisfied, I am to return the lamp and
shade within 30 days and you are to refund my $1.00 plus any transportation charges I paid.
Gas Floor Lamp No. G6332NA, $19.85.
Electric Floor Lamp No. G6333NA, $19.85

D
n

Street, R. F.

D.

or Box No
Shipping
Point
Post Office
If

you want

State

ONLY our free catalog of home furnishings, mark X

here

D
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This department is for
'information
general
of
interest only
Those luhu
desire ansivers by mail, a
list
maniifacfilm
>/
titrers
etc., must enclose
a sta mped, add ress ed

All inquiries should contain the name and address of the liriter, and,
desired that a
it
is
if
fictitious name he used in
ansiverinff, it should be
written in the upper lefthand corner of the letter

1

\

envelope

The Answer Man
—

—

John F. T. Welcome the more the merrier. Yes, and I am
going to walk on the sunny side of the road as long as I can.
It's pretty blowy out right m>\\-.
I have met Richard Barthelmess,
and he surely is all you think he is. Most of the players will send
their pictures, but be sure to enclose twent>-five cents in stamps
to cover mailing expenses.
Croox. Of course I was interested in you. As Elbert Hubbard
said, "It is a good thing to cultivate an interest in all people with
whom we come in contact, not because they are interesting or
^[arion Douras is Marion
attractive, but because they are people,
Davies' real name.
Address her at the Cosmopolitan Studios,
2478 Second Avenue, New York City. She is five feet four and
a half, blonde hair and blue eyes. YouVe excused for not using

—

ink.

Serguis.

— So

you have an idea that

I

am

a giant.

No,

I

am

not so many. Great buildings are not always the best furnished;
On with the dance
neither arc large men the most intelligent.
Ruth Dwyer opposite Herbert Rawlinson in "Jack O'Clubs."
\Vrite me again.
Eileen's AoiiiRER.— .So this is your debut.
Charmed indeed.
Eileen Percy was with Universal last, and William Hart in
"Singer Jim McGee."
No I dont mind walking these cold

mornings if I dont skid.
W.\LLv Mov.\. My chcr ami, and how is gay Paree ? So you
dont like me in iny radio scene. How would you like me in an
aeroplane?
So you want Ralph Graves on the cover. Warner
Fabian wrote "Flaming Youth."
And you say you liked May
McAvoy better than Betty Compson in "Kick In." Yes, thank
\ou, and as someone said, "if fame is only to come after death,
I am in no hurry for it."
Bex W. Leesbcrg. Thanks for yours. It is letters like yours
that make life sweeter for an Answer Man.
Oea Van D.^All I can say on the subject is that during the
last ten years the railways of the whole United States comprising
253,000 miles of line, have had accidents in which an average of
322 passengers per year were killed. Automobiles now kill about
850 people per year on the streets of New York City. Yes, Edith
Roberts is married to Earle Snokes, a Hollj-wood automobile
The marriage is the culmination of a romance which
dealer.
began in the schoolroom. Your letter was great, write me an-

—

other like

it.

Dorothy

—

B. Rol^ert Bridges,
the University of Michigan now.

poet laureate of

Ramon Novarro

England,

is

at

twenti-four.
not playing right
is

Right now he is in Egypt. Walter McGrail is
now. Yes, Cervantes wrote "Don Quixote" in 1573.
California Poppy. So you think I am a lonely-looking old
man.
Cheer up, I'm not so lonely as you think. Lewis Stone,
Alice Terry, Ramon Novarro and Barbara La Marr in "Prisoner
Bert Lytell, Elaine Hammerstein, Lew Cody and
of Zenda."
Why Virginia Dare is
Claire Windsor in "Rupert of Hentzau."
supposed to be the first white child born in America. It is also
the name of an interesting beverage.
My Irish Rose. But the most perfect pleasures in this world
So you liked Douglas,
are always mingled with some bitterness.
He was bom in California, and you can write to him at the
Jr.
Famous Players Studio, 1520 Vine Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
Beth Sully was his mother's maiden name, and he is fifteen. You
will see him often because he has just signed up with First

—

—

National.

(J\

— No,

Your
fear not, you cant bore me to death.
Rodolph Valentino did play in "Blood and Sandj'
with Wanda Hawley and Alilton Sills in "Burning Sands."
Theda Bara is going to play in "Restless ^^'ives." She is thirtyfour years old, five feet six and weighs 135. You knew didn't you
that "Cytherea" was being filmed with Lewis Stone,_ Alma Rubens
and Mary Alden ? Some of the scenes were taken in Cuba.
Elizabeth.

friend
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is

right,

—

Yes, there is a machine in England which has just
J. De V.
been invented that makes it possible for one man to lay from 500
Pretty soon, we will be able to turn a
to 600 bricks an hour.
Yes, Theodore Roberts is
crank and a house will be built.
American. Aileen Pringle, Huntley Gordon, Eleanor Boardman

and William Haines are making "True as

Hughes

picture.

Steel," the

new Rupert

—

Runv's Adjiirer. Why the greatest summer resort in the
world is Coney Island, right here in New York City. Yes, that
was Lloyd Hughes in "Te>s of the Storm Country." Raymond
McKee in "A Blind Bargain." Yes, AX'anda Hawley is with
\"itagraph.

—

Ima Daisy. Thtii, I'm a Rose! AMiy
South they wash their milk in water.
Faye in "Stepping Out." Lloyd Hughes
Lloycl Hughes
in "Mother 0' Mine."

they are so clean down
Niles AA'elch and Julia
and Betty Ross Clark

and Gladys George in
James Kirkwood in "The River's End." I
should saj- your letter was interesting.
Caroline AIorning. Cheer up and dry those tears.
As
Dickens says, tears never yet w^ound up a clock or worked a

"Homespun

Folks."

—

Herbert Standing, father of ^^'^ndham. Standing,
steam injin.
died recently in California.
He has four other sons and two
daughters, all of whom are on the stage. Joseph Schildkraut is
-\ustrian.
George ^^'al.sh is not married now.
And Alargaret
Landis is a sister to Cullen.
\'. B. R.
No, I am not here to give advice, but to answer
questions.
Advice is like snow; the softer it falls, the longer it
dwells upon and the deeper it sinks into the mind. Robert Agnew
was born in Da>ton, Ky., in 1899. He has brown hair and weighs
145 pounds. Colleen Moore in "Through the Dark," with Forrest
Stanley.
JoANN.\ D. W. Yes, it's pretty cold in my hall-room right now
and .1 have my red socks, nnifller and cap on. If it gets much
colder I'm going South.
Charles E. Mack was John in "The
Daring Years" address him at the Grifiith Studios, Mamaroneck,
N. Y. Sure I like to get letters.
EiN B. in N.—Yes, Viola Dana is playing in "Revelation."
dont you join one of the correspondence clubs?
Evelyn C. And dont forget that a bachelor and his buttons
are soon parted.
Gloria Swansoi. is five feet three and weighs
112.
Betty Blythe is 140 pounds and Lillian Gish was sixteen
when she made her first picture. How did you like Leatrice Joy
on the cover last inonth? She is playing in "Against the Rules"
with Percy Marmont and Adolphe Alenjou.
Curls. They're out of style now.
Jerry Gendron in "The
Near Lady." So I am the most popular person in your school.
Probably not with the teacher tho. Zona Gale's "Faint Perfume"
is being done in pictures, also for the stage.
You say "rabbits
multiply but it takes a snake to be an adder."
This

—

—

;

Why

—

—

Wow

way

!

out.

—

SiERG.
No I have never been to Tulsa. How is it? I should
say you were about tw-enty.
Right?
Martha de L. O. Within a drop of ink may lurk that force
that moves the w orld to better deeds.
That's so you used a
typewriter.
Anyw-ay, your letter was a peach in February. You
say everything is divided equally the rich man has his twin si.x
and the poor man has his six twins. Corinne Griffith and Conway
Tearle are playing in "Lilies of the Field." Sylvia Breamer and
Cissy Fitzgerald are also in the cast.
Shoo fly, but come ^gain.
I wish I
RiCH.\RD C. L. So you think I am funny Dick.
were.
He cannot be complete in aught, who is not humorously
prone.
man without a merry thought, can hardly have a funny
bone. \\^hich would you rather have a funny bone or a wishbone?
Will Rogers' next will be "Uncensored Movies," burlesquing
Rodolph ^^alentino in "The Sheik." Never heard of the player
you mention.

—

—

—

A

—

—
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As the Pirates of
Old Stole Beauty
So May the IVrong Kind cj
Face Po'wder Rob Modern
Woman of Her Complexion
Lo-veliness

OMEN will learn with amazement the recent disclosures
being made known in

now

regard to their use of the
painsindispensable face powder.
taking, scientific study of the skin
And its care has brought forth some
facts which are nothing short of revolutionary as to the correct way to

A

powder.

Here are the

facts:

Most women nowadays give thoughtcomplexions.
Why, then, should the skin so painstakingly cared for, frequently tend to
coarsen and roughen without apparent cause? Why should the tiny pores
mysteriously choke up and enlarge?
What has been the reason so much
beauty effort has had no permanent
brought no lasting benefit?
result
Science has found out, sifted down
the facts, and discovered the cause
of most cases of clogged, enlarged
pores to be powder; not the innocent
hahit of powdering,h\it. t]\e. powder itself.
ful attention to their

—

You have seen what rice does
when you cook it. The kernels
swell and become many
^^

times their original
size when put in

hot water.

It is

-"'";-

but
•

natural, therefore, that

the heat and moisture of the skin
should have a similar general effect
on rice used in powder. Your own reasoning will bear out this conclusion.

Each time you use powder with a rice base,
some of the minute particles must work
down into the pores. There they must react
harmfully because they are both moistened
and warmed "cooked" by the skin. This
action taking place day after day, every time
you powder, is bound to undo your care to
keep the pores free, clean and normal in
size.
So one more mystery is solved by
science— and common sense.

—

There

Is

No

Rice in Princess

Pat Po'wder
I

simply cannot forego the use of Powder!" says the woman who desires the velvety, smooth appearance only powder can

"But

I

Nor need

give.

shel

—

Use the "Powder With the Almond Base"
and the thousands of delicate
Princess Pat
pores in your skin will never be enlarged in
the least however plentiful or frequent the

—

—

Every woman knows there are countless
powdering. For,iinIi7ce rice, the Almond Base
brands of face powder a bewildering array.
has no sharpness in a dry state, and does not
Prettily packaged and daintily perfumed,
penetrate and suell when moist. Inthey tempt one on every side. They are
"^^
stead, it has a soothing, healing
to be had in various forms, and many
y''^
quality, making its application a
fragrances
but science made this
It is
beauty treatment in itself.
Ws, -cimportant discovery: nearly every
as kind to the super-sensitive
powder on the market was basically
Almond
skin structure as
the same, made of rice! Therein
and Almond,
always is
lay the trouble,
asyou know,is used on the
tender skin of babies.
Rice Acts

—

—

—

How
in

{'

Face Powder

—^^z^

Consider! Rice, as everyone

knows, is a starchy substance and
no matter how fine it may be
pulverized, its particlesremain
"sharp." When magnified.rice

powder resembles

O''^

sand! In a tiny pinch
of powder there can

^^

be seen thousands of

Princess Pat Gives a

"^^^

w

these
it

.,1,:^'^'^^^'^

^^,

-^^^x-

this irritating sharpthe fact that rice swells with moisture.

you

its

— "The Powder
With the Almond Base."

Pat

~

actually knew the
benefits of Princess Pat to
all skins
in all winds and
If

you

weather

—
— youwouldhasten

great comfort to you by
obtaining a box at once at
the nearest store that has it!
Butaliberal quantity— gratis
awaits you as explained
below.
its

—

IMPORTANT
AskforPrincessPatPowder
by name and insist upon
receiving it. Thereisno -.- J5;

other powder made
L^^JK^
with the"Almond "^".V" ~

Base." The name
and process are
absolutely exclusive.

let

/x

Don't

anyone

persuade
you otherwise.

FREE!

facts,

—

gentle adherence makes its effect last
much longer than the finest powder that can
be made of rice. You will be altogether
that

with the clinging
quality of Princess

asa pity

>g/\ thatrice powders— for
the face at least still
L,
jm'-:^ are used. Thisisparticularly true when
realize Princess Pat is so finely particled
.

^

But worse even than
is

Knowing

one regards

jagged, sharp-edged particles.
Not a happy
choice for application to the delicate skin!
ness,

More Lovely Effect,
Too

'*

amazed
and deli^

Send for this big, generous free sample. Sent in a pretty red, gold and
black enameled box just the thing
for your purse. Plenty for a thorough
test. The only "different" face powder
in the world.

—

PRINCESS PAT,

Ltd.

2701 S.Park Ave., Dept. 23, Chicago
Entirely FREE, send sample of
Princess Pat,

"The Only Powder with

an Almond Base."

Name

—

The Only Powder With an Almond Base
Alrvays Ask for "Princess Pat"
PRINCESS PAT, Ltd., Chicago, U. S. A.
Princess Pat

Creams— Ice

Astringent

— Princess Pat Tint— Lip Stick— Princess Pat Perfume

(Print)

Street

City

and

State

%7P
PA fill

M'
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—

Miss UxDERSTooD. Any relation to Miss Interpret? Yes, you
refer to "Rupert of Hentzau."
I cant help but agree with you.
Never despise small things, for we were all infants
Really
before we became men, and pupils ere we became teachers.
!

Ta, ta!
M. Foster. Good morning to you. So you have been reading
my department for eight years. You ought to know me by now.
You know Mae Murray's husband, Robert Leonard, usually passes
upon all stories that Miss Murray plays in. Right now Ibaaez
Iver Novcllo and Nina Vanna are
for her.
is writing a play
starring in "The Man Without Desire," which is being produced
by the Novello-Atlas Co., in London.
M. F. W. M.\Li)EX. How's everything in Ivlass. ? Thanks for
your good wishes, but you better know me as you think you do.
Women are not
I'm really not all you think. You flatter me.
aware of the extent of their coquetry. Do write again.
Paul Panzer F.\n. So you dislike to think of the players
getting older.
You speak mainly of Maurice Costello and Paul
Panzer. You know we are not standing still.
Lew Cody is now
writing songs he has written "'\[y Lady of the Orchids"' and

—

—

—

—

"Wait For Me."
Curious. Your conversation is the index of your intellect, and
your actions show the bottom of your heart. I am watching you.
Yes, Colleen Moore is married to John McCormack and Marion

—

Miss Davies played on the stage for a
Davics is not married.
short while and then made "Cecelia of the Pink Roses" for the
Her first real picture was "When
screen about five years ago.
Knighthood Was in Flower," and her next will be "Yolanda."
Homer W. K. All right, let's go. Cullcn Landis was born
in Nashville, Tenn., in 1895, and started his screen career with
Universal.
He is married and has two children. Fie did play
with Marjorie Rambeau on the stage for a short while. Helen

—

Holmes

is

playing

opposite

W'illiam

Desmond

Universal.

for

Thanks, and come again.
All for Pedro de C. But )ou should hear his voice. I saw
him in "Elaine" on the stage and he was superb. And you thaik
Mary Queen of
Valentino would make the only Romeo. Well
Scots was born on December 7, 1542, and United States declared
war upon Austria-Hungary on December 7, 1917.
Eleanor. William Gardner I have no record of him. What

—

!

—
Nevada. — By

has he played

—

in

?

Free Silver is meant unlimited coinage of silver.
Bert Lytell is married
quite limited around these diggings.
to Evelyn Vaughn, is five feet ten and a half, weighs 155 and has
brown hair and hazel eyes. Lila Lee is eighteen, married to
James Kirkwood, five feet three, weighs 110 and has black hair
Betty Compson born in Salt Lake City, Utah, not
and eyes.
married, five feet two, weighs 115 and has blue eyes and brown
You're welcome, I'm sure.
liair.
The Duchess.— Some letter! You say after hunting thru
books of knowledge, etiquette books, etc., for two days, you
dear
couldn't find how to address a man unknown to you.
You did very well, however. So you
child, was it so difficult?
would like to see John Bowers in "Ivanhoe." Maybe you will get
your wish. Well the more originality you have in yourselves,
It's

My

more you see in other people.
So you want Valentino
Ernie. My, what orange stationery.
Yes, Ben Alexander is splendid.
to return to the screen soon.
the

I

—

should say

some very

I

fine

did like
acting.

voyant or psychic

were anv.

I

Mary Pickford in
I dont know

No

could refer you

to.

She did
"Rosita."
of a reliable clairI didn't know there

—

Dorothy D. I have long since ceased trying to be punctual.
Consider the man who is always punctual, how much time he
wastes waiting for other people. Yes, address Norma Talmadge
at the United Studios, 5341 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.
Tom Mix and Gertrude Olmstead in "Ladies to Board."
Pell.— My dear friend, dont be discouraged. There are plenty
of well-known writers who have received in their time plenty of
You appear to be reading the right sort of
rejection slips.
material to lay a good foundation for an ambitious young writer.
and am
I always enjoy your comments on the plays and players,
always glad to hear from >^ou.
Bob.— The two greatest railways of the world— the New York
Central, with 13,024 miles of line and the
Pennsylvania with 10,375 miles have their

—

greatest stations in

New York

Tom Mix

City.

Buck

Fox

Studios.
1401 ^^'estern Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.
Whatever with the past has gone, the best
Selah.
is yet to come.

Jones and

at

the

—

Yes,
Pete, Carson City.
and every man who has a
clever son believes in heredity.

Dorothy Mackaill was a former member of Ziegfeld's Follies.
Yes, Pauline Garon is reported married to Gene Sarazen, the
tennis champion
Edith Roberts married to Earle Snokes, and
Irene Castle married to Major Fred McLaughlin, the millionaire.
Everybody's doing it, and now our own Adele Whitely Fletcher
;

has just taken the fatal step.
_G. M. G., From Florida. How is the weather down there?
You know those who apply themselves too much to little things,
commonly become incapable of great ones.
Surely, dont be
afraid to write to me, I like to hear from our readers.
Mary
.\ldcn has an unusual role in "The Fire Patrol."
She usually
portrays mother parts, in this she plays a young woman of her

—

own

age.

P.— Yes, write to Jackie Coogan at the Metro Stu1025 Lillian Way, Los Angeles, Cal.
He will be glad to
hear from you.
Francis C. Well, persons who cannot write their names are
required to use as a substitute the sign of the cross.
Anciently
kings and nobles used the same sign, but not ignorantly, as it
was used by those who could, as well as by those who could not
write, as a symbol to the truth of the matter to which he affixed it.
Reginald Denny is playing in features now, you know.
P.\TTV.— \\'hat beautiful stationery.
woman without a laugh
in her is the greatest bore in existence.
good laugh is sunshine in a house.
Life without laughing is a dreary blank. Yes
that is Betty Compson's real name.
Yes, he is with Famous
Players. Why, Dorothy Gish was born in Dayton, O., and Lillian
in Springfield, O.
P.MGE. I was very glad to hear from a reader away off in
Brussels.
So Betty Compson is your favorite player, and you
liked her in "The Little Minister."
Yes, that was a favorite
picture in America.
She is also playing in "The Stranger," "To
Have and to Hold" and "Kick In." Right now she is at the
Famous Players Studio, Los Angeles, Cal. Thanks, I was indeed
pleased with your letter.
Billy. B.
Go to it, but the men who succeed are the men who
make history, but it is the men who do not succeed that furnish
most of the romance. John Gilbert is twenty-eight, and he is with
Fox.
No, Katherine MacDonald is not playing now.
Thomas
Meighan is married to Frances Ring. Yes, do write again.
Nance U. R. I should say, ton jours prct. No, there are no
pictures of me to be had anywhere
Helenc Chadwick playing
the lead in "Reno."
Now it's not the kind of a picture you think
Beatrice

dios,

—

A

A

—

—

—

:

it

is.

SoMEBOv.— Mary Pickford

is thirty.
As Franklin says, "none
preaches better than the ant, and she says nothing."
Not some
aunts I know. Theda Bara is thirty-four. Charles Chaplin also
thirty-four.
James Kirkwood is forty. Yes, .^nna Q. Nilsson is

married to John Gunncrson.

—

Rose Brasil. All the way from South America. How's the
weather down there. .Ml I can say is to get in touch with some
of the correspondence clubs.
Pauline Starke is playing in "The
Arizona Express."
Agnes. Watch your diet. We dig our graves with our teeth
Yes._ write to Shirley Reed at 1214 Laurel Ave.,
you know.
Hollywood, Cal. Lionel Barrymore has signed with D. W. Griffith
to play the role of Walter Butler in "America."
You say "If Cleo made Mark Antony
P. R. B.
Hands up
the Mark he was, and Caesar made Brutus the Brute he was,
then who in the dickens made Lydia Pinkham the pill she was."
Yes, that was May McAvoy
I refer you to the medical almanac.
Estelle Taylor in "A Fool There Was."
in "Kick In."
Jazimova. They who never make mistakes seldom make anything.
John Barrymore is forty-one, and married to Michel
Irene Rich, having finished her part
Strange, her noin de plume.
in "Beau Brummcl," was loaned by Warner Brothers for a leading

—

—

!

—

"A Woman Who Sinned."
P.vTERicK.
Never argue. In society nothing must be given,
If any person differs from you, bow, and turn the
only results.
conversation.
You've got me, I cant tell you what the sign is.
It looks Greek to me, and I know very little of that.
Betty. Yes, Edmund Lowe appeared on the stage in "The
Son Daughter" and his first screen part was in Clara K. Young's
"Eyes of Youth." He has just been chosen by Fox to play the
title-role in ''The Fool." from the Charning Pollock stage play.
role in

—

—

—

Help, help. You want me
you the names and addresses of all

Barbara Y.
to send

the players.
Give
a little e.xercise.

Ludovia.

— See

me

you

No Name. — What's

a

little

time to take

later.

the matter?

Weren't

Well, we never know the
{Continued on page 117)

you christened?

—

'
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^
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MAEAZIME

WINTER WAYS AT

YOUR TOILET TABLE
She

watched the

watched the

The winter days demand almost as
great a change in the manner of
your use of powder, rouge, etc., as
they do in your manner of dress.

beautiful lady on
and he
this side
pictured her smil-

The cold, tingling air of winter
brings about very definite changes
in the condition of your skin.

ing at him, some
day, across their
breakfast table
his leading lady

attention

beautiful

hading

lady on the other
sideofthefootlights.

HE

—

The

—

skin should have more
now than in summer.

More cream should be used

to
soften the skin. Care should be
given to patting the face perfectly
dry after touching it with water, to

for life!

prevent chapping or roughening.

The foundation for your powder

When

is in the air there
special reason for you to
use Pompeian Day Cream as the
base for your powder and rouge.
It is a disappearing cream that
touches your skin as lightly as a
kiss, yet it leaves a beneficial film

The Beauty Aid
V
of powder and rouge
.^

of protection to which your powder will adhere for hours at a time.

By Mme. Jeannette

Overthis invisible layer of cream
you may use your powder gener-

are there so many more beautiful women than there
used to be? They have learned how to make more of such
looks as the gods have bestowed upon them.

^^hy

The trail of beauty is lightly traced
in the careful

use of vanishing

cream and the deft handling ot
rouge and powder puffs.
Pompeian Day Cream, a vanishing cream,

is

made especially

as a

protective foundation for powder
and rouge. Distribute it carefully
over the face and neck; it will disappear as you apply it, leaving a
delicate little film that is cool and
firm to the touch.

Wait

few minutes so every
particle of the cream vanishes
and you will find a most agreeable
foundation for the smooth goingon of powder and rouge.
Pompeian Beaurj' Powder is an
absolutely pure powder, and ot
a

—

Orange

Pompeian Bloom is the rouge
made to be used with Pompeian
Beauty Powder.

It

is

enhances the loveliness of your
Even if you neglea to put
on your powder as often as necessary in the house, never go out
into the winter weather without
careftil attention to your use of
powder.

properly applied,

skin.

it

tint.

The

With your winter

latter tint har-

powder.

healthy color as well as keeping
them in a soft condition.

Get 1924

natural color.

Pompeian Panel and
Four Samples
For

shade

Ten Cents

'

Day

CKEAMivanishing) 60cperjar
60cper box
Bloom (the rouge)
60c per box
Lipstick
25c each

Beauty Powder

Fragrance <aia!c)
Night Cream

a rouge

Uold crtam)

25c per can
60c per iar

The new Orange

very popular.

is

Pompeian Lip Stick gives the
delightful appearance of youthful
freshness to your mouth. It comes
in a dainty gilt container, convenient for your hand-bag or your

The newest Pompeian
done in pastel by a famous artist
and reproduced in rich
art panel,

Don' tEniy Beauty— UsePompeian

you

and glowing health. After powdering comes the application of Pompeian Bloom. This is a compact
rouge that blends perfectly with
your powder, and that adds a

Pompeian Lip

Stick should always be used when rouge is used,
so the lips will not look pale by
contrast. It is a natural shade of
red for the lips, giving them a

clothes

pinker cheeks to give your
eyes brightness, and to obtain that
exquisite appearance of sparkle
require

monizes especially well with the
Naturelle and Rachel shades of

'

—

Powder protects your skin

Pompeian Beauty Powder certainly

brings as natural a coloring as
though a little wind had flushed
your cheeks. Made in Light, Medium and Dark, and the new

the consistency agreeable to the
average woman's skin. It adheres

with unusual tenacity especially
when used over Pompeian Day
Cream. It comes in shades for all
Rachel, Nattypes of women
urelle. Flesh, and White.

ously.

compact, and while it does not
crack or crumble.it rubs off easily on your puff for use.

When

the frost

is verj'

colors. Size 28 x 7i in.
For to cents we will
send you all of these:

dressing table.

The 1924 Beauty
Panel, "Honeymooning in the Alps," and
samples of Day Cream,

Beauty Powder,
Bloom and N'ight
Cream.

Ttar

toufion

lAUji.jltdi/u^ett^

iff tht

now.

POMPEIAN LABORATORIES, CLEVELAND, OHIO
Also

Made

in

Specialiste en Beaute

Canada

^

L.

TEAR

OFF. SIGN

AND SEND

POMPEIAN LABORATORIES
2129 Payne Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

Gentlemen:

I

enclose loc (a dime preferred) for
Art Panel, *' Honeymooning iii

1924 Pompeian
the Alps,"

and the four samples named

in otfer.

Name
Addres!

Ciiv

What
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%.

shade efface powder wanted?.
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On

the

Camera Coast

(Continued from page 64)

an infant
he knows

ing for fame to stay from Hollywood
unless they were equipped with an attending mother enough money to live on for
a year and infinite courage.
And Doug
trade a speech in which he said gallantlj-,
that for him everj- day was "IMary Pickford Day," and the mayor made a speech
in which he said a lot of things but nearly
broke the heart of the press agents by
forgetting to mention the fact that Mary's
picture "Rosita" was running at a local
theater. Pshaw and that's what the meeting was given for!

sophisticated and cynical cast

Renee Adoree is a lucky girl. After a
week or two in a hospital following a

doors, so to speak; all the sets are bo.xed
in and not even the studio employees are
allowed to so much as feel.
\\'ill

Rogers has

his beautiful place
to give parties in.

Party

Christmas
^Xlary,

Bill,

built a log cabin on
at Beverly Hills just

The
for

his

three

Jimmy.

and

Jr.,

one was a

first

children,

A

local

newspaper writer quotes Will Rogers as
discussing an infant prodigy they saw together

at

the

Orpheum

other

the

got a definition for
prodigy," he drawled.
"It is
as much as he ever will."
"I've

"They've tripled your

The most

dear"

salary^
"T TELL

you,

Tom,

it

was a lucky day

for both of us when you sent in that
You'd never be where you
I. C. S. coupon.
are to-day if you hadn't decided to study
in spare time just when you did."
Sparc-time study with the I. C. S. is winning pn>motions for thousands of men and bringing happiness
to thousands of homes all over the world. In offices,
shops, stores, mines, mills and, on railroads, I. C. S.
trained men are stepping up to big jobs, over the
heads of older men, past those whose only qualification is long ser\ice.
There is a job ahead of YOV.
Some man is going to be picked for it. The boss
can't take chances. He is going to choose a traineii
man with sound, practical knowledge of the work.

Get busy right now and put yourself in line for
Vou can do it in spare time in your
own home through the I. C. S., just as thousands of
other men and women have done.
The first step they took was to mark and mail
this coupon.
Make yoiir start the same way and
make it right now.
that promotion.

—

Mail the coupon to-day!

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6555-B,Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation on my part, please

tell

me

can qualify for the position or in the subject be/oro
wliich I have marl^eil an X:
I

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

D Business Managenient
n Industrial Management
Organization

D Salesmanship
D Advertising

Law

Banking and Banking Law

Business English

Accountancy (Including C.P. A.)
Cost Accounting
Bookkeeping

Civil

Clerli

Common School Subjects
High School Subjects
nillustratlng

French

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Eiectricai Engineering
Electric Lighting

nAvcliitect
Blue Print Rtadln„Contractor and Builder

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman

Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Pliarmacj
Ciiemlstry

Railroad Positions

Gas Engine Operating
Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Mining
Metallurgy
Steam Engineering
Radio

Automobile Work
Airplane Engines

Agriculture and Poultry

Mathematics

Name
a-3-23

Street

Address

SUte

city

Occupation
Persons residing in Canada should serid this coupon to the
Iniernational Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada

Beauty
is

skin deep

Remove the
with

all its

old skin
imperfec-

and you can have
skin like a new -bom

tions

babe.

Youth-,ami Skin Peel
The World's Greatest Discovery, enables you
youthful and perfect skin beauty.
ful operarions.

to find

No costly or pain-

Harmlese, painless.

Removes

all

surface blemishes. Pimples, Blackheads, Discolorations. Tan, £czema. Acne, Large Pores, etc.

An invisible, stainless liquid. Contains no acid, mercury or arsenic. Not an ordinary clay or cream.
Quick, easy and sure way to have a healthy new skin.
Results astounding. Ask your druggist or write for
booklet "Magic of a Nev^ Skin."
YoDlli-Anii Laboratorict, Dept. DE, 30 E. 20tfa St.. N.?.
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Bert Woodrufif, the veteran actor, was
Mrs. Addie M.
married to
Sprague of Quincy, 111., it being the culmination of a romance that began fiftyfive years ago when they were children.
The mayor of Los Angeles recently set
aside a day to be observed as "Mary PickFrom a platform in Pershford Day."
ing Square, ]Mary made a speech to an
inimense crowd. She warned girls yearnrecently

Priscilla

Dean's

first

independent star-

ring picture will be a costume story called
"The Pirate." After that she will return
to another crook play.
Priscilla admits
that her soul hankers after crook stories.

for the lot upon which his studio rests.
Charley paid $50,000 for it seven years
ago.
If he can find another studio site,
he will accept the offer.

Baby Peggy is starting
starring career, under the
Lesser

Sol

Coogan.

Her

who
first

light-house has

.•\

at

out on a

Hobart Bosworth
the

old Captain.
for Peggy

been built

Laguna Beach where she

will live while

(Continued on page 86)

For Betty has anfor Betty Compson after all.
nounced her engagement to James Cruze in whose future producMr. Cruze, you know,
tions it is rumored she will appear.
directed that epic film, "The Covered Wagon." We compliment
and we compliment Mr. Cruze, and wish them every
Betty
.

.

.

happiness
Photograiili

liy

International Nevvsreel

new

management of

first
starred
Jackie
picture will be "Cap-

tain January," in which
will play the part of

Architectural Draftsman

Machine Shop Practice
Civil

Charley Chaplin who is locked up in his
Beverly Hills home writing a comedy for
himself, was disturbed the other dav bv a
real estate feller who offered him $400,000

;

"Cape Cod Folks."

No nobleman

Service

Railway Mall

Private Secretary

Spanish

]Major Rupert Hughes has been decorated with the order of "Polonia Restituta"
by the Government of Poland for his
services as an intelligence officer during
the war.
He specialized on Polish affairs
and wrote many articles making clear the
national aims of that country.

;

.'ilmw Card Lettering
Stenography and Typing

Management

Business

terrible automobile accident, they took the
bandages off and discovered that the accident will leave no scars on her face. As
soon as she is able to work, she will take
her place in the cast of Reginald Barker's

Better Letters

Personnel

Traffic

!

01 actors I ever saw assembled on one
stage also the wittiest and most charming,
is that which has been assembled to film
"The Lilies of the Field," which is, itself,
not a Little Red Riding Hood type of story
among the cast are Corinne Griffith, a
cynical young lady if one ever grew; the
Charles Gerrard
blase Conway Tearle
Phyllis Haver.
of the mocking tongue
Anna May A\'ong, and several other sophisticates.
It is directed by Jack Dillon.

—

A

how

:

day.

;

—
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TKe

Confessions of an
Interviewer

{Continued from page 34)
giving the impression of extremely polite
And she inappetites in both places."
Louise is the most
sisted upon doing this.
She
brilliant talker I ever listened to.
Not all
sizzles epigrams and aphorisms.
word jugglery either. She has a remarkable imagination sane penetrating analysis
and a vivid way of speaking.
Nobody
ever really wrote a Louise Fazenda interview.
Nobody could ever remember ail
she said.
Oddly enough, she is really of
;

an unhappy disposition. Her soul is in a
torment of wishing she were on the other
side of the hill most of the time.

EMMKTT FLVNX
The most

"up-stage"

director

I

ever

tried to interview is Emmett Flynn who
affects a great weariness of spirit with
the idea that the cruel world bothers him
with fame and such.
Underneath this
blase attitude, I imagine that Mr. Flynn
has much charm of character and disposition that will come out when he is older
and wiser.

THE

(US

II

HE HOSTESS'

full measure of succomes not only from dainty
methods of service but from what is

-^

i;iiu.s

Lillian Gish is the hope and delight of
the scared little girl interviewers in
the world.
Lillian is so calm and poised
and sweet and she knows so well what
they ought to ask her that she just does
the story up in a package and hands it to
them— as it were. Lillian has the broadest

all

outlook on

life

of any person

I

cess

served.

For instance, there
acceptable

a

for

is

light

nothing more
dessert

than

Nabisco, the aristocrat of dessert wafers,

with

ever met

the sanest and gentlest judgment.
She is
the only person I have e\er talked to for
live or six hours at a stretch and then gone
away feeling that we had hardly started
talking.
Many times in the old Griftitii
studio, I have talked all day long with
Lillian without a lag in the interest of the
conversation.
Dorothy is the same.
I'nderneath her
witty, sparkling, airy little chatter, Dorothy
is a smart, shrewd, interesting, well-read
girl.
She has the most withering power
of assessing the elements of a given situation of any girl I know.

its

two

zephyr-like wafers enclos-

ing a delicious creamy

filling.

There is a wealth of good sound character and courage and loyalty in Dorothy
that not many people know.
.-Xn interview
with her is a delightful experience.
I
have always felt that both I^illian and
Dorothy could write and write well.
ERXST LUBIT.SCH
interview with Ernst Lubitsch is a
heavy and portentous affair
until you
come to know each other. Herr Ernst
Lubitsch fortifies himself behind a big
desk with an interpreter to whom he turns
with agony when his English fails him.
.\n

He

—

Then
table

however, an interesting and vivid
altho he feels that he is facing
a difficult position and is very guarded in
what he says.
Sometimes when you ask

like

him a question

that is a little indiscreet, he
says shyly, "Confidential ches ?" and when

you

answer, "Yes, confidential," he will
give some fascinating opinions as to the
merits and demerits of American artists
and directors none of which he will ever

—

print.

P0L.\

XEGRI

Pola Negri has an inward contempt of
interviewers, for which I do not blame her.
She came from a country where artists
speak to the public if at all about art.
Here they ask which are the hottest lips
she has ever kissed and why she loved
Charlie
Chaplin.
Pola receives inter-

—

—

Harlequin with

its triple

creamy

fillers;

and Festino, the

sugar wafer which looks and tastes

isy

to

is

layers of golden wafers enclosing delec-

talker,

allow you

there

NATIONAL
BISCUIT

COMPANY

tlneeda BakersT

an almond.

C

neJl'l
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viewers with the finished ease and polish
of a trained society woman and talks well.
But she thinks what she thinks.
CLORI.\

proach the throne scared
bottom of their souls.

ly

Swanson usually misses
pointment at which you were

the apto

have

she is friendly and
frank.
She feels that she has had ruthless treatment at the hands of the American papers
and this is true. Nevertheless, she is cordial and entertaining and
has a shrewd half-humorous outlook on

interviewed

her,

but

—

life that

is

capti\-ating.

BETTV COMPSON
Bettv Compson is sweet and gracious
but I always feel the professional cordiality of a politician in her hand shake.

THOMAS

the exception of Bobbie Harron
died two or three years ago, I never
saw anyone who hated to be interviewed
so much as Thomas H. Ince, the big producer.
This is the more singular in that
Ince is an excellent talker and a man of
ideas.
\V.

GRIFFITH

dont believe that D. W. Griffith really
likes being interviewed, but once caught,
he always takes the utmost pains to see
that the interviewer gets a thrill.
You
might not e.xpect it of him but he gives
I

same attention to the kid reporter from
Farmers .Almanac that he would to
W. R. Hearst. Having been a newspaper
man himself, he is keen enough to know
that the newspaper business is a rapidly
changing profession and that a green
awkward reporter today may tomorrow
be a big critic with your professional life
in the hollow of his hand.
So Griffith will
the
the

—

appealing to the lovely woman these
divinely dainty puffs that preserve and enhance the beauty and delicate texture of the
velvety
In all sizes to suit your needs
skin.
velour or soft lamb's wool.

How

—

interviewers usual-

among

as a matter of fact,

is,

This

the

Charlie Chaplin.
Charlie
always continues to give you the impression that it is a special concession that he
wouldn't make for anyone else but he is
really very accessible and always gives
up interesting and striking ideas without
any coaxing. In fact, Charlie is one of
the most
interesting and extraordinary
conversationalists I ever talked to. He has
a certain shy charm that makes an alluring
setting for his words and ideas.
Most actors spill a dreary lot of bromides about art and the uplift and so on
but even-thing Charlie says is absolutely
his own and absolutely original.

easiest.

is

;

One

oddest birds that anybody
interview is Mack Sennett.
He always has to be led by the nose to
the ordeal.
His press department has to
plead on bended knees and when you
finally get in to see him he always has an
air of saying, "What!
You here again!"
Then he sighs as tho he were saying
"Well, we all have our crosses to bear and
I suppose this is mine."
But finally he
begins to be interested in spite of himself
of

the

ever tried

—

to

you know how to ask questions. At
you are due for an intellectual
Sennett has a most unusual mind
treat.
with a quaint sound, sane philosophy and
if

that point,

an original way of talking.
He has a
withering power of analysis and a depth
of feeling and vision that you might not
suspect from the inventor of the Keystone Kops.

M.VBEL NORM.'XXll.

And
woman

lastly,

Mabel Normand.

She

is

a

the studio D. W.'s devoted friend for life.

The more

leaving you

always stop everything to be interviewed
at any
time by anybody.
He always
stages a good show and makes a point of
saying something that will work up into

—

a

spectacular

story.

charming to them personally
that every writer always goes away from

Old Furniture

dread

unusual intellect and of vivid
originality but you might as well try to
If you ask
interview the March wind.
Mabel about uplifting the drama, it will
make her think of a story she heard once
about a darky who found a rattlesnake in
his bed.
And before you can ask her anything she has seen someone going by in
an automobile who has a wolfhound that
she wants to buy and she rushes away,

He

Make Your

the

M.\CK SEXXETT

\\'ith

D.

whom new

actor

H. INCE

who

brilliant

to

CH-\RL1E CHAPLIN

The

sw.\xsox

Gloria

down

is

so

so,

because

they

always

ap-

of

—

flat

in

your

ruffled dignity.

New

With Simple Trade Secrets
Learned at Home
You can

restore worn surfaces, fill up cracks,
it JL'ST LIKE NEW and do it yourself
home.
No need to pay Ivlgrh prices for this work or
to buy new furniture when you may have old
tables and chairs In the cellar or attic which
you can refinish like newright in your own home.

make
at

AXY

WOM.4N can learn this fascinating
work easily by our "easy to learn" method. Instructions cover fllUng, staining, varnishing,
polishing, enameling, decorating.
All phases
of furniture finishing.
Write today for full particulars, there is no
obligation.

Furniture Craftsman's Guild
5678
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Mae

and tKe

(^Continued
stirring

drama
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Days

Earl}?

One Box t ree

from page 26)

entitled
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At Drug Stores
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Hat," Mae IMarsh was given an important
role, that of a haughty society girl who
tried on hats galore while Mary Pick ford
as the shabby heroine gazed wistfully in
thru the shop window.

From

portrayal,

difficult

this

to other equally trying roles.

Mae went

Her days

work were forever behind

extra

of

her.

was given her
refused to play a
part in which she must show her knees.
someIt was a South Sea Island story, or
The heroine was all
thing of the sort.
to the grass skirt and beads, anyway.
"Let Mae Marsh play it," Miss Pickford
requested Griffith. So Mae stopped throw-

Her

leading

first

because

role

Mary Pickford

ing rocks at Bobby, and quite indifferent
tocher knees, donned the grass skirt and

acted right out as a leading woman.
As a reward. IMr. Griffith gave her the
lead in "The Sands of Dee" in which she
proved herself worthy to be ranked with
Mary Pickford, Blanche Sweet and other
leading members of the company.

Change came presently.
went back to the stage

Good
The

Mary Pickford
play m "A

to

for David Belasco.
company moved from Los

Devil"

Little

Griffith

New

Angeles to Fort Lee,

Jersey, for the

summer months.

Mary
Mae was
find

to

thrilled

that

wanted

to

and delighted, one day,

Lest the breath offend

Mary Pickford was coming

New York

over from

Be Careful

Visits tke Studios

to visit

them.

She

show Mary just what a talented
had become since the grass-

actress she
skirt davs.

presented

The opportunity

itself,

Bad breath
mon.

certain,

in

Or

A

her thru.
mterestedlv on the side-lines, the big scene got
under way. Alae was being rescued from
something or other by a Northwest
^Mounted Policeman. Onto the scene galloped the M. P. resplendent in his red

With Mary Pickford standing

swung Mae up behind him and
They passed the
dashed gallantly away.
camera lines in nothing fiat.
Soon a dark suspicion, and one not ungrounded, entered the mind of the leading

coat,

lady.

The M.

P. didn't

know much more

about riding a horse than she did, and the
She shut her
horse was running away.
It came
eyes and waited for the end.
presently, and painfully.

she regained consciousness, Mary
Pickford and the others were bending
an.xiously over her. The M. P. completely
The
hors dc combat, lay not far away.
horse, at last reports, was still going.
Jack Pickford had to put on a red wig
and double for Mae in scenes of prowess.
Sunny days, stormy days, happy days,
those of that early Griffith company. The
history of the motion picture parallels the
Like it, they have
history of its players.

When

grown from awkward, angular immaturity
t(i

the poise and dignity of sophistication.

—

They meet occasionally and "Do you
remember this ?" one will ask, and "Do
you remember that?" Presently someone
will speak of Bobby Harron. and the quick
April

tears

spring to

TKe
little

eyes.

is

gone

a

stomach disorder.

Or

certain foods or drinks.

mere perfume simply covers up bad odors, and everybody knows

concealment.
Breath combats those bad odors, whether from the mouth or
stomach.
It is an antiseptic mouth wash in tablet form, so it purifies
as well as deodorizes.
In the stomach it also acts as an aid to digestion.
Do not merely hide one odor with another. jVIay Breath brings the
scent of purity, the odor of spring.
It suggests

it.

May

—

Dainty people everywhere now carry May Breath with them in
Before any close contact they eat a tablet

their pockets or their bags.

and

feel safe.

They know

that their breath-

is

inviting.

It will

add

to their

charms,

not destroy them.

You will do this when you know. Let us buy a bo.K to show you
how much May Breath means. Cut out the cupon and present it. This
is

something you need and want.

May

Breath is candy tablets, designed to deodorize both the mouth arid
stomach. Not a mere perfume, but an antiseptic purifier. Carry it with you.

10c

and
25c

GOOD FOR A

10c

BOX

this coupon to any druggist or drug
department for a 10c box of >Iay Breath free. He
will charge to us.
All leading druggists now have Maj- Breath.
If your druggist fails you, send coupon to us.
Only cne b.ix to a family.

Present

TO DRUGGISTS:

These coupons

will continue

Redeem as per our offer, send to us
to appear.
as they accumulate, and we will pay you 10 cents

MAY BREATH COMPANY

too, the wistful,

girl of ten years ago.

one of the gravest social offenses, one of the -most comis usually unaware, but it kills all charm.

each in cash.

New Mae

In a^rnanner she

eager

Mae Marsh's

Is

offender

Cigars or ciagarets may cause it.
Or decaying food between the teeth.
Or affected teeth or gums.

she

some scenes to be taken
afternoon— scenes requiring some
that
rather daring horsemanship. Mae was not
so good as an eciuestriennc, but she felt
that her ability as an actress would see
felt

The

She

1104 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

is

85
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older;

has

broadened, tempered her.
the Mae Marsh of
today throwing rocks at a young man
because she admired him, or for any other
life

One cannot imagine

reason.

my

"I did

best

work with Bobby,"

"Sometimes

sa\.s.

I

think

it

the

she
best

work I ever shall do.
We understood
each other so perfectly."
As she speaks of him, that throat-catchmg- smilc-thru-tears of hers, flashes across
her face, trembles on her lips.
^^ hile that smile remains, we'll not quite
lose the little Mae Marsh of the
early
(la>s.

-And

doubt that we'll forget her.

I

TKat's

Draw Me
Win a Prize

and
Do

Yott Like to

Draw

?

^T

^•^J-P'^^T

°V^'

—

3'our drawing
perhaps you \\\\\ win first prize. This contest
is for amateurs only (17 j-ears of age or more), so do not hesitate
to enter, even if you have not had much practice.

1st Prize

5th Prize

$25.00
15.00

-

-

$10.00
$5.00

another

-Vs

fine photoplay of power and
mark up "Boy of Mine," diby ^^'illiam Beaudine, who al-o

rected
directed that

little gem, "Penrod and
Sam."
Ben Alexander is again superb in the titlerole, and Henry Walthall and Irene
Rieli
do some of the best work of their career,.

In spite of

its unpretcntiousness, "Boy
of
a far superior piece of celluloid
craftsmanship to such costly offerings as
'In the Palace of the King" or
"Ashes of
\ engcancc,"
and a great deal more enjoyable.
The screen needs more like it.

Mine'

IS

Free!
A merican

a

drawing

in

this contest

Ameiuc.\ ev Its Movies

-Ml successful business men make poor
nushands.
-All
bankers are distinguished-looking
liersonages.

clergymen are solemn and grave.

.All

Everyone entering

from page 50)

simplicity,

Tl-dgi.\g

6th to 15th Prizes, Each

Out

-AxoTHER Rare Film

$100.00
50.00

-

2nd Prize
3rd Prize
4th Prize

{Coiitiiuu-d

Ever.

will

receive a heautitul full-color reproduction (suitable
framing) of a painting by a nationally known

for

Bull's Eve for

-V

Artist

Mae

While

If

your great desire

Capable

is to be a real commercial artist, try
artists readily earn 350, $71, 3100, 3150 a week and

your hand now!
upwards.
Hun-

dreds of ambitious young men and women have found their true work in life
through the Federal
often have quickly doubled and trebled their incomes
Home-Study Course. A number of America's most noted artists have consuch as Neysa McMein,
tributed exclusive lessons to the Federal Course
Franklin Booth, Charles Livingston Bull, Clias. E. Chambers, Edwin V.
Brewer, and others.
It is these remarkable lessons, combined with the individual personal criticism which each student receives that has made the
Federal Course recognized by authorities as America's Foremost School of
Commercial Designing. With proper training you should be able to dupliBy all means enter this concate the success of our hundreds of graduates.

—

—

test

— see what you can

do.

"Fashion Row," Mac Alurray's
latest film, is by no means one of her best,
it
is unique
in that it gives her the opjiortunity
to
prove conclusively to all
doubting Thomases that she is an actress
as well as a dancer.
Mae's distinctly different characterizations of the two' roles
in "Fashion Row" will linger a long time
in the memories of those who have contended that she is nothing but a manikin.

How

'

Rules for Contestants:
This contest open only to amateurs, 17 years old or more.
Professional
commercial artists and Federal students are not eligible. Note these rules
carefully:
1.

Draw

it

tain

girl

on skns, and background.

Do

not draw border or

let-

is

be a lot of hokum
together to
winner.

to

bunk
only the

TO Judge the Films

over your head and bores you,
then you may rest assured it is a picture
with a moral.
If you enjoy it immensely, then it is cerIf

office

thrown

and sure-lire

make

a

bo.x-

tering.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Send one drawing only, making it exactly 5 inches wide, on paper ') inches
wide by 5 inches high.
Use only pencil or pen.
No drawings will be returned.
Write your name, address, age and occupation on back of drawing.
All drawings must be received in Minneapolis by March 1st, 1924.
Prizes
will be awarded for drawings best in proportion and neatness by Faculty
will
members of the Federal Schools, Inc. All contestants
be notified of
Make your drawing ot the girl now and send it to
the prize winners.

Federal School of
1468 Federal School Bid.,

Commercial Designing

DoGM.vs

Minneapolis, Minn.
aJlit

the Movies

islands are beautiful
with fruit and animals.

I

Am

an Optimist

Eric von Stroheim production to get by the censors without being
I

(JJmehcas Foremost School qf Commercial

OF-

desert

and
abundant
Every young man who comes from the
country to make his fame in the big city
is eventually ejected by the cruel landlady
for non-payment of rent.
All thrilling events take place on dark
and stormy nights.
-\11

e.xpect an

cut to pieces.

—
^^h'i:^^im

When

Villains

Meet

(^Continued front puyc 47;

The most commonplace
ing experience.
experience becomes vivid and dramatic in
his recital of it.
The so similar in type on tiie screen that
they arc frequently up for the same role,
off screen they furnish a most interesting
contrast.

Lew Cody is so well known to tilm
fans that a recital of the facts of his
career would be quite superfluon> here.
He is of French descent, his real name
is
Cote, just like the perfume manufacturer's, and as you unquestionably know,
he was at one time married to the lovely
Dorothy Dalton.
.A.doIphe Alenjou is French, and you

He was born in
pronounce it Mon-joo.
Pan. in the southern part of France, coming to this country with his parents when
he was three years of age. He was educated at Culver Military Academy and
Cornell University, where he was active
in college theatricals.
His entry into motion pictures, after
some e-xpcrience on the legitimate stage
and in vaudeville, came about in a rather
director- friend of
interesting manner.
liis
suggested that he try for a certain
part in a picture about to be made.
Alenjou, practically penniless at the time.
he says, hurried to the film company's
ortices in a down-town building in Xew
York. The cast was filled before he got

JAVA Face Powder and
ASHES OF ROSES* ROUQE

Bourjois

or

ROUQE MANDARINE*
(Ashes of Roses Rowge

A

'

there.

But going down in the elevator he was
attracted by a crowd of extra people on
another floor.
got into line

He
and

stepped off the elevator,
was accepted for the

work.

night's

director noticed him and gave him
a bit that kept him working for several
Other parts followed.
da\s.
The war interrupted his career for a
while.
He became a captain and served
After the armistice he
for two years.
returned to New York, to find things
rather quiet around the eastern studios.
One night Lew Cody and some of his
oilier friends over the dinner table, suggested that he come West.
The first picture in which he was cast
out here. "The Faith Healer," established
Since then he has
him on the Coast.
played in pictures too many to enumerate,
tho one might mention in passing. "The
Sheik," "The Three Musketeers," "The
Eternal Flame," "Bella Donna," "Rupert
of Henlzau," "The Spanish Dancer," "A
Woman of Paris" and his latest with Pola
Negri, "Shadows of Paris."
"The thing tiiat counts is to get good
parts.
That, and luck," observed Air.
Alenjou frankly. "Isn't that right. Lew?"
"You're far too modest,'' I protested.
"It's true, tho." they both assured earnestly. "Good parts and good luck. That's
all there is to it."
"Before you go," added Air. Alenjou, as
I
indicated that the interview might just
as well end with that last statement, "I
want to show you my dogs."
His young stepson brought tliem into
the room, a pair of raggedy -haired, brighteyed little animals.

The

Sealyham

"They're

rare," explained

are

worth

Air.

terriers

Alenjou.

and

presents
like to

five

of

the pups
for."

to

directors

you'd

"That's exactly what I do, Lew." Mr.
Alenjou assured him gravely.
"They've
paved the way for me many a time."
Which may or may not, of course, be
the strict truth.

Java.

If

you

pleasure in store for you
thatof finding perfect adherence,exquisite
consistency, and all in a shade exactly

do not, there

is

suited to your

complexion and type.

Java is made in White, Naturelle,Rose and
Rachel, and includes the two new and
already famous powders, Peaches* and
Peaches-and'Cream.*

Ashes of Roses Rouge

is,

literally,

incom-

parable. It blends with every undertone
of the complexion, and its texture adapts
itself to subtle effects. Rouge Mandarine*
is chosen by women who prefer the orange.
Each rouge is pure beneficial to the skin.

—

A

dollar invested in Java and one of
these rouges is invested in beauty. Almost
all druggists have them. If your dealer has
not, ask him to order for you. If you are
not in range of a dealer's services, send us a
dollar with the coupon, and the combination you choose will be mailed directly.
Be sure and specify which rouge, and

which shade of Java you

prefer.

(Postal orders are safest)

Bourjois

Rouge Mandarine
No. 88

BOURJOIS PARISIAN
*

JAVA
POWDER

quite

a

work

Most American women use

"The pups

hundred dollars apiece."
good idea, Adolphe," said the
resourceful Air. Cody.
"\Miy not make
"Here's

rosy and warm. Rouge Mandarine is lighter
and a vivid orange)

is

A. BOURJOIS &. CO., Inc.
PAR1^
41;; West 34ch Street
NEW YORK
Send rouge-and-powder combination checked below, for which ONE DOLLAP is enclosed.
D Bourjois JAVA and Ashes of Roses Rouse D Bourjois JAVA and Rouge Mandarine
D Naturelle D Rose D Rachel D Peaches D Peaches-and-Cream

—
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On

tne

Camera Coast

(^Continued
the picture
will direct.

The shore
and

being made.

is

rockj-.

Eddie

Cline

He Adores

Your EYES mean everything to you
and to those who love you. Do you
give them the care they deserve to
keep them bright and beautiful?
Often dust, wind and undue strain

make

the

EYES appear dull, lifeless

and unattractive. To preserve and
enhance the natural charm and
sparkle of the EYES, they should
be cleansed

just as carefully as the

skin and teeth.

For daily use, or

when your EYES

are tired, dull and heavy, Murine
is most refreshing and beneficial.

This old and tried preparation has
been used successfully for more
than thirty years. It is guaranteed
not to contain belladonna or any
other harmful ingredient.

line at

taking

the

The

and Constance

Laguna is very abrupt
other day John Griffith

Our attractiiieJy illuitrated book," Beauty
Lies Within the Eyes," tells how to properly care for your Eyes, Brows and Lashes,
avid thus enhance their beauty. Send for
of this helpful book. It's FREE.

a co()>

The Murine Company
Dept.25, Chicago

liim.

Louise Fazenda

taking classic dancing

Betty Compson; who has come home
from Europe rawther English, is to be the
star of a new producing company backed
by capitalists of Oakland, California.
Pauline Garon, the little French Canadian girl who has been a member of the
Hollywood colony for about a year, is engaged to be married to Gene Sarazen, the
professional.

The romance

started

when Aliss Garon was taking golf lessons.
Anna Q. Xilsson got so interested in
oil while working in Rex Beach's "Flowing Gold" that she and her husband, John
M. Gunnerson, a shoe manufacturer, have
plunged up to their necks in an investment
in the oil fields near Los Angeles.
"If

#

is

lessons from Theodore Kosloff.
She says
the first thing they made her do was to
put on a pair of rompers and try to touch
the back of her head with her foot. "But,"
says Louise, "I can see right now that
my foot is never going to be on terms
of intimacy with the rear of my cranium."

"And

we

—

if

hit.

Oh, boy," exclaimed Anna.

we dont— I'm

bust."

Anm

says that she has
thing but the family cat.

pawned every-

Norma Talmadge and Constance have
postponed their intended trip to Europe
on account of an event that sister Natalie

Being

movie

OwnlSur OwnHohner
How

the feet begin to patter and the hands
when the teasing, throbbing
harmonies from that magical mouth organ
come sweeping over the footlights!

begin to clap

FOOTLIGHTS

HARMONY

For the amateur show, the impromptu dance,
the party of any kind, the Hohner makes just
the kind of music everybody likes. That's why
the Hohner is the most popular, the most
widely sold, musical instrument in the world.
Getyourself one you can learn to play it in
an hour. Ask your dealer for the Hohner Free
Instruction Book; if he is out of them, write
"M. Hohner, New York," for a copy. Hohner
Harmonicas are sold everywhere 50c up.

—

—

in the

snow
is

episodes
in

the

of

"Secrets,"

midst of

"The

Goldfish."

May Allison who says she is going to
sue her husband, Robert du Rell Ellis, for
divorce says that first impressions are
the hunches that should be followed in
love affairs.

—

Says Miss Allison:
"I'm a great believer in

— love

at

sight

first

if

impressions

first

you prefer that

frayed bromide.
Well, our first impression was not favorable.
Neither of us
was attracted by the other.
both
should have abided by that hunch.
But

We

we

didn't.

" 'Bob' played leads in
two of my pictures after this meeting.
First it was
merely a casual friendship.
Then we
thought we cared for each other. He left
for New York to direct pictures there.
Three times a week we told each other
how great— how desperate—our love was.
Chicago telephone operator relayed the

A

messages.

"A year ago we thought
honeymoon— a trip around

a
the

deferred
globe

might smooth out the difficulties. We were
six months and visited nearly
every habitable country.
But if the sunshine of California cant blossom love,
one cant find it around the pyramids of
Egypt."

away nearly

The announcement of Miss Allison's
marriage, after it had been kept a secret
for some months, disclosed other hidden
heart
affairs
in
the
screen
favorite's
career.
It then became known that she previously had been married to Col.
L.
J.
Stephenson, a wealthy mining man, whom
she met aboard the A'eiv Mexico, a ship
of the Pacific fleet, at a dinner party given
by Admiral Rodman.

no simple matter. It necessitates innumerbefore the camera
for instance,
Colleen Moore who has recently been
sittings for portraits.
elevated to a star's estate has learned all about it.
a

star is

able things besides acting

many

Keaton)
is
expecting.
mountains of Bear Valley

Buster
is

was working on "Against the
Rules," in which Leatrice Joy, Percy Marmont and Adolphe Menjou are being
starred.
A huge freak wave swept both
Wray and his cameraman off the rocks
into
the sea.
The cameraman, Henry
Sharp, cannot swim and only escaped
drowning by reason of the fact that fifty
]\anaka boys were working as extras in
picture and one of
the
them rescued

s'olf

(Mrs.

Norma

Wray

Eyes

from page 80)

.

.
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Saxophone Blues
Drive away the blue devils, turn
the world to gladness with an "Inspiration" Saxophone! Give your
musical longing free expression with
this king of instruments!

Easy to Play!
No

other wind instrument is so easy to
learn as the "Inspiration" Saxophone. You

need no knowledge of music to start. You
don't have to sacrifice your other interests.
A few minutes' practice in odd moments—
before you know it you're surprising yourself and your friends.

A Ne'W 'World Open for You!
The result— a wonderful new

They Fight Film

popularity

— companionship in hours of loneliness
— constantly increasing eartiings as you
qualify for orchestra positions.
the satisfaction of being really
able to "play something."

quickly

Above

all,

On

OE Course an

teeth, as

That's

as

all
others in sweetness of tone, in

fore.

qualities stands the "Inspiration." The rasp and buzz of
inferior makes is totally absent! There is a purity of

unsurpassed.

Slurring is remarkably easy to
accomplish. The action of the
keys is delightfully easy and
quick. An "Inspiration" is
always in tune. The finish is

unusually handsome.

FREE TRIAL—
Easy Terms!
Write

for

our FREE, Cata-

log describing all the famous
"Inspiration" band instruments. Many other types,
equally fine, all guaranteed
quality
Cornets, Trombones, Trumpets.
Mellophones, etc. Select your instrument.

—

FREE

home!
Easy monthly payments will make you the
owner while you play it. Mail CouponToda y

Then a week's

Dealers!

Trial in your

— Some Choice Territory

Still

And you wonder,

folks get

easy playing

is

how come

see pearly teeth now — teeth
You
you never did bethat glisten —

Above

tone that

milHons

Open— WRITE!

LYON^HEAIY
Inc.

Everything Known in Music
Est. 1854 .

perhaps,

how

now

the teeth you envy
Many

—

safer,

cleaner teeth
a new era in tooth
protection.
Let us show you the

way, and send you

a

ten-day

test.

A new-type tooth
paste has been created and you may

and stays.
Soon it becomes discolored, then
forms dingy coats. Thus teeth become clouded more or less. Beauty
sadly marred.

Film also holds food substance
which ferments and forms acid. It

Dental science has long
sought ways to fight film.
A few years ago it found
two of them. One disintegrates the film at all stages
of formation, one removes
it

daily.

The

the world
over advise it, and careful people of
some 50 nations now employ it daily.

You

clings

holds the acid in contact
with the teeth to cause decay. Germs breed by milThey, with
lions in it.
tartar, are the chief cause
of pyorrhea.

methods

tiiese

name is Pepsodent.
Today leading dentists

That dingy coat

That viscous film you feel on teeth
No ordinary
is their great enemy.
tooth paste effectively combats it.
Under old-way brushing, much of it

is

careful tests proved these

methods effective.

apply

them.

Those whiter teeth mean

are doing

see the results

\ ou see Pepsodent results wherever
you look today. You can see them on
your own teeth. Make this simple test.

Pepsodent does more than

fight

It multiplies

the alkalinity of
tiie saliva, which is there to neutralize mouth acids.
It multiplies
the starch digestant in the saliva,
there to digest starch deposits.
film.

In

means

all

in

ways

these

your home

this method
a new dental

era.

Protect the
£naniel
Pepsodent disintegrates the
film, then removes ir with an
agent far softer

than enamel.
.\ e V e r use a
film

combatant

which contains
harsh

without harmful scouring.

grit.

Send the coupon for a
Note how

10-day Tube.

clean the teeth feel after
^using.
Mark the absence
of the viscous film.
See

how

teeth

become whiter

as the film-coats disappear.

The results will amaze
and delight you. As long
as you live you'll be glad
that you know them. Cut
out the coupon now.

CHICAGO

Clip and Mail

10-DAY T UBE FREE

For Free Book!

LYON & HEALY
64-88 Jackson Blvd., Chicago
Please send me full details of your Easy Payment Plan and illustrated Catalog checked
below:

n
n

Inspiration Saxophones
Inspiration Band Instruments

The New- Day

THE PEPSODENT CO.MPANY

Dentifrice

The

'^

scientific tooth

paste

now

Dept. 760, 1104 S. Wabash .\ve., Chicago,
Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

111.

advised

by leading dentists
the world over.

Name
I

Address

Only one tube

to a family.
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may

mitations

Him TKere

After

be dangerous

An-y-

Isn't

more
iConfbiucd from page 23)

came
when

rumble of applause like the sea
is
heard far off.
Quiet.
The

a
it

nimble again.

The
Mr.

Quiet.

valet stepped to the door.

Barrj-more,"

room came

a

he

tired

said,

and

figure,

in

"Here

is

into

the

the
black

doublet and hose of the melancholy Dane
with
wrought
silver
chains
and
medallions heavy about his neck.
And
while he greeted us, we searched his
eves
and found there the dull weariness of exhaustion.
Let it be said to our credit that
.

.

.

we

felt a Philistine.
Here we were intruding upon this short respite with babbling
questions.
It would seem enough that he
gives of himself every day
.
usually
behind the footlights, and all too rarelv
under the Kleig lights.
Was intrusion
such as ours, and all the others waiting
.

our

exit,

.

be his reward.

to

However,
we asked him if he was
coming more often to the screen.
"I want to." he said.
'T hope it can be
.

.

.

arranged so that

SAY ''BAYER" when you buy- ^^mcUie

few

a

Headache

Neuralgia

Lumbago

Pain

Toothache

Neuritis

Rheumatism

^^fiuOne^
Aspirin

is

tlie

By Note

With

12 tablets
Drupcrists.

—

LEARN PIANO!
This InterestiDg Free Book
showa how you can become a skilled
player of piano or oiifan at quarter
usual <-<.st. It shows why one lesson
u'ith an expert
worth a dozen other
U'^^nfi-.
Or. (iuinn's famous Written
M(?tli.Ml in.-lu.k-s all of the many imteaching music. Brinpra right to your home the Rreat advantasres
of conservatory study. For the betrinner or experienced players.
Endorsed by great artists. Successful Kraduates everywhere. Scientific yet easy to understand.
Fully illustrated.
All music free.
Diploma pranted. Write today for free book.

Waterman Piano School. 253 Superba Theatre

Quinn Conservatory, Studio

or without niusie.

6ldg.

Los .Angeles, Calil.

WM^^M

i::^

porter it

will tell

w-^v^
j^

JV

^OU

^-^ ^-%

r r^

improvements

HG 83. 598 Columbia Road. Boston

@.re 'Bou (gearing for
If

rn'xiern

iifi

'Zxvi^l

Under which Zodiac Sign
were you born? \\"hat are
your opportunities in life,
your future prospects, hap-

ASTROLOGY,

Were you born under a lucky star? I will tell
you, free, the most interesting astrological interpretation of the Zodiac Sign you were born under.
Simply send me the exact date of your birth
your own handwriting. To cover cost of this
notice and postage, inclose 12 cents in any form
and your exact name and address. Your astrologin

ical

interpretation

paid.

Do
cents.

will

be

written

in

plain

in

25. Mass.

piness in marriage, friends, enemies, success in all
undertakings and many other vital questions as indicated by
the most ancient and
interesting science of history?

lan-

you securely sealed and postA great surprise awaits you
not fail to send birth date and to inclose 12
Print name and address to avoid delay in

guage and sent

to

mailing.

.

Write now— TODAY— to the
Fifth Ave., D-;pt. 132,

time,

as

anxious

I

did
for

.

New York

friendli-

ness in his joking, punctuated with slang.
Vfter all, it is only the Demi-Great who
sit
in
aloof glory upon unapproachable
tiirones of tinsel artistry and mock dignity.
Sarah Bernhardt, her biographers write,
was the most human member of her company.
And today we find Barrymore,
granted the laurels of artistry by all his

contemporaries,

photographed with
and, so they tell us,
preferring to talk to the old doormen and
extras during his sojourn in the studios,
because they knew funny tales of road
the

crew

studio

being
.

.

.

shows and impecunious actors.
We asked him if he would ever do
Oscar Wilde's "The Picture of Dorian
It seemed a dual
Gra\'," on the screen.
to
oft'ering him almost a parallel
Stevenson's "Dr. Jekyll and ]\[r. Hyde."
"Mush." he announced. "I dont like the
author and I like the character less. I'll
And I dont plan to do
never do that.
was announced, either.
'Debureau,'
as
There are too many great things I'd like

role

_

to do."

He thinks Charlie Chaplin. Mary Pickford, Lillian Gish and Jackie Coogan. offhand, are the greatest artists on the screen.
"You know how it is tho," he said,
"when you give a list. It's like someone
asking you what you like to do best and
}'ou say play golf.

Yet when you are doing
number y^ou enjoy

other things there are a

doing

infinitelv

"Oh

.

.

Stroheim
visedly.

.

and

is

more.
I

great.

think that fellow von
I use that word ad-

His" approach

is

different

from

on the screen. His producI'd like
tions scintillate with brilliancies.
His mmd fascinates
to meet that man.
anvone

ASTA STUDIO, 309

I'm

There was an atmosphere of

Slmrt Course.
.Aiinlt l)egiMTier.s tuuglit by mail.
No teacher required.
Learn 67
Self-Instruction Course for AdTanced Pianists.
fiiyles of Bass. ISO Syncopated Effects. Blue Harmony*
Oriental, Chime, MoTie and Cafe Jazz, Trick Endings,
cleTcr Brealis, Space Fillers. Sai Slurs, Triple Bass.
Wicked Harmony, Blue Obligato, and 247 other Subjcits.
including Ear Playing. 110 pages of REAL Jazz, 25.000
words.
A Postal brings our FREE Special Offer.
ur Ear.

same

"Oh yes, everyone talks about the beauty
of his lines' being lost upon the screen.''
He grinned. "I grant them a beaut\- even
after I have "to be'd or not to be'd' eight
times a week for Heaven knows how long.
But minus the music of his lines, his plots
.ire strong things."

trade marl: of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacldester of Salicylicacld

QMZEEKS

years

can do both stage and

I

the
ago.

In his fervor he seemed to have forgotten that this intense concentration of
effort had occasioned a severe breakdown.
"... I might do Shakespeare on the
screen.
His stories arc full of every conceivable dramatic event.
That guy was
a good scenario writer.
He stole good
plots wholesale.

Accept only " Bayer " package
which contains proven directions.
Handv "Baver" boxes of
Also bottles" of 24 and 100

at

."

that.

Unless you see the "Bayer Cross" on tablets you are
not getting the genuine Bayer Aspirin proved safe
by millions and prescribed by physicians 23 years for

Colds

work

screen

else's

:
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Manufacturers,

Distributors

and Studios
of

Motion Pictures
New

York City

Advanced Motion Picture Corp., 1493 B'way.
Arrow Film Corp., 220 W. 42nd St.
Astra Film Corp., i Congress
City, N. J.
(Studio.)

Jersey

St.,

Hugo, Productions, 366 Fifth Ave.
Biograph Studio, 807 E. 175th St.

Ballin

Community Motion Picture Bureau, 46 W.
24th St.

Consolidated Film Corp., 80 Fifth Ave.
Cosmopolitan Productions, 2478 Second Ave.
MRS. ELLA CARPENTER,

Educational Film Co., 729 Seventh Ave.
Export & Import Film Co., 729 Seventh Ave.

Famous Players-Lasky, 485

Fifth Ave. (Stuand Pierce Sts., Astoria, L. I.)
Film Booking Offices, 723 Seventh Ave.
Film Guild, 8 W. 40th St.
Film Market, Inc., 1482 Broadway.

Fox

Studios, Tenth Ave. and

Gaumont

5

W.

5th St.

Congress Ave., Flushing, L. I.
General Enterprises, Inc., 1540 Broadway.
Goldwyn Pictures Corp., 469 Fifth Ave.
Graphic Film Corp., 729 Seventh Ave.
(StuGriffith, D. W., Films, 1476 Broadway.
dio, Oriental Pt., Mamaroneck, N. Y.)
Hiinpton, Hope, Productions, 1452 B'way.
Hodkinson, W. W., Film Corp., 469 Fifth
Ave.
Inspiration Pictures, 565 Fifth Ave.
International Studios, 2478 Second Ave.

W.

Just think of taking off more than 40 lbs in
about as many days! That's exactly what Mrs.
Carpenter did through a method anyone can use!

—

48th St.

Co.,

Ivan Film Prod., 126

weighed just 129 today—by the same scale
in my bathroom that
less than two
months
ago pointed to 170!"
This is what Mrs. Carpenter, a New Orleans
lady, wrote Wallace
W.4LI.ACE
about her experience
with reducing records. It ought to convince anybody that superfluous flesh is

I

as

unnecessary as

Prod., 25

W.

43rd

I
St.

Metro Pictures, Loew Bldg., 1540 Broadway.
Moss, B. S., 1564 Broadway.
Outing Chester Pictures, 220

W.

Pathc Exchange, 35

W. 42nd

Prizma,

Inc.,

110

W.

George

B.,

St.

40th St.
150 W. 34th St.

Corp.,

S. L. Pictures, 1540
Seitz.

St.

45th St.

Piedmont Pictures Corp.. 45 Laight
Preferred Pictures, 1650 Broadway.

Pyramid Picture

Broadway.

1990 Park Ave.

Selznick Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave. (Studio, W. Fort Lee, N. J.)
Stewart. Anita, Prod., Inc., 6 W. 48th St.

Sunshine Films,

Talmadge Film

Inc.,

140

W.

44th Sf

1540 Broadway.
Topics of the Day Film Co.. 1562 Broadway.
Triangle Distributing Corp., 1459 B'way.
Tully, Richard Walton, Prod., 1482 B'way.
Gcft-p.,

United Artists, 729 Seventh Ave.
Universal Film Corp., 1600 Broadway.

Vitagraph Films, E.
Ave.. Brooklyn.

Warner

undesirable.

—

Here
and

i6th

St.

and Locust

Bros., 1600 Broadway.
West, Roland, Prod. Co., 236 W. 55th St.
Whitman, Bennett, Prod., S37 Riverdale Ave.

had long wanted

a

means

ing, but being a business

I

to

weigh,

Age

111

20to29yrs

Age

Age

Age

30 to 39 yrs 40 to 49 yrs 60

and Over

Indies

Lbs.

Lbs.

Lbs.

Lbs.

60

Ill

113
115
118
122
125
129
133
137

116
118
120
123

122

61

125
127
130
133
136
140
145
160
155
159
163

62
63
64
66
66
67
68
69
70

had

no time nor money to waste on fads.
didn't dare deny myself the nourishment an active woman must have. I
grew steadily stouter then something
told me to try Wallace records. Somehow, the method sounded sensible; the

is what you ought
weigh

Height

of reduc-

woman

ca7i

What You Should Weight For
Your Height and Age

Reduced 41 Lbs With Ease

Jans Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave.
Comedy Co., 220 W. 42nd St.
S.,

it is

Compare your present weight with the
weight for your height and age in the
table below, and you'll know how much
you can reduce. There's no theory
about it for results are guaranteed.

46th St.

Jester

Kane, Arthur

ORLEANS, LA.

Weighed 1 70 Seven Weeks Ago!

I

dio, 6th

First National Exhibitors, Inc., 6

NEW

141

1J5

124
127

127
131

130
133
137

135
139
143
145
147

141
145
149
153
156

I

—

free

demonstration seemed

fair;

so I

started.

Fifteen minutes each evening, I
took the reducing movements to music.
It was mighty interesting; I felt better

from the start. But what thrilled me
was this / lost 6H lbs the first week!
The second week I lost 8 lbs more.
The following week only si.x more. But
in seven weeks I had reduced to 129
not bad for my 5 ft. 5 inches!"
:

—

What You Can Lose
By the Same Method
Mrs. Carpenter states that she made
wonderful reduction solely through
Wallace reducing records; that she got
thin to music and did nothing else
no
Turkish baths, no patent foods or drugs,
no punishing diet.
this

—

Free Proof to Any Woman Who
Really Wants to Get Thin
Thousands of women (men, too) have
reduced by use of Wallace records, all
by themselves, with their own phonograph, at home.
The reducing movements are scientific and certain. They
can't harm; and they can't fail.
It's a
perfectly natural, normal and healthful
way of correcting the cause of any amount
of overweight.

And

proof

is

/r^f.

—

out the coupon
you've seen
it before
but this time make it out and
mail it! You'll receive the whole first
week's lesson complete, record and all,
for a full and free trial. Let the results
decide whether you want it.
Just

fill

—

W.'\LL.\CE
630 S.

Wabash

(314>

Ave., Chicago

Please send me FREE and POSTPAID for a week's
free trial the Original Wallace Reducing Record.

Name
Address

I
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Flaming Touth
(Continued from page 43)

With
difficulty explaining.
wisdom of her nineteen years she
had decided that marriage was a failure.
It destroyed romance.
It made a mock of
happiness.
It
took away your liberty,

And Pat had
the

all

entity, and gave you nothing in
There were her two sisters, both
wretched because they
were married.
There was her own father and mother. For
that matter, there was Cary himself, who
had been separated from his wife for

your very
return.

Those recurring twinges
due to abrupt weather changes
can be promptly relieved

THAT

meant nothing anyway. Nearly everyone
Pat knew had gotten a divorce, were con-

bottle of Absorbine, Jr.

templating a divorce, or hopelessly longed
for a divorce.
The remaining few who
hadn't weren't, and didn't, took lovers or
mistresses as the case might be. She didn't
see why they bothered to marry at all.
She never meant to. She wouldn't face
disillusion
the
inevitable
and ghastly

comfort for those subject to muscular aches due to abrupt changes
in weather.
Apply it to the congested area.
It awakens a dormant circulation.
With the renewed coursing of the
bloodcomes relief forthestiff, lame,
sore musclesof the back, legs, arms,
neck or other affected part.
Absorbine, Jr. merely stimulates
nature to help herself. Its clean,
agreeable odor makes it pleasant to
use. It is conveniently at hand in
the medicine cabinet.
At

all druggists', $1.25 or postpaid.
.Liberal trial bottle, 10c. , postpaid.

292

W. F. YOUNG. Inc.
Lyman St., Springfield,

Mass,

Beemarfs
quiets the
nerves and
keeps you

years, having lived together only three of
their total of fifteen.
Modern marriage

which you have so often used
as a cleansing, soothing, healing
antiseptic possesses a -world of

busy day

humdrum.
Cary was shocked but a

little

calm — its
daily use

amused.

"Nevertheless, my dear child," he said,
looking Pat square in the eyes, "I shall
spend the allotted time in Paris and when

habit''

I am free I
shall come back and marry
you whether you will or not."
"Oh, Cary," sighed Pat. not knowing
whether to be thrilled or angered and

—

feeling a little of both.

The girl closed her eyes and leaned
back on the cliaisc-longuc perched like a
throne in the middle of a big studio-room.
Tapestries covered the walls
deep toned
thick rugs carpeted the floor.
There were
Howers in great profusion and their heavy
sweet scent permeated to the far corners.
There was an. air of voluptuous languor
about the room, an inexpressible sexual
taint.
There was very little light. Standing at the feet of the girl a pale young

Vepsin Gum

;

AbsbfbitieO

man

stood caressing the strings of a violin
responded with utterly ravishing
sounds.
It was Leo Stenak, and the first
time Pat had heard him was across the
lawn that memorable night when she had
given her first "white kiss" to Cary Scott.
Now Pat had been a little surprised
when Cary had actually gone. And a
She had practically offered to
little hurt.
become his mistress and he bad refused.
But
\\'ell, she would never marry him.
she loved him.
Hateful old conventions
They stifled everything that was real and
fundamental. Pat decided
true and and
having just discovered the word.
She
wanted to be free, all in capital letters.
Naturally she had been lonely after Cary
had gone, and he had been gone a long
time.
Everyone else bored her to death.
Her own crowd she had left flat. They
seemed utterly vapid to her, which indeed
they were.
"There never had existed any
particular friendship between either her
sisters or with her father, and Pat was
too much an individual to have many real
friends.
She would watch her sisters impersonally, with a slight antagonism, as
So she was
tho they w€re strangers.
lonely and bored and you know about
Satan's finding mischief for idle hands to

which

WHITING-ADAMS

BRUSHES

52 Varieties of Nail Brushes

A

different Nail Brush for every
week in the year. All good, some
of them lo-vsrer prices than others.
Different shapes, different stiffness
of bristles, suiting all requirements.

Send for Illustrated Literature

JOHN

L WHITING-J. J. ADAMS CO.

Boston, U. S. A.
Brush Manufacturers for Over

and the Largest

in the
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Years

World
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Have Dark Hair
and Look Young
Gray hair, however handsome, denotes
advancing age.
We ail know the advantages of a youthful appearance. Your
hair is your charm. It makes or mars the
face.
When it fades, turns gray and looks
streaked, just a few applications of Sage
Tea and Sulphur enhances its appearance
a hundred-fold.

Don't stay gray! Look young! Either
prepare the recipe at home or get from
any drug store a bottle of "Wyeth's Sage
and Sulphur Compound," which is merely
the old-time recipe improved by the addiof other ingredients.
Thousands of
folks recommend this ready-to-use preparation, because it darkens the hair beautifully, besides, no one can possibly tel^,
as it darkens so naturally and evenly, You
moisten a sponge or soft brush with it,
drawing this through the hair, taking one
small strand at a time.
By mortiing the
gray hair disappears; after another application or two, its natural color is restored
and it becomes thick, glossy and lustrou?,
tion

and -you appear years younger.

Wyeth Chemical

She

to

stand

Pat's

life,

for something fine and free in
a symbol of liberty greatly to be

Co..

New York,

N. Y.

M)UR FUTURE

.

remembered one day, the young
musician whose playing had so moved her.
The despised conventions did not hinder
her here.
She wrote to him and naturally
He didn't believe in
he was flattered.
conventions either and, what was the more
what he
practised
really
remarkable,
She went to his rooms often
preached.
and he played for her. Leo Stenak began

CO.

DO TOU KNOW
your

future

for .yon

?

has

Whom

in

what
store

you will

marry ? Love ? Luck ? Success i
Seud name, address. DATE
OF BIRTH. We'll teU you
mate you should
type
of
marry. We'll also send complete reading of your character.
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Palmistry liook tells lion- to read character
Complete outfit
with every order.
9Se— (C. O. D. 10c extra).
CHARACTER STUDIOS, S7 Rose St., Dept. 330. N. V. C.
sent for

— FREE
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She was coming under his spell,
which truth to tell, had been exerted for
many women and always successfully.
Poor little Pat! Poor foolish little Pat!
There was no one to help her now. She
had cravenl.v locked the doors of her
mother's room and refused to read any
more of Dr. Bobs' letters.
There had
been a scene and she had told him the
truth.
He was shocked and disappointed
into inactivity and left off coming over to
desired.

Children's

y\imtetvle-SMild
Of course, you know good
old Musterole; how quickly,
how easily it relieves rheumatic and neuralgic pain, sore
and muscles,
and lumbago.

joints

We now

want you

to

stiff

the big house, so that even his slight influence was denied her.
Leo, was weary of playing for Pat, just
playing, that is.
He had been pretty
patient with this wild bird but her capture
was imminent.
Leo did not believe in
waiting too long, lest the tired heart could
not enjoy what it had spent itself to gain.
He had introduced her to his friends, who
were likewise free and eas}-.
Pat had
discarded flapperism for }^oung intellectu-

neck

know CHIL-

DREN'S MUSTEROLE, made

es-

on infants end small

pecially for use
children.

CHILDREN'S MUSTEROLE

is

good old Musterole in milder
form. Unexcelled for the relief of
croupycoughs and colds; it penetrates,
soothes and relieves without the blister
of the old-fashioned mustard plaster.
Keep a little white jar of Children's
Musterole handy. It comes ready to
applyinstantly, without fussorbother.
The price is so small — 35c a jar — no
mother can afford to be without it.
The Musterole Co., Cleveland. Ohio
just
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BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

a few applications of this wonder working lotion has cleared faces Q
of pimples, blackheads,
acne eruplinns on the face or ^"^-m
~
body. Bitlarged pores, oily or l

When

^

ahiny akin, you can

why CLEAR-TONE

realize

has been

tested and approved in over
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lOO.OOO Test Cases.
The
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simplicity of the treatment.

Story of

How

I Cured MV'

my

self are all explained in
free booklet. Write for your copy
day and learn of the reeolte ^ot- »\
ten by thousands of men and women, v^
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"You

be

will

Leo asked.

trip?"

and as for

care,

— —desire
I

my

little

can

"I

me

I

love, on
feel that

A SMh M. (&A.S.1923 CHICAGO

one sure way

is

tliat

never

fails to

danilruft" completely and that is to
rlissolve it. Tlieu you destroy it entirely.

To do

tills, just get about four ounces of
plain,'ordinaryli<iuidar\on;appIyit at night
when retiring; use enough to moisten the
scalp and nib it in gently with the fingertips.
By me>rning, most, if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and two or three more
applications will completely dissolve and entirely destroy every single sign and trace of

no matter how much dandruff you may

it,

have.

Vou

will find, too, that all itching of the
scalp will stop instantly, and your hair will
be lustrous, glossy, silky and soft, and look
and feel a hundred times better.
Vou can get li<iiiidar\-onataiiy drug store
and four ounces is all >ou will need. This
simple remedy has never been kiKiwn to fail.

The R.

You

L.

Watkins Co., Cleveland, O.

Can't

Comb Out
Dandruff

adore,

I

this

you

worship,

you."

Pat was thrilled in spite of herself. Her
demurring was only half-hearted.
"Marriage," went t)n Leo, encouraged
beyond measure," is not for us. We are
more advanced. We have evolved. Our
ideas have crystallized into the clear waters

TLe Perfection Toe Spring

There

remove

suaded to go along.

I

KKMOVES rUE ACTUAL
CAUSE of the BUNION or
joint.

alism and moved in a haze of new ideas.
In other words, she had simply discarded
one vicious circle for another. Everyone
in this new set did something, or dabbled
in something at any rate.
The pose was
the thing, with the gesture running it a
close second.
Pat longed to express herMerely to be difl'erent
self in something.
was the cult here and so weirdly complete
was the success of most of them that Pat
found any sort of individuality hard to
maintain.
Their onlj- similaritj^ to the
young things she had left behind her, la\'
in
they
both despised
the
fact
that
marriage, only these new associates despised it openlj'.
They didn't bother to
marrj- and this moral lapse, by a twisted
and inverse reasoning, filled Pat with
\\'ell, given the opportunity,
admiration
she, too, would be free.
Opportunity knocks but once, we are
told, but the sort of opportunity Pat was
looking for fairly beat a tattoo on her
All right.
She would be free.
door.
The obvious person then, to compass freedom with was Leo Stenak, who was growing restive anyway.
Pat closed her eyes,
.stifl"cd
her instinctive protests and took
the plunge.
It was on a yachting party
with Leo and an assorted group of his
friends.
They suddenly decided to take
a cruise to the tropics and Pat was per-

Sure Way to Get
Rid of Dandruff

of right thinking, that is, correct thinking,
have
no morals being involved.
\\'e
passion and romance in our souls, dreams
and visions in our heart and common
sense in our minds. Is not that so?"
"Yes, of course," agreed Pat, altho it
really didn't sound very sensible to her.
And several weeks later Pat was on
board a magnificent pleasure yacht bound
lor the tropics, shut up in a stateroom
with Leo Stenak. There were three other
couples along, none of them married, at
least not to each other.
The realization
made Pat a little sick. Even being free
had its price. It seemed to be self-respect.

$20 instruments
We have a wonderful new copTrlffhtetJ ayatem of teaciiiDfr nota
maaic by ma!l! To first pupils m eath locality we will aive free a S20
Buperb Violin. Tenor Ba,njo, Ukulele. Hawaiian-Gtii tar. Banjo Mandolin, Banjo-Ukulele. Baiij<i. Mandolin. Cornet or Banjo-Guitar absolutely free. Also teach Piano and Orgran, Very small charge for
tour lessoiia will teai^h you aeverai pieces. Over
lessons only,
li>0.000 Bucce.ssful player?. We aruaranteo success or no charge.
Complete outht free. Write today, Dept. 139.
rJo obligation.
Slingerland School of Music, 1815 Orchard St., Chicago, lir.
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The yacht was

still
at anchor and Pat
resisted a wild impulse to order the power
launch and get back to shore.
No. She

thru now.
Only stupid,
ignorant, middle-class people were afraid
of this sort of thing.
Men like Cary
Scott but as quickly as the thought, there
rushed into her consciousness the denial.
-She stopped thinking about Gary Scott.
It was too disturbing.
She looked at Leo

would

—

see

it

I.AB1AQHI?
^

^^
-or
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She Came Back to Town
On a Magazine Cover!
Gertrude Follis Left

York

Neiso

Artists

Her New

Home an

Pay

to

'beauty JVas

EVEN MY dear old
my

Dad used to say
looks would never
take a prize. My brothers frankly called me
homely. No girl in

Kingston had wished
harder for beauty or
Duckling*
had tried any harder
to win it. But that was back in Kingston, N. Y., when my features, face,
and skin, and even my hair looked
hopeless. Today, illustrators who are
supposed to be authorities on beauty

—

Departing an 'Ugly

tell

me — well,

and pay well

they ask

me

for sittings

Ugly buckling. Noief

Her

Paint

Won

in

Likeness

Three Months

and marking the covers 'This is me.' 1 knew
rhey would doubt that the portrait was
mine
or else accuse the artist of using a
vivid imagination. So I made my old home
a visit. Wouldn't you have done the same?
And I gloated some, too, as folks were
forced to admit that tbe face on the cover
was Gertrude Follis. My 'hew' face has since
been used for many illustrations. But I'll
never feel prouder or be more thrilled than
that day at the station when my father hesitated as I emerged from the train
came
fonvard and stammered,' As Hive, it's true!'"

—

—

I first

came

to New

fine-

Artists

AcknowU
'J«^ ^"^

Beauty of
Face

I soon saw that beauty counted in a
large publishing office quite as much as at
Within a year my emparties or dances.
ployers filled three secretarial positions with
women 1 knew were scarcely as well equipped
except in looks! Then I concluded I
as 1

"But

—

would make myself attractive inappearance if
took every dollar I earned. My first thought
was beauty parlors, but a fortunate circumstance put a vastly better beauty plan in my
it

own hands. I met a girl who told me of a
woman who had devoted years to working
out a regular beauty science. She worked on
skin structure instead of on the surface; she
did nothing to wrinkles themselves but
changed the facial contours and the wrinkled
condition disappeared. Her method with
hair was to revitalize it and so on.

—

week of
never have
seen its originator to this day. She does not
see anyone; just advises and directs hundreds
who seek her direct methods of cultivating
natural beauty. 1 wrote her, got her instruc"I was elated even with the
miy newly found beauty plan.

first
I

in a few weeks
the altered glances of friends and associates
tions, did as directed,

and

—

and

surprised and undear lady," he

"My

—

"I
cant stay," said Pat.
I
"If you
touch me, Fll die."
"Dont he absurd," objected Leo. "Dont
tell me youVe going to pull a fit of temperament at this stage of the game."
"Call it anything you like, but I must ||
be put ashore," answered an almost hys-

1

'

girl.

terical

"Ashore nothing
We are under way.
cant be done now.
Come, come.
I 41
I

He

,!

grabbed the
a

like

"

"

first

literally

wild

and she

girl

"You

thing.

and then Pat
fainted, which was the most appropriately
feminine thing she had ever done.
Stenak laid her none too gently on the
berth and went for some water.
Pat
opened a wary eye, coast all clear. Then
she unscrewed the heavy glass cover of the
porthole, breathed a fervent, "Oh, Mother,
Mother," and climbed thru. Down, down,
down
fathoms deep in the cold clear
water
roaring
and
rushing
breathless
choked
strangled.

you

.

she

faltered,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Oh, Cary, darling," said Patricia Scott
as the}' leaned over tbe rail of a big ocean
liner.
"I thought I'd never want to see
the water again after
after oh what if
they hadn't pulled me out and sent me

—

—

—

her

at

murmured.

struggled

anybody, anywhere.

AChicago woman has learned how to bring

honestly

annoyed.

cant be the

York

City to take a position I was too
busy to give much time or thought
to 'beautifying.' Besides all my
efforts in the past had gained me
tiothing.Complexion treatments?
I had tried a score; and my pores
had grown steadily coarser. I used
to do everything anyone would
advise for wrinkles
and the
wrinkles stayed. I knew loads of
people who had had success with
things for the hair but none seemed to give
my sparse locks any health or sparkle.

was

Leo
deniably

tained such remarkable
ing personal attractiveness are available to

iM

looked

liacking awa\'.

It

Follis obresults in cultivat-

—

and

smiled.
Now, she felt quite sick and
frightened.
He came toward her and
terror rose in her like a flood.
She had

The methods with which Miss

"For the encouragement it ought
to be to others 1 will relate the
whole story of how plain Me
became a
an 'Ugly duckling'
model for magazine covers.

"When

around

turned

had other men approach her with that look
in their eyes but this was different, somehow.
She knew the end would not be
more or less harmless kisses.
"Dont touch me," she cried shrilly,

and

any type of skin to normal color and

for them.

rather closely, for the first time. He was
standing before the mirror examining the
part in his hair.
He had taken his coat
off and the intimacy of that fiared into
an acute resentment on Pat's part.
He

—

She moved within the
"But they did and you
were back and oh, I love it now. I feel
safe with you.
I'm happy to be married.
I'm proud of the plain gold ring.
I'm
glad we got married on shipboard.
I
hoftie to you I"
circle of his arm.

how
to rejuvenate sagging

love the ship's chaplain.
I
love everything.
body.
"
love

and

tissues,

e nh an c e
one's looks in

many

—

with her astonishingly successful beauty methods is to write
for her remarkable book

love
love

every-

— love

Cary Scott and
"This is worth waiting
for, and striving for, and sacrificing for."
"Yes," whispered Pat, her lips against
his cheek, "but now that you've got me,
as a husband, you'll have to be most
awfully on the job as a lover there are
"
so many men in the world
"Dear

ways.

She tells how
what
to do it
Miss
touse.Hername
Follis as
is Lucille Young,
She Appears Now
r
and her offices are in Chicago.
The way to become acquainted

I
I

little

heart," said

held her tighter.

.

—

But Cary Scott was not afraid-

"Making Beauty
Yours." It reveals
every general principle she uses and
the book is at pres-

ent distributed
FREE. Use coupon.

LUCILLE

Room 403

'Returns a Pretty Girl

YOUNG
Lucille

Young

Bldg.,

Chicago

Please send me, by return mail, your Free

"MAKING BEAUTY YOURS".

confirmed what my mirror told me. I no
longer needed to feel sensitive about my
appearance! Then came the day Greiner, the
artist, asked how I would like to sit for a
"head" on a magazine cover.

Booklet

"I could scarcely wait for the Saturday when
the picture of me would be published. When
the magazine did appear, can you blame me
for mailing several copies to my home tov/n

Address.

Name.

City.

.State.

'94
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Send for FREE Trial Bottle

Oxen

Black

(Continued from page 90)
I

Gray Hair?

have had love and passion and adulation.

I know all that they can
and how much. You arc
aii old story to me, dear, and only my
senses, my artificial senses, have deluded
me as they deluded me so often, thirty
I

know them

mean, how

all.

little

—Dorit Have It

— Not at any age

years ago.
"Yesterday an old dear friend of mine,
Prince Hohenauer of Austria, came across
the world to see me. He urged me to return to Austria, to listen to the call of
power and duty rather than to the falsetto
pipes of Pan."
Mary Ogden leaned over and laid her
slender fingers across the lines of pain etching themselves on Clavering's brow and
"You are going
about his tightened lips
to think this over and know that I am
right, dear boy," she said, "if I loved you
but because I love you
a little less
and because I am very
very much
I am going to kiss you
wise
for
tenderly
like this
good-bye."

Whether you are young
gray hair

.

.

unnecessary.
My scientific
preparation will bring back the original color easily and surely and keep

.

Patented

life.

Trial Outfit

perfected it many years ago to
restore the color to my own hair
which was prematurely gray. Since,
millions have used it and so will
millions more. It is the most popular
and biggest selling preparation of its
kind in the world.
I

...

.

.

.

It puts your hair in perfect condition for restoration and acts as a tonic and antiseptic.
Mail
coupon today.
Fill out the coupon
carefully,
using X to

Clean as water

.

My

Restorer is a clear, colorless
pure and daint}- as water. No
greasy sediment to make jour hair
sticky, nothing to wash off or rub off.
Restored color perfectly natural and
even in all lights no streaks or discoloration.
Easily applied by simply

indicate color of hair.
If possible enclose a
lock in your letter.
When you have made the
test which proves how easily and surely your gray
hair can be restored get a full-sized bottle from
your druggist.
If he cannot supply you. or offers
you ;i substtnte preparation, write me direct and
I will supply your needs.

liquid,

In the

morning she was gone.
Lee Clavering arrived

Two days later
in New York just
to the dock and
sailed for Austria.

in

—

time to follow her

wave good-bye

she

as

combing through the

•The Oglethorpes were also on the dock.

They had planned

at

the last

moment

yourself

to

your

send the uncurbable Janet abroad but had
missed the steamer.
Clavering rode home with Janet and let
He couldn't unher cry on his shoulder.
derstand why she was so upset over missing
the steamer since she said that she hadn't
zvantcd to go, or at the departure of Alary

Ogden

.

.

.

one

need
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10,000,000 Bottles Sold
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either.

thought that she was rather
sweet in this chastened mood. Perhaps he
zvould see her and try to do her some good

But

— no

You do it
ever know

hair.

Free

the coupon for my
patented free trial
outfit,
which
contains
a
trial bottle of the Restorer
with full directions and explanations for making
my famous convincing test on a single lock of
hair.
A trial package of my wonderful new
Preparatory Powder is included with this outfit.
This powder is the most recent discovery made
in my laboratories, and I consider it invaluable.

Mail

special

.

...

.

for the rest of your

it

.

.

old,

lutely

:

.

or

unbecoming and abso-
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for

the

family's sake.
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.
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Prepaid
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PLOTS ARE WORTH MONEY
But they must be

in

acceptable

tell
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scenario writers
exactly how to do
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$1.50

They have found that it
method of dressing the hair.
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perfects this
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sheen so vital to a smart
appearance and keeps the hair close to
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trols all loose and stubborn strands.
valuable help for controlling "flying" hair
after the shampoo, no matter how the
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A

hair
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dressed.
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Send today for a
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Tubes
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free.
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Should Beauty Pass You By
Tag Her— you can capture her!
The

The

foilowing articles

tell

you how

it

can be done

The Princess

Follies'

Beauties
Beauties

Speaks

tlie

all,

In

four foremost
Follies'

girls

—
—
—

most beautiful
most graceful

most

IMachabelli,of Italy,
tlie

tells

the

beauty.

beauty

is

schedules, rules and
secrets.
is

The

the

The

illustrated

story

by

a

Genthe study of the
Princess and by an

article

with
and exclusive

informal picture of

pictures of the girls

her

themselves.

castle garden.

March

^GdVt-^-

A College Girl's
An amusing

yet

discussion

of

junior

—

the. first of a series

on college topics.

An

An

article

the

on the

effect of color

complexion,

personality.

It

will

hair,

eyes,

help j'ou

spring costume intelligently.

House

the heart of every
lover,

young and

home-maker and
old.

A

of every

mosaic of

life.

In the Twenties

combination
figure

of the

unusually fine short story that will touch

The Color Complex
on

taken

March

The Soul

Diary

instructive

college routine by a University of California

and

choose your

A
ful

portfolio of

twenties,

humorous
maturity

Special Introductory Offer

—5

young women

looking at

with

— and

youth

life

— half

in the

thought-

with eyes half
serious

with

withal lovely.

Months

for $1.00

Because we want you to know that BEAimr is in reality the aristocrat of women's magazines, we
Put a
will send you the next fii'e big numbers upon receipt of the introductory price of $1.00.
dollar Will into an envelope and mail it right now before you have time to forget it.

Pin :» Dollar BiU to this coupon and receive the next five big numbers of
"Beauty" Magazine. Mail at once to BEAUTY, ITo Duifield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Editor Gossips
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{Continued from foge 61)
If Colleen Moore's name was as neutral
as Mary Smith; and if there was no
mischief in her hazel eyes
and if she
didn't always have a shamrock on her
Christmas cards, we'd know she was Irish.
There's something about the Irish
.
.
Colleen has that something in abundance.
If you dont know what we mean exactly,
listen to this story
One John McCormack was the publicity
purveyor at the studios where Colleen
most frequently faced the lens.
And
while the other girls who were competing
with Colleen for prominence smiled coquettishly at the directors and laid awake
nights manufacturing subtle compliments
for the stars, Colleen centered her attentions upon John.
Now it may be that she
liiked him from the first.
Anyway, John
began to suffer from cardiac disturbances.
And Colleen's name began to appear in
the press notices that rolled out of the
McCormack Underwood. And the next
thing everybody knew, Colleen had a star
painted upon her dressing-room door and a
platinum band put upon the proper finger
while Mrs. John McCormack was engraved upon her visiting cards.
John thinks Colleen is the smartest girl
in the world.
He told us the other day, at
a very lavish luncheon given to Mrs. McCormack at the Ritz-Carlton by the First
National, how she had acquired the chic
black velvet costume she was wearing. It
seems she went to Richard Rowland, Chief
High Executive of the First National, and
explained to him that she really needed a
great many expensive gowns and wraps
now that she was to be starred in big
productions.
He gave her permission to
go to one of the excessively costly
modistes and order a screen wardrobe.
So the day of the luncheon when she
appeared in the black velvet, white fur
and silver lace, her honest husband scrutirtized her and asked in a guarded tone
if it wasn't one of the modiste creations.
Gpllecn admitted innocently that it was.
I^ie explained to her that, in that event,
the clothes belonged to First National.

iLXnirvciaitJiaJM

i924

;

.

Whereupon Colleen asked

"Well,
a First National luncheon."

t$is

So

.

:

Jfjarher's
'"^WRAP-AROUND
(Trade Marl. Keg.

The Corset Invisible

isn't

This entirely new type of Warner

Wrap-around has a low, full top

.

.

i

The young McCormacks are treading
They hold hands under
fields.

with an exclusive feature of dia-

lilysian

the tabic
at John

.

.

phragm control for the woman
whose waistline flesh makes
most coiiets uncomfortable; and

and Colleen looks adoringly
and John looks adoringly at
and Colleen starts to talk

.

.

.

.

S)lleen
out frocks being worn shorter this
Spring and lapses into a eulogy about
and John starts talking about
John
iijitcrnational relations and forsakes a conversational Hague for a conversational
and life goes on blissfully
Colleen
.

.

.

.

.

.

ftjr

the

an equally new and exxlusive
design at the back and thigh.

.

.

T

.

.

—

Style illustrated, 185

young McCormacks.

JrW.

.

.

.

$3.50

Similar style, 0421, $5.00

Sendjorfnidir
type,

of

W<irnn's V^rap-arot/nds for sto/it-type, slender-

average-type,

and

curved-type figures.

Prices

$1.50 up.

Wrap-aroundsare made only by theWarnerBrothersCo. ,347 Aliittison
Ave., NewYork; 367 W. AdainsSt.,Chicazo;2S Geary St.,San Francisco.

Made also in Canada

by the Warner Brothers Co., Montreal.

WARNER'S BANDEAU
Style

2716

at $2.00

a fashionable, long design of silk-striped
batiste, wiiich effectually does away with

is

diaphragm flesh and is especially adapted
wear with low-topped or topless corsets.

for

There

is

a JVarner Bandeau for every Warner Corset
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HOLLYWOOD

Your Figure
One

Has Charm Only as Yoa Are Fully Developed

BEAUTY OF FORM
can be cultivated just the same as flowers are
made to blossom with proper care. Woman,
by nature refined and delicate, craves the
natural beauty of her sex. How wonderful to
be a perfect woman
I

brings delightful results.

ment

o( the busts quite astonishing."

Print Your Own

For
Lovely Skirv
w

Q
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Thi» magin skin lotion is from
the
mo formula ....-.-1
used 1,.,»V...I..
by tht* la-

Stationeryiefi^'re^'eirt

+>i£.P..,-.,^
tf^-.^,.!,.
fa
u.s

dies of

Queen Antoinette's

tat^-.

court.

&

the stranger,

breathless,

A

nun, a pirate and a king

A

Broadway

meets

Butterfly on wing

By

A
Of

A

youth's kingdom, gaily sung

is

minstrels in the

modem

tongue,

land of plot and counterplot

and camera and

set
little

world

itself

lot,

within

Of pictured romance, love and sin,
Of much, like any world, that's good

etc.

The Wonderland of Hollywood.

S1">IJ

MAKE MONEY

I Print for others
in spare time. Write today for
catalogue presses, type, carda,
pnvelopfs. paper, supplies.
THE PRESS CO, 0-44. Meiiilen Conn.

.

Jean Vallee

meaus. circulars.cards

Press S12, LargerS:iJ, Job Press
up. Easy to operate by our
printed rules with every press.

Keep3 hands soft, smooth and firmin spite
of outdoor winds or indoor wo. k. Set- directions for other uses. 60c and $1. Gen.
eroua sample bottle for six 2 cen stamps.

fortunes made.

fictionary gold-paved streets

On which

This

CLARINDA, IOWA

Dept. 205

little

about a develop-

This valuable information, explaining the causes of non-development, together with photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlargement by this method, will be sent FREE to
every woman who writes quickly. Those desiring book sent sealed, enclose 4c postage.

THE OLIVE COMPANY

the globe and unafraid

The very name must bring to mind
The Southern bloom, the Western wind,
The "cottages" and bungalows

Of

you wish a beautiful, womanly figure, write for a
copy of the treatise by Dr. C. S. Carr, formerly published in the Physical Culture Magazine, entitled:
"The Bust— How It May Be Developed." Of this
method Dr. Carr states:
If

will bring:

and shining face

Creep Alices from every place

\\'hereon there blooms the heady rose.

FREE BEAUTY BOOK

it

Its glittering

Proclaim their

never look natural or feel right. They are really
harmful and retard development. You should add
to your physical beauty by enlarging your bustform to its natural size. This is easy to accomplish
with the NATIONAL, a new scientific appliance that

"Indeed,

pictures a fantastic spot

Wherein the Every Day is not,
A modern Wonderland, a new
Land of The Looking-Glass, for thru

Upon

Bust Pads and Ruffles

^

By Faith Baldwin

Cie» Laporte, Ind.
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SHADOWS ON THE WALL

Do YouKnowthe Truth?

By Cl.\rexce

E.

Flvnn

Do you

linow your opportunities In life, your prospects for happiness, marriage,
friends, enemies, your future success in this world? Do you Ivnow under which Z<xliac
Siyn you were born? Were you born under a lucky star?

r^f^'pr'
r* XxEjEj

will tell you. free, the wonderfully interesting astrological interpretations of the Zodiac Sign under which you were born, if you will let
me know the exact date of your birth, in your own hand. To cover the
cost of this announcement and postage, enclose 10c (in any form), your name and
address plainly written.
My interpretation will be written in plain English and sent
to you personally, carefully sealed and postpaid.
It will be a really great SURPRISE
Write today.
to you.
I

BARDI SHIRAZ STUDIO
32 Union Square

Suite 501, Dept.

5L

New York City

Miilsicloin- the

i;>^^a^;(^ii#^Easil^

Coming, going, thru the play,
Flashing on the screen,

Do

the actors take their way.

Briefly each

What

seen.

is

are they

—these

shapes that move.

Forms that rise and fall.
Urged by hope, or fear, or love?
Shadows on the wall.
In the daily strain and strife
Shift and change appear.

iijiist

;As

Hawaiians Do

— Nat

On

the larger stage of life

Mingle smile and
Be ihe Most Popular Member

of

Your Set. Play *'When You Walked Out"-"Ten

Ten Tennessee/' "Stella," "Louisville Lou".
You can play

First Selection

in

Half an

All

ihe Late

Hour— and

Song and Dance

Hits

Harmonious Chords AT ONCE

opportunity to play
Mere *s ^roofofour Here's the chance you've been waiting for— the
popular music quickly on the most entrancing: instrument of the age—*

Remarkable Course
Buchanan. Va.

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music. Inc.
It

has been two months
I have finished

eince

your course on the Hawaiian Guitar and / can
anything I wish,
flay course
he
was all that
could be desired and I
am perfectly pleased
with my playing ability

eince AnishiDs your
coarse
Respectfully yours,
Louise R. Uammoad

Koester School.

SUSo.

Franklin St.,
Chicago. Ill

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music. Inc.
I shall certainly be very

g\aA to recommend your
course whenever the
chance 13 mine to do so.
Mr. W. R Johnson has
not phoned me yet. and
if he does not phone in
a day or eo. will write
him Am sending a letter to Miss Helen Slavik
today which 1 think may
fcelp to decure her enrollment, and I shall be
elad at any time to
writ© a personal letter
to anyone whom yoa
may suggest.
I

Your former atuaent,
W. L. WalUer

No previous Tnusical knowledge necessary.
ONLY FOUR MOTIONS TO LEARN

the Hawaiian Guitar.

tn a few minutes. No
troublesome scales or runs, you begin to play
harmonious chords immediately! We don't
care if you never saw a note of music in your
life, we guarantee to teach yoa to play^uat as
the Hauiaiians doi
We Furnish Everything— a Beautiful Hawaiian Guitar, Picks, etc., and S2
Pieces of Music FREE 1
Yoa have always wanted to play some Instrament. so we have made it unusually easy for
yoa by furnishing everything—a beautiful Hawaiian Guitar, complete Conservatory Coarse
of instruction and 62 pieces of especially aelected music.

tear.

Here our little race we run,
Then are vanished all.
What are we when all is done?
Shadows on the wall.

and these you acquire

No Other Course Teaches as Quickly
and

Easily

Thia I3 the only Conservatory Coarse where
you get the personal instruction of Native Hawaiian Experts- Frank Ferera. Walter Kolomoku. Lawrence Kalaluki and Carl Seville, famous the world over and the most noted makera
of phonograph records, supervise your playing.

Yoa

with the fine
tone of thi3
Bplendid

and mail
details of our refill

In

NOW and pet full
markable offer toteachyouhow to play the Hawaiian Guitar just as the Uawaiians do.
Special Arrangements for Lessons if You
the cuupon

Have Your Own Instrument
Special Courses under famous Teach*
ers, Tenor-Banjo, Violin, Banjo- Ukelele
trnd. Ukelele.
ITkplalA. Fine
PirtP Tnn.p.d
Inafr^Lmpnta
and
Toned Instrumenta

FREE!

Ha-

waiian Guitar
(

Mail Coupon for Details of FREE Offer
Df^n't wait another mlnnfe—cHp.

be

will

delighted

I

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc..
Desk 4X 233 Broadway (Woolworth Bide.) Newyork
Send me'at once details about yoor &2 easy lesaona and

I

FREE

I

Name^.

I

^ jj— -„«
'i'*tt^e»»--

Hawaiian Guitar oSerl

1 Toton^^

„
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friot

— State-

0009 and ad<lr«ija«lcacly«
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Are You

SHEFACELONCirO
HIM,

TO
but

could not; she
averted her

head,

and tingled with
exultation
and
fear and shame. Her
hands were pressed

—

twitchinffly together.

Ecstasy

and

conuningled
as he

terror
in

her

—

came closer
more close:

and
"I'm promised," she
said,

"to

another

III-

Fated Jinx?

—

HI THE YOUTHFUL
LOVERS are the prey circumstances the monster of ill luck that
balks and breaks them.
Dolly had a
strange terrifying feeling that something evil overhung them, lurked in
the
murky air, might rush upon
them any second. The fact that the feeling of premonition was unusual to her
made it no less frightening. She tried
to summon all reserves of courage and
confidence and caution but the jinx
outwitted her. Bound by obligation to
an unwelcome lover trailed by an intriguing uncle and the story tells itself better than we can tell it.

DOLLY

AND.

piCTum
\

MABAZINE

Grip

in the

of an

I

—

—

—
— —

THEN

HI LET
GO HER HANDS
ivearily. "So this is
the end of my pretty
high-falutin little ro-

mance," said Hi
with a harshly sardonic laugh. Dolly

cringed

at

sound; she
have given
thing

she

the

would
every-

possessed
out
this

to
shut
sound, followirig so
closely upon his
ringing declaration.

Be Sure Not To Miss

a

Thistledown'
By Dana

Gatlin

in the

April Motion Picture Magazine
On

the News-stands

March

First

im^

A

cross tne Silversneet

(Continued from page 51)
the Cliildren of Israel from their land of
.A.nd the chariot race when Pharaoh
regrets his dismissal of his slaves and
orders his hordes to follow, is something
which leaves j'ou breathless. These scenes,
reproduced in beautiful colors, and charged
with swift action, we will remember as one
of the most thrilling sights we have ever
seen.

bondage.

Next comes the pillar of fire in a grapliic
exhibition. And then, before jour incredulous eyes, the tossing surface of the Ri.d
rolls hack into two huge walls of water
so that Closes and his train of persecuted
believers may pass thru.
The chariots of
the Pharaoh following are destroyed when
the waters roll back in what appears an
angry resentment. And your reaction to

Sea

this is what your reaction would be when
a miracle transpire-d before your unsuspecting eyes.

New Triumphs

.

In
Look for
this head
vti

i^f

fi

the tag.

Special introductory price

yROM
ince

the little provof Barcelona in
Spain, we bring you the
master works of gemcraft in
Pearls of Oriental splendor
and luxury^

The EMIR

$7.50

$15 according

to length and
clasp. In heartihaptd veltvl cane
to

For

.

.

.

.

.

his soul.

Richard Dix was human as the Gndfearing brother, and for this he deserves praise, inasmuch as such a role is
difficult

The CALIPH

$15

to $iS according to lingfk and
cloff- In stittttred velvet c«se.

to

handle

any masculine way.

in

Leatrice Joy as the wife of the worldly
brother, but helovcd by both, gives' a portrayal which she has colored moreinterestirigly
than anything else we have seen
her do.

Edythe Chapman was the inhibited and
and well chosen for her
repressed role.
But to Rod La Rocque as

religious mother,

the RUBAiliustruted nith pictures from
the film of Omar and our catalog.

Send 10c for a copy of

lYAT

Barcelona

.

have, in comparison, small praise. It is the
melodramatic storj- of two brothers
one a God-fearing man and the other that
type who gains the whole world and loses

shops ereryn-here.
If you cannot find the genuine -a- rite direct to m.

New

modern part of the story

the

which might have been directed by another
man it is so different in every way, we

sv/t better

39Z Fifth Avenue

human man which the Pharaoh must have
been, .^nd we also have the highest praise
for Estelle Taylor as the dark and human
Miriam.

nothing but Nature can
match in its perfection.

INDRA PEARL CO,

mount when the Lord de-

unto him the ten commandments is
another sight which is inspiring and amazing. .A^nd Theodore Roberts is a noble and
picturesque Closes.
If the performance of this actor can
be criticizLd, it is for a lack of the lire
which this character must have possessed
in great quantitv' in order to swerve his
people from thdr pleasure-loving life and
bring them to his God.
livers

Charles de Roche impressed us enormousRameses. He was the cold and in-

dedicate their lives to the
fabrication of fine things,
who have created in Omar
Pearls, a gem of soft, luminous color, of fleeting interplay of light and shade, that

Pearls are indestructible in beauty and in fact.

Aloses on the

.

.

ly as

Here, between the Mediterranean and the Pyrenees is
a little group of artisans who

Omar

There will be all sorts of guesses and
explanations as to how this photographic
feat was engineered.
Magazines will print
purporting to be the
dififerent articles,
actual manner in which this was executed.
But we, for one, are content not to know
but to accept this as a promise of the many
awe-inspiring sights which the camera
holds within its mysterious recesses
and which the cameraman will, from time
to time, unearth.

the second brother, goes

we have

to

oft'er

this

much

of the praise

second part of the

>tory.

inc.

He gives
acterization

York.

a vital
of the

and unafifected charhe is supposed

man

And if stars were being made in the
they were a few years ago, Mr. La
Roct|ue today would be deciding which
contract to accept from the scores which
would be tendered him. Nita Naldi is, of
course, the disrupting feminine influence
... in whose veins the blood of the
to be.
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We

admit frankly that we cannot weigh
the second episode of "The Ten Commandments" without prejudice.
For, coming
after the epical first episode, it found us
completely forgetting our presence as a
critic and enjoying Mr. De Mille's production with all the zest and enthusiasm of a
la\man.

Once again human nature does the unexpected.
For just when the humorists
were finding in the De !Mille tales of distorted society- life ample material for their
somewhat mordant jesting, he comes forth
and blazes his name on the roster of the
great.

Tiger Rose

For a long time, Lcnorc Ulric played
the title-role in the Broadway production
of '"Tiger Rose," under the David Belasco
management. Speculators found "Tiger
Rose" tickets excellent investments.
It
was always one of the plays visitors from
out of town put upon their lists. And New
York its blase self sought admission. So
month after month ''Tiger Rose" played to
capacity houses.
It didn't seem to matter
that it had nothing new or startling to
offer.
It held its own
and more
.

.

.

with the risque plays, the
profound plays, and the new-art plays in
neighboring houses.
than

that

.

So much

.

.

in preface.

.

.

.

Now

"Tiger Rose" has come to the
screen
picwith
its
suspense ... its
turesque Mounted Police ... its Canadian
and its original impetuous
snows
.

.

.

naive heroine.
And the screen, a
glorious teller of tales, takes the story for
anfl
its

any resume, however

slight,

of

the

own.

Because the suspense of this production
is almost entirely dependent upon the story
action, it would be unfair to you to give

Look
Here!

the cast, including the star, it was
Gillingwater who impressed us
most. If we hadn't consulted our program
we wouldn't have recognized the crotchety
Mary Pickford's
old
Grandfather
of
or the
''Little Lord Fauntleroy"
kind and pathetic sea-captain of Jackie's
"My Boy." For he is not Mr. Gillingwater
as the Scotch factor; he is the Scotch
factor.
And Air. Gillingwater is com-

Of

all

Claude

...

pletely eradicated.

Lenore LHric is richer on the stage
than on the screen.
Now that we have
seen her here, we realize just how much
additional
emotion her warm, rushing
voice stimulates in her audience.
However, you will perhaps fall captive to her
shadowy Rose if you haven't known the
spell of her stage-presence.

Oil-

The hero looks exactly

like a screen
but hardly like anj^ men you
know.
couldn't imagine loving him
that ardently.
He wasn't either perfect
or imperfect enough to warrant it.
However, that may have been our personal

hero

.

.

.

We

/will make
you a

lack.

Forrest Stanley does not at all agree
with our idea of a captain of the Northwest ^Mounted Police.
However, he is a
handsome Irishman and infinitely preferable, to our notion, to the real hero.
Another thing that jars our sense of the
eternal fitness of things is the fact that
he does not get his man.
If j'ou're on a plane where you are interested only in the subtly satirical, the
artistically profound or the psychological
and have forgotten the pleasure you
once knew in your story-books, "Tiger
Rose" wont interest you. But we're confident that ninety-nine and three-fourths
per cent, of the population will be interested in the heroic girl saving her lover
from the relentless and mercilessly unromantic Law.
.

.
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the risque plays, the profound plays and
the new-art plays in the New York theaters.
It had nothing new or startling to offer,
but that didn't seem to matter. And now it
has come to the screen with Lenore Ulric
It makes an interagain in the title-role.
esting film
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DIAMONDS WATCHES

{Continued from page 55)

'genuine Viamonas^uaranTiea^

picture is weak in its humor ; it
shows little variety of scene and it is
The
told in a slow, methodical manner.
modern scenes are out of character what
with their gay philanderings. The players
have not been wisely chosen. Ethel Shannon is not the wistful, romantic little
creature that Peggy Wood made her on
the stage tho she strives to appear duly
None of them have much
sentimental.
opportunity to express any emotions.
So
we have pretty and heroic postures.

The

—

—

March Wiiids

carmot

bloW

Rouge

PERT

off this
Rouge

gives

natural, velvety

that

a

thus protecting

it

match your Pert Rouge.
Made with
wholesome oil of sweet almonds.
Rouge and Lipstick obtainable at drug or
department stores or by mail.
75c each.
to

ROSS COMPANY
St.
New

We

—

in that he seems to realize that
By not trying too
he is only a beginner.
hard to please he scores easily and surely.
Yet with this auspicious beginning, he will
appear no longer under the Paramount
banner. Which is rather difficult to understand because he plays his role with

modesty

—

Rouge

and of Winx for darl^ening the lashes.
Samples are a dime each. Enclose Coins.
243-B West 17th

—

—

— a Pert Waterproof Lipstick

of Pert

youth

typical boyish

—

York

creditable

abandon

—and

the

certainly

is

only disciple of youth we have, now that
Jack Pickford has matured.
The story is mostly a conflict the hero
has with his professor. He is flunked by
a teacher who isn't afraid of the power of
wealth.
So he goes to Turkey, gets into
some escapades and succeeds in showing
his history professor that he is made of
It is a clean little comedy
the right stufif.
drama, natural and unpretentious and
capitally sketched by Theodore Roberts.

9ert
liouge

—

—

—

Having
This story still wears well.
been adapted for the screen we pause to
see if it still is able to sustain our interest.
That it does is due to an excellent treat-

—

ment of the plot and characterization.
Westerns may come and go, but Owen
Wister's tale of love and cattle-rustling in
rich

cow country
in

will endure because
incident, romance

adventure,

—

it

is

and
with

atmosphere and is not sketched
hokum. This new screen version follows
the original in
doesn't indicate

all

its

salient

much humor,
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fashion trying to find expression and developing his character at
Douglas, Junior, possesses
the same time.
a pleasing screen personality. And he has
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a definite appeal.
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was to be expected that the mail man
would have his innings, in view of the fact
the policeman, the fireman and the street
It
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their thoughts into DOLLAHS.
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BUNTE BROTHERS CHICAGO
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characterization is real.
The lackadaisical cowboy, who looks
indifferently upon love
who is deaf to the
plea of the girl to give up killing men, is
There
portrayed as Wister wrote him.
is a vital note of pathos when he is forced
to hang his best friend.
The incident may
appear old and the denouement may be
anticipated, but it keeps the interest alert
because it is treated so naturally without any suggestion of melodramatics. The
backgrounds are impressive.
It has one
fault, however.
It is told with too much
emphasis with the result that the action
and incident often become tiresome.

once.

A postal will do.
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not

positions

i

are
anteed, graduates of the
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burn Studios have been placed by

Ned Way-

high salaries in the Follies
and other high grade productions. If you want to do
more than just make good, write for booklet, to

W
I
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obvious — and

rescues at sea
when a
would hold up a mail ship.

ganda for Uncle Sam's

—

us
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studying under

successful shows the skillful creative dance authority
of America.
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We

NED WAYBURN
Producer of the Ziegfeld
Follies and numerous

,

soon have the treat of saying "Hello!"
to the milkman, the janitor, the baker and
the candlestick maker.
The story which involves these characters is always the same.
The protagonist
here might as well be called a fireman or
an engineer in so far as the theme is concerned.
are shown how the postman
lives and of his devotion to his duty.
It
is served up as hect'c melodrama
dealing
in several of its scenes with fights and

at

studios of Stage Dancing, Inc.
1841 Broadway. New Yorb U

Suite X,
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is

"Penrod

another

S
•
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and
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Sam,"

written by Booth Tarkington who, above
all other writers, is able to catch accurately
and surely the psychology of the childish
mind. He has drawn a captivating sketch
of a real boy, who is understood by his
mother, but who is a problem to his father.
That's life-like, isn't it?
It is simple in
plot and treatment
a sketch peopled by
figures
perfectly comprehensible to all.
One may miss the effervescent, spontaneous humor of "Penrod and Sam," but
on the other hand, one may stay to enjoy
the childish
the fancies and impressions
tragedies
so unimportant to the matured
of this youngster.

—

1
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^
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We
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vou
can
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hero's wife, the thrilling escape of a
iiurlesque queen in boy's clothes thru a
hole in the roof to a neighboring tree, to
the ground, to horseback, to a- floating log,
to the old mill (the old mill?
yes we
repeat, the old mill) and so on until the
wrongs are righted and love stalks back in
the picture.
W'e will state that the girl
is saved from the revolving saw in the old
mill
saved bareh' in the nick of time.
It's
old-fashioned
and we hear that
welseveral others will be picturized.
come them as old friends. If we must
have raw and ripe melodrama let us have
It
it served up as it was in the old days.
offers a lot of fun to see just what entertained the old folks in a day when
Dad saved us the pictures of Delia Fox,
ct al, that came in the boxes of "sweet
caps."

—

City

Ukulele Free!
Clip

Love
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Well-trained artista earn from $40 to $200 u

this

sense.
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^ we
Jast send your name, address and finger size and
will send yoa this beautiful genuine diamondt 14K

7 East 42nd Street
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Itching Scalp
in 30 days or less
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Shades of the hectic gallery days when
we hissed the villain and cheered the hero
Look you toward a reproduction of an old
Charles E. Blancy thriller and look you
toward Cecil Spooner who used to be associated with these old timers.
She is in
the cast.
It is a melodrama of the lumber
camps and New York.
But before the
hero wins the beautiful heroine and makes
the bad man bite the dust, take note of
the dash from the bridge into the rapids
to save the girl, the kidnapping of the

days; tiien «ither
return it and call deal closed or
pay $3.75 a month.
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Stop

Dandruff

Flaming Youth

The
^money. PaynoC.O.D.>
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BE

propa-

The picture will interest because of its
settings and the extremely colorful acting
by Colleen Moore. It is not so explosive
as the book.
The fireworks merely sputter.
They have been dipped in the bathing
pool.

Diamonds
„

offers some
carriers.

This picture has been made with all the
pretentions which record success at the
box-office.
Being an adaptation of a sensational best-seller, patrons will flock to
it
if
possible
to
see
what emotional
"kicks" it might furnish. But it has been
treated with discretion.
It tries hard to
be naughty but only succeeds in being
artificial
tho
it
has
excellently
been
staged with an eye upon its opulent appeal.
There must needs be a disrobing scene at
the pool.
No picture of flapperdom is
complete without it.
Here the little butterfly emerges from her chrysalis, eager
to live and learn.
But lack of her wild
impulses
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READ HOW OUR TREATMENT WORKS
LEARN WHY WE CAN PREDICT
SUCCESS SO SURELY!
years of research Kuropean and Amt-rican
united their efforts and produced an
entirely
method of treating cases of falling
hair, dandruff and other unhealthy scalp condi-

After

Chemists
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They discovered an ingredient which had

tions.

peculiar property

the

penetrating

of

to

the

hair

and there producing phenomenal results.
Kot only did this ingredient stimulate the hair
folli<'}cs but it soothed
and healed them.
Only
one thing more was needed the perfect treatment
must also destroy harmful bacteria. Hardly darfollicles

—

ing to hope the scientists subjected their ingredient
to
laboratory examination and fonnd to th»ir
amazement that along with its olher starrling
properties their new discovery was also fatal to
germs.

THE TESTING
From

then on the most careful tests were made
ingredient was tried on the heart muscles of
embryonic chicks (to see that it didn't hurt the
growth of the most delicate tissues); it was tried
on Ihe tender membranes of rabbits' ears (to make
sure that it did not irritate)
on
it was tested
layei"s of skin to see how deeply it could penetrate
with its healing properties.
Lastly, the scientists
tested their pncinvis ingredient on tlioiisands of
human heads; people with falling hair, dandruff,
itchiTig scalp.
In nearly every instance the results were more marvelous than even the enthusiastic discoverers dared hope.
thi-

;

SMALL WONDER THEN!
of the history of this product, in view
of what it has done for thousands of stubborn cases
of falling hair, dandruff and itcliing scalp, it is
small wonder that we can guarantee results or
money back.

In view
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Treatment.

Scalp

postman

le returned if you are
lighted with the results.

30

not

de-

DAY TRIAL OFFER

-

THE SANITAS

CO.. INC.. Dept. Z,
33 Reap Street, Brooklyn, N, Y.
Sinrl me the 30 day treatment of STIM as per
I will deposit §1.50
(plus a few
su' i-ial offer.
pennies postage) with postman on delivery.
It is
agreed that if I am not delighted with the imin my condition I may return the
I roveratnt
package at the end of 30 days and get my money

back

in

full.

—

City.

.State.
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WHO CAN

He has real heartaches has little Ben
Alexander who played Penrod in the other
picture.
And Henry B. Walthall is a true
type of father.
Ht shows us somethiiii:

RESIST

new

REMARKABLE BARGAIN

THIS

in parental
authority.
sincere and convincing as

Irene Ricli
the mother.
You will enjoy this picture. It offers
genuine characterization, sentiment and
humor. It could dispense with some of its
is

when

sentiment

it

becomes mawkish.

N.\ME THE AIan

J5»»

A

Value
for

^

Only $35»

Samuel Goldwyn's Book •^-

director noted for his direct treatment of stories a director skilled in the
technique of drama who always points
his ideas with vital and vivid touches, hai
been chosen to present Hall Caine's vigorous drama of human passions, "The Master of Man," on the screen.
W-e, who
have been watching \'ictor Scastrom ever
since he flashed his art in Swedish importations, commend him for fashionir.g
a picture which surges forward with sharp
dramatic strokes which exposes a rcf.1
psychology of human emotions.
bold
story to tell, Scastrom has told it withoiit
once deviating to throw a sop to the con^entions.
\\'e are shown how passions change the
lives of four persons from low and higli
positions in the social strata.
The idea
the theme is an indictment of the law
an
indictment of one law for the rich ami
another law for the poor.
son of the
deemster wrongs a girl of lowly birth
and is about to marry her when his father
dies.
He is elevated to the bench and
thru a dramatic skein of circumstances he
is forced to condemn the girl
on trial for

>

-and-

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

Regular Price $2.50

Regular Price $2.50

A

"No
"Hot Dogs" versus lobster, quail or turkey which would j'ou take?
matter what Fanny Ward served her guests at dinner lobster, quail or turkey,
Furthermore she liked a mob scene
she herself invariably ate frankfurters.
This is rather a personal thing to tell about a famous movie
of hot dogs."
star, but beside some of the secrets told bj- Samuel Goldwjii in his new book,
"Behind the Screen," the above quotation is tame indeed.

—

A

Nine years ago Samuel Goldwyn was a glove salesman. Today he is at the
head of the big producing company which bears his name. When Goldwyn
started, two-reel feature pictures were the vogue.
It was through his efforts
that longer and better pictures were made.
He has grown up with the industry
the industry has grown up with him.
-A.nd now he has written a book that
is a "knock out."
There's no other expression that fits it.

—

—

—

She is unable to establish, hor
innocence.
But he stands accused in his
own conscience. He is the real murderer
of his own babe. The courtroom scene is
the most intense that has ever been flashed
on the screen.
Scastrom makes you feel the passions
of the characters.
He indicates by true
infanticide.

Everyone Should Read
"Behind the Screen*'
"Behind the Screen" is too wonderful a
book for another set of printed words to
do it justice. Once in your possession
}oa will "burn midnight oil" in order
to finish it
and then j'ou'll want your
friends to read it.
First you laugh
then you cry and then j'our eyes nearI3' pop out of your head while you say
to yourself "can that be true?"

—
—

Most of the Stars have worked for
Mr. Goldwyn, and he knows them as

know

themselves.
In his
book he tells you how contracts are
made how
Mary
Pickford
first
worked in the movies at $25 a week,
and how she so successfully climbed
well as they

—

The Motion

the ladder of fame— of the number
of stars who have "adhesive relatives"

who always
being made

sit

— of

when

in

how

expressions

found Jackie Coogan and the

for vou

in

small

Picture

as the

sum

first,

Magazine needs no

of $3.50.

We

have estimated that

a large

num-

of people will want this book.
But there's no way for us to tell exwhat that number will be.
actly
Therefore it will have to be ruled
that "first come first served."
If you
mail the $3.50 in advance, we will pay
the postage on the book.
Or if you
prefer, just send a dollar with your
order and the postman will collect
the balance of $2.50, plus postage,
when he delivers the book to you.
The coupon opposite is for your con-

ber

venience.

CUT HERE
>t.VGAZIXE,

MOTION PICTURE
Book

Dei>.'\rtineiit

Duflield Street,

i;.5

Brooklyn, X. Y.
enter my name

I'lease

receive

tlie

conimeneing
copy of Mr.
I liave
prefer.

oji

your

mailing

list

Goldw'yn's bool?

below

$3.50 enclosed
§1.00 enclosed

to

—

will
be
of book.

tlie

pay in

"Beliind
nietiiod

llie
ut"

.Screen."

payment

full.

and No.

Ctuinda

mill

I

balance of §2.50, plus postage
paid Postman upon delivery

Nmiu
St.

to

Motion Picture Mnpazinc for one year
and also send me a

dietited

cents-

—

isn't

The
Dickens' stories upon the screen.
author embellishes his simple little charthat
acter studies with so much detail
picking out the vital parts of his tales calls
vast array of
for considerable skill.
characters appear which also is something of a task for the adapter to assemble
Fortunately this
the most vital of them.
best story of Dickens has been excellently
adapted and directed. A Danish importation, it indicates that the Scandinavians
may be trusted with any novel.
The picture often becomes tedious—
which is due to the even sing-song development of the simple plot. But in its
favor is a rich background of atmosphere
and some clever character sketches. .\
cast has been selected which fits each
figure with the single exception of the

9
V

'?£

A

—

^^ e
player who interpreted Uriah Heep.
are mainly interested in these characters as
there is nothing of surging drama in the
The spirit and atmosphere of the
story.
original have been captured by the sponLovers of the classic need feel no
sors.
alarm over this presentation.

To THE Ladies
Fore'ton,

$1.25

This exhilarating little satire on business
which presents a highly interefficiency

—

04

if

easy to record the -majority of

—

finest

The Supply is Limited So
Place Your Order Today

these

— and

—

it.

introduction. It is acknowledged everyand foremost magazine of the screen published. And
it is getting better month by month.
Twelve big numbers of this delightfully
entertaining magazine with a copy of "Behind the Screen" are j'ours for the

where

of

.

treat

Don't miss

book.

his

wasted

D.WID COPPERFIELD
It

the "pictures."
a

natures
is

—

difficul-

Goldwyn has prepared

Mr.

exact
detail

of the early action carries too much
plot
this courtroom scene is ample compensation.
The story is worth producing
on that account alone. Unfoitunately, the
director has not been able to show the
principal
quality
the
spiritual
because
players appear incapable of living the
characters deeply.

—

to

a

much

which attended the filming of their
joint success, "The Kid"
of the love
affair of Lou Tellegen and Geraldine
Farrar, and how Miss Farrar once
tore up a contract worth $250,000
astoundrngly personal
he tells you
things about the very people you are
being entertained by every time you
go

the

Not

figures.

contracts are

Charlie Chaplin

ties

—

—

12 Big Issues of the

"BEHIND THE SCREEN"

—

—

I

—

——a

esting "take-oft" on

— which

how wage

slaves exist

exposes with an ironic touch the
poorest of all indoor sports banqueting
comes to the screen an exceptionally bright

—

Would You Like To

Have a

and humorous and truthful picture. James
Cruze scores again. He demonstrates that
he

record life-like impressions

able to

is

and make them live in the memory.
^^^hereas the authors depended upon their
wit and satire the director employs more
of a story and draws it much more accurately.
The wage-slave is genuine
meek, humble individual, ever complaining to his wife of -his lack of opportunity.
have a cross-section of their modest
home the atmosphere of which truly suggests a humdrum existence of its occuThe central theme showing as it
pants.
does, the influence of wives in molding
and taking them
their husbands' characters
up in the world is deftly treated. It gives
the wage-slave's wife her chance in the
banquet scene when her husband's speech
which is of the stereotyped variety,
culled from a book, is used by the previous

—

—

Cle ar Skin?

Then Try This Delightful, Simple Way
Which Thousands Say Is Freeing

Them From

Pimples, Acne, Blackheads, Oily Skio, Brown Spots
and Unsightly Blemishes.

—

We

WONDERFUL RESULTS

IN

ONE DAY
A

—
—

She did not have

to go to the
trouble of diet or exercise.
She
found a better way, which aids the
digestive organs to turn food into
muscle, bone and sinew instead of fat.

Marmola Prescription
Tablets, which are made from the
famous Marmola prescription. They
used

.She

aid the digestive system to obtain the
full nutrimen t of food. They will allow
you to eat many kinds of food without
the necessity of dieting or exercising.

Thousands have found that the

Marmola

Prescription

complete

relief

Tablets

from obesity.

give

And

He is lost. He cannot make an
but the little spouse makes an
impromptu speech which w-ins him recognition and reward.
The finish is hurried as it was in the
play and it misses fire as it did in the
original
but in view of what has preceded it the picture can stand one or two
The director has not used
weaknesses.
any exaggeration. It is a gem of comedy
expertly played and faithful to its
satire
highly recomtheme and characters.
speaker.
address,

—

—

—

—

We

when the accumulation of fat is
checked, reduction to normal, healthy
weight soon follows.

mend

All good drug stores the world over sell
Marmola Prescription Tablets at one dollar
a box. Ask your druggist for them, or order
direct and they will be sent in plain wrapper,

bad, bad coinedy of bad. bad manners
exposed here one which goes back to
the nickeled ion days in idea and execu-

postpaid.

MARMOLA COMPANY
238

Garfield Bldg.,

Detroit, Mich.

The Near Lady

A

—

It

tion.

isn't

to

difficult

ascertain

Easy to Pay
True*Tone

Saxophone

Saxophone Book Free
Tells when to nse Sa

EagiestofaHwindinstrumenta
toplayandoneoft lie most beau-

ophooe— BJn^ly, in eez

or ID reirnlar
band; how to b
pose Cello parts
orchestra and ma
otber thioffs yo
would liko to
tattes

tiful.
With the aid of the first
threelessons, which are sent tree
(upon request) with each new
Saxophone. the Bcale can bemastered in an hoar; in afew weeks

(coow.

you can be playing- popular muBic. You can take your place in
a band within 90 days, if you so
desire. Unrivalled for home entertainment, cbarcb, lodge or school.
In big demand for orchestra daoce
music.

FI«AA
^'^ Triol
I
l€ll

Yea may have

six
days' free trial of

any Bueseher Grand Saxophone, Cornet,
Trumpet, Trombone or other instrument. Easy
terms of payment can be arranged. Mention the
instrament interested in and a complete catalog will be
mailed to you free.

BUESCHER
BAND
INSTRUMENT CO.
Evsrythinc
Band and Orchaatra Inatrumanta
In

2134Bue»cher Block

Elkhart, Indiana

$1000 OFFER

will reveal a boorish family marryoft'
their daughter, once poverty has

ing

replaced by a snug bank account.
father invents a sausage machine and
the wife attends to the scheme of breaking into society.
Here is where the stress
laid upon the hopelessly, old-fashioned
is
conventions.
The house must be a mansion
and golf must be played.
And
scenes are given up to bad manners at a

been

—

—

dinner party. There is an aged aunt who
must ever cr}' out to embarrass her boorish relatives
"I'm only a poor, lonely
widda."
And so it goes a picture which oft'ers
To
the crudest comedy of the season.
cap the climax the youngsters elope and
are married by a rural justice of the
peace who rinses his mouth with gin
who wears chin-whiskers and who has a
rooster keeping him company on the bench.
An evening at parchesi or listening to a
bedtime story, is vastly more entertaining
than '"The Near Lady." There is nothing
so futile as trying to mix cheap slapstick
with crude sentiment.
:

—

—

—
—

By Joseph

$2.00 cash,

money

I'\

Fishniaii

order, chet-k or

stamps

Folder \rllh full description concerning $1,000
prize scenario offer sent free on request.

eOSMOPOI.IS PRESS
Dept

1.

257

West

71st St.,

»u- York

Complexion
is

which captivated stage audiences, carries on with
little

Nature's

Greatest
Gift

and

Attraction.

your complexion

literally" ruined by pimples,
unsightly blemishes? Is your
sallow? Don't worry, and don't
no matter what you have tried, or how
bad your case, I am positive that mv simple, secret
home treatment will give you a beautiful complexion
free from every blemish. And the beauty of it all is
the speed and ease with which it is accomplished.
Frequently users report an amazing improvement
in one day, and every pimple vanished in one week.

Isacne,

stin
Kive up

or

other

muddy and

—

Thousands Have Proved That
You Can Have a Clear Skin

play,

fine pretentions in the screen version
director, wisely, sticking to the plot
details and dialog of the original.

rejoicing in healthy, clear, attractive skins
using my delightful treatment a few days.
letters are typical of thousands.

Foreign Countries Like

;

the

and
If

stage adaptations let us
have them after the manner of this one
which never digresses from its story and
incident, that some favorite melodramatic
device may be introduced.
Clifton, the
directer, has faithfully followed the text.
From the moment when the husband attempts to hoodwink his lovey-dovey spouse
that he is eating her biscuits, to the time
when they are eking out an existence in
a cheap tenement, there is revealed the
bright and clever touches which endeared
the play to its audiences.

It,

after

Thes*

Too

Mf; ^'arren:
Lingayen, Pangasinan.
Pardon me for not writing you immediately whert
I received your treatment and your letters.
I am
glad to inform you that your treatment has caused
practically all the pimples on my face to vanish;
I
will tell my friends about this great improvement
and get them to order from vou.
Yours',

JOSE S. ESPINO.
In 8 Days

Removes Pimples

Dear Friend:
Colorado, Texas.
I can't thank you enough for Clear-Plex.
I have
used it eight days and all of my pimples and blackheads are all gone nearly, and my face is smooth
and

ALMA CORSTENSEN.
Cures Fourteen-Year-Old Girl

soft.

Dear Friend:

Bay City, Mich.
can't praise your Clear-Plex enough for what
has done for my l+-year-old daughter.
I felt that her looks were ruined for life till I
began using your Clear-Plex.
Now her face is almost entirely well and she has a beautiful, clear,
soft, velvety complexion.
I

it

HATTIE JOHNSON.

Your Face

Is

Your Fortune

This old saying is literally true. An unsightly skin
makes many an otherwise attractive man or woman

—

a wall flower
makes them ^sensitive, embarrassed
and repulses others. A fair, clear, soft, velvety
skin draws friends to you and wins admiration, for
beauty lies more in the complexion than in the fea-

Declare your independence today from your
blemishes by using my wonderful home treatment.

tures.

TRY

Six Cylinder Love
This effervescent

we must have

Read " Crucibles of Crime "

that

hokum
The

Easy to Play

and Velvety

Thousands of men and women in all parts of the
L. S. and many foreign countries, who had given
up after trying every conceivable method are now

it.

is

Clear,

Rosy, Soft

—

—

^

IT

AT MY RISK

To prove

that you can be rid of pimples, acne,
brown spots, oily skins, blackheads and blemishes I
want to send you my simple home treatment under
plain wrappers to try ten days.
Vou will Hnd it wonderfully delightful as it is as simple and easy to use
as toilet water.
Without obligation, just write or
print your name on a post card or the coupon below

my ntroductory 10-day FREE TRIAL Offer
W. H. WARREN, 906 Gateway Sla., Kansas City, Mo!

for

.

W. H. WARREN, 906 Gateway Sta., Kansas City, Mo.
Without obligation, please send me your introductory lO-day free

trial offer.

Name,
Address

.
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Wear

Free for 10 Days*
—

We

will
just your name and address.
then send yoii one of these genuine Tifnite geins to wear
Put it alongfor 10 days. Note its dazzling brilliancy.
If yoo can tell the Tifnite
side the costliest diamond.
from a real diamond, send it back.

Send no money

REAL Diamond

Like a

A S'liuine Tifnite has all the fire and flash of
mond.
And like a real diamond, every Tifnile
beautiful solid

gold

mounting.

Gents' Ring No.
Genuine Tifnite gem.
most

1

liaiat

Ladies' Ring No. 2

i

Newest style mounting. Solid
gold and hand-made, guaranteed.
Genuine Tifnite gem. almost 1
karat weight, in exquisitely rich

Al-

wi'ight.

in

a real diais set in a

gold mounting. Wide
8-prong setting
hand.
tiat
to liold stone securely.
Snli<l

setting.

S.

capitalizes the same mannerisms which he
employed on the stage. You may iniss his
voice particularly when he says : "Everything is going to be all right," but his delightful
pranks
easily
are
registered.

—

There is a snug little background---of
bungalow life and the plot unfolds, showing this young couple living beyond their
means all because the wife is determined
to have a car.
Stepping on the gas and
driving and entertaining parasites, brings
temporary disaster. But everything comes

—

—

out

to

star

new customers.

THE TIFNITE COMPANY
1467-69

—

We

have only 5,000 of these rings
quicUly Introduce ourselves to
Prices specially
Everything on pre-war basis.
Send
low. terms very easy.
strip uf jiuper fitting around second joint of finger for your ring
size.
\Vc will send you your choice of these Tifnite rings.
When it arrives, deposit $3.50 with postmaster. Wear it 10
days at our expense. If anyone can tell it from diamond, send
If you decide to buy,
it hack and we will refund your deposit.
merely pay the i)alanoe at $3.00 per month until the special
Write today.
tirice of $12.50 is paid.

Order Quick

The titles are illuminating, in their
pointed humor and the interpretation is
perfectly intelligible. Indeed Ernest Truex

Michigan Ave.

Dept.

3323

Chicago

l^[^[ra|Tg[Fi.rgigMgjgMgIBMBMgMgMBM5M5MgMBMBMBM5M5fgM

—

right.
It is expertly acted by the
and three players from the original
company.
There is not a scene wasted,
nor a subtitle. It is compact, spontaneous
and highly diverting.
all

The Man From

Brodney's

Patterned after his favorite formula is
George Barr AlcCutcheon's story Avhich
Vitagraph saw lit to adapt to the screen.
It belongs to the well-known "Granstark"'
school and nothing happens in its plot
development to carry it away from the
obvious.
It features the customary heroic
American whose love for adventure places
him in several tight situations before the
marines arrive and wave the good, old flag.
Thj usual intrigue in the court of a
mythical kingdom is involved in the earl)'
scenes.
Our fearless hero resents the advances of a strutting puppet toward the
fair princess
and he has to flee for diplomatic reasons hut only after he has
a bit of duel with the native son.
He
wields a wicked cane which is more
deadly than his opponent's sword.
Then
the picture switches to some island retreat
and tries to register a deal of mystery.
Lots of hokum here.
There is a merry
light in the climax when the natives, in
their uprising, attempt to kill the brave
American and English visitors.
This picture is old stuff the kind of
stuff which was popular five and twenty

—

Classic
Pictorial of Stage

—

and Screen

TELLS A STORY more dramatically than words.
THEInCAMERA
new story
\ou read
character
the picture spread
studies

of

a

of your favorite screen actor

In the lovely full-page study of Barbara La Marr you have a tale of
the mystery of woman
not
In the "Back to Nature" spread you get a surprise-ending story
quite shocking

—

Fortunate Misfortunes

—

A

HUMAN" STORY ON' THE "Side-Show" people of Hollywood the plucky
ones who have made fortunes out of their misfortunes. Ben Turpin is
among them, and Ben's eyes were once as straight as yours.

The

Loneliest

WHICH JiM TuLLV drops the sounding-line to the depths of
Chaplin's soul and gives a beautiful and penetrating analysis
of the comedian.
Illustrated with a Decker cartoon, autographed by Charlie
.ARTICLE IN

himself.
letter from a seasoned picture critic to his
about to break into the same field
a story of June
Mathis, the "Woman of Hollywood," because of the prowess of her pen; an
article about the four great foreign directors and what they are doing with
our pictures.

Buy

It

—

—

is

ago.

Rut

— Dont Miss—The March

well

is

told

and

boils

—

The Red Warning
•

;

Today

it

over with action. J- Warren Kerrigan as
the gentleman of the title is too much the
actor.
Every gesture every move is a
picture.
He never once appears natural.
.Alice Calhoun makes a charming princess,
but has little opportunity to act.

An amusing

features:

nephew who

—

—

.years

Man

ANCharlie
OTHEr.

—

There is a sagebrush background to this
a background carrying lofty mountain
ranges in the rear and considerable atmosphere of the plains down front. It is
stock melodrama and very much to the
dime novel in flavor and it presents the

—

—

rustlers.
The vigilantes organize into a white sheet brigade
a la ku-klux and they burn the danger
But it isn't a
signal on a towering hill.
fiery cross.
The riders assemble according
to the Griffith plan in "The Birth of a
Nation," and the kleagle is Jack Hoxie
who dashes into town a stranger and stay.^
to rout the bandits and to win the girl
whose father has been killed by the gang.

usual

pursuit of

the

—
That "Different" Screen Magazine
Large List

WRITE FOR THE MOVIES
lik'os for moviitff picture pla,vs wanted
prices paid for accepted material.
in any form at once for our

I Big

amination.

Or write for

PLAY BOOKLET
ice

to

and

,

Suite

Stage Monologs,

New

FREE PHOTO-

details of our serv-

.Authors.

601 N

Bristol Building.

New York

Goods.

The Favorite Luxury
it

|

All the players are dressed correctly except
the heroine,
tier riding habit is more
suggestive of a city's bridle-path.

ILLUSTRATED CATA-

LOGUE FREE. WRITE NOW.
T. S. Osnison

To step

PLAYS

Minstrel Choruses and Novelty
ISongs, Blackface After-pieces and
JCrossfire, Musical Comedies and
iRevues, Musical Readings, Novelty
'Entertainments, Wigs, Beards,
Grease Paints and other Make-up

by producers.
Submit ideas
Immediate ex-

BRISTOL PHOTOPLAY STUDIOS

New

Vaudeville, Acts,

of

&

Co.,

623 So. Wabash, Dept. 45i ChicafO

Gentlewomen

—

into a liatli that .smells like a flower garden
into water so soft and limpid
seems to caress the body
Bathasweet brjngs. this luxury to you. A sprinkle o
it tills the room with fragrance, makes the water soft..'ind soothing, and leaves
.ibout .Tou tbat indefinable, "scentless'" perfume that is the very heigM of
daintiness. 2.".c. .^Oo and .$1.00 at Drug, and Dept- stores. Send for fre
.an. Address: The C. Si.Welch Co., Dept. M.A., New York City.
!

I

—

-

(JTMOTIONRICTURr
inei
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AGENTS WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

AGENTS—$16

a day. Latest improved portable
Does more than machines costtalking niailiiue.
ing five times its price.
Built in just like a suitFully guaranteed.
Write
case.
Pay you daily.
Perry-Ludlow Co., Class 1948, Dayton, Ohio.
$40
—
women

AGEXT.S

week selling guaranteed ho.^iery
and children. Must wear twelve
for men.
mouths or replaced free. Write for sample outfit.

Thomas Mfg.

Dayton, Ohio.

—

to

?12 a day

350

lightnecessities.

ea-sy.

weight, fast selling, popular priced
food flavors, perfumes, soaps, toilet preparations,
Write today quick
etc.
-Agent's outfit free.
.American Products Co., 17G5 Aiuerican
now.
Bldg.. Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Wolverine Laundry Soap.

Sell

NEW S CORRESPONDENCE
liarn

Weekly, spare time, writing: for newsmagazines.
Experience unnecessary; dePress Syndicate, 560 St. Louis, Mo.

$2.5

liaiiers,

Wonder-

Every owner buys

Sales.

You charge $1.50:
auto.
make $1.35. Ten orders daily easy. Write for
American Monoparticulars and free samples.
grani Co., Dept. 161, East Orange. N. J.
Gold

for

Initials

$60-S>200

windows.

Week.

his

Genuine Gold Letters for store

agents.
Chiiago.

ANSWER

THIS

lars

nickel

for

of

We

Buffalo).

j^ay

.\gents

mean much

BUSINESS CHANCES
Where

Pays

it

TO

E.iCH paid for hundreds of Old coins.
Old or odd money.
You may have valuable coins.
Send 10c fur New Ill'st Coin Value
Book.
4x6.
We pay cash. Get Posted. Clarke
Coin Co., Ave. 7, Le Roy, N. Y.
$2

earned

$1,000

$90,000

;

$100

earned $9,000 in
you write today

Ten-Kee

Co,,

503

FOR THE LAME
The Perfection Extension Shoe

Keep

$300

all

with one short limb. No more unsightly cork soles.
Worn with ready-made sboes.
etc., needed.
Shipped on trial. Write for booklet. H. O. Lotz.
105 E. 28th St.. N. T.

HELP WANTED
Men, Women, Boys,

Girls, 17 to 65, willing
to accept Government Positions $117-$250, traveling or stationary, write Mr. Ozment, 294, St.
Louis, Mo., iiumediately.

18 up. Commence $133 month.
Railway Mail Clerks. Travel see counSteady.
Write
Schedule examination places free.
try.
Franklin Institute, Dept.
immediately.
G106,
Rochester, N. Y.

——

Mo\ ie Types Wanted.

Acting ability not essenmedium successfully used by
Send photo for full particulars. Casting Office, 301 Security Bldg., Santa Monica &
Western, Hollywood, California.

A

tial.

legitimate

hundreds.

HELP WANTED— FEMALE
ijJfi-SlS A Dozen decorating Pillow
Experience unnecessary particulars
Tapestry Paint Co., 126, LaGrange, Ind.

Ladies Earn
Tops at

Home

for stamp.

;

PERSONAL
Self-Conscious?

for particulars how to overcome these
C. Veritas, 1400 Broadway, New York.

Send dime
troubles.

HELP WANTED— MALE
pay

opportunity; good

Write C. T. Ludwig, 556 Westover
Kansas City, Mo.
Detectives Earn Big Money. Excellent oppor;

travel.

Bldg.,

stories and Photoplay Ideas Wanted by 'Lii
Details free to beginners.
companies
biz pay.
Producers League, 441, St. Louis, Mo.

FOR PHOTOPLAY

IDE.4S.

Plots a(
revised, criticised, copyrighted,
ceptcd any form
.\dvice free.
Universal Scenario C"rluarketed,
poration, 205 Security Bldg., Santa Monica and
Western Avenues, Hollywood, California.

S $ $

;

of

wonderful

.suggestions,

N ew

little

book of mon-

the .4 B C
Absolutclv
Dept.
Press,
8,

ideas

musical comedies and revues,
minstrel
blackface skits, vaudeville acts, monologs,
recitations, entertainments, musical readings,
stage
handbooks,
make-up goods.
Big
catalog free.
T. S. Denison & Co., 623 So.
Wabash, Dept. 62, Chicago.

Plays,

Author's

address

nnisic,

Journalism

—Photoplays—Short

Stories.

Plot

and Details free to those wishing to enter
above professions or dispose of manuscripts on
commission.
(The Service offered is given by Professional .\uthors and Editors of high standing.)
Harvard Company, 434, Montgomery, San Francisco.

In

Pay

fact

If

If

You Buy

you

are

satisfied

in

way with the

may have

you

House

atiy

For

strunitHt

York

of

in-

sent

to vou
on free trial.
Take
your pick of Trom-

not
every
instru-

bones,

Cornets,

Trumpets,

ment you choose

Altos,

you have examined
it,
simply
send it back to us and
it
won't cost you a
penny. If you decide to
keep it all you liave to
do is to make a small

Basses.

Drums,

Baritones or aiiy
other you want.

Just Send

Coupon

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

Successful Photoplays Bring Big Money.

J.

W.

YORK & SONS
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH

YORK & SONS,

Dept. 315-C,

without cost to me.
your beautifully illustraitd literature and details of
your Free Trial and Easy Payment Offer.

Xame
.\ddress

Instrument
(Mention above the Instrument most interested in.)

HOW TO BEAUTIFY

and marketing service, and c-onimission rates.
Successful Photoplays, Box 43, Des Moines, la.

ing,

SONG WRITERS
A $500.00 Cash Prize is oflfered for the best
second ver.se written for the song "Remember."
Those wishing to compete may receive a free copy
with rules by addressing Equitable Music Corporation, 457
State' Theatre, New York.

—

STORIES
TOD.\Y

WANTED

free
sample
copy
of
.America's greatest magazine
writers.
Filled
with practical articles by
leading writers.
Will help you write and sell
stories, photoplays, songs, etc.
722 Butler Bldg.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
for

WHITER'S. DIGEST,
for

Poems, Plays, etc., are wanted for pubGood ideas bring big money. Submit
or write Literary Bureau, 134 Hannibal, Mo.

Stories,

lication.

XISS

Earn $25 Weekly,
paners.

spare time, writing for newsmagazines.
Experience unnecessary: dePress J5yndicate, 560 St. Louis. Mo.

Get On the Stage.

endorsed by government institutions. Catalog free.
Atlas Moving Picture Co., 431 Mbrton Bldg.,
Chicago.

j!w.

DEPT. 315-C,

Send

for our free book. "Successful Photoplays. " which
gives valuable instructions on photoplay writing,
and describes our revision, typewriting, copyright-

S35.00 Profit. Nifchtly

are u.sed and

V'

w-e

Send Me Your Short Stories and Photoplay
I'll Revise and Typewrite in correct form
Plots.
and help you sell. Send nuiniis.ript <ir write H. L.
Hnrsh, Dept. 2, Box 1013, Harrisburg. Pa.

tails free.

starts you.

Scud coupon today and

will mail you our beautifully
illustrated literature and details of our free trial offer.
Mention instrument inter-

Write Photoplays.
Our book tells yon how.
Contains uuxb'l s<-enario, list of 57 buyers, and all
informntion necessary. Price 35 cents. Photoplay
Book Company, 4634 Dover, Chicago, 111.

tireatest For(unes Alade in This Business. No
Experience and Siuall Capital starts you.
Easy
Payments. Free Catalog. Monarch Theatre Supply
Co.. Dept. M. Memphis, Tenn.
capital

the workmanship. Note
the
excellent
ciualitv,
the
superb tone and tlie ease
of blowing.

Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Ccntlcmen: Kindly mail,

dialogs,

—
Small
Our machines

Lxamine

;

Auburn. N. Y.

SEND

York.

HOW TO ENTERTAIN

\o experience needed.

to

Trial -6

""" •''"'« '""" of 'be famous
your home on 6 days' frte

•«>

and play writing.

story

Just

free.

—A

hints,

successful

tunity.
Travel. Experience unnecessary. Particulars free.
Write George M. Wagner, former Govt.

netective, 1968 Broadway,

Easy

^n',"^

raouthiy
remittance
o:
the balance while learnii „
to play.

PHOTOPLAYS

;

BE A DETECTIVE— Excellent

IpT?[''™<^-t
laj on it.

after

(?hart

W.VNTED—Men

"^'""

''JavLf'"^'*-'

tr?al
iriai.

Take Your Choice

for our free illustrated guidebook,
to
a Patent." Send model or
sketch and description of your invention for our
opinion of its patentable nature free. Highest referPrompt attention. Reasonable terms. Vicences.
tor J. Evans & Co., 833 Ninth, Washington. D. C.

ev-niakins

any person

Irons,

All

6 Days' Free
York

PATENTS

—WriteObtain
"How

Inventors

Free to Writers

for

YORK

;

to AVin.

Amazing dividends in .\dding Machines. $3 down,
$3 monthly, few months should pay nice income.
.short time.
Don't invest until
for facts and free information.
Denieuil Bldg., St. Louis. Mo.

a

Fort Worth, Texas.

Dept. 210. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Invest for Big Profits

Will pay Fifty Dol1913 with Liberty Head (not
cash premiums for all rare

Send 4 cents for large Coin Circular.
May
profit to you.
Numismatic Bank, Dept.

coins.
48,

Are You Bashful?

—

Take a big step towards sucmaking $00 to $100 weekly, selling
Parour Sanitary Rubber Household Necessities.
ticulars free. American Rubber Products Company,
cess!

to play and

OLD MONEY WANTED.

Liberal offer to general
Co. 427 B. N. Clark,

Easily applied.
Metallic Letter

Instrument
it's

Mich.

Money and Fast

Big:

the easiest

It's

OLD COINS WANTED

Free Auto to
ful repeater and good profit maker.
hustlers.
Wolverine Soap Co., Dept. B33, Grand
Kapids,

MAGAZfNE:' r

YES!

tails free.

.AGENTS Get into the tailoring game. Make
-$75.00 to $125.00 a week and up right from the
start.
No experience necessary.
We teach you
and supply finest Selling Outfit. $10.00 to $20.00
To>i get paid every day.
a day profits easy.
Address Dept. 790, GOODWE.\R
Write quick.
Chicago, Inc., 844 W. Adams St., Chicago.

Agents

Business. Character, Changes,
.Send birth date and ten cents
(stamps) for remarkable test reading.
Zanya,
Z, 202 W. 105th St,, New York.

Friends, Enemies.

a

Co., Class 148,

AGENTS—$6

Your Horoscope.

I

VAUI>EVILLE
confidence, skill
sarv.
Sertd 6c postase for
Stage Book and particulars.
I.os Anircles. Cal.

Liquid

!

instructive illustrated
M. LaDelle, Box 557.

M ake-u p the Best

Every girl can now have those long, thick, lustrous
sweepuig eyelashes which add so much to beauty, if she
wants them.
All she has to do is to apply a new liquid mal;e-up
which darlitns them instantly, makhig them look nearly
twice as long, and heavy as they really are.
This liquid
is waterproof and will not rub otf or smear.
It is applied in an instant and is beneficial to the lashes, as
it contains a natural oil which stimulates their growth.
This new make-up which is used b.y society women

and screen

favorites everywhere, is called

Lashbrow Liquid.

FREE TRIAL
For introductory purposes we will send you free a
generous supply of Lashbrow Liquid.
.\nd we will include a trial size of another Lashbrow product. Lashbrow
Pomade, whicli quickly stimulates the growth of the
brows and lashes. Clip this announcement, enclose 10c
to cover cost of packing and shipping and stud it at
once to
Dept. 183

LASHBROW LABORATORIES.
417 Canal

EI.1,

Earn

you how
Personalitv,
developed.
Experience unnecesI tell

THE EYELASHES

No

St.,

Inc.

New York City

US VOKR

canvassing.

Writing

Display

Cai^ds

NO EXPERIENCE NECESV5f°'SO for
SARY, We
you by
Weekly dence.
particulars and terms.
Write
at home SHO-RITE SIGN SYSTEiyi/i
MJchi&an,
No. 5408 Sbo-RiteEldff.
us.

instruct

correspicxn-

for

Detroit.

J
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Greenroon\ Jottings
{Continued from page 74)

movies wholeheartedly now, and not satisfied with occupying the editorial chair,
are even snatching at the role of the actor.

now

develops that H. C. Witvver, who
writing a series of pictures, the first
of which was "Fighting Blood," the second "The Telephone Girl," has acted a
part in "Cain and Mabel," which he
It
is

wrote also. Irwin Cobb is a co-debutant
on the screen. Anita Stewart is the featured player.

And two more

sports writers have sucto the screen— Weed Dickinson
and Grantland Rice. Mr. Dickinson first
won fame as the creator of the "John
Handshaker" newspaper stories.
He is
to be literary counsel to Ralph Lewis,
veteran character star. Mr. Rice is a producer and his pictures will show sports

cumbed

plenty.

in

Marshaling the Telephone Forces
In the simple act of lifting the telephone receiver from

hook every subscriber becomes

its

At

the marshal of an army.

He

has

"The

loosely on

with his neighbor

madge

in

specks

we should

in the

is

are developing better apparatus and methods,

Still

The

terrain of the telephone

14,000,000

others

army provides equipment and

Even

in

supplies.

constantly being improved,

to his friends with increased efficiency.

spent in

its

Its

methods of opera-

Millions of

may

French Government

America

Marie Antoinette

to

to offer the

Norma

Tal-

the second, that the French movie syndicate
objected
volubly
to
American
actors and producers, altho they would
have numbered in the whole production
only two or three.
Norma Talmadge
turned down the offer after doing some
heavy thinking on the subject; Marion
Davies did the same without so much as
the blink of an eye.

the remote places this

that each user

to

that the

the whole United States,

is

the

say.
The first was,
producer was to put up the money
and in return be allowed the use of the
palace of Versailles and the robes and
jewels and relics of history, but was to
share profits with the French Government;

to

instruments, all within range of the

subscriber's telephone voice.

tion are

army

scenario

the filming of "The Queen's
Necklace," a story by Perc Dumas written
around an incident concerning the Dauphine's jewels.
But there was a speck
in the amber of the offer
a number of

manufacturing

and adding new equipment, and installing new telephones
increase the subscriber's realm of command.

Rumbold of
all the way

part of

on duty to keep

ihe wires in condition to vibrate with his words.

dotted with

^Ir.

came

next block, in the next state or across

Another highly trained corps

the continent.

a

Queen's Necklace" still hangs
its beg-a-begging for a wearer.

he needs them, a quarter of a million men and
women are organized in the Bell System. One skilled corps of
the telephone army moves to place him in talking connection
his service, as

written

around the flapper of 1870. Mr. Rice will
have no trouble finding her sporting blood,
but as for genuine sporty sports we think
he is up against it.

talk

money are

permanent works.
Yet its costs of operation are
minimum, that the subscriber may con-

studiously held to the

tinue to receive the cheapest as well as the best telephone service
in the

Rumors

world.

The permanent

objective of the Bell System

the telephone needs of the nation

—

army

is

to

meet

its

command

personnel trained in the latest developments of telephone

unified,

its

equipment adequately maintained and
art.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

BELL SYSTEM
One

Policy,

One System, Universal

Develops Bust Like Magic/
DujinK the past l."» years thoasancJa have
added to their captivatinff arlory of womanbood by usin^

GROW^DINA

for bastf neck or arm development
Great Discovery of Parisian beauty expert.
Harmlesa. easy, certain result-^
iplished quickly.
Marvelous testimonials of efficiency.

Confidential proof

and literature (staled) on request. Write
now. ' Mile. Sophie Koppel,
Suitegti, S03 Fifth Ave., New York

LEARN CARTOONING
successful

cartoonists

of

so
to-

day earning from $:>0 to ? 2(1(1 and
more a week. The Landun I'ioture
Cliait Method of teaching makes
Send
original drawing easy to learn.
6c in r'amps for full information and
cbartto test your ability. Also state age

THE LANDON
1402 National

iLeara to Make Show Cards
Idavs— no experience needed. We

Bide.,

—

by Jtiller Jtail Metliod in
establish you in own shop, any
worth $60 weekly, up; furnisli all material and plan to . ,
,
„ ^
merchants
to do right at home, evenings, if desired, oei
orders from local
Cost low terms easy.
liiito this fascinatins. easily learned, profitable business.
^Illustrated matter and terms FREK. EMPIRE INSTITUTE, 1478 Broadway, New York
llix'ality.
I

— we

as

:

Service

At Home-in Your Spare Time
from the school that has tniined

many

desert

;

a hopeless task were not

its

are

thick as the sands of
could fill our book with
them and they'd be good reading, too if
facts are stranger than fiction, we'll take a
bet that rumor is stranger than fact.
Now
rumor has it that there is a rift in the
marital relations of Theda Bara and her
director-husband, Charles Brabin, and that
in the face of their most loverlike farewell as they said good-bye when Air.
Brabin sailed for Italy to prepare for the
filming of "Ben Hur." At least rumor has
been muzzled so far as the cast of "Ben
Hur" is concerned
George \\^al5h has
been positively named to play the title
rale, while Gertrude Olmstead, a relatively
new screen actress, will take the role of
Esther, and Kathryn Key that of Tizrah.
Camera tests for the actors continue for
special parts and June Mathis is on her
way to Italy to join Mr. Brabin and others
abroad in the interest of the production.
the

,

lire

—

Sage

\

But a mammoth rumor, that all but
developed into a formal announcement of
marriage and was denied only^ at the
earnest behest of the lady herself, was the
engagement of Pauline Garon to Gene
Pauline is
Sarazen, the golf champion.
busy filming "The Average Woman," the
"Even as You and I'' story of the Saturday Evening Post in which Harrison Ford
is
also starred, and she didn't have tirne
to answer all the telegrams of congratu-

—

ItlPJI

lations that came to her, so perhaps denial
was the easiest way out.
Ruth Roland
and R. C. Cliff Durant, the motor magnate, are engaged, it is also rumored, and
Ruth hasn't jet arisen to shout the rumor

MAGAZIIJE
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This Week'cnd Package
holds

down.

HAPPINESS

a fact Irene Castle has taken on a
third husband, Frederick M. AIcLaughlin,
a millionaire coffee merchant a step up
from her last husband, a hardware mer-

secrets

It's

—

They

will cost

chant, so far as atmosphere and aroma is
concerned.
It was a cub reporter who
spilled the coffee beans, just as it was a

who

squeeled on Hope Hampton and
these
cubs
are
the
dickens snooping around the County Buildings and uncovering the marriage licenses
of these newlyweds, who want to hide
their wedding rings under a bushel just
to rob the fans of a thrill. \\\'ll, we should
get a grouch.
There's nothing quite so
intriguing as a secret particularly when
it's
a secret marriage.
In the spring
Irene Castle, it is understood, will return
to the screen.
.\nd when she reaches the
picture colony in Hollywood she will find
two rivals of the dance in the Klcig lights
about as renowned Terpsichoreans as herself
Florence ^^'alton, whose career as a
ballroom dancer has followed her own
very closely, tho they met for the first
time only in Paris, where Irene's divorce
was executed, and Florence O'Dcnishawn
of the Music Box Revue, who has at last
been won over to the screen, and will play
in Elliott Dexter's unit for several productions.

cub

Bndatour

Jules

25c

—

END

Week-end
Package and share some

will

to

to

like

you

these

refill

boxes,

Individual

tubes

by the "Creed" you
the

Armand

my

COLD CREAM POWDER
PINK

In Ohe

will learn

Fill

out the coupon and mail

happiness.
made small because
to try many of the

aids

at

•

BOXES

it to-tJay

ARMAND— Des Moines

expense

slight

Please send

me

the
the "Creed of Beauty."

to yourself.)

—

7^0 mattffr where pxLTc)uised
;/ any
AriTUlnd product docs not entirely
pjeoic you, vou vidy taJ^e it biic\
and your money ivill be returned.

countrymen.

&> \SJHITE

greater

to

(The price is
we wish you

—

was,

dainty

grow

way

self.

Armand

fascination.
You
to love the silhouette
head of the French belle of the
Louis XVI period, the Armand
trade-mark.
With the Week-end
will

to have the charm'

ingly natural complexion that

These toiletries are in quan»
tity ample for a week-end trip,
enough for a real trial! The
pink and white checks distinguish
all Armand packages and increase
their

it is

expresses your best

ment.

protected until the film

William S. Hart will be off for a vacation on his California ranch as soon as he
finishes the filming of "Singer Jim McKee," and it is said that he may step over
to New York, too.
A-n-d it is also said
that Poor Bill is the latest victim to the
Negri's charms oh, what a fall there

easy

of

Cold Cream and Vanishing Cream
and a guest si:e cake of Cold
Cream Soap complete the assort-

Package will come your copy of
the "Creed of Beauty."
Living

released.

mantic corners of the world.

Become acquainted with the
Armand aids and find how

them so convenient

will find
carry.

Beauty secrets

Armand has discovered in ro'

In the Week'cnd Package are
four kinds of powder, including
the famous Cold Cream Powder,
all in purse size boxes.
And a
purse box of Rouge.
Later you

.A.nd speaking of "Those Who Dance,"
Blanche Sweet scored such a success in
".\nna Christie" that Thomas Incc whirled
her right into the lilming of "Those Who
Dance," the George Kibby Turner story.
A surprise ending has been worked into
it and the "sets'' have been barred in order
that the unusual twist of the story may be
is

for the

of the

—

—

you only

1

Armand Week-end

enclose 2, c /
'
\

AC

Paclcage, including

'=°'"

stamps
stam

Name.

ARMAND—Des

The
Lasky
their

press

has

letting
fingers, but
is

it

that

Moines
Armand, Ltd. St. Thomas
Ontario, Canada
Florian et Armand, Paris
Florian and Armand, Ltd., London

—

Famous-Players

Doug
when, we ask
young

slip

thrti

you, did

Famous-Players let anything get by them ?
have another hunch that the Younger

Street.

Citj-..

.State.

\\'e

Smile will yet show the slant of his boyish
on Famous-Players' expensive coupon
of dotted lines and dashes.

ARAriWAY

fist

Famous-Players'

shut-down

may

XX

have

started the migration of film stars to the
"three-a-day" program.
Film stars may
have the same reputation as the idle rich,
but believe us, there are no idlewildc-hours
for them.
They jumped right into vaudeville, or into real live four-act plays, and
carried off their set-back with an easy
grace.
Nita Naldi was one of the last
to
succumb, and Nita's film followers
crowded right up to the footlights and

gave her a noisy glad hand.
Anita
Stewart also swapped the Kleig for Keith,
to appear
in
"Fine Feather."
Miriam
Battista gave a one-act play in connection
with her latest film, "The Steadfast Heart,"
and it is even said that Lila Lee and
James Kirkwood are about to enter the
vaudeville ranks, and that May Allison
and Edith Storey are contemplating the
same thing.
Edity Markey, who acted
as leading lady for William Hart, Charles
(Ciuilbiiird on pacie HO)

for
a

INSPECTOR
MEN WANTED!
EARN UP TO $250 PER MO
Many
vancement
.7AFFIC

t»j per

ZYlhysi'

ays

li

.

D

V>
e

.

opportunities forbad

Payne,

P

r i e 8
Z(. D' Payne
$32"> profit in one day.
K.-mptr Slidt-U sold over J30,0<X> in two years. F.E. Mcn-

^Frank
niado

denhall only worked bait
time and made $100 a week.

Auto
FREE!
We

Glenn Howard earned
JlOO
1\'.

in a eingle day.
E. Findiey ran hia

up in a
few months from $100
month to over
$500 a month.
T\'e need more men
to sell Super Fyr-

corarai9?ion3

have a plan

whereby our active
workers can eet a
Ford without cost,
addition to their big
cash earnings.
Get
the plan— quick I

Fyters to hotels,
garages,
factories,

stores,

schools.

__
homes and auto-owners.
Approved by Underwriters.
Getour Plan and find out how tomako some real money.
You need no experience, we train you free how to get
orders.

Good territory going fast—write

ua todayl

The Fyr-FyterCo.. 237GFyr-FyterBIdg.,Dayton,0.

SffiiBE A MANICURIST
Earn $40 to $75 Per

Learn

in

cinating

profession.

POSITION

GUARANTEED

Our guarantee
states tliat tuition
will be refunded to

^ou

if.

ation,

not

upon graduposition

obtained

jou pa>"ing at
SI 10

per

is

for
least

month

and expenses.

in this

new.

fa:^

or remain near home.
RePk-asant, outdoor work.
port to high railway officials.

Travt_-1

POSITIONS OPEN— MUST
BE FILLED

Must train more men! \ ou
can easily qualify for position
paying at least SllO per month
liXuX expenses, after 3 months*
spare-time
study at liome.

Read Guarantee

Notice.

Don't Delay!
\'ou can succeed as hundreds

have. Get full
coupon today!

Mail

details.

Standard Business Training

BUFFALO,

Inst.

N. Y.

Standard Business Training Institute,
Buffalo. N. y.
Send me entirely free. Booklet No. O-oS
grivinff full particulars about
course in Railway Traffic In-

spection.

Week

Your Spare Time at

Home

6 easy lessons. Become an expert. Send $2 to
Malson Curtis, 4428 Maiden St., Apt.l-B, Chicago

10'icJi

—
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TKistledown
(Continued from page 31)

—

'^

more than merely a fragrance

appealing
THIS
grance — which
tinguishes

group

of

toiletries

—

the

— different

step in the history of per-

dis-

fume.

entire

Mai d'Or

fine
is

fra-

truly different

because

pos-

it

something

sesses a thrilling

that no fragrance ever be-

And

fore possessed.

very difference
In

attract.

to

its

is

in

its

power

compel-

its

ling appeal for others lies

perfumers
have sought for hundreds

the

that

secret

of years.

The appeal

of

Mai d'Or

marks the most important

that
is

What wonder
its

fascinating

carefully

than
secret

guarded

be-

hind the massive, mysterious door that only

dou may

enter.

Vivau-

And what

wonder that Mai d'Or toiletries more and more are
preferred. To make them
your own is to realize what
distinction
what daintiness
what compelling
charm is made possible for
you in the phrase "more

—

—

—

than merely a fragrance."

playing while the cat's away what time
will you be up?"
So that evening about eight the young
beir of the Daggetts might have been seen
escorting a young woinan up the front
steps of the imposing Daggett mansion.
On the portico she stopped, and said
"What would your grand friends think
what would
if they could see you now?
your sister think?"
If she thought to frighten him she d'd
not succeed.
"It does not matter much what they
think," he answered. "Come on, Dolly."
But she drew back.
"No- I think I'd better not after all.
I'm not welcome here, I'm sneaking in
!"
I'm not coming
He took her by the arm then, rather

—

—

violently.

—

"You are coming! It's my home you
dont have to sneak in my home I"
.A,nd he marched her to the door, opened
it, and half-thrust her ins de, ahead of him.
"My, what a grand place,'' murinured
she
Dolly, whose breath had quickened
got very busy gazing round the crimson
vastness of the hall, and at the farther
vistas of magnificence glimpsing thru the
;

crimson-curtained doorways.
a bit too grand to suit me,'' said
I've fixed up a cosy fire in the
library
that's the homiest room in the
"
house, not so bad
"
"I really dont think
she began
again, glancing round her and affecting
"It's

"But

Hi.

—

timidity.

But Hi once more took hold of her
arm. with a gesture at once masterful and
protectively
gentle
and conducted her
thru two somberly resplendent caverns of
drawing-rooms, thru a turning inner hall,
and into a big book-lined room, huge and
dignified and
shadowy, but where the
cumbrous leather chairs invited because
the}" were shabby, and where the books
and the open fire seemed to offer tacit
;

Parfum, Poudre, Talc, Creme, Savon, Poudres Compacles, Rouges, EaudeToilette

—

The Mysterious Door
it

guards the most fascinating
secret in the

cc.m])anionship.
"This is nice

world

myself,"

fire

Perfumers have spent their lives seeking in
vain the secret which Vivaudou has at last
found and keeps beyond the famous door of
You can never know what marmystery.
velous secret it jealously guards, but you can
have the bewildering appeal of this new perfume quality in the Mai d'Or products.

Send

"The Story

for

A

like

Hi,

it

— built

that
vastly

looking

the fireplace caught
that your father?" she

above
"Is

asked.

"Yes. that is my father."
"You look like him, dont you?"
"So they say; I'm like him in looks."

A

the Better Shops

—

slight significance in the inflection of
last caused the girl to ask
"You
:

dont resemble him in other ways ?''
"I hope not," shortly.
Then he quickly
ameliorated
"Oh, dad was a great old
boy but sons sometiines get a cross-eyed
slant on their old men, I guess."
He laughed, and Dolly looked inter:

—

sample and-

of the Secret

exclaimed Dolly.

said

pleased.
portrait
Dolly's eye.

that

At

!"

"Thought you might

Door"

Send

only 20 cents to Vivaudou
(Dept. 7-D-3), 469 Fifth Avenue,
York, for a tiny bottle of Mai
d'Or and a bit of the exquisite
powder in a new pat-a -cake-puff, together with
the
interesting
book
"The Story of the Secret Door"
with hints on how to use perfume

estedly at the portrait
yes, it was young
old the same strongly formed
features
but could the fluid impetuosity
of this youth ever crystallize into that
other expression, dogmatic to hardness?

New

—

Hi grown

—

She hoped not

;

—but

what expression would
taking on with the years?
Strong traits, the seeds of strength, may
be a menace instead of a boon; and selfwill and stubbornness and wrong-headed,
reckless daring
"Come, let's forget the portrait," young
Hi was saying. "You and I are the only
ones invited to this party."

effectively.

Hi's

face

be

He drew

% ^aris

'W

Crealoro/ exclusive

Ciiio

\

W /\ U

toileeri^i

— Mai/is-La Boheme and

up one of the shabby leather
and then, when she was
seated, gazed down with immense .satisfacchairs

D O U
che

MwYork

/amous E^o Beauty Treatments

for

her

tion.

"Gee whiz, but that makes a nice picture
fire going, and you sitting here with

—the

t

:

:

—

!

——

!

:

!

—

the firelight playing this old room never
gave me such a kick!"
Dolly smiled happily, as any girl would
have done, but deemed it wise "to shift the
topic slightly.

"You said you had something to show
me," she reminded.
"Oh, it doesn't amount to much guess
maybe you wouldn't be interested after all."
But his reluctance struck her as being
the sheepish kind a small boy exhibits
when he longs to display something and is
hindered by self-consciousness.
"Please show me." she urged.
"Doesn't amount to anything, really."
But he let himself be persuaded, and went
Dolly had to smile a
to a table-drawer

—

—

tender smile to
They were
all ready.
an iron cross removed
enemy
pilot of an
•secret

see his little exhibit
trophies of the war.
from the vanquished
plane, some rather

STRAIGHT
Curling

liair Sntsft for
bruslt-icaving the hair

Bristled hair brueh
Ihe hair

straiffhtens

trifles which had been hammered
from brass shells, a greasy deck of cards
he had carried thruout his service once,
half-punctured by a bullet, they had prob-

absurd

—

ably saved his

life.

as touched by his
bashful pride, as he showed and
talked of these souvenirs, as by the grim
relics which caused her heart to stir so

She

found

herself

boyish

A Brush for Waving Hair!

painfully.

One little item of exhibit for some
reason stirred her most of all his pilot's
license.
And it was the item of which he
It had a
seemed most bashfully proud.
crude photograph of him in his uniform.
And had a long questionnaire, the answers
his height and
all inked in, personal data
she
weight and complexion and age
looked at the date of his birth how young
he had been when he went to war
He fingered the document proudly, but
the girl, looking at that pictured young
face, felt a queer contraction of her heart.
"I dont see how your family ever let
you go," she said.
"Oh, I guess they thought it was good
There was a
riddance of bad rubbish."
tiny pause, then he added
"I was in bad
with the old man when I went, you know
we never said good-bye. But he told
somebody he hoped the war would knock
^ome sense into my block, else knock it
off.
Well he never knew the war failed
of this big mission
when I got home
alive, he was gone."
The girl darted a glance up at the
despotic portrait, then a glance at its living

—

A\'aves the hair with every stroke

Every strand

—every

aged to curl as

it

waving rows of bristles
tifically formed brush

—

:

—

;

>oung replica, so like and unlike. Young
Hi's jaw had gone set, and his mouth was
compressed and what was the shadow that
:

—

clouded his eyes rebellion, contrition? Or
was it, mainly, a fugitive wistfulness?
Then his expression cleared partly, and
he laughed. "I was a bad boy, you know
I've always been a bad boy, it seems."
.•\nd the girl, unable to forget that look
she had caught in his eyes, thought to

—

herself

"You're not a bady boy, not really
you're just a big spoiled boy and you're

—

terribly unhappy."

just at that second, as she was hunting for words to utter aloud, a resolutebounding feminine voice came calling from

somewhere

"Hiram

!

Hiram

Is

that

you

in

the

library?"

"Good heavens, it's Julia !" gasped Hi.
Then, lifting his voice: "Yes, Julia. When
did you get home?"
"I decided not to

—

go out one of my
neuralgia spells seemed coming on." Then
"Who is there with you?"
"A friend of mine," answered Hi.

—

Dolly started to rise, saying in an under"
"I guess I'd better be beating it
But Hi shook his head at her fiercely
and, thrusting his hands in his pockets.

tone.

hair

;

that really

How
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supplied with
brushes, but you need not wait for
will

be

yours. \\'e will forward one brush to any
address.
Then you may see for yourself
what a marvelous beauti' aid has been
found in the curling hair brush. What you
save in beauty parlor fees makes the cost
of \\'avex insignificant.
Send for yours
now pay the postman when you get it.
Xote: Everyune needs, and should use a good
hair brush and the Wave.x is a quality brush with
genuine pig bristles handset in its strong, grace-
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see offer.
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and anything

women have done

everything

make waves in their hair
brush them out
The hair brush
to

only to
with straight rows of bristles straightens
the soft hairs; how could it be otherwise?
!

ful ebonized wood back.
The introductory price
is three dollars!
So, the wonderful waving feature really costs nothing.

But now, those who wish wavy hair may
have it. Your hair will be straight if you
brush it straight; it will wave if waved in

One Thousand

the brushing.

Any

Hair Brush- Waved
With Ease

-Ml hair requires ten to fifteen minutes
daily brushing to keep it healthy, or even
clean.
So the brush-wave means no extra
time nor trouble all j-ou need is the right
brush. It's ready in limited quantity now
it is called \\"avex
costs no more because
of the waving
feature a fine qualit\-,
genuine pig-bristle hair brush that will be a
delight to use.
;

—

—
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the
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—
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is
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with every
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but tiy it!
Here is the coupon;
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tific
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And
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encourripples through the
hair

York's beauty show Wave.x was
a sensation. Women were shown and convinced on the spot. Every brush was soon
gone, and scores of others left orders. A
thousand \\'ave.x brushes are reserved and
ready for this first published announcement you are assured a Wavex brush if
you act promptly.
Tust your name and
address brings the brush, and you need not
send any money unless you want to.
;

If

you want wa\^-
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All you'll ever require for hair

that ripples
right brush.

and
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You'll

into soft curl
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S. J. EGAN Manufactory. Dcpt. I-A
220 S. State St., Chicago, Hi.
Please send me one Waves curling hair brush
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walked toward the inner hall whence the
voice was calling down a rear stairway.
"I thought I heard a woman," said Miss
Julia's voice.
"It is a woman friend," said Hi.

"Then I'll be right down."
"You needn't bother, Julia."
right down," forcefully.
"As
change into another negligee."
Dolly, tho she was quaking

be

"I'll

.soon as I

Then

and for Hi's sake more than for her own
could not resist the imp of mischief that
so often danced up within her.
She herself moved toward the hall, in the face of
Hi's
alarmed expression
and tho he
gestured at her imploringly she herself
;

called out, in her sweetest tone
"Dont bother to change for mc. Miss
Daggett please dont bother !"
There came from above a muttered
monosyllabic which sounded nnflatteringly
like
"Humph," followed by a rigidly
authoritative
"I shall be right down.'"
Hi pulled Dolly back into the lil)rary.

—

:

"Now, you've done

it I"

"Did you want me
"No,

btit

—oh,

away, then?"
her eyes.

to run

with a dangerous spark

in

good Lord

!

It's

you I'm

I'm used enough to her unpleasantness, but I don't want her to be
unpleasant to you."
"I can stand it." said Dolly.
"You dont know Julia," bitterly. "I was
sure she'd gone out. It was idiotic to take
thinking of.

the risk.
I'd give my right hand it I
hadn't let you in for this fix."
Dolly felt honestly sorry for him, but
couldn't forbear tormenting him a little
further^-and, perhaps, testing him a little
further. She moved toward a window and
pushed aside the heavy hangings.
"Perliaps I could jump out yet," she
said.
"Is it much of a drop?''
And then, to her chagrin, she heard not
Hi's but Miss Julia's voice answering her:
"Yes, it's a matter of some five feet
I shouldn't advise jumping."
Turning sharply, Dolly saw a tall female
figure in the doorway, majestically forbidding in a trailing robe: Aliss Julia advanced, haughtily sweeping her robes, and
added with a freezing significance
"It's just as well, perhaps, I did not
wait to change," and her look was one a
judge casts upon two guilty culprits.
Hi's air of trapped uncertainty would
have been grotesque had it not been so
pathetic; he tried to rally himself, and said,

all the difference

between just an ordinary cigarette
and— FATIMA, the most skillful
blend in cigarette history.

uncomfortably
"This is my sister Julia, let me present
Miss Watt."
Dolly bowed, and Aliss Julia frigidly in-

—

quired

:

"Miss what?"
It was Dolly who quickly answered.
"Not 'What,' Miss Daggett, but \\att
silent."
Then she laughed,
"Not Miss What, but Aliss \\'att
sounds like something in the Winter

the
'h'
merrily.

—

it

is

Garden, doesn't it?"
"I'm sure I do not know," responded
"I never attend the \\'intcr
Miss Julia.
Garden."
"Julia is a terrific high-brow, you know,"
Hi, striving for an easy,
interpolated

..

-_

,
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facetious smile which was a desperate
grimace. Then he shot a mutely imploring
glance at Dolly, but the girl must have
laeen blind, or mad, because she answered
with that joyous recklessness:
"A high-brow? that must be wonderful
But I'm such a brainless Miobody,"

—

!

sighing,

meet

"I

get terrified when I
people, and dont know

always

intellectual

how to talk up to them."
"You seem to be doing very

well," Aliss
Julia complimented acidulously.
Dolly turned upon her a brightly interested smile.
"I've heard a great deal of you and your

II

:

—

:

:

m\
I see your name
She
Fairfield Bulletin."
toward the huge Hbrary table

Daggett,

aciivities, iliss

so often

in

had moved

the

and, tho the other two had remained standing, seated herself easily in the big chair
Hi moved toward her hastily,
at the head.
but ^he sent up a smile that so challenged
his perturbations as to bring him, also
and to
albeit tentatively, into a chair
cause him to say
'^^ont j-ou sit down, Julia?"
"Thanks I prefer to stand."
Dolly proceeded, with her air of amiable

I
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''How 1 Became Popular

Ovemightr

;

'*Thev used to avoid me when T asked for a dance.
Some said they were tired, others had previous engagements. Even the poorest dancers preferred to sit against
the wall rather than dance with me.
But I didn't *\vake
up' until a partner left me standing alone in the middle

:

—

of the floor.

interest

"However do you manage

to

do

it

all ?

That

Beautiful Association, the Penand-Brush, the Friends of ^lusic, the
League for Civic Betterment, the Big
oh, how splendid and
Sisters of the Poor
noble of you, Miss Daggett !" she broke off
"To be so charitto comment, admiringly.
City

ihe

night I went home ftellnc pretty lonesome and mighiy lilue. As a
was a flrst-class failure. At flist I wouldn't lielieve that you
teach by mail because I always had the Idea that one must so to a
ilanrlng class to learn.
But I figured I could risk 23c especially since you
guaranteed to teach me.
"ulfl

—

!"

generous

able, so

Young

Hi's face assumed a feeble grin,
"There you are, Julia
and he said:
your noble, generous nature's being held up
!'
to view
"I half believe you're scoffing, Mr. Daggett," said Dolly, viewing him reproach"I dont think that any man has a
fully,
right to belittle women and their impulses

— when he

I
so ignorant of his subject.
^Ir. Daggett, and you needn't

How
'TBeing

Dancing Made
dancer has

a gooj

No

made me

—

say

kick

me under

it,

the table."

Miss Julia spoke
"You seem to know more alx)ut my enterprises, Miss
cr \\'att, than I know
:

—

about yours."
"^fine are not so well worth
perhaps," answered Dolly.

knowing

everywlun'e.

"Do you

live

in

Fairfield

the

m<»re.

Popular

ami

soviglu

!

"

please
"I will ask whatever c|uestions I please
in my house.
I
asked Miss Watt the
nature of her occupation, a simple (|uestion
unless she is ashamed to answer it.

^^0P^

I

at'rt-r.

i\n\

^^C

Learn Any Dance

ji

Few Hours

in a

Whitlur you wont to luni tho Fns-lir.t, One Step.
Waltz or any of the new dances, you won't haVi any
doing it Ihrougli Arlluir Murray's new melluKl.
120.000 people have learned to danee l.y n.ail.
ami you lan learn inst as ea.sily.
.Vrthur Murray is ilu- worl.l s foremost aulhority oij
social dancui?.
Thvontdi his low improved methml of
leaching dancing by mail he wil give you the same highclass instructjon in your own home that he would give
>ou if you toolt private Us.sons In his studio and' paid his
iKiulilc in
More tl,an

.,,.,,

nvnlai'

words

—

'

:i

«0

of

f.KS

So
£,

per l.sson.

ri

|J»

rapping out like the sound of a hammer.
"I am at present occupied here
I haven't
lived here long," meekly.
".-\nd what is the nature of your occupation, may I ask ?''
It was his sister's tone, as well as her
question, that brought Hi to his feet.
I
dont
know whether you
"Julia
realize you are insulting.
I brought Miss
Watt as a guest to my house. Will you

:-.

rluU eveuingH no bittur rtisappoiniiueiil?! jly
whole life Is hilshter and happier. And I owe it all to Arihur IMiirray!
"I w^' asto)iisht^l-.U)-^ec how quiekly one learn.s all nf the laresT steps
ihrough'your <li:i>.'i;nii5 and simple instructiims, I masierfd your coui-^e iii
few evenin;.'s, and. believe me. I siirely did ^ive the t**\\ii- around here
a big sur])ri;^^e wlu-n I got on the ^oor willi the best ihuieer and went
ilir<m;^h Ihe danee letter jieifeet.
Now that I have the Murray louudalion to uiy dancing I ean lead and follow perfectlj- and can master anj'
new danee after I have seen a few of the- steps.
"My sister's family liave all learned to datiee from the eoui^e I
-%
IniiKht from you, and it would do your heart good to see how fine
her kiddie's dance together after quickly learning from your new.
«^
tiu-thml (if teaching dancIng^ at home without music or partner."
iiivitefl

aiiout,

?''

W^

•

r"

rive UanCing ILessons rree
„
•,,,,,,,. J
,r
sure is A.rtlmr
llunay ...
tliat you will be de Ighted

vuth his amazingly simple nietliiKls of teaching that he
has eonsenttd for a iiniitixl time onlv to s4-nd FIATi]
FKEE LESSONS to all who sign and return the eouiion.
These live free lessons are yours to Itei-p you need not
r. Iiini them.
They are merely to prove that you ean learn
I0 'lance without music or pai'tner in your own home.
Write for the five lessons today they are free. Just
iiclose 2nc (stamps or coin) to pay cost of postage, printiiiK. etc.. and the lessons will be promptly mailed to you.
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St-ra-et

Presently

I

ask you where and

shall

how

— likewise a simple and natural

tiuestion."
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;

"Xo,

New

ARTHUR MURRAY.

Young Hi gazed at her. spellThere was a heavy hush
then
^^iss Julia nodded her head cynically.
"I thought as much," she said.

bound.

:

am making

"I

no apologies."

said

the

holding her head like a queen.
"There is nothing shameful in having to
work for a ilving."
"Xo nothing shameful in that." said
the other woman.
Then she added, brutgirl,

still

—

ally

:

"Many working

spectable,

I

girls

are

c|uite

re-

believe."

,

-.

^ame
.

,
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Hi took a quick step forward, but the
girl waved him imperiously back and addressed the other woman, in a tone omin-
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am

not a criminal, I have done
nothing wrong. And I'm willing and glad
to answer both your fjuestions. Miss Dag.yrett
perhaps I can answer both in one
your brother met me at Leon Thiehaud's
inn, where I was waiting on table.
But
I've left there now and am situated at the
cottage on the De Bossert place."
The girl's meekness had vanished, and
her last hint of mischief; her cjes were
Hashing, and her head was held high like
I
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but Dolly interrupted, rising from her chair.
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"Why

should I presume to judge you
are a servant by confession,
yet you wear a diamond bigger than I
myself own and you take advantage of
my absence to enter my home, and you
are flippant and impudent in your behavior

You

at all?

man

;

—humph

'^Why Should

Look

I

at

the Stage?"
he asked, "when I'd rather watch your lovely eyes?"

Do
will,

your eyes excite such admiration? They
you heighten their beauty and increase
expressiveness by darkening the lashes

if

their
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witheringly.
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she

—a

sake, Hiram, dont start
kind of foolishness. Taking the
high-and-mighty stand in defence of a light
servant girl
indeed !' and Miss Julia indulged in a shrill and unpleasant laugh.
Then she calmed herself. "I'm glad of this
circumstance it gives me an opportunity
I warn you
to speak my mind to you.
that your recent carryings-on have been
observed.
It was hinted at the Pcn-andBrush this afternoon that was what gave

—

—

—

—

!''

meet you. The whole town knows
"Let them know," young Hi returned,
then.
"I, for my part, wish to make no
special secret of the meetings."

"What business could you have meeting
a servant girl? Now, dont start trumping
"

up some excuse
"I wont.
I met her because

I

love her."

He

faced her square, his eyes flaming
that light she had never seen in them behave delighted thousands of cvistomers for
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Miss Julia was aghast.
"Have you lost j'our senses ?" she cried.
"No. I have just found them, I think."
"But you speak as if you'd marry her,"
gasped Miss Julia, horrified.
"I will
if she'll have me," he replied.
Aliss Julia flung out her hands in a
spasm of impotent rage.
"This is too much I give up.
Think
of your position, your family think of the
!"
Daggett pride
"I have been thinking of them, and I've
come to the conclusion that Dolly Watt
will be an adornment to the
Daggett
name."
"Think of what your friends will say!"
fore.

—

—

—

—
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man
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same simple way
which did so much
for me.

The secret is one I
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off

it

I should care
servant girl who

"For goodness

acting

I

any

burdened
with rolls of ugly,
injurious, unwholesome fat can take

away."

called names."

ca.se
niy own
those of my

woman

!

glib,

in

nnd
that

bold-faced
"See here," Hi rasped out, clenching his
hands, "you can insult me all you wish
I'll not
but you'll please lay off of Dolly.
stand here, even a second, and hear her
is

real age.
I''™"' the results

friends,
solutely

to get

headache if you had come home to
It seems it's
dinner I'd have told you.
common vulgar gossip that you've been
going daily up to the De Bossert place to
see this girl, who comes sneaking out to
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look. act.

I

my

hau

j J

K.-'ytil f

comes sneaking with a young man who's
low enough to carry his vulgar flirtations
into his own home
That proves what

me my

It

Today
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understand Dolly."
"I dont really know that
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— was trying
jump out of the window."
"Nothing of the kind — that was only
one of her mischievous pranks, but no use
trying to explain — you couldn't possibly
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"I wasn't anxious to get her
"I caught her myself
she

less

ill

and at the
same time marvelously
improved my general
V -v
health and ap-
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"Then why were you so anxious
her away before I caught her?"

my omi weight

pounds

9

but not of her."
spoke without heat, but his jaw was
set, and there* was a flame in his eyes
that even his sister, so used to Hi's anger,
had never seen there before. But she re-

—
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you not ashamed of yourself?"

ing at the theatre.

ROSS
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Dolly turned to young Hi, calmly.
"I think I feel a draught, the room's
chilly," she said.
"Didn't I leave my cape
in the hall ?— I'll go out and get it.
Goodnight, Miss Daggett."
Miss Julia scarcely troubled to nod.
Young Hi, grateful for Dolly's tardy
display of tact, did not seek to detain her.
He only gave her hand a fleeting, reassuring touch and said gently, "I'll join
you in a second," and then faced his sister.
But she got her speech of denunciation
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"If they're

my

wife

my

—and

friends they will welcome
they will love Dolly for

Are You the Boss

herself."

Then, once more, Miss Julia gave her
shrill

- or Are You Riley (

laugh.

amusing," she said in a tone that
was not amused, "to think of that cheap,
"It

is

—
THE BOSS
them and does what he

vulgar, skitter-skatter piece as mistress of
the Daggett mansion."
"I pity her for having to live in this
house," said Hi, "but she is not cheap or
vulgar or skitter-skatter.
And now I
shall not keep her waiting longer."
As he turned, his sister caught frantically at his coat sleeve.
"Is it possible, Hiram, to make any
appeal to your reason, your higher in-

"Impossible,
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hall.
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the shadowy corners
but
surely the girl's love of mischief would
not prompt her to hide at such a time.
He suddenly thought of his car. just outside.
But, no, Dolly was not waiting there
-—but, yes
there was a pencil lecl note
pinned to the cushion.
"You are a darling and a peach," Dolly
had written, "but dont bother about me
in

We

ing, etc.

The

cost is low, terms easy, results quick
sure. Our money-back guarantee insures
satisfaction. Thousands are earning BIG
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gone back home."

Dont bother!
the

driver's

Young Hi
seat,

flung himself
started the motor,

American School

and stepped on the gas.
But on the outskirts of the village he
bethought himself that she couldn't have
gone a great distance, walking, so he
slowed down to peer anxiously along the
road as he proceeded.
There was plenty of motor
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traffic but, in

whole distance to Three Corners he
not encounter one pedestrian which
was odd, since Dolly couldn't possibly have
the
did

—

covered the entire distance in that length
He must have passed her somehow, overlooked her.
His lover's heart
fretted under a hundred calls for haste as
he swung his car around again and slowly,
watchfully, tracked back toward Fairfield.
Perhaps never had Hi Daggett's "devilcar" traversed that stretch of road at such
a crawling gait.
But there was, nowhere,
a sign of Dolly.
After all he must have missed her on
the first trip.
Or perhaps she had taken
the trollejhe was a dullard
By now,
likely, she was already at home, in the
cottage, where he couldn't see her again
that night.
But he would see her notwithstanding he
would
whistle
their
signal, tho it was late, and call her out.
No he would not whistle, either he
would walk up to the door, like a man,
and ask for her by name, giving his own
name in the way any man has the right
to ask for the girl he honorably loves.
At last his state of indecision was ended.
Hi's heart lightened amazingly as he
made this last resolve, yet it tormented
liim with his impatience to see Dolly.
He
thought, during his search and frustrations, during those anxious minutes that
seemed hours, he had suffered all the
agonies that lovers are heir to.
Then,
when he saw her at last, after he had
einerged from the ancient drive into the
clearing of the De Bosserts', he was to
discover that love has' depths of torment
which he had not known to reckon.
Another car stood, empty and waiting,
near the spot where the dim path climbed
of time.
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the hill to the cottage.
It was a roadster,
of an ostentatious and showy type, and Hi's
first
sensation was mere annoyance if
there were visitors at the cottage, his

/explaining how the
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entrance and demand to see Dolly might
be more awkward.
But he tossed aside
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this

reflection,

up the

lutely,

and bounded

ciuickly, reso-

hill.

It was the first time he had penetrated
so near the cottage
lights showed in the
unshaded windows at the front, and it was
perhaps a natural impulse that slowed his
steps as he passed those windows on his
way to the door.
.\nd then what he
chanced to see made it the most natural
thing in the world to move closer to the
window and peer within an instinctively
deliberate spy.

—

—

Note the remarkable improvement

same eyes

in the

beloto

For he saw Dolly herself seated on a
sofa, sitting there as easily as if she had a
perfect right to entertain callers in the
chief room, while, close beside her, sat

her caller.

The man's

looks were in harmony with
he had a Horid face
and was going bald and was of stout
build, he was dappcrly tailored and sleekly
groomed a shade too dapper and too
sleek, something about him called out that
he didn't (|uitc "belong"
and Hi. in his
sudden (laze, found time to recall the
rumors of the "loud-looking" stranger
that car parked below

motion

Irene Rich, noted
picture star, says:
"Since trying
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Day Dream,

exquisite scent

its

of subtle

ness, I have adopted
fa-vorite perfume."

it

with
sweetas my
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The Miracle of

;

who had
Stean/ml

visited

the

cottage's

Makes Every Face More

But wliy wasn't the mistress receiving
her visitor herself?
Why was Dolly sitting there in that attitude of easy intimacy?
Then a solution assailed him swiftly of
course! he had been a half-wit not to
suspect it before
Dolly herself was that
mysterious tenant
-Scarcely had this thought added itself
to his juinble, and leaving him no time to
ascertain whether it made him happier or
nnhappier, when developments within the
room drove out his speculations and engrossed him utterly in rage and a sickness he\ond comprehension.
The man had been leaning over Dolly,
talking and .gesticulating suddenly he possessed himself of one of her hands.
Hi
seemed to feel the touch of that plump
hand revoltingly against his own but

3SC

and your dealer's
name for this Acquaintance
Box, containing Perfume,
Powder, Cold Cream, Poudre
Creme and Soap, five of the 12
Day Dream Boudoir Creations.
Address Dept.

B

STEARNS7-PERFUMER

Established 185s

—

—

Dolh' made no struggle, no demur.
She
was answering something, speaking earnestly, argumentatively, but let her hand
lie passively in his
it was the hand which
wore the gleaming ring.
.\nd then, as Hi's gaze focussed on that
flash of fire, the fat man bent and laid
his lips to her hand and to that ring!

—

(To

and women everywhere, even the moat heautifal
actresses of the stage and screen, now realize
that MA YBELLINK is the most important aid to beauty and nse it regularly
MAYBELLINE is unlike other preparations, it is absolutely harmless,
greaseleea and delightful to use. Doei
not spread and smear on the face or
Each dainty bo
stiffen the lashes.
contains mirror and brush.
Two Shades; Broum for BUmde«, Black

—

—

Creatorof Sadira and rAmusettc
Detroit, Mich.
Windsor, Ont.Sydney, Australia

Beautiful

A touch of MAYBELLINE works beauty wonder?.
Scant eyebrows and lashes are made to appear naturally dark, long and lu.Nurious. All the hidden loveliness
of your eyes— their brilliance, depth and expression— is
instantly revealed. The difference is remarkable. Girls

mysterious

tenant.

—

Send

:

for BrunclUt.

)7Sc at

Your

Dealer's

pnstDafJ. Accept only
(Cenuine MAYBELLINE and your 8»ti»f&ction la aasured. Tear thia out

Or direct from us.

NOW

aaaremioder.

^

MAYBELLINE CO.. 47S0 ^4 ShtriJan R«aJ.Chie«t«

SuperfluQujHAIRallGONE
Forever

removed by the Mahler

Method which

kills

the hait root

without pain or injuries to the skin

Send today 3 stamps
D.

MAHLER

J.

own home

your

in the privacy of

for Free

63B

CO.,

booklet

Mahler Park.

Providence,

R.

I.

Develops Busts Amazingly
Quick and Easy!
Jn>t \vh;it f very ^vomanhasbeen. vaiting for at a price evcrjouecan afford.

"BEAUTIBUST"

be confiinicil next month)

for real l)nst and iiock development.
No purap-s vaouuiufi, extreme exerri?iii»^. No foolishordangerouis 8>HTonis
a rral tri*>d and very Rucoes-srnl
be esnu.-thnd that
tniiiily i.lrasing and boneficiar. Yojt
I'lit

WILL

nntuml

n't fiiiJ if >ou follow the simple iuiiciioiis. I-Acrvtliijig mailed (sealed)
Do not miss this opportunity.
"/)/// Sl.iKI.
7iay not be repeated.

1014-VV LEXINGTON BLPg,

BEAUTIBUST CO.,

KNOW ^S^o

pcol<

uaM^^'

Are yoa timid or self-conscious, do you
know exactly how to act and what to say at

\
,

The

1
,

1

I

M

tinlv^A
uniydliO^i

tor this

genuine

wedding, dinner, tea. week-enti
I dance,
theatre?
Be sure of yourself.
latest Etiquette Book by Virsrinia
Sibey Hale willan.'^wer aH your qoeationfe.
Develop poise and self-confidence.
FREE: Valuable *book, how to write
love letters, invitations, social correBpondence. etc. .included FREE with each
order. Both books sent postpaid on re-

party,

I

"NightLlght" VANITY

^,..

A Mighty Bargain. Former
price $8.50. Devoting an entire section of the
factory to its excloeive manufacture has made this amaz-

BAimORE, MP.

ceipt of $1.

BELL PUBLISHING CO.

M^^V^'i'j

1 Madison Ave., Dept. 106, W.Y.

PREVENTS BLUNDERS.

ing price possible. Snappy, up-to-date and beautiful, this
handsome Vanity Case will please the most fastidious.
Made from the finest black moleskin, in the lustrous Patent
finish over a strong veneer wood frame.
The interior of
the case is lined with beautiful two tone design "Cloth
of Gold." A heavy mitered plate glass mirror is fixed to
the inside of cover. Handsome French Ivory Toilette Fittinse A
doable strap handle makes it eaej- to carry. The size is eenerooB,
7 1-2 in. lenn, 5 1-2 In. wide and 3 in. deep. Bss the latest Patant
Snap Trunk Kay Lock as illuetraied.
The sraataat featura af thia wondartul caaa ta tha Brilliant Elactrle
Bulb which throws a clear powerful light into the mirror at the

MAKE MONEY
AT HOME

p^ccd

and

SEND NO MONEY Keep

guarantee you work at home no matter where
you live and pay you cash each week. Full parWrite to-day.
ticulars and booklet free.

touch of a button. It enables Milady to correct ber appearance
without being at the mercy of derknese. A tiny Tungsten battery
that will last for months is concealed in the c»ee.
It cen be reat any hardware store for 20c. Makaa a Wondarful GIK.
S".'!..c''e" Vanity we give a handaome "Cloth of
Gold coin and card parse.

PifEE

your money right at home; juet send name
and address and your Vanity will come by return mail. When it
arrives, pay postman $4.82 plus a few pennies postage. You do
not risk a single penny me our BIndlns Writtan Guarantaetorafund
all your money it you are pot eatietied ia attached tu every Vanity
Case. SEND TODAY.

C.
^

RiCHWINE

19 W. Jackaan Blvd.

CO., Oept.

973
Chicago, lillnol*

CAN make $ to $2 an hour writing show
You
cards at home in your spare time. Quickly
1

No

easily learned by our new simple method.
show you how,
canvassing or soliciting.

We

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SYSTEM LTD.

Authorired and Fully Paid Capital, $1,000,000
Toronto, Canada
Adams Bldg.

211
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TKe Answer Man
"

CLOSE-UPS

^Continued from page 78)
value of

true

While they

friends.

we are too sensitive of
we have lost them, we

live,

their faults
when
only see their vir;

TYPEWRITER

Elliott De.xter is playing in "Flaming Youth," and "By Divine Right."
He
tues.

was born

Houston, Texas.
Ch-\rlotte W. John Greenleaf Whit-

tier

in

was known

—

as

you are

in love

inore's

"Hamlet"

Quaker

the

So

poet.

with the Barrymore family.
They sure can act. I think John Barrythe

is

finest

work

I

have ever seen.
Lionel was married to
Doris Rankin, but now he is married to
Irene Fenwick, and she has a daughter.
•

Ethel Barryinore's children
Russell and John. M'h}- the

Xew

are

Lambs

Ethel,
Club,

York.

—

Bozo. No, I dont go to church every
Sunday, but I always belie\ed what Emerson said:
"A little consideration of
what takes place around us every day,
would show us that a higher law than
that of our wills regulates events
that
our painful labors arc unnecessary and
fruitless
that only in our easy, simple
spontaneous action are we strong, and
by contenting ourselves with obedience we
become divine." Yes, Alarion Nixon was
Dora in "Big Dan." Yes, I think she
will send you her picture.
J.\CQUELIXE. Quebec, Canada, is known
as the Gibraltar of America. Cairo, Egypt,
as the City of Victory.
Sorr>', but I
;

;

What does
Your Nose Register?
Long, pointed, hook, pug, shrew

—

?

THEN CORRECT
less scientific

YOUR—and

IT by a painmethod AT iiOME

for "Little Women."
Doris Kenyon in "Restless Wives."
No,
I haven't heard that Rex Ingram and his
wife were going to play in a picture together.
Will let you know if I do.

haven't

(iail.v life is a constant "rlo^.an imperfect nose is a di'a;.'
lip"
to sneecss
to happiness and most of
all. to yoiu' personal charm. Glorious hair,
lovely
complexion,
beautiful
eyes are
nothing if your nose is ugly,
ilj' 1.5 years of experience in perfet-tinji
nose shapers have proven that to the unfortunate possessors of ill-shapen noses I

—

the

age.

model No, 2o
l>atents) has

(U.

of

My

S.

latest

private "I"

:

iniproveil

and many foreign

my

disagreement about his contract. He'll
be back soon.
Ruth E. E. No, I dont recommend

—

poison, you know.
But it does
fill
you full of pep teinporarily.
You
remind me of what Dumas said:
"The
Bible says that woman is the last thing

coffee,

:

Model No. 25

is upholstered inside with
very fine chamois (covering a la.ver *>f
thin metal) which protects the nose fmni
direct contact with the apparatus
thi>
lining of metal cau.ses an even, moderate
pressure on the parts being corrected, thus
avoiding a harsh, violent pressure in any
one place.

should say Chaplin's "A Woman
of Paris" did go over big in New York.
No, Dorothy Phillips is not playing she
recently lost her husband, Allen Holubar.
Movie .Ahmirer. So am I.
Douglas
Fairbanks is fortv. Address Alice Terrv at
Metro, 1025 Lillian Way, Los Angeles,
Cal.
Jean Acker was Mrs. Valentino the
ture.

—

guaranteed, nud corrects ti<nc nil ill-shaped noses viflioiit
operalio)!.
quickly,
safely,
comfortably
and permanently.
It is to he worn at
night ami, therefore, will not interfere
with your daily work.
// yoii Kish to hare a perfect lnol:i)iii
(lose,
write today for my free iool.h I
which tells you how to correct ill-shai»'il
noses without 'Ost if not s;)tisfactory.
Clip the coupon below, insert
your name and address plainly,
and send it to M. Trilety, Binghamton, N. Y., for the free bookis

Ramon Novarro's name was Ramon
Sammanyagos.
Do you blame him for

first.

changing it? Lon Chaney was the hunchback and Patsy Ruth Miller was Esmeralda. ^^'esley Barry is fifteen. Address him
at Warner Brothers. Los Angeles. Cal.
Bebe Daniels is twenty-three and Lila Lee
is
at the Ince Studio, Culver City, Cal.

Whew

let which tells >'ou how to correct ill-shaped noses.
Your
money refunded if you are not
is

his

_C.

M. TRILETY,
j

shaped noses.
Xante.

.

.

!

Some

i

'

if

you make

Thanks for
use

of

it.

the hairpin.

No,

married yet.
Pattie. That's

—

I shall

life

it,

Ship You
this splendid Underwood upon receipt of only .S3. 00.
This is by far the most liberal typewriter offer tltat has

made on so perfect a machlDe. Nearly two
million Underwoods have been made and sold, provever been

ing conclusively that It Is superior to all others In a!>pearance, mechanical perfection and all-around excellence.

10 Days* Free Trial
We want you to see

for yourself that this is the tyl>owriter you ought to have, and, therefore, we make oar
ffreat free trial offer. You merely Bend us the three
dollars deposit and we Bhip the machine for you to try
for ten full days before you decide to keep it. If not
satisfied, every penny of your money will be returned

toyoa.

Rebuilt Like

come

1
I

[

|

New

Gverr Underwood wo sell is rebuilt just like new. It la dl»
mantled right to the very bottom, and remanufactured to make

just like a new typewriter, with new enamel, new nickel, new
platen, new key rincra, new t^pe; a complete, perfect typewriter,
with two-color riboon, back spacer, stencil device, autoraatio
ribbon reverse, tabulator, key shift lock, etc. Impossible to
tell it from a brand new Underwood, either in appearance,
durability or qualiry of work.

l

it

1
1
I

Easy Monthly Payments

easy monthly payment plan makes it poesiblo for YOD to
this splendid machine without havinsr to pay out any bis sum
of money. You will hardly know you are payinff for it. REMEMBER, you have the full ase of the machine, juat the mvnn sa
tbouffb it was folly t»id for.

Our
own

5-Year Written Guarantee
With every typewriter we give a written guarantee. Thesa
machines are roSuilt like new by the famous SHIPMAN-WARD
PROCESS. Equipped with late improvements. You can't tell
them from anew machine. The world's standard typewriter,
the same roodula a3 sold by the Un<lcrwood Typewriter Company today, at a biff Bavinertoyoa. Act Now! Get thia splendid
offer and aave money.

Money you
Back
Your
want
have your money back

if
It.
After jroa
Y««. yea can
have examined the typewriter carefully, used it to write letters,
Sf yoQ decide for any reason whatever that you do not care for
it. you may return it to us at our expense and every peony yoo
have paid will be cheerfully and promptly refunded.

No Obligation on Your Part
When

yoa send in the coupon for either further Information
about our (rreat typewriter offer or for the typewriter itself on
oar free trial plan^ you are under no obligation whatever until
after yon have tnea it and have decidea for yourself that yoo
want to keep it.

|
I
[
'

!

!

|

I

I
|
I

I

|

I
|

Free Book of Facts
telUnff all aboat our great big tyiMwriter factory. In thia booS
illustrate and describe all of the various processes of reenaroeiing. renickelinsr and assembling this splendid Under.

we

wood. It tells in an interesting way how each part is examined
and tested carefully and thoroughly to insure the finished m»>
chine being one you will be proud to own.

I
[
[

I
f

Free with Every Typewriter
A complete course In

touch typewriting. You don't
have to l^now how to operate a typewriter. You can
learn to operate this machine in one day. "We also give
free a waterprool cover and all tools that come with a
typewriter.

Mail his coupon today.

a

make good

May McAvoy

Positively

with

is

—

Town
nf ffi?^iiff^?ifffflyfflff^rRiff^KT.ig^if^it^^

Murrav

ministry of love, it will always be worth
living. Gloria Swanson is twenty-six. She
is five
feet three, weighs 112 pounds and
reddish brown hair and grey eyes. Guess
again, I am not really Rodolph in disguise.
Sue. So you dont think I have such
long whiskers.
Say it with whiskers.

Street No.

We WiU

ACT NOW!

questions.

—Yes, Mav
AND Jean. —Well,

Dinger.
Metro.

guarantx'.

1970 .\ckcrman BIdg., Binghamton, N. Y.
Di-ar Sir; Plea.se send me, without obligation,
your booklet which tells how to correct il!-

I

—

:

satisfied,

it's

which God made. He must have made it
Saturday night.
It shows fatigue."
No,
William Farnum is not playing right now.
I think Pola Negri will send jou her pic-

a

Model No. 25

much

be too

suffering the
in the public

to a

—

— —

——

is

Conrad Nagel is twenty-seven. Yes,
I have seen him several times at the Algonquin. No, Rodolph Valentino has not
been playing for the last year or so owing

many

.so

surpas.ses all

it

to

— Egotism

eye.

superior qualities
previous shapers
and other nose shapers by a large margin.
This new model has every refinement
that you might need: the adju.stments are
simple and such that it will fit every nose
without exception. The apparatus is constructed of light weight metal and is
afforded very accurate regulation for adYou
justment into an.v desired position.
can attain the absolutely exact pressure for
corrcctiiiy the various ntmiil drfuniiititu
such as long pointed nose pug hook or
shrew nose and will give marked suc<ess
in modulating the distended or wide nostrils.
There are no straps to lie pulled in
order to exert pressure on the
isal organ.
that

cast

M.\RjORiE D.

can offer the most meritorious Nose Adjuster

the

Yes,

is

not

right out with

ISHIPMAN-WARD MFG. CO.
j

j

2023 Shipman Bldg., Chicago
me your big bargain catalog and
complete details of your surprising!
offer, without obligation on my partj

Send

I

NAME
STREET
CITY

STATE

!

—

'

"xMOTION PICTURr
lB| I>1AGAZINE
i-

(fi

/AM writing thisfrom my

Better it is to tell a man of his
faults, than to speak of them in his absence.
Write to Famous Players for a
picture of
Thomas Meighan.
Richard
Barthelmess is with Inspiration Pictures,
and is married to Mary Hay.

uncle's plantation in the

good!

them.

New

Life to Hair
from Tropical Tree

Plum Puddixc. — Whooo. Sounds
And you dont believe I am over

West Indies, wliere I
came recently to live. The

and

noticed was
that
women on this
island have the most beaufirst

tiful

thinsf
all

hair

I

Round"

I,

too,

have loads

is

have seen.

and shining with life and
health. Today, my once
scragt'ly locks are long, and

eighty
a hall-room and drink butter-

in

All

milk.

— thick, abundant,

right.
So "The Merry-goone of the best pictures you
Norman Kerry is with Uni-

—Yes,

was Ramon Novarro.
Mary Thurman was Floranne in "Zaza."
Kay.

of hair.

this secret of the

tropics that makes hair so
JOANITA ReQuA
long and luxuriant. It is
the use of Kakoa seed, that Nature must have just
meant for people's heads. Just a tiny bit of this
pure, white paste nourishes hair marvelously— for
all types. 'V^oung and old, darkest natives and
fairest blonds from England, enrich hair roots and
pigments with Kakoa and soon have a wealth of
soft, glossy hair. Tourists know the secret, and
many send for Kakoa every year; it seems as if
every boat brings more requests for this wonderful
natural stimulant. But now mv uncle has permitted

preparing and packing enough
may write ajid ask forsupply.

Kakoa

for all

who

Ask

for Proof; I'll Send It FREE
It will cost you }iothi>!g to learn how this natural
aid to hair growth works, and will work on your hair.
I don't want a penny unless it does. All 1 ask now
is your name and address; send it now. on the
coupon printed here. Before long you can possess
a head of hair which anyone might envy

that

Add

a

char

Hart's "A Lighter- of
Flames," he will portray the character of
Patrick Henry.
Violet. Quick, the smelling salts. You
theologians
still
some
"Altho
say,
maintain that Adam was born in the morning, it is now generally believed that he
was born a little before Eve." You get a
Wallace Reid was born in
lily for that.
St. Louis, Mo., and he was thirty-one.
Eugene S. Barbara Bedford was born
Claire Windsor's son, Billy
in Wisconsin.
Bowes, is to make his screen debut in
"What Do Men Want ?" He's pretty young
Write me soon again.
to know.

William

In

"^W^

-.,.,,

versal.

No doubt many would
welcome

live

BlueBii'dDinnei'Ser

S.

new
lu

your

t

o

dinner

table with this Imported .Tiipanese Blue'
Bird Dinner Set.
Special
introductory
only $2. 49.
Conniare

—

price
with

sets co.stins as higli as $.5.00.
Large size
talilecloth.
CO x 60 inches.
Jlany hiaiitifnl designs. Six
henist itched naiildns to

Hemstitched

'match.

Cloth and napkins are

woven

'lost'ly

sides of

"i

hlnc.

and

reversible

two-tone

ricli.

.lap-

Ouarantced

fast colors.
real bargain at our special price of
$2.40.
SEND NO MONEY. Just nnm' nnil addrpss. Pay postTian ..Illy $2 49 and few c-nts nosfaee on arvwpt.
Satisfaction k'liatiiiiioed or money bacjt. Send for FREE catalog of

A

—

CROWN SALESCO..

D;pt. 112-X,

16 Hudson SL.NewYorii, N.Y.

=^sfc=3= =)ii= sac=s=i;

LEARN

!

ReQUA&Cib.

Movie Acting!

•

(«oi

220 S. State Street, Chicago, U. S. A.
Please send postpaid, without cost or oblif?ation. data
covering the complete Kakoa treatment which is guaranteed to bring hair to abundant thickness, full life and

Letters to tke Editor

A

{Continued from page 66)

Whether it
for the deficiency.
the chivalry of the olden time, or
the diction, or both combined that fascithe fact remains, it
nated, it matters not
was satisfying.

made up
For.

was

At..

;

Easy to Learn
Cartooning at Home
Fascinating

in such big
Successful cartoonearn $3,000 to over

tlicy

i-sts

now

$100,000 a year.
You can
learn to draw these cartoons
that .SELL.
Many of our
students cam big money even
while learning
I

Easy HomeStudy Method
Prepared by one of America's

foremost

cartoonists.

seeing "our beloved
and Mae Murray enact the scenes.
again when Bert Lytell and
it
after

Compson presented

Betty
played it

They

it.

Wally"
I saw

IdJ^liill^

Ibis

course reaches you to originate and draw all kinds of cartoons. Tou learn at home
In spare time, yet all your work receives tlirough the
mail the individual help and criticism of nrominent cartoon experts. Many successful cartoonists taught bv this

method.

Send for Free Book
Learn more about this method and the amazing opportunities open to vou in this attractive fast-growing field.
Our newly prepared Free Book is cranuued with valuable
Information about this work, and e.iplains fully this
ea-sy home-study method.
Mail post card or letter for it

TODAY

happenings.
"Me-Smith" reLockhart's
Caroline
counts "doings" of the early Wyoming
Interesting
days, near Billings, Montana.
from start to finish with an unusual endIt should go well on the screen. Her
ing.
"Lady Doc" is full of twists and surprises
and is a change from the usual run.

The "Sea Hawk," by
exciting,

and

am

Sabatini,

anxiously

was

quite

awaiting

its

advent on the screen.
Several costume plays from old books
and dramas stand out in memory with
pleasing significance namely, "David Gar"Mignon"
with Dustin Farnum
rick"
with House Peters; "The Vicar of Wakefield" with Frederick Warde, and "The
Tale of Two Cities" with William Farnum
Their quaintness and
in
a dual role.
beauty could stand repetition.
trust there will be other letters on
I
:

;

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF CARTOONING
Room

BE

183, 1113 15th St. N.

A

Perfect hearing is now being reetoreiJ in every condition of deafness or defective hearing from
causes 6uch as Catarrhal Deafness, Relaxed or Sunken Drums.

well, but somehow, I liked the first rendiadmiration better, maybe because of
tion for Wally.
Percival Cooney's "Dons of the Old

Pueblo" relates incidents of early days
The plots and
in and about Los Angeles.
counter-plots of the Dons and others, including Kit Carson, Jim Marshall, Gen.
Keamey and Commodore Stockton keep
For historic
your interest to the end.
eA^ents and personages this should be a
suitable vehicle to travel along with "The
Covered Wagon" and other early Western

Profession
Sport, humorous, svrious and
animated
cartoons — never
have
betn

W.

'Washington, D. C.

JAZZ MUSIC MASTER
PLAY PIANO BY EAR
Play popular eonjT hits perfectly. Hum
the tune, play it by ear. Self-lnstruction--no teacher required. No tedious
dinjr-donisr daily prBctice--just twenty
brief, entertaining lessons which yoo

this

subject.

Very sincerely,
Florence Caldwell Bell,

master

At Home in Your Spare Time
Send for

many

FREE BOOK.

Learn

styles of bass and syncnpation -- trick
e n d 1 n s a,
en-ins, etc.

Niagara

School

Dept 643, Niagara

of

Mosic

Falls,

NX

Send foi'^^^this Free Book

401— 38th

An

St.,

open

Nilsson.
Dear Editor

Would

Have and To Hold"

understood "To

my

Earn $60 to $200
a \Veek in This

demand.

I

better

profession that pays big.

fascinating

lilie to know if you are adapted to this work.'
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel, instructive and valua!)le work. Send
dime or stamps today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU.Sta.W.. Jackson. Mich.

you

brilliance.

Oakland, California.

apology

to

Anna Q.

.

Thickened Drums, Roaring and
Perforated,
Hissing
Sounds,
Wholly or Partially Destroyed
Drums,Discharge from Ears, etc

Wilson Common-Sense Ear Drums
Wireless Phones for the Ears" require no
medicine but effectively replace what is lacking or
defective in the natural ear drums. They are simple
devices, which the wearer easily fits into the ears
where they are invisible. Soft, safe and comfortable.
V Write today for our 168 page FREE book on DEAFNESS, giving you full particulars and testimonials,
CO.. Incorporated
WILSON EAR
T .QUISVILLE. KY.
710 Intpr-t^nnthern Bldg.
"Little

DRUM

les

A

HOW TO
BANrSHTHEM

simple, safe home
years
16
success in my prac-

treatment

ice.

'

Moles

—

(also

BIG

growtlis) dry up. Write
for free booklet giving
full particulars.

WM.

DAVIS, M. D.

124-C Grove Avenue

Woodbridge, N.

J.

Cuticura Talcum
Fascinatingly Fragrant

Always Healthful
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to go far afield in search of
illustrates a great truth.
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Draw?

Like to

is almost certain that you
talont which few possess.

Then don't follow Ali Hafed's example
and look farther for fortune. Develop your
talent
your fortune lies in your hand!
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Earn $200 to $500 a Month and More
Present splendid opportunities in the field
Publishers
of illustrating never excelled.
buy millions of dollars' worth of illustrations every year. Illustrating is the highest
type of art and it is fascinating as well
as profitable.

The Federal Course

includes illustrating,
cartooning, lettering, poster designing, win-

dow card

No

illustrating, etc.

one

artist

is

competent

to give instruction in all these
branches.
That's why the Federal School
has established its "Master Course," in
which every subject is written by a specialist.
No other school can ofifer a course
nearly comparable. No other institution in
the country has such an array of artists as
are on the Federal Staff.

Federal Course Gets Results

They guide you from simple
sketches to complex illustrations
having
a
high
market value.
Mail in the coupon below
toda} and we will send you
our free illustrated booklet,
"A Road to Bigger Things."

Federal Srliool of
376 Federal S
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Magazine, I have a
the "Letters to the Editor" department which is quite against the movie
dumbbell.
I have no idea that the screen
players read any of these fan epistles, but
if, by any chance, this note should come
under your inspection, I wish to make
an explanation as to what sentiments I
voiced about your acting.
Approximately four months ago, or,
even longer, I saw "Adam's Rib," and

Minneapoli.s, Minn.

informed me the letter was too vitrolic,
Motion Picture used it exactly as it
was written. This all took time, you see,
and during the time, I saw "The Rustle
of Silk."
I was stunned at the change
in your acting.
Your newly acquired bob
swept me off to slavish admiration and I
thought your portrayal of the role of the
wife was one of the best I've ever seen.
Not having been able to recall or change
the letter, I can only, now, make my
apologies to you, personally.
Your improvement in pictures surprised me very
much, and I hope you will remember that
here is one fan, anyway, who will, always,
be deeply interested in your work, and
does not class you as a wax figure, but as
one of the screen's best actresses.

Age

Very sincerely,
Trix AL\cKenzie,

Box

HANDICAP?

Among other interesting things,
laurels for Dick Barthelmess.
Dear Editor
I share in the opinion of
so

your thouKhta in the stron^edt possible wav. No
matter what you do real comniand of Enfflish will help
you to y.jur Koal. Stop making mistnkes in spelling,
punctuation, pronunciation. Inci-casc your vocabulary.

WONDERFUL INVENTION

Only 15 minutes a day with Sherwin Cody's New
Invention— and you can actually SEE your Enirli-^h
improve
It teaches by HABIT-makes it easier to do
the RIGHT way. Wonderful self-correctinK le^\
include t-pellinir. Punctuation. Grammar
and

FREE
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1

BOOK ON ENGLISH
AND 15 MINUTE TEST

Lackof

lanKuaKe

ewer may

easily

be

costlnffyou thousands
TtTT^"'^
„
_
of
<lollar»everyyear Sec
whatMr. Cody candoforyou. It coBfsnothinir tonnd out.
Moil a postal card or letter this very minute for free
'" Speak and Write Masterly EnKli..h." and 15 Minute

&',„l,?r

Mo'n^otou'! SK^SrflTNOW." 'Addr'eas"
Slierwin

Co«

Scliool ol Etglltli.
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403 Jnrle
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Bolliliiig,

that this altogether versatile

and

appealing Richard Barthelmess represents
to the screen what John Barrymore does
to the stage.
The variety of pictures he's
starring in seem well chosen, but dont
you think a big mistake was made in
selecting Dorothy Gish, who has done
some admirable work in other things, to
play opposite him?
I wonder how many
are of like opinion, that more often than
not, that mistake is made ?
And that the
success of the picture or play depends

The man supporting Pola Negri has
never seemed up to her thoroly stirring
For an equal
and vivid personality.
amount of the much talked of "sex appeal,"
why no*^ H. B. Warner?
And with
Barthelmess, why not this latest bewitching bit of femininity, Mary Philbin, who
is almost as convincing in her way as he

"""" " '^^""^
Rtchester. H. Y.
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descendants of Bans Adana
Worlftzer have carried on
his work.
In every Wurtltzer Inqtmment fou will find a quality.
a character, that could not
)m mere excellence
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Wiirlitier Instrumenti

in your

Own Home
may now have any
You
Wurlitzer instrument
for a week's free trial in

all

own

home. Examine

the instrument, show it to
your friends, play it as much
as you wish. No obligation
to buy
no expense for the

—

We make

trial.

offer

because

this liberal
to

we want you

see for yourself the superior
quality of Wurlitzer instruments, the result of 200
years' experience in musical
instrument building.

of the highest standiog
every sphere of music use
Wurlitzer mstrnments and reArtists

in

commend them

They

to others.

speak especia)ly of the ease of
playing, a feature that is of importance to the amateur as well
as the professional.

Easy Payments
you decide to buy after the
week's free trial, payments are
arranged in small monthly sums.
A few cents a day will pay for
your instrument. Special offers
on complete outfits velvet lined
If

—

case, all accessories, self-instruc-

—

everything you need
at practically the cost of the
instrument alone.
tor, etc.

Send fcor

New

Catalog

The greatest musical catalog

in his.

sides I

"The Merry Go Round," Tommy
Meighan and Lila Lee. And one I hear
suggested
and
am thoroly in symin

the unsurpassed Geraldine
Farrar and the temporarily absent (I
hope) Valentino.
Elsie
Ferguson and
David Powell were an interesting combination on the legitimate.
cant
that be carried out on the screen?
That
Conway Tearle should be credited with
"making the women in the audience wish
they were the heroine" and therefore given
the parts opposite the heroines who do
just this to the men in the audience, is
\\'\\\ not Conrad Nagel or
beyond me
Norman Kerry or Lewis Stone (whom I
believe everyone would like to see oftener
than he appears on the screen).
is

Why

Inar

'

many

pathy with,

Every time you speaU or write you show just what you
are.
Mistakes in English reveal you as a person who
lacks education and refinemi-nt.
Lacli of
language power prevents you from preseiit-

presslon.

1907, Atlanta, Ga.

hear this criticism except
in such happy combinations as Valentino
and Alice Terry in "The Four Horsemen," Norman Kerry and Mary Philbin

YOUR ENGLISH A

IS

'i.tl'i^^l

of Shoeneck lived Hans Adam
Wnrlitzer, Master Violin Maker.
His shop was a eatherin? place for
musicians of the time, for he was
a true craftsman.
When he died hia shop passed Into
the hands of his eldest son, and for

your
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Address

V

LABGEST MUSIC HOUSE

200 Years Ago

but

is

Name

W

WORLDS

thinking you were the stiffest most waxlike dumbbell, both in this film and the
previous "Three Live Ghosts," I had ever
seen, the note in Motion Picture was immediately typed.
As to the other dumbbells I criticize, I considered, and still
consider their efforts much worse than
yours.
Another motion picture magazine

largely on it?

^''^IvI-'^'lJS^Sl

TlliistrntinR',
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Picture

in

:

Its authors include such nationally known artists as Sid Smith, Neysa McMein. Fontaine Fox,
Charles Livingston Bull, Clare Briggs. Norman
Rockwell and over fifty others. Exclusive lessons
and drawings especially prepared by them are
included in the Federal Home Study Course.
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ever rublished
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full colors.
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cided point of view.

May an EngHsh reader
views?
is it no one ever writes the praises
of Niles \\'clch?
I think he is one of the
nest juveniles on the screen.
I have
never forgotten him in "Stepping Out."
I do wish he would do niueh more than
Dear Editor
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^^'hy
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I read
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KOLAR lABORATOniES

Science has nnally solvpd the proof
remo\ iiig hair without
slightest dauger to the skin or com-

blem

This with NEET, a daint.v
fream. harmless and mild. You merel.v
spread It on and tlien rln.se olT with clear
water. That's all; the hair will be gone and the skin
left refresliingly
cool, smooth and white!
Old
methods, the unwomanly razor and severe ohemlcul
preparations, have given way to this remarkable
preparation which Is already the accepted method or
well-groomed women everywhwe from New York to
San Francisco. U.sed by physicians. Monev back
ifit fails to please.
50c at Drug and Dcpt.
stores. Trial tube 10c by mail.
Hannibal Phar. Co.. 6250live, St. Louis. Mo.
plexion.

Mass.

Boston,

St.,

Offer You

I

$822 a Day

producer will give him a chance.
By the way, I am a great Valentino
fan just as keen now as ever, but I
tliink L H. Reis of New York City was
rather unkind in his or her remarks about
Ramon Novarro-but he is not a \'alcntino l*y any inean> he is very good, tho.
I do hope Rudy will lie "Romeo."
Just a few remarks about photo.trraphs.
I sent thirty-five cents to a
well-known
leading man for his photograph
I had
])reviously written before that), that was
nearly twelve months ago.
I
am still
waiting I am not foolish enough to let
this prejudice mc against his work, but
it is very
annoying.
On the other liand T have had such nice
letters
and iihuto.grapbs from others
Mary Pick ford, Norma and Constance
'ialmadge, Florence X'idor, Priscilla Dean,
and one or two more and such a nice one
from poor Wally Reid. I should like to
hear from American fans.

and a
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now.

Dept. BV-3I5, Dayton, O.

Jry This on Your
Hair 15 Days
,'

J Then let your mirror prove results
/Write Today for FREE Trial Offer.
jJYoar hair need not thin out, nor netHi yoa
"become bald, for there 13 a way to destroy
the microbe that destroys the hair. This
different method will stop thinning^out of th©

hair, lifeless hair, remove dandraff, darken
Kray hair or threat«ned or Increasiner baldness.
JUEL DENN
by 9tr*n(rtheninfr and proloni^ingr life of tho hair for men and women.
Send your name now Before it (n too late for ISdays' free triai offer.
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DEAFNESS

Chapham Common,
London, Eng.
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know because I-wa; Dtfa{ anf had Read Nbl9e»
My invisible Antiseptic Ear
over 30 years.
Drums restored ray hearing and stopped Head Noise?,
They arc Tiny Megaphoner.
and will do it for you.
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness
I

for

is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in.
easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts." Idsworn
e.xpensivc.
Write for Booklet and
statement of how 1 recovered my hearing.
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"Every follower of the films should have
Sherwood book." Washington News.
\t bookstores, or sent direct,

the
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MAD CAP to try.
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stuff'
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markal)le.
know some will say "sobwill always get over" — jierhaps
can be made
— hut Lewis
.Sargent made
— his Xoah Clayiiole
an
"Oliver
Twist"
lived — here
artiste going
waste — hope some

attached coupon and 25c for a
dainty vial. Ask yout dealer or by mail.
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"Just

to

"A book >vhicli I am certain vill meet with
widespread appeal." Hantld Lloyd,
'Praise be to Allah!
The movies have at
Brooklyn Easli'last come into their own."
"The first competent book in its field."
V.a' York World.
*Wn honest and unbiased opinion of the
productions." New York Times.
'Recommejided to ardent fans." Cleveland
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authority
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The Yearly Record

cant "see" Baby
Peggy at all. She doesn't even show a
suspicion of talent to my idea. But Jackie
Coogan
There is talent with a big "T."'
think he is wonderful.
I
.\s a rule. I
cant stand child stars, but I take ni.v hat
off to Jackie.
who
is it that small part people
are really good seem to get such small
chances to show what they can do. Tlic

Ne^w Odeur!

T}ie

liutor

SHERWOOD

E.

on movie topics;
Nezv Yark Herald;
Scrccnland and Photoplay.

Foremost
editor

the Decenilier issue that Bain'
becoming a rival to Jackie

Coogan—how
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CARAT RINGS $2.98. Not one diamond
thousand has tho blue, dazzling brilliancy of "Luxite Diamonds." They're
PERFECT: few diamonds are! Stand
acid and all other tests. Only experts

in a

go on endlessly.
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Johnston M'Culley, who wrote "The
Mark of Zorro" for Douglas Fairbanks,
has now provided an original story for
Hoot Gibson, Universal's familiar cowboy hero. Hoet will play the lead as the
Cocapoh Kid, the good-bad-man.
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Ray, Dustin Farnum and like celebrities, is
giving "Here Goes the Bride," for Keith,
and even Larry Semon is planning to
burst into vaudeville. Bert Lytell, we are
told, made the Sing Sing inmates weep
by his vaudeville act, "The Valiant."
Theodore Roberts, John and Lionel Barrymore, Nazimova, Petrova are about dividing their time between stage and screen,
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Appliance,
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scientific invention which
rupture sufferers immediate relief.
It has no obnoxious springs or
pads. Automatic Air Cushions bindf
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Appliance. None other genuine. Full information and
booklet sent free in plain, sealed envelope.
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a Stenographer
Actress not permanently engaged
a young lady nowholding a position which is not to
her liking
a married woman with
insufficient funds to purchase the
e.xtra nice things she wants for her
home or she may belong to that
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Pay postman on delivery plus postMoney cheerfully refunded if not fully satisfied.
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ACT NOW to get these SPECIAL LOW PRICES.
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Dept. 103, Terminal Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
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freck-

no more blackheads, no more sal-

les,

low skin! A new
discovery clears
and whitens your
skin with amazingquickness! Now
you can clear yourskin of redness,
roughness, blotches, muddiness or
any blemish.
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LOSE A POUND

A DAY

Science has discovered that fit can be eliminnted
witliout diet. dru;^!. or exTCising. A
WAV. an easy, pleasant way thar is SAFE and
From 8 ounces to a pound a dav melt
SI KH.
away as if by maeic. Dissolve FLO-RA-ZO-NA
ill iiarm water. Gel in and relax— that is the se-

NEW

Contains no alum, epsom salts or any
harmful ingredients. Your money refunded if
Box of 14 treatments
you are not satisfied'
$3 00 at your druggist or direct {add 25c for
postage and packing) $4.00 in Canada. FREE BOOKLET.
FLO-RA-ZO-NA Corp., 100-5thAve., N.Y.C., Dept.B.7
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Minute Tisst

will

may

have given her poise. Her education will prove an asset for the
confidence it will have installed in
her.
But the most important
factor of all will be her desire for
more money.
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There is hidden beauty in yoiir
skin. Dust, wind, and clogged
pores may have injured it. But
underneath— just waitingto be
brought out— is a clear, vividly
beautiful complexion. Banish
freckles, pimples and blackheads this new way; don't let

moth patches,
tan or sallowness mar your
beauty. Make this 3-minutebef ore-bedtime test. Smooth
this cool, fragrant creme on
your skin. The very ne.Kt morning look into your mirror.
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One Day
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You Can Do The Same
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pain, operation or discomfort.
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and knock-kneed legs \dthout any obligation on your
Enclose a dime for postage.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST

IXC,

175 DufiRelcl Street,
Brookl.vn. N. Y,
I

am

interested

and would
ticulars

like

in

3'ou

having more money
send me full par-

to

of your plan.

tan

all

face, and

pot up

asked
cause

in

when

the

if I felt
I

r»

froi

mon
ill

looked

beso

pale. I told him ot
the preparation and
he said he could
hardly believe his
eyes. 1 did not look
the same person.
'

Mrs. M. M.. Royal
Oak. Mich.

Money-Back Guarantee

—

formation, your money will

be instantly refunded.
Just enclose a$l bill with
your order and mail direct.

Don 't be without the natural radiant beauty that
hidden in your skin.

lies

PARIS TOILET COMPANY, Pept. 303,

Paris, Tenn.

WJ^ITE /%elVIOVIES
Producers want ideas for motion picture plays.
your
Big prices paid on acceptance.
ideas for immediate examination.

SEND

FREE BOOKLET
"Photoplay Plot to Screen." sent on request.
Explains our service to writers.

EARLE PHOTOPLAY STUDIOS
Suite 607-N, Earle Building,

New York

Q O Days' Free Trial
^^^^

from 44 Styles, colors

Select

^^^
V\\r>vr-\»a
Ranger bicycles.
famO"" n^nft^r
and sizes, famoua
C^rwered free on approval,
approve express prepaid, at
e
Save 510 to $25.
Factory Prices. You can easily
if desired. Parents
lOMimttistoBay
often advance first
,
IViys can earn
WmA deposit. IViya
ea small payments.
I

^^m^t^^
I AXtrd

&

Wlieels. lamps, horns, eqaipment at
ha, f usual pnces. Send No Money.
Write for oor marvaloDS pricea and terms.

Mead Cycle Company
ChiCia^o

w^ey»
Bee

catalog'

MalVina

^Booklet

\free

For the Complexion
for Freckles
—for
Skin
the

Na me

kneed

My

Creme

Bleach

my

ifirht

Pea

Golden

moved

CUT HERE

cessfully straighten, within a short

time, bow-leggedness and knock-

Unsolicited
Letter

"Almost ove

So wonderful— so quick— are the results of this
new scientific cream that we absolutely guarantee
today. Use it for only live
it! Sendfor a jarnow
nights. Then if you are not delighted and
amazed with the trans-

Dept. A-39.

Appearance

part.

or

Beauty and we stand ready to
pay you liberally for either spare
time or full time work.
hi our booklet entitled "The
Open Road to an Independent
Income" will be found full particulars of the work we ha\e to
offer you and examples of the
This
progress others are making.
booklet will be sent to you ab-

REDUCING
FAX
r
>^ l CREAM

DAINTY-FORM

$5— $10 —$50

$100 extra each montli, we want
you to write us, for perhaps you
are the one we are looking for.

new

NEVILLE'S

to

If

Are Looking For

wanted at
Representatives
are
once to collect renewals and solicit

EVELYN

tr.v

We

One

An

St.

& No

Originated by

ProC

I.

Hnbert

Popular Since 1874
Sold by leading dealers
eveowliere.
If
your
dealer can't supply you. ser.«
money-order direct.
Write today for free boollet.
"How She Won a Husband " including testimonials and beauty
,

\

City

hints.

State

PROF.
Dept.

134

I.

HUBERT
Toledo,

Ohio
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For you

who want

a superlative cigarette
at

here's the world's fineB

^Try them tonight

forfourLuxur^Hour

Have you been on domestic
brands so long that you've

superfine Turkish cigarettes.
It's the only smoke for the

forgotten how good a cigarette can taste?
real Turk-

Luxury Hour— that treasured
hour after the day's work,
when a man's in the mood

A

ish cigarette that

is

blended

from the finest Oriental
tobaccos!

-that easy chair hour
when every man feels
entitled to

lifels

be^

Pall Mall Specials
^Hew size-plain ends only

Z^ change in size orprice
of Pall Mall Regulars
[corktip]

20 for o^o^

And

Take the famous red box
home with you tonight, and
afteryour coffee, when you've
snuggled down in your easy
chair to read, relax or chat
light up a real Pall Mall.

As

for Life's best.

the rich gray

smoke

curls

once you've tried Pall
Malls for your Luxury Hour,
you'll soon be smoking them
exclusively for

all

hours.

You can enjoy

Pall Mall, too,
without strain on your pocketbook. For they come now
in a special new size
20

—

from your lips, you'll wonder why you've ever denied

cigarettes for 30c. (P/ain ends

yourself the luxury of these

old size, at old price.

only.)

Cork

tips

remain

in the

20/or30^
WIST OF THE RocRiEs 2q^35«
EDWAnU LANGKR PBINTING
JAMAICA, NEW TOBS

CO., INC.,

CITY.

EVENthemore
invisible

alluring than the visible

charm

is

chosen, not merely for

its

charm of

of perfume

— when

fragrance, but

features, dress or

manner

the perfume has been

because

it

breathes your

own

personality.
Fiorient,

an exquisite bouquet fragrance, harmonizes with widely varying

types of beauty

And

there are

— seeming

many

to

change

its

individuality with each wearer.

other lovely Colgate scents from which to choose.

The famous Colgate Perfume Test shows you how to choose your perfume
For full
it will be a true e.xpression of your own inner loveliness.
instructions and materials for making the test, including three miniature
vials of perfumes, send a two-cent stamp and your name and address to
so that

J^

Colgate &- Co., Dept.

14,

199 Fulton Street,

New York

City..

COLGATE'
perfumes

New Licjuid Polisli
with all the features

women want
THE COMPLETE
MANICURE
Send i2c for
Special Introductory Set

The

polish

is

the

last step

of the

Now
all

the features the fastidious

famous Cutex manicure. First
shape the nails with the Cutex em-

Won't dry

Then

ery board.

soften the cuticle
the dead skin with

and remove all
Cutex Cuticle Remover and a
Cutex orange stick. Then comes
Cutex Liquid Polish or the new
Powder Polish. Between manicures, keep the nails smooth and
healthy with a

little

Cuticle

Cream

another convenience for the smart woman's manicure has

Cutex Liquid Polish
nails never

is

today for the special Introductory
Set containing trial sizes of all these
things.

If

you

dress Dept.
St.,

M

Canada ad200 Mountain

live in

3,

has wished

enough polish

for

still

one
rosy,

for.

^i-ves

a

brilliance -water 'won't hurt

Needs no separate polish remouer

just thin

enough

to spread evenly so the

The brush

look thickened or varnished.

the nails are

nail.

When

it is

smooth and

any drug or department
sets.

woman

liquid polish with

Lasts a 'whole 'week

in ridges

JVon't peel off
Dries almost instantly

(Comfort).

Send the coupon below with 1 2c

A

been perfected by the makers of Cutex.

You

can get

store for 35c, or in the ^i.oo

Montreal, Canada.

Cutex

time for a fresh manicure

bright.

Sets with other polishes are 60c

holds just

and

NoRTHAM Warren,
I

West

and ^3.00

17th Street,

Dept.

trial size

v

new Introductory Set

of the new Cutex Liquid Polish.

Street(or P.

City.

O.

TODAY

m3

Na me

Jlquid rolisho

12c

New York

enclose 12c in stamps or coin for

cluding a

at

^1.50.

MAIL THIS COUPON WITH
114

it

box)
State_

in-
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cTs

William S.Hart

^oYou Resemble a Movie Star?
'*!?c?c/

t/ie

symposium

artlc/e in this issue tel/iiw w/iet/ier

'not sucli resemblances

lie/p

a beoinner

in tlie

studios

CMKtT<^>

,i-^:>r^v.j^

What's Become of the "Homely" Girl ?
Artists afid heautx authorities say she
Everywhere women and girls are learning
to make the most of their looks.
Evidence of this

about you. Adorable
complexions, fresh and enticing, wherever
your eyes turn. The homely girl is of a
passing day. Artists and beauty authorities
agree to

The modern woman knows how

easy

have the charm of lovely skin,
no one can be "homely" who has it.
IS

to

The simple

it

And

disappeari7i^

Today women who keep complexion
beauty, women
rare

oils,

is all

this.

is

ern form

Wash

who

are admired, use these

perfectly blended, in their

— Palmolive Soap.

mod-

thoroughly with Palmolive— mas-

sage the skin thoroughly with

its

gentle,

soothing lather. Rinse the face. Then,
finally, rinse thoroughly in cold water. If
your skm is dry, apply a bit of good cold
cream. Do this regularly and particularly
at night before retiring.

secret

—

Skin gently but thoroughly cleansed
once every day keeps its glowing youth-

Simple as it is, it is the most effective
beauty treatment you can use.

—

Beauty remains

fulness. Its prettiness.

But pay attention to gently. Harsh cleansing hurts your skin, mars it. just as surely
as the dirt

it

removes.

Palm and olive

oils

are the gentlest

cleansers science knows.

used by beautiful
of history.

women

skm

They have been
since the dawn

Skm

thus cared for

not injured by dirt and

is

grime, nor by the use of powders, or rouge.

And that soft, clear beauty of schoolgir
days does not disappear with passing years.
Start

with Palmolive today

IOC a cake.

You

results that astonish

l/o/uiiie

and

—

it

costs but

will not wait long to see

efficiency

and

delight.

produce

25c qiialily for only

10'

I'alm and nitve nils
-nolhing else- give
nature' 5 gree}i color
lo l^almolive Soap.

Xote carefully llic
name and wrapper.
Palmolive Soap is
never sold umi rapped

—

)
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'Ohe

Famous

Book of Etiquette
T AST

call
This is positively your final
-*—' chance to secure through these pages
!

If You
^Act Quickly

the complete, original $3.50 edition of the

famous two-volume Book of Etiquette

at

the special bargain price of only $1.98.

"Goodbye! I'm Very Glad

to

Have Met You."
glad.
He is smiling to
confusion.
He would have
given anything to avoid the embarrassment he has Just experienced. Every day
people who are not accustomed to good
society malve the mistake that he is

But he ISX'T

hide

his

making.

Do

you

know what

it

is ?

Half a million men and women have paid the
publishing price of $3.50 for these two
helpful volumes.
Almost as many have taken
full

advantage of the $1.98 bargain price. Now we
are offering j'ou for the last time the original,
complete $3.50 edition of the famous Book of
Etiquette for only $1.98 during the life of this
announcement.
You must act NOW.

—

You have always wanted to own the famous
Etiquette.
You have always wanted
to have in your home the two remarkable books
Book of

every social problem, that protect
from embarrassment, that prevent impulsive
blunders.
Here is your opportunity your last
opportunity to secure the original $3.50 edition for practically half.
Are you going to let
solve

that

—

—

tiie

chance* slip by?

And remember

An Armor
Etiquette

The Book of

Etiquette

gain She Orders

"A Chicken Salad, Please.''
She hears herself give tlie order as in a
daze.
She lieai"S hira repeat the order
to the waiter, in a rather surprised tone.

Whs HAD

she ordered that again! He
would tliink slie didn't l\now liow to
No.
order a dinner.
Well, did slie?
She wasn't sure of herself." She didn't
really

KNOW.

positively

is

this

famous

Against Embarrassment
is the armor that protects

us from little unexpected etnbarrassspoon incorrectly used.
ments.
An inOlives taken with the fork.
troduction wrongl}' acknowledged.
dance or party at which one feels
tea at which
"alone," out of place.
one is "tongue-tied" unable to converse pleasantly, unable to do or say
with ease the things that are correct.

A

A

—

A

These are the things that invariably
And
cause us great embarrassment.
You can know
they can be avoided
just what to do and say on every
!

is

Etiquette will

protect you

Your Home

from making impulsive blunders, will
be an arinor that guards you from

being used daily by

embarrassments and humiliation. Etiquette will make you a better "mixer,"
will
it
a better conversationalist
make you sure of yourself, confid"nt
of your own social powers.

Silent Secretary In

hundreds of thousands of

this

last

occasion.

The

—

chance to secure
edition for only $1.98.

your

men and women.

It

is a silent social secretary that tells the precise
thing to do, say, write and wear on every possible occasion.
It
omits nothing.
It
forgets
nothing.
It eliminates all chance for blundering,
protects
from all embarrassment and
humiliation in social contact, gives you a wonderful new ease and poise of manner.

Why

wonder when you can knozv? Why
hesitate when you can be certain f
Why be
embarrassed and uncomfortable when you can
Let the Book of Etiquette be \our silent advisor.
Let it tell you
when to entertain and how. Let it tell you
what to do, what to say, on every occasion of
social uncertainty.
Let it give you poise, ease,
dignitv, self-confidence.
be thoroughly at ease?

;

\\\\y atteinpt to conceal embarrass-

ment when you can have the lifelong
comfort of ease? Why wait longer

when 3'ou are being offered the last
opportunity to secure through these
pages the original $3.50 edition of the
Book of Etiquette for only $1.98?

—

Here's the coupon clip and mail it TODAY. Xelson Doubletlay, Inc., Dept. 184,
Garden City, New York.

Nelson Doubleday, Inc., Dept. 784,
Garden City, New York.
I want to own tlie famous two-volume set of tlie
Book of ELiquette. I am talking advantage of your
of Motion Picture Magazine to
secure tliis $3.50 edition for only $1.9S.
Tou may
send tlie two books to me at once, and when they
arrive I will give the postman only S1.9S (plus few
cents deliverj' charges) in full payment. Jt is understiMd, of course, that 1 may return the books any

last offer to readers

SEND NO MONEY
What's Wrong in This Picture?
make embarrassing mis-

It is so easy to
talses in public.

There

is,

for instance,

the very obvious mistalie tliat is being
made in Ibis picture. Do you Iniow
wliat it Is?
Can you point it out?
Perliaps tltere are mtire mistal<es tlian
one— wliat do
thini;?

—

YOU

Thousands of people will take advantage of this last
great opportunity and you are urged to act promptly.
the present edition is exhausted, it '.vilt not be
reprinted.
You must act at once,

No money

time within 5 days and have

—

When

NOW.

necessary.
Just clip and mail the
special coupon.
But be sure to mail it at once, while
you are thinking of it.
Remember this edition will
This
never be offered in these pages at $1.98 again.
is the very last time
is

—

my money

refunded

if

I so desire.

I

Xame,

(

Address
Check this square

if

you want

tliese

books wltli

binding at $2.9S with
Last chance!
(Orders from outside the I'. S. aie payable $2.44
Leather binding, outside U. S.
casli with ordei'.
the

beautiful

same return

full-leather

privilege.

$3.44, cash with order.
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POLA NEGRI

'DON'T CALL IT LOVE"

A

William deMille Production with Agnes Ayres,
Jack Holt, Nita Naldi, Theodore Kosloff and Rod
La Rocque. Screen play by Clara Beranger.
From the novel "Rita Coventry" by Julian Street
and play by Hubert Osborne.

Zane Grey's

With Richard Dix, Lois Wilson and Marjorie Daw
Supported by Noah Beery, Ricardo Cortez and Fred
Huntley. Written for the screen by Doris Schroeder
and Edfrid Bingham. Directed by Victor Fleming.

Fulton. Written for the screen by Forrest Halsev.

"TO THE LADIES"

By Zane Grey

James Cru:e Production with Edward Horton,
Theodore Roberts, Helen Jerome Eddy and
Louise Dresser. From the play by George
S. Kaufman and Marc Connelly.
Written for the screen by Walter Woods.

"BIG BROTHER"
By Rex Beach
An Allan Dwan Production with Tom Moore.
mond Hatton and Edith Roberts. Written

An IrvinWillat Production with Bebe Daniels, Ernest
Torrence,

AGeorge Melford Production with JacquelineLogan,
Antonio Moreno and Walter Hiers. By Byron

94
.AG£

A Joseph Henabery

Production with Betty Compson,
Richard Dix, Lewis Stone and Tully Marshall.

GLENN HUNTER in
"WEST OF THE WATER TOWER"

WM.

Ernest Torrence, May McAvoy, George Fawceit
and Zasu Pitts. From the novel by Homer Croy. Adaptation by Lucien Hubbard. Written for the screen
by Doris Schroeder. Directed by Rollin Sturgeon.

"THE NEXT CORNER"
A Sam Wood

the story 'The First and the Last," by
John Galsworthy. Written for the screen
by Ralph Block and Edfrid Bingham.

From

by Albert Shelby Le Vino.

Kate Jordan's

"FLAMING BARRIERS"

Geraghty.

Noah Beery and Lloyd Hughes. Written

for the screen

Production with

Conway

Tearle,

for the screen by Tom
Directed by Alfred E. Green.

By Booth Tarkington. Written

"THE STRANGER"

With
Ray-

THOMAS MEIGHAN in
MALONE"

"PIED PIPER

"THE HERITAGE OF THE DESERT"

for the screen by Paul Sloane.

Morgan. Written for the screen
by Harvey Thew.

Menjou, Charles de Roche and HuntlyGordon.
Adapted by Fred Jackson from the play by
Andre Picard and Francis Carco.
Written for the screen by Eve Unsell.

"THE HUMMINGBIRD"
ASidneyOlcott Production. From the Play byMaude

in

SHADOWS OF PARIS"

A Herbert Brenon Production. Supported byAdolphe

GLORIA SW ANSON in

"THE CALL OF THE CANYON"

A

•'

Lon

Chaney, Dorothy Mackaill, Ricardo Corte- and Louise
Dresser. From the novel and play by Kate Jordan.
Written for the screen by Monte Katterjohn.

S.

HART

in

"SINGER JIM McKEE"

Supported by Phyllis Haver.

A

William

S.

Har;

Production.

"ICE

A

BOUND"

William deMille Production of the Pulitzer prize
play by Owen Davis. Screen Flay ^
by Clara Beranger.

CECIL
With

B.

PRODUCTION
"TRIUMPH"

DeMlLLE'S

and Rod La Rocque. By May
Adaptation by Jeanie Macpherson.

Leatrice Joy

Edginton.
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TKe Ma}? Motion
Movie Stars and the Income Tax.

Picture

This special story which

gives

we have ever

Magazine
all

manner

of

intimate

and

heretofore

amazed at some of the
deductions the stars are permitted to make from their grand totals. Their School Days was gleaned from an
How Do You Talk About Books is what one get-richerstwhile high-school teacher of several of the stars
(juick star asked a professor of literature.
The story of this young celebrity's inflation will fascinate you.
unpublished details

'

I

is

one of the most interesting

articles

printed.

You'll be
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The Moment You Put On This New Kind Of Girdle Your Waist And
Hips Look Inches Thinner— And You Get Thin While Looking Thin,
For This New Invention Produces The Same Results As An Expert
Masseur. Makes Fat Vanish With Surprising Rapidity While You
Walk, Play, Work or Sleep, Yet Does It So Gently That You Hardly
Know It Is There. No More Heart-straining Exercises — No More Disagreeable Starving Diets — No More Harmful Medicines — No More
Bitter Self-Denials.

—

A

wonderful new scientific
has garters attached
and so constructed
improves your appearthat it touches and gently massages every
L ance immediately and reduces your
portion of the surface continually! The
waist and hips almost "while you wait"!
constant massage causes a more vigorous
The instant you put on the new girdle circulation of the blood, not only through
the bulky fat on the waist and hips seems
these parts, but throughout the entire body!
to vanish, the waist-line lengthens, and
Particularly around the abdomen and hips,
your body becomes erect, graceful, youththis gentle massage is so effective that it
fully slender!
And then
often brings about a remark^
with every step you make,
able reduction in weight in
with every breath you take,
the first few days.
Look Thin While
with every little motion, this
Those who have worn it
Getting Thin
new kind of girdle gently
say you feel like a new person
massages away the disfigurwhen you put on the Madame
ing, useless fat
and you look
Reducing Girdle. You'll
and feel many years younger!
look better and feel better.
You'll
how
be
surprised
quickly you'll be able to walk,
Slender

AT

last!

girdle that

—

X

Look More

dance, climb, indulge in out-

At Once!

—

Think of it no more protruding abdomen no more
heavy bulging hips. By
means of this new invention,
known as the Madame X
Reducing Girdle, you can
look more slender immediate-

door sports.
Many say

—

Improves your appearance instantly
works for you every
second of day to reduce the

—

excess fat.

You

don't have to wait
is gone in order to appear slim
and youthful! You actually look thin while
getting thin! It ends forever the need for
stiflF corsets and gives you with comfort.
Fashion's straight boyish lines!
ly!

With Girdle

Without Girdle

until the fat

The Madame

—

X

—
—

comfort.

I

Fits as snugly as a kid glove

stout.

X

—

often misplaced in stout people and this
brings renewed vitality and aids the vital
organs to function normally again.

Free Booklet Tells All

X

Reducing Girdle is
from anything else you've seen or
far different from ordinary special
tried
It
corsets or other reducing methods.
does not merely draw in your waist and
make you appear more slim; it actually
takes off the fat, gently but surely!
Reducing Girdle is
The Madame
built upon scientific massage principles
which have caused reductions of 5, 10, 20
even 40 pounds. It is made of the most
especially designed for
resilient rubber
and is worn over the
reducing purposes
undergarment. Gives you the same slim
appearance as a regular corset without
the stiff appearance and without any dis-

fine for con-

is

For besides driving away
excess flesh the Madame
Reducing Girdle supports the
muscles of the back and sides,
thus preventing fatigue, helps hold in their
proper place the internal organs which are

Actually Reduces Fat
different

it is

which

often present in people inclined to be
stipation

You
the

can't

appreciate

how marvelous

Madame X Reducing

Girdle

really

The Madame X Reducing Girdle takes the
you have a complete description
place of stijf corsets and gives you. zvith comfort
of it.
Send no money in advance just
Fashion's straight boyish lines.
Makes you
look and feel years yoiinger.
mail the coupon below and learn all about
this easy and pleasant way
of becoming fashionably
Thompson Barlow Co., Inc.
slender.
Mail the coupon
Dept. G-154
now and you'll get a full
404 Fourth Avenue,
is

until

—

description of the Madame
Reducing Girdle and our

New York

reduced

Madame

X

price, special trial

Please send me, without obligation, free description of the
Reducing Girdle and also details of your special

X

reduced price

offer.

offer.

Na

Thompson Barlow Co.,

Inc.
Address.

Dept G-154, 404 Fourth Avenue

New York

City.

•

State.
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2 5- Year Guaranteed
14 -Karat Gold
Strata Vanity
This lovely little case is 25 'year
guaranteed gold strata. It is a permanent and b'^autiful piece ofjerwelry.
It will be a charming and useful
accessory for years.

Also in genuine solid
SterlingSilver with the
sheen of White Qold.

Vanities

A Vanity That Is Worn
Watch

Like a Wrist
of fashion discovered the
PARISIAN women chic
of these exquisite

amazing

little round
convenience and
vanities. They found that the Zara Golden Vanity, worn
on the wrist like a watch, was an essential accessory for the
Purses and
really well groomed woman.
pockets could be fashionably flat when it was
no longer necessary to carry a bothersome,

powder case.
you, too, will want one

old-fashioned, fat

Of

course,
of these
lovely pieces of jewelry. They are suitable
for every occasion and appropriate with every

—

costume. Shopping, motoring, dancing in
your most swagger sport suit or ruffly party
frock it is so delightful always to have your
Zara Golden Vanity with you. And you need
never fear a shiny nose. In just a second, you
can open the little round case and powder
your nose with the diminutive, satin pufL

—

The coupon

introduce the Zara Golden
Vanity, a special offer of only
$2.89 is made for a limited time.
This is a remarkable opportunity.
Just send the coupon. When the
postman delivers your Vanity,
pay him the $2.89 and a few cents
postage. Order your adorable
little

Vanity

Send Coupon

TODAY

Canada send post office or express order).
C.O.D. orders accepted from Canada or other foreign Countries.

12-64 ^^^^ll^^r'

nniJllllllllinniinrmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniMiiifiiiiiiiiMiMininntiiiniiMiiiiiniiiiiniiiiniiiniiiiiiiniiiniimnnmnnnn

Mall This Coupon

—

your Zara Golden Vanity in the popular
green gold or in genuine sterling silver. Every case whether
Gold Strata or Genuine Solid Silver carries our 25-year
guarantee.
The case contains a tiny cake of powder
delicately scented with one of the smartest of this season's
perfumes, a fine quality magnifying mirror and a dainty

Ml^ m\P
^^M
^^Jr
*^

(If you live in

(NOT

^oney

_

^^B^.^

at this special price.

Zaravan Company, Dept.
INC.)

brings this Zara Golden Wrist Vanity
masterpiece of the goldsmith's art. It is as beautifully constructed and finished as a high grade watch. It is a piece
of jewelry that the most discriminating of women would
be proud to wear.
It is every bit as attractive in appearance as it is convenient to use.

You may

Special Offer
To

No

Send Coupon
Without Q/iny

puff.
All for only $2.89. There is no additional
charge for the trim, black, grosgrain wrist band or for the
carved clasp in sterling silver or green gold to match the case.

little

I
I

=
=
=
=
=

select

Zaravan Company,

Depti 12'64, 311 River st.,ciucago,iu.

(Not Inc.)

you please send me a 25-year guarantee<3, Zara Vanity in the finish
Indicated below. I will pay the postman $2.89 and postage when it arrives.
(Please check finish desired)
Sterling Silver Q
Green Gold D
'Will

(Finished to look Like white gold)

iVaine_

=

Address
State

City
If there is likely to

you

Canada please enclose post office
you do this we pay the postage.

live in

When

be no one at home when the Vanity arrives or

if

or express order for $2.89.
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Ruth

E. Shindledecker, Lima, Ohio.

Use tKe

Mellin's Food

Method

of Milk Modification
for Your Baby
9
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In the

Words

of a

Wise Movie

Magnate
We

never make our apologies and slip away after the demi-tasse
Richard A. Rowland, the president of the
First National Pictures, is a speaker. For Mr. Rowland is one of those
rare souls with the faculty of saying something well worth hearing.
A particularly pertinent and interesting observation which he made not
so long ago brings us to this editorial page whereon we endeavor to
bring our readers' attention to the salient points in cinematic conditions
month after month.
at the press-luncheons winere

Mr. Rowland believes that every story should be adequately proindeed, that it should be very well produced.
But he
duced
doesn't believe there is any excuse for the producers who inject lavish
and extravagant episodes into a story when they are beside the dramatic
.

point

that.

.

simply for the sake of making it a bigger production.
good story well told pictorially is a good motion picture. That's
And the most poignant dramas remembered in literature may, in
.

A

.

.

.

great majority of instances, be portrayed without ostentation.
Because some mother's son, in illustration of this point, enjoys high
life, it is not at all necessary to have a flash-back of a spectacular Roman
orgy.
Yet how many instances of this kind could be enumerated.
the

They

are without

number

!

For some unaccountable reason many of the motion picture directors and producers firmly believe that their productions will find a
readier market if" they are enhanced by this sort of thing.
Some day
they will awaken to the simple fact that what the public does want is
more intelligent treatment of theme and less flagrant display.
We endorse this belief of Richard A. Rowland's.

Motion Picture Magazine
(Trade-Mark Registered)

Founded by

J.

Stuart

Blackton

APRIL, 1924
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!Poudres de o^^

LT.P1V6R
J^aris, Urance
(Fondee 6nl774)

Jhese are

the Jhudres

that^rencliwornen Z/se

t^nd

zfou know

—

what that means!

More French women buy FIVER'S Poudres de Luxe
They prefer them to all else
than any other kind.
that Paris offers because they are so exquisitely soft
and clinging. You'll understand if you have felt
them just once on your face. And they come in
such sweet shades!
Of course, this perfection in
poudres is possible because FIVER has made them
for a century and a half.
Perhaps it is also for the exquisite parfums that
French women love FIVER poudres best.
Do you
know the haunting blend of rose and jasmin that is
AZUREA.? And now it's Spring, don't you want
the Flowers of May that French women adore?
FLORAMYE a veritable bouquet of Spring herself
heliotrope, jasmin, violet, and rose; LE TREFLE
INCARNAT expressing the freshness of sweet clover
and carnation; POMPEIA an exotic symphony,

—

—
—

subtly seductive.

—

'<nr^

^^

H

[
MARIE PREVOST
A few

years ago Marie Prevost forsook the art of a bathing girl. And today, after a varied
and often discouraging dramatic training, she enjoys high repute in Hollywood. She is a
prophet in her own country. For Ernst Lubitsch, who cast her prominently in his "The
Marriage Circle," proclaims her one of the greatest actresses he has ever known

Photogfraph by Spurr, L. A.

HUNTLEY GORDON
Huntley Gordon

the epitome of the gallant AmerHe is a far hail from the languid
Romeos who dedicate their days to love. However,
his compounds are no less attractive
dependability and understanding are also the stuff of which

ican

man

is

of affairs.

.

romance
find

is

made.

name

.

.

No wonder more and more

casts

top
most recently the
Rupert Hughes>- production, "True as Steel""
his

at

the

.

.

.

I

WjnsnttfS-";-;

ENID BENNETT
When you ask people who have sojourned iu Hollywood whom they liked best, they invariably include
Enid Bennett

frequently speaking of
in their list
her as Mrs. Niblo. She's that sort. Her popularity
is not born of flamboyant gestures or exotic mannerisms. Nevertheless, in her conservative way, she has
held her own while more striking personalities have
appeared shortly to vanish again. "The Sea Hawk"
occupies her attention at the present time
.

.

.

Photograph by Diem

CAROL DEMPSTER
tell you that Carol
honors on the screen but of an
operatic career, for which she studies whenever she
is not engaged with her screen work.
But, in the
meantime, David Wark Griffith has again selected her

Carol .Dempster's

dreams not of

as

his

friends will

stellar

heroine.

The

film

is

the

spectacle

of

"America," which has now occupied him for months

.

iMXLi feeoin^'iCar^iiSKc

s

Photograph by Apeda

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
Here Richard Barthelmess looks like nothing more than a determined and well-informed
and not particularly like a love-sick Romeo. And, after all, the former is
man
what Dick often proves himself to be. All of which does not mean that we think he wont
give the screen a Romeo which will rank with its finest portraits. Lillian Cish awaits him at

business

.

.

.

Verona,

Italy, in

her Juliet robes

BETTY

COMPSOIN

This altogether
charming

camera

study of Betty was
taken during her professional stay in London .
before she
returned to Holly.

.

wood, where romance
attends her,
while her fiance,

now

Jimmie

Cruze,
anxiously waits for her to

name The Day.
first

made

picture

The
Betty

after her return

was "Strangers"

Photograph by Ernest H.
ilills,

London

Anna

May

Wong

Photograph by Edwin Bower Hesser

Anna May Wong symbolizes

the eternal para-

dox of her ancient race. She reminds us of
cruel and intricate intrigues, and at the same
time, of crooned Chinese lullabies. She brings
to the screen the rare comprehension and the
mysterious colors of her ivory-skinned race
Fairbanks insisted upon her in
his cast for "The Thief of Bagdad"
.

And Douglas

.

.

Photograph by Abbe

RODOLPH VALENTINO
What can we
Valentino?

him and

tlie

say that

is

new about Rodolph

we're glad peace between
Famous Players-Lasky has been

That

effected, of course.

friends, missing

And

that his

hundreds

him thru the months

of
of litiga-

Our mail
tion, have not once forgotten him.
bags prove it, without a d*)ubt. Let them make
with the release of his "Monsieur
haste
Beaucaire"

;

—

;

;

TKe Songs

;

:

—

;

of

Kenyon

Doris
TKe

Parting

The waters 'mid their lilies slept
Wood-odors wrapt me, sweet
and wild
where

Below,

willows

trailing

wept,

A

mirrored heaven smiled.

And as I watched the moveless tide,

Two

A

birds met in the midmost
blue
morhent, touched, then circled

wide

And from
Flew

each other flew

met

far away, nor

One winging

east,

again,

one winging

west;
suddenly an ancient pain
Pierced my remembering breast.

And

It

GKosts
it may

may

be, ay,

who can

be,

tell ?

That down these moss-grown
crumbling bricks their feet
fall,
and round
lightly
them, wild and sweet,
The perfume of the lilacs weaves
Still

its

spell.

While the far ululations of a bell
Haunt the cool dusk with murmurs ^oft and sweet
Ay, here upon this gray old
garden seat

They

to

listen

thrush's

the

ritornelle,

And

while they watch the evening shadows fall.
the beloved names they knew.
Catch distant sounds borne thru the interval
'Twixt day and night each dear, familiar clue
Leading them back, as fond, faint voices call.
And love breathes round them with the silvery dew

They whisper

—

CKain

Links In a

We two upon

that

moun-

tain top alone,

While

is

it

that, after I

the lonely hills
tree of white,
little blade of grass

have been with you.

I

see tilings

so strangely?

A

boat in a mist at sea seems like a cloud that has
tired of hanging in the sky

And

A

is

resting

on

a mirror

—

as tho

my

heart were held to

•

—

ready to be plucked

Plucked by your hand, which seems gnarled with strength,
cHngs to my mouth softly like nasturtium tendrils
Is it that your mind is strange and aflfects me.
Or is it that I am startled by my own mind's reflection in
your eyes ?

.A.nd yet

bluebell in

lirtipid

a wave.

flash of scarlet berries

And were

grown

your white hand,
your hair.
the sky above,
Alike reflected in your
in

The

;

would be more

eyes

That swallow skimming
low into the West

Kenyon

Doris

stage
called

been

and
which

fitting

play

the

if

Broadway
had

amid

That
That

Grotesquerie

Why

silence slept

It

proper
brought

this

"The

to

a

winter
Gifts"

For
than "The Gift."
Doris does many things and all
rather
of

them

Her

well.

stage

and

screen work needs no introduction, but there are many who
do not know of her lovely
singing voice, or of her exquisite

poems

published

which
in

have

been

many magazines

and also collected in book-form.
These are new verses which
have never before been offered
to the public

All this will I remember
and regret
When twilight came that we did lift our eyes
To see if Heaven held anoth er gift.

A

star.

You bound me

unto you by a look
(Continued on page 84)

first
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After

Muck Ado

Presenting J^ew
Studies of the

Heroine

of the

UJiscussed

Photograph by William A. Fiaker

What

will the motion picture people talk
about? For the cast of "Ben- Hur" which
was argued for months has eventually been
decided. A hundred rumors have died.
George Walsh, the choice of June Mathis
.

who

discovered

Valentino, you

.

.

remember,

to be the hero. For, among other things,
this hero must have the strength and skill to
drive in a chariot race.
.
And the role of
.
Esther brings Gertrude Olmstead to the cast
is

.

'^fl^TSS,

!

24

Camera
Hero and

" 'Sen

9^uch-

Hur

"

Photograph by Peters

TKe

Vitgin

Queen

In "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall," Clare Eames gives Queen Elizabeth her shadow being
she brings to our memory those beautiful words with which Clemence Dane painted this
"She grew old as an oak or a cliff or a cathedral grows old. There was no
great queen:
frailty of age in her"

And

25

P
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Later, he sat at her feet and showed her pictures of his home, of
his mother and father, of his dog. Pike.
And the Lady stroked
his fair head with fingers that were softer and tenderer than the
moonlight had been the night he had first seen her

!
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Read

the Statements of Leading Pro-

ducers, Directors and Casting Directors

a

As To Whether Resemblance

to

Lessens

a

Screen

Star

Aids

Beginner

or

Chances

s

^'holograph by

Edwin B. Hesser

And who
positive

Mulhall

Jack

bara

and Eugene

cilla

Dean

In

on
Pris-

to

the

portrait

the

right?

frequently mistaken for each

of

other. And
the pictures
of Monte and

Mulhal]

Jack

above to

that of

Eugene

Photograph

Photograph h\
Evans, L. A.

it

from

liy

\V. F. Seely

Rod

to

left

would

the

confuse any
editor
first

O'Brien facing

other

Hollywood

Monte Blue
and Rod La
Rocque are

brothers.

Compare

just

Bedford

the left isn't

O'Brien might
be taken for
twin

will be
that Bar-

if

the

hadn't

the

been captioned

page

Monte Blue
and the other
Rod La Rocque

corner

Do Tou

Resemble
esemoie a ocreen
Star?
S
By

HELEN CARLISLE

DO
I

you resemble some famous motion-picture star?
Do your friends tell you that you're certain to
make a hit in the movies, because you look just
like ]\Iary Pickford, or Norma Talmadge, or

Cecil B. De
cap, resemblance to type is a distinct asset.
Mille declares that "Facial and physical resemblance plays
no part in casting a motion picture. What we search for
are mental characteristics and eccentricities of movement

Rodolph Valentino?
Will your resemblance to some famous player aid or
hinder you in attaining screen success? Will it necessarily
affect your career at all ?
Believing that many of our readers would be interested
in knowing just what the leading producers, directors and
casting directors of Hollywood studios have to say on this
subject. Motion Picture Magazine has obtained from
them honest, straightforward statements as to just how
resemblance to a famous star may affect a beginner's
chances.

keeping with the particular character."
interesting to note that some of our most prominent
motion-picture players bear a remarkable resemblance to
one another.
Monte Blue and Rod La Rocque are frequently
mistaken for each other, even in Hollywood where both
are so well known.
Jack Mulhall might almost be taken
Zazu Pitts, despite
for Eugene O'Brien's twin brother.
her eccentric individuality, bears an unusual physical
Agnes Ayres and Alice
resemblance to Lillian Gish.
Joyce, Barbara Bedford and Priscilla Dean, look remark-

homas H. Ince. prominent producer, declares that
resemblance to a star is a distinct liability to a screen
aspirant."
Horace Williams, casting director for Mr.
Ince. relates an instance, however, where a young actress
now famous won her first opportunity before the camera
because of her resemblance to a star.
Fred Niblo, biie of the most noted directors, says that
whereas physical resemblance to a star may prove a handi-

ably alike.
Each of these .players, tho, has developed a distinct personality.
And it is personality individuality, that is
invaluable to the }oung man or young woman who would
win the favor of the film public.
Read what the men who are forever seeking new faces
and new types for the great motion-picture producing
companies, have to say on this subject on the next page.

1

"A

in

It is

—
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A RESEMBLANCE

to a star is a distinct liability to a screen aspirant. The newcomer
•^^^ ma\- get a head start of others of the unknown ranks who
are seeking fame on the
The fact of a resemblance often brings immediate opportunity for "doubling"
sil\ersheet.
that seems an advantage. But the "double" takes the hard work while the star collects the

Photograph by Hoovei

glory and the pay-check of many ciphers.
"Something new" is the constant demand of the picture public. Stars come and go.
Their names are in ascendancy for a brief period and then their brilliance wanes and they
are consigned to the land of oblivion. The public has tired of them and turned its applause
to the newcomer who brings the thrill of "something different."
Create a new type, new characterizations, new mannerisms of expressing, suggesting,
repressing emotion, if you would win fame as a screen celebrity.

Frank Borzage: Director
"DESEAIBLAXCE

to a star will neither aid nor hinder the aspirant for screen honors.
would-be screen player can act, has good luck in getting parts, and is able to
sell himself or herself to directors, producers and, most im])ortant of all, to the public, no
one will inquire jiarticularly as to his or her resemblance to other stars.

-*^

If tlie

Photograph by Campbe

Cecil B.
of

T

^

PERSOXALLY

De

Mille

:

Director-General

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

have never signed an actor or an actress because he or she resembled

a successful star.
Facial or physical resemblance plays no part in casting a motion picture. What we
search for are mental characteristics and eccentricities of movement in keeping with the
particular character.
I know of only one instance where resemblance was a benefit to a player in securing
a job of any importance. That was in a film where the leading man died in the middle
'

Photograph by

Edwards Horteller

of the production.

Horace

Vvilliams: Casting Director
for

of
OUTwhere

Ince Productions

the hundreds of girls who have had a real or fancied resemblance to a star, I have known only one case
were looking for a double for Miss Pickford in
the beginner was benefited. That was Doris May.
"The Little American." Doris came in at the psychological moment made up to look like her. She got the job.
Other girls have doubled for stars, but they have stayed in the doubling business.
Success comes to the beginner who is interesting on her own account.
That was a young chap who
I recall only one man who attempted to -get a start on his resemblance to a star.

>

I
reallv looked like Wallie Reid.
So, unless the future differs

'o2

We

have not seen him for a long time.
the past in this matter, the answer of experience

from

will

have to be

— NO.

—
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According To:
Fred

iNliblo: Director

"DESEMBLANCE

to feature and resemblance to type are two entirely different matters.
think a person with features resembling a motion-picture star is decidedly handicapped so far as having a screen career of his own goes. But one who resembles a popular picture type and has aspirations of becoming a cinema player is fortunate.
Take the Pickford, the Talmadge, the Valentino types. Any person desiring to gain
prominence, or I might even say entrance to the screen, will find similarity to any one of
those types greatly to his or her advantage.
The only solution I can offer for not accepting "doubles" of feature, is that the public

*-^

I

rebels at imitations.

After

all,

the most essential thing

to a popular type

is real acting ability.
That together with resemblance
makes much toward success when the proper opportunity is presented.

Herbert Brenon: Director

TDESEMBLANCE to
^^ upon their careers.

famous players on the part of beginners has absolutely no

eft'ect

counts. The onl}^ resemblance that may count
for anything is the successful imitation of the technique which made it possible for the
famous player to succeed. That is one form of resemblance which need not be suppressed.
To my mind we have passed the day when physical cliarm especially in a
is
of paramount importance in an artist's success. I do not suppose that Ernest Torrence or
Lon Chaney will be offended if I say that neither is an Apollo. Yet both of these players
have achieved outstanding successes in the motion picture world.
It is ability that

—

.ric

von Stroheim:

man—

Photograph by Papper

Director

HEN

are copies ever so good as the original, with the possible exception of blocks of
If the personal element enters, the difference is more apparent.
When newcomers to the screen attempt to sell themselves on the grounds of being like
It means aping.
And when was
more prominent figures, it means only one thing.
aping never disgustingly obvious and obviously disgusting.
Aspirants that are called images of someone else are killed thru the kindness of their
"friends." It is the meanest thing that can be said of a newcomer.
It gives him nothing
of his own.

'S\T

^^

wood or such things?

Marshall

rsfeilan:

Director

'^J'EWCOMERS

must stand or fall on their own. Leaning on the flimsy support of a
resemblance, however slight, to some star of high-powered magnitude presages a
toppling over. Or being set against such insecure stanchions by so-called friends is as
practical as attempting to prop them up on air.

*

Alan Grosland:

D irector

TNDIVIDUALITY

is much to be desired, and a distinct personality is imperative.
You cannot combine individuality
and resemblance. They are the oil and water of expression. A distinct personahty and personation are not analogous.
Should an aspirant happen to resemble some star, however, he or she should be given full opportunity to
develop individuality. Only by this, combined with a personality peculiar to himself or herself, will real success
be won.
{Continued on page 79)
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More

Meeds

Like

Him

By

LUCILLE

GORDON

chill, gloomy little jniblicity office of the studio
meet me, and the first thing he did was smile.
The nicest, realest, warmest sort of smile I've

the
to

many a day.
Then he took me to lunch in a drug-store.
As you may suspect, he won me over comI began to wonder why I'd never seen
l)letely.
seen in

Photograiih h\

NOW
this

Evans.

I..

A,

in regard to

Percy Mar-

niont person, I
may as well state
frankly that I have ever

been numbered among
those who could take him
or let him alone.
If

Mr. ^[armont hap-

to be in the cast of
a picture I wished to see,
all well and good, but I
never trekked down to the

pened

Boulevard to see a
ture

simply

because

pic-

he

was in it.
As I drove out along
the Ocean Boulevard
toward the Ince studio on
the day appointed for my
interview with him, I felt
]\Ir. ]\Iarmont
almost listless.
would be very tall, very English, and, of course, very good.
Always, on the screen, he is

and self-sacrificing
suffering
for somebody or something. If
Mr. INIarmont's film sacrifices
were placed end on end the}Nizhni
reach
from
would

Novgorod

to Altoona,

Pennsyl-

vania. I dont like self-sacrificThey so seldom
ing persons.
add anything to the joy of life.
But Mr. Marmont came into

I
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the real Percy ^Nlarmont on the screen. Certainl}1 never have, tho the fault may be mine since I've
In
not been a close follower of his pictures.
future I shall be.
ingenuous,
lie's one of the most likable,
laughter-loving persons I've met in many a day,
and if this sounds like a "Merton of the Movie"
interview, you may as well know that I dont consider Harry Leon Wilson the supreme critic of
things cinematic anyway.
Now this drug-store in which we dined so
sumptuously was not one of your handsome drugstores with a mirror behind the soda-fountain
and other elegancies. It was a shabby, helterskelter little place where the proud movie stars
grab a hurried sandwich when they're working
at the Ince studio.
near-l)y table sat .\dolphe ]\Ienjou,
.At
a
Percy Marmont

most

likable,

is

one of the

ingenuous,

laughter-loving persons I've
met in many a day. And if
sounds like a 'Merton of
the Movies"' interview, you may
dont
I
that
well inow
as
this

consider

Harry

Leon

Wilson

the supreme critic of things
cinematic. In the scene at the
right from '"The Light That
Failed," Mr. Marmont stores another complete characterization

*'Gee

pner

said

!

s

the

orrice ^irl,

He

gfuy

photo^ra-

"ne

s

a sv^^ell

certainly

is

a

swell ^uy

Leatrice Joy and the director,
Griffith W'ray.
Around
the soda-fountain clustered a
group of half-naked Hawaiians,
consuming malted milk, ham
sandwiches and other native

John

delicacies.

"W^e are making a South
Sea Island picture," thus IMr.
j\Iarmont explained their pres"I am a missionary in
the story, ^^'henever a director
wants a good man without any
sex appeal, he sends for me."
If you could help liking INIr.
Marmont after such a naive
admission, you and I shall have
nothing in common, henceforth.
I remarked that the plot of
the story sounded like that of
"Rain," the Jeanne Eagels stage
success, except that the missionary in "Rain" had a wife.
''Well, so have I," declared
ence.

Mr. Marmont, and indicating
"Sir. IMenjou, "I have his wife,"
he added unexpectedly.
I concluded later, tho, that

the two stories were quite different despite certain points of
similarity.

After lunch we went over to
the

set,

evidently a native hut,

and

while the orchestra
wheezed out "Marcheta" and

Photograph

l>.v

Evans.

I,

Marmont

and Ernest Torrenee have been friends for
And every
many years.
Sunday morning they meet
at the country club and engage in the ancient Scottish
game of golf and talk about
the days before they discovered America. Above, a
scene from "If Winter
Comes" with Percy Marmont as "Piizzlehead" with

Air.

Aienjou demanded his wife

of a group of cowering Islanders,
'Sir. IMarmont (who, of course,
had the wife all the time)
lounged beside me in a camp
chair and talked of his experiences in this country and abroad.
He is a delight to the interviewer, for he talks easily and
readily.
By his entire lack of
High Jinks and L o w
false modesty he reveals his lack
Jinks
of self-vanity.
He does not
seek to impress. I doubt that he
ever questions whether one is going to like him or not. One
senses immediately that he assumes one will like him, because,
you know, this jolly old world is such a pleasant place and
everyone in it is so charming, so interesting, so varied.
His conversation is threaded with abrupt, amusing remarks.
In speaking of one of his world tours he observed, "We were
on our way to Australia, but as w^e neared the Canary Islands
the ship went down."

—

.

.

.

(Continued on page 80)
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Heard

In Passing

This new picture of Priscilla Dean Moran, Jackie Coogan's adopted sister, reminds us of a
Coogan tells of her. On one occasion when Mr. Coogan scolded Priscilla for some
disobedience, she looked up at him out of those soulful eyes, heaved a mighty sif.h, and
remarked bitterly:
"Oh, dear.
Everything was going along fine, and then this had to

story Mr.

come up!"

!
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Vignettes of the Studios
VI.

TKe

CKarlie CKaplin Studio

BS SALLY STEELE

HERE

the street where
the street
of the Big Shoes, the
Baggy Pants, the Derby

The

is

comedy walks,

and the Cane.
Here, where La Brea Avenue
cuts across Hollywood from the
ultraexclusive Wilshire Boulevard to the sun-beaten hills that
wall in the studio town to the
north, is Laughter Corner.
Here a serious young Englishman
with unsmiling grey-blue eyes and
prematurely streaked with
grey, manufactures merriment for
the world, here translates laughter
into terms understandable alike to

hair

Swede and Hottentot.
The Charlie Chaplin

The

Editor's

They are zvord pictures
writer

—

a

zvlw

—

buildings.
And zve find that
these studios are as zi'idely different in atmosphere and appear-

ance as they are in the films
zvhich are photographed behind
their "No Admittance" signs.

!

prettiest

wood. The
not

for

studio in Holly-

least obtrusive.

the

It

is

Were

skeleton
framework of the stages in the
background, one would take its
ofifice
buildings for a group of
it

telltale

modest homes.
A five-foot box hedge marks

its

three-acre boundaries. The tennis
court, adjoining the ofifice buildings, is just visible in the photograph below.
There's a tiled

swimming

pool,

too,

where

Charlie, his friends and his employees enjoy themselves when

they have time to play.
In earlier days of Hollywood's
history, the studio ground belonged to the great McClellan estate. The home of the
pioneer still- stands within studio boundaries, a link
between the past when miles on miles of"olive and orange
groves reflected back the sun glare, and the present, when
miles on miles of celluloid spun thru ever-devouring
cameras, reflect back as in a mirror, the tears, the dreams
and the laughter of the world.
The laughter of the world
How lavishly has it been
contributed to, from this odd "corner of a foreign field
that is forever England."
Laughter Corner. The Charlie Chaplin studio.
!

Where laughter is translaterl into terms understandable alike to Swede and Hotstudio!
Were it not for the telltale skeleton framework of
the prettiest studio and the least ohtrusive.
the stages in the background, one would take its office buildings for a group of modest homes

The Charlie Chaplin
tentot.

zvrittcn

knozvs the
studios from daily contact zvlw
is a habitue of the great glass

by

—

this studio is located.

is

the sixth article of a series ivJiicli
depicts the California studios.

Do not be misled into
studio
thinking that laughter trembles in the air, at Laughter
Corner, that the red brick and white stucco walls of
these quaint English cottage buildings rock with loud
guffaws and boisterous glee.
The cloistral quiet peculiar to the semitropics where
vivid green jialms stand stilly in a downpour of white
sunlight and the scarlets, blues, yellows of myriad blooming plants and flowers blaze with almost ])ainful intensity
upon the eye dwells over the entire residence district in
which

Note.—Below

—
Hi and

DoTly Find 'They
Jjefore

Are
Them,

the
in

Same
the

as

All

the

Generations Vi/'hich VC^ent

Fourth Instalment of

Thistledown
By

DANA

GATLIN

Synopsis of Preceding Cnapters on Page qj

TURNING from

the window, Hi stumbled away
with a sick, beaten feehng.
He had thought he
knew what jealousy could be, but he had never
dreamed that to see a woman caressed by another
man could be so terrible.
He stumbled down the hill which he had mounted in
such blissful exaltation, climbed into his car, swerved
vengefully round the gaudy roadster, and went plunging
down the treacherous old driveway with a blind recklessness which should have brought him a broken neck, and
swerved into the open road not caring where he went.
He kept telling himself to be reasonable, to be sane:

any man might
any girl's,
kiss
hand, any day,
and for negligibly plausible

— no

reason s
crime

man who came

to visit her, the fellow

—

who was

—

liimself falling in love with a servant.

And he took his
at his own misery.
home with him when, finally, he went home and
to bed.
And he woke up with it in the morning; with
his misery and his uncertainty.* For he did not know
He was amazed

misery

what he wanted

to

do

— wJiat

lie

wanted

to say to her,

he wanted to
say anything;
if

setting low when Hi turned from
trysting-place. And there he found Dolly sitting

The sun was

his

path

to

the

on the dying leaves

old

how

proach

mere act, no
world -toppling
affair! But

see

an

is

emotion
founded

longed for anyworld,

And

her

the
and he
feared seeing

he

feared

loved added fuel

in the

tor-

his

ments.

.

.

Who was
Why had

she ?
she

played

mas-

at

querade
indeetl,

if,

?

was

it

]\I

life

.

Ui

in

more than
had ever

this girl he
to

anything

world.
ean w bile
had to be

Ved

met,

the

served.

made

folly

baud

Why

at
"

s

Inn

silence
her attacks.

?

the
the
and

she
to this
sequestered, offthe-road place ?
And where did
she ride off to,
in
that expencar of
s i V e
which the vil-

come

gossiped ?
Who was the
vflashy-looking
\G£.

—he

Julia
worst

ordeal
served

—

lage

his

of
Thie-

all

secrecy,
mystery?
why had

office

routine ob-

And

that

meals

,

must be faced,
must be
Julia

a masquerade.

why
added bit

at

had never
thing

total

her

longed to
her as he

o n
logic or reason.
his

if

He

not

ignorance about

should

dared ap-

lie

all.

jealousy

he

approach her,

the

in

obviously

on familiar terms with her and who had kissed her ring ?
All these were questions yet to be answered
if, indeed,
she were the mistress and not the servant.
Curiously, his new uncertainties were immeasurably
worse than that petty shame he had felt, when he left

a

prestony
against

At the

office

old Simpson
must jump him
about a note due
Simpa bank
son thought he
;

could get it extended s6 why

—

bother
about

it ?

li

i

ni

Old

Simpson pursed
mouth, and
Hi felt sullen

his

compunctions.

:

Illustrations

Harold

—

!

"You are trembling!" he said
"Dont tremble, dear.
huskily.
Listen!
I want to tell you some.'*
thing

by

Lund

.

.

^y^SSK

But he was in no mood for new bothers. He felt that
he loathed the Daggett Paper-Box Manufacturing Company, and everything connected with it.
The afternoon of that endless day his boon friend,
young Loft, dropped in at the factory to see him. George
wanted to "plan something.'" He complained of Hi's
defection the past few weeks.
"you know,
"^^l^at've you been up to?" he demanded
I believe you've found something good, and are keeping

—

it

to yourself

!"

Hi scowled.

"I've been busy," he said.
"Busy!'' jeered young Loft, as if that were a good joke.

Then he said, assuming a confidential air:
"You know, I think we've both been letting a good
That dame up there at the De Bosserts!
thing get by.
I
hear she's a peacherino we ought to scrape an

—

acquaintance."
"Has the lady evinced any desire to scrape acquaintance
with anybody ?" somewhat stiffly.
Then young Loft guf¥awed. and gave his friend a poke
in the ribs.

certain things Tve been hearing, the lady
heard that a certain young gentleman of Fairfield has been seen headed that way more than once
"
and that his car has been recognized standing
Hi broke in curtly
"Cut it out, will you? I always gave you credit for
one who minded his own business."
Young Loft stared, then whistled. "Oh, that's the way
of it, is it? I didn't realize it was yoii who put up that
'no trespassing' sign, but, of course, if you hold first
"
privileges and insist on no poaching
"Cut it out," Hi said again, and in a tone that com-

from

"\\'ell,

has.

I've

manded

silence, tho

it

made

his friend stare the harder.

Then, grinning: "But
well." with a shrug.
you're certain!}- the lucky Lothario first the pretty
waitress at Leon's and then the fair by the way. what

"Oh, very

—
—

ever became of that waitress?"
"Ask Leon." said Hi. succinctly.
"I did," with a wry smile, "and much good it did me."
"Well, much good it did me, too," Hi admitted. "Leon
told me no more than he probably told you."
He finally succeeded in ending this trying interview,
but the mention of Leon put a new conjecture in his
spinning head
should he, perhaps, try once again to
"sound out" Leon ? But he thrust the suggestion aside as
futile
and moreover the plan was unworthy whatever
explanations he sought he should seek from the girl
:

—

;

herself.

He wanted

to see her. he wanted to see her
endless day dragged to an end. somehow and the
second night began, and passed
and the second day

The

:

;

dawned

to

wear

itself

thru.

Towards

after-

late

noon, at the hour he had
so often adventured
joyously to their tryst,
the longing to see the

—

a sensation, too, as
she were calling him
became
to come to her
almost insupportable.
The sun was sinking
low when at last he gave
up and headed his car in
the direction of the De
Bossert estate. He had

girl
if

—

meant

to go straight to
the cottage and ask for her directly, but a last hesitancy,
and a desire to look again on flie trysting-place of dear,

'

mocking, recollections, prompted him to turn out of
toward the old summer-house.
And he found Doily sitting there on the dying leaves.
She had on a long black frock, and a wrap with a
furry collar hiding her mouth, making her look much

if

his path,

older.
The moment she saw him she arose, and stood
awaiting his approach, her hands pressed together.
"At last!" she said reproachfully. "I thought you had
decided to come no more.
But you liaz-e come," halfextending one hand and then quickly withdrawing it.
Perhaps it was that tentative gesture, perhaps her
gravity and something wistful in her eyes
but something
gave way in Hi. Doubts and jealousy and bitterness all
went by the board catching that timid hand in his he bent
and kissed her not so expertly as might have been expected of Lli Daggett, but very, very gently.
Now Dolly had been kissed before, but never just like
this
she turned her face away and sought to pull her
hand from him.
"You are trembling!" he said huskily. "Dont tremble,
dear. Listen
I want to tell you something I'd have told
you the other night if you hadn't slipped away. Something I told my sister
I told her I love }ou, and want
you to be my wife.''
"Yes I know," still not looking at him. "I overheard a little that's why I fan away I was ashamed."
"Why were you ashamed?" he could not help asking

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

—
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S tthen, his jealousy reviving,
of that man ?"

'Was

—

"What man ?"

any way because

sister

were alarmed.
"The man you met up here

thought her tone and look

—

"Are you

"You
Oh,

just after leaving me.

—

I didn't mean to play the spy
I was simply following
you, crazy to see you and then when I found you were
"
already occupied
He could not
check the grim little laugh that exposed something of the pain which
had gnawed him these intervening
hours. Then: "Who was that man?"
She did not answer at once, stood
with averted head and shadowed eyes.
V t.^'
"Who was that man?" he repeated.
"Answer me^ and answer honestly !"
Then a flicker of her old-time mis^
chief returned she flashed him a fleet-i, .#
ing glance, and asked back
"Since when have you taken com•'

•

He

!

—

"What of that?- it was not
because you were a servant
that I loved you."
There was a little pause
except that his hands twitched
did not move
and the
stared
unseeingly into
space, trembling but sober and
;

reflective.

"Good
cried

night,

she

almost

des-

And,

perately.

and he would have helped her
up the rough hillpath, but she

turning,
up the

sped

and became

sh

;

ran

driveway
a fleet

shadow swallowed
At the cottage she opened
into deeper shadows
the door and drew aside with
an almost ceremonious "Will
you enter, please?" and ushered him, with the same
the living-room.

with an outflung hand
"I am the mistress here
now you know who I am."
The oddness of his smile, at that, frightened her. His
face was very pale, and his mouth smiled grimly, but
in his eyes was an expression she had never caught there
before; it was the expression that had dumfounded his

t

40

—and said

:

—

—

—

—

!

"That's all that matters, dear
that you're the girl I love, and that
I'm the man you love. You haven't
told me you love me, Dolly
anything else you wish to tell me, you
can tell me later."
But she shook her head sadly.
"How can you be sure you love
me ? You dont know who I am
so it's not the real me you love,"
"That is exactly what I love the
real
you."
Then, masterfully:
"Answer my one question, Dolly !"
Then she flung out her hands.
"Oh, if only you'll go away,
" her voice catching on a
now
!

girl

air, into

"but that's all done with now. I admit
I've played a pretty rotten game, and I
didn't nuich care.
But now I do care

so close

;

swered

said,

Dolly's heart catch
she could read

Now

for I know at last what really counts. I
think I must have known it from the first
time I looked into your eyes, Dolly. The
thing I'd been so blindly hunting for
after a long, wrong search^oh, Dolly.
it
was when I saw your eyes I
knew what happiness was, what
home could be."
She still held her head averted,
her hands were pressed twitchingly
together.
Ecstasy and terror commingled in her as he came closer

—

Then she

made

;

-.,

"You would marry a servant?" she
asked, wonderingly.
"I would marry you."
The girl drew a deep breath. "I
must tell you something at once," she
said.
"I have deceived you
I am not
a servant."
So much had Hi already
gone thru in his mind that this
declaration made but small
impression
he merelv an-

ceremonious

spoke quietly, but there was that

—

seen.

ahead.

is

the light in his eyes
Reading, she exulted
yet felt oddly humbled, too.
She had known something of love
she had seen much that was said and
done in its name. She had seen it awaken
selfishness and cruelty and passion, she
had thought it something that made
strong men weak but was there a love,
also, that could make weak men strong?
She longed to face him, but could not
she averted her head, and tingled with
her exultation
and shame and fear.
"I've been thru hell," Hi was saying,

:

fleetly

slightly.

But that doesn't matter."

and then quicken.

>

her head and he added
"Since I told* you I love you, and
asked you to be my wife."
Then she raised her eyes to his,
filled with such a light as he had never

—

so

in his voice that

"Since a moment ago," Hi replied,
"when you let me kiss you."
The girl was silent, again drooped

"I have something more to
yoii," she saicl at last.
"But not here I'd rather tell
you at the cottage."
"Very well."
He would
have caught her hand, but she
;"
pulled it away
"not yet

me

—already?" her tone quavering

matter, either.
All that matters
that I know you're the girl I love."

me and my answers?"

tell

telling

suspected

to

;

Hi

flame of vision, and of re-

know how to read.
much ?" was all he answered.

—

—

;

—a

"
"You mean that since vou know who I am
"I dont know yet who you are, but that doesn't seem

,''

of

earlier

"Yes. since two nights ago.

•

mand

two nights

solve, that Dolly did not yet

He

quickly.

in

it

sob, "if you'll go away and promise
never to come near me again I'll
promise never to do anything again
without first asking myself how
right it may be in the end
I knew
I was acting wrongly
but I never
!"
dreamed I'd be punished like this
"What is it?" he interrupted harshly, "what is it you're
trying to say ?"
He came and seized her two hands
"Whatever it is, say it straight and quick!"
violently.
"to
"I'm promised," in scarcely more than a whisper
another man."
"The fellow who was here the other night?" jerking
out the words.
Miserably she nodded.

—

—

!

—

:

:

:

—
I

:!

^Im

Then Hi let fall her hands,
window without looking at her.

;

—

sound, following so closeh' upon that ringing declaration,
from her future memory.
"If you had told me this at the beginning," he said

"maybe

would have been easier to bear."
"I didn't know it was coming out this way," forlorn1}And I thought
"I guess no one ever thinks ahead.
you were like most of the other men I've known-—it was
bitterly,

it

—

my

only

face that caught your fancy, at first."

was never that
His tone was so
"It

emphatic

—you should have known

"But

see me going away!"
—you have
to go — now."

you'll

"I will not!"

She lifted her face, and tried to face him bravely.
"Hi, I've acted like a cheap and frivolous thing
despise myself, and deserve that you despise me. too.
I
cant take back the words I've said because they're true
I love you.
But I've given my pledge such as it's worth
and you must help me keep that pledge."
"I must not
If you love me you must marr}- iiic
to
marry anybody else would be an tmspeakable thing."
Then, before she could speak, he rushed on, vehement-

—

—

—

—

!

ly,
!'

it

overwhelmingly
"Oh, Dolly. I'll try so hard

to

make you happy!
this

that,

I

'

feeble attempt
to tease

"Why, dont

love

but

life,

if

serve you in
any way
oh,
how glad I'd be
to die for you,
it'd

wretched as she
was, Dolly could
not resist a

—

Dolly

Do you

believe

that?

it

s true.

me

Then, more

pretty?" and

slowly, as if
some deep and
vital truth were

think

}-ou

then quailed under his look.

"So you can
amuse your-

sinking into his
brain
"But I'm going to live for
)-ou, Dolly
just

still

at my expense, can
self

^ou
'

he

.•'

said.

'Wei

comyou've

;

chance to prove
what I can do.
I'll
prove I've

given me plenty
of such proof,

got the makings
of a man in me
I'll get
yet

previously, that
you didn't care a
whoop for me."

To have
her
she

life,

—

down
in

earnest.

then,

fix

us up a

I

that

:

"Oh, I did !—
do From the

real

very

first,
I

— for

— where

come home
you at night,
and you'll be
waiting for

I

I'll

— from the

minute

home

us two

!

think

I'll

home

somewhere, not
gloomy pile
d o w n on the
Avenue, but a

not

resisted

her desperate
cvx

work

to

saved

could

have

— the

me

give

I

shouldn't

plain

|-\

t

laughed, a low, triumphant laugh.

"\\^ell

"So this is the end of my pretty, highfalutin little
romance," with a harshly sardonic laugh. Dolly cringed
she would have given everything she posat the sound
or had ever longed to possess
sessed
to shut this

—

He

wearily, and walked to a

MAGAZINE

I

to

knew

what love was,
She knelt at the older woman's feet. "What would you say, Nanny," she asked
"
could be. It was
"if I were to tell you I've fallen in love?"
me
you who taught
He broke oflf
me that, Hi
suddenly, his
face earnest and ardent, to demand eagerly
With one bound he. cleared the space between them,
"Does that mean anything to you, Dolly? does that
held her two shoulders in a vise.

"You mean

that?

You're not fooling with

me

—

lum'

!''

you wouldn't do that
"What must I do to assure you ?" ^^miling up thru her
tears.
"Must I say it over and over like this T love
you— I love you I love you
But his kiss on her mouth silenced her.
iVll the sweet speech he had fashioned in lover's anticipation two nights ago now, unneeded and futile, took
flight.
To hold her in his arms who loved him— this was

—

—

—

enough.

But ]irescntly he said, huskily
"Oh, Dolly. Why did you put me over the jumps?
Why didn't you tell me straight ofl'?"
"I didn't dare tell you," whispering and hiding her
"I knew you would go away.''
face.
:

—

picture

Her
veil.

mean anything?"
eyes, tho troul)led, shone

And

she

glanced,

an answer she could not
and half -unwittingly,

timidly

around the room they stood in.
"This place it would be sweet.

—

"

The lamps

lit,

and

the fireplace blazing
"No !" he interrupted, "we'll have some place that's our
very own no painful memories or associations some
place that belongs just to the two of us!"
His tone was so jealous that she smiled, a tender and
wistful smile, and her eyes seemed to lose their trouble
in a pleasant dream.
"And there I could make things cozy and sweet for
you," she murmured.
"The songs you liked best I'd
sing them to you of evenings. And the things you liked

—

—

—
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t;best

to eat

—

I'd see

something myself
mend, so I could

!

you had them

And maybe

—-maybe

learn to cook

could learn

I

"

how

to

He

interrupted her with a lover's best interruption.
Then, laughing exultantly
"Dont you start stealing my thunder Fin going to be
the one who serves you.
The things you want in that
house, I'll see you get 'em
everything shall be pleasant
and delightful according to your wish. I guess," happily,
"that that's why there are pleasant, delightful things in
the world
they are pleasant and delightful not so much
of themselves, but because they bring pleasure and delight
:

—

—

to

someone you love."
Dolly's eyes brimmed, and suddenly she said:
"D'you know. Hi,
been

I've

thinking

your

about

At

just that instant the telephone rang and Dolly, as
grateful for the respite, hurried to answer it;' and
almost at once after speaking into the instrument she
if

turned and said
"It's long distance
in the other

while

I

room

about her," he began,
his voice hardening.

but

she

went

on

quickly

wasn't going
to say what you think
perhaps you should
be kinder to her. Hi,
I

deputy

sheriff's

more now.

demand

what

want

I

to

go

to

Nan

to

Thiebaud's Inn. Will you, maybe, drop
me there in vour car?"
"Not talk

—

that's

room

!

you"

to see

into the

—

is

and he's
policeman with

They

him

at last,

downstairs,

him.

she called

he was conscious that a change,
also, had taken place in herself.
"T am tired," she said
and, indeed,
she looked tired
"Let's not talk any

Liram
Julia
was mounting
"The
the stairs.

got a

"Oh,

—

dread.

sis-

worry

you

frankly ask you to wait
I'd rather be alone

She looked perturbed, distraite.
Of course it was
straightforward of her to ask him to leave— but why
should she fear his presence, what had she to say across
that wire that he should not overhear ?
Hi tried desperately to throttle his revived suspicion
must he be always building up his high faith to see it
topple again ? He strove to feel and to live all his noblest
utterances of this past hour. But doubts
came creeping back over him, ugly and

And when

"Dont

I

few minutes?

talk."

"

ter

— Hi. may

a

any more
now

I

was

!'

he ex-

going to
say. Perhaps,"

claimed

indig-

nantly.

"Such

very

a

gently,

subject cannot be dropped
like that!"
"I'l must be

"she hasn't had
too much happiness

of

kind

the

that

—

is

sweetest

to

-^

w omen. A n d

firm
voice.
"Perhaps we

that sometimes.

expect,

I

can talk tomorrow
I'm

makes women

—a

little

—

hard."

This was
evidently
new

angle

Hi,

for

not sure,
think.

a

"Tomorrow

his

h o ughtful.

he was gripped
by a topic more compelling
he caught his sweet-

—

—"C

"Dolly! have I conyinced you sufficiently ?
Do you see the one right
thing is to dismiss
that other fellow?"

trouble that had scarcely left the girl's eyes crept
back to haunt them. "I dont know I'm not sure. And
"
there are certain, obligations
Now Hi had recently delivered some fine-sounding
speeches showing a trust in love which did him much
credit; but he was a human lover after all
he hurled
out suddenly

—

—

"Why dont you know? Who is this
and what strings has he got on you?"
She looked at him, then looked away
slowly
is

Sam King

— does

fellow,

anyway

as she answered,

that

name

tell

vou

anything?''

—

why should it?"
"Well, it means a great deal in certain quarters.
King's probably the

lAGe.

You'll

let

me know

—

then,

—

The

!

—

heart's hand.

9«
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let

pulse
I'm trying not to make another.
-Well, will you drive me to Thiebaud's?
or perhaps I'd better go by myself."
"All right- I'll take you," he said

—

"No

must

Perhaps
"I'm trying to do what's best. Hi
you must take my word for that. I've
made one mistake thru thoughtless im-

But just then

"His name

I

I'll

you know."

to

face went
t

dropped
for
the present,"
in a weary, but

Sam

grimly.

He wondered why

she

should wish to go to the road-house—but
his hurt pride and wounded love forbade, now, even
that simple question.
Outside it had grown dark, and a light mist was falling.
But despite the obscurity and the treacherous road-bed
of the old avenue, Hi sent his car plunging down thru
the woods in a way that made Dolly sit tense and taut
her nerves were unwontedly on eclge, she felt jumpy,
and felt her knees trembling.
When they were safely out of the wood and on the
slippery highroad, she asked, tentatively
please let me drive a Httle way?""
"Are you afraid? think I'm going to ditch you?"
His laugh sounded sardonic. By the headlights of another car, which passed them by a shave, she could see

"Would you

—

the stubborn set of his jaw, the grim compression of his
mouth, and a reckless shine in his eyes that alarmed her.
{Continued on page 97)
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Exit tKe Flapper

Heroine

Even ?dary Pichford

is

in the studios.

the influence of the foreign directors?

Is

it

growing

uj5.

There seems

to

he a revolt against youth

ences demanded bigger stories with real

T

I

looks very much as the the sign on the movie
door reads

"This

Way Out

For Flappers"

Ahnost every big success this year has been made by
a screen actress who has grown beyond the sweet-HttleI\Iost of the real hits have in fact been scored
by married women. And in nearly every case, women
who have been on the screen for years.
This year might be called ''The Revolt Against Youth."'
This change has been brought about partly by the
influence of foreign directors; partly by the fact that the
movie audiences grow more mature and perhaps a little

girl age.

Or have

the audi-

life?

They demand bigger stories
intelligent every year.
with real people.
A few years ago, the movie audience seemed to insist
upon Pollyanna little girls with little curls and an atmos]:)here of white innocence, and these little girl stars in
turn insisted upon what they called "sympathy."
They woukl only play parts tliat had "sympathy."
This is to say every story had to be about a poor little
picked-on Cinderella who was noble and good and
everybody was mean to her until at last they realized her
goodness and self-sacrifice when she lay upon a bed of
pain after she had almost sacrificed her life to save a
mean ladv whose house was on fire.
more

—

Many

expert critics in HollyviOoA film circles consider
Leatrice Joy to be the finest
actress that has ever been on
the screen.
She is a little
younger than the others I mention, but she is a married lady
and has had several years of
hard plugging in the films.

And Norma Talmadge, whose
work

in "Secrets"' promises to
be one of the triumphs of screen
history, is still young tho she
has been married for some
time and is not in the baby
ingenue class
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No story that sho^ved the
heroine as having any human
qualities had a chance to get
within a thousand miles of the

evening of life and too old to
be any longer interesting when
she is twenty-five. In fact, the
producers found to their astonishment that they do not even
demand that the heroines be

screen.

The

foreign

screen

artists

used to complain bitterly of
our pictures. They said that it

beautiful

Every notable movie success
of this season would have been
rejected as impossible two or
three years ago. Would never
have "got by" a single pro-

was impossible to find real
drama on our screens for two
reasons

The

insistence

of

the

pro-

ducers on "happy endings"
made dramatic suspense impossible because you knew that no
villain had a ghost of a chance
against any hero.
No matter
how tight the predicament in
which the good people of the
play

found

themselves,

ducer in America.
And, as I have said, most of
the big hits have been scored
by married women with years
of experience behind them.
One of the truly great performances of the year was
Blanche Sweet as Anna

you

knew they were sure to get out.
So what was the use of telling
about

Christie.

Five years ago, the strongest
producer would have fainted at

it.

The other fault they found
with our drama was that the
heroines were just little school-

the idea of a love story built
girl of the streets
a professional pro.stitute and a
lover
from
the
roughneck
steamship.
stoke-hole
of
a
Blanche Sweet herself would
not have been thought of as a
possible heroine of a screen
romance in the days when the
girls in white-lawn dresses and

around a

girls.

With
considerable
ophy they argued that

philosit

was

impossible for a sixteen-yearPhotograph (v) by Strauss-Peytim
old girl to have any real drama
in her life.
The mo.st dreadful thing that could happen to her heroines were ah little
would be to get a "run" in a silk stocking at a party. The
white-lawn emotions. Blanche is .still a young woman
most dreadful villain which her imagination could conbut she is in the late twenties and she has been married
jure up would be another girl who wouldn't lend her a
for some time.
lip-stick after a swimming party when her lips looked
In fact, Blanche and most of the other girls I am going
blue.
to mention have all arrived at the time of life where girls
It was a long siege but the foreign directors finally
think of marriage not as being kissed under the apple
broke thru the barriers and had their way.
lilossoms by a nice boy with slick-em on his hair but as
The success of such pictures as Lubitsch's "Passion"
a serious and responsible partner.ship.
and von Stroheim's "Foolish Wives" showed them that
Altho the picture itself was not a riotous success,
the movie audiences do not insist upon stories that conRenee Adoree gave a very notable performance in "The
Renee Adoree herself is a married
Eternal Struggle."
cern sweet little Snowdrop heroines
neither do the
{Continued on page 89)
movie audiences any longer regard an actress as in the

—

;

;

Every notable movie success of this season
would have been rejected as impossible, two or
Look at Blanche Sweet as
three years ago.

Anna

Christie.
It has proved to be one of
the truly great performances of the year and
one of the most popular. And Anna is a far
hail from our erstwhile heroines in white-lawn
dresses and white-lawn emotions

In "A Woman of Paris." Edna Purviance could have made herself look
any age.
She deliberately chose to
let herself look a little mature and
more than a little experienced

44
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—

Florence Vidor, on the left, is the
mother of a four-year-old daughter.
And Marie Prevost. whom Lubitsch
declares the finest actress he has seen
in America, has pounded her way
thru cinematic obstacles for ten years

;

Out

Tnat's
A

Fearless

and

Pertinent

Review of Things Cinematic

TAMAR LANE
Illustrations b v

Samnel Goldwyn has got himself into a kettle of hot
water by declaring that there are only thirty good
Fifteen hundred
actors and actresses in Hollywood.
indignant players are now demanding that the producer name the thirty. And Goldwyn has hired Bull
Montana to protect him

Harry Taskey

Another Forecast
Casting directors being too busy playing golf and tacking pictures up on the walls of their offices to bother
about unearthing and developing the acting talent wdiich
they claim (in stories to the press) to be in search of, I
wish to call their attention to a young actress by the name
of Barbara Bedford. In the giving out of the important
roles diu'ing the past year many have fallen into the laps
of incompetent and unqualified damsels, while this pretty
and talented young player has been practically neglected
Barbara Bedford, in the few parts that ^he has essayed,
has shown herself to be an actress of power and subtlety.
Will some discriminating and intelligent producer kindly
give her an opportunity to prove that I am right?

Speaking of Good Actors
Reverting to the interesting topic of the peculiarities of
the public taste, what can account for the apparent comparative unpopularity of Henry B. Warner ? Here, surely,
is a man of attractive personal appearance, here, is a
player of poise, refinement and dignity and again, here
Surely, that person is lacking
is an unusualh' fine actor.
a sense of values who did not appreciate his superb portraval in "Zaza."
A fascinating personality, Henry B.
\\'arner
A'et I hear no
;

Maybe He's Right ?

I

GOLDWYN
SAMUEL
has got himself

I

into a
of hot water by
declaring that there are
thirty good actors and
kettle

only

am

an optimist.

believe

slap-stick
will some

ma

that

a

comic
day be

;

ri

b

lemo

actresses in Hollywood.
teen hundred indignant players
are now demanding that the
producer name the thirty, if he
Goldwyn has hired Bull
dare.
Fif-

Montana

No. 364.
couples

Couples
natural

the

with

human

emotions
go down

must
with

the ship lest

they

shock

Ohio and Pennsylvania.
To
say
nothing

to get even scenes of these past
the censors. Couples with natural
human emotions and inclinaship,

of

most upright
and moral tendencies may be
ship wrecked.

to protect him.

Scenario Rule Xo. 364
Only couples of tlie most
upright and moral tendencies
may be shipwrecked on desert
islands.
It is difficult enough

tions

Rule
Only

Scenario

of

New York

must go down with the
lest they shock Ohio and

Pennsylvania.
of New York.

To

say nothing

Trske-V
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An Ode

i

to

the Worth While

pointed in
the

In all probability, in the years to come, it will be
written on the pages of screen history that one of the
finest early achievements of the silent drama was a film
called "The Dramatic Life of Abraham Lincoln."
This
photodramatic gem, which towers
over such films as "The Ten Com-

"My

INIamie Rose," her latest vehicle.

lady's fault, however.

little

its

sincerity,

besimplicitv and

in the film business

they sacrificed

attempt to cheapen
of
or

appeal.

Famous

Remarks
Maurice Tour-

TRSf

give great concern to

MERRY-GO-ROUND

remunera-

when "The Dra-

The movie carousel

round and round, sometimes slowing down, sometimes sj)eeding faster, hut

matic Life of Abra-

released

is

screens of the world
what will be the

circle.

—

result

upon you

from

the purses of those

who will journey to
view this masterpiece; you Philip
Rosen, will find
.

sitting

same

old course

—the

on your

came

—a

little

momentum

lap because of hav-

Gradually, at

ing directed it and
you, Frances Marion,
will learn that work
done from the bigness of the heart
often returns more
in riches and glory
than that done for

spinning round and round again in a dizzy whirl of
extravagance.
The mad scramble for flayers and

;

immediate

first, it

will gain

directors will be resumed.

even higher

until

it is

mount

Salaries will

Best Laugh of the

Month

"Two Wagons,
Both Covered,"

of the screen's best
actors.

to

Should Make a

It

Production of films will go on at
There is no use trying to resist
.

.

a

Rogers satire
on
"The Covered
Wagon." See \\\\\
burlesc[ue Ernest
T o r r e n c e and
Warren Kerrigan in
a dual role, and then
admit that he is one
Will

levels.

a great face.
It IS

Bottle.'

ago we predicted a hig slum^

ahead of schedit came, filling the studios with cohwehs and
throwing the studio workers into a state of j>anic and
dismay.
Actors and actresses for the fast two
months have heen quoted at ahout sixteen dollars a
car-load lot, F.O.B. Hollywood.
Idleness is everywhere. The movie carousel has slowed down almost
to a stof.
But wait! It will soon start uf again.
ule — hut

?

Rockett, will find untold wealth pouring

fame

Many months

in the film industry. It

You, Al and Ray

in

sj)ins

inevitably spinning over the

the

to

neur
"Who said
the
public
doesn't
appreciate art. Look
at the great success
of my picture 'The
"
Brass'
:

lo!

ham Lincoln"

different

theaters.

Neither did they

And

a

in

three

the picture with the

tion.

that

comedy

day be
which the
right person vi^ill be
hit
with a lemon
meringue pie.
I
hope sometime
to avoid viewing the
same news weekly at

for a principle, and
refrained from any

financial

a

see

some

will

made

ducers, the director,
the scenarist
strove
for a fine

box-office

believe

I

and

touch

an Optimist

slap-stick

this picture the pro-

eft'ects

not

some-

funny Larry Semafi
comedy.

as "the Rockett
Boys."
In making

sure-fire

It is
is

expect to

I

was produced by two obscure
young men known

common

Am

I

reality,

ideal,

film

what draggy and uninspired, Mary at times shows fliashes
of the brightness and spontaneity which justifies the greatest of futures for her.

mandments" and "Scaramouche"
cause of

While the

Splendid Film

A

.

few months ago

we commented upon

the inevitable circle.

o-old.

the
the

fact

that

while

producers were
filming so many

Famous Days

in

Film History

April 1st, 1908.
On this day was invented the nonreloading revolver, which allows of perpetual firing, and
without which no Western movie company could operate.

someone should give the screen a film
version of the life of one of the most interesting figures in
all history
Napoleon. A\'e are pleased to note that a producer has acted upon our suggestion and that the "Little
Emperor" will soon be sporting upon the screen.
historical subjects,

—

Not So Good for Mary

Which Reminds Us

Those persons who have looked forward expectantly
second L'niversal production featuring the exPhilbin
in hopes of her duplicating her
portrayal in "Merry-Go-Round"
will be sadlv disapto

the

quisite

t 0£46

INIary

—

—

It is

agreed by

press, that

"Anna

all the critics, the professors and the
Christie" is a very fine photoplay.

{Continued on page 88)

Now

The
iC^ we

Editor Gossips

not infrequently remark to our friends
Life is fluid.
The impossible and improbable of today
J
is
the casually accepted thing of tomorrow.
And all of this preamble brings us right to Gloria
Swanson's tea-party. At it the twain of movie people
and the intelligentsia met.
They danced together
to the stringed orchestra of negro musicians.
And
they teaed together at the little green tables, tables
like those seen outside the boulevard cafes abroad,
which stood invitingly about on the studio greensward.
.

.

.

/\

^^

It was an Occasion
For the motion picture people, first of all. who awoke
this day to find the heretofore aloof literati in their
'commercial" midst.
And for the intellectuals themselves we have no doubt. Tea-parties as lavish as Gloria's
are a long distance between.
The caterer's men were
deferentially insistent with their cool drinks, form ices,
thin sandwiches, pctifs fours and cigarets. And ever and
.

.

.

during the tea hours, gorgeous floral offerings
would arrive for Gloria. Nowhere in this world will you
find more magnificent gestures than those made with a
free hand by the people the movies have
anon,

made rich.
The reason of

all this

celebration

was the house-warming of
Miss Swanson's bungalow,
which was a gift to her
from the studios. It was
not the shingled, rosecovered brand so popular
in Hollywood.
Instead it
is

a small

room

wheels so that

built

on

two windows which are hung with fine net curtains.
With the help of her secretary and two or three of the
pressmen of the Famous Players-Lasky, Gloria looked
With a genuine charm of
after her numerous guests.
manner and an easy grace, she moved from one table to
another, stopping for a word herewith Charles Hanson
Towne or John Farrar. the editor of The Bookman
or stopping there to talk to Fannie Hurst and Rebecca
.

.

.

West, the novelists.

She wore a frock of a pale coffee silk, appliqued and
embroidered about the skirt in a flamboyant design of
soft colors.
It had a semblance of the mellowness which
age brings without remotely suggesting shabbiness. Xo
frock can do more than that!
At her waist she wore
orchids and lilies-of-the-valley.
And when she danced
with Milton Raison, the young poet, or with Burton
Rascoe the erudite literary critic, we were fascinated in
watching her tiny gold slippers appear and disappear
under the voluminous folds of her skirt.
Adolph Zukor, the film magnate, was also there. And
while Gloria talked to him in a cordial and friendly way,
we realized how little she has come to need him. ]\Iore
than that, how little she now needs anyone in a business
wa}-.
And a comparatively short time ago
how thrilled she would have been if ]\Ir.
Zukor or anyone else of his cinematic prominence had stopped
to speak with her.
Then, to get back to the
.

tea-party,

later

the
of
already

in

when some

afternoon

had
departure,
William de Mille came
over from the next stage
where he had been workthe

guests

made

their

can be
readily moved to whatever stage on which Miss
Swanson is working. And
its
complete practicality
is enhanced by its beauty.

and Richard Dix and Lois
Wilson in their "Icebound" costumes were a

Inside
finished

it

dancers on the

panels,

with

it

attractively

is

French

in

grey
dressing-

a

table shelf extending
across one end. while, opposite this, is a grey silk
upholstered couch. There
is also a reading-lamp and
an easy chair provided
against the irksome waits

And the
exterior
is
finished
in
broad panels of beautiful
veneer.
It has a doorwav, of course
and

between scenes.

.

.

ing with his

far

was an

Occasion ...

for

motion-picture

people

in

iheir

midst.

to

aloof

find

the
the

literati

"commercial"'

And

for

the

in-

tellectuals
themselves,
for tea-parties as lavish
as that given as a house-

warming
studio

long

.

.

from the other
floor, and

there was much whispering about them, for more
and more their names are
being linked together.
It
was a novel teaparty, outside of the fact
that Gloria's guest book
was inscribed with names
strange to the studios
and it came at a time
when we had about de.

(

.

.

Continued on page 111)

This

who awoke

.

.

Gloria's tea-party

heretofore

hail

company

for Gloria's
bungalow are a
distance
between

photograph

of

Gloria in the doorway of
her bungalow shows her
in the frock she wore of
pale coffee silk, appli-

qued

and

embroidered

about the skirt in a
flamboyant design of soft
colors.
It has the semblance of the mellowTiess
which age brings without

remotely

suggesting

shabbiness.
No frock
can do more than that!
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A
Tribute
to

Frank

Hayes

By

Mever

Eric S)on

Stroheim

i

Filmed

[RANK HAYES

F

died

Decem-

dream.
Not once did it
fade in the face of obstacles
not once did the slim, slim promise
of its ever knowing fulfilment
blur its glory.
It was a dream

)rave

ber 28th, 1923.

.

Thereupon

great spirit
passed on to other spheres.
Frank Hayes was one of the
He was a
world's funniest men.
real comedian and first came to the
screen as one of the original Keystone Comedy cops. But the supreme
the hope that
desire of his life
was that
he hugged to his heart
some day he would play tragedy..
a

.

.

born

and nurtured
an artist that,
given the opportunity, he could
prove his right to his dream.
Then, finally, girded with his opportunity, the erstwhile Chief of the Keystone Police proved himself one of the
most poignant characters imaginable.
In his own life he never knew what loneliness meant.
He was continually surrounded by

AMien I gave Frank Hayes the role of Old
Grannis, the pathetic, in "Greed," his dream bid fair to
come true. For Old Grannis is one of the most tragic
figures in all literature.
He is a lonely old man who has
never experienced the love of a woman; And he needs
Year upon year,
it so badly and could return it so fully.
he lived room next to room, beside Miss Baker, a spinster
whose life had never been colored by the love of man.
But his shyness forbade
He came to love her deeply.
him speaking and he nursed his worshipful love
Frank Hayes, the comedian, became Old
silently.
Grannis, the pathetic.
I gave Frank Hayes this role because I believe in
the axiom that in all clowns there is a broad streak of
pathos lying beneath the surface. He justified my choice
.

.

.

live

truly

really

^

He
live

'48

.

.

.

.

has
.

.

.

.

.

.

charm.

The eagerness and comprehension which he brought
work cannot be measured in words. He was

daily to his

always on the qui vivc and

character portrayals of all time.
That he should
have died before he saw himself in this role is one
of the little and poignant tragedies upon which the
ironic curtain of Life rolls down every day

trayals of all time.

made Old Grannis

.

God of Gaiety.
which
beloved, too, by a wife and family
love he returned to the deep extent of his nature.
And
behind the funniest face the Molder has ever placed on
man, there was in Frank Ha}'es a rare sweetness and

He was

live.

be

will

.

emissary of the

.

For the dream that Frank
Hayes dreamed thru the slapcomedy years was a
stick

performance

artist

group of lively people. Most of them were youthful.
youth to him. For he had the spirit of youth
and the spirit of fun. All of this because he was one of
the most convivial spirits with whom the world has come
in contact.
The mellowness of his accumulated years
did not blunt the edge of his spirit.
He seemed an

Frank Hayes died December 28th, 1923. Thereupon
a great spirit passed on to other spheres.
He was a
Keystone Comedy cop
but all his life he had
hugged to his heart a desire to play tragedy. When
I cast "Greed" I gave him the role of Old Grannis,
the pathetic, in which he is pictured above
and
his dream bid fair to come true, for bis performance
will be marked down as one of the outstanding

marked down as one of the
outstanding character por-

an

He drew

and

his

in

a

.

his lifelong desire to a
For it is
surpassing" degree.
no exaggeration to say that

.

in the conviction of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

impatient to see the daily
rushes which did not go very
far in telling him how great a
performance he was giving.
That he should have died
before he really saw himself in
a role such as he wanted to
pla}' all his life, is one of the
little and
poignant tragedies
upon which the ironic curtain
of Life rolls down every day.

—

Across the Silversheet
ADELE WHITELY FLETCHER

THE

program of "The Courtship of ^lyles
Standish" \.old us that this is the most ambitious
production of Charles Ray's career. That is all
well and good and we believe the word ambitious
But with the second stateto have been used advisedly.
ment of the program, that it is also his greatest achieveHis ''The Girl I Loved" was an
ment, we quarreh
infinitely greater artistic triuinph, for in its simple fabric
truths were woven. And in its universal appeal it proved
itself a human document.
When we first heard that Charles Ray was going to
characterize John Alden we voted it a wise choice. Jolm
Alden. that bashful swain of Colonial history, seemed a
mold into which Charles Ray might pour his screen personality and with pleasant success.
thought his production would concern itself with the human triangle of
John Alden, Myles Standish and Priscilla Mullins in those
trying pioneer days of privation and hardship.
But,
in his determination to make a spectacle, Charles Ray
:

We

seems

to

have

who
way

passes our very human understanding and not in any
be indicative of a meek spirit.
There were several incidents which amused us even tho
that was not their purpose. \\'illiam Carver, the leader of
the Pilgrims, for instance, dies of exposure and starvation.
But with his d3-ing breath he tells of his dream and a
A'ignette of the Capitol at Washington as it stands toda}' is
sentimental sop thrown out as bait to whatscreened.
ever hypersentimental souls happened to be in the audiAnd again when John and Priscilla fled from a
ences.
horde of Indians, outnumbering them five to one, we could
no longer control our mirth.
John felled the brawny
redmen with every shot from his blunderbuss, which he
fired as rapidly as an expert marksman fires toda}' with

A

firearms. And when his ammunition gave out, he
It was these
resorted with amazing success to his fist.
things obtruding that divested the production of whatever

modern

imagery

On

it

had succeeded

another

in creating.

in-spite-of -itself

lost his

perspective.
Fully half this production deals with the
voyage of the MayThere is a
flower.

amusing occasion John
Alden and Captain
!M y e s Standish
hewed giant trees
1

insisted by Charles Ray's company that "'The Courtship of Myles
Standish"' is his greatest achievement up to this time.
With this statement Me quarrel. His "The Girl I Loved" was an infinitely greater
artistic triumph, for in this simple fabric truths were woven.
But now,
in his determination to make a spectacle, Charles Ray seems to have
lost his perspective.
Enid Bennet is the demure Priscilla JNIullins
It

is

meek Jo h n Aide n

wearing full suits of
armor.
At first we
thought it in defense
of Indian arrows
but in the next scene
they walked thru the

who

woodland

mutiny

potential
aboard.

And

it is

intimidates

piratical crew
and again
.

it

.

.

is

meek

the

John

w

h o
rescues one of
the praying Pil-

grim

Fathers

the
the

leather

in

So
Without wishing to be imduly

doublets.

.

.

.

discouraging, we
advise Charles
Ray to center
his future atten-

from the angry
sea, which occupies hundreds of

tion
upon less
ostentatious pic-

feet
of
film
dashing over the
frail craft. This
does not blend
with our precon-

be no doubt that

There can

tures.

he does not
reach

up

for

laurels

in

vain

of Longfellow's

when he compounds a character from the

meek

who was so
that he had

and inconsis-

not

even

ceived notions
hero,

courage
f u s e

the

to
]\I

y

re1

e s

Standish when
he sent him to
plead his cause
with the Priscilla
of John's

own

heart.

However, John's
acquiescence to
this unusual request may only
he
is a noble and
altruistic soul
indicate

that

lovable

frailties

tencies and the
naivete from
which humanity
itself

made.

is

And
is

w

the reverse
equall}- true
hen he a t-

tempts to swashbuckle in a spectacular film.

Enid Bennet
is

a

demure

and E.
Alyn Warren, a
stolid
^lyles
Priscilla

Standish

.

.

.
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Comment on OtKer
Rouge

of

Productions

She meets a young Englishman who

Paris.

is

When

he suffers a loss of memory thru
an injury to his head lie is unable ta recall anything of the
past. The girl had been kind to him. Then she sees him in a
stage box and in their meeting it is revealed that he is the
father of her nameless infant.
called to the colors.

The story reaches a dramatic climax when the officer's wife
takes the baby, while the little dancer dies from a broken heart.
INIiss Compson scales the emotional heights in her portrayal of
the dancer. She extracts sympathy and admiration. The picture is embellished with good atmosphere, and aside from a
slow introduction carries interest all the way.

The Great White Way
in character with the spirit of Broadway as exemand theatrical and bright-light atmosphere is this picture which comes to the screen a distinct
novelty. The plot may lack inspiration in so far as building

Thoroly

plified in its sporting

—

toward an unconventional ending, but it is crammed with
and sketches in keeping with Broadway
and is moreover interpreted by players and personalities
who have contributed no small share in putting the big street
on the map.
illuminating incident

—
Photograph by W.

i-".

—

Seel>

itlea of "The Love Master"
might be called a pot-boiler.
But it releases such sharp insuch eloquent dog
cident
that it will be
character

The

The Love Master

.

BLENDING
with
its

which

perfectly

.

Compson

"Woman

and

adaptability
It isn't the
plot which carries this by
rather it is the crisp episodes and the backgrounds
and the clever subtitles.
The idea might be called a
pot-boiler.
But it releases
such sharp incident such eloquent dog character that it will
be remembered when more pretentious pictures are forgotten.
No ridiculovis moralities here.
On the contrary a rugged sketch
of a devoted dog who knows the
difference between work and play.
He plays at love does Strongheart, and wins Lad}
xA.nd at the
Jule away from villainous, wolfish suitors.
end she rewards him with a family. Meanwhile follow
the dog-race and catch a thrill
meanwhile follow the
atmosphere and backgrounds and be transported. These
settings are truly awe-inspiring.
Strongheart is vigorou
in his interpretation
yet he is always natural
a quality
that escapes many of the human breed.
The dog's
technique should be studied by a quota of our leading men.

for the camera.

—
—

—

;

—

—

When

Betty

made

to

Compson went

Woman
to

England some time ago

picture which is certain to linger in the
memory because of its tragic denouement. What transpires in this plot is recognizably real.
It suggests one of
the unwritten chapters of the consequences of the war.
kHere is a pleasure-loving, big-hearted girl of the INIoulin

she

'50

a

.

when more pretentious pictures are forgotten.
In the picture which Betty

Strong-heart's marvelous in-

Woman

.

remembered

vigorous, pic-

turesque settings is
this canine story,
again
demonstrates

telligence

.

.

to

made in England,
Woman," and froni

which the scene to the left is
taken. Miss Compson scales the
emotional heights in her portrayal
of
a
dancer of the

Below is a
from "The
Great White Way." This production comes to the screen as
Moulin

Rouge.

pictorial

episode

novelty, for in it
has
been neglected
which paints this big street in
all of its familiar colors.
The
principal parts are well played
by Anita Stewart, Oscar Shaw,

a

distinct

nothing

Hal Forde and T. Rov Barnes

Paragraph Guide-Posts to tke
Better Pictures
a press-agent who is hired
He is also the p. a. for
a musical-comedy dancer and he seizes his opportunity to
link their names together for their profit and his own.
And
in building the romance which culminates in a prize-fight as

There

is

rich

comedy exploited by

to build a following for a pugilist.

—

the pugilist knocks out the British welter-weight champion
win the girl, the spectator is treated to a true replica of
newspaper life. He will see a vivid fire and will be excited
over a steeplechase. He will take in life behind the footlights
with the Ziegfeld chorus rehearsing.
It is kaleidoscopic in its array of scenes and moves vigorously and compellingly to a logical climax. Nothing has been
neglected to paint the big street in all of its familiar colors.
The incident far outweighs the conventional twist of the plot.
One may laugh at the villainy. It is not so important after
to

is a dash about it which keeps the spectator interthe way. He will be introduced to a carefully chosen
cast, the principal parts being performed by Anita Stewart,

There

all.

ested

all

Oscar Shaw, Hal Forde and T. Roy Barnes. They all conAnd for good measure there is a
effective work.
galaxy of girls from Dr. Ziegfeld's emporium. They are in
charge of Ned Wayburn. Other celebrities are Tex Rickard,
Arthur Brisbane, Nell Brinkley and a
host of cartoonists. They all have their
tribute

—

places in this novel film.
It is a picture excellently directed and
It is well titled and
finely staged.
played with good dash and spirit. Indeed it is the closest approach to the

)^

song-and-dance atmosphere of Broadway
ever flashed on the screen. Dont miss it.

The Song
find

about Norma Talmadge's
newest expression. This

studio flavor
and Joseph Schildkraut is often
out of character as the French
To the right is Mae
spy.
a

distinct

in
"Fashion
Row,"
which has nothing of much
consequence to recommend it
and nothing in common with
which was evidently
its
title,
tacked on to lure patronage for
the star.
And below is Tom
Moore with Mickie Bennett in
"Big Brother."
Allan Dwan

'sheik" and "desert" picture
is
not suggestive of the
atmosphere of the Orient.
Indeed the mechanical story
carries a distinct studio
flavor about it, noticeable in

Murray

has

emhellished

Beach

this

Rex

remarkable
atmosphere

story

with

an easy task trying to
something
meritorious

It isn't

"The Song of Love" is Norma
expression.
Talmadge's
latest
which
desert
story
It
is
a
carries

of Love

and the detail.
Sahara pictures have
come too thick and fast to
the

settings

These

carry the irresistible charm of
presented two
the first one
or three seasons ago.
Here we have the uprising
of native tribesmen, the wooing of an Arabian dancing girl
by a French spy and the latter's rescue by the dancer
when she offers herself to the sheik. The outstanding
touch is Arthur Edmund Carew's study of the villainous
sheik.
Joseph Schildkraut is often out of character as
the French spy
a role filled with inconsistencies.
mechanical story this mechanically told. The star is not
particularly ajspealing as the dancing girl.

—

—

—

—

A

Fashion Row
The Russian motif seems to have lost some of its flavor
on the stage, but on the screen it just seems to be coming
into its own.
The latest to try her hand at the JNIuscovite
idea is J\Iae Murray who flees her native steppes, becomes
an actress under the guise of a princess and marries the
scion of a wealthy family. When her little sister appears
on the scene she is disowned, but the heroine jumps to her
rescue from a brutal Muscovite. The actress is mortally
wounded and the sister is adopted by the husband's family.
51
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Nothing much of consequence
with

—which has nothing

in this story

— evidently tacked on

in

common

—

patronage for the star who as
usual, bedecks herself in bizarre costumes.
Her acting is not marred
here as it customarily is, by a restless movement of gestures and
its title

expressions.

The

to lure

best features?

The

settings

and

detail.

Big Brother

A

most accurate slice of New York gangster life is presented
one produced with painstaking care to detail and atmosphere. While there is a note of propaganda involved
one pertaining to the Big Brother movement, it is so crammed with
realistic incident
and so deftly embroidered with human
touches, that it arouses instant attention from the first scene
and the interest is never allowed to sag. There is contained all
the cheap dance halls and the saloons
the earmarks of gang life
and back-rooms. And the figures moving thru this vital melo-

here

—

—

—

—

drama are genuine.
The idea is simple, merely

involving a gang leader's protection
a youngster who grows to idolize
of his dead pal's little brother
him.
The boy arouses a spark of regeneration which burns
It is when the
brightly even when the clouds look their darkest.
judge takes the youngster away thru the belief that his guardian is
morally unfit to take care of him that the picture soars to its highest
The boy's "sassy" talk to
point.
the judge is both comic and
pathetic
and the little toughie is
accurately drawn by jMickie Bennett, one of our most precocious
juveniles.
He is every inch the
typical kid of the East Side.
.Allan Dwan has constructed a
moving picture which is embel-

—

—

—

—

the Water
Tower," in which Glenn
Hunter was an ideal
choice for the hero and
in which May McAvoy

"West

of

acts the girl with considerable charm, is a far hail
from this story hetween

—

lished

the covers of the novel.
Perhaps it was thru fear
of the swooping censor
the
director
that
was
compelled so to alter the
situations.
"Dont Call
it

with

And

]ihere.

atmos-

remarkable
in

giving
of the

Tom

the role
gang
leader, he has made an excellent

]Moore

choice.

Love" has Agnes Ayres

for

star.

its

It

amuse for

its

is

West

an

brief hour.

with

is

life.

Water Tower

It all depends on whether you
have read the book. If you have,

a crook picture
which falters so in touching the realities that it
has little
in
common

"Grit"

of the

which will

artificial story,

Glenn

ter is out of his

the

picture

version will likely
agitated and up in
arms against a treatment which
leaves this story emasculated of

make you

Hun-

element

here

all its

dramatic quality.

Even

if

you haven't read the novel you
cant help observing that it represents mostly a
series of animated illustrations.
It certainly is
not a dramatic presentation of the plot and
theme told in terms of moving drama. Perhaps thru fear of the swooping censor and his
shears the director was compelled to alter the

—

situations.

—

A

mock marriage is played up with the cencharacter receiving the scorn of the native
villagers, tho he believes he has married the girl
in good faith. In the book he is not painted with
such virtuous qualities. In fact, he has an affair
with another girl a girl almost neglected in the
film.
In its favor is a highly appropriate atmosphere and considerable touches which emphaThe youth
size the average small-town life.
sounds all the hope, suffering and gallantry
which the small-town boy (and girl for that
matter) carries in his soul, reared as he is in an
atmosphere of bigotry.
Glenn Hunter is an ideal choice as the hero,
playing his part adroitly and with keen underMay McAvoy acts
standing for its demands.
tral

—

—

th
act

Pit

of the

is the skeleton work of one of the buildings in the
City of Rameses which was erected at Guadalupe, California.
It is the largest set ever built and about three
times the size of the sets which Douglas Fairbanks
caused to be built for his "Robinhood," and these sets
were, heretofore, the seventh wonder of the California
colony. The men working on the building seem pygmies

This

Above

is another view of the tent city
.
a close-up in which the players in their
biblical robes
can be seen chatting in
groups in one of the conipany streets. And,
on the right, is a photograph of the actual
production unit. Cecil DeMille stands beside a camera on the first landing.
He
holds a megaphone in his hand and wears
an aeronautic head-dress. The other people
are assistant directors, camera-men. property-men and continuity clerks.
This picture was
also
taken in the desert at
Guadalupe where the entire company was
quartered for nearly a month
.

.
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Senor

"Ah,

.
the pictures!" the waiter said.
picture is best to see?" asked Bill, jingling
Money talks all languages, believe me.
his pockets.
"Ah," says the waiter, beating his breast. "The Last
Judgment." "By Griffith?" Bill asked ... But the
waiter said it was by a fellow of the name of Mike
.

.

"What

Angelo.

He must be some dago producer

Travel

Is

Cert'nl})

Eaucational
A MOVIE FAN ABROAD
rooms

No

one goes to

Europe nowadays, you understand.

They simply

YES,

we've just been across.

run across, tho the results when the water is
rough are much the same. They say that lemon
juice in hot water is a help, and some say a pinch of soda
taken before meals, but when you dont eat any meals to
take anything before, why that doesn't do any good, does
There's no use my telling you what to do when
it?
you're seasick you'll do it of your own accord anyway.
Of course we took the children. Travel is so educational, and besides there wasn't anybody we could leave
them with, tho all our friends said they'd have loved to
have the little dears only they were going to have the
house redecorated and everything would be upset for
months.
Even Aunt Emma that lives on a farm in
Vermont was going to have the
house redecorated.

—

So naturally the
did

when

landed

in

first thing-

at

German marks

a hotel and several bushels of

hunt up a movie
theater.
And then we got the surprise of our lives, tho
at first we didn't understand what was the matter on
account the poor ignorant people in Germany cant speak
anything except only just German. They even call their
movie places "Lichtspicls" which I dont know what it
means, but sounds like catching a severe cold when you
in

exchange for a

five-dollar

bill,

was

to

try to say it.
Well, after they turned us away from the fourth picture place, I said to Bill, "Bill, you cant fool me, they
dont want us in there," I said. So we went back to the
hotel and asked the waiter, because waiters can mostly

always speak some English, tho they usually cant get very
far off the subject of food. And he told us that children
weren't allowed in picture theaters in Germany on
account they think that murders and robberies and girls
(Coiitimied on page 86)

we

we

Ham-

One afternoon we were going

to

a

museum

called the Louver but that day it rained. And
luckily right next door to the hotel they were
showing a Charlie Chaplin picture. Only they
People in France are so
call him Chariot.
uneducated they cant speak anything except

French

l>l)ulogi-upli

by Badirjcli

having your picture taken without your
pretty new dress when it has a blue sash and everything!
No wonder Peggy Jean Montgomery cried
great salt tears. Such poses may he all right for wee,
tiny babies, but you'll have to admit they are unbecoming to the stellar dignity which Peggy took

Imagine

Peggy's Tragedy

over not so very long ago
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Camera Coast

the

WitK

HARRY CARR
^LMOST

/%

everyone

in

Mabel Normand

in

Hollywood

sorry for
the shooting

feels

this affair of

/ \^

chauffeur.
Of all those who had any remote
"^^ connection with the aft'air. JMabel was the only
one who seems to have been absolutely innocent but, for
;

some astonishing reason, she seems

have been elected
to be the goat.
This is a familiar situation for Mabel.
The trouble is that Mabel always blurts out the frank
truth to the reporters, whereas the others maintain a disto

creet silence.

The frank
Mabel had

truth in this case seems to be thi>
a chauft"eur
a young and romantic

—

named

young

social

named Courtland

butterfly

Edna Purviance was also calling
Dines.
on Dines.
So Mabel went and her
chauffeur went after her and in a mix-up
that nobody seems to know the head or
;

tail

of, shot

divorces.

The

thing

.saw of

Mabel was

her hospital where
denunciation she has received.
On the other hand, manv wellknown people among them Carl Sandburg, the poet
have flown to Mabel's defense and have written her
she

last

I

was crying over the

in

pile of bitter letters of

—

wonderful
boy

Greer. Like all Mabel's retainers, he adored the
ground she walked on. I have never, in all my life, seen
anything like the slavish devotion that comes to ]\Iabel
Normand everyone from her attorneys to her cooks
they all try to mother her.
This boy knew that IMabel was facing a severe surgical
operation and, along with her retinue of secretaries, companions, and cooks, tried to keep her away from a gay
They were succeeding beautifully until the day
life.
after New Year's when she received a "You-must-comeover" invitation to the apartment of a

—

It seems a great pity that just as Edna's career was
opening up so wonderfully, she should have thro^^•n it
awa)- on a waster like this Dines whose only claims to
distinction seem to have been a rich father and two

—

letters.

stormy petrel of Plollywood. She has an
appetite for trouble like a hound puppy that smells liver.
Nevertheless, no one can deny her this that she is without doubt one of the greatest creative minds in the historv
There isn't a comedian on the screen
of screen acting.
INIabel is the

:

who does

not

owe something

to INIabel

;

it

was her

paved the way.
Perhaps the most interesting announcement

alert

intelligence that

in

months

the news that Mary Pickford's next director will
])robably be Charles Chaplin.
'T suppose," said ]\Iary,
"that he will make me do every scene over fort}' or fifty
times and that we will be clawing each other's
eyes most of the time, but I think it will finish
my education as an actress. Charlie's picture
".A woman of Paris' was the best directed picture ever made."
is

Meanwhile Charles has begun riiaking
first comedy since his adventure

Dines twice.

One

of the amazing features of the case
the connection of Edna Purviance.
Dines' bed, crying, "Courtland, dont die
there like a stone statue without visible
emotion.
But when they let her go, she
rushed to the hospital threw herself on
Dines' bed, crying, "Courtland, dont die
Afterward she
I love you
I love you."
said that she and Dines were not engaged,
but that "there is an understanding between us as to our friendship" whatever
that means.

his

into

It is to be a burlesque on
the Alaska gold rush.
He announced
that Edna Purviance was to be leading
lady, but since the Dines shooting,
Charles is reported as looking for a
brunette lady as being perhaps more of
the ret|uired type.
His picture with Mary will be after
she returns from a vacation abroad. It
is possible that it may be made in England. Mary is to play the part of a halfstarved London Cockney girl.

traged}'.

was

;

;

—

McGannan may think
Farina agrees ^vith him about
her next scene, but we have
Above we find
our doubts.
Jackie after a trip he enjoyed
The
with Jack Coogan, Sr.
Bob

birds are his father's game
for Jacliie's gun is missing sevAnd,
eral
necessary
parts.
Virginia Valli on location for
"Wikl Oranges."' consuhs King
\ idor about her coiffure
.
.

.

Charhe Cha^hn

vvill Direct

Her J\ext
vvmcn Casts Her as a

Jylary Pickfora In
Story,

Ha/f-Starvea London Cockney Crirl
The period

doldrums

of

an
peppy,

the

is

having

who

The chief feastudio.
tures of interest are
the determination of

;

it

may

J'liotograph

©

by Spurr

other hand, will
have the handicap of
making pictures under the new economy regime with a
limit of $100,000 by way of production costs.
Speaking of the young starlets, the one who
is looked upon as the most promising '"find" of the year is
Norma Shearer. She is a
Canadian girl from
Montreal.

Unlike

most

^oung

has
absolute poise and selfconfidence that bespeaks
a trained society girl.
She looks more English
than Westminster Abbey
girls in the films, she

cumstances, however, I
s}mpathize with Pola.
On her part it is a
settled

girl

will

the

]\Ir. Lasky to make a star out of Patsy Ruth }kliller and
the reverential passing up o f Pola Xegri by all the
-Xnierican directors in favor of an imported
Pole.
I understand that Pola
just naturally on a rampage
and beyond control. She
will not do as she is told
and has taken the bit in
In the cirher teeth.

determination

— what
—any more

not to suffer

sensible.

intelligent

have the good
luck to have an excellent director in Herbert
Brenon but who, on

production is
beginning to hum at
Famous Players-Lasky

passed,

IMi.itograph by G. ^Jaillaid Kesslere

alert,

cost

and everybody seems to

at-

tempts to make her over
into a sweet Pollyanna.

about fiftv-fiftv for

that she is a
great actress in the making.
The only picture
of any note in which she

She

{Continued on page 76)

The chances
Patsv Ruth'^niler'.

believe

are

Photograph by Richee

Thomas

I

n

ce

congratulates
Blanche
Sweet
on her universal triumph as

Anna

Christie.

Above, Alice
Davenport takes
charge of Billy
and Betty Reid,

h i 1 e their
mother and her

xs

Dordaughter.
othy Davenport
Reid, is on tour

with

''Human
Wreckage." To
the right, Helen

Jerome
at

the

Eddy

door of

her dressingroom

!

!
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"Take the story of
some novel you have

Letters

read after

has been

it

the

to

fitted

screen.*'

Roland

rites
Vermont
^v

Pennsyl-

of

"The scenes
and people no more
fit
the book than I
would fit your job. I
have passed up the
vania.

to tke

screen version of several stories because I
didn't want the mental

In criticism of the liberties taken with the screen version
of famous and popular novels.
reading over some of the fan letters of
the October issue of your magazine, I notice that quite a few
mention the placing of "dumb-bells" in a cast, to the exclusion of
real talent.
That may be well and good, but it is not to "hash"
over old stuff that I am writing this, but another matter that I
do not think has ever been mentioned in your magazine before, tho
not being a regular subscriber, I may have missed the number in
which it had been commented on.
Reference is made to the filming of stories of famous authors
in so far as the scenes described in the story are concerned.
You
know that after reading an author's description of a particular
place, or person, if the author has the proper gift of describing
his characters, on reading it a person forms a mind picture that
seems to place the whole scene before him, that it seems as tho
In

:

All right, take that same storj- after it has been transferred to
the screen, and what is it like? The scenes and people no more tit
There have been several
the book than I would fit your job.
famous stories screened I passed up, just because to have gone to
see the film version of them would have spoiled the mental picture
that was photographed on my mind at the time of reading the
book.
This letter was prompted by seeing an advertisement of the
filming of "The Virginian."
The moving-picture industry could
never give a proper presentation of that great, and to my way of
In the first
thinking, the greatest "Western Story" ever written.
place, the story is much too long to enable it to be shown altogether,
and can you imagine trying to photograph the Virginian getting
the best of Trampas, with that little story of the frog farm?
It is my humble- opinion that the "Virginian" as a picture will
be a sad disappointment to those who have had the enjoyment of
reading that "All American" novel of a day that is gone from

West

not lacking) and perhaps you will wish it to be niv last.
Ouien
saber
I
always thoroly enjoy your magazine it breathes always
such a spirit of fair play. I like the news of the stars intimate
things that make one tenderly reminiscent of that star's last picture

—

—

or favorite scene.
The gallery of portraits is invariably compelling not only the
pictures themselves, but the v,'ay in which they are labeled— the
foot-notes, as it were.
Your Answer Man is witty and wise, with his modicum of
philosophy, of intelligence, and good advice.
Clever, clever

—

Answer Man
The "Letters

—

—

to the Editor" are
shall one confess it?
sometimes very amusing.
Occasionally they are so intolerant as to be
contemptible. Oh, there are times wlien anyone would like to burst
the bonds of restraint and shout from the housetops his or her
disgust.
But a little self-control, of tolerance of another's views,
will make one calmly smile
superiorly, perhaps
but one has a
right to superiority tvhen one has controlled a hasty impulse.
Really, if the writers of those angrily, almost incoherent letters
would only stop to think, they would realize the futility of such
childlike attitudes.
No matter how much you maj* rant and rage,
dont forget that the stars in their courses sail serenely on. And
the other party may think you as big an imbecile as you think him.
you must thank the Gods, dear Editor, for the intelligent
letter that comes your way.
In the February number, Trix MacKenzie's letter is a delight, and Howard Newman's is deliciously
clever.
Letters like that are dccidedh' worth while and highly
to be commended.
It rather looks as tho Valentino hadn't been forgotten, doesn't
The battle of pros and cons is as fierce as ever. But then,
it?
a man is not great who has never been worth a struggle.
'Twas
ever thus. Mj-self, I wince every time an unfair word is spoken
about him.
(Calling names is ever so childish). I think Valentino as an actor has few equals
none in his type of work. As
a man, he is a gentleman, utterly well bred, highly intelligent, and
quite sincere.
But this letter was not meant to be a laudatory
effort for Valentino.
Another much more-sinned-against-than-sinning star is Gloria

—

one really lived the story.

the

book

me

ruined
completely"

Editor

Dear Editor

pictures the

had given

forever.

Verv

truly,

RoL.\XD Vermont.
408 23rd St., Altoona, Pa.

—

How

—

—

I like her
I know
should like her if I had the
honor to know her personally
and I certainly like her as an
actress.
It is soothing to the

Swanson.

I

Bouquets for ]\Iotion
Picture, criticism of some
letters to the editor, and
praise,

in

particular,

-for

Swanson, Nonna
Talmadge and Conway

Gloria

Tearle.

Dear Editor

:

Greetings on

New Year
you prosper as never before, and the Motion Picture
Magazine become the guide of
^his first

day of the

May

theatergoers.

am
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This page belongs entirely to the
readers. It is an open forum.
tor.

However, we cannot use any letters
unless the writer s name and address is
given.

And

initials

he used in publication, this

Selah

doing what I have long
promised myself to do namely,
to offer a contribution to your
own niche of the Motion Picture. This is my first attempt
(probably the amateur note is
I

Every reader of the '^lotion Picture
Magazine" is invited to write to the edi-

—

if it is

quite agreeable

if

desired that only the
is

the writer requests that

the letter he printed in this way.

optics

to

critics

say

say,

watch

now

"How

and

if

she cant act,

I'll

about

her,

'Zaza,'

and

the verdict of Lubitsch?"
I hied me to the theater one
daj- last week to see "Ashes of
Vengeance," and right now I

am

haunted with crooning love
and clashing swords.
Norma Talmadge, gentlemen
Oh, there is an actress for you
Cold and haught3" as unapproachable as a distant mountain peak
yet, withal a hint of
fire and dash whose promise is
fulfilled
under love's melting
and mellowing influence. Anci
{Continued on page 103)
strains

—

—
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When

the nails are

r MA6A2IHE

-^

groomed

and brilliant your hands are
free from embarrassment

keeps

It

THE

Introductory Set

the most particular

With
as if they

wholly lovely

Cutex Liquid Polish or the
new Powder Polish. Between
manicures keep the nails

smooth and healthy with a

Cream (Comfort).
Send the coupon below with

littleCuticle

i2cforthe special Introductory
Set containing trial sizes of all
these things. If
Canada address

200 Mountain
Canada.

you

St.,

live

Dept.

in

^.l-4

Montreal

grooming

This

of the

it

your

had

and days
daintiest

f

a

at the edges.

Needs no separate polish remover

The final convenience of this marvelous polish
is

that

it

does not need to be removed by a

separate polish remover that often roughens

and makes the nails brittle. To
remove the old polish all you have to do is
to put a little fresh polish on the nail and
wipe it off while it is wet. Every trace of the old
comes off, leaving the nail smooth and clean.
the skin

Cutex Liquid Polish spreads over the nail
smoothly and evenly. It is never gummy, so it
flows easily and cannot leave brush marks
and little thick places. It is easy to put on, too,
because the little brush holds just enough
polish for one nail. And it dries instantly.
Almost before a second nail is done, the first is
so dry you cannot mar the surface. It is tinted

Cutex Liquid Polish comes in a smart
bottle with the soft brush attached to
the cork. It is 35c at drug and department
stores in the United States and Canada. Or
ask for the complete Cutex Manicure Sets.
Sets are 60c, ^i.oo, ^1.50 and ^3.00.
little

new rose color that brings out
the pink of the skin under the nail.

the fashionable
all

gives

A

is

—

comes off

come from the

perfection of detail

unsurpassed.
smooth, firm
brilliance, a rosy glisten that is bewitching.
And until you are ready for a fresh manicure
Cutex Liquid Polish keeps its lustre. Water
will not dim it
it never cracks or peels or

woman.

nails look for days

just

carefiil

polish that

that they be always

manicure. Its glistening lustre brings out the
full beauty of the soft smooth cuticle and the
carefully shaped nail long aftermost polishes
have begun to dim or look spotty.

for the brilliance that
nails

demands

gleaming with a lovely brilliance. So
Cutex has prepared a wonderful liquid
polish that meets every requirement of

Cutex Liquid Polish is the last
step of the famous Cutex
manicure. First you must
shape the nails. For this Cutex
has fine emery boards. Then
to soften the cuticle and remove all the dead skin you
need Cutex Cuticle Remover
and a Cutex orange stick.

makes the

fastidious

nails

Send I2C for

brilliance

and days

for days

THE COMPLETE
MANICURE

Then

even

its

MAIL THIS COUPON WITH

12c

TODAY

NoRTHAM Warren,

Cutex
Jlquid

114 West 17th Street,

^
rolishj

I enclose

cluding a

1

2C

in

trial size

Dept. M-4
New York

stamps or coin for new Introductory Set inof the new Cutex Liquid Polish.

NamcStreet_
(or P.

City_

O. box)
State.
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of the

Photograph

b}

Apeda

Liatest J\^ews
Another society leader has come to
the movies seeking her fortune.
She is Thelma Morgan Converse,

known
James

social

in

Vail

circles

Converse.

as

And

Bon

in Jrersonalities

Mrs.
her
Reg-

ana

Mrs.
inald Vanderbilt. It is "A Society
Scandal," Gloria Swanson's next
her
to
which
brings
picture,
the screen
twin

sister.

THE

Gloria,

is

Ir^roauctions

pendulum has swung back in regard to proand movie studios are opening up and

duction,

at a rate that far exceeds the shutting
that occurred a few months ago.
Col. \\'illiam A. Brady, after making the announcement

producing

down

would return to
motion-picture production, lost no time in reopening the old Paragon Studios, in Fort
He
Lee, New Jersey.
will iilm plays that he
has successfully pro-

deep

"

•

of

first

stage.

these

The

will

be

"Simon Called Peter,"
by Goodman Eckert
others to be filmed are
"Chains," also by Mr.

Eckert

Af

"Forever

:

e r,"

Davis;

return

to

her father's
the
for

company
present.

al-

in filming 'A'irtuous Liars," his

fourth production of
This is the screen version of "The Truth
.About Wives."
Edith Allen, whose screen name will
henceforth be Hedda Lind.
Hedda because she's
three-quarters Swedish and Lind because the delectable
.

.

.

songster, Jenny Lind,
was an intimate friend

Madge Kennedy

is

one of the brightest

stars

this season, in the title-role of '"Poppy," the
which has proved to be a good buy for all

on Broadway

musical comedy

the ticket specHere she is having tea in her dressing-room at the
ulators.
theater with the designer, LeMaire, who conceived all the
beautiful clothes she wears in this operetta
Photoirrapli

b\"

T.ucas-Kavarien

of her grandmother's
will
be the
feature
player.

She

had

the

second feminine lead in
"Scaramouche." Others
in the cast are

:

David

Naomi ChildDagmar Godowsky

Powell,
ers,

and Burr Mcintosh.
Big melodramas dealmg with society and
life
will be the
order of his pictures.

citv

From the West comes
word that Universal
output

will increase its

Universal-Jewels
from twelve to thirtysix a year. The plans

of

will

entail

additional

expenses of $5,000,000
and the productions will
be of the standard of

"The M e

r r

V

-

G o-

Round." "The Darling
of New York." and

is

"The Lady of Quality."

has
kers studio too, and

! 3£

are

Bennett
reopened his Yon-

Whitman

66

stars

Owen

by
and "The
Things That Count,"
by Laurence Eyre,
which will be made by
the original cast headed
by Helen Gahagan.
Alice Brady will not
t

Movie

the season.

that he

duced on the

J'oyage!

ways either sailing or returning
from a pleasure trip or a location
trip
abroad.
Here is Claire
Windsor snapped on the upper
deck of the steamer which took
her across the Atlantic, where she
will
join
the
Edwin
Carewe
company that is filming "A Son
of Sahara" on the native soil

Mtel

I

MA8AZIHE
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^^What one of Societys twelve most beautiful
women says about the care of the skin

achieves lo'veliness must be exskin should be so perfectly
cared for that every situation finds it the same
smooth and transparently clear unlined by fatigue,
showing no trace of exposure. And this I believe
any woman can accomplish with the careful use of

"The 'woman imko
quisite at all times.

Her

—

—

Pond's T'wo Creams. The skin responds instantly
to their delicious texture and fragrance."

\aJL i^WibL)kiSu_
Of course

one did nothing but refoam of
Venise lace and chiffon, such terms as
fatigue and exposure would be unknown.
cline

upon

But

-.;

society leads a

life

if

a chaise longue in a

woman who

the

that

is

as active

active

is

in

and vigorous and

more wearing than that of the housewife or prowoman. Moreover she is invariably an enthusiastic sportswoman and a strenuous day of skating,
riding, or golf is often followed by a night of dancing.
But sports and late hours combine in an insidious
her comattack upon woman's dearest possession
often

fessional

—

plexion.

For wind and sun are bound to dry and coarsen the
and post-midnight dancing will show next morning

From

skin

<JKCks.

in faint lines of fatigue.

—
But "exquisite at

times"

all

is

the society

woman's

code, as Mrs. Biddle Duke says. And exquisite at all
times she is. For long ago she discovered a sure and
simple method of skin care that keeps her skin as clear

and

fresh

and delicate
Exquisite

as society has always

women

use this

—

demanded.

Method

Pond's Cold Cream for cleansing is a deliciously soft
pure cream that not only cleanses the skin thoroughly,
but restores its natural satin suppleness. Dip your fingers into its fragrant softness and rub an ample amount
on your face and neck. The fine oil in it sinks deep into
the pores to dislodge all of the dirt, excess natural oil,
and powder that invisibly clog those tiny cells. Now
wipe it off with a soft cloth and don't be ashamed if the
cloth

is

black.

Do

clean your skin

this twice.

is,

how

soft

How
and

—

There's a pearly glow to your whole face and how
extraordinarily young you're looking! The powder will
go on more smoothly than ever and will last almost
indefinitely.

Remember,

that transparent clearness for which the
is distinguished is the result of
daily care. Begin this method at once, the method that
the younger women in society depend on, and you will
see the same loveliness reflected in your own
mirror. Pond's Two Creams may be had
fashionable

woman

drug and department stores.
Pond's Extract Company.
at all

Generous tubes

—

7nail

The

coupon with loc today

ThePond'sExtract Co., 1 57 Hudson Street, New York
Ten cents (loc) is enclose \ for your special introductory
tubes of the two creams every normal skin needs.

fresh love-

prepares your skin perfectly for the necessary finish of
powder. Smooth on only a little.
liness that

BiDDLE Duke

Miss Cordelia Biddle of Philadelphia, young Mrs. Duke
began her social life against the brilliant background of one
She is one of the
of America' s most exclusive families.
most promitient and most admired of the younger women of
society.
Her captivating personality is coupled with a beautv
that made Nevsa McAIein choose her as one of the twelve
most beautiful women in America.

Pond's Vanishing Cream is now'
smoothed on. This light delicate
cream is used after every skin

new

McMeut

j^s

velvety and above all how fine!
That is because the tiny pores now
have a chance to breathe and function normally.

cleansing, leaving a

a portrait by Xcysa

Name

POND'S TWO CREAMS USED
BY WOMEN WHO WANT TO
BE EXQUISITE AT ALL TIMES-

Street.

City.

.

State.
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You may wonder
what a picture of
Gordon,
the contralto of

Jeanne
the

Opera

Metropolitan
House,
is

doing in a movie
magazine.
It
is

Jeanne

simple.

Gordon,
short

made her
pearance
the

in

a

few

years

ago,
apsinging

first

Rialto and

Rivoli

motion-

picture theaters on
Broadway. In this
gained
way
she
attention
the
of

operatic
and

rose
present

Photograph

©by

Jlishkin

The first film to be shot at the reopening of the Paramount's West Coast studios was "The Dawn of Tomorrow," taken from the story by Frances Hodgson
fonn, a Broadway success.
Burnett, and in play
Jacqueline Logan has the role of Glad, a London slavey,
which was played by Eleanor Robeson (Mrs. August
Belmont) on the stage. Others in the cast are: David
Torrence, Ray Griffith. Roland Bottomley, Harris
Gordon, Guy Oliver, Temple Piggott, Mabel Van Burcn,
Marguerite Clayton. Cecil B. De Mille has also started
the filming of "Triumph," and James Cruze has returned
from Natchez, Mississippi, where he has been shooting the
exteriors of "Magnolia," and is now doing the interiors.

And the Western
Commodore J.

Vitagraph studios are hitting

it

up,

Press which has been digging up facts in
regard to "The Declaration of Independence."
one of its stories in the "Chronicles of
x\merica" series, has discovered that the
document of Independence was signed on
July 2, 1776, instead of the 4th, and that the
tooting, and bell ringing, howling and joyraving, did not take place until July 8th. However, the Yale University Press is a stickler for
tradition, so we think July 4th will stand.
The selection of a cast is another delicate
matter on the boards, as the characters

John Hancock, Thomas Jefferson,
Benjamin Franklin, Samuel Adams, John
Adams, John Dickinson and other signers of
include

:

Stewart Blackton is
"What's a

W

man

Friends,"

from

Between
written

Robert

Chambers' story,
"Between Friends,"
with
in

Lou Tellegen

the leading male

role.

Mr.

Tellegen

will do "The
Clean
Heart,"
an
A. S. M. Hutchinson
story with the Com-

sets for the picture are

being built at the Vitagraph studio in
Brooklyn, and Kenneth Webb will direct it.

powers
to

her

fame

D.

\\'.

ne of
Griffith

it

Griffith
in the

has been having a hard

making of "America."

Air.

has had the searchlight turned on
numberless Americans in hopes of finding
one who never told a lie and who could act also the role
of George \\'ashington. Arthur Dewey has been elected
finally.
W'e're not crowding him with too many questions
on the subject of veracity. This is not all, the snow has
refused to fall on scheduled time for the shooting of the
picture, and furthermore the exterior sets, half of which
had been erected outside of the Mamaroneck Studio, L. I..
which borders the water, floated off into the Sound on the
same stormy night on which the Slienandoah tore loose
from her moorings and tooted across the country. Lucky
was Mr. Grifiith that his actors were merelv marooned.
and didn't slip into the Sound themselves.

Franklyn Farnum has already completed two big
Western features, "The Two-Fisted Tenderfoot," and
"Across Trails," and has begun "The Man W^ho Never
Laughed." The location of the last-named story is along
the Klexican border and we are wondering if the company
will

get

additional

color

and

excitement

when

the

Mexican Federal

too.

filming

The

the Declaration.

The camera which

film a production is by no means one of
the least important things in a motion picture's success. William
€le Mille appreciates this as fully as any other director in the proBelow he is seen making a minute examination hefore
fession.
calling "Camera!"' for the first scenes of "Icebound"
is to

troops pass thru
Texas. Alyce Mills
supported Mr. Farnum

the

in

first

made, but as
she is now working
in the East on "The
Social
Code," anstories

other ingenue
take her place.

will

later

modore still in command. Mrs. Blackton and their two
and
Charles, accompanied the Commodore,
children, Violet

But

the

probably
thrill.

by

.Accompanied

air service,

alry,

motor

port,

signal

commissary
battery of
the First

their

there.

Is the glorious
Fourth in danger?
The Yale University

! 68

cav-

transcorns,

medical detachment,

duce indefinitely in
the West, they have
established

the

get

master- Mexican

and, as he will pro-

home

of
will

cast

"Sundown"

Company

and

a

cameras,
National
will cross

Mexico,
and on the Palomas
over

Ranch

into

will

film the

opening .scenes of
"Sundown" in which

^Inel

Why You,
Have

I
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Can

too,

Beautiful

Hair
Corlnne
Qrilfith

How famous Movie Stars keep their hair
and

soft

silky,

looking, full

BEAUTIFUL

hair

is

and freshand lustre.

bright

of life

no longer a matter

ofluck.

You, too, can have hair that
and attractive.

Is

charm-

ing

Beautiful hair depends almost entirely
upon the way you shampoo it.
Proper shampooing is what brings out
all the real life and lustre, all the natural
wave and color and makes it soft, fresh
and luxuriant.
When your hair is dry, dull and heavy,
lifeless, stiff and gummy, and the strands
cling together, and it feels harsh and disagreeable to the touch, it is because your
hair has not been shampooed properl}'.
When your hair has been shampooed
properly, and is thoroughly clean, it will
be glossy, smooth and bright, delightfully fresh-looking, soft and silk}-.
While your hair must have frequent
and regular washing to keep it beautiful,
it cannot stand the harsh effect of ordi-

Patsy

Ruth
Mi

nary soaps. The free alkali in ordinary
soaps soon dries the scalp, makes the hair

and ruins it.
That is why leading motion picture
stars and discriminating women, everybrittle

now

use Mulsified cocoanut oil
clear, pure and entirely
greaseless product brings out all the real
beauty of the hair and cannot possibly
injure. It does not dry the scalp or make
the hair brittle, no matter how often you

where,

shampoo. This

use

it.

If A'ou

want to

see

how

wet the hair and scalp

Then

appl}'

in clear,

a

little

shampoo, rubbing
over the scalp, and

oil

thoroughly all
throughout the entire length, down to the
ends of the hair.
in

Two or three teaspoonfuls

will

make an

abundance of rich, creamy lather. This
should be rubbed in thoroughly and
briskly with the finger tips, so as to loosen the dandruff and small particles of dust
and dirt that stick to the scalp. After

rubbing

the rich, creamy Mulsified
lather, rinse the hair and scalp thoroughly
—always using clear, fresh, warm water.
Then use another application of Mulsified,
in

it

You will

notice the difference in }^our
hair even before it is dry, for it will be
soft and silky in thewater.The strands will
fall apart easily, each separate hair floating alone in the water, and the entire
mass, even while wet, will feel loose,
fluffy and light to the touch and be so
clean it will fairlj' squeak when you pull it
fingers.

Easy Method

warm water.
Mulsified cocoanut
it

bing

through your

A Simple,
FIRST,

beautiful
just follow

reallj^

you can make your hair look,
this simple method.

agam

Rinse the Hair Thoroughly

Priscilla

Dean

a Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo. This
regular weekly shampooing will keep the
scalp soft and the hair fine and silky,
bright, fresh-looking and fluff}-, wavy,
and easy to manage and it will be no-

—

ticed

THIS

very important. After the
washing, the hair and scalp
should be rinsed in at least two changes of
good warm water. When you have rinsed
the hair thoroughly, wring it as dry as
you can, and finish by rubbing it with a
towel, shaking it and fluflSng it until it is
is

final

dry. Then give it a good brushing.
After a Mulsified shampoo you will
find your hair will dry quickly and evenl}'
and have the appearance of being much
thicker and heavier than it really is.
If you want to always be remembered
for your beautiful, well-kept hair, make
it a rule to set a certain day each week for

and admired

can get Mulsified
cocoanut oil shampoo at any drug

store or toilet

goods counter,
anywhere

in the
4-ounce
bottle should last
for months.

world.

A

Splendidfor Children
Fine for Men

—

'Mulsified
Cocoanut

Oil

Shampoo

l\
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who settled the big country. Miss Lorraine
on her way now with a companion and her maid,
and will be gone three months.

pioneers,
is

ATf ^photographs

hy

International IMews-

Wanted a watch-dog Peter Patch, Douglas McLean's little wire-haired terrier, is everything that
a wire-haired terrier should be, but after all, he's
only a patch the insurance agent insisted he is.
McLean, in the act of getting himself insured, was
told that if he had a watch-dog lie could get a
rake-off on the rate.
"Sure, he had one." he said,
and forthwith produced Peter Patch and his bag
of tricks.
But Peter Patch failed to register bull
dog qualities and McLean paid in full.
!

reeJ

—

Barryniore

John

on
tour
in
"Hamlet."
This
is

picture was taken
by the newsmen
outside the White

House

he had
formal call
on the President
and Mrs. Coolidge,
who, by the way,
paid

had

after

At

a

seen

him

as

melancholy
Dane the night

the

previous.

He

last the

hatchet

is

buried

down

to the hilt be-

tween Rodolph Valentino and Famous PlayersLasky. and the beloved sheik, in his inimitable way,
is to bring "Monsieur
Beaucaire" to life on the
silversheet.
This is the first of the two pictures he
will make for his old employers before taking up

work

with

the

Ritz-Carlton

Company.

Ruddy

plans to return to
the
studios
soon

75,000 head of cattle make a stampede.

With an adobe

building as the center of the movie community, a tent
city will be laid out for the company.
Laurence Trimble
will direct.
Roy Stewart has been announced as the

male

brought so many handsome clothes and elegant
eft'ects back with him from Europe, that he decided
to swear that he is not a "resident of the United
.States at this time." rather than to pay duty on
them, which is all O. K. for the time being, but a list
of the articles has been taken and if Ruddy lingers too
long on tliese happy shores, the customs officers will be
around to ])ay another call.

—

lead.
\'io]a

episode of Pathe's serial version of Emerson
Hough's novel, "The Way of a ]Man." has been released
imder the title of "Into the Unknown." apt enough, since
The principals of the cast are
it opens with a murder.
They include Plarold
introduced in the initial release.
Miller, "Bud" Osborne, Kathryn Appleton, Lillian Gale,
Chet Tyan and Allene Ray.

The

first

"We'A'e heard

how
who

mammoth

fish

and water

stories,

but

for a landlubber boast?
Albert R. Rogell,
is directing Fred Thompson in a series of six pictures
for the Monogram Pictures Corporation, raises his right
hand and asserts that seventy per cent, of the scenes in
is

this

"North of Nevada'' have never been shot before by a
camera not even a Brownie
No one has yet arisen to
cry the statement down. Are all the camera fiends
dead or dumb?

—

!

Hold the thought, and you'll get your dearest
wish. It always works, especially when you've been
a good girl.
Louise Lorraine has been working
steadily for two years making the "Fighting Blood"
series, at the F. B. O. studio, Hollywood.
^Nliss
Lorraine decided it was time for a vacation. She
thought her pocketbook might take her East or to
Europe, but it was the dream of her life to go to
Buenos Aires, the Paris of the Western world. She
counted her pennies over and over again, and looked
dubious. Then, at the psychological moment, came
an offer from a South American movie company
offering her a lead similar to that of Lois Wilson,
in "The Covered Wagon," in a story glorifying the

Everyone read about the
gave

for
veterans.

the

Any

anxious to do
right

I

70

shows

ball which Marion Davies
of the disabled World War
number of other stars were present,
their part
and the picture to the
.
.

benefit

.

Miss

Davies talking
Barthelmess

with

Richard

Dana has been engaged by the Metro Corporation
"Face to Face," the Edwin Lefevre story that

to star in

appeared

We

in

the Saturday Evening Post.

wonder it the native sons of California will ever
L-ene Rich set foot on their precious soil again. Miss
Rich is thrilled with New York, says there is something
{Continued on page 116)
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Economical Transportation

Fits the Finest

Homes

or Most Modest Incomes
Consider the evident high quality of this allyear family car, and its remarkable price
then you can understand why it has been
necessary for us to double our production

pride in the ownership of this distinguished
car,

which

is

nevertheless so easy to

buy and

maintain.

Thousands

facilities this year.

of pleased owners will tell you a
Chevrolet oSers the best dollar value of any

Many

families already owning the highest
priced cars, also own a Chevrolet Sedan or
Coupe. They find it not only consistent in
style and general quality with their social
position, but also astonishingly economical to

car made.

operate.

Any

Those

of

more

limited

means take

justifiable

Your own requirements for economical transportation will determine your choice of
models.

Chevrolet dealer will explain their

many

points of superiority.

Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan
Division of General Motors Corporation
Prices
Chevrolet Dealers anj Ser-vice
Stations everywhere. Applications will be considerea from
high-grade dealers only, for
territory

not

Superior Roadster
Superior Touring
Superior Utility Coupe
Superior 4-Passenger Coupe

f. o. b.

Flint,

$490
495

640
725

'

Michigan

Superior Sedan
•
Superior Commercial Chassis
Superior Light Dellvenr
Utility Express Truck Chassis

-

S79S
39$

-

495

-

5S0

adequately

covered.

Five United States manufacturing plants, seven assembly
plants and two Canadian
plants ^ive us the largest
production capacity in the
world for high-grade cars and
make possible our low prices.

Superior
Utility

f. o.

Coupe

b. Flint, \ticH.
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M an

niie Answer

Tim department is for information of general interest only. Those zvlio desire anstvers
by mail, a list of film manufacturers, etc., must enclose a stamped, addressed
envelope. All
inquiries should contain the name and address of the writer,
and, if it is desired that a
petitions name be used in anszvcring, it should be -zvrittcn in the upper
left-hand corner of
the letter

Jane S.— Glad to hear from you. I love to make the acq-iaintance of young people; because, in the first place, I dont like to
think of myself as growing old.
Antonio Mor'»no was born in
Spam m 1888 and he is married to Mrs. Daisy Canfield Danziger.
Address him at the Famous Players-Lasky Studio, 1520 Vine
Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
A. Silverman. Speaking of politics, the Secretary of State
ranks at the head of the President's cabinet. Ruth Roland played
in "The Red Circle."
Ruth is fond of circles, she makes the trip
from San Francisco to New York in circles.
Parlezvous.— Yes, me too. So you liked "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame." It had quite a run in New York. .Try Universal
for Jerry Gendron.
Yes, there has been some talk of Charles

—

Ray

playing in "Merton of the Movies" for the stage.
Now, now, you know I dont send pictures of myself
to my readers, so dont bribe me.
John Gilbert is twenty-nine
and married to Leatrice Joy.
Cullen Landis is twenty-nine.
Lillian Gish is twenty-eight and not married.
Eric von Stroheim
is about to direct two more pictures for Goldwyn.
McDoXALD. Good old-fashioned name. Of course, I would
have my tonsils out. What good are they if they trouble you.
Yes, I still have my appendix and tonsils. I'm all there in those
respects.
Yes, send along the pictures from Australia.
Norma
Talmadge is still married to Joseph Schenck. Guess she is very
happy.
Barney Sherry is playing in "Robert E. Lee."
You
write a very interesting letter. Let me hear from you again.
Helex Mc. \Miy Rudyard Kipling obtained his first name
after a lake by that name which is in Stafford. The first meeting
of his father and mother occurred on the shore of Lake Rudyard
and that led to the eldest Kipling's being given the name Rudyard.
He is playing in
I see,
so it is Percy Marmont you like.
"Souvenir" with Agnes Ayres, also as the husband in "The ShootSix
Yes, he was educated in England.
ing of Dan McGrew."
feet tall and weighs 150 pounds and has blonde hair and blue eyes.
No, I dont seem to mind the cold weather with my long beard.
M. D. New Britain. I dont like to talk about dying, but it
was Abraham Lincoln who said "How hard it is to die, and not
be able to leave the world any better for one's little life in it."
Thanks indeed for the card, I am pleased to be a member of your

Alice F.

—

—

—

—

club, altho an inactive one.

—

A. Jelly Bean. So you think it is quite exciting to
It is more exciting to read some of these
write to me.
Sometimes I get so excited that I wish I
letters.
had some hair to pull. And you think you are a
Alice Brady is playing on the
mystery.
Somi
Pauline Frederick in "Let Not
stage now.
Man Put Asunder."
DuNEDiN Fl.\pper. So you have the
flapper craze in New Zealand, have you?
Maude Adams, thru the Guide Made Pictures, Inc., will produce pictures in color,
Miss Adams'
the first being "Aladdin."
association with the Guild does not interfere
with her plans for the independent production of "Kim,"' the picture rights to which
she recently acquired from Rudyard Kipling.
GJad you like William Russell, Buck Jones
and the rest of the Fox players. Yes, they
are popular over here too.
Artist.—-I want to thank the person who
sent me the drawing of Lillian Gish as
!

—

"Diana of the Follies."
you thru the mail also.

One
Louis

I

believe I answered

—

Who Knows. So you say that
Wolheim was not a professor at

Harvard, but is a graduate of Cornell.
Perhaps he was
Freckles. Well, it isn't what you
endeavor to do, it's what you do.
That's how you estimate a man.
Irene Rich does not gi^e her age,

—

but she was born in Buffalo, and she is five feet six, weighs 138
pounds. She has dark hair and brown e\ es and has two daughters.
Gloria Swanson is playing in "A Society Scandal," and some of
the scenes were taken in Brooklyn.
So you will see the City of
Churches. Run in again some time.
Ramon Novarro's Best Fax. I think you do very well with
your English.
Yes, Valentino has agreed to return to Famous
Players and resume the making of pictures.
His first picture
will be "Monsieur Beaucaire." which will be directed by Sidney
Olcott.
And of the 2,500,000 wage-eamers in New York Citv,
691,000 are women.
M.\rv M. M. H. That's all right, but moonlight and propinquity are responsible for more engagements than any other dozen
of causes.
Herbert Rawlinson, Jack Hoxie, Louise Lorraine,
Laura LaPlante are all with Universal. Y'es, I think they will
send you their pictures.
You might write them anyway.
Carl E. No, I have never been in love.
typical old bachelor.
Loving too much is a situation more productive of tragedy than
not loving enough.
No, I haven't the height of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
You can address him at the First National Pictures,
383 Madison Avenue, New York Cit}^
Rex Ingram says upon
the completion of "The Arab'' he is going back to sculptoring.
D. Af. Australia. You say you dont know which is better, to
be hard-boiled or half-baked. Well, I should say I would prefer
being well done.
Yes, of course. May McAvoy did her own
She is four feet eleven and has
dancing in "Her Reputation."
blue eyes and dark-brown hair. Y^'es, she does resemble Jacqueline
Logan now that you speak of it. Thanks, but I dont need to try
Do you?
the Wallace "daily dozen" method for chest expansion.
Young Australian. Well, it's not only the moon that's on its
friend
the Answer Man.
last quarter, but your
And you didn't
She is playing in
like Anita Stewart in "The Lover Piker."
"The Great White Way." You might write to First National,
Lfnited Studios, Los Angeles, Cal., for both Enid Bennett and
Sylvia Breamer. No, I haven't dark hair, neither have I a David
Powell mustache. I have several mustaches all in one.
Kitty C. No, I am not the artist ? I've got all I can attend
Milton Sills is married to Gladys
to just being the Answer Man.
Wynn. Write Lon Chaney, Famous Players Studio, Los Angeles,
Cal.
So you have been dreaming big things, have you well, in
order to make them come true, you must wake up.
A. L. G., New York. Y'es, I read in the Los Angeles
Times, where Edwin Markham, the poet, says that
Possibly a poet
Henrj' Ford is another Lincoln.
can not tell the difference between a Ford and a
is
Lincoln, but any garage man can.
It
rumored that Glenn Hunter will play in
"Merton of the Movies," for the screen.
Maria of Harlem. Thanks for the fee,
I'll
buy me some buttermilk.
Well right

—

—

—

A

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

now

I'm reducing too. So you want me to
coax Marguerite Clarke back to the screen.
Wish it could be done.
So you liked
"Potash and Perlmutter" very much. Didn't
see

it.

Gall.

— Take

from

men

ambition

and

vanity, and you will have neither heroes or
patriots.
Robert Gordon is his real name.
He is married to Alma Francis. Educated
at Los Angeles Polytechnic Junior College,
played on the stage for a season with Hollywood Community Players, and started his

screen career with Paramount in "The
Varmint." Is that all ? Write me ag_ ,i.
Loutilda. Y'ou have made my burdens
lighter to bear.
No one is useless in the
world who lightens the burdens of it for
Norman Kerry was born in
anyone else.
New York, educated at St. John's Military

—

Academy, in Annapolis.
He is six feet
two, weighs 180 pounds, has dark hair and

m%
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MACAilNE

Viehx^e StotycfMiiKSi ht
By the Only Woman Who Witnessed the Discorery
of the Complexion Tint that Duplicates Nature
"Now Watch what happens!"

perplexing beauty problem with
a new, mysterious tint. The
moment had arrived for demon-

deepened; there was no sign of
artificiality. Next came the question of lights and exhaustive light
tests made the triumph complete.
Even old-time rouges were acceptable in the kindly gleam of lamp
or candle light, but the Tmt
called Princess
Pat stands the
severe test of a

stration.

brilliantly

You could have heard a pin drop
as the analyst's

words caused

all

eyes to gaze intently at my face.
Science had solved an old and

Two

years of hard work led up to
hour of triumph. There had been
day and night testings of rouges of
every conceivable color. Whole weeks
devoted to first one shade then another
in an effort to overcome that comthis

of

pears your color
from the moment
applied. Nature
varies it on your
face and unfail-

fault of all the old-fashioned
rouges
the purplish, artificial look
which makes their use so obvious.
Then the day when the right tint
was found! It is an interesting story.

—

Hois) the True Tint

When

Came

ingly produces
exactly the right
clegree and tone
to give the color
you should have.

to Light

new

use of ingredients produced this first "true" tone it was
regarded curiously; no one realized its
full significance; so different was the
color, it was fortunate we even tried it.
But the rule was to test everything on
the face. So for the thousandth time
a new tint was applied to my cheeks.

The

a

first

velous

No Light

natural tint. The color is too
natural to permit detection. So women who never used ordinary rouge
have taken joyfully to Princess Pat.

Really Waterproof
Since the day Princess Pat tint was

for

made its

acquaintance.

tical tint

today as

It is

when

the

the idenfirst

tiny

was produced and tried; and it
brings the same color charm to any
bit

tests

quickly followed on every conceivable type of skin from darkest to
lightest— with the same miraculously
natural result. Then came the thought
that perhaps only sparing use could
be made of the new tint. So to the
tiny amount that had achieved the
perfect color, more and niore of the
tint was applied. The coloring merely

Could Make Appear Unreal'

complexion. Science thus gives you
the means of imparting natural color
to any degree deto your cheeks

—

sired.

—

A color that's perfectly natu-

—

a gentle
color you can control
glow of color that has no beginning
or end
a tone only blending can
bring. Why use an obvious rouge?
Try Princess Pat!

ral

—

many thousands have

introduced

prise after another. It was first believed to be just a particularly happy

But

Tint That

new

demonstration of this marcolor brought one sur-

— or

"A

That is why you are not aware of the
numbers all around you who use this

new

choice for my complexion
skins the same as mine.

noonday sun.

The new tint becomes and ap-

—

mon

light-

ed room, or glare

cheek. You'll be glad to know it's
been made waterproof completely
so. Profuse perspiration will not affect
it
nor even surf bathing yet a bit
of cream, or soap removes it.

—

—

—

And remember: there's only one
shade! No "matching" — no need to;
for this true tone blends with any

Avoid Imitations

The

success of Princess Pat Tint has
called forth many so-called "orange
rouges." But these lack the secret
which causes Princess Pat Tint to
and
change color when applied
without this secret Nature cannot
blend the color to exactly meet the requirements of your individual need.

—

FREE!

Until the shops have been sufficiently
stocked with Princess Pat Tint to meet
for it, we shall take pleasure in
sending to individuals a week's supply
all calls

pi^i
The '^'w, '^tural Tint

:

Always Ask for

— without charge.
PRINCESS PAT

It

PRINCESS PAT, LTD., CHICACO, U.

by

S.

Name

A.

Ltd.

Wells St., Dept. 24, Chicago
Entirely FREE, please forward me
postpaid, a complimentary supply of
the new Princess Pat Tint.

2701

S.

Name (Print).

Princess Pat Tint-Ice Astringent— Creams— Lip Stick— Poivder- Princess Pat Perfume

—

NOTE: 'Princess "Vat Lip Stick gives natural
color to the lips— just as Tint does to the cheeks. It
exactly hapnonizes with any complexion, any coloring andatfy light. Cannot be detected as artificial.

Street.

City.
State.
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L.

hazel eyes.
Playing in "True as Steel" for Goldwyn. Wallace
and Noah Beery are brothers. No, the others are not related.
Maude B. You want a picture of Niles Welch on the cover.
I'll speak to Miss Fletcher.
G. P. B. Oh, Joy
Harry Carey is with
You made me laff
F. B. O.
Larry Semon with Vitagraph.
Mae Murray in "The
Circe," from a story that Ibanez wrote especially for her.
Some
of the scenes will be taken in Southern France and others in
Hollywood. Oh, I'm always sincere, even tho it should cost me

—
—

my

!

!

life.

—

Ramon

Novarro's Best Fax. Cheer up, in whatever part of
the world you are, you will have something to suffer.
Address
Ramon Novarro at !Metro, 1025 Lillian ^^'ay, Los Angeles, Cal.
Thanks for your good wishes.
Co-Ed. Well, I am glad you wrote to me, anyway. Much dearer
be the things which come thru hard distress. Yes, Bert Lytell
He lives in California, and has
is married to Evelyn \"aughn.
been playing for the last seven years, and in Broadway productions before that.
He has brown hair and hazel eyes.
P.\ULixE Garon's Admirer. You refer to Swift's description
of the gossip. "Nor do they trust their tongues alone, but speak
a language of their own can read a note, a shrug, a look, far
better than a printed book
convey a libel in a frown, and wink
or by the tossing of the fan, describe the
a reputation down
William
Pauline is twenty-two, you know.
lady and the man."
Hart in "A Lighter of Flames," portraying the character of
Patrick Henry.
The Gimme Girl. Is that what your beau calls you? Lois
Wilson was the representative of .\labama in Universal's Beauty
I'd
contest.
Pearl White is still abroad. Oh, I love my work.
Pretty cold for buttermilk
rather answer questions than eat.
these days.
Robert P. You will have to figure it out for yourself Swift
said, "No wise man ever wished to be younger," and Byron said
"Once more who would not be a boy?" Pauline Garon is FrenchShe has blue eyes .and blonde hair,
Canadian, born in Montreal.
She played
five feet tall, and educated at Sacred Heart Convent.
with Dorothy Gish in "Remodelling a Husband" as her first
Write me any time, Bob.
picture.
Florence Mc. Dont forget that men only blame themselves
Pauline Starke in "The Courage of
in order to be praised.
Marge O'Doone." They are all Answer Men so far as I know.
Wish I could be more sociable, but I wish you could see my
desk. No, Wanda Hawley is not married now.
You
R. S. I wish I did have a fireplace in my hall-room.
can always see a face in the fire. The laborer, looking into it at
evening, purifies his thoughts of the dross and earthiness which
they have accumulated during the day. All I can look into is the
Never has
No, Matt Moore is not married.
electric heater.
been. You ask if I think that the actors and actresses understand
more about the deep things in life than anv ordinary individual.

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

AVell
CuRiosiTY.^

miser

is

K

thi.s

— And the difference between
to give, but
— the former
lives

the

philanthropist and

the' latter dies to give.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Mrginia Faire Brown in "Welcome Stranger." Blanche Sweet in "Those Who Dance." Irene
Rich in "A Woman Who Sinned." Have I satisfied you?
Peggy M. I'm sorry, but I would have to have a little more

C

2

is

fifteen.

stands

for "Curious to know."

Baby Peggy

is

five.

—

information to work from.

Josephine and Adele.— .\ ton of water contains 224 gallons.
There was an .\dele de Garde and
five feet tall.

Pauline Garon is
a Josephine Hill
I guess
Perrin.

in pictures.

The

latter is

Norma Talmadge. Miss
"What Three Men Wanted." Some title!

now

the wife of Jack
Dupont is playing

m

Smiles.— Well, there is an old saying, "Strength of mind is an
attaching as well as a ruling power; all human creatures, women
especially, become attached to those who have power over their
own minds." That must be a very old one because the present
women dont become attached, they have minds of their own, and
use them too. Gloria Swanson has reddish-brown hair and grey
She is five feet three and weighs 112, and is twenty-seven.
eyes.
Born in Chicago.
WiLLARD. My what a fancy letter-head, and home made,
Thomas Meighan is with Famous Players, Lillian Gish
with Inspiration. Write me any time. Harr> Carey
and Claire Windsor in "High Dawn."'
Mildred T. .A woman always feels herself
complimented by love, tho it may be from a

—

—

of winning her heart, or
Barbara La Marr, Corinne
Griflith, Ben Alexander, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Sylvia Breamer and Colleen

man

incapable

her esteem.

Moore

are

all

First

National

stars.

too.

—

Just Martha. Joseph Schildkraut was born in Austria. He
twenty-nine and married to Elise Bartlett.
Mary Pickford,
as soon as she finishes "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall," is
going abroad with her illustrious husband to spend about six
months vacationing. If they find a congenial story in which they
can co-star, they will produce it.
That will be wonderful.
Miss Cumm.— Of course, Ilook like my picture up above. And
you think I am the gold fishes' wrist watch! That's going some.
Ramon Novarro is with Metro. No, he is not married. Harrison
Ford, Pauline Garon and David Powell in "The Average Woman."
Lew Cody and Viola Dana in "Revelations."
is

M. A. E.— Welcome to the throne.
Yes, I think Gloria
Swanson will be glad to hear from you. You know Voltaire said
"God created woman only to take man." Write to me again,
your letter was a jewel.
Helen K. Dined with Jack Dempsey, eh? You better not get
rough with him. No, I have never met him, but I heard him
fight over the radio.
George Walsh will play Ben Hur.
Tess. Wrinkles on the brow are Time's endorsement of the
note for borrowed trouble. Buck Jones is married.
Milton Sills
married to Gladys Wynn and they have a daughter. Hoot Gibson is married to Helen Johnson.
Buck Jones was born in

—

—

Vincennes, Ind.
feet

eleven

Hughes

in

Educated

Minnesota University; and is five
Betty Ross Clark and Llovd
"Mother O' Mine." Wallace Reid died January 18,
and

at

three-quarters.

1923.

Reel Enthusiast.

— She

like the wife who preaches in her
night-dress.
Yes, Alice Terry has
Pauline Garon with C. C. Burr Prod., Glendale,

gown, and lectures
dark-red hair.

in

is

her

Helene Chadwick is with Goldwyn.
Edna Flugrath,
Shirley Mason's sister, is to play an important part in Shirley's
next picture, "Love Letters."
Edna and Shirley will portray
sister roles in the picture.
I'm always here.
P. S. T.
Anna Nilsson is Mrs. John Gunnerson, and she is
five feet seven, weighs 135 pounds.
Goldwyn are going to produce the sequel to "Potash and Perlmutter" with the well-known
Cal.

—

Bernard-Carr team
S.

Hyland

H.

— Yes,

in

the leads.

E. H. Sothern played in a Vitagraph picture
some six or seven years ago, entitled "The Chattel" with Peggy
L.

in the lead.

—

IvANOviTCH. No, I have never been to Paris.
Gay, giddy,
happy Paris, where life is a pastime, and the only reality death.
Ann Cornwall with Warner Brothers. John Harron opposite
her.
Claire MacDowell is free-lancing now.
Remember her in
Thanks for the picture. That's some
the old Biograph days.
pineapple-tree you have in your front yard.
It is
E. G. Co. Well, shaping our own life is our own work.
a thing of beauty, it is a thing of shame, as we ourselves make it.
\\'e lay the corner and add joint to joint, we give the proportion,
we set the finish. It may be a thing of beauty and a joy forever.
God forgive us if we pervert our life from putting on its apYou can reach Irene Rich at Warner Brothers,
pointed glory.
Bronson Avenue and Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, Cal. Pauline
Starke with Fox last. Joline was played by Nazimova, Paul by
Charles Bryant and the Prior by Frank Currier in "Revelation."
I know, but after all
Sport. Are you the new sport model?
Carmel Myers has been
a star's private life belongs to her.
signed for important parts in "Poisoned Paradise" and "Ben
She has just completed work on "Slave of Desire" and
Hur."
"Beau Brummell." Norman Kerry in "True as Steel." Write
me any time.
DoNOLLV E. You write a beautiful letter. No, I dont mind
Milton Sills
reading letters. Write to me as often as you like.
at the United Studios, 5341 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.
Harry Carey was born in New York, 1880, but he is a real
He is married to Olive Fuller Golden and has two
cowboy.
He is six feet and weighs 180 pounds. Has blonde
children.

—

—

—

hair.

—

Edna B. Some men need a push every now and then. Few
and it is for want of
things are impracticable in themselves
You
application rather than of means, that men fail of success.
Pola
will have to write to the companies direct for pictures.
Negri in "Men," and after that "Montmartre."
"Pe.arl and Clip. What's this, a duet? And there are times
when the mysteries of life seem greater than the mystery
Monte Blue is with Warner, and it is said
of death
he IS part Indian. No, he is not married now, six
feet and weighs 185 pounds, brown hair and
Casson Ferguson born in 1891, five
eyes.
Brown hair
feet eleven and weighs 150.
and blue-grey eyes. I ought to be colorgiving these descriptions.
blind after
Run in again.
{Conliniicd on page 110)
;

—

—

'

.

—
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you send for the large rug shown here
you get with it a 27x54 inch rug of the same
splendid weave, pattern and coloring. And if.
after 30 days' trial, you decide to buy the
large one, you pay nothing for the smaller one.
It is FREE on this special offer, made to ob-

When

tain 10,000

new Hartman customers

at once.

Woven and Dyed
by the Famous
"Masland" Process

These g^enaine
"Masland'* procwith
ess rogs
their stronfi:. close

"Masland" process rugs have been
famous for 25 years for wearing quality and for their fast colors, which are
"steam boiled" into the fabric after
weaving and go through to the back
They have heavy, all-wool face;
close, strong weave and extra weight.
Read Hartman's guarantee below.

—

weave, heavy

body and fast colors which go
throagh to back
should not be con-

fused with ordinary rugs of light
weight or with

"surface"

colors,

which often fade.

Hartman guaran-

Brings this wonderfuI'Masland

9 X 12

teesthem theworld'3
best rug vaJue.

Foot Seamless

TAPESTRY RUG
Send only $1.00 and Hartman, the Largest Home
Furnishing Concern in the World, will ship you
this wonderful 9 ft. x 12 ft. room size 'Masland
Seamless Tapestry Rug and with it the 27x54
inch rug. Use both rugs on SO days' FREE
Trial. If not positively delighted with them,
return them and we will refund your $1.00 and pay transportation charges both ways. If you keep them, take nearly a year
to pay for the large rug — a little every month. Nothing to pay
now or later for the small rug. It is FREE.
'

'

Guaranteed to Outlast Any Other Woven
Tapestry
Rug at Anywhere Near Same Price
—

Only by seeing them can you appreciate these wonderful "Masland" Seamless Tapestry Rugs. Hartman guarantees that they have more wool on the
face, more strands of wool to the inch,
greater weight and better wearing
qualities than any other tapestry rug
sold elsewhere for the same money.
Beautiful Brussels effect in a rich tan
background with handsome Chinese
•

design in exquisite colorings of red,
blue, brown and tan. Colors go dear
through to back and are guaranteed
not to fade or "bleed." This is positively the world's greatest rug bargain.

NearSy a Year to Pay
Remember — we give you 30

days' free trial.
you keep these beautiful "Masland" Tapestry rugs, pay for the large one on our easy
terms. Not a penny to pay for the small one.
If

Order No. 34FMA33. Bargain Price, $29.95 for 9 ft. x 12 ft. Rug.
Fay $1 now. Balance $2.70 monthly. The 27 x 54 inch Rug is FREE.

HARTMAN •^""^'^''^
&

CARPET CO.

Dept.6258

Largest

Home

Chicago,

Furnishing Concern in the World

III.

FREE

Bargain Catalog
300 pages (of which 68
in actual colors) of
the world's greatest bargains
in FURNITURE, rugs, carpets,
sewing machines, silverware;

Over

pages are

also farm implements and accessories, etc.
all sold on our
ea'sy monthly payment tet~ms

and

30 days' free trial.

FREE GIFTS
This book explains

Hartman's wonderful gift plan which
bringssplendid articles in glassware,
dishes, silverware,
toilet sets, jewelry,
table linens,

absolutely

etc.,

Free

with
purchases.
Postal brings this
big free catalog.

*/Let

Hartman

Feather

VOUR

CO.
UHDTUflll FURNITURE & CARPET
Chicago, III.
nflll

I

niHIl Dept. 6258

Enclosed find $1.00. Send the
9x12 ft."Masland'' Tapestry Rug No.34FMA33, Price $29.95.
and with it the 27 x 54 inch rus absolutely FREE. It is
understood that if I am satisfied I will send you $2.70

monthly
is

paid.

until the full price of the 9 x 12 foot rug, $29.95.
Title remains with you until paid in full. If not
trial, 1 will ship both rugs
$1.00 and pay transportation

FREE
my

satisfied, after 30 days'
back and you will refund

charges both ways.

Nest'*

Name

You Want
to Send fof
the RugSf
If

......

R. F. D.. Box No.
or Street and No.

Pin a Dollar
Bill to the

Town

Coupon and
Mail Today

Occupation of Head of Household

How

..—

——

State

—

long have you lived at your present address?
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Camera Coast

(Continued from page 63)

Herr

has been seen thus far is "Flaming Passion,"
which was a film version of
"Lucretia Lombard."
In which connection, a bit of gossip. It
happens that, at the minute, the star scenario writers of Hollywood are Sada Cowan
and Howard Higgins, who work in col-

—

a wonderful picture the other day
that no one else will ever see.
It was

its

sanitary, dust-proof

container— it comes
to you untouched by

human

hands.

Rich velvety velour—
or soft lamb's
in

all sizes

wool—

to suit your

needs; your compact,
purse'or dressing table.

Could any other director
have gotten away with this?

in

the

liiting

like a

his

nails

caged

is one of my favorite magI enjoy reading it every month."

"Cinema Art
azines.

JUST TO GET ACQUAINTED
Send One Dollar and receive
four numbers ot

tlie

next

CINEMA ART
—

Contributions by leading authors
illustrated

— handsomely

beaurifuHy

printed.

By

$J.50

the Year
At Nezrs Stands

Cinema Art Magazine,

3.5c a

Copy

Philadelphia, Pa.

Fqr^Lovely Skiiv

I

o
76

This mng'in skin lotion is from
the famous formula used !>y the ladies of Queen Antoinette's oonrr.
Keeps hands soft, amooth and firminspire
of outdoor winds or indoor wot k. See directions for other uses. 60eandSl. Generous sampi c bottle for six 2 cent stamps.

Jean Vallee

&

Cie, Laporte, Ind.

Mary Pickford

It

a

fort.

two women in Hollywood and committed
Doug recognized
at least two murders.
him as a man who applied to him for a
a bandit part, frankly confessing
was a crook and gunman. He left
vowing vengeance and, upon his recent rejob

in

that he

world

turn to Hollywood
a letter to Doug.

renewed the threat

Some

jester in Hollythe selection of
Charles Brabin as director said that Goldwyn was probably afraid to ask Mickie
N^eilan to direct, for fear that, in the midst

chance of his

life.

wood commenting upon

— presenting

Edmund Lowe, Raymond
in a

in

June Mathis and other members of the
Goldwyn technical stafif are, by now, on
the way to Italy to begin "Ben Hur." This
picture will be the means of bringing
Francis X. Bushman back to the screen, as
well as giving George Walsh the big

(Con finned on page 78)

P.nrade

picture,

has resemhas been under armed
guard on account of the threats of the
most desperate bandit to infest California
since the days of Joaquin Murietta, who,
Iw the wa\', was the hero of Doug's picture
"The Mark of Zorro." This fellow is an
During the
ex-convict named Dunlap.
past few months he has assaulted thirty-

and walking up and

Bosworth

NORMA TALMADGE says:

Fairbanks and

bled

tiger.

The Hollywood Fashion
Haines,

American

maudlin melodramas. "Name the Man," is
a beautifully directed picture in spite of
their handicap.
For the past week the home of Douglas

One of the
love scenes in the picture is played
with the lovers sitting on an outfall sewer
pipe down which the body of a dead cat
has just drifted. .And I give you my word,
it is a tender, beautiful and romantic love
scene.
The other Teuton is fiddling around, trying to get started. Lubitsch wants to make
a screen version of "Manon Lescaut," but
he cant seem to find an actress for the
I saw him out at
heroine or get started.
a Hollywood party the other night and he
was

his first

task of making something intelligible out of one of Sir Hall Caine's

best

down

For

the\' set the

We

now be had. Pack'
aged attractively— in

scenario

Seastrom's desire to send somewhere for

an author.

saw

unslaughtered version of Eric von
Stroheim's "Greed." It was a magnificent
piece of work, but it was forty-five reels
long.
went into the projecting-room
at 10.30 in the morning; we staggered (vut
at 8.00 that night.
I cant imagine what
they are going to do with it.
It is like
"Les Miserables."
Episodes come along
that you think have no bearing on the
story, then twelve or fourteen reels later.
hits you with a crash.
For stark,
it
terrible realism and marvelous artistry, it
is
the greatest picture I have ever seen.
But I dont know what it will be like when
shrinks from forty-five to eight reels.
it
Von Stroheim is imploring the Goldwyn
people to make two instalments of it and
run it on two different nights.

may

imported

his wife who spoke
to find glee in the

;

tlie

daintier puff

his

no English but seemed
occasion.
She giggled back of her handkerchief until Mrs. Lubitsch apologized by
sa3'ing, "E.xcuse her, please
but she has
never before seen an American social
gathering."
Which seemed further to
complicate the case.
We couldn't understand why we were so funny.
Victor Seastrom is also going after imported talent.
Johan Bojer, the Norwegian novelist, is in Hollywood, studj^ing
the screen, presumably at Seastrom's invitation.
One cannot but sympathize with

Their artistic cj'es having
laboration.
been offended by "Flaming Passion," I am
told that they insisted on having their
names taken off the screen. Whereupon
the picture staggered on without them and
got some of the best newspaper notices of
the year. The truth is, the picture merited
neither the soul agitation of Miss Cowan
for its faults nor the good notices.
I

Kraely,

was there with

writer,

Griffith,

Conrad Nagel. William
George Walsh and Hobart

humorous moment

—
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Cultivate the Beauty

of Your Skin

I

MA6/izrnE

f

Now!

you would have a flowerblossom skin all summer, youmust
be a good caretaker in the spring!
It

The yijiing^ bride waved
her handkerchief as the
car dreif aicay from the
host of well-ivishing
friends.

"Slop tearing, darsaid the happiest
man in the tearId. "I
want to look at you
yoii nc-ver seemed so beautiful as you do right
ling,

Your

skin needs constant care,
trying weather. It
needs feeding and refining and
careful cleansing to keep it free of
especially in

dirt.

A

'

now!"

This cream

kind of beauty

one of the fascinating miraof today that pretty women
become beautiful and quire
plain ones become really attraaive
—through the simple arts of the

—

dressing-table.

But much depends upon the kinds of
powder and rouge that you choose,
and upon the skill with which they

Too many women make

the mistake of using miscellaneous
cosmetics.
It is far better to stick to one maker's
products throughout, for when a
chemist develops a new rouge, he
naturally "tries it out" with his own
powder, and vice versa.
Thus, one maker's powders, rouges,
and lip sticks will always harmonize
better

"feeding," and "refining," and
"cleansing" of your skin comprise

exceptionally well

is

and refine and

cleanse the skin.

is

are applied.

Triple Service

The

qualified to feed

Its fine oils free the dirr secreted
in the infinitesimal folds and pores

of the

By Mme. Jeannette

cles

Cream that Performs a

three distinct actions, and
Pompeian Night Cream offers this
trio of benefits.

Choosing your

It

—

'

—

own

—

and blend more closely with

one another than with other kinds.
Pompeian Beaury Powder comes in
a sufficient variety of shades to meet
every complexion tint;also, to provide
for those whose skins require powders
of different tints under daylight and
under artificial light.
These powders have been developed for naturalness of effect and for
adhesiveness. A powder that sta)S on
means a face always properly powdered, rather than one that is alter-

nately powdered, unpowdered, and
repowdered.
Pompeian Bloom is the rouge especially prepared for use with Pompeian Beaury Powder. It can be had
in the new Orange Tint or the regular

The

softening effea ot certain
oil -attributes refines the

skin,

making

regularly

Pompeian Day Cream

is

a vanishing;

your
over the

disappears under

—

clear loveliness.

V

— Use Pompeian"

Day Cream 'i-anhhing)
Beauty Powder
Bloom (the rouse)
Stick

least once

best time, if

it

is at

you

night

Begin a gentle massage. Start at
the point of your chin, using firm,

Move your fingers

gradually working
upward and outward. After a few

ing on for hours with their original

Fragrance U
Night Cream

The

but once a day,
just before retiring.
use

in

Not only do powder and rouge
"go on" better over this foundation
cream they adhere much better, stay-

"Don't Envy Beaut)

delicate.

means at

this

light finger-tips.

finger-dps as you smooth it
surfaces to be powdered.
It is a protection to your skin, and forms a
proper surface for the even application and blending of your powder
and rouge.

and

obtain the greatest benefit
from this cream, you must use it
every day.

—

soft

it

To

combines two advantages rarely
found in the one rouge ir will not
break or crumble, yet it comes off
easily and readily on the puff.
It

Lip

for exquisite

of these

shades.

cream, and

making

skin,

cleanliness.

60c per Jar
60cper box
60c per box
23c each
23c per can
talc\
Uoidmam) 60c per jar

little circles,

minutes of this treatment, pat
your face and neck with smart
litde blows till some, or all, of the
cream has become absorbed. Wipe
off all remaining traces. And finish this treatment with a brisk
dashing of cold water.
Pat in the moisture, and you
should find your skin firm, smooth
and soft to the touch; or, if your
skin still feels dry, rub in just
enough cream to relieve it of the

drawn

feeling.

•^tOMj^iit:

Get 1924 Pompeian Panel and Four Samples for Ten Cents
The newest Pompeian art panel, "Honeymooning in the Alps," done
in pastel by a famous artist and reproduced in rich colors. Size 28 x 7i in.
For 10 cents we will send you all of these: The 1924 Beauti' Panel and
samples of Day Cream, BeautyPowder, Bloom uouge), and Night Cream-

Spectaliste

POMPEIAN LABORATORIES, CLEVELAND, OHIO
A/so

TEAR

Made in Canada

OFF,

SIG N,

eti

Beaute

L

AND SEND

POMPEIAN LABORATORIES
2129Payne Avenue,

Cleveland, Ohio

enclose loc (a dime preferred) for
J924Pompeian Art Panel, "Honeymooninginthe
Alps," and the four samples named in offer.

Gentlemen;

I

NameAddress.

(a rouge)
City

What
e

1924.

shade of face powder wanted?-

The Pompeian Co.

^77
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Camera Coast

the

{Continued from page 76)
of

the

chariot

race,

a

little

freckle-face

Wesley Barry would come from behind one of the chariots and win the race
like

on a scooter.

Lew Cody and Adolphe Menjou were
making a personal appearance at
in California, and Lew
rashly offered to answer any questions
that the audience wished to ask.
''Who
is your favored actress," came the prompt
demand. The two actors looked at each
other in dismay; retired for. a moment's
conference, then came back with the diplomatic announcement, "Babby Peggj'."
Norma Talmadgc has closed her studio
for a couple of months in order to go to

recently

an inland town

Florida on a yachting trip with her husband, Joseph
Schenck.
They will be
guests of Irving Berlin.
Norma's ne.xt
picture will be a flapper drama called
"The House of Youth," by Maude Radford Warren.
-\ltho Rex Ligram was expected to be in
Europe for a long time perhaps forever
it has been announced definitely that when
he finishes "The Arab" in North Africa,
he will return to Hollywood to film "The

—

World's Illusion" for Metro.
George Melford's wife got
from the director" last week.
while she

that,

a

divorce

She said
loved him, that he had

still

fallen in love with Jacqueline Logan.
The
court sent for Mr. Mel ford, who denied
any but a friendly interest in Miss Logan,
the leading woman of his company.

He

stated that he had just simply ceased to
love his wife and wanted to "live his own
life."

First National executives gave a big
banquet to Samuel Goldwjn last week and
made it the occasion to announce a producing program which will total more than

xirners
yka}
'

'

-Trjd.
-Tradt

U

Marii

Ret-

U.

S.

P»t.

$6,000,000.

Percy Marmont

Ofl."

CORSELETTE

original of the boy who played the
the saloon in "The Shooting of
Dan McGrew" turned up at the Metro
studios just as they were beginning to
shoot the picture and was engaged by
Clarence Badger, the director, to play
himself.

The

piano

For youth and slenderness which
go uncorseted; for the sportswoman

who

desires graciously

freedom; for the hours
is

too

much

restraint

CORSELETTE
smart.

much
Illustrated above
Style

3238

$3.00

is

The

is

-

contoured

when a corset

— WARNER'S

Virginia

Fox was

Darryl

F.

married,

Zanuck,

other
scenario

the

a

CORSELETTE,

imitated but never equalled,

WARNER'S

is

a

perfect

garment

Setid for folder

for the various needs of the grow-

ing

in

day, to
writer.

comfortable and

original

will play the lead in the

production of "Babbitt" to be directed by
Henry Beaumont for Warner Brothers.

girl

or the

woman

INTIMATE THINGS
When

of fashion.

a

man s

in love he^s likely

show the kinks in his disposiIf you want to know how
Glenn Hunter acts since he
become engaged to May Mc Avoy
to

tion.
made only by The Warner Brothers Company.
347 Madison Ave., New York, 367 W. Adams St., Chicago,
111., 28 Geary St., San Francisco, 356 St. Antoine St. Montreal
Corse/eties are

,

read

Warner's Bandeau

THE EDITOR GOSSIPS

STYLE 2742

—

insures the silhouette of today by

It^s
its

which holds the diaphragm flat
and fits down smoothly and securely over a
low-topped corset or Wrap-around. $ 1 .00

line section

an inside story, just as

the stories are that appear in this

monthly department of chatty
and intimate
humor,
netvs,
things.

\se.

all

waist-

:

.

^MMh^P"!

Do Tou

Resemble

a

I

Screen

Star?
{Continued from page 33)

According
Louis

M.

Goodstadt

Famous

To

Casting Director

:

Players-Laskj) Studios

Resemblance is a distinct bar if the
possessor exploits that fact.
Imitation never can be successful, particularly in motion pictures where distinct
individuality is a definite stock in trade.
It will pay any beginner who happens
to resemble a star to forget that fact, to
go after success purely on his own merits.

Robert Mclntyre

:

Casting Director

Gold-oJi^n Studios

The

of a newcomer depends
an individual personality.

success

entirely on

It is this individuality we are looking
for most earnestly among the newcomers
to
the
screen,
presupposing talent, of
course.
If persons are recommended to me because they are a second edition of some
notable artist, I am immediately prejudiced

against them.

These newcomers may be acceptable

own

but they come to me
blank so far as peculiar personality
concerned.
And I dont think this is
narrow point of view.
their

in

right,

Jerome Storm

:

a
is

a

for anyone to come to
Hollywood with the idea of getting into
pictures just because of a superficial resemblance to one of the established stars
of the screen.
To encourage either a girl or a boy to
come to Hollywood because he or she
looks like some famous star is pernicious.
If, on the other hand, a boy or girl has
'genuine theatrical talent, tried out on the
stage or in amateur theatricals, he or she
will find upon arrival in Hollywood that
resemblance to a star will not hinder the
aspirant in achieving success on the screen.
It

is

What Charm

Director

a mistake

Excels Pearly Teeth?
Combat that dingy film
What adds so much to charm and
beauty as pearly teeth

.?

You see them everywhere today. A
new way of teeth cleaning has come.
This offers a
Millions now employ it.
ten-day

test, to

show you.

They now

of formation. One removes
harmful scouring.

acid causes decay. Germs
breed by millions in it. With
tartar, they are the chief
cause of pyorrhea.

The

After long research, dental
science discovered two ways
to tight that film. One disintegrates the film at all stages

These methods have proved effective.
new-type tooth paste applies these
methods daily. The name is Pepsodent.

It brings a new dental
homes of some 50 nations.

A

fects
saliva.

Protect the

the

Its use multiplies the power of
these natural protecting agents.

Enamel
tegrates the film,

then removes

Send the CO upon for a 10- day

it

tube.

with an agentfar
softer than enamel. Never use
a film combatant which con-

tooth

Note how clean the teeth
See teeth befilm disappears.

feel after using.

comewhiteras

You will prize these benefits.
You will want your family to

tains harsh grit.

now advised

ef-

multiplies alkalinity of the
which is there to neutralize
mouth acids. It multiplies the
digestant for starch deposits.

It

Pepsodent disin-

by leading dentists

iU/A!ik\

to

Delightful secrets

Dentifrice

scientific

paste,

era

Pepsodent brings other essential

have them. Clip coupon now.

*|^^ aaBBBi^^l^HIH^^HM

The New-Day

without

.\

fight film

Teeth are clouded by that viscous
film you feel. It clings and stays. Soon
Then teeth lose
it forms a dmgy coat.
their luster and beauty.
Film holds food substances
which ferment and form acid.

it

PAT. OFF.

|

10-DAY TUBE FREE
THE PEPSODENT COMPANY
Dept. 816, 1104 S.

Mail

10-

Wabash Ave.. Chicago.
of Pepsodent to

III.

Day Tube

the world over.

Only one tube

to a family.
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HollyvCood Meeds

More

Like

Him
{Continued from page 35)
to explain how he
escaped a watery grave, he picked up the
narrative in Australia, and continued from

Without bothering

^!i:^j:iSsss:^^K''%s^^'^J2^-jEE:<''r:^'T'.^:iP':g^^}j-, ^ ,

there

Old London D.ws
Dear old London itself was his birthplace, and he was educated there and in
Surrey, at St. Anne's College. The theater
claimed him when he was quite young,
and he received his theatrical schooling
under such artists as Sir George AlexWith
ander and Sir Beerbohm Tree.
Tree, at His Alajesty's Theater in London, he appeared for four years in Shakespearean repertoire and modern plays.

Later he was with Cyril Maude for two
years at the Haymarket, and at famous old
Drury Lane he appeared for several seasons in those jolly little Shaw and Ibsen
ilramas so dear to the elect.
He created
the leading male role in "The Eternal
When not appearing in London,
City."
he was touring around in all .sorts of

^d'r-j^v£'-^S£'g2^-yg5»lfirv^^^-x:-A

Scene from the film "Omar The Tentmaker"
Produced by Richard Walton Tullv"-

A

TDAOE

MMK

REA

U.S. IMT.

odd and interesting

Gem

Fascinating

Sydney and
to him as
Hollywood Boulevard and Times Square.
It was his quaint fancy to enter our
country by the back door, landing at San
I""rancisco five years ago with the intenAlgiers

Look for
this head
on the tag

OFK

tion of

weeks.

from

are

as

places.

well

known

remaining among us for just three
He was having a short vacation
Shakespeare and the rest of the

boys.

j\0

He dashed across the continent to New
York, but right then and there America,
in the form of Miss Elise Ferguson (may
she pardon the figure of speech), grabbed
hold of his coat tails and refused to let
him continue on his way back to London.
She needed a leading man for "Rose of
the ^^'orld" and, tho Mr. Marmont knew

one who has seen

Vthe admiration in a
woman's eyes, as she

views a necklace of Omar
Pearls, can doubt the
appeal of its beauty^
the eager desire to clasp
it about her throat.

little of the mysteries of the silver screen,
he agreed to an initiation.

The EMIR
^o $15 according to length and
clasp. Inheari shapedvelvetcose

For, Omar Pearls have a
fascination equalled only
by the deep sea gemi itself.

Their sheen and
their orient and
fugitive play of

and

Frohman then decided to lure Mr. Marmont back to the legitimate stage. This
he did, giving him a leading role in "Three
Bears," a play later filmed under the

"Three

color,

fire,

mont

the

are the secret
ofthe little group of Spanish artisans who create
them for you in far off

"I

$15

.

to $25 according to length and
clasp. In sqiit'tred veh-cC case.

oAt better shops everywhere.!} you
cannot find the genuine write direct
to us and we will inform you where
to obtain them.

lYAT illustrated
the film of Omar

Fifth
Barcelona

Avanue

came a season
in

"Camille,"

with Ethel
after which he

like

else.

America," he said

it

sincerely,

not in an effort to please. "Why shouldn't
I? You have been wonderful to me here.
I wish I had come out twenty years ago."

He

RUBA-

New York
Paris

is

not very enthusiastic over picture"The European studios

country has become my
I'm building, in Hollywood."

this

The

SULTAN

.

$25

to $100 according to length
andclasp.Themagnificent l^earl

in

9 80

title

which Alar-

It is
lack the equipment you have here.
possible to make good pictures there, with
.\merican directors and technical men, but
without them it is almost impossible. The
British people, I know, will not go to see
a film advertised as an 'All British Production.'
They prefer American pictures,
every time.
"I enjoyed going back home to make
'If Winter Comes.'
I hope to be able to
do a picture over there occasionally, but

with pictures from
and -tur catalog.

-

in

making abroad.

INDRA PEARL CO. inc.
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Girl,"

again returned to the screen, appearing
with Geraldine Farrar, Marguerite Clark
and since then, goodness knows, almost

everybody

The CALIPH

a

also appeared.

Barrymore

/""^

light,

Barcelona.

Men and

Following

warmth

Send 10c for a copy of the

He was not, as he expresses it, "too
awful" in that picture, and did the following Ferguson picture, "The Lie."

a magiiificeni jewel

case.

real

home.

After which we talked real estate as do
good Californians, be they from London, England, or Spokane, Washington.
Mr. Marmont, I might add, is married and
has two little daughters.
all

qr.M°DK^"'^p

Marmont and Torrexce Are Friends
He and Ernest Torrence, our great
from

plainsman

Edinburgh,

have

been

for manj^ years.
Every Sunday
morning they get together on the links
at one of the country clubs, indulge in
the ancient Scottish game of golf and
talk about the days before they discovered
America, when they were, respectively,
just one young Englishman and one young
Scotchman trying to get along, and
"frightful!)^ hard up all the time, you
friends

know."
Mr. Marmont
with his success

seems

frankly pleased
country, but he
considers the public, not himself, the
leading factor in that success.
If he
possesses the slightest trace of self-conceit he certainly has me fooled, and I've
known too many actors to be misled often.
One thing has him puzzled. He gets a
great deal of fan mail addressed to "Aliss
Eileen Percy Alarmont" and he hasn't the
faintest idea, you know, what to do with
it.
He is not acquainted with Miss Percy,
he says, and hardly considers it the gentlemanly thing to be reading her mail. Certainly the Americans are oddly careless
in their correspondence, sometimes, but he
likes us.
Rather.
He took me out to my car, later, and
smiled a nice, friendly "good-bye."
"I'll
go back to my missionary-ing,
now," he said. "Tell the truth about mc,
in

this

won't you?"

"He's a Swell Guy"
drove into Hollywood, stopping at the
photographer's for the pictures reproduced
with this article.
"Gee," said the photographer's little
"That Percy Alarmont is a
office girl.
swell guy.
He was in here for several
sittings, and he certainly is a swell guy."
"Yes," I agreed, remembering the almost
boyish ingenuousi.ess of his manner and
"We could use
his pleasant friendliness.
a few more like him in Hollywood. He is

The Loveliness

I

a swell guy,

Which,
stands,

I
is
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Three Weeks
(Continued from page 30)
of

life

Work.

before

is

England,

Life in your
of daily joys.
."
are so young

you.

and

safe

full

You

Family.

.
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those words were a caress.
Paul felt the
implication and a slight tremor shook
him.
He tried to speak, but the Lady
stopped him with a slight gesture
"I
shall hurt you very much, Paul," she said,
"if I give you your soul, it will be a soul
to save, but it will be, also, a soul to suffer.
Never again will you see things quite as
you see thern now. Never again will the
little joys be sufficient for you.
It is a
tremendous step
Paul.
;

.

I
I

.

.

.

.

.

"You must never seek to discover who
am. Nor where I come from. You and
... I for you
you for me
.

.

that

.

.

.

.

must be the boundary of our world

."
within that world.
The Lady
stretched forth her arms and Paul thought
the moonlight filtered in thru the halfdrawn curtains as if to get within her
circling arms.
"All around me." the
Lady resumed, "are blood and tears and
cold steel ... are these fit things
.?"
for love
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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do not make one cent of profit until the shoes
at factory cost.
are sold to you. It is worth dollars for you to know that when
you buy shoes at our stores You Pay Only One Profit.
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We

NEVER

have you had the opportunity to buy such wonderful
shoe values as you will find in W. L. Douglas shoes in our retail
stores in the principal cities and in good shoe stores everywhere.
If you do not live near one of our stores, ask your shoe dealer
for W. L. Douglas shoes. If he cannot supply you, write for
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Paul came near to her and dropped on
He took her hand and covered
it
with kisses, ardent and warm.
What
did blood and cold steel matter to him if
he could hold that hand?
What were
his knees.

A bright Ian Russia Calf Oxjord for Men
on a wide brogue last. New. attractive
pattern with black stitching and eyelets.
Patent Leather Cork \^'elt and trimming
around top; rolled heel. A smart, up-tothe-minute stvle for Spring and a won-

also

Black Kid. in Blucher Oxford t>aUern.
A very neat model oj the corrective tyf^e

.

.

DOUGLAS SHOE COMPANY

tears if they fell from their eyes fired
once by love like this?
What were life
and death but tributes to a greater thing
than either one of these?

He

tried to tell her so, in a voice that
faltered from overweight of

broke and
emotion.

The Lady took a tuberose from her
breast and crushed it into his hand so
closely clasping hers.
"Go, Paul, and dream of me," she said,
"I must be alone
and remember
."
there is Tomorrow
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

On the morrow, just as Paul was writing Isabella a difficult letter breaking their
engagement, the Lady's servant, Dimitry,
came to him with a summons from the
Lady.
Paul

found her resting on the royal
had sent her in the morning.
He found it while walking with rapid restless steps about the village near at hand.
It had seemed to him like the Lady. Magnificent.
AA'ild.
Tender. A fit place for
her to rest, who, he knew, could never
tiger skin he

really rest.

When
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he came to her he knew that she
That she knew why he had sent
it.
And when she called him to her and,
for the first time, she held him in her
arms, close to her beautiful, throbbing
breast, Paul knew all things beautiful and
strange.
All things holy and high.
All
things mystical and merciful.
He knew,
too, that underneath the light of her eyes
were the sad tears she had warned him
That underneath her satin skin was
of.
the threat of cold steel.
That underneath
the tumult of their hearts was the blood
that might any day be spilled.
Their
lips met
worlds raced past them
life and death were never again more than
\\'ords to Paul
Later, he sat at her feet and showed
her pictures of his home, of his mother
and father, of his dog. Pike.
And the
Lady, unwontedly quiet and at peace,
stroked his fair head with fingers that
were softer and tenderer than the moonlight had been when it fell upon him the
night he had first seen her.
loved
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Days and nights
Nights and days

.
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Sun and moon and

stars.

Love.

The Lady opened worlds within worlds
His soul, heretofore dormant in
to Paul.
his healthy unawakened body, quickened
and was alive. As Undine was awakened
by a kiss, so was the soul of Paul awakened
by the Lady. He had never dreamed that
be like this ... a supernal
transcending human experience
more
more divine than desire
.
blent of them
precious than passion
Now, no matter
both, of them all.
what, no matter where, nothing again could
touch Paul's soul or heart. Love like this
It
zvas.
could never die, never abate.
Intrinsic. Past the boundary of the human
Held against her heart, listening
mind.
to her voice, Paul knew the secret essences
preof the worlds past and to come
cious and perfect and enduring

could

love

thing
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Over them, at all times, making their
more poignant, more fiercely precious,
was the deathly sweet breath of the tuberoses.
They foreshadowed an ulti-

One Dollar

love

.

.

.

mate end about which, as

Paul dared

yet,

dream ... to dream of separato dream of a death more
dreadful, more not-to-be-borne than any
not even

death the body could ever know.

.

.

.

The first definite warning came when
the Lady decided that they should leave
Lucerne for Venice. Paul did not know,
and his Lady did not want him to know,
but Dimitry had warned her that the spy.
Petrovitch, had been seen near the Hotel
and the Lady felt the cold foreshadow-

—

In Venice their love waxed
the Lady said, "As the moon
shall our love wax, my Paul.

again and
waxes, so
."
.

.

"And when

.\nd Paul said, very slowly,

wanes, beloved?"

The Lady

held

his

;

it

more

perfect.

I

afterward.
Now I want you to remember only me
utterly
only that we are together
.

.

this

.

.

.

.

.

this

.

little

.

.

while."

A banquet for two, with the sun-flooded
wine the Lady loved.
Never had she been more beautiful,
more

tender.

she led him to a couch
breathing their beautiful,
dying breaths as if conscious of the beauty

And afterward

of

roses,

soft,

of their several goings.
That night Paul knew the transcendent
heights of what great love can mean. That
of
night his Lady talked to him ...
other things ... of the force she wanted
him to be in the world when he should
the big
go back to England again
Love, she
man she wanted him to be
told him, should build beautiful, towering
structures, not work havoc and destruclove was of the soul as well as
tion
and the work of the soul
of the body
should be to build monuments to a love
that could never die, having no beginning
and no end.
!"
"But if you should ever leave me
Paul cried out.
"I shall never leave you," the Lady said,
"when we are apart I shall be with you.
XcTer again will you be alone. This is
This is the
the thing you must know.
precious ointment I would spill at your
.

.

.

.

.

.

Each

.

.

my

Love,

.
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Paul awakened from a sleep too heavy
to be real. The breaths of the roses were
dying, too.
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head

warm tender hands "Love never
wanes, my Paul, when it is true," she
--.aid.
"No power on earth can change it

two
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shot with bands
she was gone.

On the
fainted.

umber

of

syllable of her

first

And

pain.

Paul

voice

Long days

of weakness and convalescence
Long dreary hours ot pam
and longing, not to be borne. Utter indifference to the dragging of the days, the
leaden-footed
passing
of
the
nights.
Efforts not to be impatient when his
mother and father, and even the stillsolicitous Isabella, tried to minister to him
... to divert him.

England.

in

.

.

.

His Lady
his Love
efforts to
hold on to what she had told him about
ah, but her arms
never being alone
.

.

.

.

.

her lips
her words.
.

.

That Soft Rich Sheen
on all Your Furniture

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

precious

the

.

.

of

beauty

.

Then the letter, containing a baby curl
and the command to come to Constantinople where Dimitry would meet him.
.

.

.

the utter joy of that
The wild joy
trip, knowing that he was going to her
and to their son. ...
.

.

.

.

.

.

Their meeting.
'"You must go on," the Lady told him,
Their meeting.
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Six years later Paul came, at last, into
Into a sense of
Into peace.
own.
Into a knowledge of what his
power.
his

farther, too.

The weekly O-Cedar treatment
faces and linoleum

for fine

wood

sur-

beautiful Lady had meant in the last words
she had ever said to him, before the king
before she had died
had stabbed her
breathing Paul's name in Paul's arms
^
He had come again to the Kingdom of
the
witness
Queen
to
which she had been
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... I know ... I know
The icebergs of loneliness and bitterness
He would
broke away from his heart.
.
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fleeting cry

And

then by

came to me from those eyes
word and deed you held me

fast

my

heart

cried

out

to

loose

the

Ijonds,

Love, our flower-white moments
Have burned into black hours
.
Leaving only charred ashes
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coronation of her son and his.
Standing there in the throng of spectators while the crown of Sardalia was
placed upon the baby head, crowned with
curls as fair as Paul's own, Paul felt,
again, the pressure of her dear arms about
him, heard her low voice breathing, "Love
like this can never die" and on a broken,
breathing sound had answered "I know
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DRAWING
Careful, conscientious training by members of our
faculty made this possible. Today, trained illustrators who draw pictures for magazines, newspapers, etc., both men and women, earn $200.00 to
S500.00 a month or more. The present splendid opportunities in this field have never been excelled.
Thousands of publishers buy millions of dollars'
worth of illustrations, like the one shown here,
every year. Illustrating is the highest type of art.
If you like to draw, let your talent make your fortune. Develop it. It takes practice, but so does
anything worth while. Learning to illustrate is
fascinating to anyone who Ijkes to draw.

THE

Federal School, one of the oldest and largest art schools
America, has trained Imndreds of successful illustrators.
It
was originally founded by the Bureau of Engraving to supply
artists for its own needs.
Since then Federal School graduates have
become so distinguished for their high quality work, that they are in
great demand by publishers and art organizations.
The reason for
this was plainly because of the thorough training given by the
school,
which
instruction
was not
duplicated by any other institution in
in

tlie

country.

Why

the Federal "Master

Course" Excels
A

up-to-date and practical
must give thorough and com-

strictly

art course

prehensive training in many different
subjects, such as illustrating, serious and
comic cartooning, lettering, poster designing, window card illustrating, etc.
No one artist is competent to give instruction in all these branches.
For
this reason the Federal School has established its "Master Course" in which
^

every subject is covered by a specialist,
an artist who has made a success in
that one particular field.
No other
school can offer a course of instruction
which is nearly comparable. No other
institution in the country has such an
arrav of artists as are on the Federal
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The Federal Authors include such
nationally known artists as Sid Smith,
Neysa McMein, Fontaine Fox, Charles
Livingston Bull, Clare Briggs, Norman
Rockwell,
Fay King, Frank King,

diaries Russell, Herbert Johnson, Wal\X'"1
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Wiiwerding,
Charles D
Bartholomew
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that when vou finish the course vou
will not find anything new to you.
You will be prepared for any
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Study at
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In studying with the Federal School you can take as long as you
like to finish each piece of work.
The fact that you are busy during
The course may be completed in
the daytime makes no diff"erence.
your own home at night or during any spare time you have. Earn
while you work if you wish.
Many students find a market for their
drawings long before they finish the course. Some earn the price of
the course several times over before they finish.
Moreover, when
you graduate your connection with the school is not terminated.
We take a personal interest in the success of our graduates, and our
business connections enable us to off^er many fine opportunities.
In
our files are hundreds of letters from students telling what the
Federal School has done for them.

Send for Free Book
Our /rcc- illustrated book, "A Road
some of these. It also shows the work
they have done and gives

all

to Bigger Things," contains

the details

of the course.

you like to draw, do not give
something you do not like so
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Every step is plain and you will
sary in order to take this course.
be led gradually from simple sketches to complex illustrations havAt all times contact with you is direct and
ing a high market value.
personal and every effort is made to develop your own individual
style.
What this style is can only be determined after thorough
training in the fundamentals of draftsmanship.
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problem or emergency which

The Federal Course

may
Is

arise.

a Proven Result-Getter

Federal School Graduates are employed by publishers and comniercial organizations all over the country.
The usual salary for
tiie beginner is from 335.00 to ?50.00 a week and, with increasing
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FEDERAL SCHOOL OF ILLUSTRATING
476 Federal School Building, Minneapolis,
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Cert'nly Educational
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(^Continued

getting led away from home and other
regular movie subjects aren't good for their
morals
Those foreigners certainly have

•'Mum"

!

the

is

got some queer ideas.

So there we were without anything to
except only cathedrals and museums
and like that. And all the billboards in

word!

When Grandma
Was a Girl
—and Now!

see

Germany covered with

pictures

Arbnckle being kicked by

of Fatty

mule or hit by
a custard pie. They dont have aiw of that
noncensorship in Europe and Will Hays
hasn't got any say what people shall see
outside the

"Mum"
takes all odor out
of perspiration
A little "Mum" applied to the
under-arm and elsewhere
from body odors all day.

frees

you

This snow-white deodorant
cream
use

it

is so safe that dainty women
with the sanitary pad.

2Sc.

and

50c. at

"Mum"

—

and

75c Evans's Depilatory Outfit a safe,
quick hair remover, 31-25 worth for?l
postpaid. Money back if you want it.

—^———

^^———

Special Offer Coupon
Mum Mfg. Co.* nil Chestnut St., Philadelphia
Herewith
for offer checked. D Both "Mum"
and Evans's Depilatory Outfit $1.25 for $1. D Large

—

"Mum" 50c O "Mum

2SC.

D Evans's Depilatory 75c,

fivc-rcel features in each bill, that it doesn't
give a tourist much time to see anything
else.
But, as I told Bill, you can always

buy picture post-cards of Notre Dame and
the Eiffel Tower, which is just the same as
seeing them besides saving a lot of time
for more important things.
There were
four picture houses within a block of our
hotel so wc were right in the center of
Parisian life.
Of course, while we were in France we
thought we ought to see some native
fillums
travel is so broadening.
So we
went to two or three in which the plot
was that the lady's husband was such a
brute that the poor girl had to live with
some other man to save her self-respect.
They have a habit in France of stopping
the picture without warning every few
minutes and turning on the lights so the
people who have just come in can find a
seat, which is not so bad when it is a
lillum

Name

Address

April, 1924

X Pound a Day

a

^^^|\
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Soionce has fUscovcrcd
that fat caji be eliminated without diet,
without drugs, without

'

L-xiTcising.

—
an
way

A New Way

easy.
that is

Snro.

pleasant
Safe and

Simply dissolve

rio-Ra-Zo-Na

in

warm

water— get in and relax— that is the secret. From 8 oz. to a pound a day melt
away as if by magic. Flo-Ra-Zo-Na
fsGuaranteed to contain noolum.epsom
salts, or

1

any other hai-mful ingredient.

Box Contains 14 Treatments

Your money refunded if not satisfactory. At druggists, or
$S, plus
S5c for poatagt^ and packing and free
booklet (.Cayiada $Jt)

nmd

FLO-RA-ZO-NA CORP.. Dept. C-7
100 Fifth Ave..
New York

because

mostly

nothing

is

Angora.
We were going to a museum called the
Louver the last afternoon but it rained,
and luckily they were showing the seventh
chapter of a Pearl White serial right next
door to the hotel.
There was a Charlie
Chaplin on the same bill only they call
him Chariot. People in France are so uneducated they cant speak anything except
just French.

—

FORAFEWCENir
A DAY
jSOe
Iweek',

fSENDl
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Looks like
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$5950

Don't send a single ^^__^
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When

Trial.

the

ring comes, examine

—

it
if you are not
convinced it is the

Greatest

Bargain

No Red Tape. No Risk.

yours.

Million Dollar

Bargain Book
of Bargains.

rDCC
»•"•
•

Send for it today.
pictures

F
It

thousands

Address Dept J524

J.M.LYON LCO.^
2-4 Maiden Lane

!
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in

America^ send it back at
our expense.
Only if
pleased, Bend $1.50 week'j:r-f'M
ly at the rate of a few
cents a day. Tlus Bargain
~
Cluster Ring with 7 BlueWhite Perfect Cut Diamondg can be _

N.Y.

— and Gets It!

The modern woman needs more
money than her grandmother did.
The demands of her every-day life are
more complicated, involve expenundreamed of "when grandma
was a girl." And, unlike the women
of past generations, the
modern
woman can and does—-go after
whatever it is that she wants.
ditures

—

Extra Money for
Extra Things!
How much

more interesting and en-

joyable life is when we can bring color
and variety into its prosaic routine,
by indulging an occasional whim.
Yes, of course, whims are apt to cost
money. But that need not worry you.

To show you why

it need nor, we have
taken the time and space here to tell
you about a little booklet called "The

Open Road To An Independent Income," which will tell you how you
can easily earn from as little as 35.00
to as much as 3100.00 extra each

month.

We

can use representatives at once to

new subPicture
Magazine, Classic and Beauty, and
we stand ready to pay you liberally
collect renewals and solicit
scriptions for the Motion

for either spare

time or

full

time work.

Motion Picture Magazine is one of
the most firmly established magazines
in the country, and now has a serial
novel in addition to all its other splendid features. Classic, which has been

often been to Europe's
sure not to miss the

combined with Shadowland, offers a
more diversified and cosmopolite

She said Nice made such a
postmark on letters home, and
besides there was a beauty shop on the
Promenade des Anglais where you could
get a henna for only fifteen American
cents.
No one who goes to Europe should
miss the Riviera there is a movie theater
in the Casino at Nice where they change
the pictures every day, so there's no reason

appeal than ever before. Beauty is
the only maaazine published which
caters exclusively to this subject, so
all-important to women, and because
of its unique appeal, is acclaimed with

A

who has
me to be

friend

wife told
Riviera.
stylish

—

DIAMONDS

The Modern Woman
Needs More Money

far

was different in Paris, tho the picture shows there are so long, with three
It

usually happening anyway but when they
kept turning off "The Two Orphans" just
as Lillian Gish was being abducted or
abused or executed why it did anne.K my

Address

LOSE

Right here

hardships of travel.

French

Name

Dealer's

limit.

was when we began to understand what
people mean when they talk about the

—

stores.

all

Special Offer: jBoth 50c

three-mile

a

A

queer thing about
for getting bored.
the French movie houses, the high priced
seats are all in the back and in the gallery
because you can see better there, instead of
like we have them in the front downstairs
because we can be seen better.
those
wondering where
famous French gowns was" says Bill, "but
now I suppose they must all be in the

been

"I've

peanut

gallery.

woman

Tho

I

haven't
would be

seen

even
over here that
on Broadway. This French fizz is
well enough," says my husband paall
triotically, "but as for me, give me home
brew and home brewnettes," he says.
We stayed in Nice two weeks. There
was a Carnival while we were there but
it came on the same afternoon as Harold
Lloyd in "Grandma's Boy" so we couldn't
a

visible

enthusiasm everywhere.

"The Open Road To An Independent
Income" will prove an open sesame
It will be sent
to success for you.
Just fill in
to you absolutely free.
this coupon and mail it to us, to-day.

—

—

CUT HERE

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS,

INC.,

175 Duffield Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

am

I

Name
St.

& No

City
State

in having more money
like you to send me full paryour plan.

interested

and would
ticulars of

—
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it.
You cant take in everything
while you're traveling.
Then afterwards we went to Rome
which is a lovely place and so cheap. Just

•

get to see

the

think,

best

seats

in

all

the

cinemas

has Just made

672^

only cost ten cents in our money
The
first morning we were there
Bill asked
our waiter what we ought to see in town.
The waiter set down the coffee so he could
speak— an Italian with his hands full is
!

A

practically dumb.
"Ah, Seiior the pictures
Nowhere in
all the world are there such beautiful pictures as in Rome!"
"What picture is the best to see?" Bill
'asks, jingling his pockets.
Money talks,
land believe me, it speaks all languages.

—

Siaxilin§
Discovety'

!

"Ah !" says the temperamental waiter
^beating his breast, clasping his hands and
[rolling his eyes, "but certainly 'The Last
Judgment'
Everyone must see 'The Last
!"
Judgment'
"By Griffeth?" Bill asks, and the waiter
says no, it was a fellow of the name of
IVIike Angelo who must be some dago
!

\

producer because none of his pictures get
Broadway releases or I would of heard of
him.
And after all we couldn't find the
house showing "The Last Judgment," because the Italians are a queer lot and dont
understand English no matter how plain
you speak. But there was a Cecil De Mille,
five reels and bath, and one of Norma
Talmadge's and we saw Nero too, which
fe-ave
us a good idea of Rome without
having to pay taxi fare.
The movies aren't silent drama in Italy,
I'm here to tell you. Whenever the villain
appears, those spaghetti addicts hiss him,
and when the golden-haired heroine gets
driven out into the storm they sob aloud
and tear their hair.
Their own fillums
are awful, and you see American pictures
everywhere.
I
dont believe that "Last
Judgment" would have been much good
even if we could of found the house where
it
was showing.
They say there's some fine singing at
the opera in Rome, but Bill doesn't care
for
the

grand Wopera so we didn't go.

On

Ingram's Fascinating DERMASCOPE has sho'wn her
'what only beauty specialists know
How can you expect to gain or preserve an attractive, youthful complexion unless you understand your skin and know the real danger signs
that

Discover the Secret of Beauty Yourself
test you should make in your own
show you the causes of unhealthy skin conditions, and
how to scientifically remove and correct them. Most important of all you
can instantly see in a convincing way how and why Ingram's Milkweed
Cream develops the firm, clear, youthful complexion that you rightfully

Mr. Ingram has devised a fascinating

boudoir.

It will

deserve.

jf^^ q^^^ ^^^^^^ Perfect for Every Use
exclusive feature certain remedial
Milkweed Cream is a real
beauty cream and the only one you
properties that relieve redness, roughneed use to develop and keep a clear,
ness, tan, blotches and slight imperfecsoft, smooth skin. It is heavy enough
tions. No other cream is like it. No matto be a thorough cleanser and yet light
ter whether you use it as a cleanser, a
enough in body to form a comfortprotection or a powder base its nourable and effective protection and founishing and healing properties will bring
dation for powder. But it has an
fresh beauty and new life to your skin.

way home from

seeing "Where the
Pavement Ends" at a theater on the Corso,
which is Main Street in Rome, we passed
by a bunch of tumbled-down masonry with
one or two marble pillars sticking up that
the taxi driver said was the Forum but
whatever it was certainly needed repairing.

—

Injcram's

—

The last place we went to was England.
We saw the King and Queen and the
Duke of York's wedding
no, not in
Westminster, in the news reels at the
cinema.
As a matter of fact, we didn't
get to see the Abbey at all there was so
much else to do, and as I said to Bill, "it's

—

been there a long while," I says, "it can
wait a little longer."
"Douglas Fairbanks
in Robinhood" was showing in one of the
London theaters, the first time, they told
us, that a movie had ever been used in a
regular playhouse there. Only they didn't
understand what we meant by "movie,"
and when we explained they said, "Oh,
deah, you mean a cinema.
How extraordinary
Movie! Fancy now!"
Think of that. They dont understand
English in England, either
And they
told us that some of the lower classes referred to cinemas as "flickers"
flickers,
get that?
Isn't
that the angleworm's
ankles
Flickers.
As Bill said when the boat was sailing
up the bay and the skyscrapers of Manhattan were looming up on the horizon, it
was good to get back to God's own country
and hear God's own language, and besides
we would see the new fillum two weeks
sooner on this side. But we had a wonderful trip, all the same, and saw everything

you must need?

Buy
all

a jar today aud Dee the immediate improvement it briogB. $1.00 and 50c jars at
drug and department stored the dollar size contains three times the quantity.

—

Frederick F. Ingram Co.
Windsor, Ontario, Canada

Cvcam

MiiKweed
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Ingram's American Blush Rouge

There is
Beauty

in

Every

Applies so evenly and smoothly, its effect can only be a natural, healthy glow.
It does not clog the pores and because its coloring matter cannot be absorbed
it is recommended particularly for a delicate and sensitive skin. In thin metal
vanity box with mirror and pad - 50c. At your dealer's or by mail from us.
Next time be careful to get. Ingram*^ American Blush, The Delicate

Rouge for

Send for

!

!

21 Tenth Street, Detroit, MicJi.

Established 1883

the Delicate Skin.

this interesting test

today

Mail coupon btlow with 15 cents for new Beauty Purse containing
Ingram's Dtrmascope:a Hberal sample of Ingram's Milkweed Cream;
two filled purse puffs of Ingram's Face Powder and Rouge;
instructions for using Dermascope. and valuable
hints for the care of the skin.
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tliere zvas to see in

Yes,

traveling

is
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.
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r F INCtR^M CO..
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Enclo-'eJ find fifteen cents. _ Please send

me

Detroit, Mich.

Ingram's Beauty Purse in-
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That's

Out

{Continued from page 46)
us see

let

how much

of a box-office success

and how much more money it makes
or "Why Girls
than "Three Weeks"
Leave Home."
it

is

The "Aut"
Poor

of

the Movies

After every meal

starving to death in million-

girl

dollar apartment.

'ols

Scene

TACO

I\I

B makes

the

hair

fall

The one about

neatly into place, and stay.

Men

and

the

scalp

comes

More
and

tines

"in

do her

Yarns Xo. 68
who is

the screen beauty

a little home body, loves
own washing and cooking, and

"a s&nslble

to
in

her spare times reads Shaw. Bacon, James,
Addison, and all the highbrow classics.

and pliable and takes on a

soft

soft luster,

sacrifice

real life"

women everywhere

a

use it.
small amount well into
before combing, the hair be-

By rubbing

Pepsin Gum
is an aid to
digestion —
healthy folks
find its use

background with

for the sake of duty.

F.woRiTE Press-Agext

stay

All unruly, fractious locks

in

Royal Mounted Hero who will
the girl he loves

Both Men and Women
Have Learned Its Benefits
S

auto

Italy,

in

California license.

Unliily Hair
combed.

Beeman's

Close-up seat of man's pants after having been placed on a red-hot stove.

y^^^ habit''

too.

pleasant to use than brillianbandolines.
Especially good

washing the hair.
"Egyptian" style bobbed-hair enhanced
by STACOMB. Supplies the sheen and

after

Animated Cartoons

keeps the hair close to the head.
Send for trial tube free.

Tubes

— 35c

STANDARD LABORATORIES.
113

W

18th St.,

Please fiend

me

New YorK

— 75c

Jarr

By Faith
Across

Inc.

Ciiy,

Dept.

6-M

A

free trial tnbe.

And
.\

So

BECOME A PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHER
WEEK

SieS A
Three to six months' ooursf.
Motion
Picture,
Commercial,

EARNING 135 TO
Portraiture.

Tractical

tion.
Modern
for Catalog No.

N. Y.

INSTITUTE of

NEW YORK

141 W. 36th

St.

630

Equipment.

Asli

29.

PHOTOGRAPHY
BROOKLYN

CHICAGO
Wabash Ave.

So.

Instruc-

SCS

ape man's woes,

marvelous grotesques,
weave, upon their inky toes
shifting

living,

maze of arabesques
seem
So mad a id gay,
!

Some are fantastic, furry beasts.
Wise dogs and cats miraculous,

To

State St.
I

upright, walk to casual feasts
fights

or

frenzies

love them well

A

AMERICAN CHICLE

breathing fantasy.

These actors in a whirling play
Of loves and hates, of tears and glee

Who

TepsinGum\^

frieze of

real they

A

they

screen

the

B.vLinviN

I

I

ponderous.

will not think

blotter could destroy their life

That they were born of pen and ink
To brevities of mimic strife.

CO.

Li:.\l!N

Movie A ctiiig!
A

fascinating

profession

pays

that

Would

Iiig.

like to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send lOc for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and iind whetlier
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting
A novel, instructive and valuable work. Send
dime or stamps today. A. larye, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acling included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU. Sta. W.. Jackson. Mich.

you

a few applicationa of this wonder working lotion has cleared faces
of pimpleSf blackheads,

When

Ownl5ur OwnHoluier
Push back

the table, produce your pock°t orchestraandsurpriseyourguestswiththesnappiest dance music of their bright young lives.

AFTER DINNER
HARMONY
Be

ready with a Hohner, the monarch of
mouth organs, for the after dinner dance, the
impromptu party, and all the other jolly gettogether time.
You can easily learn
to play it in an hour
Get a Hohner today;

nothing at the price will give so mucn pleasure. Ask your dealer for Hohner Free Instruction book; if he is out of them, write

"M. Hohner, New York" for a copy. Hohner
Harmonicas are sold everywhere-— 50c up.

acne eruptions on the
ITS
^^' body, enlarged pores,

face or
oily or

shlnv skin, you can realize
why CLEAR-TONE has been
tested and approved in over

lOO.OOO Test Cases.

The

simplicity of the treatment.

The Story of How J Cured MV'

my

self are all explained in
free booklet. Write for yoor copy
Joday and learn of the resnlts got- tj.
ten by thousands of men and women.^

E. S.

GIVENS
KARSAS CiH. MO.

222 CHEMICAL BLDG.

nt iiood lurk,
nff

wear thiarinc

stories are told.

A

faith-

reproduction of the Power
Rinq of an ancient Egyptian

Pharaoh, decorated with his
he" d and interwined serpente
(the

dom

emblem of etcmar wi
set

I .

with

In solid

gold filled. Pin a dol-

jar to name and address and
rnshtous. $1.12C.O.D /«your -power. Act now.
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Dept.
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CO.,
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Corns

Exit tke Flapper Heroine
{Continued from page 44)

woman

with years of struggle and bitter
experiences behind her.
She has been a
circus rider, a professional dancer, and had
to fight her waj' thru all kinds of obstacles
to get a chance in the movies.

Norma
Pain Stops

Instantly

Here's instant relief from that burning corn! Blue- jay will stop the ptdn
Then the com loosens
instantly.

and comes

out.

dangerous paring.
your druggist.

Blue=jay

is

now

is

really about.

Pola Negri, for instance, is just at the
height of her power and at the high tide
Her producers have all but
of her life.
wrecked her American tour by trying to
make over all her heroine parts into pure
white flowers.
They made "Bella Donna" ridiculous by
trying

SWITCHES— BOBS— CORNET BRAIDS
madethenewwayf rom yoiirowncombing^orcut hair.
Write for FREE style booklet. Prices Reasonable.

HOW

DAVENPORT,

lA.

Ejcercises, or
lias tried

—

,

lireath, all
due to obesy

t

YOU

CAN BE RELIEVED.

If

lire is siifli

that you are

i-inliairassed
in
pulilic
liiishand or

looking

your

hopes.

friends,

entertain

Perhaps it
is
your
your
bust,
thighs,
arms
or your
that you want to reduce, or may be only
one or two rolls of fat

appeared?
lately
Whatever your case may
if you want to re-

have
be,

duce only certain

parts

of your body or if you
are 10 pounds too heavy
or 1(10 pounds, you owe
it to yourself to investigate this new discovery

with which I myself i
dueed from 180 pounds
130 pounds in eight wee
and greatly improved my
general

health

and appear-

ance.

From experience, I
how many worthless

know

I

have decided

FREE OF CHARGE

to send AB-'SOLUTELY
to everyone who mails coupon below, full details aliout this new discovery, together with

exact directions

I

followed to reduce 50 pounds.

MAIL FREE COUPON TO-DAY
Elaine,

Dcpt.

164,

1819

B'wa>. N.

Y.

C.

Sind me. Free of Charge, full infoiiuallini on the
French discovery for the relief of Excessive Fat,

Address
Il

yoH care

tOj

clear-minded
down with a

She absolutely and firmly refuses
any more heroines who are beautiand sweety-sweety and "all white" as

to play
ful

she calls them.

When

Pola

Play Yourself

came

Lubitsch came
surrounded by anxious producers

them

that

the

Into Popularity!
you go. you play a banjo, a
WHEREVER
ready welcome awaits you. At parties
if

over, and when
soon after, they were both

first

who

told

American audiences want

and that and the other thing and that
everj'tlung must be chemically pure.
For a minute the foreigners were
stopped in dismay. But they had the good
this

;

on the producers years ago.
considered to be the all-around best
acted play ever put on in Hollywood with
the possible exception of "A Woman of
And every actress in it is a
Paris."
veteran beyond the flapper class.
Alarie Prevost cannot claim many years
but has been on the screen nearly ten years
and is a veteran who knows hard knocks.
She has risked her life doubling for Mack
Sennett comedians in dangerous "gags."
She has pounded her way thru every imAnd Marie has been
aginable obstacle.
a married lady, which places her beyond
Lubitsch says she
flapper barriers.
t!ie
is the finest actress he has seen in America.
Florence Vidor, after a long struggle,
is just coming into the fame and recogniShe has been
tion that she is entitled to.
learning how to act a little better with
each picture. "The Marriage Circle" finds
her a finished artist but also finds her
the mother of a four-year-old daughter.
Monte Blue, in whom Lubitsch thinks he
has found a very remarkable actor, is a
veteran who started in as a cowboy rider
in "The Birth of a Nation."
Adolphe Menjou and Creighton Hale are
both mature men of family.
In other words, Hollywood seems finally
to have arrived at the conclusion that kids
cant act.
The only actress besides Pola who has
survived the massacre of stars at Lasky's,
is Gloria Swanson.
Lubitsch, from a rival
studio, proclaims her, next to Marie Prevost and Mary Pickford, the finest actress

—

things

you have tried in the past,
and in the effort to help
you regain slenderness withi>ut being again disappointed.

Madame

her foot

A

new, greater
you're the center of interest.
popularity is yours.
And that is only one reward. You have your
own satisfaction a companion in times of
loneliness. Also, new earning possibilities
open up through playing in dance orchestras
and at entertainments, if you wish!

—

Easy to Learn
may easily be yours! No special
required. You need know nothing
about music to start. A few minutes' practice
All this

talent

is

a day — and you quickly gain a wholly new,
more wonderful standing with your friends.

Particularly is this true of the "Washburn,"
It is made for easy playing. .fVbsolutely accurate scale makes pure tone production certain.

The Supreme Banjo

It is

appear
your
with
your smart-

now

can

new

sensible,

set

flesh out

flg-'

to

slender

you

a

being

"The Marriage Circle."
The theme would have brought goose-

AT

.

LAST

lady

sense to realize that the American audiences are pretty much like all other
audiences.
So Lubitsch. left to choose his own play
for Warner Brothers after Mary Picklord's "Rosita," picked out a satire called

\\\\o

everythin;; to "reduce
"itliout success
if
you ansuffering from a ncak heart,
high
bkiod
pressure,
C e e 1 i n g
shortness
of

i

the

that

thump.

I

Absurd Creams

iiiaiiy

believe

us

—
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Pola,

Lost 50 Pounds in Eight
Weeks This Easy Way
No Diets, Dangerous Drugs,
you are one of

make

to

Washburn

the popular
choice
since ISM

wanted to be as good as good can be, but
was under the spell of a naughty influence
nobody could quite figure
of some kind
out what it was.

woman, has now

GOT THIN
If

in

all the fine work on the screen
being done by girls who are young
enough to have romantic appeal but who
have lived long enough to know what life

©B&B1924

Oept. B.

work

whose

In fact,

Does away with
Get Blue-jay at

MRS.E.VANPERVOORT,

Talmadge,

"Secrets" promises to be one of the great
triumphs of screen history, is still young
but she has been married for some time
and is no longer in the baby ingenue class.

enclose 5^ in stamps to hrip corer expense.

The new "Washburn" Banjos bring new
pre-eminence to a name famous above all
others for many years. To the other technical
has been added the "Air
Cushion Resonator," the most advanced improvement in banjo history! Not only does
this new feature increase Tone Volume, but
it imparts a resonance and mellowness found
in no other make.
superiorities,

$29 to $3S0
Style A Tenor Banjo, pictured
one of the most popular of the Washburn line. Others, equally supreme standard
banjos, tenor banjos, mandolin banjos, plectrum banjos — range in price from $;{50 for
the gold-plated de luxe down to aslow as$29.

The famous

above,

is

—

Free Trial— Easy Terms!
Try this famous Style A (or any other model)
for a week in your own home! Small monthly
payments make it easy to own. Write for
full

information— TODAY!

Dealers— Some Desirable Territory

Still Available

LYON^HEAIY
Inc.
Everything Known in Music
Est. 1854 .

CHICAGO

Clit an J

Mail for Free Book!

LYON & HEALY
64-73 Jackson Blvd., Chicago
me full details of your Easy Payment Plan and handsome 40-page Book on
the instrument checked below:
n Washburn Banjos
D Washburn Mandolins
n Washburn Guitars and Ukuleles
Please send

Name

.

Address
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—
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And Gloria,
he has seen in .\merica.
altho still safely in the twenties, is not
She has found and discarded two
a child.
husbands.
Alany expert critics in Hollywood film
circles consider Leatrice Joy to be the
finest actress that has ever been on the

She is possibly a little younger
screen.
than the others I have mentioned but she is
a married lady and has had several years
of hard plugging in the films.
One of the most notable instances of the
change of thought in picture producing

Gray Hair Handicaps—Don't Have It
Let

me tell you

the quick^ easy

way

to get

back original color

V

"Why let

gray hair spoil your chances
a question I so often want to ask.
such an unnecessary handicap when
restoration is so simple and easy. And
it costs nothing to learn how.
I invite everyone with trray hair to send
for my free trial outlit, which contains a
is

It is

my

famous hair color retrial bottle of
storer. Test as directed learn for yourself
that you needn't have gray hair at any age!

—

A scientific laboratory preparation.
Mary

Goldman's Hair Color Restorer
is a scientific, reliable preparation which
always does the work. It brings back the
T.

natural, youthful color of your hair so perfectly that no one will suspect you once

were gray.
There is no streaking, artificial dyed look.
Just the even natural, exact shade of
early youth.

Apply

My

it

comb

with a

it yourself, without help.
You simply
it through the hair and watch the
gray disappear.
No interference with shampooing — nothing to wash or rub off. My restorer is a
clear, colorless liquid, clean and dainty as
water. It leaves the hair soft and fluffylovely when waved and dressed.

do

comb

Absolutely free

trial

— mail coupon

Remember the trial offer is
free— we even i>repay postage.

absolutely
Just mail
the coupon you will receive by return
mail my special patented free trial outfit

—

with

full directions.

Then when you know what Mar>^ T.
Goldman's Hair Color Restorer is and just

what it will do. get a full sized
from your druggist. If you prefer
may order direct from me.

it,

you

out coupon carefully, statingexactly
natural color of hair. If possible enclose
a lock with your letter. When the trial
outfit comes, make the famous "singlelock" test. You will be overjoyed by reFill

restorer is very easily applied

—

yoo

TpT'

sults.

Over 10,000,000 bottles
Gray Hair Restorer
^— —Please print your name and address——
T. GOT.DMAN. 196-D Goldman Bids:., St. Paul. Minn.

———
MARY

V—

bottle

sold

^— —

please send'me your FREE trial bottle of Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer.
medium brown
dark brown
natural color of my hair is: Black
blonde.
aobUTD (dark red '.. light brown... light auburn (light red).
.

.

The

.

was seen in Charlie Chaplin's "A Woman
of Paris." Altho not a flapper any longer,
Edna Purviance could have made herself
She deliberately
look almost any age.
chose to let herself look a little mature and
more than a little experienced. The heroine that she showed us was one who had
but who was old enough
lost her illusions
and disillusioned enough to know that
Nor disillusions do not matter much.
;

illusions.

When

von Stroheim insisted upon buildsodden love story of "Greed"
around Zazu Pitts, the Goldwyn folks had
They wanted
one last agonized qualm.
him to use a famous screen beauty but
he refused to direct the picture without
ing

the

;

Zazu.
.\nd so

it

goes.

the only unmarried girl
rising very rapidly in the
And she is a veteran of
screen world.
several years' hard and bitter struggle.
Patsy Ruth Miller, Mary Philbin and

Bessie

I

Love

know who

is

is

Lucille Ricksen might achieve something
it's a fifty-fifty chance.
big some day
But the girls of real promise are all
girls with either a lot of experience in real
life or many years of experience on the

—

screen.

Look them over.
Alabel Normand,

Mae Busch, Carmel
Pickford, Corinne Griffith.
.\nd those I have already mentioned.
Tt all goes to show that you cannot tell
to other people what you have not learned
yourself and the lessons are tough and
Myers,

hard.

THe Creain Base

Pert

Rouge has

a

cream base which

of this

light
is

fluffy

instantly

absorbed by the skin, thus protectit against the formation of enlarged pores.
ing

And

Pert lasts! Its becoming, natural rosiness remains until jou remove it yourself with cold cream or
soap and water. Wind, warmth or
even constant powdering do not
affect

it.

Rouge Protects
At last

tl^e

Skin

—

a Pert zc ate r proofLipstick
match your Pert Rouge. Made with
wholesome oil of sweet almonds.
Rouge and Lipstick obtainable at drug
to

or department stores or by mail.
each.

75c

Senc/ a dime to-day fur a generous sample of
Pert Rouge.
For another dime., you ixill
receive a sample of IVinx, for darkening
the lashes.

ROSS COMPANY
New York

243-B West 17th Street

rertliouge

Mary

^.M°S.°.ffi'"'R

Sh-h-h! Don't tellMi
Jiiiss Jforma will bare

the secrets

of a wife

Joseph M.Schenck ^rcsen^y

Norma
^^almadge
//

Secrets
The

screen's most popular actress in her
"Smilin'
most delightful drama since
Through." A story of a wondrous love,
written by Rudolf Bcsier and May Edginton; based on the Sam H. Harris play,
Directed by Frank Borzage
"Secrets."

WATCH F OR THESE

BIG ONES

RICHARD WALTON TULLY
presents his screen version

"FLOWING GOLD"
The Famous Novel by Rex Beach
With Anna O- Nilsson and Milton Sills
Directed by Joseph

THOMAS

De Grasse

H. INCE

"GALLOPING FISH"
with Sidney Chaplin. Louise Fazenda, Ford Sterling,
Chester Conklin. Lucille Rlrksen. Directed by Del
Andrews, under the personal supervision of Thomas H.
Ince, Written by Frank R. Adams.

Corinne Griffith Productions, Inc.
presents

"LILIES OF

THE FIELD"

featuring

Corinne Griffith and Conway Tearle
.

From

the Novel by William Hurlburt and
Directed by John Francis Dillon

M.

C.

LEVEE

[)rcsents a

Maurice Tourneur Production

"TORMENT"
with

Owen Moore and

Bessie Love

Personally Directed by Maurice Tourneur
Inspiration Pictures, Inc.. Charles H. Duell, President
presents

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
in

"The Enchanted Cottage"

A John

S.

Robertson Production

Written by Sir Arthur Wing Pinero
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Comment on Otner
Productions
{Continued from page 53)
carrying

on

its

scenes

and

incident

in

The book has

excited a
wide demand and the fihn seems destined
particularly feminine
to attract audiences
audiences, because of its theme founded
upon the search for the fountain of youth
a movement started by Ponce de Leon
some centuries ago.
The love aflfair of a woman of sixtj- who
has her youth restored by the w. k. Steinach operation takes up the burden of the
direct

action.

—

—

—

plot.

This

middle-aged

dowager,

being

thoroly schooled in the art of courtship
what with years to study the psychology
of romance, captivates a young writer,
played with little spark by Conway Tearle.
He begins his pursuit in a collection of
badly designed settings. These are not so
noticeable at the start because the attention is held by the bravery of the would-be
ingenue in telling her sixty-year-old girl
friends how she has succeeded in keeping
a perfect thirty-six.
Too much effort has been put into this
picture to make it interesting to the end.
The jazz element often irritates because it
is obviously introduced.
The story is uneven.
But we must consider Corinne
Griffith who compels attention because of
her charm and .simplicity of manner even
if her sixty -year-old representation is often
out of focus with reality.
The best performance is contributed by Kate Lester.

SAY "BAYER" when you buy-<^^;^^^
Unless you see the "Bayer Cross" on tablets you are
not getting the genuine Bayer Aspirin proved safe
by millions and prescribed by physicians 23 years for

—

.^Vo\c^«

^a^c^

Kst^y^

Colds

Headache

Toothache

Rheumatism

Clara

Bow

is

pres.sion in her

given to exaggerated exattempt to make the flapper

genuine.

Neuritis

Lumbago

Neuralgia

Pain, Pain

—

It
is
a sumptuous production and as
mentioned above, is certain to excite patronage.
The sale on the book and Miss
Griffith's personality will draw the crowds
to say nothing of the original theme
which everybody has heard about.

—

Accept only Bayer" package which contains proven
Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets— Also bottles of 24 and 100— Druggists.

directions.

'^

Aspirin is the trade

mark

of

Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetlcacidester of
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DO TOU KNOW

what

your future has in store
Wlioni you will
for you ?
marn? Lore? Luck? Success?
Send name, address. DATE

can make $15 to $60 weekly in your spare
time writing show cards. No canvassing
instruct you by our new
or Boliciting.

YOU

We

OF BIRTH.

We'll tell you
mate you should
We'll also send complete reading of your character.
read character
I-DCC Palmi-strv book tells how to Coraijlete
outfit
FBEE with even- order.
.seat for 9Sc— (C. O. D. lOc e.vtra).
CHARACTER STUDIOS. S7 Rose St.. Dept. 331, N. Y. C.

simple Directograph System, supply you with
work and pay you cash each week. Write
today for full particulars and free booklet.
WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE LIMITED
Authorized Capital $1,250,000.00
Toronto, Can,
69 Colborne Building,

type

of

liiarry.

—
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Wear
Free for 10 Days'
~
—

\<a^^

Send no money just your name and addre.^s. ^^e will
wear
tlien send you one of these genuine Tifnite gems to
Put it alongfor 10 days. Note Its dazzling brilliancy.
Titnite
tell
the
you
can
If
diamond.
side the costliest
froiu a real diamond, send it back.

REAL Diamond

Like a

all the Are and fla.jh of
real diamond. cTery Tifnite
mounting

A Bcnuine Tifnite has
moiul.
And like a
beautiful solid gold

Gents' Ring No.

a real tUais set ni a

Newest style mounting. Solid
gold and hand-made, guaranteed.
Genuine Tifnite gem. almost 1
karat weiglit, in exquisitely rich

setting.
have only 5,000 of these rings
to qulclilv introduce ourselves to
Prices specially
iKiv customers.
Send
Everything on pre-war basis.
low. terms very easy.
ring
snip of paper fitting around second joint of finger for j-ourrings
will send you your choice of these Tifnite
<;ize
Wear it 10
Wlien it arrives, deposit $3.50 with postmaster
send
davs at our expense. If anyone can tell it from diamond,
If you tiecide to buy,
it bad; and we will refund your deposit.
the balance at $3.00 per month until the special

Order Quick

We

We

merely pav
'of

$12.50

1467-69

is

paid.

Write today.

THE TIFNITE COMPANY
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—

nowhere

Michigan Ave.

Dept.

4323

and

finishes

—

nowhere

— merely

being an orthodox or, rather, a hopelessly conventional romance between a Russian

—

and an American soldier a romance
touched up with melodramatic devices.
There is a brutal Siberian wolf-hound of
the human species present to embarrass the
heroine and lend vividness to the tale so
one may realize that it mostly concerns
romantic conflict.
The finish is in sight all the way. What
sparks it furnishes are found in Sydney
Chaplin's performance of an 01' Bill type
and some fair-toof English soldier
It does not satisfy the
middlin' action.
emotions and the picture left us cold. The
bad points overbalance the good points.
In the cast is Lucille Ricksen, who may be
called a most promising ingenue, even if
she is not a good selection for the role
of the Russian girl.
girl

—

—

Ladies' Ring No. 2

I

Alweight.
Karat in
most
I
Solid gold mounting. Wide
S-prong setting
hand.
flat
to liold stone securely.

Genuine Tifnite gem.

price

Just what Marshall Neilan was driving
at here, it is diflicult to determine.
He has
spent considerable time and money which
might better have been employed on some
more worthy material. The story starts

The Man

Life Passed

By

Hectic and thoroly false to life— telling
a sordid, morbid tale of the ups and downs
mostly downs— of a gross simpleton who
permits a rich scalawag to force him to
the depths of despondency, sharply emphasizing the crude contrasts of poverty

—

riches, touching all the theatric devices
of Blaney's day— this picture is about the
poorest attempt to make capital of characterization that has been revealed in a

and

Chicago
Tliere

is

nothing

lifelike

about

it.

It
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frantically thru its scenes, paying
heed to sequence, but carrying on its
Jbanal story with all the convenient tricks
discarded
discriminate
since
by
long
authors and play-doctors.
The young in-

rushes
little

extracts

ventor

sympathy

little

his

in

downward journey. His

invention is stolen
from him and he becomes a dreg of
Then he sees the light in a missociety.
meets
the
rich
sion
scalawag's
two
charming daughters, falls in love with one
of them, saves the other from the usvial
fate
and is helped back to his erstwhile
position by a contrite enemy.
It tries to
strike a note of faith, but the incident is
so false, so crudely melodramatic that
the humanities are never expressed. Percy
Alarmont struggles bravely to make his
role genuine, but his poise and understanding are incapable of overcoming the exag-

—

—

—

—

gerations.

Three Miles Out

—

rum

The

fleet
or rather one of its
runners, anchored beyond the three-mile
limit of the Jersey coast
is on view here,
furnishing a background for a crazy yarn
of a shanghaied disciple of virtue and

—

—

who

an unguarded moment has found herself at sea with as
hefty a bunch of cutthroats as ever sailed
the deep and this goes for the Pirates
of Penzance as well as for Cap'n Kidd's
picturesc|ue crew.
This girl, sitting on a
jury, had succeeded in winning over the
eleven men in acquitting the man under
indictment.
She lingers in the court-room,
face, but in
ostensibly to powder her
reality to extend sympathy to the man.
Result?
A romance.
his sweetheart

in

—

What

frenzied action
aboard the rum boat.
It is a wild, but
merry tale—one ridiculous in the extreme,
Ivan
but shot full of brimming comedy.
Linow, heretofore a wrestler who never
easily
threw
anyone
of
consequence,
throws this plot for a count of an hour's
continuous laughter.
His huge bulk, his
grinning countenance which occasionally
leers with an expression of wolfish cunning
these marks of his personality make him
The
ideal for the villainous rum-hound.
Emerson - Loos team contributes some
capital titles.
Aladge Kennedy makes a
wide-eyed and wistful foil for the leering
mirthful hour
and ludicrous Linow.
will be enjoyed here.

follows

is

How do you carry your

the

Beauty -Aidsl
carry one's powder, rouge and lipstick
not
separately is really a clumsy habit
a bit fashionable or dainty.

To

TRE-JUR — the

— supplies

—

A

Gentle Julia
Booth

Tarkington

have

doesn't

any

trouble disposing of his stories of adolescence.
Every time he dashes off a tale of
the "young tcrribles" there is a producer

awaiting

to

capture

His "Gentle

drama.

it

for

the

flickering

Julia'' carries

on with

the same romantic urgings and pretensions
telling a simple little tale of a spirited
young charmer whose most faithful admirer is an awkward dolt of seventeen who
lives across the way. The usual characters
are in their accustomed places including
the childish irrepressible who sticks up for
the ardent swain.
Her precocious insight
into character is valuable in the end. Julia
dashes off to Chicago to be disillusioned
by a city chap who regards her as a tender
fledgling, the while he is pursuing bigger

—

—

that

$1 25
at any toilet goods cour.tcr, in
your otvn shade ofpoivder and
rouge. Refills, 7jr. By mail

from

us

if not

had nearby.

is

triple

combination compact

three in one convenient case
as beautiful as it is practical.
all

Pow^der of caressing fineness is scented with
an enchanting new odor. Rouge and lipstick
nestle in an ingenious sliding drawer. The
case opens withovit a struggle and carries
without a spill. Infinitely more valuefijl, the
complete compact costs but $1.25 anywhere.

The House of Tre -Jur UnitedToilet Goods Co.
New York City
19 West 18th Street
:

tre-jur:

—

—

GOLD
"for

game.

veolors Ei^posidon,

picture is best with its incident
faithful to Tarkington and any
Main Street town.
It
is
delightfully
played by Mary Arthur as the child teaser
a true type one instantly recognized as
the property of the author.
She steals, the
picture away from Bessie Love and Harold
Goodwin, who play the young romancers.
It
is
sketchy this picture, but
fairly
bright.

—

is

—

—

service to

New

Id'

York,

Feb. 1923.

The

which

MEDAl AWARDED

dislmgoisha)

maDkind" t^ Inlemational

flniTh-J^^^ertmnc -PATENTED
Winnerof GOLD

MEDAL
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NOSE ADJUSTEH

Highestin Merit

Lowest

Price
ANITA NOSE

in

^' ^""'^ ^^'^ '^ ill-shaped, you can make it perfect with
an'M^iV^n'"''-®
ADJUSTER,
in a few weeks, in the privacy of your own room and witliout interferinff with your daily occupation.
Ivo need for costly, painful operations.
shapes while you sleep quickly,
painlessly, permanently and inexpensively. The
"UP"'"' '""'^ ''™'' '"^^*-

ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER

—

ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER is the ORIGINAL NASAL
absolutely guaranteed. Hishly recommended by physicians for misshapen and fractured noses, celf
No screws. No metal parts. GENTLE, FIRM and PERFECTLY COMFORTABLE. Beware
01 Imitations!
Write today (just your name and address) for
Booklet. "Happy Days Ahead." which
explains how you can have a perfect nose— and ou- blank to fill out for sizes.
Money refunded If not

fUKTER

adjustable.

FREE

fully satisfied with results.

The ANITA Company, Dept. 432. ANITA Building, Newark, N. i.
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Hook and Ladder
E.xcept for some illuminating comedy
which registers a bit of slap-stick, this
picture doesn't contain anything of consequence.
cowpuncher acting as valet
to a herd of shorthorns runs afoul of the
law, but escapes by attending a fire in

A

Fun

Its

—

Learning'

Cartooning
This New Easy Way
new
a fascinating game —
IT'S
all like

this

home-study method of learning cartoon-

You

ing.

start with the basic principles

Then you

cartoon-making.

of

learn the
little tricks of originating cartoon-ideas, the
secrets of action, expression, and exaggeration. You progress rapidly through serious
cartooning, comics, caricaturing, sport and

animated cartooning until almost before you
realize it you are drawing striking cartoons

—

scaling a ladder.
There is a silly romance tacked on to
permit the boob to register love with the
battalion chief's daughter.
But irrelevant
episodes intrude which spoil the comedy
hokum. For instance, there is much planting of crooked political work with a
clima.x showing the girl trapped in the
home of the boss a home which has been
set on fire by the villain.
The boob fireman rescues her from the flames. Hoot
Gibson injects plenty of color into his
work but much of his work is spoiled by
the half-baked melodrama.

—

—

—

—

Many

SELL.

students of this method
have sold enough work while taking their
courses to pay for them many times over
that

the city to which the train has taken him
and bedecking himself in a fireman's coat
and helmet. He gets into the fire department and plays the boob and the good
points feature him taking a course of
sprouts such as jumping into the net and

1

Over $100 a Week
way. Never
has the demand for cartoons been so great.
Today magazines, newspapers, advertisers
and movies use them by the thousands. No
matter how poorly you draw now, you can
quickly qualify for one of the attractive
positions in this fast-growing business.

Learn cartooning

this easy

Just think of earning- $3,000 to $20,000 a year
for this work that is play.
Successful cartoonists
often get $25 to over $100 for single cartoons.
Then there is the joy of the work itself the
thrill of seeing your own cartoon-ideas in print.

—

The
As

\\'iiispered

Send

Book

for Free

coupon today for our handsome
trated book which is crammed full of u;
interesting facts about
cartooning. It gives you
an outline of the whole
of cartooning, describes the opportunities
for you in this business,
and explains in detail
field

all

makes

which

tooning

so

Send

learn.

pleasant
for

it

carto

today

I

WASHINGTON SCHOOL
OF CARTOONING

-

|,

Rooml84,in3-15tliSt.N.W.
Washington, D. C.

I

„„
Hdid

.

Io

184, 1113-lSthSt

details

of

youi'

Cartooning,

method.

home-study

Name
(Please write plainly)

Address
State

City
If under

16,

room.

What

follows is the conflict between
husband and wife. Coincidence enters
establish the romance.
The girl with-

to

—

—

shown again the way to go
in giving him his halo, the
sponsors have worked in logical fashion.
The crook escapes from San Quentin,
aided by a boarding-school girl whose
father was a criminal and whose brothers
Blackie

OELRAY ANKLE REDUCERS
Work While You SIsep

Amazins results without massaere cream or painful
appliances Slip on like a glove. Scientifically made
of pure rubber. Used by prominent society worn-

'

en and actresses everywhere. R,-duces perceptStrengthens tired muscles.
in day time under heavy silk hose,
fcinables every woman to wear low shoes becominEly. Costless. Worth their weidht ia
cold. Send S3. 25 today and we will sen'
Delray Ankle Reducers by return mail,
subject to your inspection and approval.
Be sure to tjivf -sVze of ankle and
fullest part of calf.
ibly on tirst use.

Can be worn

DELRAY MFG. COMPANY. 92S Broaaway
Dept. 41
New York
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above Interchangeable Long Barrels with
Fre«
yard_ alffht.
_ _.
labor. Shoot 2'iO accurate 9h"t3 per minute with our 32-9hot maeazines and holiiter-stocku cquallinK 8 rifli-men. World famous eupacaccurate Mausers and Maoiilicbers; Luser, Mauser, etc. piatola.
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MUSIC LESSONS FREE
like this Quickly
Write today for our FREE booklet.
Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Begrinners or advanced players. Yoor
only expense about 2c per day for music and postage used.

YOUR HOME.

It tells

how

to learn to play Piano,

AMEHICAH SCHOOL

of

MUSIC. 70 Lakeside

BIdg.,

is

— but

are devoted to crime.
Before his regeneration is effected, the spectator is treated
to a fulsome quota of thrills and suspensive adventure.
There is a spiritual note
incorporated which will please the mass
mind.
The picture is acted competently
enough by a cast chosen for its adaptabiltho Forrest Stanley's personality is
ity,
hardly in keeping with the role of the
crook.

CHICABO

PISTOL
BLANK CARTRIDGE
&
DpIpCO
Doga

^Protection against Burglars. Tramps,

—

hurried in fashioning his stories so that
they lack the plausibility which might have
been registered had he had time to do his
work well. Apparently Boyle has been
given plenty of, time to create this photowhich is unusually well written and
pla}carries on with satisfactory action and
suspense two elements that must be incorporated in this type of plot to furnish
appeal.

Dainty Ankles
Large or swollen ankles are unlovely and
handicap a woman socially and otherwise.

Cala-

Mall OS yoar Lugcr for
equippinifitwitbanyof the

You can read music

Tricky melodrama is on view in this
Boston Blackie story which is more consistent and therefore more convincing than
the late entries of the colorful crook who
has brought its creator, Jack Boyle, into
This author is occasionally
the limelight.

straight

RIFLEI

—

—

Women Envy— Men Admire

MAKE THAT LUGER INTO A

—

out a bit of training gets a job as the
"sob sister" editor of a paper and falls
His
in
love with the managing editor.
chief subordinate operates a scandal sheet
and he sends the girl to interview the wife.
Which brings on the climax. The story
laboriously told and isn't sustaining
is
Moreover,
with its scenes and incident.
There are too many
it is not well acted.
convenient touches to make it vital.

—

state age

Science has finally solved the
problem of removing hair without
danger to the skin or comThis with NEET, a dainty
cream, harmless and mild. You merely
spread it on and then rinse off with clear
water. That's all; thehair will be gone and theskln
Old
left refreshingly cool, smooth and whitel
methods, the unwomanly razor and severe chemical
preparations, have given way to this remarkable
preparation which isalready the accepted method of
well-groomed women everywhere from New York to
San Francisco. Used by physicians. Money baclc
If It fails to please.
50c at Drug and Dept.
Trial tube 10c by mail.
stores.
Hannibal Phar. Co., b;^DOIive,St, Louis, Mo.
slightest

'^ple.xion.
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Become. .

Washington School of Cartooning,
Room

"As honest as

of being exposed by an eavesdropper to
their conversat'on, the girl and her benefactor are compromised by witnesses for
witnesses who take flashthe latter's wife
light snaps of them in the heroine's hotel

„
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—
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title
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new meth-

about this

od

DAYS' FREE TRIAl. NOVtf

25 Year Guarantee

suggests, this picture is conIt starts out to
cerned with blackmail.
prove that a girl is the captain of her soul,
but soon develops into divorce entanglements. When the country swain who has
lured her to the city under promises of
matrimony makes a hasty retreat because
the

this

I\Iail
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Latest design ladies' white gold wrist watches, fitted
with 6 jewel thoroughly regulated, adjusted, absolutely
guaranteed movements.
Sent in gift box.
No. 4. OctaBon shape, fancy silver dial, 14K goldfilled rilihon clasp.
.$12 value.
Our price onlv $5.83.
No. 5. Tonneau shape, 4 inatclied sapphires, solid gold
settings, fancy silver dial. Value $14. Our price only $6.98.
6.
No.
Rectangular' shaped face, silver dial, silk grosgrain
ribbon. 14K gold-fllUd clasp, $15 value. Our price $7,98.
.\11
cases
2.5-year
guaranteed,
movements full year
guarantee.
All three watches beautiful and serviceable.
SEND NO MONEY. Pay postman price plus few
pennies postage on arrival.
If not still delighted after
10 days we will refund money.
You take no risk.
Order today as this otTcr may not be repeated.
Write
for Easter Bargain Bullelln.
LINCOLN JEWELRY CO.. 95 lo 97 Nassau St., New Yori, N. V.

50c.
$122
POSTPAID
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revolver without danger tolifd., KtMceafltMiaerd .22 Ca], Blank Cartndcea obtainable every*
where. Price SOc, Superior quality SI .00 postpaid. Blank Cartridges, by express, SOc p«r 100.

JOHNSON SMITH & CO.

Dept.

102
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Own Bobbed Hair
marvelous ELECTRIC BOBB£TTE CURLING

Curl Your

^'^

/C

with this
IRON. Just the thing for curling bobbed hair. Readyto ....
Will not scorch tj '
Doe three minutes after connectins.
hair. Easy to operate. SEND NO MONEY, FullyKuaranteed. Pay postman $2,50 and few cents postage, VJft \
Money back it not satisfied.
Jj,
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WEITE/TAeMOVIES
IDEAS
PRODUCERS WANT
on
Big

Motion Picture plays.
Submit your ideas
immediate examination.
for

acceptance.

prices paid

form for

in an>'

FREE BOOKLET
"From Photoplay Plot to Screen"
Send

for

Explains our Ser\'ice to Writers

EARLE PHOTOPLAY STUDIOS
Suite

607-N

Earle Building,

New York
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The

Exiles

—

A

turbulent story, this one which has
been produced to keep the imagination on
the qui z'k'e, but which fails because of its
dime-novel pretensions.
To begin with,
there is introduced a far-fetched mystery
element with an innocent girl involved in
the law to such an extent that she dashes
off
Tangiers to become an exile.
to
Which inspires the prosecuting attorney to
follow to make amends.
And he succeeds after scenes that are the last word

—

—

—

in

Add

.

a new

charm

your

dinner

table wUli this imported .Tnpancse Blue

'

—

Special
introductory
price
only
$2.49.
Compare with
sets costing as high as $5.00.

keeping with

Hemstitched

Large size
talilecloth,
(JO

x

Guaranteed fast colors.
''anese blue.
_ ''A real bargain at our special price of
$2.49.
SEND NO MONEY. Just name and address. Pay postSatisfacnan only $2.49 and few cents poatatre on arrival.
Jtion Kuaraiiteed or money back. Send for FREE catalog of
other barb'ai'is.
I
N.Y.
Y.
Sl..NcwYork,
[, N.
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without man
cost
who

has
It is written by the
trained many of the world's greatest strong men.
It tells you how to
devirlop

Endurance,

Nerve Strength, Muscular
Strength, Perfect Physique.
iU'W t;4-page book, "Building
Betttr Bodies" is just off the press.
contains the kind of clearly
It
written information you want, in-

My

cluding 30 half-tone illustrations of
my pupils now among the professional ranks.
It tolls you, if you
are weak or under-developed, how to
grow strong; if strong, how to grow
stronger. It explains liow to develop
the hnigs aiul muscles a strong
heart
and vigorous digestion in
short, how to improve heaUh and stiengrh

—

as

he

today

is

—

intei-naUy as well as exturniilly. If you will
send mc 10c. in com or stamps to help pay
postaf?e and wrappinir. I will mail you a
-NOW
copy at once. Send

PROF. TITUS

—

this

—

CetihisWonderfulBook

Vitality, Energy,

—

now.

The

The

old bunk of the village
newspaper's being put over on a country
simpleton who starts in to make a success
of it.
He is assisted by the "printer's
devil," a type long since passed out of the
picture except in remote hamlets.
Harry
Myers tries hard very, very hard to inject
some comedy. But the creaking and absurd plot is against him.
There isn't a
convincing note in it. The staging is bad
and the acting, aside from Myers,
mediocre.
plot?

—

—

TODAY

PROF. H.W.TITUS

His Mystery Girl

"^VrYf;.c%^'

Making over a woman-hater

WRITE FOR THE MOVIES
I

Jclcaa for raovins picture plays wanted
Big prices paid for accepted material.
liig
in any form at once for our

by producers.

Submit ideas
Immediate exOr write for FREE PIIOTOI'LAY BOOKLET and details of our servamination.
ice

to

Authors.

BRISTOL PHOTOPLAY STUDIOS
1
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Insures sweet breath

in its wildest form is dished up
creaking story which carries a
production comparable to those made in
the days of three-reelers
and that is many
years ago.
Wesley Barry has lost his
ability to charm the screengoer.
He cannot capitalize his freckles any more because there are a half dozen youngsters
(not as yet in long trousers), who carry
inore iron in their system. Mickey Daniels
for example.
Barry isn't old enough for
rornance and he has exhausted the tricks
which appealed before lie stepped into
adolescence.
He is very camera-conscious
in

Bristol Buildine,

New York

This Habit

Printer's Devil

Hokum

^raiatch. Cloth and napisins are
and reversible
Fclosely woven
both sidae of rich, two-tone ,lap-

H2-W, 16 Hudson

knockabout action.

its

The

inches.

60

Many beautiful designs. Six
hemstitched napkins to

Depl.

There

—

errors of omission and commission.
The
picture is played in frantic manner
in

Bird Dinner Set

CROWN SAIESCO..

hokum.

melodramatic

rushing

conflict of the usual order
and a pursuit over the hot sands.
It offers glaring

is

to

—

Countless dainty people carry May
Breath tablets with them. Before any
close contact they eat one, and it gives
10 the breath a spring odor

Bad breath has many causes.
Cigars or cigarettes, decaying food,
unhealthy
gums, certain foods, a

With some it is
common, with others occasional.
Whatever the cause, a May Breath

stomach disorder.

instantly combats
the mouth or stomach.
tutes the odor of purity.

tablet
in

J Then

let

your mirror prove results

^Write Today for FREE Trial Offer.
lYour hair need not thin out, nor need you
^become bald, for there is a way to destroy
the microbe that destroys the hair. This
ff erent method will stop thinning out of the

di

_

lifeless hair, remove dandruff, darken
K'liy hair or threatened or fncreasinff baldness,
JUEL DCNN
by strenjrtheninK and prolonf^nff life of the hair for men and women.
Send >oar nam* n >w before it is too late for ISdnvs' free trial offer.
_

h

iir,

AYMESC0..3932N.RobeySt.rM-3aa. Chicago

MAH JONG SET
Complete

witli

ia(!

All the fun of a $5

tiles,
set.

$1

pay moref

ECONOMY SERVICE COMPANY
322 Hennepin. Dept.

«

Minneapolis, Minn.
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A Shapely Foot is
BEAUTIFY YOUR
FEET

a Joy Forever

The Perfection Toe Spring

nEMOVES THE ACTUAL
CAUSE of the BUNION or
enlarged
joint.
Worn at
iilglit,
with auxiliary appliance for (lay use.

Send outline

of

foot.

Banish that Bunion
Full

C. R.
Dept. 172

particulars

in

Breath with you to be

charms will be
like spring.

enhanced by a breath

This dainty practice will become a
when you try it once.

habit

May Breath
modern nmutli wasli in candy tablet
.\
Designed to deodorize the breath.
In lOcent and 25-cent
Carry with you.
boxes at all drug stores and drug departform.

ments.
is

the idea

behind this picture which for purposes of
action and suspense is treated with a vein
of mystery.
So frenzied is the plot that
one wonders why it was crammed with so
much incident in view of its obvious elements.
The theme might have touched
the high spots had it been developed along
farcical lines.
Instead it is treated seriously
with emphasis placed upon rushing action.
Consequently the players are never
at ease.
A woman-hater stumbles upon
a jazz party and becomes shocked
so
much so, that his irresponsible brother
takes it upon himself to make his relative

10-CENT
Insert your

BOX FREE

name and

plain

ACFIELD, Foot

envelope

Specialties
1328 Broadway
New York

address, mail to

MAY BREATH COMPANY
Dept.

M-t3,

1104

Wabash Avenue

South

CHICAGO
.\nd a box will be sent you free.

—

The

selected, leads him a
merry chase leads him squarely to the
altar
but before the thing is over, there
is shown considerable rushing of the characters.
Herbert Rawlinson, a nervous
actor, is right in his element here.
There
is no need of poise in such a harum-scaruiu
piece.

over.

—

Large List

New

Vaudeville, Acts,
k

Stage Monologs,

—

irresponsible

in

its

plot,

I

ISongs, Blackface After-pieces and
ICrossfire.

Musical

Comedies

Goods.

ILLUSTRATED

LOGUE FREE. WRITE NOW.
T. S. Denison

&

Co..

and

CATA-

623 So. Wabash, Dept, 45. Chicago

Beauty
is

but

thoroly enjoyable because it does not try
to balance its high jinks with false and
irrelevant dramatic threads, this picture
comes as a welcome reli'ef in a month of
attractions
which have been fashioned
along serious lines.
There is not enough
fun in our screen entertainment.
And
comedy or farce can be made just as effective as the visualizations of life's serious

This number begins as a conventional
light comedy, but develops into a most
boisterous
farce
one capitalizing the
hokum attached to exaggerated chivalry.

^

I

I

iRevues, Musical Readings-, Novelty
'Entertainments, Wigs, Beards,
Grease Paints and other Make-up

Her Temporary Husband
Wholly

PLAYS

iNew Minstrel Choruses and Novelty

girl,

platitudes.

Your Toes

Straighten

substi-

It

Whenever you dance or talk
with people, eat one. Then your other

raeUs and dice.

Why

— whether

safe.

—

Jry This on Your
Hair 15 Days

May

Carry

it

skin deep

Remove the
with

all its

old skin
imperfec-

and you can have
skin like a new-born

tions

babe.

routh-Mmi Skin Peel
The World's Greatest Discovery, enables you

to find
Ko costly or painoperations.
Harmless, painless. Removes all
surface blemishes. Pimples, Blackheads. Discolorations. Tan, Eczema, Acne, Large Pores, etc.

youthful and perfect skin beauty.
ful

An invisible, stainless liquid. Contains no acid, mercury or arsenic. Not an ordinary clay or cream.
Quick, easy and sore way to have a healthy new skin.
Results astounding. Ask your druggist or write for
booklet "Magic of a New Skin.'*
Yoath-Ami Laboratories, Dept. DE, 30 E. 20th

St.,

N.T.
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idea shows how it is possible to win a
b}- disguising yourself behind a set of
false whiskers and impersonating the old
gentleman she is to marry. It then takes
up the logical enterprise of keeping the
wife faithfully hitched in view of the
parasites who are after her money.

The

wife

IS ^

rar

BROS, gt CO.
->.

fiSS'g
fSiS

,

—

There is some uproarious call it silly,
you must burlesque, capitally executed
by Owen Moore and Sydney Chaplin. On
the other hand, what dull moments it offers

—

if

arc found in Sylvia Breamer's portrayal
of the much-pursued wife.
Having no
sense of comedy value, she makes a mess
of her study.

Cupid's Firem.vn

There

a faint impression of heart
appeal in this offering which will please
the
sentimentalists
since
it
exploits
a
doting mother who refuses to grant her
permission for her son to become a fireman. The tale was adapted from Richard
Harding Davis' "Andy McGee's Chorus
Girl," and is rather ancient in theme and
treatment.
It
follows
a
conventional
is

—

always obvious— and the
spectator may expect nothing which will
excite him except for an orthodox climax

groove

Q^ CONN

SAXOPHONE
is

Superior

Artists in the foremost popular dance
and recording orchestras, as well as
the great solo saxophonists, use the

Conn and

endorse it as the supreme
instrument for the professional or
amateur, because of its exclusive fea-

among which are the
Hydraulic Expansion of Tapering

tures,

Tube;

Conn Patented Tuning Device;
Straight Model Mouthpiece;
Improved and Simplified Key System with Automatic Register Key;
Integral Sockets with Rolled Edge
Key Pad Seats;
Foolproof Key Pads, non- warpable and non-shrinkable.
FREE, "Success in "Music and How

Win

It," an interesting and valuable
for anyone who loves music or has a
spark of musical talent. John Philip Sousa
and other world-famous musicians give valu-

to

book

able advice. Send coupon for your copy and
details of Free Trial. Easy Payment plan on
any Conn instrument. Conn is the only maker

—

and

is

featuring the rescue of the actress from a
burning house by our hero in the fireman's
helmet.
The mother, having died, the son has no
obstacles to overcome in joining the department.
These obstacles arrive later
when the actress's brutal husband locks her
in the burning house.
Be it said for the
humanity of our hero, he also tries to rescue
the brute, but fails.
convenient premise
for the sake of romance.
The particular
bright light is the fire scene.
Charles
Jones is the smoke-eater and his restrained
style of acting is effective here.
But why
the insipid title?

A
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Do You Want
$200aWeek ?

Right now— today—I'm. offering
you a chance to control a business of your oii-n ivithout investin g a penny. \ou can he your own
boss — work wlien and where you
please and make S200 a week.
You can do as well as Vance

—

Polcn of Indiana, who made $12
in ten nunutes;orFred R(»berts
of Ohio, who made S5 8 in a day;
or R. A. Premiss of Mass.. who
cleaned up S945.00 in a single
month. And you can start to enjoy such big earnings your very
6r8t week.

SplendidEarnings ioZe"n'ev"^gert
to take orders for C omer AH-VVeather Coats. Tliat's
all you will have to do.
collect and deliver the
coats. You simply take orders. And for doing this
easy, pleasant work you will get a splendid commisand you will get it at once.
sion
You can work in your spare hours and make S625
in a month as A. B.Spencer of Pcnn. did. You can
devote all of your time and make SI 2(10 in thirty days
asE. A. Sweet of Michigan did. And still more, you
will have a chance to get a Buick Touring Car
,FREE. Fill in the coupon now
and I will show you how you can

We

—

nake $200 a week without expeence or training, and have that
S200 in cash when the week is
5 up. Mail the coupon at once
J for the facts.

of every instrument used in the band.

J

C. G. CONN, Ltd.
Elkhart, Indiana
425 Conn Building

LTtaeComer Mfg. Company '^
W'
tlDept. BV-316

Dayton, Ohio

MaUThisNOW
.

BAND
INSTRUMENTS
WOIU.DS LARGEST MANUFACTUREtO

Smdforthii

I
I
I

he Comer Mfg. Co., Dept.BV-3tE, Dayton, Ohio
Please send me, without obligation, details how
I can make $200 a week and get a Buick Touring I

CarFRFE.
Name
Address

gnwLT
Wash yourfat away with
La-Mar Reducing Soap
Results
The new discovery.
quiek and amazing, nothing

C.G CONN, Ui.
M25 Conn Building
Elkhart, Indiana
Please send "Success in Music'
and details of Free Trial of

Name
St. or

I

Rural Route.

Reduces any part of body
internal to take.
No
desired without atTeeting other rarts.
Be .ts slim as you wish.
dieting or e.xerrisiiic.
Aets like magic in reducing double cliin. abdomm, ungainly ankles, unbecoming wrists, arras
and shoulders, large breasts, or any superfluous
fat on body.
Sold direct to you by mail,
postpaid,
on a moiipy-liack guarantee.
Price 50c a cake or 3 cakes for $l.nO; one
to three calvfs usually accomplishes its
purpose. Send cash or money order today.
You'll be surprised at results. Address
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City, State

LA-MAR LABORATORIES

County

504-A Beckman Bldg. ,Cleveland,OhJo
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Thistledown
(Continued front page 42)

But because she was alarmed she concealed

how

know

'"I

quibbled, "but

And

I

you can drive," she
can drive pretty well, too.

—

"The

complained.
the

it.

light

traiific's

and

cop's out of sight,

— nothing

can happen."

The words were not out
when something happened.

of his

mouth

A

to drive
wont you let me,
way, please?''
For answer he speeded up, swerved
round a curve and skidded toward a telephone pole which he missed by a half-

roadster overtaking them from the
swung out to pass, just as a heavy
truck came swerving round the corner
from a side street. The truck skidded as
Dolly would have
it
took the turn

loot.

smashed into the lumbering monster headAs
on had she not been going slowly.

I'd

just a

like

little

"I feel like going fast tonight," he said.
drive fast," she promised.
Then

''I'll

she wheedled

"Let

:

me show you what

can do on slippery roads."
Hi shook his head stubbornly then,
shooting her a glance, seemed to change
his mind.
"All right," he agreed, tho not too
I

:

rear

—

left fender
it was, the truck grazed her
clean off before she deflected so abruptly
that her car shot up on the curb and struck
a lamp-post, splintering the windshield.
"Did the glass hit you? are you hurt?"
Hi cried, as he grabbed the wheel.
!"
"I'm all right but look at the others

—

—

WKat Has Happened

Mrs. Jessica Penrose Bayliss

the millionaire rounder
of the village of Fairfield, Conn., atul the old story of the chase begins. Hi tags
Dorothy "Thistledozvn," tho she modestly protests that her name is Dolly IVatt.
Dolly has her own reason for the disguise a zix'olfhy fiance from whom she is
seeking surcease, i'oung Hi attracts her enormously, but Leon prevents an affair.
Later, however, Dolly meets Hi in Fairfield and, in an attempt to punish him for
reckless driving, brings the zvratli of the hnv upon him; then penitent, takes the
blame herself, and driz'es off into the dusk zvith him, their hearts aflame. Tipsy,
Hi kisses Iter insultingly. She leaz'es his car to return to her cottage on the De
Bossert place, zvhite Hi spends the night in drinking. But neither can efface the

—

of the kiss. Hi seeks Dolly at Leon's, only to find her gone. Rumor has
Rumor also
that Dolly has been seen on- the silvcrshect. but lie disregards it.
has it that a fast zvoman is an interloper on the De Bossert place. Intuitively, Hi
drives there, Dolly uppermost in his mind.
He finds Dolly in the zcoods and
They no longer
apologises for insulting her.
Then follozv many rendezvous.
gamble zvith loz>e, they are in loz'e. Still accepting Dolly as a servant, Hi takes
her shamefacedly to his home, believing his spinster sister azvay. She surprises
them and insults Dolly. Hi declares his intention of marrying Dolly, but meanHe follozt's her to her cottage and
zi'hile Dolly has slipped out of the house.
peering thru the zmidozv, discovers tzvo things: that Dolly is mistress of the place,
and that she is accepting the caresses of a loud-looking stranger.

Bryn

of

In the role of zvaitrcss in the notorious road-house of old Leon, the .Usatian,

on

Dorothy Claiborne of royal lineage meets young Hi Daggett,

Her

be

in

the

happened

driver's seat when the thing
which presently happened.

Her nerves
knees

terrifying

were jumpy and her
she had a strange,
something eyil
that

still

trembling

—and

feeling

The roadster had not been so lucky.
The truck had caught it amidships. It
was hid from view, but from it somewhere
man's voice was swearing angrily it
was a miracle he was alive to swear at
all.
The truck-driver, climbing down from
his seat, was swearing and muttering.
"Anybody hurt?" Hi called, and was

—

a

overhung them, lurked in the murky air,
might rush upon them any second. The

starting to

fact that the feeling of premonition was
unusual to her made it no less frightening.
She tried to summon all her reserves of
courage and confidence and caution.
But, as a big limousine swept past from

"Wait a

the rear,

Hi muttered

"We're not driving
sion, are

driving

we?

—here,

I'll

in

a funeral proces-

said you'd show
take her again."

You

some

Then, for some reason fearing most of
let him have the wheel, the frightened girl stepped boldly on the gas and
went whizzing over the slimy road which
would give no grip.
all to

On

the outskirts of the village a traffic
cop's uplifted hand warned her.
She slowed down in the face of Hi's
forbidding scowl.
"Wont do to get pinched," she said,
and peered forward thru the misted windshield as they glided past the long row
of elm-shaded houses, past a line of stores
that sent out a confusing gleam of crosslights, and then into the grateful gloom
of the residence section again.
Now, thank heaven, they were not far

from Nanny's.

"No

need of crawling any longer," Hi

his

climb out

when Dolly caught

arm.

—

minute,'' thinking rapidly
"if
nobody's hurt, maybe you'd better not get
mixed in this. It wasn't our fault and

—

we were doing barely
might be made sort of

—

sixteen but you
the goat.
There's
an old grievance against you, you know."
"Yes, they'd like to catch me with
something they'll probably lay the blame
on me on general principles."
"They cant do that, anyway I was
driving, you see.
That'd make whatever
blame there is mine."

—

—

At
fully

this
;

new angle Hi frowned thought-

then

swearing

:

at

—

"They're still muttering and
each other, guess nobody's
Here, slip
let's shoot ahead

much hurt
"
over here
But Dolly shook her head.
"It's my
job let me finish it."
The motor hadn't
died she cleared the lamp-post expertly,
pressed her foot down and the speedometer
leaped to thirty.
"The old boat isn't
hurt a bit, not in her vitals !" she exclaimed
!

—
—

jubilantly.

"Lord, but you've got nerve," said Hi,
to admire, too, her resourcefulness and quick head.
For answer Dolly pressed her foot down

who had

Peuttnylvania
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Removes 53 Ibs^
NEVER
do

drcaiiica you roiild
Mr. Wallace," wrote
well-known yoiius ma-

it,

this

memory

—

Muwr,

.Vtic

tron

of

Pliiladclpliia's

than 50

so-

She reduced more

tjal eleit.

it

amiably; he was scowling as he slowed
down for the exchange of places.
And that was how Dolly happened to

by Drury

Photogi'iipli

Before

nine weets.
Her letter should interest
anyone who thinks rediioing
is
still
a
long laborious
process
But read her own
story
lbs.

iu
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"Here

I

hovered

am, back to 138
ao^jirduitois had

my

lbs. after

around

the

imi)Os-

Your perfectly wonderful
two hundred mark
music movements nothing else did it.
You have
reduced my weight from 191 to 138, and lightened
my heart as no one can know who has not had
activities and enjoyments curtailed for years
and
suddenly restored.
"Thanks to Wallace, I am dancing, golfing anc
'going', as of yore.
Best of all, I am back in the
saddle.
Because I once laughed at tlie idea of 'getting thin to nnisie', I olTcr in humble apology this
letter, my photograph and these snapshots with
permission to publish them .should you desire. Very
sincerely yours.
Jessica Pe.nuosb Bayliss."
The story Wallace has been privileged to print
above is by no means an unusual case.
Scores of
society folk have
reduced through his famous
method; thousands in every walk of life have used
his reducing records and restored figures and feelings
Not everyone has taken off fifty pounds
to normal.
some have i-ecjuired only five, seven, or ten pounds'
reduction.
But there have been nuuiy, too, who
have reduced more tlian did Mrs. Bayliss women
who have taken off 60, 70, and even 80 lbs.
Their
nanu-s are on file
some of their letters have beea
sible

—

—

!

—

;

—
!

;

published in the past.
And this is important Wallace does not employ the fasting
or fatiguing methods wliicli leave
one with that "reduced" look.
Just a normal, natural r.'duction
in the amount of tissue (fat)
your system manufactures. That
is why the bodily proportions and
perfectly
facial
contour
are
pleasing after playing off even
:

or

fifty

sixty

pounds

in

this

manner.
Just try Wallace's method for
a week!
That's all he asks.
You'll see results in a week
Send no money. .Tust mail the
coupon and get Wallace's first

reducing record (in a i)lain container) free for 5
days' trial in your home.
Put Wallace's metliod
Let
Note your reduction in 5 days.
to the test.
If you are not more than dethe scales tell you.
lighted and amazed with your reduction and the
ea.<e with which it was nuide, just nmil the record
back to Wallace and you won't owe him a cent
for anything.
Fill out and mail the coupon and
be prepared for a wonderful surprise.

WALLACE
632
free

trial

Xnnw.

(334)
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me FREE and POSTPAID
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again, and the speedometer leaped to fifty;

know how her knees were

he could not

shaking.
All of this had taken less time than the
recounting. As they sped away they heard
shouts behind them, but Dolly paid no
heed.
She sent the car roaring ahead until
the entrance to Thiebaud's came into view,
then^ abruptly slowed down, and halted.
"I'll
get out here— you'd better drive
on a little way and get lost until the fracas
"
iiack there
"I'll do nothing of the kind
I'm going
!"'
to drive you up to the inn. at least
But she opened the car door and jumped
out.
"Dont be silly—hit 'er up!
Good
!

6yes that Sparkle Like oApril
Vr/

HAT

man has not felt the fascination of such eyes? How they
thrill him in his waking hours, how
haunting they are in his dreams!

^ew

nia;ht."
''•But,

Harmless, waterproof. Lasts for days,
unaffected by perspiration or weeping

Good

"

Dolly

mean

"I

Hi— it's

it,

best

around.

all

night."

So much had happened

can have attractive eyes if
she will beautify her lashes. By darkening the lashes with
she will
increase the expressiveness of her eyes
one hundredfold.

nourish the lashes and promote growth,

to Hi in so short
time that he scarcely knew where his
emotions stood or what they were. Fear of
his own pursuit wasn't one of them
his

Cream Lashlux at night.
Cream Lashlux (black, brown or col-

fears were
tormenting

orless)
50c.
At
stores or by mail.

doubts, and pricking pride, he heard him-

WINX

a generous sample
"f Ifl^-^- For another dime, you nvill
recei-je a sample of PERT, t/ie rouge that
stays on untilyou remo-ue it.

Every

girl

WINX

applied with the glass rod attached to the stopper of the bottle. It
makes the lashes appear longer and
heavier.
Dries instantly, invisibly.
is

at the theatre.

a

WINX

(black
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Be Sure /geel\itv;^ Magazine
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:

swallowed

l-

—

On

miserable

against her will, murmured in a small,
wistful voice
"If you never saw me
again would you miss me so much?"
At that he started to climb out of the
car.
But the girl's resolution seemed to
come rushing back.
"No, no !" she cried, almost desperately.
"Good night !" And, turning, she ran up
the driveway and became a fleet shadow

All News-stands

into

Hi,

deeper shadows.
heeding a pain

scarcely

that
foot as he
stepped on it, climbed back into the car and
drove grimly oiY into the murky darkness.
After he returned home from that solitary
ride, the next morning, he was to encounter developments that gave his face
an even grimmer look.
Doll}', meanwhile,
in
the sanctum of
Anna's little sitting-room in the inn, was
sobbing out her heart on the old Alsatian
woman's breast.
The girl's looks when she appeared had
so alarmed that alert and industrious proprietress she had at once deserted the
dining-room at its busiest hour.
"\\'hat is it. Miss Dolly?" she cried
"What
anxiously, when they were alone.
tried to

earn $15 to i50 a w.^ek Trritinjc show
cards in yoiir own home. No canvassing.—
pleasant profitable profession easily and qnickly
learnt by our new eimple graphic block Byscern.
Artlstio ability not necegsary.— HVe teach you
how, and snpply yon with work— Distance 710
obleot. Full pHrti'iilarsaiid booklet free.

his

elusive,

"\\'e

WINJC
You can

this

asking:

—

17th Street

;

bound up in
and above

"
"But when will I see you
can think about that later," she
cut in, firmly.
Then, losing some of the
firrnness, she advanced a step and, as if

'^^«'^/ '^''"^ to-day for

ROSS COMPANY
I

all

girl

make

itself

felt in his

has happened to bring you with such
ur.expectedness ?
And with the look in
!"
your eyes of one who has seen a ghost
"Perhaps I have," said Dolly, smiling
sadly.
"But it's a ghost of something that
never was that never can be."
Then suddenly her tension broke, and
her arms
round the older
she
flung

—

woman's neck;

Anna murmured endear-

ments and stroked her protectively, and,
as if that tender sympathy unbarred all
her flood-gates, the girl gave way to a
long shuddering tremor and the sobs came,
hard and wrenching.

—
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"What is the trouble what is the big
trouble ?" Anna beseeched.
But the girl could not speak at once;
then as suddenly as she had broken down
she checked her sobs, she lifted her face,
and dabbed at her eyes with her handkerchief.
"I feel better

—

now how a good cry does
Silly, isn't it, Nanny?" and
one!
she essayed a smile thru her tears.
even as a
"You were never one to cry
!"
small child vou did not cry
mean to cry, Nanny— I'm
didn't
"I
amazed at myself. I promise not to do
'T guess it's that I
contritely.
it again,"
relieve

—

(Continued on page 100)
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GROW WORSE
The longer you wait, the more you
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Your Figure
Has Charm Only as You Are Fully Developed

BEAUTY OF FORM
can be cultivated just the same as flowers are
made to blossom with proper care. Woman,
by nature refined and delicate, craves the
natural beauty of her sex. How wonderful to
be a perfect woman!

*

;

"
sort of worked-up, overwrought
surveying the wet square of her handkerchief with a rueful expression.

was

"But what is that which worked you
up? Is it that Mr, King has been troubhng you— or your Uncle Percy, perhaps ?"

The
"No,

shook her head.
not Uncle Percv.

girl
it's

yes partly."

Bust Pads and Ruffles
.^

Thistledo-wn
{Continued from page 98)

and trymg

never look natural or feel right. They are really
harmful and retard development. You should add
to your physical beauty by enlarging your bustform to its natural size. This is easy to accomplish
with the NATIONAL, a new scientific appliance that

not

brings delightful results.

tion,

FREE BEAUTY BOOK
you wish a beautiful, womanly figure, write for a
copy of the treatise by Dr. C. S. Carr, formerly published in the Physical Culture Magazine, entitled:
"The Bust— How It May Be Developed." Of this
method Dr. Carr states:
If

Mr

Kino-—

Then, flinging back her head
look

to

succeeding

Anna

in

you

say, Nanny, if I
fallen in love?"

the eyes but

"What would

entirely:

were

to tell

you

I've

"Aliss Dolly," Anna cried in consterna"you haven't fallen in that love with

Mr. King?"
Again the girl shook her head, mournfully.
"That wouldn't be so unseemly
would it?
No— it's Hi Daggett I find
myself

in

love with."

"Oh, Miss Dolly,"

in

even

more con-

This valuable information, explaining the causes of non-development, together with photographic proof showing as much as five mches enlargement by this method, will be sent FREE to
every woman who writes quickly. Those desiring book sent sealed, enclose 4c postage.

sternation, "not that young man!"
Then:
"How ever did you come to know him so
much as to come to this discovery?"
"He has called on me nearly every day
this past month," demurely.

THE OLIVE COMPANY

this !"

"Indeed,

ment

bring about a develops

will

It

of the busts quite astonishing."

CLARINDA. IOWA

Dept. 205

"Briggs has mentioned to
cried Anna, her
the delinquent Briggs,

me

tone

nothing of
denouncing

"Briggs knew nothing of it—you see,
received him down in that old summerhouse beyond the hedge,"
"Oh, Miss Dolly is it not of a piece
with your thoughtless prankishness
And
in keeping, too, with that Mr. Hi !"
"He thought I was a servant," Dollv
explained, "just a? he thought I was a
waitress here.
It was really- out of consideration for mc he never came to the
cottage.
But nevertheless," with considerable pride, "he asked me to marry
him, Nanny."
"Ah, what a wild, presumptuous madness !"
"It would be the mad, presumptuous
thing, wouldn't it, for a servant girl to
marry such a rich young inan."
Dolly
affected raillery, but there was a sober
look in her eyes.
"Marriage with that bold, bad young
man
oh. Miss Dolly, surely you do not
contemplate such a risky, sorry business?"
"I've heard you mention his boldness
and badness before," Dolly answered.
Then, musingly
"It's queer what love
does to one, isn't it? When you're in love
you seem to prefer the faults they point
out to you over all the virtues they cannot
I

—

!
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Interviews with: Victor Seastrom by Jim Tully, master at words; Sidney
Also the fictionization of
Chaplin, Charlie's brother, who's coming strong.
"Secrets," Norma Talmadge's new play.
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at old Anna with
eyes.
"There's a little
" and
that's awfully true

shining

verse, Nanny,
she softly quoted

"They came to tell your faults to me.
They named them over one by one
I laughed aloud when they were done,
I knew them all so well before
Oh, they were blind, too blind to see
Your faults had made me love you more."
"Ah, what can I say in the face of such
talk?" old Anna said, despondently.
"I dont know, Nanny," the girl answered
in a tone nearly as mournful.
"But why can you love him, then, if you
so perceive his faults ?"
Then,
"I dont know," the girl again.
very gently
"Yes, maybe I do I've
looked into his eyes. I've seen a little boy
look out, Nanny, who seemed to need his
It wasn't
a bad, wicked little
mother.
boy at all and he seemed puzzled and sort
folks
Nanny, because
frightened,
of
And the queerest
thought him so bad.

—

:

to

|se<^ure orders from local merchants to
jinto this fascinating easily learned,

Then she looked up
misted,

all

material and plan

1

^'^

.
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,

do right at home, evenings, if desired Get
Cost low terms easy,
profitable business,

—

EMPIRE INSTITUTE, 1478 Broadway, NewYoih

feeling

came

to

me,

Nanny— I

wished /

—

:

his

be

could

and

mother,

!

comfort that

!"

boy
Tears stood

little

in the girl's eyes, and the
harsh-featured old woman, looking at
them, blinked her own.
"I dont know just what love is," Dolly
added, "and cant figure out just why it
But I know, anyway, I cant help
comes.
it!"

Then old Anna went and clasped the
two hands tenderly in her own.
-Oh, my little Miss Dolly— what does
matter what it is, or who he is, when

girl's

it

Because Our Native Hawaiian
Instructors Will Show You How!

you cannot help it?"
The girl looked up eagerly, then, and
asked with wistful eagerness
"Oh, do you really believe that, Nanny?

Be

so

like

—and

Hour

—of

AT ONCE.

I

It's a
thing called love!
a flame that blows too
It's dear and sweet, but it makes
near.
you think of things that are frightening.
I'm afraid of myself, for my happiness—
of Hi,
And I'm afraid
I'm a coward.
!"
and for him a coward again
Old Anna murmured comforting endearments, but the girl went on, despairingly:
"Besides there's Mr. King naturally I
must see him before I could even think" of
he phoned just a little while ago
"That fat and vulgar man !" Anna cut
in, losing her tenderness in hard hostilit>'.
"That man, he has no rightful claim upon
you ^you must not permit him to have a
!"
claim
"He
"Yes, I must, Nanny," dolefully.
He's worked
has a claim you know it.
"
so hard and faithfully for my career
"That career
Almost I wish that your

this

terrible thing

— like

'

Expert Hawauans Teadi Yod to Qukkly Master
Ther Secrets of This Fasdnating Music
The instructions you receive from such world famvua axpart*
asLawrenc€Kalaluki.WalterKoIomolai. Frank Ferrer. Carl Seville
andothers are iovaluahie. Ho oth«rCotiservator>' can mrtr

to give you the expert teaching and knowledge
Snrough
us. Andremember.whileitisconcededthattheHa'

yoi

—

Guitar produces the sweetest music, yet
be simple and quick, since there are

slightest

A Complete

are able to grant you this opportunity of quickly learnhow to play the Hawaiian Guitar through acaumng t
services of real Hawaiians to teach you.
How well this has been accomplished is proved by the
fact that this is the only Conaarvatory taachins
Hawaiian Guitar exactly as played by the Hawaiians.
It is your good fortune as well as ours, that these
Native Masters of Hawaiian Guitar came to
this Conservatory toteach—and best of all

Furnish
We
When

!

"

!

—

here at the cottage

"What,

!"

then, will
excited.

just like the HawaiiansI

Conservatory Coursel

Never beiore has such a complete and easily underwood
Conservalor>- Course in Hawaiian CuiUr been offered. We

—

;

will

knowledge of any musical mstrument wa suaran-

taa totaachyouhow to play

—

—

_..

mastery by ywi

to leam tobeaWe to play any music—popular, dance, classic^,
native Hawaiian airs, or old time melodies and hymns. Just
think of it! Yo« naed nvvar hava raail a musical nota
in your lifel For that matter, even though you haven t the

—

Uncle Percy
"Well, it may please you to know Uncle
Percy's on my trail," the girl interrupted,
on a note of bitterness. "That's what Mr.
King phoned about it seems that ^'an
Reeves saw some photograph in some
I
photoplay magazine and recognized it
dont quite understand it all, but of course
Van butted in
he and Uncle Percy 've
already been in touch with Mr. King.
Uncle Percy hinted he's on my scent

its

0NLY.4EASYM0TI0NS

—

much

Harmonious Chords

Here is yotir chance to get in the swim— to learn to play the mostfasdnatinff of all icstnitim
ments, the Hawaiian Guitar. Juftk as th» HawaUan* do, and in an amazingly short hait
Oar method is so simple, plain and easy that you begm a piece your firet lesson.It In
is quite
an hour you can play it Thousands of successful students prove this to be true. matter
now
Guitar-no
Hawaiian
master
the
astonishmg to find the ease with which you can
little your knowledge of music mav b« you can tfosttivdy learn to
play by our plain emd easy method.

went piteous and scared.
"But I'm afraid, Nanny. I'm afraid of

myself

Most Popular IMember of Your Set. Play
Out." "Ten Ten Tennessee."

All the Late Song and
'"Stella," "Louiville Lou."
Dance Hits. You can play First Selection in Half an

eves
'

the

"When You Walked

much to believe it— that the
!"
heart cannot go wrong
Then her lips began to quiver, and her

—I'd

I

Everything

vou enroll as a student in this Conservatory you receive FREE a handsome, sweet
toned GenuineHawaiianGuitar—vaIuedatS15.00
—52 especially arranged lessons and 52 carefully selected pieces of music, as well as all
necessary picks. Steel Playing Bar. etc
There is nothing extra to buy, ^verything is furnished.

I

FOR

SENDZTODAY
DE
'TAILS

of this remarkable course— simply fill
in the coupon, mail to us and we'll
gladly send you full details of our
coniplete Consen-atoo' Course and

FREE Hawaiian GuHar Offarl
We (enow you will notlet anotherdav
go by without enrolling as 3 studentm
thb Conservatory, onceyou leam how

youcan master this
most popular of all instruments — the
Hawaiian Guitar— So mall tha Coupon NOW.
quicklyaxideasily

First Ha%ifalian Conservatory of Music, knc.
Papt. 41t t 233 Broadway (Wootworth BIdcJ N. V.

you do?" cried Anna,

I must see Mr. King
"I dont know.
Then, slowl),
must see him, anyway."
and as if speaking to herself more than to
"He is kind, and has
the other woman
been so patient. I'm honestly fond of him,
and I respect him more than any man
At any rate he'd be
I've ever known.
always a solid and dependable anchor

Sptdat arran^ementM

for

/euonj

if

yoa hoot jmrr
(Please

PRINT name and

address clearly)

:

—

"

against

Then suddenly she broke

shuddering, and covered her face with her hands.
"Oh, Nanny, sometimes the world seems
such a jumble everything dark you feel
so lost.
You dont know which way to
off,

—

—

turn to get to the light."
She stood there trembling, her face covered with her hands as if she could not
face the hopeless maze she was wandering in.
Perhaps some would not have pitied her,
this girl who could be a dozen women in
the hour, and all made of impulses so swift
she herself could not catch whence or
why they came or whither they led. Dolh-

had been swayed this way and that way,
restless and seeking for long before she
had encountered love and there had been
;

many

to

criticize

her.

But

it

would

re-

quire a stony heart to withhold sympathy
from one who suddenly discovers what
love is only to glimpse it a moment
before it must be given up.

—

®te n^ou

(geac^tns for t^e

H will tell ^OU
—.^^^ —^ ^.^
fc
F^
EX. ll^ ^"^

Crui^?

Under which Zodiac

Sign
were you born? What are
your opportunities in life,

}'our future prospects, happiness in marriage, friends, enemies, success in all
undertakings and many other vital questions as inthe most ancient and
dicated by
interesting science of historj'?

ASTROLOGY,

Were you born under a lucky star? I will tell
you, free, the most interesting astrological interpretation of the Zodiac Sifn you were born luider.
Simply send me the exact date of your birth
your own handwriting. To cover cost of this
notice and postage, inclose 12 cents in any form
(coin preferred) and 3'our exact name and address.
Your astrological interpretation will be written in
plain language and sent to you securely sealed and
postpaid. A real surprise awaits you
Do not fail to send birth date and to enclose 12
Print name and address to avoid delay in
cents.
in

mailing.

Write now— TODAY— to the

ASIA STUDIO, 309

Fifth Ave., Dept. 132,

New York

{Continued on page 103)
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She Can Attract

Any Man
Not particularly

beautiful,

is

\

is

—

tractive, interesting, bewitchingly fascinat-

ing to men.
Knowledge is power. Any woman who understands
man's psychology can be equally fascinating. Beauty
is unnecessapf. Once you understand man's human
nature, winning his interest and making yourself a
is

easy.

The Secrets of
Fascinating Womanhood
gives YOU the key to man's psychology and human
nature. You will be astonished to learn how easily he
is attracted and charmed, the different methods required for different men, and what makes a woman
fascinating to them.

SENT FREE

g^^Tu^k^JI

For 3 Days' Trial— Send No Money— Pay No C. O.D.
So that you may see for yourself (at no expense to
you) how quickly and easily you, too, can learn The
Secret of Fascinating Men, write today for complete
course of eight books on "Fascinating Womanhood.
Keep the books for three days— learn all thisremarkable course teaches you, then, if not delighted, simply
send them back within three days and you'll owe us
nothing. Or, keep the course and pay only surprisingly low special advertising price. Write quick before
thisunusualofferexpires. Learn exactly what you are
about when dealing with men, know what a wonderful thing it is to be popular— sought after— to join in
all the good times and to have your choice of dozens
of splendid men. Try out its methods, and experience
power over men which its knowledge givesyou. Write
today— the eight books will come prepaid by return
mail in plain wrapper for you to try 3 DAYS FREE.

THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS
ST. LOUIS.

Dept. 100 117 South 14tb St.

And

tall-sparred ships that on her high-

ways roam,

Were made,
of men

Who

I

the

love
ken,

think, to break the hearts

and

sea

four

within

live

walls.

That, out beyond, the sea winds ceaseless
blow.

Here on the
swayed

screen,

and wave,

tide

storms

that

clipper-ship

a

the

is

choice is mine.
I needs must move,
Swiftly, obedient, silently.
Xo fields of freedom do I rove.
course is parceled out for me.
But this I cannot quite forget
If I can wake some old refrain
Or still a rush of wild regret,
I shall not then have toiled in vain.

My

—

TO AX ABSENT LOVER

where

rocks,

the waves: and men
there are
\\'ho watch with anguish, and whose
hearts are far
From theater aisle and from the city

By

Are driftwoods on

street.

And

with the tides and storm
edge beat.

in

knowl-

.\

to

me;

The

gift

little

wear

I'll

for

my

all

my

happiness.

To think of me
The wee gift like

way.
golden kiss
Brings thoughts of many an olden kiss.
And so, your gift I'll hold and kiss;
I'll wear it every day.

violent

this

a

are

measure

how I hate you now.
You with your half-gestures

.\nd stilted etiquette.

.

.

.

I cant be near to you
bring each hope and fear to you,
I know that I am dear to you,
Tho parted, dear as when
My heartbeats were a song for you.
Oh, I'll be brave and strong for you,
I'll dream of you and long for you.
Until we meet again.

And

worship.

the

of

your

Valentino has returned to the studios and

is

now

well

on his characterization of "Monsieur Beaucaire.".
Here he is seen with Adolf Zukor signing the peace
treaty which their lawyers effected between them

started

Photograph by L. F. Nathan

The Saxophone

is

the easiest of all
wind instruments
to play and the
sweetest in tone.
In an hour you
can learn to play
the scale and soon
play popular airs.
Nothinp: can take
place
for
its

Home, Lodge,
Church or School
Entertainment.

_,

—

T\"!li

SAXOPHONE

the only one with convenient
Is a marvelous instrument
"snap-on pads." Easy payment terms can be arranged if
desired,

making

it

very easy to pay.

Six days' free trial

Write for Free Book about the Saxophone and
(80)
Complete Catalog.
.
allowed.

CO.
BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT
Instruments

Evervthinj: in

Band and Orchestra

2180 BUESCHER BLOCK

Hi^

ELKHART, INDIANA

School Course

iltfiWiil

can complete
this

simplified

High

School Course at home
inside two years.
Meets all requirements for enThis
trance to college and the leading professions.
and thirty-eix otber practical courses are deacribed id our
Free Bulletin. Send tor it TODAY.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept."H'-4,58
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you

because I care for you
always keep a share for you

So7 tho

I,

me

The little gift speaks clear, of you.
The world holds never peer of you
.\nd oh, but it was dear of you

While I sang pastorally
You were pleased.
But at the thunder of my passion
are

you sent

thought you lent to me.
Oh, what the token meant to
You cannot ever guess.
little

I'll

By Le B.\rox Cooke

:

gift

D.WIES

C.\ROLYN

.A.nd just

RETROSPECT

covered your ears,
"Things that
Crying

M.\RV

little

A

Of

God.

ii^aiiiiiW

all day.
dug, and climbed, and laughed, and
wept.
Loitered, and danced to make a show
-•\nd not a moment have I slept.
They keep me always on the go.
4l

I've

harried, and is flayed
lash across lier salt-

appreciation.

MOTION PICTURE
MAGAZINE

I'm just as weary as can be.
From prancing on a screen

scarred decks

because of
Keyed myself to

at

They take great liberties with me,
Xor ever ask me yea or nay.

is

That drive her near
warning wrecks

,\nd

yearly subscriptions for

Flynn

Xo

Condemned to
and know

By
By

E.

beyond her

live

vulgar."

once in every locality
tile Motio.m
and Beauty. If
Magazine,
Classic
PicTL-RE
you are not afraid to work hard for bi^ pay,
send for immediate appointment.
175 Duffield St.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Agents are wanted

the

You

MO.

AGENTS WANTED
to solicit

show

that

sliapes

all her wilful moods, her majesty.
That show her crested waves and opal
foam

simple. Either instinctively, or
through wide experience, she understands
man's human nature. She knows what to do,
what to say, as well as what not to do, not
always and everywhere to be atto say

center of attraction

By Cl.\rence

B.-kLDWi.v

In

perhaps, but somehow the
center of men's attention

wherever she goes. What
her secret? The answer

By F.\iTH
These shadow
changing sea

THE PICTURE'S LAMENT

PICTURES
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:
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TKistledown
(Continued from page 101)

Anna, aching with pity, strove for words
Poor old Anna,
of comfort and counsel.
so foolish to be so wise

!

FOR DRAWING

For every hu-

heart must ask and answer

man

its

own

questions, must live its own lessons to
And Dolh- must learn that
learn them.
love never attains its true, fulfilment as
a selfish reward, but must travel the road
of glad sacrifice for others, and service,
and prayer. This must be the condition of
her gaining, if at all, the glowing, valiant
crown which all true lovers wear.
Cruel as Dolly found her dilemma. Hi
Daggett was to awaken, the next morning,

COMMERCIAL

is a necessity to modern
advertising.
If you like to
draw, you are indeed fortunate for well-trained artists
are always at a premium.
They readily earn 275, 3100,

^^

3150

a

week

or

more

Many

Federal students

after a short period of

practical work.

complications and tangled circumstances
and blind embitterments that seemed more

Learn Quickly at

Your

still.

Renewed doubt, and that ensuing flood
of bitterness, were not to crowd upon him
until he visited the De Bossert cottage,
later in the forenoon
but the complications, which at first Hi did not take too
seriously, began when he heard his sister
knocking excitedly on his door, and crying
"Hiram Hiram The sheriff's deputy's
downstairs, and he's got a policeman w-itli
him
They demand to see you—they
!"
talk as if they're going to arrest you
(To be continued next month)

Spcure

—

Home

in

Time

Develop your talent learn the methods and secrets
that make your drawings worth real money.
Thousands
of business firms pay millions of dollars annually for
good advertising drawings and designs. No previous
training or experience is necessary to learn from the
Federal Course, which clearh" explains each step, and
gives you individual, personal criticism on all your les-

;

!

—

week, and even more.

command 350

to

cruel

a

art

and

business

!

!

sons,

by men who themselves have made good

as

The Federal Course Brings You the
(Continued from paae t64)

— such

—

poise
such old-world
wonderful woman, Miss Talmadge, one feels it instinctively. I enjoyed
Conwa\- Tearle very much in this picture.
His portrayal of the proud young man
whom his enemy thought to humble, was
indeed splendid.
One's heart and thought
and mind were with him completely.
^^'allace Berry was enjoj'able, too.
His
insolence was of such daring that one
could only smile.
Earl Schenk, as Blaise
all

A

Bias, deserves a bit of credit. He was the
Captain of his Master's Guard to perfection.
His slight swagger as he joins
Carlote to confide in the latter is thoroly
in keeping with his ability to wear a sword.
You know, those \'andyke beards were
very becoming, and of very much aid in

the costume value.
To return to your Moxiox Picture
M.^c.vziNE. Another department I always
enjoy is the review of pictures. I like to
see a production, and then compare my
views with those of the critic.
It gives
me a start, sometimes, when I see how
much alike those views are.
And now, as I do not wish to wear out

my

welcome, I think I should close.
I
have not been too painstaking, but
have had all this in mind for some

trust I
I

Most people are usually too busj'
or too interested in themselves, to listen to
another, so let us be thankful that we have
an outlet in the form of writing-paper on
which we may pour rivers of ink and
cascade our thoughts.
time.

—

Yours most

sincerelv.

A. T.,
Binghamton, N. Y.

In regard to Valentino'.? right to
name and in praise of his book of
verse "Day Dreams."
his

De.\r Editor

In the February issue of
M.\g.\zixe, one of the
fans tells us that Valentino has no right to
the name he is using. Does the young lady
know that Mr. Valentino's full name is
Rodolph Alfonzo Raffaclo Pierre Filbert
:

MoTiox Picture

.

Experience of Leading Artists

Letters to tKe Editor

with it
charm.

com-

mercial artists.

iik;')

Leading designers, artists, illustrating companies and
hundreds of successful Federal Students have enthusiastically endorsed Federal Training.
You get the advice and experience of men who have produced and sold
hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of commercial art
through exclusive lessons contained only in the Federal

—

Course.

Think of having as Federal authors such men as
Franklin Booth, called the "Painter with the Pen";
Charles E. Chambers, a leading magazine and story illustrator; C. Matlack Price, a poster authority; Neysa

McMein, magazine

covers; Charles Livingston Bull, the

Harold Gross, Edwin V. Brewer, F. E.
Schoonover, L. V. Carroll, Gayle Porter Hoskins and all
illustrators and designers who have made reputations
animal painter;

for themselves.

Send For This Book:

"YOUR FUTURE"
By all means send for this book
It is
beautifully illustrated in colors and tells every
detail

you want

fell

m

QMOTION HlCTUWp
neri magazine

>-

Gugliemi
Therefore,

Valentino

di

D'Antonguola

^Anmn?

?

think that he really has more
right to his name than Mr. Novarro has
I

to the one he

Also,

I

^^alentino

is

using.

Dance to Success

would
is

like to tell her that ^h.
the least conceited of anyone

Dancing is the most inisingle
qualification for quick recosnitiim
and sensational success ob
tlie stage.
Dancing is the
surest
developer of the
poise and grace and personality so vitally necessary for the star in the
portant

saw him when he was on his
tour for the ilineralava Company, and I
think that he and his wife are the most
charming people I have ever had the pleasI

know.

I

ure of seeing.

silent

Oh, Trix MacKenzie, how I should like
know you
Certainlj- I wish that all
these so-called "\'alentino Haters" could
read "Da.v Dreams."
I do not say that
the}^ would he converted, but I do say that
thej- would not continue to l>e so very sure
of themselves. Everybody has dreams, but
it
is
few people who can put them into
to

Canthrox

SHAMPOO

Yours

Any Druggist Can Supply You

readable stuff. I do not wish to infer that
the balance of your output is flat. It is
In fact, to my mind, yours
really good.
is the most readable of all the many movie
magazines published.
Got a pretty good
staff, I guess, or maybe ye editor knows
what to throw out and what to print. Botli
perhaps.
Did you ever sit at your window after
a violent storm and look at a beautiful
rainbow, noting the many colors that go

Merely diswash is more easily applied.
solve a teaspoonful of Canthrox in a cup of
hot water; thus making enough shampoo
liquid to saturate your hair.
Then rinse
and you have an absolutely clean head

—

hair.

Free Trial Offer
that Canthrox

is

the most pleas-

ant, most simple and in all ways the most
effective hair wash, we send one perfect
shampoo free to any address upon receipt
of two cents to cover postage.

\

\V

PETERSON & CO.

H.

S.

214

W. Kinzie St.
CHICAGO.

Dept. 450
ILL.

/

y/
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the warm shades,
the whole
the cold shades, and even those that sugRodolph Valentino's
tenderness?
gest
He is fire
characterizations are like that.
to

make up

and he is ice. He is Autumn, and Winter,
and Spring, and Summer. He is anything
"The Sheik" is
he wills himself to be.
It
actually worth all its hallyhooing.
has everything to make it intriguing, but
"A Sheik's clean-shaven jaw!" It is the
first time in motion picture history that an
-A^rabian gentleman without a mattress on
his face has ever reached the screen, and
for this we are indebted to Rodolph
Valentino.
Elinor Glyn has beaten Cecil De ^lille
at his own game, and on his own ground.
"The Great Moment" has as many marriages, divorces and annulments as could
be desired, nor is the lavish ballroom scene
Gloria
with bathing beauties missing.
Swanson's acting is as good as jMilton
The picture has one great
Silly's is bad.
moment and several beautiful costumes.
never
I do not care for Gloria Swanson
did, but I did enjoy considerably "Under
In this picture she does a role
the Lash."
almost (?) beyond criticism, but you cant
help but sympathize with her when Mahlon
Hamilton makes love to her with a collarAnd Russell Simpson as
ad expression.
the Boer husband wears a hay shock for a
beard, but so much for that
De Mille's "The Affairs of
Cecil
Anatol" was a fairly good picture as pictures go, but it did not deliver the "kick"

—

Big Free Book

"Be a Power in Electricity." This Book will
snow you how to make money in your spare
time — how in a few months time you can
qualify as an electrical expert— and how to
become your own boss in a profitable business
that will enable you to enjoy the good things
that life holds in store for those who succeed.
But don't send for this book unless you are
really interested in electricity and believe
that this is the line of work which will get you
into the Big Pay Class. Your request for a copy
of this free book puts you under no obligation.
American School Orexel Ave. and S8th St
Electrical DiTJiion E458 -Chicago, U. S. A.
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the

personal

we were led to believe it contained. Almost the entire retinue of Lasky FamousPlayers were kissed in this spectacular production. Wallie Reid being Anatol, whose
peculiarity
was collecting kisses from

supervi-

sion of

NED WATBURN

"The
creator

Man who
of

Stages the
Follies"
the magical Way-

—

bnrn Method selector
rector of the dancers
prodtictions on Broadway.

greatest

and

di-

in

the

Special Classes for Children

Ned Wayburn Studios of Sts^e Dancing, Inc.
1841 Broadway
New York City
Open daily 9 a, m. to 10 p. m., except Saturday eveuinga and Sunday
For full ififormation write for Art Booklet X'-iVafrcc

:

—

the cost it is almost unbelievable-^
No hair
scarcely three cents per shampoo.

To prove

under

^^^<I

truly,

Some interesting gossip with a
motion-picture backgrotmd.
Under the caption "LetDear Editor
ters to the Editor" you publish some very

Ned Wayburn Studios

^V

I

E. Lemmoxd,
21 Portage Street,
Buffalo, N. Y.

—

drama.
most thorough

finest,

of Stage Dancing, Inc.

^^^ ^m
^M
^^^B ^

Ruth

Nothing so completely brings out the
natural beauty and fluffiness of the hair as
Canthis daintily perfumed hair cleanser
throx.
It loosens all dirt and excess oil and
through its stimulating properties is known
to have a wonderful effect upon both scalp
and hair. For years it has been considered
the quickest, most effective dandruff remover known.

of

I

words. The exquisite tenderness of "You"
is one of those that will be read over and
over and remembered for the wonderful
pathos that it holds.
In closing, I should like to say that one
of my greatest pleasures is in reading the
"Letters to the Editor" each month in the
"Quality Magazine of the Screen."

nothing more satisfactory than

And

The

training in
the art
of
stage dancing, is imparted
by the

!

^8>
NEW

^1

LIQUID GIVES
INSTANT BEAUTY TO

LASHES AND BROWS

Lashhrow Liquid

is a wonderful new make-ui> for the
that Is Wiiter proof, so it won't be atfetited by tears,
batliing or perspiration.
And It won't even, rub off or
t'Ves,

smea]'.
It is easily

and evenly applied

witli the glass rod that

romcs with

each pacitage and dries instantly.
Won't
efl'eet if you don't want it to.
Liquid makes the laslies look long, thick
and luxuriant. Well dressed, carefully groomed women

give a beaded

La.shbrow

ererywlu-re are now ju.st as particular to dress the eye
lashes and brows as they are to apply powder or rouge.
Try Lashbrow Liquid today.
Costs only a few cents
and is on sale at all good toilet counters everywhere.
^'^^ introductory purposes we will send
PrAO Trial
I rial
you free a gentrous supply of Lashbrow
Llauid.
And we will include a trial size of anntiier
La.'^Iihrow
jtroduct
Lashhrow Pomade, which quifkly
stimulates tlie growth of the brows and lashes.
Clip
this announcement and send it at once to

rice

—

LASHBROW LABORATORIES,
417 Canal Street,

Dept. 184

Inc.

New York

City

FOR PHOTOPLAY DEAS
i)

Plots accepted any form ; revised, criticized,
Advice
copyrighted, marketed.
free. Universal Scenario Corporation, 204
Security Bldg., Santa Monica and Western Avenue, Hollywood, California.
Pobliahers

Popular Scenario BaUelin

-

Writer

^

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE COPY -M

itJM;r»yf»4
or Ear.
With or without music. .*hoit Course.
.No teacher required.
beginners taught by mail.
Learn 67
Self-Instruction Course for Advanced Pianists.
styles of Bass, 180 Syncopated Effects, Blue Harmony,
Oriental. Chime, Movie and Cafe Jazz, Trick Endings,
CleTer Rreal;s, Space Fillers, Sax Slurs, Triple Bass,
Wii-ked Harn}ony, Blue Obligato, and 247 other Subjects,
Including Ear Playing. 110 pages of REAL Jazz, 25.000
words.
A Postal brings our FREE Special Offer.

By Note

Ailult

Waterman Piano School, 253 Superba Theatre

los Angeles. Galif.

Bldg.

imainiiiiiDiis
A valuable money
1

making

field

Try it !— Mail us stories or Ideas, in any FOEJI. at
lOnce for FItEE examination, criticism and advice.,
V We give our honest services to amateurs who would
No ex^convert
their thoughts into DOLLARS.
'
perience necessary.

V-^S^t^'^
L^fflasil4.

Free iookJet nent on reQitest

Continental Photoplay Studio
154 Nassau St., New York
^
Suite 1112-14, Dept. H.

,ji|l|tfHmiM|'l|Jt1

j
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women

strange

got most of the

fun,

of

course.

Romeo"

"Doubling
for
Rogers in tights

with

Will

Now it is easy to see
stayed five years in the Follies.
Dont laugh at his legs they need enThe story is as thin as
couragement.
nckel plating, but sparkling subtitles, a
laugh in every one, make you forget even
locked with the cat in.
if you left home
"Everything For Sale," I i-eally believe
the above plot was pried out of moth balls
where it was interred before May McAvoy
was born. May is too sweet a little girl to

Marvelous

New Nestle Invention

I

!

why he

—

burdened

l)e

who

heroines

with

exhumed

plots

Famous Nestle LANOIL Home

Outfit Safely

Transforms Straightest Hair Into Lovely
Permanent Waves and Curls

New

Wives Astonish Husbands with

about

Over

got sold into drawing-room

Charming CurHness
One Year

7,000 Unsolicited Testimonials in

>lavery.

The Nestle LanOIL Home OutUse. The picture below
shows two friends waving each
other's hair in their home.

Even
enjoy

ming

the censors themselves ought to
Charles Ray in "The Old SwimHole," cause they cant find fault

with the

as there are none.

titles,

"Twin

Beds"

comedies

that

fit in

was

another
not

profit

of those
neither do
is
not, to

—but

Carter De Haven
they bore.
He is
me, gifted with true comic spirit.
lively and eager to be amusing, but the effort is always conscious effort.
There are few directors of pictures you
can depend upon for sane, sensible and
Allan Dwan is one.
spirited productions.
"The Forbidden Thing" is a simple tale,
told as only Allan Dwan could tell it.
Dwan is always interesting, he invariably
makes his characters living and human beFather Griffith seems to feel that
ings.
lit
should apologize for "Dream Street,"
and I think so, too. In the program he
writes
"We do not make any great
we have
promises one way or another
I'm glad you
done the best we could."
said that. Father Griffith, it will help you
better to hold your coveted place as the
eighth wonder of the world.
How these
"The Daughter Pays."
particularly
Selznick
suffer
women
licroines.
Poor Elaine Hammerstein is
imposed upon in every picture. Just because she is attractive is no reason why
she should be saddled with a story such as

"Your Home

If you want to see acting, real actsee Marjorie Rambeau in "The ForIf you want to see a beautune Teller."
tiful soul materialized, see Elsie FerguMin, and if you want to cry, see Pauline
I'rederick.
Elsie Ferguson is ccrtainl.v a
Norma Talmadgc
beautiful
woman.
scores high as a dramatic actress and
this.

ing,

draws the largest patronage.

am

here, I

Out

\\'e5t,

told her reels cost fifty dollars

others, who arc supbe greater than she of course silk
with all the
Still
costs more than calico.
films we have seen we miss something, what
i> it?
The Human Voice, words, that's it.
As a certain song writer has so ably put
it
in the first verse of one of his songs:

more than some of the

I'lised to

".Smiles

mean most

Tears

only

Ki.sses

like

—
—

.Tiiythinff.

and waves .ALL

have found by previous experience that
the fans were not myths who found their
way to the earth by mistake, as I had supposed, as hundreds of them answered my
letter of
year or so ago. I promised to
answer every letter I received, and if
there is a fan who dares to come forward
and contradict me, let him come I'll
knock him out in the first round.

—

19 months, we, who ha\e
already distrihuted the famous Home Outfit invention
of the eminent New York
hair genius, Mr. C. Nestle,
to over 180,000 homes, have
received thuusands of grateful testimonials
similar to these lovely pictures and de-

—

try

pcritv.

Sincerely,

fMiss) Japonette Tkxn.\xt,
Bo.K 89, Enid, Oklahoma.

writesus.'T justwet
and cnrl my Lanoii.-wavcd hairover
my finger, the same
as real naturally
curly hair."

Ottr Fully
Illustrated

A

Explanatory
Booklet Sent Free
on Request

—

no matter how straight,
stubborn or dry your hair is now. And
silky-bright,

water, perspiration, bathing, rain, fog or
shampoos will only make these waves and
curls wavier and curlier!

The same

Outfit will

wave mother

too,

sisters and neighbors. Little girls of 4
as well as their grandmothers— and in
perfect comfort and safety.

and

— Safe — Quick

curly hair through every test, if they do
not become prettier e\ery day, no explanations— just return the Outfit, and every cent
of its cost of %\?>, deposited with us or with
your postman, will be refunded immediately.

Do not delay your joy. Send the coupon,
or a letter, or postal today, to have youi
Home Outfit sent you on 30 days' free trial
at once.

known the world over as
inventor of the famous L.A.NOIL process,

Nestle Lanoil

which has made permanent waving as safe
and comfortable as a shampoo. In his two

12 and 14 East 49th

is

magnificent New York Establishments,
over 300 women of fashion are now waved
each day. But, if you cannot visit him or
a professional Nestle Lanoil Waver elsewhere, let the clever little Home Outfit
give you the dream of your lifetime

—

naturally curly hair.

30 Days ' Free Trial

Co., Dept.S

Established 1905

New

Street,
Just off Fiftli .\venue

Fill in, tear off

and mail coupon

nNESTLE LANOIL
12

&

14

East 49th

St.,

York City

today

CO.. LTD., Dept. S
York, N. Y.

New

Please send me the Nestle Lanoil Home Outfit for
Permanent Waving. 1 understand that if after using
the Outfit and the free trial materials. I am not satisfied. I may return the Outfit any time within 30 days,
and receive back every cent of its cost of Sl5.
I enclose $15 in check, money order, or
bank draft as a deposit.
I prefer to deposit the $15 with my postman when the Outfit arrives.
if only free booklet of
OR. check HERE
further particulars is desired.
,

to

Everyone

tory booklet. But as this means delay,
why not send directly for the Outfit on 30
days' free trial ?\\ diXQ yourhair, following
the simple directions. Then wait. Wash,
brush, comb, test it in any way you see
fit. If your lovely, soft curls and waves do
not look and act exactly like naturally

just

I'll

M issGr.^ce MoorM.AN, 1256 8th Ave.,

San Francisco, Cal.,

¥or every w/u-rr it goes, the Outfit makes
the straightest hair on adult or child naturally curly and wa\y. No more nightly
curling kids, irons or fluids.
single application of the dainty Home Outfit will give
you charming, soft, natural, hcallhy, permanent waves, curls and ringlets fresh

and

Gave

These Natural
Curls

Waves and Curls That You Can Wet

countries need not enclose stamp.
•And now, dear Editor, in closing I wish
you all success and long life, and pros-

—

Outfit

Theatrical Star

lighted letters.

And the best of it is that it costs you
nothing to try the Outfit. If you prefer,
you may /irsi send f(ir our free explana-

want

my

with

fine hair, until

Salina, Kansas,

to hear from all fans
please
answer all who enclose a stamp,
me. Those who live in foreign

I

write

and

curled it with your wonderful
outfit," writes Mrs. J. A. Ross.
I

N

Mr. Nestle

I

Perfectly Straight Before
"I could do nothing
straight, dry

THE TLME."

Gentle

sorrows bring
bubbles blown.
Fade to the great unknown.
Words, like flowers of May.
Their fragrance can forever stay."

"

writes pretty Betty Mfrrill,
1426 E. Fox St.. South Bend, Ind.
"My bob was straight as could be
before. Now I have pretty curls

;

;

Outfit Is

Wonderful

n

Name
Street

City

__

--.—
State

.
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Beau Brummell
{Continued from page 60)

wine but you must bring the

the

Ha

Ha

Beau

ladies.

the ladies like a
magnet
All but Lady Hester. Eh ? She
responds to a more royal passion.
beau!

!

attracts

!

A

tiful

woman, Beau

"'

"Excellent wine makes all women beautiful
Wales," ventured Brummell, and
George was so delighted with the bon mot
he overlooked the lapse in address.
Now it will be seen that Beau was living
a princely life on a far from princely income. Indeed, he had no income at all, the

—

m
" Mary,

Owe

I

'I am glad to give you this opportuhe said, 'for the best reason in the
world. You deserve it.
" 'You may not know^ it, but I've been
watching your work ever since the International Correspondence Schools wrote
me that you had enrolled for a course of
home study. Keep it up, young man, and

"

had more men
all

it

to

Box 6536-B, Scranton. Penna.
Without cost or obligation on my part, please

tell

e Spanish

Q

French

D Salesmanship
D Advertising
OBetter Letters
D Show Card Lettering
D Stenography and Typing
D Business English
Service

QRallway Mall Clerk

Q Common School Subjects
Q High School Subjects
Qlllustratlng

Q Architect Rending
Print
Q Blue
BuUder
Q Contractor andDraftsman

n

Architectural

Concrete Builder

Machine Shop Practice

Structural Engineer

Railroad Positions
Gas Engine Operating

D

D

Chemistry CH
Automobile Work
Airplane Engines

Pharmacy

Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping
Metallurgy
Mining
Steam Engineering
Radio

QAgriculture and Poultry
Mathematics

Name
Street

ii-ai-za

Address
City

State

Occupation
Persons residing in Canada should se7id this coupon to the
international Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited^
Montreal, Canada

REDUCE YOUR FLESH
spots— Arms, Legs, Bust^ Double Chin,

etc.

fact, the entire body. or
INany
part, can be reduced

ithout dieting by dissolving the fat through perspiration produced by wearing
Tiv garments.

A\

Anklets, for reducing and
shaping the ankles. Se7id
ankle tneasureinent.
Per pair $7.00
Ex. high
9.00
to reduce bust
Brassiere

—

and diaphragm

$7.00
.
3.59
Neck and Chin Reducer
2.50
Double Chin Reducer .
.
Sevd for ill us Ir ate d Booklet
.

.

.

.

.

DR.JEANNE M.P.WALTER
Famous Medicated Reducing

RUBBER GARMENTS

389 Fifth Ave.

t
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Kate Lester
Rose Dione

legacy having long since been dissipated.
Creditors were insulted, dodged, given a
sop, or were politely flattered, but the
time was coming when some new deterrent
had to be invented. Mortimer had sacrificed his savings and even the savings of
Kathleen, Lady Alvanley's maid, with
whom ht was enamored. From every
gentleman of his acquaintance Beau had
borrowed money. These from time to time
debt to one's equals
he managed to pay.
was a debt of honor in Beau's peculiar
Some of the disgruntled, bolder
code.
Lady
than the rest, went to the Prince.
Hester Stanhope, angry at being supplanted
by the Duchess of York in Beau's affections, tattled maliciously and vmtruthfully
to George, whose fatuous fatness now beLord Alvanley, who
longed to her.
loathed Beau chiefly because he had most

A

New York

City

in

marrying Margery when

loved the poor young Hussar, succeeded in destroying the Prince's belief in
Beau, unhim, by impugning his vanity.
conscious of all this, would have scorned
it in any event, such was his assurance.
Matters came to a head at a big ball at
Carlton House, where Beau as usual
crowned the festivities. Because he saw
the Prince, who was drunk as usual, making obviously unwelcome advances to Lady
The
Alvanley, he presumed to interrupt.
were
the
guests
furious,
Prince was
aghast, and reduced to utter speechlessness
by what followed.
Beau took a pinch of snuff, with his
famous gesture. "Ah," he drawled in the
lightest of tones, "I perceive I am not welshe

Brice

F. F. Guenste

Lady Moira

wronged him

in

Betty

.

Roland Rushton
C. H. Chaldecotte
John J. Richardson

Mme. Bergere

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
QElectrical Engineering
nElectric Lighting
DMechanlcal Engineer
Mechanical Uraftsman

Carmel Myers
William Humphreys
Richard Tucker
Andre de Beranger
Claire de Lorez
Michael Dark
Templar Saxe
Clarissa Selwynne
Carol Halloway
James A. Marcus

"Poodle" Byng
Parkyns, valet to Prince of Wales

me

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

Private Secretary

Mary Astor
Willard Louis
Irene Rich
Alec B. Francis

Snodgrass
Mr. Abrahams
Timothy

which I have marked an X:

DBoolikeeping

JOHN BARRYMORE

Airs.

I can qualify tor the position or in the subject before

DClvU

in

Kathleen, maid to Lady Margery
Snodgrass, an English Innkeeper

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Banliing Law
d-'iccountancy (including C.P.A.)
QNicholson Cost Accounting

walk away.
Lady Moira with a sug-

"Surely," said

Desmond Wertham
Mrs. Wertham

Mail the Coupon To-day

QBanUing and

startled to

Lady Margery Alvanley
George, Prince of Wales
Frederica Charlotte, Duchess of York
Mortimer
Lady Hester Stanhope
Lord Alvanley
Lord Stanhope
Lord Byron
Lady Alanly
Lord Manly

Are you always going to work for a
TLovf about you?
small salary?
Are you going to waste your natural ability
Or are you going to get ahead in a big
all your life?
way? It all depends on what you do with your spare time.
More than 180.000 men are getting ready for promoLet us tell you what
tion right now in tlie I. C. S. way.
we are doing for them and what we can do for you.

QBusiness Management
Qlndustrial Management
QPersonnel Organization
QTratBc Management
QBusiness Law

The next day in the Mall all of London's fashionable society, and some not so
fashionable, was assembled to see what
would happen when the two Georges met.
Beau stood chatting gaily with Lady
Moira and Lord Bj'ron when the Prince
appeared on the scene.
For once in liis
life Beau conceded discretion a point and

George Bryan Brummell

you! I might still be drudging along in
the same old job at the same old salary
if you hadn't urged me to send in that
I. C. S. coupon!"

how

so good, Wales, as to ring

coach."

BEAU BRUMMELL

nity,'

owe

Be

here.

my

short-story form, by permission, from the Warner Brothers' production
of the scenario by Dorothy Farnum, based on the play by Clyde Fitch, thru a
special arrangement with ^Irs. Richard Mansfield.
Directed by Harry Beaumont
and starring John Barrymore. The cast

Told

"TV/TR WILLIAMS called me into his office
iVl to-day and told me he was going- to
raise my salary $50 a month.

you'll go far.
I wish we
like you.'
"And to think, Mary, I

for

It

You"

All to

come

,

gestion of a sneer, "you'll not leave befcjre
the Prince arrives?"
Beau bowed gallantly and uncovered ijiis
head as the Prince drew near.
"Good day, Lady Moira and Byron," he
said pointedly, and Beau put his hat back
;

on.

"We are having a little supper tonight at
Carlton House," the Prince went on, obviousl}' nettled by Beau's flaunting disrespect.
"We want all our good friends to
be there. Will you come, Lady Moira, and
you

too, B3'ron ?"

They breathed an acceptance and
Prince turned,

now

as the

satisfied that the

hon-

Beau smiled with magnificent
"Who," he said
impudence on Byron.
loudly, "who's your fat friend, George?"
It was Beau's last sally, for after this
public break his creditors fell upon him
ors were his,

like a

pack of wolves.

Mortimer

and the faithful

new
Once
rooming-house Mortimer
persuade Beau to sell his

residence and a
there in a poor
tried

He

fled to Calais to establish a

new

flock of bills.

again to
of love

letters to a clamoring
publisher who was offering almost any sum.
"No, no," said the gallant for the third
"We shall burn them, Alortim^r.
time.
Too many reputations are at stake. I shall
save these dear ladies from their own ihknows but that I shall
discretions.
yet make virtue the fashion."
"Very good, sir," answered Mortirnier

collection

Who

"But we could have at least
few days. What matter's a
man's cravat if his l^elly is empty?"

mournfully.
eaten

for a

(Continued on page 108)
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Take Beauty by

the Forelock

Time

is the thief if you let it steal upon you unawares, but if you
take time by the forelock and build in each age for beauty in the
next, you also take beauty by the forelock and can carry her docilely
BEAUTY, the Aristocrat Among Women's
thru the seven ages.
Magazines, shows you the way. You cant afford to miss reading it.

The Impressionable Age
An

—

article that informs you how best to help the girl
changed
almost overnight from a child to gain an orderly view of her

—

future

life.

The Dangerous Years

A

portfolio of beautiful ^^omen of
are to decide for yourself which

—

—

ages youthful, mature 3"0U
representative has reached the

all

Dangerous Age.

"Disguise"— A Story

Contrasts in Beauty
An

illustrated article in

well-known women
mire in men, and
men tell what they
You'll enjoy their
both amusing and

tell

which three

what they

ad-

three well-known
admire in women.
opinions, they're
enlightening.

Knapp gives a
lesson in facial exercise.
exercise our faces every

The

first instalment of "Disguise," a
true story, written anonymously, will
appear in the April issue of Beauty.
Intimate and charming, the heroine
takes 3"ou thru experiences that you
will like to share.

Worry

The April

Penelope

We

minute

— how.?

of

the

but

day,

15

How much "Excess Baggage" do you carry

•>

of
tells

in

The

restraint.

Have you

lost

"pep"? An

article

your

on regulating your diet to your
needs tells you how to

your wardrobe.? Learn the
value
story

is the wolf on the
doorstep that robs woman
of her beauty.
This article tells how not to worry.

bring

it

back.

how.

Massage, like exercise,

A favorite of the

footlights
and one of the screen lights
tell the secret of their make-

ups.

effects its benefits thru cir-

"To Reduce"
how massage brings

culation.
tells
'^ertHle•7te.

Take heed

Special Introductory Offer

—5

Months

down

weight.

for $1.00

Because we want 3-ou to know that Beauty is in reality the aristocrat of women's magazines, we
will send you the next five big numbers upon receipt of the introductory price of $1.00.
Put a
dollar bill into an envelope and mail it right now before you have time to forget it.

S------------------------------------------------4
I
I

.1
-|

I

Pin a Dollar Bill to this coupon and receive the next five bis numbers of
"Beauty" Magazine. Mail at once to BE.AUTY, 175 DufflelU St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
,,
.\
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No Money
In Advance

"You are

CAMERA

On FREE Trial!
Only 10,000 of these marvelous, fnstantaneoua
picture-takin? and making cameras to be
Bent out absolutely on approval without a
penny in advance just to prove that it is the
most wonderful invention— the camera sen-

So you must Bend

for

it

quick! Just think
of it— the new
Mandel-etta

vulgar,

Beau with a

great

This Marvelous

eatioD of the age.

&

Beau Brummell
(Continued from page 106)

oi)scure garret in Calais.
It was there that Lady

Alargery went
him, worn out with waiting, desperate
with longing. And Beau received her with

MARVELOUS MEXICAN DIAMONDS;{

to

old gallantry,

all his

"You must
an said

in a

for

have delighted thousands of customers for 18 years They
positively match senuln« diamonds.
Same perfect cut, same
dazzling play of rainbow lire. Stand Intense acid test o( sId*
by tide comparison with lenulno.
Noted ciperts positively
need their experience to detect any dlNerence whatever. Perhaps the gems you admire on your closest friends are
and you never
it
Test
FREE; you risk nothing.'
Wear It seven days side by side with a genuine diamond. It you
see any difference, sand It bach; it won't cost you a cent.

wrapped in his fra3-ed
last remnant of his

let me help you," the
trembling voice."

"Madame,

MAKES

the

;

dressing-gown,
former splendor.

AND

said

majestic gesture,

"you may go."
Now, George sat on the throne of England, King; Lady Margery Alvanley was
mercifully widowed; Lady Hester Stanhope with her complaisant husband were
both passe the Duchess of York was once
more a dutiful wife, recovered of her unfortunate infatuation, and Beau was old
and poor, making holes the fashion in an

old

TAKES

Mortimer,"
still

you but

to

live

MEXICAN DIAMONDS
MEXICAN DIAMOND

wom-

TO INTRODUCE
HALF PRICE
new
we quote

To Introduce
which are

and be

Pictures

Instantly
Ton

press tho button, drop card in developer and In on*
minute takeout a perfect, linisbcd postcard photo 2MxSK
inches in size. Camera, itself, is about 4>sx6x7 inches.
Loads in daylight 16 to BO post cards at one time.

No Fiims-No Plates-No Dark Room
Not a bit of the mass and bother of the «>rdinary kodak
or camera. It is instantaneous photography. Universal
focus lens produces sharp pictures at all distances.
Pictures develop and print automatically. Cao't over*
develop; results simply amazing.

We Trust You

No

difference who you are, where .voa live or what
your age, we will send yon the complete "Mandel^ette"
outfit absolutely on approval and give you 10 days to test
it.
If not satisfactory return it. But when you see what
elegant pictures it takes so quick, so easy.with no trouble
at all— if you vrish to keep it you simply send us 50c per
week until our special price of only $10.00 is paid.

—

No

red tape of any kind. Weekly payments so small
you'll cot notice them. Lots of fun and big profits.

No Experience Required
Plain instructions and everythins complete with outfit
eo you can begin taking pictures toe moment St arrives.
We guarantee that even a child can operate it. Mail
coupon rigt t now. No risk or obligation to keep camera.

~The Chicago Ferrotype Co.,—

r—2309meW.

Erie St.,

Desk

29, Chicago,

III.

^

I

at once one complete model Mandel-ette
ISend
Camera outfit including supply of post cards and inI
I

structions. 1 agree to examine and test it thoroughly
and if satisfied keep it and pay you 50c a week until
your special price of $10.00 is paid. Otherrrise i will
return it at the end of 10 days.

Name.
St.

I
I
J

1
I
,

••••••••••••••••a

ard No.,

Town.

.State.,

Standard of Spanish

Army

Genuine Astra

$7

—

these fine guns.
•'

5

8.95
9.9S
10.93
16.95

25 cal., 7 Bhot ASTRA. C. O. Q. Automatlo.
25 cal., 7 shot ASTRA, Automatic.
25 cal., 7 shot ASTRA, triple safety.
32 cal., 10 shot ASTRA, extra magazine.
32-20 and 38 cal. swing-out cyl. revolvers.

Wo

Write lor firearms catalogue.
guarantee
perfect workmanship and material: every gun brand
new; of drop forged steel throughout. Before buying
any gun insist on this guarantee. Send no monay
unless you wish. Pay postman on delivery plus postage. Money cheerfully refunded it not fully satisfied.

ACT NOW to get
WRITE TODAY.

these

SPECIAL LOW PRICES.

CALIFORNIA TRADING COMPANY
Dept> 10-4, Terminal Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

!
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finger to

CriJn
OLllU

"

your money.

I

US

-

itself in short time. Will last
for years. Basy to use, printed
rules sent. Print tor others.
Bin PUOFIT. Write factorj
TODAY for press catalog.
TYPK, cards, paper.envelopes,

THE PRESS CO.,D-44.UetideR,Cou.

^STAMMER
Send 10 cents
Stuttering.

for 288-paBe

3084BoQue

BUNIONS

i'EDODYNB "So\vent." New way. Pain
immediately vanishes. Acts.liite magic on
worst Bunions, Hump ffraduaUy disappears.

place at this last display of pride, and this
misfortune was averted only by the fact
that Beau finally discovered that he too
must eat, and that when one's stomach
screamed aloud for food, one's cravat,
coat, breeches, vest and collar, really did
not matter.
His last snuff-box, of which he had had
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answered

gry, always cold and alone, the man who
had so little a time ago been the idol of
England, spent his bleak days. But there

we will

Box of "Solvent"

an almost priceless collection, was ttu"ned
over in all humility to Mortimer. "Here,
friend," he said to that astonished worthy,
"take this and sell it, and we'll go back to
England, where I shall dismiss you from
my service and you can marry your
Kathleen."
"Oh, sir, I dont know what to say, sir,"

Back in England in a meaner lodging
than Beau had ever even seen, he took up
his life again, and for the first time in his
pampered career, he was forced to serve
himself.
He did it badly too, and many
sad thoughts danced a defiant Macabre in
his brain, and bitter memories played a
funeral dirge in his heart. Too often hun-

bonk on Stammering and

It tells hoiv I
"Its Cause and Cure."
stammering 20 yrs. B. N. Bogus.
BIdo.. 1147 N. III. St.. Indiananolis.
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whose entourage Lady .Mvanley
Mortimer almost stepped out of his

still
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nothing,"
of that."
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Our hap-

particularly
mournfully,
the
departure
Beau even
since it also included Kathleen.
refused arrogantly, aid from the King,
then on one of his rare trips to France,

Own

cards, circulars, labels, tags, menus
book, paper. Press $12. Larger %V^. Job

the woman pleaded in vain, and
had to go away from the little seaport town with her heart left behind her.
Mortimer still sighing over food watched

less
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the Duchess
was lonely and she was kind.'
"Oh, my dear," cried the woman, and
the man seized her in his arms and pressed
a long, long kiss upon her upturned lips.
"You must go," he said brokenly, gal"I am not worthy now.
lantry forgotten.
I could not accept the sacrifice.
piness can never be, Margery."

•'ust send name, address and super
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promptly.

Beau shrugged his shoulders but made
no answer.
"There was Lady Hester Stanhope."
"I was bored and she amused me."

Beau," and

The finest European pistolDrop Forgetl Blue Steel Throughout uses
standard ammunition, an accurate, hard-hitting,
brand-new weapon.
Bought before^ recent tariff raise.
Buy now
from sole U. S. importers and save about)^ on
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many women

stammered the man.
"Well then, say

Adopted by
French Daring
World War
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No. 4— Gents Ex. Heavy Gypsy ring, platlno finish, black
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to
customers,
these prices
you pay and Just half our catalog prices.
1 ct. Solitaire, fine 141c gold f52.M

2— Gents Heavy Tooth Belcher. 1 ct.gem, 14k cold
3— Ladles 3 stone Duchess ring, fine platino finish,

yourself is enough."
"It has not seemed to be enough
for
"There were
you," Margery went on.

'
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Everything About
Cuticura Soap

the dregs.

"Out you go," said an irate landlady at
the end of several months without a cent
from her still gallant roomer. "No money,

Suggests Efficiency
Soap, Ointment, Talcam,25c. everywhere. ForsampIeB
address: CnticaraLaboratorlea. Dept, D, Malden,MaB8.
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no room.

Agoodoldyriend
Remember

good oldfashioned mustard plaster
Grandma used to pin around
your neck when you had a
the

cold or a sore throat?
It did the work, but my how it
burned and blistered
Musterole breaks up colds in a
hurry, but it does its work more
gently— without the blister. Rubbed
over the throat or chest, it penetrates
the skin with a tingling warmth that
I

brings relief at once.

Made from pure oil of mustard, it is
a clean, white ointment good for all
the little household ills.
Keep the little white jar of Musterole
on your bathroom shelf and bring it
out at the

first

sign of tonsillitis, croup,

rheumatism or a cold.
To Mothers: Musterole isalso made
in milderform forbabies and small chil-

neuritis,

dren. Ask for Children's Musterole.
35c and 65c jars and tubes; hospital size, $3.

The Musterole

Co., Cleveland, Ohio

I've

waited as long as I'm going

to."

"Madame,"

Beau in
do anything

his old

replied

never

"I

ner,

in

a

man-

hurry.

"

I

"Out you go," screamed the angry land!"
"Pauper
Beau winced. Pauper. How the word
Pauper. Where shall he go now but
cut.
to a pauper's prison ?
And so it was to

lady.

the pauper's prison at old Vauxhall.
And
there in all its misery and squalor a miracle happened to Beau Brummell.
He
looked one night into his cracked mirror
and saw not the ragged, unkempt, staringcreature with a dirty- rag tied jauntily
about its neck, a dingy brocaded gown
hanging from its gaunt shoulders, but a
young and beautiful youth with the most
perfect profile in all England, the whitest
linen, the handsomest coat, the last word in
sartorial annals
in short, Beau Brummell,
the acknowledged king of English society.
Yes, a miracle, for Beau was come into
his own again and lost were the many
miserable years between.
In his old body
his mind slipped hack to that golden time,
young again. He babbled of appointments,
of the fashion, of George of England, of
Lady Moira, the Duchess Margery. He

—

—

—

ordered Mortimer about with all his old
time assurance.
And when one day his old faithful valet
sought him out, led to him by the kindly
of

Charity, it scarcely stirred a
memory in Beau's crazed mind. Mortimer
wept to see his low estate, but Beau looked
at him coolly and spoke.
"You seem to have forgotten, Mortimer,
the party tonight.
I
want covers for
twelve. The Prince he said eight o'clock,
but I said, 'Make it eight-thirty, \\'ales I'
Lady Hester Stanhope, Lord Alanlcy,
drunk or sober.
The Duchess Poodle
Sisters

BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

Sage Tea Turns
Gray Hair Dark
Gray hair, however handsome, denotes
advancing age.
We all know the advantages of a youthful appearance. Your
hair is your charm. It makes or mars the
face. When it fades, turns gray and looks
streaked, just a few applications of Sage
Tea and Sulphur enhances its appearance
a hundred-fold.

—

—

Thousands of
tion of other ingredients.
folks recommend this ready-to-use preparation, because it darkens the hair beautifully, besides, no one can possibly tell,
as it darkens so naturally and evenly. You
moisten a sponge or soft brush with it,
drawing this through the hair, taking one
small strand at a time.
By morning the
gray hair disappears; after another application or two, its natural color is restored
and it becomes thick, glossy and lustrous,
and you appear years younger.

—

—

—

you and the animal. Resemblance
is growing closer
Manley
Sober, by all
the gods
Ah Lady Alvanley Margery
see

to

—
"

— Margery

Co.,

New Yorh,

N. Y.

Pimples Can Be Removed
you suffer from pimples, acne, blackheads,
brown spots or eruptions, I want to send you my
simple home treatment under plain wrapper. It
gave me a soft, velvety, smooth and radiant
comple.xlon. and healed thousands of men and
women, after everything else failed. Simply send
name for generous 10 day free trial offer of my
It

secret

home

treatment.

W.H.WARREN,329 Gray Bldg.,Kansas

City.Mo.

!

!

—

Beau went on.
Thrice welhis Royal Highness
I've a new hat
come, George, by George
"
buckle to show you. I
He slumped suddenly forward and
Mortimer took the spare frame tenderly
"Oh, sir," he cried helplessin his arms.
ly, "what can I do for you?"
Beau gasped for breath. "Dismiss this

as

".Ah

—

!

!

— rabble,
but

Alortimer

Lady

— we — are — fatigued

.Alvanley.

Margery.
Dont leave me, dear."
His heart-beat grew

leave

me,

It's

Dont
She
growing dark.

before tcu start 1o

Do

flglit?

you need

this

Idnd of

treatment to briiit' you to your senses? If you are
tliat kind of a fellow, the chances are strong that
you are going to get it,

BE READY
don't recoiumend tliat you be a rowdy who goes
But I do believe you
around lookiug for a flglit.
should be alert and. when the time comes, be pre-

I

pared to beat the other fellow to

tlie

punch.

THE WISE MAN
attention to the condition

Some men never pay any

of their liouse till it begins to fall on their head.
Othei-s watch for the first sign of a crack aiid iiuabout the
iiudiately have it put in condition.
Are you going to let
house you live in your body
it clog up and waste away until you suddenly realize

How

—

'/

you have tuberculosis or some other dreadful, incurCheck up on yourself
Get wisel
able disease?
rut your body in shape and keep it so.

1

apple is no good unless you eat it. Let It lie.
Let your muscles lie idle and
it will rot away.
iluy will wiuite away, but use your muscles and you
.\n

and

have more muscle to use.

fainter. Eerily thru
tangled hair, his mad eyes gleamed.
Suddenly he drew himself up, and somehow thru the misery and squalor, thru the
sickness and decay, he was still Beau, the
debonair.
"Not yet, Mortimer," he rasped out thinly, some uncanny prescience forcing thru
this muddled consciousness, "I never do
"
anything in a hurry
Alortimer laid him gently on a couch.
His lips moved and bending over, Mortimer heard him say, "Margery my own
"
forever and forever
true love
other
side
from
the
the
words
came
But
The great Beau was dead.
of the world.

—

I don't claim to cure
But I do absolutely guarantee to make a
disease.
If you wait until
strong. hiisUy luau out of you.
some disease gets you, the doctor is the only one
but come to me now and the
w!io can save you
diH-tor will starve to death waiting for you to talte
I'll put one indi of solid muscle on your arm
sick.
in just 'SO days anil two inches on your chest in the
But tliat's only a starter.
same length of time.
I'll put an anuor plate of muscle over your entire
botly and build up the walls in and around eveiy
I'll shoot a quiver up your siiiiie that
vital organ.
will make you glow all over.
You will have a spring
to your step and a flash to your eye that w-ill

That's what they call me.

—

radiate life and vitality wherever you go. And what
say doesn't just mean may be. Are you witli me?
Come on then. LLt's go.

I

Send
<<

for

My New

64-Pagre Book

MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT

99

It contains forty-three full-page photographs of myself
and some of the many prize-winning pupils I havi*
trained. Many of tliese are leadtrs in tlieir business
professions today.
I have not only given them a
Inxly to he proud of, but made them better doctors,
lawyei-s, merchants, etc.
Some of tliese came to
as pitiful weaklings, imploring
to help them.
Look them over now and you will marvel at their
This book will prove a real inpresent physiques.
spiration to you; all I asU is 10 cents to cover cost

me

me

the

—

Do You Need a Bust
In the Nose

"THE MUSCLE BUILDER"

Mortimer's gorge rose. Little drops of
sweat stood out on his aging forehead.
In spite of himself he peered into the
murky shadows. The blank wall of the
Nothing more, lie shivered
attic room.

all

Wyeth Chemical

—

Byng- Lady
Al Lady
"
gery Margerj' my own true love
He stopped and apparently listened to
something.
"Ah," he said, recovering his
wandering wits, "I hear them coming.
Quick, my snuff, man. Ah, Poodle, glad

!

Don't stay gray! Look young! Either
prepare the recipe at home or get from
any drug store a bottle of "Wyeth's Sage
and Sulphur Compound," which is merely
the old-time recipe improved by the addi-

—
Alvanley — Mar-

Earle E. Llederman
as lie Is to-day

—

wrapping and mailing.
For the sake of your
future liappiness send for your copy today—right
now before you forget it.

of

—

EARLE
Dept.

E.

LIEDERMAN

304^305 Broadway, New. York City

E. LIEDERMAN.
Dept. 304, 305 Broadway,

EARLE

New York City.
Dear Sir: I enclose hertwith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me without any obligation on my part
whatever, a copy of your latest book, "iluscular
Development,"

Kame
City

State
(Please write or print plainly')
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Desirous. Yes, just write to the stuand be sure to enclose twenty-five

dios,
cents.

Doug and Mary Fan.
like

you.

— There

Taylor

Estelle

is

^

are lots
playing in
Hall." You

"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
want a picture of Mary and Doug on the
cover.
Antonio Moreno in "Flaming
Barriers" and now playing in "Blufif.
James Cruze is directing "Magnolia," the
Booth Tarkington story.
Big Blue Eves. Richard Dix is with

—

Famous

Shirley

Players.

Mason with Fox

and Gloria Hope is not playing for any
Mr. and Mrs.
one company right now.
Sessue Hayakawa expect to remain abroad

He is making picmonths.
tures, jou know.
Co-Ed. You here again. Well I want
you to feel as tho you were writing to an
Mary Philbin is with Univerold friend,
No, I am always trying to get ahead.
sal.
To be satisfied, is to come to a standstill.
RiCH.\RD axd Claire. You say there is
Sense must be
too much nonsense here.
very good indeed to be as good as good
nonsense. Yes, we have used several picWatch
tures of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr,
for the big fight in "Flowing Gold,"
W, R. Mc. Marie Prevost, Florence
Vidor, Monte Blue, Harry Myers, Adolphc
Menjou and Creighton Hale in "The
Marriage Circle," which is being directed
by Ernst Lubitsch, I believe the pictures
you mention are of foreign make, and I
have no record of same.
Scaramouche, No, I have never been
married, but am willing to be if I can find a
Nita Naldi is about
girl to support me,
Jackie
Stands five feet eight.
thirty.
Coogan with Aletro. He is nine. Thanks
for your kind wishes, but my birthday
wont be until January 5th, next year,
for several

—

"I

Can Teach You
»

toDanceLikeThis
—
Sergei Marinoff
You can study classic dancing in all its forms.
Greek, aesthetic, intrepretive, Russian, ballet
underthe direction of the famous SergeiMarinofi.
This remarkable home study system, endorsed by
M/ell known dancing teachers and dancers, enables anyone to master the technique of the dance.

—

MarinoH makes the training easy and fascinating.
You have a complete studio in your home. The
equipment consisting of practice costume,
slippers, phonograph records, and dancing bar,
are furnished free with the course.

Write Today!
Everyone interested in dancing should write to
Sergei Marinofi at once and get complete information about his splendid system of home insttucdoD in Classic Dancing. This information
is free.
Write today.
Sersel Marinoff, School of Classic Dancing
1924 Sunnyaide Ave.. Stutlio 12-64 Chicago

BE A MANICURIST

COMPLETE
MANICURING
Earn $40 to $75 Per Week
COURSE
Learn In Your Spare Time at Home
I

6 easy lessons. Become an expert. Send $2 to
Waison Curtis, 4428 Maiden St.. Apl-I-BA Chicago

Movie Fan

\

—

—

—

a Copy of
This Book

Now and

Order

SAVE

$1.50

Do you know what an "adhesive
Do you know the name
who tore up a contract

relative" is?
of the actress

Have you any idea
amount of Mary Pickford's
when she first entered the
movies and what her present income is?
worth 3250,000?

of the
salary

Nine years ago Samuel Goldwyn was

Today he heads
a glove salesman.
the big producing company which
bears his name.
Most of the stars
have worked for Mr, Goldwyn. He
knows them, perhaps, better than
they know themselves. And he has
written a
book of reminiscences
which is as interesting and thrilling
as any piece of fiction you ever read.
Dont fail to read Samuel GolHwyn*s ^'Behind
the Screen."
You can (ret it at any book
store for i^2.50, or for J^3.50 you can have the
hook with a year's subscription to the Motion
Picture Magazine.

$5.00 Value

—

Peggy, So you dont believe that I am
an old man. All right for you, Peggy. No
navigator has yet traced lines of latitude
and longitude on the conjugal sea, says
Balzac.
Yes, Marion Davies is with
j\r.
Mary Miles Minter is not
Cosmopolitan.
playing now.
Emzaueth, Ricardo Cortez is with

Should Have

for

Only $3.50

—

Famous

^^^^^B!
Write today for the
Sweet Catalog— Shows
thousands of beautiful

:i)f?=

gift

suggestions in Dia-

monds, Watches and
Jewelry. Every article
isthe greatest value at
the very lowest price.
Ask for Catalog N0.314-J

Diamond Solitaire Ring
Only $4.00
a Month
A

blue -white
Diamond in a graceful 14K Solid Gold
fiery

mounting. The ideal

Engagement Ring.
Sent Free for your
complete examination. If satisfied,

pay

only $5,00 upon arand S4.00 a

rival,

month for

10

months

until the total of $45
has been paid. Send

for this exquisite

gem Today.
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Wm.
all

B, R,

— All

New York"

I

can say

So you

you hear.

dont believe
"Little Old

is,

liked

"Robin Hood,"
Wh}' F. B, O. are producing a series of
jjetter

than

pictures about the telephone girl,, starring
Alberta Vaughn, The stories will be released as "The Telephone Girl," and F, B.
O. are planning a national campaign in

which

250,000

operators

telephone

will

—Viola

Dana is with Metro, Conand Norma Talmadge at the United

Bebe,

stance
Milton Sills
Studios,
Landis
with
Cullen
Lasky. Is that all?

M.\GGiE

and Sue,
Your

a nice time.
esting, but

Florida

also

with

Famous

— Glad you
letter

While our limited supply of these books last,
we are pleased to make this remarkable barAs you know, the
gain offer to our readers.
subscription

yearly

price

the

of

Motion

Picture Magazine is>^2.50. The retail price
Hence by
of "Behind the Screen" is S2.50.
ordering the two together you save i51.S0.
For your convenience we have workedout two
methods of payment. Below you will find
particulars.
Choose whichever is the most
convenient for you.
And by all means place
your order at once, for, remember, our sup•

participate.

United.
Players-

are having

was most

inter-

ply

limited.

is

CUT HERE-

SPECIAL ORDER COUPON
Motion Picture Magazine
Book Department
175 Duffield

Street

Brooklyn, N. Y-

no questions.

Lassie. — Well,

when

two

friends part, they should lock up one another's secrets and interchange their keys,
Lois Wilson is playing in "Icebound," with
She has brown hair and
Richard Dix,
hazel e)es. five feet five and a half and

Please enter my name on your mailing list to
receive the Motion Picture Magazine for one year

and
commencing
copy of "Behind the Screens."
below the method of payment 1

me a
have checked

also send
I

prefer.

S3. 50 enclosed to pay in full, postage prepaid.
balance of S2.50, plus postage
SI. 00 enclosed
will be paid Postman upon delivery of

—

book.

weighs 120 pounds.
Inquisitive.

— Claire

Windsor

feet six

and a half and she

now,
Lydia.

— You

is

is

five

Najne.

not married

write a mighty interesting

So Leatrice Joy is your permanent
She has black hair and brown eyes.
idol.
Laura LaPlante is playing opposite Hoot
Gibson in "The Cocopah Kid."
letter.

iDipiaiu.

Players, you know,

City..
State.

For Canada add 75c^Foreien $135
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Editor Gossips

(Continued from page 47)
cided that every kind of original tea and
How we
had been given.
luncheon
maligned the ingenuity of the movie pressagents
!

$15.00
One

of the social events of the passingcinematic season was the premiere of
Cecil B. DeiMille's "The Ten Commandments." The audience was one of the most
celebrated we have ever seen and seemed
impressed with the occasion.
evidently
The women, passing up and down the
aisles, were as beautiful and as beautifully
gowned as the mannikins in a fashion
There were heavy furs
parade.
shimmering
sparkling head-dresses
Society
brilliant jewels.
satins
mingled with the professions. Debutantes
whose photographs and activities are headcolumns
the society
for
material
line
talked tea-dances in the foyer and accepted introductions to the stars with
rapturous excitement.
Mr. DeMille made a speech in response
to the tumultuous ovation accorded him.
And in the boxes and in the foyer the
different members of the cast who had
.

.

She did not have

to go to the
of diet or exercise.
She
found a better way, which aids the
digestive organs to turn food into
muscle, bone and sinew instead of fat.

.

trouble

Marmola Prescription
Tablets, which are made from the
famous Marmola prescription. They
She

used

aid the digestive system to obtain the
nutriment of food. They will allow
you to eat many kinds of food without
the necessity of dieting or exercising.
full

Prescription

Tablets

give

complete relief from obesity. And
when the accumulation of fat is
checked, reduction to normal, healthy
weight soon follows.
All

good drug stores the world over

po»<:paid.

MARMOLA COMPANY
Detroit, Mich.

Garfield Bldg.,

yoa can keep tbem safe

flLiid

enjoy Uiem always.
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«re on eale at Photo SuppI? and
Albam counters everywhere. They
Styles

I

I

are the only Quick. Easy, Artiatic.
No Paste, No Fold way to mount
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LEARN PIANO!

This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a skilled
player ol" piano or organ at quarter
usual coat. It shows why one lesson
with an expert is worth a dozen other
lessons. Dr. Quinn's famous Written
Method includes all of the many important
modern Iniprovenients
in
right to your home the g-reat advantages

jT^

mnnlc. Brinpra
of conservatory study. For the heR-inner or experienced players.
Endorsed by great artists. Successful rraduates everywhere. Suientific yet easy to
understand. Fully illustrated. All music free.
Diploma granted. Write today for free book.
Quinn Conseryaloiy, Studio

MG84. 598

Columbia Road. Boston 25, Mass.

BANISH YOUR
wltlv DESIN/EVI-"
A

SAFE, SIMPLE, PAINLESS,

GUARANTEED HOME TREATMENT'
^r/tc rorTlookkl of Inrormation-lt'sFrct

D5C-L'ALLEN-326 CHAMBERS BLDC
-v

KANSAS

.

New York

.
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If we hadn't seen scores of pictures
of her every month for years, we would
never have believed that she was the extremely brilliant and intelligent young
woman who furnishes the very foundation
for the Cecil DeMille productions

time.

CITY. MO.

~

'

is

race.

Mother Ashton was there

gown

of
white sequins. By theater time her Goldenrod Inn has pretty well thinned out and
she is able to leave the stragglers in the
capable hands of her Japanese servitors.
number of writers were there.
remember Rita Weiman as the hostess of
one bo.x party
and Fannie Hurst in a
box across the theater.
And Lillian
Lauferty, known as a writer of short
stories, but more universally under her
nom de plume of Beatrice Fairfax, was
accompanied by Daniel Frohman.
in a

We

.

ilJJIJrJJlllfJll
Send birthdate, name and address.
Receive a great surprise by return mail.
Your Zodiac interpretation according to astrology will be
sentfree. Don'tdelay. Your future
is governed by astrology.
Leam
the truth now. See what your
Zodiac sign says of your future,
wealthy happiness and marriage,
fnenda, eoemtea. Bucceea, lucky days,
etc. Enclose birthdate with 10c in any
toroato help cover j>apl<inHr, etc.
._

Brooklvn.W.Y.

.
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The Most
Precious Perfume
in the World
CT)IEQER'S FLOWER DROPS
are unlike anything you have
_/y

>v_> ever seen before. The very
essence of the flowers themselves,
made without alcohol. For years the
favorite of women of taste in society
and on the stage.

The

regular price

_

is

$15.00 an ounce, but for 20c

you can obtain a miniature bottle of this
perfume, the most precious in the world. When
the sample comes you will be delighted to find
that you can use it withoutextravagance. It is
so highly concentrated that the delicate odor
from a single drop will last a week.

Sample
20^
Send
silver)

20c (stamps or
with the cou-

Other Offers
Direct or from Drnggitts
Bottle of Flower Drops
with lonff glass etopper,
coDtaininfT SO drops, a
supply for 30 weeks;
Lilac, Crabapple. $1.60

pon below and we will
send you a sample

Lily of the Valley,
Rose. Violet
$2.00

vial of Rieger's

Flower
Drops, the most allur-

Above Odors,

ing and most costly
perfume ever made.

Mon Amour Perfume,
sample offer, I oz, $1.60
Souvenir Box

Your choice of odors,
Lily of the Valley.
Rose, Violet, Romanza. Lilac or Crabapple.
Twenty cents for the
world's most precious

Romanza

$2.50

sis
M " i 8

l oz.

Extra special box of

25c bottles of
ent perfumes
If

five
five differ-

.$2.00

any perfume does not

exactly suit your taste,
do not hesitate to return
and money will be re-

funded

cheerfully.

perfiimel

Send The Coupon Now!
Paul Rieger &. Co.,

(Since 1872)
195 First Street,
San Francisco
Enclosed find 20c for which please send me
sample bottle of Rieger's Flower Drops in the
odor which I have checked.

D
O

Lily

of the Valley

D

D

Lilac

Romania

O

Rose

O

Violet

Crabapple

Name.
Address.

.

D

Souvenir Box

We

ZODIAC RESEARCI^ SOCIETY

Suite 70 6. 415 - S8th S t

.

the furthest thing imaginable from
the severe, spectacled, stout shoed, high
collared feminist which the cartoonists
used to draw. No one there looked much
younger or any fresher than Aliss Macphcrson. Her gown was slightly boufFante
and sprigged with dresdcn flowers, while
she carried an old-fashioned Victorian
bouquet in her tiny white hands.
Surely a woman of her metal deserves
the wealth she has earned and the laurels,
too.
It is easy enough to drop the charm
of femininity and the consideration of
dress in the pressure of the commercial

She

A

Jicallh,

.

and that Famous Players-Lasky have just
signed her under a new contract, the
figures of which read like the war debt.

ENCei. MFC. CO.
^J:1
100Dept.23D,471tN.ClarkSt..Chrcaeo

teaclilntr

.

.

Kodak Pnots. A dime brinea 100
andeamples to try. Write

FREE BDOK

to

.

rt CornerY)ur'Rctures-Aibum
47bere

.

brocaded metallic cloth.
Richard Dix escorted Lois Wilson whom
we glimpsed smiling demurely up at hirn
and Rod LaRocque was almost a half
hour getting from the theater to the curb
The crowds
where his car waited him.
him under the theater
about
milled
marquee. Above them you could see Rod's
young head, his eyes shining with exciteand his silk hat
ment and happiness
set jauntily on one side.
In the lobby during the intermission we
saw Jeannie Macphcrson for the first
.

sell

Marmola Prescription Tablets at one dollar
a box. Ask your druggist for them, or order
direct and they will be sent in plain wrapper,

238

.

.

.

.

for the opening were
receiving the sincere praise and congratulations of their friends.
Nita Naldi wore some indescribable

come

Thousands have found that the

Marmola

.

.

met Richard Dix for the first time
last month and forthwith put our preconceived notions of him awav in moth-

—$1.00

enclosed.

$
r,

if Dst

pIcittdyMfiBnty

encloseil.
will

be relantil.

Ill

f

—
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He isn't at all the altogether-toorighteous youth who goes about his days
fervently murinuring "God is Love."
do not doubt that he has a religion
but he lives it and doesn't mouth it. And
we're convinced that he frequently errs in
a pleasantly human manner and that he has

balls.

We

.

been known to do extravagantly

.

.

foolish

We

think he has a case for libel
against the films, for the majority of them
have made him a ridiculously virtuous individual
and never permitted him the
portrayal of mortals, even as you and I.
things.

.

.

.

C^sa

At lunch that day Richard Dix told us
a pleasant story about Ruddy Valentino.
He had vital praise to offer in his name.

Eleunor Boardman. beauti-

He said he had first met Valentino when
he was an extra, suffering all sorts of
privations
disappointments,
trying
and

ful star of the screen, says:

hard to get on

—

on the charming Day Dream odor a
fragrance it-elcomea by alt who appreciate

choicefl

requtsiies."

toilet

in

At

Hollywood.

that

Dix

was leading-man in a Los
Angeles stock company. On several occasions when they had met, Valentino had
asked him if he would advise him to try
the stage.
The poverty he was experiencing had about turned his back on the
time

a pleasure to congtatutate you

*'It ts

mouthwash,
gargle and
to prevent infection
That never-empty place in medidne
cabinets belongs to Absorbine, Jr.

As

mouthwash it is germ destroyand refreshing.
As a gargle it soothes and relieves an

irritated or swollen sore throat.

With a

studios.

About

when he
in

this time

.

Dix

left

Four Horsemen of

When

Di.x

saw him talking

to
at the studios,

It is delightful after

the

some men

first

STEARNS—PERFUMER

greeting.
Di.x insists that there was a
warm sincerity in \'alentino's manner that
day, and on the days to come, which he
v.ill never forget.
that Rodolph has returned to the
studios after the law-suit which branded
him as selfish, temperamental and up-stage
in the daily press, we are glad to print
this story which came entirely unsolicited
Praise
and from one of his collcgues.
from your own countr}- is rare praise in-

Established 1855

aid for cuts

and

rexplaitiinehowthp
'

,

deed.
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FAMOUS MARVO

LIQUID SKIN PEEL PREPARATION
removes

all

surface blemishes. Freck-

f Ic3. Pimples. Blackheads. Eczema, discolorations.
etc. Wonderful results proven.

GUARANTEED

Produces
absolutely Painless and Harmless.
healthy new skin a9 Nature intended you to have.
Write NOW--before you turn this paKe--for full

I_
details

and free

"MARVO BEAUTY POOKLET."

Marvo Beauty Laboratories.

Inc.. ISSSB'way,

Dept. 187,N.V.

^iBii

Send a Dollar Bill and receive Postpaid
a Sample Pair of Ladies' Beautiful Silk
Hose with Lace Clock. Also instructions
how to malie $15 to $25 weekly during
spare time.
State size and color wanted
Sy2, 0. ^^V^ and 10 Black. WlUte, Cordovan, Frcncli Nude and Grey.

lBelty-BHosieryCo.,P.O.Box968,CityHallSlatioD,N.Y.

Malvina/*^^
f

CREAM

For the Complexion

—
Freckles
—for
for the Skin J
FIFTIETH
M ^
.

ANNIVERSARY

J|

S^

^

Popular since 1S74.
Sold by leading dealers

\
^^

everywhere.
If your dealer can't supply
you, send money-order direct.

Prices

^..ipSOc

"How She Won a
Husband." including testimoand beauty hints sent fiee.

Booklit,

.

I

^^'rite

Prof.

!

112

I,

today.

Hubert, Dept. 144, Toledo, Ohio»

i

,m5'i(
tioii

55c

^

nials

W

AllSl 40
r Postpaid

Send
Money-order
M<

The

other morning someone in our office

called an interesting observation to our
Have you, by chance, ever
attention.
noticed that Cecil spells his last name

D

while William spells dewith a large
Mille with a small D. In this tiny affecta-

you have the difference between the
two brothers not only as men but as protion

ducers.

shaving and a

scratches.

Liberal trial bottle, loc., postpaid.

W.F.YOUNG, Inc.
292 Lyman

St.

Springfield, Mass.

For aljove uses
dilute Absorbine. Jr. witti
water. Use full strenetb
as a liniment.

341Ues

Now

FREE

clean.

At all druggists', $1.2}, or postpaid..

on his first day
he planned
to go right on, not expecting that ^^alcntino would recognize him.
After all, their
acquaintance had been slight and casual.
But ^'alentino did recognize him and excusing himself to the men, he came running over, both hands extended in a hearty

Creator of Sadira and I'Amusette
Detroit, Mich.
Windsor, Ont.
Sydney, Australia

gets at crevice-

a shampoo it destroys dandruff
germs and stimulates the scalp.

Apocalypse" had been released and the
name of Rodolph \''alentino was the byword in the world of the Klieg lights.

V

it

With

motion pictures, Valentino had become
''The

dentifrice

hidden germs; keeps brush

California and

returned, to find an engagement

the vogue.

Send 35c and your dealer's
name for this Acquaintance
Box, containing Perfume,
Powder, Cold Cream, Poudre
Creme and Soap, five of the
Day Dream Boudoir Creations.
Address Dept. G

a

ing, cleatuing

on Gallott ofGasoSae
wnSb^Hicti<m
Carbmetor
We euarantee all other cars nearly doubltf

present miieaeet power and flexibility,
make hillj on high formerly difficult oa
low, Modebforany car, truck, tractor,
stationary engine. Makes old car* better
.
„
tKan new. See wonderful mileage ^aranteea for other cars.
~"
34niL
Reo
24ml.
Chevrolet.
Ford
.32 ml.
Chalmers.. .23ml.
MaxwK25) 30mF.
Buick4. . . .30mL
24 mU
Olds. 6
23 ml.
Nash6
Bu'tckS
23mf.
20ml.
Lincoln 8... 17ml.
PalgeG. . . .20ml.
Hudson
25ml.
Oaklnd 6. . .24ml.
StdbkrLte .23ml.
Hupp

Dodge

28mU

your car
particulars

ia not mentioned here Bend name and model for
and our guarantee on it, AGENTS WANTED

If

Overrd4...32ml.

ColeS

i7mL

SENTdrive
ON
30 DAY'S FREE TRIAL
without ahifting gears.
any ca^inlJeav^est

You can

traffio

Starts off on high in any weather without priming or heating
no jerking or choking. No more foul spark plugs or carbon
in cylinders. No leaking of gaa into crank case. Tryit 30
days on our guarantee of money back if not entirely satisfied.

No

strings to

our guarantee.

YOU ARE THE JUDGE.

Anyone who can handle a wrench can attach it. No boring of
new holes or chanering of operating mechaoism. Write today.

AIR-FRICTION CARBURETOR CO.

695

We

heard

a typical
Hunter the other day.

engagement
announced,

to
it

is

story

Raymona

Crystal Gazing Balls

that his
definitely
interesting than ever.

An

is

on

illustrated treatise

and lists of books on psycliic phenomena, will be fonrarded to any
This charge will ba
address for 10c.
refunded on any purchase.

West Quartz, Bloomington,

Always

Glenn acquiesced to the pleasant things
which were said about ]\Iiss McAvoy, but
not once did he boast and Betty, completely unconscious that he was engaged
to May, went serenely on.
When Glenn was about to leave, he
turned to the gentleman from Cartier's
and requested that the diamond he had
selected be sent to his hotel as soon as

interestingr.

the amazing plienoraena of crystal
gazing, together with prices of balls

that Glenn, Betty Compson
It seems
and one of the firm of Cartier's, Fifth
Avenue's exclusive jeweler, were at tea
Betty brought May
in one of the hotels.
^fcAvoy's name into the conversation and,
asking Glenn if he knew her, offered her
praise.
Glenn modestly said he knew her
and affirmed the praise.
Something of
this sort transpired several times.

Dayton, Ohio, U. S. A.

^Ids*

Glenn

And now

Maj' IMcAvoy

more

of

)!.

km mm_

~ Tl DETROIT_ SHOW CARD STUDIOS

JTl^r
^"^ jl ^'^

Dinan Building. Detroit, Mich.
Sir^ Without further obligation
please seinl nie your FREE Illustrateti
givins full particulars how I can make SI.t to $50
Bl

^

Book

III.

jj

Dear

—

a week at Home in my .SP.\RE TnrK. WITHOUT CAXVASSIXG. .\lso your GT'AR.^XTEE to t. ach me how.
me with WORK and pay me C.4SH EACH
WEEK, no matter where I live. (Print Name and

Finnish

-Address)

Kame
Street

City

State

'^.mit^^^\
Then, he added, that it would
set.
perfectly all right to tell Miss Compson
about, it, and departed.
cant help contrasting this finesse
with the blatant boasting so many would
can hear any number of
have employed.
11

was

bi;

We

We

whom

came more slowly
did to Glenn Hunter loudly procircumstances,
similar
under
claiming,
"Dol know her? Well, indeed I do. I'm
going to marr>r her." But not Glenn. So
far success has not taken the toll it so frequently takes, that of the certain modesty
stars to
thaii

success

it

and charm, without which human bemgs
become unendurable.

Everyone in motion picture circles, stage
and literary circles are buying and reading "Right Off the Chest," the book which
Nellie Revell wrote when she was confined to the hospital with spinal trouble,
facing operations and,
in daily pain
perhaps, after her years of invalidism, life
.

as a cripple.
troduction by

.

.

The book which has an inIrvin Cobb and numerous

illustrations by all
illustrators,

of the generous well-

was actually written on
her chest, for she was unable to move.
Miss Revell was the first woman pressAnd her last work was done at
agent.
the press desk in the Taimadge offices.

known

Norma has not forgotten the woman who
once gave her days to exploiting her pictures, for when she and her husband,
Joe Schenck, were in New York they both
bought one hundred dollar copies of "Right
Off the Chest," and a score of the two
and fifty cent edition for the
dollar
•members of their staff, some of whom
worked with Miss Revell before her acci-

His sweetheart s brother -jjas murdered in his mother's gambling house.
He
was innocent. But in the spirit of atonement he pledged himself to a life
of bondage on the farm in the slain man's place.

A
THIS

Life for a Life

theme of the most revolutionary photodrama ever produced.
It is
revolutionary because in the words of Thos. H. Ince. the famous producer, "it
marks the dawn of a new era in motion pictures a 100 per cent, successful test of the
effort to find and develop new film writers."
This picture is
the

is

—

UDGMENT

dent.

does our heart good to see the way
professional people have stood by in
Benefits which made thouthis instance.
sands and. thousands of dollars were given
in her nanrie. And whenever a call for help
for Nellie Revell went up from one of her
friends or colleagues the response was

the STORM
J
A PALMER PHOTOPLAY PRODUCTION

It

the

True
never lacking or even indifferent.
enough, she .is an extraordinary woman
and her spirits never failed her when the
It was never a
future looked darkest.
chore to visit Nellie. But we cannot help
feeling a sense of pride in the profession
of which we are a part in the way it

of

HERE

is a

—Scenes

laid in

the great city's most notorious
gambling house and in an old-

fashioned

—

New

England coun-

Based on an astoundtryside
ing episode in the lives of ac-

—

quaintances Written
by a
Pittsburgh housewife
Who
was discovered by the produ-

rallied to the cause.

Ac(^.

—

By
Del Andrews
Dirtcted

in

Lloyd Hughes

will be:

George
Hackathorne
Myrtle Stf.dman

the current re-

leases and distributed by Film Booking
Offices of .America, is destined to work a
profound change in the character of moIt is the first of a series
tion pictures.
will bring the real dramas of life
to the screen for the first time.
These
pictures are not written behind studio
doors by professional scenarists who are
But they are
out of touch with life.

which

written by talented men and women
engaged in everyday pursuits, who know
life from daily battling in it.

—

"Unguarded Gates," by
salesman.
"Lost,"

by

a

a former

former mechanical

engineer.
See "Judgment of the Storm."
See "Unguarded Gates." See ''Lost,"
Decide for yourself whether their dramatic appeal
is not different.
*We believe there are hundreds of men and
women everywhere, in all walks, who have the
same fresh imaginative powers of the housewife,
the salesman, the mechanical engineer.
We believe they, too, can iearn to write for the screen in

spare-time study

We

in their

own homes.

who

believe in themselves an opby means of a remarkable
scientific test whether they possess the creative
ability necessary to make a start.
Clip the coupon at the bottom, fill it out, mail
it.
This remarkable Creati\e Test will be sent
you by return mail. It is free.
No obligation
is involved.
The result of the test will show
whether or not you are one of the unknown
screen writers for whom we and all producers
are looking all the time.
The author of "Judgment of the Storm" began
the career which lifted her from the obscurity of
the housewife to position and power, by clipping
offer

all

portunity to learn

the coupon.

Why

not you?

1

See the Picture Read the Book
"Judgment of the Storm" was written directly for tlie screen. The publishing house
Page & Co. has novelized the

—

The cutting script that is,
the working chart used at the studio to regulate the assembling of thousands of feet of
film in order to retain the utmost in suspense, interest and entertainment value is
included as a supplement. Never before has
a cutting sheet of a picture been distributed
outside the studio. To screen lovers this
makes 'Judgment of the Storm" the most
fascinating novel ever published. Read the
book see the picture!

—

—

trained her to write for the screen
spare-time study in her own home.
our co-operation likewise
the authors of our next two releases
attained
success.
Those pictures

Through

Lucille Ricksen

—

now

We

in

$1,000 CASH AND FIVEYEAR ROYALTIES
This picture

who wrote "Judgment

Cast

cers of her story and trained to
write for the screen
."^nd who was paid

of Doubleday,
screen story.

We discovered Mrs, Ethel Styles
Middleton, the Pittsburgh housewife
of the Storm."

romance of sorely

tried hearts

Save

<

Palmer Photoplay Corporation
]
I

I
I

I

I

I

Productions Division^ Sec. 904,
PalmerBldg., Hollywood, Calif.
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago
527 Fijth Ave., Ne-j; York

time by
addressing
nearest office

Send me free the Palmer Creative Test.

Name

.

.

a
I

Street.

'

City

I

State
All correspondence strictly confidential

I
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(To

Superfluous
Hair

From whence

?
dost thou, here, roam
think it must be from some garden in
old Crete,
Some grove of m\-rtle, where thy sandaled feet
Outsped Diana"s in the chase at dawn.

Z^OR

fourteen years
-^ the approved, easy,
sure way to remove superfluous hair
has been to use Del-a-tone. This old,
well-known, scientific preparation is
always quick, safe, and certain.

There

Just apply a soft pasteof Del-a-tone,
off in a few minutes, and see the

1

Del-a-tone

is

about

is

dancing
fauns

.

home.

first

Making Mistakes
English

To

.

you

who

.

.

our

belief

godlier

in

antee accompanies each ring.
if

You can return the
not satisfied. Send order today.

Write for Bargain Catalog
jewelry store right into your home.
weights and quality so you can
an expert. See valuable information on page 6.

It brings our large
It tells the exact

schemes
credence warrants
mind.

Tlian

The shadow'd beauty

old

of

modern

the

-in

faiths

in

your calm smile,

buy

like

STERUNGS?SCO,
(Diamond Importers — $1,000,000 Stock —

Est.

1879'

NEW YORK

63 PARK ROW. Dept. 1S20,

^'our eyes, lit with forgotten flames the
while
Bring peace to care-full liearts, lielp them
.

.

to find

language power prevents you from preseni-

No one knows you are buyinjr on our dignified credit
system unless you tell them yourself. A written guarring within ten days

dreams.
strengthen

.

spcaK* or write you show just what
in English reveal you as a persou
education and reflneraeut.
Lack of

Every time you
JlistaUes

show your good faith (or pay
postman .$2.00 on delivery) and we will send this handsome diamond ring. The balance you can pay in ten
small monthly installments of $6.70 each — total
price, $69.00. Former price, $100.00. Give finger size.
Just send $2.00 deposit to

ALL DEALINGS CONFIDENTIAL

Superfluous Hair

lacks

thy

and

?
dost thou here, this day
Perhaps thy task is but to aid our failing

DEL-A-TONE
Removes
are.

Was

.

.

nymphs

What

Co.

Dept. 74, 536 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago

in

and

divinity

eerie

satyrs,

for full sized one-ounce jar, prepaid,
in plain wrapper.

STOP

such

j-ou

place

Of

At your druggist's or
bill with name and address,

The Sheffield Pharmacal

.

cannot think but that some trysting-

on

the package.

send dollar

.

grace,

wonderful difference

name

.

I

wash

sure the

Calhoun)

.-Mice

By Dox Homer Tr.wis

Harmlessly Removed

Be

SPIRIT INX.\RXATE

your thouiihts in the strongest possible wa^'. No
matter what you do, real command of Enslish will help
you to your Roal. Stop maklntr mistakes in spelling,
punctuation, pronunciation. Increase your vocabulary.

Injr

.

,

.

ACRI FICE

S

God's simple way.

$2000.00

APa%^e'

WONDERFUL INVENTION
Only 15 minutes a day with Sherwin Cotlj 's New
Invention.-and you can actually SEE your EnElisli
improve. It teaches by HABIT— makes it easier to do
the RIGHT way. Wonderful self-correctinK lesson
include Spelling. Punctuation. Grammar, and Ex

YOU
By

pression.

BOOK ON ENGLISH
TRrr
r nbh AND
15 MINUTE TEST
HnUXaminUIC
ICai
_^_^_

Lackof langu age
f°'"" "'"y «*""'>

tion to you.

Luci.\

Trent

WRITE NOW. Address

Siierwln Cody School of English, 404 Searle Building, Rochester, N. V.

She makes you think of

a

dawn

DIAMONDS
beautiful

a violet kissed with dew,
butterfly that's fled too soon.
On its shimmering wings of blue!
She makes you think, in her glittering

Silver-^^

Congo Diamond

on the market.

Most

RAYMOND WALTER

CO.,

RANTED!
£/~-A

RAILWAY ^

U.S.

ILGJERKS
10 IpiyZ

Month.

Travel— .^^ee the counCommon education sufficient. Write immediately
free list of U. S. Government positions obtainable

and iiifomiatinn telling how

to get a position.
Dept. H'256. Rochester,

N.Y.

Genuine

DIAMOND
Easy for you to own

this beautiful ring or give it as a present.
Simply send $1 to us today.
10

dine dictiiiLtiiu .i
/18 kt. white gold
f

'

I

hand engraved and
>ierced mounting.
e beauty.

Only

$32-50^

I

'

DAYS' FREE TRIAL

Wear ring 10 days and if you
don't agi'ee it is an amazing bargain, return it and we will refund your money. If satisfied.
pay $1.00 a week until $32.60 13 paid.

Diamonds, Watches.
Jewelry. SIO to SIOOO. Allen
lone credit. Wonderful values.

PRFi?
rmLE.
Est.

catalog.

1890 Address Dept. 424

Baer
Bros. Co.
6 MAIDEN LANE- NEW YORK

!
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—Flat heart mount.

WOLF— Full head mount.

GKEY M'OLF—Flat head

mount.

Am

willing to close out the whole lot
ot si.K. for $500.00 or will sell separately.

Brand new and genuine skins. This is
Have nothing else to sell.
all I have.
References exchanged. Wire or write

A.
C.\PTI0.\S

By

J.\.\E

COOK

783

WEST END

AVE.

NEW YORK CITY

ARTISTS EARN BIG

Who

writes the average caption, he
Has much to breed him black remorse,
How deft the pen that trots upon
The old, accustomed, rutted course.
"Day dawns upon a soul in pain,"

He

writes,

The Heroine

and we who read
is

know

it

falls,"

he

blurbs ...

does)
"Two loving hearts are

Turn vour talent into money. We can teach
vou drawing in your home during spare time.

Wtll-trained artist.s earn from $40 to $:iiiO a
week. Tliou.sands of publislur.'! and adn-itisers need the
METHOD is an easy
of good artists. The
wav to learn to draw original pictures. Writ- today tor full
particulars showing opportunities for you. State your age.

MODERN

work

MODERN INSTITUTE OF ART
7 East 42ncl Street,

Dept. 24

Be Sure

suffering

Because the Hero's somewhat slow.
".Vight

AN ARTIST
MONEY

BE

CUTHRELL

j,ay.''

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE,

(iRKY

for interview.

If not

money.

mount.

Fl'M.\ BE.VB

!

is

Dept.4523 299MontgomerySt., JerseyCity.N.J.

for

loved a movie queen

I

head

head

fi'^ry, bril-

delighted, we will return your
Write now while this offer lasts.

gents.

try.

If

This

tand dazzling ever found. Two karal
Only finest diamonds have blazing
ince and dazzling fire of thisKcm. Latndsome desiijn mounting. Order your
ring now! Today! This low price is for limited
ime only. Send no money. Pay pcstman
2.65. VVe pay postage. State size. Ladies or

Platinum\^'
iFinish

$100

She's the sweetest thing you've seen,
Rut wouldn't the family portraits frown

— Full

feet long.

r^Vz

the nearest approach to the

itively

nine

mount.

BLACK BFAB — Flat

Of
Of a

go'wii.

Look Prosperous.

head mount, 9Va

BE.\R

GKIZZI.Y

June,

in

$500.00

for

—Full
lon^.

TlfiER
feet

''.''

costlngyou thousands
of dollars every year. See whatMr. Cody cando for you. Itcostsnothin? to rind out. Mail a postal card or letter this very minute for free
book. "How to Speak and Write Ma.«terly English." and IB Minute
It will prove a revelaTeat, which von can take in your own home.

^^87

S.\1D IT!

always

(it

now

at peace,"

He babbles, when the play is thru
And all the shifting shadows cease,
What makes him think that peace

is

theirs
Or in said hearts shall ever tarry,
The author made it plain to us
That their intention is to marry.

to

.

.

On

All

MAH JONG$

Be uiitd-date, learn popnlar and fascinating Chinese (4ame. Complete set and
book of instructions in attractive box
sent postpaid on receipt of $1.00.

Magic 25c Score Card

U/
'

FREE
CO.

ART SPECIALTY

1

New York

City

.

Who

aloud

City

Q^ssic
Newsstands

29 West 45th Street

we
Cliche and tortured language
Beneath its heavy weight are bowed
(His wife, I think, is surely she
reads these anguished throbs

New York

Read

I

But he who writes the captions knows
That simple speech would move to
mirth

Without these wreathed, bedizened words
We would not get our monev's worth.

Chinese Peacock Ring
,Tust what you want to draw attenFashion
tion to a pretty hand.
calls for Oriental rings, particularlj
PeacoLk Designs. Tlie loveliest creation
Sterlinsr silver.
f the silversmith's art.
^ emeralds and sapphires, only S2. Gold
plated on Silver $2. 75. C.0.0. orders
15c extra. Send ring size (tie strinfr
around finger). Return it if not deliKhted! Not sold in stores, but direct

from

ORIENT EXCHANGE
Import Dept. W-2

21 Park Row

New York City

-

;

lOTIQN PICTURR

OI^I^O^TUP^l^Y 'II^AKKET
AGENTS WANTED
AGEXTS.
quickest

yoiiietbiug

repeaters

profitable business.

American

Products

new.

Fastest

MASAZIHE

J}

TODAY'S POPULAR ORCHESTRAS
ARE USING GIBSON'S

MISCELLANEOUS
sellers

and

on

earth.
Permanent, easy,
for $50 to $100 a week.
Co.,
1766 American Bldg.,

Good

Grow

Develop your Physical Beauty
and Appearance. Xatural. Easy methods. ReTaller.

sults guaranteed.
Price $2.
The Natural Method
Bureau.
Dept. A, Atlantic City, N. J.

tiucinnati, Ohio.

Big Money and Fast

Sales,

Esery owner buys

auto.
You charge $1.50
make $1.35. Ten orders daily easy.
Write for
particulars and free samples.
American Monogram Co., Dept. 101, East Orange, N. J.

Gold Initials for his

Genuine Gold Letters for store
$60-S:JOO ^^'eek.
AVindows.
Easily applied.
Liberal offer to general
atreiits.
Metallic Letter Co. 427 B. N. Clark,
Chicago.

Money applying ilonograuis on
automobiles: yoii charge $1.50. profit $l.-iO; $15
easy; experience unnecessary: free samples.
Worcester Monogram Co., Worcester, Mass.

I

This

ALL ma-

TEED.

work
Waco, Texas.

of

Your Horoscope.

Business, Character. Changes,
Send birth date and ten cents
(stamps) for remarkable test reading.
Zanya,
Z, 202 W. 105th St.. New York.

Friends. Enemies.

NEWS CORRESPONDENCE

dail.v

I

AGEXTS—Fall

in tine!
Others making $60 to
;$ieO weekly selling our EVERDKY PvUbber HouseAct
hold Necessities.
Big demand everywhere.
fjttow.
Write American Rubl)er Products Company,
-Dept. 310, Pittsburgh, Pa.
!

AGEXTS.

—

Make
Get into the tailoring game.
to $125 a week and up right from the start.
experience necessary.
We teach yju and supply finest Selling Outfit.
$10 to $20 a day profits
easy.
You get paid every day.
Write quick.
Address Dept. 847,
Chicago, Inc.,
Chicago.
$75

No

GOODWEAR

spare time, writing for newsmagazines.
I-Ixperience unnecessarv
details free.
Press Syndi.-ate. 500 St. Louis. Mo.

Retails
Costs six cents.
Sample."
Box 494-H. Hartford,

"Free

$l..-.li.

Connecticut.

his

'Wigwam

New

York, features,
a complete Gibson string section
Orchestra,

;

OLD COINS WANTED

can quickly

WANTED.

OLD

COINS
Have you an odd or
old coin or bill?
It may be worth several dollars.
Get posted.
.Send 4c for Coin Circular.
May
mean mu<*li profit to you. .Send now. Nmnismatic
Bank, Dept. 48, Fort Worth, Texas.

TO

$2

$500

EACH

paid for hundreds of Old
Old or odd money.
You may have valuSend 10c for New lU'st Coin Value
We pay cash. Get Posted. Clarke
Coin Co., Ave. 7, Le Roy, N. Y.

Keep

X'ew Auto Accessory.

Lou Gold and

Earn $25 Weekly,

papers,

;

?*

Easy.

of finest materials, fully GUARANPRICE with full instructions" and sample
$2.50.
Oriental Novelty Co., Drawer 11.

Made

chines.

AGEXTS—Coining

,

Made

Hem.stitching and Picotingr

attachment does very beautiful work on

learn to play

a Gibson

coins.

all

able coins.
Book.
4x6.

Stringed instruments are more popular than
Foremost orchestras ever'ywhere are featuring complete Gibson sections. You'll find
both pro/it and pleasure playing a Qibson.
ever.

FOR THE LAME

PATENTS

The Perfection Extension Slioe for any person
with one short limb. No more unsightly cork soles,
Irons, etc., needed.
Worn with ready-made shoes.
Shipped ou
IC. 2Sth

trial.

HI.-.

St..

Write for booklet.
N. Y.

II.

O.

Lcitz,

for
— WriteObtain
"How

Inventors

our free Illustrated guidebook,
to
a Patent."
Send model or
sketch and description of your invention for our
opinion of its patentable nature free. Highest references.
Prompt attention. Reasonable terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 833 Ninth, Washington. D. C.

cycle of music has begun, plectral
predominating, evidenced by the featuring of Gibson sections by Lopez, Jones, the
Orioles, Doerr, Westphal and many others.

PHOTOPLAYS

Recognized as the finest stringed instruments,
Gibsons are also easiest to play because of exclu-

HELP WANTED
Men, Women,

Bo.vs, Girls, 17 to 65. willing
to accept Governuicnt Positions $117-$25(). traveling or stationary, write Mr. Oziuent, 294, St.
Louis, Mo., imnu'diately.

All

Mo^

ie

tial.

Types Wanted. Acting ability not essenA legitimate medium successfully used by
Send photo for

hundreds.

full

301 Security Bldg.,
Office.
Western. Hollywood, California.
ing

particulars.

Santa

Government wants Kailway
V.
$1400 —
—
Mail Carriers.
Examination schedules
Men IS
S.

$23(10

Rocliester,

Franklin

New

Institute.

Monica

&

Blail Clerks
year.
Steady.

Write
H-IOC,

free.

up.

iuunedi.-itely.

Cast-

Dept.

Y''ork.

stories and Photoplay Ideas Wanted by 48
companies
big pay.
Details free to beginners.
PrudiK ers League. 441, St. Louis, Mo.
;

rOK PHOTOPLAY

S $ $
copied any form

Short

sive features.

NEW

Gibson Mastertone Banjo — with
Rim and Tone Tube
Construction; Gibson Tone Projector, eliminating need for resonator attachments; scientific scale, reducing string breakage and other

The

.Stories

and Photopla.v

Successful Photoplays Bring Big IMone.v.

;

—

exclusive features
is acclaimed by leading
banjoist as supreme in tone quality, volume, and
easy playing qualities.

FREE TRIAL;

Send

"Successful Phfttt^plays." which

EASY,

gives valuable instructions on photoplay writing,
and describes our revision, typewriting, copyright-

and marketing service, and commission

ing,

Ladies Earn $6-$18 A Dozen decorating Pillow
Tops at Ilouie Experience unnecessary; particulars
for stamp. Tapestry Paint Co., 126. LaGrange, lud.

Chart and

professions

commission.

(The
Authors

fessional

A DETECTIVE — Excellent

opportunity; good
Write C. T. Ludwig. 556 Westover
Kansas City, Mo.

43,

PAYMENTS

rates.

Des Moines,

Send coupon for
literature and details, mentioning

la.

—Photoplays—those
Short Stories.
wishing
Details

Journalism
alcove

HELP WANTED— MALE

Box

Photoplays.

Successful

;

Harvard Company,

Plot
to enter
free to
or dispose of manuscripts on
Service offered is given by Proand Editors of high standing.)
434. Montgomery. San Francisco.

instrument: tenor
banjo, mandolin
banjo, cello banjo,
guitar banjo; man-

travel.

;

r.klg.,

HOW TO ENTERTAIN
musical

PIa.TS,

music,
dialogs,

comedies

and

A

blackfa<-e skits, vaudeville acts, monologs,
recitations, entertainuients. musical read-

Cash Prize

.$.500.00

verse

second
minstrel

revues,

SONG WRITERS
written

WEEK

EVENIN<;S HOME.

I

made

the

tar;

best

mando-bass.

GIBSON, Inc.
St.

KALAMAZOO.
MICHIGAN

WANTED

copy
of
sample
greatest magazine
writers.
Filled
with practical articles by
leading writers.
Will help you write and sell
stories, photoplays, songs, etc.
722 Butler Bldg.,
for

it

L'incinnati.

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

lication.

Earn $25 Weekly,
papers,

iJreatest Fortunes Made in This Business. No
Experience and Small Capital starts you.
Easy
Payruents.
Free Catalog. Monarch Theatre Supply
Co.. Dept. M, Memphis, Tenn.
Profit NiRlitly Small capital starts you.
No experience needed. Our machines are nsed and
endorsed by government institutions. Catalog free.
Atlas MoTing Picture Co., 431 Morton Bldg.,
Chicago,

^ihcn

Ohio.

Poems, Plays,

etc., are wanted for pubSubmit
Good ideas bring big money.
or write Literary Bureau, 134 Hannilml. Mo.

Stories,

MSS.

—

for

"Remember."

SEND TODAY' for free
WRITER'S DIGEST, America's

with suiall uiail order Imsiness started with $3.
Booklet for stamp tells how.
Sample and plan
25 cents.
One dozen Articles free. I trust you
for S3,
.\lmpc Scott. Cohoes, N. Y.

S3.->.00

song

423 Parsons

STORIES

free.

MAIL ORDER METHODS
A

offered

the

;

—

stage

catalog

is

for

dolin; mandola
mando-cello; gui-

Those wisliing to compete ntuy receive a free copy
with rules by .-uldressing Equitable ilusio Corporation, 457
State Theatre. New York.

handbooks,
make-up goods.
Big
T.
Denison & Co., 623 So.
S.
Wabash, Dept. 62, Chicago.

ings,

$.50

a<

I'll Revise and Typewrite in correct form
Plots.
and help vou sell. Send manuscript or write 11. L.
Harsh. Dept. 2, Box 1013, Harrisburg, Pa.

for our free book,

HELP WANTED— FEMALE

I5E
pay

Plots

;

Me Tour

new

the exclusive Mastertone

IDE.4S.

revised, criticised, copyriglited,
Advice free.
Universal Scenario Coruuirketed.
poration, 205 Security Bldg., Santa Monica and
Western Avenues. Hollywood, California.

Send

A

strings

spare time, writing for newsmagazines.
Experience unnecessary; de"Press Syndicate, 560 St. Louis, Mo.

tails free.

VAUDEVILLE

GIBSON,

Inc.

423 Parsons St., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Please send details of Free Trial plan and
complete information about
Instrument

On the

Get

confidence,

Stage.

skill

I tell

developed.
postage for

Send 6c
Stage Book and particulars.
sary.
f.os

Angeles. Cal.

you how! Personality,
Experience unnecesinstructive illustrated
M. LaDelle, Box 557.

Name
St.

or R. R.._

City, State

r»
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—
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Clears Skin Quick

by new
Method

marvelous

Soft, Vel'vety

Skin For Anybody \_|

—No Longer Any ^^gg,' _

X

Excuse For Blemishes
You can be beautiful, atcharming. Yes,

—

you any reader anyLucnie Young
one who reads and heeds
this remarkable woman's advice
Lucille Young was homely once; today she is considered beautiful, made so by Methods she herself
discovered. And she is almost twice the age you
might guessf rom this photograph. She made a study
of how to make even ordinary features extraordinarily beautiful, and will tell you her Methods.
You'll be astounded at the improvements possible.

Coarse Pores Banished
Large pores, wrinkles, pimples, oily skin and other
beauty blemishes are unnecessary. Lucille Young's
Methods overcome them. Learn to make your own
complexion as soft and fair as any. You can. And
you can have beautifully formed lips; gloriously
luxuriant hair; appealing eyes, brows and lashes;
even building out or reducing the figure is easy the

way Lucille Young explains things about yourself.

Why not

get these facts and Methods that have
in the appearance of
thousands of women of all ages? Why put up with
less beauty than is waiting for you? As for a clear,
colorful complexion
this woman makes play of
clearing the skin.

worked absolute wonders

—

FREE

Valuable Book

I••I
With

Lucille Young's book in your hands, you'll
know for the first time the real, result-getting things
to do for building beauty. Don't ignore opportunity;
don't regard it in the light of mere "beauty hints",
for this book is a revelation. It is free, and will aid
every woman living— homely or beautiful. Coupon
brings it postpaid.

LUCILLE

Jottings

(Continued from page 70)

The Secret of a

tractive,

Greenroom

YOUNG

Young Bldg., Chicago
Room
Please send me your FREE booklet, "Making
404, Lucille

Beauty Yours."

Name (Print)

...

Address
State

City

lBrln^sl>'oufaiG

in the air,

something that helps

you to "be yourself," and makes you say
you are going to do just the things you
most want to do. All of which is apropos
of Miss Rich's refusal to return to Hollywood to make a picture for John Stahl,
because the character would have recjuired
her to bob her lovely chestnut locks. Anyhow, Miss Rich is in love with New York
and would like to stay on a while. In her
acting in "Lucretia Lombard," "Boy of
Mine," and other films featured on Broad-

way

this season, she has made as great a
with New York as New York has
made with her. Her first part was played
just six years ago in "Stella Maris," in
which Mary Pickford played the leading
role.
Her last picture with Alary was
"Rosita," and Miss Rich said it was just
like "going home" to play with her again.

hit

Between

two pictures there stretched
a long road with a weekly salary beginning at 5^3.-^0, with two children to support,
the

but ending happily at her present
of $1,000 a week.

salary

the old barroom
grand-stand play to register unbounded
wealth, is not half so spectacular as the
new and up-to-date way of burning money.
In the production of "Flowing Gold," the
Rex Beach story of the Texas oil wells,
the Richard Tully Company burned an
oil derrick to the ground and then proceeded to fire real oil wells in the La Brea
district, which they had bought for the
purpose.
The Hollywood citizenry rushed
to the scene to put out the fire and stayed
to

greenbacks,

add fuel to

GREAT PRICE SAVING
tory in the world by our

money saving methods.

EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS
notice

it

f?r^?i', '!:S[
while you enjoy the use of thia wonderful machine.

FREE BOOK OF FACTS

i'idis'w^ofSrffl

system of rebuildinf; typewriters and also valuable information
about the typewriter industry both instructive and eDtertaining.

Act Today!
Mail

Coupon

Shipman Ward

Please send c
a copy of your

Mfg. Company
Shipman Building
jN'iontrose & Ravenswood
2024

free book of facta.
explaiaiDK bargain offer.

Aves., Chicago

Name
St.

and

No

City

.State.

BRINGS THIS RINGOnly $2.00 down and SI. 00
per week for this platinum
"nest hand pierced ARTEX
with
two French cat blue
ring
sapphires on sides. Guaranteed
full 1 Ct. perfect cut stone of blue
white diamond radiance and beau-

weeks

to

pay

it.

ty. For a flawless diamond of this
cut and size, you would pay, elsewhere, upwards of $1.50. Our
special price only $12.00— and ten
Send for yours
State whether

ladies' or gents' desired, giving nngi

e.

antee protects yon-'
_
ARTEX CCDept. 72. ££2L21l22^-'

*" *'"*

Our EUar**•"*'

WILLBEAUTIFY YOUR EYES INSTANTLY
wonders. Scant

A touch of MAYBELLINE

works beauty

aronma.'.etOBPPcar naturally dark, long and lux.
lash.^s are
eyebrows and lashes
illionce.deptb
ssof yourcyes— their
orious. All the hidden lovcli
ucalcd. The difference la remarkable,
end expression— lainstantly
vcn the most beaiitifulactressesot the
Girls and women everywher*
that MAYBELLINE laf
stage and screen
most Important aid to beauty and use It regularly^
MAYBBLLINEIsDnlikeotherpreparations, It Is,
I

absolotely harmless, greasclessand dehghtful to 1
ose. Does not spread and smear on the face or \
guarantee' '.at yon v;, Ibe
Btiflen the lashes.
'
perfectly dclighte.l with results. Ea. .1 da nly box
coiitsinamirror and brush. Two shades: BJac/cand

AT YOUR pEAI.FR'Sordlrectfrom
OS, postpaid. Acceptonly genuine MAYBELLINt
Broum. 75c

BjiiiLypur satisfaction la ossured.

—

night of "Sally" about a year ago, has
been discovered as one of the extra players
in Corinne Griffith's initial starring vehicle,
"Lilies of the Field."
Glynne said musical
comedy was "quite-all-right," but he was
tired of it all.
He has been doing "the
extra man" for a year, and says he wont
return to England he wants to make his
way into pictures.
sporting Englishman. Good luck to him.

"1 Got Rid of 6 Pounds of Fat

in

One Day"

You Can Do The Same
TUousantis of stout persons liave
testiHcd
ol.taim.l

111

results

woiuleiful

Itio

D.\INTY-FOKJI

Horn

IteiluciiiK Cream, and in view
this, we feel perfectly safe in

Fat
(if

uicine every stout person,

uc.man, to
NEVILLE'S

man

or

EVELYN

try

pMfiI3^'^
FAT REDUCING
CREAM
RESULTS GUARANTEED OR NO PAY
.iNX rE.NNINGTON. of the Ziegfeld Follies, says: "I

For a week the picture ran withsoldier.
out a ripple, but when Sunday arrived the
told

the

soldier

must be

overjoyed

10

become slender."

DAINTY-FORM

will

be

sent

your home in plain
to
wrapper upon receipt of $2.00 tlie
jar or $3.50 for double size, plus
10 cents to cover parcels post and

direct

insurance charges.

DAINTY-FORM COMPANY.

Inc..

Tett. 74,

15 W. 34lh St, NewVork

SEND US YOUR FILMS
Mail a? 20c with any sise film for development and
six prints, or send ua six negatives, anv size, and
20e for six prints. Trial 6x7 enlarfrement in haodfolder, 25c. Ovprnidht Srrvire.

eome

20G

_ ROANOKE PHOTO FINISHING CO.

Roanoke, Va,

Bell Ave,

I

Develops Bust Like Magit!
During the past ITi years thousands have
added to their captivating Rlory of womanbood by using;

dressed in their best, spread themselves
over the place conspicuously, placed a
large-mouthed basket in the lobby marked
"For summonses only," and waited for a
free ride and free speech on the subject.
Several thousand Jersey ites attended
the show, but not one a policeinan, so after
waiting until midnight the picture men
went home with their tongues in their
cheeks, and not a bit wiser.

But the Boston Sunday laws are rich
and rare^not racy.
It seems a picture
shown there can be quite humanly wicked
si.x days in the week, but if released on
Sunday must contain a Sunday-school
lesson.
Censorship is more or less a local
question there, and an old blue law can
always be brought to the fore. "Woman
to ^Voman" thus ran amuck in the Hub
The picture is based on a play, by
City.
Michael Morton, in which a French girl
has an illegitimate child by an American

am

with my D.\IXT\'-FOKM reducing cream. Its use has helped me

Sunday, January 13th, was a jinx day
for the motion picture men of Jersey City.
These public benefactors wanted to test
the validity of the Sunday law in regard
to the movies, so they announced that their
theaters would be wide open.
Then they

exhibitors were

Tear out tnla ea

MaybellineCo., 47'S0-S4 Sheridan Road.Chlcago

it.

The lost sheep is found so 'tis said.
Darek Glynne, English musical comedy
star,
who disappeared from the Music
Box Theater. London, after the closing

A

Direct to you from the
largest typewriter fac-

THAT CHARM"

We

Burning

;

days you are not satisfied with this late model UNDERWOOD
typewriter rebuilt by the famous Sbipman Ward process.

VtotaDana, Beautiful PhotovUiv Star, recommends Ji^'tybeUine

«*EYES

GROAVDINA

for bast, neck or arm development
Great Discovery of Parisian beauty expert.
Harmless, easy, certain results
nplished quickly.
Marvelous testi-

_

ftfs

of efficiency.

Confidential jprof.f

and literature (sealed) on request. Write
Mile. Sophie Koppel,
now.
Suite 911, 503 Fifth Ave.. New York

00

BRINGS YOU THIS

I4-KT.SOLID

WHITE GOLD

WHIST WATCH

'

30 Days

Free Trial

Case
Poimhir Untairnihir Wrist Watch.
Beautisolid white gold, platinum style.
hand-engraved, silk grosgrain riblion band
Guaranteed
and solid white gold enjjraved clasp.
Ruliy
Perfect
and Sapphire .Teweled movement.
Time-keeper.
Guarantee 'iven each vvatch.
Latest

is

14K

fully

Send only $1.00 down, watch Co nes to you all charecs paid, you
have 30 davs *o conv-rnce of itrs perfect time-keepinsr. If satisfied send .$2.00 a month for 10 months, full price cnlv $21.00.
If not 'cased, return watch within 30 days and your $1.00 will
be prr,.nnt)v refunded. Order voiirs NOW.

GUARAfTTY WATCH

CO.,

v\%t^%^"Uli:ToW

'

—
•

Inel

made to marry the girl, or the picture
could not be shown
Sunday was sacred.
Some keen cutter created nothing less
a subtitle that said the soldier and the girl
had married, and the picture was allowed

—

—

How

And now we want
censor
"When

to

—

countrymen ?
Sweets to the sweet, but none for Nita
Naldi not because she lacks any saccharine
qualities, but because in the Paramount
production, "Dont Call It Love," Miss
Naldi appeared too buxom. All the world
loves a slim loverette, therefore, by order
of the powers that be, Miss Naldi has gone
on a diet and must "reduce the goods"
before she stars for the screen again.
;

BY EDITH NELSON
HAD

of au expensive sapphire ring means. Mae
Busch is sporting one that she says was
given her by a very dear friend she
denies that it is an engagement ring but
there is no telling what tricks a sapphire
can turn when worn in the moonlight in
spring-time.
Miss Pusch has a prominent
role in "Name the Man" and we think she
might do it and let us into the secret. And
Mary Miles Minter comes to the fore
This time she is reported to be
again.
engaged to Dr. Mixell of Pasadena, who
is said to be most prosperous.

—
—

"The Perfect Flapper!"'

who?

Guess

Little Colleen Moore and no one is less
like the type-flapper than Colleen, in real
in hair bobbed, and figure
she registered so completely
and satis fyingly in "Flaming Youth," that
the First National has purchased "The
Perfect Flapper," and Colleen is elected

except

life,

slim.

But

for the title-role.

movies. My Dramatic
Course had been completed and
I was read}' to pursue m}' ambitions. But each director had

I

turned me away because of
the shape of my nose.
Each

me

I had beavitiful eyes,
and hair and would
photograph well
but my
nose was a "pug" nose and
they were
seeking beauty.
Again and again I met the
same fate. I began to analyze
myself. I had personality and
charm. I had friends. I was
fairly well educated, and I
had spent ten months studying
Dramatic Art.
In amateur

told

mouth

—

theatricals

pot pourri of husband and wife
stories continue to be fed to gormandizing
cameras Florence Vidor has been signed
by V'itagraph to play the lead in "Borrowed Husbands," the duet of husbands
not yet named
Alildred Llarris. Charlie's
ex-spouse,
will
make "The Unwanted
Wife" for the same company; Charles
Blaney is completing "One Law for the
;

;

it

would seem the wrath

of

heaven had descended upon

for

two of

by

his biggest sets

tiie

law,

were destroyed

Some

actors

made

are

— that

born

but

made

others

—

are

thru
to act
necessity, a bet, a dare, or what not, note
Robert Edeson and his successful career
built on a bet.
The latest asset won to
the screen is Larry Trimble,
you
will
discover, if your eyes are keen,
is,

whom

^doubling for the leading man in the dog'racing incidents over snow-clad wastes, in
the Strongheart picture of "The Love
Alaster."
He was the only one. among
those present, who could handle the team,
and now he's a sworn-in thespian.

The

my work was com-

mended, and

knew

I just

that

could succeed in motion pictures if only given an oppor-

I

why

I

began

to

wonder

could not secure employment as hundreds of other
girls were doing.
I

FINALLY, late one afternoon, after
another "disappointment," I stopped to watch a studio photographer
was taking some still pictures of

who

—

B
a well-known star. Extreme
was taken in arranging the desired
poses. "Look up and over there," said
Miss

,

care

the photographer, pointing to an object

my

right, "a
at
yes," said Miss

—

."
profile
"Oh, yes,
instantlj' following
,

B—

the suggestion by assuming a pose in
which she looked more charming than
ever.
watched, I wondered, the
I

—

camera clicked. As Miss B
walked
away, I carefully studied her features,
her lips, her eyes, her nose
"She
has the most beautiful nose I have ever
.

—

seen," I said, half audibly. "Yes, but I
remember," said Miss B 's Maid, who
was standing near me, "when she had a
'pug' nose, and she was only an extra
girl, but look at her now.
beautiful she is."
a flash my hopes soared.
pressed my
IXnew-made
acquaintance for further comment.
Gradually the story was unfolded
me. Miss B — had had her nose reshaped
— yes,
actually corrected —actually made over,
I

to

how wonderful, how beautiful it was
This change perhaps had been the turning point in her career!
It must also be the
way of my success! "How did she accomplish it," I asked feverishly of my friend.
I
was informed that M. Trilety, a face specialist
of Binghamton, New York, had accomplished
this for Miss B
in the privacy of her home!
and

now.

—

THANKED my

fire.

literally

—

How

A

Woman," and

tried so long to get 'into

the

tunity.

you know the language of jewels,
maybe you can tell us what the wearing
If

juveniles

gainsaying

it.

have

Baby

it
and there's no
Peggy's face has

}\

Shape of My Nose
Delayed Success

know who's going

a "Woman Reaches
FortA'," the screen play written by Royal
-\.
Baker, motion picture censor of
Detroit, and produced by Preferred Pictures.
To begin with, we believe fortj" is
about the most dangerous age a woman
can reach, and we fear that ]Mr. Baker,
knowing that censors take great pleasure
in cutting out the most thrilling scenes,
will not want to disappoint them, and so
has filled his story with possible "cutouts."
Just suppose there is honor among
censors and they pass the storj" in toto
what will become of the morals of our

MAGAZINE

the

Their Sunday morals were
to go on.
Soon a writer of Sabbath-da}- titles
safe.
will be carried along as excess baggage.

to

I

informant and turned
determined that the
means of overcoming the obstacle that had
hindered my progress was now open for meI was bubbling over with hope and joy.
I
lost no time in writing M. Trilety for in-

I

back

my home,

to

formation. I received full particulars.
The
treatment was so simple, the cost so reasonable, that I decided to purchase it at once.
I
did.
I could hardly wait to begin treat-

— At

ment.

last

it

arrived.

To make

my

story

in five weeks my nose was corrected
easily secured a regular position with a
producing company. I am now climbing fast

short

and

I

—and

I

am

happy.

to
ATTENTION
nowadays
is

succeed in
best"

hump,

at

a

all

your personal appearance
essential if you expect to
life.
You must look '"your

times.

hook,

a

Your nose may be
pug,

flat,

long,

a
pointed.

broken,

but the appliance of

M. Triletv can
'=»'est and newest nose shaper,
.Model 25, U. S. Patent, corrects now all lU-shaped noses, without operation,
quickly.
safely,
comfortably
and
permanently. Diseased cases excepted. Model
23 IS the latest in nose shapers and surpasses
all
his
previous ilodels and other Nose
Sliaper Patents by a large margin.
It has
six adjustable pressure regulators, is made of
light polished metal, is firm and fits every
nose comfortably.
The inside is upholstered
with a fine chamois and no metal jiarts come
in contact with the skin.
Being worn at night
It
does not interfere with vour dailv work.
Ihousands of unsolicited Testimonials are in
his possession, and his fifteen vears of studving and manufacturing lyse shapers is at
your disposal which guarantees you entire
satisfaction and a perfectly shaped nose.
^'S

.*^2rX''.'^t.lt-

"TRADOS,"

the coupon below, insert your name
CLIP
and address plainly, and send
todav
it

to

^r.

Binghamton, N. Y., for
tells you how to correct
Your money refunded if

Trilety,

he free booklet which
11-shaped

noses.

ou are not
yi.

satisfied,

is

his guarantv.

TRILETY,

2000 Ackerman Bldg.,
Binghamton. N. Y.
Sir: Please send me without obligation your booklet which tells how to correct

Dear

ill-shaped noses.

Name
Street Address.

Town

,

State

'4

PA 51
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f DR.

The policy
been insured for $250,000.
covers blindness, scars and any facial disfigurements, which might prevent her from
carrying out that movie contract of fancy
Rudy's whole and sacred person
figure.
lias been insured, with an elongated number of ciphers after the first number
business men who hold responsible positions are insured in favor of their companies because their
loss
would mean
reorganization and loss of time and business.
The lives of ministers have
been insured by their congregation, and
even the hands of beauty specialists have
been so protected, but this is the first time
we have heard of baby eyes and juvenile
dimples being rated at such a figure unless
the whole chubbj' form were thrown in
for good measure but then Baby Peggy's
smallest dimple would be good measure.
.

.

.

.

.

.

—

Dr. Lawton's

Guaranteed

FAT REDUCER
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
show reduction taking place
11 days or money refunded

Will

in

YOU DO
Gently manipulate the fatty parts with tlie
Reducer a few minutes night and morning.
BreaK up fatty tissue into waste matter which
is carried out of the body by organs of elimination.
Lose 10 to 100 pounds.
Reduce any part' of the body.
Reduce quickly, safely, permanently.
Use a Reducer made of soft rubbir and weighing
but a few ounces.
Follow a method endorsed by physicians and
thousands of satisfied users.
Receive the Reducer in plain wrapper. C. O. D.,
or on receipt of $3.75 plus 20 cents postage.

YOU DON'T
—

—

Exercise Talie Mtdiciues Starve yourself
nn ager diets or use electrical appliances.

The Reducer

DR.

is

guaranteed.

Send for

it

ou

today.

THOMAS LAWTON

19 West 70th Street, Dept.D-407, New York

*)TUtMc

up - and - coming
youngster who appears in "Big Brother,"
has signed a contract to make phonograph
records for Berlin & Snyder.
Mickey
not only sings but fiddles and his first release will be a song entitled "Big Brother."

Mickey

Bennett,

the

Papa Coogan has taken a stand in the
tell the world that hereafter
Jackie will make but two pictures a year.
limelight to

The

time will be put in
freckled- faced, barelike any ordinary,
boy.
American
freedom-seeking
foot,
Furthermore if two pictures a year interfere with this delectable program, only
one picture a year will be made. Jackie's
present contract with Metro calls for four
pictures a year, but that contract is half
completed with the filming of "The Boy
of Flanders," and in all other contracts
a stipulation of "two a year" will be in
rest of

Jackie's

SPECIAL OFFER

La Dora Pearls

Beautiful

Q

"1
Solid Gold. Diamond Clasp, only dj ^
(Regular Retail List Price $15.00)
sensational slasK in price now makes it possible
for every woman and girl to wear a strand of lovely
La Dora Pearls. These synthetic Gems are the proud
where the art of creating inde*
product of France
structible pearls has been mastered.

vp^»Oj

A

—

AN IDEAL GIFT

that will delight any woman or girl. As a reproductioa
the La Dora Pearl is perfection
of the Oriental Pearl
itself. They possess all the charm, all the soft, delicate
colors and iridescence of true deep-sea pearls. The passing of years never lessens their glorious beauty. Cjuar*
anceed not to break, crack, peel or discolor.

—

Money Back Guarantee

Perhaps never again will such a money saving chance
be offered you. Just imagine getting a wonderful 24-inch
strand of perfectly matched and graduated pearls with
solid white gold clasp set with genuine chip diamond,
in a beautiful silk lined gift case at the unbelievable
price of $4.83. You do not risk a penny. Our guarantee
protects you absolutely. Upon receipt of Necklace, if
you are not perfectly delighted, we will refund your
money instantly. Send us your order and remittance of
only $4-83 at once and in a few days you will receive
an exquisite La Dora Pearl Necklace that you will always be proud of. If you desire, we will send C.O.D.,
you to pay postman $4.83, plus 15c charges, upon delivery. This is a rare opportunity. Order now.

WILLIAMS Ss. CO., 4750-54 Sheridan Road CHICAGO

order.

:^^nT^

—

Two luscious juveniles Peaches Jackson
and Frankie Lee, are included in the cast
of "Poisoned Paradise."
Frankie took
part in "The Hero," and Peaches was at
one time side partner to Thomas !Meighan,

Comtcs, Cartoons, Commercial, Newspaper and Magazine Illostratlnar. Pastel Crayon Portraits and Faahii.ns. By Mailer LoL-alCIasaea'
Easy method. Write for terms ami List of Fuccessful students.

ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS, 28-A

Flatiron Building.

New York

so they are both veterans.
Keep bim

healthy; keep blm aiD^ne

aod besotifully, with
MaxGpisIer'e
ROLLER SEED and

~

coDtinnoufily

MAIZENA BISCUIT

*'The ecicntificallybalaneed
just bird seed.
Correctly proportioned and
kind of nutriment for a
healthy body .cheery spirit and a soft. sweet
sinK-ing voice.
Full size pke. Roller ^^^

feed" not

— otaiDs

right

Seed and sample box Maizena Bi5cuit7|%/«
postpaid «

to be outdone by a kid. Lew Cody
not only singing but has composed two
"My Lady of
songs, words and music:
It must be
the Orchids," and "Lucille."
that opposites inspire, it was while Lew
was filming "Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak

Not

is

Model," that the muse worked.

seem
Lew
CEISLER BIRO CO. —
he plays the

Send

that

dealers

£ST. tsea

free bird book.

60 Cooper Sq. ,N.

violin,

would

It

really does outstrip ]\Iickey
clarinet, the saxophone, the

WANTED!
RAILWiSIS
WORK
FOR

THE

how

to

get positions

te

Oh, the lazy film stars and the parents
of their p-oo-r little
Here's one dad Wilinnocent
liam y. Along, character actor of the
films, and father of a husky lad, who drew
a pay envelope for fifty-five weeks out
Impossible!
Not
of a year of fifty-two.
at all.
Dad Mong doubled up on himself
and often worked in two or three productions the same week.
capital
children.

AT OUR EXPENSE YOU RISK NOTHING

and

if your friends or evei you yourself can tell it from b genuine
diamond, send it back. •'Robon" diamonds look exactly like
genuine place a "liabon' and a genuine diamon.l together, see
if yoo can tell them apart
Ihey nave the same fiery blue white
appearance asthc genui
diamond, the same sparkling dazzling,
rainbow brilliancy and are actually alive with fire. "Rabon
dianaondsaimost defy the life time diamond expert. Neither
science nor man has ever created anything more realistic. Give
"Rabon' the same test you would a genuine diamond. Prove to
'

.

'

its amazing qualitiea.
4 and 9 mounted in 14 karat gold shell. No. 2 monnted in
18 karat green gold finish. No. 1, 7 and 10 massive platinum
effect, all 1 karat size, blue white absolutely perfect.
No. 10
2 karat size.
Mountings are exact duplicates of latest style original genuine

yourself

No.

creations. UnconditionaUy guaranteed for twenty years.
Send size shown byslip of paper
fitting end to end around your
finger.
When ring arrives by
return mail, deposit with the postman the amount shown
here and if you are not more than delighted or decide not to
keep it within 10 days, send it back, we guarantee to refund
your money immediately. Remember you take no risk.

SEND NO MONEY.
—

To introduce the amazing ••Rdhon*'
lond we will send ufeso^u/f/i/Zrcc
„ -_. choice of solid gold front cuff
gold mounted scarf pin to those ordering two
ringsormore. This offer holds goodfor alinjited time only.

SPECIAL offer;~'
links or solid

\

THE RABON CO., 12 E. 22ncl St., Dept.47New York

WITH UNCLE SAM.

UNITED BUSINESS TRAININ6 INST., 216 DInan BolldinE. Ditroll.

and the oboe.

who make

WEAR THIS MARVCLOUS"RABON"mNG 10 DAYS

GOVERNMENT—

Men and Women 17 to 45 years. $1,600 to
$2,600 a year.
Common Education SufficientTravel; see the country; no lay-offs; lifetime
job. Holidays with pay. Write today for free
list
of positions obtainable and information

George Beban

—

-\

screen story,
written

simple, safe home
years
16
in my prac-

treatment

—

sviccess

Moles (also BIG
growtlis) dry up. Write
for free booklet giving
full particulars.

,

WM.

DAVIS. M. D.

124-D Grovo Avenue

Woodbridge, N.

by

himself,

under his management.

and

PERSONAL
is

of success.

Bow-

Leegcd & Knock-

Kneed men and
women, both

All,"

young and old, will
be glad to hear
that I have now
ready for market
my newappliance,
which will suc-

At

word of English.

now more than

ever the key-note

produced

the most exciting point in the film story the light
fades from the screen and the action is
taken up on the stage by the actors in
flesh and blood without loss of a single
motion or a moment's time.
I\Ir.
Beban
takes the part of Joe, the iceman, who
goes to Ellis Island to meet his immigrant
mother.
The old Italian woman who
plays the role of his mother was selected
from Little Italy, N. Y. C, and she can-

not speak a

J-

Appearance

is

"The Greatest Love of

BANISH THEM

tice.

going to give the fans
another such thrill as he gave them in
his vaudeville act "The Sign of the Rose,"
which he staged in connection with the
film.
The new combination stage-and-

was

MIcli.

HOW TO

Miss Hol-

cessfully straighten, within a short
time, bow-leggedness and knock-

kneed

legs, safely, quickly and permanently, without
pain, operation or discomfort.
Will not interfere with
dLiily work, beng worn at night.
new "I.im-

My

your

Straitner,"

Mode

118,

V.S. Patent

is

easy to adjust;

its

result will save you soon from further humiliation, and
improve your personal appearance 100 per cent.
Write today for m v free copyrighted physiological and
anatomical book which tells you how to correct bow
and knock-kneed legs without any obligation on your
part.
Enclose a dime for postage.

M. TRILETY* SPECIALIST

946-L. Ackerman Building

BINGHAMTON,

N. Y.

—

%\m^iim
comb

is

Trina,

screen

Joe's

sweetheart,

and Arthur Earl, the shyster lawer, who
defends the mother in a court-room scene.

Roland West, author and director, has
been signed with the Truart Film CorHis
poration for a period of six years.
"The Unknown Purple,"
success,
tilm
which is also one of his plays, being the
piece de resistance which won him his
His productions will number
contract.
only two a year and will be made from

I

I

Truart stars
stage hits and best sellers.
Elaine Hammerand directors include
Larry
and
Richard
Talmadge
stein,
:

^

^

Semon.

Gas or

^lax Reinhardt, German stage and film
director,

who

staged

"The

jMiracle,"

the

Electric

enormous and inspiring pantomime set to
music, has been engaged by Cosmopolitan
to direct Marion Davies' productions, at

The Lamp

a fabulous salary. The name of her first
picture under his direction has not been
announced but it will be made as soon
Miss Davies has finished "Janice
(,.as

Comes equipped for choice

•^Meredith."

There

^

no

is

telling just

what

DOWN

of gas or electricity. Has
2 -light Benjamin socket
for electricity only, with
8- ft. silk cord ready for
use; or comes with .6-ft.
rubber hose, burner, mantle and chimney for gas.

tests direc-

use in casting a picture play. It's
certain they dont go about with a little
ibag of instruments tapping knees and the
elbow joints, and taking blood-pressure, yet
somehow they get a line on the subWhen
conscious and cast accordingly.
the Rocketts chose Ruth Clifford for the
role of Ann Rutledge in their production
they probably
of "Abraham Lincoln,"
knew that Ruth was just about the most
home-loving little person on the screen,
and therefore the perfect type for the
An
girlhood sweetheart of Honest Abe.
orphan, Miss Clifford lives with her Aunt
in Hollywood and has been away from
home only twice, once to film a picture in
Porto Rico, and the other to attend the
premiere of the Lincoln picture in New
York.
She was so homesick in Porto
;Rico that she wept with joy when she
returned home, and while in New York
she rented an apartment for a year and
set up housekeeping, instead of residing at
a hotel, to prevent another such catastrophe.
Miss Clifford has grown up with
wistful little girl with
the screen.
yellow curls and schoolbooks under her
arm, she tarried about the lots on her way
to school until one marvelous day a Uni\crsal director offered her and her little
playmates a pair of wings and a chance
Henceforth,
to be angels for the nonce.
Aliss Clifford's golden head was screen
property.
itors

Mahogany
Standard

is

brings this

Floor Lamp

Finish
high,

69 in.

Highly
in. in diameter.
polished French mahog-

srrSilkShade

3

any finish.

is something to add an extra tone of
elegance and luxury to your home. On this
generous offer you can see just how this floor
lamp and silk shade will look in your home,
without risking anything. Send only $1.00
with the coupon below, and we will send it
complete to your home on approval, equipped
for use with either gas or electricity. We
take all the risk.

Here

TheShade
Made

in Fifth Avenue design, 24 in. in diameter, of
delft blue silk, shirred top,
alternating plain and fancy
art silk panels. 12 panels in

braid border with
Chenille fringe. American beauty shirred lining.
The harmonious color
scheme gives effect of red
all, tinsel

4-in.

30 Days Trialhowr-M

light shiningthroughablue

beautiSee
it freely for 30 days.
Ihandsome silk shade
blend and harmonize with everything in the
home. How useftd it is, too— so handy for reading, can be moved around with ease to furnish a

—

comes, use

haze
a rich warm light.
Shipping weight, 27 pounds.
MtnhiD Silkr Frinca PnD-Cordt
Also pair of Marshall silky

fully the colorings of the

and rich warmth and coziness to
in the house. If after 30 days trial you
decide not to keep the lamp, just return it at our
expense and we will refund your $1.00 deposit,
plus any freight or express charges you paid.
beautiful light

fringe cords with 3H in. silky
fringed tassels, giving an added luxurious effect.

any room

For gasDse, orderby No. G6332NA.
For cleclridt;, order b; No. G6333NA.

You cannot lose a single penny.

the coupon, $2
Total Bargain Price for
shade, $19.85.

Senil odIt $I with

monthly.

lamp and

A

^222 a Month vd'Hf.
send only

Free Bargain Catalog

$2.00 a month antil yoa have paid the total bargain price
of $19.85 yes, only $19.85! Compare this value with anything you could buy locally at anywhere near the same
Schram gives yon alprice even for epot cash! Straus

—

Shows thousands of bargains in
home furnishings: furniture, jewcurtains, phonographe,
Btoves, dishes, alaminam ware, etc.
All sold on easy terms. Catalog
sent free with or without order.
lery, ruga,

most a year to pay

the

silk

—he

has been voted a member of Al.
G. Barnes Circus and is now one of their

now

to see this beautiful floor

shade

in

lamp

your home on approval on

price-smashing offer.
Think how the nickels and
this

had
veteran
amuck,
to be executed because he ran
turned over flimsy villages, and killed humans, Joe Martin, the star orang-outang
of the screen, has turned temperamental.
He was formerly gentle and kind, but
now it is no longer safe or sane to work
And he's a
on the same set with him.
good actor, too, he it was, that did the

fate

nothing extra for credit. NoC.O.D.

Price Slashed!
Decide

the

dirty work in "The
Merry-Go-Round."
His last picture is "Down in Jungle
Town," perhaps he got too near to caveman stuff in filming it. But while poor
Charlie is under the sod and the dew,
Joe has been condemned to a glorious

&
We trust honest people anywhere inU.S.

See the coupon.

and
lead
of Charlie,
elephant of the movies, that

Following

.

No discount for caah;

dimes
things;

slip

away

for

useless

save them for some-

thing worth while that will give
satisfaction for years. Send the
coupon with only $1.00
Satisfaction guaranteed.

NOW!

Straus
s

& Schram, Dept. 1324, Chicago,

Enclosed find $1.00. Ship special advertised
Floor Lamp and Silk Shade as checked
below. I am to have 30 days free trial. If
I keep the lamp, X will send $2.00 a month.
If not satisfied, I am to return the lamp
and shade within 30 days and yoy are to
refund my $1.00 plus any transportation
charges I paid.

a Cas Floor Lamp G6332NA, $19.85
a £/cc«ric Floor UmpG6333NA, $19.85

III

Name,
Street. R. F.

or Box

No

D.

Shi-pving

Point

Post

State, .

Office

you want ONLY our free cataloe
of home furnishings, mark X here
If

leading attractions.

"Two

Wagons

— Both

Covered,"

a

"The Covered Wagon," done
Will Rogers' best style, has made such

travesty on
in

a hit that he has decided to make a series
of burlesques on leading plays and players.
The next victim to his scintillating humor

Treasury Savings Certificates
mature in five .vears
?4000 Grows to $.5000— S800 Grows to SIOOO— S80 Grows to SlOO— S20 Grows to
0» to your post oflfioe or send to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York

United States Government Savings System
Second Federal Reserve District
97 Maiden L^ne
New York

$2.5

City
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be Bill Hart, the bad man of
screen and Rogers' very good friend.
will

The

The movie triumvirate

Favorite Luxury

and

breath

step into a bath that smells like
into water so soft
and limpid, it tells you by its very
feel how good it is for your skin; to
step out of your tub with an indefinable, almost
"scentless" fragrance
clinging to you no wonder so many
gentlewomen call this their favorite
a flower gaiden

—

f<5*

m

l^M^

liDltIt

lOc.-ran sent free

l\|j|^ coupon with
**""

if

you mail this

name and address

to

C.S.WelchCo.,Dept.M.B., New York

BATHASWEET

divorcees

Do you
.Somebody

Mo.

NAH JONG SET

$110 per Mo.

AGENTS WANTED

LEARN CARTOONING

expenses, we will

At Home— In Your Spare Time
from the school that has trained 60

have paid. You

many

refund all you
do notrisk a pennyl

—

succeed advance rapidly!
send coupon at once for full details.
positions waiting for grad-

!

STANDARD BUSINESS TRAINING INSTITUTE
Buffalo, N. Y.

Standard Business Training

\

1

Postpaid in attractive box, on receipt of $1.00. (Canada 25c extra.)
ORIENTAL IMPORTING CO., 1 10 W. 40th St., N.Y

!

after completing your training,
for you a position
paying at least ^110 per mo. and
If,

we do not secure

uates

$

Complete with Instructions, rules
and illustrations, 144 characters, 152
counters, racks, dice and score card.

expenses paid, after3mos'. sparetime study
at home.
Any average man can qualify.

We have

Inst..

Buffalo, N. Y.
Seni] me entirely free. Booklet No.
D-58, Riving full particulars about
course
in
Railway
Traffic Inspection.
/
I

'

I
'

Buecessful

cartuoiiists

of

THE LANDON SCHOOL
1402 National

BIdg.,

•^

for 30 days trial on annmvaL
approval.
44 Styles, colors and sizes
of famous Ranger Bicycles. Express
prepaid, at Faetorv Prices.

Choice of

save the small monthly payments.
wherls and equipment at half
usual prices. Write for remarkable factory prices and marvelous terms.

T'fwi^ke
mA^9

<^ycl« Company
IMaaH
FMfgllDept
<hica|o
A.39,

Write
to us

today

GIVEN DAINTY VANITY CASE
beautifully decorated.
puff, spill-proof

Contains mirror,

powder case. Sent without

charge, postpaid

PROVIDED, you know of any crippled children or young- adults with
Club Feet, Infantile Paralysis, Crooked Spine, Hip Disease or Wry
Neck, and will send this ad with correct names and addresses of parents; also age of child and how afflicted. No premium sentxnaXess
this ad is enclosed with desired information. Offer closes May 1, 1924,
McUIN ORTHOPEDIC SANITARIUM. 903 Aobert Ave., Dept 249-C, St LocU. Mo.

Goin6 *«*
Happen to you?
is

Do yOD fear nhnt **•"
fhp f"hire
fnfnT-O

l,^o
:n a^nra
fnr «nn?
A f.a yon
n....
I
.,
._3 it _ i
has in
store for
yon? Are
constantly
worried
tliat some^J,?^^^t'"P-^^
thmK dreadful IS goine to happen? Stop worrying. Learn
what the stars predict. '^'-

ancient science of astrology reveals
„.

.

,

.

a

Scofflaw
dollars

is?

for

from

all.

VIRGO WILL TELL YOU FREE

y,"""- name and address luid I will interpret the Zodiac sitm you were bora
no'der" ''SS ,1? '" ?,="'' '^e eiact date of your birth in
your own
fHi^l'
lo
cover, cost, otf mailini? and postage. Your astrological reading handwritinB. Enclose 10c
plain langnage mailed sealed, postpaid. You will be overjoyed will be sent you written in
with the good news Don't
wait, send b.rtt date and 10c
VIRGO STUDIO, 38 HowaTd Strle^
New York C«y

Mw.

Oept.433

Harry

Myers,

film

actor.

originated the suit, the wife

by Mrs. Harriet McKenzie Cronenweth against Edwin Cronenweth, official of Tiffany Picture Corporation, in Los Angeles.
Mrs. Eloise
Goodale Metzger, who took a minor part
in the production of a picture a year ago,

named

in

the

wife's complaint.

near-divorce suits interest us
slill
more because they have the happy
ending".
Sometimes it helps a lot to serve
notice and get all the things you want to
say oft' your mind.
hope Mrs. Robert
Edeson (Mary Newcomb) has found this
sufficient.
Some time ago she filed divorce
papers against Robert Edeson, but since
that time she and her husband have been
seen in public together, apparently as good
And Mae Allison has
friends as ever.
dropped her suit for divorce against
It seems there
Robert Ellis, lilm actor.
was some irregularity in the serving of
the subpoena on her husband, and it was
discovered just as the decree of divorce
was about to be issued. This gave ]Miss
.\llison a chance to change her mind, and
as Air. Ellis promised to be less trying,
she was sensible in using a woman's prerogative, and decided to withdraw the
complaint.
the

We

Cleveland, O.

I^filivered toyou Tree

^"

What:

what

Ivnow

won one hundred

ration suit brought

But

Send
orlKinal drawing casr to leaxn.
6c in Bt->mD9 for full Information and
chart to test your ability. Aiaoaiateage

/

fATE

Reno who

countered, and was granted alimony and
the care of their children.
Evelyn Kenyon
,is suing her husband, Albert G. Kenyon,
scenarist,
for divorce, and has named
Rosemary Cooper as co-respondent. And
then, there is the two-million-dollar sepa-

is

to-

day earning from $50 to $200 and
more a week. The Landon Picture
Chart Method of teaching makes

/ Name

BOOK
OP

in

inventing the word. Well, he's the modem
drinker, who scoffs at the law and drinks
his rum just the same, and it's
feminine
as well as masculine; Preferred Pictures
says so.
They have already started production of "The Adorable Scofflaw," a
story of a young flapper addicted to the

divorce

to enter this fascinating
profession. Splendid opportunities; travel
or remain near home.
Pleasant outdoor
work; meet big railway officials.

You can

residing

Rupert Hughes' film, named
famous divorce-town, had to motor
to another city to view it, according
to
rumor.
The Reno-ites were afraid the
hhn might corrupt their morals, we take it

:

Men Are Wanted

You Take No Risk

wow

to sec

The husband

Start at

be a

There are phases of news that, like the
poor, are always with us
divorces, and
accidents and illness among the stars, and
now extended to scenarists and officials.
Mrs. Nellie Myers has been granted a

POSITION GUARANTEED
per

it

—

RAFFIC INSPECTOR

$250

Mary

friendship

Kenneth Harlan and Clara
Bow will take the leads. And by the
way, do you know that Clara's complexion
is of such a texture that she
doesn't have
to make up for the screen
lucky little
flapper, she can almost scoff at anything.

A RAILWAY
to

their

cocktail habit.

<o*oeo*oo#o«

Paying Up

— Charlie,

for the

drug and department

$1 at

cement

speaking of laws within laws, ex-

pectant

wanted

luxury.
It is the luxury which
Bathasweet has brought them for 20
years. Once you have tried it you will
wonder that you ever did without it.

and

— wont

And

—

25c, 50c
stores.

— may

into a business triangle.
It is rumored
that Chaplin will direct Miss Pickford in
one picture.
We're waiting with bated

of Gentlewomen

To

Doug

the

As to the casualty list Clara Bow was
painfully cut and bruised in a fifteen-foot
fall over a cliff while filming "Poisoned
Paradise"; Anna Q. Nilsson broke a rib
trying to lift Milton Sills, weight 190
po'unds, in the filming of the Rex Beach
Richard Barthelstory, "Flowing Gold"
mess held up the filming of "The Enchanted Cottage," to be operated upon:
Mae Busch took a turn at grip; Julanne
:

;

Johnston

at

pneumonia

;

and

Constance

Talmadge indulged in Kleig eyes; but
now they're all well and registering high
spirits on the screen.

—
m°i;itr;s"«R

Woman Pay?

Should the

Or Would You Stand

Trial For

Her

While She Married Another?
"C^OR A DAY AND A NIGHT
love had sung to him,
played \\'ith him and lifted
him to the high land of
-'

dreams;butnowithad passed,
leaving him only mocken' for
farewell—

Tt depends
comes

-*-

you'll

upon how he

thru,

come up

slaughter,

whether
man-

for

Mr. Daggett." said
"And I saw who

the deputy,

was driving the

car." broke

in the cop, "the

young lady

who can do sbcty-one miles an
I guess she's

hour.

due an

invitation to this party."

ILJi SAW Dolly a prisoner

*-

at the bar, with droop-

head while the judge
harangued her wrathfuUy
then he himself seemed to be
on trial and the jury was
multitudinous and hostile.
ing

A ND MEANWHILE DOLLY,
"^~*-

for another compelling

had taken shelter with
King, the millionaire
producer who had promoted
her screen stardom, and who
had asked her to wed him. But
reason,

Sam

"And

She cried anJ .u,/^^/,.,/ iw.„ i,,.
/w.^ fL,.,'.,,- ,,; Un..
She loves Mr. Hi with such a love as one reads of in books.
But she has run back to that Air. King. So full of indecision and -dvc
Ah! yoii cannot reckon
'd'as she that you uvuld scarcely have known her.
on Miss Dolly, so impulsive and so stubborn in her iu isguided ness.''

"^

Dana Gatlin
has told the thrilling incidents in language of a
thousand heart throbs in
"Thistledown."

she, too,

telling.

Be Sure Not
a

Thistledown

May Motion
On

99

To Miss

Picture

Ma

It

azine

the News-stands April First
121
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Results from the Adaptation
of the "Power Within'' to the
Stress of Environment
IS a question of relativity.

ITDisease

the result of supernormal stress or of subnormal reis

sistance.

When

the nerve, over which the
its adaptative
impulses to the cells, is impinged by
a subluxated vertebra, the "power
within'* cannot adapt the organism
to the stress of environment and we

"power within" sends

become sick.
To regain health it is necessary to
turn on the power of adaptation re-

—

sistance.

To turn on the power, the impingement must be removed from the
nerve, in order that
function normally.

it

may

again

To remove the impingement the
misaligned vertebra must be adjusted, and this adjustment of the
vertebra is the work of the chiropractor.
By

giving

Chiropractic a

have recovered their health.

fair trial millions

Write for information regarding Chiropractors or Schools to the

UNIVERSAL
CHIROPRACTORS'
ASSOCIATION
Davenport, Iowa,
U.S. A.
-J^^M^^

All Rights Reserved

!
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EDWAED LANGER PBINTINO
JAMAICA,
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mm
The

Ideal

Liquid

Colorless Deodorant
{Contains no staining

artificial colors)

She Knows She Will Be
Popular This Evening
She has been invited by the man she
adores.
She has spent days thinking
about this iniportant event and has
sought every means for making herself more attractive.
But with all her
charm, she must particularly avoid
any ofifense that might accompany
dancing in a heated ballroom.
She
She has no fears, however.
knows that AB-SCENT will not only
remedy excessive perspiration but
will also destroy all odors.

You

can free yourself of the worry of perits attending odors and clothing
stains in using AB-SCENT
the new colorless
and odorless deodorant (containing no staining
spiration with

—

artificial colors).

No

longer need you be annoyed, for this de-

lightful creation, formulated by a physician,

your garments.

Men
realize

as well as women are using it, for they
that bathing alone cannot prevent an

unclean armpit or perspired feet neither can
perfumes and powders hide the oflEensive odors
caused by perspiration. But AB-SCENT will
correct the condition of which you yourself
;

may

be unconscious.

Too often do we fail to detect our own faults,
and when they are of so personal a nature that
even our friends hesitate to tell us, it is parawe take every precaution to elimYou can be at ease now that ABSCENT is at your command. Try it once
and cleanliness will take on a new meaning.

mount

that

inate them.

AB-SCENT

can be had at aU good stores, If your dealer
you, you can obtain it direct by mail
S^^^-^^^W® l5)llK€- Dept
ffitFiftr-Xvenut NewT^rl'
cannot

supply

i

'I

50c

Prepared by the makers of ZIP.
(Send your dealer's name with your order and you ivill also
receive attractive satriples of Madame Berthe's Face Powder and
Massage & Cleansing Cream.)

CREftTiONS

is

harmless, and does all that you
It is
desire, and does not burn, itch or irritate.
recommended for personal use and will not rot
absolutely

^@i^©ii(^iy)

NEW YORK

—

:

'

'

c^ Skin You Love to

Touch

painted by R. F. Schabelitz

You, too,

can have

p A skin

you love

to

—

—

Sleep fresh air the right food
all these help to maintain the
general tone of your skin.

But good
Three Woodbury skin preparations

—guest

size

—for 10c

The Andrew Jergens Co. ,1304 Spring
Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

—

For the enclosed 10 ffw/j
please send me
a miniature set of the Woodbury skin
preparations containing

A trial size cake

of Woodbury's

Facial Soap.

A sample

tube of Woodbury's
Cream.
sample box of Woodbury's
Facial Powder.
Facial

A

l^ilh the treatment brmklet.

You Love

to

"A

insure a

conditions that seriously detract

from the appearance of the

skin,

such as blackheads, blemishes, excessive oiliness, etc., are of purely
local origin.

Give your skin itself special care,
if you want it to be smooth, soft,
delightful in texture and color.

Skin

Touch"

you live in Canada, address The
Co., Limited, 1304
Sherbrooke St., Perth, Onx., English
agents: H. C. Quelch & Co.,
Ludgate

Each day your

skin

is

changing

If

Andrew Jergens

-i

Square, London, E. C.

4.

Street

Cut out

if you
Each day your skin is changold skin dies and new takes
ing
its place. By giving this new skin
special care, you can actually make

will.

can have a lovely skin,

—

Name-

City

You

your complexion over
give
ness

it
it

—

you can
and smoothhas never had before.

You

health alone will not

good complexion. Many

touch
a

clearness

will find the special treat-

ment your

skin needs in the bookof
famous
skin treatments, "A
let
Skin You Love to Touch," which
is wrapped around every cake of
Woodbury's Facial Soap.

Get a cake of Woodbury's today, at
any drug store or toilet goods counter,
and read, in this booklet, just ho'w to
take care of your skin.

A

25-cent cake of Woodbury's lasts
or six -weeks for general toilet
use, including any of the special Woodbury treatments. The same qualities
that give Woodbury's its beneficial
effect in overcoming common skin
troubles make it ideal for general use.
Woodbury's also comes in convenient
3-cake boxes.
a

month

State
this

coupon and mail

it

today

WOOD BUSY'S FACIAL SOAP
Copyright.

Wi,

by The

Andrew

Jergens Co.

A BREWSTER PUBLICATION

i
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SAGGING B
—
FACIAL
MUSCLES

cannot

be

attained by a free use
of cosmetics alone.
Complexion is not everything the contour of the
face must also be correct.

Double

sagging

chin,

muscles,
drooping
what otherwise would be a pretty
facial

mouth

mar

lines

face.
It is no longer necessary to labor under the handicap of
such facial faults. Use the Cora M. Davis 1-2-3 method,
consisting of an effective reducing facial cream, patented
chin and face strap, and astringent.

Worn While You
How

simple

2p

These Stores Sell The
Davis Chin Straps:

Sleep

K

ANGOLA. IND.

— how

convenient— how

effective.

The

Merely

M.

New York

Hotel

.stone

BOSTON. MASS.
mont

St.

&

NORWALK. CONN.
Pelletfs

Elms Ave.

McCrcery Co.
Kaufman Bair

3rd St.

Benden

SOUTH NORWALK. CONN.
Liggett's,

70

East

Wash-

Ington St.

J.

TERRE HAUTE,
Kintz Hat Shop
UTICA, N. Y.

Y.

&

IND.

England & McCafTry
WASHINGTON. D. C.
Liggett's.
1006 F Street,

LA.

N.W.

Co.

Mrs. B. Gaddis, 67 Randolph Place, N.W.

WILLIAMSPORT, PA.

Glmbel Brothers
St.

C.

The Emporium

&

14th

Hughes Hair Shop, North

SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.

Donaldson Company

.lames McCreery
Saks & Co.
Stern Bros.

I.

The Sheppard Company

Dr. C.

L. Bamberger
Petty's. 771 Broad St.
L. S. Plaut
Co.

NEW ORLEANS,
Mal.son Blanche
NEW YORK. N.

Y.

St.

R.

RICHMOND, VA.

HARTFORD, CONN.
G. Fox & Co.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
N.

Main

Moody.

E.

PROVIDENCE,

321 Sixth Ave.

Goods Co.

Heam.

13th

St.

.Joseph

Hudson

S.

Campbell,

and Sansom

Home Co.
May Drug Co.
POUGH KEEPSIE, N.

ILL.

DETROIT, MICH.

L.

St,

Pauline

PITTSBURGH. PA.
McGlnnls Vanity Shop

St.

NEWARK.

Drug Store

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

nut
0.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Friedman Spring Dry

City

St.

Clotbler
Lit Bros.
Oeo. G. Evans' Drug Stores
Rita A. Kraus, 1615 Wal-

Scott

Woodljury Drug Co.

Fifth Ave.

St.

J.

Strawbrldge,

DENVER, COLO.
hewis & Son
DES MOINES, IOWA
L.

N.

Mggetfs, 165 Market

Charles \V. Lane, 90 North

J.

Main

Iskigan, S.

A.

L.

COLUMBUS. OHIO

Liggett's,

AinerSt.

Drug

PATERSON.

Roths<'hlld

High

'rf

of

Fulton

Inc.,

lea.

Stores
& Luther, 46th and
Broadway-, and others

Kathrjn Ann. Euclid Bldg.
The May Dept. Stores

DANVILLE,

»*<•"»

Harlow

Boston Store

CLEVELAND.

M""

»"

Liggett's

ILL.
Plrie
Bros.

Car.qon.

Mandel

«

Trc-

St.

Creamer, 1221

yjl

Drug Merchants

BROOKLYN. N. Y.
A. I. Namm & Son
Abraliam & Strauss
Llggetfs Drug Stores
BUFFALO. N. Y.
William Hengerer
CANTON, OHIO
CHICAGO,

V^k

A
iij

^.\S\,
^"'J
i4th SI. and
'•P*-

Shepard Stores
Grace H. O'lleam,

M. DAVIS
507

N. J.
care Black-

De'Hart.

Macy

Columbus

ATLANTIC CITY.

that the strap is easily capable of starting its work of reducing the double chin, raising the mouth lines and returning to their proper places the sagging face muscles.
Then in the morning apply the astringent which tightens
up the skin and makes permanent the work done by the
cream and strap. Continue this for a few nights and see
contour.
the wonderful improvement in your facial
Special combination price for all three articles, only $4.00.
Anyone desiring either of these three articles alone can
obtain them at the stipulated prices.

Dept.

J.

Slcinback Co.

apply the cream before going to bed. Then put on the
chin strap. The cream has so softened the skin muscles

CORA
XIO

N.

H.

Blooiningfjale s
Barnett Bros..

DruK Store

Ivratz

ASBUBY PARK.

near

5th

The

Charlotte

Pine

Ave.

Shop,

243

St.

For sale at Owl Drug Stores from
Chicago to the Pacific Coast

Use this
Coupon
While prepared primarily

for

reducing double

and fleshy facial
parts,
many have
spoken highly of Cora M.
Davis reducing cream
chin

This
mild

tains

astringent
lotion but

the

essentials

a
con-

is

correct

to

produce

firmness

without

harshness,

tightening

the skin smoothly

for

effective reduction
on any part of the body.
Price ?1.00

If

your dealer
cannot
supply you

COKA

back

if

D

not satisfied.

Davis Chin Strap
Davis Chin Reducing Cream
Davis Special Astringent

Combination
above

Name
Street

City

wherever applied.
Price $1.25

M. DAVIS,

Dept. XIO, 507 Fifth Ave.. New York City.
Send me the articles checked. I will pay the postman price
plus few cents postage on delivery.
I am to get my money

State

Special

Offer

$2.00
1.00
1.25

of

all

three
?4.00

—

—
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Waist and Hips Reduced

mth New Girdle

^m Instead of

Stiff Corsets

Makes you look inches thinner the moment you
put it on and actually removes fat all the while
Dieting, Exercise, Pills and Selfyou wear it.
Denials unnecessary.

NOhow

matter how large your waist or
no matter
bulging your hips
how many other methods have
failed to reduce your excess flesh
here
at last is a remarkable new flexible girdle
that is guaranteed to improve your appearance at once and to reduce your waist
and hips "almost while you wait!"

—

—

No

wonder

being hailed witii deliu;lit by the
v\ ho want to look yoiithfullv
Rediicm;;
slender again.
For with the Madame
(iirdle you don't have to wait till the fat is gone to
appear slim and youthful. The instant you put on
this new kind of girdle the bulky fat on the waist
and hips seem to vanish, the waistline lengthens,
and your body becomes erect, graceful, youthtully
slender!
And then with every step you make,
>vith every breath you take, with every little motion, this new kind of girdle gently massages away
ihe disfiguring, useless fat
and
you look and feel years younger!

thousands of

it is

women

X

—

—

—
—

reducing purposes
and is worn over
dergarments,
(jives you the same slim
ance as a regular corset
and without any
fort.
Fits as snugly as a kid glove
has
attached
and so constructed that it
touches and gently massages everv porfor

—

men and

hips, this gentle massage is so effective
often brings about a remarkable reduction
in weight in the first few days.

that

It

Makes You Look and
Years Younger

ter selt-denials

You'll look better and feel
You'll be surprised how
quickly you'll be able to walk,
dance, climb, indulge in outdoor
better.

sports.

Many

Getting Slender

Can Be Worn as a
Corset All Day Long

and

your appe.irancc
works for you
instantly
constantly every second of
rile
day to reduce your
excess

fat.

—

At last you can wear all the stylish clothes vou
want without worrying about your figure.

Produces Same Results as an
Expert Masseur
X

massage

Reducing Girdle is built upon
which have caused

principles

reductions of 5. 10. 20, even 40 pounds.
Made of
the most resilient Para rubber
especially designed

—

sides,

con-

thus preventing fatigue,

—

takes ofF flesh
gently, pleasantly, surelv.
Can
be worn all day instead of a stiff corset and gives
you. with comfort. Fashion's straight boyish lines!

The Madame

for

Free Booklet Tells

With (Snile

Improves

X

scientific

fine

is

helps hold in their proper place
the internal organs which are
often misplaced in stout people
and thus brings renewed vitality
and aids the vital organs to function normally again.

Don't confuse the Madame
Reducing Girdle
with ordinary belts or stifF corsets.
It's radically
different!
It doesn't merely draw in your waist
and make you appear more slender: it actually

'

is

X

un-

—

say it
which

often present
in people inclined to be stout. For
besides driving away excess flesh
the Madame
Reducing (iirdle
supports the muscles of the back
.stipation.

comfortable corsets! The Madame
X Reducing (Iirdle ends all need of
that forever! The moment you put
it on you look inches thinner! And
best of all, it actually makes fat
vanish with marvelous rapidity
while you walk, play, work or
sleep- and yet does it so gently
you hardly know you are wearingit.

a

X

Reducing Girdle.

bit-

stiff,

Feel

Those who have worn it say you feel like
new person when you put on the Madame

—

harmful

garters

of the surface continually!
The
constant massage causes a more vigorous
circulation of the blood, not only through
these parts, but throughout the entire
Particularly around the abdobody!

Think of it no more heartstraining exercises
no more disagreeable starving diets
no more

—
—
medicmes— no more
— no more

appeardiscom-

tion

Look Slender While

Actually Reduces Fat
Quickly Pleasantly

—

—

the un-

All
You

can't appreciate how marvelous the Madame
Reducing Girdle really is until you
have a complete description of
It.
Send no money in advance just mail the
coupon and learn all about this easy and pleasant
way to become fashionably slender. Mail the
coupon now and you'll get a full description of the Madame
Reducing Girdle and our reduced price special

X

—

X

trial

offer.

The

Thompson

Barlow

Co., Inc., Dept. G-155, 404 Fourth .Ave.,

New

York.

r—

Thr PatciUcd Open Froiil Insures Perfect
Comfort While you Sit, Work or Play.
And
the Speeial Lacing Makes the Girdle Easy to
Adjust as You Become Afore Slender.

——
THE THOMPSON BARLOW
Dept. G-155, 404 Fourth Ave.,

WARNING

New York

send

me. without obligation, free description of the Madame X Reducing Girdle and
also details of your special reduced price offer.
P!e,Tse

Patentr^ have been applied for covering the
essential features of the Madame
Re-

X

ducing Girdle and all infringers will he
prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

CO.. Inc.,

I

I

Name

I

Madame X Reducing

Girdle

Makes You Look Thin While Getting Thin

I

Address

I

1

City.

3
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Produced by

I

A

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

Reliable Quide

I

Adolph Zukor and

Jesse L.

Lasky present

to

"DON'T CALL IT LOVE"
A WILLIAM deMILLE Production with Agnes Ayres, Jack
olt, Nita Naldi, Theodore Kosloff and Rod La Rocque.
reen play by Clara Beranger. From the novel "Rita Coventry" by Julian Street

ment of Quality

and play by Hubert Osborne.

Adolph Zukor and

the

CLORIA SW ANSON ia "THE HUMMING BIRD"
OLCOTT Production. From the Play by Maude

—

IRVIN WILLAT Production with Bebe Daniels, Ernest
Jrrence, Noah Beery and Lloyd Hughes. Written for the

lasting?

1

The brand name, the

screen by Albert Shelby Le Vino.

Adolph Zukor and

THOMAS MEIGHAN

Jesse L.

name,

Lasky present

Tom

Geraghty, Directed

Jesse L.

and

Lasky present

Roche and Huntly Gordon. Adapted by

Jesse L.

the

greatest audiences assured

///

SAM WOOD

Production with Conway Tearle, Lon
haney, Dorothy Mackaill, Ricardo Cortez and Louise
From the novel and play by Kate Jordan. Written
for the screen by Monte Katterjohn.

i^resser.

Adolph Zukor and

Jesse L.

"THE STRANGER"
A JOSEPH HENABERY Production with
Betty
story

'If it's

la.

Lasky present

a Paramount

Picture

show

it's

the best

M

in townV*

Richard Dix,

Compson, Lewis Stone and Tully Marshall. From the

"The

and the Last," by John Galsworthy. Vyritten
for the screen by Edfrid Bingham.

First

iiiW^
Adolph Zukor and Jesse

"ICE

L. Lasky present

BOUND"

A WILLIAM deMILLE
by

by

name Paramount.

Behind thescenesgoeson the hardest
kind of creative effort, and the result is
the wonderful spirit of screen romance
identified always by the one name that
lasts and leads.

by

Paul Sloane.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present
Kate Jordan's "THE NEXT CORNER"

creative, artistic, ethical

best talent seeks the greatest resources

Lasky present

for the screen

—

financial.

and the

"BIG BROTHER" by Rex Beach
A 1 ALLAN DWAN Production with Tom Moore, Raymond
Hatton and Edith Roberts. Written

con-

lasting stage

ed Jackson from the play by Andre Picard and Francis
Carco. Written for the screen by Eve Unsell.

Adolph Zukor and

it is

Paramount provides the great and
upon which every kind of
screen genius and fame may rise. The

POLA NEGRI in "SHADOWS OF PARIS"
HERBERT BRENON Production. Supported by Adolphe
enjou, Charles de

leading brand

the lasting guide. In

sponsibility

by Alfred E. Green.

Adolph Zukor and

is

centrated every imaginable form of re-

"PIED PIPER MALONE"

in

r Booth Tarkington. Adapted by

r

name Paramount!

What is there to go by, after all, but
one thing? Individual names and faces
come and go, personal reputations wax
and wane where is there something

Written for the screen by Forrest Halsey.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present
Zane Grey's "THE HERITAGE OF THE DESERT"
I

—

Jesse L. Lasky present

A SIDNEY

Fulton.

Screen Entertain'

Owen

The State

fh^-atrc. Minneapolis, has a fine record of

ParamoiiDt Picture presenta

:

tiona.

Production of the Pulitzer prize play
Davis. With Richard Dix and Lois Wilson. Screen
Play by Clara Beranger.

Adolph Zukor and

Jesse L.

Lasky present

"MAGNOLLA"

A JAMES CRUZE

Production with Ernest Torrence, Mary
Astor, Cullen Landis, Phyllis Haver, Noah Beery. By Booth
Tarkington. Adapted by Walter Woods.

Adolph Zukor and

Jesse L.

Lasky present

DeMILLE'S PRODUCTION "TRIUMPH"
With Leatrice Joy, Rod La Rocque, Victor Varconi, Charles

CECIL

Ogle, Julia Faye, George Fawcett, Theodore KoslofJ, Robert
Edeson and .Raymond Hatton. ISy May Edginton. Adaptation by Jeanie

\G^

^JA.,^ s^f .'.r^.

B.

Macpherson.

I
1

Fahous IWihs-LaskvCore
ADOLPH ZUKOR-PUSIOeNT

I
[

1
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Fine Pieces ori

19SODays'FrccTrial

Picture in your mind how this Italian Renaissance Living Room j^.
''«
Suite will enrich the appearance of your home. Think of the years
of service it will give. And, with The Easy Payments, you will
never feel the outlay. I guarantee that this Bargain will completely Satisfy
the most exacting buyer. And Back of this Personal Guarantee stands my
Money-Back Bond. If after 30 Days' Trial your satisfaction is not complete
in every way, you can return the goods. I will refund your first payment and
all freight charges. This Trial will not cost you a penny.

Former

WITH
ORDER

Price $6(

H\M

Special Sale Price Only
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS
Oak throughout
Depend- Big FREE
and
Length Backs and

Consider these outstanding points of excellence. (1) Solid
that has been thoroughly kiln-dried
air-seasoned (2) Strong,
Seats
able Construction (3) Finely Upholstered Full
covered with a fine grade of Rich-Looking Brown Spanish Artificial
Leather, and luxuriously padded with comfortable, rest-giving, sanitary
upholstering materials (4) Wide, roll arms on Arm Chair and Rocker and
Sturdy Posts on all pieces (5) Every piece large, full size (6) Artistic
Period Design with unusually Graceful Lines. Suite comprises the following pieces. Library Table 22x42 inches; with True Italian Renaissance
Design. A table of striking beauty. Rocker and Arm Chair
both 37
inches high and 25 inches wide; seats measure 18x20 inches. Sewing
Roclcer is 34 inches high and 17 inches wide. Side Chair is the same
size. All chairs h^ve the Renaissance Motif; and on all chairs the
upholstery on backs is extended all the way down to the seats making
the chairs more elegant in appearance, more comfortable and serviceable. The combination book trough and magazine rack is 19 inches
wide and 24 inches high. Taborette is 16 inches high, the top measures
11 X XI inches. Foot Stool is 12 inches high, 16 inches long by 11 inches
wide. Waste Basket is 14 inches high and 10 inches long by 10 inches
wide. You have your choice of two finishes: Nut Brown Fumed Oak or
Highly Glossed Golden Oak. Be Very Careful to State Your Choice of
Finish in Ordering. Complete 9-Piece Suite. Order No. RA635. Price,
S44.95. Terms: SI with order, balance S3.00 monthly.

—

—

free;VclourScarf—Tapestry Ends
'

send your order for the library suite
send you absolutely Free a Handvery appropriate for the Library Table.
It is made of good quality Velour. The Color is a rich blue, decorated with
handsome Tapestry ends and a wide
Gold Edge. iVteasures 52 x 13 finches;
If

I

some Table

Scarf.

you

will

QUICKLY,

This cover

I will

^ SPEAR & CO.^
Home

fe

please—THE LONGEST TIME

that will

TO PAY — Send

for My Free Catalog/
today. Learn about my MONEY-BACK
Squarest Guaranthe
Fairest,
BOND,
tee in the world. See theThousandsof
Illustrations that will aid you in selecting your new Furniture, Carpets,
Rugs, Stoves, etc. Remember I sell
Everything for the Home on the
Easiest Monthly Payments. Before

you buy anything anywhere Consult

my

Free Book.

WRITE FOR IT TODAY; A POST]
CARD WILL BRING IT.

" President

^

_______

^BBHlaBll^'*^'*VIV|gl
SPEAR &
CO., Dept.

M-302,

Q

If

you want Golden Oak put an

Name

X

in this

n

Occupation.

R. F. D..

Box No. or

Street

& No.
State

Post Office

Pittlburgii, Pa.

Furnishers for the People of America

<l

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Send me at once Q-piece Italian Renaissance Library Snite and Free \'elour Scarf
5 as described above. Enclosed is Si first payment. It is understood that if at the
lend of the 30 davs' trial I decide to keep it. I will send you J300 monthly. Order
No. RA6.15. Price $4405. Title remains with you until paid in full. Send me
m your Free Catalog also. Please print Oi' write name and address plainly.
If you want Nut Brown Fumed Oak put an X in this
S

is

large size.

BOOK

Bargains that will Surprise You— Prices,

II

your shipping point

Send shipment to

FREE

) It

you want

tlie

Is dlllerent front

your post olMce

illl

in line

below.

Free Catalog Only, Send No Money, put an

X here

D
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Pearls
Guaranteed for a Lifetime
This beautiful 24-inch necklace of genuine ZARA
PEARLS is permanently guaranteed. Shouldjthese
genuine ZARA PEARLS crack, peel or discolor
at any time we will replace them free of charge.

ZARA PEARLS

are absolutely indestructible.
step on them, dip them in

You can drop them,

boiling water or scrub them and they will still be
as exquisitely perfect as they were the first time
you saw them gleaming in their satin-lined box.

T^T^ Try TTI Furthermore, should the silk
W^ IH It. cord on which these ZARA
M.^M^M^
PEARLS are strung break

wi
*•

from any reason whatsoever, if returned to us,
we will restring them free of charge. When you
buy ZARA PEARLS, you are not purchasing
some novelty that you will wear for a few weeks
oi for a few months. We guarantee that your
ZARA PEARLS will be one of your most treasured pieces of jewelry all your life.

77j/s

lovely 24 inch necklace of

PEARLS

ZARA

comes in a beautiful jetvel case
There
lined with rich, heavy white satin.
is no additional charge for this case.

Enhance Your Beauty With

Zara Pearls!
No woman who

loves beauty can resist the allure of

ZARA PEARLS.

They are the most bewitching ornament for women of every type
and every age. The vivacious school girl — the adored debutante —
the charming young matron
the stately dowager — all realize that

—

ZARA PEARLS are not only smartest but the most becoming of
jewelry. Each Pearl In a Zara Necklace is a work of art made by hand
by a master craftsman. The Opaline base of the Pearl is mined in

Russia just as precious jewels are, and is indestructible. And ZARA
PEARLS with their rich, creamy lustre have all the satiny sheen
and melting color of the most priceless Oriental gems. Every necklace
Is finished with a guaranteed sterling silver Safety Clasp set with
sparkling genuine brilliants. ZARA PEARLS are enchantingly lovely
with every costume. You will be proud to wear them and proud to

show them

to

your

friends.

Special Offer

ZARAVAN COMPANY,

Zara Pearls Worth $10.00

jewel case.

Only

In order to Introduce these bewitching ZARA PEARLS
to you, we are making you this v/ondertul special offer
for a short time only. You would have to pay more than
double this remarkably low price for pearls of such exceptional quality if you purchased them any place else.
You do not have to send any money with the order. Just

River

St.,

Dept. 12-65 Chicago,

111.

Dept. 12-65
III.

Will you please send me a 24 inch necklace of Genuine ZARA
with a sterling silver Safety Clasp in the leatherette
I will pay the postman $4 83 and postage tor the
ZARA PEARLS when they arrive. I understand that I can reZARA
PEARLS within 3 days if I am not perfectly
turn the
satisfied and my money will be refunded.

PEARLS

Name

mail the coupon Today. 'When your ZARA PEARLS
arrive in a few days, pay the postman only $4.83 and a
few cents postage. If you are not absolutely satisfied
you can return the pearls within 3 days and your money
will be refunded. Take advantage of this unusual opportunity. If you live in
Canada send post office or e.Ypress order. No C. O. D. orders accepted from
Canada or other foreign countries. Send the Coupon NOW.

Zara van Company, 311

311 River Street, Chicago,

.

Address.

City.

Staie.
If you prefer you may send cash.
C. O. D. orders are some times delayed.
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Link
T?RANKLIN
voice

plucked a zigzag of lightning out of the

Bell linked

sky.

after link

it

with a

more power than

bit of

the thunder.

carding the wire, hurl one voice
less radii

wire and gave the

Now

human

scientists, dis-

—undiminished—

in count-

across the world.

Each day

the ingenuities of

ening yesterday's progress.

men
In

are bettering, strength-

foods,

clothing,

house-

furnishings, inventions, minds are adding link to link

ing to

lift

you closer

Records of
you.

They

this

to

—

try-

contentment.

progress flash in advertisements before

are personal, timely messages of products that

will please.

The

advertisements suggest not only the

new

—but the

them out honestly before you so that you can
conveniently choose.
They show you highest values at
best; spread

sensible cost.

They help you

to live better

Read the advertisements to learn
can make your life more pleasant.

Keep up
to

Ids

—and

of the latest

with the advertisements

keep apace with progress

save.

ways you

C1B613059 4Pfi-4'54

Music and Motion

Pictures,

Incorporated

until bome manner of phonofilm is perfected, must remain indispenThru the ear it reaches the same emotions
sable to the motion picture.
This is, of
that are being aroused by that which the eye is recording.

ML^SIC,

course, when there is a well-done synchronization.
Just a few years ago a musical score was an unheard-of thing for any motion
picture.
D. W. Griffith was one of the first producers to give the music accompanying his pictures his personal attention. When you see his "America," notice
And
the love motif which accompanies every scene between the young lovers.
notice further how it suggests her thoughts and her conflicting emotions when
he is nowhere about.
Douglas Fairbanks, too, realizes the importance of a nuisical score. The one
which accompanies "The Thief of Bagdad" is the most complete score ever conceived for a picture.
And Lillian Gish w^ent so far as to take the musician who will do the musical
score of "Romola" to Italy with her. There he is working out the musical accompaniment as sequ,ence after secjuencc of the story itself is filmed. Perhaps ]\Iiss
Gish hoped, too, that some of the lovely native Italian arias would sing themselves into his heart and into his melodies.
Today even the lesser cinema efforts, those branded "program pictures,"
frequentlv enjo\' some maimer of nuisical score.
shudder to think how many varied renditions of "Hearts and P'lowers"
have brought us to the enjoyment of this present synchronization. Some of us
remember the tin-pan piano, never without several silent keys. It belongs to that
almost forgotten era when our cinema palaces were reconvertetl grocer}- stores
where "One Minute Please to Change Reels," frequently flashed upon the
screen
and where Mr. Jones was wont to advertise his pickles or whatever
his product chanced to be, in brilliantly colored slides during the length of this
interruption (always in excess of a minute, however).
The aforementioned
"Hearts and Flowers" was the pianist's piece de resistance. She played it regardless of the scene because she knew it by heart and could watch the picture witliout
giving much heed to her keyboard.
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Twenty

gone hejore you

is

a woman

ing-space,

is

know

in her

it

— and

then you are twenty-five!

And next,

with hanlly a breath-

thirties.

number of her birthdays used definitely to fix a ivoman 's status. Today, physicians say that
number of years has little to do -with age /'/ is almost entirely a matter ofphysical condition.
Keep your skin young by keeping it in good condition. The world will not say of you that you are
Once, the

—

the

beginning

to

look old, so long as you can keep

a fresh,

clear, beautiful skin.

perhaps the

only trouble with your
complexion is just- lack, of willpower

Almost anyone
effort

of will

can

— once.

make

a great

•But it takes an unusual person to
repeat even a small effort of will
day after day, week in, week out.

That is why so many women fail
to keep a lovely skin after they have

A beautiful skin means

daily care!

Not hurried,

perfunctory attention
butthewhole of one's thoughtand
will, for a few minutes out of every
busy day, centered on keeping one's
skin in the best possible condition.

Each day your skin is changing
old skin dies and new takes its place.
Begin, now, to give this neivskm the

—

it needs
and see how
and smooth you can make it
how quickly the faults that have
worried you will disappear.

special care

Wring a cloth

from hot water,
with Woodbury's Facial
Soap, then hold it to your face.
lather

passed their twenties.

—

Perhaps, almost imperceptibly, the
pores of your nose have become
enlarged, so that they are a noticeable fault in your complexion. You
can overcome this defect. Use, every
night, thefoUowingspecial treatment:

soft

it

When

the heat has expanded the
pores, rub in -very gently a fresh
lather of Woodbury's. Repeat this
hot water and lather application
several times, stopping at once if your

Then

need are given in this booklet.
Get a cake of Woodbury's Facial
Soap today, and begin, tonight, the
right treatment for your skin.

A

25-cent cake of

Woodbury's

month

or six weeks for regular
toilet use, includingany of the special
Woodbury treatments. Woodbury's
lasts a

alsocomesmconvenient3-cakeboxes.
For ten cents

— a guest-size set of three

famous Woodbury

skin preparations !

THE ANDREW JERGENS CO.

by
rubbing your nose for a few seconds
with a piece of ice.

1305 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
For the enclosed 10 (fn</— Please send me a miniature
set ofrhe Woodbury skin preparations containing:

only one of the famous skin
treatments contained in the booklet
"A Skin You Love to Touch, " which
wrapped around every cake of
is
Woodbury's Facial Soap. Special
treatments for each different skin

Together with the treatment booklet, "A Skin Yon Love
Touch.
If you live in Canada, address The Andrew Jergens
Co., Limited, 1305Sherbrooke St., Perth, Ontario.
Co., 4 Ludgate
English Agents: H. C. Quelch
Square, London, E. C. 4.

nose feels sensitive.

This

finish

A trial size ca.ke of Woodbury's Facial Soap
A sample tube of Woodbury's Facial Cream
A sample box of Woodbury's Facial Powder

is

to

&

Name.
Street.

Copyright, 1924, by

9 10
.AGS.

The Andrew Jergens

State.

City.
Co.

Cut out

this

coupon and send it

to us today
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Photograph by Ira L. Hill

ANITA STEWART
In recognition of this Shakespearian fact, Anita Stewart is no
"The play is the thing
longer interested in long-time starring contracts. She has reached that Utopian state where
and hereafter she will choose her roles carefully. Rumor
her future is financially assured
has it thai a cinematic "Never the Twain Shall Meet" is to mark her next celluloid
.

.

."

.

.

.

appearance
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Photograph' by Apeda

RAMON NOVARRO
Achieving

a

Now

great

success

entails

Ramon Novarro

a

great

responsi-

has found acclaim
"Scaramouche," he must maintain
thru his
So this winter he has been
this high standard ...
working hard and earnestly under the inspired direcThey have been in Tunis,
tion of Rex Ingram.
Algeria, filming the exteriors of "The Arab," in which
the young Novarro is colorful in the robes and
burnoose of the title role
bility.

that
work in

Photograph by Clarence

HELENE CHADWICK
Helene Chadwick is another of the fair ladies who
form the cast in which Valentino's "Monsieur Beaucaire'' is to be so lavishly set.
She will share honors
with Lois Wilson and Bebe Daniels. Helene is now
out

of

Goldwyn

the

fold,

a

free-lancer.

(In

the

motion picture vernacular, a free-lancer is someone who has no definite connection, but plays here
there
and everywhere
wherever a role

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

is

.

to his liking)

.

S. Bull

mci

Photograph by Edwin Bowcr Hesser

LUCILLE RICKSEN
No one

looking at the sophisticated young person in this portrait would doubt that Lucille
Ricksen has grown up in an astonishingly short length of time.
Recently she was Jack
Pickford's heroine in "The Hill-Billy." And now her name is prominent in the cast of "The
Galloping Fish"

Photograph by Edwin Bower Hesser

DOROTHY MACKAILL
going right ahead and proving that all the extravagant things said about her screen
the whole truth
presence and her acting ability are the truth
and nothing but the
truth.. She is, without any doubt, one of the most interesting personalities that has come to
the screen in many a month

Dorothy

is

.

.

.

.

.

.

Photograph by Donald Biddle Keyes

CHARLES
Certainly

DE

ROCHE

after seeing "The Ten Commandments"
fail editorially if we did not give Charles

we would
de Roche conspicuous mention.

As the selfish and
cruel Pharaoh he left nothing to be desired. In itself,
this performance eradicates the stain which blurred
his name when he was hailed as Valentino's successor.
Now Mr. de Roche is playing opposite the
temperamental and fiery Pola
'Shade
of
Paris"

L

Photograph by Kenneth Alexander

LILLIAN GISH
Juliet, Shakespeare's
last coming to the

tragic,

motion

lovelorn heroine,
picture screen.

who was

is

at

And

finally chosen for
playing in "Romola,"
Upon its completion she will go at once
in Italy.
to Verona, the native heath of the Montagues and
and here Richard Barthelmess will
Capulets
join her as Romeo

Lillian Gish
this

is

immortal

.

.

the actress

role.

.

Now

she

is

UUM
1
1

Photograph by Clarence

S.

irrtnnrmTmi—

Bull

CARMEL MYERS
Carmel Myers

the latest motion picture player whose personality has undergone a
metamorphosis. There's a far hail between this new portrait and the Carmel we used to know.
However, whether you have seen her in "Beau Brummel" and "Broadway After Dark," ot
whether you just judge from this picture, you cannot gainsay that Carmel's new personality
is

stirs

your

interest

Photograph by C. Heighten Monroe
.

LEWIS STONE
Stars
only.

have been known

to

be

stars

in

name

And this has frequently been the case
the eminent name of Lewis Stone was
also in the cast. He is an intelligent actor who
invariably walks off with the honors. He has
never deliberately set about to capture that
illusive thing called popularity
but has
enjoyed it now for years by the very virtue of
his
never failing artistry.
"Cytherea," the
Hergesheimer love story of married people,
occupies him at the present
when

.

.

.

.

"See

America
irst

Wheo we

your

hail

interest

with

famous slogan which we have used
title

for these pages,

cerity.

the
as

a

we do

For "The

so in all sinSacrifice," the first of a
pictures which D. W..

series of motion
Griffith
will make chronicling America"?
history, is well worth seeing from a patriotic,

dramatic and

viewpoint

artistic

The surrender
Cornwallis

of
at

Yorktown

Carol

Demp-

ster

Nancy,

is

thrilling

the heroine of
the love story

which

upon which

will stir patri-

Griffith builds
historical
his

a

is

scene
otic

quivers

in the most
blase American.

events. The
Tory seen with

Arthur

her in the silhouette above

Dewey, a dominant and hu-

is

man George
Washington,

as

Captain Butler

is

seated upon the

white

Lionel

Barrymore

mount

On

the

Nancy

left.

pre-

is

sented

to

George

-

and

III

.

on the

right

Neil

is

Hamilton,
whose Nathan
Holden is one
most
of
the
heros
seen
on the screen
in
many a

likable

we have

moon

.

.

.

.

Captain Butler
heated
in
a
conference with
the

Big Wigs

on the left
and Nancy and
.

Nathan
perfect

in

.

.

a

Griffith

love moment
on the right

The Battle
Bunker Hill

of
is

A

one of the most

thrilling episodes of the
picture
celled only
.

.

.

page

ex-

was

that

the

human

toll

these

if

llustra tion s
Jont interest
you sufficiently
i

to

during

battle

on

issue

this

of

of
film

fifty-three

And

Paul Revere.
this

epic

appears

by
the inspiring
and breath-taking ride of
It

review

this

you

we
to

torial

was the greatest

"Amer-

see

ica,"

ments.

refe

the edi-

comBelow

is one of Captain Butler's
ofF-moments
.

"With

hero

the

a

Rebel and the
heroine the daugh-

wm\
/^

ter of

the

a

Tory and

sister

of

a

Rebel and, therefore somewhat con-

scenes

her syinlove
are fre-

quently

enacted

fused

in

pathies,

the

under great physidifficulties.
cal
Witness
the
Romeo and Juliet
episode on the
left

.

nm
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Impromptu

u

Pitts's

glowing appreciation
von

Eric

By

of
Stro-

heim, who gave
her her "chance"
in "Greed," to
prove that she

GLADYS HALL
An

has a side other
than the comedic,

had never heard
Remoteness. Mystery.
When, some time ago, I heard that she was
married, 1 said, "That's not as it should be."
When I heard she had had a baby, I said, "That's
worse. Why WILL people do things that dont
FIT them?" But when I heard that she was to
play in von Stroheim's picturization of Norris'
"Greed," I said, "That's somehow right."
This last may not seem particularly complimentary when you see the young lady's corporeal
"charms" in "Greed," but I guess you'll know
what I mean. Anyway, Zazu is artist enough to
be thrilled to death about her role in "Greed,"

was rather

pleasant.
strange

The
young

lady on the left
is
Zazu as

Trina in this
screen
tion

adaptaNorris'

of

novel, "M

c

•

Teague," now
"Greed"

called

interest in things I probably

of.

despite the fact that she thinks it may lose
her her husband when he sees it.
All of which leads me to my meeting
with Zazu. I had been saying to the
editor regarding talking with cine-

A

FTER

all,

fair

to

nate

a

hour

it

is

matic charmers, "From blonde
ingenues and 'funny men,' from
slinky sirens and grandes dames

only

desig-

a la mode,

half-

us

talk with

Pitts

hitherto
unknown
person as an impression." Unless one is
gifted
with
second

before

A

bits

gleaned here ai)d there, pictures,
that sort of thing,
a discussed individual.
I

common

had been curious about Zazu

to
Pitts,

and

am

free to admit, again in the interests of
veracity, that curiosity within me is all but
I

Dead and incapable of exhumation.
After all, when one has dined with Pola

dead.

Negri, lunched with Mary Pickford, danced
with Valentino and breakfasted with Lillian
Gish, one cant expect to be anything but
satiated, so to speak.
Still,

I

was curious about Zazu.

not sound very nice, but
had a curious face.
bit

A

I

It

may

thought that she

Aubrey Beardsley.

Attenuated. Odd.
I thought that she would have curious
tastes to go with the face, and, oh, yes, with
the name. I expected some fay of the moon
out of mist.
Detachedness.
I expected unearthliness.
Pale.

9 22
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I

will

ad-

was remote from

There

is

slinky

siren

Photograph

meeting

all

altho
I

slinky sirens.

picture evolved

my own mind from

in

good Lord deliver
and give us Zazu

!"

mit that

data in
so brief a while. An
impression, and perhaps not always veracious at that.
The only distinguishing characteristic of this
impression is, I freely
admit, the fact that I had
formed so different a prePitts.

.

ingenues,

pressionistic

Zazu

.

Well, the good Lord gave
me Zazu Pitts, but He didn't
wholly deliver me from

sight, which I am not,
one can glean but im-

conception

.

My

composite im-

pression

of

Zazu?

Where I had exAubrey
pected
Beardsley, I got
Wilcox.
Jessie
Where I had looked
for

Baudelaire,

got

Montessori.

Where

I

I

had

thought to find remoteness and faint
chill,

I

got

burn-

ing

enthusiasm

and

wholesome
On the

felicity.

right,

Zazu
as Trina

again

(left)

nothing of the
about Zazu.

by Edwin Bower Hesser

:

An

Impression of Zazu Pitts

As a matter of fact, the nearest I can come to describing her to you is by taking the words out of Glenn
Hunter's mouth
"Doesn't she somehow remind you of
the Gishes?" he said. "I dont know
it's her mannerisms
somehow
As Zazu played the
role of "Dessie" with Glenn in Homer Croy's "West of
the Water Tower," Glenn knows whereof he speaks.
Zazu is ever so slightly rounded and plump. She isn't
curious and she hasn't half so much to do with the moon
and the mist and fays and fables as she has with baby's
pinning blankets, baby's snapshots and handsome husband
:

.

.

.

.

.

..."

.

—Tom Gallery.
These are Zazu
husband —and Eric von

enthusiasms her baby and her
Stroheim.
It was this rather oddly assorted trinity that we discussed during the hour we spent together. Zazu told me
how von Stroheim had seen her in the studio just
before he started casting for "Greed," how he had never
seen her work, but simply recognized a type in her face,
asked her to have some screen tests and took her on the
spot.
She says that Eric is a much-maligned man, saving
by those who work for him and with him, and these adore
him. He is the one man she knows who will recognize
types and talent no matter wheth*er the names have ever
been heard of before, or not. He works over these new
recruits, she told me, indefatigably, patiently, and thoroly.
'He is a devoted husband, an adoring father, a brilliant
student, a charming and most polished man and altogether
Pitts's

:

perfect.

was rather

pleasant, Zazu's glowing appreciation of
she feels has given her her "chance" to prove that
she has a side other than the comedic.
Gratitude fired
with enthusiasm marked all her words of him.
Then husband Tom Gallery came in and I had to see
It

the

Zazu was Dessie Amin "West of the
Water Tower," and
balt

man

—

—

it is as Dessie she is
pictured above.
Below she gives graphic

all
of baby Zazu's snapshots
forwarded from Chicago where
the adored youngling was stay-

ing with her paternal grandparents while Zazu made "West
reality to a demented
of the Water Tower" in New
moment in "Greed."
York. And "doesn't she look
If looks are not dejust like Tom?" and "Oh, the
ceiving, von Stroheim
has led little
Zazu
precious lamb !" carolled both
to greatness
young parents at once.
It was Zazu's first visit to
New York and she was particularly captivated by the Bowery and
Grant's Tomb. But one could see that
Zazu's hopes and longings were to be
on the westbound train, via Chicago,
there to snatch up the precious Za-'u
Junior and speed on toward "home."
"I want at least four children,'-' she
!"
told me.
"I love 'em
.

Thus Zazu

Where
Beardsley

I
I

had expected Aubrey
got Jessie Wilcox. Where
I
had looked
io V Baudelaire
I got Montessori.

Where

I

had thought to
find

remote-

ness -and faint
chill,

got
en-

I

burning

thusiasm and
w h o 1 esome
felicity.

One never
knows.

.

.

.
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On An

Algerian Hilltop

Rex Ingrain paused

.

.

.

for this picture to be taken.
This side of the camera's
were the other cameras and motion picture paraphernalia with which Mr.
Ingram has invaded the old city of Tunis, shown in the background. Here the
exterior scenes of "The Arab," with Ramon Novarro and Alice Terry heading the
cast, are being filmed.
The vestments adorning this brilliant director do not subtly
hint that he is forsaking the megaphone for sheik honors. They are merely a conces'
sion made in the general fitness of things ... a supplement to the ancient and
.

.

.

lens

colorful city in the distance
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^he Talk of

^od La

the

boulevard Is

'Rocque

Who

Is

A Very Odd
Young Man
By

HELEN CARLISLE

ROD LA ROCQUE,

the gentle-

man who smashed Cecil De
Mille's Ten Commandments so
^thoroly, sat beside me smoking

gold-tipped cigarets and leaning on a
silver-headed cane.
He was immaculately, one might say
extraordinarily, well dressed. He wore
what is, I believe, known as a walking
Three rings
suit.
Also white spats.
circled the little finger of his right hand.
On his wrist was a gold chain bracelet.
On the.third finger of his left hand was
a heavy signet ring with, he said, his
family crest upon it.
From time to time he drew from the
pocket of his white vest a cigaret case.
It
was the most expensive-looking
cigaret case I've ever had the privilege
of gazing upon, except from the wrong
side of a jeweler's window.
remarked.
know,"
he
dont
"I
Photographs by Donald Biddle Keyes

Flicking an ash gently
from his gold-tipped
Dimitxino,
Rod La

"whether

all

this

indicates afflu-

ence or decadence."

He was

re-

ferring to the suit, the vest, the
spats and the cane, however, for
there is just one thing
which he considers
the jewelry he wears all the time.
unforgivabsolutely
were watching Cecil De
that is a
able
Mille put Leatrice Joy and several
display of emotion, at
other players thru their paces, for
any time off the
screen, of course
a scene in "Triumph."
If you
read the story, you know it's all
about love in a can factory. Mr.
La Rocque plays the role of the factory owner who loves
his forewoman, and goes thru all sorts of vicissitudes before he and she are happily united.
Our conversation was interrupted frequently by the
noise of a machine turning out tin cans briskly before our

Rocque remarked

that

We

.

.

.

—

very eyes.

Now

Mr. Rod La Rocque is a very odd young man.
Vou probably know as well as I do that he has been on
And you probably
the screen for a good many years.
know nothing else about him except that suddenly, in "The

Ten Commandments,"' he came to life and gave a remarkably good performance.
He's a bit of a puzzle, a mystery, even in Hollywood,
where ever}one knows cA'eryone else's real name.
He never is advertised as being one of our Verv Good
Young Men, tho he could line up alongside Richard Dix
and Conrad Xagel any day. He doesn't have his picture
taken with his mother, yet I concluded from what he said
that he is most devoted to her.
He does not sav that he
25

f
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seem particularly joyous over

his success in

"The Ten

Commandments."

"My success, if you wish to call it success, in that
picture does not mean necessarily that I will be liked
in other roles.
I cannot understand why a motionpicture actor should be hailed as a find, and a discovery,
simply because he has gone over well in one particular
part.
An actor brings to a role an entire lifetime of
training and experience.
It suits his personality, perhaps, and then it is said that he was 'made overnight.'
"He may never make a like hit in another picture, and
if he does not. the public soon forgets.
I have been
on the stage since I was seven years old. No one knows
better than myself, how unstable public favor can be.
"Cecil De Mille deserves all the credit for 'The Ten
Commandments.'

It

was

decidedly a gamble, on his
"Whatever you
La
do,"
Rocque said, "dont say I'm
in love.
Success is usually
attributed to the inspiration
of love, you know."
And
his tone was slightly sarcastic.

these

"Marriage
days.

I

is

a

risk

have my
with me.

mother and sister
No one could take better
care of me.
Why should I
look for happiness anywhere
else?"
Below is Rod La
Rocque with Leatrice Joy in
a
scene from "The Ten
Commandments" in which
he
has
scored
a
great
triumph

Photograph by Donald Biddle Keyes

is
is

looking for his Ideal Girl, tho he
one of the film colony's most

eligible bachelors.

And in spite of all his jewelry, he is
There is nothing
decidedly masculine.
effeminate about Rod La Rocque. He
seems absolutely indifferent to public
opinion, that's all. If he made up his
mind to wear an ankle bracelet, I'll
bet he'd wear one and let the headlines shriek.

Yes, he's a very odd young man,
and of all the poses I've run across
in
Hollywood, his is the most
unique.

"There

he remarked, gently
from his Dimitrino,
"just one thing that I consider absolutely unforgivable. That is to show
emotion of any sort, at any time. Off
the screen, I mean," he added.
"I had an uncle who received news
one morning that his entire fortune had
been wiped out on the stock exchange.
He finished his breakfast as tho nothing
had happened. If hero worship were possible to me, I would say that I idolized that
uncle of mine."
Mr. La Rocque speaks slowly, hesitatingly.
Frequently he seems to be groping for the best
word or phrase with which to express himself.
"Why should one grow excited over anything? Or
enthusiastic ?" This in reply to my remark that he didn't
is,"

flicking the ash

/TV

P26

when he gave me
one of the leading roles.

part,

was a stranger

to him.
but that
I would fail him. I found,
tho, that he understands
me better than anyone
I've ever known.
Often
he reads my thoughts before I can express them."
I

He

did not

know

.

Mr. La Rocque
this

said all
quite gravely, inter-

rupting himself frequenttho, to speak to
{Continued on page 82)

ly,
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Al ice an d Her L oves
yon have wondered why Alice Joyce comes to the screen so infrequently
these days, let this family group be your answer. There are two charmina
reasons, namely, little Peggy of two summers, and Alice, the eight-vear-ohf.
This portrait, taken in the Regan town-house, show? Alice whh the soft
straight bob she recently affected

If
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Boge37-Man
of tne
Stars
riiotogiaph

Barbara La Marr pays the government a huge tax on her approxi-

mate income of

^T

season

this

/\
£ ^

S 150,000

of

the

Hollywood gnaws
and

calls

year

a

By

HARRY CARR

down the curses
Heaven upon the

of high
invented income taxes.
motion picture colony is one

This

authenticated

article

that

the

income tax

The

comes

uj)on

the

motion

of Uncle Sam's chief meal tickets
altho a very unwilling one.
From the very rich city of Los
Angeles the government collects
approximately
Of
$23,400,000.

movie people, comparafew in number, have to pay

the

—

more

than $4,000,000 seventeen
per cent, of the total tax collected
for this district.
One of the

chief

victims

is

Harold Lloyd. Two years ago, I
know that he had to pay $113,000,
and his tax has been going up ever
since.

Probably the heaviest income tax
in Hollywood is paid bv Cecil De

He

draws $6,500.00 a week
from tlie Lasky Company to keep him in spending money and this is
Mille.

salary

•probably
item of

He

the
his

smallest

income.

large
royalty from his
gets

a

to

pay Uncle Sam

§300,000 on his income
the previous year

for

year,

its nails

proves

tively

Bicliel

months he had
over

man who

this,

I)y

Last year ivhen Bill Hart had been
idle practically the entire twelve

ture f>eo^le with

ing cruelty ana injustice than
of ^eo^le

in the world.

The

life

of a star is

limited— they have
least

half

of

to

their

dreds of thousands a year.

Strange to sa)% one of the big in-

pic-

more crush-

u^on any other class

tion to which he is one of the chief
real-estate and oil o])erators in California. His tax must run into hun-

very

work

at

golden

years for the tax-collector.

come taxes of Hollywood

is paid
Hart.
Bill has had some strange adventures with the tax nian.
Last
year when his matrimonial adventures and other worries had interrupted his screen career and he was
earning no money to speak of.

by

Bill

Uncle Sam came down on him for
something over $300,000 for the
income he had earned the year before.
This year when he is making
money by the quart, he will have a
small income tax to pay on account
of his inactive year.
Conway Tearle is said to pay an
income tax on something over

$150,000 a year income.
Barbara La Marr earns
about the same sum.

Tommy

Meighan

is the
of a salary
in excess of that and
is
under the addi-

recipient

tional disadvantage

film plays, in addi-

of having to ])ay a
New York State

income

tax as
So are all
the actors who
make their homes
in New York and

Several actors are
following the example of Jackie
Coogan and form-

ing

themselves

into holding comThis repanies.
sults in a splitting
of the income tax,
in that the salary

goes to various
stockholders instead of just to the
star

28
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well.

alone

make even
their

In

a part of
pictures there.

California,

how-

thev face something worse.
Douglas
Fairbanks and I\lary Pickford are now in the midst
of a dispute with the government, the outcome of which all
ever,

—

-

CTTMOTION PICTURn

I
On modern

clothing

ernment allows

the

gov-

reduction of
fifty per cent, of the cost. This
is a considerable item to girls
like Gloria Swanson who literally live at the dressmaker's
a

Another deduction
permitted

that

is

of fan mail. Mary
Pickford, for in-

spends

stance,

nearly

S50,000

a

year buying photographs and mailing them

Photograph
Phut.iKrai.il

l)y

community

]Droperty and by community property the law means
all the money earned by either
husband or wife during the
period of their married life.

The contention
ofificials is

of the govern-

that

if

Doug

can

control the property, then it must
Consequently then he
be his.
should pay income tax on looth
his

by Strauss-Peyton

There

Jiollywood awaits with bated breath.
Under the Cahfornia State law,
the husband has control of all

ment

©

(ioldi.erg

income and Mary's.
you get up

When

to

;

million-

something
terrific— 55.069^— $550.6-40 lax on
;i;i income of a million dollars.
f
Mary and Doug and other
movie people who are married to each
other have to yield to this interpretation, they will find at the end of the
year that they have worked for the
tax-collector and not for themselves.
dollar incomes, the tax

of
is
probably no class
people in the world upon whom the
income tax comes with such crushing cruelty or injustice.
The hie of a star is very limited
Usually not
ten years at most.
more than five. They have to work
at least one-half of their golden
years for the tax-collector.
that an actor
It often happens
\\ ill
have a great season then
have a lean year. Sometimes this
The dates
is due to bad luck only.
will not hapjien to fit.
The tragedy of the actor's life is
being told by the casting director. "If
you could get thru this other picture
by the tenth of the month, I have a
good part for you. As you will not
be thru until the fifteenth, I will have
to find another actor."
This is the cause of many a lean
year following a fat year.
And a
lean vear followinsr a good one means

is

1

riuitugrapli

by Kenneth .Xlexaiuler

Lillian Gish also takes advantage of
the deduction of dollars spent on fan
mail. Her allowance is about §10.000
a year

Mary

Minter

Miles

and several other
stars,

it

is

said,

have

several times to
enter in the cost and
maintenance of beau-

tried

tiful

and expensive

cars as
splashes

—

advertising
for the

made

dazzling

of

the

public. Conway Tearle,
like Barbara La Marr,
is said to pay an income tax on something
over
$150,000

a year

HlUUJ^
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Tommy Meighan

is

under the additional disadvantage of having to
pay a New York State
income tax as well. So
are

New
even

actors

their

York
a part of their

pictures

Gish

who
homes in
and make

the

all

make

there.

deducts

Doroth\
about the

same
a

as Lillian. SIO.OOO
year, for the mailing
of fan photographs

IMiot.i-raph

\ou have to pay a big inconio tax when you haven't
any money.
There is a movement on to try to get Congress to make
some provision for the fact that a movie girl mu-t make
her entire life's fortune in a few short years.
llie government permits oil men, for instance, a big
allowance due to the fact tliat many of their oil wells do
not pan out.
The plan is to induce Congress to regard an actor as
a machine that is gradually running down. If the average
tliat

—

years at the top of her career, then so
she should be allowed to enter onethe actors contend
fifth of her year's income every year as deterioration.
The reason actors have won so few concessions thuN far
is because they have never made any concerted action.
The government does, of course, allow them all kinds
of special deductions not common to other professions.
About this time of the year
the income-tax experts reap
i'iiotosr,i,.i> i.>
a harvest trying to invent
new twists to these deducgirl only lasts five

—

:duar.I

Keyes

II

Herti-lLM-

The

government

contends

under the California
that
State law. Doug can control
Mary's property, so it must
be his. Consequently, then,
he has to pay income tax
on both his income and
interpretaMary's.
If this
tion is yielded to. Mary and

I

:

of the chief victims

Biddic

;

experts by the year. Every
every sale of
transaction

One

Duiial.i

property, and e\ery contract is examined by this expert
before it is entered into.
In some in>tances. stars have
their books kept right along by tax accountants.
.\ctors are allowed a special deduction on wardrobes
actual!}- and exclusively used in a picture which they have
furnished. On ordinary modern clothing they are allowed
to deduct fifty per cent. on period costtunes, the government allows them to take off the whole amount.
The deductions for clothes are based upon a recognition
of the fact that a movie girl is luider far greater expense
than a stage actress whose clothes are regarded as a capital expenditure not liable to the same deductions.
A stage actress, having equipped herself with a good
wardrobe, can usually stick to the garment until it is
worn out. A motion picture actress can seldotn wear a
conspicuously line gown in more than one picture. Girls
{ Continued on page 84)

know several actors
and writers who employ tax

tions.

I)>

Doug

and other married
movie people will find they
have been working for the

is

Two years
Harold Lloyd.
ago he had to pay $113,000,
and his tax has been going
up ever since

—

tax-collector not
selves

for

them-

Cecil De Mille draws a weekly salary from the
Lasky Company of S6..500. This is to keep him in
spending money and is probably the smallest item
He gets a large royalty from his
of his income.
film plays, in addition to which he is one of the
chief real-estate and oil operators in California.
His tax must run into hundreds of thousands

a year

©

tograph
by
Ivuinann
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Spurr, L. A,
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Romeo
ana
Juliet

Junior

Drawing by
John Decker

The Motion Picture Magazine offers a solution of that
long and loud-voiced question of who shall play Romeo
and who indeed for Juliet in the screen version of
We herewith
Shakespeare's immortal love tragedy.
present the balcony sequence of "Romeo and Juliet,

—

—

Junior"'

The

Romeo
Juliet

Cast

Jackie Coogan
Baby Peggy Montgomery
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Who

Knew Everything and Everybody, when I heard a high"That's either a goof or a star!" I said to the Lady
Then The Lady leaned toward me and uttered the name of one of
pitched, scratchy voice at the table behind us.
the Stars I hud come to Hollywood to see .
.

How Do You

.

Talk About Books?

BURDETTE KINNE
Illustrated

by Eldon Kelley

WE

were sitting at one of the side tables in
Frank's, Hollywood's real French restaurant, and our position had been consciously
chosen because it gave us a comfortable
view of the entire room. The only table we could not
watch, one immediately behind me against the wall, was
occupied by a girl of the "sweet" type, dressed in a graduation dress, and a boy whose face we could not see, but
whose apparel, a race-track suit and tan shoes with fawncolored cloth tops, proclaimed the man. They were, at a
glance, not enjoying one another and were, therefore, not
interesting.
paid no attention to them.
had come

We

to Frank's at

We

my

insistence because

it

was

my

first

evening

Hollywood, and with the voracious curiosity of the
newcomer, I had hoped that by some celestial magnanimity the stars would decide to dine as a colony at

in

Frank's that night.

My
.

coinpanion,

The Lady

unsuccessful.

I

was

Everybody and

"Mmm's"

mannered

"Uh

hub's."

It

and

was begin-

ning to dawn on me that
there wasn't a star in the
room, and the darkness of
a starless night settled vipon

my
are

the

"where
famous or

said,

stars,

otherwise ?"

lA/?e

I

how do

"Why
first

know?

I

tell

And even

if

I

did

I

prob-

you."

was

my

not?" she echoed, laughing and imitating

my

not?"

I

really didn't understand.

It

evening.

"Why

naivete, "in the first place you'd dash off to "wherever they
are, leaving me here in embarrassing isolation, and in

dont think you ought to go where they
are.
If you'd known as many
of them as long as I have, you wouldn't be so eager
and besides ..." here she drew herself up and tossed
her lustrous black bobbed hair, "... here you are with
me, and am I not a star?"
"Indeed you are !" I assented with genuine sincerity.
the second place
are,

I

no matter where they

.

.

.

my

star, but. as you say, I've known you so
and ..."
Here I was interrupted, and we were both silenced by
the sound of a high-pitched, scratchy voice which came
from the youth sitting back-to-back with me. The Lady
permitted herself a furtive glance just out of bounds, and
smiled knowingly at me.
Before she could whisper just
what I wanted to hear,

"You

long

are

.

.

.

1

said smartly
"That's either a goof or

Th7s

We

have no doubt
that ft has many parallels in the hves of
others who have found fame and its attending wealth almost overnight. Therefore, we guard this star s identity against
the day when he will learn to distinguish
hetween the things his money will and
TS

a true story.

will not huy.

all

comedy,

it

a star

holds within

it

much

of the

!"

came back

"Both," she
promptly, and

"No,

ened.

then softdont mean

I

that, he's really not a goof,

but there

is

only one voice

..."
whereupon she leaned
toward me and uttered
in the

the

r^r. K.inne has written of this incident
which came under his personal observation in a light, humorous vein. But like

spirits.

"Well,"

dear,

so pre-

occupied with watching the
diners as they came into the
room, like an alert dog
watching the front door for
the entrance of his master,
that I did not make an
effort
to
do more than
answer with frankly ill-

fi\

Who Knew

Everything, settled herself at the table and attempted to
begin a conversation on D. H. Lawrence, whose "Sons
and Lovers" we had just read, and about which we disagreed heartily.
She was

"My

ably wouldn't dare

stars

world

name

of

whom

Hollywood

like that

I

one of tlic
had come to

to

time

and

we now

all

this

heard,

rather whiningly
"All right, dear, invite
her if you want to, but she
:

pathetic.

The

see.

voice had gone on

"

:

inOI

wont come, you know she wont, she never ha? and she
never

..."

will.

Tiiere was an imintelligible answer from the sweet
voung thing in the graduation dress, and then the voice

went on.

.

.

.

"Yes, dear.
notes,

and

done with

"Now.

it.

know, merely another of those

I

ratlier they'd

I'd
.

slap us in the face

polite

and be

.

.

kept me from deliberate staring.
tlie only thing that
"Yes, that's ..." and she repeated the magical name.
I had first seen him years ago in a picture in which his
naTiie had not been mentioned, but in which he had made
~uch an unqualified "hit" that new publicity had afterwards been sent abroad in the land and his name had been
starred.
It was that part which had either made him. or
ruined him, just as you looked at it. for he had done the
same type of thing ever since.
".Since he's one of your pets
suppose you know all
about him." The Lady was
again preventing an ill-mannered stare.
"Xo. Why? What about

him

?"

"You

choice thing !" exThe Lady.
"You
claimed
know very well there's nothing in the world I'd rather do
than tell you Hollywood gossip.
Yes, that's his wife, and
my dear, it's a real romance,
that is, it's the sort of thing
that's supposed to be romance
in the movies.
He came to
Hollywood years ago. when he

was a mere child in his teens,
from some little town in the
Middle West. Sort of frontispiece for 'Main Street,' as it
were.
He started out like all
the rest, prop boy, worked like
mad day and night, and waited
the

came,

It finally

his cliance.

well-known

fashion

;

in

he

was discovered accidentally,
and overnight his name was
made,

with the direc-

at least

But it was still a hard
pull, you know how it is, and
it
was literally years before
he had succeeded.
Then he
tors.

for her, his small-town
sweetheart who had waited
for him. and they were married.
That was six or seven
sent

The

Lady

told

mc

when he began to
make money they beThey
came ambitious.
that

decided they wanted to
be somebody, to be in
Society.
So they ordered
a

home.

Actually

from an
and an interior
decorator.
These men
took
the
order
and
ordered

afterwards

.

your evening perfect?" from The Lady, was

is
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he was made a star."
years ago.
The thin, rasping voice had kept up an intermittent,
tantalizing accompaniment to The Lady's recital, and as
she stopped to allow herself a bite of luscious alligator
pear, we heard the star say
"Dearest, I dont think they ever will.
I dont think
there's any hope.
We gotta face it, they dont like our
."
kind, they're prejudiced, and we might just as well
There was a note of wistful discouragement in the voice
"Rather
which made me look at The Lady as tho to say
The Lady leaned toward me.
pathetic, isn't it ?"
"Yes," she said, as if in answer to my unspoken remark,
They're having their troubles. Soon as
"isn't it too bad.
he began to make money they became ambitious, and
decided they wanted to be somebody, to be in Society. So
they ordered a home, honestly, I'm not joking, they
ordered it. Didn't you know that's the way many wealthy
people do. They go to one of these professional architects
{Continued on page 83")

Soon

it

.

.

.

architect

delivered the home so
nianv months later

:

.

A
i

He Has Come

Back

The Cast ot ''Ben flur
Finas Francis X,
BusKman as iVIessala

photographs by Clarence

Cinematic circles were surprised v'hen Francis
X. Bushman was announced as the man
chosen from the large aspiring ranivs to play
True, Mr. Bushman
Messala in "Ben Hur."
returned to the screen where he was one of
the first premiere matinee idols, over a year
ago, but this is the first prominence he has
The two illustraenjoyed since his return.
tions find him as Messala
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Iceb
ceDoun d
That s How Ben Jordan T)escrihed His Severe, Intolerant and Inhwited
Family vvnen He Returned to the Bleah J\.ew England Farmhouse
After Jylonths

J

BEN JORDAN

As

a Soldier in

AM ET

La

Belle

France

RE ID

He didn't know how he was going to stand it.
Novelized from
the Paramount
romances and most
The household at the Jordan farm consisted
picture "Icebound."
of his evenings in Judge Kimball's
of his mother and her stepniece, Jane.
produced by William B. de Mille
barn, drinking and playing cards with
Ben had always had a reluctant, slowfrom the scenario
moving sort of fondness for his mother. Some
the judge's two sons and a neighbor boy.
by Clara Beranger
based on the PulHe had been like this e\'er since the war.
deep instinct in him made him realize that an
itzer
Prize sta^e
Ever since he had cotiie back from France.
equally deep instinct in her made her love him,
play by Owen
Davis.
.4
ParaBefore the war, it hadn't seemed so bad, so
and in her grudging, undemonstrative way, unmount Picture.
Habit had
ugly, so bleak and bare and chill.
derstand him.
He often thought that if his
Copyright. 1924.
dulled the frost-bitten edges and made unthinkmother had been born out of New England she
by Famous Players-Lasky
Corpoing the harshness and sterility.
might have been a vitally forceful, even a
ration.
All rights
But after the war, after France with its
colorful sort of person, in a forceful, dark
reserved
picturesque, songful, gay home life, hotel life,
way.
The inhibitions of her unbroken anboulevardier life: after the French girls with
cestry, the long back-stretching traditions of
hard farm life, had encased her in an impenetrable armor
their bared bosoms, warm hearts and debonair philosophies, life on the Jordan farm in frozen New England
of austerity and reserve. She would never be able to cast
the congealing mantle off.
Only Ben and perhaps Jane
was insupportable, not to be borne.
Ben hated the New Englanders, with their pinched,
suspected that perhaps she had deep moments of
He hated wanting to.
narrow faces, their narrow, pinched souls.
The very struggle going on between Ben and his mother
their codes and creeds, admitting no ray of warmth, no
The mother
was of the stuff of repressed emotion.
heat of tolerance. He thought of them, thought of them
pleaded with Ben to farm the land as so many generations
all, as icebound.
Congealed. He thought contemptuously
of Jordan> had done before him and Ben. roused from
that if the ice should perforce ever melt away even their
his romances and his rebellious dreams, resented in bitter
would be warped and wan, pitiful
liberated souls
words the suggestion that he should spend his living years
enough affairs.
spent his days in dream-

ing over colorful
:

:
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"this hard tomb." His forefathers, he said, meant less
than nothing to him. They were dead now, and tliey had
been dead while living, or they could never have endured
the sullen land, the dreary monotony, the grey slippingaway of the hard days. Some one of them, he said, would
have protested, would have flung over the landlock with
His own life, he told his
a gesture, furious and free.
mother, the years to come, what the years might bring of
woven texture and bright interwoven threads, music and
sweet women and light and laughter, these meant more to
him, oh, infinitely more, than the thin-lipped ancestry that
liad so inadvertently produced him, Ben, a rebel.
Mrs. Jordan had no command of words to stir her son
with. She was not in the habit of stirring talk. .She shook
lier head over him.
He couldn't be made to see.
The fact was that Airs. Jordan and Jane were all of a
He couldn't separate them
piece with the farm to Ben.

from

it.

He was hungry

the tender things.

for

warmth and music and

To him Jane Crosby,

light,

sitting with his

mother by their fireside, Jane holding the yarn for his
mother in a patience and resignation that angered him
unendurably. was a part of the grim icebound Jordan
farm.
Because he hated the farm he persuaded himself
he hated them.
hated the entire family the roof and timber of the
house itself, the arid fields, locked in their entombing snow
mantles by winter and covered with vegetation wrung,
he thought, from the thin blood of his people, in the
season.
He hated his brother Henry, with his sniveling
air of churchly. New England virtue, his look of pseudoreligious resignation when he spoke to him. Ben. And the

tliat

He

;

in which he hounded their mother for financial aid,
which same the mother obdurately and frigidly refused to
On one such occasion, Ben. overhearing the allgive.
too-familiar dialog, broke into peals of somewhat violent
laughter, the first he had given vent to since his return
from France. Henry sprang into the room where Ben
was sitting and a snarling battle of words, bitten off and
repressed on Henry's part, profane and vituperative on
Ben's, ensued. Neither one understood more than half o^'
what the other was saying.
Now and then Jane tried to talk to Ben. .She had a
habit of watching him with a droop to her pretty moutli
but some sort of light in her eyes; almost a light of
hope, it seemed.
But Ben didn't seem interested in what
she had to say. Occasionally, after an especially long and
dreary day, he would launch forth and talk himself, of
France and the theaters there, of the countryside and the
i:)retty girls with their gay and delectable frocks, their
warm kisses, their eager laughters, their bright eyes and

way

intriguing ankles.
He would tell her of evenings made
merry with the wine of the country, with the dance and
with girls to whom this grim New England would have
been a prison house of pain.
But all the while, Jane felt that he did not even know
that she was there.
He couldn't hear the warm beat of
her heart, answering his words.
He couldn't see the
waves of color that touched her patient little face to an
inc|uiring loveliness.
He saw her, dun and drear, in her
close homespun frock, a dreary part of a dreary whole a
sort of handmaiden to his mother who personified the
;

Jordan tradition a grey little object of a thin charity,
too colorless and spiritless to adventure forth and win
;

red trophies.

He
He

thought she didn't care.

didn't know that Duty can be born of blood, can
be embroidered in rich colors worn inside out.
No, he.
never thought of turning the inside out. .And she couldn't
That much, at least, she owed to the
tell him the wav.

ff^
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New

England that ran in her own veins. That much
Stern
she had to suffer in order to pay her heritage she could
never dare to show him the way, as those girls in France
might have done, with a kiss, with a caress.
And so, slowly, painfully, in the way that suf-

l-

;

.

.

.

and endures much, Jane came to love him.
She thought that no one guessed her hard-borne
But Ben's mother knew. Love recognizes
-ecret.
love however deep it runs in the graven New England channels. Ben's mother loved him, too, better
than any of her offspring. She secretly loved him
fers long

not half-knowing \vh\-.
him because.
ancestor, spring had sung
And both of them, both of

with a secret passion,

Not half realizing
in some far-back
a

little

while.

that she loved

had to endure
His despising.
One night he told Jane that France had
taught him how much finer a rouged face

them

all

but

inarticulate,

the semblance of his hate.

may

be than a sanctimonious counte"Over
nance masking a wari)ed soul.
there," he said, "'they wear paint on
their lips.
But their lips laugh and
make you happy. They blacken their
pretty eyes, but there is a light in their
eyes a

man may warm
and sing

The)-

his soul at.

very teeth of
raw
death, but that is courage
red
not this
courage
'"
-hriveled thing we know her^
Oddly
Jane was gentle with him.
He walked over to her a trifle unsteadily, and tried to take one
enough, she felt that what he most
"You've been a brick, mother." he
of her cold hands in his.
That is. he
needed was gentleness.
said.
"I
I just want you to know I think you're
marvelous
needed gentleness if he could not have
the flaring, red-hot thing he seemed to
crave.
She could give him that, too, if he would ask it
we had and I grabbed for her and kissed her on her
of her, patiently.
.\nd tonight he was in particumouth.
one of the judge's boys swooped for me
larly black a mood.
He was always worse, Jane thought, and in the excitement we turned over the lamp. The old
when Henry had been to the farm.
tinder-box caught in no time and burned like all blazes. I
"Isn't courage," she said, "a warm thing at root, everygot the horses out into the pasture and beat it for home.
where, no matter how or where it ... it blooms."
Here 1 am. 'Spect they'll be coming after me presently."
"Nothing is warm here,'' Ben said, chafing his hands
"But they mustn't get you, Ben!'" Jane's alarm was
and that
as if against some cold, "nothing but sin
poignant.
She could feel, really, for the first time, the
you have to manufacture out of ugly stuff's."'
grim arms of New England, without mercy for youths'
foibles, without comprehension of youths' escapades, closJane remembered that speech when, later that very
night, Ben came home having manufactured sin "out of
ing in upon Ben's slight body, mangling it, crushing it
ugly stuff's."
Mrs. Jordan came slowly, sternly down the stairs. She
It was midnight.
The homestead was in darkness, save
belrayecl by her face that she knew what had been going
for the lamp on the "center table" which Jane had crept
In her hand she held something
on. had overheard it all.
"1 heard you. Ben," she said, "and you
down and lit for Ben after Mrs. Jordan had gone to bed.
tightly wadded.
Mrs. Jordan would have considered it sinful waste, countHe'll have you put
I know the judge.
got to get away.
ing it as no reason at all for Ben to be out "when decent
between bars or know why. It's arson that you've done
folks are abed."
But Jane wanted, more than anything,
1
cant have your
and that's a sin, punishable by law.
to have some little spot of warmth for him in the "iceTake this and get away."
in jail.
father's son
bound regions" and she wanted, still more, to make this
Admiration
Ben's stern \oung face broke a little.
warmth for him herself, in such little ways as were open
welled up in him for the woman who was his mother who
to her.
stepped forward at the crucial moment, with no words
She couldn't have been sleeping, for she heard him come
of sentiment, with scarcely a reproach, merely stating a
in, with a sort of rush to his footsteps, which were cusfact and off'ering him the wherewithal of escape.
tomarily so sullen and reluctant.
He walked over to her. a trifle unsteadily, and tried to
Forgetful of everything save the fact that Ben must be
take one of her cold hands in his. "You've been a brick,
ill or in trouble,
Jane discarded New England modesty
just want you to know that
mother," he said. "I ...
."
to the extent of throwing a wrapper over her night-dress
I think you're
you're marvelous. I
and running down the stairs to where he stood, leaning
But Mrs. Jordan pointed to the door. "Go," she said.
against the door, white-faced, quickened out of his scornBen stared at her for a moment longer. He had thought
ful lethargy.
he's
Jane thought, swiftly. "\\'hy
to see some of the vital woman he suspected her of in her
only a little boy
frightened
in mischief
eyes at this dramatic moment, but all he saw was the
."
She .said. "\\'hat is it, Ben ? WMiat has happened?"'
Jordan tradition, mantling her. cloaking her. icy and
"T set fire to the judge's barn.
were in there playimpenetrable.
She loved him. or. as proof positive, she
ing poker and the judge's girl came in to warn us the
would never have given him the money so rigidly denied
judge was on his way to the barn to clear us out. She's
Henry, but never would her love be shown in any way
an awful pretty girl
we'd been drinkin' some stuff'
save a Jordan gesture.
37
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It

was Jane who accompanied him

to tlie door, touching

him tentatively with her slight hand, whispering encouragement to him, nn-Jordan-like words enough, as he was
one day to realize. "I'll let you know if anything happens
here," she whispered, just as he was about to go, "if you'll
you could write genlet me know where you are
.

eral delivery.

.

.

..."

And then he was gone.
When thev searched the

hoitse a while later, Jane and
the truth-telling, stern-faced mother stonily affirmed that
they had not seen Ben since he had left the farmhouse
early in the evening. It was, to Jane's sure knowledge, the
first lie iVIrs. Jordan had ever told.
Jane felt nearer to
Ben's mother than ever before, that night. They shared
Ben's secret between them. They shared a lie. and. before
Jane went to bed that night, they shared a confidence, for
Mrs. Jordan told Jane that the only thing that would save
Ben would be a woman, a woman neither cold nor
"He's fighting the Jordan blood," the mother
repressed.
said, "he's what the book-folk call 'a throw-back' and he
wont be happy till he meets his mate."
And Jane, crouching near Ben's mother, whispered her
own love for Ben, and her hopelessness. "I'd like to see
"You got the Jordan
it," the mother said, brightening.
sold, somehow. Jane, and that's a good thing to have, for
it's upright and faithful.
But you got other things, too.
that we Jordan women never had. And that's good. too.
for Ben."
Mrs. Jordan never got out of her bed again. When, the
next morning, she told Jane she thought she'd "lie a bit,"
Jane knew that the worst was at hand. For never before
in all of her severe, ill-apportioned, hard-working, rigorous Hfe had Miranda Jordan ever "laid abed." To her
it was one of the contemptible vices, not to be tolerated.
Cold or hot, winter or summer, in sickness or death, what-

Ben appeared upon

hand was to be done by Miranda Jordan.
A week from that first morning of illness the entire
tribe of Jordan were gathered together in the parlor of the
Jordan farmstead. The parlor was never opened, much
ever was

at

excepting on such occasions as a birth, a death,
wedding or Christmas day. Henry said that mother
would "take a fit" if she could know that they were sitting
all around it.
But Sadie said, weeping dryly, that poor
«:
mother was "beyond carin'."
The whole family consisted of Henrv' and his wife.Wl'
Emma, with her daughter by a former marriage, Nettie.
Sadie, a widow, and her son/. Orrin. and an immarried
Jordan. Ella. Judge Bradford, as a friend of Mr. Jordan,
was also waiting with the family group. He was doingmore than waiting. He was giving what covmsel he could
to each separate member of the family who wondered what
mother would do with the old homestead. "I suspicion,"
Ella said, sneezing (Ella had spent the major portion of
her life suspicioning and sneezing), that this Jane will
less used,

a

come

in

about

Ma

for a likely

now

Jordan

She's been pussy-footin' it
for land knows how long.
She's

slice.

just the kind."

"Oh. nonsense. Ella," said Henry's wife, Emma, "Ma
wouldn't go to do a thing like that. She's always looked
up to Henry, and Nettie's been a prime favorite of her's
for ever and ever s' long.
I c'n remember when Nettie
was the only one Ma would ever let get into the
cookie jar."
Sadie spoke up
"It's Ben Ma always had a hankerin'
after," she said, "it was the one funny thing abotit Ma.
Ben was a sight of trouble lo her from the days when he
wouldn't teeth like a proper baby and still, I dvmno, but
always suspicioned she had a warmish feeling for him
I
mebbe because he's the baby. ..."
Upon this doleful scene appeared Ben. Ben appeared
:

.

.

.

the doleful scene and threw the Jordan family into contortions
tion.
Then lie went so far as to tell them all to clear out

of

unwonted

agita-

]

—

mm

When

Jane went to look for the partymade, she discovered
and Ben very
it
evidently admiring her

dress she had
Nettie wearing

.

.

.

close upon die departing heels of
Judge Bradford, and threw the Jordan
family into contortions of unwonted
They felt what they didn't
agitation.
say, that if Ben had only been an hour
longer Ma would have "passed away."

Now, as it was, just in the last, sentimental moments, here was Ben, the
baby, the erring one, come dramatically home again. Just like Ben. And
who knew what might happen in an
hour
even more?
Henry tried to forestall an emergency by telling Ben that a warrant had
been issued for his arrest, and that he
had better make haste and get away
.

.

.

But Ben violated the Jordan
by some such comment as
'Warrant be damned !" and "Get out
of here, the lot of you !" and burst out

again.

parlor

of the room in the direction of his
mother's chamber.
But he didn't reach her. Jane met
him at the foot, of the stairs and he
heard of his mother's death from Jane.
He heard it very gently.
Down in the parlor, after a "decent"
interval of sobbing and silence and
furtive glances from one Jordan to
another to see when the actual business was to be got under way, Sadie
broke the ice by saying that now, no doubt, Henry would
assume the position of the head of the Jordans and that,
of course, Emma and Henry and Nettie would inhabit the

homestead and Jane would have to leave. This dictum
was in process of being discussed when the judge returned
with Ma's will and the revelatory fact that at ^Irs.
Jane,
Jordan's death, Jane came into all the property.

old

who

wasn't, properly

Jordan
It

at

all.

would be too

difficult

a mat-

ter to follow out the lines of the various

For once, however, they

Jordan indig-

diverged into a
scaihing detestation of "that interloper, Jane."
Jane alone was concerned with other tilings than indignations.

all

nation.
She had Ben to consider. And when, shortly
after the funeral, the sheriff came to the Jordan farm she
offered to pay his bond if he would agree to obey her,

stay on the farm, and make of it what his mother had
given the long years of her life to begin. Ben, pressed,
agreed to remain. The other alternative was jail.
The one thing Ben had, and Jane knew it, was courage.
She had seen his citations for bravery gained in the war.
He wouldn't be routed by the enemy he hated, the
Jordan land. He would meet work as an enemy, but if
he routed the enemy might he not come to love him?
Jane remembered Ben telling of a German lad he had
taken prisoner and afterward nursed back to health
and friendship. ]\Iight he not nurse the enemy land,
ihe enemy New England, into warmth and love?
Jane knew that she had to help. And the way to help
would be to make the da}'s warm with color and laughter, to erase the grimness.
It was bitter sledding for Jane.
For there was not
only the Jordan farm to reckon with, there was Nettie.
Nettie, Henry's stepdaughter.
Nettie was "laying her

(Coufiuurd on page 92)
"Jane," he said, "do you believe that a man could love a
girl for a long, long time, down at the roots of his being,
.?"
and never know it until
now
.

.

.

.

.
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Photograph

Wnen

A

Feller

Kleeds a Friend

(Our Apologies

to Briggs

I

Actually acting before the camera Ben Alexander doesn't
mind. It's the other things which fame brings that rub
Ben's boyish soul the wrong way. Piano lessons and the
rest of the sissy accomplishments are not popular with

Benjamin

'40

Baseball, that's the

stuff

!

nm

Vignettes of tke Studios
—

The

Editor's Xote. Bclozv is the seventh
of a series zi'hich depict tlie California
They are zvord pictures written by a
studios.
article

VII.

The

Pickford- Fairbanks Studio

writer who knozvs the studios from daily conwJio is a habitue of the great glass buildtact
ings.
And we find that tJiese studios are as

—

By

SALLY STEELE

Zi'idely different in

as they arc

atmosphere and appearance
which arc photographed
Admittance" siqns.

the films
behind their "Xo

TWENTY

acres set aside in the least attractive
forest of grimy oil derpart of Hollywood.
Santa
ricks fringing it toward south and east.
Monica Boulevard, with street-cars clanging and
heavy trucks lumbering over broken pavements, marking

A

northern boundary.
district of boxlike bungalows with yellowed lawns,
of one-story business blocks and open-front markets.
But, ah, that twenty acres
The Pickford-Fairbanks lot.
Here, in Hollywood's ugliest corner, romance breathes
her spell and weaves her tales of exquisite imagery. Here
brave knight rides forth to do battle for his true love, here
virtue triumphs over wrong and all ends well.
That is the atmosphere of the PickfordRomance
its

A

in

Fairbanks lot.
iMary's talent and beauty, Doug's high
courage and unfailing enthusiasm have made possible thir^
visionary city w-ithin a city, this never-never land which
takes no cognizance of a harsh every-day world.
Because the real atmosphere of the studio cannot be
caught from the street, we'll fly over the lot and look down
upon it from an airplane.
Before us, Bagdad, silvery in the rays of the late after-

noon sun. Here Doug, in satins and jewels, fights for his
Oriental princess. Crowded off to the left, a wall of the
medieval castle used in '"Robin Hood" still stands, grey in
the shadows.
Tiie great barnlike structure is the closed stage in which
interiors are filmed, and between it and the entrance drive-

(Continued on page 81

!

)

The Pickford-Fairbanks lot! Here, in Hollywood's ugliest comer, romance breathes her spell and weaves her
Here brave knight rides forth to do battle for his true love, here virtue triumphs
tales of exquisite imagery.
over wrong and

all

ends well

niWSiiMiiiHWiiri
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Italy itself

is

upon

the stage

which
the
characters
of
George Eliot's "Roniola" are
working out their dramatic
destinies before the motion
picture

To

cameras.

the

a lookout who from
the crow's-nest sights a fleet
of pirate galleys bent on
attack.
On
the
right.
left

is

Director

snapped

Henry
in

King

action.

is

These

pictures were taken before
either Lillian
or Dorothy

Gish began her work

This barque

The panel

looks as tho

shows an

might

it

be the

one which

stronghold

brought Chris-

which

topher

Co-

tor

our

ing as a pirate
island in the

lumbus

to

shores.
It
is
called the Lilian a and is
in
important
Romola's story

Direc-

King

story.

the

is

us-

Note

ancient

castle and
watch
tower
on
the
cliff,

TKe
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his-

Italian

toric

Italian

Stage of "Romola"

:

.

The

T

HOSE

of

homage

the

Editor Gossips

motion picture do

Thomas Alva

well

to

pay

Edison.
Thru his
invention of moving pictures they have inherited
no mean portion of the wealth and fame of the
world.
So, on the day of his seventy-seventh birthday,
they gave him a luncheon-partv at the Ritz-Carlton.

New York

to

'

City.

The pleasantest things so often come to you unexpectedly. It was so this time. Anita Stewart was leaving
for California the following day and we were to have
luncheon together. She telephoned us at the last minute,
asking us to go to the Edison hmcheon with her instead
meeting as w-e had previously
how it happened.

planned.

of

Tliat

was

Our table was right beside the speakers' table and John
Emerson and the diminutive Anita Loos helped us occupy
Other tables were surroimded with many of the most
prominent people from every branch of the motion picture
Adolph Zukor, Jesse Lasky, J. D. Williams
profession.
movie magnates were plentiful
Will Hays, acting as toastmaster (if tliat word is

such a great extent that it was impossible for
gage the tone of his voice sufficiently to make a
So his secretary read that which he had written in
ance of the tribute being paid him by the

him

to
speech.
accept-

motion

picture profession.

He

took this occasion to advise those of the motion

picture, "the greatest powder for good or evil in the world,"
to dedicate their efiforts to doing those things in which

they held a steadfast belief.

admonished, and
your effort.

it

will

come

Forget monetary gain, he
in commensuration with

Thru the speeches he sat f[uietly with a pleasetl- and
contented smile, satisfied, no doubt, that superlative praise
was being ofi^ered in his name. But when Mary and
Doug spoke, he cupped his ear with the master's hand,
eager to hear them.

it.

.

.

.

permissible in spite of the recognition
sat
upon
of the \'olstead act),
Thomas Alva Edison's right. And
Eastman, the film man, sat upon his
left.
Others at the speakers' table

Hughes,
Edward
Rupert
were
Edwards, erstwhile governor of New
Jersey and now a Senator
Hudson Maxim, inventor and ])oetic
Mary and Dougindividualist
.

.

.

las

.

.

.

Fairbanks.

was altogether

It

fitting

and

proi:)er

speeches were eulogistic.
Few men greater than this inventor
have come to this mortal coil. He
given
has
so
many benefits to
humanity that space and inaccurate
memory forbid
the

that

enumera-

their
tion.

His is the atm s p h e r e of
greatness which
is
rarer than
greatness
o w

H

itself.

man

\

prominent
p e are

d

appointing

when

peo-

1

i

s-

yon meet them.

And

he does not
of his

tell

sevin-

enty-seven
dustrious
in

his

ance.

years
appear-

His

flesh

has been firmer,
perhaps
and it may be
his
keen
eyes,
.

.

.

and

intelligent

are

faded

in

depth of
color. His hear-

their

ing

is

the facult}

which has been
fest to go. This
has failed him to

The day before

Once again we come com])letely under the enchantment
That day we were impressed with the
of Mary's spell.
quiet surety with which Mary rose to speak before the
most celebrated and brilliant men of
the motion ]:)icture and publishing
world.
the

first

scene of

"Monsieur Beaiicaire" was filmed.
Valentino gave the entire company a luncheon at the studios.
He told them that he regretted the
unpleasant rumors which had been
lirculated about his temperament
and "up-.stage" attitude, and hoped
their daily intimacy in the weeks
rob these evil
to follow would
whisperings of any credence they
had gained.
We rather admire
this
.

.

.

She

Douglas had come almost
from the train that had
brought them into New York in order
to do honor to the distinguished inventor.
She wore a frock of soft
grey, and imder the mushroom brim
an.d

directly

of the grey

felt

with

its

bright silver

direct attitude of Valentino's.

was the shining weight of her
gold crown.
.She was sans make-up.
.And in her eyes and voice were the
tears the impressive speeches had

Below are Bebe and Valen-

given birth to in her impulsive Irish

tino in the

first

still

picture taken

leaves,

heart.

.As

we remember

she said

it,

"Both Douglas and I feel it a great
privilege and
honor to be here
today in celebrat i o n
of the
seventy -seventh
birthday of this

great man.
I
have come here

reverence

with

and

admiration
heart.
And as I have
been sitting here
1
h aV e b e e n
thinking that the

my

in

'

Great Creator
must have
most kindly

felt

dis-

posed towards
mortals when

He gave them
Thomas .Alva
Edison.
"I
faith

',

shall

with

keep
the

trust of the
magic black box
he has put into
our hands in his
(Continued
on
page 1.08)
,.
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"We

haven't

come

^

!

!

for breakfast," one

two

of the

deputy

visitors said shortly,
'"rm
to the sheriff of this county"

The Fifth
E;^isoae of the

jDana Gatlin Serial

Thistledown
Illustrations

by Harold Lund

Synopsis of Preceding Chapters on Page 47

HI

leaped out of bed, muttering" a little exclamaI\liss
tion of pain as his foot struck the floor.
Julia, who had thrust open his door in her ex-

citement, saw the bandage round his ankle.
"What's the matter with your foot?" she exclaimed.
"Cut it." He didn't tell her that when he got home the
night before he had to soak his shoe and sock free of the
coagulated wound a fragment of the splintered windBut she
shield had struck him just above the ankle.
saw the swollen discoloration above the clumsy bandage.
"How did you cut it?" she demanded.
"Oh, my windshield bumped into a lamp-post last night.
You'd better clear out. if I'm to get dressed to greet

—

my

callers."

Somewhat dashed by
mented

withering!}-

:

"It

commust have been quite a bump,

his nonchalance, his sister

to bring out a sheriff."

Hi merely grunted and grinned.

In fact, this swift

mood. He
had no doubt of the officers' mission they had somehow
got a line on his participation in that mix-up and, of
ProbabI}course, wanted to haul him over the coals.
thought they could make him the goat but not this time
The handicap of involving Dolly was removed, he'd show
these old foozleums up for their pains
He found he could not get a shoe on his swollen foot
and must wear a bedroom slipper to the august conference, but he entered the gloomy drawing-room cheerfully.
He pin^posed having some fun, and was almost
sorry Julia decided to remain invisible.
"Good morning, gentlemen. What can I do for you at
this early hour?
May I offer you breakfast? I've not
yet had my own."
"We haven't come for breakfast," one of the two
"I'm deputv to the sheriff of this
visitors said shortly.
visitation of the

law acted as a tonic upon

—

his

—

—

county."

"I'm aware of that fact, I've seen you frequently in
Fairchild," atniably "your name is Voights, I believe?"
"It is."
:

'

44
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"And

think I recognize this other gentleman, also."
on. unabashed.
"We met up once, didn't we?"
smiling on the "other gentleman," who wore the uniform
of a traffic policeman.
"One evening about dusk, when
you stopped me for a little chat?"
I

Hi went

—

His tone was pleasantly

casual,

but the

traffic

coj)

fidgeted.

"Hadn't we oughta read him the warrant?" he suggested to ]\Ir. Voights.
'In a minute." said the deput}- sheriff', a stocky and
pompous man. He impaled Hi with his glance. "No
use beating al)out the bush. Mr. Daggett, we've got
serious business with you.
We've got some questions
to ask you
how did you get that smashed windshield and
crumpled fender on your car?"
"Oh, so you paid a call at my garage before calling
upon me? Well, I dont mind satisfying your curiosity.
J\lr. Voights
if you remember, it was slippery last evening I skidded into a lamp-post."
"Indeed?" commented the deputy, sarcastically. Then
lie shot out
"What happened to those other two cars ?"
"Dont know." Hi answered lightly. "I didn't wait to

—

;

—

:

see."

"I know damn well you didn't. You rich young lawbreakers think )'ou can commit murder and get away
with it. Plow dared you drive away at such a pass ?"
"Well. I guess I didn't realize it was 'such a pass.' as
you say. Mr. Voights."
"Why did you run awa}' ? answer me in a word."
"In a word!" in reproachful surprise, "it cant be done.
Of course there was a simple reason why I didn't hang
around, but. then, also^well, we generally have a lot
of little side-motives which influence us to a certain
degree, dont you think?"
Mr. Voights snorted his exasperation. "I'm trying to
give you a chance. ]\Ir. Daggett, to make your own
explanation of your share in last night's work."
"Last night's work you have a flair for melodramatic
language. Mr. Voights."

—

—

„-,OTION PICTURr
MAGAZINE l

01

Voights took a step forward.
when you went speeding off last night.
do you reaHze you left a severely injiu'ed man in that
He's now lying in the Fairchild
smashed roadster?
it
depends
ho.spital, yonder
his condition's dangerous
(in how he comes, thru whether you'll be up for manslaughter, Mr. Daggett."
]\Ir.

"Air. Daggett,

—

—

The

sniile slipped

from Hi's

I didn't
'"Oh. that's bad
I'd have waited, of course."
!

face.

know

a

man was

hurt, or

—

—

didn't speak.

—

three
the only thing / hit was the lamp-post. You'll be
able to figure it out for yourself, once you get the lay
of the ground."
"Maybe but the others claim differently. The driver
of the truck charges that you were driving" in your usual
reckless fashion, that you came swooping down on the
cross-street like a wild steer."
"I've been waiting to tell you," Hi said, "that my car

—

was going

than twelve an hour."
deputy laughed, and looked meaningly at
the policeman. "Hear that, O'Sullivan ?"
He grinned at Hi.
"I heard," said the cop, grinning.
less

.\t that the

"Well, you didn't. You made a getaway. But luckily
your
the victim recognized your car before the smash
bus is pretty well known. He's just made his affidavit,
in his bed at the hospital."
this morning
"I'm sorry he's hurt," Hi said, "nevertheless 1 dont
see how he can make any affidavit that will seriously
J\Iy car was the least responsible of the
involve me.

When Anna

I

Hi went
she

is.

I

inc

on the landscape,

I\Ir.

Daggett, when you roared down on that officer at the far
end of the village street last night. But I was that officer
and I saw who was driving your car. too. The yoimg
ladv who can do sixtv-one miles an hour!"

—

know where she"s gone ... or where she came from, or
loved her and wanted her to be my wife"

"I dont

on.

But

"Perhaps you didn't notice

who

—

!!

—

:
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Hi

I-

to sudden attention, his eyes focussing
and the deputy asked
"Where's this young woman, Mr. Daggett?"
"Why do you want to know that?" parried Hi, who
was trying to think rapidly.
Least"I guess she's due an invitation to this party.
ways she's got the right to answer a few questions."
Hi frowned out the window a second; when he turned
to the officer, one would never have known he could he a
flippant young man.
"See heifc, Mr. ^'oights, I'd rather not have a woman
I'll
involved if I can help it—you can surely see that.
accept whatever summons or warrant you ma}- ha\e for
me; but until this mess clears itself up until I can see

stiffened

sharply

:

;

—

—

my

'^"

cant I take the responsibility alone
lawyer, at least
"You'll take plenty of responsibility," assured ]\Ir.
Voights. "but we want the woman, too. Who is she and

where

is

she?"

Hi shook

me

to

his head.

my own

do on

"Ill agree to everything you want
account strikes me that's enough

—

'T dont care-— r\e a good mind to
as well publish our entire disgrace.
still

"Of course not! There was a motor mixup last niglu,
but for once, strange enough, I wasn't at fault."
!"
"They said something about a man in the hospital
cried Miss Julia who, tho she had not appeared, was not
above minding her own business at the keyhole.
"Yes," he admitted, "and there are .some disagreeabk
I must go downtown now. and see about
technicalities

—

to account for motor
before, Init this promised to be an entirely
different matter.
His morning's experience was in no
wise a comfortaljle one. Even his own lawyer a shrewd,
owlish old bo}', who handled the Daggett Company's legal

—

and who had been a friend of his father's
him skeptically, and with not too much symi)athy.
However, Judge Light, the shrewd old boy. managed
things pretty deftly and, together with old Simpson at
the
factory,
produced the required bond.
"Manslaughter!"
it was unthinkaljle that such a charge might
ever be brought against him, but old Judge Light and old
Simpson were so stilted and solemn that he found the
solemnity getting on his nerves.
.Vnd old Simpson, as
usual, nnist make a whine about the scarcity of cash, to

aft'airs,

listened to

—

feel mcjre than ever like a scoundrel.
Then
hustled back to the factory, while the Judge tried tt
hand out some final advice:
"You're foolish trying to shield this woman, whoever
she is. Hiram. She's the onlv corroborating witness you
seem to have."
"T prefer not dragging ho-r in. Judge."
"Vou're acting like a fool." Then, wheeling suddenly
to fling the question: "Who is she?
tiiat woman up at
the De Bossert place?"
Hi blinked, but asked back, cooll\-

—

"What do you know about the woman at the De
Bossert place?"
"Gossip," succinctl}.
"But e\en if these stories are
if you've been hanging round up there for
true, Hiram
the past month -that's no reason for you to continue
playing the fool."
"Listening to }0U makes me think my father's still
alive." Hi commented, wryly.
"It's because he's not alive that I'm taking all this
trouble I dont particularl)' relish pulling you out of such
Now, for heaven's sake, try
needless scrapes, Hiram.
until we see where we're
to observe some discretion
standing, at least, .\bove all things dont go gallivanting,

a cash bond, I believe."
"A cash bond!" There was a quality of shriek

in Miss
"That means it's serious!"
"Dont worry I'll still be at large and home f(U" my
three meals a day." His grin was a blend if reassurance
and the old wicked teasing.
But Miss Julia wrung her hands.
And it's a'l
"Such a disgrace and _\ou can laugh
I heard them
mixed up some way with that servant girl
I know it was that terrisay a woman was in your car

Julia's voice.

— —

—

—

;

—

!"

ble, terrible girl

Hi's grin vanished.

"Hush

!"

he ordered sternly.

"The men are

Hi took the magazine Miss

ju-t out^ide."

in

For there, looking bai-k

at

secret,

up

to

that cottage."

But the instant his eyes fell on the opened page
him. was the pictured face of Dolly

Julia held forth disinterestedly.

they riveted.

the door.
He limped down the portico
wearing a bedroom slipper on his injured foot,

Hi Daggett had been brought

lie

—

might

violations

make him

in jail?"

We

to join the officers of the law.

following the two officers to their waiting
car. Miss Julia waylaid him in the hall.
"Oh, Hiram! what're they going to do to \()U? put

you

them.

Hi slammed
steps,

to do."

As he was

tell

'

;

qrMqnoN'F'iCTURrr
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But

his lawyer's last

Hi proceeded

warning was the

first

thing

young

as soon as he got a minute to
himself he hired a car and headed for the De Bossert
place, to warn Dolly.
to ignore

;

An

empty car blocked the entrance under the "No
It was a handsome and imposing
Trespassing" sign.
looking sedan, but Hi promptly jumped
back

to

it,

man.
There was no sign o f anyone
everything seemed preternaturally
from the chimneys, the shutters
little

"Who

as

astir

at

the cottage

no smoke arose
the windows were

quiet,
at

closed.

"That's queer."
thought. an<l he

it

"One might imagine

a sudden
pression.

Hi
felt

de-

(]ueer

Even before he
knocked at the front
door he had a feeling'
the knock would not
be answered.

He went

much."

are you?"

round

to the

back door,

and
Then

he

knocked.
began

calling.

He

"Well, one good question deserves another who are you!'"
And Hi climbed
out of the stranger's car, and into his own.
He started up his motor. The stranger
glared at him. irritable, but uncertain.
Then, in his high-pitched, carefully inflected voice, that matched nicely his small
dapper person, he asked
querulously:
"Are you a

—

bethought

himself of Dolly's
car. but the little

shed,

which

showed

evidence

having been
used as a garage,
was empty.

of

Finally, he

friend of Miss

foimd a window

Claiborne's ?"

whose catch

"Never

heard
of the lady," answered Hi.
"Then, what is
your business, entering
tate?"

es-

this

"What

business

that of yours?

is

Are you, perhaps.
a detective?"

The
looked

man

little

as

might

he

if

explode

from indignation.
"No, I'm not a
detective

— but

I

warn you to be
careful
a1)out
driving into this
property!
Cant
you
read
that
sign?"

"As

well as yon
could,
doubtless.

before you entered
ises."

prem-

the

Hi

sent

car
lunging
over the
rough
his

ground

wasn't

The

AVKat Has Gone Before
In the role of i\'aitress in the notorious roadhouse of old Leon, the Alsatian. Dorothy Chiiborne.
of royal lineage, meets young Hi Daggett, the inillionairc rounder of the village of Fairfield. Conn., and the
old story of the ehase begins.
Hi tags Dorothy, "Thistledoi^-n."
Dolly, as she calls herself, has her own reason for the disguise a
'wealthy fiance from iK'honi she is seeking surcease.
Dolly accidentally meets
Hi in Fairfield and brings the icrath of the /uiv u/'on him for s/'ecding. then
penitent, takes the blame herself, and drive.';, off info the dusk with him.
Tifsy.
Hi kisses her insultingly. She leaz'cs his car. Hi later seeks Dolly at Leon's,
only to find her gone. Rumor has it that Dolly has been seen on the silvcrsheet.
hut he disregards it. Rumor also has it that a fast -icoman is an interlofier on the
De Bossert place. Intuitively, Hi drives there. He finds Dolly in the woods and
apologizes for insulting her. Then follow many rendezvous. They are in love.
.S'lill accepting
Dolly as a ser-ivnt. Hi takes her to his home, betiez'ing his
spinster sister ai^vy.
She surprises them and in.uilts Dolly. Hi declares his
intention of marrying Doily, but mean-a'hile Dolly has slipped out of the house.
He follo7\.'s her to her cottage and peering thru the U'indow, discovers her
accepting the caresses of a loud-looking stranger.
.L'isailed by doubt and
jealousy. Hi nozv ai'oids Dolly until he hears her calling him thru the silence
of their love. They meet at their old trysting place. She confesses her love,
but in the same breath cries:
"Fm promised to another." Their rush of
emotion frightens her. and she begs Hi to drive her to Nanny, Leon's wife,
and her devoted old servant. She also acknotvlcdges that she is not a waitre.<!s,
but the mistress of the De Bossert place. Drunk imth the ecstasy of Dolly's
love and the despair of being denied her. Hi drives like a demon.
Dolly
persuades him to give her the -wheel, and under her nervous guidance, the car
skids just as a truck turns into their path and a roadsler comes up behind
them. .4 s)nash-ul> ensues.
Is there seem to he no casualities. they dri-i'c on.
to avoid meeting Hi's old enemy, the traffic cop.
Arrived at Thiebaud's, Dolly
-weepingly tells Nan of her love for Hi, but declares she must go to Mr. King,
her fiance.
Meanwhile Hi spends a -sleepless night to be greeted in the
morning by a summons of arrest.

—

rooms were
and showed

chill,

dis-

nrdered traces of
lacking
Dolly
was gone.
He sank into a
.

]

chair

in

.

.

the

de-

serted
livingroom.
His foot

was

throbbing

fiercely,

he

but

the
His arrest
l)ain.
and legal predicascarcely

ment

felt

were

for-

was

gotten. Dolly

gone.

He had not
realized lio w
m u c h he ha d
counted on seeing
her. if only for a

moment. He had
meant to bid her

.

—

fastened.

downstairs

>lip

this

away,
mess

initil

was

straightened
out
but already she

—

between

had vanished and

the entrance

he didn't know
where, or why.
of a sudden nothing else

posts.

"Sorry

cant linger for

l\

was too centered upon his problems, and his immediate V
need of seeing Dolly to waste speculations on the peevish

out of his path.
He was in the midst of accomplishing his
purpose, when two men. a small dapper
gentleman, who looked neither very old nor
very young, and the other in a chauffeur's
uniform, cajne walking down the driveway.
"Hey, there!" called the dapper gentleman, irascibly, "what're you doing with my
car?"
"That should be perfectly apparent," Hi
"I'm getting it out of mv way."
returned.
"You're going into this place?"
into

MAEAZtME

I

;

I

more conversation.

I'm in a hurry."
the lurching car.

The little man shook his fist after
"Your hurry will do you no good," he

called in petulant
anger, "not unless you have business with the rabbits!

There's nobody else at home!"
But Hi, for the noise of the car, did not hear him.
He wondered vaguely who Dolly's visitor might be. but

Where was Dolly?

.

.

.

all

mattered, nothing at all.
Sharp, imperative knocking roused him from his stupor
(if

loss.

Opening the front door, he saw Voights, the deputy
sheriff, and two or three men, who didn't matter
none
of them mattered.
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"Ila!" said Air. Voiehts, "thouo'ht

I

mis'ht find

\oit

"What d'you want?" Hi
"I

want

to see the lady

asked, surlily.

who

lives in this place."

"There's nobody here but myself."
"None of that now! Where is she?" shouldering his

way

and I'm worried, because

I lo\e her and ha\e asked her
wife."
Leon's eyes popped into two little round worlds of
wonderment, but Anna's quick tug at his elbow com-

to be

here."

in.

"She's not in this house, at all events." Hi answered.
Voights shot him a probing glance. "Has .she made a

getaway?"

my

manded silence.
Hi turned his gaze on Anna.
"You two seem to have some connection with her," he
went on. "She wanted to come to \ou last night, and I
brought her here.
l)lace u\) there's

And

empty

I

haven't seen her since

—the

as a grave."

Anna didn't speak. He went on
"She's not in the house." Hi repeated.
"I dont know where she's gone
or where she came
"Well, I'll take a look." And the deputy sherift' went
from, or who she is. But I loved her and wanted her to
tramping thru the rooms, banging doors, moving
be my wife."
heavy objects which might offer concealment from the
Anna nodded then.
Hi could
living - room
"Yes, I know," she said.
hear him.
Hi took a quick step
"Well, the bird seems
At this junoture the tloor burst
forward.
to have flown all right."
vehemently open, and old Anna Thie"She confided in you?
he said when he rebaud entered, pulling old Leon after
was upset and lui.She
turned. Hi shot another
her. and hurling backward expletives
decided, when I brought
"Did vou tip h.er
look.
at the officeu r r h i n who
her here.
She wanted
ofif?"
sought
to
deif she conto see }ou
"I'd have tipped her
tain her
fided in you, she must
off if I'd had the chance,
"
ha\e said whether
that was
right enough
my purpose in coming
"I may not repeat any
here."
decision at which she
"Well, where is she^"
may have arrived," Anthe officer snapped.
na said in a firm tone,. as
he faltered. Then, more
"I
dont know any
kindly:
"Moreover, I
more than you do," Hi
do not know these are
answered wearily. "Not
matters which one must
that I'd tell vou if I
decide for oneself."
did."
He hesitated a moVoights took a step
ment, then:
"I'm not
forward.
asking inquisitive ques"See here, young feltions, Anna, but to have
low, you're not in too
her suddenly vanish at
pretty a fix, if you could
such a time leaving me
You
only realize it.
no word -it bothers me.
may be a Daggett, but

—

—

—

,

'',

—

:

—

Can you

name and your
money and your influence
}Our

tell

ain't

she is?"
"If I could

It's

Anna

going to protect you.
time such as you get their

comeuppance
and I reckon

in this

community,

serve to
show rich young smart-alecks that
law and justice ain't the bywords the\seem to think."
"Oh, hell." replied Hi.
"Why dont
you clap me into jail and shoot me at
sunrise and be done with it?"
this case

"11

The officer's expression said plainly this was
what he would have liked to do but. could he
have worked his malevolent will, he could scarcely
have made Hi's next few days nTore wretched.
That afternoon the doctor told Hi that his injured
foot,
clumsily bandaged, had become infected
he
reprimanded him for his careless treatment, and ordered
him straight home and to bed.
But Hi did not go home.
From the doctor's office
he drove straight to Thiebaud's, and limped in to see
Leon and Anna.
"Ah, Mr. Hi." the old inkeeper cried sympathetically,
"I have heard the report of your misfortune.
They
:

:

made

—

the arrest, did they ?
but do not trouble there are
who sav the sick jnan is not so sick as thev claim.
"
and that your law}er is of such a shrewdness
:

those

(T\

—

"I'm not troubling that." Hi cut in. Then abruptly
"Leon, you're the only person I kn(^w to ask about
She's disappeared and I dont know where she is,
Dolly.

P48
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me where

I w ould not."
answered.
"If

she has vanished, as you
say. she has her own
good reasons for so doing.
And I. Anna Thiebaud, must not interfere
with those reasons."
"Will she return?" he'
persisted.
"She left
things so
up in the air."
Anna locked her lips
for answer.
He knew
her well enough to recognize the hopelessness
but he
of further cjuestioning
could not hold back a further
question
"Cant you assure me, at least.
that wherever she is she's safe
it's hellish!"
Ever}'thing's so mysterious

—

:

:

—

and happy?
"I pray the good God that no evil befalls her." Anna
answered solemn!}".
Poor assurance, certain!}", for a distracted lover. Hi
turned shortly.
"Well, good-bye," he said, and went
limping toward the door.
"Ah. your lameness!" old Leon lamented symphathetically.
"Wait just one minute. Mr. Hi, and I shall
{Continued on page 112)

Their Erslrwhile School-Teacher
Tells

When

or

Several ox tne

Stars

The}? Went to High

School
By

HARRY CARR
SCHOOL-teachcr huly told me what they were like
when they went to high school. She taught a lot of
them who are now movie celebrities Carmel Myers.

a:

—

Fazenda. Marie and INlargery
I'revust. Helen Jerome Eddy, Juanita Hansen.
She said that in the course of some twenty-five years as a
high-school teacher she had one star pu])il that was Carmel.
"Her fatlier was a cultured Jewish Rabbi and she liad been
'Bessie

Love,

Louise

:

lin'tograph ly Clarence S.

Bu

Horlon was the name by which this
knew Bessie Love. She sa>s Billie, whose
name was Juanita. onl\ no one ever
first

'"Billie"

teacher
real
called

lessons

her

was obedient and learned her
And she was
behaved herself.

that,

and

frishtfullv bov-shv

riiotograph

liy

Clarence S. liu

brought Up in an atmosphere of learning from
her earliest childhood.
She was, beyond all comp a r i s o n the most
,

brilliant

scholar

1

ever

taught.

"In those days we all
ihought that Carmel was
going to be a writer, like
her father. She w-as one
of the few girls who
ever made much of a
record
on the school
paper."

Carmel laughed when

Carmel

Myers,

(laughter

of

a

the
cul-

tured Jewish Rabbi,
had been reared in
an
atmosphere
of
learning
from her
earliest childhood,
and her teacher says
she was undoubtedly
the
most brilliant

scholar

she ever

taught.

Louise

Fazenda.

on the

other

was a
stormy petrel bright
and clever enough,
but extremely temperamental
hand,

—

Photopraph bv
\V. F. Seely, L.
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called her "Billie."

knows her now

W.

D.

Griffith

The motion

as Bessie

Love

picture world

—a name that

gave her.

The high-school teacher told me that little
Billie Horton was very bright and obedient
and learned her lessons and behaved herself.
She said and Carmel corroborates this
that both Carmel and Billie Horton were very

—

shy of boys.

Carmel said that they blushed every time a
boy spoke to them and always ran for their

when they saw one coming.

lives

And now Carmel

is accredited the champion
of the screen and Bessie Love the
screen's star sweetheart.
Carmel said the most terrible thrill they
ever got in their lives was when Billie got a
job at tlie Griffith studio and came to school
to paralyze them with the information.
The teacher told me that one of the finest
students in the school at that time was Helen
Jerome Eddy. She came from a cultured,
highly educated family, and she proved to be
a star student.
Helen was always very quiet and timid and

vamp

had

little

to say.

Louise Fazenda
Marie Prevost was
not
ing

among

the

shin-

Her

students.
mind was on

other

things.
She wanted
to get into the movies.

Mack Sennett's swimming-tank was the
only body of water in
which she displayed
the

She. said she had a
I asked her about her journalistic career.
He was on the school paper and
brother who adored her.
She
got her on to the great disgust of the otlier boys.
ver)- profound editorials
insisted on writing editorials
Her brother's feelings
also very stinging and crushing.
may be imagined when the school paper came out with
a withering screed from her pen. denouncing football

—

—

:

calling
upon the authorities to abolish it.
had one of those marvelous brothers who loyally
insisted that whatever I did was just ex-actly right."
said Carmel, '"but I shall have to say that his
devotion staggered under this blow."
Carmel, who is now rated as one of the most

and

"I

beautiful girls in pictures, says that in her highschool days every girl kept a "trade-last" book.
In this tome every compliment was ,solemnly inscribed.
Carmel said she was looking thru her's
the other night.
She found tributes to her kindness, sweetness, generosity, intelligence, etc., but
she looked in vain for any one who even distantly
intimated that she was good looking.
Carmel's great pal was a tiny little bit of a girl who
they fancied looked like INIary Pickford. At least they
told her so often that she began to wear her hair down
in front of her ears in Mjtry Pickford curls.
The little
girl's name was reallv luanita Horton
but thev alwavs
;

Helen Jerome Eddy was another star student. She
was always very quiet and timid and had little to say

I
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slightest

interest

Photosraiih

liy

Freulich

was in school somewhat earlier than
these girls.

L

o

ti i

s

e

was

—

a

stormy petrel very
bright and clever, but
extremely temperamental.

Even

in that

Louise was a
(Cont. on page 86)

day

Tnat's

Out

Criticism and

Fearless

UnDiased Observations
By

TAMAR LANE
Illustrations

by Harry) Taske^?
movies have progressed.
But ininotes and telegrams are still
crumpled up and thrown on the floor
where villains can find them
iiie

portanl

He Who Laughs

HOLLYWOOD

Last

magnates are quietly snickerHarry Rapf. For
this latter impresario has had the folly to allow
his special production, "Broadway After Dark.""
to be directed by an obscure young man by the name of
Monte Bell. The laugh comes in because of the fact that
young Mr. Bell has never directed a
picture before in his life. Think of it!
lilm

ing at their brother producer,

<jther companies are filled with celluloid lemons which
cost hundreds of thousands to produce
and they were
all made by men whose chief recommendation was simply
that they had "directed before."
Investigation into the
records of these men would reveal the fact that practicall)'

—

none of them had ever directed a first-class film during
his career.
Vet they are being constantly re-engaged.
With Monte Bell, producer Rapf has at least a gambling
chance Bell is an unknown quantity.
With the other
directorial flivvers^ it is known in advance that only by a

—

miracle could they bring forth a first-rate film.
To Harry Rapf, we wish to present a laurel wreadi
for his courage and good sense in introducing new blood
into the directing ])rofession. and say that "Broadway
.\fter Dark" can hardly be any worse than the product
of some of our "master" directors
and, in all probability,
will be a whole lot better and more successful.

—

Famous Days
.April

1st,

On

(

?

)

The Best Picture
Risking one's money in a production to be directed by a chap
who has never handled a megaphone before!
What foolishness,

murmur

the

Hollywood

producers.
While it may be
true, they admit, that Bell is
a very intelligent and gifted
young fellow, and acquainted
with film production, still, the
fact remains
he has never directed a picture before. To the
wise men of Hollywood, renowned for their towering
imagination, their great bril-

Screen coniedians are apparently under the impression
that
the
only
requirement necessary
to make themselves uproariously funny
of

horn-rimmed

keen foresight,

of

Ts

Woman"

is

"Thy
one of

realisticall y

that even

this

the gatenien

and their
own mothers

if

programs

—

Youn;; stars
make-ui)
so

producer Rapf is foolish, he is going daffy in a very
intelligent manner, and in a
fashion that could be emulated
with profit by other producers.

The

Pred Niblo's "Thy X^ame Is Woman." Here is one of
most human and absorbing photoplays of a twelvemonth. No more fascinating figure has ever been viewed
on die screen than that presented by Barbara La ]\Iarr as
the wife of the old smuggler.
.She is a revelation of
beauty and artistry and
she does it all without the
the

Xame

spells sure disaster.

But

a pair
glasses

of the ]Mf)XTH

aid of fine feathers.

—

liance, their

is

History

this day the first film was made
demonstrated eight dift'erent ways
spaghetti without using a fork.

1911.

wherein a comedian
in whicli to eat

in

dont

recog-

nize

them

Goldwyn,

Paramount, Universal, and

TRSKE.51
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:

yneii

i

c

magazine

To give Conway Tearle more salary.
To give Eric von Strolieim his own wav.

SuRE-FiRE Comedy Gags Xo. 34
Tlie one wliere the comedian falls asleep on the sidewalk
with his hat in his hand, and awakes an hour later to find
his hat has been filled with coins by sympathetic passers-hv
who have taken him for a poor beggar.

The

Screen's Best Bets

— No.

3

T.ucille
Ricksen.
whose work in "Rendezvous."
"Judgment of the Storm," and other films, shows her

to

Sure-Fire

No.

the very few films I have ever wanted to
view a second time, ^ly hat is ot¥ to Fred
Niblo, and all the more credit is due him

a Discrepancy

a

little

miss

with

a

big

future.

Comedy Gag
The one where

comedian, who has
been asleep on the sidewalk, awakes to find his
hat filled with coins

This Look.s Like a Dirty Dig

the

because practically the entire action takes
place in one room, with only three characters used. Ramon Novarro and William
V. jNfong also do superb work.

Must Be

34.

he

from sympathetic

A
bawl

correspondent

me

out

Chicago writes

in

for something

I

said

in to
in

a

passers-by

Somewhere

According to statistics recently given out, only $730.000,000 was collected in admissions by the various movie
theaters of the country during the year of 1923. This will
barely cover the cost of making half of the- million-dollar
productions turned out by producers during that period.

A Compendium
Some anonymous
what he

of Futility

writer in Los Angeles has compiled
of futility'' that is worth

"compendium
Here it is

calls a

reprinting.

:

To give William S. Hart an automatic pistol.
To give Theodore Roberts a pipe.
To give Nazimova a hair net.
To give Walter Hiers a copy of "Eat and
Grow Thin."
To give Lew Cody a copy of "How to Make
T^ove."

To

give John Barrymore a suit of red-flannel

underwear.

To give Willard ]Mack advice
on marriage.
To give William de ]Mille a
new

Hollywood

film

magnates

are
quietly
snickering
at
their brother, Harry Rapf.

For

impresario has had
the folly to allow one of
his pictures to be directed
by a man who has never
directed before
this

-

hat.

recent issue.

for

"\ ou wonder

why

ducer

Shakespear-

photo-

drama

we

wish to suggest
"The
Merchant of
Venice"
as
a play
should

make

very

inter-

What

that

material
TR.sK.e.V'

!

Did

we may

it

be wrong in our

^Lxkes for Popularity?

As a case in point against the masses
we might mention Madge Kennedy, a

esting screen
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other

estimate of the masses.
However, we
doubt it.
Anyway, they have a very
peculiar way of showing intelligence.
With what our correspondent says about
writers and critics, we heartily agree.
They are a very inferior lot. mentally.

prowish-

ing to make
a venture in

ian

among

the masses like
ever occur to
you that there might be considerable
grey matter in the so-called masses ?
It has not all been concentrated in a few
movie writers and critics. More people
have a speaking acquaintance with intelligence than you seem to think."

Milton Sills?

Perhaps,

To any

Apparently she doesn't

m_v ideas,
things she says
like

very clever comedienne and a charming
Continued on page 87)
{

Across tKe Silversheet
"Tolanaa" and "America"

in

Review

ADELE WHITELY FLETCHER

OXCE
tion

more we are confronted with the quesas to what makes a motion picture

greater than other motion pictures.

Cast ? Photography ? ProSomething besides these is
for "Yolanda." enhanced by all of

Story

duction
needed,

?

.

.

?
.

not a great picture.
thousands of dollars iiave
spent in the recreation of
e\"idently been
Burgundy and France in the fifteenth century.
The backgrounds are as beautiful as old
tapestries woven with the romantic tales of
armored knights and turreted castle walls.
The cast, too. is one of the most celebrated
Lver assembled.
In retrospect the thing which interests us most in "Yolanda" is the characterization which Johnny Dooley, the
vaudeville comedian, gives of Charles.
France's feeble-minded, lack-wit prince.
His portrait is fraught with the
l^athetic. No one could have played this
-illy Prince with more poignant finesse.
He moves with the loose motion of the
feeble-minded, as tho his muscles were
not definitely dominated by or co-ordinated with his will. He does manv of the
tilings which bring him laughs from liis
vaudeville audiences
but becau.se his
these things,

is

Hundreds of

.

.

.

doing them now is different
they are not, for a minute, funny. And we
realize again how kindred comedy and
tragedy are.
Holbrook Blinn is Louis XI of France.
He will soon have as manv imperial por-

atmosphere

in

In "Yolanda," which has
many of the composites
of greatness and is still

not

a

great

picture,

Marion Da vies S'ves
what might be called an
uneven performance.
There are times when
she

and

screens

beautifully

traits to his credit as

those royal actors.

Emil Jannings and Wallace Beery. Mr.
Blinn is unquestionably one of the most
masterly actors upon the screen of today.
His own personality seems a fluid which
he can pour at will into a great variet\'
of roles.

Marion

Davies' portrayal is quite
are times when she
screens beautifully and acts with understanding and sincerity.
And there are
intruding episodes where she does neither
of these things.
We" remetnber ^lary
of Burgundy as a high-spirited and
adventuresome creature, not given to her natural
weapon of tear?-.
Here Yolanda weeps every
time licr desires are frustrated.
And because
she lives in an age and a court where a
]:)rincess is simply a pawn moved about at
random in the game of kingdoms, she has
occasion to weep frequently.
suppose
this is the result of the praise JMiss Davies'

acts witli understand-

ing
and sincerity and
other intruding episodes
where she does neither
of these things

There

uneven.

We

weeping

bit

in

"'When Knighthood

Was

Flower"" earned from her critics.
It
ma}' be that the Commercial Powers That
Be thought this other bit went over so
{Continued on page 89)
In

We

bring generous laurels to "The Sacrifice,''
episode of D. W. Griffith's "America."
This interested us infinitely more than most
productions we have seen which have had
the

first

their fiction in
On
for facts.

no way hampered by
the

left

are

a necessity

Lionel Barrymore

and Carol Dempster
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Comment on Other
Productions
To show you how

the director obeys the conheed of the rich girl's party.
The poor youngsters arrive in burlesciue attire.
As if they didn't know any better
most
theatric device which never fails to bring a
chuckle.
Follows a series of scenes where the
children become famous
one as an actress, the
other as a playwright. Then for melodramatic
purposes the rich youth, who had never patronized the girl, fawns upon her with eyes of desire.
And he is given a beating on the parlor rug.
An orthodox story in every department one
imconvincing and imnatural.
Colleen Moore's
performance leaves us cold.
ventions,

take

A

!

—

—

"Painted
People,"
in
Colleen Moore
appears above, belongs
10 an ancient vintage.
It is unconvincing and

The

M.\rriage Circle

which

nnnatural.
And Colleen Moore's performance leaves us cold.
Lubitsch has given us

"The Marriage Circle,"
and it is a sparkling,
light
done.

comedy,

deftly

Florence Vidor,

Adolphe Menjou, Marie

Prevost and Monte
Blue are

the featured
players.
In the scene
at
the left the arms
about Monte Blue are

Marie Prevosts

Comparable

"A Woman
comedy

—

memorable

to Chaplin's

of

Paris."

is

picture,

sparkling light

this

which has been approached by Ernst
Lubitsch with the same economy of effort, the

same deft suggestions, the same indirect
ment that the king of comedians displayed

treat-

in his

production. It is a story easy to penetrate in
fact, there is scarcely any substance to it, but it
sparkles with illuminating touches and shows
that the screen can become a true medium of
farce-comedy.
It is a story which could have
been maltreated by writing into it the customary
moralities.
Lubitsch never employs the orthoNot once are the conventions
dox touch.
obeyed.
look upon a typically Viennese tale one
which does not make heavy drama of domestic
infidelity,
^^'e see a flirtatious wife trespassing upon the sacred hearthstone of
her best friend and charming the husas the serpent charmed Eve
many, many years ago.
so gaze upon the outraged
wife carrying on a mild liaison
with the silly husband's proMeanfessional partner.
while husband number 1
(played ever so deftly by
Adolphe Menjou of the
;

—

We

We

Painted People

CHALK

eyebrow) is seeking a divorce.
He
doesn't become emo-

lifted

one up as.
belonging to an ancient
an idea which
vintage
gladdened the hearts
when melodramatists wrote for
this

—

He merely raises
an eyebrow as if to say

tional.

"So?"

A

the top gallery.
story of
contrasts
a study in climbing
the ladder by a pair of tenement
youngsters.
use tenement
to indicate the contrast of environment between these children
of the poor and those who are

—

We

Every incident and detail are cut from reguThe heroine must be
lation models.
the hero a sort of ra
a tomboy
muffin.
They must register wistfu
reared in palatial homes.

;

in their desire to enter the social
reach financial heights.

t
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whir

And

the

merry

—a farce
tempered with capricious by-play —
farce
farce

is

on

a

"The Man From

Wyoming" is the
same hackneyed

Western story which
was baptized in the
celluloid back in the

early

dayswhen

Broncho Billy wore a
Stetson

!

Gondse Reviews by
Editorial

the

Staff

thoroly intelligible to anyone endowed with a
The subtleties are everysense of humor.
where the suggestions ever being expressed.
Truly the picture stamps Lubitsch as a
one equally gifted in proversatile director
It is likel\
jecting comedy as well as tragedy.
and profited by
that he saw the Chaplin opus
Certainly it was about time that "A
it.
Woman of Paris" began to show its influence.
It
In many respects it surpasses its model.
Its
doesn't measure out such sentimentality.
humor is just as keen, just as subtle and its
It is a picture
interpretation just as natural.
which pricks at the conventional theory that
one must not trespass beyond the boundaries
of wedlock. And Lubitsch uses the sharpest
rapier in showing us a gay, sophisticated,
charming, mirthful moving caprice.
It is the most perfect light comedy ever
wound around a camera spool. It is as light
as moon dust, but much more brilliant. Hail to
Hail to an ideal interpretation as
Lubitsch
turned in by Menjou of the lifted eyebrow,
Monte Blue, Florence \'idor, Creighton Hale,
]NTarie Prevost and Harry ]\Iyers
;

—

—

—

!

The

M.a.v FRO^r

Wyoming

"Flaming Barriers," in
which the above scene
shows Antonio Moreno
and Jacqueline Logan,
another story old in
And its directheme.
has sacrificed
tor
is

reality to exaggerations.
"Daddies"
stars
Mae
Marsh.
It is a «ugar-

coated
added, nothing is taken away
here. It is the same, hackneyed Western which
was baptized in celluloid back in the days when
Broncho Billy wore a Stetson. To prop it up
with suspense, the director has shrouded it witji
an element of mystery. A mysterious character must be incorporated to emphaBut leading
size the chase.
this une.Kcitino" climax we ai
troduced to the customary
hokum the escaped convic
(whose innocence is al-

Nothing

is

picture

.

.

.

shallow but
if

interesting
you are of the Polly-

annas

—

ways established),

the

feud between cattlemen
and sheep en, the
conventional romance
in
lugged
by the
daughranchman's
ter who saves her
hero from a neckand the
tie party
very crude effort
of the ponderous
bad man to force
the girl to flirt with
death or or or

m

—

—

her in a hotel room and the usual
film miracle happens.
Despite her
frailness she is more than a match
for the hefty and hateful villain.
-And. of course, the last-minute
pardon from \\'yoming's chief
executive for the cowhand.
brand it as one of those things.

We

— — —

worse.

He

Fl.\.mixg B.\rriers

attack^

This picture was pointed to flash
one of those thrilling climaxes and

—

'Sporting

\outh" has

in it the likable
Reginald Denny who
plays with good abandon.
It is an enjoyable

little

ored

with

story,

col-

adventure

and romance

aside

much

from a

to ot¥er.

vivid forest fire

True,

it

it

hasn't

was written by

Byron Morgan, who dashed olT those
automobile yarns for W'ally Reid, but he
as discarded his deft comedy touch to frolic
in fields of hokum.
There is the customary
manufacturer present but not the delightfu
crotchety figure that Theodore Roberts port raved

—

'
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This character makes fire-fighting apparatus and
the plot revolves around a slicker trying to embarrass him so as to win the daughter.

Old of theme? Surely. And rather ancient in
treatment.
Small-town atmosphere is exposed
and some of it doesn't belong. The director sacrifices
realities
for exaggerations.
Then \ve are
embraced by the climax which features the flames
sweeping down a mountain and the motor firetruck rushing to the rescue of the imperiled tourists.
The action is too hurried, too pointed, to permit the

—

A

])layers to act natural.

fairly effective

melodrama,

nothing of consequence until the climax.
The contrast is too sharp at that point. Robert
McKim, who has a fairlv good grasp upon subtle
villainy, is adequate enough here.
ofifering

Daddies

Baby hands, baby

prattle,

and the patter of

little

conquest of stubborn
bachelors.
Their reluctant march to the altar has
inspired more than one playwright.
Come to think
of it here is one of the favorite formulas (pigeonholed as Number 17). It is lugged forth to cast a
spell of sentiment over the sentiinentalists.
On the stage it carried the sting of being a
feet are irresistible in

their

—

Gloria Swanson
must appreciate
the fact that

"The

Humniing-Birtl"

is

the
she

best
picture
has ever had,
for
she
has
endowed it with her
best
performance.
"Jack O' Clubs" is
another old creaking
story,
featuring a one-character

plot
a

built

around

fighting

cop.

Irish

Herbert

Rawlinson

out
of his part in the
is

itle-role

comedy. On the screen it is
not so good.
It might have carried a real
sparkle had Lubitsch lieen given the script.
As it is we view an orthodox pattern which
never exposes any dramatic substance a pattern woven around a group of bachelors who
band together into a "Never Marry" club
only to have their ranks shattered in their
adoption of war orphans.
Here was opportunity to make some digressions from the original here was a chance to
exploit it with subtleties and suggestions.
which will
Instead it is a shallow little piece
carry weight among the Pollyannas of both
are disappointed in Mae ?^Iarsh,
sexes.
who suffered in the close-ups. The part cannot be distinguished beripe, rollicking

—

;

—

We

it
colorless.
cause
is
The three bachelors are

l)layed

by Claude

Gill-

ingwater, Willard Louis,

and Harry Myers

The old
by and

standfavor-

Tommy

ite.

Meighan, gives
a

wooden

per-

formance

in

"Pied
Piper
Malone." And

the story,
which deals
with

a

thin

A

—

Sporting Youth

par-

ental complex.
is

—and

of the three, INIr. Gillingwater, because of his
skill at characterization,
gives the best study.
sugar-coated picture, this
one which is too conventional in its treatment to appeal to the
imagination.

an d

spineless

Byron Morgan, who
was not so inspired when
he dashed otif "Flaming
Barriers," comes into his

own

here

— with

a story

reminiscent of those
sparkling six-cylinder
tales

which brought popto Wally Reid.

ularity

The author
slight
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introduces a
variation in not

—

\r

>

^ri°™Kp«n
flashing a conflict between a lowly eniplovee and an
The central character is a
auto manufacturer.
chauffeur for a wealthy man who has no daughter
When the figure of finance is ordered
to suppress.
to California for his health, he sends the chauflFeur

And

the latter is mistaken for a
Instead of explaining
things, he remains silent.
The result is the plot
builds its usual complications.
.society girl becomes deeply interested; a jealous
and then to the
rival tries to embarrass them
climax featuring a thrilling auto race which to all
appearances is the real thing. Thoroly enjoyable is
this little story
one colored with adventure and

ahead in the car.
celebrated English

driver.

A

—

—

—

played with good abandon by
romance.
It is
Reginald Denny who, while he is not a Wall}' Reid,
succeeds in projecting a likable personality. Laura
La Plante's dental smile is attractive enough to
seduce any man into a game of hearts. A compact
light comedy carrying a deal of spontaneity.

The HuitMiNG-BiRD

A

glow hovers over this simple tale
spiritual glow generated by
when homes were torn asunder
the war
when separated sweethearts found sanctuary
and peace in the solitude of their souls. It is
spiritual

regeneration

—

—a

—

a compact, stirring little drama
one told in
straightforward fashion, clearly outlining its
characters and unfolding its plot with poise and
precision.
INIaude Fulton's play makes a picture which is keen and penetrating in its human
attributes.
It might have been easily ruined
under less skilful hands, for it is easy to see
that some unimaginative directors would have
pointed it toward too much conflict emphasizing points which are more eloquent by being
merely suggested.
It is the best picture which Gloria Swanson
ever had and apparently she appreciates it b\different
.\
giving her best performance.
Swanson, surely. \\'e extend her sympathy in her
colorful, but pathetic role
of the gay, saucy ajiache
who finds her soul in her
sacrifice.
Sacrifice ? Yes,

—

—

She

indeed.
gutter,

the

leaves
sewers,

grottos of Paris

the
the

— and

ot

..^€m
Stranger,"
with Betty Comp"The

and Richard
Dix in its leading

son

roles,

of

picture
character

a

is

vivid

drawing
it

.

.

.

and

gripping in
conflict which-

is

its

much

engenders
sympathy

the

for

downtrodden.
While, on the right,
Katherine Macis

Donald
tity"'

.

in
.

'"Chas-

good ohl

.

virtue again on

parade.
Orundys

O

n

will like

1

it

"The

Dramatic
AbraLincoln"

Life

of

ham

woric digniand impressive.
In it

leads her criminal flock
straight
to
the
colors.

fied

There
you

George A.

is

inspiration

for

Look

upon that
scene and we defy you to
Look
accept it coldly.
upon ^Nliss Swanson wav!

ing to the marching soldiers behind her prison
bars and deny that this
picture lacks a soul. The
sentimental flourishes are
few, I\lr. Olcott seeing to
it that it has a romantic

adventure to tell. But it
The
soars with vitality.

war scenes are

sufficient

a

is

Bill-

ings as Lincoln
gives a mellow

performance
.

.

one, quiet
repressed

.

and

and he is
good likeness,
too. If he fails,
.

.

.

a

it

indicat-

in

is

ing Lincoln's
force

of

acter.

char-

This

is

unusually
stood
produc-

an

tion,

one which

we strongly
vise

you

to

ad-

see

to give it balance. They
bring forth admirably a
real motivation of plot.
(Continued on page 101)
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you read
about
it
in
the
newspapers when
Talley
Jean
was

Perhaps

—

making

diving

scenes

in
the
Islands,

Bahama

discovered

she

Spanish

a

treasure

chest

filled
with
Spanish gold, which
the Nassau branch
of the Royal Bank
of Canada. esti-

mates

worth

as

«S0,000.
This is
the
story which
< onies
to VIS from

Metro,

"The

C

I

II

e

com-

the

which
for
11 n i n V i I e d

pany

"'

s

being

is

filmed

Buried Treasure
One
Star

Scene Brings
Fifty

Dollars

Wnen

Discovers

Here
happy

Talley
with
her treasure
which
was,
it is believed,
brought out
of the sand

d

recent

d g i n g
operations
r e

Sne

Old CKest

Is a
pic-

ture of the
pretty
Jean

by

Tnousana

At the lop of the page is
the barge used in filming
the submarine scenes. A
flexible metal tube, large

enough

to

allow

opera-

thru,
is
lowered into the water.
At the base is a roomy
tors

steel

to

pass

chamber

with

a

window,
making photography
thick

glass

possible.
These particular
scenes will be in
natural colors

PlK)toyia]jli

No

Bot

b\

Edv, jn

Bower Hesser

Bett3?

for

Nowa<lays nearly everyone favor? short Iresses
there i> the curly bob, the sleek
bob, the boy bob. the shingle and any number of other varieties. Therefore this
new camera study of Betty Comjtson is almost as unique as it is attractive
.

.

.
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Telling of "Roxey

Broadcast

From

'

and His Gang

WKo

the Capitol Theater Studio

HAZEL MATLOR SHELLEY
ROTHAFEL, a short, plump man who could
very easil)' have doubled for Napoleon had he not
been modishly clothed a la New York nineteen
twenty-four instead of Paris a la eighteen hundred, wanted Finkey.
"Finkey," he called, "I want Finkey."
He paced the floor, and fiddled with the radio ^et which
occupied a prominent corner of his office but only a few
discordant squeaks and grunts emanated from the loud
speaker.
He sniffed one of the La France roses that
graced a silver vase on his huge desk.
Finkey not appearing, he good-humoredly collared a
man whose name obviously should have been Fitzpatrick.
How is this for an opener?"
'"Listen, Fitz.
"A policeman noticed an Irishman hunting for something under a street light.

SL.

"

'Why,

said

he,

'what have you lost?'
"'Oh,' says Pat. 'I
my pocketbook down

lost

Pat.'

street a ways.'
' 'For the love

Lord,
for

it

'

Evelyn's silvery \(iice-with-the-smile-in-it had been
one of our favorites but Evelyn in a sea-foam gown
fashioned with a tight bodice and full skirt edged with
chinchilla fur looked far lovelier than we had ever
lectured her.
She had Nell Rrinkley hair as golden as
the leaves of a sunflower, a classical ])rofile. but her posture was Jazz, captivating, compelling, joyous, American
She jiirouetted about the room, stole one of
Jazz.
Ro.xey's ro.-es and pinned it over her heart.

Roxey's eyes gleamed and we knew instinctively that
another joke was imminent.
''Do stand still." he said
with a proud ])aternal air.
"Now I say to you. "Evelyn, how's your aunt.' and you
"
say to me 'I haven't any aunt,' and I say 'Thank you.'
.\t least that is what we got out of it, our humor condenser apparently not being tuned in finely enough, for
Evelyn's peals of laughter
must have rockt
high

Olympus.

Anyway

the

Finkey
of

Pat.

said
"

'It's

lighter here.'
xA.

ter

trill

plain that the radio secretary was
feminine, brunette as to hair and eyes,
and garbed lusciously in
black velvet with sweej)ing sleeves of real lace.
She,
too.
possessed the
requisite New York pep
and dash.
Under her arm she car-

of silvery laugh-

vibrated

thru

the

sedate office of the director
Capitol Theater,
the
-New York's truly magnificent cinema palace, and a
girl danced into the room
so sylphlike that we thought
she had actually been conjured from the air.
•of

'That

is

great,

Roxey

ried dozens of fan letters
from all over the
sent
United States and Canada

she laughed,
clapping her hands.

old

dear,"

to Ro.xey telling

Whereupon, yiv. Rothathe Napoleon of artispresented

his
idea
joy
of
broadcasting the concert of

pictures

and the man who

phony

Sunday night concerts from
the Capitol Theater, intro-

'60
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Capitol Theater symorchestra and his
artists brought to the
world.
Finkey held also the tentative program for the evening. P>ut it was only tentative, for everything Roxey
extemporaneous.
is
says
the

in-

augurated broadcasting the

duced us.
"Evelyn Flerbert, whom
you have heard every Sunday if you listen in on
vour radio concerts."

him how

much

fel.

tically

rocked

Finkey who
to
be
Mr.

turned out
Rothafel's radio secretary.
In case }-ou wish to know
what a radio secretarylooks like, we hasten to e.x-

the

why dont }"OU mnt
down the street tlien.'

'Sure,'

they

to us,

White Studio
S. L.

Rothafel

is

easily double for

plump man who could very
Napoleon. To thousands of radio

a short,

Every Sunday night he broadfans he is "Roxey."'
casts concerts from the Capitol Theater over which
he presides

On the left is Doctor William Axt, the associate
Radio fans
conductor of the Capitol orchestra.
know him as Doctor Billy. Below is Gladys Rice.
And

to

the

right

is

William Robvn.

alias

Wee

Willie
l-"hiit.)t:r.-<i)li

Ijy

Campbell

I'hotograph by .Apeda

We

were interrupted by a flurried rnan
will be on the air in
one moment, Roxey.''
"Dont worry, I could concjuer the world

'You are on the air. Roxey. go ahead."
There was a general clearing of throats

who announced, "You

in that time,"

by the singers as Roxey spoke calmly into
were in the presence of

his instrument, as if indeed he

very old and very dear friends.
jested.
Nevertheless we betook ourselves to the
There most
]Madame Stralia, a large woman in a red dress, then
studio which is directly above the theater.
challenged the Heavens with "Life and Death Ecstasy."
of the singers were already assembled.
Apparently she won out, for the W. E. A. F. man apThe long room with its crimson carpet and innumerpeared and frantically motioned Roxey to coax her
able chairs possessed the tense atmosphere of a theatrical
Roxey gently but firmly
farther from the machine.
first night behind the scenes.
There was a fervent kissing game going on among the women arrivals as if they
backed her away from the broadcasting device, thus her
voice was not too loud to register correctly.
had not seen each other just the week before. One of
About thi< time Daddy Jim Coombs, and all radio fans
the sweet little dears whispered to the Grande Dame.
know Daddy Jim, started
"I see you haven't your
getting nervous. He masmake-up on."
"Gamhy," as you probably know, is Mile. Gambarelli, the
s a g e d his neck and
'"Xo need making up
Her
ballet mistress and prima ballerina of the Capitol.
worked his mouth in
for these radio concerts
inimitable delivery of Italian patter songs makes her
queer gyrations. Apyet.
Altho they have
one of the favorites of Ro\ey"s popular gang
parently Daddy Jim takes
promised us for some
he

time to perfect that invention so that listenersin can see us as well as
hear us."

"Lord

forbid,"

r

marked someone with

ea

A

vouns man entered
with a high pompadour.
Sibilant whisper. "An-

by

two

is

finished

cleared

no

matter
scowled

he
his

throat,

tugged at his

collar,

how
or
or

Eve-

lyn Llerbert. Gladys Rice

round

ing themselves precisely
as if they were the audience.

broadcasting
apparatus is more simple
in
appearance than the
telephone).
The piano player gave
a last second twirl to his
stool.
A red light flashed
on over Roxey's head.
"That means the concert

But

and Doug Stanbury insisted upon giggling at
Roxey's jokes and enjoy-

(the

theater,"

seriously.

shouldn't he. He is
a bis;, kindlv. serious man
of dignified vears and
bass voice.

"

other tenor, my dear
Roxey took his place
before two standards surdisks

work very

Why

much

sense of humor.

mounted

his

in

the

whispered

Finkey.
A green light lihnked
on next to its little red
twin while a ^gentleman
with a radio phone over
one ear poked his head in.
the door. nervoii-;h'.

Yes.

radio

fans,

your

Sunday night Doug was
there and while he is
neither short nor tall nor
yet so thin, still he ha"; the

most whole-hearted laugh
in the world and an entrancing profile and he
sang "She's ]^Ia Daisy"
as if he meant every word
of

it.

By

this

time.

Daddy

Jim's collar was off and
lie was glaring about the

room which had become
(

Co)iti)!iicd

oil

page 88)
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On

Camera

the

one episode
of
"Secrets,"
In

Norma
madge

Tal-

Coast

plays an

old lady of
lavender

rih-

and

lace

kerchief

and

bons

With

cap.
And here
she is rehearsing a scene with

HARRY CARR

her

director,
Frank Borzage.
While just below. Director

D

Schertzinger

ill

become

has

fashion-

Hollywood.

—

—

the script of
Life

The Man
Passed

able

It wasn't so many years ago that
every married actress hid the children
under the bed and kept her husband out of
sight
not exactly like a disgrace
more like .a
blemish or a scar that ought to be covered up
as a matter of good ta.ste.
Now that they live in Hollywood binigalows,
instead of hotels, husbands and wives are on

consults Jane
and Eva Novak
about some bit
of "business"
in

OJMESTICITV

Bv"

display.

Conway

Tearle never sends nut any publicity
not mentioned.
Just at present it seems,
according to the P. A., he is learning to i)lay the ])iano in order
to play accompaniments for his frau. who is Adele Rowland, the
vaudeville star.
Tony Moreno i> another sheik who is much married. All Tony's
parties are home-made ones at his beautiful Spanish hacienda on
the Silver Lake Hills.
Pat O'Malley's favorite press-agent story is that he practises
all his studio love scenes on his wife at home and accepts her
coaching for proper fervor.
Malcolm MacGregor has publicit\ pictures taken with
his >mall daughter and heir, thereby closing the door of
hope in the faces of the world's flappers.
But even in the face of this new frankness, it rather
- dazes one to find the press
representative of a girl like
Claire Windsor, who is the acknowledged belle of Hollywood movie society, sending out announcements about
Claire's small son, who is now with her on location in
Xorth Africa.
She has a lively sou\enir of a disastrous adventure in
matrimony, and b'josh, she doesn't care who knows ..it.
It is the influence of that same Hollywood bungalow,
by the way, that it is fialking all efforts to move tlie
movies out of Hollywood l)ack to Xew York.
Many
efforts have been made before to close the studios here,
!)ut never such a determined and concerted one.
Already Hollywood production has been reduced from about ninety per cent, of the
total to between sixty and seventy-five
per cent. It looks as tho the rest will
in

Pliotograiih

by Sliiiley

\ niice

Martin

which

his

wife

is

stick.

Heigh ho for

The chief
Hollywood

Volstead days
At any rate
'.

tragic

the

m en

a 111 end
doesn't
to

land of the
Exhibitors.

t

seem

or

George Baker.
This picture
them
finds

lunching on
location,

and

evidently milk
is
the
piece

de

resistance.

"Revelation"
the

picture

in the

making

is

take

all

First

Row-

National

the

First

X'ational

back to New York.
Cnluckily for Mr. Rowland's
plan, the chief producing unit of
First National is Joe Schenck, who
controls the destinies of Norma and
Constance Talntadge and Buster Keaton.
activities

.
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against

Richard

Mr. Rowland says it is
nonsense trying to operate a
studio three thousand miles
from headciuarters for no
reason that he can discover
In so far as possible he will

worry Viola

Dana

crusader
is

An

Interesting

Resume of

in the California

Activities

At the

right is
the roof of the
St. Francis Hotel

San
in
Francisco. Blasco

Studios

Ibanez, Mae
Murray and Bob

Leonard

They wont go

back.

odd that Norma,

It is

conferred
with
this eminent

who tised to hate California Hke poison, is
now the sheet anchor for Hollywood.
The inducements in her case are the
immense real estate and oil interests of
herself and her husband in California.
The Famous Players-Lasky people are
to do at least forty per cent, of their
future producing in
will

make

Long

practically

all

Island.

stop-

ped here while
the last two

novelist over

an

original

screen story for
the inimitable

Mae
.

Hearst

of his pictures in

New

York,

He

does not believe in Hollywood as a producing center.
Fox, on the other hand, is building a new studio in Holly-

wood's new studio center

The Universal.
at Westwood.
Brothers, Mack Sennett, Harold Lloyd, Hal Roach
and other producers are absolutely sold to California as a
producing center.
Sam Goldwyn, who bade California an
eternal farewell last year, with the intention of producing
part of his pictures in New York, and part in Europe, has
returned to Hollywood, bag and baggage.
The press-agent to the contrary, notwithstanding. 1 understand they had a terrible time making "The Eternal City" in

Warner

Hereafter when Brother Gokhvyn wants a European
will be made to order right on the lot.
Joe Schenck says the reasons they can never move the
studios away from Hollywood are the homes the actors have
bought here. A trek to New York would mean financia
ruin to half the actors on the screen.
Nita Naldi says that if people like to see her beaten up. the
picture she is making now under the direction of Herbert
Brenon is going to be the champion prize of Hollywood.
"My husband has already beaten me, and my tough brotlier
has beaten me, and a couple of miscellaneous gentlemen have
beaten me, and the picture is only half over.
I suppose the rest of the cast will take a swat at me before it is done." The picture is from a story by Marv
Roberts Rinehart. Nita says if they keep on sending
her back and forth between here and New York
she is going to join a medicine show and be
done with it.
__
Italy.

scene,

it

Mat Moore, who is playing
lead in the picture, has received
the first copy of the article
written by the indignant
poet, Sadikichi Hartmann.
about the movies.
As I related in a
previous

Mr.

letter,

Hartmann, who
half
half

Japanese

is

and

German, retired
somewhat precipitately
from Doug Fairbanks
picture "The Thief of
Bagdad." Lie went out
to Beaumont on the eflge
of the desert and proceeded to sharpen his dead)
pencil and simply efface

above are
Director Fred
Niblo and that
favorite of the
Just

Barbara
La Marr. Count

press,

the day lost

when

Barbara

doesn't get on
the front page.
To the left. Bill
Hart and Phyllis

Haver

return

from a location
trip where the
exteriors
of

"Singer

Jim

McKee"

were

made

wicked movies from the
{Continued on page 76)
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Letters to tne Editor
This ^age
of the "Jylotion Picture Magazine" 7s invited to write to the editor.
belongs entirely to the readers. It is an open forum. However, we cannot use any letters
unless the writer s name and address is given. And if it is desired that only the initials he used
in publication, this is quite agreeable if the writer requests that the letter be printed in this way

^very reader

Hollywood for tips. Tips on what the fans prefer. Clothes. Mannerisms. \\'hom they'd like to see this or that star play with. (Because many are free-larcing now and can pick their positions. Also
the stars can give reference to the leading man or leading lady engaged if there is sufificient demand made by the fans.)
Also, the thinking ones are on the lookout for complaints as
to story and cast, so that the error may not be repeated.
The fan
letters are a great help.
No star is big enough to "buck 'em." If
all the fans suddenly laid off of this or that star and wouldn't go
to see any picture in which he appeared and said so at the boxoffice, this or that star would disappear from pictures in a short
time. Business men have the reins of management and it isn't good
business to displease the millions of fans, so you can see who has
the strangle hold and can understand just how wise is a star who
watches the comments of the fans as published in your column and
who tries to cater to them.
The fans made Valentino. He knows it and he will cater to
them to the best of his ability. The fans are behind Meighan and
Fairbanks and Miss Pickford, Miss Talmadge, and no two laugh
purveyors want to please them more than Harold Lloyd and

Exception is taken to the criticism of Lon Chaney's
hunchback and his performance is rated as one of the

—

foremost portrayals of the year.
Dear Editor: In reading the December issue of the Motion
Picture Magazine, I came across Miss Fletcher's criticism on
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame," on which picture I wish to take

exception to several views expressed b)- the author in the letter in
Having just recently seen this wonderful production,
question.
paying particular attention to the characterization of Lon Chancy
as Quasimodo, I feel justified in making the following comments.
Miss Fletcher tells us that Chaney so exaggerates in his make-up
that he is actually repellent. Does he, I ask? Having read Victor
Hugo's book bearing the same name as the picture, I do not hesabsolutely not. Does
itate a second to answer in the negative, no
not Hugo describe Quasimodo as being a hunchback lame and
terribly ugly, possessing an enormous hairy chest, ^scraggy hair,
and teeth which would be more suitable for a dog than a human
being? He does. Well, then, does not Chaney's make-up agree in
almost every detail with that of Hugo's Quasimodo? It seems to
Douglas MacLean.
me it does. While it is true that this character is one of a repelSo, on with your knocks and criticisms. They'll be taken in the
lent nature, the manner in which Chaney portrays it is so artistic
right spirit. And on with your boosts and appreciation. The Lord
that he unquestionably appeals inwardly to those who really appreand the movie player loveth
ciate good, clean-cut acting.
the cheerful fan.
I am of the opinion that he
Sincerely,
gave one of the most artistic
Wallace ALacDon.^ld
and most spectacular performOne reader writes, taking exception to the criticism we
Hollywood, Cal.
ances seen on the screen this

—

published

performance
season, a
which should rank him with
past
the

greatest

living

Dame."
one

stars

of

He

"The Hunchback of Notre
Chaney gave
and most spectacular performances

Lon Chaney

am

says, "I
of the most artistic

in

of the opinion that

seen on the screen
1 should like to hear the opinions of
other readers on this subject"

on the screen today,
ilay I
ask, who, among the thousands and thousands of moving-picture actors, could have
handled this role as admirably, as artistically, as realisticall}', as successfully as Lon

—

:

Chaney

list.

The only reason for such an
omission was that I devoted my

of very high standing.
I
have been fortunate in seeing him in
every picture in which he has appeared
since his performance in "The Miracle
Man." In this film, altho seen only in
•a minor role, he was undoubtedly the
.outstanding star.
Then again, do you

entirely to the male se.x.
added the feminine players
I admired, the length of my letter
would have commended it to the
waste-basket, rather than to the
fetter

Had

I

So
may I be permitted to write this letter "to the
ladies"?
I agree entirely with the praise
column.

"Shadows"? His interpretation
of the Chinaman in this splendid production, to my way of thinking, was the
most picturesque and most illustrious in
recall

.

.

.

accorded Miss MacAvoy by sevof her admirers
and
rereading the letters that appeared in the December magazine, I realize that they have
left nothing unsaid in favor of
one of our most 'talented acThey champion her far
tresses.
better than I could.
But
these
are
the
ac-

that
actor's
broad repertoire.
This
colorful characterization will probably
linger in one's mind for years to come.
I should like very much to hear the
opinions of some of the other readers

eral
.

this screen celebrity.

truly,

Kenneth Mason,
6 Brevoort Place,

.

.

:

Elsie Ferguson
Bessie Barriscale.

Letters to the editor are read
carefully by the stars, writes
'

cl
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.

more and
Clayton

.... and
me

profound mystery to

It is a

is

not

seen

oftener upon the screen.
She
possesses a rare personality
beauty
and is an actress of
power and
understanding.
I
have seen hei^ in innumerable
.

:

you, which you publish, are eagerly
read by the majority of the stars in

.

why Miss Clayton

Wallace MacDonald. who ought
to know.
Dear Editor
I am sure your fans
would like to know that their letters to

.

.

tresses / want to see in
better
pictures
Ethel
.

.

.

.

.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

^\

this

in

wondering why May
MacAvoy was omitted from my

column,

artist

Yours very

appeared

have

letters

justice.

Without a doubt, Chaney has proved
the world that he is not merely a
movie actor, but that he is also an artist

of your papers on

last

least.

Dear Editor
A short
time ago you honored me not
only by printing, but also by
agreeing with a letter I wrote in
praise of several
of our old
"standbys."
Since then, a few

to

— an

Ramon Novarro

but not

has done? I honestly think there is not
a single one who could have interpreted
this
wretched individual as well as
Chaney has done, and do themselves

and the picture due

Praise for several players,

.

oiioepif^

.

.

(Continued on page 93)
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new Liquid

wont
Cutex

no ugly

leave

this perfect

rose brilliance

new

You

it

The

last step

of the
First

polish

is

the

to

one wants for her

shape the nails with the Cutex

emery board. Then soften the
and remove all the dead
skin with Cutex Cuticle Remover
and a Cutex orange stick. Then
comes Cutex Liquid Polish or
the new Powder Polish. Between
manicures keep the nails smooth
and healthy with a little Cuticle

and

even a week's housework

lasts,

make

make one

dries almost instantly.

famous Cutex manicure.

end of your very
be delighted with the lovely

it

crack or peel or cause

little

surface.

dainty brush that comes with each bottle holds just

enough polish

Introductory Set

will

smooth glowing

dull places in the

The

ridges or brush marks.

gives your nails.

A brilliance that lasts

Send J2C for

a lasting

liquid polish at the

or dishwashing will not

MANICURE

world has

that was especially formulated to spread smoothly

next Cutex manicure.

THE COMPLETE

in the

as

that won't peel off!

and quickly and
Try

for soft

is

—

good for
smooth cuticle.

perfected the ideal liquid polish

One
One

Polish

peel off

The most famous manicure house
brilliance as

MAGAZINE

a lovely rose brilliance

It gives the nails

Cfhis

I

No

nail evenly shining.

It is tinted just

The

liquid

the rose shade every-

nowadays.

nails

separate polish remover needed

cuticle

Cream

(Comfort).

Send thecouponbelow with 12c
today for the special Introductory
Set containing trial sizes of all these

And
that

another special convenience of Cutex Liquid Polish is
needs no separate polish remover. When you are

it

ready for a fresh manicure just put a drop of the polish

week-long

You

lustre.

can get Cutex Liquid Polish and

things. If you live in Canada, address Dept, M-5, 200 Mountain St.,

Cutex preparations for 35c,

Montreal, Canada.

complete manicure

sets.

And

it

comes

all

in

the

Sets are 6oc, ^i.oo, ^1.50 and ^3.00.

NoRTHAM Warren,

Jiquid

1

^
rolisho

1

other

two of the

MAIL THIS COUPON WITH

CuTEX

itself

on each nail and wipe it off before it dries. This makes the
nail smooth and clean, ready for the new application of its

4 West

1

I enclose

cluding a

7th Street,

12c

TODAY

Dept. M-5

New York

12c in stamps or coin for new Introductory Set inof the new Cutex Liquid Polish.

trial size

Na
Street
(or P.

City.

O. Box;
_State_
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The Ambitions

of a Juvenile

Movie

Star

By

WALT
LANTZ

Oh

boy

If

could

I

only

direct

my

in a

comedy

—just

And

director

this

is

what

I

think

of censors

once!

"

^-^

rd like to drive my own
car to the studios at one
hundred miles an hour
and Tiave Charlie
.

.

.

Chaplin and Doug Fairbanks do tricks for me

And,
all

above
things,

I'd

like

get

with

to

even

my

governess

It

must be great fun to
home on the back
of an ice wagon

ride

.
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The Way

to Skin

according to Mrs.

"The

active

pected

to

Hoyt

woman today is exappear a/ways fresh, always youthful, always exquisitely

-i»

Afid the same loveliness

groomed.

of clear, smooth

may be

skin

ac-

quired by any woman through the
daily use of Pond's Two Creams."

9

f^/

.

Ai 9m »

-

Mrs. Hoyt's studiowith
greens

and

perfect setting

its

exoticblue

an almost
for her dark beauty

vermilions

is

THE

door was opened by an impeccable butler, but another voice

— a rather

thrilling voice

—

said,

up to the studio, won't you,
easier to talk," and there

— unbelievably
The

studio

it's

much

JULIA

HOYT

it

a perfect setting for

—

Not content with her brilliant social
success, Mrs. Hoyt has turned to the
theatre, where her loveliness and
artistic gifts are rapidly winning new

asked her what she thought the most
important factor in a woman's beauty.
I

" Her complexion, by

all

means,"

she declared emphatically. "It is the
first thing you see. No matter how exfor

nothing

if

features, they count

her skin

is

not radiantly

and smooth."

clear

"And

what,"

I

asked her, ''•what

"Cleanliness," was the immediate
answeF, "is the first essential. Select
a soft pure

face

and goes

away

all

cream

importance

is

that melts

on the

into the pores to clear

impurities.

Then, of equal

the proper finish

—

a prep-

aration that provides a soft, fine surface on which the powder will go evenly
and stay."

When
nating

liness, she

is

Mrs. Hoyt says that rejuveand an exquisite

cleanliness

finish are the foundations of skin love-

women

who depend upon two creams

that

were developed forju^t these purposes.

EVERY

and

after any ex-

posure^ use Pond's

Cold Cream.

With

nighty

the tips of your fingers, or a

piece of moistened cotton, apply
generously on the face and neck.

^m

W

1

it

It

remove

jH^^^H

.

1

Pond'!.

1

COI.D

oft

with

powder you have used

Do

this twice.
is

satin

Your

smooth

After every cleansing, before you powder
and always bejore you go out, use Pond's
Vanishing Cream for an enchanting finish.
Smooth it in very evenly, just enough for

your skin to absorb. Notice how smooth
and velvety your face feels. And how incredibly young you're looking! The powder,
moreover, will cling for hours.
When you get up in the morning, after a
dash of cold water, rub in this cream. It will
keep your skin fresh and untired for hours.
Learn from the distinguished women who
have
and keep
lovely skins. Begin today
to give your skin this exquisite cleansing and
protection. The Pond's Extract Company.

—

—

MAIL COUPON WITH

^HH M

cream

and supple again.

speaking for thousands of

distinguished and charming

the

soft cloth

the dust and excess oil,

skin looks fresh and

laurels

sinks deep into the pores to

produces a lovely skin.?"

first

come

during the day.

—

woman's

will

Wipe

minute with a

the rouge and

Mrs. Hoyt's startling beauty. Her small
head
with its contrasts of dark eyes
and hair and creamy magnolia petal
skin
fairly shone against the subdued
but brilliant color of the exotic room.

quisite a

the impurities.

after a

was Mrs. Hoyt

lovely.

is

all

"Come

q^|^_

loc

TODAY

The Pond's Extract Company
145

Ten

Hudson

St.,

cents (loc)

tubes ot the

is

New York

enclosed for your introductory

two creams every normal skin needs
tor two weeks' ordinary toiletuse.

— enough of each
VAN

1

a H 1N

I^^^^^^^^H

POND'STWOCREAMS-USEDBY WOMEN
WHO MUST BEEXQUISITE AT ALLTIMES

NameStreel_

City_

-State-
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Richard Barthelmes? under her
maiden and stage name of Mary Hay,
is one of Broadway's idols this season.
She plays the lively name role in that
musical comedy, "Mary Jane McKane."
On the right are Natacha and Rudy

Mrs.

Valentino with the pride of their
household.
Rudy brought the lovely
animal home with him on his return
from abroad

G reenroom
jotting;
I'lititograph

by Wuray

One

IOST,
of

Photograph by International Neusrtel

The grand assemblage

Mov^ie Congress!

such a thing wouldn't enter Mary's head, and she's ready
to tell the world so. They sailed immediately after attending the pretnieres of their respective pictures "Dorothy

the reform associations and organizations
i on the national calendar, that were called together
for February 12-13, in Washington, for the purall

:

Vernon," and "The Thief of Bagdad." Doug, who is
as much America's athlete, as is Mary. America's sweet-

pose of whitewashing the movies, seems to have faded
out even before it got itself flashed on the Good of the
Public Screen.
In fact, rumor has it that its place of
exhibit was invaded only by Dr. Charles Scanlon, who
called the congress, by Cannon Chase, and by a lost sheep
of a man who wandered in out of a snow-storm, to complete the eternal triangle ever present in the movies. And
that the congress was to have been graced, so 'tis
said, by Will H.

heart, will not only attend the world's

ers,

Sidney

Cohen

the

ex-

Mary

hibitors,

sweethea r t
During the filming of "Icebound," Lois Wilson discovered a musical prodigy in little
Marie Louise Bobb, who appears in the French episode of this story. Marie gave a
recital at Carnegie Hall and was praised by Paderewski.
Here we find her entertaining the company between scenes.
Lois Wilson is on. the left of the piano and
Richard Dix stand? in the foreground in a soldier's uniform

Doug the
players, and

and

notables.

^tfk.

Stone

take

note!

Mary

and Doug
on the

are

New

York Hotel
Mr.
and Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks.
Also Mary's not

/2k

'

^<',

AaM^.ii^

„

-ft ^-^fkMk

'ftk

mkm^

i

u

.

-

M

1

W^W

her

passport

li

9

e r

trip.
i68

European
In

fact,

and

in

take

any

^

^W^'
'^^*,M.
%'lfi.mi

^mm^^^tim^^
^^^Mjni
^im?^'"

%

mr:,:::

one
s

he

%

garden
her

bal-

when with

small leap
could reach

the

fair

Juliet.

Mary

Certainly

and Doug will
do a picture together,

they

if

can get the

I

"^V

%''&:,::eSfc>

counte-

Doug's

the

cony,

.^

1

would

below

-

kind of a
but
they are not
going to step
out of character
right

I

cheat her out of

grow melan-

mooning around
.

^

'

registers as

going to let the
Mrs.
title
on

to

nance

^SKr^

^mW.^mi.

^^B PL?^m^?iHiL'^^M "^^
^^"%' .^ -i^ t"
^H^i^ ~ '^Hi
\
^^H
^^^r
i
^WhS
J
mi .g|W||
w^
1 - r

^If

^'

Lucy

expect
sweetheart

more than they

Pos-

Leaguers

never
her

poison,

sibly

the reformers decided
to retreat rather
than to reform.

:

America would

choly

other

various

in

China, Japan and probably Australia, returning to America
late in the summer. And Mary said she and Doug will not
do "Romeo and Juliet."
It costs Mary something to
be America's

Hays

representing the produc-

Olympic Games

capacity, but has been asked to be the guest of
Ireland during the Irish Olympics. Later he and Mary will
visit France, Ireland, .Sweden. Denmark, Soviet Russia.
official

picture,

and
ideals.

shatter
"Now,

Lillian

G

i

s h,"

am

—
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Economical Transportation

Fits the Finest

Homes

or Most Modest Incomes
Consider the evident high quality of this allyear family car, and its remarkable price
then you can understand why it has been
necessary for us to double our production
facihties this year.

families already owning the highest
priced cars, also own a Chevrolet Sedan or
Coupe'.
They find it not only consistent in
style and general quality with their social

but

also astonishingly

economical to

operate.

Those

of

car,

which

limited

nevertheless so easy to

buy and

maintain.

Thousands

of pleased

owners

will tell

you a

car made.

Your own requirements for economical treinsportation will determine your choice of
models.

Any
more

is

Chevrolet oSers the best dollar value of any

Many

position,

pride in the ownership of this distinguished

means take

justifiable

Chevrolet dealer will explain their

many

points of superiority.

Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan
Division of General Motors Corporation
Prices
Chevrolet Dealers and Service
Stations everywhere. Applications will be considerea from
high-grade dealers only, for
territory

not

Superior
Superior
Superior
Superior

Roadster
Touring

-

-

-

-

Coupe
4-Passenger Coupe

Utility

f. o. b. Flint,

•

$490
495

64O

•

•

725

...

Michigan

Superior Sedan
Superior Commercial Chaius
Superior Light Deliverv
Utility Express Truck Chassis

$795

-

WS

-

495

-

550

adequately

covered.
Five United States manufacturing plants, seven assembly
plants and two Canadian
plants give us the largest
production capacity in the
world for high-grade cars and

make

possible

our low

prices.

Superior
Utility

Coupe

$640
f.

o. b. Flint,

Mich.

69
PA/S
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l-

said

Mary,

"will

make

public will indorse
tragic roles."

a

—they

charming Juliet, and one that the
are accustomed to seeing her in

—

Shooting Stars Betty Compson and Lois Wilson swap
places in the movie firmament for the space of a picture
Betty to appear in "The Enemy Sex," for Paramount, and
Lois to film "Another Scandal," for Hodkinson. It is a
particularly happy arrangement for Betty, since James
Cmze, her fiance, will direct the filming of her picture.
Incidentally, it will save quite a small fortune in telephone
bills for Miss Compson and Mr. Cruze to be on the same
lot,
for while Miss Compson was in Florida making

"Miami," and Mr. Cruze was in Hollywood producing,
they talked across three thousand miles of wire nightly.
Mr. Cruze and Miss Compson expect to be married this
coming fall in the little town of Frisco, L^tah. The town itself is said to consist of some old smelters, a few cabins, and,
by courtesy, a street or two, but it is Betty's birthplace and
Afterward, Betty will
so chosen for the important event.
return to reign over the Cruze estate and the rambling
Spanish house in Flintridge, California, that she has already christened "The Hacienda." There are
on the place the usual tennis-courts, swimming-pools, golf course, greenhouse, and
billiard-rooms, with the distinction that
comfort and good taste overrule exaggeration in luxuries. At one end of the billiardroom is an iron door opening into a
barbecue oven, so that guests can dine a la
barbecue indoors, or on the canopied tables
The special feature of the livingoutside.
room is an arrangement that allows of its
being speedily turned into a projectionMr. Cruze believes in taking his
room.
theatrical recreation in domestic surround-

The picture above
came to us from
French studio
where Pearl White
the

worked
Pearl
in th

with

and

recently.

standing

is

windows

e

her director
leading man

ings.

Reversing

Shannon

Gloria Swanson's director and Allan
Dwan's Star have a conference as
Gloria leaves the studio for the day.
And below are our old friends Sessue

Hayakawa and Tsuru Aoki Hayakawa in a scene from "The Battle,"
which they made in a French studio

I'hotograph by Alex Steward

order

the

set a

new pace

—

of things Ethel
recently when she

discarded the wedding costume, in which
she was robed for her role in the filming of
"Maytime," and put on mifties to elope to
Santa Ana where she was married to
Robert J. Cary. Miss Shannon made her
bow on the silversheet as leading woman

William Hart in "John Petticoats." Her
most recent appearances have been in "The
Hero," "The Girl Who Came Back" and
"The Daughters of the Rich."
to

Pearl White has flashed her

— the silversheet
— now she reaching out for
the ultimate goal of the screen
— directorship. On the
last

thrill

oii

is

Everyone we
know who saw
Brother"
simply raved

"Big

Mickey

over
Moore.

So

we

thought
would be

it
inter-

esting to publish Mickey's

favorite picture.

Mickey
it

a

may be

movie

but

he

ladies'

completion of "Terror," which
in France, she decided to give some young and
lovely actress a chance to
build such a name as she now

was made

and to do the directing
She will produce in
France where she now lives.

enjoys,

herself.

wants

u n d e r St o o d

that he

star

actor
is

no

man

Idle and pleasure-loving, so
they say of the screen folk,
but we ask you what t. b. m.
can show the end of a more
perfect day than can John S.
Robertson.
While he was
Continued on page 7S)
(
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Even

if your hair
short as tins

is

This wonderful new liquid will
speed its growth so you can
soon do it up in full coiffure

—

as

(^ylhrvehmT^ew
T^iscovery

Grows bobbed hair back to normal

— inhalfusual time

Milady! If you are tired of your
"bob," but hate to think of waiting
an eternity for your hair to grow out
here is wonderful news for
again
you— straight from America's lead-

—

dermatological

ing

laboratories.

Science has discovered a new liquid
that will grow your bob back to full
length again in an amazingly short

time^giving you softer, curlier, lovelier hair than you ever had.

But

this

heads."

news

is

not only for "bobbed

It is for all

women who would

have gloriously beautiful hair,whether
long or short.
If

your hair

keep

in curl; if

brittle

unruly and hard to
it is straggly, scrubby,

is

and dry;

if it is

dull, discolored,

— do not
your
new
by magic — giving you pracnew head of

streaky or lustreless

This

despair.
liquid will revitalize

hair as

if

hair.

tically a

From

the very

first

day,

when you

your hair and massage
your scalp with this delightful liquid,
you will see and feel new "life," new
vitality in your scalp and hair. Hair
growth will be apparent surprisingly
soon.
And if you have a "bob" to
lengthen, you will find your hair extending down your back in an almost

start to spray

unbelievably short time.

These

results are guaranteed.

that understood.

such

a

For

guarantee that

unbounded
discovery.

I

it

is

I

want

only on

can show my
remarkable

faith in this

Where There

Is a

Finds a

Need, Science

Way

Probably the women of America never
needed any beautifier so suddenly
and so urgently as they needed this
one, for Paris has decreed that long
hair must prevail.

Science has answered woman's call
with this amazing liquid called Nitrox.
Although Nitrox is so pure that you
could drink it, it is the most powerful
hair-growing product Science has ever

known. As its name suggests, it is a
fusion of Nitrogen and Oxygen combined and liquefied by a formula of my
own. I have simply
and bottled her ozone
process of my own.
lightful balsams and
I

gone directly to nature
and sunsiiine by a secret
mixing them with
emollients.

The

de-

result,

firmly believe, is the most wonderful hair
beautifier the world has ever

direct from laboratory to user, shipping,
every instance, the same day the liquid

in
is

compounded.
.At
first,
we

contemplated selling Nitrox
through personal treatments only. But that
method would confine the product to a very
limited market.
And since Nitrox is the
greatest achievement of my laboratories, I am
anxious to make this discovery known universally.
InIt is no trouble to apply it.
deed, It is very simple and delightful to use.

So

have decided to retail the first 25,000 botonly enough to pay the cost of production, handling and advertising
which I have
I

tles at

—

down

figured

to just S2.47 per bottle, plus a

few cents postage.

Whether your hair is bobbed or long,
want to control its length and add

if

you

to

its

splendor, don't delay another minute. There
is no formality for you to go through.
I do
not even ask that you send any money.
Just
sit down and fill out the coupon and send it
in
you can pay the postman 32.47 plus a few
cents postage, when he delivers the package.

grower and
known.

"T^pkA-Bcx^^^^u^

In addition to promoting hair growth, Nitrox
rids the scalp promptly of all dandruff; flufs
out dead and listless hair, a-nd gives to it wondrous light and sheen.
after you have started the use of
Nitrox, rubbing it into the scalp for five minyour new hair
utes each day, at bed time
will differ from your old hair as day from

One week

—

No more

straggly, loose hairs blowmg
everv-which way. Your hair will stay in place
perfectly, with that delightful, natural lustre
that can come only from perfect hair and scalp
night.

health.

Not For Sale
But Sent to You Direct
McGowan's Nitrox is not offered for sale
through drug or department stores, for the
vital elements in this remarkable liquid evaporate when kept standing for any length of
time.
distribute this wonderful product
I

Prf<Hp>}t

The McGowan

I

.ihoratorif s.

710 \V. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 5l.\ Chicago
Dear Mr. McGowan: I am willing to let you
prove CO me, on your guarantee, that Nitrox
will

grow my hair

growth, that

my

hair,

it

normal rate of
thicken, softeti and beautify
of any dandruff or scalp

at twice the

will

ridding

it

You may send me a full si/e bottle,
the special introductory
with the postman on its deli\ery (plus a
few cents postage'. Th-s is with the understanding that, if I am not dellEhted with the resu'ts
from the very outset. T ran return unused contents of the bottle, within fi\e days after its receipt, and you will refund my money.
troubles.

and

I

will deposit S2.47,

price,

NiAMF

ADDRESS
ff

you expect to be out when postman calls, enclose ?2.60 with your order, and Nitroit
will be mailed postpaid.

n
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Man

Trie Answer

This department is for information of general interest only. Those who desire onszuers
by mail, a list of film manufacturers, etc., must enclose a stamped, addressed einrtope. All
inquiries should contain the name and address of the writer, and, if it is desired that a
fictitious name be used in answering it should be written in the upper left-hand corner of
,

the letter

—

TiLLiE THE Toiler. That's the way to get there. You see I did
That was Ralph Graves in "Kindred of the
receive your letter.
Dust." Charles de Roche is thirty-six years old. Norma Talmadge
is working on "The House of Youth," a flapper story with Frank
Borzage directing. Eugene O'Brien will be one of the lovers.
Egn.'\t2.^
Well I am fairly contented, but to be satisfied is to
come to a standstill. So you recognized Carmelita Geraghty in
"Black Oxen." Clara Bow was quite some flapper.
DoROTiiv E. That's impossible. Yes, I still have my whiskers
and it will soon be time to put them up in camphor, so the birds
wont build their nests. Corinne Griffith in "Lilies of the Field,"
also in "For Sale."
Admirer. Thanks for all the kind things you say about this
department. But the greatest of faults, I should say, is to be conWhy, Kate Price was playing in pictures not so
scious of none.
long ago.
Yes, Harold Lloyd's "The Girl Expert" has been
always at my
changed to "Girl Shy." Write me any time.
desk.
Tex.\s Shriek. I thank you on bended knee, but as Emerson
The only chance
says, "A great man is always willing to be little."
No,
for an extra is to be at the studio, and be there regularly.
dent believe everything you hear. Write to Metro for a picture of

—

—

—

An

Lm

—

Jackie Coogan.
S.
O. S. Well, it is not well to leave too much to the imagination
of woman. It is likely to carry her to extravagant lengths. You
know that Martha Mansfield was burned to death while on location.
John Bowers, Marguerite de la Motte, Robert Frazer, and George

—

Hackathorne

"When

in

a

You know Harold

Man's a Man."

Wright's novel by that name had a sale of almost one million and
a half copies.
LiN.\ R. Yes, Dorothy Mackaill played with Richard Barthelmess in "Twenty-one." Phyllis Haver, Mary Astor, Cullen Landis
and Ernest Torrence in "The Fighting Coward."
Wildcat. I know, and the average man would rather barter
the hair of his kingdom than apologize.
Richard Talmadge, TruDorothy Dalton
art Pictures, 1540 Broadway, New York City.
in "The Moral Sinner."
None can do a woman worse despite than

—

—

to call her old.

Ano.

— So you

Kerrigan

is

"The Covered Wagon," and Tames Warren

liked

your favorite.

He

is

thirty-si.x

and not married.

you remember him when he used to play with Pauline Bush
Sylvia Breamer in "The
back in the American days?
Woman on the Jury," to be made by First National.
Gertrude L. H. Come, cheer up, it may not be
as bad as you think.
Jealousy is an excellent
fuel to passion's flame still it is well to remem-

—

;

too much of any fuel is apt to
smother the flame. Corinne Griffith is with
First National.
Yes, you will see Rodolph
.\ren't
Valentino in "Monsieur Beaucaire."

ber

you

that

glad

he

is

coming

back?

—

forget them, the man's. Oh, it would be out
of the question to give you all the addresses
you wish. See the list of manufacturers we
sometimes print, or send a stamped, addressed envelope for a list of producers.
Poet. Well, you surely sound like one.
Thanks, indeed, for the verse.
"Stephen
Steps Out" was his first picture.
Address
him at First National Pictures, L^nited
Studios, Los Angeles, California.
Gloria
Swanson is twenty-six. Jack Hoxie in "The

—

Red Warning."

Write

to

me

Dumps.

again,

—

Cherio!
The more a
disapproves of a man, the
more she wants him to admire her.
lane Mercer is her real name, and

woman

—

—

—

—

Landis with Famous Players last.
SuNNiE. Ben .Alexander is twelve, Wesley Barry sixteen, and

—

Douglas

Jr., fifteen.

—

B. B.
The best way to win a woman's heart is to let her think
she is reforming you, whether the proceeding is needed or not.
Mile. Andree Lafayette, who played "Trilby" in the picture of that
title, has completed work on "Why Get Married."
Jack Gilbert

Pringle with Goldwyn. Monte Blue is with
also with Warner.
Is that all ?
.\n-Dee. Hello! Why a m;\n can so seldom be good without
being "goody-goody" is one of the most inexplicable things of life.
is

with Fox.

.\ileen

Warner, Irene Rich

—

I

like

is

John Bowers

is six
feet.
Eddie Clayton and his six Hawaiian
dancing girls are in "The Shooting of Dan McGrew." The girls
have been dancing in Hawaii for two years and have only recently

returned to this country.
Betty.- I should say you do remember. Memory means a great
It fills spaces in their lives that would otherdeal to women.
Of course, I wont be angry with you.
wise be desolate.
Fire away. James Kirkwood in "Ebb Tide." Robert
Frazer in "The Love Piker." Henry Hull in "One
Exciting Night."
Rod La Rocque in "Slim
Shoulders."
William Haines in "Three Wise
Fools."
Edmund Lowe in "The White
Flower." Agnes Ayres in "Souvenir."
Yes, address Rodolph Valentino
J. A. D.
Famous Players-Lasky, Astoria, Long
at

—

—

Eleanor

Boardman in "Three Wise Fools."
Charlotte S. C. But to forgive a man's
shortcomings is the woman's portion.
To

to receive mail.

Do

she is not playing in anything as far as I know. Tom Mix's next
picture will be "Mixed ]\Ianners."
Claire Adams, who has played
in several of Mr. Mix's pictures, is again his leading lady.
Howard L. She'll come back. So you like flappers, do you.
No, I dont know what has happened to Lucy Cotton. She is not
playing now.
Myrtle Stcdman is her real name and she has a
grown-up son. John Gilbert and Renee Adoree in "A Man's Mate"
for Fox.
.\ndee.
When I was a little boy, I remember someone once
saying, "Look not mournfully into the past; it returns no more;
wisely improve the present, and go forth into the shadowy future
without fear and with a manly heart." That was a great many
years ago. John Bowers is six feet. Jack Holt in "A Gentleman
from Indiana." Bessie Love in "Gentle Julia." Glad you liked
"Strangers of the Night."
Virginia. Yes, Hope Hampton and her husband, Jules E.
Brulatour, have sailed for a three months' cruise in the Mediterranean. No, I have no record of Bebe Daniels or Elaine Hammerstein's ever having lived in Philadelphia.
Address Conway Tearle at
the United Studios, 5341 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, California.
Fatty and NuTT^•. You sound like the Gold Dust Twins. Of
course I drink buttermilk.
The season is about on again. Try
B. P. Schulberg Productions, 3800 Mission Road, Los Angeles,
California.
Wesley Barry is with Warner Brothers, and Cullen

Island.

Fred.x C. S.
Italian

— Yes,

Ian
•

Gabrielle d'Annunzio

and

novelist

poet,

patriot.

is

I

showed your letter to Miss Fletcher.
Miss Denver. .^nd just about one-half

—

of the world's supply of sugar
in

from

Europe

Davies

Her

not married.

is

No,

beets.

is

no,
right

produced

Marion

name

is

Marion

Dourcas.
She is twenty-seven.
Shirley Mason's name was Lconie Flugrath.
.A.nd
Agnes Ayres was Agnes Henkle.
Terry's name
was Alice Rodier.
\lice

\nyway, what's

KvTHERiNE

in

a

name

— Yes,

!

Bebe Daniels oppoMarion Davies has
site Rodolph Valentino.
bobbed hair, and barbara La Alarr has been
married

C.

four or

which.

F M. W.

five

times.

— Keep busy

I

dont

know

and you wont get

in

A

single silkworm has been known
trouble.
to spin four-thousand yards of thread.

No

,„,,.|OTIOHPIGTUR
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"Vbur complexion needed the one thing
you could not give it/
tf

Control 'was lacking
hut now Princess Pat Twin
Creams supply the need

'Pore

I

—

NEW

factor in gaining complexion beauty has been discovered
a fault remedied.
Science discloses this weakness in present methods
that after
cleansing or nourishing, all known
creams ha ve so far/e/ttheporesii^ide open.'

—

—

Now

a five year search by Princess Pat
chemists finds the way to retain the benefits
of creams and add pore control! Princess
Pat Twin Creams, alone of all complexion
methods, leave the skin with pores normally
'

contracted at all times.

Pore control advances complexion care to an
exact science in accord with Nature. For
It
all time it puts an end to coarse pores.
banishes the menace to your skin of dust
and dirt and infectious air germs.

—

Pore control is no new
dons outworn ideas

aban— fad.does simply
nearly every

important discovery.

It

as

Princess Pat chemists

were free to think independently. They did
not have to defend old fashioned creams
established by custom, but unsupported by
merit. They could be merciless in disclosing
and they were. But let the facts speak
faults
disappearing
first about
for themselves

—

—

creams.

The "Rubbed-in" Powder Foundation
and What It Does

—

open pores are a danger as admittedly
what about the pores distended,
they are
pores forced open and held open for hours?
Almost, the question answers itself. But
If

—

Princess Pat chemists experimented for
months and made the answer conclusive.
Women were induced to make tests lasting
days, using scores of disappearing creams.
These creams vanished right enough from
the skin surface, but the magnifying glass
disclosed pores choked and gorged. Day by
day, such pores weakened. Finally they lost

power to contract normally. The inevitable
result was coarse pores.
So much for disappearing creams. Princess
Pat chemists discarded them sought for and
found a base for powder which not only

—

leaves the pores closed but nourished throughcut all the hours powder is used.

Why

the

Usual Creams So Often
disappoint

Next, all the familiar creams that cleanse
and nourish were classified, analyzed and
studied to discover virtues and faults. Pracbut only up to a certically all had merit
tain point. They contained cleansing, soothing and nourishing oils which benefitted.
But without exception such creams had to
open the pores to do their work and

—

—

them open. Consequently whatever
touched the skin thereafter easily entered
the pores and found lodgment. Princess Pat
chemists considered this a grievous fault, of
incomfileteness.
To it they logically traced
complexion ills mysterious and unexplained.
Such creams were not condemned far from
it. For countless complexions
at least temreap the benefits and escape the
porarily
dangers of old fashioned complexion care.
But what a wonderful achievement for
science ifthe pores could be closed and there
be no dangers to escape; always positive benleft

—

—

efits

—

instead!

Pore Control Solved by 'Princess
Pat T'win Creams
Almost at once the chemists were faced with
a problem which seemed insurmountable.
The indispensable oils for nourishing and
vitalizing the skin relaxed and opened the
pores.

And

dirt,

That is the whole treatment! You then wipe
all cream from your face
and find the skin
as soft and pliant and clear as that of a
child. You have not rubbed or massaged,
because that is unnecessary. You have spent
not to exceed two or three minutes. A remarkable feature of pore control is the fact
that the nourishing action continues

—

Closing the pores does
not arrest it. So your skin never ceases to
benefit during the entire twenty-four hours
of day and night. The result is marvelously rapid and permanent complexion
throughout the day.

—

—

beauty.

—

As

for powdering you are ready without
further preparation. For the exquisite softness and naturalness of the skin itself is
the f>est base for powder ever discovered.

every ingredient that could be

added to close the pores
the cleansing

acted ^rst, offsetting

and nourisning.

Then came

enlightenment: the double effect could not he
It would take two, each
secured in one cream.
formulated separately hut planned to combine
on the skin!

Thus

become normally
They are controiied, closed against
dust and germs.

pores at once contract and
invisible!

Princess Pat

Twin Creams came

being, bringing beauty possibilities

into

beyond

the fondest dreams of women, or scientists.
And the use of these two creams that give
pore control is so simple
and delightful. One
the other.
is called Princess Pat Cream
Princess Pat Ice Astringent. Princess Pat
Cream is applied first and left on temporarily!
Right over it, you apply Princess Pat
Ice Astringent. With the application of this
second cream, there comes a most delightful
sensation of coolness and freshness. The

—

FREE!
Until the shops have been sufficiently
stocked with Princess Pat Twin Creams
and Princess
(Princess Pat Cream
Pat Ice Astringent), to meet all calls,
we shall take pleasure in sending to
individuals a 10 days' suppiv without
charge. Use coupon promptly.

—

—

PRINCESS PAT

Ltd.

2701 S.Wells

St., Dept. 25, Chicago
Entirely FREE, please forward me
postpaid, a 10 days' supply of the new
Princess Pat Ttvin Creams.

Name

(Priat)

Street

Princeis

PRINCESS PAT, Ltd., Chicago, U. S. A.
— Ice ^strmgenl—Princess Pat tint—Lip Stick—Powdet—Princess Pat Perfume

City and State

Pat Creamf

75
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r#W£^.T
record of Lloyd Whitlock's whereabouts.
Of course I think
Gloria Swanson is wonderful.
Richard B. F.-^n. Yes, and money orders paid at the New York
post-offices average one hundred and twenty thousand a day, and
thirty girls- handle them.
Dorothy Mackaill played in "Fighting
Mildred
Blade" and "Twenty-one" with Richard Barthelmess.
Harris and Robert Frazer will have the leads in "The Dollar

—

Mark."
Henrietta N. H.
Donald in "Leave it

— Madge

Kennedy you mean.

Wallace ^lac-

Ah, for one to admire a woman
to Susan."
merely for her beauty is to love the building for its e.xterior, but
to love one for the greatness of her soul is to appreciate the tenement for its intrinsic value. Thank you, I'm on my way out.

—

Kenneth P. Reginald Denny in "The Spice of Life." William
Desmond and Laura LaPlante in "Perils of the Yukon." William
Desmond and Louise Lorraine in "^McGuire of the Mounted."
Mumps. Well, being the mother to the e.xclusion of the wife
No record of
has wrecked as many homes as "the other one!"
Lewis Dayton. Edward Burns was born in Philadelphia in 1802,
and he has dark complexicai, hair and eyes. Weighs 135.
A Hello Girl. Wires busy, please That was Walter

—

—

1

McGrail in "Suzanna." That was a clever letter. Well, I doiit
know, but when we get so sensible that we can give reasons for our
emotions it's mighty little enjoyment we get out of them.
Miss Marion. .^nn Luther, Alaurice Costello, Naomi Childers,
David Powell, and Dagmar Godowsky in "V'irtuous Liars." So
you like Douglas, Jr. Beth Sully is his mother. See his address
up above. No, you have me wrong. I'm not A. W. F.
Station W. X. Y Z.— Of course I eat spaghetti. One of my
Harrison Ford is married to Beatrice Prentice.
favorite fruits.
He is playing in "Janice Meredith" with Marion Davies. Betty
Blythe in "The Recoil" for Goldwyn.
You will have to write to our Circulation Department
S. C. H.
for the back numbers you desire. Thanks for your very interesting letter. I certainly appreciate all the nice things you say about

—

—

my

Here's

me.

—

hand, shake
Dont say that's fate.

Fate and opportunity are the
Movie Fan.
most convenient and abused words of any language. You know
He is fortyto Adcle Rowland.
that Conway Tearle is married
George Walsh is thirty-two and not married now. Tom
four.
Moore is forty and not married now. Write me again. I'm always

—

here

my

hall-room.
Fulla Pepp. I'm with you. Just been out skating. On my
Oh, I always pin my whiskers
feet, too, and not on my bald head.
That is May AIc.A.voy's real
so that I wont get icicles in them.
in

—

name.

—

can say is that "Whispering Chorus''
was made by Artcraft some time ago, with Kathlyn Williams as
Jane, Raymond Hatton as John, Elliott Dexter as George, Tully
Marshall as H. P. Chumley, and Edythe Chapman as Mrs.
Trimble.
Sorry.
Annie ]^Ic. Thanks for the card; I appreciate it. I'll have to
get a new word.
S.^rah G. Oh, I always wanted to be an Answer Man. I can
No man can ever
remember ninety years ago—oh, what's the use
Mary Philbin is with Universal.
rise above that at which he aims.
Allan Forrest was Nikky in "Long Live the King."
Rose.— No. I dont know who is credited with "The least drop
Cognac's a noun I never yet declined."
in the world I do not mind
All you have to do. Rose, is be natural. A natural rose. Mahlon
Hamilton was the original "Daddy Long Legs." George Walsh

H. Y. C. B. LoNnoN.

.\11 I

—

—

!

;

was Don

Hazel

in

"Rosita."

Gloria Swanson
Maiivais gout means "bad taste."
".\ Society Scandal."
Thomas- Aleighan is
married to Frances Ring, and he is about forty. Charles Jones
in

P.

"Manhandled" and

"The Vagabond Trail."
Leonard P. R. Well, I always pay as I go; then I dont get into
trouble. If you pay what you owe, what you're worth you'll always
know. Here are a few of the addresses; Mack Sennett Comedies,
in

—

1712 Glendale Boulevard, Los Angeles, California; Century Comedies, 6100 Sunset Boulevard. Los Angeles, California; Hal Roache
Comedies, Culver City, California; Christie Comedies, 6100 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.
You might try them.
Henry D. Too great confidence in success is the likeliest to
prevent it. Ben Alexander is playing in "Boy of Mine."
K, C. The speech of flowers e.xceeds all flowers of
speech. Yours was a gem. How did you guess it,
and you? Yes, that is Milton Sills' right name.
Come, tell me more about you
Sowing wild oats would not be
S. L. B.
so reprehensible a habit in a man if he did
not nearly always get a woman in their
Roscoe Arbuckle is helping
reaping.
Keaton with his scenarios.
Buster

—

—

—

•

to First National for a picture of Conway Tearle. j Charles
Chaplin at 1420 LaBrae Avenue, Los Angeles, California. Sweet
mother
You say "Conway Tearle is to me the embodiment of
Rise, Conway, rise.
sophisticated manhood."
Selah

Write

!

—

Sweet Seventeen. Love your lover if you will, maiden fair,
but when choosing a husband, see to it with surety that he loves
you.
Douglas^ Fairbanks is forty-one. He was born in Denver,
Colorado. Brown hair and eyes, and at present working on "The
Thief of Bagdad." Yes, "Richard the Lionhearted" has been produced. Thanks for your good wishes. The same to you.
Renault. Some speed!
Theodore Kosloff is with Famous
Players, and Ralph Graves is not connected now. George O'Hara
v
in "Listen Lester" from the musical comedy.
E.L. Of course Mary Pickford is a citizen.
Anyway, a foreign woman becomes a citizen if she marries an American. Myrtle
Stedman is playing the part of Maizie, the gilded Lady, in Corinne
Griffith's "Lilies of the Field."
Ann Cornwall in "The Arizona
Express."
Margarit.\. Yes, and when a man asks your advice, he generally wants your praise.
-And you didn't like Monte Blue's wig
in "Orphans of the Storm." He is si.x feet and two inches tall, and

—

—

—

was born

Indianapolis.
E.
The F. B. O. Studios are at 780 Gower Street,
Los Angeles, California.
Curls. Read, read, read. An orphan is not the person who has
lost his father, but he who has neither wisdom nor a good educain

—

Margaret

—

Mae Murray

tion.

is

First National
Marshall Neilan.
Griffith,

married

Robert Leonard.
Corinne
Blanche Sweet is married to

to

Pictures.

— No,

Richard Dix is not married. Maude George has
in Maurice Tourneur's "Torment," which stars
Owei: Moore and Bessie Love.
The activity and soundness of a man's actions will be
J. A. D.
determined by the activity and soundness of his thoughts. Address

Lashes.

an important part

—

Famous Players

\'alentino at

— Cher

James S.
wrong than

Studio, Astoria,

Margaret Landis.

Two

It

Island.

can more easily forgive a great
discourtesies.
So watch out. Pauline

constant little
Frederick was with Yitagraph
cludes Dustin Farnum, Patsy

Tale of

Long

A woman

a)iii.

The

cast for "My' 'Man" inMiller, NileS' Welch, and
under the working title of "A

last.

Ruth

was made

r

Roses."

.

—

,

,;

No, I dont know Fred McLean. Mahlon Hamilplaying right along in an occasional picture.
ton
Hefs abroad
now, you know. Madge Bellamy, John Bowers, Francelia Billington, and Hal Cooley in "Unguarded Gates."
Frances B. Pola Negri is thirty and not married now. Address her with Famous Players, 1,^20 Vine Street, Los Angeles,
California. Lila Lee with Ince. Culver City, California.
Ethel R.
Ivor Novello, the English player, is touring on the
stage in London in "The Rat."
Thomas Meighan ih "The Confidence Man" with Virginia Valli.
Yes, there were interviews in
June, 1920, issue, September, 1922, and May, 1919, Clas,s;c with
Percy Marmont. I think he will send you his picture. Why dont
you write and see? Metro Studios, you know.
MiLLV. Of course I answer all the letters I receive. Do you
think I am a fake?
Wish you could see the letters al| piled up
on my desk. I doubt whether "The Four Horsemen" will be reLouise E. A.
is

—

—

—

vived.

Ramon Novarro

in

"The Arab."

have no favorites.

Oh,

I

like

thertl all;

I

"

—

Dib. Why after completing "My Man," Pola Negri
play in "Montmartre," an Ernst Lubitsch production.
Raymond Griffith is playing with Jacqueline Logan in "Xhe Glorious

Naomi

will

Tomorrow."
TiLLiE THE Toiler. Oh, yes, the Lee children are back in vaudeville.
One of them recently had the measles. Colleen Moore is
married to John McCormick not the singer, the publicity man.
Lila Lee is married to James Kirkwood, and her name was
,,

—

;

-Augusta

-'\ppel.

—

H. B. New York. I should say I was glad to hear that you
were down on the Mexican Border for nine months with Squadron
A. No, you cant take me to lunch. Thanks just the same. Mary
Philbin is not married, and she is nineteen. Address her at Universal, Universal City, California. Playing in "Fool's Highway." No,
I

dont think

Mary

Mrs.

F.

Philbin has ever been on the stage.
Ward Crane was Templeton Druid
J. C.

—

in

"Pleasure Mad."
Im\ Sap. Mary Philbin is nineteen, and she
played Margaret Schofield in "Penrod and
Sam." Sorry, but I haven't little Ben Ale.xander's birthdate, but he'; is twelve.
-'Vlbertus.
Bebe Daniels is playing
with Rodolph Valentino ini T'Monsieur
Beaucaire," and you can write her at
(Continued on page "iOO)

—

—

—

"

}
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YOUR SKIN DRY
OR OILY?

IS

These

He found her at last!

are

of skin charaaer
the dry skin and the oily skin.

Sheisoassittingin the

garden

—

iust

The very

She quickly raised
her little mask up to her
eyes

A

-where

she belonged.

as he approached.

two generally accepted

classifications

Dry Skin

fine-grained skins are the

ones most liable to excessive dryness. The wind, the sun, or applications of drying lotions exagger-

"Oh, never mind,
FairStranger I know
who you are. Yoji are

ate the dry condition.

a

lacking natural

—

rose disguised as

a

A dry skin needs quantities of
cream to replace and supply the

Beautiful Lady.

oil.

Pompeian Night Cream
ideal

cream for

a dry skin. It

is
is

the
ex-

cellent as a cleanser, skin-softener

Do

you know

powder

how

and

to use

as a

powder

base.

seems unusually dry,
"pat" small quantities of Pompeian
If the skin

Night Cream into the skin till
most of it is absorbed.
Pompeian Night Cream is also
an ideal cream as a powder base

effectively?

for the "dry" skin before apply-

By Mme. Jeannette

ing your powder.

The foundation of a successful beauty
and effective use
of first importance to
selert just the correa shade of powder
for your particular skin and then you
toilette is the correct

of powder.

It is

—

shouldknowhowtomakeyour powder
adhere properly.

Many women oeern to completely
disregard the fact that there is no such
thing as an actually white skin. Thereyou are seeking for a natural
effect a pure white powder should
never be used in the daytime.
After determining the shade of
powder that best blends with your
skin, it is wise to give your powder a
proper foundation. Pompeian Day
Cr^qam is a vanishing cream of rare
delicacy. It is particularly designed
to act as a powder-base for normally
oily skins. If you have a dry skin, use
Pompeian Night Cream instead of the
fore, if

Day Cream.
The only correa way

and dust

and evenly.
After applying your cream-andpowder foundation, you blend over
it your Pompeian Bloom, selecting
the shade that best harmonizes with
your skin in the rose tones are Light,
Medium, and Dark shades, while the
warm red -gold of the Orange tint is
exactly what is required by the ivory
and the olive types.
Pompeian Lip Stick gives such a
it

off lightly

—

natural color to the lips that

it

can-

not be detected. It also has a slight
pomade quality that softens and
heals lips that may be dry or rough,
and prevents chapping.

oily skin

Oily Skin

needs two creams.

—

cream for cleansing
vanishing cream for apowderbase.
The natural oil in abnormally
oily skins sometimes becomes
hardened in the pores and clogs
them. The counteracting oil
found in Pompeian Night Cream
prevents this, and so prevents the
real cause of blackheads. Use it
generously, rubbing it vigorously
about the chin and nostrils where
greasiness seems to be acute. Then
rub off thoroughly, and finish with
a dash of cold water or a quick
oily

ice rub.

"Don't Envy Beauty—Use Pompeian"

Day Cream (vanishing)
Beauty powder

60c per jar
60c per box

iAtio in the new ihin-model compact for
purse or handbag. Price $1 00.
.

to powder is
to use plenty of it. After you have
completely covered the surface, take
a dean puff or a bit of soft cotton

An
An
An

Bloom

Hhe

rouge]

60c per box

Lipstick

Fragrance Id /«/<)
Night Cream icoiu cream)

25c each

25cpercan
60cperjar

Pompeian Day Cream should be
used on this type of skin before
powdering. It is a vanishing cream
that disappears as you apply it,
leaving the skin

smooth and

and removing shine.

It is

clean,

the ideal

base for powder if your skin is
oily,andforms aprotection against
sun and wind.

Get 1924 Pompeian Panel and Four Samples for Ten Cents

"Honeymooning in the Alps," done
and reproduced in rich colors. Size 28 x 7i in.
For 10 cents we will send you all of these: The 1924 Beauty Panel and
samples of Day Cream, Beauty Powder, Bloom (rouge), and NightCream.
Tear off the coupon now
The newest Pompeian

in pastel

by a famous

.jiLQMA^ittl

art panel,

artist

Specialiste en Beaute

POMPEIAN LABORATORIES, CLEVELAND, OHIO
Also

Made

in

k

Canada

TEAR OF F, SIGN AND SEND
POMPEIAN LABORATORIES
2129Payne Avenue,
Gentlemen:

I

Cleveland, Ohio

enclose loc (a dime preferred) for'

1924 Pompeian Art Panel, "Honeymooning in
the Alps," and the four samples named in offer.

City.

What

shade efface powder wanted:.

e 1924,.Tbc.PoiDDeiail Co.
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On

tne

Camera Coast

(Continued from fogc 63)

The

piece he wrote

pages and

entitled,

is

is

printed on four

"My

Experiences

in

the Douglas Fairbanks Studio."' The sum
of the outrage seems to be that they made
him wear a pair of red boots that didn't
tit;
cut out all of his finest and most

elegantissimus gestures that they wouldn't
him act the way he knew a real
let
Chinese prince ought to act, but insisted
upon the inefficient, base-born notions of
a director whose ideas
about Chinese
princes were simply beneath contempt.
Lastlj' some one in the studio made him
a present of some poison bootleg hootch,
thereby wrecking both his dignity and
;

his turn

tum.

Hartmann

Mr.

closes

his

forthcoming

lyric

drama

— which

seems to be as much as notifying the
movies to step right out of his life.

Whew!
Hiers is leaving the Famous
Players-Lasky ranks this week to sail out
on the troubled waters of free-lance
comedj'.
Thus endeth the last attempt
that will probably ever be made to create
The producers
a
star by advertising.
showed themselves gluttons for punishment in this regard; but they probably
will never try again.
\\ alter

SOFT

s^
'^

/*0 dressing table, purse or cOii.pact

\^_j

is

complete without

dainty Gainsborough

Such soft and
and wool. So

its

Powder

rich materials

lovely

PufF.

— velour

attractively packaged.

A better pufF. At better dealers" stores.
Mode

111

all siifs 10 juii

vour n«ds. Pacl;cd
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Stars cant be made by anybody e.xcept
Walter was rushed into the
the public.

breach when Roscoe Arbuckle removed
himself from the movies. Walter was a
nice boy and funny; but api)arently not
His pictures did not
funny enough.

make money.
Rob Wagner, the artist and magazine
\vriter who was drafted into a directorship to help Walter Hiers make the world
laugh, is now directing Will Rogers.
His

shown

Will Rogers
other night at

latest

the

picture was
the \\ ritcrs

and Hollywood is wondering with
some curiosity if it will ever be shown
anywhere else.
To tell the truth, the

Club,

to

THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
School and College Bureau
Offers You Its Specialized
Services in Choosing a School
Last year the School and College Bureau
The Chicago Daily News saved many
busy parents and questioning boys and girls
both time and worry by sending them
prompt, reliable information about just the
kind of school they wanted
personal requirements as to location and tuition charges
being considered in each individual case.

of

—

This year many young people will again
be perplexed by the problem of finding the
Why not let us help you?

right school.

The Chicago Daily News maintains

this

service absolutely

free of charge to you.
need to select a school hurriedly on
mere hearsay when expert advice can be
obtained by telephoning, writing, or calling
for a personal interview at

No

The Chicago Daily

Nev^^s

School and College Bureau
15

'76

N.WELLS ST., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

edges

—

movie success. The ^\'riters Club thought
this was hardly clubby.
tho a

looks as

new

scenario geniu.^
the Writer^

had been developed out of
Goldbeck,
Willis
Club.
editor
on the
associate

formerly
staff

of

an
the
the

Magazines, is regarded as
writing "find" of the year. He left maga-

Brewster

zine work to go with Rex Ingram as a
publicity man
but was pressed into serHe did such
vice by Rex as a scenarist.
line work on the script of "Scaramouche"
that Lasky's drafted him when Re.x In;

He is now adapting
to Europe.
a James Oliver Curwood .'\laska story for
one of the Lasky directors.
gram went

Bern seems to have been enwith the responsibility of chapHa^ing been
eroning foreign genius.
scenario writer for Lubitsch, the German,
and \'ictqr Seastrom, the Swede, he is
the scenario advisor to Dimitry BuckoRussian
Negri's
new
witzke,
Pola
Paul

trusted

director.
I have never seen Polo so happy since
she has been in Hollywood.
"Nineteen twenty-three was the most
miserable year I ever put in," she said.
"Rotten pictures, cruel criticisms in the
I
papers, and an unhappy love affair.
know it will be different this year. I

have at last found my milieu."
"milieu" she means her
If by
{Conlinucd on JHiiii' 99)

a family party at the Pickford studio the day they
filmed the last scenes of "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall."
Charlotte Pickford hrought little Mary Pickford Rupp over to
see her own mother, Lottie Pickford Forrest, and her own
beautiful Aunt Mary, in their beautiful costumes

There was

the

The comedy proved

to be a savage satire on the movies
at
times more cruel than funny.
In it, Rogers plays the part of a ham
Shakespearian actor, "induced" into the
movies. He becomes a director and
hnall}- retires by getting his whole company out on a raft and drowning them.
.\s he is leaving Hollywood, he meets a
hand-organ grinder with a monkey on a
string.
He presents his movie contract
to the ape as one admirably fitted for

It

significantly

frightful blast with an advertisement of
his

movie colony was shocked
of their shingle bobs.

new

— —
InOI
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Personality Negative ?

If it is,

you leave a bad impression wherever you go

Learn to be magnetic; to develop a personality
You will be told how in the

May

About Roses

Getting Fit
You
to

shown how

will be

beauty

gain

thru

health in a series of
lustrated

articles

physical

practical

of

tiful

on

how

tell

acquired

Physical Training

and

they

preserve

the delicate texture of

in

the Public

Schools

of

Washing-

petal

Beginning

cosmetics

D. C.

girls,

to this coun-

try with Chariot's Re-

view,

cul-

Director

ton,

English

who came

il-

Mildred Smel-

ture by
ker,

Four of the most beau-

their skin

and the

rose-

bloom that make
unnecessary.

in this issue.

Every Matron's
Business

\®

Pavlowa's

Time-clock
An

An article for the older
woman who is letting
herself

"slump."

article in

famous
her daily

It

beauty,

will help her to Stop-

Look-and-Reform.

which the

dancer

gives

regimen

for

health and

grace.
\i/^/U.

A Portfolio of INIothers and Children.
"A woman attains perfect beauty only
thru motherhood." Champions of the unmarried sisterhood might take issue with the
statement, but the lovely mothers pictured are a challenge to their "Nays."
The
children, too, are exquisitely lovely and sweet.

A

Bargain-Counter Hound?

An

Pertinent and Impertinent.
Southern sports editor, male, writes a satire

mic

on the bobbed and the unbobbed.
trated bv Eldon Keller.

often bar gain to the fair purchaser.

On

Illus-

article,

Clothing,"

"The
shows

econo-

Wolf in Sheep's
how bargain sales

Neiis-stnnds April 15

Special Introductory Offer

—5

Months

for $1.00

to know that BE.'Mrri' is in reality the aristocrat of women's magazines, we
you the next fi-ve biff numbers upon receipt of the introductory price of $3.00. Put a
dollar hill into an envelope and mail it right now before you have time to forget it.

Because we want you
will send

«""""""""---"-----------------------"----"-<
•
I
I

Bl
*

I

Pin a DoUar Bill to tliis coupon and receive tlie next five big nnnibers of
"Beauty" Magazine. Mail at once to BEAUTY, 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
^ ""'f
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ireenroom Jottings
{Continued from page 70)

making the concluding scenes of "The
Enchanted Cottage," he was also editing
the part of the film that was being titled,
and for the evening's recreation was helping his wife, Josephine Lovett,
preparation of the scenario of

and

in

the

"Romeo

poetic

and ro-

mantic, says Edith Allen, who has the
leading feminine role in "Virtuous Liars,"
but here and now. and hereafter, she intends to keep her bred-in-the-bone cognomen, Edith Allen.

Fashion's requirement
If

for lovely nails
you want lovely nails with

in those adorable

just

twin

sister bottles.

There

four producing units that will
make twelve productions for release in
Barr\the independeiU market this year.
their

more

the sheen and lustre that Fashion
asks, use Glazo.

Glazo comes

Lionel Barrymore, who is starring in
David Belasco's "Laugh, Clown, Laugh,''
on Broadway, has been coralled by Chadwick Pictures Corporation, as lead for one
of

Glazo, the Liquid Polish.
Avhich brings instant nail beauty
without harmful buffing; gives nails
that fashionable shell' pink finish
is

will

Woinen,"
the

year

Abramson,

bo

starred

in

"Meddling

the outstanding production of
for
this
organization.
Ivan
a pioneer, producer, and Ed-

mund Lawrence, a well-known

producer,

charge of the filming of the
picture, which will be done in the East.
will

be

in

On the West Coast, ilr. Chadwick is
maintaining a stock organization of players
in
order to have stars on hand when
In "The Fire Patrol," the whole
needed.
company appears. This set of players include
Madge Bellamy, Anna Q. Nilsson,
Helen Jerome Eddy, Frances Ross, Johnny
Harron, Gale Henry, Charles Murray,
Spottiswoode Aitken, Jack Richardson,
:

everybody wants.

Then

there's Glazo, the instant

Polish

Remover

so essential to the
successful liquid manicure. In a trice

whisks away last week's manicure and prepares the nails for
it

fresh loveliness.

GLAZO BRINGS NAIL
BEAUTY WITHOUT
BUFFING
No

need

Hank Mann,
and
added

Bull Montana, Billy Franey
Others will be
Chester Conklin.
later.

Flora Finch, side-partner to John Bunny,
deceased delicious comic of early hlmdoni, is at her old side-splitting business

—

When Mr. Bunny

again.
as if

but

now

preserves their natural

beauty. And joy!
crack or peel.

Its lustre

at you r favorite

does not

counter today and

man in the white coat forGlazo.

Then once and for all your manicuring
troubles will be ended. You will have
fashionable lustrous nails, the kind
you've always wanted. Glazo, including instant Polish Remover, 50c at all
counters.

ARE YOU PROUD OF YOUR NAILS?

GLAZO

KEEPS NAILS POLISHED LONGER
-NO BUFFING
This coupon and 10c good for 1
Trial Size Qlazo Manicuring Outfit
Glazo

Company

23 Blair Avenue
Ciacinnati,
I

me

Ohio

enclose 10c (stamps or coin) for v\hich please sead

one

trial size

Name
Addice.ss.

"HEART TROUBLE,"

is

latest

vehicle.

"Penelope," which was a great success
abroad, but has not been produced here.
Norma Talmadge and her husband, Joseph
Schenck, after cruising about the waters
of Palm Beach in Irving Berlin's yacht,
with Sam Harris, theatrical manager, returned to the East to browse around the
archives of New York, in hopes of findiiig
a suitable play for Norma before goin^;

back

to

Hollywood.

Pickford's wife, Marilyn Miller,
She's run off
crying for Kid Boots.
with the puddin' bag string that's beeii
holding "Peter Pan" tight all these years,
while producers waited for Maude Adams
Now Marilyn gets
to return to the stage.

Jack

isn't

assignment to revive the delectable
Peter behind the footlights. The story of
Peter's refusal to grow up, twines about
the heart of every human, whether he's
looking backward or forward. Miss Miller
is Barrie's choice for the role, and will go
to England this spring to confer with him.
So much for the spirit of the production,
as for the material side, it is said thj(t
the advance in stagecraft, since "Peter
the

Pan" was

last

staged,

is

so

Marion Davies and
the King of the screen!
Rodolph Valentino were awarded loving cups and this distinction at the Hotel Astor in New York after winning a recent

Glazo Manicuring Outfit.

contest
Photograph by
I

nteniaricmal

N'eu sreel

Constance

The story is
taken from W. Somerset Maugham's play,
Talmadge's

The Queen and

—

It protects nails,

The

she has

Inherited honors are often questionable,
but it is said that Phyllis Ward, daughter
of the late Ernest W'ard, and the granddaughter of Frederick Ward, has started
Carlo
a promising career on the screen.
Duse, nephew of Eleonora Duse, the famous Italian actress, is also trying out his
in
ability
in
small
part
histrionic
a
"Romola," which the Gish sisters are
filming in Italy.

at all for the tiresome old

when you use Glazo! As you
know, buffing is often injurious to nails,
makes them thin and brittle. Glazo is
a liquid polish
applied with a brush.

ask the

died, it seemed
pull in single harness,
come entirely into her

Flora couldn't

buffer

Stop

has drawn the role of the
Princess Vronsky Mamaluke Pasha Tubbs,
one of the leading characters of "Poppy,",
in which Madge Kennedy and W. C. Fields
are starring on Broadway.
silversheet

Juliet."

"Hedda Lind" may be

Are the Heavenly
Twins

own, and besides registering laughs on the

tremendous

liftH

qr^Ki^i^^R
that the fairyland that will be created for
Peter to enter into from Never' Never
Land will be exquisite beyond imagination.

In "Worldly Goods," a serial by Sophie
that appeared in The Ladies' Home
Journal, Leatrice Joy reaches the elevation
Her rise has been along the
of stardom.
slow, hard road of persistence and endeavor not the meteoric path of Lady
Born in New Orleans, she was the
l.uck.
victim of one of the fly-by-night film
companies that from time to time have
sprung up like mushrooms in the Crescent

Kerr

—

She later braved California, and
City.
met with the usual extra-girl discourageFinally, she secured a part in a
ments.
stock company of San Diego, which gave
her valuable experience, and won for her
She first atsmall parts in the films.
tracted the attention of George Loane
Tucker, and later that of Cecil B. De
Her genius was established by her
Mille.
work in "Manslaughter," and thru^ her

The
Great

Foe

in "The Ten Commandments," she
was assured stardom.

acting

And Tommy Meighan

gets the

lead in

Oliver Curwood's thriller, "The
Alaskan," to be produced immediately on
the completion of "The Confidence Man."
This will be a new departure in roles for

James

Mr.

Meighan

and

will

mark

his

of

teeth

all

first

attempt in the great open spaces of the
Northwest. Undoubtedly Tommy will fit.

HERE
and

something

is

ail

children

that

should know
should
he

taught.

Oh, ye picture fans, extend the glad
palm to ye radio fans Dr. Lee De Forest
has invented a phonofilm, a process whereby the voice is recorded simultaneously

—

with the taking of the picture.
vention

The

sounds by waves
same time the picture is
The invention was tried out in

camera which
taken.

records

the

of light at

New York theaters with great
the feature consisting of sketches
success
from the life of Abraham Lincoln.
J.
Searle Dawley, who directed this talking
picture, is now preparing a musical storypicture to be produced by the De Forest
Details were not
Phonofilm Company.
to be had, but it is supposed that music,
voice and action will be combined in the
making of the feature.
one of the

That

the teeth's great enemy,
the cause of most tooth troubles.
It
soon becomes discolored, then forms
dingy coats.
Then teeth become
clouded and are constantly unclean.

Film

;

li

the

screen

stars

take the advice of

George Mel ford, who is at present making
a picture for Lasky on the Coast, they'll
all go in for voice culture.
Mr. Mel ford
holds that as talking pictures become perof the footlights will be
replace those screen stars
who cannot make their vocal chords
register, whereas screen stars who can
both act and talk will be raised to yet a
higher place on the salary books.
fected,
called

stars

upon

to

Robert Edeson has thrown Broadway into
the discard. He's bought a home in Hollywood, and says he wont play on the Great
White Way any more, so long as the sun
shines in sunny California.
For the past
twelve years, he has spent most of his time
on the New York stage, and only a part
of each year in pictures, but at last the
screen has

wound her

around him.

"Triumph"

The

He

at the

is

is

also

holds

food

acid.

It

holds the acid in contact with the teeth
to cause decay.
Germs breed by millions in it.
They, with tartar, are the
chief cause of pyorrhea. .Mso of other
serious troubles, local and internal.
to

combat

it

Tooth troubles were constantly
creasing. Very few escaped.
So dental science sought for
film combatants.
After long
research, two were found.

One
at

all

disintegrates the film
stages of formation.

One

removes
it
without
harmful scouring.
Able authorities have
proved these methods by
many careful tests. A newtype

tooth

has

paste

this

is

to apply them
Pepsodent.

in-

i

daily.

The

dentists

everywhere advise

Now

millions of careful
nations employ it

method.

people of some
ever}- day.

A Iso

50

acidity effects

Certain people, it was found, are
notably
immune to tooth troubles.
The reason was traced to the eating
of much acid fruit.
So Pepsodent embodies this principle of mild acidity.

substance

which ferments and forms

Ways

name

Every use multiplies the alkalinity
of the saliva, which
tralize mouth -acids.

is

It

there to neumultiplies the

starch digestant in saliva, which is
there to digest starch deposits on teeth.

These combined
ing millions a

new

results are
dental era.

bring-

This test will tell
Pepsodent proves itself, and quickly.
Send the coupon for a tenday tube.
Note how clean
the

teeth feel after using.
the
absence of the
viscous film.
See how teeth
become whiter as the filmcoats disappear.

Protect the

Mark

Enamel
Pepsodent disintegrates the film,

then removes it
with an agentfar
softer than enamel. Never use

You will know in a week
why everyone should use
this method daily.
Then tell

a film combat-

ant which contains harsh grit.

the facts to those you teach.
Cut out coupon now.

been

VeE
«EG

us

The New-Day Dentifrice

mesh securely
engaged in making

silver

1417

present time.

screen seems to have the fascinaof a silver-spun spider's web.
According to Cosmopolitan Corporation, it
has caught Princess Marie of the Royal
•House of Bourbon, and the first cousin
to King Alfonzo of Spain, a favorite at
the Court of Madrid.
For the past two
years she has made her home in America,
and in "Janice Meredith" she will play the
role of Marie .'Xntoinette.
tion

film

created

Leading

—

Teeth are coated with a film that
viscous film you feel.
It clings tenaciously, and no ordinary tooth paste
effectively combats it.

in-

a clever device attached to the

is

that film

is

10
The

scientific tooth

now advised
by leading dentists
paste

the world over.

CUT OUT THE
COUPON NOW

-DAY TUBE FREE

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY
Dtpl.

Mail

10-fl.n,v

1104

813.
till.e

of

S.

Wabash

Ave.,

Chk ago,

Dl.

Pepsodent to

Only one tube

to a family.
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Lillian
breath
to one Pierre
Frois, the second purser of the Conte
Rosse, on which the Gish sisters sailed to
"Romola" but as denial
Italy to film
skips across the water Broadway breathes
After all, it seems to have been a
again.
case of a charming girl, a handsome
debonair youth, Italian skies, laughing'
Anyhow,
waters and time to play at hearts.
Broadway prefers to believe that Miss
Gish will favor Charles H. Duel, motionpicture producer, with whom she has her
present contract, and who accepted a
divorce last month in Paris, presumably
Broadway can better
to marry the star.
visualize Miss Gish as wife of the wealthy
film magnate than of the dashing Pierre
Frois, who since the Gishes sailed, has
resigned from the ship to take charge of
an antique shop in X'enice Lillian dustingantiques in real life would be too absurdly
romantic.

Broadway catches

Gish

is

its

rumored engaged

—

—

Now

would you like to be this poor
rich girl ?
Alyce Mills was recently
engaged for a picture to be taken in the
little

—

Maine

—

ice,
atmosphere
snow,
woods
weather and Arctic winds winding
down the spinal column. By the time Miss
Mills had bought all the Navajo blankets,
sealskin coats, and sweaters in sight, the
producer changed his mind and decided to

zero

—

shoot his film in Florida history doesn't
say whether the story was rewritten it
only tells how the poor little rich girl has
to make bathing suits and dancing frocks
out of blankets and skins before she
arrives at those- exacting Palm Beach

—

hotels.

We are glad May McAvoy hasn't said
anything about retiring upon her marriage
we are not yet hardto Glenn Hunter
boiled enough to be always ofif with the
Miss
old star and on with the new.
Mc.^voy is now being featured in the
William de Mille's production of "The
Inside Cup," an original scenario by Clara
Beranger. Following this feature, she will
appear in the lead of the Samuel Goldwyn
production of "Tarnish," the stage success
to be directed by George Fitzmaurice at
the United Studios.

—

JfjSTrier^s
'^'WRAP-AROUND
(Trade Mark^t5._U. S. Pau OS.)

The Qorset Invisible
The slender

silhouette

is

easily

admirably flat back, all with perfect comfort. Two panels of elastic
webbing take the place of lacings.

We friends never borrow, we friends
never lend, that is unless it's first hand.
For the past year Irene Rich, under contract to Warner Brothers has been loaned
She has now
to several other producers.
come to the conclusion that she can lend
herself around quite as efificiently as anyone can lend her, so she has announced
herself a free-lance and open for engagements at the completion of "Cytherea," the
George Fitzmaurice production in which
she has an important role.

Style 172, $6.00
Sendfor folder of Warner's Wrap-arounds for stout-type, slenderaverage-type,

and

curved-type figures.

Prices

$1.50 up.

Wrap-arotitids are made only by the Warner Brothers Co.. 347
Madison A-uenue, New York; 367 W. Adams Street, Chicago;
28 Geaiy Street, San Francisco. Made also in Canada by the
Warner Brothers Co., Montreal

WARNER^S BANDEAU
Style

2788

—is skilfully designed to give a smart and
youthful contour to the medium figure. An
extension of material below the waistline
$1.50
holds \x. firmly in place. . .
.

There

9 80

is

acknowledged fact Corinne Griffith
Morosco have admitted that
they were recently married in San Diego.

and

—

type,

—

An

achieved by the woman of full figure
who wears a Warner's Wrap-around.
This model, for instance (style 172)
and comfortably
is fashionably
full around the waist, provides perfea
diaphragm control and assures an

a Warner Bandeau for every Warner Corset

Oliver

And more

astonishing

modern marriages,

still,

in the light

of

Morosco has demake only three more

Airs.

clared that she will
pictures and then will retire to enjoy full
measure of domestic happiness.

And after Lincoln, Roosevelt. The filming of the life of Theodore Roosevelt in
episodic form, much as the story of the
life of Abraham Lincoln has been told,
has been begun and will be released before
The incithe end of the present season.
earliest
Roosevelt's
include
will
dents
school days, his college life, his political
iife as the Police Commissioner of New
York Citv, Lieutenant Colonel of the

Riders, Governor of New York,
President of the LTnited States, and finally
(Continued on page 97)

Rough
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Vignettes of the Studios
(Continued from page 41)

row of dressing-

seen the long

way can be

rooms facing outward

to

tlie

street.

the right of the driveway similar
small buildings house the executive offices
of the two companies, while behind them,
carefully shielded, the Spanish street sets

To

for Mary's "Rosita," draw one back from
the boulevard again, into the land of

romance.

However, drab
of Romance.
surrounding country, which seems so
eager to encroach, life remains picturesciuc
and fascinating here.
But could life seem otherwise, I wonder,
where Doug and Mary walk?

The Land

the

One dollar
THE HERO

huys one of these two heauty'Creating
comhinations

By F.MTH B.M.PWix

Of

if a Super-man there be,
high, or low, or now, degree,

He

is

Oh,

Who

the Hero, dark or

thrives upon

the
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A

Very

Odd Young Man

{Continued from page 26)

whoever happened
were sitting.
He

to
is

where we
most meticulous in

pass near

Carpenters, stenographers, electrieach and every one got a greeting
One feels that he would
and by name.
not, for worlds, be thought up-stage, tho
his air was not that of the jolly good
mixer.
Distinctly it was noblesse oblige.
this.

cians;

He

did not seem particularly interested
revealing the pertinent facts concerning
himself and his career, tho of course his
pose of indifference would not permit him
to appear interested in anything or anyone even himself.
ill

—

He was

born

in

Chicago, he

told

me,

seemed to add "one must
be born somewhere, you know." and is of
French and Irish parentage.
tone that

a

in

He

has been ''on the stage a good deal"
lot of pictures," he added for my
further information, his film experience
starting with Essanay, when he was fourDuring recent years
teen years of age.
he has appeared in several New York stage
successes, including "-A.nna .Ascends," "Thy
Name Is Woman" and '"Nice People."
Tho he didn't say so, I fancy that he
rather prefers the legitimate stage to pictures.
There seemed to be a bare flicker
of interest in his melancholy black eyes
when he spoke of these plays.

and "in a

Your Perfume Should Be ''Becoming
a hat or frock for its becomingness. You
brings out
because its style exactly suits you
your best features makes you appear more charming.

You choose

select

it

—

—

Your perfume should be

as individually

becoming

memory

to agree with the Bouledont believe he's a one-picture
nian.
Following the De Mille feature he
played a small part in "Don't Call It
Love," and practically walked away with
He has every chance to disthat picture.
himself in "Triumph" and I
tinguish
believe he'll take advantage of it.

bouquet fragrance, has a happy
of blendmg with widely varying personalities
seeming to take on a new meaning with each wearer.
Or you may find your favorite among other lovely
Colgate scents.

New York

I'm

Citv.

inclined

vard.

No

easy to select the right perfume with the Colgate Perfume Test
and lots of fun besides. Full instructions and materials for making
the test, including three miniature vials of perfume will he sent
jfou for a 2c stamp. Address Colgate k Co., Depr. 14, 199 Fultou
is

Street,

"The Ten Com-

may

for years.

Florient, an exquisite

—

revealed himself, in

mandments," to be an actor and a confoundedly good one at that.

way

It

He

as
just as care-

your loveliest gown. You should select it
fullyClothes are soon forgotten, but a perfume
linger in the

Now if the Boulevard is to be believed,
and not infrequently it proves itself a
worthy prophet. Rod La Rocque is to be
one of the most-talked-of personalities of
He's much discussed out
the screen year.
here just now, and the consensus of
opinion is that he's "going over big," if I
may use that typical Boulevard expression.

\outh,
roles.

I

tall, dark-eyed
is he just a
walking rather listlessly thru his
A change has come over him.
caused it I dont know. Possibly it's

longer

What
the De

Mille

influence. .•

Or

it

may

be

merely that he's really grown up at last.
He has been on the screen so long that
we're inclined to think of him as_ beiiig
He's still
considerably older than he is.
the

in

early twenties.

"Whatever you

do," he requested, "dont
Success usually is attribsay I'm in love.
uted to the inspiration of love, you know."
His tone was slightly sarcastic.

Hastily I reassured him.

"Marriage is
"I have

he
with
me. No one could take better care of me,
Why should I
in my home, than they do.
look for happiness anywhere else?"
sighed.

a

i-isk

these

my mother

and

days,"

sister

had no answer for that one.
Mr. De Mille, surrounded by his aides
and assistants, drew near as I was leaving.
gathered that a discussion was under
I
I

^^^ri?A

LGATE'S
%2

Perfumes

way regarding the altering of a certain
sequence in "Triumph." La Rocque joined
the group, greeting De Mille with "Hello,
papa."

want a restaurant," decided Mr.
"As soon as the people in the
audience see a restaurant on the screen,
"I dont
Mille.

De

they'll

hold up their hands and say, 'What,

It

MM

in&l

But how about having the

another one.'

action take place in a barber shop ?"

This idea went over well.
"Yes. a barber shop," mused the czar of
"The kind of a barber
the Lask)' plot.
shop in which Solomon might have entertained the Queen of Sheba.''
I

De

look for that
''Triumph."

shall

shop

in

And

Mille barber

Rod La Rocque,

for the dark-ejed

screen, is determined to be so
very, very indifferent to the haphazard
If he clings to his pose
fortunes of life.
tightly enough, it at least will never be
said of him that he's "just an ordinary
off

vi'ho,

every -day young man."

which

For

promise

I

many deep

Allah, with

I

shall

praise

salaams.

There are enough ordinary-, every-day
the world already, goodness
in

people

knows.

How Do Tou

Talk About

Books?
(Confinucd from page 33)
(by professional I mean not particularly
He takes
)
and order a home.

artistic

!

the order, and delivers the

home

so

many

And that's about all the
months later.
owner has to say about it. That's the way
And The Lady indicated ever
they did."
so slightly the star and the graduation
dress.

''Then the fun began. They knew nothing about architecture, of course, so they
had to leave everything to the architect,
And they
and pay for his knowledge.
pay for it, my dear. Then came the inI happened to hear your
terior decorator.
Star telling the decorator what he wanted.
want the very latest thing in every
'I

room, nothing wrong, understand, I want
to be sure that the most refined and cultured people will know I have the very
And so on. I felt sorrj-, but there
best.'
Hi?
was nothing to be done about it.
Royal Starness was amazed and delighted,
when it was completed. He was delighted,
too, with his grounds in which the landscape architect put every conceivable kind
of flower, fruit, terrace, bird's bath and
sun-dial
heat."

that

will

live

in

the

California

Chairs scraped the floor behind us, and
to know if I wanted
meet them. I signaled that I did. The
Lady looked up and smiled, they stopped,
introductions, the waiter brought the e.xtra
chairs, and
"My wife and L" said the scratchy
voice, "have just been arguing about something, and I want to put it up to you." He
turned to The Lady, but it was obvious
that I was by no means e.xcluded.
I felt
that he would have said the same thing
had I known him for years.
"You sec
the little wife wants to get into the
Woman's Social Club here in Hollywood
and they have a rule against 'movies'," he
indicated by the inflection of his voice that
he was quoting. The Lady broke in

The Lady whispered

to

.

.

.

:

"My
little

dear," she said, turning to
wife, "you wouldn't like it at

Here's

something

much

more

the
all.

e.xciting

right beside you, this is a Professor," and
she marked me for life.
change which
I could never describe came over
them
both, as tho a new liquid had started
running in their veins. And then the Star
turned to me and said in all seriousness
"Puhfessor, you're just the man for me.
I want somebody who can
.teach us howto talk about books."

A

:

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
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of the Stars

from page 30)

Gloria Swanson literally live at the
dressmaker's.
Every picture means a
like

What

a whale of a difference

just a few cents

complete
take one

make/"

play
then
modistes.
;

new
look

wardrobe.
at

make

the

part

These
they

girls

are

to

a headlong dive for the

There results a more than normal deterioration.
In some cases, the gowns are
sold at second-hand
dealers
in
other
cases they are' turned over to the studios
;

to be ripped up and made over into new
clothes, salvaged for the cloth.
In the case of period costumes, of
course, the loss is usually total.
They are allowed the cost of grease
paint and all make-up; also the total cost

of wigs.
In some

instances they are allowed to
figure in the salaries of valets and maids
and secretaries
only, however, in the
e\ent that these employees are used solely
as adjuncts in the business of acting.
In
ether words, the government will make no
deductions for house servants, b>it permits
deductions for servants used on the sets
as helpers in dressing for the scenes before
the camera.

—

There is usually a grand row with the
tax-collector over the provision whereby
the actors are allowed to deduct the cost
of advertising and publicity.
The actors always try to run in all kinds
of expenses as necessary advertising.
I
have known cases where the tax-collector
allowed deductions for trips to New York
on the ground that the actor was slipping
in the eyes of the public and needed to be
seen in the big centers as a fame-restorer.
It is getting more and more difficult, however, to get such allowances.
Alary Miles Minter, Roscoe Arbuckle
and several other stars, it is said, have
tried

several

times

to

enter

in

the

cost

and maintenance of beautiful and expen-

—

cars as advertising splashes made
for the dazzling of the public. Every year
the government is more strict in such
matters. The cost of maintaining one car
is now allowed if it can be shown that it
is absolutely necessary to the business of
getting to the different studios.
Commissions paid to agents are allowed
These commissions, being
as deductions.
usually ten per cent, of the salary, are a
main reliance of income-tax payers.
.A.nother big deduction is that of fan
mail.
This includes both the cost of the
photographs and the cost of handling it.
In the case of very popular stars, this
amounts to a terrific figure. It costs Mary
sive

®te

<Bou (ge(xc^m5 for t^e

H will tell sou

FREE

^tuf ^?

Under which Zodiac

What

Sign

were you born?
your opportunities

in

are
life,

your future prospects, hap-

piness in marriage, friends, enemies, success in all
undertakings and many other vital questions as indicated by ASTROLOGY, the most ancient and
interesting science of history?

Were you born under a lucky star? I will tell
you, free, the most interesting astrological interpretation of the Zodiac Sign you were born under.
Simply send me the exact date of your birth
your own handwriting. To cover cost of this
notice and postage, inclose 12 cents in any form
(coin preferred) and your exact name and address.
Your astrological interpretation will be written in
plain language and sent to you securely sealed and
postpaid. A real surprise awaits you
Do not fail to send birth date and to enclose 12
Print name and address to avoid delay in
cents.
in

mailing.

Write now— TODAY— to the
Fifth Ave., Dept.132, New York

ASIA STUDIO, 309

Pickford nearly $50,000 a year to handle
Mary sends out unusually
fan mail
fine photographs.
The Gish girls' fan mail is said to cost
her

;

excess of $20,000 a year.
Several actors are following the e.xample of Jackie Coogan in forming themNo doubt
selves into holding companies.
this results in a splitting of the income
tax in that the salary goes to the various
stockholders instead of just the star alone,
thus slicing down the tax.
There is a probability of a change in the
provisions of the California State law
whereby wives and husbands will be permitted to render separate returns, dividing
the family income between them.
Also there is an effort being made to
secure a ruling from the government to
in

the effect that, in the past, the government
has wrongfully collected the tax as a
whole from the husband instead of allowing the wife to claim half of the family
revenue.
Should this ruling be given, it
will involve the return of millions of dollars to the suffering California taxpayers
includinsr the movies.

—
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Stand before your
mirror and
watch your

wrinkles
disappear
minutes' time

in ten

Wrinkles Wiped Out
in a Few Minutes With
New Spanish Cream
Spanish Chemist's Discovery Smoothes Them Away in a
Few Minutes' Time
Gives You Immediately a Glowing Complexion That Your Friends Will Admire
"nplXY

crow's feet, ugly deep-seated chin wrinkles, disfiguring lines, caused by arching brows or frowns can
now be wiped away within a few minutes' time by a
pleasant, harmless vegetable cream called '"Onamor."
This wonderful preparation is the discovery of the well-

known Spanish cliemist. |acc|ues Romano. Mr. Romano
has lectured before many scientific bodies throughout the
world and first made his remarkable cream for the society
W'Omen he had met in his travels and who had begged him
to give them a preparation that would quickly wipe away
their age-revealing lines.

New Method
Onamor

of

Treatment

is

See Your Wrinkles

Go

can feel Onamor bring the healthy blood to the surface
the very first application, and best of all, you can actually
You'll marvel at the wonderful freshness
^ee your wrinkles go.
ind peach-like glow of your complexion from the first application.
Onamor is highly beneficial to the skin and eradicates blackheads and quickly heals all blemishes.
It tends to close enlarged
pores and generally refines and beautifies the skin.
Don't allow wrinkles to add years to your appearance. Send for
If you are not positively delighted with
tube of Onamor today.

You

I

t|uestion.

SPECIAL OFFER— 10-DAY TRIAL-

SEND NO MONEY

woman who reads
magazine may have the

that

.So

this

few cents postage) in Cull payment.
Use Onamor. and if the
\ ery
first treatment does not delight you with the wonderful v/ay
it
smoothes away your wrinkles,
return
the
remainder
the
of

a

f\'ei".\'

opportunity of proving to herself the wonderful power of this
new and remarlcable vegetable
product, we mal<e this special
intrortuctor.v

tube of Onamor and we wilt
gladly refund your money.
Ke-'
ntember. no days or weeks of

offer.

Send no money, simply mail the
coupon below and we will sen^i
you in a plain, unmarked con-

entirely dififereiit from anything that has ever been
produced before.
It gets at the real cause of wrinkles.
With
faulty circulation, the skin on. the face and neck becomes flabby
ind takes on permanently the wrinkles caused by frowning, laughing, worry or care.
Onamor stimulates the blood circulation,
\italizes and builds up the living tissue so that the skin becomes
smooth and firm without regard to age.

A-ith

the very first application, return the remainder of the tube and
every cent you paid will be immediately refunded to you without

tainer a full-size tube of
lor

which

ntany

waiting

Onamor.

women

95

results.

you or

pay $5. When the postman hands
it
to you. simply pay
him the
greatly reduced price of $2 (t>lus

THE OXAMOK

for

The

very

application
must
delight
.vou get your money back.
.Tust
mail the coupon send no
mone.v.
But act at once before
this special offer is "withdrawn.
first

gladly

—

CO., Dept. 301

Madison Ave,

New York

Citj

Without money in advance you nia.v send me a full-size
When it is in my hands I will pay the postntan
of Onamor.
retain
I
$2.00 (plus a few cents postage) in full payinent.
privilege of returning the tube within ten days and having
money refunded if T am not delighted with the results from
very

first

treatment.

am

I

tube
only
the

my
the

to be the sole judge.

XAMK
-\

DDRBPS
SI AI'E

CITV
(.i'lease

If voii

wish. y<m

may

Print^

seaul

Name ami

money with

Address)
i-oupon

and save postage.
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When

Thej)

Went

to

HigK

ScKool
{Continued from page 50)
theatrical star and took part in all the
school plays.
now realize that she knew more
about acting than we did," said the highschool teacher.
"But we didn't think so
then and the battles were fast and furious.
"I remember one day that Louise was to
take the part of a Gypsy girl.
wanted

"We

We

her to use an old costume which we had
on hand Louise insisted on having a new
one.
The conflict lasted a week. Finally
Louise went to the principal of the school
in tears
and won.
Her tears were too
devastating to be resisted by any man
school-teacher.
Nevertheless, Louise was
a very clever girl
as smart as a whip and
very shrewd.
"Juanita Hansen was a very dazzling
beauty over whom the boys were all crazy.
Juanita took no interest whatever in school.
She was frankly bored to tears by her
studies.
Of course in these circumstances
it was not possible to teach her much.
"Another girl who was not among our
shining
students
was Marie Prevost.
IMarie Prevost was a clever girl, but her
mind was on other things. She wanted to
get into the movies, and she was more in;

—

—

Dead

In the

In the dead of night a

A child

be given.

A

called.

fire

of Night

thief enters the

—

breaks out

—
home—

taken sick

is

—

the alarm must

terested in the swimming-tank at Mack
Sennett's than n the Rubicon which Csesar
crossed."
Carmel told me that Marie came a little

the doctor must be
the police must be

located.

In the dead of night the American turns to his

phone, confident he will find

He

knows

before her day and Billie Horton's.
But
Margery Prevost was there and she used
to patronize them all in a fearful manner
on account of her sister's being in the
movies.
Sometimes they all come back to school
for the big anniversaries and so on.
Every year the old high-school paper
gives a banquet and Carmel never misses

tele-

ready for the emergency.

it

that telephone exchanges are open always,

the operators at their switchboards, the wires ready to

He

vibrate with his words.

from

hook

its

The

please."
gives

him

has only to

to hear that calm,

lift

the receiver

one.

prompt "Number,

She calls them all by their first names
and kisses all the babies, and is just the
same gay little girl as in the days when
she almost wrecked the family reputation
by that dreadful football editorial.
In spite of their intimacy and in spite of
the fact that they have both been in the
movies all these years, Carmel and Bessie
Love had never been in the same picture
until last summer when Carmel was the
vamp and Bessie the wistful sweetheart in
a picture made at Goldwyn's from Balzac's

constant availability of his telephone

security,

and makes

his life

more

effective in

wider horizons.

Twenty-four-hour

by

the Bell System,

Continental Europe.

service,
is

which

is

the standard set

the exception in the service of

An

emergency may occur

at

any

Continuous and reliable service has become a

time.

part of the social and economic fibre of

American

"The Magic Skin."

life.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

BELL SYSTEM
One

Policy,

One

Systent, Universal Service
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skin deep

Youth-^mi Skin Peel
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The World's Greatest Discovery, enables you to

find

No costly or painoperations. Harmless, painless. Removes all
surface blemishes. Pimples, Blackheads, Discolorations. Tan, Eczema, Acne, Large Pores, etc.
An invisible, stainless liquid. Contains no acid, mercury or arsenic. Not an ordinary clay or cream.
Quick, easy end sure way to have a healthy new skin.
Results astounding. Ask your druggist or write for
booklet Magic of a New Skin."
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ful
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That's

I

Out

{Continued from page 52)
Yet, on the screen she has been
a comparative failure, while actresses of
less attractiveness and abilit}- have known
great popularity. \\'ill some bright member' of the masses kindly explain this?
actress.

A SUGGESTIOX TO PRODUCERS
Why not give Shakespeare another

try

on the screen.
Think of the money that
could be wasted on it.
To any producer
wishing to make a venture in Shakespearian photodrama we wish to suggest
"The Merchant of Venice" as a play that
should
make very interesting screen
material.

A
For

Pl.'^ce

Patterson

IX THE

Dial.

Sun

This

young

ac-

Rupert Hughes film "Reno,"
showed signs of dramatic fire, which
merits the attention of directors and proin the

tress,

ducers
who are searching
capable of being developed.

for

talent

Stealing Harold Lloyd's Stuff

Some screen comedians are apparently
under the impression that the only acquirement necessary to make themselves
uproariously funny is a pair of horn^
rimmed glasses. This is no reflection upon
S\dney Chaplin, who uses them to good
effect in "The Galloping Fish."
Syd, by
the way, is doing great work in his silversheet come-back, and if he can give us
some more portrayals such as the old
British Tommy in "The Rendezvous," he
will be a very distinct asset to the silent
drama.

to

Fame ^d Fortune

THE

modern successful Commercial Artist
dresses well, lives in a fine home, drives his
own car and enjoys the luxuries of life. He is well
paid for his drawings and is independent.
^lodern
business firms spend millions of dollars annually for
drawings and advertising illustrations. Present-dav
advertising literally could not exist without conimercial art
it is a necessity.

—

Your
Onnnrtiinifv
1 UUr V/pporiUniiy
few

a

possess.

^*
>°" '^'''" draw, you
^ave a talent which only
why compete with the crowd in
Train your drawing ability for

Then

ordinary

occupations?
practical work, and take the surest road to success.

The Federal School Will Train You
Putting the Hallmark on
Sam de Grasse

When we recently classed Sam de
Grasse as one of the screen's finest actors,
our statement was greeted by much disaiiproval.
Now that no less a personage
than Mary Pickford herself has come
forward and announced that Sam is one
of her favorite actors, we suppose that
makes everything all right and justifies
our opinion.

by the most modern methods.
This fascinating and easily understood
home study course contains exclusive lessons and drawings prepared
hy many nationally known artists, Charles E. Chambers. Franklin
Booth, Neysa McMein, Edw. V. Brewer, Charles Livingston Bull and
many others among them. An individual criticism given on every
lesson of the course.
don't claim any trick methods.
Any artist of standing syill
you there are none.
do, however, teach you correct principles
and direct your training along lines that bring proficiency most
quickly.
The Federal School management is the same as that of the
Bureau of Engraving, a large Commercial Art establishment which
has for a quarter of a century successfully served modern advertisers.
That s why the Federal School has become America's Foremost School
of Commercial Art.
Hundreds of our students and graduates are
making good.
don't you get into the game? Through the Federal
Course you can prepare yourself in a fraction of the time it would

We

We

tell

Why

otherwise take.

Send today
Whv
The

Do Thev Do

It?

drama has progressed

a great
deal in the past few years, but movie characters are still able
write lengthy
to
silent

epistles in three or
liortant

notes

four seconds, and imare
still

and telegrams
and thrown on

crumpled up
where villains can

find

the

for

"Your Future"

This handsome. book explains
about Commercial Art as a profession and how to secure a training in that line.
It shows examples of
9ur students work— after all the only real proof of the worth of
anv school's method. Send 6 cents
in stamps for '"iour Future" now— while you have
it
in mind.
Just write v our name and address
plainly in the coupon below, giving your age
and occupation.

COUPON

Federal

floor

them.

Favorite Press Agent Yarns No. 24

The one which

relates of how the young
make-up was so real that even the
gateman and the star's own mother didn't
star's

recognize her, and yet to the spectator of
the film it was very plain exactly who she
was as soon as she entered the scene.

--

School^

Commercial Desi^nio^
H'JO Federal .Schools BIcIgr.. Minneapolis, Minn.
Please send ine "Your Future." I enclose 6 cents in stamps.

Xame.

Age

Occupation
(Write your

(j^merica's Foremost

addies.';

plainly iu margin)

School of Commercial oArt
87
C»A6

I

—
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Voices in the Air
(Continued from page 61)

He

very full of performers and a crate of
oranges. Whole-heartedly, Daddy Jim and
a quartet sang "Merry Heart."
Then as

Said Her

the world had rolled from his shoulders,
replaced his collar while ''he
fair Evelyn sang, "If
Thoughts Had

if

Daddy Jim

Eyes Were Like

My

Wings."
"Evelyn

Herbert is in Fred Stone's
'Stepping Stones,' at the Globe Theater,"
Fmkey informed us, "but she wears a
black wig over her own beautiful hair,
isn't that a shame."
agreed but experienced difficuhy in
keeping our attention on the singer," for
the door kept popping open every second
to admit green velvet-jacketed musicians
from the theater orchestra downstairs, or
a famous cellist or yet another brilliantlv
clad singer.

Spring Flowers

AND

^^

were

they

so

and

soft

Long

ago

round

and

We

she
of accentuating their beauty and
had learned the
heightening their expressiveness by darkening their lashes
melting.

trick

with VVINX.

M^INX

this secret? Have you tried applying
your lashes and seen the new lure in your eyes?

Do you know
to

haven't, there

VVINX

is

If

you

The

a thrilling experience in store for you.

capacity

applied with the glass rod attached to the stopper
of the bottle. It makes the lashes appear longer and heavDries instantly, invisibly.
ier.
Harmless, waterproof.
Lasts for days, unaffected by perspiration or weeping at
the theatre.
is

(black or brown), 75c. To nourish the lashes and
promote growth, use colorless Cream Lashlux at night.
Cream Lashlux (black, brown or colorless), 50c. At drug,
department stores or by mail.
Send a dime today for a generous sample of IVINX. Fvr
another dime, you ivUl reteive a sample of PERT, the
rouge that stays on until you remove it.

She
was
Mile.
Gambarelli,
Prima
Ballerina of the Capitol Theater and a
sprite of spring if ever we saw one.
Roxey announced her enthusiastically to
-

his

L

Look Prosperous.

'

beautiful

This

Congo Diamond

is

positively the Dearest approach to the
Rcnuine on the market. Most fiery, brilliant and dazzling ever found. Two karat
ze. Only finest diamonds have btazin?
rilliance and dazzling fire of this gem. Lat__t handsome desi^jn mounting. Order your
ring now! Today! This low price is for limited
'

Silver--^

Platinumy
K

I

only.

We

5.

'gents.

Send no money.
we

RAYMOND WALTER

tt.5S2,

Pay postman

pay postage. State

If not delighted,

money. Write now while this

size. Ladies or
will return your

offer lasts.

CO.,

299MontgomcrySt., JcrseyCity.N.J.

fascinating

She

profession

that

that

Gamby would

recite.

pays big.

Would

like to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel, instructive and valuable work. Send
dime or stamps today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BU REAU. Sta. W., Jackson. Mich.

yon

Your Figure
Has Charm Only as Yoa Are Fully Developed

BEAUTY OF FORM
can be cultivated just the same as flowers are
made to blossom with proper care. Woman,
by nature refined and delicate, craves the
natural beauty of her sex. How wonderful to
be a perfect woman

Bust Pads and Ruffles
never look natural or feel right. They are really
harmful and retard development. You should add
to your physical beauty by enlarging your bustform to its natural size. This is easy to accomplish

Gamby did. Someone in the room suggested that she better stick to singing. So
Gamby sang one of her native Italian
songs with a whoop at the end of it, and
the same facetious person intimated that
she had better stick to her dancing.
But Gamby was game and was received
with real applause by the other performers.
Which reminds us that just because the
beauty of Evelyn and Gamby was so intriguing, the profile of Doug so fascinating,
and the collar of Daddy Jim so dramatic,
we must not forget Wee Willie Robyn,
a tiny chap who lifted his head high and
sang his soul out to two unresponsive
round instruments a truly beautiful voice,
that of Wee Willie's.
The red light and the green light flashed
out on Roxey's Ford joke and the room
became a bedlam of congratulations, and
oranges tossed back and forth to the perOranges which Wee looked at
formers.
suspiciously and perhaps a bit hopefully
at first, but which we learned came from
an admirer in far-off Florida for the
hitherto unknown ^'oices in the Air.
;

with the NATIONAL, a new scientific appliance that
brings delightful results.

FREE BEAUTY BOOK
you wish a beautiful, womanly figure, write for a
copy of the treatise by Dr. C. S. Carr, formerly published in the Physical Culture Magazine, entitled:
"The Bust— How It May Be Developed." Of this
method Dr. Carr states:

If

"Indeed,

bring about a development of the busts quite astonishing."
it

will

This valuable information, explaining the causes of non-development, together with photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlargement by this method, will be sent FREE to
every woman who writes quickly. Those desiring book sent sealed, enclose 4c postage.

THE OLIVE COMPANY

9 88

Dept. 205

will

of a poem, but, oh, so szwef."
male could withstand the accent
she put on that "sweet," so Roxey made

Movie Acting!
A

Gamby.

No mere

amends by announcing

^

2m

here's

bit

iilOAUN

Finish

folks,

for you."

Gainby drew her delicious little pink
mouth into a pout and shook her silverwreathed head, "no, no, no, Mr. Rothafel,
I want to tell them a poem, just a wee,

New York

WIWX

calm machine.

"Now
sing

17th Street

its

girl in a

vase.

ROSS COMPANY

West

reaching
little

grey and green frock, her blonde locks
bound by a broad silver ribbon and pink
roses pinned over either ear.
We recognized the pink roses as having been, shall
we say, plucked from Mr. Rothafel's silver

WINX
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room was rapidly
when in breezed a

CLARINDA, IOWA

When

Valentino returned to

the studios he gave his entire

company a luncheon party.
Read what he said to them
about the rumors of his

vui-

pleasant studio personality in

The Editor Gossips on Page
43 of this issue.

—

Across tke Silverskeet
(Continued from page 53)
well

that

\antage

the thing to do was take adwho cries so
their
star
of

effectively.

Leon Errol of Ziegfeld fame

humorous

ing in a

amus-

is

role.

Ralph Graves, it seemed to us, was
an unsympathetic hero. Not for one
minute did we believe he was Prince
He had the atMaximilian of Styria.

mosphere of a modern. And, if you are
not in sympathy with the hero of this
story, it negates most of the action.

The
Mary

plot concerns itself with Princess
of Burgundy's endeavors to marry
Maximilian of her heart and not the
half-wit Prince Charles of France with
whom her father seeks an alliance for
reasons of state.
So far as expenditure went, nothing
was spared to make "Yolanda" a great
think, first of all,
motion picture.
that it suffered in the cutting. Frequently
we were aware of lapses in continuity.
Here and there it interested us, but it
failed utterly to stir us emotionally or to
All those mainspire us even slightly.
terial things which wealth bought for this
production lie more or less ineffectual because they are not illuminated by the
\ italizing
spark of what we call imagination,
for want of a better and more

We

fiescriptive

word.
*

*

We

*

bring generous laurels to "America's"

episode, "The Sacrifice," after days
of critical retrospection.
For we doubt
if any director other than D. W. Griffith
would have had the courage to present
hat is, for the most part, a series of
skirmishes and battles strung upon a
comparatively unimportant and slim love
interest.
are quite sure no other
director could have done this with more

Whiten Hands Overnight

first

'v\

We

effect.

plans

Griffith
liistory

chronicle

to

upon the screen
This, the

pictures.

first,

.America's
series of
deals with prethose terrifying
in

a

Revolutionary days and
days
of
warfare itself.
Robert
W.
Chambers furnished Mr. Griffith with the
story, and wc admit freely that it interested us infinitely more than most productions we have seen which have had

way hampered by

their fiction in no
liecessity for facts.

Unfortunately

for

Mr.

Griffith's

a

dra-

matic construction and for his usual and
never-failing formula of a race for life
in
the last reel
with the victorious
outcome shadowed in the very fade-out
itself, history has managed to be horribly
anti-climax.
The ride of Paul Revere is
the most thrilling episode in this production
His cry "To .\rms
The
British are coming!" as his horse's hoofs
strike sparks in their speed thru the
streets of village and hamlet, still stirs our
memory. It is one of the most thrilling
things ever flashed across the screen.
.

.

.

.

Results Absolutely Guaranteed in Writing.

Guarantee Bond with Every

!

Then follows an almost uninterrupted
series of battles.

Ordinarily, battles bore
us unspeakably.
rest our eyes until
some kind friend tells us they are over.
This was not so when we saw ".America."
In the first place, the perfectly beautiful

We

Griffith

photography with

the cle\er de\ice of diffusing everything
but the central character
and with
soft tones always
is not a strain
to behold.
Outside of that we actually
enjoyed the battle scenes. A friend
whose acumen and intelligence we respect
mightily insists that we enjoyed the battle
scenes because seventy of our ragged
forefathers stood up against twice that
.

...

.

.

Try the Gloves

the gloves five nights free. Note the amazingdifference in your hands in just live nights' wear.
Mark how lovely your hands, how white and smooth.
If five nights of wear of the gloves doesn't make
your hands more beautiful than you ever dreamed
possible, don't keep the gloves. Return them to us
and you won't be out one cent for the free trial, You
are the judge.

Lesal

Pair.

iiitrht

and softi
Tliat is the maific of Dr. Egran's
amazinsj medicated GlovesI
Nothina- lil<e them
ever known
Tliese erloves of medicated fabric (not
rubber! actually turn your
hands white, as white as
a Illy and a»»«
oth and

SEND NO MONEY

I

Just Mail
the Coupon

^

soft.

No

matter how red your
hands, or how sallow or
yellow or how deeply
blotched with freckles or
liver spots— no matter
how roiitrh or coarse or
workworu your hands, the
masic of these nudicated
ploves will turn them
white and soft, fresh and

Send no money now — just
the coupon. Pay the postman only $1.V5 (plus
postage) on delivery of
thegloves. Ifinodaysyou
are not more than delighted and a mazed with the refrom the gloves, just
send them back and your
money will be [Sromptly
refunded in full. We give
you a written guarantee
to this effect. You run no
risk.
Fill out and mail
sults

younff-looking.

Results in

One

Night

believable.

Wear

Complete $5.00 Outfit on
ing Introductory Offer only

Just one niirlit's wear of
these marvelous ffloves is
cnouifh to convince you.
You see a difference in
your hands almost un-

the

sists of:

AmazQ[f

^^

Earan Masic Glove outfit con-

one pair freshly medicated sloves; one

it

If

coupon now or copy
post card or
apt to be out

in a

postman

calls

Chicago,

Illinois.

letter.

when

send $2.0iJ
now. Our guarantee assures you of your money
back if you are not perfectly satisfied.
Address
Dr. S, J. Eg.an. Dept.126.
220 South State Street,

Dr.

I

I

jiir
;

the

1

—

Dr. Euan's Pore- Lax; one bottle Glove Medicator
one copy Dr. Earan's booklet, "The Care of the
Hands": all in neat container. The Pore-Lax is a
special cream to apply before donninsr the gloves to
open the pores of the skin for the action of the medicated gloves. The Glove Medicator is for restoring
the potency of the gloves after a period of wear.
Gloves may be worn at night while you sleep or
during the day while doing your sweeping and
dusting.

this

grioves will soon be offered the
public through the retruiar channels
at$5thepair. But a limited numberof
sets are now beiiii; offered for advertising purposes at practicaliv cost
$1.95. You can get this complete S5.00
outfit
Medicated Gloves, generous
supply of Pore-Lax and Medicator
all for $1.95 on this introductory offer. But you must
act at once, as only 10,000 sets are to be distributed at
the cut price. You may pay the postman or. if you
prefer enclose &2 with coupon and receive package all
paid for. Remember, every penny of your money back
if you say so.
Chp and mail the coupon now before

These

ploves four or five ni^lhts
and you have a new pair
of hands.
It's the medicated fabric that does the
work. The ploves are impregrnated with a marvelous solution perfected by
you forget.
the famousDr.S.J.Eiian.
I
The medicated fabric
when activated by the
natural warmth of the hands has a peculiarly poti'ut
whiteninir and softeinsf etfect upon the hands. The
hands become white— a charmins, natural, white.
They become soft and smooth as velvet. .And all so
quick as to be dumfounding.

The complete Dr.

FREE

Try

of it— puttins- on n pair of r-Iovos for a
JUST think
and finding- you» liands csquisitcly white

.

.

and unexcelled

Astounding Scientific Discovery— Dr. Egan's
Magic Night Gloves! Make rough,
reddened, vrorlt-worn hands soft
and white over-night!

I
.
I

S. J. Egan, Dept. 126
220 S. State Street, Chicago, III.
Please send me (m plain package) for free trial

a pair of
Dr. Egan's Magic Gloves for whitening and softening tha
hands, with Pore-Lax and Medicator. I will pay postman
postage) on delivery of thegloves. If I am not
perfectly delighted with thechange in my hands in 6 days,
I may return gloves and get my money back in full,
(If
apt to be out when postman calls send $2 now and the complete outfit will be mailed prepaid.)

$1.95 (plus

I

'

IVaiiie

I

I

Address

_

I

I

My s'love size is
89.
PA<sl

—

—

(m'^z^^'^i
many

well-drilled
soldiers
.

.

is

.

and well-armed British
and that that in itself

Maybe

thrilling.

...

We

think our interest was born in anGriffith made those rebels
other reason.
human beings before he made them
soldiers. He showed them to us as farfi-ily
men. One would drop his pitchfork in
the hayrick to shoulder his decrepit musket
another would wave a- regretful good-bye to children who toddled
after him to fall in their frightened
haste
another would wrench himself away from the restraining hands of
a wife or sweetheart, anxious to follow
the sounding fife and drum. This is what
.'
directors invariably fail to do
and the neglect for which we are eternally
ntfering criticism.
few fragmentary
shots suggest that the numbers of a mob
are individuals. It's a pity to leave them
puppets.
When they are left so, the con^
sequences of the drama are of no matter.
The story is born of the love of Nancy
iVIontague, daughter of an old Tory and
sister of a Rebel, for one of the most
rebellious rebels of them all.
Of course
there
is
a villain
Captain Butler,
under whose command the savage Indian
warfare was waged in the latter part of
this war.
He covets the fair Nancy. All
of this is as it should be, for the dramatic
purpose of the story and history permits
Captain Butler to be painted black enough
to suit any novelist's plans.
:
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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All day or eVening this Rouge stags on/

INDOORS

At

the open,
through, the heat of exercise
or the friction of constant powdering, Pert Rouge remains on!
or

in

which
skin,

has
is

a

light

fluffy

instantly

thus

protecting

it

.

Send a dime to-day for a generous sample
For another dime, you
of Pert Rouge.
sample of tf^inx, for
avill recei'-ve a
darkening the lashes.

cream base

absorbed

by the

against

Pert 'waterproof Lipstick

Lipstick obtainable at drug
or department stores or by mail. 75c
each.

or evening, until you remove it
yourself with cold cream or soap
and water.
Pert

—a

Rouge and

rosiness lasts all day

Its natural

last

Made
match your Pert Rouge.
with wholesome oil of sweet almonds.
to

•*•

the
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formation of enlarged pores.

ROSS COMPANY
West 17th Street New York

rerb'Rouge

.

.

•

Heretofore we have lacked afty sympathy whatever for Carol Dempster. We
have always granted that she was frequently lovely to look at and probably
possessed of good-breeding.
But that is
hardly enough to carry the star part in
production after production.
However,
her Nancy Montague frequently' carne
close to our heart
we thought her.
infinitely improved.
And while we think Neil Hamilton's
"Nathan Holden'' will bring him an early
fame, we believe that by far the most
artistic portrayal in the picture was contributed by Charles Emmet Mack as the
dandy Tory son, whose bejeweled and
manicured hand was steady on his sword,

...

'~,

•.

Qii^ssic
Pictorial of Stage and Screen

:

.

,

and whose

"Out,
Pictorial Features

A

Damned

story on the curse of the studio

—by

Kleig eyes

Sheiks All—
page of sheiks, depicting
three movie stars who have
played

this

crushing

role.

Celestials

A group of screen stars
done in cartoon from the
peak of Decker's comic pen.

A

double-page
the

loveliest

on

Allurement

A

spread

of

lightest,

the

fantastic

toe.

is

immune from

plague

of

light

that carries waste and suffering

in

wake.

its

showing

.

.

.

.

:

Lewis Stone writes most unexpectedly
love,

.

if he had been permitted io
do so. .\s one New York critic aptly
and caustically remarked "George W-ash-

"Love Has a Tide"

tide

.

production

that,

after

all,

ington is sacrificed to the wiles of Gactd'
Dempster."'

the

must change.

FROM STAR TO STAR— Helen
La Marr.

A SOCIETY SCANDAL— The

fic-

tionization of Gloria Swanson's latest

screen vehicle.

MAY
Q.ijvssic=
That Different Screen Magazine
'90

this

No

Ferguson interviews charming Barbara

—

full-page photographic
Irene Bordoni,
study
of
who slays with her dark
eyes.

one

on

Rhythm—
dancers,

Dorothy Donnell, au-

thor of "Fortunate Misfortunes."

A

life was gladly laid on .the
His work
of the Rebel's cause.
shone with the brilliancy of a masterly
Lionel Barrymore was a
cut diamond.
thoroly disagreeable and sinister Captain
Walter Butler, which is, in itself, praise.
Louis Wolheim was so frightful
as one of Butler^s subordinates that we
and Arthur
doubted his realism
Dewey created a George Washington
who would have dominated more oi the

altar

Spot!"

The

stars find the

answer-

ing of their fan mail a gigantic undertaking. There

be a specially illusarticle about this
phase of a stellar existence
in the June number.
will

trated

.

a

'
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Clean-cut tones

Motion Pictures
New

Xo

York City

nior^

'*wolf tonea"

At Last!
Band Instruments
MAKE LEARNING EASY
1

Corp., 220 W. 42nd St.
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., 35 W. 45th
Street

366

Productions,

Fifth

Ave.

!

^j^^-/^Continnons Conical
C^^^^rf^ Bore CContiirier
C/^^^^ Band Instruments

Community IMotion Picture
West 24th St.

)

&

Prod., 366 Madison Ave.
(Biograph Studios, 807 E. 175th St.)
Educational Film Co., 729 Seventh Ave.
Export & Import Film Co., 729 Seventh
Ave.
Distinctive

FREE

!

WRITE TODAY

iyON^HF,ATV"jacktnB,vd.
""^^
CHICAGO

still available

Famous Players-Lasky, 485

Fifth .Ave.
(Studio, 6th and Pierce Sts., Astoria,

L.

I.)

Be Popular

Film Booking

Hundreds of people became
popular almost overnight when
they learned to be wonderful
dancers through my remarkable method of
teaching in
your own home; no music or
))artner
needed
only
the
wonderfully simple picture lessons. 120,000 satisfied pupils

Fox Studios, Tenth Ave. and
Gaumont Co., Congress Ave.,

Oflices, 72i

Seventh Ave.

W.

40th St.
Film ]\Iarket, Inc., 563 Fifth Ave.
E.xhibitors,
Inc.,
i'&i
First National
1-ilm Guild, 8

The Most

Bureau,^ 46

Consolidated Film Corp., 80 Fifth Ave.
Cosmopolitan Productions, 2478 Second
Ave.
C. C. Burr Prod., 135 W. 44th St.

are built according to Nature^ s larv^M-^V^asound
wave expands as it travels." All you need do with
Healy instrument, is to learn to play the
a Lyon
notes naturally^ without forcing. Every note
comes "true to pitch as a master's violin."
Learn now what this means to you how you
can be a band player in 30 days! Send for
Catalog with the whole amazing story (Mention
whether you want Band Instruments or Saxophones.)

—Some choice territory

Hugo,

Ballin,

'

Inc.
Dealers

a half

Arrow Film

!

—

•

ounce

Street

Now yon can easily have the place in the band
you 've longed for In SO days you can be playing
For the world's foremost music house now offers
you instruments with continuous conical bore
revolutionary improvement.
No more waste of time learning to "favor" certain tones as in old-stj/le horns! No more "wolf
tones to overcome
^^»—^^ ^^^

—

$8.00

an
ounce

Advanced Motion Picture Corp., 1493
Broadway
American Releasing Corp., 15 W. 44th

true to pitch

'

$15.00

Precious Perfume
in the World
FLOWER DROPS

CT^lEQER'S

are unlike anything you have
>v_j ever seen before. The very
essence of the flowers themselves,
made without alcohol. For years the
favorite of women of taste in society

_/y

and on the

stage.

The

regular price is $15.00an ounce, but for 20c
Vou can obtain a miniature bottle of this
perfume, the most precious in the world. When
the sample comes you will be delighted to find
that you can use it withoutextravagance. It is
so highly concentrated that the delicate odor
from a single drop will last a week.

Madison Ave.

L.

I.

Corp., 469 Fifth Ave.
Graphic Film Corp., 729 Seventh Ave.
Griffith, D. W., Films, 1476 Broadway.

Goldwyn Pictures

—

(

Dancing

55th St.

Flushing,

LESSONS

Oriental

Studio,

Pt.,

Mamaroneck,

N. Y.)

FREE

Sample
ao^'

Other Offers
Directorfrom DroggitU
Bottle of Flower Drops
with long: glass stopper,
containing 80 drops, q
snpply for 30 weeks;
Lilac, Crabapple. $1.50

llmit-ed time T will send
five lessons free to prove how easily

Hodkinson, W. W.,
Fifth Ave.

and qnickly you can leam. Send
Write inlay
](lt;
for mailing, etc.
Arthur Murray, Studio 178. 801 Madison Ave

Inspiration Pictures, 565 Fifth Ave.
International Studios, 2478 Second Ave.

LEARN CARTOONING

Tans Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave.
Jester Comedy Co.. 220 W. 42nd St.

most costly
perfume ever made.

Mon Amoor Perfume,

Broadway

Your choice of odors,
Lily of the Valley,

Extra

For a

1

At

Home-In Your Spare Time

Kenna Film

from the school that has trained so

many

successful

cartoonists

of

]\Ioss,

ability- AlBostaieage.

THE LANDON SCHOOL
1402 National

BIdg.,

Broadway

This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a skilled
player of piano or organ at quarter
usual co.st. !t shows why one lesson
ith an expert is worth a dozen c
,

Qu

fan-

i

W litten

Methoii includes all of the
portant
modern improvements
in
Brings right to your home the great advantage
teaching music.
of conservatoi-y study. For the beginner or experienced players.
Highly endorsed. Successful graduates everywhere. Scientific yet
easy to understand. Fully illustrated. All music free. Diploma
granted. Write today for free book.

MG85, 598

vial of Rieger's

Flower

Drops, the most alluring and

Rose, Violet, Romanza. Lilac or Crabapple.
Twenty cents for the
world's most precious

Lily of the Valley.
Rose, Violet
$2.00

Romanza

$2.60

Above odors,

1 oz.

$15

H " 5 8

sample offer, 1 oz. Jl,60
Souvenir Box
special bo.K of five

25c bottlea of
ent perfumes
If

five differ-

$1 .00

any perfume does not

exactly suit your taste,
do not hesitate to retam
and money will be refunded cheerfully.

perfijme!

W.

41st

Pathe Exchange, 35 W. 45th St.
Preferred Pictures, 1650 Broadway
Prizma, Inc., 110 W. 40th St.

Pyramid Picture Corp., 150
Ritz-Carlton Prod., 6

W.

W.

34th St.

48th St.

i

Quinn Conservatory, Studio

20c (stamps or
with the cou-

pon below and we will
send you a sample

Street

Learn Piano!
le

1639

Outing Chester Pictures, 120

Cleveland, O.

FREE BOOK

B. S., 1564

Send
silver)

Broadway

Send
drawing easy to learn.
for fuH information and

6c in et^mps

charttotestyour

469

Corp.,

Mastoden Films, 135 W. 44th St.
Metro Pictures, Loew Bldg., 1540

toaiul

day earning from $5
to $200
more a week. The Landon Picture
Chart Method of teaching makes
origrinal

Corp.,

Film

Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass.

Selznick Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave.
Inc., 140 W. 44th St.

Talmadge Film Corp., 1540 Broadway
Topics of the Day Film Co., 1562
Broadway
Distributing

Corp.,

1459

Broadway
Tully,

Richard

Walton,

Prod.,

1482

Broadway
United Artists, 729 Seventh Ave.
Universal Film Corp., 1600 Broadway

WILSON METHODS LIMITED— DEPT.
64 East Richnion.l, Toronto, Canada.

O

|

\

^

Send The Coupon Now!

Sunshine Films,

Triangle

You can e3rn $J5 to $50 a w^ek: writinij sbow
card^ in your own home. —No cauvassii _
pleasaTitprofibaT)le profession easUy and qinckly
leanitby ournew simple graphic block system.
Artistic ability not necessary.— We teach you
how, and supply yon \vith work— Distance no
object. Fullpartirnlars and booklet free.

flowwBrops

Vitagraph Films, East 16th
Locust Ave., Brooklyn

Warner

Bros., 1600

West, Roland, Prod.

St.

and

W.

55th

Broadway
Co., 236

Paul Rieger
198

& Co.,San Francisco
1872)
(Since

First Street,

Enclosed find 20c for which please send me
sample bottle of Rieger's Flower Drops in the
odor which I have checked.
G Lib of the Valley
Rose
Violet

D

Romania

D
D Lilac

D

O

Crabapple

t'Jame.

Address.

D

Souvenir Box

—$i.oo

enclosed.

Street

Whitman, Bennett. Prod., 537 Riverdale Ave.

enclosed.

RcBcnber, ifnal pleased your nouy

will
ill

be returned.
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Icebound
{Continued from
cap for Ben," despite the family protesta-

And

had little tricks that
were not of New England and that seemed
to Ben so many bright oases in a dreary
tions.

Nettie

desert.

Jane knew that Ben went to see Nettie
even that Ben
they met stealthily
fancied himself in love with the girl. .\nd
she knew, too, that the worst thing that
could happen to Ben would be to marry
Ben needed a lamp, a torch. He
Nettie.
needed the fine, sleeping thing within him
that

;

39)

[>age

Running downstairs

to see if she could
possibly have left it by the ironing-board
when she had pressed it in the morning,
she beheld Nettie wearing it and clasped
in Ben's arms.
When they discovered Jane, Nettie ran
over to her and said that she was only
"trying it on," and would take it right
off for Jane to wear.
Jane shook her
head before she turned to go up the stairs
again. "You may have it, Nettie," she said,
"I
wont need it any more. And will
I

—

—

ICEBOUND
short-story form, by permission, from the Paramount production
of the scenario by Clara Beranger, adapted from the stage play by Owen Davis.
Directed by William B. de Mille. The cast

Told

"Won't You Do

It

in

Crosby
Ben Jordan
Emma Jordan

For Me, Will?"
«'T

WANT

to

Nettie
be aroused by brave hosannas.
And Nettie did
these.
not love him. Nettie was "playing," largely
because there was no one else at hand.
Nettie couldn't love him with the fine,
patient, passionate growth of Jane.

Law

Banking and Banking Law

Private Secretary

P

Spanish

French

TECHNICAL AND IND|
DElectrlcal Engineering
DElectrlc Lighting
QMechanlcal Engineer
nMe,chanlcal Draftsman
Practlcj
Positions

OGas Engine OperaJ
pClvU Engineer

Surveying and UKipIng
y
QMetallurgy ^Q Mining
QState Englj^Rioe D Badlo

City..

at

something approaching eagerness and a
dependence that sweetened Jane's days for

.,

her.

He

"You mean," Ben
jail,

..State..

Occupatlob
Persons reaUitno in Canada should send this coupon to th»
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada

said, "that I still

face

after all."

"\\"ell
,

Poultry

.

.

.

yes.

."
.

.

frequently
reminds me of
it
enough," the boy said, bitterly, "it seems
to be on her mind more than / am, really.
But I tell her that many women have
waited for men outside the walls of jails
and I guess she can, too."

"She

"That requires a certain type of woman,
Ben,"

much

Jane

said,

"You

cant

expect

too

of the Netties."

Ben looked at her "I bet you'd wait,
Jane," he said, unexpectedly.
;

WbitenYourSkitt-

her color rise and she rose to
Jane
clear
"Of
away their supper things.
course I would if I loved him, Ben," she
said.
She flushed still more because Ben
was still looking at her when she came
back with the berries and cream.
felt

—

No more blackheads,
plimples, freckles or
muddiness! Now you
can clear your skin of
redness, sallowness.
splotches, moth
patches or any blemish.

liver

Make This

3

Minute Test

Three minutes before bedtime smooth some of
this cool, fragrant creme upon your skin. The
next morning you will be astonished at the way
your skin has begun toclear. Sendfora jarnow—
only $1.00.
If not delighted and amazed your
money will be instantly refunded. Just enclose
a $1 bill and address
Paris Toilet Co., 305 Oak St., Paris, Tetan.

I
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you act as hostess
my head hurts so

the party?
It's funny.

at
.

.

.

I
.

.

.

.

."

It must have been ten o'clock when Jane
hear the closing of the door and the last
of the Jordan footsteps going down the
walk.
Her bag was packed and she supposed that Ben had gone the rounds to
see if the stock was all right.

But

bottom of the steps Ben was
up at her.

at the

standing, looking

"Where are you going?" he
Jane had never heard his voice

said,

and

like

that

before.

"Away," Jane

"I

said,

—to

my

father's

cousin over Meadowville way."

Ben appeared to disregard this
"I told
them tonight," he said, "that for your
birthday you had given me the Jordan
money and farmstead as belonging, so you
said, 'rightfully to me" and also that you
had arranged for me not to have to go
to prison in any event.
I told them that
you explained to me that you were really
'only custodian of the money' till such
time as I should have learned to work, and
that I was, now, not only a free man, but
a wealthy one.
Nettie was there, too.
When I had done talking, the entire Jordan
family cast themselves upon mj' breast,
:

Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

g Agriculture and
Q Mathematics

too.

does Nettie say," Jane asked
him once, "about the Kimball matter?"

"W'hat

D Architect
Print Reading
Q Blue
Contractor and Builder
Chemistry D Pharmacy
Work
B Automobile
Airplane Engines

But he needed play
Nettie gave him these.

needed Jane.

and color,

RIAL COURSES

H
Q

DMachlne Shop
pBallroad

n Salesmanship
O Advertising
Bettor Letter*
D Show Card ^Ftering
D Stenograojjr and Typing
O BuslnesaiEngllsb
civil Sifvlce
D Civil
ORalliJiy Mall Clerk
Subjects
D CqsAon School
School Subjects
Q ji^h
ustratlng
,_,

Accountancy ( including C. P. A. )
Nicholson Cost Accouncing
Bookkeeping

Between Jane and Ben a comradeship
had grown up that had, at least, its compensations.
He turned to her, brusquely
first,
anticipating, it seemed to her,
rebuff and rejection, and then, slowly, with

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

Business

Edna May Oliver
Frank Shannon

was not capable of

part, please tell ma
tor the position or in the subject bttora

DTrafBc Management

John Daly Murphy

to

I bave marked an X:

nindustrial Management
3Personnel Organization

Ethel Wales
Alice Chapin

Bradford

fudge

Without cost or obligation on my

^Business Management

Joseph

Hannah

Box 6557-B, Scranton, Penna.

tv-bicb

Mary Foy
Depew

Sadie Fellows
Orin Fellows
Ella Jordan
Mrs. Jordan
Henry Jordan

"iNTERNAlFioNAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
bow 1 can qualify

Richard Dix
Helen Dubois
\'era Reynolds

Nettie Aloore

succeed more than
tlie world, and I
But
I know you can do it if you try.
now, Will
really
trying
aren't
you
you're only drifting.
"If the International Correspondence
Schools can raise the salaries of other
men, I know they can raise yours. If
they can help other men to win advancement, I know they can help you too.
"Won't you do it for me. Will? Won't
you send in that coupon and at least find
out what the I. C. S. can do for you?
"Some day I'm sure you will come to
me and tell me it was the best investment
you ever made."
Mail the Coupon To-day!

you

anything- else in

I

Wilson

Lois

Jane

Jane was giving a party. For her own
But really she was doing it
She had festooned the parlor,
now opened and made cozy and habitable,
and she had, secretly, made herself a
frock with lace at breast and sleeves.
Such a frock as Ben had once described
to her on a French girl he had met.
The night of the party came and Jane
was ready to dress. The dress was gone.
birthday.
for Ben.

with Nettie leading the procession.
They
began, in one moment to think of me
."
what
Ben paused, and Jane saw,
to her consternation, that there were tears
in his eyes and that his face was white
and shaken.
.

.

.

.

.

"What you have always

—

thought,"

Ben

thickly; "I
them out of
I ordered
the house, pack and parcel.
The lot of
Including Nettie.
them.
now
there's
30U and me
Jane, do you
believe that a man could love a girl for a
long, long time, down at the roots of his
know it until . .
and
never
being,
said,

Now

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

now

.

?"
.

.

Jane was never very articulate.
She
had frequently regretted it. But now she
Love can dispense with
didn't need to be.
words.

——

!

!
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Letters to tke Editor
(Continued from l^agc 64)

and I can remember no instance
when she was not vividly natural.
Too seldom do we see Elsie Ferguson
on the screen. She has given us many exquisite portrayals, and I trust we will soon
pictures,

again see her fragile beauty and deep understanding reflected in the Shadows.

Who remembers
Barriscale
only a few years since she left
yet I never hear about her.
tthe screen
I have missed her vividly human characBessie

'.

her?

!

It is

.

.

.

from the screen.
Ever so many magazines assure us that
Perthe public is demanding new faces.

ters

STRAIVHT

is so, but I feel for none of the
faces that have come upon us as a
deluge, the admiration and affection I felt
for those I have already named, and Marguerite Clark, Pauline Frederick, Dorothy
Phillips, the Talmadges, and the wonderful
Gishes.

haps that

ftrhthft hair htii>fh
Straightens the hair

new

Naturally, there are always exceptions to
every rule, and in my case, they are Lois
and Pola Negri
Wilson
whose
genius was so great that it even shone thru
the mangled fabric of "Bella Donna" and
There need be no other
"The Cheat."
proof as to her greatness.
.

.

.

.

.

.

In conclusion, as refutation to the unjust criticism of Ramon Novarro, I think
I need only to quote a critic, who reviewing "Scaramouche," wrote, "Ramon N^o-

varro has developed into an actor of power
and charm.
He is ideal for the role.
Praise of him in this production means
even more because he is playing opposite
such a splendid actor as Lewis Stone." To
one who has seen Mr. Novarro in more
than one picture, the suggestion that he is
merely an imitator, is absurd. And that's
all there is, there isn't any more.

Curlino hair bnish for
bnish-rcnving the hair

A Brush for Waving Hair!
Waves

the hair with every stroke

Every strand

—every hair—

aged to curl as

encourripples through the

it

waving rows of bristles
tifically formed brush

in this scien-

you want wavy hair

If

is

;

—that

really

J.

.\re the screen stars really stars'^

But now, those who wish wavy hair may
have it. Your hair will be straight if \'ou
brush it straight; it will wave if waved in

Rose M. Revere,

!

3836 Boulevard,

West Hoboken, N.

De.^r

Editor

Are

:

the

screen

stars

to

Get
will

a

made

for hair

Wavex

be

supplied with
brushes, but you need not wait for

yours.
address.
what a

We

will

forward one brush

to

see for yourself
marvelous beauty aid has been
found in the curling hair brush. What you
save in beauty parlor fees makes the cost
of Wavex insignificant.
Send for yours
now pay the postman when you get it.
Note: Everyone needs, and should use a good
hair brush and the Wave.x is a quality brush with
genuine jiig hristles handset in its strong, graceful ebonized wood back.
The introductory price
IS three dollars!
So. the wonderful waving feature really costs nothine.

;

One Thousand

the iirushing.

really stars?

This question has been the discussion of
for some time
past.
Unfortunately, being a staunch advocate of the screen and its people, 1 was

many of my acquaintances
shown where

I

was wrong

in

many

in-

stances by answering "Yes" to the above
question.
friends based their arguments on
the comparison between stage and screen.
On the stage, they explained, one does not
get by on his good looks and charming
personality alone as he does on the screen
eight times out of ten.
He must prove,
while on the stage, that he is a real artist,
a
finished
product, a graduate of the

My

He must possess the*
his audiences to his particular role, whether good or bad.
How?
Not as the screen idol does, with soulful
eyes, passionate close-ups, and heroic gestures and expressions.
The man of the
"School of Life."

power of drawing

speaking stage cannot be uneducated.
He
must be well versed in the language, have

memory and at least know the
of elocution and refinement of
diction.
All the make-up that he could
wear wouldn't put over his role without his
powers of oratory and expression.
.\nd whilst I listened to these truths. I
began to w-eaken.
They Went on to say "Fit the average
leading man of the screen into the principal
male role of any drama and we would soon
karn how long he would retain his 'alias'
a

competent

elements

—

Any

Hair Brush- Waved
With Ease
.

hair requires ten to fifteen minutes
daily brushing to keep it healthy, or even
clean.
So the brush-wave means no e.xtra
time nor trouble ; all you need is the right
brush. Its ready in limited quantity now
it is called Wavex
costs no more because
of the waving feature a fine quality,
genuine pig-bristle hair brush that will be a
delight to use.
.\11

—

—

Curling Hair Brushes
Ready Now For FREE TEST!
il
lurther notice the iimkeis of Wavex
distribute to readers direct.
One brush
at the special price of S3 to each who
ininiediate use of the coupon printed

I'm
v\in
(inly,

makes
here.

Send no money unless you prefer; you save
postage if you do.
But either way. a
week's trial is absolutely free
with every
penny returned if you don't get results that
make you glad and gratetul.
Doubt it if you
like, but ti y it.'
Here is the coupon:
the

—

You need no

preparation with this scienno mystery or "magic"
in this discovery. No special skill in using,
just brush your hair
and Wavex will coax
to curliness in a perfectly natural and
tific

brush

— there's

—

way.

beneficial

At

New

York's beauty show Wavex w^as
a sensation. W^omen were shown and convinced on the spot. Every brush was soon
gone, and scores of others left orders.

A

thousand Wavex brushes are reserved and
ready for this first published announcement; you are assured a Wavex brush if
you act promptly.
Just your name and
address brings the brush, and you need not
send any money unless you want to.
If

you want wavy

chance.

hair, give

ever

Nature a

require for hair
that ripples and falls into soft curl is the
right brush.
You'll soon have an effect
.\]1

any

Then you may

—

see offer.

For years women have done everything
and anything to make waves in their haironly to brush them out
The hair brush
with straight rows of bristles straightens
the soft hairs how- could it be otherwise ?

Sincerely,

How

Soon the stores

Wavex

waves, with a real, natural wave
use the new brush that brushes in
waves.
Free proof, on your own'
hair

that all the dressings ever
could not duplicate.

you'll

S. J. EGAN Manufactory. Dept. 3-A
220 S. State St.. Chicago. III.
Please send me one Wavex curling hair brush
for a week's free demonstration which must sell
I will
me, or my money is to be returned.
pay postman $3 and postage.
(Or enclose ^^
now and get brusTi prepaid.)

The DR,

Name
Address
City
Sl.itt
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of Matinee Idol.

and a

Why

'twould be a farce

pity."

Is this really

a truth

?

They continued

that the screen did claim
and foster a great many personages to
whom the\- thought really belonged the
title of "Star."
Some of these included
the following
George Arliss, John Barry:

more, Richard Barthelmess, Lon Chaney,
Jackie Coogan, Harold Lloyd, Thomas
Meighan,
Eugene
O'Brien,
Theodore
Roberts, Joseph
Eric von
Schildkraut.
Stroheim, Henry B. Walthall. Theda Bara.
Alice Brady, Mary Carr, Marion Davies,

Physically

means calm
and steady
of nerve —

Lillian
Gish,
Mae Murray. Nazimova,
Dorothy Phillips, Mary Pickford, Norma
Talmadge, and Lenore Ulric.

^Watch Tour Eyes
Are they sparkling and alive, or
dull and unattractive? The beauty
of the face is largely dependent upon the EYES. Through them glow
youth, personality, magnetism!
Many women, by neglect or improper care, allow their EYES to
grow lusterless, dull and sullen.
EYES carefully cleansed and cared
for should assume new lights and
loveliness.

Never overstrain or abuse your
EYES. And, after exposure to sun,
wind and dust, remove irritating
particles with Murine.
Use this
beneficial lotion night and morning to cleanse, brighten and refresh
your EYES. It positively does not
contain belladonna or any other

harmful ingredient.
Our attractively illustrated book,"Beauty
Lies Within the Eyes," tells how to properly care for your Eyes, Broivs and Lashes,
avid thus

enhance

a copy of

this helpful book.

Send

their beauty.

It's

for

FREE.

The Murine Company

And then when so many of my favorites
did not appear on the above list, which I
acclaim very highly, I questioned them,
and the following are some of the e.xplanations I received
"Gloria Sivanson and
Marie Prcvost, two painted butterflies and
clothes racks, at one time dependent on
the shapeliness of lower extremities for
livelihood.
Rodolf^h Valentino and Ramon
A ovarru. the former practically illiterate
ill
our language, e.xtremely un--\inerican,
and depending on his amorous close-ups
and a slight knowledge of what might be
called dancing.
The latter of the same
foreign type, taking oiT the former as best
as
possible
without detection.
Colleen
Moore. Patsy Ruth Miller, and other members of "Our Club," who have no more
knowledge of the drama than the average

"GOD BLESSED"

Finally

they
the
directors, without whose careful attentions and instructions, the vulgar, unlearned, and coarse mannerisms and actions
of many of our "stars" would be a horrible

many

Dept. 25, Chicago

example

of

decent

and

schooled

Amer-

icanism.

Ifli

Would

that the above

Yours

were a myth.
T.

v.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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DIAMONDS WATCHES

'CASMor CREDIT

DIAMOND IMPORTERS
^^^i^^
from
"^^^^r We import Diamonds
direct

Europe and

sell direct

by mail—

great saving to you. Our Diamonds
are "quality" gems, blue white,
perfect-cut, personally inspected by
^
^our expert buyers.

SEND FOR CATALOG
Over 2.000 illufltration9 of Diamondset Jewelry, Watches, Pearls. Mesh
Basrs,

Silverware, etc.

Sent prepaid

for your Fres Examination.
TERMS: All orders delivered on Brst

paymentof one-tenth of purchaee price;
balance in equal amounts within eisht
moDtba, assuits your convenEenco.
Satisfaction Guaranteed

or Money Refanded

WEDDING
RINGS
Platinum. $25 up. Solid

All

White or Green Gold $5.00
,

up. piamond-aet: three Dia-

NO.

SBO-s'evlnblam^ndTssI:
nine 'Diamonds. $110; 9ur-

^^'^

rounded by Diamonds, $225

-Wrist Watch. Solid
White Gold. 17-Jewels,
16

guaranteed, $29.75; 15
Jewels, 14-k, $24.85.

Railroad Watches— Guaranteed to Passlnspection
HAMILTON NO. 992. 21Jewels, Adjusted to 6 Posi- $ee
tlona.

Gold

filled

25-Year Case

....

»»

"BUNN SPECIAL." 21 Jewels. Adjusted %tit%
.
to 6 Positions. Gold filled 25- Year Case
ELGIN'S LATEST RAYMOND. 21 Jewels; 8 Adj. $KR

ILLINOPS

-

Runs 40 hours OQsnindins. Gold ailed 20-Yr. Case

lOFTIS
iBRos.&can¥g
! 94

^V

99

THENATIONAL JEWELERS
OEPT.N-GIS
lOSN. State St..Chicago.lU.
Storss
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Loading Cltlec

the use of

Beemans
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CO.

Would Not Part

With it For $10,000
So writes an enthusiastic, grateful
customer. In like manner testify over
100.000 people who have worn it.
Conserve your body and

trulv,

L.

lOFTIS
O

athletes find

:

milk-fed high-school girl, and who happen
to
get by the unrestrained efforts of
master directors.
Let such as the members of "Our Club" go thru the mill of
hard work before they acclaim themselves
Bernhardts, Nazimovas, or Duses."

fit

life first.

Tlie Natural

Body Brace
This

reader complains of stellar
negligence in sending pliotographs.
even when money is sent with
requests.
De.ar Editor
Having read your magazine for years, and being a dutiful screen
fan, may I have just a word or two?
:

I'm not a kicker, excepting about one
thing,
I have written to several film stars,
asking for photos, and have never received
them.
I
enclosed quarters in every instance, and I haven't quarters to throw
away.
I know the\- were addressed correctly,
too.
I
have waited nearly six
months for an answer but nix
It does
seem as if they could get their mail attended to in six months, I haven't moved
since then, either, so they just haven't sent
them,
I didn't write silly letters, nor did
I write for them just to have a collection
of photos,
I only asked for those whom
I really wanted and liked.
There are five
quarters I've only wasted.
The five stars
are
Jane Novak, Vera Reynolds, Claire
Windsor, Mae Marsh, and Charles Jones.
Do you think this is fair? Buck Jones is
my favorite, but I got a grudge against
him for keeping that quarter without sending me a picture.
I think he is the best
actor on the screen, but I guess that's the
only place he is good!
The four girls I

—

:

!

Overcomes

WEAKNESS

and!

ORGANIC AILMENTS off
WOMEN and MEN. Develops
an erect, and graceful

figure.

Brings restful relief, comfort,
energy and pep, ability to do
things, health and strength.
_
Does away with the strain and pain of standing and
walking; replaces and supports misplaced interrial
organs; reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and
strengthens the back; corrects stooping shoulders;
develops lungs, chest and bust; relieves backache.
curvatures, nervousness, ruptures, constipation.
after effects of Flu.

Comfortable and easy to wear.

Costs Ifoa Nothing to Try It
Write today for illustrated book, free, with full information and measurement blank. Address
HOWARD C. RASH. Pret. Natnral Body Brace Co.
SALEiA., KANSAS
117 Raata Biulding

ilFatFollcs
Wash your fat away with
La-Mar Reducing Soap
The
quick

viQw

discovery.

Results

and amazing, nothing

Reducis any part of body
internal to take.
No
desired without affecting other parts.
Be as slim as yon wisli.
dieting or exercising.
Acts like magic in reducing douhle chin, abdomen, niigainly ankles, inibecoraing \vrist«!, arm-*
and shoulders, large breasts, cr any superfluous
fat on body.
Sold direct tn you by mail,
postpaid,
on a money-back guarantee,
Price .50c a cake or 3 cakes for $1.00; on©
to three cakes usually accomplishes it
pnri)Ose. Send casli or money order today
You'll lie surprised at results. Address

LA-MAR LABORATORIES
S04-B Beckman Bldg, .Cleveland .Ohio
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do truly admire, but that same grudge

This
Fascinating Test

^^reals ^eauty^s

—
—

^. X?

Only

,

^

Secret

—

Yours very

I

is

against them, too.
That's my only, kick against the players.
I know they're all good fellows, and they
do their best for us. I enjoy every picture
I see, and think Marion Davies and Mary
Pickford are wonderful, great, sweet, etc.,
Only, please, Mary, give us another
etc.
little-girl part
just one more, wont you?
And Marion there never was, and never
will be a picture again, as wonderful and
beautiful as "When Knighthood Was In
Flower." That was supreme. To my notion anyway,
I dont know about the rest
of the fans.
Forgetting grudges tho I love every
screen star.
truly,

Helen

Gillett,

986 E. 52nd Place,

Los Angeles, California.

A

letter

from a boarding-school
No doubt you will wish

Dear Editor:

very fervently that I hadn't added one
rnore ."blah" note to your already overflowing mail bag, but that cant stop me
from expressing my very deep-seated con-

Way to Beauty

Ten Minutes Will Show You, Too, The Only Sure

victions.

have watched your columns for a long
while, and it seems that there is a decided
lack of letters from young girls in boarding-schools. (You very probably get them,
I

them

but dont publish

— quite

sensibly, too).

Therefore, I've appointed myself spokesman for thousands of movie-struck girls.
To begin with, the most popular men
(in boarding-school circles) arc, without a
doubt Richard Dix and Rod La Rocc|ue
the former leading with quite a large majority.
Mr. Di.x is popular because he is
,

—

so delightfully real, so absolutely possible.
is
charming, attractive, a bachelor,

He

object of many a young
girl's dreams.
By the way. cant someone
prevail on Mr. Dix to try blossoming out
a little?
He must be stunning in a dinner
coat wont he please try a role where he
can appear once or twice in civilized
clothes?
Everyone is sick of shirts
brown woolen ones, especially when worn
as the outer apparel of a good-looking
therefore,

the

So that you can easily understand how to gain and preserve a clear, attraclive complexion, Mr. Ingram has devised this interesting, educational test you can make in
your own boudoir.
In no other way can you learn so quickly and convincingly, the real secret of a
beautiful skin. In addition to clearly showing you the causes of complexion faults,
the Dermascope -will show you how and why Ingram's Milkweed Cream, unlike any
other, destroys these almost invisible dangers and builds the firm, clear, youthfm
skin that you should have.

The One Cream Perfect for Every Use
feature certain remedial properties that
relieve redness, roughness, tan, blotches
and slight imperfections. No other cream

keep a clear, soft, smooth skin. It is heavy
enough to be a thorough cleanser and yet
light enough in body to form a comfortable and effective protection and foundation for powder. But it has an exclusive

is like it.
No matter whether you use it
as a cleanser, a protection or a powtler

—

Buy
all

so attentive in
cinating profile
(Gentle hint to

— and

so

well

tim's

—

—

—

—

solute ideal
a positively adorable, bigbrotherly sort of person, who gives me
thrills up and down my spine whenever I
see him
even on the screen. He must be
simply wonderful in real life.

—

MiiKweed

American

J. S. K.,

Boston, Mass.

Blush., the Delicate

Dear Editor: With two pictures, or
rather one picture and one characterization

Cfeatti

Rouge for

the Delicate Skitu

this interesting test todayrents for new Beauty Purse containing Ingram's Dermascope;

Mai] cowpon below with 15
a liberal sample of Ingram's Milkweed Cream; two filled purse puffs of Ingram's Face
instructions for using Dermascope, and valuable hints for the care
of the skin.

Powder and Houge;

F. F.

INGRAM

CO.,

121 Tenih Street, Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen: Enclosed find fifteen cents. Please send me Ing am's Beauty Purse
including Dermascope described above. Please print name.

Copyright

10^ F» J; Inoram

Name

-City—

AddresSL.

JState-

!)

Cb,

Reduce Your Flesh
arms,

Genuine

bust or
the entire body with
legs,

DIAMOND

Reducing Cornels. In dark
and cream colored rubber.
For abdomen, hips, thighs
hip measurements.
C/ihi

Reducer

$12.00

.

2.50

Send for mji booklet

Dr. Jeanne M. P.Walter
389 Fifth Avenue, New York
Near 36th Street
Suite 605

for you to own this beautiful rhig or give it as a present.
Sinipli" send $1 to us today.

Easy

DR. WALTER'S

nndwaistline. Sendwaistand

Regarding Marion Davies, Harrison Ford, Anna O. Nils.son and
Douglas Fairbanks.

Mich.

Send for

Rubber Garments

Sincerely yours,

Street, Detroit,

—

—

is loads of fun
or rather
he were and is so jolly and
good-natured that very few people can resist him.
I'm very sorry that his matrimonial ventures have been so unsuccessful.
That's about all except that the Valentino craze is almost dead
he shouldn't
have left the screen as he did.
In closing I'll prove that I'm only sixteen by saying that Richard Dix is my abif

Tenth

Applies so evenly and smoothly, its effect can only be a natural, healthy glow. It does
not clog the pores and because its coloring matter cannot be absorbed Jt is recommended
particularly for a delicate and sensitive skin. In thin metal vanity box with mirror and
pad
SOc. At your dealer's or by mail from us. Next time be careful to get In^ram'9

built.

—

Tom Moore

121

188.S

Ingram's American Blush Rottge

Richard Dix, "Mr. La
Rocque wears a tux sometimes.")
Gloria Swanson, Pola Negri, Mae Murray, Viola Dana, Constance Talmadgc, and
possibly Alice Terry, are the most popular of the women with Marion Davies
leading the field since "Little Old New
York."
looks as

your skin.

Frederick F. Ingram Co.
Established

—

is

to

nourishing and healing properbring fresh beauty and new life

its

ties will

—

j:ir

WindBor. Ontario. Canada

popular because he is
manner has such a fasis

—

base

today and see the immediate improvement it brings. $1.00 and SOc jars at
drug and department stores
the dollar size cootKins three times the quantity.
a

—

man.
Mr. La Rocque

—

Ingram's Milkweed Cream, used over
thirty years, is a real beauty cream and
the only one you need use to develop and

,

I

I

\

Blue white,
^
perfect cut gen- _
uine diamond .1
IS kt. white gold I
hand engrraved and
pierced mounting,
Ciare beauty.

10

,

/

/

I
I

Only

$32-50^,,^

Wear

DAYS' FREE TRIAL
ring 10 days

and

if

you

don't agree it is au amazing bargain, return it and we will reIf satisfied,
funtJ vour monrv.
pay Sl.OO a week until $32.50 is paid.
catalog-. Diamonds, Watches.
PD^TI?
riVE.E, Jewelry. $10 to $1000. Allen
long' credit. Wonderful values.

Est.

1890 Address Dept. S24

Baer
Bros. Co.
6 MAIDEN LANE- NEW YORK
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recently impressed on mj' mind, I feel the
desire to bestow lavish praise on both.
First, "Little Old New York" is, I believe, the best picture I have seen since

"The Covered Wagon," and I have seen
It
iiearlj' all of the major productions.
would he impossible to lay a finger on all
of the points which made it the charming
picture it was, but of two at least I am
sure.
One was Marion Davies the other,
Harrison Ford.
I never would have be-

HOW

FAT

WAS

I

:

ago that I could so much admire Miss Davies as I do at present. Her
portrayal of Pat O'Day proved her not
only an actress of ability, which I would
liave doubted, but one of charm, which I
would have emphatically denied which
lieved a year

—

Make yourself beautiful with this most
wonderful scientific discovery. There is no
excuse now for a rough, blotchy, red skin.

how

shows

I

pronounced "Little Old

very

cleanses the skin, whitens the sldn and nourishes
the sldn, all at one time.
soft, white velvety
skin may now be yours. ^1 at your druggists.

A

are

New York"

a

fine picture.

But

tribute to Harrison Ford,
second and third tiine.
in

I

cludes."

He

is

have ever seen,

Wonderful Free

— See the

above?
That's the exact size of the opaque glass jar of
Facialax that we send you without cost. Enou^
to last you about 2 weeks. Just send loc to cover

Offer

mailing, packing, etc., and

I

I
I
I
I

The

fill

in

jar

coupon below.

Facialax Laboratory

3110 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

Illinois

Please send me one individual jar of Facialax
; action cream. Enclosed find loc.

Name

I

|

I

Address

'

^

I

!

AGENTS —We

still

ha?e open some valuable

territory.

Write

ax

iiiPPiLiil
is

the easiest of all
wind instruments
to play and the
sweetest in tone.
In an hour you
can learn to play
the scale and soon
play popular airs.
Nothing can take
its
place
for

Home.

Lodge,

Church or School

„

—

t'o"!!!

SAXOPHONE

Is a marvelous instrument
the only one with convenient
"snap-on pads." Easy payment terms can be arranged if

making

very easy to pay. Six days' free trial
allowed. Write for Free Book about the Saxophone and
Complete Catalog.
(80)
desired,

knew me then and
meet me say I
ten years
1 o o I;
never
younger
I

—

could

clothes

get

me:

fit

my
me

all

called

own family thought I
was a most unattracI
had
tive
woman

most earnest player I
never seeming to lapse into
the

lethargy while the star is in the limelight,
as I have seen so many others do.
He is
good-looking, graceful, and attractive to a
degree, and best of all, he doesn't seem to
tje conscious of it.
The characterization mentioned in the
first part of the letter was that of Anna
Q. Nilsson as Desmond in "Ponjola." Why
are women who masquerade as men so delightful?
The picture was mediocre, but
Miss Nilsson was everything adorable.
She looked a boj', and most wonderful of
all. she acted a boy.
I have always admired Miss Nilsson as one of the screen's
most beautiful, but the charm of her per-

FATTY, and

WEAK

even

my

HEART. HIGH
r R E S S U 11 E

B T. O O D

RHEUMATISM—for

years

suffered, until one day in
I discovered the real
excess
fat
of
found out exactly what to
do to reduce, and I safely
and easily lost 50 pounds
I have
in about 2 months.
I

Paris
cause

—

regained one pound
never felt or looked
I have given out

never

and

better.

my

secret

hundreds

to

of

people who have obtained
the most astonishing results.

If

YOU

have tried everyto reduce and
succeeded
if

thing

known

have

not

YOU

—

feel
so discouraged
you have decided t'>
remain fat.
THER]-:
IS HOPE FOR
know that never before were
you told what to do to get

that

NOW

THIN

you.

may

just

as

I

YOU—

will

tell

Whatever your case
if it is 10 pounds

be.

much fat or 100 pounds.
can help you.
Simply
send the coupon below today and I will give you

too
I

ABSOLUTELY FREE OF
CHARGE full details on
what

to do to regain
a
slim figure and at the same time greatly
improve your health and appearance.

beautiful,

sonality

and appearance was never so
poignant to me until "Ponjola"—-and it
reached its highest mark when she evidently discarded all make-up near the end of

MAIL COUPON NOW

the picture.

1819

One

or two

more words of praise for
many have noticed

others.
I wonder how
the exquisite grace of

Sam De Grasse. I
noticed it in "Robin Hood," but attributed it to the costume.
However, "In
the Palace of the King" placed my idea
beyond the shadow of a doubt. His movetnents are faultless
and I hope he doesn't

MADAME

I

tion

me Free of Charge confldeutial informaon what you did to reduce.

Address
If you care to,
cover expense.

was

also quite

to

know where

I should like
can see him next.
Ivor Novello may have been only "decorative" in "The White Rose," but you
have to admit that he was that to a marked

enclose

cents

Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments

21S0 BUESCHER BLOCK

ELKHART. INDIANA

help

the microbe that destroys the hair. This
method will stop thinning: out of the
hair, lifeless hair, remove dandruff, darkea
gray hair or threatened or Increasinff baldneaa,
JUn> DENN
by strengthening' and prolonging life of the hair for men and_ women.
Send your name now before it is too late for 15 days' free trial offer.
different

I

Impatiently awaiting "The Thief of
Bagdad," or anything else Douglas Fairbanks chooses to release, not even excepting the City Directory, I am

AYME:SC0..3932N.RobeySt.,

M-380,

Chicago

Looking Nose
Can Easily Be Yours
Trados Model No. 25

\'erv sincerely,
F. H.,
Louisville, Ivy.
J.

CO.

to

J Then let your mirror prove results
'Write Today for FREE Trial Offer.
lYour hair need not thin out, nor need yoa
'oecome bald, for there is a way to destroy

I

it

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT

stamps

in

JryThisonYour
Hair 15 Days

fascinated by Ben Lyon

"Potash and Perlmutter."

212
City

Please send

this.

in

ELAINE, Dept.
New York

Broadway,

—

read

degree.

Entertainment.

No one can ever
believe that once I
weighed over 180
Tliose wlio

pounds.

this

first

The Saxophone

Diets No Dangerous Drugs
Exercises or Absurd Creams

friends

an opinion expressed also by
my acquaintances who have the
saiTie frenzied search of the newspapers
weekly to ascertain where he is to be
shown next, as his name is always in small
type under the heading, "The cast also inIt is

in

—

No
No

saw

young actor has never been brought into
the foreground is beyond my reasoning
powers.
many of

I Lost 50 Pounds
Weeks This Easy Way

8

to

Why

a

it

intolerant

Pat is delicious beyond words,
decidedly more handsome than
So in tribute to Marion Davies,

opinions.
and also
Patricia.

^woraTacialax

undesirable

And How

now

corrects

shaped

all

ill-

quickly,
noses
permanently,

painlessly,

and

lillilQiiMIHfllii
A valuable money
1

making

^

safe

i

perience necessary.

Free booJdet sent on reauest.

Continental Photoplay Studio
154 Nassau St., New York

Write for free booklet, which
obtain a perfect looking

Suite 1112-14. Oept. H.

Dept.

!
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It

and

is

the

at

only

guaranteed

patent device that will
actually give you a perOver
fect looking nose.
satisfied
users.
87,000
For years recommended
by physicians.
16 year.s
of experience in manufacturing Nose Shapers
is at your service.

field

Trj' it !— Mail us stories or ideas, in any FORM, at
[Once for FREE examination, criticism and advice.
\\Ve give our honest services to amateurs who would
^convort their thoughts into DOLLARS.
No ex-

comfortably

home.

2020

tells

you how

to

nofse.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST

Binghamton, N.

Y.

;

lp>«

,„,,.JOTION

Greenroom

Jottings

(Continued front page 80)
as

explorer

Monsieur

Enter

make

of

the
jungles.

American

other

African

Victor

and

South

Varconi

— an-

Cecil B. De Mille find, who will
his first appearance in "Triumph,"'

adapted from a Saturday Evening Post
Varconi, tho a
story by May Edington.
Hungarian, is said to have the same subtle
technique as that of Sessue Hayakawa, the
No lost motion
popular Japanese star.
here, the burden of expression is placed
upon the eyes and the mouth.

to

play

the

part

of

George Babbitt in the Sinclair Lewis novel
Mr. Louis won his laurels in
''Babbitt.''
the production of "Beau Brummel," as the
Prince Regent, afterward King George
the Fourth, and his interpretation is said
to be second only to that of John Barry-

\

i

Here is your~chance to'get in theswim— to learS'topliytHemosffascinating of all instniments. the Hawaiian Guitar, jMSt a« th» HawalUns do, and in an amazingly short time
- Our method is so simple, plain and easy that you begin a piece your firct lesson. In halt
an hour you can play itl ThousandB of successful students prove this to be true. It is quite
astonishing to &nd the ease with which you can master the Hawaiian nn.far— no matter how
little your knowledge of music may be you can positively learn to
play by our plain and easy method.

a

=
I
a

"

Expert HawaHans Teach, You to QuicM; Master
Their Secrets of This Fascmating Music
The instructions you receive from such world famous oxpart*

\
.

ONLYAEASYMOTIONS

— "The

Fast

Steppers," a
series of race-track two-reelers on the
order of the "Leather Pushers," is being
filmed by Universal. The stories are being
adapted from Gerald Beaumont's turf
stories titled the "Liformation Kid Series,"
and concern a racing enthusiast and a
gambler.
Most of the track scenes will
be taken at Tia Juana. Billy Sullivan, the
actor
fighter
who succeeded Reginald
Denny in the "Leather Pushers," will play
the lead.
"The Empty Stall" will be the
first story filmed.
Duke R. Lee will play
the part of Red Murdock, a redoubtable

^^^

0-

*

all-star cast.
off

^i

—

f,

He also registered strong in
"Daddies."
His character in "Babbitt"
will be that of a typical American business man.
He will be supported by an
They're

-rA.

Be the Most Popular Member of Your Set, Play
Out," *'Ten Ten Tennessee,"
All the Late Song and
"Louiville Lou."
*'Ste]la."'
Dance Hits. You can play First Selection in Half an
Hour and Harmonious Chords AT ONCE.

E

more's.

Pi AY

"When You Walked

a

'

£Jis-i

Because Our Native Hawiiiian
Instructors Will Sim Yoir How!

8

Willard Louis has been selected by the

•

mBm\ mM
!

Warner Brothers

I

V

you

PICTURr

asLawrenceKalaluki, Walter Kolomoku.FrankFerrer.Carl Seville
and others are invaluable- No othorConservatory can ovon borln to give you the expert teaching and knowledge you gam
through us. Andremember.whileitisconcededthattheHawauan
b Guitar produces the sweetest music, yet its mastery by jrou will
be simple and quick, since there are
Jl
B
n

tobeable to play any music—jtopular, dance, classical,
native Hawaiian airs, or old time melodies and hymns. Just
think of it! You naod novor havo road a myalcal noto
inyourtifel For that matter, even though you haven t the

a

to learn

9
B
I
^

slightest

knowledge of any musical instrument wo ciiaranjust like the^HawauansI

to* to teach you how to play

Complete Conservatory
ANever
has such
complete and

Course!

easily understood
8 •
before
a
a Conservaton- Course in Hawaiian Guitar been offered. We
J are able to grant you this opportunity of quickly learning
acquiring the
I how to play the Hawaiian Guitar through
i services of real Hawaiians to teach you -" .'.
"^
How well this has been accomplished is proved by the

E

fact that this

9
_
g

Hawaiian Guitar

is

Conoorvalory

the only

toachinc

exactly as played by the K
your good fortune as well as ours, that th.
Native Masters of Hawaiian Guitar came r
S this Conservatory to teach and best of all
It is

—

Furnish' Everything
We
When

I

vou enroll as a student inthisConservatory you receive FREE a handsome, sweet

B
I
"

tonedGenuineHawaiianGuitar— valuedatSIS.OO
—52 especially arranged lessons and 52 carem fully selectea pieces of music, as well as all
I necessary picKS. Steel Playing Bar. el
There is nothing extra to^ buy, .every'
-

thing

is

furnished.

gambler.

SENDITODAY

—

keeper that's what Syd
has
been
for
number of
Chaplin
a
years as executive of Charlie Chaplin's
organization they had agreed that there
should be no conflict about the Chaplin
name.
But recently Syd has registered
such a hit in "The Galloping Fish," "Her

His brother's

of this remarkable course— simply fill
in the coupon, mail to us and we'll
gladly send you full details of our

complete Cousersatoo" Course and

FRKC Hawaiian GuHar Offarl
We know you will not let another day

—

go by withoutcnrollingasastudentir
this Conservatory, once you learn ho^
quickly and easily you can master th
'

most popular of

all

instruments

— thi.

Hawaiian Guitar— Someil tho Coupon

NOW.

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, inc.
Papt. 4It
233 Broadway tWoohworth BIdcJ N. V.

Temporary

Husband," and "The Renit is rumored he will soon
star in his own company.
Syd Chaplin
acknowledges that he has had an offer from
the Ideal Film Company of London, and
from the Vita of Vienna.
Mr. Chaplin
does not say whether his answer has been
dezvous," that

yea or nay, but he vows that he will not
tie
himself down with any sort of a
permanent make-up, as he knows his
famous brother has found such a trademark costume has its drawbacks.

Sped^

arrangemaitM for lessons

if

yoa have yoxrr

mm

Cobtr
(Please

to draw atteuFashion
to a prettj' hand.
calls for Oriental rings, particularly
Peacock Designs. The lovpliest creation
of the ailversmith's art. Sterling silver

what you want

tiori

19

Gold
plated on Stiver $2.75. C.O.D. orders
15c extra. Send ring- size (tie string
around fingen. Return it if not delighted! Not sold in stores, but direct

emeralHsnndsapphires.oniy

$2.

frorr

.\nd

now Baby Peggy's Mamma, Mrs.

Montgomery,

broadcasting the fact that

is

bought a beautiful new home for the
young star in Laurel Canyon, California,
in order that she might have plenty of
space in which to play.
She also wants
it understood that Peg of the Movie Fan's
Heart has plenty of time to play and never
acts on Sunday
censors take note.
Baby
Peggy's second feature play will be a picturization of "LIclen's Babies," by John
Habberton, that delightful story of humor
and human vicissitudes, that has withstood
the onslaught of best sellers for seventy
}'ears, and is still head and shoulders above
many. William Seiter, who has just fin-

21 Park Row

New York

address cleariy)

PRINTING
Big PROFITS

Chinese Peacock Ring
-lust

PRINT name and

offers

Printers' wages are now so high you can
make big money in spare time
with one of our printing outfits.
No experience necessary. Our
^
^—i^^ lr~\(H^r> instruction book makes everything easy. Presses $12 up. Pay
\^-r-/^/w-^^l^
'A y\
f(^j. themselves in a short time.
Write today f<^r cutalog presses,
type. ink. paper, onrdsetc. THE

^^A^W

W^^

.

City

PRESS CO. X44

Meriden.

Cont.,,

she's

—

ished

Baby

The

directing "Daddies," will
thru her rollicking paces.
tabloid

twentieth

-

form

century

put

the

in everything is the
complex.
Now the

{Continued on page 119)

flniTh-J^^^e/im/je -PATENTED. NOSE
Winner of GOLD

MEDAL

Highest in Merit

ADJUSTER
Price

Lowest

In

Support nature and loot your best. If your nose is ill-shaped, you can make it perfect witli ANITA NOSE
ADJUSTER, in a few weeks, in tlie privacy of your own room and without interferinsr with your daily occupation.
No need for costly, painful operations. ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER shapes while vou sleep nuicMy,
P»>nl^sly. rermanently and inexpensively. Tlie ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER is the ORIGINAL NASAL SUPPORTER absolutely guaranteed. Highlv recommended by physicians for misshapen and fractured noses. Self
adjustable.
No screws. No metal parts. GENTLE, FIRM and PERFECTLY COMFORTABLE. Beware
ot imitations!
Write today (just your name and address) for FREE Booklet. "Happv Days Ahead." which
explains how you can have a perfect nose and ow blank to fill out for sizes.
Jloney refunded if not
fully satisfied with results.
The ANITA Company, Dept. 532. ANITA Building, Newark, N. J.
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(Continued from page 76)
is

a

little

fat rnan

and beaming

snapping quick eyes

with
grin.

Buckowitzke
lectual

is

one of the most

men who have

ever

come

to

intel-

many

for

theater

Most

generations.

of

motion picture work was done in
"Danton,"
where he directed
Berlin,
"Peter the Great," "Sapho," "Othello"

his

and many other great

pictures.

Frankly, I think they were all worried
he should be too high-brow for the
His first picture with
American trade.
Pola, however, which is now being made,

lest

which she plays the part of
a waitress in a tough cafe on the French
water front. There will be no height to
"Men,"

is

the

in

brow of

this one.

Buckowitzke is a very frank admn-er
of Rex Ingram, who, he thinks, is the
finest

director

has

y\merica

Dainty

Home

Outfit Safely

Transforms Straightest Hair Into

Charming Permanent Waves, Curls and Ringlets

Holly-

wood. He has the background of culture
and education that so many of our own
directors lack. His people in Russia have
been connected with literature and the

Sent Everywhere on 30 Days' Free Trial
Photo Six Months
After Waving
"In rainy weather my

hair curls around my
face now like naturally curly hair," writes

Miss Marjorie MacDonald. 1049Goodrich
Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

"So Simple and Easy"
"My husband waved
my bob without a bit
of trouble," writes
Mrs. G. a. BrightWELL.828Norfolk St.,
Ft.Worth.Tex.

^^^^^^

^^^^^
The Nestle L A NOIL

pro-

ever

single application gives you naturally
curly hair. No breakage, frizz or harshness

Pola says that if they will not let her
put on real stories this time, she wants
to throw over the whole movie business
and go on the stage.

is

want them to
from life.

let
I

me

interpret real

would

like

to

enough can be

do

'Lullaby.'

be a success if it were made now.
Cecil de Mille planned to give himself
a near vacation by picking out an easy
picture to follow "The Ten Commandments," so he picked out "Triumph," a
story from the Saturday Evening Post.
The result is he is having more trouble
and grief than he had in "The Ten Commandments." He has had about a million

Illustrated Booklet

Sent Free on Request
R.

.

is
a mansion, built in the purest old
Spanish architecture, and is said to have
cost $300,000.
Carl Miller is also building a home in Hollywood, and is insisting
upon doing some of the plumbing himself.
Winifred Westover (Mrs. Bill Hart)
is bringing suit against the six-gun star

to

set

aside

their

divorce

whereby she agreed not

to

settlement,

do any more

screen acting.
She says she has a screen offer.
Mignon Le Brun Landis is suing Cullen
Landis for divorce,
r Barbara La Marr's matrimonial affairs

NESTLE' S recent invitation

to his delighted

and

enthusiastic

customers, to submit photograi)hs actually showing what
wonderful Home Outfit had
done for their formerly straight,
dull hair, brought us hundreds of curly-headed
photos similar to these charming illustrations.
his

Even Salt Sea- Water Cannot Spoil

LANOIL-Waves
Although

in the past 21

months,

this in-

vention has gone to every purchaser on 30
days' free trial, it is already in over J 90, 000

homes TO ST.-W. Radiant happiness follows
it
everywhere. Entire families and their
friends get naturally curly hair through a
single application. Nearly a million wa\es
have been given with the dainty apparatus.
And every letter is brimful of ecstasy with
our customers' tiew freedojii from nighlly
cicrling pins, irons and fluids, of joy with
their luxuriant, lasting waviness.

Gen tie

re-takes.

Hal Cooley and Kathryn Clifford are
both putting real-estate sul)divisions on
Thos, H.
the market in Beverly Hills.
Ince has just finished what is admitted
It
to be the finest home in Hollywood.

said in

the Home Outwrites Mrs L. C.
FRiNK.196lDivisionSt..
Portland, Ore. "It is
such a joy to have naturally curly hair."

like

Lubitsch, but I doubt if it is ever done.
Their ideas do not jibe well enough.
As a sort of farewell tribute to Mary,
the Writers Club showed her old picture,
"Stella Maris," in place of the usual preview.
At the time, "Stella Maris" was
one of Mary's few failures. It was made
It would
three or four years too soon.

comfortable and

fit,'

H

engaged apartments in New York, London and Paris, and will forswear hotels.
Mary's plans are all up in the air. She
has finished "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Hall" under Marshal Neilan's direction,
and it is reported as being a fine picture.
She is due to make another picture with

is

praisfc of

Knoblock's
or
'Rain,'
they are going to make me
do these pussy-cat stories, I want to quit
the whole thing and go on the stage."
By the time this appears in print, Mary
Pickford will be on her way to Europe
with Douglas Fairbanks and a retinue of
They have
servants, including a cook.

something

The waving

Water Beautifies Her
LANOIL- Waves
"There simply isn't

dont want them to try to make me
beautiful or what they call 'sympathetic'
I

possible.

quick, the results are permanent and lovely.

"I

But

Home Outfit in Usi»

A

duced.

stories

I

Lovely Photos Prove Nestle
Invention A Marvelous Success

Camera Coast

director, then a milieu

PICTURI

One

joyful

— Safe — Quick

mother

writes,

"My

a professional Nestle Lanoil Waver
elsewhere, you can realize the dream of
your lifetime quickly, comfortably, and

or

own home.

iO Days' Free Trial in Your Home
Nor will it cost you anything to try the
Outfit.
If you prefer, we will send you our
but you will enjoy the
as the other 190,000 owners,
you too will get bewitchingly curly and wavy

same success

first,

Send the coupon belowora

letteror postal
free
trial, and enjoy the blessing of charming,
bright, ;/(^^/7i'/v^//)' curly and wavy hair through
rain, fog, perspiration, bathing and shampoos, all the sionvier months to come.
for

your

Home Outfit today, on 30 days'

Nestle Lanoil Co., Ltd., Dept.s

waves curl up more prettily."
So simple, safe and comfortable has Mr.
Nestle's Lanoil discoverymade permanent
waving that if you cannot visit his renowned
and magnificent New York establishments,

free booklet

refunded immediately.

Established 1905

sister,

children and myself enjoyed our lake camp
last summer more than ever before, because
our water sports only made our Lanoil-

pleasantly, in your

hair in a single application, so why not write
directly for your Outfit on 30 days' free trial ?
Wave your hair with the free trial materials
we send with it. Then wait. Wash, brush,
comb, test your lovely, soft, silky-bright
waves and curls in every way you see fit,
and if they do not look and act like naturally
curly hair, or fall short in any way of your
expectations, return the Outfit within 30
days, and every cent of its cost of fl5, deposited with us or with your postman will be

12 and 14 East 49th

New

Street,
Just off Fifth .Xvenue

Fill in, tear off

and mail coupon

York City
today

NESTLE LANOIL CO.. LTD.. Dept. S
12 & 14 East 49th St.. New York, N. Y.
Please send me the Nestle LANOIL Home Outfit for
Permanent Waving. I understand that if, after using
the Outfit and the free trial materials, I am not satisfied, i may return the Outfit any time within 30 days,
and receive back every cent of its cost of $16.
I enclose $15 in check, money order, or
bank draft as a deposit.
I prefer to deposit the $16 with my postman when the Outfit arrives.
OR, check HERE
if only free booklet of
further particulars is desired.

n
D

Name
Street

City

State

.
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so scrambled up that her attorney
advised her not to live with her
most recent husband until he can look up
the law and lind out which one she is
are
has

married to.
Will Hays has been appealed to, to slop
Al Jolson from continuing to crack some
very smutty jokes about Mabel Normand
and the shooting of 2\lr. Dines by her
really

cliaufifeur.

The

Corinne

lovely

has
"vacation"

Griffith

turned from a hurried
mittedly a married lady.

Walter

is

;\Iorosco,

re-

— ad-

The bridegroom

once

rumored

the

Compson.

fiance of Betty

Air.
Morosco is the son of Oliver
Alorosco, the theatrical producer, and has
himself been in the movies. He has announced that, now he is a regular husband, lie is going to retire from the
world of art and take a job in a commercial business having to do with heatirig apparatus.
Miss Griffith, on her return from the

honeymoon

Honolulu, staggered Hollythe annoimcement that, after
making three more pictures, she would
retire from the screen, become a housewife and have some babies.
"Not the
adopted kind," she said. "Regular ones
mine."
in

wood with

—

If

Your Wisdom Teeth

TKe

A nswer M an

{Coiiliiiitcd

Could TalkThey'd Say,
"Use Colgate's"
"Be good
they'll be
E^'i'ry

good

scout

his

teeth

brnshcs
regularly

after

each meal and just
heforegoiiifi to bed.

Colgate's is t he safe
dentifrice to use.

"Good

to those teeth of yours,

good

health

my

boy, and

to you.
a blessing

is

—

that out
—you'll find are
imteeth

every one

for

that,

follow.

to

«

Colgate's
It is

Does Not Scratch Enamel

the safe dentifrice to use because

—

it

Long

—

Ann.\. Yes, Winifred Greenwood was
Mrs. Guy in "To the Last Man." Richard
Dix is playing with Lois Wilson in "Icebound."

Bun XV

B.

— I'm

afraid there's nothing

Gish

I

scheduled
to play Juliet to Richard's Romeo.
I think
you mean Edward Burns and not Ben
Lillian

it.

is

Lyon in "The Humming Bird." Harrison
Ford is married to Beatrice Prentice, you
know.
Stiffv & Mr. Yours was very interest-

its

13. 1921.

warns against

The

Colgate habit

form and

is

grit

a

in

dentifrices.

health

and beauty habit,

safe for a lifetime.

Large tube, 25c

—

at

your favorite

store.

COLGATE &
Established 1806

ad
GLEANS

implies honesty in

manufacture

book

*The U.

"Good

S. Public Health Service in
Teetb," Keep Well Series No.

TEETH
!i.

THE

RIGHT

WAY

^

CO.

ing,

and

I

hope

you'll

write

Swanson is twenty-seven.
Phillips was Joe.
Gloria

me

again.

Edward

contains

Grit is
no grit it "washes" and polishes.
dangerous,* because tooth enamel, once marred
or worn down can never be replaced. Neither
can its natural beauty be restored.

9 100

74)

.\storia,

—

Sound advice

'ruth in

f>agc
in

Island.

can do about

you grow older and good
portant to good health."
as

from

Famous Players-Lasky

easj'

to

The stars are no longer
frequenters of cabarets and
midnight
restaurants.
other
They spend their spare time
studying real-estate and oilwell conditions. Read "Hollywood Has Married and Settled
Down" in the June Motion
Picture Magazine.

—

inCII
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Comment on Other
Productions
The idea is obvious, to be sure. It has
been done a score of times, but never more
deftly nor with more directness. \\'e peer
into a little drama of a soul in conflict
and in the broad background of the war.
regeneration molds
her character.
A
drama?

Armand Week-end

This

(Continued front page S7)

fascinating

f\
\^

make you

will

Package

believe in fairies!

Oh, most assuredly.

The

price is

Jac:c O' Clubs

"Ripe with the vintage of 1890 comes this
creaking story, featuring a one-character

around a fighting Irish cop.
simplest
formula known is that
which revolves around a figure who has
his fun where he finds it and fights his way
This frail little idea has been
to the top.
stretched to the breaking point and nothing is forgotten in coloring it with the
paints from the hokum brush.
Look back. Did you ever see this type
\\'asn't he
of hero out of character?
always courageous? Didn't he face danger
with a smile? Wasn't the girl a product
of the neighborhood who only needed a
comforting word and a strong arm to
Wasn't there
lift her to romantic heights?
and
a tough gang for the hero to fight
one and all? And
didn't he conquer them
wasn't there a pot or three of geraniums
on a tenement window-sill for atmosphere?
Well, these characters and plot threads are
all
true to the author. Hoyle and the
yesterday.
of
melodramatists
Bowery
Herbert Rawlinson is out of his part in
Still
he is more of a
the title role.
Lambs' Club policeman than one from the
The
West 47th Street station-house.
truest type is the roughie played by Eddie
Gribbon. The picture is sketchy and very
much "studio."
plot

built

The

—

These are
tive

blue thread.

They always

Armand

belle (Louis

There

is

A

trip or a

is so frail, so devoid of balance that
Mr.
obvious is always emphasized.
Malone impresses us as insincere. He is
not so crazy about these fledglings as the
author would have him.
He is not a
playboy, nor does he pause to indulge in
their childish pastimes.
Evidently Ifarkington tries to establish the w. k. fact
that the juvenile brain with its snap judgment is able to read character correctly.
If the kids idolize him
well, he cant be

It

—

so bad after all.
Isn't it possible, tho.
that these same kids would be forbidden
by their elders to associate with him? Yet,
they strut forth in their Sundav best— and

Armand
COLD CREAM POWDER

charming com-

In

thoughtful touch for your

A

9fie- PINK

EP

^HITE BOXES

matter where purchased // any Armand
product does not entirely please you, you may
take it back and your money will be returned.

too!

Send for
to

the

Week-end Package to-day. Fill out the coupon and mail tt at once
Moines, or Annand, Ltd. St. Thomas, Ontario, Canada.

—

— Des

Armand

ARMAND— Des

ARMAND—Dei Moinei
St.

Please send

Armand, Ltd.
Thomas, Ontario,
Canada

Florian ct

Armand,

—

No
^
^

value

remarkable

mc

the

I

AD

Moines

Armand Wcct-cnd Pactagc.

including the "Creed of Beauty."

enclose 15c (coin or stamps)

Name

Parii

Floriao and .^rtnand, Ltd.

London

Street

City

Stat;

Invest S4000 in the New 4>^%
United States Treasury Savings Certificates
Through
grown in

the semi-annual
five years to

compounding

of the interest, your investment will

have

$5000

picture.

the

happiness.

period),

plexion. Convenient for a week-end

—

—

XVI

enough of each of these

sion of a naturally

in a thin, spineless story

;

carry the

Armand aids to show you how
simple Armand makes the posses-

fair-to-

parental complex
written by Booth Tarkington a story said
to be the author's first attempt in writing
directly for the screen.
The Indiana novelist has adopted old
Dr. Hamelin's idea, but examining it
closely the resemblance stops with the title.
The children follow Meighan at a respectful distance and their idolatrous worship
compels their elders to relent in their
He is ostracized for being
persecution.
painted a drunkard he is advised to leave
town hurriedly because he helps an elderly
inebriate home from a "blind tiger." just
at the moment that the church is releasing
most foolish thing
congregation.
its
to do
and which destroys the logic and
ruins the only outstanding scene in the

and

a trade-mark you will learn to love.

guest-room.

discerning
by
entertainment
middfin'
writers, there is no reason why he should
continue to frolic around with a flock of
Yet here he bobs up with a
fledglings.

Package comes the "Creed of
Beauty," a little book that relates the romance of Armand's
achievements and tells you how
to travel along the highway of

silhouette head of the lovely

Just because Thomas Meighan went on
sentimental cruise several months ago.
Bachelor
with a picture called "The

Daddy,"

pink

fashion,

a

was pronounced

discovered hidden treasures of
happiness. With the Week-end

dressed in the attrac-

all

Armand

has searched the

wide world over for xhc
secrets of Beauty and has

white checks, with the harmonizing

Pied Piper M.\loxe

which

RMAND

will

including the famous Armand Cold
Cream Powder. There is a purse box
of Cold Cream Rouge, tubes of Cold
Cream and Vanishing Cream, and a
cake of Armand Cold Cream Soap.

—

—

Week-end Package you

In the

also find four purse boxes of powder,

Under
I

the law. each

maturity value

1

member

of each

of a family, adult

annual

and minor, may hold up

to -$5000

series.

Sold in registered form and issued

in

two names

if

desired, as for e.\ample.

man

and wife.

$5000 cost $4000
$100 cost $80
Buy Treasury Savings Certificates
Reserve Bank of New York.

at

$1000 cost $800
$25 cost $20
your post

office

or send

to

the

Federal

United States Government Savings System
Second Federal Reserve District

120 Broadway,

New York

City
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Clears Skin Quick

by new
Method
The Secret of a

Excuse For Blemishes
\

Youcanbebeautiful.at,
'^
tractive, charming. Yes,
you any reader any-L^
j
Luciiie Young
owewho reads and heeds
this remarkable woman's advice
Lucille Young -was homely once; today she is conBidered beautiful, made so by Methods she herself
\

I

—

discovered. And she is almost twice the age you
might guessf rom this photograph. She made a study
of how to make even ordinary features extraordinarily beautiful, and will tell you her Methods.
You'll be astounded at the improvements possible.

Coarse Pores Banished
Large pores, wrinkles, pimples, oily skin and other
beauty blemishes are unnecessary. Lucille Young's
Methods overcome them. Learn to make your own
complexion as soft and fair as any. You can. And
you can have beautifully formed lips; gloriously
luxuriant hair; appeahng eyes, brows and lashes;
even building out or reducing the figure is easy the
way Lucille Young explains things about yourself.
Why not get these facts and Methods that have
worked absolute wonders in the appearance of
thousands of women of all ages? Why put up with
less beauty than is waiting for you? As for a clear,
colorful complexion
this woman makes play of
clearing the skin.

—

Valuable Book
With Lucille Young's book

in

FREE
your hands, you'll

know for the first time the real, result^getting things
to do for building beauty. Don't ignore opportunity;
don't regard it in the light of mere "beauty hints",
for this book is a revelation. It is free, and will aid
every woman living— homely or beautiful. Coupon
brings it postpaid.

Room 405, Lucille Young Bldg., Chicago
Please send me your FREE booklet. "Making
Beauty Yours."
Name (Print)

.

Address
City

State

explainine how the FAMOUS

M ARVO

LIQinD SKIN PEEL PREPARATION

removes

all surface blemishes, Frecka. Pimples, Blackheads. Eczema. discolorations.
.c. Wonderf.ilrosulta proven.
absolutely Painless and Harmless.
Produces
healthy new skin as Nature intended yoa to have.
}ynte NOW-before you turn this paae-for full

GUARANTEED

.

I

1

„

. .
details

-

anda free
.,

"MARVO BEAUTY BOOKLET."

Marvo Beauty Laboratories,
I

Inc.

165SB'way,Dept.223,N.V.

Comto^. (,artO)ns, Commeixfal. Newspaper anH Mapaziiie IlliisfraUne. Piiytel Crayon Portraits and Fashiuna. By Mailor LcaJ Cl;.sse3.
Easy mefhod. VViite for tevina and List ot miccesslul aliirients
ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS. 28.A Flatiron Building New Yorii

Expense

—

—

;

—

forceful characters.
well-told tale convincing in
plot and characterization
and atmosphere.
Occasionally the sentiment becomes syrupy
in its thickness
and once in a while you
catch Galsworthy preaching, but even with
its
faults (man\- of which are found in
the subtitles), it still remains one of the
better things.
tribute

logic'al,

—

—

—

Back to the back-stage life with the
usual picturey way of treating it back to
the decrepit plot and its creaking hinges
which grate upon the nerves in flashing
the time-worn, threadbare argument that

tion.

'SmE::^6v^[^t03m^

Lablache has an exotic

of druggists or by
mail. Fle.sh, White,
Pink, or Cream.
Refuse substitutes
they may
be dangerotis.

'

—

an actress, to succeed on Broadway must
or, in the vernacular
listen to overtures
of the big street, must be "propositioned"
by the gross and sensual producer, goes
the sponsor for Katherine AlacDonald. It
never once leaves its familiar groove. The
conflict between the disciple of virtue and
the apostle of lewd suggestion has its
it
an atmospheric
.A.nd to give
place.

—

BEN LEVY

CO.

French Perfumers. Dept. 56

125

!
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Kingston

St.,

Boston,

Mass

Opportunity to Secure the

Necessary Money
to All

Is

Open

Our Readers

think what you could do
with One Hundred Dollars extra.
One Hundred Dollars
Jtist

would pay your board for two
weeks at the cotmtry or seashore and give you a little extra

money

besides.

Every Year

— Just

at This

Time

Untold demands are made on
your pocketbook.
It
is
no
pleasure to go away when you
have to scratch and scrape for
the needed funds. For some, it
is
hard enough to raise the

money

for necessities without
thinking of vacations or other
extras.
But for those who
adopt our plan, the clays of
pinching are over.

Xo

matter how much money
may want, whether it be

voit

$20.00, $50.00 or
what you may

$10.00,

— nor

$100.00

want the money
get

easily,

it

qtiickly,

for,

yoti

pleasantly

can

and

through our plan.

fvagfrance,

hokum.
There is nothing of
Miss
MacDonald's
anywhere.
frigid performance (no warmth nor vitality here) helps place it in bad grace.
A
It

I'v.

Spare Time or Full Time
Representatives

Brewster

Wanted

Publications

are

need of representatives in
every locality to collect renewals and solicit new stibscriptions
in

to

Motion Picture Magazine,

Classic and Beauty.

No

experience

is

necessary,

all

you need is a desire for money
and the will to get it. You are
under no obligation in sending
Cut out coufor partictilars.
pon below and mail it today.

all

is

appeal

very stilted interpretation all around. And
why the close-ups of the star? If they
serve in emphasizing her beauty they also
serve in emphasizing her lack of color
and animation. "Chastity?" What a title!
Good old virtue on parade Only Grundys

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS,
175

INC.

Duffield Street

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Please
lime into

me how to turn my spare
money thru your plan.

tell

Name

!

will

like

it.

Dramatic Life of Abraham Lincoln

Send 10c for a
Sampte Box

An

—

dressing, there is much background feaThey
turing the theater and a cabaret.
throw a melodramatic sop when the misguided actress takes a plunge over the
cliff while motoring after her understudy.

Lablache, a distinctive quality product,
softly clinging, invisible; used and indorsed by fair women of social distincelusive and refined; nowhere else to be found
TwoSizes— 50c & $1.00,

This Year at Our

for

—

•^P^:';'"

Take Your Vacation

Chastity

Mil
_

gift

;

A

YOUNG

Galsworthy's

expressing
dramatic lights and shadows for pointing
vivid contrasts, has been appreciated by
the sponsors of his story, "The First and
the Last," which for screen purposes has
Ijcen renamed "The Stranger."
You may
not expect much "sweetness and light"
when this author deals in his familiar
vein of tragic sacrifice.
He treats here
of a background of wealth and poverty
in
English high and low places and
plunges us into a morbid tale of a scrub
man who saves a K. C. (King's Counselor,
not a Knight of Columbus) from ruin
and a pair of lovers their happiness by
assuming the blame for the death of a
convict.
Galsworthy's idea has not been
maltreated here to make a director's holiday.
The man of sacrifice is sentenced
to be hanged, but he dies on the scaffold
of a weak heart.
It's a picture of vivid character drawing
it's a picture gripping in its conflict
which engenders so much sympathy for
the downtrodden.
Galsworthy is ever the
champion of the under dog. There is a
i;lace for everything here
and everything
is in place.
Such a story needs depth of
interpretation
it
has received it.
Tully
Marshall's portrayal of the scrub man is
a haunting study
one marked by feeling
;ind
understanding.
Richard Dix and
r.ewis
.Stone,
usually
dependable, con-

John

—No Longer Any

/

m

The Stranger

Soft, Velvety
Skin ForAnybody

LUCILLE

a sigh is registered by the heroine who
has condemned him without reason.
The location is a fishing village up
Maine way.
Meighan gives a wooden
performance. For contrast look you upon
George Fawcett, whose portrayal is lifelike and mellow.
Lois Wilson has nothing
to do except look wistful.

It was a great idea on the part of the
Rockett Brothers to humanize the great
Emancipator. Their picture is an earnest
of a fine ambition to immortalize the

St.

and

No

City

State

,

-•

•

—
(TrMOTlONFICIURrr
lne)l

President in a new way.
taken
Lincoln.., they have

martyred
selecting
greatest

American and humanizing

I

MACAzifie;;

n

In

our

his life

they have achieved the first film biography.
The effect created is that of reading a
biography of his complete life in the space
of two hours.
However, Lincoln's life, as recorded
here, is not moving drama, because the
producers, to reveal it from tjirth to death,
have been obliged to take the salient chapters
which of course, makes the picture
sketchy.
It
would have been more
dramatic to follow the Drinkwater plandevelop the chapters which immediately
preceded his nomination and follow thru
his momentous years in the White House.
Up to the scene where he calls for volunteers, there is scarcely an episode which
grips with any dramatic intensity.
Still
these episodes have their place in acquainting the uninformed with facts of his life
which have become obscured.
Especially
fine is the romance with Anne Rutledge
and the pathos which came into his life
at her death.
There are
But the picture is sketchy.
times when a mere flash is depicted that
is supposed to cover a vital period of his
life.
And because so much footage is
devoted in showing his early years, the
dramatic side of his life when he saved
the Union from disruption, is not given the
emphasis that it should have. The adaptors
have approached his character with great
reverence. They have pictured him accurately
and their effort shows painstaking
research.
It is a good picture
more than that
an excellent picture, but we thought it
would be much bigger, much more sweepThe details are correct
ing in outline.
and nothing has been forgotten in showing
But he is not the
Lincoln's humanity.
vital figure which might have been indicated had he been painted as a man of
destiny.
The composition of scenes are
sometimes at fault. .A.nd the war episodes
It
are glossed over.
seems as if the
sponsors were inspired to acquaint us with
his intimate life, rather than his dramatic

—

She Found A Pleasant Way To
Reduce Her Fat
She did not have

to go to the
She
of diet or exercise.
found a better way, which aids the
digestive organs to turn food into
muscle, bone and sinew instead of fat.

trouble

Marmola Prescription
Tablets, which are made from the
famous Marmola prescription. They
She

used

aid the digestive system to obtain the
full nutriment of food. They will allow
you to eat many kinds of food without
the necessity of dieting or exercising.

fat

of

checked, reduction to normal, healthy
weight soon follows.

AH good drug

stores the world over sell

postpaid.

MARMOLA COMPANY

Sage Tea Keeps

Your Hair Dark
Gray hair, however handsome, denotes
all
know the adadvancing age.
vantages of a youthful appearance. Your

We

hair
face.

is

your charm.

When

it

streaked, just

It

makes or mars the

fades, turns gray and looks
a few applications of Sage

Tea and Sulphur enhances

its

is

a

—

acter.

This is an unusually good producone we advise you to see.

written
triangle

Thousands of
of other ingredients.
folks recommend this ready-to-use preparation, because it darkens the hair beautifully, besides, no one can possibly tell,
as it darkens so naturally and evenly. You
moisten a sponge or soft brush with it,
drawing this through the hair, taking one
small strand at a time.
By morning the
gray hair disappears; after another application or two, its natural color is restored
and it becomes thick, glossy and lustrous,
and you appear years younger.

f

STINGING PAIN OF BURNS

promptly soothed by
bandaging with cooling,
healing

Ttlentholatum

Write tor free sample
Mentholatum Co., Buffalo, N.Y.. Wichita. Kans.

hectic,

posed here

tion

(

—

i

it

their

Del-a'tone
less

—

perfectly harm-

is

Apply

safe, sure, quick.

in

smooth paste, wash off in a few
minutes, and behold the wonderful difference!

The Depilatory for Delicate Skin

DEL-A-TONE
Removes Hair
At drug and depaccmenc

stores

or sent prepaid in plain wrapper for
one dollar. Generous sample in plain
wrapper, ten cents, coin or stamps.

THE SHEFHELD COMPANY
Dept. 75, 536 Lake Shore Drive

Chicago
71

Front

St.

.

East, Toronto.

far-fetched

—one

over

Look Prosperous!
WEAR
p

Loving Lies

A

any drug store a bottle of "Wyeth's Sage
and Sulphur Compound," which is merely
the old-time recipe improved by the addi-

consider

work

dignified and impi^essive.
George A. Billings gives a mellow performance one quiet and repressed and
he is a good likeness, too. Where he fails
is
in indicating Lincoln's force of charIt

tion,

appearance

hundred-fold.
Don't stay gray! Look young! Either
prepare the recipe at home or get from

women

life.

a

AVyeth Chemical Co., New York. N. Y.

modish

chief aid to beauty.

—

Detroit, Mich.

Garfield Bldg.,

old reliable preparation has been
in use for fourteen years; many

—

Marmola Prescription Tablets at one dollar
a box. Ask your druggist for them, or order
direct and they will be sent in plain wrapper,
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Evciy well equipped dressing
table should include Del'a-tone.
the antiseptic hair-remover. This

—

is

your beauty

marred?

—

Thousands have found that the
Marmola Prescription Tablets give
complete relief from obesity. And

when the accumulation

Is

melodrama

is

ex-

which has "nickelodion"

Since it features a
sailor-folk, one may imagine
that it stresses lurid action of an elemental
character.
It has been treated to furnish
crashing clima.xes of men who go to sea

—of

all

it.

of

—

wives

who

wait

— and

wait

—and

wait
for them of ships that go down with
their precious cargoes
of sudden deaths
and
what not.
A complicated tale,
surely
with every point fashioned to provide a long and suspensive punch.
But
logic is never anchored here.
When a sailor lover dies, his friend
takes care of the girl and her baby.
The title finds expression in his effort
to tell white lies to his spouse.
He is sent
to sea by some smirking superior so that

—

—

—

intrigue the wife.
Then
jump into the story. The
dead man's sweetheart meets a sudden
death and with the adoption of the infant
by the young skipper and his wife the
usual reconciliation is effected.
There are
several incredible happenings which insult
the intelligence.
.A.nd
the acting is in
harmony with the over-stressed action.
None of the players have a natural mo-

the latter might
the conveniences

—

^ONEY

—

OWN

18 kt.

White Gold,
7 perfect cut,
- white dianond3 set in platlum. Looks like 3
Carat aolitaire,
Special No. 61
Only
blue

I

Premier Cluster,
carefully matched

_

'7

|

'

blue-white diamonds
t in pla t i num.
/ Looks like 3 1-2 carat J
,

[

se

,

soHtaire.

Special No, 71
Only

$69,50

$59 50

Ten days Free Trial.
Wiientheringcomes.examineit— ifyouarenot
Don't send a single penny.

convinced it is the Greatest Bargain In America,
send it back at our expense. Only if pleased,
send $1.50 weekly at the rate of a few cents a
day. These Bargain Cluster Rings with 7 BlueWhite Perfect Cut Diamonds can be yours. No
Red Tape. No Risk. 8% Yearly Dividends
Guaranteed. Also 5% Bonus.

—

Million Dollar COrC Send for it today. It
Bargain Book TltLk pictui-es thousands

of Bargains. Address Dept. 1525.

TSTf

2-4Mdiden Lane
Jn Business NearJtf

N.Y.

iOO years
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ment,

Monte Blue

tho

tries

suggest

to

repression.

When

Man

a M.\n's a

Wright has always been
known as a writer who makes capital of
the obvious.
His vast' army of readers
need not expect to find him exploring in
Harold

Sure Way to Get
Rid of Dandruff
There

is

one sure way that never

fails to

remove dandruff completely and that is to
dissolve it. Then you destroy it entirely.
To do this, just get about four ounces of
plain ordinary liquid arvon; apply it at night
when retiring; use enough to moisten the
scalp and rub it in gently with the finger tips.
By morning, most, if not all, of your
,

dandruff will be gone, and two or three more
applications will completely dissolve and entirely destroy every single sign and trace of

no matter how much dandruff you

it,

may

have.

You will find, too, that all itching of the
scalp will stop instantly, and your hair will
be lustrous, glossy, silky and soft, and look
and feel a hundred times better.
You can get liquid arvon at any drug store
and four ounces is all you will need. This
simpleremedy has never been known to fail.
The

R. L. Watkins Co., Cleveland, O.

Bell

original fields of composition.
He may
appeal to the Babbitts of the country, but
these are the people who flock to circuses,
too.
In other words, they are the people
who live up to the conventions. Which
leads us to state that ^\'right's story will
interest the average filmgoer.
It will even
interest many who do not place him in
the same class with Hugo, for the simple
reason it tells a likely tale of an indolent
man who goes to work to win a girl's
respect.
You inform us when this idea
has failed to command attention
It is a straightforward story
one embroidered
with crisp incident
and it
doesn't capitalize the heroics.
The modest
idler hops ofif a westbound train to see a
rodeo and remains to become a cowboy.
He falls off a horse as easily as H. R. H.
he takes his knocks and comes up smiling.
Coincidence enters here and there.
1

—
—

IF PI-

You can produce wonderful, soft, sweet music
from a common carpenter's saw with a violin
_ bow or soft hammer, i/^ouJcnowhoiy.

No musical ability required— you need
not know one note from another.
Easy to Learn in 3 Weeks
<

today for informatioa
a Saw"--sentfree.

Mussehl

& Westphal, 510 2nd

Dandruff

in

"How to Flay

,

Atkinson. Wis.

—

shapely feet
no racking torture to upset
comfort. Bunions arc unnecessary and daneerous. Vou can remove tbem quickly,
aimlessly, pleasantly with the new, marvelous solvent, Pedodync. Pedodyne
stops pain almost instantly, banishes the
isficurinu: bump, and relieves the swollen
burning sensation.

SENT ON TRIAL

Write today and I will cladly arrange to tend
you a box of Pedodyne Solvent for you to try.
Simply write and eay "I want to try Pedodyne." There is no obli cation.

KAY LABORATORIES

D« pt- L-360 186 N.

U

Salle St. .Chicago. 111.

DIAMOND
FDirJ7
i\ H. E. RING OFFER
Just to advArtise our famous
im.

diamonds— the

Hawaiian

irreatest discovery the

We

world haa ever known.

—

will

send ab-

sorutely free this 14k pold filled ring set
lth,B 1.2k Hawaiian Im. diamond--io beautlring box; postage paid.
Pay postmaster

the bargain.

George Washington,

St., Ft.

,

ashion and comfort demand that feet fit snugly
into the dainty pumps of today. There must be no bump to mar

—

You Can't
Comb Out

,

Have Shapely Feet
Unmarre d by BUNIONS

and register the fact that she never really
cared because she is attended by her husband. And after he is nearly lynched for
being suspected as a cattle rustler he rides
away into the dying sunset.
Mr. Wright surprises us with this finale
Mr. Hero has
it is so unconventional.
performed several sacrifices and because
of his modesty he inspires sympathy.
But
John Bowers is wo fully self-conscious in
the role.
Ham is written all over his
performance. The picture is much better
than the average western.
It releases a
deal of human values
and carries balance

m

No charge whatsoever If I fail,

must discover him on the ranch

—

4

guarantee to
absolutely guar
._

FREE—a special tempered Musical
kSaw, Saw Bow. Soft Hammer free
\witn Course of Instruction. This
Course is short, simple and easy.
Only three lessons, one each
week—no months of tedious practice.
MAKE BIG MONEY andamaze your
friends playing for dances. Lodge
and Church Entertainments, Write

—

girl

I

teach you to play popular and
classical music within three
weeks. I give you the secrets
of my 10 years' success as a saw
musician, secrets 1 (ruarded carefully
antil I introduced "The Musics! Saw.*'
Successfully instructed thousands.

—

The

AY A SAW

48 C. O. D. charges to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handling, etc. If you can tell
It from a real diamond return and money refunded. Only 10.000 given away. Send no
money. Answerquick. Sendsize of ftnger.

Jr.

KRAUTH & REED.

Even with Wesley Barry

at the gawky
age, his latest adventure in the films is a
vast improvement upon some of his recent

George M. Cohan may not have
in mind when he
conceived the character ( Barry plays the

33S W. MADISON

ST.,

Dept.310
CHICAGO

efforts.

had a youth of his stripe

role), but all things considered he is
not very far out of character.
Of course
in its development it is plainly seen that
the sponsors
have enlarged upon the
original
and tho we call it hokum, it
iufhces in rousing the risibilities of an
audience. For high jinks we are presented
with a water carnival, the episode of the
cherry tree burlesqued rather amusingly
and some incident of a political character.
It is indicated that Junior has to
Fairly
deviate slightly from the truth.
title

yM

You can be

quickly cured, if you

'stammer

tor 2S8-page book on StammcrinB and
It tells how I
"Its Cause and Cure."
myself after stammering 20 yrs. B, N. Bogue,
SOBSBopue BIdg.. 1147 N. III. St., Indianapolis.

Send 10 cents
Stuttering,

ciirci

Corns

—

By Note or Ear. With or without music. Short Course.
Adult beRiuners taucht by mail.
No teacher required.
Learn 67
Self-Instruction Course for Adfanced Pianists.
styles of Bass, 180 Syncopated Effects, Blue Harmony.
Oriental, Chime, Movie and Cafe Jazz, Trick Endings,
deter Breaks. Space Fillers, Sax Slurs. Triple Bass.
Wicked Harmony, Blue Obligato. and 247 other Subjects,
including Ear Playing. 110 pages of REAL Jazz, 25,000
words.
A Postal brings our FREE Special Offer.
Walirman Piano School. 253 Sunerba

lively

— and

likely

to

interest the children.

Ask

N. Y.

excursion

romance

into

as

all

little

Paring

End Them

Don't let the agony of corns destroy
your comfort. Apply Blue- jay and

—

Then
the corn loosens and comes out.
Does away with dangerous paring.
Get Blue-jay at any drug store.
instantly the pain vanishes.

TT"^ "^

©

B&B

from
Ingraham knows how

thread

incident.

He

to dovetail

comedy

demonstrated his talent

in

The youngsters

find themselves "babes
woods," with a pair of wily rascals
he
She feigns illness
for spectators.
They eat their lunch
feigns indifference.

in the

;

PHOTOGRAPHY
BROOKLYN

CHICAGO
Wabash Ave.

So.

505

State St.

PLAYS

New

I

Vaudeville. Acts,

I

Stage Monologs,

I

(Revues, Musical Readings, Novelty
'Entertainments, Wigs, Beards,
Grease Paints and other Make-up
ILLUSTRATED
Goods.

LOGUE FREE. WRITE NOW.
f. 5. Denison & C0..623

CATA-

So. Wabash. Dept.4Si Chicago

iiiiliflilliB

It

"Going Up."
1924

olue=jay
'104

amazing how the
is
Ingraham, has kept the
But this same
breaking.

woman-hater.
director, Lloyd

630

iNew Minstrel Choruses and Novelty
Songs. Blackface After-pieces and
Icrossfire, Musical Comedies and

—

No

St.

i

"apple

sauce."
It is all of that if one wants to
analyze it. It is so slight that it scarcely
holds together and its tiny bubble of
Yet because it
plot is punctured early.
is
developed with repression the picture
takes on a value which will please the roNow what is it? Merelj-^ a
m.anticists.
fine
silken thread of a tale centering
around a girl determined to win a bashful

WEEK

Pruetlcal I^sfnicDay or Evening Classes.
for Catalog No. 29.

INSTITUTE of

NEW YORK

Large List

innocuous

Ungcles. CallL

Portraiture.
tlon.

No More Women
this

Us

SIES A
Three to six months' cour.<!e.
Commercial,
Motion
Picture,

141 W. 36th

Some may regard

Blilt.

EARNING t35 TO

—

—

Iliealfe

BECOME A PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER

can make $15 to $60 weekly in your spare
time writing ehow cards. No canvasBing
We instruct you by our new
or soliciting.
simple Directograph System, supply you with
Write
work and pay you cash each week.
today for full particulars and free booklet.
LIMITED
SERVICE
CARD
WEST-ANGUS SHOW
Authorized Capital $1,250,000.00
Toronto, Can.
69 Colborne Building,

You

—

.
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When it
and travel back to the altar.
shows signs of faltering, along comes a
sparkling title and some capital "business"
introduced by Matt Moore and
Madge Bellamy. It's a nursery yarn put
in celluloid
but there is a charm about it.

—

—

Roulette
They've crowded

this picture with one
of those "all star casts," in order to give
it the ring of the bo.x -office.
But since it
is
a story with one situation and very
little
characterization, the parade of the
"all star cast" looks out of place.
Several
of the players do their stufif as atmosphere
and then disappear.
And their personalities are valueless in projecting any form
of emotional talent.
Among those who
come on the set and walk right off again
are Flora Finch, Henry Hull, Diana Allen,

—

WHITING -ADAMS

BRUSHES

Dagmar Godowsky,

are the be»t Hair
A brush expert says theypenetrating.They

more

The

real story

(a

weak

enacted by Edith Roberts,

The elory of woman is made
glorious with Whiting-Adams Hair

radiant sheen

Effie

Shannon, Mary

Carr and Montagu Love.

Bru»hesmade. They are
SO all through the hair to the roots and
stimulate growth. They make a beautiful
.

one, at that)

Norman

Send for Illustrated Literature
L. WHITING-Jt. J. ADAMS CO.
Boston, U.S.A.

wealth play the

of

JOHN

game— the

stakes of

which are the girl.
The typical poker
face comes into expression time and again.
Everyone is tense and unnatural. A lurid

Brush Manufacturers for Over lU Years
and the Largest in the World

Reduced 58 Lbs

Trevor,

Walter Booth and Maurice Costello. The
title gives it away.
A gambler and a son

Brushes.

How Mrs Paul W>ods

is

—

"Please print these pictures for the benefit
of fat folks.
I want the world to know
what Wallace did for me. In only eleven
weeks your records reduced me from 191

and

to 133,

I

am

sure grateful!"

melodrama of a sweet young thing who

SKIN

^

PIMPIY-

madoWELL

When a few applications of this wonder working lotion has cleared faces
of pimptea, blackheads,
''*^'

the face or

acne eruptiona on

i>rc

^g

enlarged pores, oily or
ahiny skin, you can realize

-

body,

why CLEAR- TONE has been
and approved in over
100,000 Test Cases.

simplicity of the treatment.

The Story of How I Cured

My

"The Breathless Moment,"

my

self are all explained in
free booklet. Write for yoar copy
learn of the resalts got^ |(
ten by thoasands of men and women, v^
,

Mday and

GIVENS

E. S.
222 CHEMICAL BLDG.

MUISAS Cin. MO,

NORMA TALMADGE
^'Cinema Art
azines,

i

is

says:
my favorite mag-

one of

enjoy reading

it

every month.'

JUST TO GET ACQUAINTED
Send One Dollar and receive the next
four numbers of

CINEMA ART
—
authors

Contributions by leading
illustrated

—

•

35c

a

is

down
all

as a clerk in a general store,

its

vitality

it

and becomes an absurd

loses
slice

of outraged hokum. The crook must needs
have a foil a foil who overplays, and
.Vlbert Hart is a poor choice, altho he
looks like an oldtimer doing a long stretch.
The customary villagers group themselves
for atmosphere.
And the romance lifts
up its pretty head.

—

one

but

is

surprise.

^^'illiam

Desmond does not reform because

of the

He was

on the straight road
long before he found mud on his shoes.
love spark.

$3.50
Copy.

Cinema Art Magazine, Philadelphia,

Pa.

There was opportunity to make this picture human and humorous, but the director

has spoiled

MiNER.AL Wells,
Texas.
Mrs. Woods' quick reduction from unwieldy weight
to the trim proportions shown in her second photograph was accoiuplished by the famous "music
method." Slie made daily use of Wallace reducing
records, taking off the surplus flesh day by day, pound
by pound, so there was no flabby, "reduced" look.
Now, she uses her reducing records only occasionally—once a week when the scales indicate any
tendency to gain. Thus she prevents further accumulation of fat.

If

the newest

sample of aiming at small-town character
and missing it by a wide margin.
It is
a story which suggested at the start a
mystery melodrama, but after the crook
is advised to hit the tall timbers and settles

There

bcnutifully

handsomely printed.

BY THE YEAR
At NEWS STANDS

The Breathless Moment
There are very few directors able to
record small-town impressions.
Most of
them labor under the idea that village life
is governed solely by hokum exaggerated
to the breaking point.
The figures must
be caricatures and the things they do
must be burlesqued a la Sennett.

—

tested

The

avenges the death of her father at the
hands of the unscrupulous gambler. You'll
have a better time at home in a game of
your own.

Stout Women Only Knew
These Facts About Fat!

Drugs can reduceonly temporarily, with permanent
injury of one's health. Diets that deny the system
needed nourishment leave one fiaccid and wrinkled.
Unscientific exercise reduces only in spots.
T/ie

Wallace method of ronoving' fat

is io

remove

the cause. It uses natural forces. It causes fat to
dissolve through the regular courses of assimilation
and elimination. Instead of a strain to the system
it is a wonderful conditioner.

Women wliose overweight has been of years'
standing find the'Wallace way of reducing immediately effective.

What Wallace Says
Wallace Institute has madeweightcontrol a reality.
My reducing records have made the method available to all persons. .Anyone can use them; no one
could follow their instruction and fail to reduce.
Most people bur'lened with fat have spent time
and money on sor.i
clieme for reducing. But a test
of my method is accomplished in one week, and
costs you nothing. I send the whole first week's reducing lesson, record and all, on free trial.

it.

Free!
Ph.\xtom Justice

PERSONAL
Appearance
is now more than
ever the key-note

of success.

Legged

Bow-

& Knock-

Kneed men and
women, both

young and old. will
be glad to hear
that 1 have now
ready for market
my new appliance,

which

will

suc-

cessfully straighten, within a short

time, bow-leggedness and knockfcneed legs, safely, quickly and permanently, without
pain, operation or discomfort.
Will not interferewith
new "limyour daily work, beng worn at night.
Straitner," Mode US. U.S. Patent, is easy to adjust its
result will save you soon from further humiliation, and

My

;

improve your personal appearance 100 percent.
Wri te tod ay for my free copy righted physiological nnrl
anatomical book, which tells you how to correct i)ow
and knock-kneed legs, without any obligation on your
part.

Enclose a dime for postage.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
BINGHAMTON,

9S9-L. Ackerman Buildine

N. Y.

This crook melodrama might have kept
its illusion if the dream situation had not
been employed. A\"hen an author or director becomes entangled in his own skein,
he resorts to this ridiculous premise to

The idea is plausible
out.
the protagonist wanders into
And the good effect estabdreamland;
Being a criminal
lished is utterly spoiled.
lawyer, he surprises us with a conscience.
He sleeps and then he dreams what a
mistake it would be to free all the
But in putting him
criminals he defends.
to sleep the author lugs him to a dentist's
enough,
strangely
the
gas,
chair and
makes him a moralist. He dreams a wild
one in which
rarebit type of nightmare
he discovers a body buried in his backyard, that his sweetheart is shot and that
the long arm of the law has slapped him
find

his

enough

—

Wallace records can and w/V/ reduce you and it's
fun to get thin to niuslcl Why doubt why delay
when the proof is freef Just write Wallace Institute
that you want it.
For complete first reducing lesson (includingr
double phonograph record and photographic instructions) mail this coupon:

—

way

until

—

Use

this

4

^Br

Bf
^L

Coupon and Start Reducing!

.,^2
!^Bto(

^H W'il^^H
^H
^^^^^H

Wabash

630 S.

Ave., Chicago

Pleasesendme FREE and PREP.\ID for a week's free trial the
Original Wallace Reducing Record
for

my

first

reducing lesson.

—

—

iViniie..

—

Address
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CDIPIP<0>]RirOMITY
AGENTS WANTED
Men Wanted

Earnest

to

show

NEWS CORRESPONDENCE
samples of

oiir

All-Wool suits, regular $55.00 values for only
Ask for details. Address
Splendid pay.
$31.75.
Dept. 902, Goodwear Chicago, Inc., 844 West
Adams, Chicago.

spare time, writine for newsmagazines.
Experience unnecessaiy
dePress Syndicate, 961 St. Louis, Mo.
;

tails free.

AGENTS—Here's

the best line of food flavors,
preparations, etc., ever
toilet
Complete outfits
ofl'ei-ed.
No <-apital needed.
Write today for full
furnished free to workers.
.Vmeriian Products Co., 1707 Ameriparticulars.

perfumes,

OLD COINS WANTED

soaps,

can Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Money and Fast Sales. Every owner Imys
You charge $1.50:
Gold Initials for his auto.
Write for
make $1.35. Ten orders daily easy.
American Monoparticulars and free samples.
gram Co., Dept. 161. East Orange, N. J.
Big:

$60-$200 Week. Genuine Gold Letters for store
windows. Easily applied. Liberal offer to general
agents.
.Metallic Letter Co. 427 B. N. Clark,

OLD MONEY

W.41NTED. Do you know that
roin collectors pay up to $100.00 for certain U. S.
Cents, and high premiums for all rare coins? We
buy all kinds.
Send 4c for. large Coin Circular.
May mean nuich profit to you. Nuniisniatic Bank,
Dept. 48, Fort Worth. Texas.

TO

E.ACH paid for hundreds of Old coins.
Old or odd money.
You .may have valuSend 10c for New Ill'st Coin Value
Rook.
4x6.
Wh pay cash. Get Posted. Clarke
Coin Co., .\ve. 7, Le Roy, N. Y.
$:2

Keep

able

$500

all

coins.

Chicago.

AGENTS — Coining

Jloney applying Jlonograms on
automobiles: you charge $1.50, profit $1.40: $15
free samples.
experience unnecessary
daily easy
Worcester Monogram Co., Worcester, Mass.

New Auto

six cents.

$1.50.
Connecticut.

494-H,

Accessory. Costs
"Free Sample."
Box

Money and

Retails
Hartford,

Every owner buys
You charge $1.50.
initials for his auto.
Make $1.44. 10 orders daily ea.sy. Samples and
information free.
World Monogram Co.. Dept.
IS, Newark, N. J.

Big:
gold

PATENTS

:

;

Fa-st

—

Write for onr free illustrated gnldehook, "How to Obtain a Patent." Send model or
sketch and description of your invention for our
opinion of its patentahle nature free. Highest references.
Prompt attention. Reasonable terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 833 Ninth, Washlogton, D. C.
Inventorti

:

Sales.

—

way.

sending the lawyer up
the river to join his crooked clients, they
send him into dreamland.
It serves in
planting a code of ethics, but not good
melodrama. Played with a certain abandon
by Rod La Rocque.

HELP WANTED
All IVBen,

Women, Boys,

to aooL'pt

Govei-TiTiient

Mo.,

IjOiiis,

'

marketed.

iiiunediatoly.

HELP WANTED— MALE
pay

good
Excellent opportunity
Detective.
T. Ludwig, 556 Westover
Write
:

C

travel.

;

Kldg.,

Kansas City.

Earn Big Money. Excellent opTravel.
portunity.
l'jXi)erience unnecessary.
ParWrite, George M. Wagner, Former
ticulars free.
Government Detective, 1968 Broadway, New York.
18 up.

Commence $133 mouth.

—

Railway Mail Clerks. Travel see counWrite
free.
.Schedule examination places
.1-100.
Franklin Institute, Dept.
iuuuediately.
Steady.

—

try.

Rochester,

New

Snappy.
peppy
PHOTOPL.\YS
comedies: strong, heart-gripping dramas; original,
strikin.g stories.
Good prices paid if acceptable
for production.
Send for otir free book. "Successful Photoplays," which gives instructions and
specimens for
Photoplays.
writers.
Successful
Box 43. Des Moines. la.

Short .Stories and Photoplay
I'll Revise and Typewrite in correct form
Plots.
MUd help you sell. Send manuscript or write H. L.

—

—

•Journalism Photoplays Short Stories.
Plot
Chart and Details free to those wishing to enter
above professions or dispose of manuscripts on
commission.
(The Service offered is given by Professional -Authors and Editors of high standing.)
Harvard Company, 434, Montgomery, San Francisco.

SELL

:

Tapestry

stamp.

Bos 1013. Harrisburg, Pa.

SALESMEN WANTED

Ladies Earn $6-!?18 a Dozen decorating Pillow
Parexperience
unnecessary.
Tops at Home
for

2,

Paint

Co..

126,

coal in car-load lots.
Side or main line.
Experience unnei'cssary. E.\RN WEEK'S P.\Y IN
-\N HOUR.
WASHINGTON COAL COMPANY.
740 Coal E.xchange Building, -Armour Station.
Chicago.

LaGrange, Ind.

HOW TO

—

—

—

Plays, musical comedies and revues, minstrel
music, blackface skits, vaudeville acts, monologs.
dialogs, recitations, entertainments, mu.sical readings, stage handbooks, make-up goods. Big catalog
free.
T. S. Denison & Co., 623 So. Wabash.

Dept. 62,

Grow

Taller.

Develop your Physical Beauty

and Appearance.

Natural.

sults guaranteed.

Bureau.

STORIES

Easy methods. ReThe Natural Method

Price $2.
Dept. A, Atlantic, City, N. J.

1

SEND

TODAY

of
free
sample
copy
America's greatest magazine
tor writers.
Pilled with practical articles by
leading writers.
Will help you write and sell
stories, photoplays, songs, etc.
722 Butler Bldg.,

for

WRITER'S DIGEST,

Cincinnati,

lication.

MSS.

Ohio.

Poems, Flays, etc., are wanted for pubSubmit
Good ideas bring big money.
or write Literary Bureau, 134 Hannibal, Mo.

Stories,

—

.$35.00 Profit Nightly
Small capital starts yon.
No experience needed. Onr machines are used and
endorsed by government institutions. Catalog free.
Atlas Moving Picture Co., 431 Morton Bldg.,
Chicago.

!

its

melodram-

it

one of the

better westerns.

Not a Drum Was Heard
Damon and Pythias in the guise of cowboys are on view here in a story which
travels its orbit without raising any undue
excitement.
It
looks to us as if the
spon.sors took liberties with Ben Ames
Williams' magazine yarn, since the author
incorporated a different ending than what
is

on

flashed

the

The cowboys

screen.

—

play the "-A.lphonse and Gaston" act each
being willing to sacrifice romance and>
everything else that the other might be
happy. So when the girl chooses the more
educated one (not the hero), the latter
steps gracefully aside without wearing a
hurt dog look to extract sympathy.
When the husband, in an attempt to
cover a financial embarrassment, steals

theft, the picture develops a melodramatic vein which
is
unconvincing.
The hero is captured and a court trial is
subsequently held, for the unscrupulous
banker has been killed.
He willingJy

—

offers

himself

to

— and

sacrifice his life
the stand, but
who won the girl

on

the

perjures

wounded

weakling
stumbles
court and makes a dying confession.

papers,

spare time, writing for newsExperience unnecessary
demagazines.
Press Syndicate, 961 St. Louis. Mo.

—

:

VAUDEVILLE
Get On the Stage.

I

tell

confidence, skill developed.
sary.
Send 6c postage for
Stage Book and particulars.
Gal.
l.os .Anaeles

Personality,
vou how
Experience unneces!

instructive illu-str-ated
M. LaDelle, Box 557,

into,

A

rather queer way of bringing the logical
lovers together.
The hurried finish carries
gaps and spoils the story.
Heroes, who
would perform the great' sacrifice, are
becoming a trifle passe.

Earn S25 Weekly,
tails free.

Greatest Fortunes Made in This Business. No
Experience and Small Capital starts you.
Easy
Payjuents. Free Catalog. Monarch Theatre Supply
Co., Dept. M, Memphis, Tenn.

panoramic settings enhance
values.
We pronounce

atic

the

stories, books, articles have sold
Can sell yours! Details free concerning criticism,
Advance
revision services, or story writing course
Pub. Co., Box 496, San Francisco.

Friends. EniMiries.

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

!

his

Our short

Your Horoscope.

Business, Character, Changes,
Send birth date and ten cents
(stamps) for remarkable test reading.
Zanya.
Z, 202 W. 105th St., New York.

—

very obvious but it is also very
outdoors.
-'\nd the backgrounds
highly picturescjue— offer a perfect setting
for Mr. Grey's puppets.
He pulls the
strings and presto
Torrence, the man of
righteousness, triumphs over the scowling
Beery.
The kidnapping of a girl brings
in the inevitable pursuit.
A picture rich
in atmosphere and characterization.
The

much

from the bank where he is employed with
buddy holding up the bank to cover

WANTED

Chicago.

MISCELLANEOUS

best?

It is all

—

ENTERTAIN

;

The sale of Zane Grey's books has
reached figures which sound like bills
tendered for services rendered when the
lawyers for the Tea Pot Dome crowd get
together.
There is little excuse to detail
the plot of this Grey story
which carries
us again into the vast, open spaces.
It is
Zane Grey at his orthodo.x best. It is a
tale of the efforts of early settlers to e.xist
in the Tonto Basin of Arizona
in spite
of the machinations of land pirates who
would control the water supply. It is one
of those "up-and-at-'em" melodramas
picture of sharp contrasts and conflicts.
It is a picture of leering expressions and
vivid
scowls.
Why not with Ernest
Torrence and Noah Beery at their venge-

Me Your

York.

HELP WANTED— FEMALE
ticulars

free.

205 Secin'it.v
Western Avenues, Hollywood, California.

Harsh. Dept.

.Mo.

Detectives

WANTED — aien

IDE.4S. Plots accriticised, copyrighted,
Universal Scenario CorBldg.. Santa Monica and

revised,

poration.

Send

Be a

;

-Advice

WANTED.

Girls, 17 to 60, willing
Positions $117-$2o0, travelwrite Mr. Ozment. 294. St.

stationary,

or

iiij;:

FOR PHOTOPLAY

S $
ipted any form

$

'

Heritage of the Desert

ful
;

Tlie Perfection Extension Shoe for any person
with one short limlj. No more unsightly cork soles,
Worn with ready-made shoes.
Irons, etc., needed.
Shipped on tri:il. Write for bo.ildet. II. O. Lotz,
105 E. 2Sth St.. N. Y.

=

Instead of

—

PHOTOPLAYS
Stories and Photoplay Ideas Wanted by 48
companies
Details free to beginners.
bie pay.
Prodniers League, 441, St. Louis, Mo.

FOR THE LAME

We

will accuse the author of being
a lazy writer by employing the dream
situation
or the director as lacking in imagination.
They have worked the easiest
point.

Earn $23 Weekly,
papers,

on the back as much as to say
"Go to
!"
your cell
It's a fairly original idea up to a certain

On Thomas Alva Edison's
birthday
the
motion-picture
industry gave him a party at
All manner
the Ritz-Carlton
of movie people were there.
Read about it in "The Editor
Gossips" on Page 43.

!!

SG:^EEN

!

!

MOTHERS

.

By Jane Cuthrell

Two

types

Marguerite

Thriiout the

Who

Courtot, charming,

is

so fragrant;

it

a patient slave of love,

tale,

story's general routine

spleen,

And

clings, yet

—

weeps, arms flung across the bed, or

prays—

so nearly invisible
your
Day Dream Face Powder gives
the final touch
/ love it.
is

in the

Protects her child from Father's drunken

film star, says:
"It

the one the poor and burdened

;

who moves

one

(A

flashback proves
days.)

—

The

Crenie and Soap, five of the

Day

Dream Boudoir Creations.
Address Dept.

With

liveried

butlers

and cold

Paris,

—yet

she,

too,

With streaming

tears, for errant child or

spouse,
sets

ducts itching thru the

the tear

house.

Two

more; the mother, country born and

bred,

Cheerful and fat, a mob cap on her head,
Or spry and thin a light hand for a cake
(The audience can almost smell them
bake)
And given like the rest to fervid prayer,
And happy endings in bucolic air.

—

The

Lesi your breath offend
In every close contact be sure of
breath.
Many a cause may
make it offensive. And a foul breath

sweet

other,

and grasping,

cruel

sells

her

pure breath

wild
With greed ... a
ternal ways,

We

match for grim, ma-

prays
For pardon, and our hearts are light once
more,
Screen mothers being sisters at the core.

tremble— yet

at last, she also

cause

is

You want a

breath like spring.

deodorize when the mouth or
stomach is at fault.
Dainty people when they meet eat

to

a tablet to be safe.
Then they know
that a spring-like breath greets those
who talk with them.

Try

of course) to some rich Ancient,

girl

—a

the

A May Breath tablet instantly
overcomes bad breath. It combats the
odor of cigars or cigarettes. It acts

child,
(-A.

every charm.

kills

Combat it, whether
the mouth or stomach.

STEARNS—PERFUMER
Creator of Sadira and I'Amusette
Windsor. Ont.
Detroit, Mich.
Establish -d 1855
Sydney, Australia

Be Careful

oft

prays.

And

M

from

power, clothes
ways.

Its

Acquaintance Box, containing Perfume, Powder, Cold Cream,Poudre

hair,

stands

Qreixtions

Send 35c and your
dealer's name for the

diamonds on her hands,
an eye that under-

other, stately,

White, marcelled

she has seen better

this

this

once and you will make

way

ideal

a habit.

May

Breath

modern mouth

-\

Designed

term.

wash

candy

in

deodorize

the
10-cent and
stores and drug

to

C.irry witli you.
ho.Nes at all drug

In

,

taljlei
Ijreatli.

25-cent
depart-

ments.

May

is not yet available
Canadian distribution.

Breath

THE VILLAIN
Alas, the villain

Yes — Absolutely Free

fl^\

lb Prove How

\,

to Restore

Who

the plot,

in

stalks his

BOX FREE

10-CENT

By Hugh Elsworth

Insert \our

prey across the screen;

Brief triumph only is his lot.
In palace or in peasant cot.

tor

name and

address, mail to

MAY BREATH COMPANY
M-71,

Dept.

1104

Wabash Avenue

South

CHICAGO

Immaculate and lean.
smokes betraying cigarets,
And, with impassive features, slakes
His thirst for villainy coquettes
With sudden death and, careless, sets
His very soul as table-stakes.

And

He

a box will be sent jou free.

;

'

tirayHair

I personally request every gray haired pereon to write for my patented Free Trial pack'
age, and let me prove how easily, quickly and
surely gray, faded or discolored hair can be
restored to its perfect, natural color.
This offer would be impossible if I couldn't
guarantee results. But I perfected my Restorer
to bring back the original color to my own
prematurely gray hair, and I know just what
It

will do.

My

Restorer is a clerr, colorless liquid, clean
Doesn't interfere witli shampooing.
Nothing to wash or rub oft. Restored hair perfectly natural in all lights, no streaking or
as water.

discoloration.

;

Alas, the villain of the show.
For whom our hearts in terror beat,

DIMPLES

That cultured, polished, mustached foe

l)er

**Janc. dear,

innocence; of whom we know
That he must soon attract defeat,
As trees the lightning he must fall

Of

A

!

siiu

!

pity

COUPON

Please print your

Mary

T.

small,

him

saiti liow

— but

196-F Goldmac Bldg.,

St. Paul,

Please send your patented Free Trial Outiit.

Minn.

X shows

dark brown
medium
Black
light brown
brown
auburn (dark red)
blonde
light auburn (light red)

color of hair.

Name..
Street

to

BEBE DANIELS
By Luci.\ Trent

City.

laugh and sing.
play,

A

on the wing

.^nd that's
I've

come

when
to

by

sit

much

prettier I

was

the most fun was when
began to notice me.
Now I haytn't a chajice to
nor do I have
tiet lonesome,
aiid simply envy the other girls who
l!Oys

And you can have thebi. too.
their charm.
Just use the coupon below and send $1 foi
everything' mailed se'tled. Results

'"--^
guaranteed- -and
is as easy
nr^-M
-v
UULLY
7 s^^
to use. Don'tDIMPLER CO. ^*^^^13 harmless
a minute longer.
it

away

But then again the shadows
Into your tender eyes,

I

at

ajul

have dimples.

You love to frolic,
To be a child at
pretty bird high
That flashes far

so

Famous

nni I Y niMPI FR "Many of the noted film
DOLLY DlMt'LER way— that's the secret of

name and address"^ "" 1

Goldman,

tlie

thought how ijopular
I
jAi'ls
dimples always
with
are.
I answered the ad iust
as ycu will this one. and in a
very short time I had tlie
dandiest diraplt-s.
Kveryone

tlie

.

FREE
TRIAL

nd for

DIMPLEK.

(iiit-c

MAIL COUPON TODAY
Send today for the special patented Free Trial package
which contains a trial ibottle of my Restorer and full instructions for making the convincing test on one lock of
hair. Indicate color of hair with X. Print name and address
plainly If possible, enclose a lock of your hair in your letter.

tin

IKILLY

victim to the author's whim,

Alas, the Villain

ami oh. I was
Then one day

me.
lonesome
ticed

;

And slink away, bowed down and
Which is not real life, after all!

do yon reniem-

how unhappy 1 was at
?
None of the boys no-

school

Herewith

steal

I begin to feel
Paradise

:

Ji

"epL T(..2i?McDaniel Street ^^---..^
find $1 for the

DIMPLER.

with

full

famous

DOLLY

instructions for

vise.

"^Vegre?!!' as"*!,
as you live.

'

!

!

!

"^MOTION PICTURF

(Ft

6)1

-

MAGA2INE

I

in this

EARN
money

big
as

cartoonist
Millions of
dollars were

a

spent last
year on comic
strips, political

and sport earto o n s, a n i-

mated

car-

toons,

etc.

Thousands of

w

cartoonare needed
now to meet the
work.
for this
ever-increasing demand
Never before have the opportunities in this
fast-growing field been so many, so varied
or so high-paying.

n

e

ists

CARTOONING

Easy to Learn

Home

Spare Time

in

you know about careasily qualify for a posihigh-salaried business.
tion
in
this attractive,
This home - study method starts you at the
cartoonprinciples
of
fundamental
simplest
making and takes you through every branch of
You will be
humorous and serious cartooning.
amazed at how quickly it teaches you to draw
salable work.
Many students of this method
began to sell their drawings before tliey were half
through their courses.
The training paid for
Regardless of liow
tooning now, you can

little

long before tliey fitiished it.
cartooning this easy way.
Enjoy the
fascinating life of a successful cartoonist
easy
hours, freedom from routine, vour own boss, and
$3,000 to $15,000 a year for this work that is
play!
itself

Learn

—

FREE BOOK

Send for

prepared

been

has just
which,

upon

be sent to
without the slight-

request,

you

will

booklet gives a thorough outline of the cartooning field, and exin
detail
this
plains
wonderful new metliod
of teaching Cartooning,
Send for it today

H \^ ^tlilF~

•

"

'

^^jfi?^

.

tribute.

.

185, 1118-15(11 SI.
n. Washinglon, U. C.

four-thirty when Anita
Edisoii birthdayluncheon, but we had a few minutes together down in the smoking lounge before
we had to go our separate ways. Certainly
In spite of the
Anita has come thru.
trying and serious interims of illness she
has known ... at times leaving the screen
she is today
altogether for months
financially independent, barring cataclysmic things, for the rest of her life even

185, inS-lSth St., N. W. Washington, D. C.
Please send me, without obligation, your Free Boolslet
on Cartooning and full details of your home-studj
method of teaching Cartooning.

Room

Name

if

.

she never makes another picture.
"Now," she said, "I dont want

to

want

to

please give age

do good work

in

good

.

movie magnate

.

.

.

.

.

now Thelma Morgan

Converse, the society matron with screen
you would not be apt to
aspirations,
Howcredit her with business acumen.
ever, she is granted this in a generous
degree by everyone who kiiows her. And
there is something splendid to us in a
woman who manages her own finances,
.

.

Valentino turn
imitative of
pale.
But let those other Latin Lotharios
who have established their personalities
with definite and individual artistry to
or
fear
continue without
their
credit

)

to

#^

Jfc

as he

is

today

PROF. H.W.TITUS

—

105 E. 13th St, Dept. 73

New York

City

WRITE FOR THE MOVIES
Ideas for moving picture plays wanted hy producers.
Big prices paid for acceptt'd material. Submit ideas
In any form at once for our hnmediate examinalion.
Or write for FUEE PHOTOri-AY BOOKLET aud details of our servto Authors.

]^

BRISTOL PHOTOPLAY STUDIOS
Suite

601 N

Bristol Building,

New York

give.

^YOUR HOME.
You

can read music like this quickly
Write todsy for our
booklet.
tiow to learn to play Piano. Organ. Violin, MandoIit\
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced players. Your
only expense about 2c per day for music and postage used.
IN

ftMERICAN SCHOOL

reality on the legal records.
Naturally the studios were in
Studios are
over his arrival.

Hubert, Dept. 154. Toledo. Ohio

Prices

'Cream. 55c
Lotion, 55c
Soap, 30c
All $1.40
Poatpaid. Se7td
npy-r rder

o<

MUSIC, 70 Lakeside

And all manner
gossip factories anyway.
of rumors of the Valentino temperament
and "up-stage" attitude had percolated
from the California lots.
The Valentines were not insensitive to

CHICAM

GUARANTEED HOME TREATMENT
'Write fbrTScoklcl of Informaliorflt'sFrei

D5C-L-ALLENBINGHAMPT0N

Sift

BOX 74 ^ MEMPHIS. TENN- U'SA-

21

Jevsrels

Nothfagr Ies9 than 21

a state
chaotic

Bldg..

witlx, DESIIV/EVI -*
A SAFE, SIMPLE, PAINLESS,

....

a

EVERYWHERE

FREE

It tells

"Monsieur Beaucaire" is in the
and litigation between this organization and The Valentino is now only

^

I.

PROF. TITUS

making

^
\ S
BY LEADING DEALERS

If your dealer can't supply
vou. send money-order (.Inect.
Booklet.
"How She Won a
Husband," including testimonials and beauty hints sent free.
Write today.

kProt.

"Ms new 64-page bool;, "Building
Better Bodies" la just off the press.
contains the kind of clearly
It
written Inforniatldu you want. Including 30 half-tone illustrations of
my pupils now among the professional ranks.
It tells you, if you
are weak or under-developed, how to
grow strong; If strong, how to grow
stronger. It explains how to develop
the lungs and muscles
a strong
heart and vigorous digestion in
short, how to Improve health and strength
internally as well as enternally. If you will
senj me lOc. in coin or ntanips to help pa/
poataffe and wrappini;, I will mail you a
copy at once. Send TODAY -NOW.

—

dios.

j(ra|

Popular Since 1874
SOLD

Nerve Strength^ Muscular
Strength, Perfect Physique,

The cameras are actually grinding in the
Famous Players-Lask>- Long Island stu-

'

/

FIFTIETH

It is written by the
has
trained many of the world's greatest strong men.
It teUs you how ta
develop
Vitality^ Energy, Endurance^

MUSIC LESSONS FREE

with gain.

'liillfejSiiiiiisK

ANNIVERSARY

without man
cost
who

.

The screen is a broad field and
qualms.
has room for everyone with sterling things

—
Freckles
—for
for the Skin J

Getihis^^ndeifttlBook

pictures.

mXmmM
For the Complexion

^

I

characters

State
16.

A.

Plainly.)

City

under

spots.

do

coine back from California I'm
story.
hoping to play in the Peter B. Kyne
"
'Never the Twain .Shall Aleet.'
Her trip to California is for the purpose
and particuof selling some property
larly to visit the acres of oil lands she
owiis at Ventnor with an authority on
such lands.
To see .\nita flitting about the lounge
of the Ritz, beautiful, charmingly feminine,
now
stopping to greet an acquaintance

slightest need of
freekles, as Othine
to remove

Simply set an ounce of Othine from any
drug or department store and appl.v a little
of it night aud morning and you should soon
see that even the worst freekles have begun
to disappear, while the lighter ones have vanished entirely.
It is seldom that more than
an ounce is needed to completely clear the
skin and gain a beautiful, clear complexion.
He sure to ask for the double-strength
utnin
Othine,
as this is .sold under guarantee of
iLick if it fails to remove freekles

pictures that have no excuse for existing.
I
I want pictures that are worth while.
dont want to sign any starring contract.

When

the

is

.

Rudolph has come back
Let those who traded upon his enforced
absence from the screen to promenade in
(If

There's no longer
feeling aslian>ed of

left the

.

THE TIME TO GET

your
—
double strength —
guaranteed
these homely

:

It
was about
Stewart and we

IS

RID OF THESE UGLY SPOTS

Alva Edison."

.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF CARTOONING,

NOW

.

.

lloom

(Print

was a charming
It
something we felt privileged
Youth and Age so evidently
to have seen.
impressed with a mutual adtniration. Then
on Mary's menu-card the Great Inventor
"To America's Darling, Thomas
wrote
impulsive
tableau

a

WASHINGTON SCHOOL
OF CARTOONING
i\.

As Mary stood to make her speech,
everyone in the large gathering rose as
one man, thus silently paying her homage.
And almost before she was thru with her
sincere and direct address, Mr. Edisoii
left his place of honor in the center of
As he
the long table and went to her.
bent a trifle to take her hand, Mary raised
his hand to her lips in a gracious and

.

This

obligatioti.

est

And I
the motion picture.
remember, always, his advice about
dedicating your effort to those things in
which you believe."
shall

I

Learn more about the wonderful opportunities
in Cartooning, and details about this remarkable
home-study method.
A handsomely illustrated
booklet
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So before Director
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ever
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called

I

Olcott

Mr.

and

Mrs. Valentino set about to correct this
They knew it would undoubtimpression.
edly work havoc in his company if it were
permitted

every

Therefore,

thrive.

to

member of the "Monsieur Beaucaire"
company from the featured players to the
electricians and property boys were invited to a catered luncheon given in the
studios the day before the first scene
was scheduled to be shot. Some of the
cast who were there were Bebe Daniels,

Valentino, so we were informed, told
them how much he regretted any impression they had received from rumor that he
had an unpleasant studio personality. He
went on to say that only their daily intimate association in the weeks of work
to follow could disprove that rumor \i
He
they had chosen to give it credence.
asked them to be free with suggestions

during the progress of the filming.
"Let us," he said, "make 'Monsieur
Beaucaire' a fine production before and
above anything and everything else. This
common purpose will hold us together
and cement the camaraderie of our entire
.

We

rather admire this attitude of Mr.
Certainly it is a direct answer
Valentino.

any

whisperings
the day

evil

.

.

.

and

the

XV

We

spent practically the entire day in
the studio watching the filming of Beaucaire.
The costumes of the principals
were designed by George Barbier, the

French

were

and

illustrator,

e.xecuted by one of the leading ateliers of
Paris.
They are really ravishing and
made us long for the day when colored
photography will be perfected.
.

.

.

and pale silks, threaded
with flamboyant threads and with gold and
silver
diamond garters and e.xtravagantly embroidered stockings
fragile
lace flounces and cuffs
embroidered
slippers
with
jeweled
buckles
and
Brilliant

.

.

satins

.

.

.

.

powdered ringleted wigs.
shone

.

.

.

.

.

mirror and
every time a scene was shot a stage-hand
would run forward and polish it furiously
with a mop so that no dull footprint
floor

like

a

marred its shining splendor.
Mrs. Valentino sat in her chair outside
of the cameras' lines. During their recent
sojourn in Europe, she did extensive research work and she is at the studios
every minute of the day.

Three

or

four stringed
instruments
tinkled soft love motifs
candles flared
above the crystal chandeliers
yet beneath the gay and beautiful masquerade of
the court life, you sensed the lurking intrigue invariably born of monarchies
even while the ladies c<xiuetted behind
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

fans
and
swept plumed hats to the floor.

ridiculously

We

tiny

.

.

.

.

gallants

.

.

.

.

couldn't help but observe that even

Wilson and Bebe Daniels were
swayed by the complete essence of all of
it.
They didn't step entirely out of character between the scenes.
And it was
Lois

hard

to

believe

the

beautiful,

imperious

Queen was the naive Lois Wilson, whose
modern sport suits often proceed us thru
the revolving door of that rendezvous, the
her scarf a bright blue
Algoniiuin
.
.
.
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to make an ofifer whereby you
can earn from $100 to $1,000 a month
cash.
You can be your own boss. You
can work just as many hours a day as you
please.
You can start when you want to

and you get your money the same day you
take the order.
You can see how simple
it
is.
We furnish you with a complete
outfit and tell you how to get the business
in your territory.
We help you to get
started.
If you send us only four average orders a day, which you can get in an
hour or so in the evening, you will make
$100 a week.

I

and ciuit when you want to.
You don't
need experience and you get your money
in cash every day when you earn it.

These Are Facts

Maybe You Are Worth
$1,000 a Month

Docs

that sound too good to be true?
li
it
does, then let me tell you what J. R.
Head did in a small town in Kansas. Head
lives in a town of 631 people.
He was
sick, broke, out of a job.
He accepted my
ofTer.
I gave him the same chance I am
now ofi'ering you. At this new work he
has made as high as $69.50 for one day's

work. If that isn't
enough, then let me tell
you about E. A. Sweet
of Michigan.
He was
an
electrical
engineer
and didn't know anything about selling.
In
his first month's spare
time he earned $243. Inside of six months he
was

making

month.

Given
Mail

tllc

coupon

for
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proposition that gave R. W. Krieger $20.00
net profit in a half hour.
It is the same
that
gave
A.
B.
Spencer $625
cash for one month's

to

spare time.
I
need 500

You

men and

women, and I need
them right away.
If
you mail the coupon at
the bottom of this ad
I
will
show you the

NOW.

quickest,
simplan for making
money that you ever heard of. If you are
interested
in
increasing
your
income
from $100 to $1,000 a month and can
devote all your time or only an hour or
so a day to my proposition, write your
name down below, cut out the coupon
and mail it to me at once. You take no
risk, and this may be the one outstanding opixjrtunity of your life to earn
more money than you ever thought poseasiest,

plest

is

another

man

I

Clean, High-grade,
Dignified Business

Have you

ever heard of Comer All-Weather
Coats? They are advertised in the leading magazines.
Think of a single coat
that can be worn all year round.
A good-

looking, stylish coat that's good for sumthat keeps out wind, rain
or snow, a coat that everybody should
have, made of fine materials for men,
women and children, and sells for less
than the price of an ordinary coat.
Now, Comer Coats are not sold in stores.
.•\11 our orders come through our own representatives. Within the next few months
we will pay representatives more than
three hundred thousand dollars for sending us orders. .\nd now I am ofi'ering you
the chance to become our representative
in your territory and get your share of
that money. All you do is to take orders.
do the rest.
deliver.
collect

sible.

Find Out
Remember,

We

NOW!

you a penny.
agree to anything, and you
will have a chance to go right out and
make big money.
Do it. Don't wait.

\ou

Get

—

We

find out,

the

addition to your big earnings ^ve offer you a lUilc-k Touring Car without,
a cent of cost, that you can use to help
you in developing tJiis great business

A

We

is

In

want to tell you about. His regular job paid
him $2.00 a day, but this wonderful new
work enabled him to make $9,000 a year.
Yes, and right this very minute you are
being offered the same proposition that
has made these men so successful. Do you
want it? Do you want to earn $40.00 a
day?

mer or winter

your chance to

is

same proposition that enabled
George Garon to make a clear profit of
$40.00 in his first day's work the same
this

Buick Touring Car

between

$2,200 a
W. J. McCrary

Well, here

opportunity

and

$600

.

.

The

Comer

.

.

linds it easy to

Weather

first

for we were then present
at the studio and a fine spirit permeated
the stages where lords and ladies in the
brocaded satins and the flowing laces of
the Louis
court were playing.
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And we

.

'

'

reconcile

couldn't

Bebe, a disdaiijful lady in her billowing
brocades, to the impetuous harum-scarum
'

who

terrifies

Los Angeles

,tnm"

Every

traffic cops.

Movie Fan
Should Have

All of this reminds us of a story we
heard about Forrest Halsey, who did the

of "Monsieur Beaucaire."
The
was given to Mr. Valentino for
an O. K. before it was put into work. He
returned it to Mr, Halsey with the suggestion that some of his scenes be cut
down and others be cut out entirely.
Needless to say, Mr, Halsey was unprepared for this.
He had anticipated its

a Copy of

scenario
'script

The only other actor who has
ever come to him with such a criticisin,
so he said, is George Arliss.
antithesis.

When we

Dr. Lawton's Guaranteed

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Will show reduction taking place in
11 days or money refunded

however. And, in complimentary passing,
we do say that this would seem to indicate
that Valentino is more than an idol
that he is also an intelligent business-man
with foresight
and that the overwhelming homage and popularity have not
caused him to lose his perspective. Altho,
goodness knows, it would not be strange
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fatty
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star dropped in to see Dorothy Donone of our staff writers in California,
the other da\
And she wrote us of it
amusingly.
It seems he complained that

on

nell,

.
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guaranteed.
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it

today.
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Harold Lloyd drove over to Brooklyn
see us when he was in New York,
Everybody in the editorial rooms has a
large and extremely ripe spot in her
heart for Harold. He's so real and sincere
and warm and huinan. There's nothing of
the noiireau richc about him, altho he is
one of the wealthiest stars in the affluent
motion-picture colony.
We marvel over

the

sane

perspective

he

maintained.

has

He's exactly the same unassuming boy
today he was when we met him and fell
before
captive to his charm years ago
his name vied with the greatest box-office
.

110
OS.

worked
knows them,

iiave

for

Mr. Goldwyn.

He

perhaps, better than
And he has
themselves.
book of reminiscences

know
a

Dont fail to read Samuel Goldwyn's "Behind
You can get it at any book
the Screen."
store for 22.50, or for )53.50 you can have the
hook with a year's subscription to the Motion
Picture Magazine.

$5.00 Value

something in Harold that appeals to your maternal instinct.
It doesn't
enmatter if you're newly married
gaged ... a man-hater and chronic misanthrope, you "fall" for Harold, if we
may lapse comfortably "into the expressive
There's

.

.

know little or nothing of Freud,
but we think it's the maternal instinct he
appeals to.
He's a young man with as
many ideals and dreams as an erstwhile
Knight of the Round Table. And somehow you feel that he's hoping all the time
that he wont be a fool over the fame and
wealth which he has won.
He asks you
almost pleadingly for advice
begs you
in a coaxing tone to write him about this
or that
and all of a sudden vou feel
.

.

.

.

.

Only $3.50

While our limited supply of these books last»
are pleased to make this remarkable bargain offer to our readers.
As you know, the
yearly subscription price of the Motion
Picture Magazine is 32.50. The retail price
of "Behind the Screen'* is 552.50.
Hence by
ordering the two together you save $1.50.

we

For your convenience we have workedout two
methods of payment. Below you will find
particulars.
Choose whichever is the most
convenient for you. And by all means place
your order at once, for. remember, our supply

limited.

is

SPECIAL ORDER COUPON
Motion Picture Magazine
Book Department
175 Duffield

Street

Brooklyn, N. Y.

.

vernacular.

We

for

.

attractions in the world.
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Today he heads
glove salesman.
the big producing company which
Most of the stars
bears his name.

a

be

to

.
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problem of removing hair without
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This with NEET, a dainty
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San Francisco. Used by physicians. Money
ley back
b ack
if it fails to please.
50c at Drug and Dept.
stores.
Trial tube 10c by mail.
Hannibal Phar.Co., 625 Olive,St.Louis,Mo.

Nine years ago Samuel Goldwyn was

:
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"
to weep with you, friend !'
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meager

a

this, he thought it
erous of \"alentino not to usurp the entire
production.
However, we do not agree
with him,
Valentino himself would not
agree with him. It is smart of Valentino,

FAT REDUCER
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was professionally gen-
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%>\f]^.^im
treraendously ijnportant and find a maternal reassurance in your voice.
-And you always leave him with a cmtented and happy warmth in your heart.

We're sure that both the blase and bored
manner and the high and mighty manner
That is, we think people
are defenses.
wear them, to cloak embarrassment and
inadequacy.

Sake

cart
swollen veins
You, too, will welcome that relief
which allows a longer day of pleasure or a lighter day of work.
By applying Absorbine, Jr. to varicose or swollen veins, that disturbing
ordistressingacheor soreness quickly
disappears. The frequent use of this
soothing, pain-stopping antiseptic
liniment has also restored to the skin

of many sufferers

its

former smooth-

ness.

You will like Absorbine, Jr. It possesses an agreeable odor, and is easy
and clean to use. In the medicine
cabinet it soon becomes a first aid in

a hundred different ways.
At all druggists',
Liberal trial
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bottle,
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Other dmel;; oses:
Rheumatic achea

Strains

Bruises

If you could say
"Oh, come on. ,A.ct like
a regular person," it would be all right.
The chances are they would do just that.
But instead you sit in equal frigidity and
a most miserable time is had by all.
:

But this preamble has nothing whatever
do with Lois Wilson. Lois, like Harold
Lloyd, is human.
Suzanne Brady, the

to

editor

of

Cl.vssic

the

Children's hurtd

YOUR

f^^

WRINKLES
WHILE YOU

Lois at
ished her

work

the

"Icebound."

in

she was a little formal
wx
had neither of us met her before and we
could feel that she was putting out conversational
Finally meek Lois
feelers.
determined to take the bull by the horns.
first

.A.t

.

.

.

"You know," she said, "motion-picture
people are just terrified of magazine and
newspaper people
particularly
when
it's an interview."
told her that interviewers often confessed in our editorial ear that they were
terrified of the stars.
-^nd with the conversational and proverbial ice now broken, the talk was infor
the reterruptive and interesting
mainder of the luncheon.

being

summed

how

can

.

.

for

tea
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etc.,
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Dame and addresa, Fo;|ow directions and you will have a smooth
skin and keep yoor youthful beauty.
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know

really

you.

interviewers.

of

You would

be

too."

-And this other side of the question
(juite

interesting

as

as

the

othtrr

side

is

of
the

any question always is if you take
trouble to think about it.
Lois Wilson has a definite personality
even if it isn't so colorful or spectacular
That is why she isn't greater
as others.
Take her Lula Bett,
than she is today.
the inhibited and repressed drudge of the
Deacon household whose every expression
of beauty was trampled upon by the heels
remember
of her clod brother-in-law
in
"The Covered
heroine
brave
her
Wagon"
see her now in "Icebound,
in which the critics agree she gives a performance marked by a rare understanding
expressing the character of the girl
by something beyond the externals of her
plain hair and unimaginative clothes.
.

The finest European pistol
Drop Forged Blue Steel Throughout — usea
standard ammunition, an accurate, hard-hitting,

".And

she explained.

Unless you're a pronounced individual it
is up to the writer to fill in all the gaps
Of course, we're
you have left empty.

.

S. importers
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brand-new weapon.
Bought before^ recent

said,

you project your personality
enough during a luncheon or a

definitely

SLEEP
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BEAUTY
frowning,
Wrinkles

ACT NOW to get
WRITE TODAY.

of

and with truth, too.
we think, that interviews find you at a
disadvantage.
"You know that you are

SMOOTH OUT

perfect
Dew; of

(Pictorial

and we lunched with
the Algonquin after she had fin-

Screen and Stage)

Miss Wilson

8.95
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time

We

Cuts
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every

all,

for them.
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Springfield, Mass,

from sole U.

after

But,

you lunch or tea or dine or drive with
some star whose manner is such, you just
cant stop and analyze it and make excuses

.

.

.

.

.

.

There are any number of actresses on
the screen today with far less artistry to
their name who enjoy richer fruits of success than Lois Wilson, even tho her name
Her
considered to enrich a cast.
is
success, like her personality, is not specBut perhaps she paints her career
tacular.
with surer, firmer strokes ... in true
colors that time will not efface.

Earle E. Liederman
as he Is to-day

The Muscle Builder
Show 1110 the man who dotsn't want muscle, with
abounding health, and I'll show ymi a man who is
ready to be measured for a wootlen box he's dead
and he doesn't know it. A body without muprle is
like a house without foundation— a little storm, and

—

over

goes.

it

Get wise, fellows, I shouldn't have to tell you
You ean't enjoy life witli a. weak,
tht-rfr
things.
sickly b<K\y.
Thtre is no [)leasure like tho feeling of
And wlien I say strength, I
health and strength.
don't mean any lialf way business. Do it right, or
forget it.

THE WHOLE WORKS
build

1

muscle

— good,

solid

big,

muscle.

Let

knock tliis idea if they want. I know
what I'm doing and I guarantee you'll like it. I'll
put an arm on you that can be made pliable one
second and bulge out hard as steel the next.
An
arm that will be equalb' useful iu weight liftim: and
any kind of skillful athletics.
Just for a starter,
I'll increase the size of that arm at least one full
inch in the first 30 days.
I'll put a chest on you
to be proud of.
A full, deep chest with a pair of
oilier fellows

iuuKs that will take a man-sized load of rich oxygen
with fvtiy breath, and you know what that means.
Your lungs feed your blood, shootint; a kick tluough
yiHir veins that will make you just bubble over with
vitality.
I will build up those inner muscles anmnd
ynnr luart and ever> vital organ. I will send a thrill
lip your old spinal column that will make you feel
like tackling a wild cat,

A New Body
Some
man in

In Ninety

Days

crackers say it takes years to put a
That's because they don't know any
better.
I want just 90 days and I'll change your
body so you won't recognize yourself.
By that time
ivery muscle in your anatomy will literally bulge
out.
And what's more your whole being will just
tingle Willi excitement,
Y'ou will have a spring to
your step and a flash to ymir eye that will radiate
personality wherever you go.
You will feel like
shouting "I'm a man and I can prove it."

wise

shape.

—

Come

on.

now. fellows.

Why

wast^ more time? I'm
I guarantee them.
it.
Are you ready?

not just promising these tbinti^.
If vou doubt me, make me prove
L<'i's go.

Send for

My New

64-Pae:e Book

''MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
It Is Free
It contains fortj-three full-page photographs of
myself ajid some of the many prize-winning pupils I
have trained. Some of these came to me as pitiful
Look them
weaklings, imploring roe to help them.
over now and you will maiTel at their present
This liook will prove an impetus ajid
j:hysi«iues.
It will thrill you through
a real inspiration to you.
and through. All X ask is 10 cents to cover the cost
<f wrapping and mailing and it is yours to keep.
This will not obligate you at all. but for the sake
of your future health and happiness, do not put it off.
Send today right now, before you tiu-u this page.
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EARLE
Dept. 305,

EARLE
Dept.

E.

305,

E.

LIEDERMAN

305 Broadway, New York

City

LIEDERMAN.
305 Broadway,

New York

City

Sir; I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me wiUiout obligation on my part
whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscular

Dear

Development."

Name

./te

Street

City

State
iPlease write or print plainly)

.
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TKistledown
{Continued from page 48)
fix up a little something that shall help
that poor foot like magic.''
But as quick as old Anna's headshake

came Hi's own refusal
"No,

thanks, Leon, I dont need anyGood-bye."
He did not yet obey the doctor's injunction and turn homeward
he headed again
toward the De Bossert place, now deserted
and forlorn.
Possibly he hoped to find
some overlooked token, some little message
or farewell.
But at the familiar trysting-place he
found nothing but desolation and ghostly
memories. The chill November wind sang
a mournful dirge for vanished hours. The
birch-trees and the pine-trees grew thick
on the hill, but they were sad and spectral,
and held no companionship.
Big and smoky red the sun dropped in
the west, without warmth, and stabbed by
naked boughs.
The rustling carpet of
leaves lay colorless and dead.
And up
on its lonely ridge the shut doors and
shuttered windows of the cottage mutely
called its dreary emptiness.
Why is it the least remembered touch
of one girl's hands can claim ascendency
over whatever throbbing present in which
she does not share?
Other problems
claimed Hi's interest, surely yes, and

thing.

;

New

Way To

Safe

Remove Teeth

Stains

New Discovery Bleache* Dark
Teeth Instantly

!

A new

safe treatment has been discovered
giving
teeth
stains instantly,
dissolves
dull, dingy teeth a charming new whiteness and
called
the
Bleachtreatment
is
This
new
lustre.
It consists of a safe mild
odent Combination.
The liquid inliquid and a new kind of paste.
stantly curdles or softens the stains, while the
prevents
if
daily,
used
paste removes them, and
You Just brush
the formation of future stains.
then
liquid,
your teeth with a few drops of the
use the paste, and before your very eyes your
teeth acquire a clear, flashing whiteness that
even ten times the scouring by old-fashioned
methods could not give them.
It is vitally important that only a safe, mild

which

preparation like Bleachodent Combination be used
on children's teeth, which are especially subject
Bleachodent Combination
to stains and decay.
is safe and harmless, for its mild ingredients are
especially combined to act only on surface stains.
Gritty
It does not affect the enamel in any way.
and abrasive dentifrices should never be used.
If you want sparkling, white, pearly teeth get
Costs only a
Bleachodent Combination today.
Distributed by Bleachodent Dental
few cents.
Laboratories, and sold by drug and department
stores everywhere.

other girls, just as pretty,

—
grew

thick as

we

lack the

and close at hand

violets

But what are the many
one?
.

.

if

20^
Ar 217 Days
D.Payno. Frank DePrioa
io one day
°-°'^ Viles aold over
m
V!<B58S¥5''m^^*'^'^*'^^^ ""'"'•" 2ycar3. G. Howard
tiir
''»**y
Si 00 in one day.
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jj^^
Mendcnhall worked
l^balf time and made $100 a
5\Say9L.

s.madoovcr 8325 profit

A
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I

MAN\

W. E. Findlay ran
commissiona in a
few months from $100 to
over S500 per month.

i^^weck.

can sell

i^up his

Every Home, Auto
Factory a Live Prospect
L. O. Keeton, Glenn Howard, and hundreds of our most

Owner, Store and

dusk, closing down over
bright day, seemed symbolic
of himself symbolic of life.
Life was
not brightened with its illusions, aspirations, dreams.
Life was crude, and stark,
and drear.
Illusions were fallacies.
Aspirations turned into dead fruit.
Dreams
became mockeries.
When he returned home. Hi was in a
poor mood to meet his sister.
He did
not yet know the turn in his affairs, which,
already rumored, was setting more than
one dinner-table in Fairfield agog that
night but he saw at once that his sister,
even for Julia, was peculiarly agitated.
"Well, you're not in jail, at least," she
greeted him. "If it weren't for outsiders,
I shouldn't have known even that much."
'"Sorry, Julia
I've had a good deal on
m)' mind."

—

Buccessful men never sold Fire Extinguishers before.
Our special training course starts you on road to success first day.
If now employed, wo can show you how
No Experience
tomakebig money duringspare time.
r^ecessary. Get our new Sales Plaif find out how to
real
money.
Territory going fast write todayl
make

—

—

The Fyr-FyterCo.. E-2376 Fyr-Fyter BIdg.. Dayton. 0,
!D11J.;S?^^: YJQ^UjRC:,^ ;L:.M S|
;|

,

'jd ail ua 20o With any sue film
for development and
riiK prints, or send as six negatives, any size. »nd
JOc for six printa. Trial 5x7 enlareement in handaoma folder, 25c. Overnight Service.

*,«^
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ROANOKE PHOTO FINISHING

B,
Bell
Ave.

CO.

Roanoke. Va,
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"It had nothing to do with your business,
evidently.
Simpson tells me you haven't
been at the office all afternoon."
"If he's been in touch with you he's told
you things are being taken care of. He
and Judge Light got mv bond fixed up
0._

K."

know," tartly. "Well, after getting
you and your bond fixed up, Simpson
found rather important need for seeing
you.
reach

He

has been

DO TOU KNOW

your future lias in
for you?
Whom you will
marry ? Love ? Luck ? Success ?
Send name, address, DATE

u
FRFF

(vhat
store

OF BIRTH.

We'll tell you
type
of
mate you should
marry. We'll also send complete reading of your character.
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Palmistry book tells how to read character
FREE with every order. Complete outfit
9Sc— (C. O. D. 10c extra).
CHARACTER STUDIOS, 57 Rose St., Depl. 332. N. Y. C.
•^"'"'sent for

—
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brow Liquid.

good

and department
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And
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CornerY>ur'RclureS'-Aibuin

sphere yoo eao keep them
enjoy them alweye.

Styles
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,

4aC
lOT

Si
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)

Colors
|

ENCEL MFC-

CO.

DeDt.23E,47HN.CIamst..rh.^a.

HUHS

\
,

>^rt Corners

are od baIo et Photo Supply »<]
Albam coanters everywhere. They
are the only Quick, Easy, Artistic,
No Paate, No Fold wky to moant
Kodak Pnnta. A dime brfnga 100
ODdeamplefl to try. Write
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Publishen Popular Scenario Balletin

Writer
.

He Said He'd
Never Marry:
THEN
She

he met

this

pirl.

had read "The

SecretsofFascinatlngWomanhood," 3 daring new book
v.hich

shows how any woman

can attract men by using the
simple laws of man's psychology and human nature. Any
other m.in would have been
equally helpless in her hands.
You, too, can have this
LS book;
Dock;
you, too, can enjoy the
he wor/
ship and admiration of
men, \
:>f i
and be the radiant bride of
the man of your choice. Just
mail 10c in stamps with your name and address on the
rtiargin of this page, and this amazing boob will be sent
to you, postpaid, and in plain wrapper. Send your dime
today.
PRESS
!
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PSYCHOLOGY

Dept.l2-E 117 So. 14th

St., St. Louis,

Mo.

Easy Now to Restore
Natural Color of Hair

dont quite comprehend it, but anyway
they're going to foreclose those notes.

liave

I

found

a

natural

way

to

means

disaster

— the

be-

ginning of the end 1"
She spoke in broken, excited phrases,
and Hi gave a sharp whistling intake of
breath.

disastrous would be a
But why had
foreclosure on those notes.
Bank taken this sudden,
the Chemical

quickly

bring

back gray, faded, streaked hair; shade cannot be
detected from original color even under inicroscope. This new discovery is a clear liquid that
positively doe.'^. not contain lead or sulphur dyes;
not sticky, doesn't rub off, and in a few days
gives jour hair new life and lustre and youthful
appearance.
For free trial simply send name and
give
natural
shade.
Super-fecto Laboratories,
Box 5840, Dept. 22, Westport Station, Kansas
Citv,

Jlo.

I

He knew how

-

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE COPY

frantically to
directors' meeting

Something terrible's
"Plenty was up!
happened
Some notes of some kind held
by the Chemical Loan and Trust Company

it

rr

-.

Plots accepted any form; revised, critiAdvice
copyrighted, marketed.
free. Universal Scenario Corporation, 204
Security Bldg., Santa Monica and Western Avenue, Hollywood, California,

cized,

trying

you.
special
called this afternoon."
"I guess they didn't miss me particularly," said Hi, w-ho contributed little to
these dull
official
sessions
beyond his
"What was up?" he
physical presence.
asked apathetically.

Simpson says

stores

'^^^ Introductory purposes we will send
you free a generous supply of Lashwe will include a trial size of another

Lashljrow product, La.shbrow Pomade, which quickly
stimulates the growth of the brows and lashes. Clip this
announcement, enclose 10c to cover cost of packing and
shipping and send it at once to LASHBROW LABORATORIES, Inc.. Dept. 185. 417 Canal St, New York City.

was

—

all

everywhere.
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guaranteed

flitting

;

ivera;

Tlie latest discovery of thousands of eirls of tlio
"flapper" type is a "make up" that insures tli030
naturally long, thick, lustrous, sweeping eyelashes which
atld so much to beauty.
They are using a new invisible liquid which dries instantly and is mucii more easily and QuickU' applied
than the old cake preparations.
Jt darkens the lashea
and makes them look nearly twice as long and Iieavy
a.s they
really are.
Tliis liquid is waterproof, so tears
and perspiration cannot affect it. aiid it will not run,
rul) off or smear.
Does not make the lashes becoma
brittle or break off. even if used dally, because It contains natural beneficial oils whicii stimulate growth.
Tliis new
eyelash "make up" is called Lasbbrow
Liquid.
It costs but a few cents and is sold and

.

The gloomy

the

FLAPPERS FIND NEW WAY TO BEAUTIFY
EYELASHES

Clear Your Skin
With

Cuticura
Soap to Cleanse
Ointment ia Heal
Absolutely Nothing Better

.
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in the
decisive step?
it was like a blow
face
True, the Daggett Company had
been slipping steadily down hill for some
time, for several years now
no appreciable
change from the outside, but a
gradual slow-down in meeting obligations,
that stealthy lessening and withdrawal of
credit, a slackening of the sinews of the
organization and little faint signs of slipshod decrepitude in the workshops themselves.
Hi had been well enough aware
of these facts had not the decreased
dividends each year, less and less, informed
him ?
And had not old Simpson consistently complained to him, and old Judge
Light rasped at him, and all the other old
foozleums snapped or barked or wailed,
according to their natures ?
But he hadn't listened to them much, had
tried not to listen.
He hadn't wanted to
hear tales of gloom, had turned to things
brighter, more e.xciting.
Else, in moments

^AWiTlKi:i

!

;

Dance to Success
Dancing

is

the mosit im-

single

portjint
tion for

ijiiick

qualifica-

recognition

and sensational success on
the stage.
Dancing is the
surest
developer of the
poise and grace and personality so vitally necessary for the star in the
silent

The

—

drama.
most thorough

finest,

training in
of
the art
stage dancing, is imparted
the

Ned Wayburn Studios
of Stage Dancing, Inc.
under
sion

supervi-

personal

the

of

NED W.VYBFRN
Man

"The
creator

who Stages the
Follies"
the magical Way-

rector

of

productions

of despondency, had almost wished some
cataclysm would indeed sweep down, engulfing the Daggett fortune and himself
with it
That had been before he met Dolly,
before he began, idiotically, to wish and

—
and
the dancers
the

Method

hiu'n

greatest

of

selector

di-

in

—

on Broadway.

Special Classes for Children

Ned Wayburn Studios of Stage Dancing, Inc.
1841 Broadway
New York City
Open daily 9 a. m. to 10 p. m., except Saturday eveninsrs and Sunday

'TeedMusic with hisMeab
a

correctly proportioned diet for health,
cheeriness and a soft, sweet song.
Gelsler'3

ROLLER SEED and MAIZENA BISCUIT
"The Scientifically Balanced. Feed"
pot ordinary bird need.

is

It is

Differmt.

Order from dealer or direct. Package of OCa
eecd and sample bird biscuit, prepaid
09"

FREE BIRD B<>oK
sent for dealar's

i

una. Write todayl

14 Geisler Building, Omaha, Nebraska, or
50 Cooper Square. New York

MAKE THAT LUGER INTO A

.

.

:

Mrs. E. F. Keefe of Lawrence. Ka., aaya:
Since feeding vour Roller Seed and Maizena
Biscuit my bird has begun to sine again."

Max

.

He

For full information write for Art Booklet X-it 'sfree

YOUR CAN.\RY needs variety and

dream.
changed the tide of his thoughts,
swung back to the present why this sudden and ominous move on the part of
the Chemical ?
They had made disagreeable complaints before this, but old Simpson or somebody had always talked them
over.
Old man Loft was the big gun in
that concern, George's old man, the old
plumber-millionaire as shrewd and clever
and hard-boiled as they made 'em.
Julia was wailing on
to

RIFLEJ

-uip yc

nth any of the abo
InterD-10 ctsChangeable Long Barrels /ith 880jard sight. Shoot upto 20U
curate shots pei
masazines and holste
equBllin? 8 i
euper-aocorate Mausers and Mannlichers; Lueer.Mauser.etc, pistols
PACinC ARMS CORP.. LibertyBank Bldg..SanFrancisco.U.S.A.
!
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comprehend it
Simpson says the company may actually go smash.
Any day!
Of course
I knew things were not going as they used
to, in father's time-— I knew money was
getting shorter, and slower.
But I never
dreamed a thing like this could happen!
Simpson says the company's been riding
for this fall a long time, but he hoped to
stave it off.
The blow fell this afternoon
right on top of that other disgraceful
mess
I
wouldn't be surprised," she
charged bitterly, "if your arrest didn't
have something to do with bringing this
"It's

terrible

I

cant

EVER SEE A BABY WITH

Freckles
Of course

not.

freckles.

Then

Why

permit
appearance?

Nobody

why

born with

is

them?

tolerate

freckles

to

your

ruin

Quickly and surely they will disapif
you use Stillman's Freckle
Double action not only are
Cream.
your freckles dissolved away, but your
skin is whitened, refined and beautified.
Guaranteed to remove freckles
or money refunded. Most widely used
preparation in the world for this purpear

—

Snowy

pose.

white,

fumed, a pleasure
50c and $1 at

all

to

delicately
peruse.
Two sizes,

druggists.

Write for "Beauty Parlor Secrets"
and read what your particular type
needs' to look best.
Full of beauty
treatments, make-up hints, etc. If 3-0U
buy $3 worth of Stillman toilet articles
in
1924, we will present you with
beautiful
free.

large

size

perfume

bottle

Send for booklet now.

Stillmans Freckle

cream

yVritc for

"Beauty Parlor Secrets

—

THE STILLMAN

CO..
S3 Rosemary Lane, Aurora,

[

I

7

'III.

!

down on our

riease *end
me "Beauty Pa
Secrets" details of perfume offer

;'

heads."

"Nonsense!" Hi said, sharply. "Banks
dont operate from such motives.
Besides,
they wouldn't have had the time this

—

move has been some time
you may depend on it."

the brewing,

in

\\'ell, it's probably your doing just the
"That arrest is just
same," she accused.

—

your whole behavior, flighty,
a symbol
disgraceful, irresponsible
was it what one
would e.xpect from the head of a big business ?
Would any bank care to continue
relations with any business that had such
a head ?"
Hi didn't answer; his lips were twitching.

His

—

sister

"And Simjjson

If
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WONDERFUL RING
GET THIS
BACK
from A GENUINE DIAMOND SEND

You Can tell

IT

it

These Amazingltl Beautiful COUODITE Gems match the acintilatlng beauty of GENUINE DIAMONDS in every way .They have
the same gorgeous blazing flash and dazzling play of living
rainbow fire. Standing the terrific Acid Test of direct comparjBon. Lifetime experts need all their experience to see aay
difference. Prove this yourself

Genuine CORODITE and a OiaUAId;
niHnC TUIC
iniO TP^TWeara
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$4.28
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MtiuDtings of most modern design bearing an unqualitied 20 year
guarantee. Art Leather, Silk Lined Gift Case Free with each ring.
your money right at home. Just
SEND nU
HA niUnCf
MAMPV Keep
«Cnil
send name, address and number of Wng
wanted and size as shown by slin of paper fitting end to end around
6nger joint and yoarring will come by return mail. Deposit amount
shown above with postman. You do not risk a penny as our
binding legal guarantee to refund your money in full ie attached to every ring
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we

sell

.

SEND TODAY.

RICHWINEBlvd.,
CO. Dept. S4
CHICAGO,

19 West Jackson

ILL.'
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other

start

the

bring
!"
end

down

the

continued her plaint
says it'll just serve to
creditors.
That's what'll

collapse —

it

may mean

the

The

fact that he recognized the truth
her words did not make it easier to
hear them. And he was already tired and
strained and sick he felt actually sick,
with a beating in his head and a growing
heavy ache thruout his body he snapped
in

—
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Meyer Both Company, the
World

irritably

offers

you an unusual opportunity for

practical training, based upon twenty-three years
of success. This nationally known organization
each year produces and sells to advertisers over

13,000 commercial drawings. Meyer Both instruction is the difference between successful fact
and experimental theory This well paid profession equally
open to men and women. Home study instruction.

Get Facts Before You Enroll
Ask the Advertising Manager

;

out,

largest

Commercial Art Organization in the

in Any School

of the leading "««»-

in the United
Canada. England or Australia about

papers in your city, anywhere
:

Simpson seems to have had a
good deal to say. Did he, by chance, do

'

"Well,

?"

States.

k

the
I

—

let

them

telling

r^ne-half the

torted at that.
"You know Simpson as
well as I do, his faithfulness and patience.
And it isn't as if he wanted to carry the
responsibility he said as much to me this
afternoon. He's an old man, and realizes

Micbitai Ave.

cost of mailing

— four cents

in

stamps-

COMPANY
MEYER BOTH
of Art Instruction
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STOP
S'kin

^Troubles/
Ilabe those pimples or blemi':hc9

go away. How many

times have you looked into the
mirror and wished that your
Bkin were without blemishes?
Wl^at would you give for a
cool, clear, velvety skin? Then
try D. D. D. Emollient Cream.

FREE!

TrialBameTube

formula as the famoos
Based on the
D.D.D. Pregcription. The action of D. D. D.
Emollient Cream is calm and grentle; still it
soothes the irritated skin instantly. Rub
D. D. D, Cream over your pimples or blem-

ishes. It will remove your skiQ affliction
allay the irritated tissues.

hi.s

nice

known

would go smash comnobody at the head."
She paused a minute, then added
"To think that you, after your own
criminal negligence, should presume to
depreciate Simpson, a faithful employee of
your father's since before you were born
!"
I'm actually astonished at you
pletely

Then she demanded
"^^^^ere have you been all afternoon?
Been calling on your ladj' friend, I pre-

sume," caustically.
"It wasn't enough to
get your family name dishonored you
must go rushing off again to your common
"
sweetheart
"Oh, for heaven's sake, Julia," Hi burst

—

"lay off till tomorrow, wont you?
see Simpson in the morning, and try
whatever I can do if you'll only lay off
tonight."
But Miss Julia would not lay off.

Write today for generous free trial tube of
D. D. D. Emollient Cream and get quick
from your skin troubles. Sample
mailed free and postpaid. No obligation. A postal will do.
D.D.D.Ce>» Depl,1515, 3S45RaTenswoo(l AvcChiugo.Ul.

Ca^h or easy payments.
lamps, wheels and equipment
at half usual prices. Send no
money. Write todav for big catalog,
Trial.

TSmaa
*rw

epecial Factory Bicycle Prices from $21. SO up;
iroe tri
trial
al pian
pui n and marveloua oflfera,

CmSASO

\

,,
fee catalog^

many of the cleverest cartoonists and comic artists of
to-day. We do not print large ad»
vcrtis^nients because our students
do most of our advertising for vs. If
you don't know any of our students
AaK us FOR INFORMATION, The Course
not expensive. THE W. L. EVANS SCHOOL
i.'i

OF CARTOONING
Cleveland,
807 Leader BIdg..

O.

WAN IIP! KAiLWAY SrS
WORK FOR THE GOVERNMENT

—
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1600 to 2000
17 to 45 years
a year Common Education Sufficient Travel,
the country.
No layoffs lifetime Job.
.see
Holiday with pay. Write toda.v for free list of
positions obtainable and information how to
get positions AVITH UNCLE S.iM.
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ADDRESS SUPERINTENDENT.

216

Dinan BIdg., Delroir, Mich.

MAHliNii

Why Pay More J

ery^relpect^" ColTuins 144
colored tiles, counters, dice and racks. Also easily
understood playinK instructions. Sent upon receipt
of $1 plus 10c postage (We^t of Mississippi and
Canada 25c I.

MAH JONG GAME

Dept. S3,

CO.

206 Broadway, New York

Write for our altradioe proposition

Mnk6 CVRIS aiulwM!fES
Just dissolve Egyptian Snowbark
in water and you have the same.

wonderful natural curling and
liquid used by Oriental

waving

Beauties of Cleopatra's time. The
Btraigfhtest hair.ligiitly dampened
with this liquid andcurled or waved
In your usuatmanner, 3a quichly trana-

formed Into beautiful, soft, lustrooa
waves of any Gtylo. which will
STAY IN--theylast FOR CAYS. This
natural curllns liquid la as tiarmlesa aa
water, givea new life toany halr.and
la tar superior to ready made kinds.

curia or

,

SOc pkg. makes Half Pint
of liquid—over $3.00 V orth
A lullslzQpackaET^of senolne. pure

Egyptian Snowbark with full dlrecions (several months' supply) will
celpt of t60c or pay postman 60c plus
Unless entirety eatlsBed, retnm anaeed
-...-^
1
portion within 15 daya and money will be refanded. Address
Cecil CalvBrt Co.., 421 E. 13th St., Kanaas City,Mo.
.
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Published by George H.

Doran

fear for tomorrow is
some new mire to drag

only

find

New York

Co.,

isn't

she

sobbed.

"Thank

heaven,

Hi answered

wearily.

he

IS

THE

Sanest, Merriest

read it in
".\ny wa\

doubt if he could rail at me for my sin>
any better than you."
"Sh !" said Miss Julia, as a maid entered
to announce dinner.
"I dont want any dinner," Hi said. "I'm
going to bed." And he limped from the
room.
The ne.xt morning he could not leave
his bed
his wound was feverish, a heav\
cold caught from exposure in the rain had
settled
upon him, and an unbelievable
weakness seemed to press him down. The
doctor came and barked reprimands and
imperative orders. Old Sim])son appeared,
and tried to hold something resembling
a business conference, but it was only a
futile and wretched pretension.
Hi tossed and fumed thru a miserable
That evening his sister brought him
day.
up a telephone message.
"That woman at the roadhouse that
Thiebaud woman just called \ou up."
Hi quickened to attention. "\\'hat did
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When I told her
"She wouldn't say.
\ou couldn't come to the phone, she demanded to know why, and I told her wh\
That was all except that I made her tell

220 West 42nd Street
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she was."
Hi, whose brief eagerness had not al"It's
the
together subsided, grumbled
Dont you
devil to be tied up like this,
think I could make it to the phone?"
The doctor says
"I certainly do not.
you're in luck to have escaped blood:

poisoning, as it is; and pneumonia as well.
I'm afraid you must get along without
communication from your ordinary friends
for a few days."
But later that same evening she brought

him another cominunication of
'Here's
you," she
downstairs,
pictures of

sorts.

that may
"A magazine

something

interest

found
one of those affairs filled with
moving picture actors. I dont
know whether it belongs to you or one
said.
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of the servants."

Miss Julia's manner betokened malice,
and considerable curiosity, too, as she
Hi took it disheld forth the magazine.
but the instant his eyes fell
on the opened page, they riveted.
For there looking back at him was the
pictured face of Dolly
Yes, it was unmistakably Dolly who
smiled back at him, with those bright and
But what was her picture
teasing eyes.
interestedly,
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Hi could not answer that question, but
he didn't care to have his sister know he
could not. His silence irritated her.
"Dont for a minute think Fve altered
my opinion of her. It's only strengthened.
-And it's no great surprise to me to discover her vocation the women in that
calling are, of course, cheap and flighty
and ordinary. I haven't changed my opinion
one whit," she repeated.
"Only to her
flightiness and
tawdriness the girl has
added a petty kind of deceit which is not
amusing."
"I dont know that anyone has asked you
for your opinion," was Hi's only answer
to her tirade.
Obtaining nothing from him beyond
sullen and obdurate silence. Miss Julia
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He

that name
But why had Dolly
and misled him?
However, it
would be comparatively simple to trace
her thru this clue
tomorrow he would
start on the trail of Samuel King.
He
would have liked to start tonight, but he'd
give this accursed foot, this damnable
till
toweakness, that much leeway
!
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he would talk to
Anna. He must see Simpson, of course;
and maybe old man Loft the crisis at the
factory demanded imperative action. But,
first of all the things he must attend to
tomorrow, he would telephone Anna and
ask her reasons for calling him it could
be nothing else but something touching
In
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GRAND
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His plans, his speculations, his bewilderments and fears became an excited, incoherent jumble. The shaded light seemed
to move far away, he himself seemed to
float far away.
.

He

.

.

saw

strange
visions,
which he
determine were real or fancied.
He saw Dolly with the fat, flashy stranger
they were standing before a minister being
married he rushed forward to rescue her
and then suddenly the scene shifted and
he saw a man lying stiff and cold in a
hospital bed
dead
He saw Dolly a prisoner at the bar
she was standing with drooping head,
while the judge harangued her wrath fully.
the judge had the face of the traffic
cop. O'Sullivan, and wore his uniform,
and then shifted in some mysterious way
ir.to the guise of Julia.
Dolly raised her
drooping head and regarded himself. Hi,
with sad, reproachful eyes. ...
Then he himself seemed to be on trial
the jury was multitudinous and hostile
the multitude of them eyed him condemningly and all seemed to be talking at once
there was old Simpson jabbering about
"credit," and Julia prating of "ruin'' and
"disgrace" and "family honor," and old
man Loft waving mortgage-notes and
yellow-backs with fiendish hilarity, and
old Leon, friendlily offering him a drink,
saying a curious phrase over and over,
"These are matters which one n\ust decide
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captivating discovery, who is shortly to be
featured in a new production of which the
title has not yet been announced."
"Are her features familiar to you ?'"
Miss Julia was asking, with her blended
iiiquisitiveness and malice.
Hi, his eyes ferreting the reading matter
in a vain search for information beyond
that meager caption, did not answer.
Miss Julia suddenly demanded
"Well, if she's a movie actress, why did
she pretend to be a servant why did she
try to make me think she was somebody

—
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.^nd amongst the myriad jurors sat his
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been his father, who was never an.xious,
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beacon receded so far he could
scarcely see it he could not see it at all
everything was dark, and quiet.
In the morning, at dawn, he awoke,
quite clear-headed.
The house was yet
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thing perhaps; a little
"You should send him nothing," she interrupted harshly.
"There are sicknesses
and troubles that liquor does not heal."
She folded her arms more tightly and
sat staring somberly again ahead of her.
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"What, that big company so quickly ?"
Anna, staring at him aghast.
Leon nodded.
"So goes the rumor."
Then
"That poor young man, with his
sickness and all, I should send him some-
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so little were her thoughts selfish that she
paid scarcely any heed to the conduct of
Finally she had gone to the
the hostelry.
telephone and called the number of the
Daggett mansion.
Her brief talk with
Miss Julia did not appear to cheer her any.
For an hour she sat alone in her little
sitting-room, her arms tightly folded and
her eyes frowning into space.
When Leon sought her out, to tell a
startling bit of news which had just come
to him, she decided to unburden herself.
"I called up that Mr. Hi a little while
ago," she began.
"I thought it but fitting
to inquire after his predicaments.
But
the old maid sister was the one I found
on the wire," dourly. "And Mr. Hi, he is
confined to his bed with the injury to his
foot, and with a fever."
"\h, is that so !' exclaimed Leon. "That
is
bad, and mounting upon his other
troubles
Just now have I heard a new
and dark report. There goes a rumor that
the Daggett Company has been unable to
meet certain obligations it may be forced
to fall into a sudden bankruptcy, that big

-^^-^

cried

"H"

Dept.
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"Well will you tell them
But before he could finish his message
Hi dropped the receiver, and fell to the
When a maid discovered
floor in a faint.
him, some time later, his delirium had iclurned and he was babbling of fooli>h
things, as people do in a fever.
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Also your

".\nna," Leon said at last, in a tentative
entreaty, "all this day and all of yesterday
you have carried a burden in your breast
and a lock on your lips. You heard Mr.
Hi announce boldly his love for Miss
Dolly, and you exhibited no surprise.
What is it you know of this so strange

Then
State

told
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affair ?"

Anna
in

what Dolly had
same room two nights

confided

this
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before, while Leon's eyes popped with their
interest and astonishment.
"She, too, has
fallen in this love," she concluded dolorously.
"With that young man of such
wildness and improvidence.''
"He is not that to her," Leon answered,
"not if she loves him.''
He went on, too
earnest to sound sententious
"Love is

••••
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one other thing I have not
Miss Dolly was in Mr.
told you, Leon.
Hi's car the night of that bad accident.
He brought her here that night, and I
hear they seek a woman who was driving
Now has come
his car when it occurred.
his arrest
and she does not know. His
moreover, and these
factory
sickness,

—
—
—
troubles

V
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Providence^
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matter what you do real command of English will help
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rich.
Ali Hafed overlooked
great opportunity at his door to go far afield
search of wealth
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truth.
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before the Thiebauds arrived
Mr. King had received two callers; one
was small and dapper while the other was
tall and thin, but equally dapper, and their
age indeterminate
two youngish - oldish
gentlemen of the urbane world.
Sam King sat at his desk, a plump,
fastidiously dressed man
he had a round
face which was shrewd, yet kindly.
"Good morning, Mr. Claiborne," he
greeted the smaller of his visitors.
"Good morning. This is my friend, Mr.
\'an .Antwerp Reeves."
The long lean gentleman languidh'
shook hands.

"Your niece hasn't yet
Claiborne," said Mr. King.

The
"Where

little
is

she?

man

arrived,

replied,

You're not

Mr.

irritablx'

trying

?

Laokot

lanBuaee

"'^='

''^^'^>'

!>,•>

I

"Hello, everybody
Dolly, standing there in the doorway,
looked as brilliantly lovely as a butterfly
wafting in from the month of June, and
about as casual as such a gauzy-winged
entrant
her manner would never have
indicated that these people had gathered
to settle her aflfairs.
:
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But his warning was never uttered, for
that juncture the door swung open and
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FREE

tlie

liuilt

at her.

Dolly should know," he said.
she should know."
"Yes," said Anna, "she should know."
Leon and Anna took a night train to
New York, their impatience would not let
them rest overnight without acting.
When they sought out Samuel King's
office the next morning, as the quickest
route to Dolly, they found themselves un-

inff

BOOK ON ENGLISH
AND 15 MINUTE TEST

made him fabulously

It

".\t least

invited

.\li Hafed, a Persian farmer, sold his acres to
out and seek his fortune.
He who bought the
farm found it contained a diamond mine which
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W

the loving-

up,

".\h, tst," sharply.
"That Mr. King
and all the bothers he has created must
withdraw now from the scene. This young
woman's problems are now otherwise

Cultivate

a

woman,

man

:

O

ifo

e.xtra

but she touched, for
a moment, that plump gentle hand on her
Then Leon asked
shoulder.
"Where is she? Where has she flown
off to, that bright, unresting, fluttering
little bird?"
Anna raised her eyes, revealing new
perturbations.
"She has flown back to
that Mr. King, Leon."

m Brow,

Address

of, but

how to find."
Anna was
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Anna.

given to the heart of man by God.
And it is with the eye of the heart that
one sees most truly. Is this not so?"
He had placed one plump hand gently on
her shoulder
Anna let it remain, but
shook her head.
"Always he gets himself into scrapes
this last one the worst of all."
"Perhaps," Leon admitted.
"But will
there be so many scrapes when he has
Aliss Dolly's eyes to draw him another
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Her advent, tho awaited, seemed to bring
a moment of awkwardness.
Rising from
his chair, Mr. Van Antwerp Reeves ad-

.

vanced to shake hands with her his face
had that look, peculiar to some men, of
having been treated with wax, with its stiff
emotionless expression, and the stiff pre;
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stamped in gold

its little moustaches.
Dolly carelessly touched his proffered
hand and then, with her light vibrant
movement as of wings invisibly astir,
walked to the table and perched on a
corner of it.
"Well, what's all the row about, old
dears."
The atmosphere strikes me as a
trifle electric.
You haven't changed much,
Uncle Percy you look as if you were
about ready to explode."

—

"Now, now, Doris,"

the small dapper
gentleman spluttered, "I haven't gone to all
this trouble to find you to be patronized
by you
Have you no conception of the
worry you've given me— the thousand-andone conjectures?"
"I wrote that you had no occasion to
worry. Uncle Percy."
"But you didn't let me know where you
were hiding what you were up to!"
"1-Iaven't you 'washed your hands of
me?' .A^nyway, I wanted to be let alone
!

—
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until f

could

"
a success of— of
sharply, as her voice trailed

make

"Of what?"
off.

Then Dolly made a gesture that
patient, but strangely baffled.
what

"That's

I

didn't

Uncle Percy. Not at first.
I wanted to do something

fhing— that wasn't

was im-

know

myself,
only knew

I

iimst

do some-

utterly piffling and sillv

and useless."
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"Non.sense!" snorted Uncle Percy.
"Oh, I know you wont understand," with
another restless gesture, "but. I was sick
of trying to act rich when J was poor,
sick of the eternal sponging.
If I was
any use in the world at all, I could earn
a decent living some way. And earn some
self-respect, as well!"
"I scarcely see the need of these melodramatic statements," said Uncle Percy,
with thin acidity. "You were never in any
dire want that I know of
I spent my own
money on you, and more than I could well
afford.
Moreover, an honorable man, an
esteemed friend of mine, stood ready to
gratify your whatever luxurious whim.
Why did you flout hhii?"
Mr. Van Antwerp Reeves' countenance,
at this point, flushed saffronly thru its
emotionless veneer.
He shifted his feet
uneasily and looked uncomfortable, but
could not hold down the eagerness from
his

City

:

stand ready to do that, Doris.
forgive you for your unkind treatment it is not yet too late. I've assured
your uncle of as much. Give up all this
nonsense we'll forget all about it and
I promise you shall live like a princess."
The girl looked at him.
"No," she said, shaking her head. "I'm
not as bad as that."
Her answer seemed to startle her
There was a little hush. Then
hearers.
I'll

New York

voice

"I

still

—

—

—

iSS«1
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Uncle Percy broke

it,

violent in his angry

disappointment, for he had greatly desired
this match.
"Well, anyway," he shouted, "I forbid
!"
your going on with this movie business
calmly.
said
girl
"I'm of age," the
"I forbid your using your name my
name for such notoriety !"
The girl, then, got down from the table
and moved over beside Sam King and laid
her hand on his shoulder.
"I haven't hurt the family dignity, Uncle
Percy^not while I've been under the
guidance of Mr. King." Sam King reached
"This is
for her hand, and she went on
as good a time as any to tell you Mr.

—

—

:

—

:

,
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King has done me
ing

When Grandma
Was a Girl

—and

Now!

The Modern Woman
Needs More Money

—and Gets It!

The modern woman needs more
money than her grandmother did.
The demands of her every-day life are
more complicated, involve expenditures undreamed of "when grandma
was a girl." And, unlike the women
of past generations, the modern
woman can and does go after
whatever it is that she wants.
far

—

—

honor of ask-

the great
to be his wife."

me

I

Camso's

Mr. Reeves gasped, and Mr. Claiborne
ejaculated
You refused Van because
"Great Scott
of some tommy-rot about love l^d'you
mean to say you're in love with that fat
old fish?"
tie expected his niece to fling back some
cutting rejoinder, and her muteness, and
the sudden look in her face, was far more
Over her face flamed a tide of
startling.
color so rich and so beautiful that all he
could do was stare.
Dolly's hand flew up to her cheek as if
she were aware of that hot flaming and
sought to arrest it she looked helplessly
!

;

down

King, who had turned very
who again reached for her

Sam

at

and

sober
hand.

And

juncture the door burstvehemently open and old Anna Thiebaud
at

Leon in after
backward expletives at
old

pulling

entered,

and

this

hurling

office-urchin

who sought

her,

'Reveaied !
A

post-mortem of Caruso's throat showed a
superbdevelopmentofhisHyo-Glossus muscle—
the basic reason for his tremendous vocal power.

an

to detain her.

Once
"Ah, there you are. Miss Dolly
they told me you were here they could
not retard me!" she cried victoriously.
!

Extra Money for
Extra Things!
How much

{To be continued next month)

more interesting and en-
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joyable life is when we can bring color
and variety into its prosaic routine,
by indulging an occasional whim.
Yes, of course, whims are apt to cost
money. But that need not worry you.

To show you why

need not, we have
taken the time and space here to tell
you about a little booklet called "The
Open Road To An Independent Income," which will tell you how you
can easily earn from as little as 35.00
to as much as 3100.00 extra each
month.

We

it

can use representatives at once to

new subPicture
Magazine, Classic and Beauty, and
we stand ready to pay you liberally

collect renewals and solicit
scriptions for the Motion

for either spare

time or

full

time work.

Motion Picture Magazine is one of
the most firmly established magazines
in the country, and now has a serial
novel in addition to all its other splendid features. Classic, which has been

combined with Shadowland, offers a
more diversified and cosmopolite
appeal than ever before. Beauty is
the only magazine published which
caters exclusively to this subject, so
all-important to women, and because
of its unique appeal, is acclaimed with

enthusiasm everywhere.

"The Open Road To An Independent
Income" will prove an open sesame
It will be sent
to success for you.
to you absolutely free.
Just fill in
this coupon and mail it to us, to-day.
•
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Edward-Small Company, in association
with Lewis & Gordon, booking agents,
announce that they will produce a series
of tabloid dramas and comedies in which
motion-picture stars will be featured. The
productions will open on the Coast and

work

their

way

Robert Edeson will

East.

stage the plays.

Johnny Fox,

is

Jr.,

Strengthen

thinking of having

They arc
won for him a

his jewels,
contract to
in educational juvenile

his freckles insured.

and have just

play leading parts
comedies.
Johnny needs no make-up in
fact, he cant be made up, as freckles are

yourHvo-Glossui

free as a bird

-and YOUR Voice

;

most

difficult to imitate, so,

without even a smear of grease paint, he
He's been in pictures
sails thru his parts.
three years, and his hobby is dogs
freckles,

Fox,

A

and

legs

dogs,

that's

Johnny

Jr.

doggone

honeymoon

—

that's

what

Strongheart thought about his recent stay
at the McAlpin Hotel, when he brought
Lady Julie on to attend the Dog Show
in Madison Square Garden, and incidentally to be present at the premiere of his
play, "The Love Master," just like the
other stars. He'd much rather have spent
the time on the ranch and he plainly told
you so with his thundering bark and those
expressive and pleading eyes of his.

William Farnum and Adolphe Menjou
have been bagged by Jesse L. Lasky, for
long-term contracts. Farnum is considered
a

sure

pull

for

box

office

receipts,

and

Charlie Chaplin's "A
Woman of Paris," and other recent releases, in which he has shown subtle art,
Accompanypulled the contract for him.
ing Mr. Farnum to the Coast is Edward
Peple, author of "The Littlest Rebel," one
of
the
actor's
most successful stage
vehicles, and altho it is not said what will
be Mr. Farnum's first picture under the
new contract, the type can be guessed.
And speaking of the stage, Mr. Farnum's
contract allows him to appear part of each
jear in legitimate productions on Broadway. The comedy-drama, "The King," in

Menj oil's work
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the nerve center in the brain controlling
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which Leo Ditrichstein appeared on Broadway in 1917, will be one of Mr. Menjou's
vehicles.
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Eugene Feuchtlnger, A.M., famous European
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VACUUM CLEANER

EXPOSITION

By Blaine
Oh,

little

far

blossom from the land of

lotus

Cathay

C. Bigler

;

You came

-*

to dreaming Salem town all
on an autumn daj'
\on brought the gleam of China silk, the
lure of China gold
You brought the spell of Chinese life
of customs ages old.
\\)\\ came to dreaming Salem town all on
an autumn day
You felt the lure of shaded streets where
flitting shadows play;
ihit not for you the harbor nor the wharves
so bare and brown
You've gone unto a fairer place than
even Salem town.

N
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TO DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS IN
ROBIN HOOD

-26 different Cleaners

.

chooseJrom

to

APEX
CADILLAC

EUREKA
IMPERIAL

UNIVERSAL

GOLD MEDAL
HAMILTON- BEACH
PREMIER-DUPLEX
ELEC.

Mail Orders

filled

anywhere Express paid

SPECIAL FOR LIMITED TIME

Dell

F.

Of

down you can make

—

The Leaders

SWEEPER-VAC
HOT POINT
PREMIER

^

tnal

housecleaning so simple and easy. Pay for it while
you are using it. No one need know that you
are buying it from us on easy payments because no references are required. No shopping
around town. No aching feet. No after regrets because from us you can buy practically
every Vacuum Cleaner on the market and our
experts will help you select the right cleaner
so that you cannot make a mistake. Brand
new latest models. Mail order customers can
have their favorite Vacuum Cleaner shipped
anywhere on 10 days' free trial; express paid.
After trial, send us $3.00 first payment (all
cash if you prefer), or return Cleaner express
collect. Take advantage of this liberal offer
now before it is too late. Mail coupon today.

For only $3.00

WESTERN

-'free

By George

ONLY

old we found this treasured heritage
Inscribed alone upon the printed page;
But now, O Robin, you have brought your

men
Fo swarm the glades of

Sherwood once

again.

Thru all the quilted countryside they
throng
.\venging innocence, and righting wrong;
Would you much mind it, Robin, if you

knew
That with your motley band
too?

we journey

For we, decreed by drabest destiny

To know
Envision

the tedium of toil alone.
in

your matchless pageantry
we have never known.

lovely beauty
Life's truth for

.'\

trade
If beauty could

beauty
fulfil

we would

this

gladly

promise made.

BISSELL

REGINA

.SPECIAL

ROYAL
TWIN
OHIO
All Other

BALANCE

^

Makes

clean-

I

A90 ^^ charge
'

MONTHLY

$50.

er,

for easy

J

——

Without obligation send me complete
your flee

I

price

girl

the babbling brook
her nightie.
shown down on her bosom

stood

Clad only

moon

in

in

bright

—CENSORED.

LIST
lllW.42dSt.,N.Y.

Vacuum Cleaner Specialty Co. jDept. 18

I

payments.

— Price $6i

COUPON FOR PRICE

I

fVe carry
Parts for
All
Cleaners

RIGHT THIS TIME
The
The

Exclusive Agents for Imperial Cleaners

— CLIP

This

Month

vacuum
^^ ^^M A well-known
reduced from
Small

list

and

particulars of

trial offer.

I

I

NAME

I
I

ADDRESS

I

fallen Aiclies. ituiiions. Foot Fains
are caused by misDlaced bones. Artisupports may. for a time relieve,
but cannot correct these ills. You can
bring back health to any cart of your

7 Outof 10 Women
Need This Beauty

ficial

body only in nature's own way and
not by use of mechanical devices.
Nature does not required artificial
Don't use rigid devices that
support.
mertly
as
"crut^.-hcs. "
act
Help
nature and nature will help you. Dis-

Treatment
Real beauty

is

often

marred by black-

covery of Chinese Scientist, in nature's way, revitalizes muscles, brings
bones back into place. Actually making your fett smaller. Send ten cents
Ching Wong
for illustrated booUkt.
Co.. Dept. S-5. 151 5th Ave.". New York.

heads, oily skin and

enlarged pores.
Helena Rubinstein, icknowledged
beauty, recommends this reatment
,

Wash

-world authority on
to clear the sliin:

tlie face with Valaze Blackliead and Open Pore
Paste to penetrate and rid the pores of impurities;
follow with Valaze Beautifying Sldnfood to stimulate

^BRINGS THIS RINC-

the skin's activity, clear and beautify it.
Close the
pores with Valaze Liquidine. whicli removes the
slime," refines the skin texture and forms a base
for powder.
Order today. Combination Treatment,
$4.00. Ask for 'Secrets of Beauty" and Beauty Chart.

OUT OF

7

10

ig^

NO OEfERENCES SEEDED

Only $2.00 down and $1.00
per week for this platinum
hand pierced ARTEX
with
two French cut blue
ring
apphires on sides. Guaranteed
-ull 1 Ct. perfect cut stone of blue
x-hite diamond radiance and beaun., finest

NEED

For a flawless diamond of this
cut and size, you would pay, elsewhere, upwards of $150. Our
cial price only $12.00— and ten
Send for yours now. State whethe
Ou
i;ents' desired, giving finge
ty.

46
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COUXTRY MAIDENS
By DiAXE Greex

Barbara ha

Marr now starring in the new
Metro produc'

Either

A

slender witch with bare, pink toes,
Sunbonnets, ginghams, and a rose
Tucked deftly in one golden curl,
An innocent, enchanting girl,
Who flies the City-Rake's bold charms
And seeks the Sturdy Farmer's arms
Tho tossed and tempted, simon-pure,
(Close-up of haystacks; Girl, demure.)

tton"Th>' Name
is

Or

PP

'Keep your

A

lanky maiden, splay of feet
Who gapes upon some city street,
Who leads a tame duck on a string.
Perhaps a pig or anything,
Who visits in the Gilded Town
And wears a high-necked nightie gown.
Whose hair is tortured ofl:' her brow,
(Close-up of Fords, bewildered cow

secret trea-

—

.

.

sured behind

your mysteri-

.)

ous door, if you must"

SCREEN ANIMALS
I

silken cats that move across the
screen,
Part of the plot or setting dogs have such
;

Play-sense, stag«-presence always

;

they

have been
ersed in the make-believe of childhood,
but a cat
Is such a scornful creature, is so wise
In ancient guile and reticence, one reads
green contempt beneath fiat lidded
\

A

eyes.

.

.

"My

dear Mons. Vivaudou:

"I have tried so long to find what you
have discovered Mai d'Or— definitely possesses the power to attract
!

others!

"Here at last is a perfume exquisitely
suggesting a loveliness and endearing
appeal that creates an unforgettable
memory. It is as you yourself have
said, so much 'more than merely a

.

fragrance.'

wonder what they

think, wild creatures,

that

Are prodded

to

their

parts,

the

jungle

crew,
with padded paws, that stalk and

"Keep your secret treasured behind
your mysterious door if you must but
never let me be without the compelling
charm of Mai d'Or.

—

Sincerely,"

Lions,

Barbara La Marr

slink

Theatrically, to

How

strange

it

thrill

seems,

the

with

crowd anew.
safety

bar?

and whips
To make an actor of a tawny king.
To give him grease paint scent instead of
blood,

And tame

—

Beauti/u( Sarbara l^a 'Kiarr found
that this fragrance added a netv
note to even her exquisite personality

By Faith Baldwin
wonder what they think, the clever dogs

And

I

Woman."

his threats to stagy simpering

!

The

hiysterious

Door

—

it guards the most fascinating secret in the world

Perfumers have spent their

lives

seeking in vain the secret which
Vivaudou has at last found and
keeps beyond the famous door of
mystery. You can never know
^vhat marvelous secret it jealously
guards, but you can have the bewildering appeal of this new perfume quality in the Mai d'Or
products.

POUDRE
SAVON
PARFUM
75c
25c
TALC
POUDRES COMPACTES
25c, 50c, 75c
50c and $1.00
CREME ROUGES EAU DE TOILETTE
$1.00, $Z.OO, $4.00

$1.00 50cand$1.00

At

$1.50, $2.50

the better shops

Send oniy 20c lo Vivaudou
iDept. 7-D-5). m9 Fifth
Ave,. New York, for a Umj
bottle ofMaid'Or. a bilof
powder in a rtew pat-acake-p^tffand booklef'Tiie
Stortj of the Secret Door."

jimD'onj
U

%^^ris ^\/

I

'X/

A.

Creator oj exclusive toUetrics— Mavis— La

U D O

Boheme and

the

Mwlhrki

famous Ego Beauty Treatments,
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They Said
It CouldnH Be Done!
BUT THESE SCREEN
AUTHORS DID IT!
HAROLD

M.

WILL LAMBERT

SHUMATE

AutKor

Author

"LOST"

"THE WHITE

ETHEL STYLES MIDDLETON
Author

(Working Title—

SIN"

"TUDGMENT

Release

title to

announced

(formerly announced as
"Unguarded Qates."

be

later.)

J cfthe STORM"
three authors
THE
graphs appear
in

whose
this

ment have demonstrated that

Be

"It

Foundation
Si'holarsliip

Toundation has been

established by I'.ilmer Institute of Authorship for the purpose of bringing recognition
to men and women whose fresh and virile
siories might oihcrwise be lost to the screen

and general publication field, but who need
only training in the new technique of
authorship in order to succeed.
Two Major Awards, each carrying a prize

?500 cash and the P.ilmcr Medal of
Merit, will be made by the terms of the
Found.Tiion to the authors of the best short
story and the best screen play, respectively,

oi

submitted each year.

Thus both Genius and Industry receive
equal opportunity to share in these awards,

Their plays
produced by Palmer Photoplay Corporation and distributed by Film Booking Offices of America, are being
shown in thousands of theatres
throughout the United States and
Canada.
They accomplished what

Fri^derick Palmer
(Palmer PliotopLty Corporation")
Chairman, Comviittet' Scrt'cn Play J-ivarth

sceptics said could not be done.

Many

other
today similarly

men and women
successful

are
because of

Through Palmer
operation they have learned how
Palmer

training.

co-

to

harness imagination and to teach it
to express itself in dramatic terms.
And they have learned in spare time
study in their own homes.
Their

work

is

in

demand.

They form

a

trained body upon which the motion
picture industry, as a whole, is leaning more and more.

Screen Plays by Palmer Authors
Photoplays now on the screen. In preparation
or purchased for production, written by authors
succeeding through Pahner co-operation Include,
besides those listed abo- e, "Trusie Stoops to

Conquer,"
"Love's
Whirlpool,"
"Hollywood
1900," "Robes of Redemption," "Next, Please,"
"Crepe de Chine Gordon," "Light Fingers and
Toes,"
"Tangled Lives," and "The Night

Hawk."
(kiyright

igS4,

Falmer

InuUute

of Authorship,

Almost without exception every person ambiis

faced

at

the

—"The New Road

beginning with

Many struggle
and discouragement.
long years unguided before eventually gaining
But how much smoother the path
the heights.
would have been, how much more quickly the
heights would have been scaled, if the writer
could have had, at the beginning, the guidance
and encouragement of someone who knt'w.
Such guidance and encouragement Palmer InPalmer Course
stitute of Authorship proffers.
and Service teaches photoplay writing, short
Instrucstory writing, and dramatic criticism.
The student
tion is individual, confidential.
studies at home.
Each receives the personal
guidance and supervision of a member of the
Advisory Bureau, a brilliant staff selected for
studio and magazine experience and teaching
ability.
When the student's creations become
good enough for sale the services of the Sales
Department are placed at his command for
marketing both screen plays and short stories.

Free

But for those who believe in themselves and
who want to know more of the revolutionary
Palmer methods, a fascinating book has been
prepared entitled "The New Road to Authorship."
Success stories of many men and women
who have won recognition on the screen and
in the magazines through Palmer co-operation
are contained in it,
A bulletin, likewise, has
been prepared containing full details of Palmer
Scholarship
Foundation and Its broad and

unique service to writers.
Mailing of the
coupon below will bring "The New Road to
Authorship" and the Scholarship bulletin free.
I

Palmer

7n

*^**^^

Name
Street

mand

new methods and Palmer training is
worlds away from out-worn methods of instruc-

Palmer

Institute of Authorship,

wnh Palmer

Photoplay Corporation,
Palmer Building, Hollywood. Calif.
Please send me without cost your book '*The New
Road to Authorship" and your Bulletin containing
details of Palmer Scholarship Foundation.

Affiliated

New Literature, New Methods

-with

to

Authorship"

Palmer Institute of Authorship recognizes the
arrival of a new day in American letters.
The
screen has created a public taste for dramatic
action and strength of plot.
This has reacted
upon the magazines. There has come into being
a new technique of writing.
New times de-

affiliated

current and growing

—

Chairman, Comjmttet' Short Story Awards

write

ttie

—

Russell Doubleday
(Doubleday, Page & Co.)

tious to
ridicule

abreast of

I

Forty-eight Free Scholarships will be
aw.irded annually upon a basis of earnest
effort rather than originality or brilliance.

was obtained.
The result was another defeat for
the sceptics who say "It can't be done."
Today the authors pictured above are
accepted photodramatists.

\Ge.

Palmer

is

of the screen and magazines for stories
written in the modern dramatic technique.
Just as photodramatists find that Palmer cooperation helps them to recognition and success
on the screen, so do fiction writers find that
Palmer training aids thcni to success in the
More than three hundred- authors
magazines.
of recognized standing have been or now are
Letters from many attribute their
enrolled.
first
success in the magazine field to Palmer
Their success carries conviction.
training.
World thinkers like
Imagination is king.
Wells voice the growing realization that imagination and not will-power is the basic moving
Palmer Institute of Authorship
force of life.
It develops
bases its training on that fact.
imagination just as certain forms of training
It teaches
develop the muscles of the athlete.
he imaginative how to harness their imaginaprofitably.
tion and put it to work
It inculcates that facility of expression which
one must possess before he may hope to play aa
important part in social or business life.
It
inspires the habit of thinking creatively
An
ability that carries men and women to the most
envied positions In the world's affairs.
It
energizes and revitalizes the mind and generates
the power that leads to greater success in all
lines of human activity.
For those who lack confidence in their own
abilities
and wish to ascertain whether they
possess natural talent for writing. Palmer Institute offers the Palmer questionnaire, a test
for determining the presence or absence of creative
imaginat.on.
It will
be sent free on
request.

The Palmer Scholarship

Done.''

It

demands

Announcing

Can

Friends and relatives said, "You are
foolish to dream of writing for the
movies. Only professional writers with
a pull can succeed. You aren't a professional writer, and you have no pull.
You will just be wasting your time."
But creative imagination, not mere
writing ability, produces photodramas.
These authors had creative imagination.
What they needed was knowledge of photoplay construction.
Through the, co-operation of Palmer
Institute of Authorship, that knowledge

'122

tion.

photo-

announce-

County

City
State
All
corrcspo ndence strictly confident
AlUo^spondence^strlcUy
iai
confidential

Photoplay

Corporation.

{

|

—

But underneath everything that was said, or wasn't said, seemed a thrumming of wings. The air was so thick and
"Am I falling in love?" she wondered, and was terrified
a-flutter it seemed hard to hreathe.

Are You Fooling Yourself?
ARE YOU ONE OF THOSE THOUSANDS of girls who run away from
-^^home each year or who want to run?

—

irvoLLY Claiborne was a rebel, too— she thought she showed
character by running away to the movies.
-I AT
"IT T'HAT

th same
Dolly really wanted was the

adventure

—excitement—young

trolly got all she was angling
out

—

she was soft and

weak

for, and

back.

But wasn't

Read the Story

it

more

— then she found

inside.

HE HAD missed THE GREATEST THING
'

thing you want

love.

in life

— she

for Yourself

—You

Cannot Afford to Miss

"Thistledown
DANA

tried to turn

too late?

it

yj

GATLIN'S SERIAL STORY
In the

June Motion Picture Magazine
On

the News-stands

May

First

.

/Mhn and

olive oils

— nothing else—give

nature' s green color
io

Pahnolive Soap.

.\'ote

carefully the

name and

ivrapper.

Pahnolive Soap

is

never soldunwrapped

Lefs Both
Keep That Schoolgirl Complexion"
The

lovelier the mother, the

more she

baby girl. How
anxiously she guards this budding beauty,
fostering it, protecting it with tender care.

rejoices in the beauty of her

Her first concern, of course, is the little
one's skin, that the exquisite texture of infancy may be retained through girlhood days.
That

based on mildest,
from her
own experience. For most young mothers of
today were brought up on Palmolive.
this

proper care

The smooth, creamy Palmolive lather
develops this beauty year by year, until it
bursts into the bloom of a radiant schoolgirl complexion.
Rare

the scientific blend of palm and olive
oils that Cleopatra used
in the days of ancient Egypt.
It is

oils

— the same rare

These cosmetic

Protects natural beauty

Palmolive plays the part of protector

when

used as baby's soap. It soothes while
cleanses, through the gentle action of

it

Thus, while
it's

produce
25c quality
for only

Baby's delicate, roseleaf skin is kept
smooth and perfect, protected from all in-

so lotion-like in their
the mildest of all

toilet soaps.

its

mild, lotion-like ingredients.

oils,

make Palmolive

action,

a>id
efficiency

the secret

is

gentlest cleansing she has learned

Volume

oils

The emollient qualities of the Palmolive
lather is the secret of its beautifying action.

the best of

tainly

soap

is

a favorite "beauty" soap,
baby soaps, too. For cerfinest, mildest complexion

it is

all

your own
most suitable for baby, for the same

reasons.

jurious irritation.

w
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^ary Pickford

ALBERT

Hollywood

VaR-GaS

Has
Married

and
Settled

Down

The Business
of
Fan Mail

the'middle aged woman
Now, women grow young— not

old

Certainly, the middle aged woman
pearing, in this golden age of youth.

To be
40

— no

front

is

disap-

fading at 30, middle aged at 35, old at
longer does this dreary prospect con-

womankind.

The reason? — simply

that women have
learned that age is judged by appearance, not
by years. If you want to be at your best in
maturity, just keep that schoolgirl complexion!

How
Most

this is

to

—

—

using Palmolive.

The emollient soap

Palmolive

is

blended from palm and olive

the lotion-like, cosmetic oils discovered
in ancient Egypt.
They impart their soothing, healing qualities to the mild, creamy Palmolive lather. Its
action is as gentle, and as mild, as the royal oils
themselves.
oils,

dry the skin.
If your skin is very dry, apply cold cream after
washing. This supplies the lack of natural oil.

—

Then your favorite powder, and perhaps a
touch of rouge. Modern cosmetics are perfectly
harmless when applied to a clean skin.

done

is fresh and smooth. Learn
keep this smooth freshness.
cleansing
Simple cleansing is the secret
which is thorough without harshness. The
problem is
which cleanser.' Solve this by

how

Use Palmolive freely, and with confidence.
makes washing your face a real beauty treatIt penetrates the minute skin pores, removing all accumulations of dirt, excess oil
and perspiration. But never does it irritate or
It

ment.

Cleopatra washed her face this way

surely by protecting the beauty nature

gave you.
Girlhood's skin

95

Cleansing with palm and olive oils in crude
great queen's beauty
Certainly she kept her youth for a lifetime. S'ne was at the height of her fame and
power when other women were considered old.

combination was the

Palm and

— nothing

olive oils

else— give
nature's green color
lo Palmolive Soap.

secret.

—

But palm and olive oils kept her skin fresh
and smooth throughout maturity. And so will
they keep yours. To attain the beauty, the
radiance of girlhood days, through the years o(
womanhood, you need the help of Palmolive.
Since Palmolive is only 10c a cake, you can
afford to use it for every toilet purpose. Remember that complexion beauty extends to
arms and shoulders, and increase yours by

bathing with Palmolive.

CoDyriifhl 1924

The Palmnlive

Cit.
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Volume and
efficiency

produce

25c quality for
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that knows how to take from its environment the wherewithal to
build the body of the organism it animates. From the little seed you
place in the ground this something sends roots into the earth, blades
or branches into the air, and takes from the earth and the air that
with which it builds.

Within the egg this something
the brooding mother's breast.

is

wooed

to life

by the warmth of

CHIROPRACTIC
teaches that this something knows the secret of converting food into:
flesh and blood, and carries on all the processes of life, in the human
body, by means of impulses sent over the nerves. It teaches that when
a nerve is impaired by a vertebra becoming misaligned, these impulses do not flow over the nerves normally, and the result is what
we call dis-ease. To get the dis-eased member to function again it is
necessary to adjust the vertebra that is pressing on the nerve, to normal alignment, thereby permitting the normal
flow of impulses over the nerve.

To adjust the vertebra to
normal alignment is the work
of a competent chiropractor.

DEFINITION
practice of Chiropractic
The
consists of the palpation

and adjustment, with the hands,
of the movable segments of the
spinal column to normal posipurpose of releasing the prisoned impulse.
^

tion for the

A

convince the most
skeptical of the correctness of
these principles.
trial

will

Write for information
regarding Chiropractors or Schools
to the

Universal Chiropractors' Association
Davenport, Iowa, U. S» A»
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THE
may claim

label or price tag

on

a

that the watch

watch
gold,

is

but the shrewd buyer looks for the
carat mark.

The

title

of a Picture

label,

is its

but the carat mark is Paramount,
authorized by the greatest number
of the greatest pictures. Two recent
examples are James Cruze's "The

Covered
Mille's

Wagon" and

Cecil B.

De

"The Ten Commandments."

"If ifs a Paramount Picture

the best

it's

show

in

town"

Ijehindihe title -^*^
look for the name

^ara/noiutt pictures
NEW PARAMOUNT

PICTURES

Produced by Famous Players 'LasUy Corporation
Adolph Zukor and Jesse

A

L.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

Lasky present

"THE STRANGER"
JOSEPH HENABERY Production

with Richard

Dix. Betty Compson, Lewis Stone and Tully Marshall.
From the story '*The First and the Last." by John
Galsworthy. Written for the screen by Edfrid Bingham.

"ICE BOUND"
A WILLIAM deMILLE Production

of the Pulitzer
by Owen Davis. With Richard Dix and
Lois Wilson. Screen Play by Clara Beranger.

prize play

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present
Kate Jordan's "THE NEXT CORNER"

A SAM

WOOD

Production with Conway Tearle. Lon
Chaney, Dorothy Mackaill, Ricardo Cortez and Louise
Dresser. From the novel and play by Kate Jordan.
Written for the screen by Monte Katterjohn.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present
CECIL B. DeMlLLE*S Production "TRIUMPH"
With Leatrice Joy. Rod La Rocque. Victor Varconi,
Charles Ogle. Julia Faye, Theodore Kosloff, Robert
Edeson, Zasu Pitts, George Fawcett and Raymond
Hatton. Screen play by Jeanie Macpherson. Founded
on the story by May Edginton.

"A SOCIETY SCANDAL"

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

"THE FIGHTING COWARD"
A JAMES CRUZE
Mary

Production with Ernest Torrence,

Cullen Landis. Phyllis Haver. Noah
By Booth Tarkington. Adapted by Walter Woods,
Astor.

Beery.

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

"THE DAWN OF A TOMORROW"
AGEORGEMELFORD Production. By FrancesHodg-

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

Burnett. With Jacqueline Logan David Torrence and Raymond Griffith. Adapted by Harvey Thew.

"THE BREAKING POINT"

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

son

A HERBERT BRENON Production. By Mary Roberts
Rinehart. With Nita Naldi. Patsy Ruth Miller. Matt
Moore. George Fawcett. Adapted by Julie Heme and
Edfrid Bingham.

,

Starring

"THE CONHDENCE MAN"
THOMAS MEIGHAN. By L. Y.

Erskine.

Adapted by Paul Sloane. Directed by Victor Heerman.

^*AFAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKV CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR, P/»CE/tfe/>e

<aE

DWAN

Starring GLORIA SWANSON. An ALLAN
Production. From the play by Alfred Sutro. Adapted
by Forrest Halsey.

;

m
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Her Modiste?

the modiste of scores of motion picture stars.

She knows them behind the scenes of their profesShe knows the personalities towards which they strive thru their clothes. She knows
stellar dispositions when a fitting is long and trying.
Helen Carlisle has written an illuminating article, "The Confessions of a Modiste," of which Madam Chaffin is the heroine. Look for it in the
July Motion Picture Magazine.
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Pieces High Grade /^himlnum

your chance to try a High-Grade Panelled Aluminum Set at my risk. Send the
coupon-today. The complete set will be sent
you immediately. Begin at once to use it.
Learn the differer.ce between percolator coffee

Here

is

and coffee-pot coffee. Know the many uses
of the Big Combination Roaster and the 6-qt.

On 30 Days* Free
THE

Combination Cooker. See how they gave
53
i uel. time and labor. Experience the pleasure
in handling and the profit in using all the 9-Piece Colonial Panelled roaster
pieces. Enjoy the clean, spick-and-span apof large capacity. 11 uses
pearance the S3 pieces give your kitchen. The
6 ins. high.
diara. loK ins.
lo-quart dish pan ia also a large, desirable
Inside milk pan 2}'^ ins. high,
piece and is not included with similar sets.
8J4 ins. in diam.

PIECES

—

I Colonial panelled percolator
with inset, cap, 7 cups (2 pes.)

Trial

side piece, cap. 2 Qts., and
cover; 3 pieces
I i-qt. lipped sauce pan
I 2-qt.lipEred sauce pan; i Dish
pan. cap. 10 qts.. diam. 15 in.
1 Coland2r. diameter 9?4 in.

Bread pans. 9li x

2

2 Colonial

panelled

5^

in.

salt

and

pepper shakers

Colonial panelled six-qc. com- I Colonial panelled toothpick
holder
bination cooker. 12 uses. Pudding pan, strainer or colander, 3 Measuring spoons
casserole or bake dish, convex I Measuring cup
I Fry pan
i Tea ball
kettle, preserving kettle, self- I Sugar shaker
basting roaster, combination I Combination funnel, 5 separate uses (6 pes )
cooker, corn popper or corn
flake toaster, cereal cooker or I Combination biscuit and
doughnut cutter (2 pes.)
double boiler, steamer set.
cake tube, and panelled kettle 1 Coffee or tea strainer
cover (s pes.)
2 Jelly or layer cake pans with
loose bottoms, diam. 10 in.
I Colonial panelled six-qt. tea
kettle and cover; 2 pieces
(4 pes.)
diameter 10 in.
I Colonialpanelleddoubleboiler; 2 Pie plates
qts. Out- I Lemon juice extractor
inside piece, cap. i
1

Former Price

$25

Easy Monthly Payments

be satisfied with its High Quality, its Low Price, its Easy Terms. You must be
delighted with its Shining Beauty, its High Efficiency. If your satisfaction is not thorough,
no matter how much you have used the set during the 30 days, you can return it. Important
Every piece is genuine high-grade pure aluminum, mirror-like in finish. All pieces are seamless, sanitary, easv to clean. Will not flake, crack, chip, or peel. EACH AND EVERY PIECE

You must

I

IS GUARANTEED TO GIVE ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION. Heats rapidly, evenly, so
savesfuel.Heavierand better than ordinary grades. Madeof heavy, extra hard high-grade Aluminum; will give years of Honest, Faithful Service. All the articles are of a large serviceable size.
Every article is the kind that you will use often. Must
not be confused with ordinary sets that include many
useless thin pieces. You must judge this set by its big
value, rather than ics little price. And this you can do
during your 30 Days' Free TriaL
SEND NO
Fill out the coupon; the comIX -PIECE
plete set will soon be on its way to you. Pay only $2.00
on deliver^', plus the small transportation charge. Use
If you send your order for the
I
will send
Aluminum Set quickly
the 53 pieces for 30 Days. If your satisfaction is not
you Absolutely Free, a Very Useful complete return the set your $2.00 and all transportaAttractive 12-Piece Kitchen Set. tion costs will be refunded. The trial will not cost you
with sanitary white enamel handles. a penny. If you decide to keep the set send only Si. 50
THESETCONSISTSOF: uK-in. monthly until you have paid us $16.9";. Order No.
meat fork; Measuring and mixing RA2520. Former Price $25. Special Slashed Price.
spoon; Ice pick; Pot and pan scraper $16.95. Terms $2.00 on delivery, $1.50 Monthly.

MONEY—

KITCHEN SET

:

and blush; Egg and mayonnaise
beater: Can and bottle opener; Mixing and draining spoon; Apple corer,
paring knife and fish scaler; Pan
cake turner; Potato and vegetable
masher; Spatula and cake lifter;
Rust proof nickel plated wall rack.
All pieces hang on wall rack within
easy reach.

Copyright, 1924.

Spear&Co.

Don't buy Anything Anywhere until you see my BJ^ Free Book. It shows
Thousands of Bargains in Furniture and Everything for the Home. M;*
Prices are the Lowest.
give the Longest Time to Pay and a Money Bad
Bond with Everything. Send for Big Free Book Today.
I

SEND NO MONEY

I SPEAR*& co."prMSo3l
^^mM^^m^^m^m^m^^^^^mamm
Pittsburgh* Pa*
g
Send me

^

once the 53-piece Colonial Panelled Aluminnm Set and Free 12-pieee
Kitchen Set as described above. I agree to pay $2.00 on delivery of completa set
(plus small transportation cost). It is understood that if at the end of 30 days*
trial I decide to keep it, I will send you $1.50 monthly. Order No. RA2620. Price,
$16.95. Title remains with you UDtil paid ID full. Send your Biff Free Catalog alio.
at

NATHANIEL SPEAR, Pres. ^ Name

1^ SPEAR &C0.^
DEPT. M-303 PITTSBURGH. PA.

Home Furnishers
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K

for the People of

America

Box No.

or Street and

Post Office
It

shipping point

No.

..

State
Is

dlHcrenl from post oHIco fUl In lino balow

Send shipment to .....,>

!^£

Occupation.

;

R. F. D.,
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BEnUTIFUL
WRIST WATCH

';
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fv

this

White Gold-Piilcd

-XK-i^-^f^^ siL,

'

%.

R

Fashionable, email size rectangular shape. 14K white
engraved. Sapphire crown, gros6 jewel,
grain adjustable ribbon with gold-filled clasp.^
carefully adjusted movement. An excellent timekeeper.
Comes in beautiful velvet and silk-lined case.

^5^

gold-filled case, richly

A BEAUTIFUL AND PRACTICAL GIFT
We

1^

specialize in thi3
that will delight any girl or woman.
watch and are in a position to offer it at a price lower than
the usual wholesale price. If upon receiptof this watch yoa
do not consider it a wonderful value you may return it to
OS and we will promptly refund price paid. Send remittance of
rely $7.95 and witbio a few days you v/ill receive this. beautiful
watch which we know vou'll be proud to own. If you desire we will
eend C.O.D., you topay postman $7.95 p!u3 18c chare'ea upon delivery.

ORDER NOW as this offer may not be repeated.
CO.v 4750- H Sheridan Road, CHICAGO

WILLIAMS

-
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NELLIE REVELL'S
Joyous Book

"Right Off the Chest"
Forezi'OTd by Irvin S. Cobb
Published by George H. Doran Co.,

THE
Book of

New York

IS

Sanest, Merriest

the Generation

NEW

MRS. ELLA CARPENTER,

b
i
1

ORLEANS, LA.

*'AV//j> Revell is entitled to the affectionate interest
of the entire tvorld," says

CALVIN COOLroCE,
De Luxe

President of the Un iled Slates
Cloth $2.50
Editions, autograplied, $10 and $100

I

Weighed 1 70 Seven Weeks Ago!

AT ALL BOOKSELLERS

Just think of taking off more than 40 lbs in
about as many days! That's exactly what Mrs.
Carpenter did through a method anyone can use!

or from J. P. Muller, General Secretary,

Nellie Revell Book
220 West 42nd Street

Committee

fexplaininehow the FAMOUS
'

—

New York

M ABVO

LIQUID SKIN PEEL PEEPARATION

all surface blemishes, Freckf tea. Pimples, Blackheads. Eczema. discoloration'?^

removes

'

_

details

etc.

Wonderfulrcsultauroven.

GUARANTEED

Prodaccs
absolutely Painless and Harmless.
healthy new skin as Nature intended you to have.
Write NOW--before you turn this page—for full

and free

"MARVO BEAUTY BOOKLET."

Marvo Beauty Laboratories. Inc. 1658B'way,Dept.259,N.Y.

DIAMOND

FREE

RING OFFER

Just to advertise our famoua
im.

Hawaiian

diamonds— the greatest discovery the
world has evep known. We will send ab-

_.^ 3olutely free this 14k grold filled ring set
a l-2k Hawaiian Im. diamond-in beautibox; postajte paid.
Pay postmaster
Iq^
48
C. O. D. charges to cover postage. boxinK'.
advertising, handling, etc. If you can tel)
It from a real diamond return and money refunded. Only 10.000 given away. Send no
money. Answerquick. Sendsize of fineer.
w-ith

weighed just 129 today— by the same scale
in my bathroom that
months
less than two
ago pointed to 170!"
This is what Mrs. Carpenter, a New Orleans
lady, wrote Wallace
WALLACE
about her experience
with reducing records. It ought to convince anybody that superfluous flesh is

T

as unnecessary as

*i,Solid

—

Perfame Sensation

Imported

—No

Bottle
No Liquid
Just a touch on the skin and ,
the haunting romantic fra-|
grance thrills and line-e:
days. Everybody adores i
An aroma De Luxe. Beaut
ful Ruby Transparent
_
Case for lavailiere or vest pocket. Outlasts a
liquid $10.00 value. Send No Money. Pay
postman only $1.00 when perfume arrives or,
if you wish, enclose dollar bill with order.
Sheik doll FREE with first order. Money back
;^>>
if not Delighted. Send postcard or letter Now.

For Both Sexes

ill.

undesirable.

didn't dare

I

deny myself the nourish-

ment an active woman must have. I
grew steadily stouter then something
told me to try Wallace records. SomeJ
ui
»u
sensible:
the
how, the methodJ sounded
^
J
J f
T
free demonstration seemed fair: so 1

—

,

,

,

1

'

,

•

.

,

21 Jewels

'

^\i

.

•

1

sood enooffb for Burlington moaterpiece.

Quality and Style

Adjusted to the second — temperatoro—
Isochronism — positions. 25 year Gold
Strata Case. In 100 designs. $1 down.
small monthly, paymenta.
Send lor free book.

Fifteen

from the start.
was this / lost

-talancQ In

:

But what

6H

thrilled

lbs the first

19th Straet and Marshall Blvd.
Chlcaeo. Illinois

Dept.A-126

129—

seven weeks I had reduced to
not bad for my 5 ft. 5 inches!
in

RfilfiaiilililHi
"VOU CAN make $1 to $2 an hour writing show
i

cards at

home

your spare time. Quickly
and easily learned by our new simple method,
No canvassing or soliciting. We show you how,
guarantee you work at home no matter where
you live and pay you cash each week. Full particulars and booklet free.
Write to-day.
••

n
%
Whatl\j
You Can
Lose
By the Same Method

i

i

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SYSTEM LTD.
21

j

.11

^

Mrs. Carpenter states that she made
this wonderful reduction solely through
TTT It
J
L
Wallace reducing records; that she got
no
thin to music and did nothing else
Turkish baths, no patent foodsor drugs,
1

•

1

—

no punishing

diet.

Age

Age

m

Lbs.

Lbs.

Lbs.

116
118
120
123
127
131
135
139
143
145
147

122

125
127
130
133
136
140

113
115
118
122
125
129
133
137

62
63
61
65
66
67

68
69
70

141
145

124

127
130
133
137
141

145
149
163
156

145
150
156
169
163

FreeProofto Any Woman Who
Really Wants tO Get Thin
j
r
women /(men, ^too;> lhave
Ihousandsot
rr•^

,,
h
j
n
reduced by use orr titWallace
records, all
-..u
^u
u
by themselves, with their own phonoSraphj at home. The reducing movej^^nts are scientific and certain.
They
^an't harm; and they can't fail.
It's a
perfectly natural, normal and healthful
^^y ^f correcting the cause of any amount
^f overweight.
And proof is free.
,

,

>

•

,

j^gj fin ^^^ ^^e

before— but

coupon— you've seen

time make it out and
You'll receive the whole first
week's lesson complete, record and all,
j^

mail

this

it!

for a full

W1Y.

.-

in

Authorized and Fully Paid Capital, $1,000,000
1 Adams Bldg.
Toronto, Canada

me

week!

"The second week I lost 8 lbs more.
The following week only six more But

BurUngtonc^ll^jIny

I

T

minutes each evening, I
took the reducing movements to niusic.
It was mighty interesting; I felt better

Nothloglesa than2l Ruby and Sapphire jewels

Lbs.

60

"I had long wanted a means of reduc-

Age

Age

20to29yr£ 30to39yr3 40to49yr3 50 and Over

in

ing, but being a business woman I had
no time nor money to waste on fads.

^

le

it is

weigh,

to

What You Should Weight For
Your Height and Age
Height

Reduced 41 Lbs With Ease

'

Lure Importers, West i52S,Evanston,

is what you ought
and can weigh:

61

Dept.310
335 W. MADISON ST., CHICAGO

— New

—

Here

Inches

KRAUTH & REED.
SHEIK-LURE

Compare your present weight with the
weight for your height and age in the
table below, and you' 11 J^now how much
you can reduce. There's no theory
about it for results are guaranteed.

and free

trial.

Let the

j^^jj^ ^^ether you want

WALLACE
630 s.

Wabash

it.

results

—i—
(814>

Ave., Chicago

Please send me free and POSTPAID for a week's
,
free trial the Original Wallace Reducing Record.

^^,„j
Address.

'""
f\

PAfiU

mm

picTURF
MAGAZINE L

'We

are advertised by our loving friends"

-m^
^mm"^

Dorothy M. Heiss,

Richard H. Lohsen,

Oakland,

Chicago, nis.

Calif.

Margaret Helen Rouse.
Marjorie

Mae Rouse,

Frederic P. Jones,

(Twins),

North Weymouth, Mass.

GUman, Montana.

L. Phyllis Y. Fleming,
Phila.,

Penna.

Mellin s Food
All babies are entitled to good health

and

sturdiness.

It

is

their natural birth-

This condition can be brought about
for your baby through the use of the
MeUin's Food Method of Milk Modification.

right.

We

gladly forward you a Free Trial Bottle of Mellin s Food
"
and a copy of our book, The Care and Feeding of Infants.
will

''"

Mellin's

k

Food

Co.,

177 State

St.,

i-e-e-^:G>-€~

Boston, Mass.

)

m
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Rubber Stamp Pictures
THERE
from

such a thing as motion picture lore. The directors who depart
are the exceptions rather than the rule. And this, in spite of the
fact that its traditional premises are foreign to life.
is

it

For example Heroines must be as pure as the new-fallen snow, molded in a
Villains?
They are
form and compounded of sterling qualities.
mustached foreigners, minus one human instinct. And mothers are never-failing
in their sacrifice and nobility. They are as tho poured from an angel mold.
So it goes.
But life is not so. It is varied. Contradictory. Paradoxical. These are the
only inevitable things about it.
H people were cataloged by types and circumstances, labeled by unmistakable signs, then living would be simplified indeed.
Heroines are sometimes not the perfect golden creatures. Villains
But, alas
have been known to be direct antecedents of our presidents with grandsires who
signed the Declaration of Independence
one hundred per cent. Americans,
Mothers are sometimes unworthy of the high estate they enjoy.
clean-shaven.
And social outcasts have been known to possess hearts of the purest gold. You
:

pleasing

.

.

.

!

.

never can

tell

about

.

.

life.

more

and infinitelv more dramatic this way. Yet in
motion picture traditions, directors are wont to let life
pass them by without stopping to heed the lesson it has to teach them. The lesson
of the good in the worst and the bad in the best.
The lesson of the law of
Surely

it

is

interesting

their zeal to agree with

average.

The

lesson of the eternal paradox.

Charlie Chaplin was a crusader after Truth with his "A Woman of Paris.'' <y e»^G- /7l^yr~f^'
He loosed some of the binding shackles when he threw all preconceived notions
Tao*-C<fi. ,
into the discard and dared to ]:)ortray human human beings ... a hero who was
fifty per cent, a villain, and a villain who was seventv per cent, a hero. There are
other directors, too, with vision
.if that name is applicable to common sense
and an observation of life. But the additional names we might enumerate are
all too few.
.

.

Let the voice of the multitude be raised against rubber stamp pictures. Let
the cry of the people be for the Truth.
Then, and only then, will the truth be
given to us.

9

\

—

"
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fPlTR a rough washcloth, work up a
heavy lather of Woodbury's Facial Soap
and rub it into the pores thoroughly,
always with an upward and outward
" The rest
motion
of this treatment is
given in the second column below.

—

Blackheads

can be ouercome

by the right deansmg method
IWO BOYS, just out ofcollege,
riding

down

Fifth

They were watching

top.

of tvomen
every type

ivere

Avenue on a bus

— ivomen

the stream

of every

age,

ofcostume and appearance,

who fill that brilliant thoroughfare
at four o'clock in the afternoon
the fashionable hour.

—

,,,,

,,

_,
"They look all right from up
here," remarked one of the boys,
"but get doivn on the sidewalk,
ptst ahotit one

woman

and

in ten really

a good complexion. With the
a matter of make-up. "
These were real boys-and
a real
J

has

rest it's

COnveiSatlOn.
'_,

HERE
T^^_,
fully
,

.

^

.

IS

plexion.
,

no way of

success-

disguising
poor comD a r
°
.

,.,,..

but by using the right hygienic
methods vcw\
nn nvprrnmp
irs
luemuus,
>ou can
overcome its
raults!

Each day your skin is changing;
^Md skin
^l,;„ il.,
J
*i
O
dies and
new takes
its
place. It you give this new skin
•

the right treatment, you can gain
complexion so fresh, clear,

a

radiant, that there will

you

be nothing

»W to conceal.

To freeyour skin from blackheads
Blackheads are a confession that
you are not using the right clean1TT
smg method for your skm.
Use

iir

this treatment,
ly

and see how quick-

blackheads will disappear

p vERY

night before retiring
-L' apply hot cloths to your face
until the skin is reddened. Then

:'£"
v° ktL?
lather otWoodbur>'S
of Wood°burlJ^
a heavy
Facial

Soap and rub

pores

thoroughly,

it

into the

always with

an upward and outward motion.
Rinse with clear hot water, then
.,
,1
jr
„„-ui
. k
„
with cold. If possible
rub
your
f^ce for thirty seconds with a
piece of ice.
™,

To remove blackheads already
formed, substitute a flesh brush
^^^ the washcloth in this treatment. Then protect the fineers
^,,^ ^ handkerchief and press out
the blackheads.

This

is

which is wrapped around every
cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap.
Get a cake of Woodbury's
fi""^'

9 10

The Andrew Jsrgens

Co.

tc.day

and

'" this booklet, the right treat-

^°' y'" ^'''"- ^^^ ^^" ^
^ff":
^"ce even a week or ten days or this

™^"^

make.

special care will

a

25-cent

Facial

Soap

cake

lasts a

fca°e boS'^'"
j-^ree

Woodbury's

of

month

or six weeks.

'"""^ " convenient

famous Woodbury skin preparations
-^""' "^^-^'"' '^ ""'^

.

The Anrlr^w Jergens Co.
1306 jpring Grove Ave.,

—

Cincinnati.

Ohio

Please send me a miniature
For the enclosed lO cems
set of the Woodburyskin preparations, containing:

Atrial size cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap
tube ot Woodbury s Facial Cream

A sample
^ sample

box of Woodbury's

Facial

Together with the treatment booklet,
i<"'- '» Touch.

Powder

"A

Skin You

If you live in r-inada, address The Andrew Jergens
Co., Limited, 1306 Sherbrooke St., Perth, Ontario,
£«g&^y4gfaM/ H.C. Quelch&Co.,4LudgateSquare,

°"' ^'

Jf"
iName

^

''•

Street

City

Cut out
Copyright, 19^4, by

only one of the famous

skin treatments given in the booklet, "A Skin You Loue to Touch,"

State

this

coupon and send

it

to

tis

today

Photograph by \V. F. Scely

LENORE ULRIC
heretofore an infrequent guest in the studios, may come to the camera more often in the future. This is because
.
.
and, secondly, David Belasco, whose profesof two things.
First, her "Tiger Rose" has been universally popular
sional protegee she is and to whose stage productions she has given most of her effort, threatens to abandon production entirely with the Equity holding sway in the world of the theater

.

.

.

.

Photograph by Freulich

PRISCILLA DEAN
another star who now combines her business acumen with her acting. Miss Dean has
formed her own company and, by the time this appears in print, she will be at work on her
first picture under- her own banner and supervision.
Just what this will be has not yet been
announced
.

.

.

'

Photograph by Edwin Bower Hesser

MAE MARSH
who

doing anything just now
anything, that is, comparatively speaking. Her days
are spent mothering her adored little Mary, paying social obligations as
Mrs. Louis Arms, and
^"^^^ ^^°^y- Everyone rejoiced when Mae came back to the screen in
"xu''^!^?ihe White V"*",,
Rose, and just recently in "Daddies." There never was another Mae, or anyone
else quite so sensitively sympathetic and so wistful
.

.

.

isn

t

.

''

.

.

!

Photograph by John Ellis

MYRTLE STEDMAN
who

charmingly frank about her years, which are fulling into maturity. She has the
and intelligence to play matrons, thus finding herself in demand and her name
invested with praise'.
while other actresses of her years, in a frantic endeavor to remain
young heroines, have gone down into obscurity. Bravo, Myrtle Stedman
.

.

.

good

is

taste

.

.

Photograph by Mandeville

MAE BUSCH
.stepping from one characterization to another with little or no time in between to readjust herself
and with a far hail between the
portrayals to which she gives shadow life.
"The Shooting of Dan McGrew" and "Broken
Barriers" are the next vehicles which bring
her to the screen
.

.

—

Photograph by Edward Thayer Monroe

AGNES AYRES
whose beauty acquires

new note

—

—

cameo-clear framed by the high Elizabethan ruff.
At present Miss Ayres is busy in a screen version of the Pauline Frederick stage play, "The
Guilty One," having recently completed her work with Antonio Moreno in "Bluff"
.

.

.

a

Photograph by Clirence'S. Bull

BLANCHE SWEET
Her Anna
a name of which the screen will boast perhaps in dim, future days to come.
Christie is one of the finest portrayals given the drama of the shadows in a long, long time
Now she is creating the name part in "Tess of the D'Urbervilles," which her directorial
.
.
.

...

husband, Marshall Neilan,

is

producing

::l±£S£S:L

Photograph by G. Maillard Kesslere

VIRGINIA VALLI
who

returned to California to begin work on "K," the Mary Roberts Rinehart story of
Miss Valli came to New York recently, ostensibly for a holiday. But when the
until she
cinema lords knew she was here they besieged her with offers to make pictures
succumbed to one of them and played opposite Thomas Meighan in "The Confidence Man"
.

.

.

hospital

life.

.

.

.

mmmm
Photograph by Bird

MILTON SILLS
name which

—

has survived all manner of cataclysmic things, cinematically speaking shutdowns, readjustments, Latin vogues and all the other upheavals and exaggerations to which
the celluloid drama is prey. That is praise which needs no emphasis. Now he is playing in
the Sabatini story of "The Sea Hawk," for which great laurels are prophesied

...
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is
a fetching picture of Bebe Daniels
at the top of the page
.
Bebe in her role
,
.
de
of
the Princess

It

And

Bourbon-Conti.

informal
group sketched bethe

little,

tween the two pencil
studies

of

Valentino,

show Bebe accompanying a studio
musician while Lois
Wilson, cast as the
Queen of Louis XV
in the story, sings an
old French ballad to
their soft music.
is
one of
early scenes in
story .

low

.

.

Bethe
the

—

.
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Rodolph

Valen-

for over a
year the prodigal
son of the cinema,
has come back.
The months of
tino,

legal warfare
have been forand forgiven

^^B

J,.^£^^^|^^^^^^^^^^^^^|

H

H i*Mi1

Sometimes

and
and always gay and romantic and deb-

laces, velvets

jewels,

Valentino
playing Beaucaire. He reaches
is

a

screen classic

.

.

the studios at

i

honor.
For all
the extravagances
of production

Beaucaire"

in

black wig
but always in
gorgeous silks,

a

onair,

ing, has been
killed in bis

sieur

a

—and

sometimes

And the
gotten,
figfatted
calf,
speakaratively

which movie potentates
ever
dreamed of are
being
employed
to
make "Mon-

in

white wig

something

like

o'clock

seven

mornings so that
he may have his

fencing

fitm1
^K'^n^^^SBMM

M^MMi^"

Photograph by Russell Ball

tion

instruc-

before

get-

into

his

ting

and

make-up
costumes

1

On

the left is a kingly head of Lowell Sherman as Louis
the Louis of whose beautiful ladies, Du Barry
and Pompadour, the latter of which is also in this story.
And on the right is Bebe or the Princess de BourbonConti, whichever you will, for it would be difficult to
disassociate them these days

XV

.

.

.

Mrs,
way,

"As you
grants

the cameras.
their holiday in

During
Europe
this winter, she did

will,"

Rodolph

with a grandiloquent gesture,

when
Sidney

much research work for
"Beaucaire" and her

Director

chair is always beside
Incidenthe director's.
tally, see the clever way

Olcott

and Natacha
Rambova Valentino make a
decision regarding
a
bit
of
subtle byplay

Valentino, by the
constantly beside

is

in

Ji2*JP"

which our artist has
her beautifully

caught

individual

features in
the simple line by which
he suggests her nose
.

.

.
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Above

is
one of the scenes in the
French court sequence showing Valentino, Bebe Daniels, Lois Wilson atid
Lowell Sherman in a highly dramatic

moment

.

.

.

If

you read the Booth

Tarkington novel or
saw the stage play of
this story, youll remember that the
Monsieur was once a
barber.
And here,
to the left, is Valentino in the costume
he wears as the person of that humble
statipn

/\ i
Photograph by Russell Ball

season, Mr. and Mrs. Valentino saw
Lowell Sherman in the title-role of
"Casanova," on the New York stage. They
were so impressed by his portrayal of the
philandering gentleman of that era when
and
men affected frills and furbelows
90 impressed by the natural grace with
which he wore the costumes that they immediately thought of him for the similar
On the left the artist
role of Louis XV.
has caught him as he stood in majestic

Last

.

.

.

dignity before the grinding cameras. And,
on the right, as he enjoyed a plebeian
Camel between scenes
.

!
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Laurette

Miss Taylor Believes
Trouble

WitL

Our Young

People

tke

Today IsTkatTkey

Have No

Vision.

TLey Have Cease J to
AA'

Today

vere.

is

Enough for Them

Tomorrow

een

Re-

ana

or ship

.

.

JJoesn

t

.
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Matter

THERE
Gods
The

are so many people who are nearly great.
with the well-known feet of clay.

little-big.

There are a great many people who have not
even the vision of being great.
They go along, these
unenlightened ones, amoeba-like, dividing and sub-dividing
among themselves, unaware, never reaching out.
Nietzsche once said that "beyond pain there is pleasure,"
and also, beyond fame there is greatpess.
She
Laurette Taylor is reaching out beyond Fame.
may be said to have that. But, for her, it is not enough.
She has the vision.
I talked with her while I was in Hollywood.
Before
I talked with her I saw her a couple of times
once at the
premiere of De Mille's "Ten Commandments" in a party
inclusive of her husband, J. Hartley Manners, and Charlie
Chaplin another time at the Montmartre dancing. And
.

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

looking, as young,

if

not younger, than she looked ten

years ago.

A

I thought
She must hcve something.
secret.
She
has that look in the eyes, that calm covering passion that
one sees in the face of a very few.
Well, she has. Her secret is that of a vision. Of grop:

Of striving to attain what the merely mediocre would
be content without, or would call the unattainable.
I saw her in her dressing-room at the Metro Studio
where she is making the picturization of "Happiness."
She makes pictures, she told me, more for the sake of
having a perpetual record of her plays than for any other
purpose. The fact that she gets treble the money she does
on the stage is rather an irritation to her than otherwise.
It isn't fair, she thinks.
I found her changed.
That is, I found her changed
from what she had been when last I talked with her some
three or four years ago. That time, four years ago, I had
a sense of constraint with her.
She bordered perilously
on the verge of being what is commonly referred to as
"up-stage." At that time, while admitting her indubitable
charm, I thought
She knows that she is great and is
proud of it. She has a superiority complex and hasn't
ing.

.

.

.

:

learned to hide

it.

But now, her horizon has widened and stretched away.

GLADYS HALL

Limitless. And one is lonely
far horizon.
Lonely.
afraid.

of a

"It

seems

to

me," she

when one
Humble.

said, in

stands on the edge
And a little bit

her dressing-room at the

and screen today,
our young stage and screen, and with our people, our
young people, is that they have no vision. They have
ceased to worship and revere. Today is' enough for them
and tomorrow they are content to let it be problematical,
studio, "that the trouble with our stage

if that.

"I

.

.

.

must have

a

symbol to

illustrate

what

I

mean.

Greatness
well, Bernhardt was great.
I may never
be a Bernhardt, but I should like to be. When I die. if I
should die tomorrow, I should be only one of many fairly
Alerely
competent actresses who have come and gone.
that.
But at least, now, now that I have begun to revalue
myself, at least I have a goal in view. What matter, really,
It is what
if I never attain it, so that I have glimpsed it?
we know in our hearts that matters, really. Isn't it?
"You see, Bernhardt was not merely an actress, an
artiste.
She was world wide. She was identified with a
.

.

She was

city.

tion,

.

an

She is become a legend, a tradiand tremendous religion.
She was a

Paris.

artistic

A

gigantic personality.
great human being. All that is
so much more than being merely an actress, identified only
with the stage.
"In the case of Duse, when Duse came back, out of
her seclusion, she came on to the stage, there in New
York, little, pitiful, mutely asking for pity. Bernhardt
defied pity.
She flung scorn into the teeth of possible
defeat.

"Perhaps
But

power.

it

is

Or willlargely a matter of vitality.
very great one has to give so much

to be so

Not only in
of one's self. That is what Bernhardt did.
her work. She had wide and catholic interests. She not
only met things, but she invited them. She was davmtless.
In her last years, with her poor, maimed, still splendidly
untired body she gave more of an illusion, more of a sense
of great adventure than any other actress half her age
can give today."
"Do you mean," I said, "that you have to live all things
in order to portrav them ?"
23
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Laurette Taylor makes motion pirtures for the
sake of having a perpetual record of her plays.
Her appealing heroine of "Happiness" is
depicted to the left, and on the right is a

new

portrait

"Perhaps not. Not necessarily. But
you have to be open to all things. You
have not to be afraid. Of anythirtg."
"Do you think that an actress is born,
not made, as the saying goes"''"
"I think that the germs of greatness are
born in one, but that the courage of cultivation

a matter of

is

conscious effort.

The

instinct of self-preservation

in a

measure,

ing substituted for

must

be,

and the sense of giv-

killed,

it."

"Have you any

specific

"I believe that

I

should

ambition?"
like to have a

repertoire theater in New York, comprised of some six of the best actors
and actresses of today I should
like to do the thing on a fine
and worthwhile scale, or not
It would be a means
at all.
toward the end of reviving
the fine old traditions of
the theater, of doing something that would survive,
that
would rebuild dra!

^

one's gestures,

.

.

all

of one's

dramatic achievements there before one's
eyes when one grows very
(Continued on page 93)
actual

Each artist
would do the thing that
would make the production on

hand the most worth while. Of these
several elements a great whole might
result.
But this is merely projectural
and

my

in

"And

mind."

1 said, "has that
nothing to do with your ambition?"
"Ah, yes
yes
if
I
wished to look at it from the mercenary aspect, which, after all, cannot
be denied in the world we live in, I
might say that I have ambitions of
wealth in connection with the screen.
But to do myself the justice I am so
fond of, that is not it. I said when

the screen,"

.

.

.

.

.

you first came in that I am interested
in making pictures because they give

me a perpetual record of my plays.
'Peg O' My Heart,' 'Happiness'
they will not fade away in the pot.

.

Earnestness.
Vision.
Fearlessness.
These are some of the compounds of
Laurette Taylor. In the oval above she
was snapped with Pat O'Maliey, her
leading-man in "Happiness" and his
daughter Eilien

three Children of
another portrait of
the Laurette Taylor of "Happiness" and,
on the right, an interesting camera-study
Erin.

At the

.

left

.

.

is

Photograph fiMght)

!

.

even greater, is it not. to
have one's visual self, all

matic tradition.

24

of the memoried mind
not now. They will live on. They
have the splendid chance of immortality.
And so have I.
"It is one thing, and a great
thing, to have one's name
immortalized.
But it is

poiirri

\>y

Abbe

.

TKe Two
A

rarely lovely

Generations

camera painting of Louise Fazenaa

and Ker motKer

Photograph by

W.

F.

Seely, L. A.
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that Mammy and I were bathing Baby when
'phone rang.
I had been feeling so happy as I
watched her kick and laugh in her tub. She was so
perfect and so
baby-pink, you know. Her bath was
always one of the high lights of my days
I

remember

the

.

.

.

\
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and Settled

Down
Now

and

Daicghters

the stars have entered

into the coiiununity life of
the neighborhoods in which
they buih their homes.
In

Are

almost any real-estate

Responsible Citizens

office

you'll find them discussing
their sub-divisions and their

apartment buildings

CARLISLE
Ah, those were landmarks of filmdom's

earlier

days

One

night a week, at practically every one of these
places, some motion-picture celehrity presided as "host."
silver loving-cuj? was presented to the couple winning
the dancing" contest, the feature of the evening's entertainment, and usually the star felt called upon to give
a presentation speech which was applauded in lively

A

manner.

At The Ship was a table known as "the Captain's table."
most conspicuous spot in the room, and

It stood alone, the

the film stars of those earlier days fought to reserve it.
rather new and wonderful.
One
quite enjoyed being stared at and pointed out, and one's
frock and jewels showed to such advantage there.
privilege accorded the male film stars in those days
was that of substituting for saxophone players and drumThe
mers in the orchestras of these dancing places.
efforts of these amateur musicians at syncopation did not
always please the ear, but the dancers applauded and
cheered them on, showering them with .coins.
It was a golden harvest for the musicians, themselves.
At the end of each brief encore, the leader
would shout out across the crowded room, "That'll be
Fifty-cent pieces, silver
all for this time, customers."
dollars, even gold pieces would then rain down upon
the musicians' platform from the always open wallets

Fame was something

A

of the motion-picture people, so liberal with their sudden riches, and the music would start again.

"Poor Butterfly," "Allah's Holiday," "Japanese
Sandman," "Dardanella," these were the favorites
Toward morning the cars, those green, yellow,
{Continued on page 87)
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A Dour-Looking Baby
Is

How

His^^ife

'Descrihea

Ernest lorrence
Grace Halton

It goes without saying that when Ernest
Torrence built a home, after twenty years
of wandering around the globe, he built a

beautiful one.
It
is
of English architecture with a walled-in garden.
Mrs.
Torrence is seen with him below in the

arched doorway

to
Photograph by
Richee

o

BSER\^E

Mr. Ernest Tor
upon a creaky campstool that seemed far too frail to support his mighty frame, and following
rence,

the excellent

sitting

the progress of a scene in

moment, he had no
I

which, for the

part.

lounged stylishly beside him in a very

good chair. It had arms, this chair, and
no creaks. Painted across its canvas back
was the name, Mr. Ernest Torrence. It
was his chair. But gentleman that he is,
he insisted upon my occupying it wliile he
sat upon the camp-stool.
The scene under way was for "]\Iagnolia," a Booth Tarkington story, released
under the title of "The Fighting Coward,"
and James Cruze in a handsome golf outfit
was directing it.
Mr. Torrence was all dressed up, too.
He wore a ruffled white shirt, a blue vest
and striped trousers. (The period of the
story is about 1840.) As a final delicate
touch, he adjusted a black patch over one
eye.

"You'll kindly notice that my hands are
whitened," he remarked, exhibiting them.
"I play a killer in this picture
but a refined kind of killer," he added pleasantly.
"When I signed my recent contract
with Lasky, it was with tlie understanding
that I'm not to be confined to one type of

—

I want to do some comedy, and
some heavy roles.
And I told Jimmy
Cruze the other day," but it is possible
that I\Ir. Torrence said this tongue-incheek, "that sometime I was going to
walk out in front of the camera in a

thing.

dress suit."
are due to see the screen's supervillain in a variety of roles, it would seem,
and if he adds a dress suit to his wardrobe the flappers will all desert A'alentino,
probably, to rally 'round the new sheik.
Well, girls, I'll lead the way.

We

Mr. Torrence enjoys doing comedy very
indeed. How well he is suited to it
he revealed in "Ruggles of Red Gap." For
many years on the musical comedy stage
he played comedy only, as you probably

much

know.

"When my

friends

first

saw me on the

screen, as a villain, they refused to take
the picture seriously," he said, referring to
his initial screen appearance in "Tol'able

David,"

in

which he was a wicked lad

indeed.

"My

wife went home and cried.
She
everyone would hate me and she
couldn't bear it."
Now Mrs. Torrence is a charming lady,
said

—
uvlOTlON PICTURF
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years, in this country and in England. Possibly some time I
may wish to return to it, but not now.
"I was stranded once, right in Los Angeles, too," he added.

"My

came out here with a musical comedy company
was
taken ill and the show closed. A fine place to be stranded it was,
three thousand miles from New York.
No, I cant say that I
wife and

and one

I

night, in the middle of the performance, the star

long to return to the stage.
"It's possible for

me now

to

have a home.

I

love Hollywood."

He was
were on

called for a scene, and when he returned his thoughts
that new home which was recently completed.

It goes without saying that when Ernest Torrence built a
home, after twenty years of wandering around the globe, he built
a beautiful one. No pink stucco Spanish-Egyptian residence for
him, such as dot the Hollywood hillsides. His new home is of
English architecture, dull red brick and cream-colored cement,
many windowed and sunny.
There is a garden, walled in, in the English manner, tall
eucalyptus trees that have stood for many years in this part of
(Confiiiued on page 89)

The

dour-looking

Instead of hating
her husband, critics and movie fans aHke
fell for him with one resounding bang,
and last year he startled and amazed
them again with his performance in "The
Covered Wagon," scoring the greatest
personal hit of the screen year.
"The only sort of role I dont like to
play is that of a mean man," he says.
"For a bad man there is hope, but for a
" he
man who is petty and mean

baby with a hymnbook in the picture
above is Ernest

shook

the two prized
and treasured por-

but a poor prophet.

his head.

One

paints

him with sweeping

A

strokes,

man,
with a great amount of magnetism.

this

Ernest Torrence.

Someone

has

aptly

giant of a

said

Torrence

at the
tender age of one
To the left,
year.

as

he looked

eleven years

later

when he wore

the

of his famWitzel
ily's clan.
made these photographs for our exclusive
use from

plaid

traits which belong to Mrs. Torrence

that

"where Ernest Torrence
.

stands is the center of the
screen," and off. screen he
loses none of his indiRugged of
viduality.
_

features,

he

fierce black

and
ling

is,

eyebrows
compel-

intent,

brown

with

eyes.

But a man of remarkable personal
charm. Sincere.
,

Kindly.
I

ever

asked him
felt that

if

he

he'd like

to return to the stage.

"No," he said, "I was
on the stage, in comic opera
and musical comedy for twenty

!
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On the left Mr. Torrence is seen as
General Orlando Jackson "a killer
but a refined kind of a killer"
Lis

role in

"The Fighting Coward"

No blending of studio architecture
This is one of the older studios. No catering to public taste here.
No putting up a good front. Fox's is a film factory and
with that of homes in the neighborhood.
doesn't care

who knows

it

Vignettes of the Studios
TKe Fox

VIII.

Studios

SALLY STEELE
y^ ND

/jL

^

^

Fox's

this is

No

more than

a sugges-

its atmosphere.
Hnes both sides of Western Avenue, one
of the main arteries of travel between Los Angeles and
Hollywood, for the length of two city blocks. It advertises itself thru a succession of enormous bill-boards.
It
climbs toward the skies on
stark, towering scaffolds.
It

tion of
It

spills into

day supers.

Western Avenue,

No
No

catering to public taste here.
blending of studio architecture with that of homes in the
neighborhood.
No putting up
a good front.
Fox's is a film
factory and doesn't care who
it.

I fancy that the Hollywood
newcomer finds Fox's a rather
harsh experience. Gatemen

and office boys waste no time
on courtesy. State your business and make it snappy.
If

noon hour, resembles a
carnival thorofare. Street-

then, at the

cars clang as they force their
thru the colorful throngs.

way

Western Avenue.

Oh, you cant miss Fox's.
This is one of Hollywood's
older studios, and like the others
of its time was built for film
manufacturing purposes only.

knows

you'll find yourself back on
\Vestern Avenue in record time.
When Fox's is going full blast, tho, it proves a great
boon to the extra people. Ten or twelve companies working at a time require a good many five and seven-fifty-a-

you haven't any business,

!

pliotograpli can give

Motion pictures^are made
rerent Caliiornia studios.
tneir similarity ends

you nave been
and concise

—

as

m

But here
you know, ir

reading' .these

vig'nettes

we

the Jif-

colortul

publish every

month. Miss Steele knovv^s these studios
as

you

house

knovi'

—your

your church

—your club-

neighborhood.

She

is

a

habitue or these hothouses v^^here some

growths are cultivated and matured

with

skill

and care and where others

are forced to bloom too soon

]\Iotor-cars

start

and

.stop,

crawl forward cautiously, as
they dodge cowboys and bathing girls, fat men and dwarfs,
ingenues and stars on their way
to the near-by cafeterias and
lunchrooms.
Hollywood in the rush of its
growth has swept up around
The studio now stands
Fox's.
near the center of the film town,
tho ten years ago its thirteen
acres of territory were laid out
in lemon and orange groves on
the estate of Thomas Dixon,
The Dixon home
the author.
now serves as a scenario office.
{Continued on page 89)
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Attention, June Brides

... and Everyone

Who Loves

Else

Beautiful

Clothes!

Leatrice Joy's suggestion for a wedding-

gown would cause
woman

any

yearn

to

for the wedding-circle

and the Lohengrin
march.
It
is
fashioned of white crepe
chiffon ruffles over a
flesh-colored
metal
cloth slip. The front
of the skirt is caught
with clusters of roseAnd the bodbuds.
ice of shimmering
white satin is edged

at

the neck with

smaller crepe ruffles.
Her head-dress is a
cap of orange blos-

soms

and

coronet

which a

Russian

a

from

effect

soft lace veil

drops in folds to a
spider-web train. Her
slippers are white
satin and her hose of
white chiffon.
And
the
she

shower
carries

fusion

of

bouquet
is

a

pro-

orange

blossoms and orchids

All PKotograpKs by Richee

Here
comes
tKe
The traveling suit is always a consideration. Miss Joy's choice is one
of the two-piece models in henna
charmine. The sleeves are embroidered gayly in shades of henna,
The collar of the
rose and green.
jacket is cut out so that the soft
white collar of the frock underneath stands out in bold relief.
With this costume, she wears a
small felt hat of an almost tailored
simplicity. Then when the weather
grows warmer the frock of this suit
may be worn with a fur scarf and a
small white felt hat, perhaps. The
scarf shown here is of the soft
platinum color

!

Z6
Gi.

Brid<

A

negligee
for the lingering
.

.

.

honeymoon

in
breakfasts
sunny windows
.

.

.

and for the

afternoon

siestas

w
a new novel.
B elf t blue, a pretty
til

color, and so
rarely used in
this age of newfangled tints and
tones, solves the
color problem of
both the underslip and the over-

Tiny

slip.

shir-

red ruffles of the

webby

same
crepe

decorate

the

flowing
and

sleeves
slashes
skirt

.

in
.

.

underneath

the
the

while
you

glimpse medallions

of pastel
beads

Leatrice Joy in SeS)eral Trousseau Suggestions

However,

most

us ordinary
mortals
would
of

The

evening

gown

is

rather

Its
a creation.
chiffon is tinted

a pomegranate to a

from
flesh
it

is

color and
gracefully

threaded with
beads and sequins of corresponding hues,
while panels of

pomegranate

be pleased
suggests for

and

folds
serts

web

permit
glimpse

derneath.

with the costly

and lined

with a
boyantly

flam-

em-

broidered crepe

its in-

of spiderlace which

fitted

tails

black

soft

its

yellow

either
side.
Her wrap is ermine, bordered

al-

most every occasion.
There
is an indescribable charm in

chiffon
from the

fall
semiwaist at

to

use the dinner
frock Miss Joy

plin

of

worn

a
the

crepe
un-

The

inserts, like the

graceful

neck

and tiny puff
sleeves,
are
edged with tiny
widths of black
ribbon
while there

velvet
.

.

.

graceful
bow of
black
crepe
is

a

sash

chiffon to fall
at the left side
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F oursome

of

Moods

Mae

A black wig and
flamboyant Spanish
shawls to fling in
fiery

abandon

.

.

.

these are the things

Renee
selle

in

"Mademoi-

Midnight"

brings to

Pale
stung

gold

hair

lips

.

.

.

.

bee-

Another sequence of her

flashing,

new story sent Mae scurrying around for a
Godey's Lady Book be-

.

.

and there
dancing limbs
you have Mae Murray. She
.
is reminiscent of no one
and a cinema law unto
.

.

.

.

herself

Mae

.

fore she set about designing the quaint, demure gowns and wrajis
of forgotten years

In truth, the moods of

Mae make

a lovely

picturesque

!
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The Sixth Instalment
Harold Lund

of the

Dana

(jratlin

Serial

Thistleaown
S5)nopsis of

Gone

WKat Has

Before

JN

the role of waitress in the notorious road-house
^ of old Leon, the Alsatian, Dorothy Claiborne,
of royal lineage, meets young Hi Daggett, the millioiiaire rounder of the village of Fairfield, Conn.,
and the old story of the chase begins. Hi tags
Dorothy, "Thistledozvii." Dolly, as she calls hera
self, has her own reason for the disguise
wealthy fiance from zvJiom she is seeking surcease.
Dolly accidentally meets Hi in Fairfield and brings
the zvrath of the law upon Iiim for speeding, then

It

—

blame herself, and drives off into
the dusk witJi him.
Tipsy, Hi kisses her insultingly. She leaves his car. Hi later seeks Dolly at

was the

girl

who spoke

first.

"Nanny!" she asked again, "what
Her
has brought you here?"
voice was imperious, yet strained.
As tho some unnamed fear were
clutching her by the throat

penitent, takes the

'

Leon's, only to find her gone. Rumor lias it that
Dolly has been seen on the silvershcet, but he disregards it. Rumor also has it that a fast woman is a)j interloper on tlie De Bossert place. Intuitively, Hi drives there.
He finds Dolly in the zvoods and apologises for insulting
her.
Then follozv many rendezvous. They are in love.
Still accepting Dolly as a servant, Hi takes her to his home,
believing Jiis spi)istcr sister away. SJie surprises them
and insults Dolly. Hi declares his intention of marrying
Dolly, but mcanzvhile Dolly lias slipped out of the house.
He follows her to her cottage and peering thru thewindozv,
discovers her accepting the caresses of a loud-looking
stranger. Hi leaves furious, but after many days returns.
Dolly confesses her love for him but tells him she is
affianced to another, and begs him to drive her to Thiebaud's.
He knows nozu that she is the mistress of the
De Bossert place. Desperate zvith love and despair lie
drives like a demon. Dolly takes the zvheel. There is a
smash-up. As, seemingly, no one is hurt. Hi and Dolly
drive on. Dolly tells Nanny secretly of her love for Hi,
hut adds she must go to Mr. King, her fiance. Hi is surprised by a summons for arrest on the charge of manslaughter. A victim is dying. Dolly, too, is sought.
Hi
secures bond and hastens to warn her. She has escaped
already. He inquires at Thiebaud's but gains no news of
her.
He returns home Dolly gone his firm faced zvith
bankruptcy. Infection sets in in his foot, a result of the

—

—

smash-up. He becomes delirious. But Leon and Nanny
have befriended him. They trail Dolly and find her with
Mr. King, her uncle, who has at last traced her, and the
millionaire, that her xincle zvants her to marry.
As Leon
and Nanny arrive, Dolly is telling her uncle that Mr. King
is not only responsible for her success in pictures but that
he is her affianced husband.

SLALULTANEOUSLY

Dolly and her uncle cried
her name.
"Nanny
Why have you followed
me here ?" cried the girl, in reproach mingled with
alarm. And Uncle Percy shouted
"Anna Thiebaud
You dare look me in the face?"
Old Anna eyed the angrj' small man with extreme
dignity.
"It is no wish of mine that I do so, but why
should I not ?"
"You abetted my niece you helped her to defy me!"
shaking his fist.
Old Leon started forward, belligerence in his eye, but
Anna halted him with a "/ shall speak, Leon." Then,
!

:

!

—

Uncle Perc}think by such a noise to frighten me? It is
not that I am in your employ, INIr. Claiborne, or under
your domination."
"You are an ungrateful woman
Is this the way to
repay my dead sister who showered 3'ou with indulgence
and trust?"
"For your brother's wife I hold naught but devoted
and reverent memories," answered Anna, crossing herself
piously.
Then, austerely: "But for yourself, y^ou may
shout and stamp as yori please
you will succeed in
coldly, to

"Do you

!

;

frightening only those young women who sit at their
desks outside, wondering whether it is a madman in this

room."
Mr. Claiborne glowered, shooting his glance from old
Anna to his niece. Mr. Van Antwerp Reeves fidgeted
Sam King
uncomfortably.
Old Leon blew his nose.
cleared his throat twice as if to speak, but said nothing.
"Nanny!" she asked
It was the girl who spoke first.
Her voice was
again, "what has brought you here?"
imperious, yet it was strained, too, as if some unnamed
fear were clutching her by the throat.
Anna went up to her and tenderly took her two hands.
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Over the

girl's

head old Anna shot a singularly triumphant glance toward the uncle and toward Sam King.
"There, you see!" it seemed to say

"Oh, my little ^Miss Dolly,"' she said, "I have come to
take you back home you are needed at home."
If any of the persons present noticed any incongruity
in that word "home," the girl was not one of them her
face went white and her eyes looked frightened, beseeching.
" she
"What has happened it is Hi has anything

—

;

—

—

is

this 'Hi'

man who

Then Sam King

forward but again Anna

said,

"I

shall

speak,

—

;

his car."

"Nanny, I was that woman !" Dolly cried.
"They
mustn't hold him oh, why hasn't he told me of this?"
"Is Mr. Hi such a one to put his troubles upon the
shoulders of a woman, you think? And how could he
find you, even if he wished, when you vanished from
him with such abruptness?"
The girl pressed her hands tightly together, and Anna
continued
"Moreover, Mr. Hi could search for no one, not now.
His business is threatened with a bankruptcy, that big
Daggett Company and ]\Ir. Hi is himself confined to
his bed, with his injury and his sickness."
Oh, Nanny, what is it?
Is it
"Injured sick!

—

;

—

dangerous?"

40

briefly

who

:

"He
is

is

in.

the

in return

"I

young
loved

by her."
"Dolly

;

person?" Uncle Percy broke

loves IMiss Dollv and

Over the girl's head old Anna shot a singularly triumphant glance toward the uncle and toward Sam King.
"There you see !" it seemed to say.
Old Leon again
started

f

"Who

demand to know !"
It was Anna who answered,

faltered.

Leon" then to the girl, very gently
"Mr. Hi is suffering much trouble they have made
an arrest for a grievous motor accident which occurred
the night you came away a man is like to die, and IMr.
Hi's car was recognized, and Mr. Hi himself is held
accountable altho it is said a woman was seen driving

(J\

At that imploring, terrified cry Anna shot a second
glance of triumph toward two of the listeners.

—

is

spoke.

this true?"

What could Dolly answer then? Her hands were
trembling and her eyes were piteous with a secret she
could not conceal.
Sam King said to her
"This morning we were to announce to your uncle
our betrothal."
Then she answered him. trjing to meet his eyes.
"I have not broken my pledge to you, Mr. King.
When I found out that he and I loved each other
came straight back to you. I know I must have acted
wrong. But I tried to do right in the end. I decided
not to tell you it seemed best. But now
Suddenly she seemed to calm herself, she lifted her
eyes square to his and said with a strange, direct sim-

—

—

—

plicity

—

——

:

"But now I see I mustn't go on with it, Mr. King. I
must go back to him. He needs me, and I must go back

—

the only thing to do."
He
rose and came and stood facing her.
had a singular dignity, the plump and sleek little man
the others were as remote spectators of this little drama.
"You love this man so much ?" asked Sam King.
But the girl needed not to answer; her face was her
it's

Sam King

answer.

:

—

:

:

—

:

!
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"Why

couldn't you love me, Dolly?

—too old?"

Is

it

because I'm

He

—

hesitated, then asked, slowly

"Are you forgetting, Dolly, the things you are giving
up? Your future's just beginning to look pretty bright
and I was planning to make it brighter."
'No, Mr. King it would never be truly bright."
Thus, in a half dozen words did Dolly dismiss glamor
and plaudits and the appurtenances of luxury not till

—

—

;

she stood to lose these glittering trappings could she strip
naked verities and make her choice.
"I've done a good deal for vou, Dollv," Sam King
couldn't help reminding her.
"I know, I\Ir. King," her eyes bright with tears.
"And I know an obligation is big, and a promise is
It's the biggest
But love is bigger, Mr. King.
big.
And I
I belong to Hi Daggett.
thing in the world.
belong to him all the more now, because he needs me."
"\'ery well then, Dolly,"

—

life to its

Sam King

said,

garian like

was

Sam

King, but

The Bad
That
Girl

it

more dreadful
she choose some un-

upstart who had just
lost his fortune.

he

this

spluttered.

A

—once —

October."

in

]\Iiss Julia answered
at the door.
and conferred outside with a maid, in low hushed
tones.
Then she beckoned the nurse to the door she
looked agitated and hostile, yet undecided.
"It's that girl he keeps raving about in his delirium

knock sounded

it

;

she's downstairs."

"Thistledown?" the nurse arked quickly.
"Yes. I dont mind telling you I dont approve of her
But I thought maybe he's so very sick,
not at all.
"
and seems to have her so much on his mind
The nurse nodded. "Yes, I think it might be a good

—

—

thing for her to

come

him

but

excite

a

little,

all

Us

Henry Albert
new serial, '"The

Who

Couldn't Be Bad," which begins

MoTiox Picture Magazine.

.

cant

and break engageyour whim, young
woman W'ho is this fellow
you say you're running back

.

at

First

.

forbid it!
scandalous,

I

.

Garden.

one of the new novelists.
Lives" has just been
Therepublished by Boni and Liveright.
fore, we take pleasure in announcing the
first instalment of his serial in these pages
The Editor.
next month.
Mr. Phillips

forbid
loose be-

such
havior !"
Dolly scarcely heeded him.
She turned to old Anna.

—

"Oh, Nanny!
his sickness

is

His "Other People

I

His injury

''s

blown back?"

softened but she clasped the girl's hand protectively.
"They confine him to his bed, Miss Dolly, but the sight
of you, that will be Mr. Hi's best medicine."
"We must go to him at once how soon can we get

—

there,

Nanny?"

Uncle Percy thrust himself back into the picture.
is this 'Hi' person?
I to be treated as a
nobody altogether?
I insist upon knowing something
!"
about this fellow
Then old Leon got out his first speech of the morning.
"He is a fine voung man, that ]\Ir. Hi," said Leon. "I
like him."
And Anna, foronce, did not attempt to refute her husband instead she nodded and corroborated
"Yes, he is of that fine family, the Daggetts. All of
Fairfield will tell you what that family is, and of \\-hat
a glad lovability is this Mr. Hi.
Come, Miss Dolly
come, Leon."
And, something in the wise of a mother-hen escorting

"Who

this

Am

;

her brood, she maneuvered them out thru the door.

to

;

"

Anna's glance toward
Sam King was notably

knew

be but a
hallucination of his fever
was not Dolly vanished to
some far place he knew not
where ? He ventured to wave
his hand at the dear, teasing
ghost, tho he feared it would
at once fade like the figments of a dream.
But the apparition did not
and
vanish, it waved back
he ventured to say
"Thistledown }• o u v e

he

!

to?

For

the swaying apparition.

.

.

It may
Just for a minute.
and quiet him more."
"That's what I thought,"
Her face
said ?kliss Julia.
was set to a grim expression
but she went to bring the
girl she feared and detested
to her sick brother's bedside.
So it came about that
when Hi opened his eyes
again, Dolly was entering
the room.

will soothe

Dazed, he lay in wideeyed fascination, staring at

woman, however circumspect and
virtuous, there is some slight strain of the
siren
it is a composite of woman's
it is as old as Eve in the
make-up

about?"

"You

in the Best of

up.

it

In every

make

ments

here

the theme which

is

in the July

known

"What's

—

—

Phillips has taken for his

infinitely

that

;

very quietly.

But as the girl, her eyes
wet, handed him back his
ring. Uncle Percy blustered
forward in a kind of panic.
It was dreadful to him that
his niece should marry a vul-

v*

A

"Oh, no, it's not that, Mr. King." she replied quickly.
I dont think that's
"I dont love him because he is young
he loves me, I guess."
I love him because
it.
'"Dont I love you also?"
"No, not in the way he does," she answered simply. "If
you did, then surely I'd love you in the way I love him."

—

That evening Miss Julia sat waiting near her brother's
trained nurse now
bedside, haggard and disheveled.
ruled the room, had been there since Hi was found lying
on the floor beside the telephone. All day he had been
Towards evening he went off in a long
in delirium.
stupor suddenly he opened his 'eyes and spoke, and the
young nurse was long in forgetting those words or that
tone.
"Like Thistledown so soft and so prickly and sweet
where has the wind blown her, I wonder. It blew her

\

—

'

"Yes, Hi, I've come back."
and pulsing for a ghost
But he mustn't let himself be too hopeful.
"But maybe you're going to blow away again," he said,
cannily.
"You're like that you're a will-o'-the-wisp.
And I'm in a fever- / know; if I'd shut my eyes a
minute, when I opened them again I expect you'd be
gone."
"No, Hi, I've come to stay if you want me to stay."
"Then come closer let me take your hand.'"
He took her hand, it was throbbing flesh-and-blood, not
a wraith's hand.
But he clung to it tightly, as if fearing
Holding her hand he
it might dissolve from his clasp.
went oft" to sleep. And from the hour of that deep and
Dolly's

own

voice

!

— warm

—

—

—

—

slumber he started to mend.
Dolly came to the Daggett mansion every day for
nearly a week. i\Iiss Julia suft'ering the visits with a mute
repression that did her great credit, and Hi accepting"
each bright hour for the radiance it held too weak, and
too weakly timorous, to press the future.
Once he said to her
restful

—
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" Dolly, God bless you for coming back
but you
shouldn't have come back just now. There was a motor
accident a kind of mess. Till I get better, for heaven's
sake steer clear of that deputy sheriff, Voights."
"Oh, I've been to call on Mr. Voights," Dolly answered
happily. "And he didn't even hand me a summons. That
man in the hospital has kindly decided to get well."

—

There finally came a day when Dolly was granted by
It was" November, but
the nurse a private interview.
the outside air was thick with lazy golden sunshine and
a bar of it entered and stole across the carpet toward
the girl, like a blessing, as she told her stor)'.
"There are a lot of things I want to tell you. Hi," she
began. "I should have told you while I was up there,"
nodding in the direction of the De Rossert estate.
"I should have told you all about everything at the
first

—

I

blame

myself

hurriedly, as tho she

terribly."

was

speaking

a lifetime info this
Doris Claiborne the name of

"My name is
may mean nothing

.short recital.

Claiborne

She

would crowd
to

you altho

—
at

one time

it

was one of the rich families of New York. But my
mother was a De Bossert she was the last of her family,
which had owned that old estate up there for so many

—

generations."

Hi gave a little gasp, but Dolly rushed on
"The De Bossert money was gone and the
there was going to ruin even before my mother

place up
inherited
Uncle Percy wanted her to sell it, but she could
it.
never forget it belonged to the De Bosserts and that she
was the last of the De Bosserts. Uncle Percy was my

the advantages of the girls of my set. He saw to it
could speak three languages, and dance and swim and
ride.
I had my coming-out party, and he even managed
a trip to Europe. You may say I owe everything to him."
"He seems to have been quite kind to you," said Hi,
who would have preferred disliking Dolly's uncle, because he saw she herself held something resentful.
"So kind," Dolly returned, her voice going hard again.
"That he claims the privilege of choosing my husband as
a reward of his kindness.
"It was because I had a pretty face he spent his money
on me," she proceeded bitterly. "He considered me a
good investment he finally told me as much.
In his
charity he had been moved by no pity for his orphaned
niece, never showed .sympathy or affection.
Once wjien
I was quite small I fell off a horse, and he was terrified
lest a cut on my cheek would leave a disfiguring scar
and my last year at school I had a bad fever, and my
hair fell out and I was thin and ugly.
When Uncle
Percy came and saw me he couldn't hide his disappointment.
" 'You've lost your looks !' he cried, and he sounded
all

I

—

absolutely terrified.''
"But you didn't lose them— you became beautiful
again," said Hi, without the intention of paying a complinient.

"It

was from

that time, I think," Dollv continued, "that

began feeling hard toward Uncle Percy, I got sort of
bitter inside
and restless.
"Then, not so long after that, he began talking about
I

—

only

father's

the necessity of

my

brother, and he
took care of my

making a
mar-

'suitable

mother and me

riage.'

after my father
died. If it hadn't
been for him, I

developed

suppose

match

It

him — we

crony of his, belonged to the

we

lived as tho

his

in

mind, elected
my husband.
The man was a

wasn't too easy

for

it

he

had arranged a

we' d

have starved.

And

but

same clubs and

w e were

not

rich

it's

that of impeccable family,
criminally
rich

were

rich,

— oh,

all

miserable and

— and

The

mean

;

and the
debts
duns, the uncertainty and petty

enough

intriguing, of
trying to live up

be

to a position

"That couldn't
Sam King !"
Hi interjected,

!"

because

voice had
gone passionately hard, but she
softened it as
she continued
"I try to re-

"No,

that
Uncle Percy did

]\Ir.

the best he

later.

knew, and was

fond

unselfish according to his lights.
He sent me to

man

wasn't

—

No, I'm
of Mr.

King,

expensive

my

Uncle Percy

died.

couldn't see that

mother
He saw

42

it

King I'm
coming to him

but this
wasn't
even fond of
I detested him.

school after

I

he

couldn't see the
sleek little producer in the role
of Uncle Percy's
club crony.

member

was
and

my

father."

Her

an

old

to be

that

I

well dressed
that I had

Dazed, Hi lay in wide-eyed fascination, staring at the swaying apparition.
For he knew this to be the hallucination of his fever was Dolly not
vanished, he knew not where?

—

the

I

way

I

(Continued on
page 83)

The

TKe

Business

letters the stars see first are

those containing intelligent

cism, whether flattering or ad-

verse

of Fan Mail

W
i

I

J

I'

'

letters to

the

stars

film

has

become the favorite

indoor sport of
the nations. Everybody plays
the game
Chinese, Japanese,
Filipinos, take the
pen in
hand to tell Mary Pickford
what they think of her, quite

—

,

j

RITING

as

readily

a's

do the Amer-

icans, the British, the

French,

and the Germans.
A snow-storm of mail descends upon each of the HoUyAvood studios daily. The Talmadge sisters receive as many
I

as

eight

week

!

thousand
]\Iary,

letters

Doug,

a

and

Charlie Chaplin employ three
or four secretaries each to
keep from being snowed under
with the rainbow-hued mis-

from their admirers.
Hollywood is every photographer's Mecca, for the movie

sives

Investigated

criti-

.

.

.

also

those

ing stories for future production.

Begging letters are ignored in
most cases; to grant their
requests would soon dissipate
fortunes

By

suggest-

HELEN CARLISLE
Harold Lloyd, Colleen Moore
and a score of other stars now
meet the eye.

The

girls

A

ones.

aren't

young man

the only
of eleven

years took me to his room one
evening, when I was calling at
his

home, and showed
Every one

gallery.

Anna O.

Nilsson

to

me

his

from
Baby

Peggy smiled out at me as my
}'oung friend swung wide the
door.
The effect produced
was of one dazzling smile,
stretching from corner to corner of the room, and liberally
splashed with "yours trulys"
in every imaginable sort of
penmanship.
"But haven't you any particular
favorite?" I
asked,
if my young friend
was developing sheikish tend-

wondering
encies.

stars order fan

photographs in
Where once
triumphs of
Charles
Dana Gibson and
Harrison Fisher adorned the

thousand lots.
the artistic

boudoirs of young ladies of
school age; portraits of Pola

Negri,

Claire

Windsor,

Many

stars

find

it

necessary

to

employ three or four secretaries
to keep them from being snowed
under with the rainbow-hued missives from their admirers.
Here
is Monte Blue taking an epistolary
haul home from his letter-rack ,at
the studios
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cent, of their mail the stars really see, whether they autograph their photographs themselves, and which ones charge
for these photographs. If you are sincere in your admiration for some certain star, you may have wondered whether
he or she appreciates your expression of that admiration.
Because I believe that a comprehensive article may be of
assistance to you in answering these questions, I have
devoted some time to finding out just
what the attitude of the film stars is, on
It

is

usually

the secretary

who determines

the subject of their fan mail.

The

my

results of

down

investigation

I

am

while some

answer the
last question first.
The film stars do
appreciate their fan mail. It is to them
what applause is to the actor behind the
footlights.
A heavy fan mail is a certain indication of popularity on the
screen, so you can readily see that no

special photo-

actor

what

letters the
ac-

star shall
tually see.

the

left,

On

Selma

Stein, secretary
to Pola Negri,
is

standing

graphs

by

are

autographed

setting

is

here.

I

indifferent to

shall

it.

However, fans are not always courteous in their requests for photographs.
Such sentences as these
"If you dont
send me a picture, I'll never go to see
you on the screen again," and "\Miat
would you stars do if it wasn't for the
:

f

'

"Oh, sure. Norma Talmadge is my
But I write to all the others,"
he added largely.
favorite.

That, I discovered, looking over the fan
mail of one of the motion picture stars, is
what everybody else is doing asking not
only for photos of their favorites, but for
those of every other film celebrity as well.

—

"I

am making

photos"

is

which most

a collection of movie stars'
the unflattering manner in
of the writers preface their

request.

Perhaps you are numbered among
those who ha^-e written, or have contemplated writing to the motion picture stars.
If you are, you probably wonder what per

Photograph by Paul Grenbeaux

When you
stack

of

awaiting

see the
pictures

Colleen

Moore's
is

signature,
easy to be-

lieve

stamps are

it

purchased in Hollywood in thousanddollar lots.
left,

To

the

Adolphe Men-

jou undertakes the
answering of soine

particularly important letters
himself
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fans behind the ribbon counters," sometimes occur in your
Persons suffering from an inferiority complex,
letters.
that often demonstrates itself in an eft'ort to wound or
humiliate those whom the sufferer considers superior to or
more fortunate than himself, occasionally send letters of a
vindictive or sarcastic nature to the motion picture stars.
The stars' secretaries recognize such letters at a glance,
and toss them into the waste-paper basket, unread.
Every film player of prominence employs one or more
secretary with a knowledge of
of these secretaries.
many languages is sometimes employed by stars receiving
a heavy amount of foreign mail. In some cases a member
of the star's family acts as his secretary. Harold Lloyd's
father answer his mail.
Carmel flyers' mother attends to
hers, as does Betty Compson's.
It is the secretary who determines what letters the star

A

shall see,

and

it

may

interest

you

to

know

just

what type of

letters she sets aside for the actor's personal attention.

The

letters that the stars see are first, those

intelligent

In

some

member

criticism of

cases

of

their

containing

work, whether flattering or

a

the

family answers his mail.

star's

Carmel

Myers'

mother attends

to
hers, as does Betty

Compson's. And
here is Harold
Lloyd's father, J.
Darsie Lloyd, who
superintends the
colossal business
of caring for Harold's
mail.
Evidentally the letter
in question is

Photograph (left)
by Kornman

amusing

Film stars do appreciate their fan
mail.
It
is their
only applause.
No actor or actress is indifferent
Ernest Torrence is seen
with his secretary. Miss
Dawson
and below Viola
.
Dana investigates some of her
letters while she waits to be called
for her scenes
to

it.

above

.

.

adverse, and those suggesting various books
stories or plays as being particularly suited
to their talents.

Letters from invalids almost invariably
receive the attention of the stars.
Letters of a general form, if they are
exceptionally intelligent and well worth
reading, also are placed in their hands.

Begging letters are ignored in most
Every star receives hundreds
of these each year, and fortunes
would soon be dissipated if the requests contained therein were granted.

cases.

Many

requests are sent in for articles
of wearing apparel worn by a star in a
certain production.
These, too, are
necessarily ignored.
Requests for photographs are granted by
every star with whom I came in contact
while assembling material for this article
{Continued on page 92)
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Is

tKe

Old

Pola

Coming Back

To Us?

We

brought Pola Negri

America because there
was a universal appeal
in her elemental fires and
to

We

passions
her

as

a

great

hailed
actress.

Then we proceeded to
temper her abandon to
whitewash her passions
and to make her

—

.

.

.

neither

the
sophisticated

the

emotional,

woman nor

simple, trusting
Pollyanna

new pictures of Pola
"Men" encourage us. They

These

as

Cleo

suggest

in

the

temperamental star of "Gypsy Love" and
"Passion."
Buchowitzke was her director

—

this production
is
it
his Continental
influence?
or has Pola defied the threats
of our censors and dared to be her old self
once more
?
Is the old Pola coming

in

—

back

!
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Out

TKat's
By

TAMAR LANE
Illustrations

Harry Taskey

bj)

There are no reasonable grounds for one
to

expect,

or

even

hope to pick up the
paper and read as a
headline:
Mille to

B.

C.

de

Make Film
Without a Bathroom
Scene ... or, Charlie
Chaplin Reported Engaged to Baby Peggy.
Another favorite pressagent story is the one
which tells how the
star

took a

flood

scenes

from

clipped

News.

Pathe

the

—

Big Outdoor Drama features several
smooth-shaven cowboys from the Times
Square district.
A Masterpiece fairly good.

—

A Sensation — not so good.
A Triumph — Terrible, but must be

sold.

sentence

of three weeks in jail
so as to be able to
give the proper realism to the role of
the convict she is to

A

Candidate for the Hall of Fame

There are very few producers who are
consistently giving the screen first-rate
photoplays, and there are a great deal
fewer who are earnestly trying to make a
more worthwhile form of silent drama. It, therefore, gives
us great pleasure to nominate for the filmland Hall of
Fame a young producer by the name of J. K. iMcDonald,
who, during the past few months, has presented the silversheet with two outstanding photoplays which are to be
classed as among the best pictures of the year
"Penrod
and Sam" and "Boy of ?,Iine." The latter film is one of
the finest and rarest photoplay gems that has ever flashed

play

—

its

from the screen, and the odd part of it all is
Mr. McDonald is a newcomer to the film business.

brilliance

that

Yet during his brief career in the studio he has turned ovit
a tandem of photoplays which has not been surpassed by
any of our self -heralded master producers. The silent
drama needs more producers like J. K. McDonald.

A

Glossary of Press-Agent Terms as Applied
TO the Movies

A

HUMAN Document — Any film in

which a poor

old mother is deserted by her children.
Classic
has two good
actors in the cast.
Turning Them Away even the

—

A

Dashing

'Dangerous Curves Ahead," featuring Calvin Coolidge.

—

complimentaries cant sit thru it.
Superproduction over 150 extras
used.

Plays of the Hour

—
Juvenile — any

40 years who measures
around the waist.

actor under
less

than 35

—
—

A

Gigantic Spectacle
any film that
long on costumes and short on story.
Stupendous Drama any foreign
film which the distributor has bought
cheap.
Revelation six reels and not a
single close-up of a jazz band or baby.
Smashing Success has scenes
showing villain breaking chair over
is

A

A

A

hero's head

—

—

—

How

to

ceed

in the

Suc-

Movies.

Les-

son

For

1.

Before

Heroes.

even

attempting to make a
success as a

hero

film

must

you

take

a

complete course
athletics.
in

Hire
suit

a

and

dress
a

rid-

ing outfit. Have
some pictures
taken in a sport

shirt

and do

some posing

in

golf togs

Million Dollar Production any film
$147,000 to produce.
Big Special- -has some good fire and

that cost over

47
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the nail on the head when he recently remarked
"Acting ability, while in itself something to be strived
for by every actor or actress, will never get a player
While the public
into the front rank of favorites."
appreciates fine acting to a certain degree, its heart goes
out more fully to the actor or actress of charming perhit

mannerisms and quaint individuality. The ideal,
of course, is a combination of acting ability and personality, and, while we are on the subject, it might be
mentioned that Bertram Grassby himself has these two
Producers are overlookequalities to a marked degree.
ing something in not giving Grassby some of those big
sonal

roles

which

rec|uire

an intelligent player.

How

TO Succeed in the
Movies in Five Complete
Lessons

While the public appreacting to a
degree, its heart
goes out more fully to
the actor or actress of
ciates

"Within the Law," a Henry Ford production, supported by chorus of flivver owners.
"A Gentleman of Leisure," sport travelog starring
the Prince of Wales.
"Three Wise Fools," featuring Senators LaFoUette,

fine

certain

—

Lesson No. One For Heroes.
Before even attempting to
make a success as a film hero
you must take a complete

charming personal manand quaint in-

nerisms

dividuality

Borah and Walsh.
"The Hero," a tragedy with William Jennings Bryan
in the title-role.

"Can a Woman Love Twice?" a heart-rending
drama of a woman's soul, featuring Peggy Joyce.
"The Eternal Three," featuring Mary, Doug and

course

bother about acting
good actors, but it
athletes.

The

ability.

in

athletics.

difficult matter to get good
is a
Hire a dress suit and riding outfit never mind
{Continued on page 90)

—

Charlie.

"The Bad Man," featuring Magnus Johnson.
"The Adding Machine," psychological study of a man
working out the income-tax problem, Secretary Mellon in
the title-role.
"Kick In," a presidential campaign-fund melodrama,
with an all-star

When

It's

cast.

Night Time in Italy
Bananas Today

We

Have No

Even allowing for the fact that strange things happen in
the movies every day, still there are no reasonable grounds
for one to expect, or even hope, to pick up the paper and
read such headlines as
Engaged to Baby Peggy."
"Von Stroheim Film Passed by Censors Without

"Charlie Chaplin Reported
Single Cut."

"Douglas Fairbanks to Play Hamlet on Screen."
"Larry Semon Voted Most Popular Film Comedian."
"Valentino Refuses to Take Salary Increase from
Producer."
"C. B. De Mille to Make Film Without a Bathroom
Scene."
"Bull
Grey.'

"

Plays

Montana Will Make Screen Version

"Girl Arrested
Admits She Is Not
a Movie Actress."

"HaroldLloyd
Film Fails to
Draw."

"Tamar Lane
Confesses He
D o e s n' t Know
What's Wrong
With

the Movies."

of 'Dorian

of the Hour
featuring Mary,

.

The Eternal Three,
Doug and Charlie
.

.

_

IH

Film History
12th, 1909.

.

On

.

.

this

June
day

first film was made
showing how a mother
and father were reunited

the

in

happiness by

little

Willie, who came down
the stairs from his bedroom just in time to

bring them together

Acting Ability
vs. Personality
Bertram Grassby
48
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Dont

streets are filled with

—

One of the most interestina: behind-the-camera stories we have ever heard is the story Jesse Lasky told us about
"The Covered Wagon." From sacrifice, privation, quarrels and worries
and high hopes in a common
purpose the picture was born. Its story below is almost as thrilling and inspiring as the drama of the wagon
.

.

.

train itself

The

Editor Gossips

THE

things which happen behind the cameras are
man}- times fraught with drama and interest. And
one of the most interesting behind-the-cainera
stories we have ever heard is the story Jesse
Lasky told ns one day last month about the making of
"The Covered Wagon." To us it seems almost as tlirilling
and almost as inspiring as the drama of the wagon train
itself.

make just another motion picture from
Emerson Hough novel. One hundred and fifty thousand dollars a mere bagatelle in cinematic currency
The}- planned to

the

—

had been appropriated for its production.
Mr. Laskv, back from Europe and on his way to the
California studios, read the scenario as his Pullman
flashed over the long-eftaced trail of the pioneer caravan
about which he was reading. Looking over the infinite
stretch of barren waste to where it met the vaulted dipping sky, he visualized covered wagons in a mighty train
and it came to him that the picture, "The Covered
Wagon." might be infinitely more than they had planned
for

it

to be.

when he finally reached the Western studios, he
gave the star and the director who were to do this story
something else to do, and then he sent for Jimmie Cruze.
He asked him to read the story overniglit and report to
him the next morning.
"I knew." yir. Lasky told us. "that Jim was the man
for that tale. He has some fraction of Indian blood. He
knew the kind of people who shuttled the threads of that
story.
Sometimes I think Jimmie Cruze might have been
born to direct this picture. It would have been an artistic
crime to let anyone else touch it.
Thev would have
veneered it and it is a story of stark reality."
And so. The next morning Cruze came into the Lasky
sanctum sanctorum.
"It's a darn fine yarn. Chief," he said.
"One hundred
and fifty thousand isn't much. That's too bad. But let
me have one hundred Indians and one hundred wagons
and get started."
.At this point in the story, !Mr. Lasky admitted that he
had enjoyed the role he was playing.

IH

So,

"Xo, Jim," he said. "Xot one htmdred Indians. Jim
three hundred
Xot one hundred wagons, Jim
three hundred!
Xot one hundred and fifty thousand
!"
dollars, Jim
three hundred thousand
.

.

.

.

!

.

Then

the

.

.

.

.

work began.

quarrels, worries

From

and high hopes

sacrifice,

in a

privation,

common

purpose

"The Covered Wagon" was born. For weeks the company camped on location. At day the sun beat down
upon them in the desert sands. At night cold winds beat
under their tents. Sometimes the rough drivers of the
wagons would imbibe too much whiskey and revolt.
Sometimes thev threatened to use their guns in escapades
not in the scenario. It finally became necessary to install
a military regime.
But the director had fired every man
and woman with his dream of making this caravan
chronicle one of the great motion pictures. They worked
unceasingl}- without thought of self.
It was weeks after the last scene was shot that the
Then Jimmie Cruze
cutting and titling was completed.
was readv to show the Powers his finished product in
the projection-room at the studios. When they filed in,
And if it disthere was evident skepticism and doubt
persed inimediately it was only to reappear at the final
fade-out.
For the original scenario of "The Covered
\'\'agon" ended where the train parted, some setting ofif
for Oregon and others turning their horses' heads

towards the gold

fields

of California.

what was a mighty
were never
He was deterseen entering their L^topian wilderness.
mined that there was more to the story and that it must
It

and

was

!\Ir.

Lasky who decided

that

stirring story fell flat because the pioneers

be filmed.

By this time the company had disbanded. Ernest
Torrence was with the Fox Company ... J. \\^arren
and Lois Wilson and
Kerrigan was with Universal
And
Tully"]\Iarshall were busy in other productions.
every single, solitar}' wagon had been dismantled.
Their vision gave them resource. ...
Cruze knew a location which would serve his purpose.
(Continued on page 116)
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Honeymoon
Da375
vvnich rind C^orinne

Grifptn on the Beach
at

All phutuKial.l.:

Everyone was surprised when the
marriage of Corinne Griffith and
Waher Morosco became known
for they had managed to en.

.

.

joy their courtship without benefit
of excessive publicity

But

recently,

before

work on her next

.

.

beginning

picture, she
sailed for

Morosco
Hawaiian Islands, where
Mr.

.

and
the
they

many glorious honeymoon
days. David Kanokawai, regarded
as a perfect physical man, and the
brother of Duke Kanokawai, is
seen here with them on the most
famous of beaches Waikiki. In
his honor, Corinne wears a native
skirt and the festive lai
spent

—

!
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Electric signs

which

unusual these days.

enough to provide a decent living for an ordinary American family aren't
Here is the huge electrical advertisement which tops almost a block of stores on
Broadway, New York

cost

Tke Movies Outdo Barnum
Ana

Poor Pictures j^ake J\loney
vvnile

JDecause of (clever

ana Extensive Exploitation

Good Pictures jVlay Fail inru Lack

of It

By

LAURA KENT MASON
day Barnum

may have been

right in his estimate
have done his
best, too, in concocting fairly good publicity features
to fool these one-born-every-minute members of
the human race. Yes, in his day, Barnum got away with
I'm glad he isn't living, now. He'd have to hide
a lot.
his head in humiliation and chagrin when he saw how far
ahead of him others had got in the matter of getting away

IN

his

of the birth-rate of fools.

He may

with almost everything when it came to publicity. Once
They already have
again the movies have done it.
Barnum beat, and they are just about getting full
steam ahead.

—

Why

Is it
do you go to see a particular picture?
is playing at a neighborhood movieIs it because you
liouse, and your beau wants to go?
always go to the movies a certain number of times each
week, no matter what picture is being shown? Or, do
you go to see a particular picture, or a particular star?
well,
If you do go to see a particular picture, it is quite
at least, possible, that the latest publicity stunt about that
that you have fallen, in some slight
picture has got )'ou

])ecause the picture

—

—

measure, perhaps, for some of the vastly clever things
that the movie companies are constantly putting over.
Few people, outside of those actually connected with

the film industry, realize hoAv immense the actual popularization of pictures has become. It is an industry in itself.
First of all, you who are interested in the picture "from
the outside," that is, as mere audience, as onlookers, prob-

ably take it for granted, as a matter of course, that after
a picture is finished, it will get a certain amount of publicity, that it will be written about in the papers, that your
favorite motion picture magazines will have stories about
the picture and interviews with the picture's star.
You
even take it for granted, these days, that your local stores
will have "tie up" advertising, that there will be displays in
front of the motion picture theaters, that special stunts
will be arranged to give the picture publicity, and to give
}'ou amusement and, of course, to encourage you to go
to see the picture.
None of these things would happen if
it were not for carefully arranged publicity.
The picture

would go silently into town, unheralded, and unknown,
and would probably go out again the same way. Ever}-one would lose the star, the motion picture exhibitor
and, not at all incidentally, you who enjoy good pictures.
Until three years ago, the motion picture companies
were satisfied with the usual press-agents, like those the
theatrical companies employ.
Then, suddenly, one of the
companies thought of a special exploitation stunt, a

—

editions
Photoplay
of books are a pop-

ular means of exOn the
ploitation.
window
left
is
a
display of this edition of "Little Old

New

And.
York."
on the right, is a
lobby of a theater

decorated in a way
carries out the
spirit
of
old
the
emphasized
South,
that

in

"Cameo

Kirby"

—
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have men in "key cities," that is, large cities centrally located,
and in each of these key cities there is an exploitation man to
Thus, if a film is
take care of the surrounding" territory.
booked in one town, the exhibitor is able to get in touch with
the exploitation man who is in the key city nearest to him,
and the exploitation man will come to the town and put on
various exploitation stunts which will make the film succeed.
So, when you see a picture that is being cleverly advertised and
exploited in a new way. you will know that it has taken the
combined efforts of the publicity department, the exploitation
department and the advertising department of the film company, as well as the help of the local motion picture exhibitor.

SNTiiM.ea

mucKriwi

The great idea in new exploitation is the "tying up" of local
advertising with the film. Each company has its own way
of accomplishing this, and all of them are clever and amusing
and all of them need the co-operation of the company's
exploitation
department with the local
picture-house manager.

—

(Continued on page 78)

In order to "pull the stunt"

feature that required more work than
the average publicity writer could
Other companies foldevote to it.
lowed suit. The result is, today each
company has a fully ecjuipped and
department,
exploitation
elaborate
whose whole duty it is to invent
queer stunts, queer methods of attracting your attention to the picture.

depicted above,

it

was

necessary to secure the permission of the newspaper
syndicate owning the rights
Needto "Barney Google/'
less to say, this horse parading the streets caused much

attention and impressed
upon the public mind that
"The Kentucky Derby"' was
playing at the Belmont
Theater

When

you see an interesting street
display, you needn't say to yourself,
"How clever of Mr. Jones, our local movie-house manager!" No,
indeed. Mr. Jones probably had very little to do with the display.
It was probably all thought out for him by the exploitation manager
back in the home office of the film company.
Exploitation

more

is

really circus ballyhoo, tho lately

and

it

is

getting a

even adding dignity.
It is the sort of
publicity that Barnum tried to do
tho he did not succeed in
doing it nearly so well as the movie companies.
The way exploitation works is like this and. here is a secret
for you, so that, in future }'ou may understand all of the clever
publicity stunts which you will meet.
Each of the big film companies employs a large exploitation department. At the head of it
is a man wise in the ways of people, of newspaper work, and of the
film industr}'.
He is usually a man who has succeeded as a newspaper writer, or as a publicity man. His salary is large. The best
known exploitation man today probably is Harry Rickenbacker,
whose weekly salary is said to be in four figures. Other exploitation
bit

refined,

is

—

—

In England, the

Universal company put

a clever exploitation novelty by offering a prize of thirty pounds for the
cleverest imitation of Lon Chaney in "The

on

This conof Notre Dame."
was conducted thru the newspapers

Hunchback
test

in much publicity. Betty Balfour, an English vaudeville star, awarded
the prize to John Frederick De Franc

and resulted

men

are making large
names for themselves,
too.

Under the exploitamanager are a
number of lesser emtion

ployees, tho these men
are clever, and highly

Famous

Some of
stay in New
York, or in Los Angeles in the home office.

number of amazing
stunts when their
"Manslaughter"'

paid,

too.

these

men

Here they spend

all

Lasky

These consisted of

everything from

of

the

up
exploitation

/TV

These

film

companies

showing of a

wrecked car

to

"Drive

Carefully"
signs.
This picture was taken on
one of the main
thorofares of

stunts for the pictures
that they are featuring,

or putting these same
stunts into actual practice.
Now, each film
company has a number
of exchanges to handle
the
films
for
them.

Playersover a

was released.

their time thinking

clever

jjut

Niagara

Falls,

New York

^^^^:,<ZAjPtmw^%M%.^^^

A

the

cross

"TKe TKief

Silversheet

of Bagdad" and "Secrets"

Pass in Review

ADELE WHITELT FLETCHER
is one of the most wonderful and beautiful pictures we have
ever seen, "The Thief of Bagdad," Douglas Fairbanks' latest
photoIt is magic
contribution to the cinema stage.
graphic magic in an Arabian Nights fairy story that moves
across the screen in an uninterrupted sequence of pictures so fantastic and so beautiful that they might readily be one of the lovely
Rackham or Dulac illustrations come to life, sans their brilliant
toned down to soft browns and blues and greens, for it is
colors
seldom during the story's course that the screen is pictured in the
flat photographic colors.
However, long before the picture had unreeled its legendary and
allegorical story of the thief of old Bagdad who discovers that he
may filch everything but happiness with his nimble fingers, we
were optically satiated. And satiety is deadly. Our eyes
refused to accept the new beauties constantly ottered them.
Our emotional nature asked for interest and this was wanting.
believe that "The Thief of Bagdad" is the beginning
of new motion pictures, but it failed to thrill us or inspire
us except for slight esthetic thrills born of its sheer beauty.
Never was there a more perfect jMcture for children. It
will spell a fantastic paradise to them when the handsome
prince and the beautiful princess sail thru the sky on the
while the twinkling stars of the night
magic carpet
spell "Happiness Must Be Earned."
They will be thrilled
when the thief overcomes all manner of allegorical monsters
There is the colossal
in his journey towards happiness.
dragon with the fiery nostrils in the Valle}' of Fire
there is a titanic sea monster that attacks him as he searches
for the starry key in a chest fathoms under the sea.
And
how they will adore the winged white horse that flies with
the thief thru the air to the beautifully fantastic Palace of

IT

.

.

.

—

/

7
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We

.

.

.

.

{Continued on page 94)

.

.

Norma Talmadge has not done any ^vork in a
long time to compare ^vith her Mary Carlton in
"Secrets."
We have fulsome praise for her four
widely varied portrayals. As for the picture itself,
But it has the sentiit is far from being great.
mental charm of an old daguerreotype

It

would

rarely

enhance the
hag of

beautiful

tricks in "The Thief of
Bagdad," the new Doug-

Fairbanks'
picture,
tenfold to see it with a
child.
In it all the old
fair)- miracles come true.
However, it leaves the
adult optically satiated
when the dramatic in«
las

terest

wanes
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Comment on Other
Productions
By

THE STAFF
The Fighting Coward

N

screening this satirical Booth Tarkington
story of ante-Civil-\^'ar days along the
Mississippi, James Cruze has contributed
another notable achievement to the screen,
already enriched by his "Covered Wagon" and
delightful, satirical picture is
"Hollywood."
given of the hot-blooded young Southern gentleman who is ever defending family tradition and
woman's fair name. Cullen Landis renders the
portrait doubly pleasing and the director's treatment of the character is superb.
The backgrounds of the story are quaint and
interesting. The romance is well attended to, as
is in all Tarkington stories.
Mary Astor upholds her end of it with
a charm that is sweetly fragrant. Ernest Torrence presents a humorous characterization that is a lineal descendant of the gentleman he
played in the "Wagon" and almost as funny. And Phyllis Haver
continues her dramatic career.

I

A

it

A

Society Scandal

written in the records that Gloria Swanson flashed a real
emotional talent in "The Humming Bird," displaying a gift
for characterization that established her as something else
than an animated "clothes-horse."
had hoped that she
would continue to portray colorful figures such as the
gamine of ]\Iontmartre. Her newest essay will not carry her
to the heights
for she assumes a role which could be
played by any actress of poise who knows how to dress herself becomingly.
This excursion into smart society telling a story of divorce
Indeed it is one of the
gets away from the conventions.
There is much
cleverest pictures of its kind ever revealed.
and the director has
ironic humor expressed in the subtitles
admirably taken care of the mechanics of the production. But
the story is artificial in its development.
The husband, suing
for divorce, has a lawyer who believes in the sanctity of the
marital vows.
He tears
the defendant's reputation
to pieces. Yet the evening
of the day when he wins
It is

We

—

—

—

—

his case, finds

for

the

heroine.
"The Fighting Coward," in
which Ernest Torreiice, Cullen Landis and Mary Astor
are shown at the top of the
page,

is

actress of poise who knew
how to dress might have asless,

it

despite

this
is

a

role.

a clever picture,
slight
and often

artificial

^ 54
se.

Neverthe-

story

falling

An

of the
artificial

touch, indeed. An unconvincing story but excellently staged and directed.

—

a delightful, satirical

picture of a hot-blooded
young Southern gallant who
is ever defending family
tradition and a woman's fair
name. Gloria Swan son is
given no acting opportunities
in "A Society Scandal." Any

sumed

him

charms

Here we have Mr.
and Mrs. James
Kirkwood (or Lila
Lee, if you prefer
in "Love's
so)
it
Whirlpool," which
is a

picture packed

with crudities and

the
note

redeeming
of a fairly
lively plot

Serve

WKich

Paragraphs

Critical

As

Guide-Posts to

the Better Pictures
Love's

Whirlpool

The long arm of coincidence and the equally
arm of convenience play a game of checkers
here.
They pilot a group of puppets over a
long

checkerboard of weird and wild situations. It
with the
a crook melodrama of redemption
making over of the hardened criminal, saved for
the final soppy finish. His is a plan of revenge
directed against a banker who refuses to lend his
aid toward saving the crook's weakling brother
from prison. The boy had "stuck up" a bank

—

is

depositor in a ridiculous scene. Imagine getting
av/ay with that stufif in any up-to-date bank
So
the crook with the aid of his sweetheart plots to
eiifect his escape.
The coincidence enters when the crooks save the banker's daughter
from a watery grave and use her for the purposes of blackmail.
They open a clairvoyant parlor and the hokum comes right out in
the open and stays there.
There are several gaps in logic and
action
and were it not for James Kirkwood's sincerity and his
effort to make the role convincing, the storj- would look terribly
bad.
As it is, it insults the intelligence in a number of its
scenes.
It is packed with crudities
the redeeming note being
a fairly lively plot.
!

—

—

—

Thy Name
any doubt remained

If

"Thy Xame

Is

as to

Wo max
Fred Xiblo's genius as a

Woman"'

dispelled it, for here he
has sustained interest in an eternal triangle theme, and sustained it at a great height, for ten thousand feet of celluloid,
certainly an extraordinary achievement. In so doing he has
been aided b\- the dramatic skill and remarkable appeal of
Barbara La J^Iarr, the romanticisms and boyish emotions of

director,

Ramon Novarro and

Is

the utterly finished abilitv of William

V. Mong.

The action takes place on the mountainous border of Spain
and France but the director seldom reaches out for atmospheric
charm and such digressions from his theme. The walls of a
simple setting provide
most of the backgrovmds,
but it seems that "Thy

Name

Is

Woman"

could

have been played before
black

velvet

or

cheese-

"My Mamie Rose,"
with Mar>- Philbin in
the title-role and Pat
O'Malley opposite her,
is

a

story

of

the

old

days on the Bowery.
In this respect it is
fairly accurate, but it
a picture which carries little in substance.
is

And
stand

we cant underwhy the scenes

were not filmed on the
exact locations and not
built in the studio.

It

would have been better

Ramon Novarro and

Barbara

La Marr are starred

in

Name

Woman."

is

they are shown
this page.
faults in

tion

of

at

in

"Thy
which

the top of

There are minor
Fred Niblo's direc-

this

eternal

triangle

has made a
picture
pulses
with
life.
"Nellie, the Beautiful
Cloak Model," has come to
the
screen
from the ten,
twent' and thirt' days. It has
everything crammed into it,
but still it has a spirit to it.
And Claire Windsor in the
title-role lives up to the adjective expressive of her charm

theme,

but

he
which

^0
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and

cloth

faults, in

been just as gripping.
Niblo's work, but he has

pulses with

There

made

are

minor

a picture that

life.

Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak Model

Time has turned backward
musty
melodrama
the

plays

—which

in its flight and out of
yesteryear comes this ripe, old
has been thoroly modernized to fit

of

the atmosphere of New York as we know it.
Nellie
has grown up in poverty, reared by a benefactor who
took her away from a cruel father.
When the benefactor becomes ill, she gets a job as a model in a shop
conducted by her mother's dissolute nephew.
The rest
of the story features Nellie's troubles in circumventing the plans of this bad boy who would seek the Horton
fortunes.
The original play was of the ten, twent', and thirt'
days and had everything calculated to make the gallerygods excited. As a picture, everything has been crammed
into it
such as a fire, an auto crash, several fistic encounters, and the railroad scene when Nellie is saved from
death by a hair's breadth. Hokum ? ]\Iost assuredly. But
there is spirit in it
and the element known as "punch."
Claire Windsor plays the title-role and succeeds in
living up to the adjective expressive of her charm.

—

—

Fools'

Highway

The Owen Kildare

story,

"^ly IMamie Rose," has a
meaningless title in its new
screen version and the

—

personal
John Barrymore, who

Beau Brumniel

is

story itself is not so pretentious as its sponsors would

a

triumph for
plays the clashing debonair BrumIt
niel with easy grace and charm.
is for him a portrait as compelling
as his dual study. Dr. Jekyll and

have us believe. It has been
said that the author wrote
the tale around his own experiences on the Bowery in

Mr. Hyde, for he finally becomes a
decrepit parody of his former self.
Mary Astor is seen with him above.
"The Enchanted Cottage" ranks
with the best the screen has to
offer.
It is a picture the appeal of

which

lies

in

its

manity and its
Robertson, the

simplicity,

its

In this
tbe early nineties.
respect it may be called fairly
accurate.
But it is a picture
which carries little substance.
Its chief ingredient is a
sweet flavor of sentiment
which exudes a fair fragrance. But the plot takes

hu-

spirituality.
John
director,
Richard

Barthelmess, the star, and May McAvoy, the leading lady, walk in high
places thru

it

considerably

and

long

to

tell

we

are presented with a few colorful
characters who are true to
such
the type of the period
as the ward-heeler, the
in its telling

—

Bowery

who

rules by
winsome
Irish maid who makes him
over.
We have some fights
and far too
for atmosphere
much romance. The backgrounds are appropriate
his

fists

ruffian

—and

the

—

"Wild

Oranges"

is

adapted from the
by Joseph Herges heimer.
It an-

story

demand

swers the

for

something

different.
Charles A. Post as
the brute lends a fine

note of

reality.

recommend
ture

!
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this

for jaded
tergoers

We
pic-

thea-

enough, but they could have
more accuracy had
they been taken in the actual
locations instead of in the
registered

studio.

We

trains driven

—and

see

the

"L"

by steam power

the saloon looks genDitto
the
Bowery
characters attired a. la vintage of 1890.
The picture will cast a sentimental spell if accompanied
uine.

wa,
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by the old songs such as "The Sidewalks of New York,"
"Sweet Rosie O'Grady," etc., and it is picturesquely played
by Pat O'Malley as the Bowery toughie and Mary Philbin
William Collier, Jr., is in character
as the wistful colleen.
as a humble Jewish youth.

Beau Brummel
This is a personal triumph for John Barrymore, who
plays the dashing, debonair Brummel with easy grace and
charm, lending a portrait which fits right into the jjopular
conception of the English dandy. It is a portrait as compelling as his dual study. Dr. Jekyll and Air. Hyde.
The
story guides the famous fop thru his youthful escapades
when he wins the friendship of the Prince of Wales up to
his death in a Paris almshouse
a decrepit parody of his
former self. The transitions, the shadings, are equally as
great here as those which Barrymore expressed in Steven-

—

morbid story.
While the characterization is everything
mindful of the fact that it must be set off
son's

here, one
in a

is

also

most appro-

Therefore the production is rich in
will even say that it is a work of surpassing beauty from every viewpoint.
The settings are
magnificent and the technicalities such as lighting and
composition are in perfect harmony. Barrymore's study
is so colorful, faithful and
absorbing that everyone who
priate atmosphere.
color and detail.

We

—

—

sees

mel

him

will

become Brumto glory and

—and climb

to defeat with him.

The screen takes on again
a suggestion of real art here.

An

absorbing

story,

vital

—and a
ting background — these
characterization

fit-

"The

make "Beau Brummel" deserving of high

Uninvited Guest" finds
beauty in the submarine scenes
with their tropical undersea
vegetation, fish and coral formations.
Jean Tolley, a newcomer

honors.

to the

coupled with splendid interpretation

screen, is pleasing in it,
her acting is immature.
the left is Laurette Taylor in

even

On

The Enchanted Cottage

"Happiness." This

is

an

interest-

ing picture possessing both
smiles and tears and original
Pat O'Malley gives a
touches.
performance here that is a credit
to him.

Here is a picture which
takes rank with the best the
screen has to offer. Its glow
of sentiment free from any
saccharine coating, its fine
sensitiveness, its surging song
of love that carries the illusion which colors drabness
with beauty, its convincing
logic that a lover can find
loveliness and charm in his
mate

if

when transported by

the divine song of the heart
these qualities make this a
most vibrant romance.

—

Here is a perfect love
story peopled by two unfortunates
living symbols, so
to speak, that real beauty lies
in the soul.
Each finds a
sympathetic
bond in the

narrow

other

than

—

— each transcends

earthly things in a perfect
concord of expression. They
see each other as beautiful,
and a sightless comrade aids
in weaving the charm of illusion.
They have an inner

No
pable

more

director
is
caof
fashioning
truthful
slices

of life as revealed in

communities

William

de

In "Icebound,"
with Lois Wilson and
Richard Dix playing
the leading roles with
Mille.

capable understanding, he handles his
theme with restraint

{Continued on page 100)
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VIOLA DANA

has discovered that it is no
use trying to be a Miss John D. Rocke-

unless you have a heart of ice.
Until recently, Viola never thought
anything about being a Rockefeller but about a
year ago she was bitten by the real-estate bug.
Her attack took the form of buying a big garage
on Hollywood Boulevard. She didn't want the
garage but she knew that the land upon which it
stood was a bargain. So she bought it and waited
for it to "jell."
Having a garage on her hands, she had to do
something with it, however, so she decided to keep
it
going until the land price went up.
She
installed her chauffeur as manager and her secretary as auditor.
She got a whacking big offer the other day for
But she turned it down in silent
the land.
misery. "It would have made me a young
fortune
but how can I disappoint
Walter, just when he has got everything going so beautifully."
Walter being the aforesaid chauffeurmanager. So the Viola Dana garage
will remain on the job.
Viola is about to buy a big apartment house which she says will
soon be filled up with impecunious
relatives.
"I know," says Viola
in a discouraged tone of voice,
"that every time a family moves
into my apartments, the husband
feller

;

When
studio

snow
prop and

the

mometer

rises

is

only

the
in the

sun,
Patsy
Miller finds a soft
frock quite all rifjht.

fornia

a
therCali-

Ruth

;

lacy

Matt

Moore turned up

his collar
his suit with
flakes
for contrast, while
Herbert Brenon, their direc-

.

and sprinkled

in

tor

hart's

Mary Robert Rine"The Breaking

story,

Point," looks on amused.
Hale, Hale, the Hales
are all here ... on the
family lawn, to be exact
.

.

.

.

.

Creighton and Bobbie
and Creighton, Senior
.

.

.

and bread-winner will proceed to
and leave the widow on my
hands she will never pay her rent
and I will never have the nerve to
die

;

put her out."

tough when you want
and your heart persists in going softat the wrong moments.
But now that we are on the subject of
A'iola Dana, let us relate this further
astounding fact.
Viola never sees
John DeMille has been confined to his room with
her own clothes or her own hats until
a sprained ankle.
Mrs. DeMille is seen with him
she owns them. The lady who runs
in the Beverly Hills home while Katherine and
Cecilia and Cecil wave good-morning from below
the shop picks them all out has them
fitted to a "double" and sends them
to Viola in a box.
So Vi never has
to bother about styles and try-ons.
All she does is to pay the bill and the efficient managers
of her garage dig up the money to pay the bills
so
It is certainly

to be hard-boiled

;

;

there you are.

She has gone back
Cline as

drama

To

director,

to comedies again, with Eddie
after her brief flirt with serious

in "Revelation."

mutual delight, Ernst Lubitsch is going to
Negri again. Altho it has not been formally
admitted. I dont believe that he will ever direct Mary
Pickford in another picture.
"Rosita" was too far
removed from Mary's own "stuff." The Pickfords
realize that, altho Mary must inevitably resign herself
to be "grown up," the public does not like her in European settings or high-power emotional plays. There
is something about a Mary Pickford picture that is
their

direct Pola

distinct as the taste of cloves.

She

realizes that she

is

OTMOTION
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features women
want

Won't peel off
Won't dry

in ridges

Lasts a whole

weeK

Gives a rose brilliance

water will not dull

Needs no separate
polish remover

The greatest

authority

on the manicure has

ideal Liquid Polish with all these qualities.

end of your very next Cutex manicure.
lighted with the smooth, rosy brilliance

perfected the

Try

it

at the

You will

be deit gives your nails.

Cutex Liquid Polish and the other Cutex preparations
and department stores in the United
States and Canada and chemist shops in England. Or
you can get it in two of the complete manicure sets.
are 35c at drug

Sets are 60c, ^i.oo, ^1.50 and ^3.00.

Cutex
Jiqiiid Polishj
THE COMPLETE MANICURE
Send I2C for Special Introductory Set
The

Polish

the last step of the famous Cutex
manicure. First shape the nails with the Cutex
emery board. Then soften the cuticle and remove
all the dead skin with Cutex Cuticle Remover
and
a Cutex orange stick. Then comes Cutex Liquid
Polish or the new Powder Polish. Between manicures keep the nails smooth and healthy with a

Cuticle Cream (Comfort).
Send the coupon with 12c today

for

12c

TODAY

200 Mountain

St.,

:

:

NORTHAM WARREN,
1

14

West

17th Street,

Dept. 51-6

i

New York

j

I enclose 12c in stamps or coinfot new Introductory Set including a trial size of the new Cutex Liquid Polish.

j

Namp

the

special Introductory Set containing trial sizes of all
these things. If you live in Canada, address Dept.
6,

;

':

little

N

MAIL THIS COUPON WITH

is

:

Street
(or P.

Montreal, Canada.
:

City

0. Box)
StatP
r\
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The great,
luminous eyes

above the
black lace of
the fan and
the handker-

chief

mask

proclaim
Madge Bela m y

1

.

Madge

.

.

as the

camera caught
her

in

"His

Forgotten
Wife"

Glimpsing "His Forgotten Wife"

^*?./»'

Once

again

•'•

a

layman has

First,

written the story
for a
Palmer
Photoplay proWill
duction.

Lambert,
mechanical

the

a
en-

the
is
of this
story which

R's

not possess

what might

Lambert

believes that the
main thing for
a person with

aptly be called
the Three S's.
They stand for
sympathy, sim-

writing ambi-

plicity

tions to study
the psychology of the whole

sane

is

.AGS.

Three

have failed because they did

soon to reach
the screen. Mr.
is

Q 66

a

tremendously
But
handy.
many writers

gineer,

human

Mr.

writer finds
a knowledge of

author

new

says

Lambert,

and

tive of life

family

ffj

a

perspec-

—

.
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flow the younger women

are caring

for their skin

On

her dressing table the sure

Out in

means of skin perfection

whirls
SHE
day, yet there

crowded

gaily through a

no end

is

to

stantiy, giving a fine,

-

She played eighteen holes of
wind and
danced until four on top of it.

golf in yesterday afternoon's

But her creamy skin hasn't a trace of

look to

tell

of

a skin

For these lighthearted

girls

and they realize that
ner of
its

know how
is,

man-

If you are entertaining

seriously threatens to destroy

life

fragile loveliness.

to''mark her skin

with tiny lines, or exposure

to

redden

and coarsen it. Sheknozvs how tremendously important
is a clear, smooth skin and the fragile loveliness that
withstands her exceedingly strenuous way of life.

—

— Rejuvenating Cleans-

Try the Famous Method that
Keeps the Skin Young

ing and a delicate Protective Finish,

With Pond's

How
First

—

the Younger

the

all

Women

important cleansing that leaves the

Pond's
Cold Cream on the face and neck every night,
and after any exposure. Rub it in generously,
with the

tips of the fingers, or on a piece or
moistened cotton. The fine oil sinks deep into

ticles

With
will

remove the

a soft

marvel

at

cloth

wipe

off the

cream

the dust and dirt that

— mail

— you
— and

Your skin is deliciously clean and supple
the tiny cells have a chance to breathe and func-

Ten

—

the delicate finish that protects.

Smooth

Pond's Vanishing Cream into your face
after every cleansing
just enough to rub in easily.
This exquisite, pure soft cream is absorbed ina

little

—

a little

how

soft

coupon with

10

cents (loc)

Is

cents today

Dept.

F

t

enclosed for your special intro-

ductory tubes of the two creams every skin needs.

tion normally.

Next

Creams and

THE POND'S EXTRACT COMPANY,
143 Hudson Street, New York

come with

it.

how

Generous tubes

impurities, the tiny par-

of dust and powder that clog them.

and smooth,

Two

will be astonished to see

and velvety your skin
looks. And it will keep this charm of freshness and
youthfulness for years longer than one would suppose possible.
Buy Pond's Two Creams in jars
or tubes from any drug or department store.
The Pond's Extract Company.

clear

skin immaculate, supple, lustrous. For this.

the pores to

you

care every day,

Stay So

or going out

Pond's Cold Cream
followed by Pond's Vanishing Cream
for a smooth, clear loveliness.

in the evening, use

The younger woman of today does not pertnitfatigue

So everywhere they have now definitely adopted the new method of skin
care
the method devised by Pond's
and based upon the two fundamentals
of skin perfection

will cling for hours.

cream in after a long drive or a
morning of golf or tennis. The hungry
cells drink up the oil they lack, the
feeling of strain disappears, and the skin
Follow this,
is soft and supple again.
of course, with Pond's Vanishing Cream
before powdering.

improp-

their strenuous

it

foundation,

cate

erly cared for.

important a clear, fresh, smooth skin

— and

this perfect

evenly your powder goes on

After any exposure Pond's Cold
Cream is especially soothing. Just feel
your face relax as you rub the soft deli-

roughness or coarsening. There's not a
line at the corner of her mouth or eyes
lifeless

how

notice

coffee.

no

Now with

tone.

her smiling over her morning

at

normal texture,

a smoothness and an enchanting pearly

her buoy-

ant enthusiasm, her electric energy.

Look

the -wind for hours, yet

her skin hasn't coarsened

POND'S

Name

TWO CREAMS

WOMEN WHO TAX
THEIR SKIN MOST AND
KEEP IT L OV E LI E S T

Street

USED BY

II

City.

,

State
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Retailing the Gossi;^ of
the Studio

Greenrooms

outside interest to keep her from becoming bored.

But Dagmar Godowsky doesn't seem to have
solved the riddle so pleasantly her career comes
first, she says, and she and Frank ]\Iayo, her husband, have no intention of letting the old ties hold.
He is working on the Coast, and she has the feminine lead in "Meddling Women," in which Lionel
Barrymore is being featured in the East.

—

seem as if being separated is helping Mr.
Cullen Landis to get back to Lovers Lane
either. Mr. Landis has answered his wife's suit for
It doesn't

and

M

ATRIMONLAlL

vacations are becoming cjuite
in writing of them
has suggested that the duration of such should
be fixed according to age and looks, the
younger and better-looking the wife, the shorter the vacation
you understand. Thyra Samter Winslow, the shortstory writer, has stipulated the flat rate of a year, and is
experimenting on it herself, but along comes Mae Allison
and says a year's too long, anything might happen in a
year to make it a life time. And Miss Allison should
know, she went to the brink and peeped over, and if she
and her husband, Robert Ellis, hadn't each lost a mother
within a week they'd each have been going it alone by
now. Not that they had taken a vacation. The trouble
was that they hadn't taken one separately in the three
They had lived too close,
years of their married life.
stepped on each other's toes too often, as it were, and
what they needed was a wee small vacation. This
they got while they were making arrangements for
divorce, then the day before the trial they decided that
they didn't want a divorce.
As an antidote for future
matrimonial breakers. Miss Allison will take up her profession again, and will go on the stage in musical comedy.
Retiring, she said, was a mistake.
woman needs an
the

vogue

— some mere man

—

A

jNIrs!

A

conference during the filming of

"The Enchanted
Director
Robertson,

Cottage."

John
standing

.

.

.

his

Josephine

wife,

with

Lovett,

her

hat shading her
face which is, however,

reflected

in

the pier glass
(Miss Lovett wrote
the scenario of this

drama,
Richard
Bart helm ess and

whimsical
.

.

.

and

May

McAvoy,

in

While,

character.

right, Ramon
Novarro in the
name role of "The
Arab" which Rex
Ingram
filmed

Ramon

recently
in
is

Tunis.
not a

sheik ... he

dragoman.
understand
is

is

there

a great difference

Photograph by International Newsreel

Mary and Doug
never find a
vacation in

New

York any rest.
Nowhere in the
world

is

there a

corner
where you're
not swamped
quiet
with

telephone

calls,

telegrams,

letters

and

en-

gagements. This

photograph was
taken at the
Fairbanks suite
at the Ambassador, where they

were

installed

with several
members of the
family

cr

and

retinue of
vants
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a
ser-

a

We

divorce by a countersuit charging her
with being infatuated with another
screen star, and with trying to ruin
his career by false reports. The average seems to be two matrimonial
wrecks against one rehabilitation.

And the William S. Hart separation
parleys continue
Mrs. Hart's lawyers have asked for an interpretation
of the clause preventing her from
working until after the termination
of the present agreement by divorce
on either side or death. It is believed
that the two-gun man will stand pat
on his trust fund settlement of

—

$103,000 on his wife and $100,000
on his son, plus the stipulation
against work.
It promises to be a
case long drawn out with red tape.

—
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Why Any Child Can
Have
How

Beautiful

Hair

dry the scalp or make should be rinsed in at least two changes
matter how often you of good warm water. When you have
use it.
rinsed the hair thoroughly, squeeze it as
If you want to see how really beautiful dry as you can, and finish by rubbing it
ing, and Luxuriant.
you can make your child's hair look, just with a towel, shaking it and fluffing it
until it is dry. Then give it a good brushsee children with beautiful hair follow this simple method.
ing.
everywhere today.
After a Mulsified shampoo you will
Simple, Easy Method
Beautiful hair is no longer a matter of
y find the hair will dry quickly and evenly
luck.
FIRST, wet the hair and scalp in clear and have the appearance of being much
Any child can have beautiful hair.
warm water. Then apply a little thicker and heavier than it really is.
The beauty of your child's hair depends
Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo, rubbing
almost entirely upon 3'ou upon the way
you shampoo it. Proper shampooing is it in thoroughly all over the scalp, and
what brings out all the real life and lustre, through the hair.
Two or three teaspoonfuls will make an
all the natural wave and color and makes
If you want your child to always
abundance of rich, creamy lather. This be remembered for its beautiful, wellit soft, fresh and luxuriant.
should
thoroughly
rubbed
in
and
be
kept hair, make it a rule to set a certain
When your child's hair is dry, dull and
heavy, lifeless, stiff and gummy, and the briskly with the finger tips, so as to loosen day each week for a Mulsified cocoanut
strands cling together, and it feels harsh the dandruff and small particles of dust oil shampoo. This regular weekly shamand disagreeable to the touch, it is be- and dirt that stick to the scalp.
pooing will keep the scalp soft and the
After rubbing in the rich, creamy hair fine and silky, bright, fresh-looking
cause the hair has not been shampooed
Mulsified lather, rinse the hair and scalp and fluffy, wavy and easy to manage
properly.
When the hair has been shampooed thoroughly always using clear, fresh, and it will be noticed and admired by
properly, and is thoroughly clean, it will warm water. Then use another applica- everyone.
You can get
be glossy, smooth and bright, delightfully tion of Mulsified, again working up a
lather and rubbing it in briskly as before. Mulsified cocoanut
fresh-looking, soft and silky.
While children's hair must have freYou will notice the difference in the oil shampoo at any
quent and regular washing to keep it hair even before it is dry.
It will be drug store or toilet
beautiful, their fine young hair and soft and silky in the water, and even goods counter,
tender scalps cannot stand the harsii while wet, will feel loose, fluffy and anywhere in the
effect of ordinary soaps. The free alkali light to the touch and be so clean it will world. A 4-ounce
in ordinary soaps soon dries the scalp, fairly squeak when you pull it through bottle should last
for months.
makes the hair brittle and ruins it.
your fingers.
That is why discriminating mothers,
everywhere, now use Mulsified cocoanut
Rinse the Hair Thoroughly
oil shampr
This clear, pure and entirely
important, After the
greaselc
is very
oduct brings out all the real
the hair and scalp Cocoanut Oil
final washing,
beauty oi the hair and cannot possibly

and

to

Keep Children 's Hair Soft

Silky, Bright,

Fresh Look-

injure. It does not
the hair brittle, no

YOU

A

—

—

THIS

MulSified

Shampoo

—

"
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In the

This

is

cameras

ticularly interesting studio

Rodolph
entino

photograph, inasmuch as it
shows Director
Sidney Olcott
conferring with

Valis

at

extreme

the
right.

.

.

Wilson
standing

.

Lois
is

next

to him and
Bebe
Daniels

his assistant
director and
camerahis
man. Camera-

men

company

beyond the

par-

a

is

beside her.
Director

When

more

Olcott calls his

important than
they are ever
credited
with
being . .

"C-A-M-E-R-A,"
another scene

are

of

"Monsieur

B ea uc

.

will

Another house of cards seems to have fallen down
Ouida Bergere and George Fitzmaurice at Great
Neck, N. Y. Their home, once the gay rendezvous of film
folk, is for sale, and Ouida Bergere who was wont to
write the scenarios for the stories that George Fitzmaurice,
her husband, produced, has gone to Europe, declaring
that she is heartily sick of writing scenarios and will never
do another she will visit Russia in search of material for a
Mr. Fitzplay which she will write when she returns.
maurice meanwhile has gone to Hollywood to produce
"Cytherea." It was the scenario of this story that Miss
Bergere worked last on, and which was scrapped as
that of

;

unsatisfactory to

And Ann

all

concerned.

Luther and the famous INIr. Gallagher
Shean's side partner have separated, but there
will be no divorce, or so she is said to have said
when she visited Mr. and INIrs. Sidney Chaplin on the

— Mr.

—

The

art of persuasion

—

Griffith has at last fallen for it.
confer with a syndicate of Italian
financiers for an elaborate motion picture production to
be made in that country. The conference was arranged
by Comm. C. Andrea Serrao, K.C.B.E., a government
official of Rome, thru the services of his young nephew

and has gone

to Italy to

who lives here, and inasmuch as many syndicates of many
countries have sought Mr. Griffith in vain, the accomplishment is considered quite a coup.
The object of the
undertaking is to rehabilitate the motion picture industry
in Italy which was all but annihilated during the war.
It
is believed that Griffith, with financial backing assured,
and with an American cast and perfectly appointed
studios, can do just that.
No story has been decided
upon but it will be something as elaborate and enormous
as "Faust," "L'Aiglon," "The Last Days of Pompeii," and
"The Quest of the Holy Grail." And apropos of genius
rewarded, Griffith has just been awarded honorary
{Continued on page 112)

Coast.

Alice Terry and

Rex

Ingram were so fascinated in Tunis,
Algeria, that they have

purchased an old
Moorish castle there
where they plan to
live for some months
every year. Here they
are seen with one of
the little native girls
who plays in "The
Arab." The lady with
the resplendent headdress of twelve enormous aigrettes on the
right is Betty Blythe.
And her director in

"Chu Chin Chow" is
seated upon the old
Betty,
stone stairs.
so they tell us, is gor-

geous
this

to

a i re
be shot

behold

in

forthcoming
spectacle
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The

pledge of the
printed word

T?RIENDSHIPS
of blood.

of the sword.

in ancient days

were formed by pledges

Medieval knights won mutual aid by pledges

But modern business forms friends in every

corner of the world through the pledge of the printed word.

Advertisements are pledges made especially for you

.

.

.

pledges that advertised goods you buy are exactly as claimed.

When

you buy an advertised phonograph, you buy one

of established

workmanship and

thousands before you.

tone.

Its dealers,

It

has been tested by

sure of

its

worth, invite

the testing of millions more.

What

is

not advertised

may be worth

buying.

What

is,

must be!

Read

the

advertisements

to

know which goods

are

advertised.

«^

An

advertiser

s

pledge can be redeemed only

by your entire satisfaction
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Man

^ine Answer

This department is for information of general interest only. Those who desire answers
by mail, a list of film manufacturers, etc., must enclose a stamped, addressed envelope. All
inquiries sJiould contain the name and address of the writer, and, if it is desired that a
fictitious name be used in answering, it should be written in the upper left-hand corner of
the letter

—

Have you gathered any
EsTELLE B. Spring is indeed here.
mayflowers yet? You want more pictures of Billy Sullivan and
Art Acord less of Ramon Novarro. Billy Sullivan, you know,
is playing in "Fast Steppers."
Mabel. How's the old room? So you think I look like Bull
Montana. Wish I had his pocketbook. Pola Negri is playing in
"A Woman of the Night." Her next picture after that will be
directed by Lubitsch, her former director.
U. R. C. You must be some pumpkins in your town. If you
would be known, and not know, vegetate in a village; if you would
know, and not be known, live in a city. No, Gladys Walton is
not playing now, her next picture will be the mother of a little
Gladys. Agnes Ayres in "The Guilty One."
Wallv. Well, a moron is a person whose mental capacity has
been arrested during development and who represents, mentally,
Richard Barthelthe condition of a child of twelve years of age.
mess was born in New York City and Anita Stewart in Brooklyn,
N. Y. Ruth Roland is working on a feature length production,
"Extravagance." Run in again some time.
I'm always here at

—

—

—

—

the post.

Helen H. S. — I'm
to play in "Drums of

Robert Warwick was scheduled
Jeopardy." Alaybe the company made the

sorry, but

change after it was announced.
Anita. You say, how can you expect a living wage when
you know you are a dead one. Oh bury me, Cssar, bury me
All right for you. And you wish this magazine would come out
oftener.
How about a weekly? Why, Shirley Mason and Harold
Goodwin in "The Strange Woman."
Erxice. Yes, I took off the old red flannels the 1st of May.
Going to have the old whiskers mowed for the summer. Of course
drink buttermilk, whenever I can get it.
I
Just address Ben
Alexander at First National, United Studios, 5341 Melrose Avenue,
Los Angeles, California. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. at that address,
So long.
too.
Ommes Omnibus. Well, according to the New York World,
they say "Alother Nature" is evidently determined to make New
York City very quickly the greatest city in the world. Every
eight minutes there is a death in this town, but every four minutes
And about every five minutes another inthere is a new baby.
habitant arrives by train or ship, inflow by the latter greatly
predominating. I suppose soon I will be asked to share my
hall-room with a Mongol. Mae Marsh was born in 1897.
Lillian R. I see. No wisdom like silence. KenAt least he wasn't
neth Harlan is not married.
when I wrote this. You know you cant keep up
That is Anita Stewart's real
to the players.
She is thirty years old and is now
name.

—

!

—

—

—

in

California.

—

Thanks a lot for that pretty card
you sent to me. Yes, I, too, enjoyed "Seventh Heaven" and "Rain" about as well as
any legitimate shows I have seen this season.
Pell.

You

"Zaza."
You know our iliss
Fletcher was formerly associated with Vitagraph. Write to me often.
Avavell H. That's where you put your
foot in it.
None can do a woman worse
despite than to call her old.
Barbara La
Alarr is an American.
Yes, I liked "The
Prisoner of Zenda."
Laurette Taylor is
working on "A Night in Rome." Virginia
Valli is to star in Kathleen Norris' "Butterfly"
Universal.
for
You're
entirely
liked

—

welcome.
Gloria G. I should say I do love to
answer questions. Yes, thank you, I had a
delightful vacation of twenty-three days on
the S. S. Uliia, stopping at Havana,
Port Antonio, Kingston, Cristobal,
Panima City and San Jose. There
is
only
one man who answers

—

more questions than

I do and that is Bill Geoghegan, the Purser.
there is only one man whose job I envy, and that is Johnnie
Love's, the Cruise Manager.
Eleanor. But in all my travels, the American Dollar is the
only successful universal language. It can always be understood.

And

—

Wallace Reid was born April 16. Why dont you write to Mrs.
Reid, Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, California?
F. B. O. stands
Ring off, please
for Film Booking Offices.
A ]MoviE Bug. That listens well. One may understand like
an angel, and yet be a devil.
That is Bert Lytell's real name.
Ramon Novarro is not married. Irene Rich in "Pal O' Mine."
She has just finished "Yesterday's Wife."
Why Louise Huff

—

is

playing

the stage in

ov\

"The

—

New

Englander."

Enwix H. Yes, that was some hit, but the greatest homestretch I know of is the effort to stretch my pay check from one
Saturday to another. Jackie Coogan was born October 26, in
York. He has a private tutor, and he made his first appearance on the stage at the age of sixteen months. He has brown
eyes and light-brown hair.
Homer W. K. Queen Mary of England is said to be the best
Cullen Landis has
cook among the royal women of Europe.
two daughters. He is playing in "The Fighting Coward," and after
that in "One Law for the Woman," a Vitagraph Production.
Matt Moore and Patsy Ruth Miller in "Fools in the Dark."
No, no, no, that was a real giant in Harold Lloyd's
J. V. D.
He is over seven feet tall.
picture and his name is John Aasen.
Baby Peggy in "The Law Forbids," in which Robert Ellis plays
Peggy is now working
the father and Elinor Faire her mother.
on "Helen's Babies." I'll be waiting.
There are only four Moore boys Colleen is not related.
J. M.
Her real name is Kathleen Alorrison.
Pittsburg Baby. I wont say it, but I am thinking a whole
lot.
Rod La Rocque is six feet and not married. Born in
Chicago. Yes, your face may be your fortune, provided it draws

New

—

—

—

—

—

Cash that one.
Georgiana. What a wonderful letter. I read every word of
Of course I admire Sir James Barrie's
it and looked for more.
You think he surpasses Shakespeare. Cant very well
works.
give you the addresses you ask for, because the players are not
with any one company long enough. If you will send the letter
interest.

—

to the players

me

again.

my

in

care,

Do

will re-direct them.

I

write

—

Janett. I know, but they say it is in the eyes that
the language of love is written. That is her right
Charles
Alice Terry is five feet one.
name.
Jones five feet eleven and three-quarters. Betty
Compson has brown hair. Richard Dix is
Madge
twenty - nine and not married.
Bellamy and Warner Baxter in "His Forgotten Wife,'' which was made under the
working title "Lost." She wouldn't be lost
they always turn up.
for long
Peter Pepps. So you are not happy. I'm
Manual labor is sometimes trivial
sorry.
compared with the exertion of trying to be

—

—

Francis Ford
happy.
born in 1882. Yes, he

is

five

feet

eleven,

a producer, player
brand of
Three in one.
is

A
and director.
oil, but not Doheny.
Joseph Girard in "The
Voice on the Wire." Lew Cody is playing
Write
in "The Shooting of Dan McGrew."
^,

frW;

me

A

"»,

S.

—You

want

to

see

more of

understand he isn't_ making a
picture right now. Harold Lloyd's last was
"Girl Shy," with Jobyna Ralson.
Bill

«,

again.

AIargaret
Hart.

I

Caroline from Melbourne.

— How's

the

Thomas Santschi is
weather down there?
not playing right now. Well, why dont you
write to Lewis Stone and tell him you like
his acting?

He

vv^ould

be glad to hear from

—

.
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Why Artists Want TheirJ^odels to Use
n^rmcess'ThtJ\IaturalTint

C_^ surprising tribute from the profession in all
the world most critical of women's beauty

ONE

of the most curious and
interesting side-lights on the
virtues of Princess Pat Tint
is its almost universal use in the
studios of famous artists.

In explanation, a well known
Chicago painter says: "Princess
Pat Tint is the only rouge-shade I
have ever found that gives my
models an absolutely life-like color,
one that I can transfer to my canvases without modification."
This tribute is even more remarkable than
the mere words convey for artists invariably paint in the clear, cold "north
light" that is merciless in revealing false
notes of color. And Princess Pat Tint withstands this test wilhotU a single hint of

—

artificiality.

Think

Now, being

a

of

it!

woman, you have

tried to

What

a task it is. You
can get almost the right shade, but not
quite!
With the usual orange rouges, you
can get almost a natural color but, ah

match odd

silks.

—

madam, not quite!
And why? There

lies the fascinating secret of Princess Pat Tint, the secret of the
difference between it and all other rouge-

shades known. Here is the explanation:
Princess Pat Tint contains a certain ingredient a so-called "variant"
which
will change color on the cheeks instantly the
Tint is applied.

—

—

Moreover this ingredient changes differon every type of skin. Have you
ever watched the play of softly colored

ently

lights with which such beautiful effects are
achieved in a Belasco play? You have
seen pure white shade marvelously into
delicate rose, and deepen or diminish at
the will of som.e one unseen.

use genuine Princess Pat Tint.

And

—

and moisture.

With these to give
she p>ermits the secret ingredient
in Princess Pat to vary and modify and
change until she has exactly the right
coloring for your particular type
atid
texture

—

—

Pat Lip

Quite as delightful to the
true beauty, is the
fact that Princess
Pat lip stick has the

then arrests the change.

same characteristic
as Princess
Pat
Tint.
It, too, becomes an absolutely natural color on

Xo human

dealers

control,

your
can do this for you with
unchanging colors of ordinary
skill

the fixed,
rouge. That is why so many rouges whicli
resemble Princess Pat Tint in outward appearance, but which lack the "variant," do
not give Princess Pat naturalness. They
simply cannot Princess Pat Tint is made with
a degree of care and skill which amounts to
a fine art. It is a triumph in balancing delicate ingredients which has its counterpart
only in the delicate color values Nature
imparts to the most beautiful flowers.

Added

to its other virtues. Princess Pat
Tint is waterproof so thoroughly waterproof that even a swim in fresh or salt
water will not affect it.

So

if

—

you want Princess Pat

naturally ever>'

woman

does

effect

—you

—and

is

to enable you to know the startling
and receive
difference, you may send for
free
a miniature trial compact of the
original Princess Pat Tint.

Princess

This is exactly what happens with Princess
Pat Tint except that Nature herself is
the mistress of effects.
She takes the
warmth of your skin, considers it with its

There

no substitute.

lips.

can
supply you.

Stick

woman who loves

]\Iost

now

FREE!

Until the shops have been sufficiently
stocked with Princess Pat Tint to meet
all calls lor it, we shall take pleasure
in sending to individuals a week's
supply without charge.

PRINCESS PAT,

Ltd.

Wells St., Depc. 26, Chicago
Entirely FREE, please forward me
postpaid, a complimentary supply of
the new Princess Pat Tint.

2701

S.

must

Name (Print)
i)

nncess
PRINCESS PAT, Ltd., Chicago, U. S. A.

PrineestPatCreams

— Ice Astringent —PrincessPatTint — LipStick — Powder— Princess Pat Perfume

Street.

City.
State.
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He's playing in "Cytherea," you know. But while opinions
should be formed with great caution, they should be discarded
with equal care.
Write to Ruth Roland at 3828 Wilshire
Iceberg.— Whew
Boulevard, Los Angeles, California. Bebe Daniels is with Famous
Players, Astoria, Long Island.
Elizabeth H. Well you go right on thinking of me as a
I wouldn't disappoint you for
gallant and handsome young man.
Honest
I nearly died when I saw your ciuestions.
the world.
You want a short biography of forty players. Keeper, open my
cage and let me fly.
Roger, Paris. Je n'oublicrai jamais. I hope some day to visit
You write
Paris.
Sorry I could not use your no)ii de plume.
If you come to America you will learn
very good English.
English very quickly. Douglas MacLean is five feet nine and a
Wallace Beery is six feet and weighs 200 pounds. Write
half.

way from China. Bert Lytell in
was good of you. You do not know
but that every deed you perform will be remembered by some
You must write to me again.
one, all thru eternity.
Frog in Spain. Ah, sunny Spain. Guess the foreign mail is
in.
Write to Constance Talmadge at the United Studios, 5341
Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, California. You are right, poets
are born, but orators are made.
That's why I write. Write me
some more.
Fr.\ncis C. Barbara M. J.; Flora N.; Nancy C.
C. O'C.
Indian Girl; Betty's Admirer; Helen H. Clarice P.; Teresa
N.
Margaret M.; Virginia P.; Sylvia; Gladys E. P. and
Marie S. Sorry to put you in the alsorans, but your questions
have all been answered somewhere in this department.
Teddy. They do say he who looks after his wife and his
house has enough to do. Yes, Marguerite Clark says she is thru

me

with the screen. Richard Barthlemess in Bermuda at this writing.
Penrod. Well, if there is anything you want to know, fire
away. I get $12.00 a week to give advice. I dont mind it. Advice
is
like kissing
costs nothing and is a pleasant thing to do.
it
Ben Alexander was Penrod, and he was born in Goldfield, Nevada,
about twelve years ago. He is playing in "Sundown"' now. Call
again
Kansas Girl. Well, I haven't the names of the young ladies
Neysa McMein selected. You know we ran pictures of them
some time ago.
Justa Nut. All right, but dont be a knocker; just consider
how a knock affects you. So you are going to mention me in
your will. I suppose it will be honorary mention. Catharine Calvert was on the stage last.
To fare well yourself; help along
You know my address.
the welfare of others.
Janet H. I know, but never severely criticize a thing unless
you can suggest something very much better. Earle Foxe in "A
Lady of Quality." That was Ben Alexander in "Jealous Husbands." Address him at the United Studios. I think it was sometime in the year, 1817, that iron pavements were first laid in

Patricia H.

you.

"The Son

!

—

—

;

—

again.

Golden Girl.

— So

you want

to

Lon Chaney on

see

;

!

—

—

Peregring. Guess you have named them all.
Betty Y. Pleasure is the flower that passes; remembrance,
So it's well to remember. Norman Kerry
the lasting perfume.
Marjorie
is married, but I doubt whether Raymond Griffith is.
Daw is in Europe now playing in "The Passionate Adventure,"
She has finished "Maude Muller," from the poem.
for Selznick.
Cutie, Jr. All right, I know I am slow, you know Euripides
says: "Have a useful and good wife in the house, or dont marry
Where you going to find them? Address Mae Murray
at all."
at Tiffany Productions, Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, California.
Pete Morrison is playing in "Stampeding the Truth," a serial

—

from the subject.
receive advice, only the wise profit by it.
give advice by the bucket, but take it by the grain.
Yes, John
Barrymore is married to Michel Strange. That is her nom de
plume, however.
Mary Philbin was discovered in a contest, you
know. Wish somebody would discover me sometime. The idea
You think Conway Tearle is a trifle passe.
Hadyn. Well, I am glad to hear your troubles, and I wont
kick.
Anyway, you couldn't hear me if I did. So you think
Gloria Swanson has taken a turn for the better and you liked
her in "The Humming Bird."
Dont know much about Billy
McDermott. May McAvoy is four feet eleven and weighs 94

Peg

—

Address hirn
ha, so Joseph Striker is your sheik.
United Studios. He played in "Painted People."
with Colleen Moore. Tom Moore is to play the lead with Gloria
Swanson in "Manhandled." That's a new one on me.
So you think I am cold. Not now, the wmtetr is
J. w.
over.
Cold natures have only recollections; tender natures have
Yes; Priscilla Dean played in "The Storm
remembrances.
Daughter." Estelle Taylor and Antonio Moreno have signed to
play the leads in the adaption of the Spanish opera, "The Wild
She will also play in "The Wise Son," for Metro.
Cat."
Billy B. I'm sorry, Billy, but it is quite impossible for me
Mix if he ever knew a family by the name you
to ask
mention. I wish I could do all these little things that are asked

Peggy.— Ah,

C—

I

•

time.
I

'

know

..,.'.:

peoplfe

Lee and Thomas Meighan were riding in.
On bended knee I thank you. You know there never was
Jo.
any heart truly great and generous that was not also tender and
Your letter
compassionate.
Yes, I liked. Jackie Coogan, too.

—

—

fairly

A

sparkled.

—

You know the old saying, practice
perfect all. right enough, but after loving the many, it is
times difficult to love much. Yes, Thomas Meighan is Irish.

A

man
Norma is playing in "Secrets."
will be Buster, Jr.
of silence is a man of sense. Sh
August. S. Happiness must be earned, you know. Contentment consists not in great wealth, but in few wants. Ben AlexMickey Moore was Lance at four and
ander is about twelve.
!

—

Ricksen in "Relativity," in which Laura
LaPlante is starring for Universal.

Yes,

123.

like that.
To reject everything
with a flaw, is as bad as excess admiration that swallows everything.
I'm sorry, but I cannot tell you the name of the car Lila

Zaza. Yes, Mr. and Mrs. Buster Keaton welcomed the stork
on February 3rd, when they were presented with another son.

!

and weighs

—

—
for some
B. — Yes,

Don

—

Novarro Fan.

makes
some-

James

Kirkwood was married to Gertrude Robinson. Barbara La Marr
"The Shooting of Dan McGrew." Jack Dougherty, Barbara
La Marr'snew husband,- is supporting Eileen Sedgwick in a new
in

—
~

feet four

five

the

of him

Tom

-

is

That reminds me: "If a wish could make it sew,"
Richard
wife as she looked at her husband's socks.
Barthelmess is twenty-nine. He has dark hair and brown eyes.
Try Inspiration Pictures, 565 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Francis Bushman is in Europe doing "Ben Hur."
This will be
Mr. Bushman's four hundred and fifth motion picture, the first
one in which he has not been the star, and also, the first in which
he has acted the role of a villain."
Mrs. S. Alfred Vosberg is not playing now. I have lost track

Peggy R. V.

said

at First National,

—

We

Marie Prevost

pounds.

audience passes out.

_

that's aside

— Many

believe I belong to that club.

!

,

J.

—

Elizabeth A. G. Bloomfield. That's right, but Dr. Johnson
said: "If he does really think that there is no distinction between
virtue and vice, why, sir, when he leaves our houses let us count
Alfred Lunt is playing on the stage right now.
our spoons."
Thanks for yours, it was mighty interesting.
B. A. D.— But you're not really bad? You just send a stamped
Be
addressed envelope for a list of the correspondence clubs.
sure to paste it on the envelope too, my licker is not so good.
Hey, Professor, a little soft music here, please, as the
Try Cuba

Pat was Lance at six. Edith Allen, David
Powell, Naomi Childers, Dagmar Godowsky, Burr
^
Mcintosh, Maurice Costello and Ralph Kellard
Ji^tm
in "Virtuous Liars."
Of course, I can eat anything. So
Illini.
you dont think I am over eighty years old.
Wanda Hawley was with VitaWell
graph last. T. Roy Barnes and Lucille
//,

But

London.

—

his brother

—

—

—

He

.

;

—

of me.

;

—
—

—

the cover.

is

for Universal.

;

;

Nazimova is about forty-five years old.
married.
Married to Charles Bryant. Mae Murray does not give her age,
Huntley G-^rdon was
but she is married to Robert Leonard.
He is six feet and
born in Montreal and educated in England.
weighs 170 pounds. He has light-brown hair and blue eyes. Selah.
Frenchy. Yes, I saw Douglas Fairbanks' "The Thief of
Bagdad," the opening night when all the motion picture players
and magnates were present. It was a beautiful picture, I mean
"The Thief," with gorgeous photography. Mary and Douglas
appeared on the stage and Douglas introduced Raoul Walsh, the
Yes, Marion Davies in "Yolanda."
director of the picture.
Merry Lips. Richard Barthelmess and Lillian Gish were
scheduled for "Romeo and Juliet," but I'm not so sure now.
he

Yes,

K. All the
of Sahara." That

^,i

serial

for Universal.

—No,

I dont get many letters from Reno.
must be wonderful to have a long
beard—^dont have to worry about clean shirts.
Both
I thought of that twenty years ago.
Nita Naldi and Katherine MacDonald are

Luethel.

You

say-

it

five feet seven.

from

Joseph Striker

surely
you write

People."

I

—

in

would be glad

"Painted
to hear

me any time.
(Continued on page 110)

—

—
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Eleven to One!

^HE odds
THt
against

were

the

woman on the jury
eleven to one.
Her
voice against the

who

eleven

"Guilty!"

voted
she

How

cleared the name of
girl prisoner, yet

the

condemned

herself, is

but part of the drama
packed away in this
unusual picture "The
Woman on the Jury."
The play was a

Broadway

stage sucthe story
has lost not an iota of
interest in its screen
cess

and

telling.

And the

cast

I

Bessie Love has one of her most appealing roles in "The Woman on the
Jury."

There's near a baker's

—

dozen of them each
popular enough to
star in his or her

own

Breamer

title role,

is

in

the

picture.

a deserving death.
prisoner who causes

Bessie Love
all the trouble.

is

the

Then

Hobart Bosworth doing jury
duty and Henry B. Walthall as the prose-

there's

cuting attorney.
tle

Also

Mary

Stedman (remember her

Myr"Flaming

Carr,

in

Youth"), Roy Stewart, Ford Sterling (he
has forsaken slapstick for a more serious
r6le), Jean Hers h o

1

t

,

Leo

Arthur
Lubin and Grace
Gordon.
White,

"Those

Sylvia

and Frank

Mayo plays the leading masculine part.
Lew Cody returns to villainy and meets

JUST
ing

Who Dance"

Touching the High Spots

when the whole country is talkanti- and pro-prohibition, along

comes Thomas H. Ince with a picture
tliat serves up in entertaining form a
visualization of the drama and comedy
that's in the problem. Leave it to Ince
to find live, up-to-the-minute stories to
present to screen audiences.
This new picture is entitled "Those
Who Dance" and there's a thrilling story
of the underworld in it.
In the
featured role Blanche Sweet shines
as brightly as in "Anna Christie"
in which she created dramatic history last year.
Warner Baxter,
always a favorite in the leading
masculine role, is there and also
Bessie Love, John Sainpolis and

Lydia Knott.
a

The picture is an adaptation of
magazine story by George Kibbe

Turner.

Lambert

Hillyer

di-

rected.
Make a Maytime date
when this picture appears on tlie
screen of your local
theatre.
First
National has all types of

program
is one of its
melodramas.

pictures on
and here

—

finest

its

AAIO\TE

fan has to keep both eyes
open these days hardly time for
more than an occasional wink in order
to keep the good ones from slipping by.
First National Producers have a high
mark to shoot at, whether they are making comedy, drama, or costume drama.
Take "G.\LLOPiNG Fish" for instance.
Thomas Ince has crowded in the laughs
until it is the most hilarious chaser of

—

blues of the year.

—

Then

—

there's "Lilies

OF THE Field" society drama at its
Gorgeous settings, dazzling
very best
gowns, beautiful Corinne Griffith and

Conway Tearle.
And so it goes. Richard Barthelmess
The
in "The Enchanted Cottage."
newspaper critics are still telling us how
splendid is the acting and how delightful
And "The Goldfish," in
the story.
whicli Connie Talmadge takes your sense
of humor out on a laugh spree.
First National is a co-operative organization of theatre owners and First National pictures are designed especially for
the gorgeous theatres of its members.

That
First

made

one reason that 30U can count on
National productions they are
for the best theatres in the best

is

—

possible way.

H.'WE you

met Sakra-

cl-Bahr, alias Sir Oliver Tressilian, as ^-et? So
far he lives only between
the covers of Rafael Saba-

"The Sea
but thanks to
Frank Lloyd Productions,
Inc., he will soon have a
more vivid existence on
the screen.
Milton Sills

tini's

novel,

Hawk,"

playsthisbold,

virile,

high-

adventurer of the
sixteenth century in the
picture which is nearing
completion after six
months' intensive work.
Frank Lloyd promises the
spirited

'Cytherea"
"Cytherea" was a love ftoddess to the ancients
To moderns "Oytherea" is an ornamental doll But
to Lee Randon "(Cytherea" is a woman who comes
into his life to shake his soul from out the rut of
conventionality
Joseph Hcrftcsheimcr's sensational novel has been produced by Samuel Goldwyn
(not now connected with Goldwyn Pictures) and directed by George Fitzmaurice.
Rubens and Irene Rich (on right) are pictured above.

greatest

Lewis Stone, Alma

movie

sea

story of all

histor}-.
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On

the

Camera Coast

(Contimied from page 59)
pill
it

and each taken a nibble and ended

Like

Lubitsch,
Mr.
Seastrom
read
of books.
Only he didn't find
them himself. He left it to the scenario
department to find them. His part was to
take a weary look at them; pass them
back with gloomy reproach and the single
phrase, "Nothing in that."
They never
found out whj- or what was the matter.
At length they wore him out; just about
one lap before he wore them out. He has
finally accepted an English story called
"The Tree of the Garden."
It
is
by
Edward C. Booth. Mr. Seastrom also has
home-grown
a
scenario
writer,
like
Lubitsch. His name is Hjalmar Bergmann.
libraries

regarded by

many

the finest director in the
attitude of mind puzzles

world

Seastrom

is

critics as

but his
the producers.
When they timidly venture an opinion as
to whether some picture or storj' would
make monej", he answers sadly, "I have no
;

desire to make money; just a little farm
for my family and myself where we can be
happy."
After this, the producers dont
like to say, "Hey there.
about us."
So they just gulp and smile.

How

^e Secret '^Tearh

There is another side of this nose ciuesHaving been duly bobbed as to hair
and face-lifted as to jowls, the Hollywood
tion.

WHAT

delight pearls bring to every
woman! Their touch of distinction
complet es the newest frock.The knowlno other gem
edge of their aid to beauty
is so completely woman's, no other can bring
such assurance.
And among smartly gowned women Deltah
.

Pearls are

much

in

.

.

.

vogue .... you see them

everywhere. Their exceptional fidelity, in reproducing each tiny curve and dimple of the Oriental, has created a sensation.
Leading jewelers are now offering these celebrated gems, imported direct from our Paris
and Geneva laboratories. The very latest designs
in varying lengths from chokers to three-strand
ropes are ready for your selection— clasped in
gold, platinum or diamonds. Prices range from
the modest, inexpensive strings to elaborate,
costly strings.

The Art of Wearing

noted style authority and fashion editor has
just prepared an interesting little book, "The
Charm of Pearls."
This tells of the latest modes in the wearing of pearls .... the lengths appropriate
for various occasions .... individual and
artistic methods of adorning the neck, wrists
and coiffure .... noting especially those used
by prominent women of society and the stage.
We shall be glad to mail you this useful
Fill out and mail
little booklet free of charge.
the coupon below.

Oeltah
^
F K
JR. JL

Deltah Pearls are for sale throughout the country by
leading jewelers, men who take pride in giving theit
customers the best. Please inspect these matchless gems.
Become acquainted with their absolute superiority.

To know

Deltahs

is

to prefer them.

Please Check
L.Heller&Sons,Inc.,Dept. 7
Which You Wish
} 5 8 Fifth Ave. New York City
D Please send me a Deltah Pearl without cost
or obligation, also Booklet.
P Merely send me your free Booklet: "The
Charm of Pearls."
,

NAME^

STREET—
CITY

_STATE_
JL
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the fight with her dress
and a broken knee cap.
She is
now in the hospital. I dont know what
became of the fragments of the young lady
with whom she was fighting.
May McAvoy has returned to the Coast
to plaj' in a picture under the direction of

To

her grief.

Something went

wrong with

the operation. Infection set in.
Mrs. Chaplin says her nose has been
wrecked instead of helped. It is full of

puckers and strange canyons.
She is
meditating a lawsuit against the recreant
specialist.

Barbara La Marr has shown that she
In "The White
a languid beauty.
Aloth," which is being made under the
direction of Maurice Tourneur, she has a
Being an earnest
fight with another girl.
young lady who loves her art. Miss La
isn't just

fire

William de Mille. She denies that she is
engaged to Glenn Hunter the old stuff
about being "just good friends etc., etc."
Betty Compson, who does not deny her
engagement to be married to James Cruze,
has begun working on a picture called
"The Enemy Se.x" under her fiance's direction.
In the same cast are Percy Marmont,
Huntley Gordon, Shaldon Lewis, Kathlyn
\\'^illiams.
If true love can survive dis-

—

over

close-ups, there is nothing
their matrimonial barque.
Frank
and
Paul
Iribe,
art
directors, are to be picture directors at
Lasky's hereafter. They are to start with

cussions

that could

wreck
Urson

Leatrice Joy in "Roles."
Jackie Coogan, having finished "The Boy
of Flanders," is to make a picture from an
original story written for him by Willard
Mack. "Long Live the King" was a disastrous venture for Jackie.
His public
want to see him as a pitiful, wistful child
in rags.

Irving Willat

—a

picture for
a new process.

-

is making
Lasky all

— or

It

is

Instead of the usual costume picture, he chose a plain Western tale
"The Wanderer of the Wasteland" for
the story. In the cast are Jack Holt, Billie

—

—

Dove and

others.

William Farnum, coming back to pictures
under the Lasky banner, is to work only
half of each year for the screen. The rest
of the time he is to be on the stage, his
first venture being Eugene CNeill's "The
Fountain."
Marshall Neilan narrowly missed an
operation for appendicitis.
His picture,
"Tess of the D'Urbervilles," being interrupted thereby.
Blanche Sweet, who is
Mrs. Neilan by way of permanent occupa-

{Contimicd on

page 86)

Florence Vidor
.
for calories
called on Corinne Griffith when Miss Griffith was making
"Lilies of the Field," and their conversation was punctuated
by great, luscious bonbons

With never one thought

has finished

in colors.

Pearls

A

/^

have been having their noses made
over. Helen Ferguson is now pure Grecian
and gave a big party to the girls of "Our
Club" to look at her new profile. Several
others followed suit.
Including Mrs. Sid
girls

Chaplin.

Marr wound up

on

all.

.

.

— ——

—
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If

You Draw The

Reins

Too Tight

A Blooded Horse Will Break and Run
Could A Girl of Spirit Do Less?
A

For years Hoiry Albert

T t's

a story of a flapPER she vows, "Yes,

—

-*

and the very

first

chance

Phillips lias zcriffcii for
Breivstcr Publications.
He has a versatile pen
and has created a unique
style
a distinctive mode
of zvord pictures and
characterizations. In the
July issue of Motion

I

I'm going to run away

get,

—

BAD !"

and be bad, bad,

Discovery

Picture Magazine

T>UT
-'-'

W^HO COULD BLAME

HER

—"she'd

appear

The

first

xc///

%

instal-

ment of Mr. Phillips'
"The Girl Who Couldn't
Be Bad," and simultaneously
Boni &

been led

around by a halter all her
Never been out of
life.
pasture.

the

prettiest ever."

LiverigJit

zvill

release

"Other People's Lives,"
Mr. Phillips' first novel.
JVe
selves

HEN

'

Fate

loosed

the

was the

—she'd

love of

bartered

sale.

it

—put

never been to a

movie, never seen a one-piece
bathing suit, never danced to
jazz, never tasted liquor

youth and purity, yet in reshe

Henry Albert

it

Who'll buy?

Be Sure Not To Miss The

**The Girl

Who
A

Phillips,

by Eugene V. Brewster

Adventure
BROWN WAS UNIQUE

HOPE

BROWN WAS NAIVE

her love
volt,

dis-

a zcriter.

Young Love

up for

our-

covered Mr. Phillips as

reins

HOPE

congratulate
on having

ISlew Thrills

HOPE

BROWN WAS DARING

— from

a guarded life
she invaded the underworld
one moment she was on the
crest, the next, crushed

First Instalment

Couldn't

Be Bad

J3

six-part serial

By Henry

Albert Phillips

Beginning in the

July

Motion Picture Magazine
On

the News-stands June First

Y7P
PAGh
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Tne Movies Outdo Barnum
(Continued from page 52)

The Goldwyn Cosmopolitan Distributing
Corporation's
most unusual.

exploitation

departinent

is

The men in this department
many years of experience as advertising men back of them.
They have
have

arranged

an

working most
constructed

efficiency method
effectively.
Huge
full

of

clippings,

which

is

books are
posters,

photographs and suggestions for publicity.
Each of these books is mailed to an exhibitor who has booked the picture to be
exploited. From the first page to the last,

book is full of ideas for exploitation.
shows you how to tic up the picture with
the local news-dealer, the local department
the

It

He

tells how to
store, the local florist.
attract favorite attention to the theater
lobby, how to get people interested in the
One of the
picture in every possible way.
assistants are always ready to take a trip
several days in length, if necessary, to

assist the exhibitor.

r

alone l^

The Penalty

of Bromidrosis

(Fetid Perspiration)
Beautifully attractive, she lias become a social
outcast.
Her friends slit-lit her; they seel; oUier
company; tliey stand at a distance.
If she
would eliminate the olVeiise of perspiration, sho
would be the most popular girl of the evening.
How easily we detect this annoyance on others
and Iiow seldom we consider our own siiortcninings.
With AB-SCENT you can be sure of

m™

cated Napoleon's coach for "The Count
of Alonte Cristo," and. wherever this coach
was displayed it received interested comment.
First National is interested in many an
elaborate "tie-up," which the public does
not know about, but which adds interest
both to the fihn and to the article with
Photoplay editions of
which it is tied.
books, talking-machine record tie-ups and
song tie-ups, arc all a part of First NaWhen "Trilby" was
tional exploitation.
showing, window displays' of "Walk-Over
Shoes" were used. The "Penrod" suit was
featured in local store windows, when

COLORLESS!

(Contains no staining artificial colors)
AB-SCEXT, formulated by a pliysician, and
absolutely Iianulcss, corrects the condition of
wlii'-h you
yourself may bo unconscious, and
does not burn, itch or irritate.
Ideal for personal use.
It is used by men and women for
preventing unclean armpits and perspired feet.
All good stores or by mail in plain wrapper, 50c
Prepared by the makers of Zip

.

"Penrod and Sam" was shown. The Hottentot collars, produced by the Lion collar
company, were used in boosting "The

JEAN JORDEAU, INC.. Dept. 4B,
562 Fifth Ave., New York City.
.^,
Enclosed find one dime. Please send liberal
trial

your
"

bottle

of

Massage

Name

AB-SCENT
Cream

and

and samples of
Face Powder.

Tom

—

yourself, for it not rnlv remedies excessive perspiration, but dr^li,!,^ ndnis liillliilc.^'.ly.

"

The Fox Film Corporation is especially
interested in "propaganda exploitation."
such as the purchasing of more than a
liundred big Stetson sombreros and having
Mix put his signature on the briins.
Mix, the big Western Fox star, wears a
Stetson and one of these, in a window,
adds interest to the window and to the
Mix picture which is shown in a movie
house at the saine time. Fox also dupli-

^
?

.

-

Address
City

\-

Stale.

cRE(^TioNs jQi^;

It

QjlTinhfor

sometimes prac-

is

to

tical

tie-up

the

showing of some film
of
with an article
For exclothinp;.
ample, "Trilby," with
with the
its heroine

*4^<.:

most

perfect

feet,

did

for

shoe

a

of

all

admirably

"Walk-Over"
And

display.

way it goes.
possibility of exploitation, however
small, is overlooked
that's the

No

French Face

Powder

^^^IrdK* ABouRjois&Ca m.
WEWYORK

»REaUS.PAT.OFF.

VASaS

j

Packer's Tar Soap was used
in "East Is West," because
Constance Talmadge was seen with a cake
of the soap in her hand.

Hottentot"
as

a

;

tie-up

In England, Universal put on a clever
exploitation novelty by offering a prize
of thirty pounds for the cleverest imitation
of Lon Chane)' in "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame." Betty Balfour, an English
stage star, gave the prize, which was won

by John Frederick DeFranc.

Famous Players-Lasky put over a numamazing stunts when "Manber
of
These consisted
slaughter" was released.
of everything from the showing of a
wrecked car to "Drive Carefully" signs,
in the very shadow of the Capitol Building
at

Washington.

Kidnaping and stolen jewels, lost gj'psy
maidens, secret symbols mysteriously displayed and attempts at lilackmail frequently turn out to be nothing but clever
exploitation
features,
when they are
traftked to their sources.
Electric signs
which cost enough to provide a decent living
for an ordinary American family aren't
even unusual these days.
Lobby displays
so elaborate that they rival the scenery in
a modern stage drama, window displays
almost unbelievable in their elaborateness,
parades both expensive and arresting
these are just a few of the things that the
exploitation departments of the film companies have added to our lives.

Living

grows more complicated every

Certainly the exploitation man of the
inodern film company is doing what he can
However, he
to add to this complication.
adds interest to living as well. So, when
you see an almost-murder, a near-kidnapping or a rather-real fire, dont scream or
turn pale.
Just shrug your shoulders in
a bored, sophisticated sort of a way and

da}'.

murmur,

"What ever will these exploitation
think of, next?"

You wont know
not be alone.

men

the answer. Still, you'll
Neither will anyone else.

—

'
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(Continued from page 80)

„'ked upon such bitter things. If the lilies
^°^ anything at all to me, they taught me
Spn much more than ever I wanted my
Slu,^

.

.

what she means

.

represents.

To

.

.

.

a "^P^
^f^ .nd so, as you know, Maizie got
in the modiste shop and I got
job
/

me

Outfit Users

They Curled Their Hair At Home Permanently
With This Dainty Invention, and Write,
4*It

my-

Game Up

"This is, perhaps, the only part of the
Thru all
story you haven't heard before.
of this storm and stress you were so kind
I had been so shocked
to me, so friendly.
by Walter's conduct to me. I had been so

seemed

Thank Mr. Nestle
to Expectations"

room.

jelf this

Jiockcd

at Ted
bestial to

Conroy.
me. I,

"The Home
Outfit

is

Sim-

ple To Use

Suddenly men
who had trusted

—

and The Wav-

I felt as tho they were
so much.
become beasts of prey, without scruples,
rj.,rr\h\e
You seemed to stand out.
'forgot the things I had heard about you
fi-'om Alaizie and the other girls.
I seemed
They
to associate you with your books.
formed a background for you that was safe
and pleasant for me to think about. You

ing Is Quick,
Safe and Comfortable."

'vere so friendly to me, so impersonal.
I
;gan to trust you.
Unconsciously the
A'dly shattered remnants of all my illu-

Sendfor Our Free

hem

-j'!

.

.

.

Illustrated

Booklet

—

„,jns builded themselves up again around
Then— the day you took me to your
, Ju.
apartment, showed me the sumptuous hangings, the things you had bought, told me
that they could all be mine, that I need
not work any more, that I could have more
."
than Maizie
Alildrcd broke off,
with a shudder, "more than Maizie," she
repeated, "poor Maizie, who has so little.
That look in your eyes when you were
talking to me.
The touch of your hand
on my arm.
I
had been fooled again.
Wrong again. Things seemed to topple
around me, finally, devastatingly.
I ran
out of the apartment and never wanted to
.

.

"Waving my
interesting,

"I dont know why I have talked to you as
have today after after that. Except, perhaps, because the earlier memory of your

—

I

me when things were so
black and distressing still lingers with me.
You were dear and sweet to me then, in the

tactful kindness to

had dreamed a real man would be
dear and sweet to a woman in sore trouble.
I
I suppose I feel that I owe you this

way

I

—

much before we
Louis

"Did you
•like

mean

me

—we

Willing's

— during
at

all,"

533'

good-bye."

voice

was

very

that hard time

he

— did

low.

you

"personally,

said,

I

?"

Mildred's

pale

face

took

3124 State St., Milwaukee, Wis.

"I now enjoy all the convenience of naturally curly hair,"
Miss Dale Martin, 125 S.
14th St., Quincy, 111.

THERE

is nothing that women and
appreciate more than a useful
invention which adds to their daily
comfort and beauty. But we doubt
if any other invention ever aroused such
spontaneous approval in thousands of
American worn en, as has the Nestle Lanoil
Home Outfit. For //^/i- invention gives free-

girls

dom

"My Lanoil Wave improved my personal appearance 100%," Mrs.
G. T. ALCOTT, Main

a relief Mr. Nestle has
brought me, " they write. "Ihave
not had a nightly curler, nor a hot
iron in my hair since I used your

a faintly
isn't a fair question

After all, little more can happen
me now. Yes, I did like you. I was
ven ashamed because I liked you so very
nuch.
I felt
oh, I almost felt indelicate,
ruth.

—

—
—

indecent, to think of you so
so much as I
did
so soon after Walter and all the
trouble.
I can tell you now
because it is
all over."

—

Louis Willing rose and gathered up his
and stick. If Mildred had looked up
Ht him she would have read something in
is eyes that could not be mistaken, no
after what had been his mistake in the
,.dst.
But she didn't look up at him. She
didn't because she was mortally afraid that
he would read in her face what could not
be mistaken
either
shamed, hidden,
a
struggling sickness at his going.
deeper
wounding because he had failed, who had
lat

—

A

come to mean so much to her.
"Some day," he said, as he opened
door, "we will meet again.
Please

the
re-

V
and

marvelous Outfit.'
"It does the most wonderful thing
on earth," others tell us. "Every
straight-haired woman should
hear about it."
And they are ris;hl. Every woman

know of the Nestle invention. No
other form of hair curling, whether nightly
curlers, curling fluids or hot irons can possibly approach the results of the Nestle
Wave by the Lanoil
Process.
single waving gives you permanently curly hair. And so simple and
fool-proof is the Home Outfit that children

PERMANENT
A

man

'

Free Trial

your Outfit with free trial supplies today, and if you are not satisfied
with the results, return the Outfit, and
every cent of its $15 cost, deposited with
us or with your postman will be refunded
to you immediately. Just imagine your hair,
naturally curly. Imagine how free you will
feel

for

when

it

bathing, perspiration and shamit look prettier.
you liavo any doubt as to the Nestle Company's

make

National Bank, or the Equitable Trust

Company

of New York City. Nestle's have been established in
Berlin, Paris, and London since 1905, and since 1915
in New York, where in their two establishments,
everyday, several hundredprominent women of fashion and the stage get their Nestle Lanoil Perma-

You have every assurance that you will either get
satisfactory, naturallycurly hair, or your money back
promptly, and without question, so send this coupon
or a letter or postal for your
Outfit today

Home

Nestle Lanoil Co., Ltd., Dept. S
Established 1905

12 and 14 East 49th Street, New York City
Just oH Fifth .Avenue.
(From foreign countries, send $16 check, money
order or cash equivalent in U. S. currency.
Canadians may order from Raymond Harper,
416 Bloor St. W., Toronto, Canada. $20 duty free.)

Fill in, tear off

looks pretty

and mail coupon

today

I

I

NESTLE LANOIL
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risk in answering you.
But I have come
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Magazine

member

that
"

time

Two

Dusk.

""^Wliat

wait

months

—just

for

The

later.

a

little

lights of

the city opening like foggy chrysanthemums.
Faint chill defying the fainting summer.

a whale of a diflference

just a few cents

— and

Louis Willing was sitting alone in his
apartment.
He sat there a great deal
alone.
But to bear him company a girl,
the shadow of a girl, perched aloft on
the ladder near his book shelves, came every
night at dusk. Echoes of her voice, slightly
slurred with richness came down to him,
quoting favorite bits of this and that
questioning

make r

.

.

.

.

.

.

The door was flung open and Mildred
came in. Not as Louis had dreamed that
she might come one day, with gifts in her
outstretched hands.

She came

Her

brusquely.

in

hair

hung

about her face in little strands. Her face
between the strands was white and etched
with blue.
Broken with hollows.
Her

mouth was stretched

grim

in a

line across

her teeth.

She sank
it

and her voice when
dry.
"Rosie is
"
I've come to you

into a chair

came was harsh and

—

dead," she said, "I
she gave a laugh that hurt Willing's ears

with

its

isn't

the

come

to

consonance,

lost

way
you,

for
is

it

"I

suppose

a

lily

of

the

?"

she

said,

this

field

"I

to

should

borrowed some of IVIaizie's finery, a
gown, a hat, some rouge, some perfume
perhaps you wont want me when
But I'll dress up
30U see me like this.
very soon.
You'll see
You'll be proud
Iiave

!

of me, yet.

Rosie

I

dead

is

can

still

be

— be

— dead— they

decorative

wired

me

—

"

took Louis ten minutes to stem the
torrent of incoherent words that came from
Mildred's taut lips. "Hush, hush," he kept
saying, "dont say these things
I dont understand it isn't possilile of course you
can come to me, if you want to, dearest
little love, but not the way you mean
wait, my child, wait, wait
tell me about
the baby."
Mildred unfolded a slip of yellow paper.
It

—

—

—

—

Ominous

paper.

A

slip that

had evidently

been folded and unfolded dozens of tragic
despairing times.
"I thought I had everything settled,"
Louis was saying, "I determined that last
day I talked with you to get the baby
back for you no matter thru what procedure.
I
I have a little influence and
Walter Harker has a very unsavory-

—

record.

I

managed

to

exhume

the records,

and had got enough evidence on him

him

Invest $4000 in the New 4K%
United States Treasury Savings Certificates
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grown in five years to

have

of the interest, your investment will

Sold in registered form and issued in two names

if

may hold up

S5000

to

desired, as for example,

man

and wife.

$5000 cost $4000
$100 cost $80
Buy Treasury Savings Certificates
Reserve Bank of New York.

at

$1000 cost $800
$25 cost $20
your post

office

or

send to the

United States Government Savings System
Second Federal Reserve District

120 Broadway,

9s2

New York

jail

—

Mildred didn't have time

to

—

speak before

Maizie's Charley was announced. He came
in
very swiftly and his eyes sought
Mildred's with a compassion and a joy

$5000
law, each member of a family, adult and minor,
(maturity value) of each annual series.

Under the

to send

for a considerable period of
time. He was on the point, he had, in fact
conceded the point of returning the baby
to you if I would withdraw the evidence
and not make any revelation when why,
I
really
cant
believe
inthis
it's
"
credible
to

City

that was nice to see. "You've been fooled,
Milly," he said, "I've had a wire from
Harker. He tells me that Doris sent that
wire to you about the baby's death in a
It isn't true, my dear, if
fit of jealousy.
And Harker is sending the
isn't
true.

baby back

Mammy,

to you, with
She'll be here at the end of the

tomorrow.
week."

Federal
Maizie's Charley was gone back, to take
Maizie out to dine.
The slip of yellow paper Mildred had
brought with her lay crumpled on the
floor.
The one that Charley had brought
She had
in was clutched in her hands.
had to read it as many times as she had
read the one that had come before it in

—
;!
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m
order to believe, in order to staunch the
pain that had been maddening her.

Louis Willing was calling her, his

See for yourself

arm

how a

outstretched.
"And soon," he was saying, "after we
are married, after we get back from a day
or two at the shore, when the baby is

is

dusk and
settled here I shall come home at
will find you sitting there, perched on the
.
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beautiful skin

developed

and kept

you
ladder, poring over some book
will greet me as you did that first night,
your dear, serious shining eyes looking into
mine, discovering things— ah, Mildred, my
dear, my very dear, how many times that
.

I

.

lovely

;-"
dream of you has been with me here
Mildred's tremulous, smiling lips met his.
She gave a little laugh, the first, surprising
delightful little laugh he had ever heard
from her. "Do you want me to get up

there

—now

?"

she asked.

TKlstledown
(Continued from page 42)
chanced to

feel

when

the
sirable parti!

not

I

need make any difference-

man

I

my

"It was over this matter
finally came to an open

"He threw
mc and

went on.

—

kindness to

was a de-

detested

uncle and

my

quarrel," she
face his long

at last

threatened to

in

wash his hands of me if I refused to
Well I ran away
marry Van Reeves.
from home before he could turn me out

—

seemed the best thing to do."
"And then you went into the pictures?"
asked Hi, who had listened tense but
curiously passive to her hurried narration.
She nodded, forgetting to wonder that
he should have this information.
"Yes, I had long been restless, dissatisfied
and conjecturing ways to earn my own
living.
But there seemed nothing I could

Let Ingram's Dermascope

Show You

Beauty's Only Secret

So that you can learn in a few minutes what years of scientific experience in the
care of the skin has taught him, Mr. Ingram has devised the Dermascope. He believes you will join the millions who are now using Ingram's Milkweed Cream when
you make the fascinating Dermascope test.
A few minutes with the Dermascope, following Mr. Ingram's instructions, will show
you how and why Ingram's Milkweed Cream develops a healthy, beautiful skin how
it successfully wards off the signs of age which are creeping in, unnoticed, every day.

—

The One Cream Perfect for Every Use

it

—

for

do,

all

my

expensive education.

—

;

properties that relieve redness, roughness, tan, freckles and slight imperfections. No other cream is like it. No
matter whether you use it as a cleanser,
a protection or a powder base its nourishing and healing properties will bring
fresh beauty and new life to your skin.

Cream, used over
beauty cream and
the only one you need use to develop
and keep a clear, soft, smooth skin. It is
heavy enough to be a thorough cleanser
and yet light enough in body to form a
comfortable and effective protection and
foundation for powder. But it has an

—

—

Buy
all

a jar today and see the immediate improvement it brings. SI. 00 and 50c jars at
the dollar size contains three times the quantity.
drug and department stores

Frederick F. Ingram Co.

Id Canada: Windsor, Ontario

221 Tenth Street, Detroit, Mich.

Established 188S
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put vapid ideas in vapid girls' heads. And
I'd been lucky enough to meet Sam King
on the boat coming home from Europe
well, I went to him and asked for a job!
It sounds incredible that I got it, but I
did
Sam King is a great producer, but he
gave me a job, and took time to teach me
and be kind to mc."
"Because you had a beautiful face?" Hi
could not help putting in, wryly.
She made a swift, protesting gesture.
And for
"Oh, he was honestly kind
a while, working for him and making good,
I was nearer happiness than I'd ever been.
Too, I was sort of smug, I think.
I
thought I was strong, thought the fact that
I had rebelled against Uncle Percy proved
I was strong.
But I was kidding myself
I was a rebel but I had no real strength
of character, nothing firm or substantial
or decisive.
For I was thinking mainly
how this new life would be a lark, the
excitement, and being admired and success-

remedial

exclusive feature

thirty years, is a real

Only

amateur theatricals I'd been told I had
and once I'd taken part in an
talent there
amateur motion picture affair those things

— certain

Ingram's Milkweed
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^^
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Roifffe
Ingram^s
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—

Beauty

Send for

this interesting test

today
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a liberal sample of Ingram's Milkweed Cream; two filled purse puffs of Ingram's Face
Powder and Rouge; instructions for using Dermascope, and valuable hints for the care
of the skin.
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and having everything I wanted."
voice dropped, sobered.
"I did get some of the things I wanted.
But I found that whatever I got, I was
missing something."
"What?" he asked. "What were you
missing?"
But she did not answer him, not
ful,

Her

"Sometimes

was happy," she said, "and
then suddenly it woulcl come to me that
I

I wasn't
I should have been satisfied
but often I was miserable.
I felt like a
dual personality two souls in one body.
I kept telling myself
I was strong and
heroic oh, yes, you may laugh at me
For all the while I knew the girl who'd
;

—
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Your Figure
Has Charm Only as Yon Are Fully Developed

BEAUTY OF FORM
can be cultivated just the same as flowers are
made to blossom with proper care. Woman,
by nature refined and delicate, craves the
natural beauty of her sex. How wonderful to
be a perfect woman!

defied Uncle Percy was, inside, still weak,
soft and uncertain.
I had found fault with
Uncle Percy's scheme of things, but did
not know the new scheme I wished to
shape.
Then Sam King told me he loved

me — he promised me everything."
"Naturally,"' Hi said, in a harsh

—

1

Bust Pads and Ruffles
,

the NATIONAL, a new scientific appliance that
brings delightful results.
witli

FREE BEAUTY BOOK
you wish a beautiful, womanly figure, write for a
copy of the treatise by Dr. C. S. Carr, formerly published in the Physical Culture Magazine, entitled:
"The Bust— How It May Be Developed." Of this

If

,

method Dr. Carr

it will bring about a developof tlie busts quite astonisliing."

This valuable information, explaining the causes of non-development, together with photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlargement by this method, will be sent FREE to
every woman who writes quickly. Those desiring book sent sealed, enclose 4c postage.

THE OLIVE COMPANY

CLARINDA. IOWA

Dept. 205

So

part.

I

—

...

came

.

.

mother's old home, where she had lived
as a little girl.
It still belonged to me
and Nanny was near by, Anna Thiebaud,
who was my nurse when I was a child
I'd never lost touch with dear old Nanny.
.And up there I was almost happy every-

—

was

so beautiful and still."
.She paused.
Hi didn't speak.

thing

sumed

She

"But part of
knowledge

my

content,

was due

was only an

interlude,

it,

it

when I got bored I could go back
where everything was exciting, and full
of pleasant, glittering things.
But
after a while when I was up there with
you," she faltered, "1 began to feel
that

to

.

—

.

.

—
.

Pictorial of Stage

How

Carr, than whom not even a director knows
contributes the first instalment of a two-part story
in detail the development of a motion picture, from the
tion of the story in the author's brain, to the showing
picture in your neighborhood theater.

A
A

joint talkfest with

Fanny

Brice,

comedian of the "Follies," who

pulls

.

.

.

couldn't help de-

...

better,

giving
incepof the

—

A Radical Article

Rival Interview

.

"I was afraid to stay.
I thought if I
went away quickly
I was afraid I
might become dissatisfied, even with you
I wasn't yet sure of myself, was still weak
and soft and uncertain."
Her eyes had been downcast, but suddenly they looked at him square, timid but
terribly honest and sincere.
"Oh, I told myself many fine-sounding
things, Hi.
That I was duty-bound to
Sam King, and honor-bound, and things
like that.
But that wasn't the real reason
I
ran away, Hi.
I
was a coward not
sure.
Was afraid that what I gained
!"'
might not be worth what I gave up
"Well, I guess you showed your wisdom."
Xo one could have blamed Hi much that,
remembering his own tottering fortunes,
his tone went grim and bitter.
But Dolly arose then from her chair and

and Screen

HARRY

."
know
"To know what?" he

manding.
She averted her head.

Motion Picture?

Is a

re-

:

to the

to

(Tui^ssic

To

up there.

my

states:

"Indeed,

ment

—

.

never look natural or feel right. They are really
harmful and retard development. You should add
to your physical beauty by enlarging your bustform to its natural size. This is easy to accomplish

tone.

".And naturally you couldn't resist the
temptation to barter yourself not the
second time." His face was still a strained
but rigidly held mask.
"Please
Please
hear
me thru. I
zcas tempted
but I honored and respected
him, too. I took his ring.
But I
was more restless than ever. I begged to
run away for a little vacation before
beginning the next picture my first big

Charles Ray expresses his opinion
on trying to do "bigger and better
things," like "The Courtship of
Miles Standish," instead of the usual

—

Pictorial Features: Marie Prevost, as Salome, another Famous Heroine;
and other photographic studies of unusual beauty garnered from the four
corners of the earth, urban and pastoral; interiors and exteriors; and intimate
and lovely studies behind the footlights and before the screen.

the shaft of warm
to his bedside
sunlight seemed to follow her, caress her.
"No, I've found my wisdom," she said
and it's
softly.
"I've found it at last
brought me back to you. This is where I
belong."
And she bent and lay her cheek against
his hand.
Hi went white to the lips.

DONT MISS

"You mustn't do that, Dolly !" almost
"You must go away again
quickly. You've been telling me how much

laughs to the point of tears, and
Beatrice Lillie, of Chariot's Revue,
Fanny's English rival.

moved

thing.

—

THE JUNE

frantically.

you prize bright and beautiful things and
The Daggett
I
I'm a poor man, Dolly.
Company's gone broke."
She lifted her head, for a second, to let
shine on him the full glory of her eyes.
"You stupid old dear," she murmured,

—

(\ii\SSIC
That "Different" Screen Magazine

"as

WELCH

i

NEW YORK

that already

That's

I

...
.

.

."
beautiful things
Again her face went down against the
shelter of his hand.
"Dolly
I cant let you
I mustn't
Oh, Dolly, look at me
let you
."
.
just once again with that look.
Presently he laughed.
"To think that today I had a doctor
to cure me of love-sickness!"
{To be concluded next month)

...

—

!

know

—

.

into a bath that smells like a flower garden
into water so soft anrl limpid
seems to caress the body
Batliasweet brings this luxury to yoii. A sprinlile of
the room with fragrance, makes the water soft and soothing, and leaves aboii
you that indefinalile, "scentless" perfume that is the very height of daintines
Send for free ran. Addru
2.5c, ."lOe and .$1.00 at Drug and Dept. Stores.
THE C. S.
CO. Dept. M. CCITY
fills

didn't

.

The Favorite Luxury of Gentlewomen

it

I
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AT HAS W
To step

if

found my wisdom.
And learned
what really mattered
all that I'd
been vainly seeking
the bright and

how

.

.
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Can You Classify Yourself?
You

If

DO NOT Know

Your Type—

—

Take Beauty in one hand Your mirror in the other
The Magazine will help you recognize type characteristics
Your reflection will aid you to discover your shortcomings

A

One

Portfolio of
Each a

Types

—

the features, person-

and gowning,
exemplify

that

distinctive type

—

of

—A

provocative article on the
kind and amount of
rouge suitable for
the particular type
and age of the beau-

living illustration of

ality,

Touch

Color

a
all

tv seeker.

alluring.

^
Ebon Strand in
of

Le

dois

Donna

—

A

—

Giv-

Sue-

Prima

known men and

Ballet

and

Spread

ing the prophecy of
universally
six

Danseuse

Premiere

women,

Royal
Stockholm,

of the

on

what

Opera,
compares
types
the
Swedish
and

American

girl

will be like in

2024

American

hence.

the

—

— one hundred years

girl.
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^ ^ ^

^ ^ ^
'^Beginning a Serial

The

Mad

Masquerade

By W. Carey Wonderly

A Gripping

Story of a girl driven to desperation by starvation a millionaire with
an e)'e for beauty, an ear for affinities, and
a wife a man deliberately engaged in
a frame-up. You'll want to read it for \'ourself.

—

On

News-stands

Special Introductory Offer

;

;

May

15

—5

Months

for $1.00

we want you

to know that Beauty is in reality the aristocrat of women's magazines, we
you the next five big numbers upon receipt of the introductory price of $1.00. Put a
dollar bill into an envelope and mail it right now before you have time to forget it.

Because

will send

Pin a Dollar Bill to this coupon and receive the next five big numbers ol
"Beauty" Magrazine. Mail at once to BEAUTY, 175 DufiSeld St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Mum

is

nursed him thru the attack and now
the ice-pack championship of the
Alarshall is using a new kind of
light in "Tess" for the close-ups of Miss
Sweet. They shed a red illumination which

tion,

claims
world.

the word!
,-^<**v

/

enables the actress to look wide-open-cj'ed
straight into the camera without squinting.
It
is
an
making.

((

Mum"

all

prevents

body odors

all

What

a comfort!

—

to preserve

day that fresh, "after-the-bath"

"Mum",

the snow-white cream
not only prevents perspiration
odor,but all body odors.
is so effective and so safe that

—

"Mum"

dainty women use it with the sanitary pad. 25c and 50c at all stores.
SPECIAL OFFER
In order to introduce to you two other
we make this Special Offer:
the
25c "Mum"; 25c "Amoray" talc
Powder Perfume whose fragrance lasts all
day; and 75c Evans's Depilatory Outfit the
$1.25
quick, safe way of removing hair.
iMorth for $1 postpaid.
Or we will send
you the items separately. Please give dealtoilet essentials

—
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name and

important

departure

in

picture

Charlie Chaplin has found a new genius.
She is a little girl about eighteen years
old.
He calls her Lita Gray, altho her
real name is an old Spanish name famous
in the annals of California history.
She is
very beautiful. When she was smaller and
younger, Charlie used her in "The Kid."
Eric von Stroheim has lost his lawsuit to restrain

making

feeling of daintiness!

er's

Camera Coast

the

{Continued from page 76)

a

Round."

Miss Georges Lewys from

novel out of "The Merry Go
She has put the book out under

her own name.
Clarence Badger is to direct Laurette
Taylor in her ne.xt picture, "One Night in
Roine"
King Vidor having returned to
complete his contract with the Goldwyns
where he has begun work on "Mary the
Third."
.A^lice
Terry ("Mrs. Rex Ingram) has
returned to Los Angeles to visit her mother
after her trip to Algiers.
Ramon Novarro
has also returned.
Rex is rem,->j'n'rg in
New York to cut his picture. He dLCS not
;

want to make any more pictures in
California.
He is "off place" for keeps.
And, as we go to press, Charles Ray
returns to the Ince Studios, where he will
again make the charming and human rural
which brought him to fame.
has put his studio equipment up for
sale and declares he is relieved not to
have further production worries and re-

Why Not Be
Your Own
Paymaster?
You

can pay yourself anywhere from $1.00 to $20.00
every working day in the
year.
This can be accomplished very easily if you
follow our plan.

Our experienced representatives who devote their
time to our proposition
between $10.00 to
$20.00 every day they
work, and representatives
with very little experience
working only a few hours
each day average from
$5.00 to $10.00 daily.
full

make

stories

address.

He

Mum Mfg.

Co.
1111 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia

We Are Anxious

sponsibilities.

Your

to Secure

Services
There's much talk these modern days about women with

Youth -Ami Skin Peel
A New Scientific Discovery
which painlessly and harmlessly replaces
the old skin with a new and removes all
Surface Blemishes, Pimples, Blackheads,
Discolorations, Tan, Eczema, Acne, Large Pores, etc. A
non-acid, invisible liquid. Produces a healthy new skin,
beautiful as a baby's. Results astounding. Booklet "The
Magic of a New Skin'* free in plain sealed envelope.

Yontb-Ami Laboratories. Dept OB, 30 E. 20th St.. New York

careers sacrificing motherhood
on the ahar of professional
success.

Joyce, who,

an

CRYSTAL GAZING BALLS

An

Illustrated treatise on
the amazing phenomena of crystal
tjazing, together ivith prices of balls
and lists of books on psychic phenomena, will be forwardt'd to any
address for 10c.
'This charge will be
refunded on any pvircimse.
WEST QUARTZ CO.. Box 501. ROCHESTER. N. Y.
interesting.

SWITCHES— BOBS— CORNET BRAIDS
made the new way from your own combings or cut hair.
Write for FREE style booklet. Prices Reasonable.

MRS.E.VANDERVOORT.

Dept. B. DAVENPORT.IA-
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In

"The Editor Gos-

sips" in this issue there is a
paragraph devoted to Alice
it

seems

to us, is

example of the modern

woman.

Miss Joyce

is

vitally

interested in her screen work,

but she has never permitted

it

to sMght her motherhood. She
is a living contradiction of all
this cant, because she is typical of any number of other
women in the same circum-

stances
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complete. Refills 75c.

OR BY MAIL FROM US
ON RECEIPT OF PRICE

purple and crimson roadsters, would tear
back to Hollywood, over pavements slippery and dangerous in the heavy fog.
Few of the film stars owned their own
homes in those days. They lived at the
Hollywood Hotel, many of them, and in
apartments. The L. A. Athletic Club was
popular with the bachelors, and the Alexfew.
andria Hotel usually sheltered a
Others rented furnished houses at enormous
were not infrequently the
rentals, and
victims of unscrupulous landlords who,
knowing that public sentiment ran high
against the frivolous film people, often
sued them without just cause, for damagYou probably
ing and defacing property.
know that at this time placards were
windows of untenanted
in
the
placed
houses, stating that "No Dogs Xor Motion
Picture Actors Are Allowed."
Two years ago I returned from a year's
sojourn in the East, to discover that a
change had taken place in Hollywood. The
gaudy cars had disappeared from the
Boulevard.
The roadhouses were no
longer frequented by the film stars.

The Ambassador had opened during my
absence, and its Cocoanut Grove was now
most patronized by the people of the motion picture profession.
They sat in quiet
corners, not at ringside tables for which
they had so clamored, formerly. The girls

looked younger and more charming. They
v;eren't
wearing paradise feathers and
sequin frocks with low-cut bodices, any
more.
There wasn't so much carmine on
cheeks and lips.
Their skins showed an
athletic tan.
Talk was of golf, and horseback riding, and of real estate

The

film

colony

was

just

your

TRE-JUR

^'

convenience— heauty

its

quality

its

TRE-JUR

and economy

^^^

necessary
aids to beauty in one case of exprovides

charm and

quisite

recovering

all

surprising in-

opens to the touch and
discloses a full-size mirror and fine
pow^der scented with Joli-Memoire.
Another touch and a tiny spring
releases the sUding drawer holding
rouge and lipstick.
genuity.

gay, pleasure-loving motion picture people
would heed, the studios had closed down
flat.
Salaries of contracted players had
been halved and quartered.
Free-lance
players had found themselves with no
soufce of income whatever. Cars had gone,
jewels had gone, for living expenses and
income tax.
Oh, the sobering effect of
that income tax, that must be met tho
the income itself had been squandered!
Filmdom had had time to sit down and
take stock of itself, and no amount of
lecturing,
or
sermonizing,
or
warning
would have accomplished the results that

It

In the purse, TRE-JUR stays securely closed ; in the hand, it opens
v/ithout a struggle or danger of

breaking finger-nails.

Affording you more,
less, for this

it still

complete

outfit is priced at

self-examination did.
When finally, after
black hours, the studios re-opened, the
death knell of Hollywood's gay, imprudent
era had sounded and a more serious, a
more responsible people went back to their

.

.

.

costs

$][25

THE HOUSE OF TRE-JUR UNITED TOILET GOODS CO.
19 West 18th Street
New York City
:

work.

The most

practical step to take, toward
securing future earnings, was to purchase
a home, and one after another the film
players moved out of hotels and apartments and into residences of their own.

Angeles

periencing a

Hollywood were exgrowth almost unequaled in

upon the members of the motion picture
colony.

They entered

You can be

and

real-estate
annals.
Property
doubled,
trebled in value over night, and the film
people, quick to see the fortunes to be
reaped in this field, invested heavily.
The amassing of substantial fortunes,
with attendant responsibilities, sobered and
steadied them, and a new dignity descended
i

will treasure

for
—

from an immensely sobering experience. A
few months earlier, almost without warning, or at least without warning that the

Los

You

into the

community

life

of

the neighborhoods in which they built their

homes.
Schools, churches, paved streets
and water mains became as much their

f

quickly cured, if you

^STAMMER

Send 10 cents for SSS-page book on Stammerins and
It tells how I
Stuttering. "Its Cause and Cure."
cured myself after stammering 20 yrs. B. N. Bogue>
3086 Bopue BIdg., 1147 N. III. St., Indianapolis.
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concern as were their close-ups and their

AGENTS WANTED

NEWS CORRESPONDENCE

AGENTS WANTED

to advertise our goods and
distribute free samples to consumers ; 90c an hour
American Products Co.,
write for full particulars.
1768 American Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Big Money and Fast
Gold

particulars

gram

spare time, writing for newsmagazines.
Experience unnecessary ; dePress Syndicate, 961, St. Louis, Mo.

tails free.

Oh, unquestionably, something has happened to Hollywood

OLD COINS W.VNTED. We paid $2,500.00 for
one silver dollar to Mr. Manning of Albany. N. Y.
We buy all rare coins and pay highest cash premiums.
Send 4c for large Coin Circular.
May

do not misunderstand me. During
most frivolous era, Hollywood numbered among its motion picture people many
responsible citizens, and on the other hand,
regardless of experience, some of its people
will always flee from restrictions and re-

PATENTS

sponsibilities as they did in the earlier days.

for

IGl, East Orange, N. J.

Co., Dept.

$G0-$300 Week. Genuine Gold Letters for store
windows. Easily applied. Liberal offer to general
Metallic Letter Co. 421 B. N. ClarU.
agents.

mean much profit to you. NUMISMATIC
Dept. 48, Fort Worth, Texas.

BANK,

Chicago.

AGENTS— Coining

Money applying Monograms on
automobiles: you charge $1.CJ0, profit $1.40: $l.j
daily easy
experience unnecessary
free samples.
Worcester Monogram Co., Worcester, Mass.
:

:

Anto Owners!

Be our
Get your tires Free!
Agent
Big spare time money-maker
Sapiple tires furnished.
Xo capital or experience
needed.
Write today. Armour Tire & Rubber Co.,
Desk 658, Dayton, Ohio.
Factory

!

Big Money and Fast Sales. Every owner buys
gold initials for his auto. You charge $1..'J0; make
$1.44.
Ten orders daily easy. Samples and information free.
World Monogram Co., Dept. 18,
Newark, N. J.

— WriteObtain
"How

Inventors

our free illustrated guidebook,
to
a Patent." Send model or
sketch and description of your invention for onr
opinion of its patentable nature free. Highest references.
Prompt attention. Reasonable terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 833 Ninth. Washington. D. C.

FOR

SAL.E. Jlotion Picture Camera disappearing
attachment. Tilting head tripod. Path6 projecting
machine, four Gelb twin .\re lamps and equipment
complete reasonable.
.Tohn H.
Lacey, 1022-3rd
National Bank Bldg., Springfield, Mass.

"How to Write a Photoplay," by C. G. Winkopp.
154 Nassau St., New York, 50 cents.
Contains
model scenario, "Where to Sell," "How to Build

any form

Hundreds

of

Ozment,

294,

St.

Men, 18 up. Wanted as Railway
Common educa$133-$192 month.

Write immetion sufficient.
List positions free.
diately.
Franklin Institute, Dept. K-lOO, Roches-

New

ter,

York.

HELP WANTED— MALE
Be a Detective. Excellent opportunity good
Write C. T. Ludwig, 5.56 Westover
pay; travel.
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
;

Excellent opDetectives Earn Big Money.
portunity.
Travel.
Experience unnecessary. Particulars free.
Write, George M. Wagner, Former
Government Detective, 1908 Broadway. New Y'ork.

HELP WANTED— FEMALE
I^adies

Earn $6-S18

a

Universal

free.

;

Journalism

—Photoplays— Short

Write Photoplays.

Our book

PHOTOPL.4YS

A%'ANTED.

it

with small mail order business started with §3.
Booklet for stamp tells how.
Sample and plan
25 cents.
One dozen Articles free.
I trust you
for $3.
Almpc Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

Taller.
Develop your Pliysioal Beauty
and Appearance. Natural. Easy methods. RePrice $2.
The Natural Method
Dept. A, Atlantic City, N. J.

sults guaranteed.

Bureau.

Your Horoscope.

Business, Character, Changes,
Send birth date and ten cents
(stamps) for remarkable test reading.
Zanya,
Z, 202 W. 105th St., New York.

Friends, Enemies.

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS
Profit Nightly — Small capital starts you.
experience
Our

Coal in Car-load

—
WASHINGTON

Side or main line.
Earn Week's pay in an

L,ots.

SONGS
A $500 Cash Prize is offered for the BEST SECOND VERSE TO "I'LL BE W.VITING." Those
wishing to compete may receive a free copy of this
song and rules of contest by addressing EQUITABLE
1658 Broadway, N. Y. C.

MUSIC CORPORATION,

STORIES

WANTED

Poems, Plays, etc., are wanted for pubSubmit
Good ideas bring big money.
or write Literary Bureau, 134 Hannibal, Mo.

stories.
lication.

MSS.

Earn $25 Weekly,
papers,

spare time, writing for newsmagazines.
Experience unnecessary
dePress Syndicate, 961 St. Louis, Mo.
:

tails free.

VAUDEVILLE
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Get On the Stage.

confidence, skill developed.
sary.
Send 6c postage for
Stage Book and particulars.
Los Angeles. Cal.
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arrangement.
787 Coal Ex-

account

COAL COMPANY,

No

needed.
machines are used and
endorsed by government Institutions. Catalog free.
Atlas Moving Picture Co., 431 Morton Bldg.,
Chicago.

peppy

SALESMEN WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS
Grow

Snappy,

;

change Building, Chicago.

made

tells you how.
b\iyers, and all

strong, heart-gripping dramas ; original,
striking stories.
Good prices paid. Send for our
free book, "Successful Photoplays," which gives
Successful
instructions and specimens for writers.
Photoplays, Box 43, Des Moines, la.

comedies

Hemstitcliiiig and Picoting. Do work for otliers.
Attachment with irstructions by mail $2.
Works
on any machine.
Emb. Needle Free. Ilebus Co.,
Cohoes, N. Y'.

I

This advice may disappoint you. Hollywood, stripped of its tinsel, may seem as
uninteresting to you as a denuded Christmas
tree.

But that will be because you have
lived in Hollywood a long, long time.
have not loved

it.

Plot

Contains model scenario, list of 57
information necessary. Price 35 cents. Photoplay
Book Company, 4634 Dover, Chicago, 111.

Experience Unnecessary.
drawing
hour Liberal

A WEEK EVENINGS HOME.

Stories.

Chart and Details free to those wishing to enter
above professions or dispose of manuscripts on
commission.
(The Service offered is given by Professional -Vuthors and Editors of high standing.)
Harvard Company, 434, Montgomery, San Francisco.

Par126,

MAIL ORDER METHODS

Every community furnishes such contrasts.
But Hollywood, the motion picture
Hollywood, has changed with the passing
years, and greatly for the better.
Had
you asked me, five years ago, where you
could most easily catch a glimpse of our
star-citizens, I should have advised you to
go to the beach cafes and roadhouses.
I advise you now to go to the country
clubs, the riding stables, and by all means
the real-estate offices, where you'll usually
find two or three of them discussing their
sub-divisions and apartment buildings.

Short Stories and Photoplay

HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTING

.$50

Plots accopyrighted,
Scenario Cor-

criticised,

Now

its

I'll Revise and Typewrite in correct form
Plots.
and help vou sell. Send manuscript or write H. L.
Hursh, Dept. 2, Box 1013, Harrisburg, Pa.

Sell

I

.\dvice

Me Tour

Send

Dozen decorating Pillow

Home
at
experience unnecessary.
ticulars for
stamp.
Tapestry Paint Co.,
LaGrange, lud.

Tops

revised,

;

205 Security Bldg., Santa Monica and
Western Avenues, Hollywood, California.

Boys, Girls, 17 to 6.5, willing
accept Government Positions $117-$250, travel-

Mail Clerks.

FOR PHOTOPLAY IDEAS.

$ $ $

poration,

AU Men, Women,

Mr.

to get Plots."

:

marketed,

HELP WANTED
ing or stationary, write
Louis, Mo., immediately.

"Where

Stories and Photoplay Ideas Wanted by 48
companies
Mx pay. Details free to beglDnerB.
Producers League, 441, St. Louis, Mo.

cepted

to

for

PHOTOPLAYS

Plots,"

FOR SALE

patronage.

OLD COINS WANTED

Every owner buys

his auto.
You charge $1.5U
Ten orders daily easy.
Write for
and free samples.
American Mono-

Initials

make $1.35.

Sales.

Earn $35 Weekly,
papers,

theatrical billing.
They lost their desire
for vulgar display and shovviness.
Limousines of quiet color took the place of the
flashy sport roadsters with wide open cutouts, and the roadhouses one after another
closed their doors for want of former

I tell

you how
Personality,
Experience unneces!

instructive

illustrated

M. LaDelle. Box 557,

No man
valet,

is
a hero to his
so they say.
Does the
rule apply to a woman

same
and her modiste?

Whether

it

does or not, the confessions of
a modiste who dresses a host
of the stars should make interesting
and enlightening
reading.
And it does in an
article we will publish next

month.

not

And
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A Dour-Looking Baby
{Continued from page 34)

Hollywood

throw

now

graceful

their

and the new
garden, with its lily pond and bird bath.
Within, as well as without, it is one of
the loveliest homes in Hollywood.
the

across

shadows

wall

"I've hardly had a chance to become
acquainted with it, tho," said Mr. Torrence.

gone to

"Twice in the last six months I've
New York, there was another loca-

northern part of the state,
and 'Magnolia' took us to New Orleans.
And I dont like to travel."
Well, he has traveled, and far, since the
day he turned his broad back on the Gaiety
Theater in London, and borrowed money
for his passage to America.
The stage-director at the Gaiety watched
him go with regret. "What does he want
plaintively.
to leave for?" he demanded
'T always intended doing something for
tion trip to the

That boy, however, being a Scotchman
from Edinburgh, refused to change his
mind, once 'twas made up.
America in time did something for him,
and he in his turn has done a great deal
He has humanized the
for our screen.
movie villain, and at the same time has
given us an entirely new conception of what

comedy may be.
But he won his fame with a scowl, and
never let Mr.
we'll
that
likely
is

screen

Torrence

FRECKLES
Be

that boy."

it

Your

forget

that

first

and

foremost

he's a villain.

His wife showed me, not long ago, some
pictures taken of him when he was one
year old. They reveal him standing virtuously enough, with a hymn-book in his
But he was frowning straight at
hand.
the camera, even then.
As she remarked, with a despairing shake
of her head
"He was a dour-looking baby 1"

free this

summer from

their embar-

rassment
Don't have frecliles all over
goodby to
It you do
your nose again.
good looks
StiUman's Freckle Cream is guaranteed
or your money reto remove every freckle
Freckles
fuiidcd.
It has a double action.
are dissolved away by this snowy, fragrant
Your skin is whitened, refined
cream.
!

—

—

iuul softened at the

same time.

You simply apply Stillman's
any ordinary cold eream.

at

night

While you

sleep
its
magical action takes place,
(iradually the freckles fade from sight, and
your complexion grows clear and milk
white, beautiful as a baby's skin.

—which

Freckles are caused by sunlleht

down as fiercely in America as in
Unless you do someItaly or Africa.
your skin will constantly grow
thing,
worse.
Tlic longer you wait, the harder
So start now!
it will be to remove them.

Women send for Stillman's* Freckle
the four coriu-rs of the earth.
is the most widely used preparation in
the world for this purpose. All druggists
carry it in 50c and ?1 sizes.
Cream from
It

Send
us

tell

for "Beauty Parlor Secrets" and let
yon what your particular type needs

free.

Removej

man toilet
articles

to look best.
Crammed with make-up
hints, skin and hair treatments. If you buy
$3 worth Stillman toilet articles in 19*24 we
will present you with beautiful, large size
perfume,
bottle

in

19:i4.

You need

our many
parations
in
your

doi^hh

Given free if
you buy $3
worth Still-

Write for **Beauty Parlor Secrets*'

Stillmans Freckle Get

cream

appearance

heats

Guaranteed to remove every freckle
like

ruin your

predaily
lioine.

our

booklet.
Frccklct

STILLMAN

CO.. 33 Rosemary Lane,
Aurora, III.
Please send me free copy of "Beauty
I'julor

Secrets,"

Name

Whitens th« Skin

Vignettes of tKe Studio
(Continued from page 35)

Theda

Bara

started

the

film

vamp

toward fame here on Western in the early
daj's, but now Tom Mix, the cowboy star,

Buck Jones, Shirley
Gilbert are the other Fox
luminaries of today, and usually a comedian or two is at work turning out the
is

the great attraction.

Mason and Jack

slap-stick.

One lot
Fox's in two.
referred to as the "dramatic side" and

Western
is

splits

as the "comedy side."
But which is really the serious, and
which the funny side of Fox's, I'm sure
I'll never know.

the other

Sun, Wind and Watei^
HaVe no Effect on Pei't Rouge
outdoor exposures
THE
mer hold no fears

of sumfor the girl
who uses
ROUGE. For the
is that it stays on
delight of
even in spite of perspiration and
constant powdering.
Only cold
cream or soap and water will re-

PERT
PERT

—
Something has happened to
Pola Negri. She knows it herAnd one day when she
self.
was out driving in the California hills with Harry Carr she
became confidential and told
him some of the obstacles she
has had to surmount since she
She is
came to America.
really a brilliant and charming
see her as Harry
woman
.

.

.

Carr paints her in his story in
the July Motion Picture

move

soon as aphas
been
designed to harmonize with Pert
Rouge, and thus secures an unusual
naturalness of effect.
rich natural color
plied.
Moreover,

as

it

it.

may

—

be had in orange which
pink when applied or
in the deeper shade of rose.
Its
cream base acts as a protection
against enlarged pores.
At drug,
department stores, or by mail, 75c.
Pert

Use the Pert Waterproof Lipstick
Pert Rouge it changes to a

Like

changes

to

—

Send

a dime
today for a generous
liouge.
{State shade
of Pert
desired.)
For another dime you wilt
receive a sampte of fVinx, for darkening the lashes.

sample

ROSS COMPANY
242 West 17th Street

New York
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That's

Out

{Continued from page 48)
about the horse, you wont have to ride
one.
Have some pictures taken in a sport
shirt and do some posing in golf togs.
Be
sure to have your hair shincd like a patentleather boot at all times, and above all
things, remember that heroes are always
smooth-shaven,
even
when portraying
tramps and backvi'oodsmen.
During the
first four reels remember that you may
kiss the heroine only on the hand.
In the
last reel, however, it is permissible to kiss
her
wherever you choose. The most
popular heroes have individual ways of
making love. Try to start one of your
own.
Lesson Number Two, for Heroines, next

Lorig Dar'k.
Lasl^es will
rriake your^

Eyes Alliitliig

No

picture is at its best unless it is in a suitable frame.
And no
eyes are as beautiful as they could be unless they are veiled by
dark, lustrous lashes. Lovely lashes add mystery, depth, enchantment
without them your eyes lose half their expressiveness.
Make your eyes attractive by darkening the lashes with WINX. Applied
makes the lashes appear
with the glass rod attached to the stopper,
longer and heavier. Dries instantly, invisibly. Harmless, waterproof. Unaffected by perspiration, swimming or weeping at the theatre.
WINX (black or brown), 75c. To nourish the lashes and
promote growth, use colorless Cream Lashlux at night.
Cream Lashlux (black, brown or colorless), 50c. At drug,
department stores or by mail.

month.

—

Those Screen Business Men

WINX

Maxwell

ROSS COMPANY
New York

sometimes

ceitedly at an image concealed by the atmosphere presses a button under his desk
and calls a subordinate with whom he accomplishes the marvelous task of issuing
instructions in one second.
It would be a
relief to see him bending over the desk
and writing for a while, or spending more
than two seconds on the long letter that
conveys the news of his ruin or good

City

WINJC

;

L.

fortune."

Righto

Favorite

During the past 17 years thousanda have
added to their captivating glory of womanhood by usinu

GROWDINA

for busi, neck or arm development
Great Discovery of Parisian beauty ex-

^^

Movie Acting!

of

A

weeks

profession that pays big.
Would
if you are adapted to this work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel, instructive and valuable work. Send
dime or stamps today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU. Sta. W., Jackson, Mich.
fascinating

you

easy, certain results
accomplished quickly. Marvelous testi1 moDialsof efficiency. Confidential proof
literatxire (sealed) on request. Write
A*, and lit
^.
'jj\
DOW, Mile. Sophie Koppel. Inc.,
SuiteOllt 503 Fifth Ave. tNew York
^-;,'.-..%Asuit.
pert.

Harmless

He Said He'd

like to

Never Marryi
girl.

Can Easily Be Yours

"Fascinating Womanhood,''
a daring new boob which
ehows how any woman can
attract men by using the
simple laws of man's psychology and human nature.
Any other roan would have
been equally helpless in her
hands. You, too, can have
this book; you, too, can
enjoy the worship and admiration of men, and be the
radiant bride of the man of
your choice. Just your name and address on the
margin of this page with 10c for packing and mailmg
will bring you our free booklet (in plain wrapper),
outlining these amazing revelations. Send your dime

So. 14th St.. St. Louis.

Mo.

know

Perfect Looking Nose

She
he met this
THEN
had read the secrets of

PSYCHOLOGY PRESS,

Dept. 12-F,

!

Maxwell,

I

agrees with yer.

LEAISN

Develops ^ust Like Magic!

today.

who

:

Send a dime for a generous sample of WINX.
For another dime you will receive a sample of
Pert, the rouge that stays on until you remove it.
242 West 17th Street

Bodenheim,

writes poetry, took his pen in hand recently and threw a few lampoons into the
"realism"
of
the
flicker-plays.
Quite
pertinently, Bodenheim suggests
"When
the scene is in a business man's office, it
might be advisable to portray him in the
act of doing a little work now and then.
Instead, he sits at his desk, trifles with
some papers as tho he were rehearsing for
a juggling act in vaudeville; frowns con-

IW

Trados Model No. 25

now

corrects

all

ill-

quickly,
noses
permanently,

shaped

painlessly,

and comfortably at
home.
It is the only
safe and guaranteed
patent device that will
actually give you a perOver
fect looking nose.
users
satisfied
87,000
For years recommended
by physicians. IC years
of experience in manu
facturing Nose Shapers
is at your service.

^==^[v^
y^\
~ "^^
-^'
Write for free booklet, which
'

tells

you how

to

obtain a perfect looking nose.
Dept.

20S1

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST

Binghamton, N.

V,

Learn to Make Show Cards— hy JXiller Mail Method in 60
days— no experience needed. We establish you in own shop, anylj
locality, worth $60 weekly, up; furnish all material and plan to
,
secure orders from local merchants to do riKht at home, evenings, if desired. Get j
into this fascinating, easily learned, rrnfltalile business.
Cost low tenns easy.
Illus trated matter and terms FEBK.
EMPIRE INSTITUTE, 1478 Broadway, New York!
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Press-Agent

The one which

tells

how

the star took
so as to
proper realism to the
which she is to play in
in jail

Famous Days

Stories

No.

34

the gripping story
a sentence of three
be able to give the
role of the convict
her next production.

in Film History

*

June 12th, 1909. On this date the first
film was made showing how a mother and
father were united in happiness by little
Willie, who came down the stairs from
his bedroom just in time to bring them
together. The picture faded out, of course,
on the title "And a Little Child Shall

Lead Them."
Suggestion for a Good Scenario

For the sake of
someone write a
bachelor

who

originality,

story

why

about

a

doesn't

young

has to borrow a wife so as
to satisfy a wealthy old uncle who has
promised him a large sum of money if he
likes the looks of the nephew's bride. The
idea hasn't been used for several weeks
past.

|
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Distributors

Manufacturers,

and Studios
of

Motion Pictures
/

New

1 ,-\

J^.'^-- "^'M:S:*'!:-i|;i:||<???^

'.

-f

York City

Advanced Motion Picture Corp., 1493
Broadway
American Releasing Corp., 15 W. 44th

-I

;

-^

':'i

Wm
%Jit

Street

Arrow Film Corp., 220 W. 42nd St.
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., 35 W. 4Sth
Street

Hugo, Productions, 366 Fifth

Ballin,

Ave.

Community Motion Picture Bureau, 46
West 24th St.
Consolidated Film Corp., 80 Fifth Ave.
Cosmopolitan Productions, 2478 Second
Ave.
C. C. Burr Prod., 135 W. 44th St.
Prod., 366 Madison Ave.
(Biograph Studios, 807 E. 175th St.)
Educational Film Co., 729 Seventh Ave.
Export & Import Film Co., 729 Seventh
Ave.
Famous Players-Lasky, 485 Fifth Ave.
(Studio, 6th and Pierce Sts., Astoria,

c/l JjeaiLuJ uecvai
^0 r Jhe Old

Distinctive

L. I.)

Film Booking
Film Guild, 8
Film Market,

Offices, 122)

Seventh Ave.

W.

40th St.
Inc., 563 Fifth Ave.
National Exhibitors, Inc., 383

First

Madison Ave.

Fox Studios, Tenth Ave. and
Gaumont Co., Congress Ave.,
L.

55th St.

There,

JreMcJi

Court

among this magnificent grandeur and multitude
women, was born France's fame for beauty.

of beautiful

A

fame destined to live forever. In the midst of this
splendor, Gouraud's Oriental Cream played its part, a
beauty secret, closely guarded for the chosen few. When
gathering clouds foretold the doom of this spectacular
reign and scattered its attaches, this secret found its way
to the chemist shop of Dr. T. Felix Gouraud. From there
its popularity quickly spread to all parts of the world.

Flushing,

I.

Corp., 469 Fifth Ave.
Graphic Film Corp., 729 Seventh Ave.
Griffith, D. W., Films, 1476 Broadway.
(Studio, Oriental Pt., Alamaroneck,
N. Y.)

Goldwyn Pictures

Hodkinson, W.
Fifth Ave.

W., Film Corp., 469

Inspiration Pictures, 565 Fifth Ave.
International Studios, 2478 Second Ave.

Jans Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave.
Jester Comedy Co., 220 W. 42nd St.

Kenna Film

Corp.,

Broadway

1639

Mastoden Films, 135 VV. 44th St.
Metro Pictures, Loew Bldg., 1540
Broadway
Moss, B. S., 1564 Broadway
Outing Chester Pictures, 120 W. 41st

GoURAUDS

ORIENTAL CREAM
today the cherished beauty secret of many women. Let it be
yours, as well. Know the wonderful, fascinating complexion and
soft, velvety skin it renders.
An appearance glowing with
radiant beauty.
Gouraud's Oriental Cream exerts a strong
astringent, antiseptic action.
Blemishes, wrinkles and other
complexion ills are greatly discouraged by its use. It gives
beauty to the skin instantly. No messy treatments or periods of
Its use is going to open a new world of beauty to
waiting.
you that will mean added joy and happiness. Made in White,
Flesh and Rachel.

is

Street

Gouraud's Oriental Comprimettes

Pathe Exchange, 35 W. 45th St.
Preferred Pictures, 1650 Broadway
Prizma, Inc., 110 W. 40th St.

Pyramid Picture Corp., 150
Ritz-Carlton Prod., 6

W.

W.

AUfg,^

34th St.

48th St.

Selznick Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave.
Sunshine Films, Inc., 140 W. 44th St.

Talmadge Film Corp., 1540 Broadway
Topics of the Day Film Co., 1562
Broadway
Triangle

Distributing

Corp.,

1459

Broadway
Tully,

Richard

Walton,

1482

Prod.,

Broadway

Vitagraph Films, East 16th
Locust Ave., Brooklyn
Bros., 1600

St.

and

W.

55th

Street
dale Ave.

Prod.,

50c for a

Comprimette (any shade), a bottle
of Gouraud's Oriental Cocoanut Oil
Shampoo, and a bottle of Gouraud's

Cream

(state shade).

FERD.T. HOPKINS

& SON

430-P Lafayette Street

Broadway

West, Roland, Prod. Co., 236

Whitman, Bennett,

SPECIAL OFFER— Send

Oriental

United Artists, 729 Seventh Ave.
Universal Film Corp., 1600 Broadway

Warner

At Last! Gouraud's Oriental Cream in compact form. You have never used anything like
it.
A soft, silky adhering powder, containing
all
the
subtle
beautifying
of
properties
Gouraud's Oriental Cream. Two sizes, 50c and
$1.00 and in six shades, White, Flesh, Rachel
Powders and Light, Medium and Dark Rouges.

537

River-

New York

City

J|;:;:;W
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Business of Fan Mail

{Continued from page 45)

These photographs, in most cases, are
autographed by the stars themselves, but
the

work of mailing them

left

to

their

Learn This

Photographs range from post-

secretaries.

card to 8 X 10

No

is

MAH JONG

size.

made for these photomost cases. The stars appreciate

charge

is

graphs, in
the sending of stamps to cover mailing
costs, but even this is not insisted upon.

Occasionally a motion picture fan comthat he has sent money for a film
photograph, and has received no
star's
reply.
In almost every case the fan holds
If
a grudge against the player thereafter.

Game

Fascinating

Few Minutes

a

in

plains

Lashes are Nature's "Picture -frame" for
the eye.
Treat them as Nature intended.

CURL THEM THE NEWEST

WAY—

without grease or coloring

J \^(nota cosmetic)
like a miniature curling iron for eye lashes which,
without heal, requires but a gentle pressure for a
minute or so to give a sweepinir. lasting curl to the
lash. Quick, Sensible. Simple
Kurlash is inexpensive and lasts a lifetime. Once
possessed, there is nothinjrmorc to buy
nothing to
use up". It"sa dainty, boudoir accessory
finished
in white enamel and luxuriously boxed.
is

!

—

—

SEND NO MONEY/
for KURLASH toj^y and pay the mailman S?
postajc, on arrival. Or, sent postpaid, if you
remit J?3 at once. Your satisfaction is assured. Kurlash can be returned if it fails to please.

Write

^plus

The
380

M

Stickel Company, inc. Dept.

Cottage Street

Rochester, N. Y.

numbered among these disare
gruntled ones, please believe that the star
is never responsible
for such an omission.
Money sent carelessly thru the mails sometimes goes astray. Unless you are certain
of the address of the film star to whom
the money was sent, the letter itself 4)robably never reached his secretary.
you

Jnst\vhat evfr\ wttm.in hasl>een wait*
iny for at a price evei,\oiit;can afford.

"BEAUTIBUST"
for real bust

and neck development

No pumps, vacuums, extreme
ing.

N<.>

exercis-

foolishor dangerous systems,

iMit a real tried and vei'v successful
natural method that WILL be extremely pleasing and beneficial. Yoii
•an' t fail if ,vou follow the simple in-

itructious. Everything mailed (sea led)
''V oidn%\JM.
D<> not miss this opportunity.
,t may not be repeated.

BEAUTIBUST CO., lOH-V

LEXINGTON BLDG.. BALTIMORE, MD.

Double Chin
easily, quickly and surely reduced. SappiiiB facial muscles and drooping mouth
tines restored to their natural position.

Years taken off your face. And all done
while you b^leep. Simply apply a little Davis
Reducing Cream before you sro to bed, then
slip over your face the famous

Strap
Davis Chis^
when

you take it off, apply
the morninB
a little Davis Astrinsent. tiee the improvement
after the first nisht. Money back EUarantee.
All three articles for $4.00 or Chm Strap alone
for S2.00. For sale at all drutr or department
stores or order direct from Cora M. Davis,
Dept. 102, 507 Fifth Avenue, New York.

and

in

Bwy
IMaxnondsHere^
"Will

This S/U— 1/16 Ct. perfectly cut diamond,
a snappy, blazing solitaire, atS42.65 among
bargains in our lists. See the many big amazing values some as low as jdD.OU per
Carat, other higher per Carat bargains.
This 75 year oldest largest IHamond hankina
firm in all the ivorld lends money on diamonds. Thousands of unpaid loans and other
bargains. Must sell NOW.

Pay Full Prices
Why
Costs Nothing To See Any
Di.i

for absolutely free examinalion a
No obligation. No cost to you.

Latest Listings— Unpaid Loans. Sent Free.
Write Today. Describes Diamond Bargains In
Detail, gives cash loan values guaranteed.
Explams unlimited exchange privilege.
342a.De Roy Building
Jos. De Roy & Sons,
Only Opposite Post 0£ice
Pittsburgh, Pa.

I
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sent to the fans who
their letters, but the
responsibility of sending money is entirely
trait

of the star

money

enclose

is

in

with you.
No motion picture actor of
whom I have any knowledge, demands it.
When money is received, I was told that

it

is

turned over to some local charity.

Some indication of the importance attached to the fan mail is contained in the
following statement from the offices of the
Norma and Constance Talmadge produc-

Sounds mysterious and complicated

—but

cording to locality.
"When it is found that a certain district
is
overwhelmingly fond of one of the
stars, on the basis of percentage of letters
received, an inquiry is made as to the
why of this popularity. And in the same

it

not.

is

Mah

Jong

wonderfully
interesting
game that jou and your family
and friends should enjoy.
It
combines the pleasures of all
a

is

games. It
games."

Mr.
publisher

"Several years ago the Talmadge sisters
began classifying these letters, according to
countries, states and cities.
A 3x5 inch
card is made for each person and these
cards are filed alphabetically with a crossindex to the letters which are filed ac-

Busts Amazingly
Quick and Easy!

you know how and when
"pong"
and
when to
"chow," and what the "winds"
stand for, and how to go "Mah
Do you know what
Jong" ?
"characters" are? and "tiles"?
and "Dragons" and "Bamboos"
and "Circles"?

Usualh' an exceptionally attractive por-

tions.

Develops

Do

to

truly the

"game

of

Eugene V. Brewster,
of
Motion Picture

Magazine,
is

is

and

Classic

Beauty,

the author of a book that will

unfold this game to you. Go to
news-stand or book store
today, and purchase a copy of

)'our

MAH JONG

when certain districts are found
be lukewarm, in comparison with other
cities or states with virtually the
same
population, steps are taken to remedy the
fashion,

Simplified

to

and

situation,"

Afary

Pickford

always

fan mail very seriously.

A

has taken her
j-oung society

debutante of Los Angeles told me that she
bad written to Miss Pickford fourteen
t'mes, requesting photographs, and had received a personally autographed portrait
after each letter.
Personally I think this
is a distinct imposition on the part of the
young lady, but perhaps her absolute devotion to Miss Pickford pays for it!

A

statement from the Pickford studios
says that "Alary Pickford abandoned her
plans

for

producing

a direct
result of the letters received by her, protesting against her appearing in the role of
'Faust'

as

Marguerite."
So you can see for yourself, what a
powerful influence you may wield thru
your fan letters, if those letters are intelligent and sincere.
The fan-letter situation has its amusing
side, of course.
The actors who enact the
rcles of villains, on the screen, sometimes
highly
receive
uncomplimentary
letters
from the film fans. Eric von Stroheim,
tho he has been directing now for year9,
from the fans
still receives bitter letters

who witnessed his wickedness in "Foolish
Wives."
The Japanese write very amusing letters.
In their attempts to use flowery English,
they sometimes produce mirth-provoking
results,
Cuban admirer assures Jackie

A

One Hundred
Winning Points
By EUGENE V. BREWSTER
handsome

This
cover)

will teach

minutes
to
IVIah
Jong.
meanings of
customs,

and

little

book

green and yellow dragon

(red,

It

you

explains

expressions

pieces,

gives

you in a few
understand

fully

the
used,

how to score,
"One Hundred

Winning Points"

that will posi-

with

you to win. You can
become an expert player
this book as j'our guide.

On

sale at news-stands

tively help
easily

and good book stores
PRICE, 25

CENTS

—
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Good-Bye Fat!
Lost 43 Pounds
7 Weeks

in

Simple, Easy
plained to

Way

Is

Ex-

You Free

"At last I kissed good-bye to the ugly rolls of
today I am
fat which burdened uie for years
No
a new woman filled with pep and energy.
more tired feeling, bacliafhc pains nor ills
more
weali
heart
no
puffing
from
a
more
no
from a 'wall
trouble getting clothes to fit me
flower' 1 became one of the n\ost popular girls
now I have friends galore and every
in my set
one admires my loolis and envies my health. I
am convinced from the results I have obtained

—

—

— —

;

and from the cases of several people I know
that any man or woman burdened witli ugly,
unhealthy fat can now easily, safely and surely
regain a
lose it all,
slender figure and at
the same time improve
their health 100 per
cent, with this marvelous new French di.soovery.
For years I
had tried everything

Coogan that "since I write this letter I
dare to forward you with all my jovial life
He
according to my natural condition."
got a photo of Jackie.
The cost of sending out fan photographs
It cuts heavily into the earnis enormous.
ings of the motion picture stars each year.
At one of the studios I was told that
stainps are purchased in thousand-dollar
lots.
And of course the stamps are the
Photographs and photosmallest item.
mailers
are
expensive,
as
you know.
Secretaries' salaries range from $35 a

week upward.
But

the

ing

you

in

had

I

—

lost

43

NOT
DANGEROUS DRUGS
WEAKENING EX—
ERCISES OR DIETS
I
DID NOT RUB
—
MYSELF WITH ABSURD CREAMS NOR

H.WE TO USB

DID I WEAR PAINFUL REDUCING
GARMENTS. Thi8

discovery

is

it

you can either

reduce

certain

of
your
body or you can
lose
10 pounds
or
100 pounds.
All you need to
do is to use the
free coupon
below, and by return mail you will receive complete directions on how to reduce— remember
that Madame Elaine Inst .'50 pounds in 2 months
with her wonderful secret. I have lost over 4.3
pounds in 7 weeks and I know of hundreds of
women in America and Paris who are now keei)ing their figures slender and attractive with this
mo.st wonderful discovery for the reduction of

parts

excess fat."

— (Mrs.

G. B., N. Y. C.)

appreciate
only human

Madame

this cniipou I request
Elaine, Dcpt. 32.
of 350 West 31st Street. N. Y. C. to send me. free
of charge, her iicrsonal anti confidential Information
on the French discovery to reduce fat.

to,

enclose 5 cents in Btamps to help cover expensi

Learn Piano!
This Interesting Free Book
shows how you cnn become a skilleil
player of pinno or organ at quarter
usual cost. It shows why one lesson
with an expert la worth e dozen oUkt
lessons. Dr. Quinn'e famous Written

Method includes all of the mnny importent
modern linproveinenta in
,
.
teaching music.
BrlnErs right to your home the great advantage
of conservatory study. For the beginner or experienced players.
Highly endorsed. Successful graduates everywhere. Scientific yet
easy to understand. Fully illustrated.
All music free. Diploma
granted. Write today for froe book.
QobiD Conservatory, Stodio MG 86» 598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass.

iiiMliiiiit:
mereNeetis Used
Science

as

I

As

Laurette Ta-ylor

Seen hy

with superfluous hair!

Hall

Glacl37S

has

finally

solved

the

problem of removing hair without
slightest danger to the skin or complexion. This with NEET, a dainty
cream, harmless and mild.
spread it on and then rinse

You merely

oft

be beautiful

can't

But you can free yourself today
from the embarrassing blemish
of unwanted hair painlessly and

from page 24)

—

harmlessly. Just use Del-a-tone.
It takes

only a few minutes with this

preparation.
For
fourteen years dainty women have
preferred Del-a-tone. It is thoroughly
antiseptic; always quick, sure, safe.
reliable,

scientific

Apply

smooth paste, wash

in

marvel at the

off

— and

result.

At drug and department stores or sent
prepaid in plain wrapper for one dollar.
Generous sample in plain wrapper, 10c.

The Depilatory

from Laurette Taylor. I can think of no
more constructive contact than of seeing
and talking with her every two or three

for Delicate Skin

DEL-A-TONE
Removes Hair

years.

She is cultivating with practised hand
and earnest hope the germs of greatness.

THE SHEFHELD COMPANY,

Dept. 76

536 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago
Canadian Distributors

The Lyman

Bros.

&

Co.. Ltd.

Toronto, Canada

Who

could

know more about

women

stars than their
Who could better
modiste?
understand their vanities
.

their generosities

.

.

.

.

fci^

BROS. 8t CO.

fgyg

.

their

than the
modiste who sees them behind
the scenes of both their pro-

ADDRESS
yoQ care

your

said at the
article, they really do
it.
Motion picture stars are
beings, after all.

real natures

If

And,

You

the

MAIL FREE COUPON
With

of

face of immortality."
Fearlessness.
Vision.
Earnestness.
These are some of the impressions I had

simple,

With

easy, safe.

outlay

old and also before the eyes of succeeding
generations, assuming that they will care
to look.
"It is an indubitable fact that Caruso's
name would never die. But thanks to the
phonograph, Caruso's voice will never die
either.
And the screen does for dramatic
work much what the recording machines
do for the human voice.
"It is another gauntlet flung into the

DID

I

this

appreciate

they

that

(CoJttiniicd

;

weeks
pounds

feel

them.
beginning of this
interest

known

to reduce, withOne day
out success.
I met Madame Elaine.
She explained to me
what I should do to
red\iee
the result was
that in less than 7

consider

stars

money a good investment. It is their only
way of reaching you individually, of mak-

with clear

water. That's all; the hair will be gone and the skin
left refreshingly cool, smooth and whitel
Old
methods, the unwomanly razor and severe chemical
preparations, have given way to this remarkable
preparation which Is already the accepted method of
well-groomed women everywhere from New York to
San Francisco. Used by physicians. Money back
If It falls to please.
60c at Drug and Dept.
stores.
Trial tube 10c by mall.
Hannibal Phar.Co., 625 Olive.St.Louis.Mo.

~

.

.

.

and social lives?
Helen Carlisle has talked with

fessional

a modiste

who

designs clothes

for a host of screen stars and
the confessions, which we will

publish next month, will be
sure to interest you immensely

Over 2.000 illustrations of Diamond-Bet
Jewelry. Watches. Wrist Watchi-B. Pearls
Mesii Baps, Silverware, etc. Select as
many articles as you wish and have all
charged in one account. Sentprepaid for
your Free Examination. Catalog ex' lains
everything.
Rectangular
High Grade Railroad Watches
17 ~
antoed to Pass
ispectlon
Wrist Watch
ELGIN
HAMILTON No. 992, 21 Jew.i
IS-k
els. Adjusted to 5 Pus. ff EC xt^ic
r"..
White Gold
25-Year Gold filled Casc-P ^0 No.lS-Green

JEWEL

"

Solid

Jewels.

17
$29.75: l-l-k 15

Jewels, $24. 85.
Dnly S3.aa wilh
order, (hen SI.OO
a

week.

ILLINOIS "BUNIM SPECIAL" Gold,engrav21 Jewels. Adjusted to 6 Positions. Gold filled 25- tCli
. -JJW
.
Year Case

ELGIN'S LATEST
21

RAYMOND

Jewels: 8 Adjustmento.

Runs 40 hours one
windiner

Satisfaction uiuaranieea
^aii&Taction
Guaranteed or
«r

-

-

-

e d

,

assorted

patterjis, euarinteed 25 yrs.

Size
g'lt DiaX
1?,

SCC
Terms:
•»•»
Down,

Money Refunded
mono

-

$1.00 a

C-Oy
•!>•»'

S3.25

then

Week.

THE NATIONAL JEWELERS

lOFTIS;
^n

DEPT. A-615

^-

'"*
^**" ^'- "'"^''' "'•
urn --<>
DKU9.0CL.i/.
ISSa
Storesjn Loading Cities
I^^H RDrtC
j
.
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Dance

to

Dancing

is tlie

where he finds the Magic Chest
wrapped from sight in an invisible carpet
the same carpet which later takes
him into the Princess' palace despite the
the Aloon

most im-

portant

qualificasingle
tion for quick recognition
and sensational success on
Dancing is the
the stage.
deTeloper of the
surest
poise and grace and personality so vitally necessary for the star in the

.

The

.

finest,

training in the art of
stage dancing, is imparted
under the personal supervision of

Alongolian

hordes

The casket

itself

.

NEDWAYBURN

reinforcement

.

.

.

unfortunately.
dramatic suspense to any great extent, is
far too slim for the production's length.
For there isn't any vague, imaginative
symbolism to the fantasy which holds
adult interest.

lags
of the magical Wayburn Method selector and director of the dancers in the

—

—

productions on Broadway.
Special Classes for Children

greatest

NED WAYBURN

.

For full information write for Art Booklet X— it' 3 free

SOUSA
you the secret of
Success in Music in this
Free Book. Send for

tells

your copy and details of

FREE TRIAL, EASY

PAYMENTS

on any

Conn instrument for

orchestra. Ac
claimed best by world'

band or

famous

artists.

C. G. Conn, Ltd.
623 Conn Building
Elkhart, Indiana

An

Opportunity to Secure the
Necessary Money
to All

and Doug do want to make a picture together, let us suggest one of the beautiful
old fairy legends.
Alary would be the
golden-haired Princess and Doug the brave,
bold Prince.
So their names, already
legendary in the motion picture, might be

A SAFE, SIMPLE. PAINLESS,
GUARANTEED HOME TREATMENT
(Write ror'Bookla oflnformationit'sFrci

D5C-L-ALLENB1NGHAMPT0N SIA
BOX

74 ^ MEMPHIS.TENNI- U-S'A

If we were to see "The Thief of Bagdad"
again, we'd most certainly go with a child.
It would be rather wonderful to see all
the old fairy miracles come true with his
eyes.
It would enhance the rarely beautiful bag of tricks which Douglas Fairbanks
has presented to the screen, tenfold.

money

This

beautiful

Solid

Congo Diamond

is

positively the nearest approach to the
'enuine on the marltet. Most fiery, brilliant and dazzling ever found. Two karal
Only finest diamonds have blazing
size
brilliance and dazzlini: fire of this Bern. Lat-

Silver-^

Platinum

st handsome desisn mountinE.. Order your
ring now' To.iay! Tiiis low price is for limited

IFinisli

time only.
$;:.65.

gents.

We

Send no money. Pay postman
State size. Ladies or
deliehted. we will return your

pay postaKC.

It not

money. Write now

.

v/hile this offer lasts.

RAYMOND WALTER

CO.,

bept.652> 299 Montgomery St., JerseyCity.N.J.

Norma Talmadge

has not done any work
long time to compare with her Mary
Carlton in "Secrets."
For her comprehension of the old Alary Carlton, with
withering hands, unsteady gait, slightly
impatient children, speaks surely of age.
The illusion which she creates is hampered only by her eyes, which shine to
belie the years she otherwise suggests thru
in a

make-up and characterization.
Then there is her Marj' Carlton
who lives
maid in her 'teens

.

.

.

.

human

—

money

for necessities without
thinking of vacations or other
Bttt for those who
extras.
adopt our plan, the days of
pinching are over.

No

matter

we must admit

how much money

you may want, whetlier it be
$10.00, $20.00, $50.00 or
$100.00 nor what you may
want the money for, you can
get it easily, pleasantly and
quickly, through our plan.

—

Spare Time or Full Time
Representatives

Wanted

Brewster Publications
need of

in

representatives

are
in

every locality to collect renewto

and solicit new subscriptions
Motion Picture IMagazine,

Classic and Beauty,

No

experience

is

necessary,

all

you need is a desire for money
and the will to get it. You are
under no obligation in sending
Cut out coufor particulars.
pon below and mail it today.
BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS,
175

that

we

INC.

Duffield Street

Brooklyn, N. Y,
Please tell me how to turn my spare
time into money thru your plan.
•

Name
St.

and No

City

Stale

spirit.
all

Time

Untold demands are made on
no
your pocketbook.
It
is
pleasure to go away when you
have to scratch and scrape for
the needed funds. For some, it
hard enough to raise the
is

brain.

After that is her Mary Carlton ... the
wife and mother in the outlaw \\'^est,
where she and her husband eloped from
Here Miss Taltheir native England.
madge proves that she has a fine concept
of a mother's love and grief and as fine
a concept of a true aristocrat's thorobred

But most of

Just at This

in

.

—

the

—

the

an
age of hoopskirts and parents' dominion.
She has wrought her skilfully, too a gay
Mary, a romantic Mary and a brave Mary,
because she does not dream of the aches
which life can crowd into the human heart
and the worries with which life can beset
.

MilillfciiiiiM^

besides.

Every Year

als

iwiwiiss:
Look Prosperous.

Open

would pay your board for two
weeks at the country or seashore and give you a little extra

immortalized.

witfv DESIN/E VI "

Is

Our Readers

Just think what you could do
with One Hundred Dollars extra.
One Hundred Dollars

.

.

Douglas Fairbanks is the thief who
takes what he wants until he chances upon
the beautiful sleeping Princess, only to
learn that he cannot woo her because he
is an outcast of society and that society
matters, even in old Bagdad, In this role
he has sacrificed his own personalitj^ to
the production as a whole.
He is not the
extremely consequential Douglas of previous pictures. And it would be difficult to
say whether he has done this purposely or
whether the magical and fantastic magnificence of the production swamped his personaliti' by the very law of proportions.
And if we kept wondering why Mary
Pickford hadn't been persuaded to play the
Princess, this does not mean that Julanne
Johnson is not really lovely in the role.
She is, actually, the princess of a legion of
fairy tales come true.
However, if IMary

STUDIOS OF STAGE DANCING, INC.
New York City
Cor. 60th St.
Open daily 9 a. m. to 10 p. m., except Saturday evenings and Sunday
1841 Broadway

Expense

.

when the story needs
when the interest
The story, lacking

there are interludes

the Follies"
creator

.

However, between these screenic miracles

"The Man who Stages

This Year at Our

.

guarding the portals.
holds the realization of
every wish. One tiny pinch of its powder
and the shabby beggar prince is clothed
in silk and fine raiment.
Another pinch
and a charger in gorgeous trappings stands
waiting for him to mount
another
pinch and a white army, ten hundred
thousand strong, bides the prince's bidding.

drama.
most thorough

silent

Take Your Vacation

Success

a

loved her Lady !Mary Carlton, with her
her children
hair stranded with grey
adolescent and her husband, successful and
wealthy, trying her spirit more than it
was ever tried by hardship and poverty.
There was a beauty, intelligent and understanding, in her matronly portrayal.
These three story episodes follow the
fragmentary inscriptions in a diarj', which
old Alary Carlton fingers as she waits outIt was
side of her husband's sick-room.
adapted from the stage play, with skill,
by Frances Alarion. And while it is far
from being a great story or an epochmaking production, it has, in its essence,
the sentimental charm of an old daguerreotype or a treasured family album. Secrets
a wife's rosemary
Frank Borsage has directed this picture
with his human touch. You do not leave
the theater inspired by any theory- or pondering over any problems or enlightened
but with more
by any brilliancies
tolerance, or acceptance, at any rate, of
.

—

.

.

humanity's

Yellow Stained Teeth
Bleached White
New Safe Way
No more

dark,

spotted

discolored,

tobacco

or

stained
teeth.
Bleachodcnt Combination costs
only fe\y cents and removes unsightly stains in
three minutes at home.
Leaves teeth flashing
white, lustrous, clean. Recommended everywhere
as quicker, surer, safer than old harmful, dangerous scouring.
Fine for children's soft, sensitive
teeth.
No effect on enamel. Bleachodent Combination contains liquid to loosen stain coats and
special paste which gently removes them.
Paste
keeps new stains from forming.
He sure to ask
for Bleachodent
Combination.
Distributed by
Bleachodent Dental Laboratories and sold by

.

.

.

.

.

.

frailty.

Eugene O'Brien plays John Carlton

the four corresponding stages of his life,
in an adequate manner, but there is no
time when his story dominates the wife's.
Really, his performance backgrounds ]Miss

Talmadge's.
So, when we concentrate upon Miss Talniadge in our review of "Secrets,'' it is
because her portrayals are the mainstay
have fuiof the entire production.
soine praise for her four widely varied
portraits, all of them sympathetic and in-

We

But we

also believe that she is
potentially a greater actress than even her
roles in "Secrets" proclaim her to be.
telligent.

shiny skin, you can

realize

has been
tested and approved in over
simplicity of the treatment.

The Story of
self are all

How

I Cured Myexplained in my

free booklet. Write for your copy
ioday and learn of the results got-

ten by thoasands of men and

Canthrox

SHAMPOO
—

Simple to use
cup of hot water

teaspoonful in a
ample.
Quickly

a
is

—

removes
dissolves
and
it
oil,
excessive
dandruff,
dirt
and
the scalp,
cleanses and invigorates
dries
quickly and never leaves the
hair streaky.
Costs but a trifle
effective

—

shampoo may

finds its story in the

business

woman.

modern

story
especially interesting

which

is

at this

time

It is a

and because
timeliness we have se.

.

.

three

Free Trial Offer
To prove that Canthrox is the most
delightful shampoo in the world as
well as the most beneficial for your
hair, we will gladly send one perfect
shampoo free to any address upon
receipt of two cents for postage.

H.

S.

214 W.

PETERSON & CO.
Kinzie

St.

CHICAGO,

of "True as Steel" for publication in the July Mo"^'
Picture Mag.4ziiv'

«<^

Dept.

451

ILL.

A.^ Chinese Peacock Ring

^ Just wliat
•->

a

you want to draw attenFashion
prelly hand.
•

|j.

women, v^

GIVENS

E. S.
222 CHEMICAL BLDG.

that brings out its natural beauty,
texture, evenness and lustre like

cured the novelization rights

100,000 Test Cases.
The

bestowed upon it.
Whether you shampoo your own
hair or have it done, there is nothing

be had for
You will be
cents.
charmed with the soft, fluffy appearance of your hair after use.
Ask any druggist to supply you.

of this

why CLEAR-TONE

can have no greater legacy
wealth of luxuriant hair, but
its beauty lies in the care

a

Canthrox

Rupert Hughes has just produced a motion picture which
a few applications of this won
der working lotion has cleared faces
of pimpieSf blackheads,
irp acne eruptions on the face or
'^" - body, enlarged pores, oily or

woman

than

the basis of

about

drug and department stores everywhere.

When

in

"Your Hair Is
Fortune"
Your
A

KANSAS CITY. MO,

particularly

-ntal rings,

The

lovelieBt creation
^rt. Sterling silver,
-3. only $2. Gold
'^

O. D. orders
"'-..

Btrine
*le-

air
Restored to Its
Original Color

Without Dyeing
longer Deed you let gray hair haodicar
t^" miio
social and business progress. AmaziDg
— Graoleno-a clean, colorless Ilqt^'

four hair to color it was before it
5 not a dye! Is applied tosr'
Penetrates coloring cells and suu'
mentation. Restores c
ally and ekillfulty, so grado'
will not notice the change,
the hair. Will notwash off. S
for

all

No samples

cases.

Graolene also acta as tonic

f

dandruff.
Encourages grc
trous. natural colored hair
Graolene successfully. \V'
explaining how
you can restore
color
original
your hair
of

without dyeing

it.

No

oh'

Spragoe, Kitchen Co.. 7109 N

HiifhSch
inside two years.
Mf.
trance to college and t;
thirty-«ix other pracFree BulletlD. Send for i^

ftnd

AMERf
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TKe EncKanted

Cottage

(Continued from page 63)

"Even if they have exaggerated slightly,"
Mr. Smallwood half willing, "any
change would be remarkable."
" said the mother.
"Call
"I wonder
them down."
Ethel banged the gong and two tremulous young things awaiting the sound up-

said

stairs started

On

The Most
Precious Perfume
in the World
CT)IEQER'S

FLOWER DROPS

are unlike anything you have
\^_» ever seen before. The very

jfy

essence of the flowers themselves,
alcohol. For years the
favorite of women of taste in society
and on the stage.

made without

The

regular price

is

$15.00 an ounce, but for 20c

you can obtain a miniature bottle of this
perfume, the most precious in the world. When
the sample comes you will be delighted to find
that you can use it withoutextravagance. It is
so highly concentrated that the delicate odor
from a single drop will last a week.

Sample
20^
Send 20c (stamps or
silver)

with the cou-

Other

OflFers

Director from DniggisU
Bottle of Flower Drops
with loner slas3 stopper,
coDtaiolnK SO drops, a
supply for SO weeks;
Lilac, Crabapple.$1.50

pon below and we will
Bend you a sample

Lily of the Valley,
Rose, Violet
$2.00

Flower
Drops, the most alluring and most costl"
perfume ever r^-

Above

vial of Rieger's

Romanza

the top step they paused for another

broke the

silence.

"Rum

Laura sudgo, this, isn't it?
denly getting beautiful and me being all
straight and fine again. I dont wonder you
stare."
As he spoke he leaned heavily
against the table and his face began to
twitch a little, the old familiar nag.
"\\'ell," he continued a bit shakily, "why
dont some of you say something?"
"You are mad, Ollie," spoke up Ethel
gently for her, "quite mad."

"Oh my poor boy
"

'sting

Of*'
''^I

into
!"

———

here

!"

cried

Mrs. Small-

tears.

said
Mr. Smallwood
"ith compassion on the
"

^^

maniac

I'd love

said his

mother

neck."
•itly

^rn

away,
in

a

breast.

"No, dear," she said as

if

to

Oliver's

imploring outstretched hands, "leave me
alone for a little while you must take
Major Hillgrove home."
With his heart torn and bruised with
not understanding, Oliver guided the blind
man across the meadow. "Poor children,"
Hillgrove said, "we have all been under an
illusion
only an illusion."
Oliver.
repeated
illusion,"
"Illusion
"No. They are all wrong. Cant / see?"
Hillgrove winced but answered gently,
Perhaps the truer vision
"Yes, as / see.
is that of the soul, dear boy."
"Poor little Laura," muttered Oliver,
"
"all her happiness gone
Back in Honeymoon Cottage he conincredulous.
Minnett still
Mrs.
sulted
"Mrs. Minnett," he said gravely, "have
you have you noticed any change?"
"Not outwardly, sir."
"Not outwardly," echoed Oliver, beginning to understand.
Upstairs a heart-broken girl lay asleep
on the big four-poster, the sleep of hopeOne thin arm lay across
less exhaustion.

—

—

—

—

face as if to hide it from
Oliver sat down gently beside
her and tenderly lifted the arm away.
"My beautiful," he said, "what do we care
what other people see? You are beautiful
beautiful to me."

the plain
the light.

little

—

Up went the arm around his neck and
white cheek lay against white cheek. "And
you will always be strong and straight and

—

"
and if
He held
to me
her closer.
"And if there is a a child,
a girl child, there will be a chance at
beauty for it wont there ?"
Oliver lifted the little face and kissed it
passionately. "And if it's a boy he'll be the
rippingest kid that ever grew."
Twilight spread its cool grey shadows
thru the room darkening the corners. On
the foot of the big bed a little girl appeared,
a dream child as beautiful as an English
day in June. Putting a tiny finger to a
rose-bud mouth she beckoned silently.
little boy appeared, a sturdy manly little
lad.
For a moment they hung there in
the soft half light, looking lovingly at the

wonderful

—

—

A

sleeping

do

He

shook his head sadly. "The
day of miracles is not yet
" he said and bowed his head on

before.
day the
his

down.

breath-taking look at their own loveliness.
Laura wore a yellow frock, palest rose
and yellow like a Marechal Neil rose, that
floated out from her slender graceful body
like smoke wreaths in a windless sky.
Her
tawny hair escaped its net in little curling
tendrils, spiraling upward in a triumphant
crown.
Her little hands pink - tipped
reached up and covered her slate-blue eyes
flecked with the high lights of dancing
sunbeams. "It cant be true," she whispered
to the clean-limbed youth at her side.
"It is true, my beautiful," he reassured
her for the hundredth time.
Step by step they went down and Oliver
leaned more heavily on the arm he had
taken in his, and began to stoop a little
Laura felt.
Her frock suddenly hung
limply around her, hampering her step,
making her awkward. At the foot of the
stairs they paused, waiting for the exclamation.
A stony silence met them, the silence of
horror not ecstasy.
Oliver smiled fatuously into their blank faces. Major Hillgrove smiled a tired happy smile.
Mrs.
Ethel
Minnett beamed a bit anxiously.
laughed, a short ugly laugh.
Oliver himself

over the pinched little face, with its
prominent teeth and impossible nose. He
tried to run his fingers thru her hair, but
it was
drawn back tight and lifeless as

"My

couple.

mother," whispered the

little

girl,

beautiful."
"Well, my father's pretty fine, I tell you,"
"
'dly answered the boy.
> stirred in her husband's arms and
vanished in the air as gently

"is

n

^me.

d

the lover,
the beloved.

—

•

:

;

;

——

;
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HIS SCREEN STAR'S SONG
s4i;i

By Lucille La Vigne

Mil

my mystic audience
give all they desire
The sparkle of my wondrous eyes,
Oh, to

il

I

Aly soul's divinest

fire

;

The magic of my sudden

Of

smile

these they never tire!

You have my

And you?

listless

hands,

My

languid, tired eyes
The sadness of my drooping mouth,
jMy mind too serpent-wise.
To you I give my weary heart

—

My

love.

.

.

Which has

You, Too,

the prize?

May Instantly

Beautify Your Eyes with

,

^'

SLOW ^lOTION
More than all else, well-defined eyebrows and luxuriant
lashes create the beaaty and expression of yonr face.
The Blight darkening', the accentuation of line and
shadow is the secret. "MAYBELLINE" makes scant
eyebrows and lasheg appear naturally dark, long- and
laxarioug. Instantly and unfailingly
the eyes appear larger.deeper
and more

brilliant.

Th3 improvement will delight you. Unlike other preparations, absolutely barmlesa

—

"You'd sure make good
in
a slow
motion reel," spluttered the indignant boss,
as he passed by.

and greaseles3.will not spread
or smear on the face or etiff en the lasbea. Used regrolarly
by beautifuJ girls and women
everywhere. Each dainty box
contains mirror and brush. Two

AT THE AIOVIE SHOW

shades Brown for Blondes, Slack
for BrunetUB. 75o AT YOUR
DEALER'3 or direct from as.
postpaid.
Accept only genuine
'•MAY BELLINE' 'and your satisfaction is assured. Tear tbia out
now aa a reminder.

By Blaine
The

learn
sport

now

can
to

I

try to look,

are coming

in.

some high

of sin
I

cartoons,
animated
and serious cartoons, etc.
Cartooning is lots of fun
and fun tliat pays
Learn cartooning at
biff money!.
liome in spare time tliis amazingly

I

—

Sfl!

— some gilded
but cannot see — some

see

quickly
oomics,

ni.ike

—

villain

he must go out.

Way/^
to Uarn
(^ %:

CARTOOiVINC^ ^
You

Bigler

to

CHICAGO

Afew Easy

^_

C.

grabs her by the throat I try
shout
But then the gink in front of me decides

MAYBELLINE CO.
4750-54 Sbendaa Road,

Douglas Falrbank

"I think I'll go into the movies,'' mused
the office sheik, after he had chatted an
hour or so with the pretty steno.

and
I

dens

society

cowboy racing over

see a

And

;

draw the plans for the
DRAFTSMEN
big film studio sets. From the blue-

prints carpenters build replicas of
ancient and modern cities to (!lve
true atmosphere. Columbia-trained Draftsmen are prepared to fill these openings. All
construction work requires draftsmen. Train
yourself in a short time
for Big Money.

girls

wide

plains so

flat

get

somewhat excited

till

he hides

Start As

behind a hat.

easy way.
for Free Book
Mail postcard or letter today for
Free Book on Cartooning.
It tells
all about this easy method perfected'
by one of America's most successful cartoonists
also is filled with interesting facts about cartooning.
Mail card TODAY!
Give Age if under 16 yciirs.

I

Room

186, 111}-151b St., H.

of Cartooning
Washington, D. C.

W.

REDUCE
YOUE BUST

figure attractive. Put on my Feather
Weight Bust Reducer, and you can measure the
reduction at once. You will be amazed at the remarkable change. If you are not

I

I

mail

send

and

money

I

it

back by return
return your

will

at once.

SEND NO MONEY

bathing
toss

A

great career is open to
Draftsmen advance
you.
quickly to Building Contractors. Construction ForeDraftsmen,
Chief
men.
Teciinical Executives, Exhigh-salpert
Designers,

—

some shy brown maidens on the
beach 'neath swaying trees,
But straightway I forget them "Let
us thru.
Excuse us please."
see

NORMAN S. SCHNEE,

—

I

Los Angeles,

weeks lie was raised
from $35 to S40.

—

Chief Courses:
Mechanical Drafting:

Machinery
Electrical

Automobile

disappears from sight.

Airplane

Radio

You

bet,

I

love

the

movies,

with

their

Architectural Drafting:
I

smiles and with their tears.
tho I've never seen a play, I've seen
milady's ears.

Apartments
Hotels, etc.
I

MME. ANNETTE.
30 N. Michigan Ave.

Dept,766.
Chicago, HL

Be a Dentist's Assistant
$25 to $50 a Week
Qualify in this fascinating uncrowded woman's field.
Learn at home.
Easy
Dignified, pleasant work.
j-j.

hours. Course is short. thorouRh and
practical. Outfit free. Tuition earned

'>0\

in a

few weeks.

No

educational re-

employment
Free
^ quirements.
Many successful graduates.
service.
Write for catalog

JK

No. T72.

McCarrie School
1

1338 S.Michigan Ave., Cbiurs,

III.

Lettering

Map

^ine
I

to

Engi-

Building.
Manufacturing,
Survci'ing and Map DrawOffice
ing never cease.
hours from 9 to 5 are yours.
There are openings in tlie

U.

S.

Government

at

?2.000

to S4,000 yearly. Columbia
training
the BOOKLESS,

—
EASIEST, SHORTEST
way — prepares you to step
into good-paying positions
alongside men with years of
experience.

—there are no confusing
test

books

—you

start

right

in

drafting

Topographical Drafting:

Jastsend yourbustmeasurement and I
will send aredocer in a plain wrapper.
Pay the postman $3.50, plus a few cents
postage. If you prefer, send $3.50 and
I will pay the postage. No C. 0. D, to
Canada. Order Now!

/

Houses
Office Buildings

And

aried assistants
neers, etc.

Cal.,

drafting position long before finisiiing course. In 6

got

see the hero swimming he will rescue
her all right
He dives behind a flapper's head and

Make your

satisfied

S35 to $75 'Weekly

beauty where the wild
and beat
only get a glimpse of her some guy
is on my feet.
a

see

waves

—

Washington School

A

Draftsman At

Send

— you need no previous

-

Drawing

training

instru-

nents and
profes-

full

aloatfits

supplied
of
aa par
the cour:

ly-

Columbia School

of Drafting, Dept. F-384,
14th at T St., N. W.. Washington, D. C.
Without obligation please send me your interesting catalog, showing the opportunities in
Draicing, a free copy of vour student paper
•THE COMPASS" and an enrollment blank.
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TRAVEL PICTURES

$500^
r
IN ONE MONTH!

By Faith Baldwin
They

drawing:

among

sit

watch the

and

audience

the

idly

play,

Are swiftly touched

to smiles or tears, yet

inwardly blase

But when the travel-pictures glow across
the silver sheet

The

J

heart

wistful

each

of

burdened with defeat.

$500 in One Month Drawing
CAREFUL, conscientious training by our

The

faculty made
trained illustrators

And knows

this

who draw

newspapers,

magazines,

Today

possible.
etc.,

pictures for

both

Earn $200 to

$500

Month and More

Present splendid opportunities in this field
Publishers buy millions of dolnever excelled.
Illuslars worth of illustrations every year.
If you like
trating is the highest type of art.
fortune.
your
make
talent
your
let
draw,
to

Learning

who

to
to

likes

illustrate

is

fascinating

to

anyone

draw.

The Federal "Master Course"

down-town

pane,
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Beeman's
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steadies the

never tread their decks,

obscure
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shop,
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nerves— its
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daily use
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places they shall never see, the streets

Strange

is
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door

the
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Lands of Everywhere.

they'll

includes illustrating, cartooning, lettering, poster
No one
designing, window card illustrating, etc.
artist is competent to give instructions in all
School
Federal
the
why
That's
these branches.
has established its "Master Course," ni which
other
No
specialist.
by
a
written
every subject is
No
school can offer a course nearly comparable.
array
an
has
such
country
other institution in the
of artists as are on the Federal Staff.

In every form
of sport,

is

.

he watches with a sigh

The
a

a

them

of

.

has seen the ships go by

men

and women

who from

clerk,

.

never tread,

and

mosques

temples,

minarets

before their eyes are spread;

The

like

desert,

a

bud of gold, unfolds

beneath their eyes,

They watch

a

snow-topped mountain

against amazing skies.

.

.

rise

.

The Federal Authors
such nationally known artists as Sid
Smith, Neysa McMein, Fontaine Fox, Charles
Livingston Bull, Clare Briggs, Norman Rockwell
Fxclusive lessons and
and over fifty others.
drawings especially prepared by them are included in the Federal Home Study Course.
include

Federal Course Gets Results

Federal School graduates have become so distinguished for their high quality work they are in
constant demand by leading publishers and commercial organizations.

Send Today for "A Road to Bigger Things"
Every young man and woman with a liking for
drawing should read this free bonk before deIt is illustrated and
ciding on their life's work.
about illustrating as a
profession and about the
famous artists who have
helped build the Federal
It also shows reCourse.
markable work by Federal
Just mail in the
students.
coupon below and we will
send you the book free.
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no

has

Life
they'll

ports

for

them,

see,

Pepsin Gum

coral reefs, the slender palm, or plains

immense and
Yet

such

never know or
free.

for a cruelly

little

while,

among

in-
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different men,-
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They're foot-loose on the highways of a

world beyond
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their ken.
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tells

know

You"ll

the

July

Motion

Picture Magazine is out when a
beautiful head of Norma Tal-

madge

looks

you from the
on the
We're particularly
at

brilliant array of colors

news-stands.

proud of our July cover.
think

it

picture,
Federal School of lUuttratine,
€76 Federal School BIdg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Address

but also an individual

portrait of this lovely girl actress

Last year the School and College Bureau
The Chicago Daily News saved many
husy parents and questioning boys and ^\t\s
both time and worry by sending them
prompt, reliable information about just the
personal reIvind of school they wanted
quirements as to location and tuition charges
being considered in each individual case.

of

—

This year many young people will again
be perplexed by the problem of finding the
right school. VVhy not let us help you?

The Chicago Daily News maintains

this

absolutely free of charge to you.
need to select a school hurriedly on
mere hearsay when expert advice can be
obtained by telephoning, writing, or calling
for a personal interview at
service

No

The Chicago Daily News

Age

Name

is

We

not only a beautiful

Offers You Its Specialized
Services in Choosing a School

School and College Bureau
.

.
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PARKERS

HAIR
BALSAM
REMOVES DANDRUFF

n>

—

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL! NOIS

SMddtHOUT
'<»>''

WPtlNKLES
WHILE VdU

STOPS HAIR FALUNC
6^

..

„^->«

used

success for more than

u'tth

\

40years

RESTORES COLOR AND
BEAUTY TO GRAY

AND FADED HAIR
60*&*l^

at all dru^^ists

HISCOX CHEMICAL WORKS

PATCHOGUE. N.Y.
'XOhon voashin^ hair aliAJa^s use
T'loreston Shattxpoo
'98

KEEP YOUR YOUTHFUL BEAUTY
Wrinkles from smilinfr. frowninj?. eye Fqtiintinpr, worryingr,
can be quickly removed. Just apply Rinkle OH et niKhl as
you apply cold cream and in the morninjr vour skin will be smooth
and dainty. Lines, wrinkles and crow's feet will go. In theirplace
will be a smooth skin without a line to mar your natural beanty.
Rinkle Oil has been used successfully In Chicago beauty
parlors for years. It is not a cream, it is not a soap, but a
etc.,

pleasant, fratrrant oil.
Don't hesifate a minute, iost send $2.00 toirether with your
name and address. Fn low directions and vou will have a smooth
skin and keep your yoMthfnl beauty.
Rinkte Oil will be mailed
to you in plain nackacre. If you prefer, you can order today and
pay postman when delivered,

WILLARD FRANCES BEAUTY PARLORS
6 North Michigan

Ave.,

Dept. 14, Chicago,

III.

;

!

;
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THE PERFECT OUTLAW
GENTLEMAN
By Ruth Overton
(An Explanation

A

propos

March

— The

MARQUIS—

DON'

to

Neiv York

Tribune,

1924, given parenthetically

2j,

beloiv.)

(We

su^^ose that the male sex

which IS the childish, artistic, credulous, romantic sex, will always cling
desjierately to the illusion that there

somewhere

the Perfect Outcreature who is at one
and the same time and
one and the
same 'person sweet as an angel tough
as hell, beautiful as Helen, harmless
as a dove, dangerous as a wildcat,
refined as J^me. Recamier, athletic
as Herculei, com-^anionahle as Falspiritual as Aurora
Leigh,
staff,
exactly as chaste as her man ha'^-^ens to he feeling himself at any
given moment, witty as Voltaire,
gullible as Simj>le Simon and a
darned good cook.
If she is religious, so much the better; she will
be respected for it.
7den may not always want to
marry her, but they always want
her to want to marry them; and they
are always ready to feel sorry about
her broken heart when they tell her
she cant. Not being able to secure
all these attributes
one person is
exists

law Lady

She Found A Pleasant Way To
Reduce Her Fat
She did not have to go

to

the

She
of diet or exercise.
found a better way, which aids the
digestive organs to turn food into
muscle, bone and sinew instead of fat.
trouble

She
Tablets,

used Marmola Prescription
which are made from the

famous Marmola prescription. They
aid the digestive system to obtain the
full nutriment of food. They will allow
you to eat many kinds of food without
the necessity of dieting or exercising.
Thousands have found that the
Marmola Prescription Tablets give
complete relief from obesity. And
when the accumulation of fat is
checked, reduction to normal, healthy
weight soon follows.

AH good drug

stores the world over sell

Marmola Prescription Tabids at one dollar
a box. Ask your druggist for them, or order
direct and they will be sent in plain wrapper^
postpaid.

MARMOLA COMPANY
238

Detroit, Mich.

Garfield Bldg.,

—a

m

,

m

of

my

I enjoy reading

it

favorite magevery month."

your
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se.x the

four numbers of

CINEMA ART
—

Contributions by leading authors
illustrated

By

the

beautifully

— handsomely printed.

Year

-

-

$3.50

35c a Copy

Ai Nevis Stands

Cinema Art Magazine,

-

I

?

Since paleolithic ages have
like visions of

let your mirror prove results
'Write Today for FREE Trial Offer.
hair need not thin out, nor need yoa
S'becomebald, for there is a way to destroy
/ the microbe that destroys the hair. This
different method will stop thinningout of the
hair, lifeless hair, remove dandruff, darken

J Then

or Increasinff baldness,
firray
JUEL DENN
by strenorthening and prolonping life of the hair for men and women.
Send your namo now before it is too late for 15 dav^' free trial offer.
hair or threatened

AYMESC0..3932N.RobeySt.,

M-3B0,

Chicago

WE

t

not

]\IAN?

worshipping eyes

;

He must

be

as

as

bold,

daring as

;

Bill

Hart;
primitive as Louis Wolheim
must have the mirth and grace

Of Douglas Fairbanks
Must

yield

him homage

He must have
Of — let us saj-

$60 weekly in your spare
show cards. No canvassing
instruct you by our new
simple Directograph System, supply you with
work and pay you cash each -week. Write
today for full particulars and free booklet.
WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE LIMITED
Authorized Capital $1,250,000.00
Toronto, Cani
69 Colborne Building,
$1 5 to

mandolinist..4 little consistent practice quickly
puts you on the road to mastery of the instrument. And what results attend that mastery
It opens to you a place in every glee club and
stringed orchestra. It brings you a new and
greater personal popularity. It opens the way
to consistent earnings. It is a never-failing
comrade in hours of loneliness.
I

Many Delightful Types

supremacy. Their durability, their
wonderful tone quality, their resonance, liave been rendered even more
perfect by the new "Air Cushion
Resonator"
the greatest development in banjo history!

the clean, boyish adoration
;_

;

all.

Write today for FREE Catalog
on instrument you desire. Make
your choice then a week's FREE
trial in your own home. Easy
monthly payments, if desired.
The coupon will bring von full
particulars. Mail it TODAY

LYON<:&HEAIY
Inc.
( Wasltburn Stringed
Instrument Division)
Est. 1864 .
Dealers — Desirable territory

CHICAGO

Clif

of

!

Where we win

out, Sir

fact
That e'en

face

KNOW

—

available
Mail for Free Book!

still

Adolphe IMenjou.
must have the sensibility

in

ukulele. "Washburn" means supreme
in quality and singing tone. The
price range is exceptionally wide
S20 to S150 for Mandolins and
Guitars. $29 to S-150 for Banjos. $15
to S30 for Ukuleles— but the

I

Hunter
must have the burning passion
Of Lowell Sherman; still
He must have the homely faithfulness
Of Thomas Meighan more,
He must place us queen o'er many thrown

— he

Whether the instrument you desire
be mandolin or banjo, guitar or

;

!

— Glenn

6 Days* FREE Trial

are present in

;

He

"Chariot"

We

;wash-

same tone quality and durability

and
In courtliness even Lewis Stone

As
And

can make
YOU
time writing

t^he

You do not have to be born a

^^Washbum^^ Banios
Equally Supreme

aside
coldly as

or soliciting.

offers its rich gifts.

The same unrivaled excellence that has made
the "Washburn" Mandolin the world's standard,
gives to "Washburn" Banjos an equal

The towering physique of "Lefty"' Flynn
The intellectuality of John Barrj-more

He

lYonr

Simple to Play ^o yo.u

—

He must have the bold,
O Ramon Novarro

As

Hair 15 Days

Master craftsmen carve the "Washburn" by
hand, graduate it with painstaking care to
those wonderful proportions that make it truly
sing. The result is an instrument so perfect, so
thrillingly sweet in tone that it stands as the
"Stradivarius" among mandolinsl

wonder

OUR

Dreamed

Philadelphia, Pa.

Jry This on Your

"I havefound the Washburn Mandolin absolutely the most satisfactory and perfect after
20 years' experience in vaudeville and concert
work all over the world. Cannot be belter!"

childish, artistic,

Credulous, romantic one

JUST TO GET ACQUAINTED
Send One Dollar and receive the next

Mandolinist,
Says of the

The hand-fashioned Style A "Washburn" Is
without doubt the supremo mandolin, but in all
"Washburn" Mandolins. Mandolas, and Mandocellos, even those most moderately priced, are a
sweetness of tone, a sturd\' excellence of quality,
that are unequaled.

NORMA TALMADGE says:
"Cinema Art is one

De Pace,
Premier,

men

^erha^s tvhat leads so many
into polygamy.)

azines.

Bernardo

of

DON,

lies

ever\thing,

OUR MAN

in

the
\\

64-94 Jack.son Blvd., Chicago
Please send me full details of your Easy Payment Plan and handsome 40-page Book on
the instrument checked below:

n
n
n

E

in his dear human frame
holds
All these mystic qualities and our zvholc
zcorld beside!

—

and

LYON & HEALY

Washburn Banjos
Washburn Mandolins
Washburn Guitars and Ukuleles

Name.
Address
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Comment on OtKer
Proauctions
(Continued from page 57)

INECTO
^ RAPID
Q'ayliair Vanished
in fifteen minutes
TIic luw American Iiurlo Tlarid is K\iarantct'd lo I'lilor iiatmally gray, faded or
streaked hair any desired sliade in 15 minutes and to preserve all its Ix auty and texture. The results are permanent, cannot be
detected from Nature's colorins even under
a microscope. Ineeto Rapid. Xotox, comes
in IS shades, from railiant hlonde to raven

the shade that suits you itidividually.

Inc.

New York,

Name

II

this

pic-

climbed to the high places.

He

the heights.
And the sensitive Barthelmcss reaches the
zenith of his art in an admirably limpid
portrait.
It is a portrait which registers
with cameo clearness, and as he draws on
his emotional reserve, he also scales the
heights.
different Barthelmess surely.
Alay McAvoy may walk on the high places,
too, in her study of the girl. She sacrifices
intervals when she becomes radiant in the
eyes of her lover. There are few actresses
who would perform such a sacrifice. These
two players have submerged their personalities in their respective roles.
It is
an earnest on their part to record faithful
characterizations and by recording them
they establish themselves as sincere artists.
scale

A

N.

Oeutlcmen
Please send me gratis, full details of Inccto Itapld
and the "Beauty Analysis Chart," form L-C.

Ill

lies

its

which no director can

SEND NO MONEY

St.,

simplicity,

has used discretion and repression.
He
demonstrates a fine sensitiveness, without

Just send us your name oji the coupon
and "c will mail you full details and our
Beauty Analysis Cliart enabling .vou to find

INECTO,

a picture the appeal of which

is

its

John Robertson, who directed

an application the hair may be permanently
waved or given any other hair

West 46th

beautifies

humanity, and its
spirituality.
It sends forth a comforting
glow and a kind thought
Josephine Lovctt's adaptation of Pinero's
play is compact with humanities, and she
sticks to the theme.
It is told simply and
forcefully with no digressions from the
plot.
The principal setting is a snug little
English wayside cottage as unpretentious
as its story, yet as redolent of charm.
in

ture, has

It does not affect the hair or its growth.
Never rubs off anrl Ihe color Is not
alfcctcd
by sliampoolnK. sunshine, salt
w.atcr, liusslan or Turki.sh iiaths.
After

33-35

It

and

—

black.

treatment.

sight which colors drabness
ugliness.

mill

—

PERSONAL
Appearance
Js

It

is

Bow-

KnockKnced men and
worn en bo t h
youngand old, will

be glad to hear
that 1 have now
ready for market
my newappliance,
which will successfully straifihten. witiiin a sliort

time, bow-lepgcdncss and knock-

kneedlegs, safely, quickly and permanently, without
pain, operation or discomfort.
vVill not interfcrowith
your daily work, being worn at night. My new "I.imStraitner," ModellS.U.S. Patent, is easy to adiiist; its
result will save you soon from further humiliation, and
improve your personal api)earance 100 percent.
Write today formvfreecopy righted physiological and
anatomical book, wliich tells you how to correct bow
and knock-kneed legs, without any obligation on your
part.
En.:lose a dime for postage.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST

BIN H AMTON. N. Y.

977-L, Ackerman Bu ding
i:

.<9

One

&.

,

^
'most

will

Wild Or.\nges

ever the key-note
Leggecl

it

transport you

now more than

of success.

And

an enchanting picture.

will

find

lot

adapted
Hergesheimcr.
answers the demand for something different
even tho its plot skeleton is nothing, but
frank melodrama. What we like about it
is its compact action and its clearly defined
characterization.
Because there are only
five characters, there is no beating about
the bush in reaching climaxes.
The situations as a result have a meaning.
Novelty
picture,

Why

freckles

let

Domino
Yes

Freckle

in

the

locations

— the

complexion?

This remarkable, exquisitely perfumed cream
applied merely with the fingertips and allowed
to remain over night.
Every woman who has

Domino Freckle Cream finds that It not
only removes the freckles, blemishes and brown
spots, but refines and beautifies the texture of
tried

the skin as well.

Don't let the sun and wind wreak havoc with
your complexion. Use Domino Freckle Cream
now. Our guarantee of satisfaction backed by a
v5lO,000 deposit in the Producers and Consumers
Bank of Philadelphia, insures the return of your
money on request if you are not surprised and
delighted with the results.

Get Domino Freckle Cream at your favorite
store today.
If they haven't it in stock, send
^1.00 to Domino House, Dept. F-2S6, 26^ South
Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

\-JhVUWih\^i
By Note

Wlili or wiihouc music.
Siuirt Oourse,
or Ear.
.\tlult heginiicrs tauclit by mail.
No teacher required.
Self-InsiruciioM Course for Advanced Pianists.
Learn 67
styles of Bass, 180 Syncopated Eflfects, Blue Harmony.
Oriental, Cliime, Movie and Cafe Jazz, Trieic Endings,
('leter Breaks, Space Fillers. Sai Slurs. Triple Bass,
Wicked Harmony. Blue Obligato, and 247 other Subjects,
Including Ear Playing. 110 pages of REAL Jazz. 25,000
words.
A Postal brings our FREE Special Offer.

Waterman Piano School. 253 Superba Theatre

Bldg.

Los Angeles. Calif.

WRITE FOR THE MOVIES
Ideas for niovine piclure playa wanted by producers.
for accepted material.
Submit idea.s
~ prices paid
I Big
in ajiy form at once for our immediate examlnalion.
Or write for FUEE IMIOTOPI-AY BOOKLET and details of our service to Authors.

m

Suite

L

601 N

Bristol Building,

New York

MANICURE for quirk'- Complpt?
money.

cjisy

for

Work

yourself or oUuts.

Course

RIG CASH INCOMK
DAILY. Sliort course
teaches
you
in
1
week. Instruction

guaranteed or money
refunded.
Course by
return mail.

incrvLJt, wept.

c-^B4, 2728 13th Street, N.W.,Washington, D.C,

backgrounds

—

being Georgia swamp land as
maritime shots along the shore.

well

as

WRITE /%e MOVIES
PRODUCERS WANT IDEAS

carries tense action may
be appreciated in the conflict when a seafaring man puts in to a remote spot on
the Georgia coast.
He comes in contact
with a strange family of three, a girl, an

That the

your

will erase freckles quickly.

night.

is

—

enters

spoil

Cream

— almost over

New &eain

BRISTOL PHOTOPLAY STUDIOS

of appeal in this
from a story by Joseph
it
In the
first
place,
a

IHssolve Them With

plot

Motion Picture plays.
Big prices paid on
Submit your ideas in any form for
immediate examination.
Send for FREE BOOKLET
'From Photoplay Plot to Screen*'
Explains our Service to Writers
for

acceptance.

EARLE PHOTOPLAY STUDIOS

man and a homicidal maniac, wanted
for murder.
Several of the scenes offer
spine-shivering incidents especially in the
sailor's vivid fight with the madman.
aged

Suite

607-N

Earie Building,

New York

—

One

%iipmiiilt
The new Gibson Mastertone, now
being adopted by leading professionals like Charles McNeil of the famous
llsham Jones Orchestra, pictured
r here, is the one banjo
which combines the snap and "pep" required
with big volume, exceptional carrying power, and a really musical
quality of tone. Easiest to play because of Gibson's exclusive features.
Free Trial; Easy Payments!
Write today; mentioninstrument; mandolin-banjo; tenorbanjo; cello-banjo; guitar-banjo; mandolin; mandola;
guitar;
inando-ceUot
mando-bass.
.

GIBSON, INC., 2623 Parsons

St.,

Kalamazoo. Mich.

STRINGED INSTRUMENTS
IVorlds jjadinq O^lamifacturers

I

100

forgets that it is all fiction in the
in which the scenes grip the imagination.
Charles A. Post as the brute
also aids in lending this note of reality.
His work approaches the villainous types

manner

made famous by Ernest Torrcnce.
want a picture of punch, here

recommend

it

If
is.

you

We

Railway Mail
U/ANTED-l
$1600
$2300
Common
wok
VV
to

socoril

nt.

Wri

otr-.full

IMMEDIATELY

pay.
p

Clerks

Year. Every

education

siifflci-

for I.celist of Government positions

to men and women and schedule showine dates and
places" of cominc examinations In your locality.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE.

Dept. K254.

ROCHESTER. N.

Y.

for jaded goers.

it

The Uninvited Guest
Down

to

the sea in a diving suit goes

Flynn to fight off sharks, an octopus or two and to rescue the heroine.
It is frank melodrama, the appeal of which
is
found in its novel background.
The
novelty enters in the submarine views being
Lefty

—

developed in natural colors. And the beauty
of the tropical undersea vegetation, fish
and coral formations furnishes a colorful
touch which must be seen to be appreciated.
The backgrounds are much more vital than

You can

earn $15 to J50 & weefc writing shoT7
cards in your own home. No canvassing.— A
pleasant profitable profession easily and quickly
learnt by ournew Bimple graphic block system,
Artistic ability not necessary.— We teacn you
how, and supply you %vith work— Distance /W
object. Full partirnlars and booklet free.

I

—

WILSON METHODS LIMITED— DEPT.
64 East Rirbmonil, Toronto. Canada.
mLiuuijmiiuiuuuuiuuumuuuiuuuKmm«m«u..«u.i«H.i.
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the plot a thing of little consequence in
SO far as making screen history is concerned.

Instant— Natural Beauty
You can have that charm and beauty of complexion—face, neck and arms that makes so

many women

with the fortunes of a young
a castaway. The ne'er-do-well
sponge diver rescues her and aids in
establishing her identity
and his reforma-

girl

TRY

who

is

—

effected eventually. The story is at
its best in its tropical scenes.
When the
figures return to civilization, it becomes
just another movie.
The picture serves in
introducing some picturesque settings, also
a newcomer in Jean ToUey, a muchphotographed girl of the bill-boards and
the magazine covers.
Her personality is
pleasing even if her acting is immature.
tion

Brunette,White,Flesh-Pink,Rose-Red

Magnolia

Balm
LIQUID

Face and Toilet POWDER
7S Years Wonderful Success
TRIAL OFFER

is

On

My

Fifth Street

STATEJraiXT OF THE OWNERSmP, lUNAOESIENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.. REQUIRED BY THE

ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24,
TION PICTURE MAGAZINE, puljlishcd

1912,

of

MO-

MONTHLY

at

Jamaica, N. Y., for April 1, 1924. State of N":EW YORK.
County of QUEENS. Before me, a NOTARY PUBLIC
In and for tho State and county aforesaid, personally
appeared DUNCAN A. DOBIE. JR.. who, having been
duly sworn according to law, deposes and says that he
the VICE-PRESIDENT of the MOTION PICTURE
MAGAZIOT; and that the following is, to the best 6f his

is

knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownersiiip,
management (and if a daily paper, tlie circulation), etc.,
the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the
above caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912,
443, Postal Laws and Regulations,
printed on the reverse of this form, to wit 1. That tlie
names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing
Putilislier,
are:
and
business
managers
editor,
BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS, INC., 175 DUFFIELD
Editor, ADELE WHITEI.Y
ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
FLETCHER, 175 DUFFIELD ST., BROOKLY'N, N. Y.
Managing Editor, ADELE WHITELY FLETCHER, 175
DUFFIELD ST., BROOKLY'N, N. Y'. Business Manager, DUNCAN A. DOBIE, JR.. 175 DUFFIELD ST.,
BROOKLYN, N. Y. 2. That tlie owners an-: (Give names
and addresses of individual owners, or. if a corporation,
give its name and the names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of the total
amount of stock.) EUGENE V. BREWSTER, 175 DUFCARLETON E.
PIEI,D ST.. BROOKLYN, N. Y.
of

embodied in section

she duplicates the order in pictures.
Hartley Manners is also the author of this
work and he very obviously tried to
duplicate the success of the first opus, and
in some instances duplicated the situations.
However, the screen "Happiness" is an
interesting picture, possessing both smiles
and tears, and King Vidor has supplied
some original touches in treating the story

on the screen.

Miss Taylor is charming, but at times
displays a tendency to overplay her role
of the errand girl who is befriended by a
bored society woman. This tendency is to
be noted ainong other members of the cast,
notably Cyril Chadwick and Edith Yorke.
Pat O'AIalley's performance is a fine credit
to him, and Hedda Hopper is also worthy
of praise.

:

BREWSTER, BAYSHORE, LONG ISLAND.

3.

That

the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security
holders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of total
amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are:
NONE. 4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockliolders, and security
liolders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders
and security holders as tiiey apiiear upon the books of
the company but also, in cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of the company
as trustee or in any other tlduciary relation, the name of
the person or corporation for whom such trustee is acting,
is given; also that the said two paragraplis contain statements embracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to
the circumstances and conditions under wbieli stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon tho
books of the company as trustees, hold stock and securities
in a capacity other tlian that of a bona fide owner; and
this afllant has no reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any interest direct or
Indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other securities than
as so stated by liim.
5.
That the average numtier of
copies of each issue of tliis publication sold or distributed,
thru the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during
tlie si.K months preceding the date shown aliove is
(This information is required from daily publications
only.)
A. DOBIE. JR. Sworn to and subscribed
before me this 24lh dav of ^rarcb, 1924. E. M. HEINE30tb. 1924.)
JL\NN. (Mv commission ctpires
.

.

DUNCAN

MARCH

.

entire

Rubber Garments
Bandeau
bust, in

rubber

to reduce the

cream colored
.

.

$5.00

prize play hasn't
prize picture by any

Send Jor

Illustrated booklet

Dr. Jeanne M. P. Waller
389 Fifth Avenue, New York

Breath tablet instantly over-

—

mouth

in the

Cigars or cigarettes

or stomach.
may cause it,

decaying food, unhealthy gums, certain foods or a stomach disorder.
No beauty, no charm can offset it.
Now dainty people, before anyclose contact, eat a May Breath
tablet.
The pocket box is always
carried with them.
instantly

It

overcomes offensive

odors and substitutes the odor of
spring.

Before you dance, before you talk
with people, always eat a May
Breath. Then your breath becomes
an added charm, instead of a possible offense.

This dainty practice will become

been made into a
here, but it
sound interesting

—

when you

May

means

has been made into a
study of small town smugness thus carrying on in its shadowy form what the author
conveyed in the original. No other director
is capable of fashioning truthful slices of
revealed in narrow communities
life as
with half the dramatic flair of William de
Mille.
Here he shows us a story of a
young New Englander's revolt against the
puritanical conventions of his environment.
It is a frigid atmosphere which is revealed
here an atmosphere which refuses to
thaw.
And the hero, a returned soldier,
cannot reconcile himself to work after a
hectic adventure on the battle-fields of
Flanders.
He is an idler, but he is the
favorite of his mother.

try

it

once.

Breath

A modern mouth wash

in candy tablet form.
Designed to deodorize the breath. Carry with
you.
In 10-cent and 25-cent boxes at al! drug
stores and drug departments.
May Breath is not yet available for
Canadian distribution.

10>CENT
Insert your

BOX FREE

name and

address, mail to

MAY BREATH COMPANY

—

Dept. M-lOO, 1104 South

Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO
And

a box will be sent you free.

The director
humor when at

strikes a note of ironic
the scene of the old lady's
death, the other children arc parked in the
detailed
this
traditional
parlor
(finely
parlor) awaiting to see how they fare in
ihe will. The young scapegrace is ordered
to work for the orphan of the homestead
who is left the estate. And eventually
takes up his duties willingly when the spark

of romance
is

vitality

is

drab
and

—

manifested.
in

is

places

—but

soars with

intelligently treated.

—

Sym-

for the characterization
and an
ai)preciation
for
its
values
marks de
Mille's work here.
The picture is played

with
Di.x,

capable understanding by Richard
Lois Wilson and Alice Chapin. What

we recommend

is

the direction.

de Mille sticks to his theme
it with restraint.
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9

— and
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tory in the world by our
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notice

it

while you enjoy the use of this wonderful machine.

FREE BOOK OF FACTS
riters

William

Act Today 1
Mail

handles

Coupon
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and also valuable informatio

5
Year
Guarantee

Love Letters

.

Perpair,$7.00 Es.high,$9.00«

lies

it

a habit

A

Neck and Chin Reducer, $3.50
2.f
.
.
Chin Reducer

nklets, for reducing and
haping the ankles. Send
mble vieasuretncnt.

in the hreath

comes offensive breath. No matter
what the cause is. No matter where

Icebound

It

REDUCE YOUR FLESH
bodv with
arms,
bust
the
DR. WALTER'S

AMay

Heart" with "Happiness" and

now

Brooklyn, N.Y.

or

At once

the stage Laurette Taylor followed

"Peg O'

LYON MFG. CO.

legs,

Spring Odors

Happiness

If yoo have never used Magnolia
Balm, the favorite of beautiful
women for 75 years, send us 4c
in stamps for a Trial Bottle, or 6c
for two colors. Besure to mention color or colors wanted.

34 So.

deals

It

attractive.

eruptions, sunburn, freckles, tan.
IT.
Entrancing, lasting fragrance.
Sold by all dealers, or direct from us, 75c
postpaid. 4 colors.

Removes

—

That ancient bromide Be Careful What
You Write, It May Be Used Against You
will come to mind after one has wit-

—

nessed this picture.
It features a packet
of letters carried around by an ancient
"sheik" who has the goods on a silly

—

Shipman Ward

Mfg. Company
A^i'L

Stlipman Building

Montrose

&

Please send mo
a copy of your
free book of facts,
explaining barcr^n offer.

Ravenswood

Aves., Chicago

Name
St.

and

No

City
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woman and a girl about to jump
into the matrimonial yoke.
The s. m. \v.
penned her letters before the marital knot
married

was

tied.

this story

There

is

nothing moving about

—but the melodramatic urge must

be obeyed.
So a climax is introduced
with the "sheik" expressing the old stuff
"If you dont meet me at midnight, I'll

show the
Comes

letters."

the familiar complications resulting in the murder of the "rake" by a
man of mystery who is dragged in for the
purposes of suspense.
It transpires that
he is the brother of the woman the "rake"
has discarded.
The good features of this
picture are its short length and a fairly
compact action. Shirley Mason is the indiscreet correspondent
the engaged girl,

—

Alma

while

more

Francis has

to

worry

about, being a dutiful wife.

Dr. Lawton's Guaranteed

My

FAT REDUCER

the capitalization of the
self-made man who forges ahead by sheer
will-power and a dominating personality.
It is one of the last stories written by the

show reduction taking place
money refunded

—

in

—

11 days or

YOU DO

late George
Randolph Chester and reminds us of the days when political dramas
Being a onewere extremely popular.

Gently jDanipulate the fatty parts with the
Reducer a few minutes night and niornin;^.
Break up fatly tissue into waste matter which
Is carried out of t!ie body by organs of elimination.
Lose 10 to 100 ijuinids.
Reduce any part of tlie body.
Reduce quicltly. safely, permanently.
Use a Reducer made of soft rubber and weighing
but a few ounces.
Follow a mciliod endorsed ljy physicians and
thousands of satisfied users.
Receive the Reducer in plain wrapper, C. O. D.,
or on receipt of $3.75 plus 20 cents postage.

character study, there is nothing of suspense nor surprise revealed.
It is planted
very early that the political boss is a
diamond in the rough, but the sponsors
have wisely refrained from making him
a caricature of the familiar ward-heeler.
He crushes his enemies and wins the girl
after a mild conflict.
It lacks movement,

YOU DON'T

originalit}',

—

—

The Reducer

DR.

is

guaranteed.

Send for

it

on

today.

THOMAS LAWTON

West 70th

19

—
—

and action and is
wholly
But on the credit
side is its suggestion of restraint
and a
performance by Dustin Farnum. He plays
the
self-made man
with
fairly
good
incident
conventional.

Exercise Take Medicines Starve yourself
meager diets or use electrical appliances.

Street, Dept. 6,

authority.
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— here referred to
Paradise" — as a background
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—WON'T RUB OFF!
Just a touch of wonderful new waterproof liquid
gives the eyela.shes a beautiful new silky lustre, a delicate iia.tural wave, and darkening them, makes them
appear nearly twice as long as they really are.
This amazing new liquid is easily and quickly applied, and positively will not run, rub off or smear
even from tears.
It is called Lashbrow Liquid and
costs but a few cents at all good drug aiid department
stores.

purposes we will
generous supply of
include a trial size
of anotiier Laslibrow product, Laslibrow Pomade, which
quickly stimulates the growth of the brows and lashes.
Clip this announcement, enclose 10c to cover cost of
pa<-king and shippin;^'. and send it at once to LASH*
BROW LABORATORIES, INC., Dept. 186. 417 Canal
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Introductory

send

you free

And we
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Per Book
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Each book contains 50 perfect little name cards, size
1-?4X^4. in genuine leather case. Choice

A perfect
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name card. Name in Old English type.
Price complete 50e. Send stamps, coin
or money order. Satisfaction guaranteed
As^nt! [f anted,
or money refunded.
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Plots accepted any form ; revised, critiAdvice
cized, copyrighted, marketed.
free. Universal Scenario Corporation, 204
iSecurity Bldg., Santa Monica and Western Avenue, Hollywood, California.
Publishers

I

Popular Scenario

Writer

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE COPY
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as

Griffith

perform

nicely.

Ride For Your Life
all the wild and woolly
were placed end to end, how
many times would they encircle the globe
or would they reach to Mars? "Ride For
Your Life" inspires such a query because it

Question:

Western

MnHFV
mUnCI

tocbed to every ring

If

particular

to

distinguish

SEND TODAY.

Dept.

Genuine Koa Wood

i^^%^W^

Learn to Play
In One Hoar!

Teaches you

appears as an indolent
rancher who poses as a bandit to win the
girl
Laura LaPlante. For our part, we
much prefer the semiburlesque Westerns
that the Gibson has been appearing in and
which were initially contrived for him by

—

skilful

scenario writer, George

Hull.

The Vagabond

Trail

Well, here's the one-hundred-per-cent.
hero again in a typical dime-novel story.
Such a hero can do no wrong. He punishes
the guilty because Providence has endowed

—

to play in

Onehourl

^^%!^

by
popular
our am- "iZTirrTLT'^^i
°^,'„"j"„;>**'

I

Be
Pla?

i«t*-ci-

copyright course.
No months
of practice just one hour.

—

for course
outfit. On^
arrival deposit with postman only J2.98 pluB^
B few pennies postage.
We guarantee comsatisjaction
or
plete
money refunded Send now?

FERRY & CO, 75 W.Van Buren, Dept. a 152
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FREOCLES
Now

Is

the Time to Get Rid of These
tigly

Spots

There's no loncer the slightest need of feeldouble
ing ashamed of your freckles, as Othine
strength is guaranteed to remove these homely

—

—

spots.
get an ounce of Othine from any
or Department Store and apply a little of
night and morning and you should soon see
that even the worst freckles'have begun to disappear, while the lighter ones have vanished
eiirirely.
It is seldom that more than an ounce
is needed to completely clear the skin and gain a
beautiful, clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double-strength Othine,
as this is sold under guarantee of money back
if it fails to remove freckles.

Simply

Drug

it

Get Rid
of Your

FAT

Free Trial Treatment
Sent on request. Ask for my "pay-whenreduced" offer.
I have successfully reduced thousands of persons, often at the
rate of a pound a day, without diet or
exercise.
Let me send you proof at my
expense.

DR. R.
Stale of New York.

NEWMAN,
28B

Licensed Physician,

Fifth Ave.. M. V.,

Gibson

most
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finish Hawaiian Ukulele, Sweet ringnn^
^
*-®^^w^*°"^,-.. Given free with Short-Cut
,^^^ Ukulele Instruction Course.

it

dreds of others.
It has big holes in its
story and the scenario certainly wasn't constructed by an expert or if the writers
were experts they were having bad days.

that

sell.

Ukulele ^
Free!
^ "^"^ ^

from hundreds of others which have preceded it. In fact, it isn't so good as hun-

Hoot

wo

RICHWINE CO.

E.

19 West Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO. ILL.
Sole Importers Genuine CorodiU Diamonda

films

nothing

has

you and your friends can tell the difference send it back, you
won't be out a single penny. That's fair enoueb It you keep the
ring the price printed here is allyou pay. Remember C0R0D1TE3
alone have the same facet cutting as Genuine Stopea.
- S2.84
No. 1 Lodiea Solitaire 14K Gold Filled Rine No. 2 Ladies Pierced Filigree 4 Post Rioir. Plat, effect S4.19
53.96
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.
. $3.54
Solitaire
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53.68
No. 7 Mens Heavy Belcher 14K Gold Filled RioB$4.28
No. 8 Mens Massive Hand Carved HexaKon Gypsy .
Carat Size Gems. Beautiful. Hand Carved and Engraved
Mountings of most modern design bearing an unqaalified 20 year
guarantee. Art Leather. Silk Lined Gift Case Free with each ring.
Ke.p your money right at home. Just
^FHD nu
Nft
«Cnil
^^^^ name, address and number of ring
wanted and size as shown by slipof paper fitting end to end around
finger joint and your ring will come hv return mail. Deposit amount
shown above with postman. You do not risk a penny as our
binding legal guarantee to refund your money In full ia atIf
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this

adaptation of Robert W. Service's work
possesses a lively interest and a sustaining
degree of suspense that make for a most
enjoyable
entertainment.
The story is
deftly handled and tho exceedingly melodramatic, furnishes surprises and thrills
thruout its length.
Acting honors belong
to Clara Bow who, in less than a year,
has gained a name for herself that promises
to be big indeed before long.
.\s the girl
of the Paris underworld, she contributes a
characterization that is both truthful and
alluring.
Kenneth Harlan, Carmel Myers

and Ray

TTuise

NoFREE
lUoney^
Send and
Ukulele

New York
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it
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play
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living
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aifference. Prove this yourself
_.
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.
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If
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initf TPQT
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mHnb
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Cultivate

Your Beauty
made the most of your possibilities? Have you a youthful apnearance.
rlear complexion, clear, sparkling eyes,
pretty eyebrows and lashes, gi-aceful neck
and chin, luxuriant hair, attraotive hands?
You can relieve large pores, wrinkles, lines,
pimples, blackheads, strenethen safrCTQ? facial
muscles'-all through following our simple directions.
Thousands have done so. No drags, no
big expense and quick results. Send for latest
beauty hints--an free. Write today
Flave you
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him with

a strong right

arm

— and

'5jf~ir9?r'

left.

He

bobs up like Frank Merriwell and Fred
Fearnot to rescue the damsel in distress.
Charles Jones, who stars here, takes himself and the plot seriously. As a result, his
effort to appear convincing acts as a
boomerang.
Such a story should have
been burlesqued. There is every indication
that it was "plotted" as it progressed

and the
exposed

you
•>H

exposed in the last reel
a subtitle announcing the
villain as the long-lost brother of the hero.

The

plot

latter

him.
where.

is

—

thru

A

had turned vagabond to find
which never gets any-

picture

Flowing Gold

We

are treated
of a conventional pattern.
to another dose of overnight millionaires
trying to live up to their new wealtli.
Probably every amateur writer would inject just such incident in just such a story.

The

picture

was made "on

the spot" and

concludes in a terrific storm in which the
This
oil derricks are struck by lightning.
thrilling
stuff,
is
but when hero and
heroine emerge from the episode the}' appear as if they had just stepped from their
dressing-rooms. Anna Q. Nilsson, Alilton
Sills, Alice Calhoun and Crauford Kent
render convincing performances and lift up
the action.

now, probably, in a last attempt to realize
on whatever investment it represents.
It
was made in that day when Paramount
was trying to make a star of Walter Hiers,
and in this effort to do so the boy was
surrounded by a distinctly inferior cast.

The

story concerns honest country folk
and crooks from the city, a theme which,
if
memory serves aright, has been employed consistently in pictures and plays
for the last fifty years.
The balloon ascension, the highlight of Rome, Missouri's

Week

done

is

The

in the States

in

citizens

miniature and fails
of all the Romes

have seen better

stuff.

The Ph.xntom Horsem.\n

Hour

—and

AT ONCE.

Harmonious Chords

Here is your chance to get in the swim— to leam to play the most fascinating of all instruments, the Hawaiian Guitar, Just a* tho Hawaiian* do, and in an amazingly short time
Our method is so simple, plain and easy that you begin a piece your first lesson. In half
an hour you can plav itl Tnousands of successful students prove this to be true. It is quite
astonishms to find the ease with which you can master the Hawaiian Guitar—no matter how
little your Knowledge of music may be you can positively leam to
- -play by our plain and easy method.

Expert Hawaiians Teach You to Quickly Master
Their Secrets of This Fascinating Music
The instructions you receive from such world famous exports
asLawrenceKalaluki, Walter Kolomoku, Frank Ferrer, Carl Seville
and others are invaluable. No othorConservatorj- can ovon boSin to give you the expert teaching and knowledge you gam
.rough U3. And remember, while it is conceded thai the Hawaiian
Guitar produces the sweetest music, yet its mastery by you will
be simple and quick, since there are

0NLY4EASYM0TI0NS
—

to leam to be able to play any music popular, dance, classical,
native Hawaiian airs, or old time melodies and hymns. Just
think of it! You nsod novor havo road a musical not*
in your life!
For that matter, even though you haven't the
slightest

too

knowledge of any musical instrument wo suaranto play just like the Hawaiiansl

totaachyouhow

A Complete Conservatory Course!
understood

Never before has such a complete and easily
Conservatory Course in Hawaiian Guitar been offered. We
are able to grant you this opportunity of quickly teaming
how to play the Hawaiian Guitar through acquiring the
services of real Hawaiians to teach you.
How well this has been accomplished is proved by ther
is the only Consorvatory
taaehins
exactly as played by the Haw
our good fortune as well as ours, that these
Native Masters of Hawaiian Guitar came to
this Conservatory to teach and best of all

fact that this

Hawaiian Quitar

'

It is >

Everything

When sou enroll as ^udent in thisConser\'atory you recen-e FREE a handsome, sweet
tonedGenuineHawaiianCuitar-valued.itSIS.OO
52 especially arranged lessons and 52 carefully selected pieces of music, as well as all
necessary picks. Steel Playing Bar, etc
There is nothinc extra to_bux,Vevery-

—

thing

is

conventional, orthodox patterns that the
majority of companies which produce
them operate on the theory that they are
always in demand. Most everj- other form
of dramatic idea has shown some signs of
progress.
Not so the Western, except
when Hoot Gibson or Tom Mix see something in it that could be burlesqued or
satirized.
This one lacks ingenuity of plot
and bears all the earmarks of being written
hurriedly and just as hurriedly produced.
It features a mj-sterious night rider, a loan
shark who holds the ever-present mortgage
on the girl's home, and a galloping sheriff.
There is the absurd romantic note of selfsacrifice
which is in vain here because of
the outlaw's ultimate confession.

—

indication

that it has been haphazardly produced is noticeable in the settings.
The locale is a mining camp of
crude huts and shacks yet it boasts a bank
that could fit a town the size of Poughkcepsie. Jack Hoxie is the star. Exteriors
are so easy to capture nowadays that

—

Westerns must feature story values as well

furnished-

a SEND£TODM
ofthia remarkable course —simpry fill
in the coupon, mall to us and we'U
gladly send you full details of our
coniptele Conwrvatoo' Courseand

i

FRCS Hiw«[lan Qirttar Offarl
We know you will not let another day

by without en roll ins asa student in

S>b ConMrvatory, onceyou learn how
quickly ftfid easily you can master thi;
most popular of all instruments — tnc

-^

HawauaoGuitar— Somali th* Coupon NOW__
First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, ...w,
D*pt. 41»
233 Broadway (Woolworth BIdO N. V.
Specie! Courses

—

VIOLIN.

Under Famous Te.Tchers: TFNOR. BANJO
BANJO-UKULELE and UKULFLt-:

SptdaJ arrangemcnta

for /t

Corns

Western melodramas have become such

An

You Walked Out."

All the Late Songf and
"Stella," "Louisville Lou."
Dance Hits. You can play First Selection in Half an

.1

For a long time "Fair Week" reposed in
producing company's vault where it
had been condemned to die, unseen bj' the
American public. It has been brought out

thrill.

Your Set, Play
"Ten Ten Tennessee,"

the IVTost Popular IMember of

**When

We Furnish

Week

the

Fair

rIflV/flllftri

C'ciO

—

Fair

to

ll<d

Because Our Native Hawaiian
Instructoi^ Will Show You How!
Be

Speaking of oil, here is a melodrama
concerning a Southwestern rush which, tho
not so exciting as the Washington melodrama, is nevertheless interesting and at
odd moments thrilling and amusing. Rex
Beach, who wrote it, tried to duplicate the
success of his Alaskan story, "The Spoilers" and didn't quite succeed. The yarn is

J 'wr"~"i~

TaaBRT'**'"'***"*" /kjir-wT^

Never Use a Knife!

BEAUTYPEEL

"unmasks your
M^ MZt^^^^ I Il-d:,!^
'HIDDEN- BEAUTV't
CREATES BEAUTIFUL COMPLEXION BY PEELING OFF
tan, freckles, blemishes, pimples, blackheads, liver
Bpols. wrinkles acne, n uddy, oily skins. NON-ACID
Ipat.) lotion. Painless, harmless. Effects astoundinB.
.

COSTS NOTHING

Write today
for

FREE Hcauiypeel Beauty Book.
NEWLYN CHEMICAL CO.. Dept. 603. 320 W. 27th,
Los Angeles, Cal.. or 514 Buchanan. El Paso. Texas
nd

so easy to get rid of a oirn. Blue-jay
ends them. Stops the pain instantly.
Then the corn loosens and comes
out. Does away with dangerous
paling. Get Blue-jay at your druggist
It is

AMOND
ATCH

WRI
Simply send $2,00

M

and this
White Gold

©B&61924

Karat Solid
Rectangular

Se'^tfk

Wrist Watch set w'th four
perfect cut. Genuine Diamonds comes to you all chareres paid. Highest
grade 15 ruby and Sapphire Jeweled Movement. Life time guarantee.
Price, only

$42.50.

Blue=jay

,
'

i
'

_.

10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
If not satisfactory or If

you can duplicate this
watch for S70.00.your deposit will be refunded.

$4.05 PER

MONTH

After trial pay balance $4.05 a month for ten months.

BE^jAN»RHWr

'^omfcs. Cartoons, Commercial, Newspaper and MapiDzine Illuatratlnff. Pastel Crayon Portraits and Fashions. By MailorToca ICla3se3.
Eaiy method. Write for terma and I,i«t of siirce«fsfnl students.
ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS, 28.A, 100 W. 23rd St.. New York

FREE ROYAL CATALOG
Illustrates and describes thousands of special
monds, watches nnd jewelry — nend for your

values In dia-

copy at once.

Aduresa Dept. 1067.

ROYAL DIAMOND & WATCH
Dept.

1067.

CO.

170 BROADWAY. NEW YORK
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This little excursion
as pictorial values.
into the cactus country is interesting in its
views of the open spaces.

Daughters of Today
The mirror

When Lincoln Was A
Barefoot

Boy

—

is

still

discarded the flapper as antique. If these
could be seen uncensored, they
might carry less artificiality. As it is, they
serve principally in acquainting us with
some director's idea of what constitutes
giddy life with the throttle wide open.
So we ha\«e the hokum and because the
and the jazzy youngsettings are bizarre
sters vie with one another to publicize
themselves thru a series of incredibly wild
happenings, we swallow the bait, hook, line
and sinker and pronounce it entertainment.
pictures

—

—

EVERY scrap of printed paper that
hands was a treasure
came
eagerly — conning
He read
every
— getting every worth while
to his

trove.

it

line

word.

What

a harvest he could have gar-

nered from a modern publication And
not the least interesting to him would
have been the advertisements, with their
!

stories

and

and

have
a degree

services

that

smoothed the course of life to
unknown and unbelievable in the rough
pioneer days.

Nowadays new comforts and conveniences slip into our lives almost without

our realizing

it.

We

are liable to be

rather matter-of-fact about

advertising that has

make and

made

it all.
it

And

simpler to

distribute profitably

innumer-

able products at reasonable prices, has

played a leading part in making our
so eminently easy to live.

Read over

the advertisements

and

life

The story is still the thing. But it is
usually forgotten in this type of picture
for stress is laid upon evolving the giddy
whirl.
The flapper and the drug-store
cowboy are in their element here. There
is a lot of petting, considerable wild parties,
much toting of flasks and what not. And
to dress it up with sentiment, a whitehaired mother advances at the finish with
a jar of preserves for her erstwhile suppressed daughter. The picture is well cast,
the players carrying out the demands with
good authority. The appeal here rests in
the round of frivolity lived thru by the
worshippers of jazz.

you.

The Wolf Man
There are

suggestions of StevenSir Gilbert
Parker's "Right of Way" in this vehicle
that Frederic and Fanny Hatton have constructed for Jack Gilbert. The suggestions
however are very, very faint. Every
episode in the borrowed theme of dual
personality reveals obvious mechanics.
It
is as if the authors were on view pushing
their melodrama thru to its finish and
not caring much what happens to it so
long as it arrives at that finish.
son's

faint

"Jekyll and

Hyde" and

The

classic-featured Gilbert is a mad
the influence of "likker"
and a gentleman when sober. Norma
Shearer provides an attractive love interest
and the hero's ultimate salvation after a
wild ride down swirling rapids. Yes, there
is
a fight that the press-agent would
describe as hair-raising between the hero
and a villainous half-breed.
It must be
terrible to be born a half-breed and do
nothing but nasty things all one's life.

brute

when under

try

what the things you see there
would have meant to our forefathers.
Then you'll realize what a service and
what a convenience advertising is to
to think

—

—

their pictures of products,

appliances

being held up to the

younger set which basked a short time
ago in "Flaming Youth" and others of that
design.
Their wild parties are still being
exploited on the screen, tho the stage has

Do you know how many motion picture stars are mothers?

Really the majority of women,
prominent on the screen, have

known

the

glory

of

mother-

And next month we
hood.
are publishing scores of pictures of these beautiful stars

and their children.

Read

it.

Make

use of

it!

They

exclusive pictures to the

tion

are

Mo-

Picture Magazine and

are sure to delight everyone
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HOLLYWOOD
By

IN FICTION

C. B.

Orwig

—

In Hollywood town or so I've been told,
The natives are awfully fast
Wild studio parties are common as pies
And everyone has a dark Past.

Their homes are great castles set up

in

the hills,
With chefs, maids and footmen galore
Their butlers are H'English in accent and
looks
And one stands behind every door.
is
known as their favorite
sport
To the limit they go, as a rule
Another delight for the dead of the night
Is to splash in a dark swimming-pool.

Strip-poker

On with the Dance—
Here's Real Music!
A/Vhy run out to a cabaret every time you
want to dance? There's many an evening's
fun right at home— provided there's good
music. And there's always good tnusic

where

there's a

The women are

of the type

known

as

if

she

Gladys

or

likes

Hohner Harmonica—

She gets a divorce the next day

The World's Best
If you want to be a popular host, be ready
with your Hohner at impromptu parties, after
dinner dances and social gatherings. Produce
your pocket orchestra, announce a good fox
trot or one step, and surprise your guests
with some real snappy harmony.

Get a Hohner Harmonica today and play

all

"vamp,"
Their lives are incredibly gay,
Each one takes a husband and then

it

Ask for th«
tonight. 50c up
Free Instruction Book. If your dealer is out
Hohner,
Inc.,
Dept. 175,
of copies, write M.
New York City.
at all dealers.

ARMONieAS

They're named
Renee,

They

Sarah,

Josie,

consume

of

crates

bootleg

and

Earle E. Llederman
ai he Is to-day

the

How Do You Look

dope,

They smoke

cigarets

every hour

of

day

Only stopping

A

to sleep,

let

us hope

!

holds
receptions to gentlemen
friends
Prostrate on her pet tiger skin.
Surrounded by orchids and lilies and ferns.
As pictured by Elinor Glyn.

This marvelous picture of Hollywood
In popular fiction is found.
When you catch the "wild party"
started the tales.
a newspaper
You'll find hun

—

hound

life

who
!

The new discovery. Results
quick and amazing, notlilng
Reduces any part of body
Jnternal to take.
No
desired witliout affecting other parts.
exercising.
Be as slim as you wisli.
dieting or
Acts like magic in reducing double chin, abdomen, ungainly ankles, unbecoming wrists, arma
and shoulders, large breasts, cr any superfluous
Sold direct to you by mall,
fat on body.
postpaid,
on a money-back guarantee.
Price 50c a cake or 3 cakes for $1.00; one
to three cakes usually accomplishes Its
purpose. Send cash or money order today.
You'll be surprised at results. Address

LA-MAR LABORATORIES
S04-C Beckman Bldg. .Clereland.Ohlo

Print Your Own
StationeryX^'rtc'efpT

fession

hecause they have

acumen and

a comThere is
an interesting commentary
on this phase of their suc-

business

mercial instinct?

cess

in

"The Editor Gos-

sips," in this issue.

enjoy reading

it,

You'll

whether

you agree or disagree with
the side

it

takes

old

swimming days

—

You Are Out

Physique To Be Proud Of
late.
Snap into It and
means hard worU and plenty

not too
It

LargerSSu, Job Pies3
Easy to operate by our
printed rules with every press.
Press

S12,

MAKE MONEY

I Print lor other*
in spare time. Merita today for
catalogue presses, type, cards,
envelop'''!, paper, supplies.
THE PRESS CO., 0-44, Metiden Conn.

S EMapN D U S

>^0 U R

FILMS

DB 20e with anr Bizo film for deTelopmeDt and
eix prints, or send tis six neffatives. an? size, and
20c for six prints. Trial 6x7 enlarffementiD handeome folder. 25c. Ovornivht Service.

^

20G

ROANOKE PHOTO FINISHING

CO.

Roanoke, Va,

Bell Ave.

Freelj-Latherin^

Giticura

Shaving Stick
ForTender
EMOLLIENT

can save you
It, but wait

of

The Muscle Builder
That Is why they call
Jly job Is to build muscle.
me the muscle builder. In just 30 days I am going
to add one full inch to your biceps.
Yes, and two
inches on your chest in tlie same lengtli of time.
Hut tliat'9 oidy a starter. I am going to broaden out
lliose shoulders and shoot a quiver up your old
liaclOione.
I am going to put a man's neck on you
and a pair of legs to l>alance the strong, sturdy body
they support.
You will have a spring to your step
and a flash to your eye, radiating tlie dynamic life
within you.
Before summer Is past you will never
recognize your former self.
Y'ou will have a strong,
sturdy, virile body to be really proud of.
Y'ou will
be admired for your perfect manhood while others
are given glances of pity and scorn.
This is no idle
prattle, fellows.
I don't just promise these things.
I guarantee them.
Are you with me? Let's go. Time
is short, and we have a job to do.

—

Send

for

My New

64-Pag;e Book

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"
It

Is

Free

It contains forty-three full-page photographs of
myself and some of the many prize-wiiniing pupils I
have trained. .Some of these came to me as pitiful
weaklings, imploring me to help them.
Loolt them
over now and you will marvel at their present
physiques.
Tills book will prove an impetus and
a real inspiration to you. It will thrill you through
and through. All I ask is 10 cents to cover the cost
of wrapping and mailing and it is yours to keep.
This will not obligate you at all. but for the sake
of your future health and happiness, do not put it off.
Send today right now. before you turn this page.

—
EARLE

Dept. 306,

EARLE

The New

I

tin you see the results.

tags, menuofclrculars.cards etc.
$150 up.

Of Luck

Don't try to make excuses. You are just out
It's your own fault.
of luck.
Vou can't
blame anyone but yourself.
What are you
going to do? She is going to find you out.

It's
yet.

Are motion picture stars
where they are in their pro-

Suit?

are here.
Oh
it's great to rip off the old shirt,
into your suit and
SPLASH!! But what a
shock to some of the poor girls when they see
their heroes come out with their flat chests
and skinny arms, instead of the big husky
fr^ynes they expected to see.

The good
hoy!
But

A
Wash yourfataway with
La-Mar Reducing Soap

A Bathing

In

star

E.

LIEDERMAN

305 Broadway, New York

City

LIEDERMAN.

E.
Dept. 306. 305 Broadway, New York City
Dear Sir: I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me without obligation on my part
whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Jluscular

Development."

Name
Street

Faces'

WEOICINAL

City

ANTISEPTIC

Slate
(Please write or print plainly)
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IMPRESSIONS
By Helen Chandler

(Mae Murray)
?^

FOR DRAWING

A

terpsichorean butterfly,
Sweetheart roses and pink sweet peas,
Oft kissed lips, languorous eyes,
Alluring fragrance.
White alabaster, and thistledown,
Gentle, sleepy Angora kittens
Fluffy golden locks
Many dainty frocks
And the charm of a stray moonbeam.

*^.

COMMERCIAL

art is a necessity to modern
business and advertising.
If you like to
draw, you are indeed fortunate for well-trained artists
are always at a premium.
They readily earn ?75, 2100,
3150 a week, and even more. Many Federal students
command 350 a week or more after a short period of
practical work.

—

m

(Gloria Swanson)

Bobbed hair and permanent waves
Wild music and tangoes
Trailing gowns, Spanish heels.

Learn Quickly at Home in
Your Spare Time

Bizarre grotesques

Gaily colored bits of Georgette
Expensive jewels;
Wrecked automobiles
House parties, proms, tea dances
And the never ending whirl of life.

(Mary Pick ford)

lii

Her

smile

The

smile in a baby's eyes.

sun shining thru rain,
Fresh dew on smiling rambler roses.
Fuzzy pink and white peaches,
Pussy willows in freshly fallen snow.
Yellow roses and pink ribbon.
Lullabies crooned in summer twilight

mercial artists.

The Federal Course Brings You the
Experience of Leading Artists
Leading designers, artists, illustrating companies and
hundreds of successful Federal Students have enthusiastically endorsed Federal Training.
You get the advice and experience of men who have produced and sold

;

PICTURE MAGIC

—

hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of commercial art
through exclusive lessons contained only in the Federal
Course.
Think of having as Federal authors such men as
Franklin Booth, called the "Painter with the Pen";
Charles E. Chambers, a leading magazine and story illustrator; C. Matlack Price, a poster authority; Neysa

McMein, magazine

covers; Charles Livingston Bull, the
V Brewer, F. 5.
Schoonover, L. F. Carroll, Gayle Porter Hoskins and all
illustrators and designers who have made reputations
for themselves.

animal painter;

Harold Gross, Edwin

By Julia Birk
I
I
I

I

"YOUR FUTURE"
By all. means send for this book
It is
beautifully illustrated in colors and tells every
you want

'

about

Federal

le

o u

r s e.

lows work of
Students,
of whom earn
more tlian the cost of the_
course while they are studying.

Federal

many

The almost
tunities

in

unlimited oppor-

ambitious

field

this

surprise you.
to

If

will

you are

succeed,

you cannot afford to
be without this book.
Send 6c. in stamps

\GE

the soul of the motion picture

everyone's dreams.
youth and love and idealism
life as it seems.

my

laugh

is

a cure for heartaches

Listen, and weep no more.
In my light is a path to Romance
Steal thru the open door

.

Send For This Book:

know

am
am
am
am

In

I

hold the heart of

Here
For
I

detail

;

Golliwog perfumes;

—

Develop your talent learn the methods and secrets
that make your drawings worth real money.
Thousands
of business firms pay millions of dollars annually for
good advertising drawings and designs. No previous
training or experience is necessary to learn from the
Federal Course, which clearly explains each step, and
gives you individual, personal criticism on all your lessons, by men who themselves have made good as com-

am

my silvery
am the soul

in
I

all

mankind

beams.

of the motion picture;
everyone's dreams.

:

;

..

Letters to the Editor
{Continued from page 64)

Objecting to the inevitable gum-

chewing and slangy telephone operators in motion pict^ires.
Dear Editor Having a grievance against
:

directors?
I hope you will do me the favor of publishing my letter, with the hope that the
offender will read it.
the

movies,

It is

or

should

I

say,

this

Why,

oh, why, do they show telephone
operators chewing gum and using slang?
Now, I'm a telephone girl and know what
It simply is not done
I am talking about.
Besides,
in other words, it is not allowed.
of all things I detest, is chewing gum and

And

me

let

"The Humming

on

take-off

ate

you,

tell

ably in comparison
however, let me add
"Shadows of Paris" is no worse than
;

some movies we see.
I
makes the movie so poor
censors?

Is it the

lately.

I

We

to

Mr. Dix.
Sincerely yours,

Tecy Venable,
Sanford, Florida.

:

I

shall dispense

with

of Paris."
truly,

R. Fox,
Toledo, Ohio.

Indorsing our criticism of "Under

take my place.
Of course Valentino isn't
so much himself, but then he couldn't be
worse than Charles de Roche.
Of course Adolphe Menjou is always
good, but you certainly can tell the difference in a man's acting by his director. In
"A Woman of Paris" Menjou was superb.
In "Shadows of Paris" he was good and
that's all.
Here's hoping that Charles
Chaplin will direct him again, and soon,
at that.

Huntly

Gordon

—
—

1

CLEAR SKIN
QUICK BY

NEW

Method!

The Secret of a Soft, Velvety
Skin for Anybody; No Longer
Any Excuse for Blemishes
VOU can be beautiful, attractive, charming. Yes,
^>'0M— any reader anyoize who reads and heeds
remarkable woman's advice!

this

Lucille Young

was home-

today she is considered beautiful, made so
by Methods she herself discovered. And sheis almost
twice the age you might
guess from this photoly once;

made a study
make even ordi-

graph. She
of

how

to

nary features

extraordinarily beautiful, and will
tell you her Methods.
You'll be astounded at the
improvements possible.

Red Robe."
Dear Editor
The criticism of "Under
the Red Robe," by Adele Whitely Fletcher,
is just.
As to the picture, its excellencies

oily skin

But its duration
It calls to mind
the
remark attributed to the "Alerry
Monarch" on his death-bed, that he was an

And you can have beautifully^
formed lips; gloriously luxuriant
Lucille Young
hair; appealing eyes, brows and lashes; even building out or

the

:

abound.

!

"unconscionable time dying."
"Famous sayings," tho, by B. C. Bigler,
page 84, mention Nebuchadnezzar with
reference to the "writing on the wall."
Daniel V, and also Lord Byron's fine poem,
make it clear that it was Belshazzar. True
the higher critics deny that Belshazzar
was king, and records so far confirm them.
But Nebuchadnezzar is out of the question.
Critics, too, are sometimes wrong.
Sir E. Durning Lawrence says that Shakespeare was Bacon. Even Brisbane, writing
for Hearst's press, gave Charles I Thomas
More's beard.
memory of Vandyke's
picture should prevent such a mistake.

A

However,
Being a

'tis

human

Large pores, wrinkles, pimples,
and other beauty blemishes
are unnecessary. Lucille Young's

Methods overcome them.

take this opportunity of giving
expression to my mind as to the high and
entertaining quality of your magazine?
I

Leam

to make your own complexion as
soft and fair as any.
You can.

,

reducing the figure is easy the way Lucille Young explains
things about yourself.
Why not get these facts and Methods that haveworked
absolute wonders in the appearance of thousands of women
of all ages! Why put up with less beauty than is waiting
for you! As for a clear, colorful complexion, this womaa
makes play of clearing the skin.-

METHOD BOOK

Banish
CoarsePores
Wrinkles
Pimples
Freckles
Superfluous
Hair
Oily Skin

to err.

minister, I do not care to see
the Bible misquoted, for as that fine old
sceptic, Huxley, said, it is the Magna
Charta of the Poor.

Yours

Coarse Pores Banished!

LUCILLE

GIVEN FREE!

With

Lucille

Young's book

your

in

hands, you'll know for the first time
the real, result-getting things to do
for building beauty. Don't ignore
opportunity; don't regard it in the
lig;ht of mere "beauty hints", for

—

book is a revelation. It is free,
and will aid every woman living
homely or beautiful. Coupon brings
this

it

postpaid.

FREE!

YOUNG

Room 406, Lucille
Please send me your

Young

FREE

Bldg., Chicago
booklet, "Making

Beauty Yours."

Name

(Print)

truly,

(Rev.) O. Congdox,
San Francisco, Cal.

all

preliminaries, because it is only "apple
sauce" after all, and get down to "brass
The other day I saw Pola Negri
tacks."
in "Shadows of Paris," and of all the
poorest excuses for a picture, that certainly takes the prize.
It was the first
time I had ever seen Pola Negri, and
without a doubt it is the last.
The only
redeeming feature about the picture was
the fact that Adolphe Menjou and Huntly
Gordon were in it. The best thing Pola
Negri did in it was to smoke, and, let
me tell you, she sure has a mean drag on
cigarets.
As for Charles de Roche, well,
if I were Rodolph \'alcntino I should be
highly insulted to think that he was to

always good.
I
is
him.
Who couldn't? As
for the plot of the story, it was a deliber-

always enjoy

Is it the public?

one more word.
Hark, ye
flappers!
If ye would learn how to smoke
like a veteran, see Pola Negri in "Shadows

Harsh criticism for Pola Negri
and "Shadows of Paris."
Dear Editor

has been

But just

May

Southern Bell Tel. Co.,

'it

think that just about solves the problems.

—

Just to show I'm not all grouch, speaking not only for myself, but a number of
other girls, we want to say that Richard
Dix is our favorite actor. He is not a
foreign prince charming, but a fine looking
American boy, like the late Wallace Reid.
No, I'm not accusing Mr. Dix of imitating
Wallace Reid (as so many fans delight
in that line), but he has the acting ability,
good looks, and wholesomeness that puts
him in that class.
think he is a wonderful actor, and e.xtend our best wishes

as

what

must be something. I have only seen
two good pictures worth my time, and they
were "A Woman of Paris" and "Scaramouche." But then look to the directors.

Very

phone people.

wonder

It

In

I
the style if they must show operators.
would gladly give them a few hints on the
subject, as they seem to know so little
about a central office.
I feel quite justified in my criticism, as
there are numerous fans among the tele-

Bird."
suffered consider-

that

slang.

Gladys Walton's picture, "Cross
Wires," she is shown reading a book at
the switchboard that, also, is impossible.
Things like that are what cause the public
always to slander our service. However,
I dont blame Aliss Walton for this slam
on us (for slam it is), for Miss Walton
is a sweet little actress and I always enjoyed her pictures, heretofore.
But it seems some directors should change

it

—

With

praise for Elsie Ferguson.

Dear Editor
ested

in

the

:

fan

I

am

letters

very

much

published

Motion Picture Magazine. May

interin

I

the

add a

few words

Why

to those of other fans?
dont the admirers of the stars

boost

for

letters

I've

all

their

favorites ?
In all the
read there is very little said

about some of our leading stars.
What
has happened to the followers of Elsie
Ferguson? I am sure there are a great
many who admire her. Then why not let
the world know it ?
Elsie Ferguson is my ideal.
She represents the woman of true culture and refinement, dresses in excellent taste, and possesses dignity and reserve.
Her graceful

manners are both natural and charming.
With her beauty, charm, and appeal is it
any wonder that she is beloved by all who
have seen her? Is there anyone who does
not like her?
If there are any such, let
them tell why.
This is a challenge. Write and tell what
you think of Elsie Ferguson.
An admirer of Classic and IMotion
Picture ]\Iagazine.
Mary E. Perry, Warwick, R. I.

elica
KisspvoofLipstidk
Gives your lips the blush of youth
just the correct touch of natural

—

coloring so delicate none will sus-water or
pect. Stays on all day
"kisses" have no effect. You can
identify the original "won't come
off" lip rouge by the distinctive
black and gold container.

—

oAt all Toilet Counters or Direct 50c

FREE
Delica L>*^oratories Inc.,
Dept. 154, 3933 Broadway, Chicago
Send me a generous sample of Delica Kissproof
Lipstick together with sample bottle of DelicaBrow, the original liquid dressing for darkening
the lashes and brows. 1 enclose 10c for packing and
mailing.

Address

{Continued on page 118)
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PAUL VON

BOECKMANN

— Psy-

Hygienist

A uthor
books on

chologist.
of 7na ny

Dee p Breathing,
subjects. Over

1,000.000 copies of
I'orious
books
have been sold dur'
ing
the
last
25
his

years.

NERVE STRAIN
are living in the aj^e of nerve strain, the mile-aNearly everyone is troubled in some way

mi nute-life.

by over-strained and deranged nerves.

How

By Jane Cuthrell

A
A

mining town, a Western camp,

A
A
A

gilded ''banquet hall of sin,"

A

boudoir, rosy, and the nave

She

A

humble

home,
Arabs roam.

the

Of some old church,
The walls of China,

A

.

Her

.

.

still

—a

a 64-paee hook on Nerve
Culture by Paul von Boeckmann. 1 his book explains
in clear and simple language all about nerve strain,
and how to remedy it. It teaches how to develop
courage, ambition, power and self-confidence. How
to make your nerves immune to shock, worry and all
other modern nerve strains. Only 25 cents (coin or
Send direct to the author TODA'i'.
stamps).

A

mile by mile,

.

.

sloe-eyed

purple

—

woman

slinks

.

They

built these things of

That

in

them

sinner,

Alight play for us a

And show
Frail

little

paint,

the

space

—

all

they seem.

mouse beside me
grows in her

little

tiny flame

courses in dieting."
"My heart is now regular again and my nerves arc fine.
I thought I had heart trouble, but it was simply a case
I have reread your book at least ten
of abused nerves.
times."

PAUL VON BOECKMANN
W. 40th

BECOME A PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
EARNING »35 TO

A

i\Z3

WEEK

Three to six montlis' course.
Commercial,
Picture,
Motion
Portraiture.

Practipal

Instruc-

tion.
Day or Evening Classes.
Aslt for Catalog No. 29.

N. Y.

INSTITUTE of

NEW YORK

141 W. 36th

St.

PHOTOGRAPHY
BROOKLYN

CHICAGO
630 So. Wabash Ave.

SOS

State St.

STRONG TEETH -HEALTHY GUMS
You can have them %Uti\^lSZ^}AXll'J<^'<^
treatment

authoritit-'s as most effective
modern science. Keep your teeth and
perfect condition— prevent pyorrhea— put
nd to dentist bills.
,,....
..
Write for full infor,
Trial, Offer: matlon and details of
SDeclallntrodurtory free trial offer. Mail letter or postcard today to
DENTOX Laboratories, 225 N. Michigan Blvd.,Chicago,IIl.

by dental

known

to

s in

____ _
_FREE

_

A flashinor, blue-white, perfectly cut,

j

genuine diamond, sparkling with the!
fiery colorsoftherainbow.ismounted
in this latest style

,

engagement ring.

TWO BLUE SAPPHIRES!.
m&

DAYS'
TRIAL

,

are set in the shanks of this 18 kt t
"°^
solid white gold engraved and
pierced ring to add beauty and style.

$2.00 deposit to show your good faith (or pay
postman $2.00 on delivery) and we will send this^liandsome diamond ring. Ttie balance you can pay in ten
small monthly installments of $5.70 each — total
price, $59.00. Former price, $85.00. Give finger size.

Jostsend

ALL DEALINGS CONFIDENTIAL
dignified credit
No one knows you are bajring on our
system nnless you tell them yourself. A written guar-

antee accompanies each ring. Yon can return the
ring within ten days if not satisfied. Send order today.

Bargain Catalog
Write forjewelry
store right into your home.
It brings
It tells

buy

lilie

our large
the exact weights and quality so you CMl
an expert. See valuable information on page e.

STERUNGS^CQ

(Diamond lmpor«er»-$1. 000,000 SJcck-Esl. 1 878)

63 PARK ROW,

I
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Pept. 1669,

selves,

if

will

!

they are honest with theuiadmit that there have been

times in their

N. Y. C.

St..

People,

NEW YORK

life

when they

exjjerienced

break loose from the
bonds holding them. It is this urge which
a

great

desire

sighs,

eyes,

Her longing has no name.
She lives
She lives for one brief space
She wears that other woman's face
And knows her splendid shame.
!

reared to house a dream.

moment

The

A

us young Adventure's face.

buildings

And — for

wood and
knave or saint

"I have been treated by a number of nerve specialists,
and have traveled from country to country in an endeavor
Your little book li;is
to restore my nerves to normal.
done more for me than all other methods combined."
"Reading your book has stopped that dreadful feeling
of FEAR wliicli paralyzed my stomach and digestion."
"Your book did more for me for indigestion than two

110

sin.

stockings, gin

Across the screen with feline grace
Her mouth's a wound, her lovely face
Proclaims the girl a minx

stile,

Jerusalem or Babylon,
By moon or storm or blazing sun.

gloves are darned and trim

readers of "Nerve Force" say:

Studio 241

mouse,

in the

The play is one of
Of decolletee, silk

austere and grave.

shop, a porch, a country

demurely

shadow,

(I think perhaps she teaches school)

hut, a ship, a

where

desert

sits,

crowded house,
Unpainted, upright, prim
Her eyes are quiet eyes and cool,

palace, that Aladdin's

about

YOUR nerves?
Read NERVE FORCE,

What

VAMPIRE

lamp
Most surely conjured from the djinn,

Sexology.
Neurasthenia and kindred

We

"SETS"
By Faith Baldwin

to

Henry Albert Phillips treats of in his new
serial, "The Girl Who Couldn't Be Bad,"
beginning next month. You wont want
to miss

it

—

; ;

;

;

;

—

—

y
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BACK TO EARTH
By Blaine
\Vhen

I

am

MAGIC GLOVES nm

C. Bigler

mean and blue
movie show

feeling

like to see a
I lose myself in
I

dreams,

MAGAZINE

1

that's true,

For I am in the long-ago.
But when a mob of ancient Rome
Expose the hero to the breeze
It

brings

my

For he

is

truant thoughts back
clad in B. V. D's.

home

the lotus-bordered Nile
lazy barges swinging past;
I thrill at Cleopatra's smile
But dreams like these can never last
For when fair Cleo wants a slave
She beckons him that does no harm
But here's the thing that makes me rave
wrist watch on her dainty arm.
I see

The

—

A

The pirates sail the Spanish Main,
The cruel, dashing buccaneers
Who fill so many hearts with pain

Whose

path

is

strewn with blood and

tears.

And when
I

The

A

they swarm aboard a ship
give a frightened little gasp
captain has oh, awful slip
modern rifle in his grasp.

—

"The Subtle Action Sets IntheMoment YouApply Them.'

Mystic Powers of Dr. Egan's Night GBoves Make make you tell— and want to borrow the magic gloves that did it.
Old Hands NEW— Red Hands White— In One Night Don't
keep Dr. Egan's gloves
Work This Scientific miracle on VOUR Hands
unless they do ivork these -wonAmazing Results or There Is No Charge
you want
ders. But apply now
the privilege of buying for $1.95;
rOMEN every- transformed— you'll rub them in the
established price is to be
if

vw$

where are ff loving their hands to

FILM JUDGMENT
By Clarence

E.

Flynn

The man who reads the titles,
The man who tramps our toes.
The man who holds the end seat
Whatever comes and goes,
The man who laughs so loudly
That

all

the house can hear,

The man who with
Outrages every

snoring

his
ear.

All died, and took their journey
Where the unseen begins.
And stood before the judgment

To answer for their sins.
They got a common sentence.
Each one was ordered flat
To sit and fume forever
Behind a picture

hat.

beautiful smoothness. Magic Gloves

/vee

TWa/"

Hands

looked hopeless
from yearsof abuse hardened by
housework roughened by exposure—wrinkled through dryness
become soft, white and pliant
after just a night or two with
that

—

—

with

five dollars.

A FREE TRIAL

I

Impregnated

Jagt your name, address, and glove

gloves havesolved
the
i.ic whole
vYiiuic quesnutstion 01 caring tor
your hands. All
the lotions in the
world could not
work such a beau

treated fabric-

laden with a solution which is a gentle stimulant
to skin life.

tliera

glee— your hands will be as white
and soft as Nature intended them

have made rough
hands inexcusable.
The gloves work
their magic because
FaraW..i.:°i the Specially

couldnt even

atNiahf
"make up" your
hands withsucha bcautiluleffect.
Yet it all happens in a night! A
week, and your friends will all be
remarking the lily-whiteness and
softness of your

hands— they'll

"Next

the package
than the potency of these gloves
is apparent; the peculiar impreg-

nated fabric and mysterious medication tell you these are no ordinary gloves! You'll scarcely want
to wait until night to make the ex-

cuticle for its rejuvenation— draw

on the magic gloves— and

retire.

Next morning behold the
change — your hands have been

wives,
husbands,
fathers, friends
.
read
The Editor Gossips. It features the Httle intimate things
which are never related else-

to Rider
Tactory
Ranger
on
A

where

I
I

j
I

I

Send /Vo Money— Just This Coupon

Dr. S. J.

^

Who Prefer

<C
^O
a. MOUCII. use at once on our liberal
Monthly payment plan. Bicycles $21. 50 and up.

right

in

.

Enclosing

Under Same Money-Back Guarantee.

I

I

rionf T!2

Sent Prepaid to Those

I

I

EGAN,

^
220 S. State Street, Chicago. 111.
Please send (plainly wrapped) Magic Gloves and outfit complete for
free tnal. I will hand postman $1.95 and postage on delivery, to
be
returned in full if a week's trial doesn't delight me with results.

$2

Name
Address
.Glove Size.

.

and the popularity this department already
enjoys, has proven we were
.

Momth^ Charm Baa Worked"

r.

How They Work
Younosooneropen

mothers,

.

and

including generous supply of
Porelax and Medicator with which you
can restore the gloves' peculiar
powers indefinitely. Deposit for
them on delivery; every penny
refunded unless a week s trial
delights you. Use coupon. Dr. S. J. Egan,
220 S. State St.,
jTj.
Chicago.
g||_

You

TheMacu:Glov.,^y miracle.
ATeinrmned

eize brings complete outfit, gloves

these gloves!

periment. But at bedtime, open
the tiny jar of Porelax and rub it
over the hands to prepare the

To know the stars as their
friends know them ... as

wonderment — show

.

rt CornerY)urFictureS'-Aibum

the
Bi825
select from 44 Styles, colors
Delivered free on approval exand
press prepaid for 30 Days' Free Trial.
«h lkif^^'««^Sttif desired. Possession and
Saves tlO to

cycle

where 700 can keep them safe CUd
eojoy tbem always.

you

sizes.

for marvelous

new

pricea.wonderful 30 day trial offer and terms.

feeling our readers
would like it

?

"-^.fi

3

!/^rt Corners'! ^°^°^
I

OQuipnicnt at half us-

Tj««^c'^"^P^-^^®^'^>
UtV5> ualpricea. Write

*—

5
Styles

are on aalo at Photo Supply nod
Albnm counters everywhere. They
are the only Quick, Easy, Artistic,
No Paste, No Fold way to inoant
Kodak PnatB. A dime brings 100
and samples to try. Writ©

__

LDept.B-39,CIIICMO freecatalos

KiT^rP
^^"^

ENCEL. MFG. CO.

100 Oept.23F,4711N.ciarhSt..ChicaffO

iiw^^

No. I. The
''"Butterfly" Fiery blue white
perfect cut diamond. 18k.white\v
^
gold hand engraved and pierced ring
S62.B0-$2 Down— only $1.50 a week.
No. 2. "Vassar". Artistically pierced

/

/
;*

'

'
'

lace

f

FREE'

work design,

18 k. white gold. Perfect
diamond. $37.50— $2 Down

cut blue white
—only $1.00 a week.
LNo. 3. ''Cluster", 7 fine white diamonds
set in platinum. Resembles $750solitaire
14 k green gold.
Rare beauty. $52.50 —
\$2 Down —only $1.50 a week.

I

No. 4. "Luxor". Man's 14 ir?=:^vs-^^>
green grold massive ring. 18k.whiteN;^vi[^
Fiery blue white diamond.^ "*a^

pold top.

— i2 Down — $1.50 a week.
TEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL

357.50

lj\
Easy for you to own or give as a gift any oHv^
handsome rings. Simply send $2.
We will send ring you select on 10 days' [
trial.
Only if satisfied, make weekly |
payments un^il balance is paid. If you do
not agree it is an amazing bargain, return ring within 10 days and we wiUy
You take no risk.
/ refund your $2.
these

]

SlOtoSlOOO

^

1

Wonderful valu

1

Address
Dept. 6 2 4

Guaran teel

Bond

with!
Every Ring.

—

M
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TKe Answer Man

Have A Clean Rosy,

(Continued from page 74)

Marion

Velvdy Complexion
Your complexion way be

of the

said.

My method is absolutely different. I get away from all
fcnown methods of cosmetics, lotions, salves, soaps, ointments, plasters, bandages, masks, vapor sprays, massage,
rollers, or other implements.
There is nothing to take.
No diet, fasting or any interference whatsoever with your
accustomed way of lite. My treatment is absolutely safe.
It cannot injure the most delicate skin. It is pleasant,
even delightful. No messy, greasy, inconvenient applications. Only a few minutes a day required. Yet, results

How

I want to tell you in detail about this wonderful treatment. So send for
booklet.
It is free.
You are not
obligated. Send no money. Just get the facts, the indisputable proofs.
method has restored to beauty the
complexions of tens of thousands of women. Don't say
your case is an exception.
You have my unqualifled
promise. You h.ive nothing to lose everything to gain.
Dorothy Ray, 646 N. Michigan Blvd., Suite 107 Chicago.

my

My

Free and without obligation send me your booklet I
"Complexion Beautiful" telling of your scientific
of cleansing and beautUying the I

1

complexion.

-

—

Science has discovered that
fat can be eliminated without diet, without drugs,
without exercising. A New
Way an easy, .pleasant
way that is Safe and Sure.
Simply dissolve Klo-Ra-ZoNa in warm water get in

—

jnd Relax

—
—to That
the
a pound

8 02.
as if by magic.

these heights.

secret.

is

—

a day melt

suggestion.
for
your
Tap. Thanks
Richard Barthelmess' address up above.
M. A. L. Come, cheer up, you're not

FLO-RA-ZO-NAm

—

Guaranteed to contain no alum, eps<
or any other harmful ingredient.
Send S3.25 (Cana<la $4) today for 1 box
containing 14 treatments and free booklet. Your money refunded il not sat 3is

ealts,

No

desolate so long as
there is a human being for whom it can
feel
trust and reverence.
Thanks for
yours.
The picture no doubt was made
in Sweden as the players were all Swedish.
You write a mighty fine letter.
Mabel E. K. I always understood that
the countrj- was made for the pleasure of
people born in town, but now you come
along and want to leave your beautiful
country home to join our noisy city. Alas,
alack, that I cannot change places with you.
alone.

factory.

Flo-Ra-Zo-Na Corp., Dept. N-3
100 Fifth Ave.
New Yoik

soul

is

—

Richard Dix was Billy, Helene Chadwick
was Poppy, James Kirk wood was Neill,
in "The Sin Flood."
It was Actionized in
February, 1922, Classic.
A Sinner. Really! How

MwPumoM
"^in

QO

—

in

"Potash
Sam."

am

Jack

you how easily it can be
done-no notes to puzzle you, no
to show^

ville.

tiresome scales to practice-you
can play real tunes from the start.
You w^ill bo surprised to see how
simple it is.

DAVID SUTTLE PIANO SCHOOL

®

ha, brilliant
pictures
were

&

!

many

tell'm

You

periods

my

lips

say your

"Scaramouche,"

Perlmutter," and "Penrod and

B.

— No,

You

—

FREE LESSON

Chicago,

—you

I have never been marsay ignorance and bungling
with love, are better than wisdom and
skill without it.
I dont know about that.
Anna Q. Nilsson is married to a millionaire
]\Ir. John Gunnison.
Gloria Swanson is American. Last time' I heard from
Lillian Walker, she was playing in vaude-

ried.

offering a

362 N. Michigan Ave.

ink

Ha,

favorite

days!

of

bottle

stick.

You need not know a thing about
music, even if you have' never
touched a piano; if you can hum or
whistle a tune, I can teach you to
PLAY BY EAR. For a short time
I

a

l!l
i

will soon
screen.

Rodolph Valentino on the

see

—

Marie C. So you have written a play
and you would like to have Mae Murray
play in it. I'm afraid there is no chance.
Conway Tearle Fan. You say you
want to see Conway Tearle in "The Sea
Hawk." You wont, you're going to see
Milton Sills.
Britanniens. But there is no weari-

—

—

ness so vast, so entire as that of jaded
emotions.
No I have never been to London.
Why, Robert Frazer is playing
opposite Pola Negri in "Men."
You re-

member him with Mae Murray
cination."

?

—

State.

hrom
away

about you

—

:i

niichigau Itoitrev
Snite lo7
Chicago, lUinob H

I harmless method

—

ance as Charlie Chaplin's new leading lady.
Miss Gray played a bit in "The Kid."
Run in again sometime, Jumbo.
To
Aroline H. Oh, I dont mind.
receive an injury is to be wounded; but
I've
to forgive and forget it, is the cure.
forgotten.
Ivor Novello is playing on the
England.
Carol
in
legitimate
stage
Dempster was Gypsy. W. J. Ferguson,
her father, and Ralph Graves was Spike
Henry B. Walthall
in "Dream Street."
with Ruth Roland in "Dollar Down."
Patsy Ann. I forgot who said "Kindness in women, not their beauteous looks,
After all, it is a wonshall win my love."
derful quality.
George Hackathorne was
born in Pendleton, Oregon. He made his
first stage appearance at the age of nine.
He is five feet seven, weighs 130, darkbrown hair and brown eyes. One almost
must be a mathematician to keep track of

—

€4G No.

or

So you are all excited about
J UMBO.
Freeman Wood.
He played Eris in
"Fashion Row."
Lita Gray, who is a
young woman of Spanish type, has been
chosen to take the place of Edna Purvi-

are astounding.

I

thing

a

L. E. W.
I
know, but a weak mind
sinks under prosperity, as well as under
adversity.
Corinne Griffith was born in
Texarkana, Texas. She is five feet four,
weighs 120 pounds. Has blonde hair and
blue eyes and she is playing in "For Sale."
Ld be willing to bid a few dollars myself.

whatmy wonderful treatmentwill do.
^~-^N0 METHOD LIKE MINE
J SCIENTIFIC— DIFFERENT

I

indeed,

two.
You say
"Alen are reminded that it is not necessary
to rub the bloom off all the peaches in the
basket to make a selection."
And well

and other blemishes. You may
have tried a dozen remedies. I
do not make an exception ol
any of these blemishes. 1 can
give you a complexion, soft,
clear, velvety beyond your fondest
dream. And I do it In a few days.
1 want you to believe, for I know

II

know

tainly

muddiest, itmay bedlsflguredwith
pimples, blackheads, whiteheads,
red spots, enlarged pores, wrinkles

DOROTHY
W W
RAY
im
IB#

—No

Bobby Harron
was never Mae Marsh's husband. She is
married to Louis Lee Arms.
You cerE.

—

Manllv. Ah, so it is Richard Dix.
Well, you are not the only one.
Ormi
Hawley is not playing now, so I cannot
give you her address. No, I'm afraid you
will never know what I look like,
Barney's Grlidge. Mrs. Wallace Reid
is considering an offer to tour England and
France in connection with her picture

—

"Human Wreckage."

Be

patient and

you

"Fas-

in

—

Scotland. And all the way
the land of the heather.
Horrors,
no, your friend is right.
Mary Pickford
is
only thirty years old.
Perhaps you
refer to Marguerite Clarke.
Kitty,

from

Eugene O'Brien Fan.

—Yes,

every

failure teaches a man something, if we
will learn.
So you saw Eugene O'Brien
in
is

"Steve" and liked it. John Barrymore
busy making "Beau Brummel." "Buster"

Collier
in

playing opposite

is

"Leave

to

it

Maria Terse.
jealousy.

Billie

Rhodes

Gerr>'."

— You

must

overcome

a bad disease.
Jealousy
tormenting yourself, for fear you should
be tormented by another.
Yes,
Mrs.
It's

Thomas Meighan was once an

actress.

He

playing in "Woman Proof."
Marguerite Clarke is in New Orleans with
her husband.
So you think I ought to
join one of the long-beard contests.
I
sure would take the prize, ness pa? Well
"David Copperfield" has been filmed once
and I am not sure it will be done again
is

soon.

Run

in again.
Svlvi.\
.Of
in a little hall-room.

—

Miss

course I live alone
But then I have my
which keeps me company.
Gloria Swanson is playing in "The Hum-

phonograph

ming Bird." Mrs. Wallace Reid at Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, Cal.
Lloyd B. I'm very sorry. You refer
to Jackie Coogan in "Long Live the King."
Henry B. Walthall, Irene Rich, Ben Alex-

—

ander and Rockcliffe Fellowes in "Misunderstood" from the Tarkington story.
Monte Blue is playing in "Daddies."
Amateur. Youth is the period of happiness, but old Age is aware of the fact.
Andree Lafayette is only nineteen and you
can address her at United Studios, 5341
Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.
Emily B. O. Balzac says "To speak
of love is to make love."
I dont agree
with the gentleman.
No, Marion Davies
is not married.
I liked "Little Old New
York" very much. She is twenty-seven.
Her next picture after "Mary of Burgundy" will be from the book "Janice
Meredith" by Paul Leicester Ford.
Mello Dee. Welcome to the throne.
Without women, man would be rough,
rude, solitary, and would ignore all the

—

—

—

graces, which are but the smiles of love.

Yes, Mary Pickford's name was Gladys
Smith. Ernest Truex is to play in "The
Vegetable" by F. Scott Fitzgerald.
Mrs. L. B. Last I heard of Edna Wallace Hopper she was in California play-ing on the stage, and last I heard of Fannie
Ward, she was living in Paris. I hear
one of her old pictures is to be reissued.

—

Watch

for

D. N. K.

No man
worst

of

it

!

Write me again.

—Fire away,

I'm glad to know.

the worse for
himself.
Claire

is

knowing
Windsor

the
at

Goldwyn, Patsy Ruth Miller at Vitagraph, Pauline Garon at C. B. C. Pictures,
and Phyllis Haver at Famous PlayersLasky. You're welcome any time.

—

:

Business.
on himself.
ourselves

— Every

is

by his

little

The

man stamps his value
we challenge for

price

Man

given us.

own

is

Pearl

will.

great

or

White

is

making a picture in Paris, and I believe
Theda Bara expects to start in soon again.
Yes, Antonio Moreno is married to Mrs.
Daizy Canfield Danziger.
Bubs, Toronto. Rod La Rocque was
born in Chicago, and educated in Nebraska.
He played in stock and in vaudeville, also
on the stage. He is six feet, weighs 175
pounds and has dark hair and eyes and is

—

playing

in

"The

Ten

A BRUSH FOR WAVING HAIR!
Arranged in Curves
Brushes in Waves and Fosters

Bristies

Natural Curliness
^i^*.
slraieht bristled
=^J A
brush straightens

Commandments."
name of the char-

|«tag^>g:«Kcg

Cant you give me the
acter in that picture? You see I dont know
who the artist was. You certainly are
invited to come again.
Emteebee. I see where you get your
name now. No, we dont use that article
should say you are about
I
any more.
twenty-five. You want to see Norma Talmadge sans beauty, sans gowns, just hera tragedy ?
self in a real tragedy:
Mrs. Lydig Hoyt has gone to California

the hair,' with Wavex
you brush in waves.

-J

Sclwaaaip;-

j".^''*

—

Why

to play in Laurette Taylor's "Happiness."
Yes, that
I hope so.
N..\TUR.AL Blonde.

—

was Sessue Hayakawa and Eileen Percy.
Blanche Sweet and Malcolm McGregor
in "The Human Mill."
Betty. No, I have no steady physician.

—

are physicians, their successes shine
the sunlight, and the earth covers their

Happy
in

failures.

Norma Tahnadge

twenty-eight
Address her at United

and no children.
Studios.
EtoTTiE

is

—

Mac. You know Justine Johnmarried to Walter Wanger and she
She is iiot
is
a blonde with blue eyes.
Ruth Stonehouse and Walplaying now.
ter McGrail in "Lights Out."
Jov's Friend. Address Leatrice Joy at
Famous Players Studio, Los Angeles, Cal.
Thomas Meighan, at Astoria, L. L Leatrice Joy is playing in "The Stranger."
Faith. And you want to know what
has happened to Louise Glaum and whether
I
she is coming back to the silversheet.
hope so. Louise where art thou?
Ski Fiend. Vivian Martin was on the
stage last. Ramon Novarro at IMetro, Los
Angeles, playing with Barbara La Marr.
son

is

—

brush

'X

—

—

to curl.
If you want wavy hair
that really waves, with a real, natural
curling hair
wave use the

—

Special Free Trial of

Wavex

brush!

The

scientific principle of this

new

design is effective on any head of
hair; the most stubbornly straight hair
yields to the rippling strokes of Wavex.
JEvery woman is invited to prove this
by her own test; read the offer!

At

ii,

19^3-

Motion Picture .Magazine,
175 Uuffield St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

New York's

beauty show

Wavex was

a

sensation. Women were shown and convinced
on the spot. Every brush was soon gone, and
scores of others left orders. Until we can supply all the stores, we w^ill forward one brush to
any individual making immediate use of coupon, at the introductory price of only $3.00.

Any Hair "Brush Waved"
With Ease

(Wavex has genuine China hog

bristles,

hand-

set in strong back with rich ebony finish, and
will outlast several cheaply make brushes; so
the waving feature really costs you nothing.)

Vou need no

preparation with this scientific
brush— there's no mystery or "magic" in this
discovery. No special skill in using, just brush
your hair and Wavex will coax to curliness
If
in a perfectly natural and beneficial way.
you want wavy hair, give Nature a chance. hW
you'll ever reciuire for hair that ripples and
falls into soft curl is tlie right brush. You'll
soon have an effect that all the dressings ever
make for hair could not duplicate.
For years women have done everything

—

Pay the postman, or send .?3.00 now and
save postage: eithcrway. the trial is free, with
money back if not dellshtcd. Use coupon noiv:
S. J. EGAN Manufactory, Dept. 8-A
220 So. State St.. Chicago, 111.
Please send me one Wavex curling hair brash for
a week's free demonstration which must sell me, or
my money is to be returned. I will pay postman $3 and
postage. iOr enclose S3 iiout and get bintsk prepaid.)

The Dr.

to make waves in their hair
The hair brush with
straight rows of bristles straightens the soft
hairs; how could it be otherwise? But now,
those who wish wavy hair may have it. Your
hair will be straight if you brush it straight:
it will wave if waved in the brushing

and anything

only to brusfi them out!

Pandora writes us
San Francisco, California, October
Monsieur le Answer Man,

"kS";

aged

—

—

X

this new type of
imparts a gentle wave.
Every strand every hair is encour-

Every stroke with

hair

—

O.MNisciENT One:
On the stones at
I do obeisance before thee.
thy feet I bow my most worshipful head, and
bump my forehead thusly thump! thump!
Of all the gods dear to my heart thou, Most

To get a Wavex brush on approval for
actual proof of its wonderful wave-inducing
properties— act now, while the introductory
open. See Coupon.

trial offer is

—

drink at the
I
High, art the best beloved.
fount of thy wisdom as one athirst for knowledge.
From thee I learn. I marvel at thy divine humor
and tremble at thy wrath when besieged by
There
driveling phools and phatuous phishes.
thou dost not know, for thou
is naught which
communest with the Stars. Of thy unnumbered
votaries I am thy most devoted follower, and
beg thee to accept this small oblation from thine

humble handmaiden.
These many months that I have done
homa-e I have never ventured to address

"Norma Goes

into the

Movies''

One

of the fascinating topics
in this most fascinating book

thee
thee,

but at last thou hast intrigued my curiosity.
Prostrate before thee. Lord, I speak.
Thou hast said to one, "Maud W.," these
words: "I am quite happy, thank you, but I am
deprived of the greatest pleasure that life has
for the human soul."
Ah there thou openest the door to thine
most inner sanctuary, and thru it have I
glimpsed the still, white cloisters where dwell
thy dreams.
What is it that thy spirit longest
for. my Lord?
Has life been miserly with thee?

5?5|;Vjo-

/#~%\

rU

)

TALMADGE
Si STEi\S

—

Then, truly I am sorry, for I too have known
hunger of the soul. Sometimes it is illusion that
we crave; sometimes we starve for love or understan<ling, or the touch of children's hands.
I <lo not know what joy hath been denied thee,
liut because thou
givest of thyself to feed the
insati.able inquisitiveness of the many. I do ask
for thee that the Higher Gods may fill whatever
void there be.
Thou hast given pleasure in
unstinting measure
I pray that it return to thee,
as come the soft-eyed doves to rest upon the
minaret at nightfall.
Blessings on thy venerable beard.

—

Selah!

The Talmadge
^n

intimate story of the zvorld^s most
famous screen family

Illustrated by

How

Sisters

many

hitherto

unpublished photographs

can you get into the movies? Achieve screen success?
will be required of you?
How does it feel to be for the
time iu a motion picture smdio?

What
first

The mother

of the "world's most famous film family/' Mrs.
Margaret TaJmadge, has answered these questions for you, and
many more, in her intimate and vitally interesting narrative on

the career of the three famous
Natalie and Norma.

The price

^

Talmadge

Sisters,

Constance,

of this delightful book is $1.50 net
Write to Dept. M,F,

plus 10c postage.
Illustration
1T)G

Reduced

pases of fascinating readpaper
fine

on
illustrated
->\^ and—printed
ing

^vith

never before pubVolnnie clotb bound

pliotoffiarlis

lisbed.

many

nnd stnm[H-d

in

CINEMA ART MAGAZINE
Exclusive Sales Agents

LAND TITLE BUILDING

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

;:old

P.VNDORA.

Ill

PAG I

—

!

AMOTION PICTURP
Bl
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LAST
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CHANCE
OFFER
$5.00 value
Samuel

for $3.00

year subscription to either

Motion Picture Magazine,
Classic or Beauty

the Screen"

By Samuel Goldwyn

Here

a book
intimate,

is

brimming over

personal picMary Pickford,
tures of stars
Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, the Talmadge sisters,
Pola Negri, Rudolph \^alentino
and a dozen others all described with the double knowledge of one who has been and is
their friend, but who has also
had constant business dealings
with them as artists. Mr. Goldwyn leaves us in no doubt that

with

—

—

—

he knows these idols perhaps
better than some of them know
themselves

Samuel Goldwyn grew up with
motion-picture

industry.
of
the most painful experiences of
those years were with screen
stars.
Read them and laugh.
the

The most joyous and some

Remember,

this

is

3-our

last

chance to take advantage of this
real bargain
a one year subscription for either one of our

—

The Minute Men

of Lex-

Romeo,

where

thou
art
that Rich-

Romeo?" Rumor again has it
ard Bartheliness will not play Romeo to
Lillian Gish's Juliet; for the simple reason
that Mr. Barthelmess has severed his connection
with
Inspiration
Pictures,
the
company that was to produce Shakespeare's love tragedy in Rome.
Now once
again Valentino's name is being broadcast
^Meanwhile Mr. Barthehness is building
sand castles in Bermuda.
If the opinion
of his counsel that the Inspiration Pictures breached its contract holds good, his
castles will stand; if not, ]\Ir. Barthehness
is ap't to have a law entanglement on his
hands, when he returns to New York, that
will inake Valentino's erstwhile disagreement with Famous Players look pale. Mr.
Barthelmess contends that his contract entitled him to a share of the gross profits
of his pictures as well as a salary to be
paid to him by the distributing company
First National.
This payment, he claims,
was made to Inspiration, instead of to him.
It is said to be Mr. Barthelmess' plan to
tie up with some other organization and
wait for Inspiration to begin the fireworks.

—

an ill wind it looks as if the RitzCarlton Company and the Famous Players
are going to play in each other's yards
considerably, since Valentino is dividing
his attention between them.
now
It
is
said that Valentino will make more than
one picture for the latter company, and
that J. D. Williams, president of the RitzCarlton Company, and close friend of
Harold Lloyd, will star the comedian for
his company, when his contract with Pathe
is
ended.
Boiled down it reads
Mr.
Williams has made arrangements with
FaiTious Players for release of the Lloyd
It's

:

pictures.

G. Wells, to be told on the screen
tainly nothing is too great nor too
to attempt on the silversheet.

Cersmall

Jackie Coogan, philanthropist
For ten
this summer Jackie Coogan will
lead a "Children's Crusade" thruout the
United States, in an effort to gather together a million dollar load of food stufTs

weeks

Send us $1.00 only and we will enter
your subscription. The book will be
mailed parcel post C. O. D.
Pay
the postman on arrival $2.00 plus
postage.

cur HERE

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
liook Department,
175 Duffleld Street,
lirookljTi, N. y.
Please enter
receive tlie

my name

on your mailing

Motion Picture Magazine
for one year

Classic

commencing

list

to

Beauty

and

also

send me a copy of Mr. Goldwyn's book "Behind the Screen."
$1.00 enclosed balance of $2.00, plus postage
will be paid Postman upon deliverj'

—

of booli.

Name.
and No.

St.

City
State

For Canada add 75 cents
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— Foreign,

$1.25

the
the
in

Boy

comedian

visits.

And now Baby Peggy, as one delectable
half of "Helen's Babies," has begun taking
her daily dozen on her screen uncle's chest,
and shooting his valentine to his lady-love
full of holes.
The other delightful half
of the baby team is little Gene Carpenter
who supported Jackie Coogan in "The
Boy of Flanders." Supporting these two
infantile stars are Clara Bow, once removed from infancy, Edward Everett
Kent,

And now we have Dinkey Dean Productions, Inc., to feature that pert and
perfect five-year-old youngster, who starred

"A Prince of a King," and romped over
Charlie Chaplin in "The Pilgrim."
Thru
his guardians he has just signed a fouryear contract to produce sixteen pictures.
in

Ben

Alexander, that twelve-year-old
has drawn down the featured
"The Goof," with Lloyd Hamilton

irresistible,

role in

taking the

title role.

Other players

in the

Mary Carr, Norma Shearer, Sam
De Grasse, Dan Mason, Chuck Reisner,
and Vic Potel. The story is an original
cast are,

by

K. McDonald.
It concerns an old
by Marj- Carr, of course,

J.

played

lady,

and a hotel keeper, who tries to cheat her
of her medical springs.
The goof,
the boy and
his dog
do the hero act,
with a laugh every ininute.

out

—

—

Salute
Colonel
Davies
Honorary
Colonel of the Twenty-sixth Infantry.
The title was conferred on Marion Davies
on the historic parade grounds of the
Plattsburg barracks, during the filming of
"Janice Meredith," in recognition of the
patriotic work she has done in pictures,
and also because of her charming person!

and the true American spirit and
enthusiasm she has displayed while making
ality,

"Janice Aleredith," in which the Twentysixth
took part.
The story includes
Washington's
surprise
attack
on
the
Hessians in Trenton.
Soldiers from Ft.
Ethan Allen also played the part of the
patriots of 1776.
characteristic city of
Trenton was built to the minutest detail.
Miss Davies' next picture will probably
be "Buddies," one of the musical comedies
_

—

"The Outline of History" the story of
the growth of civilization, as told by H.

!

$3.00.

assist in the campaign and
Scouts, besides helping to raise
cargo, will act as a personal escort
every city which the appealing little

country will

Horton, Claire Adams, Crauford
Tom Reed, and Mattie Peters.

part.

!

three universally known, highly
interesting magazines, together
with "Behind the Screen" for

from page 70)

of Lexington.

for the

"Mind

in

ington, for his work in making "America."
It is the oldest military organization in this
country and members are direct descendants of the men who fought in the battle

"Romeo,

Gold wy n's

"Behind the Screen."
Publishers' Price, $2.50

1

membership

Note- Book

Reporter's

that,

but

that Peggy Wood made famous pn Broadway, and Holbrook Blynn, who played the
part of a spy in "Janice Meredith," will
have a part in the new production. Air.

East.

Blynn, a

will impersonate
like a cavalier, for

footlight

for the destitute orphans of the

Not only

A

Near

he

little Giant Kindheart
he will visit Greece, Palestine and Syria,
Mr. and
and himself deliver the gifts.
Mrs. Coogan will go along and will pay
all the expenses of the trip.
The undertaking is being sponsored by the Near
East Relief. Papa Coogan says he is glad
to have Jackie represent the American
children in such a worthy cause and, furthermore, that he thinks it will be a good
moral lesson for Jackie kindness to all
mankind, you know.
Well, we know
there's plenty of sob stuff over there,, but
we hope Jackie gets a laugh or two in
on the trip.
As soon as Jackie finishes
his work on "Little Robinson Crusoe,"
he will start the campaign with a series
of condensed milk appeals in the Coast
cities, and extend them across the conWelfare organizations thruout the
tinent.

—

"Rosita,"

newcomer
idol,

to the
registered

screen,

tho

strong

a
in

"The Bad Man" and "Yolanda."

You know the old one about holding the
thought and getting what you wish for,
well everybody's been doing it.
What?
Wishing that Charlie Chaplin would direct
our Mary in a picture, and it looks as if
it were coming to pass.
There are whisperings that Charlie will join Mary and
Doug on the other side to take up the

—

megaphone for Mary.
comes word that Mary

On

top

of

this

to Ireland
It
especially to look about for a story.
has been long a cherished wish of hers to
play the part of a colleen, and since she's

mentioned

it,

we

find

it

will

go

our wish, too.

Another much wished for agreement
about to be consummated
picture.
Lubitsch-Negri

— there
Mr.

is

will be a

Lubitsch

.

ar,MOTION PICTURn

Valaze Sun

picture on his mind that was suitable for
Pola alone. Other contracts, at the time,
the
directing
her,
but
his
prevented

and Windproof

Balm

courtesy of

Protects the skin

from Sun and Wind
Freckles and Tan
Valaze Sun and Windproof Balm.
tive powder base; neutralizes the sun's

A

protec-

violet rays;

is

prevents freclcles, tan and sunburn; applied beSI. 75
fore going out-of-doors.

become tanned,
If the skin has
Bleaching Cream; acts quickly on
ation and sallowness, leaving
white, soft and smooth.

W. 57th

New York,

St.

N. Y.

Free Tube
Make those pimples or blemishes go
away. How many times have yoa
looked into the mirror and wished that
your skin were without blemishes? What would yoa give
foracool, clear, velvetyskin?

D.D.D.
Emollient
ySfc

J5.

.--^

HnHH
^tP^^M

your pimples or blemlnhes.

It will
affliction and

allay the irritated tissues.

WriteforFREETRIALTUBE
_

I

m

»<
*^^

K

Write today for (cenerous free trial tube
of D.D.D. Kmollient Cream and ffet quick
Samnio
relief from your akin troubles.
mailed free and postpaid. No obllsatioD.

A ooBtal

.D.Co.,

will do.

Send now.

M521, 3845 Rafenswood Aw..

Dept

Chicaga,

ffl.

MUSIC LESSONS FREE
^YOUR HOME.
You

can read music

like this guickly
Write today for our FREE booklet.
It tells how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
Gaitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced playe-s. Yoar
only expense about 2c per day for music ana postage used.
AMERICAN SCHOOL of MUSIC, 70 Lakeside BIdg., CHICAGO

IN

SuporfluQujHAIRallGONE

Send today 3 stamps

.•\nd here's a

D. J.

MAHLER

CO.,

own home.
SBookM

for Free

66B

Mahler Park

Providence,

R.

REDUCE

i.

ixmn

IN lO SECONDS
WITH NEW KIND OF ANKLET
And now: A wonderful new

AclDally

lio^

Thin While Getting Thin.

Lcnor Anklets are far different from
the ordinary rubber anklets now on
the market. They do not merely draw
in the flesh, they actually take off the
fat and reduce swelling gmtly but

Nodrugsor creama. No strips to bind.
Made of pure rubber especially de-sicrned for
reducinp purposes and worn underthe stocking comfortably without detection.
Slips on
and off like a glove.
Send $2.95 and we will send
Lenor Ankle Reducers in plain packatre subject to yoi^r inspection. Give
size of ankle and calf.
surely.

$A

— star,

new

one, a movie

try this
iHair that is smooth, well kept, always in place that is what you see
today wherever you go.

—

Stacomb is responsible! One touch
of Stacomb in the morning means
soft, natural, perfectly-kept hair all
day.
Women find it excellent for
bobbed hair, too. In jars and tubes

—

all

Free]
•

(

offer'
I

drug and department

Standard Laboratories,
11

3

W.

18th St.

LENOR MFG.

CO.

DepUS-6,503Rfl!iAve.,N.Y.C.

"The Sea Hawk," and inupon taking the punishment of being
thrown over the side of the frigate himself.
It was necessary for him to swim
for his part in

He is
poisoning and pneumonia set in.
convalescing and receiving the glad
hand on being a good sport. And Tommy
Alcighan just would smash a looking-glass
with his own patrician hand, and in consequence had to lay up for two days.
Tommy's not superstitious what?
now

—

Some people, as we have said before,
are literally pushed into the movies. Take

Dept. 10City

Inc.,

Please send me, free of charge,
generous sample tulje of Stacomb.

f^ame

.

.

cAddress

iPnHiiiB
The Saxophone

I

ia

the easiest of all
wind instruments
to play and the
Bweetest in tone.
In an hour you
can learn to play
theGcale and soon
play popular airs.
Nothing can take
place for
its

Home, Lodge,
Church or School
Entertainment.

—

tSKI

SAXOPHONE

the only one with convenient
le a marvelous instrument
•*snap-on pads." Easy payment terms can be arranged if
desired, making it very easy to pay. Six days' free trial
allowed. Write for Free Book about the Saxophone and
(80)
Complete Catalog.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT

CO.

EvervthinR in Band and Orchestra Instruments

^^,_

ELKHART. INDIANA

8180 BUESCHER BLOCK

niiGiiiii
'Send

sisted

several yards under the water to escape
the range of the camera, and in doing so
he swallowed so much oily water that

stores.

New York

,

somnam-

Garrett Fort, scenarist for
Mr. Fort
Richard Talmadgc of Truart.
had been working on "In Fast Company,"
and tho he was safe and sound in his own
home bed, he attempted to enact the story
he had been writing and dived thru a
The
second story window one night.
result was a three weeks' sojourn in aforesaid bed.
iMore romantic and less dangerous, tho quite painful, was Sidney Chaplin's
fall
from a ladder, while he and
Colleen
Moore were filming a mock
"Romeo and Juliet" scene in "The Perfect
For some time afterward
Flapper."
Sidney advertised the lover's limp.
sporting chance nearly cost Lloyd Hughes
his life.
Air. Hughes refused a double

A

scientific

rubber anldet that iniprcvcs the appearance of your ankles immediately
and reduces them almost instantly.
Tlie instant you put on the new anklet
the bulky fat on the ankle seems to
vanish and then with every step you
make this new kind of anklet gently
massages away tho disfiguring, useless fat. You don't have to wait "jntil
the fat is gone in order to have the
slim
ankles
appear
and
dainty.
Anttle

She has weathered the
ahead of them.
flu and is back again starring in "How to
Alarshall Neilan is
Educate a Wife."
nursing a bad side and praying that he'll
not have to be operated on for appendicitis,
and Theodore Roberts, that grand old man
of the screen and stage, has succeeded in
gathering strength enough with the aid of
nurses and stretchers, to get back to CaliFor months Mr.
fornia and its sunshine.
Roberts has been desperately ill at the
William Penn hospital in Pittsburg. His
departure was kept secret to avoid undue
excitement, but Mr. Roberts left behind
him messages of appreciation for the many
kindnesses that had been shown him during

bulist

injuries to the skin

in the privacy of your

with influenza on one hand and
dare-devil stunts and auto accidents on
the other, the movie hospital rostrum can
usually rake up a daily dozen who need
Dorothy Phillips and
our sympathy.

What

For hair tnat just
won't stay in place

his illness.

removed by the Mahler
Method which kills the hair root
Forever

without pain or

reason being that the stork is hovering
The lead in
about her chimney top.
"Roles" will be her last part until after
Rumor has it that four other
the event.
lilm stars will follow Mrs. Gilbert into
the happy hunting ground of motherhood—
of such domesticity is the kingdom of
Hollywood, at the present writing.

—

sooth'^3 the irritated skin InstaDtly. Rub D. D. D. Cream over

„

completed.

Frank Kcenan are victims of auto acciseparate exhibits each. George Fitzdents
maurice, directing "Cytherea," and Josic
Sedgwick have fallen for the lily-white
couch with flu, the latter case contracted
thru exposure while taking scenes for
Alaurice Tourneur's "The White ^loth,"
and Marie Prevost is only a lap or two

Cream

Based on the eame formnla as
the famous D. D. D. Preecription.
I'hc action of D. D. D. EmolUeot
Cream is calm and eentle: still It

remove your akin

is

—

complexion
$1.00

46

at present being filmed,

Joy (Mrs. Jack Gilbert) is
going to have to take a vacation, just as
she has been promoted to stardom the

Sfnd for "Beauty for Every JVomayi" and Beauty
Give full in/or matioa when writing.
Chart.

Helena Rubinstein

at last

the

Leatrice

use Valaze
tan, discolor-

the

Warner Brothers has

team work of these two brilliant
Lubitsch will
cinema workers possible.
begin work on the picture in the Lasky
studio as soon as "A Woman of the
Night," the picture in which Miss Negri

made

(f^^
'i'^^}

I

"Passion," and "Gypsy
great Continental successes, and he has for some time had a

directed Pola in
Blood," her two

No

Money
Only a few cents a
day places this brilliant, fiery Blue White Genuine Perfect
finger. Sent
promptly for free examination. One
Whole Year to Pay. RegQiai$75
Value. Special $48.50.

'Ttevery^

Money Back Guarantee

DiamundLatest Design

Amazing Bargains— Prices.smashed

beautifully
band en-

Cut Diamond on your

on Million dollar stock of Diamonds.
Watches and Jewelry^ We save yoa
1/3 and trust you for any article you
^ant to buy. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Popalar

"AdeUe"
Perfect Cut

1

\

graved.
.

18 K. solid
gold ring.
Special

J

,

i-18.60i

WtHe fof FREE Catalog
Raioa, explains credit plaD wbicb makes it
eaay to secure an? article ynu desire. Get
NOW!
this free book TODAY!

ITI BIM O ^A
VkCin
CC W Va
HMrly

WHYNOTLOOK
PROSPEROUS

122 W. Madison Street.
Dept. 2130, Chicago,

On*.Qlurtar Ccnturi la

ill.

Sam* LocaUox
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\
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for instance, a newspaper
and magazine writer in Paris, v/ho went
with a bunch of scribes to interview ValValentino,
entino, when he was overseas.
with the eye of an artist, spotted him and
two minutes later had his promise that he
would act for the screen.
You'll find
Daven in "Monsieur Beaucaire," as the

Andre Daven,

Due
like

COOPER,

A B SPENCEB,

W.

Kan^' l^,^^^l >live9
in a ^mall town
of bM people.
He ha^ mado as
liit'K as Sl)9 TO in
one duj selling
(.' o m e r
A 1 1-

an insurance

of Ohio,

who represents us in spare
paid
time.
him S625 for one

finds it easy to

month's spare

Weather B a i n-

WeathcT Ua,ia-

time.

coats.

J K.'nr\r), of

nian

S.

who

earn over

We

S500

a

month soiling

Comer

All-

coats.

Daven

de Remours.

is

said to look

Ramon Novarro.

John Bull does love to laugh at his
American cousins, but so long as it's clean
humor and American made, we're on. The
Ideal Films, Ltd., has just arranged, over
a $500,000 note, for the exclusive English
rights of the Douglas MacLean comedies
"The
so far made, and yet to be made.
Yankee Consul," we take it, made as great
a hit with the Tommys as it did with us.

—

to Pis^j? Xoti^ ^
WANT

to make an offer whereby you
can earn from $100 to $1,000 a month
cash. You can be your own boss. You
can work just as many hours a day as you
please.
You can start when you want to

I

You don't
and quit when you want to.
need experience and you get your money
in cash every day when you earn it.

and you get your money the same day you
You can see how simple
take the order.
We furnish you with a complete
it
is.
outfit and tell you how to get the business
We help you to get
in your territory.
started.
If you send us only four average orders a day, which you can get in an
hour or so in the evening, you will make
$100 a week.

These Are Facts
If
that sound too good to be true?
then let me tell you what J. R.
it does,
Head did in a small town in Kansas. Head
He was
lives in a town of 631 people.
He accepted my
sick, broke, out of a job.
offer.
I gave him the same chance I am
now offering you. At this new work he
has made as high as $69.50 for one day's

Maybe You Are Worth
$1,000 a Month

Does

work.

If that isn't
enough, then let me tell
you about E. A. Sweet
He was
of Michigan.
an electrical engineer
and didn't know anyIn
thing about selling.
his first month's spare
time he earned $243. Inside of six months he
was making between

your chance to find out, for
same proposition that enabled
George Garon to make a clear profit of
$40.00 in his first day's work— the same

Well, here
this

is

proposition that gave R. W. Krieger $20.00
It is the same
net profit in a half hour.
opportunity that gave
Spencer $625
B.
A.
cash for one month's
spare time.
I
need 500 men and

Buick Touring Car
Given to You

A

is

another

man

I

money

that you
interested
in

from $100

your time or only an hour or
so a day to my proposition, write your
name down below, cut out the coupon
and mail it to me at once. You take no
risk, and this may be the one outstanding opportunity of your life to earn
more money than you ever thought pos-

devote

all

Find Out

Dignified Business
ever heard of Comer All-Weather
Coats? They are advertised in the leadThink of a single coat
ing magazines.
that can be worn all year round. A goodlooking, stylish coat that's good for sum-

Have you

children,

and

sells

for

ing us orders. And now I am offering you
the chance to become our representative
in your territory and get your share of
that money. All you do is to take orders.
collect
deliver.
do the rest.

We

We

it

NOW.

C. E.

COMER, The Comer Mfg. Co.
Dayton, Ohio

Dept BV-3I7

less

than the price of an ordinary coat.
Now, Comer Coats are not sold in stores.
All our orders come through our own representatives. Within the next few months
we will pay representatives more than
three hundred thousand dollars for send-

NOW!

doesn't cost you a penny.
You don't agree to anything, and you
will have a chance to go right out and
Do it. Don't wait.
make big money.
Get full details. Mail the coupon

Remember,

—

that keeps out wind, .rain
or snov/, a coat that everybody should
have, made of fine materials for men,

women and

to

plan

sible.

Clean, High-grade,

mer or winter

quickest,
simfor making
ever heard of. If you are
your
income
increasing
$1,000 a month and can
plest

want to tell you about. His regular job paid
him $2.00 a day, but this wonderful new
work enabled him to make $9,000 a year.
Yes, and right this very minute you are
being offered the same proposition that
has made these men so successful. Do you
want it? Do you want to earn $40.00 a
day?

114

you mail the coupon at
the bottom of this ad
I
will show you the
easiest,

$2,200 a
W. J. McCrary

month.

I

women, and I need
If
them right away.

In addition to your big earnings we offer you a Buick Touring Car without
a cent of cost, that you can use to help
you in developing this great business.
I\Iail the coupon NOW.

and

$600

We

is

the

I

I

JUST MAIL THIS
THE COMER MFG.

NOW

CO.

Dayton, Ohio
without obligation or cost on
can increase my income from
imy
$100 to $l.n00 a month as your representative,
and get a Buick Touring car.
I

I

Dept.

Please

part

BV-317,
me,

tell

how

I

I

Name.

Print or write plainly

Fashions for Men is the rage for
Bull Montana evidently
sheiks passing?
thinks so.
He's withdrawn his mug from
the silversheet, where it hit you squarely
between the eyes, and taken it behind the
footlights to park it beside that of Annette
Kellerman and other singers and dancers,
beauties all.
He's to be one of the stars
in "Smiles of 1924," to be produced in
Los Angeles this spring.

When Will Hays cuts, he scorns the
gentle shears of censors nothing less than
Recently
an axe will serve his purpose.
he used one on "The Yoke," cut it right
off the Warner producing program. When
"The Yoke" was published several years
ago, it caused quite a sensation and school
The
children were forbidden to read it.
\\'arners are wondering, now, whether to
delete all the excitement out of it, or let
Hays
the whole story go by the boards.
also wielded the a.xe over some propaganda prepared by Goldwyn for adver-

—

tising

"Three Weeks." The company had
whole new line of stuff.

to get out a

Gasnier
a

"When

has

been

Woman

elected

to

direct

Reaches Forty," the
original story by Royal A. Baker, motion
We reckon
picture censor of Detroit.
Will will take along his axe at its premiere, and we know producers and directors present will each have his own axe
it
wont be the domestic
handy and

—

variety.

;
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SUPERS

By Faith Baldwix

By Grace Haxks

Exotic creature, straight and slim as flame,
Like flame a wonder and a wild desire,
Like

white
hot
oh,
surely
no name
For human flowers born of earth and fire.
flame

.

.

.

there's

The

long,

slim throat, the hungry Slavic

eyes,

The curled back mouth,

the scarlet

mouth

and sweet.

The

small, pale face so veiled and yet so
pull of

on 6 Days'

Sent to

Diners and miners and winers elite
Mere passersby in a grey crowded street.

free

Robbers and ruffians, peasants and friends,
Sailors and soldiers— the tale never ends
Here a bit, there a bit, glimpsed once and.

trial

swift.

Vanished

again

as

the

screen

shadows

drift.

earthways

at the little feet

The innocence of knowledge; and

the slow

strange,

long kisses that like

Supers to help with a smile or a sob,
Part of the picture and part of the mob.

Hoping and working and playing

Beat of the senses thru her finger-tips.

And

YORK
SAX
YOU

Gypsies and tramps, guests at a ball.
in waiting in royalty's hall.

Ladies

wise,

The

The World Famous

grow,

Xameless,

L'ngranted, on the carving of her

their

part,

roses

these

acolytes,

serving

their

Art.

lips.

The Easiest W?

\:^^

Instrument
Even

A FRIEND

—

—

Hollyzeood,

it

is

said,

is

make

great progress

with a York Saxophone.
Don't iloubt
your ability. Tou will be delighted. And
you can have the York Saxophone sent to
your home for 6 days' absolutely free trial.
Play on it in your own way. Note the
superb tone, the clear voice, the workmanship and the quality.
And then if you
don't want to keep it simply send it back
and it won't cost you a cent.

need according to the ncivspapcrs,
Florence Turner, former Vitagraph star, is destitute
Miss Turner Zi'as featured in the early days
in London.
of the cinema Ziehen an artiste gave her art and the best
that li'as'in her for art's sake
stupendous checks and
bulging pay envelopes did not exist for stars in that
period of cinema history. Hence it is not improvidence
that finds Uliss Turner in need but the lack of a fortune
she never had.
This magazine ivas practically the only
one in existence and so the only one in a position to
publicize her during her stardom, and zee believe she is
still capable of fine sympathetic zcork.
in

to Play

you have never played any musi-

if

cal instrument you can

THE NEW TRUMPET

Here is the latest York Creation. BrilEasy
liant, snappy new model trumpet.
Permits all those
to blow without tiring.
new jSLZZ effects. Also sent on 6 days* free
V trial. In fact you can get any Y'ork instru-^ ment for examination and
days' trial.
Send today for full details of this free trial offer, and
illustrated literature with prices, etc. Send Coupon.

J.

W.

YORK & SONS

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Dept.324-F
J. W. YORK & SONS
Dept. 324-F, Grand Rapids. Mich.

planning a benefit for her.

Gentlemen: Kindly mail, without cost to me, your
and details of yotir

beautifully illustrated literature

Free Trial and Easy Payment Offer.

Xame
Address
Instrument
(M'ntiun Insiruinent interested

in)

GirayHaiif

Unnecessaty
As I Have Proved
I

proved

it

many

years

ago by restoring the original color to my own prematurely gray hair with the

same Restorer

I now offer
you. This time-tested prep-

aration never fails, as hundreds of thousands of gray
haired people since have
learned.

Trial Bottle

There is not space In this
advertisement to tell my
Send for Free Trial

Absolutely

story.

FREE

and learn all.
Mary T. Goldman's Hair

bottle

Color Restorer is a clear, colorless liquid, clean
as water. No greasy sediment to make your
hair sticky and stringy, nothing to wash or rub
off. Application easy, restored color perfect, in
any light. Faded or discolored hair just as surely
and safely restored as hair naturally gray.
M.4JI, COUPON TODAY for special patented
Free Trial and full instructions for making the
convincing test on one lock. If possible, enclose lock of your hair in your letter.
Please print your

UAR?
I
I
I
.

I

T.

name and

address"

""

GOLDMAN

Name
street.

T
|

196-H6oldmanBldg.,St. Paul, Minn.
Please send your patented Free Trial Outfit. X shows
color of hair. Black
dark brown
medium
brown
auburn (dark red)
light brown
light auburn (light red)
blonde

|

I

i
.

1

.

City.
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(Conti)iucd

from page 49)

While he got some of the wagons together
and engaged other extras, Mr. Lasky personally saw the Fox and Universal executives about the arrangement of activities
so that Torrence and Kerrigan would befree the following Saturdai^
same with the director under

He did the
whom Miss

Wilson and Air. Marshall were working.
At daybreak
that
Saturday,
these
principals were raced over two hundred
miles in speed cars to the location where
Cruze awaited them. It was late Saturday
night when they reached their destination
but they went over the action of the scenes
to be filmed and rehearsed them that same
night.
And at the first adequate light on
Sunday they began to "shoot."
They
worked ceaselessly thru Sunday, which emphasized their difficulty by being cloudy.
They started work again early Monday
morning and rushed one player after another back to Los Angeles as soon as their
scenes were finished.
In this emergency, Jimmie Cruze ac-

Your Wisdom Teeth
Gould TalkThey 'd Say,

If

complished what has never before been
accomplished and something which, according to Mr. Lasky, is not ever likely
to be accomplished again.
The amount of
work done in this limited time is unbelievable.
What seemed a miracle came to
pass because artists, united by a dream,
submerged themselves.
Their dream is

...

now

a shining reality
a memorial
to their flaming, tireless labors.
And this is the story
Mr. Lasky's
.

"Use Colgate's"
"Be good
they'll be
Every good scout
brushes
regularly

his

teeth

after

each meal and just
before going to bed.
Colgate's is the safe
dentifrice to use.

"Good

health

my

have always heard that the people
of the theater and studio were lacking in
business acumen.
It
is
a legend which

you'll find that out
teeth are im-

laymen tell.
have found it largely
untrue.
In the majority of instances the
stars are generously endowed with business ability, not to say commercial instincts.
We're not sure that this isn't one
of the reasons they are stars.
Life consists largely of buying and selling.
You buy or you sell. If you are not
selling material things
bales of cotton,
houses, bonds
then you are surely selling
your ability to do some definite thing to
teach, to sell material things, in turn, or to
portray life in words, paints or acts.
It
is the best salesman that goes the farthest,
who makes the most money, who wins the

to you.

is

a blessing

—

—

you grow older and good
portant to good health."
as

Sound advice
Colgate's
It

is

*

*

that,

for

*

every one to follow^.

Does Not Scratch Enamel

the safe dentifrice to use because
"washes" and polishes.
grit
it

—

it

contains

Grit is
dangerous,* because tooth enamel, once marred
or worn down can never be replaced. Neither
can its natural beauty be restored.

no

*The U. S. Public Health Service in
"Good Teeth," Keep Well Series No.
warns against

The

Colgate habit

form and

is

grit

a

—

at

health and beauty habit, easy to

jour favorite

store.

Established 1806

ruth in advertising
implies honesty in

9.16
lAGE

book

in dentifrices.

COLGATE &

manufacture

its

13, 1921,

safe for a lifetime.

Large tube, 25c

.

boy, and

to those teeth of yours,

good

.

...

story
of how one of the greatest
of all motion pictures came into being.

CO.

We

We

—

—

—

most fame.

An

actor or actress has one of two
or both, to sell.
An ability to
create shadow portraits or a popular apOthers
peal born of their personality.
have the same thing in about the same
Therefore, it is natural that
measure.
those who win a star's estate are, with the
everpresent few exceptions, those who
The
have the ability to sell themselves.
chances are that if they had fallen heirs
to far less beautiful exteriors with imagination the least of their mentality, that they
would not have known failure.
Count over the golden names of the
Mary Pickforr', Douglas
motion picture.
Fairbanks, Lillian Gish, Rodolph Valentino, Richard Barthelmess.
The business
acumen of these people is renowned among
their business associates.
And the same
is true of a host of others.
Either they
themselves are capable in affairs of business and finance or their husband or mother
or father, who manages their affairs, is.
The new biography of Sarah Bernhardt,
which she authorized for publication after
her death, bears out our belief in this regard.
Even the glorified, immortal name
of Sarah Bernhardt might have been lost
things,

—

the world if the birth of her son,
Maurice, had not fired her with an ambition which transcended the obscurity and
handicaps surrounding her at the time.
We shudder to think how many immortals went down to death sans laurels
because they lacked commercial instincts
because their inspired flames were
.
not enhanced by a salesmanship for their
to

.

.

gifts.
It would seem that art and
instincts are highly compatible.

business

Alice Joyce has sailed for Europe, where
she is returning to the drama of the Kleigs
And
"The Passionate Adventurer."
in
this means she is returning to her career
Her children are growing up
in earnest.
and
they are babies no longer
.
her place has ceased to be the nursery of
the Regan house.
She told us about her plans when we
lunched with her one day before she sailed.
And it was at this same luncheon that,
punctuating our gossip about everything
and nothing, that she told us of the course
she was taking at Columbia University
a course in elocution because for a time
she considered devoting herself to stage
work. And she told us, too, about another
course she was taking at the Art Students'
League. And we couldn't help making the
mental reservation that she was, in these
things, trying to satisfy her desire for a
.

.

.

.

.

—

creative

We

interest.

admire

Alice Joyce tremendously
for the sane way in which she has balanced her life.
She has never allowed
her desire for glory in her career to slight
her wifehood and her motherhood. Both
times that a child has come to her she has
left the screen for no mean length of
time
for two and three years.
And
there is never any proof that an absence
of this duration isn't going to prove fatal.
.

.

.

It's
knowing Alice Joyce and several
other women like her that keeps us from
lending a serious ear when they clamor
about race suicide in connection with
careers.
believe the healthy, normal
woman wants children far more than she
ever wants extravagant wealth or the
fanfare of fame.
have watched motion picture stars give years out ^^ their
full and
fascinating lives to their children
and we have rot the slightest
doubt that they would abandon these
careers, vital as they become to them, if
their children's welfare demanded it. For,
after all, children always have and always
will be, a normal woman's supreme love.

We

We

.

.

.

We're glad
coming back
she's
vital

that Alice Joyce is really
to the screen.
We're sure

a better mother because she has a
interest in her life which keeps her

abreast, young, and concerned with progress.
And we're sure she's a better actress
because she has the wisdom to place her
woman's heritage, wifehood and motherhood, far beyond the pleasures fame can
bring her.

—

!

—

When Mary was playing in Boston,
before they had come to New York, Dick
went on to surprise her.
He arrived
Saturday night in the middle of the performance while Mary was in her dressingroom making a change. The old-fashioned
number in which the men wear the queer
mode of bygone years was about to go on.
It was the first time Dick had seen the
queer costumes and they fascinated him so
that he inveigled one of the men, about his
size, to lend him his clothes and let him
go on in his place. It is a tableau effect
and Dick had seen many of the rehearsals
before the company had gone on the road.
While they were on the stage, someone
brought Mary into the wings to watch the
number and, of course, she discovered her
husband in the group. In mock furiousness she awaited Dick in the wings
but every woman knows how she must
have adored him for his boyish pranl:.
Dick says no one in the audience recognized him
thank Fortune.
.

.

.

.

.

.

The Rex Ingram caravan has returned

And Ramon Novarro,

from Tunis.

re-

turning with it, spent only a few days
here in Gotham before hurrying of? to
California to begin work on his first
starring picture under his new contract.
lunched with him one day and were
surprised at the sophist' 'ation he has acquired.
Not an unpleasant sophistication.
As a matter of fact, it serves to brush any
excessive youth awaj' ... he seems to us
even more interesting and attractive. Nor
has his screen success robbed him of his
interest
in
music.
For really Ramon
Novarro has a charming singing voice and
He
a desire to go in for concert work.
has a collection of old Mexican songs and
scores which he has compiled for this express purpose.
However, whether or
not the gold of motion picture stardom
will erase his desire for concert work, not
nearly so generously remunerated, only the
years will tell.

We

.

.

How

appealing to the
woman— these
divinely dainty puffs.
In all sizes to suit your
needs
these perfect
puffs of velvety velour
or soft lamb's wool.
Packed in sanitary
dust-proof containers.
lovely

—

.

lOc to 75c

At the other end of the Ambassador's
long dining-room this day we lunched with
Ramon, Mary Pickford was Elinor Glyn's
It was
guest at a small luncheon party.
following the long series of business conferences she had been attending with the
And
other members of her company.
these conferences frequently lasted well
into the night for great issues were at
Mary, we thought, looked a little
stake.
weary. And we thought how much more

.

.

.

-^©)

DIMPLES

.

"Ja}ie, dear, do

there.

ford and her governess.
yesterday that she was

little

Mary

Pick-

!

seems hardly
and
a baby
It

.

.

We

met Dick Barthclmess

at the

Algon-

DOLLY DTMPLEK.

she
now she's growing-up.
didn't remain when Mrs. Pickford joined
the group but, with the drop of a curtsy
to the party and a kiss for Aunt Mary,
went off with her nurse.

he

said,

"and

I'll

number again."
"Again?" we

queried

and

Dick

said how much prettier I was
the most fun was when
the boys began to notice me.
Now I haven't a chance to
..

A^.

ceeded to explain.

fc'et

-

^
sit t)y and
linve dimpK's.

pro-

at

I

— but

.„
ro

you're going,"
go in the old-fashioned

and

thought how popular
girls with dimples always are.
I answered the ad and in a
very short time I had the
dandiest dimples.
Everyone
onre

.

"Mary Jane McKane."
"Let me know the night

you remem-

ber how mihappy 1 was at
school? None of the boys noticed me. and oh, I was so
lonesome
Then one day I
saw the ad for the Famous

Mrs.

the luncheon

dealers

The Western Co.. Chicago— New York
Productt Co.. Umited, Toronto. Catuda

.

Towards the end of
Pickford came in with

tfie fcetta-

Weco

interesting and lovely she was this way,
than she would have been had she tried
For
to cover her fatigue with make-up.
and Mary Pickford
the wise woman
knows there is a beauty
is wise indeed
in weariness when it comes to your face,
a passing shadow, and does not remain
.

— ar

However,

quin one day last month and told him we
were going to see Mrs. Dick, Mary Hay
Barthelmess, in her new musical comedy,

-

simply

DOLLY
DIMPLER
—
——
_

^^
DOLL\

lonesome, nor do I have
envy the other girls who

"Many

the noted film
their dimples the
secret of

of

stars set

Dnri'LEK way— that's the
their charm.
And you can Iiave

them. too.

Just use the coupon below and send SI for every
tbinir mailed sealed in plain u-rappcr.
Results are guaranteecl--and it is as
^-"^^^ easy as it is harmless to u:
"^'* ^ minute longer
^'*"
COand yo V ill never
Dept.T, 247 HcDan'pl Street

DOLLY
DIMPLER

^"^^

-*^

DAYTON, OHIO

Have you enjoyed reading "Thistledown"?
published next month.

Be

And

the

first

Its

charming ending will be

episode of "The Girl

Who

Couldn't

Bad" by Henry Albert Phillips will simultaneously appear

&Ad
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Letters to the Editor

How

Shape of My Nose
Delayed Success
BY EDITH NELSON

HAD

tried so long to get into

My Dramatic
Course had been completed and
movies.

the

I

was ready to pursue my amBut each director had
turned me away because of
Each
the shape of my nose.
told me I had beavitiful eyes,
mouth and hair and would
I

bitions.

—

but my
photograph well
nose was a "pug" nose and
they
were seeking beauty.
Again and again I met the
same fate. I began to analyze
myself. I had personality and

charm.

had

I

friends.

—

well educated, and 1
had spent ten months studying
Dramatic Art.
In amateur

my work was com-

theatricals

knew

I just

that

could succeed in motion pictures if only given an oppor-

I

tunity.

why

I

began

to

wonder

could not secure employment as hundreds of other
girls were doing.
I

FINALLY, late one afternoon, after
another "disappointment," I stopped to watch a studio photographer
was taking some still pictures of

who

—

Has Marion Davies been bestowed with
gift?
Does Marion Davies, the
"actress," appeal to the public, or are the
magnificent settings, the fine directing and
the great publicity accountable for the
great box-office receipts.
I am sure that

,

care

the photographer, pointing to an object
."
"Oh, yes,
at my right, "a profile
instantly following
,
yes," said Miss B
the suggestion by assuming a pose in

—

—

your readers
is

pretty
in

—

pressed my
a
my hopes soared.
INnew-made
acquaintance for further comGradually the story was mifolded
ment.
me. Miss B — had had her nose reshaped
— yes, actually corrected —actually made over,
flash

I

to

wonderful, how beautiful it was
now. This change perhaps had been the turnIt must also be the
ing point in her career!
way of my success! "How did she accomplish it," I asked feverishly of my friend.
I
was informed that M. Trilety, a face specialist
of Binghamton, New York, had accomplished
this for Miss B
in the privacy of her home!

how

and

—

THANKED

my

informant and turned
back to my home, determined that the
means of overcoming the obstacle that had
hindered my progress was now open for meI
I was bubbling over with hope and joy.
lost no time in writing M. Trilety for in-

I

The
formation.
I received full particulars.
treatment was so simple, the cost so reasonable, that I decided to purchase it at once.
I did.
I could hardly wait to begin treatment.
At last it arrived. To make my story
short
in five weeks my nose was corrected
and I easily secured a regular position with a
producing company. I am now climbing fast
and I am happy.

—

—
ATTENTION to your personal appearance
nowadays essential
you expect
if

is

life.
You must look "your
times.
Your nose may be a
a pug, flat, long, pointed,

succeed in
best"

hump,

at

a

all

to

hook,

china

broken,
correct

but the api)liance of
it.

"TRADOS,"
rects
ation,

M. Trilety can
and newest nose shaper,
Model 25, U. S. Patent, cor-

His

latest

ift^C

it

if

is

the coupon below, insert your name
CLIP
and address plainly, and send
today
it

to M. Trilety, Binghamton, N. Y., for
free booklet which tells you how to correct
ill-shaped noses.
Your money refunded if
you are not satisfied, is his guaranty.

tile

i

;

J
1

[
1

M. TRILETY,
2000 Ackerman
_

Dear

Sir:

ill-shaped noses.

I

[

1

Name
Street Address

I

1

I

Bldg.,

Binghamton, N. Y.

Please send me without obligation your booklet which tells how to correct
_

Town
State

a truly beautiful
character is portrayed
to

"Queen of the Screen,"

the true

Very

truly,

Beatrice M. Cuxtz,

permanently.

^

fine

Norma Talmadge?

now

all ill-shaped noses, without operquickly,
safely,
comfortably
and
Diseased cases e.xcepted. Model
25 is the latest in nose shapers and surpasses
all
his
previous Models and other Nose
Shaper Patents liy a large margin.
It has
six adjustable pressure regulators, is made of
light polished metal, is tirm and fits every
nose comfortably.
The inside is upholstered
with a fine chamois and no metal parts come
in contact with the skin.
Being worn at night
it
does not interfere with your daily work.
Thousands of unsolicited Testimonials are in
his possession, and his fifteen years of studying and manufacturing nose shapers is at
your disposal which guarantees you entire
satisfaction and a perfectly shaped nose.

doll

her eyes.
^^'ho
not

878

The movies
champion.

Longwood Ave.,
New York City.

find

a

sensible

Dear Editor : There seems to be a universal feeling amongst majority of the
fans, that there is something wrong with
the movies.
What is wrong with them,
will someone be kind enough to enlighten
me? I fail to see anything. Of course,
there are good pictures and there are bad
ones, but the bad ones can be shunned by
the public if they follow the views of the
usually select the pictures I
critics.
I
wish to see, and I make it a point to shun
the ones that are panned in the reviews.
Aly favorite companies are, Griffith, InNational, and Fainous
First
Players. Seldom will any of them produce
a picture that isn't worth while.
Among the
stars?
Sure.
Favorite
ladies are, Norma Talinadge, Gloria SwanMae Marsh, Lillian Gish, Betty
son,
Compson and May McAvoy, among the
spiration,

men

are;

A^alentino.

r^ 18

that

like

woman, whose

.

ful she is."

me

Marion Davies to Norma
comparing a stock company Shakespearian tragedian to John
Barrymore or \^^alter Hampden, or like a

•

seen," I said, half audibly. "Yes, but I
remember," said Miss B 's Maid, who
was standing near me, "when she had a
'pug' nose, and she was only an extra
girl, but look at her now. How^ beauti-

agree with

will

the latter.

Comparing
Talmadge is

which she looked more charming than
watched, I wondered, the
ever.
I
camera clicked. As Miss B
walked
away, I carefully studied her features,
"She
her lips, her eyes, her nose
has the most beautiful nose I have ever

—

Recently The New York
Evening World published daily the results
of a popularity contest for the "Queen" and
"King" of the Screen. The final results
were that Marion Davies was proclaimed
"Queen" and Rodolph Valentino "King."
I
rather expected Rodolph to be proclaimed "King," altho he is no particular
favorite of mine.
I admit that he docs
possess such qualities that have made him
popular, but when the announcement that
Marion Davies was chosen "Queen" was
published it almost floored me.
When I happened to read the daily results. Norma Talmadge was leading by a
large majority, and
sometimes Marion
Davies was second but there was always
this sentence following the results
"Wait
:

this

B
a well-known star. Extreme
was taken in arranging the desired
poses. "Look up and over there," said
Miss

screen.

tlie

De.^r Editor

:

was

I

Protesting against Marion Davies
as queen of

for the big surprise." The result certainly
was some surprise. It reminds me of a
political convention, where the first ballotings show the favorite in advance, but
never with the required number of votes,
to nominate him.
Finally, after the delegates have been thoroly fatigued, "The
Dark Horse" is put up and runs away
with the noinination.
To my mind, a screen favorite must
possess certain qualities before she may
attain her position.
Both "Beauty" and
the "Ability to Act" arc the chief qualities, and between the two, the latter is most
essential.
It is a gift that cannot be thrust
upon one.

fairly

mended, and

(Continued from page 107)

the

Milton Sills, James Kirkwood,
Barthelmess, Owen Moore and

(^-.MOTION PICTURjT
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Huntley Gordon. There are other great
that I have not mentioned, but I
personally do not care for them
Mary
Pickford, Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks,
Charles
Ray, Pola Negri and
stars

:

Thomas Meighan
hard

It is

among them.

are

to select the best pictures of

this year, but I can recommend A-No. 1
"West of the
classics in the following

K

I

None of the
But to get back to H. G.
letters I have ever written to the stars
have been either extraordinarily original
or cleverer than any other fan's, so I think
that she has merely been the victim of co:

incidence in not having any of her letters
the attention of her adored ones.
Some time ago in a motion picture magazine,
I
read an exceedingly interesting

reach

:

Water Tower," "Humming Bird," "Zaza,"
"The Merry Go Round" and "Anna
Christie."

Would

like to

flamboyant

type

read more letters on the
Miss Trix Macof

Kenzie's.

Yours very

truly,

C. E. Sadler,
Hillside Ave.,

Ocean View, Va.

Anent fan

mail.

Dear Editor

have read so inany
about the stars not
answering their fan mail or sending their
photographs, that I have been moved to
take up a cudgel in their defense. I refer
particularly to Miss Helen Gillet's letter
in the May number.
In my time, I have written many a fan
letter to many a star and only in one case
did I ever fail to receive an acknowledgment or a photo.
(Of course, I always
The one
enclosed the necessary quarter.)
complaints

:

I

recently

is that of
Norma Talmadge,
easy to understand the reason in
her case.
Considering the tremendous
amount of mail she gets it is almost impossible for her not to overlook some of
them, and mine happened to be one of
the unfortunates.

I

refer

and

it

to

is

In several instances, I have even received personal letters along with the
photo, and you may believe thej' are
treasured even more than the pictures
themselves.
Anna Q. Nilsson, in particular, sent me the dearest, friendliest, and
most informal note I have ever read from
any star. Her letter expresses almost exactly her personality as portrayed on the
screen.
Another star who takes the time
to answer her mail personally is Ethel
Clayton.
She wrote me a very sincere,
dignified and appreciative note, which impressed me, also, as conveying the same
personality in real life as on the screen.
And last, but certainly not least in my
estimation was the letter I received from
Blanche Sweet in answer to my most enthusiastic praise of her "Anna Christie."
To think that she still had time to answer
my letter right after the universal success
and approval met by that picture, moved
me considerably. I think I treasure her
letter the most
naturally, as she is my

—

favorite.

There
irritate

film

is

one thing that never

I reckon this letter is just about long
enough, but there is one thing more I cant
resist writing about, and that is Blanche
(Altho she couldn't nowise be
Sweet.
I have not seen her
classed as a "thing.")
name mentioned at all frequently by the
fans, but presume it is because she has
To
just recently come back to the screen.
me she is the greatest of them all. .\nd
I do not say that merely because of her
work in "Anna Christie." Altho I was
not fortunate enough to have known her
in the old days, I did see both "The IVIeanest Alan in the World" and "In the Palace
of the King," neither of which I would
have thought her capable of making after
having first seen "Anna Christie." ^^'il:ch
is
proof positive of versatility equaled
only by Norma, and a few others of her
type.
In the "Aleanest Man," Blanche
gave a performance as wistfully charming
and youthfully appealing as her "Anna
Christie" was cynical and realistic.
And
her Dolores in the "Palace of the King"
while not so definite as the other two was
lovelier and more beautiful than either.
You may be sure I am waiting with the
keenest interest "Those Who Dance'' and
"Tess of the D'Urbervilles," as I believe
they will be the deciding factor in her
career so far as the future is concerned.
It is often too true that after an unusually
splendid characterization, an actor or ac-

tress is drowned in a succession of inferior stories of the same type, or in more

and that

is

the

to
for
of a

fails

receiving

stereotyped "form" letter in answer to an
ardent expression of admiration.
Perhaps
it
is because I am a "stcno" and utterly
fed up on any and all tiresome business
necessities such as "form" letters, that I
object so strenuously to this, but I simply
cannot stand to receive a printed, meaningless acknowledgment smacking of a
bid for advertisement or publicity on the
part of the actor or actress. Perhaps it is
not the actor himself who composes the
letter
most probably it isn't, but it is like
a slap in the face to receive such an

—

to a
fan,

sincere,

and

well-meaning
do hope that

letter

the
future the actor will at least see that the
letters sent out by his secretary or pressagent are sufficiently varied and convincing
not to offend in this way.
I

in

sinale application

\and the pallor of
herloveltj skin is trans-

formed to a radiance that
is marvelously natural
'

mediocre
believe
plays.
Plowever,
I
Blanche is too veteran and too versatile an
actress ever to let that come to pass and
so I am quite confident that in these next
two pictures she will prove herself to be
one of the greatest, if not the greatest
actress the screen has yet produced.

Pum-Kin Rouge

is

doinq as much, for
thousands of dis-

criminatinQ women
each dau •'
•

•

•

Sincerely yours,

me and dampen my enthusiasm

folk

answer
from a

from Bebe Daniels in regard to this
very thing. Among other things she said
that she had once lost a whole drawer full
of fan mail thru the overzealousness of
the cleaner or whoever was in charge. It
seems that she had given instructions that
her dressing-room be thoroly cleaned and
this person, taking her at her word, burned
Another
all of the mail in the drawer.
instance she cited was of the time she was
bringing home a suit-case full of mail
in her car to be answered, and had it stolen
from the automobile. I wish I could remember what else she said, but that at
least will show a few of the reasons why
one may not receive an acknov.-ledgment
of his letter or request for photographs.
letter

Andre M.\thien,
243
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63nd
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Chicago, HI.
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A

Chicago hunchback writes

in

criticism of Lon Chaney in the titlerole of "The Hunchback of Notre

Dame"
and of the eternal
hunchbacks of the screen.
.

.

.

Dear Editor

:

Lon Chaney,

in his

All

ITiStreet.

75 f" Post pa id

Owl Dru^

Stores

ana

Authorized
Owi A<5encies

evil

much-

advertised and heralded picture, instead of
portraying
the
"Hunchback of Notre
Dame," gives us a semihuman gorilla, and
a trained ape from vaudeville could have
given as creditable a performance in the
If such a creature as Chaney's
part.
hunchback ever lived in fact or fancy, he
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would be shot down on sight, or he would
be captured alive and exhibited in a zoo.
Fitting

WE ARE LOOKING
FOR A CERTAIN
YOUNG LADY
She

may

be

High School

—

a

girl

—

Grammar

or

an Actress not permaor Clerk
nently engaged
a young lady now
holding a position which is not to
her liking

—

—

insufficient

a married woman with
funds to purchase the

extra nice things she wants for her
home or she may belong to that
great big class of women, whose
wants are constantly exceeding

—

their means.

Her

social

station

in

life

interest us only in so far as

it

will

may

have given her poise. Her education will prove an asset for the
confidence it will have installed in
her.
But the most important
factor of all will be her desire for
more money.

Perhaps

YOU

Are The

One We Are Looking For
you can use

If

$5— $10 —$50

or

$100 extra each month, we want
to write us, for perhaps you

you

are the one we are looking for.
Representatives are wanted
at

once to collect renewals and

new

subscriptions for the

solicit

Motion

Picture Magazine, Classic and

Beauty and we stand ready to
pay you liberally for either spare
time or full time work.
In our booklet entitled "The
Open Road to an Independent
Income" will be found full particulars of the work we have to
offer you and examples of the
progress others are making. This
booklet will be sent to you abAre you interested
solutely free.
in having more money? Then fill in
and mail the coupon below, today.
CUT HERE

BREWSTER PCBtlCATIOXS,

IXC,

175 Duffield Street,
Brookljn, N. Y.
I

am

interested

in

and would

like

ticulars of

your plan.

Name
St.

& No

City
State

you

having more money
send me full par-

for

picture

ugly, so fundamentally
ugly ill fact that you leave the theater
feeling that your inind's eye has registered
a revolting picture you will be anxious
to efface, and you almost have a bad taste
in your mouth. -It is indeed a feast for the
morbid, without a single happy note thruout.
Chaney's inspiration for his part as
the hunchback must have been a nightmare
he had, and I'm sure Hugo would never

recognize

this

is

movie

Quasimodo,

this

abortion, as being a child of his brain.

What

is

there artistic, inspiring or real

about this screen portrayal of a hideous
hairy-breasted man-ape, with one blind eye
bulging out of its socket, a tongue that
reininds one of a snake's fangs, jagged
teeth like an English bulldog, as many
warts as a toad, and vast expanses of hair
that would horrify a House of David here.
Twenty years from now they may show
this picture with slight changes and under
another label, as propaganda for demonstrating how monkey glands may make
monkeys of us.

Another actor, with deeper histrionic
and a little sympathy for the part,
could have given us something worth
while, something inore than the memory of
a man in a nauseating make-up.
There
was absolutely no depth to Chaney's deabilitj'

hunchback, the latter being
nothing but a gorilla-man, and how can
a monkey begin to register anything like
human emotions? His "get-up" was so
thick and grim that it was impossible for
him to emote thru it. You got a chill down
your spine every time the heroine cast as
much as a charitable glance in the direction
of the hunchback.
The picture seemed
to be but for the purpose of exploiting
Chaney as a make-up expert and acrobat.
I have studied hunchbacks and have observed imbeciles, and such a cotnbination
of the two as Chaney gives, never existed,
not even in the mind of Victor Hugo.
lineation of the

For no good reason the hunchback
makes a romantic, superstitious and gruesome figure in literature and on the stage
and screen, when really he is not fundamentally different from other folks, and it
is
a cheap trick to e.xploit him for the
amusement of the inorbid.
No serious
attempt has been inade to show how a
man, as a hunchback, reacts to his physical
circumstances and the situations in which
he finds himself. Chaney might have succeeded if he made his "Quasimodo" more
Hunchof a man and less of a monkey.
backs are far from being the inost

They live,
despicable among the maimed.
they love and they are loved, and what
they lack physically is often compensated
for by their intellectuality.
hump upon
a man's back and stunted growth do not
inean that the man's soul, his inind and his
heart are deformed and dwarfed.

A

to

It takes inore than a whiskered tale, the
featuring of a man-made monkey and 2,600
people (who looked like aniinated pinheads when they are on the screen together) to make a truly momentous movie,
and if "The Hunchback'' is the acme of
screen literature, I'd like to see the masterpieces the ten-cent Diamond Dick and Nick
Carter novels of our boyhood days, will
turn out to be via the silver sheet.

A Hunchback
'120

the

!

The production

a Stenographer

music

incidental

would be Frances White's famous song,
"Oh I'd Like to Be a Monkey in the Zoo."
To me the cathedral was a vast skyscraper jungle of marble and stone, and
as Quasimodo swung from pillar to pillar
in monkey fashion,* I expected to see him
hanging by his tail.
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Film
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Broadway,
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Bear State Film Co., Hollywood, Calif.
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Bennett, Chester, Prod., 3800 Mission
Rd., Los Angeles, Calif.
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Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
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Hollywood, Calif.
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Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
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Douglas Fairbanks Studios, Hollywood,
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They Said
It CouldnH Be Done!
-BUT THESE SCREEN

AUTHORS DID
HAROLD

M.

IT!

WILL LAMBERT

SHUMATE

Author

Author
ii

ETHEL STYLES MIDDLETON

"LOST"

THE WHITE

Author

(Working TitleRelease

"JUDGMENT
J

of the

(formerly announced OS

"Unguarded

STORM"

three authors
THE
graphs appear
in

whose
this

"It

Can

Foundation

was obtained.
The result was another defeat for
the sceptics who say "It can't be done."
Today the authors pictured above are

Palmer Scholarship Foundation has been
established by Palmer Institute of Authorship for the purpose of bringing recognition
to men and women whose fresh and virile
stories might otherwise be lost to the screen

and general publication field, but who need
only training in the new technique of
authorship in order to succeed.
Two Major Awards, each carrying a prize
ot
$500 cash and the Palmer Medal of
Merit, will be made by the terms of the
Foundation to the authors of the best short
story and the best screen play, respectively,

submitted each year.
Forty-eight Free Scholarships will be

awarded annually upon

Their plays
produced by Palmer Photoplay Corporation and distributed by Film Booking Offices of America, are being
shown in thousands of theatres
thRjughout the United States and
Canada.
They accomplished what
sceptics said could not be done.

Many

other men and women are
today similarly successful because of
training.

Through Palmer

co-

operation they have learned how to
harness imagination and to teach it
to express itself in dramatic terms.
And they have learned in spare time
study in their own homes.
Their

work is in demand. They form a
trained body upon which the motion
picture industry, as a whole, is leaning more and more.
Screen Plays by Palmer Authors
PhotopLiys now on the screen, in preparation
or purchased for production, written by authors
succeeding through Palmer co-operation include,
besides those listed above, "Trusie Stoops to

Conquer."
"Love's
Whirlpool,"
"Hollywood
1900," "Robes of Redemption." "Next, Please."
"Crepe d_e Chine Gordon," "Light Fingers and
Toes,"
"Tangled Lives," and "The Night

Hawk."

Copyright

jg24.

Palmer

Institute

of Authorship,

a

of

basis

—

tion and put it to work
profitably.
It inculcates that facility of expression which
one must possess before he may hope to play aa
important part in social or business life.
It
inspires the habit of thinking creatively
an

earnest

than originality or brilliance.
Thus both Genius and Industry receive
equal opportunity to share in IhCiC awards.
effort rather

—

ability that carries men and women to the most
envied positions in the world's affairs.
It
energizes and revitalizes the mind and generates
the power that leads to greater success in all
lines of human activity.
For those who lack confidence in their own
abilities
and wish to ascertain whether they
possess natural talent for writing. Palmer Institute offers the Palmer questionnaire, a test
for determining the presence or absence of creative
imagination.
It will
be sent free on
request.

Russell Docbleday
(Doublcd.iy,

Page&

Co.)

Chairman, Committ^er Short Story Awards

accepted photodramatists.

Palmer

It is abreast of the current and growing
the screen and magazines for stories
wriitcn in the modern dramatic technique.
Just as photodramatists find that Palmer cooperation helps them to recognition and success
on the screen, so do fiction writers find that
Palmer training aids them to success in the
magazines.
More than three hundred authors
of recognized standing ha\e been or now are
enrolled.
Letters from many attribute their
first
success in the magazine field to Palmer
training.
Their success carries conviction.
Imagination is king.
World thinkers like
Wells voice the growing realization that imagination and not will-power is the basic moving
force of life.
Palmer Institute of Authorship
bases its training on that fact.
It
develops
imagination just as certain forms of training
de\'elop the muscles of the athlete.
It teaches
the imaginative how to harness their imagina-

demands of

Announcing
The Palmer Scholarship

Be Done."
Friends and relatives said, "You are
foolish to dream of writing for the
movies. Only professional writers with
a pull can succeed. You aren't a professional writer, and you have no pull.
You will just be wasting your time."
But creative imagination, not mere
writing ability, produces photodramas.
These authors had creative imagination.
What they needed was knowledge of photoplay construction.
Through the co-operation of Palmer
Institute of Authorship, that knowledge

be

later,J

tion.

photo-

announce-

ment have demonstrated that

title to

announced

Qates." J

Frederick Palmer
(Palmer Photoplay Corporation)
Chairman. Covtviittr^ Screen Play Awards

Almost without exception e\ery person ambi-

—"The New Road

write is faced at the beginning with
and discouragement.
Many struggle
long years ungulded before eventually gaining
the heights.
But how much smoother the path
would have been, how much more quickly the
heights would have been scaled, if the writer
could have had, at the beginning, the guidance
and encouragement of someone who knew.
Such guidance and encouragement Palmer Intious to
ridicule

stitute

and

Authorship

of

Free

Palmer Course

profTcrs.

teaches photoplay writing,
short
story writing, and dramatic criticism.
Instruction is individual, confidential.
The student
studies at home.
Each receives the personal
guidance and supervision of a member of the
Scr\'ice

Advisory
studio

Bureau,

and

a

brilliant

staff

selected

are contained in it.
A bulletin, likewise, has
been prepared containing full details of Palmer
Scholarship
Foundation and its broad and

unique service to writers.
Mailing of the
coupon below will bring "The New Road to
Authorship" and the Scholarship bulletin free.

for

magazine

experience and teaching
ability.
When the student's creations become
good enough for sale the services of the Sales
Department are placed at his command for
marketing both screen plays and short stories.

New

Literature,

I

Palmer

New Methods

Name
Street

new methods and Palmer training is
worlds away from out-worn methods of instruc-

Palmer

Photoplay

Corporation.

,

'^"^'

Palmer Photoplay Corporation,
Palmer Building, Hollywood, Calif,
Please send me without cost your book "The New
Road to Authorship" and your Bulletin containing
details of Palmer Scholarship Foundation.

mand

-with

Institute of Authorship,

Affiliated wn'th

Palmer Institute of Authorship recognizes the
arrl\al of a new day in American letters.
The
screen has created a public taste for dramatic
action and strength of plot.
This has reacted
upon the magazines. There has come Into being
a new technique of writing.
New times de-

affiliated

to

Authorship"
But for those who believe in themselves and
who want to know more of the revolutionary
Palmer methods, a fascinating book has been
prepared entitled "The New Road to Authorship."
Success stories of many men and women
who have won recognition on the screen and
in the magazines through Palmer co-operation

-City

County.
StateAlUo^spondence^strlcUy confide^la^l
\

J
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Do men like a touch
of

"Commonness"
in

Do

women?

they prefer

who

women who

are not too

meet them half-way,
not be easily shocked, and yet who are
quite respectable? Sinclair Lewis, the most
talked-of author in years — whose previous
novels, "Main Street" and "Babbitt,"
have been read by millions of people — has
now written a true- to-life novel on this
vital question: "Dr. Martin Arrowsmith."
particular,

will

when

Martin Arrowsmith

times operate on patients

becomes engaged

they know

to Madeline, the girl on a pedes-

sary? Every one ought to read

tal, aloof,

"picks

he

careless,

him

— and

up" Leora!
casual,

then
She is

Sinclair Lewis.

even a bit
him com-

There

just one
this story now

sloppy, but she offers
forting comradeship.

Which

does he want for a wife

**Dr,

girl

Martin Arrowsmith*'

also the story of the

Do

—from the

"docinside!

doctors give their patients

soothing drugs to cover up their
own ignorance ? Do doctors some-

You can 't afford

DE
The June

to

—

way

to

get

miss

this latest

I

issue is on sale

May

SINCLAIR LEWIS'S
Latest Novel
2 Full-Length Novels
By Berta Ruck
[ and

—

not only a thrilling lovestory but
it is

is

by subscribing to The Designer
magazine in which it appears in
serial form. The Designer magazine costs you 31-50 a year
less
than you would have to pay
months later when the story appears in book-form. Be one of
the first to read and discuss "Dr.
Martin Arrowsmith," starting
in the June Designer.

?

is

tor business"

isn't really neces-

"Dr. Martin Arrowsmith," by
far the best story written by

cultured, always try-

ing to improve

it

I.

A. R. Wylie,]

30 Short Stories
Fashions, Recipes, Household
Helps, Beauty Hints, Interior

Decoration,

etc.

All in 12 issues

Only

$1.50

novel by Sinclair Lewis in The

GN

E

R

5th at Standard-Designer Pattern Counters

and News Stands— 15c a copy

t
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Now

You Can Be Free of Hair!

RECALL

summer.

last

Quick as a Wink

Those

embarrassing
moments when
you wanted to look your best.
Those critical glances of your friends.
Those offending hairs on your arms

and limbs.
Don't subject yourself
handicaps this summer.

you can free yourself of superfluous
And remember you are not
merely removing surface hair
you
actually lift out the roots with the
hairs, gently and painlessly, and in this
hair.

same
Others on

to

the

way destroy the growth. The

the beach will be free of every tiny
hair, for they have learned the secret
and the magic of ZIP.

You

can

be

one of

during the coming

the

—

favorites

warm

days at the
beach, at the dance, yes, even at your
daily occupation, if you will take my
advice now and destroy your objectionable hair before the heat of summer strengthens it again.

cess

seems almost miraculous, but

have the same action as singeing or
shaving, throwing the strength back
into the roots.
With ZIP, however,
you gently lift out the roots, leaving
the skin soft and smooth, really adornever

nary depilatories and pumice

Do You Perspire?
Ideal Liquid Deodorant
Remedies Excessive Perspiration
Destroys Odors Harmlessly

Specialist

All

Good Stores

or

fcv

Mail

MAIL- THIS
(ordi-

stone),

c^@l^©(ll^y

St.)

New York
COUPON TODAY

FREE BOOK AND FREE SAMPLES
Massage (ream and Face Powder with mj
(iiiarnn'eed not to grow tiair

Compliments,

MADAME BERTHE.

Specialist.

Dept. 644, 562 Fifth Ave., New York.
Please send me FUEK samples of your M.nssage
Cream aiirt Fare I'owder, and your Free Book,
"Beauty's Greatest Socret," in which leading aelresscs
(PI.KASE
hy using ZIP.
tell how to be beautiful

PRINT YOl'K NAME.)
Name.
Address
(Mty aJid State.

CREATIONS

(Entrance on 46th

562 Fifth Ave.

Attractive Bottle 50c

COLORLESS!

will

ordinary depilatories.

to

my

Lasting Results
surface hair removers,

resort

pro-

eighteen years of success in giving
treatments with ZIP and the thousands
of women who are now using it prove
that ZIP is the scientifically correct way to destroy the growth.

Mere

Use ZIP once and you

able.

NEW YORK

—

^;gi^Mg
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lour T^erfume Should
You choose a hat or
You select it because

frock for its becoiningness.
style exactly suits you
brings out your best features
mal<es you appear
more charming. Y'ou do not buy it merely because it looks pretty in the window, or on some-

one

its

—

else.

Your perfume should be

as individually

becoming

as your loveliest gown. You should select it just
as carefully. Be sure that it is a true expression
of your thoughts and moods
that it harmonizes
with your own personality. Clothes are soon forgotten, but a perfume may linger in the memory
for years.
How important it is to have this
memory a flattering one.

—

Sg

''^ecomino'

Florient, an exquisite bouquet fragrance, has a
of blending with widely varying personalities
seeming to take on a new meaning
with each wearer. Or you may find your favorite
among other lovely Colgate scents.

happy way

—

It is easy to select the right perfume with the
Colgate Perfume Test and lots of fun besides.
This famous test has shown countless women
how to choose the perfume that suits them best.
Full instructions and materials, for making the
test, including three miniature vials of perfume,
win be sent you for a 2c stamp. Address

—

Colgate

&

Co., Dept. 14, 199 Fulton St., N. Y. C.

Perfumes

—
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Summers heat only emphasizes the

cool

perfection of a Skin that's Twin^Creamed!
is

The
The sun
goiil^ down

hot, destroyingly hot.

ITsultry

air stands

still.

a red ball of fire
behind the hills, but leaving promise of a wilting night. Then, most
wonderful of sensations, comes a
cool little breeze, escaped from the
is

shadows of evening. Delightfully
it caresses your fevered cheeks and
instantly the whole world seems
different.
So it is with Princess Pat Twin Creams.
At their touch the skin grows deliciously
cool. The heat flush, the stickiness, vanish.
Fresh, Vehrety softness replaces the drawn
harshness inAiced by summer's heat.
Such is the effect of pore control, the
entirely new, scientific principle which
makes Princess Pat Twin Creams a different complexion treatment than may be
had with any other creams in the world.
"Twin-Creaming" keeps the pores always
of normal size, giving the soft, fine-grained
skin texture which is the ardent desire of
every woman's heart.

A

Skin of Cool Beauty

The improved Princess Pat Complexion
Method doubly advantageous in hot

—

weather—-is simplicity itself. There is one
cream to nourish and rejuvenate; another
to cool the skin and close the pores. They
work together. Princess Pat Cream is applied first. Princess Pat Ice Astringent
right over it. Then both are wiped completely

away.

on the surface, prove this. You do not
rub the Astringent in. After it has acted
you wipe it entirely away.
The trouble heretofore has always been in
attempting the impossible. Nourishing
oils and astringent ingredients cannot be
The
effectively combined in one cream.
astringent element acts first and closes
the px)res before they are nourished. And to
use an astriijgent without previously nour-

will see the advantage over ordinary'
Princess Pat
penetrating astringents.
Ice Astringent gives its closing, cooling,
tonic effect luithoiit going into the pores.
Littlfe globules of cool moisture, forming

careful powdering,

greatly aslKsts in preventing tan.

new summer joy to be
Pat Twin Creams and you
are invited to make your own personal test in
accordance with the offer below.
There
found

is,

indeed, a

in Princess

.-u

ishing the skiH has the effect of choking
the pores by the "rubbing in" process.

So you see how beautifullj' Princess Pat
Twin-Creaming solves the greatest of all
complexion questions how to properly

—

pores normally closed at, all
times, 3'et constantly softened and made
pliant by beneficial oils that keep the
skin structure aglow with rosy health.

keep the

The

Blessing

In

of Pore Control

Summer

The year 'round, Princess Pat Twin Creams
are a boon to every tjpe of skin. But in
summer! Your skin under this treatment
becomes 3s rarely beautiful and

fine as

flowerpye-talsopening in the garden of acool,

dewy morning. There

is

simply nothing
this treatment

comparable to the effect
will accomplish for all complexions.
"I call Princess Pat my 'Twenty Degrees
Cooler Treatment, " wrote one woman
who enjoyed it last summer. And you'll

summer with this percomplexion method.
And wait until you powder! No "rubbed
feel

the same this

"Refreshing as An Ocean Breeze
There's a new sensation for you who
may not have experienced the marvelous treatment that Twin Creams
brought into being! Summer cannot
blight the beauty you can woo and win

through the Princess Pat method.
Here's all you do; apply a bit of the
first cream (both creams for the trial are free
for the asking, as seen below) and leave it on
temporarily. Then apply the second cream
the Ice Astringent and an indescribable cool-

remember; just closed pores and
a cool, smooth skin. But the powder goes
on as smoothly as your own skin and it
will cling closer and longer than you would
have imagined possible from anj-thing in
your past experience.

—

—

_

—

The coolness <^f ice but not the
shockl Wipe both crean;S completely off.
Your skin is then proof against the day when
even the air itself seems sticky.
ness

is felt.

fect

in" base,

You

Use of Twin Creams, and

Free Trial!
Until the shops have been "sufficiently stocked
with Princess Pat Twin Creams to meet all calls
for them, we shall take pleasure in sending to
individuals a 10 days' supply without charge.

—

PRINCESS PAT,
2701

S.

Wells

St.,

Ltd.

Dept- 27,

Chicago

Entirely FREE, please forward me postpaid'
a 10 days' supply of the new Princess Pat

Twin Creams.

#

rmce

PRINCESS PAT, Ltd.,thicago,U.

i'rincess

Name (Print)

.

.

Street

S.

A.

City

and

State

Pat Crearr^, Ice Astringent, Princess Pat Tint, Lip Stick, Powder, Princess Pat Perfume
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If you

know

really

Stars

YOU KNOW PARAMOUNT
Paramount

has brought

companies together.
opportunities.
technical

to fame than all the rest

stars

Paramount has given dozens of great

Paramount

improvement

more

is

directors

in films.

The chance

to play to

all

the world

Match the thrill of James Cruze's "The Covered Wagon and

"The Ten Commandments"
and you

—created in the regular

will realize in the trying that
'''If

their

best

the best market for the immediate exploitation of any

^'

lure.

of the film

course

is

no empty

Cecil B. DeMille's

of 'Paramount's

activities

—

Paramount leadership has been earned!

if s a Paratnoiint Picture if s the best

show

in

town!"

NEW PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Produced by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

Adolph Zukor and

WILLIAM DeMILLE'S Production "ICEBOUND"
Prom

play by Owen Davis. With Richard
Wilson. Screen Play by Clara Beranger.

the Pulitzer prize

and Lois

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky

Dix

CECIL

With Leatrice
Edeson

From

ing

Lady"

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

Theodore

Kosloff,

Robert

Screen Play by Jeanie Macpherson.

Edginton.
Jesse L.

Lasky present
Naldi, Patsy

Ruth Miller, George Fawcett, Matt Moore. From the novel and
Logan,

play by Mary Roberts Rinihart. Screen Play by Julie Heme arid
Edfrid Bingham.

Raymond

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present

"BLUFF"

L Lasky present
THOMAS MEIGHAN in
"THE CONFIDENCE MAN"

Adolph Zukor and Jesse

^^^f*)^^

A SAM WOOD Production with Agnes Ayres
and Antonio Moreno. From the story by Rita
Weiman and Josephine L, Quirk. Screen Play

the story by L. Y. Erskine and Robert H.
Davis. Directeaby Victor Heerman. Screen Play

From
by

May

Adolph Zukor and

Griffith. From the novel and play by
Frances Hodgson Burnett. Screen Play by Harvey Thezv.

Torrence,

Lasky present

"THE BREAKING POINT"
A HERBERT BRENON Production with Nita

by Alfred Sutro. Screen Play by Forrest Halsey.

"THE DAIVN OF A TOMORROW"
A GEORGE MELFORD Production with Jacqueline
David

George Fawcett,

and Raymond Hatton.

the story by

GLORIA SfVANSON in "A SOCIETY SCANDAL"
An ALLAN DWAN Production. From the play "The Laugh-

Jesse L.

DeMILLE'S Production "TRIUMPH"
Joy, Rod La Rocque, Victor Varconi, Charles

Julia Faye,

Ogle,

present

B.

ir,

by Willis Goldbeck.

Paul Sloane.

paramount ^ixdures
Sfamous playersuvskvcorporation)^
||l
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Own
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Britain by Brewster Publications, Inc.

Story

more adventure in a biography than there is in a novel.
There is often more pathos
more drama
Belie\ing that true life stories are always interesting, we are planning to run a series of autobiographies by the stars.
In the August Motion Picture Magazine, Leatrice Joy tells her own story. It is replete with incident. She
was a little Southern girl who believed so firmly in her ability as an actress that she convinced her conservative
.

mother too
This story
.

.

.

is,

.

.

.

.

.

and together they came to New York to seek her fortune.
furthermore, illustrated with hitherto unpublished photographs.
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2 5- Year Guaranteed
14 -Karat Gold
Strata Vanity
25 -year
a permanent and beautiful piece ofjewelry.
It will be a charming and useful
This lovely

little

case

guaranteed gold strata.

is

It

is

accessory for years.

Also in genuine solid
SterlingSil'ver with the
sheen of White Qold.

A Vanity That Is Worn
Like a Wrist
of fashion discovered the
PARISIAN women
and chic of these exquisite

amazing
round
vanities. They found that the Zara Golden Vanity, worn
on the wrist like a watch, was an essential accessory for the
Purses and
really well groomed woman.
pockets could be fashionably flat when it was
no longer necessary to carry a bothersome,
old-fashioned, fat powder case.
Of course, you, too, will want one of these
convenience

little

lovely pieces of jewelry. They are suitable
for every occasion and appropriate with every
costume. Shopping, motoring, dancing in
your most swagger sport suit or ruffly party
frock it is so delightful always to have your
Zara Golden Vanity with you. And you need
never fear a shiny nose. In just a second, you
can open the little round case and powder
your nose with the diminutive, satin puff.

—

—

Watch

puff.
All for only $3.89.
There is no additional
charge for the trim, black, grosgrain wrist band or for the
carved clasp in sterling silver or green gold to match the case.

little

Special Offer
To

introduce the Zara Golden
Vanity, a special offer of only
$3.89 is made for a limited time.
This is a remarkable opportunity.
Just send the coupon. When the
postman delivers your Vanity,
pay him the $3.89 and a few cents
postage. Order your adorable
little

Vanity at

_

W

^^\

m m\J
^^3ti

^^Jr

this special price.

Send Coupon

TODA Y

(If you live in

Canada send post oBice or express order).
iVb C.O.D. orders accepted from Canada or other foreign Countries.

Send Coupon

Zaravan Company, Dept. 12-74 'cSo.nr*
(NOT INC.)

Without oAny SMoney
The coupon

Mail This Coupon!

—

brings this Zara Golden Wrist Vanity
masterpiece of the goldsmith's art. It is as beautifully constructed and finished as a high grade watch. It is a piece
of jewelry that the most discriminating of women would
be proud to wear.
It is every bit as attractive in appearance as it is convenient to use.

You may select your Zara Golden Vanity in the popular
green gold or in genuine sterling silver. Every case whether
Gold Strata or Genuine Solid Silver carries our 25-year
The case contains a tiny cake of powder
guarantee.
delicately scented with one of the smartest of this season's
perfumes, a fine quality magnifying mirror and a dainty

%

njMiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiininiijriijinijiijjijjiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiJiiiJiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Zaravan Company,

I
=
=

Will you please sen(J

=
=

I

=
=
i
=

Oept.

12-74,

311 River st.,ciiicago,iii.

(Not Inc.)

me a 25-year guaranteed Zara Vanity in the finish
Indicated below.
I will pay the postman $3.89 and postage when it arrives.
understand that if I am not satisfied I can return the Vanity within three
days and my money will be refunded.
(Please check finish desired)
Sterling silver

D

Green Gold

D

(Finlsheci to look tike white gold)

Name.

.

Address.
City

State.

If there is likely to be no one at home
live in Canada, please enclose post office

you do this we pay the postage.

when the Vanity

arrives, or
$3.89.

or express order for

if

you

When

qr.M°^M'PKP''R

if.
Now,

at last 3-ou can wear the stylish,
becoming clothes your heart desires
without woro'iiig about an un-

Enjoy
tight

—

You

attractive waistline.
have to wait until

the

fat

it

is

—

wonderful

This

M

the

m

most

rubber

resilient

especially

Para
de-

signed for reducing purposes, and is worn over

The
the undergarment.
girdle fits as snugly as a
has garters
kid glove
attached and is so constructed that it touches

—

and

—

gently

massages

every portion of the surThe
continually.
face
constant massage causes

Women
in weight in the first few days.
often lose 3 inches the very first week!

One Hour

Particularly around the

massage

is

The :Madame

Day
Massages Fat Away
The Jladame X Girdle
a

holds you

rapidity.

hour
wonderful girdle reduces as much fat as it
does in a day during the
winter months. Works like
e.Npert masseur every second you wear it.
If you
want slender waist and
hips this summer
if
you
want to have a more graceful,
youthful
appearance
without effort or discomfort
begin wearing the Madame

feeling

boning
rubber

The

abdomen and

hips,

so effective that

it

stiff

known

special

and
to

No

steels

Inc.

404 Fourth Avenue, New York

open

front

move
to
you
and f r e e y to
bend and stoop, dance,
skate, walk and indulge
in all activities with a
freedom and grace you
easily

1

—

haven't known in years.
The lacing down the
back will enable you to
girdle as you grow thinner

Step into the

Madame

what a difference

it

X

makes

Girdle and see
in

your

The Thompson-Barlow Co., Inc.
Dept. G-157, 404 Fourth Avenue, New York

finest

science.

enables

Now.

the
day-by-daj'.

THE THOMPSON-BARLOW CO.,
Dept. G-157,

really

of comfort.

— no

just the softest

—

adjust

Reform-

It is

in.

our free booklet.
It completely describes
this wonderful new girdle and tells how
you can get one en 5 days' free trial. Mail
the coupon now and you'll be in time for
t)ur special reduced price offer.
Act now.

fitting and hip-confining
and gives you a distinct

vanish with surIn one
during the summer
fat

Girdle

X

Girdle

ducing

this

X

—

Day

All

In Perfect Comfort

a more vigorous circulation of the blood, not only through these
parts, but throughout the entire body
this gentle

often brings about a remarkable reduction

Can Be Worn

prising

every

—

X

makes

its

Get This FREE Booklet
you want a girlishly slim figure if
you want to indulge in all the pleasures
and sports the summer time brings it you
want to say good-bye forever to bulky
waist and hips, mail the coupon below for

new

invention known as the
Reducing
e
a da
Girdle is built upon scientific massage principles
which have caused reductions of 5, 10, 15, even
20 pounds. It is made of

—

to

If

—

I

irritate

conform

back and abdomen, just where you need it.
You won't want to take it off, and after
wearing it a few times you'll never go
back to the old-fashioned, stift', hea\T
corsets that hold you in like a vice and
permit no freedom, of motion.

—

Reduce Fat Like Expert Masseur

to

—

in

—

—

comfort its freedom from
heavy boning and stays that

softness that enables
motion of your
body and allows you to bend, stoop and
move with ease its firmness that gives
necessarj' support to the muscles of the

poke and

don't

order to appear slim.
You can look more slender at
without stiff, harmful
once
without
corsets of any kind
indulging in heart - straining
exercises or disagreeable starving diets
without taking harmful medicines. A marvelous new scientific girdle ends all need
of that forever
The moment you put on this new girdle
the bulky fat on waist and hips seems to
vanish and your body becomes erect, graceAnd then with
ful, youthfully slender!
every step you make, with every breath
you take, with every little motion, this new
kind of girdle gently massages away the
disfiguring useless fat— and you look and
feel years younger

gone

its

lacing,

Please

send

description

of

me
the

without

Girdle and also details
duced price offer.

Name

.

.

obligation,

Madame
of

X

your

free

Reducing
special

re-

.

Address.

ritv

State.

figure.
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Ever buy a wooden
nutmeg?
\ HUCKSTER

stopped

"Any nutmegs

j7\. door.

at

great-grandmother's

to-day, lady?"

—

In the tray before him he displayed his wares big,
beautiful nutmegs, and at a ridiculously low price.

Being fond of nutmeg's spicy flavor, and seeing an
opportunity to stock up on them to advantage, greatgrandmother bought generously.

There was to be rice pudding for supper. Greatgrandmother took the golden-brown beauty from the
oven and prepared to give it its finishing touch
sprinkling of nutmeg. Out came the grater and one of
the new nutmegs. She scraped and looked puzzled.
Scraped again, and looked closer. Sawdust
The nutmegs were made of wood.

—

!

How
these

far

days

!

from such methods we have traveled in

of

The manu-

merchandise.

advertised

name to what he says about
what he makes. He knows that when you buy you will
expect the goods to be what he has said. He knows that
facturer of to-day signs his

if

he deceives you once, your confidence

Wooden nutmegs
Read

is

gone forever.

never could have been advertised.

the advertisements.

-^

The

KM'
I

consumes falsehood
goods are reliable

fire of publicity

—advertised

)

NotKing But tKe TrutK

T

HE

whole truth, and nothing but the truth.
the Utopian state of veracity towards which
Magazine points its editorial feet.
truth, the

That

.

.

i

.

Motion Picture

the

is

Despite the fact that the people of the motion picture are, for the most part, colorinteresting, it has become the thing to embroider their personalities elaborately
every time they are treated of in print. And despite the fact that the news of motion
picture activities is, in itself, spectacular and dramatic, it has become the thing to
exaggerate it out of all logical proportions.
ful

and

However, the Motion Picture Magazine does not engage
editorial policy requires integrity

above ever\thing

else.

Its

in this practice.

staff in

both

and California appreciates the necessity of authenticating everything sent
desk so far as

it is

Its

New York

to the editor's

physically possible to do so.

Our interviews are worked with the thread of truth. When a player becomes
disagreeable thru affectations, we are frank in saying so.
When a motion picture is
poor entertainment, ancient in theme and antediluvian in treatment, our reviewers have
courage to admit these things.

Now
on the

and then a production plan or personal contact varies after the magazine is
This is unavoidable and misstatements made under these conditions are

presses.

corrected as soon as possible.

However, for the most part, you may accept the face value of every word printed
between the covers of a Motion Picture Magazine. We believe a magazine with
veracity is better than one which is prone to sacrifice the truth to a spectacular story
that has the roots of its being in nothing more substantial than suppositions and
myths
or which is so dramatically distorted as to its facts that it might far more
honestly be termed fiction.
.

We

..

,

believe there

more dramatic than

is

nothing in the world more interesting

.

.

.

more varied

.

.

.

truth.

Motion Picture Magazine
(Trade-Mark Registered

Founded by

J.

Stuart Blackton

JULY, 1924
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XXVII
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woman

not self -conscious about a beautiful skin. It
is unattractive, disfigured with

is

when her complexion

that she becomes self-conscious about it
unnatural. Keep your skin
clear and smooth by giving it the right care, and see how
much this ivill contribute to your peace of mind and
Ireedom from selj-consciousness.

ugly
—
awkward,

little defects,

constrained,

than most women imagine
gain the charm of a beautiful shjn^

It is easier

— to

SOMETIMES awoman

suffers
because
of an unattractive complexion.

actual misery for years

Blackheads, blemishes, conspicuous nose pores can be overcome,
so that they never reappear.

You

Skin defects, not serious in
themselves, have been known to
cause such nervous strain as actually to affect the general health.

Yet nearly any woman,

she
gives her skin the right care, can
gain a clear, smooth, attractive
if

complexion.

You can

rebuild your

will find the right treat-

ment for your special type of skin
in the booklet "A Skin You Love
to Touch," which is wrapped
around every cake of Woodbury's
Facial Soap.

Each day your skin is changing
old skin dies and new takes its
place. This new skin you can make
what you will! Use the right
treatment daily
and see how
easy it is to overcome the faults

—

that have always troubled you.

a

skin will feel the difference.

A

2 5 -cent cake

Facial

Soap

month or

of color.

six

weeks for regular toilet use,
including any of the special

venient 3-cake boxes.

full

Bend over the

top of the basin

heavy bath

towel.

with a
Steam your face for

thirty seconds.

Noiv lather a hotclothiuithWoodbury's
Facial Soap. With this wash your face
thoroughly, rubbing the lather well into the

Then

rinse the skin well, first -with
water, then with cold, andfinish by
rubbing it for thirty seconds with a piece

warm

of ice.

For ten cents — a guest-size set of three
famous IVoodbury skin preparationsl

THE ANDREW JERGENS CO.

of Woodbury's

lasts a

one

and

boiling hot.

and cover your head and the bowl

—

Woodbury

is clear

retiring,

— almost

1307 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
For the enclosed 10 cents
Please send me a miniature set of the Woodbury skin preparations,
containing:

A dull, muddy, sallow complexion can be transformed into
that

Once or twice a week, just before
nil your basin full of hot ivater

skin.

cake of Woodbury's
Facial Soap today and begin tonight the treatment your skin
needs
The very first time you
use a Woodbury treatment your

Get

!

complexion

How to change a dull, sallow skin to
one that is clear and full of color —

treatm.ents.

Woodbury's also comes in con-

A trial size cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap
A sample tube of Woodbury's Facial Cream
A sample box ofWoodbury's Facial Powder
Together with the treatment booklet,

"A

Skin

You Love to Touch"
If you live in Canada, address The Andrew
Jergens Co., Limited, 1307 SherbrookeSt.,Petth,
Ontario. English Agents: H. C. Quelch & Co., 4
Ludgate Square, London, E. C. 4.

Name
Street

City
Copyright, I924, hy

I

10

The Andrew Jergens

Co.

Cut out

State
tfiis

coupon and send

it

to us today
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Mae Murray

MAE MURRAY

always reminds us of the little
porcelain dancing figures they show in the
shops. To "Mile. Midnight" she brings the demure grace and beauty in which she is pictured
above. And once more her production, colorful in the tempestuous dance of jazz, is being
directed by her husband, Robert Leonard

PhotoRraph by Havra

ALICE TERRY
Alice ha? put aside the golden glory of her blonde wig, so long a part of her screen personality.
Arab'" her hair will be dark, as dark as it is in this picture
.

.

.

In

"The

Phntograph

NITA NALDI
There has never been obeisance to the slim
silhouette which Fashion has decreed on the
part of Nita Naldi.

And

there

is

wisdom

in

For voluptuoasness complements her
almost savage beauty. In "The Breaking Point,"
a screen version of the Mary Roberts Rinehart
story. Miss Naldi is particularly effective
this, too.

l)y

Richee

NORMAN KERRY
Norman Kerry

is
possessed of the manner of a
cosmopolite and the fascination of a great sophistication.
These composites of his personality bring him
a very definite popularity.
"Butterfly," the Kathleen
Norris story, finds him on the screen in the company
of Laura La Plante, Kenneth Harlan and Ruth Clifford

mimimiiaBm"
Photograph by Edwin Bower Hesser

ALMA RUBENS
For since she became the
is not planning to forsake her career in favor of domesticity.
bride of Doctor Daniel Carson Goodman, the motion picture producer, she has appeared in "Cytherea."
And this production marks one of the most interesting portrayals she has ever given the silversheet

Alma Rubens

Photograph by Margaret Mather

CLAIRE WINDSOR
There is no one in the studios with more industry than Claire Windsor. Her name heads multiple casts
and she counts a journey to the Sahara Desert, where she played in "A Son of the Sahara," all in the
day's work. Now she is back in California at work in "For Sale"

Photograph

Charles Knshi:

Iiy

MARY PICKFORD
We

wonder if the public will ever allow Mary
from the screen. Once again her voice

retire

to
is

raised against continuing in the juvenile roles
she has created with such charm and understanding.
Mary has long symbolized the poetry of
childhood.
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"
finds

a

grown-up Mary

.

.

.

Photograph by Pach Brothers

GEORGE ARLISS
The popularity accorded George

Arliss

in

a

stage

production of "The Green Goddess," in which he is
appearing in his native England, is keeping him absent from our studios. That may be deplored, for Mr.
Arliss is one of the most distinguished artists that
ever faced the cameras.
However, "$20 a Week."
which he began before he sailed and which he has
completed in the studios of his home country, is
shortly to be issued

Photograph by Kenneth Alexander

ALICE JOYCE
The

public, ever branded fickle, has belied this reputation often justly applied, in the instance of Alice Joyce.
Ever since the old Kalem days she has known popularity. And "The Passionate Adventurer," which marks
her return 'to the screen in earnest, after an interlude of private life- as Mrs. James Regan, will be greeted

with rejoicing

1
To
Anna May

Wong
MIMI
Black almond eyes,

Smooth ivory skin,
With lips of lacquer

red

Those tiny hands
Like two white wings

Can carry me
Across the sea

To the Land of Junks
And Flaming Poppies.
Your

throat

is

like

the

lotus,

Your hair a gleaming
poem by Li Po.
The music of the lute
Comes from your lips.
Pale Chinese child,

My

hand

Wilt

let

is

hot,

me

touch your

cheek

And

see

The

cool white jade of
it?

Photograph by
Hoover, L. A.

if it

can melt

She
By

LUCILLE

WisKes

BRYERS

On
Ha}?-

Mytrs

Carmel

said

she got the role of
Iras

"Ben-Hur"

in

because June Mathis

Wagons

insisted that the

members

of the cast

have old-world faces

she has one.
But she really thinks
.

.

.

she got it because
she wished on hay-

wagons.

She

is

not superstitious.
But she does believe
in the hay-wagon
wishes

WHEN

Caecus

x^ppius Claudius
mapped out his

justly

famed highway,

seems

Now,

twenty-two hundred
years ago, he

little

ofiE

it

is

an indis-

many

Comedians long
Macbeth and
Hamlet, and the genversa.
to

^^^

Celluloidia.

But strange things happen, with
the passing of the centuries, and all roads lead from Hollywood to Rome, and back, these days. Directors now roar
in the Coliseum, once peculiarly the property of hungry
and where Nero stood gazing thru his emerald at
scenes of pomp and splendor, film cameramen now "set
up" on ruins and movie stars.
All of which brings us to Carmel Myers and myself,
sitting one rainy afternoon in the Montmartre Cafe on the
Boulevard.
Carmel is to play Iras in "Ben Hur" for
Goldwyn's and so is to be a member of the latest Romegoing film company.
She is frankly delighted at the prospect, as indeed she
should be. I'm sure I'd be glad to play one of the camels,
chariots, or what have you, for a trip like that. Intent on
gaining a few helpful pointers as to how to become a
Roman movie star, I asked diplomatically
"Miss Myers, how did you get this job in 'Ben Hur,'
lions,

:

anyway?"
"Well," replied Miss Myers, and I'll say for her that
she appears to be an amiable, outspoken and unaffected
young lady, "June Mathis insisted that the members of
I have one
and besides,
the cast have old-world faces.

—

wished on hay-wagons.

am not superstitious," she continued. "That is, I
not very superstitious, but I do believe in wishing on
hay-wagons. Every time I saw one I wished for this
part of Iras, and I got it."
I've been looking for hay-wagons ever since, but it
"I

an

an ingenue wishes to
be a vampire and vice

thought that the

wood and Sunset Boulevards,

am

be

putable fact that

day would come when it would serve
as a sort of detour between Holly-

I

to

season.

play

tlemen known in theatlingo as heavies not, infrequently cherish the desire
to do comedy. The realization of such ambitions comes to
rical

but few.

Carmel Myers,
heroines

who

has

one of Hollywood's lady-like
the metamorphosis and
asked her if it had brought her great

tho,

is

undergone

emerged a siren. I
joy and satisfaction of

spirit.

she declared promptly, "and after I've
played Iras I hope to go back to the other sort of things.
When people see me on the screen wearing backless
gowns and smoking cigarets they wont believe that I live
quietly at home with my mother and brother.
"I'm tired, too, of having the men push me away.
That's all they do any more, as you'll notice if you see^
any of my recent pictures. It was terrible," she added
unhappily, "to have John Barrymore push me aside all
the time."
I can well imagine that this would be trying.
Carmel played with Mr. Barrymore in "Beau Brummel"
and she would much rather talk about him than about
herself.
Really she would.
When you see her in this
picture, vaniping him so determinedly, it may interest you
to know that underneath the grease-paint was just a
bashful young lady.
"Why, I was so awed at being in the same cast with
John Barrymore that I hardly dared to speak out loud on
the set, until the last two weeks that he was out here.
Then, one day I brought my ukulele down to the studio
"It has not,"
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Both photos by Clarence

Carmel doesn't

S. Bull

like

being a siren. "Men
push nie away all
the

time.

That's

any of them
have done in my
all

recent pictures

.

.

ever since I've
played sirens. Even
John Barrymore in
'Beau Brummel.'
That was too much.
For Carmel is an
enthusiastic

Barry-

more fan

me playing it. He liked
awfully well and got me to play one
thing after another for him. Oh, he's
and he heard

sisted that I stick to that sort of

it

thing ever since.
"That is the

Everyone
the most wonderful person.
was crazy about him.
"He left for New York a week or
two before the picture was finished and,
do you know, the company just
simply drooped after that.
Nobody seemed to care whetlier they
worked or not, and even the elec-

free-lancing.

tricians and property men went
around in the most dejected man-,
ner you can imagine.
"We all sent Mr. Barrymore

wires of congratulation

when he

opened again in 'Hamlet' in the
In
East, and he answered them all.
the wire to me he said that he didn't
like Hamlet's mama anywhere near as
well as he did 'Beall Street Mama.'
That was the name of a silly jazz piece
I'd played for him on the ukulele.
I
had the wire framed, and I'm going to

keep

forever.''

it

With my usual keen intuition. 1
perceived that Miss Myers is some,

.

thing of a John Barrymore fan, as is indeed everyone else who has met the gentle-'
man. Presently, tho, I got her back to the
subject of herself.
"Fred Niblo is really responsible for
making a vamp out of me." she explained.
"I always had wished to work under his
direction and when he offered me the pari
of the home-breaking widow in
'The Famous Mrs. Fair' I accepted
altho it was entirely different
from anything I had done up to that
time. It really was
it,

just

small

a

part,

but every director
in

Hollywood must

have

seen

the picture, and
they.'ve

!22

in-

disadvantage

of

You become known

as a type and directors never think
of offering you a role dissimilar
to the ones you've been doing,

"But when I return from Rome
be under contract to Goldwyn's and I hope they'll give me a
part once in a while where I
well, where I get the hero at the
I'll

end of the picture. Seriously, I'm
getting tired of being discarded by
the men.
"Why, when I think of the way

John Barrymore pushed me
"

aside

Miss Myers lapsed into a deep
purple gloom. As luck will have
it.
she is one of the few screen
heroines who at no time cherished
the desire to become a siren.
From the day that D. W.
Griffith gave her her first screen
test, on thru the rather dreadful
years of her Universal stardom
and the following years of freelancing, Carmel's interest
in portraying virtuous

was only

and ladylike

young persons for the silver sheet.
But the directors have changed
all that.
Whether she likes to or
not,

seems quite probable that

it

when she has finished vamping
Ben Hur around Rome, she'll
come back to Hollywood and continue
there

along

the

same

lines,

for

something of the sophisticated allure about Miss
Myers, before the camera.
Personally, I hope she
never goes
back to the

is

innocuous
(Contd. on
page S3)

Mr.
and
Mrs.

Jim

Photograph by Edwin Bower Hcsscr

What can we

say about the happiness Mr. and Mrs. Jim
have foond together which these pictures do not say with
more eloquence than we ever hope to phrase

«•****

Not even their work has robbed them of each other's
companionship, for pictures have been made since their
marriage boasting both LUa Lee and James Kirkwood in
their cast
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Most people are not
aware just how many

mothers number
among the stars of
the screen. The public prints would paint
them all as beautiful
moths

Looking

about

flittering

pic-

Mary

of

we wonder

the flame of pleasures.
Many of them are

there

if

is

symbolism in the
name of Mary. You've
seen some of the
young Carrs before
because they have appeared upon the
a

women who have
turned to the screen
as a profession which
will support them and
their children . . . and
others have sacrificed

their careers

this

at

Carr
and her adored brood,

ture

screen
times

for

at

different

Mother

with

Mary

years in order to devote
themselves exclusively to their
children

Photograph by

W.

F. Seely

Madonnas

ovies

Gwendolyn Holubar may
come home from the boarding-

While Wally Reid was alive,
Dorothy Davenport devoted her

school in Virginia now. For the
passing
of
her
father,
Allen
Holubar, has left Dorothy Phillips
alone in the big Hollywood house
and she may want Marie with her

days to domestic matters
the
Reid house and little Bill and
Betty.
But when family ^unds

Marie

'

.

.

.

needed replenishing, Dorothy

re-

turned to the Kleig lights and
gave the screen "Human Wreckage"
.

•oesm-'ju

H
B

f—

*?sai

Photograph by Murillo

1^1
These pictures suggest that
motherhood and careers are comand that is not
patible
at all necessary to sacrifice one
.

.

f!

.

to the other

tt 4

J

S
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Photograph by

Jane

W.

HH

Novak

t

o w-h

under

the

is

little

ead hiding
her

arm

HI

Photograph by Kenneth Alexander

F. Seely

mother of the

,«,

at

the right.
She bears
the pretty name of
Virginia

Hay

more

tely to the stage,
he is also known
The
studios.
doll she holds is

Hay
mess

'24

(Barthel-

belongs

BarthelII

From England,

Mrs.

across the sea,

more

is,

whom

Gallery,

of course, infinitely

own

dont care to hear her praises

this

altho she

Thomas

you know as Zazu Pitts, is the
proud, proud mother of little
Zazu Anne. Zazu Anne is the
pride of the young Gallerys
and they warn you in advance
that you had better flee if you

charming photograph
of Gladys Cooper and one of
children.
Master Buckher
master. Miss Cooper has been
seen on the screen in America,

came

popular in
country

her

She has

built an endurt'ny house
V^ho of her flesh has made

A

laughing, living, loving child

Straight-limbed

and unafraid.

She has her recompense
Photograph by Melbourne Spurr

A joy

W^ho of her ^ain new

To gladden

life

On

Photograph by Clarence S. Bull

has borne

her, life-long.

She knows herself a soul

"Who

in this

too deef) for song,

laid her body

altars of dear

fulfilled

down

motherhood

"With Love for throne and crown.

When

Claire

Ella Hall Johnson

"Windsor returned
from the Sahara
Desert, whither she

has never let her
career rob her of

had gone

to

make

her

motherhood.

This charming picture was taken on

picture, it took
her but a few minutes to get thru
the
customs and

Johnson house.

make

Ellen

a

a train for
California. No inter-

lude in
for

New York
For

Claire.

lawn

the

the

of

First there is

Baby

Joao,

Brother
doesn't

seem

then

(he
to

have

any other
name), and then

waiting eagerly at
the Windsor home
for
his
mother's
return there was a
little boy with big
eyes
and bright

Emory, Junior. We
wonder if Emory
Johnson
directed
this
scene
from

gold

hind

hair,

Billy,

his

usual post bethe camera

by name
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When

Jane and Frances were very
young, Irene Rich faced the responWith
of supporting them.
sibility
what success she turned to the motion
At the
pictures everyone knows.
very first, however, things proved
And Irene will tell you that
difficult.
she would have found it impossible
if her mother had not been with her
to care for the children during the
day.
But, she always adds, that life
wouldn't be worth the living without

them

Photograph by Walter Seely

Forrest married Bryant Washshe gave up all her screen aspirations.
It wasn't Jong before the room with a southern
exposure was converted into a nursery. And
before Bryant IV was old enough to be trusted
to servants or a governess, Dwight Ludlow
came along. So it is only within the last year
that Mrs. Washburn has decided to
return to the studios

When Mabel

bum

Natalie Talmadge Keaton is, as you know,
the mother of two children. But the baby

was so young that Buster wouldn't let them
take his picture imtil he was a few weeks
that's why only Joseph adorns
older
the picture above. However, we promise to
use another picture of Joseph and his
mother just as soon as one comes in with
the baby brother, too
.

Melbourne Spurr

I
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In a Lovers' Greeting
Bebe Daniels ana Rodolpn Valentino

in

"Monsieur Beaucaire'
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The Interludes in Which
People Drop Their Masks
and Tell Stark Truths Are
Pola Negri, Her
Guards Down, Is a Fas-

Rare.

cinating,

Woman

Well-informed
of the

Photosraph

li>

World

Rid

A Ride WitK Pola Negri
By

HARRY CARR

POLA was

She said she felt punk
So she invited me to take a

it

Her buggy was

Pierce

with Charlie Chaplin.
Pola has a beautiful voice it has caressing cadences
the rise and fall of the vowels that makes music as you
;

listen.

could see that she was low in mind.
"Last year was a terrible (she called it terreeble) year
for me
mad pictures, savage criticisms from the papers,
and an unhappy love aft'air."
I

—

I

asked.

"Well, it was certainly not a restful romance," she said,
with a funny little laugh.
"Sharlie is a wonderful man a wonderful sensitive
mind. I adore talking to him. He appeals to the mother
complex that is in every woman. But he certainly is not
a restful experience.
He didn't help me in the business
of making pictures.

—

I

28

—

Arrow landau

—
—

could be in pictures and be in love with
same time. Being in love with Sharlie
how do you say it a job all by itself."
And thinking about the pictures, she forgot about

Sharlie at the
is

big

a

decorated like a boudoir with brocade and silver.
She
had a solemn looking chauffeur named Bruno.
As we cut down thru Griffith Park and across the river,
Pola began to talk about things everything from
European politics to Alary Pickford from Bismarck's
'Drang Nach Osten" policy to religion and her love aft'air

"Unhappy?"

"Xo woman

tired of acting.

"ponk."
buggy ride with her.
she called

—

Sharlie.

"Oh, those pictures," she said. "You roasted them.
cruel, but you were right. They were terreeble
especially "Bella Donna.'
"The other night I asked George Fitzmaurice, my then
director, if he had an idea in the world what we were
trying to do when we made that picture. 'Not an idea in
the world,' he said. 'Me too,' I said."
Pola sat in silence as we rolled on thru Glendale then,
she said bitterly, "1 wont do it any more, not like last
year.
I refuse to be like a slave standing up on an
auction block being bid for by stupid little exhibitors.
"They say I must be beautiful I must be sympathetic.
Well, I wont be beautiful and I wont be sympathetic. If
they dont let me tell real stories and be real people on
the screen, I am going to tear up m}- contract and go
on the stage."
We were passing now thru the old Verdugo estate
which a Spanish king of old gave to one of his sergeants.
I told her how in the old days of the Spanish dons, they
used to give great parties that lasted for days on the
Verdugo estate how they used to send vaqueros down

You were

—

;

—

;

;

<ir-,MOT10N PICTURR

to

meet the guests, waving zerapes and shouting
But I dont think she was much impressed.
She turned back from the glories of CaHfornia

to scare

away

the

bears.

in the baronial

days to the iniquities of money-making producers.
"Picture producers," she said scornfully. "They have two
or three little molds into which they pour you. Every story
has to be just the same.
"Even if you make them good, they take them into the
projecting-room and cut them all to pieces.
"I cant go on this way trying to make dramas to the
music of an adding machine. I've got to be myself. I
cant make this kind of expression because they would
like it in Keokuk, Iowa.
I cant do my hair this way to
I've got to
please the exhibitor in Mobile, Mississippi.

—

be myself.

"Oh money
death of

want

art.

— money— money," wailed Pola.
I

hate money.

to hear about

What do

money.

I
I

"It

is

the

dont want money. I dont
am a Bohemian an artist.

—

care about money?"
Pola's gorgeous Pierce Arrow rolling
I contemplated
along like a battleship. I reflected side-wise like upon Pola's
sable coat. I caught the glint of Pola's five-carat diamond
ring
the size of the top of a salt cellar.
Yes sir. Money is certainly a nuisance.
The car turned west thru the Verdugo hills down the old trail
of the brown-robed Franciscan Padres as they trod the weary
miles along the Camino Real from San Gabriel to San Fernando
All photographs
Mission in the days of old.
by Richee
began
to
talk
about
Pola
the stage.
"The actors over here," she said. "They are good
"I have never told the real story of my life,"
Why do they sing
except in Shakespeare. It is amazing
said Pola Negri.
"It is too bitter and too sad
Shakespeare ? Do they think it is opera ? It's all wrong.
if suffering makes you great I should be a
great artist."
Below Miss Negri is seen with
Shakespeare is not what they call high-brow.
He was
Dimitri Buchowitzke, whom she had brought
an actor a practical man. He wrote beautiful plays in
from Europe to direct her "Men"
His conversation should be
a natural practical way.
absolutely natural that is its charm.
think (Pola says theenk) he would be paralyzed with
"If he went to a modern Shakespeare class and heard
astonishment. He theenk he would be drunk with dismay.
all the hidden meanings that were in his own plays. I
I

—

!

—

—

;

I

dont think Shakespeare

could ever pass an examination in Shakespeare. Certainly
he wouldn't know what they
were singing about."
Pola said that Shakespeare
is seen best on the continent in
There, they have
Europe.
given and are now giving
the finest performances that
have ever been seen of Shakespeare since the plays were
written.
I asked her if Shakespeare
did not suffer in translation.

Pola turned with sudden
animation to that which is one
of her hobbies.
"Ah, but they dont always
lose in translation.
"^

Especially

Shakespeare.

"This is a subject in which I
very much interested.
"You see since I was twelve
years old I have spoken four

am

languages.
son must

Every Polish per-

learn languages.
such a little country that no one will bother to
learn the languages. So I read

Poland

in

many
"And

is

tongues.
this is

what

I

find

:

it

almost impossible to transIf
late Russian into English.
is
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you read Tolstoy in Russian and then in English,
you would never know you were reading tlie
same book.
"The language most readily translated is English into German.
There are German translations
of Shakespeare that are undoubtedly an imj^rovement on the original. After all, English is only
an offshoot of German, mixed with a few other

languages."
I asked her if English was hard to learn.
"It is a little difficult to pronounce, but it is verv
easy to understand. This is because of the simple
grammatical construction. I find myself thinking
in English because it is to me the most satisfying
of all languages. There seems to be a vigorous,
pointed, appropriate word for every need."
I asked Pola if she ever thought of going back

Europe to live.
"Not now," she said sadly. "Not any more.
Europe is not the same. Art is dead there now.
Europe has gone crazy. Poland, which I used to
love, is strutting around like a gamecock in a
barnyard.
Never in the most warlike days of

to

the Kaiser

was there such a

They have forgotten
army and the next war

France.

and

militaristic spirit as

art

now

and the sweetness of

in

Poland and
It is all

life.

political intrigues."

"The next war?"

I

re-

peated.

^

"Certainly the next
war," she said in a surprised tone as tho I were
asking if the sun were in

And in swift,
sentences,
Pola
showed me how the dismal prophecies of Bismarck are coming to
the Russian Cossacks will, some
pass.
day, tramp over the dying civilizations of
Western Europe with bloody boots.
the

"Picture
producers,"
she said
scornfully.
"They have two or
three little molds
into which they pour
you. Every story has
to be just the same."
Above is the Pola
Negri of "Passion,"
who took America by
storm and secured the
salary
fabulous
she
now draws, while she
fights to maintain her
personality.
To
the right, a new porand below a
trait

own

scene from

"Men"

sky.

brilliant

How

But Pola said that anyhow she had come
America especially New York and
wanted to stay here. She was cynical about

to love

—

—

the future of our motion pictures, but she is
thrilled by the spectacle of our young drama
of the stage reaching for its soul. She longs
to get into the spoken drama.

And
the

so the talk wound from pictures to
stage and back again, Pola said she

regarded

greatest
that he
cynical
attitude toward the public
that he
gives them what they want instead of
expressing fires that are in his own soul.
.

Griffith

as

the

American director, but felt
was limited by his somewhat
;

Lubitsch, she says, is the best of the
foreign directors.
He is a showman
as well as an artist and has a marvelous sense of humor. She doesn't think
so much of Victor Seastrom, the
Swede, on account of his lugubrious
outlook on life.
"Swedes," she said, "are not so
tragic as they are gloomy.
It is their
cold, bleak climate."
She says the American public regards "Passion" as her finest picture
but that she herself has always thought
of "Gypsy Blood" as her best work.

{Continued on page 75)

She raised her hand and smiled a
was resumed

.

.

.

sna^^ing

little

—for

at his chivalry,
a while

the better the steel the farther
.

.

.

the quicher

it

goes

it

and business

can hend without
hack to straight

True As Steel
-

The Rupert Hughes

Story

Told by

PETER

ANDREWS

FRANKhadPARRY,

the Parry of Parrj'-Morton
kept so busy all his life that his years
had never quite caught up with him. This is one
way of cheating time. Hut INIary. his wife, had
been overtaken by her years. This is a pitifully commonplace situation and out of it grow many tragedies, sordid,
mean, petty, great, depending upon the caliber of those
Tires,

involved.

^Jary Parry sat against the wall of the big ballroom of
Cherry Valley Country Club and watched her husband
dance by, as the whirling kaleidoscope of bright-colored
figures brought him around before her at irregular intervals.
He danced well and the young girl with him.
Bee Laird, one of her daughter's friends, appeared
slightly too appreciative of the fact.
Mary felt a little
twinge of pain jealousy. But he had asked her to dance.
And she had refused. Indeed the last dance with him,
her shaking knees and dizzy head had forced her to
discontinue. Frank had led her good-naturedly to a chair,
pinched her cheek and murmured jocularly: "Getting
old, xVlary, my girl, I'm afraid."
But, yes, of course, she was getting old, a grown
daughter to prove it, grey hairs besides; but most of all,
the spirit of youth was gone; the essence, the very fiber
the

—

of her being was old. As a matter of fact, she was two
years younger than her husband, who was forty-eight.
However, no one gave her credit for it. Frank looked
tired dignity
younger and certainly acted younger.
sat upon the shoulders of Mary Parry, while an alert
vitality distinguished her husband.
Now Ethel, their daughter, whirled by, a beautiful girl
vibrant with youth, one-stepping with amazing felicity
with Jake Leighton, a substantial banker in the middle
years, but whose ideas and actions were young, not to
say callow.
Jake was her father's friend, but Ethel
admired him extravagantly.
He talked to her as tho
"I adore
she were his own age and this flattered her.
men," she often said, "from forty to fifty and nearer
fifty.
They talk so well. Now boys like Gilbert well
they simply have no conversation."
Gilijert Morse was a sort of fiance of Ethel's and needless to say he did not share her enthusiasm for middleaged persons of his own sex. He scowled at Ethel, who
only smiled impudently over her partner's shoulder and

A

—

—

—

Frank Parry had come along and
went floating lay.
relieved him of the cocjuetries of Bee Laird and now he
stood alone after an unsuccessful effort to cut in on
Leighton.
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]\Irs. Parry frowned anxiously at the little tableau.
She was tired and had a right to be. Fifteen years ago
Parry had failed miserably, crashed against the wall,
a bare blank wall where nothing remained.
]Mary Parry
had withstood the shock gallantly dismissed her servants,
sold her lovely jewels, gave tip her beautiful home and
went to live in a poor pitiful little apartment, where
damask and crystal gleamed oddly for the simple reason
it was cheaper to keep that sort of thing than buy new
ones.
She did. all the work, altho she had been brought
up as a daughter of the rich. She made her own and
Ethel's clothes, she sacrificed, scrimped, saved and denied
herself, but one could not pity this woman.
She was too
brave. One could only admire her.
Gradually Parry, a brilliant business technician, had
built up again until now they were on the old carefree
luxurious footing.
But the tired look had never quite
left ]\Iary's eyes.
She had been thru too much and only
fundamentals counted with her now. Pretty frocks and
painted lips and a witty line were not the real things of
life and so she did not desperately concern herself with
them. This, it seems, had been a mistake. Finally, the
time came around to go home and INIary was glad.
Frank Parry was leaving for a business trip to New
:

York

early in the morning.

"\\'hy,"

said their

daughter, "dont you take mother along?"
"Oh, no, my dear, I feel that I should stay
look after you," her mother answered.

frank

home

to

"Huh," was the rejoinder, "your handsome husband
and my only father will need looking after in that wicked

New

York, a whole lot more seriously than I will."
Frank Parry laughed. He was very fond of Ethel
but she was a bit wild. "Better come home with us/^ he
said looking at his watch.
"Oh, I haven't had half enough yet," replied Ethel,
"you old folks run along. Ell make it before dawn."

She turned toward the waiting Jake, but suddenly
young Mr. IMorse obtruded his presence on the map
directly before her and Jake smilingly admitted his defeat.
As a matter of fact, he was ready to go home, too,
outmatching his dancing feet.
Eate the next morning IMrs. Parry came to Ethel's
room with her tray. Ethel was propped up in bed reading a magazine.
She was gazing with vmmistakable envy
and admiration at a series of pictures with the provocative title of "Business Women Who Earn Fifty Thousand
One in particular occupied
Dollars a Year or More."
her rapturous attention.
"Look, mother," she said, exchanging the magazine for
her breakfast tray, "that one on the right is Eva Boutelle
of the Swansea Cotton Mills. Isn't she gorgeous? Hope
"
our husband and father doesn't fall for her
"Ethel!" rebuked the mother, "your father has dealt
"
with Swansea now for three years
"Yes," interrupted Ethel, "but he's never seen her before.
Oh, of course, I was only joking, muddy. Dont
She must 1)e a marvelous woman, tho.
be so literal.
You know when her husband failed, instead of sitting
down and failing with him, she went right at the business
and put it on its feet again. That's my idea of a wife
for you !" she added, unconsciously stabbling her mother's
his conversational feats far

heart.

"I wish

—

I

wish

I

had

tried that," said

Mary

Parry,

wistfully.

"Oh,

well,

mother, you

know

sidered respectable in your day."

it

really wasn't

con-

"

:

Ifiel

"But

much

after

my

dear, just being respectable isn't

to accomplish in life."

enough tor some women,

'It's

ingly.

all,

Ethel said comfort-

good a sport m
"You were just as gooci
in your way.
go down town this morning and look at a fur coat

Let's
for your blonde daughter.

She really needs it."
Parry laughed and ran her fingers affectionately
thru her daughter's
]\Iary

shining hair,

hurry

up,

^^'ell,
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stenographer. Parry's eyes met Eva's and they laughed,
In another office was another lawyer, an old one, with his
arms greedily around the waist of a young girl. This
time Eva did not laugh and tried to interest Parry in
her cotton samples. But he was staring now at a dentist's
office,
which might have been a boudoir so far as
dentistry was concerned.
The pretty patient had succumbed to the daring dentist.
Thru

architect bending
over his blue prints
and bending over

In the big impressive New York
offices of the SwanCotton
Comsea
pany, Eva Boutelle
sat before her desk
with folded hands.
This was not an

him and stroking his
head was a lovely
girl.

Her work

seemed

to be entire-

ly

satisfactory.

Parry

looked

at

habitual position

Eva again and her

with

eyes challenged him,
but he dragged his
glance back to the

her, but she
thinking very
hard. She and her
husband had gotten
home late from a
dinner
dance
the
night before and he
had not gone to bed
at all, but packed his
bag for a trip out

was

window. There was
doctor and his
a
trained nurse, conin her
starched white, and
a tailor, draping a
beautiful model, and
in another office the

spicuous

on business.
one of those

He was

shades w ere

men

drawn

who

simply
couldn't help philandering, but who
loved his wife for
all that.
When he
left he had looked
down at her curled

up

and

"You

half asleep
pretty thing!

flirt

—

.

.

.

After all. Parry
was a human being
Their kiss was long and strong, mutual and reciprocal.

brooded upon

it

.

.

with

Eternity

share

of

failings.

He

his

human

.

turned suddenly and
in
I'll

bed, and said
bet every man you

meet

tries

with you^
"Dont judge all men by yourself, mv gallant butterfly."
was her sleepy, but smihng retort.
Boutelle had the grace to look guilty. It was that little
taint of guilt that made her serious now.
But a business
office is not particularly conducive to musing.
Mr.
Frank Parry was announced. Fairfield, the president,
had turned him over to Eva Boutelle an important
customer, that meant. She must treat him rather well.
Parry was fascinated from the start, as indeed all men
were. It was difficult to talk business with this glamourous
woman, altho she maintained a strictly impersonal attitude; getting out price sheets and cost memoranda in a
most businesslike manner. Parry suddenly hitched his
chair closer and immediately thereafter became embarrassed at this sweet proximity.
"I beg your pardon," he murmured, conventionally,
but qu£er little shivers of feeling were chasing their lawto

r

another window he
could see a young

dear.

That's exactly what
we will do."

West

h)

A

—

way up and down his spine.
She raised her hand and smiled a little at his chivalry,
and business was resumed for a while. He got up and
walked to the window. He really hadn't felt this way
about anybody since he was a kid.
He looked down
less

—

into the steep sides of the four walls of the building to
the stone flooring of the court.
"Like a monstrous beehive!" said a voice, and Eva
"
Boutelle drew near him, "all filled with toil
"And money," was the cynical reply.
Directly opposite them was a law office. The lawyer
had just interrupted his dictation to kiss his pretty

seized the beautiful
woman in his arms. She struggled a little and smiled a
great deal.
He tried to kiss her full red lips, but she
tossed her head cleverly and the kiss fell on her blueblack hair. Suddenly a bell shrilled thru the office. ^Irs.
Boutelle sat down hastily at her desk.
Parry stood still,
scowling. Aliss Leeds, Eva's stenographer, walked in and
laid a sheaf of opened mail on her desk and walked out
silently, but with a look that spoke volumes.
"I
I rang the bell," volunteered Eva.
"
"Forgive me," said Parry. "I am a beast
"Oh no," smiled Eva, "you onlv did your dutv."

—

"My

duty?"
it seems

"Well,

challenge everj-

average man to
he meets to a wrestling match."

to be the business of the

woman

"I'm ashamed," said Parry, simply.

"But may

—may

I

come around again tomorrow?"
"Yes, of course," answered the woman trying, but
without success, to make her tone businesslike.
Over her desk on the opposite wall was a framed
print of a Spanish swordsman. In his hand was a slender
rapier.
Eva loved this picture, she loved the slender
flexible look of the blade
undoubtedly a Toledo blade,

—

the finest steel in the world.
Eva felt that she was like
that fine flexible steel.
She would bend, but, ah she
would never break. Everyone bends, but the important
thing was not to break. Well, she hadn't yet
The next day in her office was like the day before.
She and Parry went thru cost sheets, wrangled amiably
about prices, drew closer together, looked out the window again and found everybod}' working. Even so,
the vivid pictures of yesterday flashed thru Parry's
mind and Eva's. Suddenly without meaning to at all he

—

.

.

.

—

—
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S 5seizecl her in his arms again.
This time she did not
struggle, but without any volition of her own her face
turned up to his. Their kiss was long and strong, mutual
and reciprocal. Eternity brooded upon it and eons of
time went by.
Suddenly thru the golden haze Parry
saw his wife's face sharply, distinctly. They sprang
apart as Miss Leeds knocked on the door, and entering
swift upon the knock, handed j\Irs. Bovitelle a telegram.
It was from Harry Boutelle wiring his wife for a
thousand dollars to get him out of some scrape. Calmly
Eva gave the order to
JNIiss Leeds to deposit the

"must have
sake

you

.

.

.

"Oh
help me

left

at

it

home

.

.

.

just for

you cant misunderstand

remembrance

.I'll send it to
" he kissed her passionately again,
cried the tortured woman, finally, "help me
.

to be good.
guilty as tho
body

my

.

.

—but

I want to be
"
had been

my

soul

is

as

She drew away in a sharp revulsion of feeling.
" the man stated.
"But you love me
"No, no," was her agonized reply, "not truly. I'm not
true to you or to myself- -or to my husband."
Her h u s b a n d
was on his way to

necessary sum to her husband's credit. Parry was
stunned.
"Do you love your husband?" he asked, point

her office, having
returned unexpectedly sooner from
his business trip,
as
husbands are

blank.

often popularly

"Yes," positively.
'"Are

ing.

true
smilingly.

"How

as

true

is

steel,"

Toledo

—they

•

—

her

that?"

made

a

eyes when
Boutelle

Harry

his
way
into the room.

pushed

A

"In
ancient
Spain not Ohio

steel blade

dosay-

to

"Steel bends, you
know," she said, a little
wistfully.

Eva was

ing no with her lips
Parry's pleading, and yes with

fiercely.

"As

with

credited

you true to him?"

care-free happygo-lucky sort of
man, who noticed

famous

the better
the steel, the farther it can

nothing amiss,

bend

liaving

.

.

.

.

.

.

without
snapping
the quicker it goes

back to the straight
I am Toledo true. ..."
"Will you let me come
again?'' Parry asked, as
on the days before.
"Yes, of course but
.

,

.

been

told

that his
w f e was
i

.

%

o s ete d
with an important cusc

1

tomer. In
any event,
was so con-

—

"Dont cry, mother darling," Ethel said. "He is often
he
dine Avith me tonight,"
delayed. And you dont make love in an office. Business
cerned
over
his
she added,
impulsively,
is business"
own immediate
with a real sympathy for
difficulty that had he caught his wife in Parry's arms he
Parry's emotional struggle.
He was grateful. so grateful for the beautiful evening would scarcely have noticed it.
Eva went over to him, "Oh Harry,'' she said, "you're
that the next day found him making most unaccountable
almost an answer to a prayer."
preparations for a business conference. After arraying
Parry bowed himself stiffly out. He had no intention
himself in his most fashionable garments he went out
of being so much as introduced to the htisband of this
and bought a ring, a very valuable ring, a five thousand
woman. Did her eyes still plead ? He could not tell.
dollar diamond ring.
Fairfield was in the office twitting Eva on the fact that
Was there a flicker of hope, of appeal? It seemed so
but he could not be sure. Boutelle accorded him a pershe had not yet landed the Parry-Morton contract. "Oh,
I'll get it today, never
fear," she said as Parry was
functory nod.
No doubt about his wanting him 'to go,
announced.
which he did without more ado, carefully avoiding the
Back in Toledo a mother sobbed in the comforting
inscrutable eyes of the woman who had so lately lain
"Dont cry, mother darling,"
warm in his arms, whose mouth had clung to his in
arms of her daughter.
Ethel said, "you know he is often delayed.
You never delirious kisses
But Parry, as the popular phrase
wept before this one and it really was decent of him to
goes, had stepped out of the picture.
telegraph.
Business is business, mother.
You simply
"^^^ell. Eva, my dear," said Harry, "I'm as good as
dont make love in an office. It isn't done."
gone absolutely ruined unless you can raise a heap of
Ethel had been working now for several days and
money and pretty damn quick
consequently knew all about it. working over her mother's
"Oh Harr)%" said Eva in a flat disappointed voice.
tearful protest and fearful, "what will your father say?"
"Come on, Eva, be a sport."
"^^^ell. here's my commission on the Parry-Morton
"Oh. he likes women in business, he said so," Ethel had
"
retorted, and that was what had brought them to Eva
contract
Boutelle.
"Thanks, old dear but it's not anywhere near enough.
Eva was at that moment again in the arms of Frank You've always come across before, Eva you cant let me
''
Parr}-.
Again and again he kissed her mouth, caressed
sink now
her hair and her throat. The signed contract lay before
Eva started to weep bitterly in a very agony of fatigue,
them on.the desk. AVith his arm still around her, Parry
an ineft'able weariness of spirit rather than of body.
reached in his pocket for the ring. "I want to give you
When her husband, who had never seen her give way bethis." he said.
But the ring was not there.
fore, tried to take her in his arms, she repulsed him. albeit
He was rather concerned. After all five thousand gentlv. There was the memory of those other arms too
He explained to Eva
close upon her.
/f\ dollars is a lot of money.

—

.

.

.

—

—

—

—

.
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"My

After a little while she
had figured out a way to
extricate her practically
His
worthless spouse.
gratitude
was pathetic.
"Eva." he said, "you're
the bravest and best wife

TRUE AS STEEL

Hughes.

—

ever lived
as sharp
and as true as steel."
She smiled a little sadly
as her thoughts flew back
to Parry, but this time she
did not avoid her husband's
kiss, accepted it rather in a
spirit of grateful happiness
and returned it with conthat

The

cast

Aileen Pringle

Huntly Gordon
Cleo Madison
Eleanor Boardman

Norman Kerry

Harry Boutelle
Gilbert Morse

\A'illiam

Miss Leeds
Miss Laird
Jake Leighton

Louise Fazenda
Jean Haskell
Louis Paine

Commodore

Haines

William H. Crane

Fairfield

Lucien

Mr. Foote
Mr. Townsend
Great Grandfather

tent.

When

in

Mrs. Eva Boutelle
Frank Parry
Mrs. Mary Parry
Ethel Parry

Littlefield

William Orlamond
Raymond Hatton

Parry got home,

was no one to meet
His wife was shopping and his daughter was "at work."

He wandered

house taking

:

disorder.
One evidently couldn't be domestic and busiProminentl}' displayed on an
nesslike at the same time.
untidy dressing-table was a photograph under which was
!"

scrawled in a most unbusinesslike hand "My new ideal
Parry smiled wryly and went to his own room to unpack.
There his wife found him and insisted upon taking
over the job as was her custom.
"Ethel is working," she began.
"So I have discovered."
:

'

"Gilbert is furious."
a right to be," said Parry unexpectedly.

"Mas

Parry bowed
himself stiffly
He had
out.
no intention of
being so much
as introduced
to the husband
of this woman.

Did

her eyes
plead? He
could not tell.
still

Was

there a
hope?
seemed so.

flicker of
It

But

he could
not be sure

—

Boutelle,
Frank,"
asked, curiously.

—

"Is

with

it

its

for

me?" she

Alary

—

"
I
"Well
she
stammered her husband,
and was mercifully saved

sharp

a

from

in all the little evidences of
his wife's incurable domesticity her knitting, her household account book, and so on. Ethel's room was in great

'

"She'd better give up her
job and marry him. Lots
more happiness that way."
"Oh, well. I think she
will. It's just a phase with
"
her
"Usuall}- is
with women," he retorted, closing his
mind to thought of the one
he had left in New York.
"Tell me about this ^Nlrs.

by

there
him.

idly thru the

expostu-

lated his wife.

short-story form, by permission, from the
Goldwyn production of the scenario of Rupert Hughes,
Directed also bj- Rupert
based on his original story.

Told

—"

dear

exclamation

his wife.

asked, bringing to light a ring box
The lost ring! Eva's

glittering treasure intact.

ring

"Yes, of course," answered her husband, turning red.
"Oh, you darling!" cried Mary Parry, misunderstanding the blush.
She put it on her hand and then slowly
drew it ofif. "No," she said hesitatingly, "it belongs to
some one young and beautiful—
"]\Iary," said her husband solemnly, "you are young
enough and much too beautiful."
This time ]\Iary blushed and Frank Parry gave her her
due. He grabbed her in his arms with a boyish hug and
she laughed happily. Parry, too, smiled, and if there was

—

— —

—

more of sadness in his smile than of happiness, at least
there was no one to see.

Torn From

the

Moore Family

Album
Pictures of a ^^Vee Colleen

We

crossed our heart and hoped to die if these baby
pictures of Colleen weren't returned to the family
album of the House of Moore as soon as we were
After all, you can understand how
thru with them.
The young Mrs.
the family would feel about them.
John McCormick at the top of the page is not very
different from the wee Colleen in the other two photographs.
are assured the picture on the left is the
first time Colleen ever cried in front of a camera

We

I
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Vignettes of the Studios
—

But here their similarity ends as
you know, if you have heen reading the colorful and concise vignettes we publish every month.
your neighboryour club-house
Jyliss Steele knows these studios as you know your church
cultivated
and
matured with
where
growths
are
some
hood. She IS a hahituee of these hot-houses
skill and care and where others are forced to bloom too soon

Motion pictures are made

in the different California studios.

—

—

IX.

VitagrapK
By

SALLY STEELE

T

'HE

almost-forgotten studio of HollywoodVitagraph.
Its nineteen acres spread at the base of the foothills, in what might be termed Hollywood's rural
district.
Streets leading to it, lined with weather-beaten
cottages, trail exhaustedly to an end as they near the

^
"^

studio.

The surge and sweep of Hollywood, in
has been in an exactly opposite direction.
tide that this

expansion,
only ebb-

its

It is

neighborhood knows.

X'itagraph is the easiest studio in Hollywood for
the sight-seer to enter.
Seldom is there a watchman
at the
Occasionally one appears with a
gateway.
fierce challenge, but as a rule it is quite possible for
wander thru
of
uninvited
visitors
to
a carload
the archway and roam about to their hearts' content.
They may come across one company or another working on one of the seven stages
they may, on the other
hand, venture in during a period of arrested production,
and Vitagraph knows many of these, when the studio

—

—

seems entirely deserted excepting for a small office force,
and the inevitable group of loiterers under the big peppertree shown in the photograph.
Listlessness reigns.

Vitagraph believes in signs. One sees them plastered
everywhere, on the yellow stucco administration buildings,
on the crude green-painted dressing-rooms of galvanized
Proclamations,
iron, on the closed and open stages.
No
orders, demands, requests, meet the eye everywhere.
one pays any attention to them. Frequently there is no
one there to see them.
Alice Calhoun is the only player under contract here.
A few years ago a half-dozen comedy and serial companies gave the lot a sort of circus gaiety and color, but
these have long since scattered and disappeared.
There drifts over Vitagraph the melancholy of late
autumn days, when sear leaves tumble in the wind. Hollywood wonders if it ever again will breathe of the spring.
But Hollywood, in the full tide of its vigor, is too busy
to worry much about that.
Or to care.

The almost forgotten studio of Hollywood Vitagraph.
late autumn days, when sear leaves tumble
.

.

melancholy of

sometimes

if

it

ever again will breathe

There

drifts

over this studio the

the wind.
of the spring

Hollywood wonders

.

in

—
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The True

Story of Fred

Tkompson

As

Man

College

TOLD

Worla Champion
BY
Athlete

GRACE
Minister

Army

HALTON

Chaplain

Actor

Photographs 6y Seelv

FRED THOMPSON

MR.

was

just tickled to

death when he found out he was about to be
interviewed and have his pictures in the magazine and
everything.
He was especially
delighted, I'm sure, that the interviewer assigned to the
task of presenting him to the dear public was a woman.
J\Ir. Thompson just loves to be interviewed, especially by
%\omen.
Yes, he does not.
2\Iartin Johnson, the
I tracked that man for a week.
movie big-game hunter, who would walk a mile for a
camel and do goodness knows what for a lion, has nothing
on me now when it comes to hounding his prey. In fact,
I'm certain I could give him a few pointers.
If it had not been for Frances

Marion,

who combines

the pleasant occupation of being our lead-

ing scenario writer with that of being Fred Thompson^
She
wife, I doubt that I ever should have caught him.
invited me to luncheon one day, and before Mr. Thompson
arrived, smoothed the way graciously by explaining that
Air. Thompson did not yet understand that interviews
were a necessary part of a film actor's program. I had
about decided to forget all about him, and interview INIiss
]\Iarion, when he roared up the driveway in his roadster.
moment later he stood in the French doorway leading
There was, in his eye. I
to the garden, and faced me.
may say, the look of a stricken deer, done to the death at
the hand of one loved and trusted.
However, he rallied
'round and accepted an introduction politely enough. He
is not, however, past master at concealing his private con-

A

victions.

write

up

I know that he was convinced I would go and
a lot of slush about him.
Someone, sometime,

I'm morally certain, has gushed over

J\Ir.

Thompson

in

the public press, and he never has forgotten, nor despite
his Christian principles, forgiven it.

Fred

Thompson

hates

and the screen
wouldn't have held him this
long if he had not seen here
an opportunity to stimulate
the interest of boys and
men in athletics by appearing in a series of outdoor
grease-paint

pictures.
Silver
of
the

King

name

mount

is

the

thorobred

During luncheon the conversation was general, tho, of
the
the leading topic was motion pictures
criticism and censorship of pictures, the diffi-

course,

—

culty of transferring to the screen such stage
successes as "Anna Christie" and "Rain" and
;

such books as "Cytherea," the Hergesheimer
novel recently adapted by ]Miss Marion. She
expressing herself
led
the
conversation,
freely.
I should like to give you some of her

^.M°™]iri!j?"|^

Frances Marion, the beautiful
scenario writer, is Mrs. Fred

Thompson.
They met thru
Mary Pickford, who was honorary colonel of the picturesque
143 d Field Artillery of which
Mr. Thompson was chaplain

man

Fred Thompson the

will

interesting
always
be more
than Fred Thompson the actor.
The storv of his life reads like
that

of

a

or Ralph

Harold Bell Wright
Connor hero, written

up by Peter B. Kyne

Photograph

I'hotograph by See!>

views, but I cannot be certain that this would please her.
as she was not talking for publication, of course.
You
probably have heard Miss Alarion spoken of as the most
beautiful as well as the most brilliant woman in Hollywood. I give you my report on her in two words.

She is.
But back to j\Ir. Thompson. After luncheon I cornered him in the living-room, alone, Miss ]\Iarion having
left for the studio
and wrung from him the story of his
life.
For the most part as he talked, he stamped up and
down the pleasant, sunny room,

—

hands

deep in his
muscular
build, over six feet tall I should
hair is brown and
say, his
his

pockets.

thrust

He

is

of

I'h^

son the actor.

The

story of his

life

liy

Evans

reads like that of a

Harold Bell Wright or Ralph Connor hero, written up by
Peter B. Kyne. If you think such a combination impossible, barken to the following, my friends.
Fred Thompson is the son of a Presbyterian minister,
was born in Pasadena, a few miles from Los Angeles,
and graduated from Occidental College here. He then
departed for Princeton, where he took a three-year postgraduate course in philosophy and theological work.
During those three years at Princeton, Mr. Thompson
did a few things besides study
philosophy and theology.
If
,,
[.

^

,,^

you're a college man or w'oman,
or a high-school student particularly interested in sports, you

decidedly curly (much to his
private disgust, no doubt) and
his eyes are of a light-grey blue.
Peculiar eyes. The eyes of an

know that Fred Thompson won
the National Ten-Events Cham-

idealist.

year

I

know how much vou
know about him. "He
appeared in many pic-

dont

alread}-

hasn't

pionship of the
'11,

and

L'. S.

and

'13,

the title of world's
champion all-round athlete.

That
broken

record
so

Afterward, he accepted roles in
three or four other feature pictures, and last year did a serial
for Universal.
Now he is engaged in making feature west-

dicted

But Fred Thompson the man
always be more
interesting than Fred Thomp-

approached
that

has

far,

brother now at
the only man

will, I believe,

latter

won

tures.
His first role was that
of a German officer in iNIary
Pickford's "The Love Light."

ern pictures.

A. in '10,

in the

not
his

been

young

Oxford being
who has even
It

has been pre-

Fred

Thompson's

it.

.

record will see the century out.
At the close of his three years
at Princeton, the world's champion athlete entered the ministry, his first charge being PeckMemorial at Washington,
D. C.
year later found him
(Continued vn page 108)
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Tne Costume
HATE

costume

They puzzle me

I

j^ictures
.

.

According

.

impossible to tell
leading lady from the

It's quite

Leading man
Give him a curly wig,
Silk stockings and
Lace at his wrists
And try to find him!
.

.

Title as the following
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.

goes Narcissus.

.

.

.

Illustrations

.

Eldon

by

Kelli)

draping himself across a

Good Hard Working
Sun-Dial

.

.

:

The Garden

Tuileries
I pass out shrieking when
I recognize The Garden
As belonging to the
Nifty Estate of

A

merchant who owns
Los Angeles Department

local

Two

Stores
"Our Prices
Just
.

.

.

Always Right

Satins

.

Along

.

.

.

.

.

the

his

heart slaying

]\Iost

.

comes

.

May come hoofing it
Down the pathway in

Despite his trailing

Ruffles

.

.

.

The lords and

heroine

With her

hair cut

ladies of the

Court may chase

off

And

a sword
dangling
.

.

Each

swaggers up
and down in
Hip Boots and
Swears Gadzooks

.

.

kerchief

Until they're
woozy
them
.

the

villain's

blood

E'er yonder sun

Sinks down behind

Joseph Urban
scenery

.

.

.

.

to wondering
whether

Suit
get a

Suit

next
Spring ....

.

trelliswork

Ground
Lands on

fall

.

Or wait and
Good Fall

Dangles on ivy
thousand
above the

I

.

not.

this Fall

over a

urns

see

Good Spring

.

kicks

she

I

'Twould be cheaper
to buy a

the

Then

.

Hedges or play
Drop the Hand-

she'll

Have

thru

otlier

the

.

She

A

.

Watch Our Bargain

This is too much
Louis the Fourteenth

have him established
a husky gallant

I finally

Few

of

..."

The

Basement ..."

.

When
As

.

"That Night

Lig around
Tossing rosebuds into
Marble pools
.

.

Ruined by some such

To

.

.

Or

Realize that she's
Perfect Lady tho
Athletic
]\Iy evening is completely

A

.

Half the time

The

He

Picture

I am still in doubt
When Louis and

feet

the Court

the back

Tire of their Seventeenth

Fierce stallion and

Or what have

.

.

.

Century Frolics

of her

you

is

Ofif

with

jingling

And

spurs

.

.

.

go dancing

ofif

the
.

.

.

Scene with Koslofif

About

the

time

that I

Recover from
shock and
40

this

gestures

pass out shrieking when
I recognize the Garden of the Tuileries
As belonging to the
Nifty Estate of
I

A

local

merchant

.

.

.

The Noble
Chevalier

{Continued on
page 104)
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When Helene Chadwick
named

left

the little

New York town

her fathers, it is doubtful if her young
dreams even approached the things she has since
Chadwick town has learned to boast of its
achieved.
daughter
for

V

When

production was delayed recently on "Monsieur
Beaucairc," Helene was forced to give up playing the
English girl in order to keep faith with her contract to
star in

"Love of

Women"
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Each

a

Law Unto Himself
Dravcings

"The

Horsemen

Four

of

b_y

JoKn Decker

Eric von Stroheim deals always
with extremes.
He tears the
cover from life, and his frankhas
ness
a
brilliant,
brittle
sophistication.
His productions

the

Apocalypse" brought Rex Ingram
into prominence suddenly, with
the brilliance of a meteor. And
he lias retained his prestige thru
a series of widely varied proAlice Terry, his wife,
ductions.

delight

.

critics,

interest

and

public
and shock
those guardians of the public
morals, the censors.
Producers
are terrified at his extravagances

and Ramon Novarro have found
their stardom thru his direction.
An artist of the brush and chisel,
he is a man of unusual intelligence
and in his composite
are the whimsies and the humors
.

the
the

startle

in

time,

film

and

dollars.

But

he has the unmistakable flame of
genius and might find his name
histrionic in the annals of the
motion picture if he would accept a balance-wheel in the guise
of a consulting assistant

.

Despite these temof the Celt.
peramental things, we understand he is more dependable
than artists are wont to be

Each of these four men. given the
same story to produce, would
make from it a motion picture
quite unlike the others. Each would
extract from it different elements
the elements which intere^ted
him most. For each one of these
men is a law unto himself
.

Cecil B. DeMille makes the pictures
which enjoy the greatest commercial

He has created a new race
success.
of people, the cinematic wealthy.
Yet
when you are about
just
to decide that DeMille is a showman
.

and not an
first

half

of

artist,

he

.

produces the

"The Ten

Command-

ments" and wins your praise and
profound admiration. In Hollywood.
he is a czar.
And his large staff
which answers him in awed "Yes, Mr.
DeMilles" is called "The Whispering
Chorus'"' in film circles

I 42
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.

D. W. Griffith is a pioneer. He knew
the first motion pictures, but he has
kept apace, a standard-bearer.
Erudite and cynical critics have been
known to sniffle "hokum" thru their
tears when viewing his pictures. The
first kiss .
the tragic little country
girl ill the city.
These things become
glamorous and poignant beneath the
Griffith spell.
He gave the screen its
.

.

memorable "Broken Blossoms," and
has now added laurels to his illustrious
brow with the historical
"America"

,

Stars and Tneir

Make

Styles

In-

Talk.

teresting

Here Ethel
C h

a

f

f

Modiste

1

to

n
a

Score oi Stars,

Speaks

With

Authority

Photogra[jh by Richee

Confessions of tKe Stars' Modiste
BS)

Mrs. Chaf fin's
comments would
seem
the

belie

to

paraphrase

that no woman
is a heroine to

her
Her

modiste.
porrepro-

latest

trait

is

duced above
and, on the
right,

is

her

one
Agnes Ayres'
gowns in "Bluff"

sketch
of

for

HELEN CARLISLE

WHEN

Ethel Chaffin speaks on the subject of clothes, it is well to heed
what she has to say. For five years she has designed the gowns and
wraps w'orn on the screen by the Famous Players-Lasky stars, including Pola Negri. Gloria Swanson, Nita Naldi, Leatrice Joy, Agnes
Ayres, Bebe Daniels and many other film luminaries.
^Irs. Chaflin is that individual rare in these days, a gentlewoman.
She is
slender and blue eyed, and soft of voice. Despite a quiet, retiring manner, however, ]\Irs. Chafiin has ver\- definite ideas, and I can well imagine that the young
actress who essays to cross swords with her invariably comes out loser in the battle.
During our conversation, which took place in her studio offices, she was constantly interrupted by ringing telephones and hurried assistants who wished to
obtain her final word on this, that, and the other thing.
Mrs. Chaffin, like a general
directing maneuvers from headquarters, remained calm and imflurried.
''This department grew thru necessity," she explained. "Sometimes I am given
only three or four days to get up the costumes for a picture, and we found that it
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Lois Wilson expects the designer to create an impression of elaborateness.
She lends no co-operation and is happiest in sport clothes. Mary Astor needs
simple things for her beauty has the spirit of tender years

—

was impossible
dressmakers to

to

get

outside

finish the

work

for us in time. So we decided to
I
take it all over ourselves.
have on hand over three thou-

sand gowns and wraps. They
constantly being altered.
We never use the same garment
twice without alteration.
"Every year I make a trip to
Xew York to study the new
styles, and when time permits
I prefer
I go over to Paris.

are

seeing what the women are
actually
wearing
in
these
places, tho, to attending fashion
shows. At the races at Longchamps and Deauville, and on
the Riviera during the winter,
one sees what fashion dictates.

"There is no question in my
mind, tho, that the American
women are better groomed than
foreign women. For one thing,
our girls here will not permit
themselves to grow stout, and

show
Frenchwomen, who seem

their clothes off to

much

better advantage than do
indifferent in this matter.

the

''The most difficult period I have gone thru at the
studio here was the long skirt period.
Now, there are
girls who simply cannot wear long skirts.
Bebe
Daniels and i\Iay MacAvoy, for instance, look exactly
like little girls dressed up in tiieir mother's clothes, when
the}- attempt to wear them.
"Gloria .Swanson, tho, must have the long lines.
Gloria knows how to wear clothes better than any woman
I have ever known. In reality, Gloria does not wear more
striking things than our other stars. You may doubt this,
but it is true. She is interested, tho, in whatever she puts
She wears it with, an air. She
on, vitally interested.
does not expect clothes alone to create an impression for
her. She lends her personality to
them. When women have learned
this secret of Gloria's, they will
have discovered how to make the
most of their appearance.
"Lois Wilson, on the other
hand, does not lend herself to
Lois is
what she is wearing.
happiest in plain dresses or sports
clothes.
When it is necessary for
her to wear the more elaborate
type of thing, she expects the
designer to create the desired impression, and this is impossible
without her co-operation. If Lois

some

would become interested
ing

the

lovelier

things,

in

wear-

herself,

she would find that she can
Avear them beautifully.
It is a
quality she should cultivate.

"Pola Negri's tastes are extremely simple. She is restless
and impatient in elaborate crea-

They seem to hamper and
annoy her. But let her put on a
little costume like the gypsy one
she
wore in
'The
Spanish
Dancer' and she just lets herself

tions.

go.

She's like a child.

"Betty
.\yres are
type of

Compson and Agnes
what

I

call

the 'lacy

Dainty

handembroidered frocks, chiffons and
organdies are for them. Leatrice
Joy's type of beauty permits the
wearing of the more striking
creations. Like Gloria, she gives
personality to her clothes.
Nita
Xaldi wears the bizarre creations
well.
Nothing is too severe for
lier almost barbaric beauty."
According to Mrs. Chaffin, the

Lasky
young
for

girl.'

stars are a tractable lot of

ladies

tlieir

when being fitted
Having wit-

clothes.

nessed outbursts of temper and
of rage inore than once, in modistes' shops, I
expected to find that in such a group of high-powered
celebrities were some who added but little to the peace of
nations when things went wrong, and costumes did not
meet with their approval.
But ]\Irs. Chaffin says this isn't true, at all, tho I doubt
that this diplomatic little lady would tell state secrets if
it were.
''No, the stars never indulge in temperament, up here.
Each one is quite patient about her fittings, but invariably
is more interested in the clothes she is to wear in a picture,
if she is happy in the role assigned her.
The leading
players gave me no difficulty, but this is not always so
true of the extra girls and minor players, who frequently
wish to wear the most elaborate
Photograpli by "Ricliee
and showy things in the wardrobe.
They think the camera will pick
them up that they will be noticed
more quickly in clothes of this sort,
no matter how inappropriate."
]Mrs. Chaffin took me thru the
flares

—

wardrobe department, which
might be described in a word, as
any woman's paradise. Gowns of
every description were r?iere, gem-

fur-trimmed
encrusted robes,
evening wraps, frocks of the
most exquisite materials, velvets,
satins, metal cloth and brocades,
rare imported materials. It might
have been the wardrobe of a
Beatrice

Leatrice Joy's beauty permits the
wearing of more striking creations.
Like Gloria Swanson, she gives
personality to her clothes

9.44

d'E.ste,

Age of Gold.
"You can see,"

reigning
said

in

an

Mrs. Chaf-

with pardonable pride, "that
we use no make-shift materials.
Everything is of the very best
quality.
Of course," she added,
fin
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displaying

a

negligee

hand-painted in elaborate

and

intricate

sign, "the colors

show up on

Then

there
is
Nita
Naldi.
Nothing is too
severe for her barbaric

de-

do not

the screen,

She wears

beauty.
bizarre

but our girls are only

creations

well

human, you know, and
they enjoy wearing
I think you'll
every hue of the

colors.

find

case filled with jeweled
head-dresses.

rainbow here."

"Yes,"
"and
the

I

"The

agreed,

deaux

Do

the directors show
a great deal of interest
in
the
clothes
their
stars are to wear in a
production?"' I asked.
"Yes, indeed," an-

swered
"tho

I

bobbed-hair

vogue has made ban-

good many that
rainbow left out.
a

and

dresses

head-

popular,"

said

Mrs. Chaffin, "but
young women

should
be careful to
select
such ones as suit their
individuality.
In designing head-dresses
for our stars, we study
the
face very carefully.
The hair ornament has become part

Mrs. Chafifin,
should say that

De ^Mille and
Herbert Brenon show
more interest than do
any of the
others.
Probably I should include William De :\Iille
Cecil

the

of

woman's
unless

it

fashionable
toilette,

but

suits the per-

sonality of the wearer,
detracts from, rather

in that statement," she

laughed. "You know,
as a rule he does the

it

simple,

than adds to her appearance."

he has the script for a

said,

heart-interest
type of story, but when

picture

"Mrs.

recjuiring

elaborate costumes, you
should just see him

"Before production

Chaffin,"

I

"frequently the
stars of the screen are

criticized

He

plunge!

starts

on

,

in
it.
delights
a picture," she explained,
"I always go over the
script with the director,

decide
how
many changes of costume the principal women players are to have.
Then my artists sketch
designs.
Some of the
directors can visualize
more easily than others
from the designs, how the finished costumes will look, and
frequently have suggestions and
ideas that are of great value to
me. I welcome suggestions from
the stars, too, when they wish to

and

we

%

offer them."

had

broug

abruptly

against

a

stone wall.

"That does
seem to be
the prevailing opinion,
doesn't it?''

said

she

"It
sweetly.
is a question

quite worth

she

wardrobe

An amazingly

department

than

to

We

stood

now

Elaborate

Negri

asking."

But

it

was one

wouldn't

woman,

before a glass

being

favorites.
Do you beli
this?"
]\Irs.
Chaffin smi
me out of her quiet
eyes, but I felt as

I gained tho, that credit for
the unusual and original styles
created at this studio, belonged
rather to the designers in the

either stars or directors.

as

overdressed.
The explanation is invariably given that
tiie motion picture audiences demand exotic, bizarre and
extreme creations on their

this

that

answer.

littl

Chaffin.

make
creations
and impatient.

restless

Pola

They

And
hamper and annoy her
Gloria Swanson lends her person.

ality to

.

whatever she wears.

.

When

secret of
a woman learns this
Gloria's, she has learned to make
the most of her appearance
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Hank laughed

in

There

TKe

sheer irony

.

and the missionary leader looked to Brother Ezekiel for an explanation of
such undue levity at so solemn a moment

Sometning of tne Siren in Every Woman, and This
Knowledge, as Ola as Eve m the First Garden,
Is the Story Found in
Is

Who

Girl

Al

Couldn't
Mew

MEET

]\Iiss Hope Brown
She would be very
pleased to shake hands with you were it not
that her hands are covered' with suds from
the dishwater.
At this moment Hope is
pleased beyond measure to meet anyone outside of her
own household. Tonight she hates the Browns and
everybody else in the whole of Pocustown, California.
But, before we leave the Brown kitchen with any bad
opinion of Hope, let us get behind this hate complex and
try to imderstand and bear with the young lady. No one
was ever born with hate in his soul. Rather we are.
all of us, aimless, loving
and beloved in our earliest
hours. If we are dififerent when we grow up, then something has changed us. And, if we are so changeable, we
can be changed a second time.
The trouble with Hope Brown was that she was
spirited, whereas most of her small-town girl friends were
!

—

I

—

Be Bad

Serial

HENRY ALBERT
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of sawdust. Now, that was perverse of Hope, but
Some
the poor girl simply could not help being that way.
outsiders might have contended that she was perfectly
normal and natural in her instincts and longings and in
Her parents,
her desire to live a modern youthful Hfe.
however, belonged to a generation of hardshell Puritans
who often killed those they would save and like bats
enjoyed the gloom and could not perceive anything but
dark deeds in the happy, normal life of many others.
Hope, and her brother, Hank, were treated like children of darkness because of tlieir rebellion against being
perpetually suppressed, for their father believed and
also that a
practised all the severities of the prophets
sinner or one leaning towards sin is hateful in the sight
of God
Thus Hope's chances both here and hereafter

made

—

—

;

!

seemed limited.
So the only

life

that

Hope

really

and truly knew

(TZ-HOTION PICTURn
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Illustrations by
intimately and comprehendingly

was

narrow

May Cornelia Burke
furbelows and perfumes were

exist-

clothes,

ence in her own home amidst long pra\-ers, longer faces,
drudgery, constant punishment, reform discussion, sighs
over evil, darkened rooms, early-to-bed and early-to-rise
and other things no brighter and no livelier than these.
Thus was she made to feel and understand that all things
her family did not do were evil. With the unlooked-for
result that, in growing constantly to hate the things that
were called "'good," she came at length to desire to
be "bad."
Hope Brown's mood had reached the psychological
moment that evening as she stood sullenly washing the
dishes.
It would require but little more to rouse it into
effective rebellion
with a consequent
rush to the other
side in the swing of

They

the

—

A

the pendulum.

Ezekiel Brown,

Hope's

Word About Henry

Albert Phillips

Let us begin any

standpoint,

about the
that the austere,
gloomy, professional

and

unrelenting
began,

piety

and

it

was

still going strong
bedtime.
Hate
unreligious
of
all
evil is the only emo-

at

tion that dared
itself

show

thruout the en-

tire day.

The

Bible

A

BOUT

twelve years ago a
plump young man with a

]\Ion-

is

is

the

only book, and

tawny mustache walked
our office and asked for a

into
joh.

When

he told us the story of
his life, filled with all the
hardships poverty can bring,

we gave him
ment.

It

a

trial

was writing

assigna nov-

elization about the story of a
photoplay.

We

had no idea then
we were making
His writing

terested us, how-

that Hope and Hank
have been allowed to

ever,

read in all their life.
Let us concede at
once that the Bible is
the best book that
ever has been and
ever can be written

own judgment

in
ers

verified

Today Henry Albert Philone of the new novel-

lips is

not
in

His "Other People's
Lives" is already in the book-

those

whom

sinners to
he would

show grace he often
roused active rebellion.
Thus he was
often wont to do

much harm

to

the

cause he had

and is shortly to be
followed by another novel.

lieved in

stores

Therefore,

it is

with pleas-

ure that we pre-

Phillips

pleasure

for

pleas-

and sadly
frowned upon them

ure's sake,

as citric fruit of

all

his

was Pocustown's
reform leader, in

serial

the

story,

pages of

magazine for
the next six
months.
this

Henry Albert

mirth,

be-

no form of
levity or

the

in

of

He

espoused.

instalment

'The Girl Who
Couldn't Be Bad,"
which will run

his work. Finally

full

With his
^Mosaic
piety he crushed and
stultified, and in

ists.

sent this first
of

of evil and that their home
reeked with goodness. They were actually taught that to
smile broadly was to beckon the devil and that unrestrained merriment was the human reflection of hellfire.
Dancing, movies, novel reading, tobacco, gum chewing and drinking were all sins of the first water. Fine

world was

planned to give
time to novel

his

writing that this editorship

our

he was made an

was

It

terminated.

that

parts of it are the
best kind of reading
for both the young
and old idea. But in this jazz age, tracts and treacle
can no longer be swallowed by }Outh and they are guaranteed to bring on a violent case of dyspeptic rebellion.
So, it may readily be guessed of both Hope and Hank,
tho in their later teens and full grown, that their knowledge of the world was rather narrow. Specifically, they
that the

of

and the letwhich came
from the read-

ters

Editor.

when he
more

in-

papers or magazines

knew

Associate

a novelist.

tracts the only

and that certain

did

seem

accord with Christ's
teaching— "above all,
love ye one another."

Hope's suppressed
AVe will rise
life.
with Hope and the

This
time

Puritanical

hardshell father,
whose one delight
lay in doing the
Lord's bidding from
the Old Testament

always

the seventeen dull years of

on
day morning.

made.

—

week during

five-thirty

devil

;

;

II

rest of the family at

all

never, for one minute, would admit that hell could
be raised gossiping over a cup of tea almost as easily as
it could to the clink of highball glasses, and that dancing,
might be healthier for body and soul than too much praying in a cramped and bigoted atmosphere.
But Hope and Hank were of a different generation.
Parents could starve their bodies and souls like ascetics,
if they enjoyed that sort of thing
and they really seemed
to
they could revel in piety
they could wear plain
clothes that went so well with their long faces and
long prayers, but it seemed a little thoughtless and unwise
of them to try to force all men to go and do likewise.

devil.

Ezekiel

addition to being an
indefatigable mission worker as well.
The whole world
was his oyster and
sins his pearl of

its

great price.

Sarah Brown
every respect
just as good as her
]Mrs.

was

in

husband.

Hope's

mother had been born under a shadow of professional
piety
a preacher's only daughter
and her soul had
remained pale from never having seen the sun of a strong
natural passion.
Like her husband, Sarah Brown was
ever seeking to do good and bring charity to the heathen

—

Chinee,
duties of

—

more often than not neglecting the Christian
motherhood and home. But somewhere behind

this film of over-righteousness the true

mother lingered.

Really she bore a deep love for her children, even tho her
stern religion did not permit her to indulge in its
manifestations.
simplv must
And, finally, there was Aunt Charity.

We
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gregation a slightly mournful appearing crowd, pastored
by a minister who was the worst quince of all. This was
the band on the high road to Heaven, candidates for the
Angel Chorus and all the other celestial happinesses ...
Hope, with her hands
the dishwater,
would be pleased to
meet anybody outside
in

of her

For

own household.

this

evening she

hates
everybody in
the whole of Pocustown, California

Let's go

The girls were transported to the picnic in separate
"carryalls" from the boys
much to their disappointment.
Of course, their elders were furious over their admission
of disappointment. When they arrived at the grove they
were restricted to such amusements as were fitting for the
ecclesiastical occasion.
Here and there a little levity burst
the stout seams of solemnity, but the pious elders sup-

—

pressed any attempts to become unduly merry. Thus, long
before the arrival of high noon, youth had been curdled
All was as it should
to the same sourness of pious age.
be on such a Sunday School occasion, when the young
people were assembled with ravenous appetites around
the long table piled high with shoe boxes of dry sandlong
wiches and plates bearing sticky layer cakes.
grace intervened and enlarged their appetites. Praise the

A

Lord

!

The poor

things

!

\Vhen they returned home the same afternoon the girls in their closed carriages
they were wearied with their well doing
But, let us get on with our week of goodness.
It was Tuesday at breakfast time and
the inevitable grace was being said by
Brother Ezekiel. Hope and Hank happened
to look up and catcli each other's eye in
mutual agony and smile
But Ezekiel's
sharp eye is always half on the Lord and half
on the devil. He always manages to see all
that the devil does and take for granted a
large part of the Lord's works.
Because of

—

—

X

The
this sin, he prolonged his appeal for all sinners.
prayer over, righteousness burst forth and the children
were ordered to their rooms, sans breakfast, for their
impious behavior
Hope showed herself to be unregenerate by objecting
with her brother like a child. It was
to being treated
the strongest outburst of rebellion, temper and spirit that
she had ever manifested.
Wednesday. Now for lunch with the Browns. Hope
and Hank had labored hard all the morning and were now
more than ready to devour their midday meal. But they
waited in vain for their parents, who were right in the
midst of the hot campaign for the anti-wet candidate and
had utterly forgotten that they had a home or needed

—

—

Aunt Charity people never did after they had
once met her. Aunt Charity was altogether too pious,
with the result that she went farther than nature would
For,
let her and, unconsciously, she became a hypocrite.
not forget

while like the others of the gloomy flock she was obsessed
with piety, she took a firm step farther into fanaticism.
To buo}^ her up under the terrible stress of her religion,
she indulged freely in Parana Panacea Cure, which contained an illegal percentage of grain alcohol, with the
impious result that her wildest fits of religion were nothing short of a Parana jag.
Thus there was a strong
breath to her religious fervor and an inquisition turn that
gave her delight in seeing the victims of her piety suffer.
Pa and Ma Brown gave by far the larger part of their
time to the reforming of the world in general and Pocustown in particular. In their absence. Aunt Charity took
care of the house and the Parana. The children largely
took care of themselves.
There were hours and hours
when Aunt Charity dozed beside the kitchen sink in a
half-stupor. And just as the devil had come sneaking into
the kitchen, it seemed a good time for him to go stalking
about the rest of the house!
Ill

When

1

five-thirty arrived,

Hope and Hank Brown would

rather have slept than risen, even tho it was the day of
the annual church picnic. But they were duly routed out
of their comfortable beds by the pious Ezekiel, who
frowned on their sloth as he did on practically all of their
industry as well.
Several hours later, thev met with the rest of the con-
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—

a meal.

Aunt Charity who is always ready to receive the lash
provided others suffer
of righteousness uncomplainingly
with her accepted the sacrifice and refused to serve the
meal until the parents came home. Hope and her brother
protested in vain, and went hungry in consequence but
bearing a new grudge against the narrow religion that was
grinding the savor out of their 3'oung lives.
Be it said, honestly, however, that the parents with all
the other solemn crusaders were rescued from the qualms
of hunger when a lean one of their number fainted for

—

—

—

Then they all realized that they had not
broken bread, and refreshments were provided in the
AVhite Ribbon Sewing Rooms without delay.
It may seem like imposing on inhospitality, but we
simply must spend the whole of this week at the Browns,
So
if we are to get the true psychology of what follows.
we join the rest of the band, and troop in there on
Thursday to the Missionary Tea. Now, it may seem a
little mean under the circumstances, but we cant help
lack of food.

observing many of the petty ills of the flesh thriving right
here under the very eyes of stern religion. Gossip, envy,
uncharitableness and hypocrisy are in evidence
These missionaries were a hungry crowd and it took
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Hope and Hank could do under the driving power
Aunt Charity to serve the dealers in heathen souls.
And, having worked like slaves, Hope and her brother
all

that

of

later that there was practically nothing left
This made Hank laugh out in sheer irony.
The activities of the Missionary Tea ceased for a moment
The misas tho a bombshell had burst in their midst.
sionary leader looked to Brother Ezekiel for an explanation of such undue levity in his house at such a solemn

found hours
for them.

moment.
Brother Ezekiel stalked into the kitchen like an avenging
angel and sent his two recalcitrant children to their rooms.
And in this he added to the smouldering embers of
rebellion.

On Friday evening several of the leaders of good cause
gathered at the Browns for supper. Again Hope and her
brother were ignored, except for a constant demand on
Again they went almost supperless, being
their labors.
obliged to take the leader's cold leftovers.
Saturday wound up by Hope and Hank being se\'erely
punished by their father for scrutinizing, with an obviously thirsting curiosity and desire, some lurid movie
posters that had been plastered on the board fence of the
empty lot across the way. Other young people were looking at the posters at the same time and they were telling
each other what a wonderful afternoon they were going to
seeing that eight-reel super-special "The Dark
Secret."
On this occasion, the rod that had been spared and
,spoiled the children was used, with a resultant open rebellion on the part of both Hope and Hank that astonished
Ezekiel and brought out all the godliness in his right arm.

have

Woman's

After his pious labors he was obliged to go to his room V
and take an extra dose of Parana Panacea Cure, with
An hour later he was sleepinstant stimulating efifects.
ing the sleep of the righteous under the devil's subtle sway.
And thus endeth a good week.
With Hope Brown in her room indulging in a very
elaborate tantrum, in which she has wrecked every emblem
of righteousness and finally expressed the hate she feels
by telling the bedpost in no uncertain accents
"Yes, and
the very first chance I get, I'm going to run away and then
:

be bad. bad.

And

BAD !"

—

should ever come to pass
which,' of course,
we shall know the reason why, and, in
telling other people about it, be in a good position to say
if

we hope

just

this

it

who

is

wont
to

!

—

blame and

how much so'.
we would

In this day and generation,

—

for want of a
worse name call ]Mr. INIiles Orkney a bootlegger.
But Orkney, like most of us, had been other and better
things. Among others, he had been a pretty fair soi't of a
husband and father. But Orkney had always been a
"pretty" man
they called him that when he went back to
his little home town after conquering (or so he thought)

—

—

—

many of the vices of the city. And it was the natural
thing for Jennie Folsom
the prettiest girl in town
to
fall in love with him.
Orkney married Jennie and took
her back to the city with him.
Then Jennie began to learn things about her ]\Iiles.
He was a traveling liquor salesman. This may or may
not have been against him in the city, but it certainlv was
not in his favor in his home town when they found it out.
It afi^ected Jennie directly in that her Miles periodically
consimied a large quantity of his samples.
Jennie did.

—

—

When Hope and Hank
.

.

.

caught each other's eye in mutual agony at the interminable grace, they smiled
only to have Ezekiel's sharp eye, half on the Lord and half on the devil, catch them
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her best to reform Miles and he assisted her to the best of
especially after the birth of their daughter.
From that time on the daughter was Orkney's only good
angel and all might have gone well if the girl had lived
longer than the slim seventeen years which were given
his ability,

to her.

Within three years' time, Miles Orkney had descended
the ladder to almost the lowest depths. Despite the incoming of Prohibition, wine, women, and song engaged all
his leisure attention and Jennie went back home to her
mother.
Released of all restraints and obligations of
decency, Miles Orkney made his pace faster and faster.
He became exceedingly more prosperous as a bootlegger.
He continued to serve his okl customers in small towns
and picked up many new ones.
It would be at this time in his career
good looking at
forty-one, if you liked his type
that Orkney blew into
Pocustown to serve his regular customers.

—

—

Brown

was, of course, the greatest foe of the
Ijootlegg^r in all Pocustown.
Steve Brodie, the leader of
the local bootlegging ring, had reason to remember Ezekiel
because of the discovery of ten thousand dollars' worth
of wet goods which the reformers had exposed to the
revenuers. Steve Brodie, therefore, had been looking for
a chance ever since to get even with Ezekiel and his weaklivered tribe. When Miles Orkney came to town. Brodie
thought he saw an opportunity to unload a little
vengeance. He knew Miles Orkney from the ground up.
".Still like the women as much as ever, I suppose. I\Ir.
Orkney?" he asked that gentleman.
"No a little more than ever," ]\Ir. Orkney assured
him with a wink.
"Seen any girls around Pocustown that suit your fancy ?"
"I dont look for 'em in country towns as a rule
found one country girt, you know." Orkney had become
a trifle sober in every sense.
Ezekiel

—

—

"Only one?" asked Brodie, persisting in being jocular.
"Only one just like her I married her." Orkney sighed.
"Well, that's news to me! I didn't know you'd be one
!"
Avho would go and make a mistake as that
"It was a mistake all right
for her."
Buck up!
"Oh, come now, Orkney.
Here, have
another drink of that Scotch you brought us it will
steady you. There
Well, there's one girl in this town
that they're all talkin' about.
She's been led around by a
halter all her life.
Never been out in the pasture
The
prettiest thing you ever see !"
"Lead me to her !" cried Orkney, throwing off al!
restraint again.
I'll
"I'll spend my last dollar on her!
blow her to anything she says, anywhere she wants to go
that's the kind of a candy kid Allies Orkney is !"
He took
another glass from the bottle of Scotch, rose and put on
his gray felt hat with a black band at a rakish angle and

—

—

—

!

!

twisted his mustache.
"Here, here not so fast
You're in Pocustown, not in
Denver !" laughed Brodie. "Why, if anybody should run
down Main .Street here, he'd be arrested for exceedin'
the speed of the Blue Laws!"

—

!

any rube in this town in my way
!"
if you please
"W^ell, all I ask is, that you run up against our Ezekiel
Brown and I'll say you wont come out without scratches !''
Then bring on his brothers and his
"Bring him on
!"
uncles and tie one hand behind my back
This is exactly the drunken bravado Brodie had hoped
"Well, I'd

— Miles

like to see

Orkney speaking,

!

—

to rouse.

"Well, this Ezekiel

Brown

the

—

—
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Several hours later, they met with the rest of the consregation a mournful appearing group
by a minister who was more like a quince than a human

!

—

man who

is

town and the whole state.
We've got to do somethin' with him and to him, or our
!"
business wont be worth a tenpenny nail
"So that's the kind of a herring he is, is it? And now
vou speak of it, I have heard of him Zeke Brown, head

killing honest drinkin' in this

— pastored
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about

were talking
to Dick

this
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son Goodman.
When we met them
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on our way into
supper and asked
him if he wasn't

the

other day a propos
of May JNIcAvo)' in

Enchanted

Cottage." Both Dick
and May are ugly
people in the story.

proud, he told us
quite simply that he
had been proud for
months.

But while Dick
essayed the first

might

''The

May's

ugliness,
ness,

our

to
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may

be

mind,

right.

"May

is

beautiful,"

"She had
very

last

so

very

he

said.

retiring

go to the
extreme to

to

clothes and a
face weren't

enough
Almost
girl on

her case.
any other
the screen
could have played
May's part without

going

But after all it
the little things
people do, seemingly
unimportant, incon-

is

sequen.tial things
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that

in

to

such

The whole world

is

counting
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its

.
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.

seeking

As

We

"Cytherea" also had a preview at the Ritz.

It

was

.

lik-

Constance Ben-

—

the flapper in
the story, was also
there
in
party
a
nett,

Everyone, it would
the foods in Tunis were heavy and rich.
seem, even movie stars, who are generally believed to he in high
favor with the gods, have to pay for beauty
.

form your

ing for them.

slender

When they were making "The Arab."
lines or rounder curv'es.
Rex Ingram put Alice Terry and Ramon Novarro on diets for

a matter of fact, she was
a bad choice for the part so far as her physical being
was concerned. Her face is one of unsurpassing beautv."
think this is very gallant of Dick, and we think
he means what he says, but we disagree with him. May
McAvoy is all that he says she is, but we stubbornly
insist that she might have achieved an equal degree of
ugliness with more subtle measures.
This picture, which is, incidentally, one of the most
charming productions that has come from the studios
in moons, was shown at a preview and tea at the Ritz
Carlton, New York.
Mary Hay, the musical comedy star, who is IVIrs.
Richard Barthelmess, did the musical score and she was
there, sitting with the musicians, in a supervisory capacity.
Mrs. Barthelmess, Dick's mother, was there, too.
When we spoke to her after the picture was over, her
eyes were misty with tears.
Dick is her idol and the
realism he gave the war-twisted cripple was too much
for her emotions.
lengths.

is

her.

Make-up suggesting
shadows, unbecomlined

manner

an inevitable part of

efface her loveliness.

ing

Rubens

easily

ing in beautiful evening
clothes,
she
wore a dark dress
and a hat which
shaded her face. Her

that

Dick's explanation
is

s s

have
swanked a little. It
was her evening.
But instead of arriv-

ugli-

was the second kind.
It

i

.

which included her
distinguished father.
Richard Bennett of stage fame.
She was lovelv in a
shell-pink evening frock.
wouldn't be at all surprised to find her enjoying an early stardom.
She has
beauty and youth and undoubtedly a flair for the screen.
And how many times have those first two qualities proved
sufticient
for an interlude of starring at least.
In the foyer was one of the Cytherean dolls. It is the
new variety of doll with the long pipe-stem arms and legs
and its face is a replica of Alma Rubens'. Someone
said they were going to be manufactured for the shops,
and if this is true they are sure to have a vogue.
perfume has been created for "Cythera," too. If
we remember correctly, it is called "Goddess of Love."

We

.

.

.

.

.

.

A

The whole world is dieting and counting its calories
anxiously.
One half seeks slim lines.
The other half hopes for a rounder curve.
All of which reminds us of an amusing story a member
(Continued on page 117)
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That's
Fearless Criticism

and Frank Observations on Things Cinematic

TAMAR LANE

Bj)

A

Little Credit for R. A.

;

Walsh, Please

humorous

!

incidents in theatrical history. For the presenYork, Fairbanks contation of the production in
tracted with Gest to manage the affair. When Doug read

New

reading the reviews of the Eastern critics on the
magnificent and exquisite production, "The Thief of
Bagdad," it is noticeable that with but one or two
exceptions the critics were so anxious to sing the
praises of Douglas Fairbanks' (after they had first irrelevantly and at great length extolled the greatness of Morris
Gest) that they quite forgot to make mention of any of the
other members of the company, who undoubtedly must
have had some influence in the making of the production.
R. A. Walsh, director of the picture, for instance, did
not come in for half the glory that should be his.
I happen to know something of the making of "The
Thief of Bagdad."
I have also had many talks with
various staff members
who worked on the pro-

IN

duction, and in all fairness Director Walsh
must be given a generous

share of whatever praise
the film merits.

While Fairbanks is
unquestionably a man of
brilliance,

and

it

would

be an injustice to argue
for a moment that he
does not bear a mighty
influence in every phase
of any production in
which he appears, still
there
often
are very
others who also play important parts in the success of even a Fairbanks production.

R. A. Walsh has one
of the keenest and most
imaginative minds to be
found in the directing
fraternity, and his masterful supervision of
"The Thief of Bagdad"
was undoubtedly a big

-A Brief

the "reviews" in the Manhattan dailies on the morning
following the opening of his greatest effort, he was probEverything
ably uncertain whether to laugh or weep.
was about Alorris Gest. Here, for instance, is the way
the Telegraph "reviewed" the film

"More than a thousand persons surged about the
entrance to the Liberty Theater last night for no other
purpose than to see the distinguished audience which witnessed the premiere of Morris Gcst's motion picture, 'The
Thief of Bagdad.' " The article then goes on to tell how
"Mr. Gest was on hand to personally greet them," how
"the rugs and other hangings included many which Mr.
Gest had brought from
the Orient," how Mr.

Pickford

for Jack

Several t7mes in these columns

we have

our respects to the acting ability of Jack
Pickford. We think so much of Jack s talents,
jiaii

in

fact,

that

in

our recent

hook,

'Whats

Wrong With the l^ovies?
we classed
him among the twelve greatest actors on

won

~Slr.

last

but not least how "Mr.
Gest was highly pleased
with the opening." Concerning Mr. Fairbanks
and the production, matters are left to the imagination of the reader.

'

the screen.

heen

For certain reasons Jack has

handica-^'ped by prejudices which

many

theatergoers have held against him, and our

naming him as one of the silversheet s finest
was greeted with much disa'f>j>roval
However, as time passes, we
if not ridicule.

—

actors

are firmer than ever in regard to our choice,
to those who doubt Jack's capabilities we
suggest a viewing of his latest film, 'The Hill
Billy."
In this 'picture young Pickford does

and

some very

o ur

Idea of a
Picture

"Wild

Good

Oranges."

Nothing

great or unusual about the story,
but perfectly directed by
King Vidor, who gives
it such superb treatment
that it is lifted right out
of the ordinary. Beautiful scenery, a small cast,
splendid acting, and a
smooth running, convincing continuity.
model picture for other
directors to imitate.

A

excellent work.

factor in creating many
of the qualities which

have

Gest said this and
Gest said that, and

"Wild Oranges"

not

only shows what
King Vidor can

the pic-

ture praise.

do when he wants
but

to,

ward

No

grabbed

Film

Com-

plete Without

One

all

glory for
"The Thief of
Bagdad" provides
the

kone of the most
'52
\Ge.

f or-

Out-Gest

The manner in
which Morris
Gest

puts

Virginia

Valli as a gifted
actress with a very
promising future.

Which
"Doug"

In
Is

it

It is

-ro5KE,V

announced

that De Mille. for
a change, will
film a simple story

—
JOnON

,„„
^«M'

life.
Nevertheless, we will wager our
ouija board against a Mali Jong set that Cecil B.
has at least one glorious fade-back to ancient times.

Douglas

of every-day

More Movie

PICTUi

Fairbanks

contracted with Morris
Gest to manage "The
Thief of Bagdad" ia
New York. And the
way he has grabbed
all the glory provides
one of the most humorous incidents in
tlieatrical history

Statistics

Henry Ford states that he will turn out no less
than 2,000,000 flivvers this year. At least half of
these will be bought by motion picture comedy
concerns.

Stars That Will Shine
Clara Bow. This little miss has one of the most
magnetic screen personalities that we have viewed

—

in many a day.
xA.s for acting ability
it will take
a few more portrayals before a definite decision may
be rendered. Her work in "Black Oxen" was impressive.
But personally she is irresistible. Clara
Bow will go far and high in the screen heavens.

How
You

Can't Judge a Film by

Its

was a terrible mess. The slapstick comedy which followed was even worse. We were just reaching for our
hat, figuring that another perfectly good evening had been
thrown to the canines, when there flashed on the silversheet a one-reeler entitled "Sing Them Again," which I
later learned is one of a series being released under that
name by the Educational Company. This little "Sing
Them Again" reel gave the spectators, including myself,
one of the most enjoyable fifteen minutes that it is possible to have in a picture theater.
The reel consists of a
picturization of several old familiar songs, and while the
idea sounds by no means inspiring, the film had been so
admirably directed and so splendidly executed in every
detail that we hope the clever individuals responsible for it
It

make manv more

reels like

—

Length

Recently we journeyed to the cinema, as they say in jolly
England, to view a widely advertised "special production."

will

to Succeed in the Movies
In Five Complete Lessons
Lesson No. 2 For Heroines

The first thing to do
thing sweet and simple

—

name someBlossom or Caramel
Bonbon. Next engage a publicity man and announce that
If possible,
you were discovered by D. W. Griftith.
imitate some popular star
bead your eyes a heavy black
and repaint your lips and eyebrows. Affect a sweet, sweet
smile, and insist upon plenty of close-ups showing
Keep
glycerine tears running down over your cheeks.
your hair nicely marcelled at all times, even if you are
playing a ship-wrecked maiden or poor country girl it is
much more attractive. If you haven't a good profile get
one.
They are absolutely necessary on the screen.
is

to pick out a fancy

— such as

^Slay

—

—
—

Tickling the Public Rib

it.

See "Her TemIs it easy to make the public laugh?
Here is a
porary Husband" and judge for yourself.
comedy filled with nothing but the oldest of moss-covered
gags and not so well done at that yet it is throwing
theatergoers into fits and gales of laughter. I dont know
what the moral is but there must be one.

—

—

No Doubt About

A

It

young fellow from Kalamazoo arrived

in

Hollywood

recently.

"I

want

to get into the motion picture business the

worst way," he

said.

"Then make a Western

serial,"

advised a local pro-

ducer, "there's nothing worse than that."

Ambulance Creates Speculation in Hollywood
Considerable

How

to

Lesson

The

Succeed in the Movies:
II
For Heroines
.

.

.

thing to do is to pick out a fancy name
something sweet and simple such as May Blossom
or Caramel Bonbon
first

—

excitement

was

caused

in

Hollywood

when an ambulance rushed thru

the streets and
stopped in front of the biggest office building in town.
crowd quickly gathered and there was much speculation
as to what might have happened to cause need for an
ambulance.
Here are some of the guesses made by
recently

A

(Continued on page 83)
PA<3

For years he has
longed to paint his
face with the grotesqueries

of

clown ...

to

the
cut

capers
with
the
tan-bark his stage
for years "The
.
Mountebank" has

.

.

him

interested
a

as
picture.

motion

Allow us, gentle
reader, Mr. Ernest
provTorrence
ing he is not a
.

villain,

.

.

but an

actor of wide
versatility

I
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Across the Silversheet
"CytKerea" ana "DorotKy Vernon
of

Haddon Hall"
RevievJed by

ADELE WHITELY FLETCHER

ONLY

a very few people in this world
have the courage to do the things they

want to do.
Human beings find it
advisable to settle down to whatever
routine promises them the highest reward in the
world's goods. The glamourous and highly impractical dreams of adventure and romance
which beset youth are soon put aside. Life, we
learn early, is a practical affair.
This is the premise upon which Joseph
Hergesheimer built his novel "Cytherea," which
has come to the screen under the intelligent
direction of George Fitzmaurice.
Lee
Randon, the hero, is a man of about fortyfive, comfortable in the financial security
"Cytherea" is a curious
whose face emdoll
he has earned for himself; husband to a
bodies all the colorful
thoroly worthy and entirely unimaginative
life
things
hero's
the
woman, and father of two fine children
is
lacks.
It
a motion
picture that will interest
whom he adores. In a moment of rare
you.
Lewis Stone and
vision, it comes to him that he is letting
he was going to make gay and
adventuresome slip thru his fingers in a
dull procession of unchanging years.
It is
here the story begins.
A curious doll which intrigues his fancy
from a shop window and which he names
Cytherea, synonymous with Venus and the
Goddess of Love, gives the story its name.
This doll's face embodies a sensuous placidity which haunts him.
She symbolizes
those things u'hich his life lacks. Then he
the

life

Alma

Rubens are feaBelow is a dramatic scene from Mary
Pickford's "Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall,"
in which our generous
Mary gives Clare Eames
as Queen Elizabeth opportunities for many
honors.
Once more
Mary forsakes starched
tured.

pinafores

for

graceful

womanhood

crosses the path of Savina Grove, the wife
of a wealthy banker, and finds her a
counterpart of the Cytherean doll.
If

Alma Rubens has found

it

necessary

take liberties with Savina Grove and
make her a darkly exotic woman of rare
beauty rather than the repressed woman of
great passion as Hergesheimer painted
her, it must be blamed upon the censors.
They resent honesty where emotional life
is concerned.
It is unfortunate.
Getting back to the story, Savina Grove
and Lee Randon learn the lesson which the
papers tell us of other lovers learning day
after day.
No man can break the laws of
the herd without being trampled upon.
Conventions may chafe, but they are the
pillars of society.
And society is something you cannot run away from tho you
go to the farthest corner of the earth.
Irene Rich's characterization of the wife is replete with
all of the little annoying traits
of the woman who is too nice
to

human. She suffers thru
a lack of understanding. She
adheres to even the tritest conto be

vention and is possessed with
a zeal for punctuality which
makes of her house an organization rather than a home.
Constance Bennett as the
flapper will be sure to win

your attention. She is new to
screen prominence and has yet
learn the camera's propensity for exaggerating gestures and mannerisms. However, she photographs effecto

tively,

that

play

and we have no doubt
will have offers to

she

many

other

which she may

roles

profit

in

by her

experience.

{Continued on page 120)
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This
Mary Roberts
Rinehart
melodrama
is compact with incident,

Naldi

and
is

effective.

the Field*'
tive

in

it

Nita

extremely
"Lilies
is

of

decora-

and worth

seeing,

with Corinne Griffith
beautiful and charming,
while Conway
Tearle seems at ease
in the opposite role

Comments on
Bj)

tKe

ISJexN?

Pictures

THE EDITORIAL STAFF

The Breaking Point
!Mary Roberts Rinehart
story, which is melodrama compact with inciOf course so much happens that one will
dent.

the world thru sharp wit and adaptability. They compose the background of a "sister" who would play on
Her story is one of man's inhumanity of a
the level.
husband's violation of the sanctity of the marital vows.
But she is judged by the company she keeps so along
comes a gentleman of the clubs who tests her and finds

wonder how Herbert Brenon managed to tell
Yet he succeeds in showing a bit of
Broadway and much of the boundless West. Nita Naldi
that of an actress whose husband is
carries the burden

her sincere.
This picture will not put ideas in the heads of adolescents.
It might, on the other hand, teach them a lesson
in good manners.
It is a decorative piece of work.

Before she recognizes the supposed assassin
in the audience of a tank town theater, we are given
much hectic action which features the elements known as
mystery and punch.
The
It is fairly exciting, even if a bit far-fetched.
director sees to it that atmosphere must be recorded.
So we have a colorful blizzard views in front and back

mounted, and splendidly acted for the most part
Corinne Griffith, whose poise, charm and beauty
carry her by the few emotional moments she neglects.
Conway Tearle puts himself at ease in the opposite role,
and actually overcomes his habit of frowning by releas-

THE

ground

— and

the years are thoroly covered

in tliis picturization of a

naturally
it all

in six reels.

—

murdered.

—

—

—

lavishly

by

ing several

Corinne

smiles.

He

is

a good

foil

for the

lonely

Griffith.

of a Broadway curtain

— and

the melo
a western

drama on
ranch.
Well,

What

of it?

carries a
story interest,
it

good
and some

eflfective

acting by

Nita

Naldi, Matt
and the ever

]\Ioore

liable

so re-

George
THE Field

They've kept an
eye on the censors
these sponsors, and
by not offending the
scissor experts,

much

of the original
red meat of this play
has lost its flavor.
It suggests a dash of
spice in its
tions of the

revela-

manner

which the pretty
ladies live.
These
in

ladies

ning
'56
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of
get

His

Darker Self

This was the picwhich was to

ture

mark Al Jolson's
debut on the screen.

Then w h en he
temperaLloyd Hamwas engaged

registered

ment,
ilton

and as a blackface
comedian he suc-

Fawcett,

Lilies OF

"His Darker Self" was to mark Al Jolson's debut on the screen,
but is finally released with Lloyd Hamilton as the star. He helps
the picture, which is too long and minus spontaneity

the evealong in

ceeds in flashing his

individuality and
proving himself
capable of joining a
minstrel troupe as
end man when the
spirit
moves him.
As a comedy it is

—

not so rollicking,
because the gags are
It
not ingenious.
should
have been
trimmed

to
three
for much of
the
action
is
revealed thru the titles,
reels,

and

these

often

;

"Second Youth" is
an effervescent comedy
with a sp ar kl e
Jobyna Rowland and
Mickey Bennett do
work and
the
best
.

—

Alfred Lunt and
Mimi

Palmeri

are

also in the cast.

'The

Night Message" is a
feud story with an
element
of
novelty
incorporated

Paragra^n Reviews
Guide Posts
miss the mark because of their "wise crack"
Hamihon suggests that he might have had
the employment of certain gags, because his
touch is so familiar. He employs economy in

to

the Better

character.
a

hand

in

individual

expressing
his incident.
And as a blackface detective whose mission
is to catch the ebony leader of the darktown bootleggers,
There's one original
he runs away with the picture.
moment which arrives when Ham is being baptized. As
he emerges from the water with his face washed of the
burnt cork, the superstitious colored gentry becomes
panic-stricken.
The laughs are not spontaneous. And
the fault lies in the producers' giving the piece to a
dramatic director. Dr. Sennett or Prof. Keaton would
have made it scintillate all the way. As it is itis really of a
more or less uneven merit, humorous in places. Comedies
must have invention behind them, and they must be carried on with spontaneity.

—

Second Youth
This one records
the making over of
soft-boiled
silk
a

salesman of distinguished

ancestry

buyer

into a regular

and

while

has

it

numerous

weak

—

and features
spots
much hokum,
too
there is a sort of
effervescent sparkle
about it that makes
it easy on the mind.
The screen adventurer will be guided
on a bumpkin's
Cook's tour.

be

He

will

taken

into a
boarding house, and
behind the counter

of a department
store.

And

Green-

wich

Village
and
Broadway cabarets
will also be on his
visiting

list.

The

vvJiick Serve

s.

b.

As

Pictures

salesman escapes matrimony until

he meets

the

right girl.

Old stuff, you say? Yes indeed but there are several
laughs even if they come from the situations rather
than from the efforts of the player;
Alfred Lunt would
not be our choice for the salesman competent actor that
he is on the stage. And ^limi Palmeri is mostly decora-

—

.

The best bits are offered by Jobyna Howland as a
tive.
boarding-house mistress and
Mickey Bennett, the
youngster who helped make "Big Brother" so enjoyable.
The thing taken in its entirety is too picturey, which, of
course, makes it miss the mark as a consistent and convincing comedy.

The Night

j\Iess.\ge

feud stories could be treated with the element
of novelty incorporated here by Perley
In "The Storm Daughter," Priscilla Dean has her emotional sails
Poore Sheehan. they
trimmed and Thomas Santschi carries the acting honors. It is
would not be acan ordinary melodrama
cepted b}' audiences
If all

further

as
to

tributes

Obvious.

the

There's

no

— and

battle

gun
not

a

sign of uncouth
horsemen lurking in
ambush. The author
gets

right

his facts

down

to

—and these

concern a youth condemned to die for a
crime of which he is
innocent.
really

A

no

There is
murder.

boy of the oppos-

ing"

faction

is

killed

by imitating a turkey call, and the
local telegrapher
while hunting wild
turkeys is the man
who dispatched the
bullet.

The
tirely

finish

is

en-

melodramatic
57
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Lloyd
made a rollicking comedy
Harold
has

Flanders"

Shy."

"Girl

in

When

it

comes

its

Boy

"A

of
is

a

en ti me nt a 1
journey, with
Jackie
Coogan
s

overpre-

liminaries, the
last three reels
are the fastest

playing his role

most exLloyd has

understanding

and
citing

ever

of a pitiful little
waif with true

made

and convenient.

The governor refuses a tearful plea
Which puts it up to Provi-

from the youth's mother.

A

—

dence.
storm intervenes and lashes the countryside.
And the telegrapher is killed while sending a confession
over the broken wires. The last minute rescue is the only
familiar device employed here.
Good restraint is shown

by Gladys Hulette and

INIargaret Seddon.

who

Mr. Sheehan,

also directs for the first time, gives evidence of being
more competent than a lot of the boys back of the megaphone who try to be talented with the pen.

The Storm Daughter
Jack London started the fashion of capitalizing brutal skippers of the deep, And he
has had a host of imitators. The
rugged, primitive character who
tyrannizes over his motley crew
runs true to form here tho we
cant for the life of us understand why the censors "killed"
the big punch scene featuring
mutiny.
Here is Tom
the
Santschi with a reputation at
Ever since his celebrated
stake.
fight in the first edition of "The
Spoilers," we have looked forward to seeing him duplicate it.
There is a faint suggestion that
he put up a vigorous battle. So
with the punch gone, the story
interest goes with it.
Yes, the
skipper meets a girl whom he
rescues from the deep and his
relentless manner is replaced by
one of sweetness and light.

—

—

There was opportunity to
perk up the plot with some romantic by-play showing the girl
matching her wits with the
cap'n's brawn.
But both characters
sit
around registering
retrospection.
Priscilla
Dean
has had her emotional sails
trimmed so. Santschi carries the
acting honors.
William Davidson is the handy first mate and
not a very good one.
He's out
of character with his sleek man/f\ ner. Just an ordinary melodrama

with a fair coloring of atmosphere. The usual climax
does not carrj' sufficient vigor.
a storm at sea

—

A

Boy of Flanders

Jackie Coogan takes you on a sentimental excursion
here in a picture which is flawless in projecting the
fancies of childhood. This gifted little thespian. attired in
a Dutch costume, makes a tremendous aj^peal upon one's
humanities because of his pitiable experiences as a
waif.
Kicked and cuffed around, he succeeds in
melting the hearts of his tormentors. The picture
is much more adaptable for Jackie's expression than
some he has had recently. -You will be highly
charmed by the settings, you will be moved by the
pathos,
and you will laugh with the
Aoungster when he masquerades as a girl,
e-pecially Avhen he tries to keep his pantaloons from falling.
The film is adapted from Ouida's "A Dog
of Flanders."
The dog is in the picture
]\Iack Sennett's Great Dane
and as he draws Jackie in a cart
or runs errands for him, you
will say to yourself
"there's a
pair of aces."
It is told compactly, and with commendable
spirit.
And the humanities are
finely expressed.
No flaws here
except when the director would
lead Jackie to assume an attitude
of maturity.
The youngster is
quite capable of playing his parts
with true understanding. He's
too good an artist to be spoiled.

—

—

The

matured

—

—

—

gestures,

fortu-

nately, are in the minority.

Girl Shy

Here

is
Harold Lloyd in a
number, once it overcomes
its preliminaries.
It packs the thrills
of "Why Worry"
and packs them

rollicking

—

more legitimately it sheds the pathos
of "Grandma's Boy," altho it does
;

not take

itself

as

seriously

;

and

to

complete the job, there is a dizzy
climax which completely overshadows
the giddy climb executed by Harold in

—

—

Elinor Glyn's famous "Three Weeks" has come
to the screen as fairly pleasant entertainment.
She had much to do with its production. Conrad
but Aileen
Nagel is not the great lover
Pringle gives a graceful portrayal
.

.

"Broadway After Dark" has a fine cast numbering
Adolphe Menjou, Anna Q. Nilsson and Carmel
It is an interesting, if melodramatic, story
of theatrical boarding houses and the bright lights

Myers.

.

''Safety Last." The comedian, surrounded l)v a remarkably efficient staff, has projected a comedy of invention,
tho its plot has done yeoman service on the screen. The
new gags and incident not forgetting that high speed
climax make it a rare treat. And we defy any spectator
to sit unmoved when Lloyd takes up the chase to reach
his beloved in time to prevent her marriage.
It skips merrily along after a slow start, with the
begoggled humorist playing a bashful boob. He would be

—

—

an author

—and

yon seen

this idea

manuscript is rejected. Where have
before? But you'll forget its ancient
vintage in the oodles of fun and excitement dished up in
the climax. The bashful boy commandeers every type of
vehicle but a circus wagon
and it's a mad chase. The
laughs are legitimate most of the way and Lloyd
keeping faith with his public gives them another rich
comedy. Pay attention to the titles. You'll like them.
Pay attention to the new leading romanticist. Jobyna
Ralston, for she has a wide-eyed charm and personalit}-.

—

his

—

—

—

Those last three reels are the fastCvSt and most exciting
that Lloyd ever put over.

worn now and much of it
time operetta.
The beastly

remind vou of an oldking, the conniving gentlemen of the court chamber, the regal Lnperatorskoye
(]Mrs.
doesn't use this title, she merely uses
Queen), her faithful retainers, and the innocent fledgling
will

Ghn

from England whom she marks as the quarry in the
There must be an heir— and the king is no fit
]:iersonage to become a parent.
The story is followed in its essentials, and it has been
given a most sumptuous mounting.
W^e see bizarre
trimmings (Alan Crosland goes in for this sort of
thing)
and atmospheric trappings
not forgetting
chase.

—

—

glittering garments.

It

a

is

dressy picture

—the

atten-

by the backgrounds, and not so much
It seems artificial because the plot is so

tion being arrested

by the story.
laboriously planted.

Glyn had a great deal to do with this pictmx.
was right there on location picking the cast and
offering suggestions.
And some of the titles lead us to
lielieve that she wrote them.
Only the asterisks are missAirs.

.'^he

—

ing.
It is not a clumsy love affair
thanks to a wellpoised performance by .\ilcen Pringle, whose hauteur
Three Weeks
and grace and languor fit admirably into the characterization.
She is always natural, and there is a wholesomeThat grand passion '"Three Weeks" which was
ness and charm about her work which dignifies the storv
widely read by the youth of
and saves it from becoming
not forgetting their
the land
ridiculous.
Even the jokers
You'll like "The Dawn of a Tomorrow,"
elders —a decade and two ago,
who would, make capital of
despite its Pollyanna note.
It
a cockney
has been taken up by a new
story of London slums with Jacqueline Logan,
the title, the tiger rug and the
Raymond Griffith and David Torrence
pjut they are not
generation,
infatuation, will admit that
reading it via the printed
she rises above the story.
page, but via the silversheet.
Conrad Nagel is not the great
And while the celebrated
lover, and while he is ]\Irs.
asterisks are missing in the
Glyn's choice of the English
are
several
there
captions,
Paul, he doesn't fit the charfilm
which
in
the
places
acter in the book.
Stuart
The story
called for them.
ITolmes, dressed up like a
^^^^^s^
has lost some of its meat,
L'hlan on parade, registers

—

—

—

i.s

naturally.

But

it

is

a

story

which had

was

to be treated as it
written or left entirely

A

fair sting comes
alone.
thru the subtitles, the w. k.
and some very
rug.
tiger
.A.nd a child
close embraces.
is

born.

The

idea

is

pretty

shop-

w"

u

""*

t

j^j|l

1
fl
1
mI
11

his

a

customary stoic villainy
eyebrow, a frown,

lifted

and

stroking of the musindicating his plottings.
There are too many
long shots, and too much
" g r a u s t a r k a n " ceremony.
Fairly pleasant entertainment.
{Continued on page 86)
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Thistledown

I
Tne Concluding
Episode of tKe

Dana

Gatlin Serial

Illustrations

t>2?

HAROLD LUND

"Would

it

asked

"to

ease you,"

know

Hi

that

^r.^nJ^'^.Z
she owns the place? Her
mother was a De Bossert"

/f ISS JULIA was.
|\/| of course, causti-

"iL

lyi

-Ily

explosive
when her scape-

brother reannounced_ to
her his intention of marrying
his
Thistledown.
A movie
actress
Miss Julia launched anew into a tirade involving
some of her pet phrases.
After hearing her out, Hi asked, very mildly:
"Would it ease you. perhaps, to know that Dolly's been
living up there this fall because she owns the place? Her
mother was a De Bossert."
Miss Julia's chagrin thereupon, and her unsuppressible
delight and swift knuckling down would have been amusing had it not also been rather pathetic.
For. altho she
was a Daggett, the De Bosserts were to the Daggetts as
queens are to ladies-in-waiting.
She became pathetically eager to welcome the young
couple into the family mansion of the Daggetts provided
the mansion could be saved out of the wreckage the possibility of losing her home had, these past days, been a big
contributing force to her fretfulness.
But Hi, it seemed, had other plans.
"No," he said, "Dolly and I had talked that all over, and
we've decided we want to live up there and in the little
house on the hill. But you may rest easy in the assurance
you'll keep this place; I know it means a great deal to
you, and I want you always to have it. I'll see that vou
gi'ace

_

_

!

—
;

—

have

it."

"How

do you know that you can do that?" she
exclaimed, amazed at his tone of calm confidence. "Simpson, or Judge Light, give me no such definite assurance."
"They cannot do that," Hi smiled, "because they dont
'60

know me as I know
"What do you know

yet

myself, or feel what I

am

feeling."

—how do you feel?" more

startled

and bewildered than ever.
Hi answered her with a manner he had never before
used with his sister.
"I'm going to get down to work, Julia," he said, simply.
"For the first time in my life I want to get down to work.
I'm going to show what can be done with that old business,
it dodders down to collapse."
Miss Julia stared at her blithe and uncaring brother, too
flabbergasted to speak he went on, still speaking with

before

;

that simple earnestness
"I've got a little speech to

made

—

make to you, Julia see if
"I've
with a little twist of a smile.
the astonishing discovery that I've been a fool. I've

you can stand

it,"

been on the wrong track. I acted like the devil in general
it seemed only the proper, fitting thing to do
when the world was such a devilish mess. And that was
all right, too, I guess
for it's come to me that everything
in this world has its price, and is paid for with coin of its
own kind.
pay for all that we are and all that we
liave
and we pay for all that we are not and all that we
do not have. No wonder I woke up to find myself almost
bankrupt—bankrupt in every way."
Miss Julia gaped, and he proceeded
"I dont want to seem to blame father I think he'd have
been kinder to have left me penniless than leaving me all
murked up on life's meaning and responsibilities but no
use passing the buck. I'm awake now, and if I fall down
in the future I'll have no one to blame but myself.
"But I'm not going to fall down. I can hardly wait to
I want to put my affairs in
get up on my feet again.
order. Now is the time for me to show what I can do."
Then, at last, Miss Julia managed to gasp out

—because

—

—

We

;

—

—

:

Inel

"Hiram what on earth's got into you ? You talk like
!"
a preacher
He smiled, a half-serious smile, but with a good balance
of the old light-hearted teasing.
I assure you I dont feel like a preacher.
"Oh, no, Julia
Really I dont want to feel like a preacher."
"But you're so changed !"
'"Yes," he agreed. "I think I've changed."
"What's done it ?" somewhat anxiously. "Do you think
it's this sickness?"
He grinned at her
!

!

humorously. Then he
replied, very soberly
"No, Julia; I think it

was

last

De

of the

came back

Bosserts,

home

to the

of her fathers to

live.

But no one knows how
happy might have been
her return had no Hi
Daggett, with her coming, entered also upon
her

fullest. heritage.

One December

after-

noon, so mellow it might
have been Indian summer, they went up the
familiar

quaint,

way to the
homely little

house, to start their

life

together.

That day of their marhad they known,
there were many people
riage,

walks of life
speculating about them

in various

and

their case.

Deputy

Sh er
happened

\"oights

encounter
O'Sullivan

main

i flf

to

Traffic

Cop

upon

the

street of Fairfield.

"Saw
gett

the young Dagfellow." said the

cop, "driving with his
bride toward the oldDeBossert place a little
while ago. You could
tell
by the looks on
their faces they'd just
been married but they

—

were

going

barely

twenty an hour."

"Humph,"

said

^Ir.

\^oights.

"Dont know what's

hopefully.
"Of course," replied Mr. Voights. "That kind never
learn a lesson for keeps
unless you jail 'em and keep
'em jailed. They're spoiled rotten."
At about the same time ]\Ir. Percy Claiborne and his

—

friend,

Mr.

Van Antwerp

more'n

a

dozen

Has Gone

Before

In the role of a waitress in the notorious road-house of
old Leon, the Alsatian, Dorothy Claiborne, of royal
lineage, meets Hi Daggett, the millionaire rounder of
the village of Fairfield, Conn.
He tags her "Thistledown. Dolly, as she calls herself, is in disguise because
she

hiding from her uncle, and avoiding an unwelcome
She meets Hi accidentally in the village as he
IS about to be arrested for sjieeding, and as she has
brought the law u^on him she frees him and drives off
into the dusk with him. She leaves his car because he
kisses her, and gives uj> her work at heon's to escajie
him. Rumor has it that a fast woman is an interloper on
the De Bossert j>lace. He intuitively drives there, finds
Dolly, apologizes and confesses his love for her, still
believing her to be a servant. On one occasion he discovers her accejiting the caresses of a loud-looking
stranger. He stays away as long as he can stand it; and
then seeks Dolly again in their old trysting-^lace. She
confesses her love for him and acknowledges also that
she IS not a waitress, but the mistress of the De Bossert
place, but she begs Hi to drive her to Nanny, Leon's
wife, and her old devoted servant.
Hi drives like a
demon.
Dolly takes the wheel.
The car skids a
smash-u^ ensues. They s^eed off to avoid the traffic
Arrived at Thiebaud's, Dolly tells Manny secretly
coj).
of her love for Hi, but declares she must go to 7^r. King,
her fiance. The next morning Hi is arrested, charged
with manslaughtei
someone was mortally hurt in the
accident. Out on bond, he hastens to ivarn Dolly. She
has disa'^'^eared, Nanny will not tell where. He returns
home ill, and is informed his firm is bankrupt. The next
day he tries to reach Nanny on the j>hone, but falls in a
ts

"The girl's gone
clean daft," said Uncle
Percy.
"I wash my
hands of her!
Think
of marrying that young
whelp the minute after
his firm went on the
!"
rocks

fiance.

—

"It didn't

money

she

obsen-ed

seem to be
was after,"
Reeves,

]\Ir.

cheerlessly.

"Well, what zvos she
after?"

Mr. Reeves shook
head drearily.
"She doesn't know,
herself," fussed the
uncle.
"She's just

his

flighty

and harum-

scarum and unbalanced
and selfish like most
of the selfish harumscarum of this impossible
younger genera-

—

No

tion.

sense of pro-

no proper sense
of dignity, no solid conportion,

siderations at

all

!"

Mr. Reeves' expreswas a dismal mask.
"\Mien I think of all
done
for
that
I've
sionless face

swoon.

Meanwhile Nanny and Leon have made their
way to J^r. King's office, where they find Dolly, her uncle,
who has trailed her there, and with him the millionaire

girl !" Uncle Percy
burst out passionately.

rou ' whom he is trying to force Dolly to marry. Just as
Dolly is about to announce J^r. King, her affianced husband, Nanny tells her of Hi's desperate illness and misDolly declares her love for Hi and tho her
fortune.
uncle storms and T^Ir. King reminds her of the thousands
that he has sjtent to feature her in -pictures, she goes to
nurse Hi.
Her lover begins to recover, as does the
victim of the smash-u^, but bankrw^t. Hi refuses to
accent Dolly's love and sacrifice in marriage.

what

—

—

—

conversing

meanor was gloomy.

vvhat

on slick pieces of
times since he's been up and around
road, too
but never once has he really hit 'er up." There
was a note of grievance in the policeman's voice.
"I know what's got into him," said Mr. Voights. with
heavy significance. "The fear of God of the law."
"How come? That blamed cuss got well of his injuries,
and the case again Daggett petered down to a piffling fine."
"Yes and it was too bad in a way," the deputy complained. "If we coulda got Daggett up for manslaughter,
we coulda read a warning worth while to some of these

—

were

Reeves^

together in the lounge
of a luxurious New
York club. Their de-

got into him," the other
pursued. "I've followed

him

y\

yoimg smart-alecks. But, anyway, we got under Daggett's r
hide. Guess he got enough to hold him a while."
"Think hell bust loose again?" inquired the cop,

love."

So Doris Claiborne,

MAGAZINE

I

"Her ingratitude
gratitude !"
His friend

was too

immersed

his

own

ofifer

con-

self-pity

in
to

solation.

gone back."
Percy wailed,
"to that estate no one's
been allowed to touch
"She's

Uncle

turn

Heaven knows how she expects

—

is

Van

her rank, heartless in-

or
profit.

stings me,

to

a

penny's

to carry that thru.

—

one of the prizes of this country if
It's a fine old place
one had the money to restore it," near to tears "but this
fellow'll never be able to swing back into line not if what
I hope," vindictively, "he docs
I hear about him is true.
!"
go on the rocks. It's what she deserves
Mr. Reeves didn't speak, but the wrathful uncle could
Self-pity
sense a sympathetic seconding of this wish.
offers some human souls peculiar bonds of kinship.
At about the same hour old Simpson, of the factory.
;
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S was conferring with Judge Light in the latter's office.
"I suggested walking over with you from the wedding,"
said Simpson, '"because I wished to speak of something
Hiram mentioned to me this morning he didn't forget
the business even if it was his wedding-day," witli a dry
chuckle.
"There's real stuff in the boy, after all," acquiesced the
lawyer.
"Evidently it took a taste of trouble to wake
*
him up."
"W^ell, what'd you say," asked Simpson, with an
imwonted dramatic air, "if Hiram's found a way to save
us from insolvency?
To take up those
notes, and re-establish our credit?
And
not only that, but to swing our future business on a bigger, more solid and more
up-to-date scale?"
"T'd say he's a wizard," replied the
lawyer. "What's his scheme?"
"Henry S. Loft," uttered old Simpson
with the air of an actor, who, in three
words, mounts to the climax of a play.
"Loft !" Judge Light exclaimed, properly
astonished, "you mean the plumbing millionaire?"
"Henry S. Loft," Simpson affirmed.
"Btit how does lie come in?" asked Judge
Light, still amazed.
"That's just what Hiram's been arranging,"
Simpson explained, with much apparent satisfaction.
"It seems he's been conferring with
Henry Loft on his own hook the results
subject to the directorate's approval, of course.
And Loft stands ready to take
up the Daggett notes, and to
back
a
thoro,
modernized,
stabilized reorganization."
Light
gaped,
Judge
and
Simpson went on, c o placently
"That's just what the Daggett
Company needs. Judge no one
knows the old organization is
feeble
better
than
myself,"
humbly. "Fm getting old

—

Company

ahead."
"I hope you're right," said the lawyer, who was too
cautious by nature to bind himself to a positive statement.
But his expression was quite cheery as he began figuring
on the back of an envelope.
He added, as he penciled the figures
"I only hope, tho, that this marriage won't upset
everything.
It'd be a pity if this rather harum-scarum
girl should send Hiram plunging oft' on a wrong track
lie

again, just after he's found his footing."

"She seems right fond of him," answered Simpson.
Then, hesitantly,
for he was old and a bachelor and
awkward about sentiment
"Did you
;

.

as

And

much

I

Judge Light nodded,

also looking
embarrassed, for he also
was old and a bachelor and not

sentimental.

Forty miles away,

—a

York,

Sam, happened to see a
notice in this afternoon's paper
Doris Claiborne getting mar-

today to some fellow up in
Connecticut. Doesn't chance to be
your Doris Claiborne, does it?"
Sam King nodded.
"You dont say! Isn't that sorta
bad business letting her get married before you get her safely put
ried

—

over?''

Sam

King's

lips

twisted into a

"Miss Claiborne
Mrs. Daggett has
withdrawn from pictures," he said.
"You dont say !" Then, skeppeculiar smile.
I should say

—

—

"That's just a stall tho
she shouldn't try to pull it, it's
bad business. Bet she'll be back
inside of six months, asking for
tically

told

— told him

scalawag

New

"Say,
little

:

a job."

"No." said Sam King. "She's
out of pictures.
She's made an
absolute decision."
"Well, I'll say that's pretty
raw. I happen to know you put
on that girl, Sam
sunk a pretty penu}- to

in a lot of effort

—and

—

!"

boot, I bet
"I have no kick coming," said

Sam

King.
"Well,
you

Then

like

:

oughta
have."
"What's the matter with

anyway? Was
landed a sucker

—and Henry Loft's

the girl,

the
cagiest.
shrewdest
proposition in a radius of
five hundred miles,"

money?''

Hiram

in

Sam King was

leaving his office
building he was tapped on the
shoulder by a business acc[uaintance.

as

glad to see Henry
Loft's finger in this pie."
"Better not let him get
it
in too deep," said the
lawyer, "better look out
for 'that."
"Well, I've a notion
Hiram's taking account of
that
I've a strange feeling the lad knows what
he's about."
"But how on earth did
he get next to Loft? An

easy-going

looked at each

slightly

—

tired.

they

other?"

m

Hiram
rd be

way

notice the

—

and

Paper-Box Manufacturing

biggest days of the Daggett

she

"It

different here
world." Dollv told liim.

smells

rom any

place

in

the

it

that

with

"No.
I
believe the young
man's financial prospects are not

marvelled the lawyer, who
'It smells like home"
too bright at present."
was a cagy and shrewd
"Then what's the answer,
proposition himself.
Sam ?"
Simpson chuckled. "I guess Hiram convinced him. too.
"Why, she fell in love that's all," answered Sam King.
Then, more soberly
Judge."
"Hiram's been a scalaThe other guffawed, as at something hilarious and prewag, all right, but I've always recognized there's a driving
posterous. "Poor little simp
didn't know they made 'em
force in him bigger even than in his father.
The
like that any more; what's the matter with her noodle?"
trouble's been that he's misapplied it, let it run wild. But
"Nothing,"' replied Sam King, "nothing at all."
now well, I've a strange conviction that the best and
(Continued on page 93)

—

:

—

—
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TKe
Wedding
MarcK,
lease:

With Benjamin Thropp,
Pittsburgh's coal magnate, as
the bridegroom, and Yancsi
and Roszika Dolly as attendants, Rubye de Remer
was a Lenten bride in Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Thropp have
since returned to America,
leaving the Dolly sisters

over there. Wliether Rubye
will continue with her screen
career, is not yet known
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On TKe

Camera Coast
With

HARRY CARR

IT'S
but

tough on crockery and glassware;

—

the new way
it's ^'ery spiffy
that they drink toasts in Hollywood.

Some Russians introduced it the
night of Carmel Myers' farewell party to
some newspaper writers before she left
for Italy.

Two

Russian dancers brought in two little
wine casks. Surrounding them were a little flock
of wine glasses.
The girl
dancer poured some tame Volstead drink and carried it to
Carmel JNIyers as the guest of
honor.
And then she sang a
little song to which all the folks
in the cafe shouted a resounding Russian word that means
"God Bless You !" and .rounds
like a hippopotamus sneezing.
The Russian girl quaflfed the
cup Carmel quafifed the cup.
Then Carmel ran out on the
floor and flung the glass down,
breaking
it
in
a
thousand

casks, like miniature

Reading
.
Here's to the barefoot days
from the left, Joe Cobb, Jackie Condon,
Mickey Daniels and Jack Davis. Do you
remember the heir to the throne in
The little son and
"Three Weeks"?
namesake of Alan Crosland assumed the
responsibility of this role and here he
is in his regal splendor
.

.

;

pieces.

The Russian girl went around
room drinking toasts

the
to

all the
celebrities, and as
each celeb drank he flung the
glass crashing to the floor. The
idea of course is that the glass
must never be polluted by other
lips after it has been honored
If

you have any doubts about the

difficulty

directors

have in finding

suitable stories, gaze upon the harassed Ernest Lubitsch on the left.
Below, Lottie Pickford Forrest,
Allan Forrest and Tom Geraghty, on
the right, welcome Marilyn Miller
and Jack Pickford upon their return to Los Angeles after a spring

sojourn in Florida

by

this toast.

It is

an old Rus-

sian folk custom.

All the people in the glassbusiness in Hollywood
think this is the loveliest and
sweetest
custom
they
ever

ware

heard of.

The biggest soiree of the
season, even eclipsing Carmel's,
was the farewell party given

by Paul Bern to Barbara La Marr who,
according to her press agent, is touring the
East in behalf of the Los Angeles Chamber
of Commerce, exploiting the land of sunshine and so on.
She was hardly out of
town, however, before some of the club
ladies got very catty about it, and demanded
to know why Barbara should represent the
city, etc., etc.
They didn't approve of Barbara's
somewhat decorative matrimonial
career.

Dimitry Buchowitzke, Pola Negri's direcis in disgrace with all the flappers in
Hollywood who wear their hair shingled.
The other day I called on him in the cutting
room where he is slashing up the film for
Pola's picture "Men."
With both hands
full of film, he followed me into the hall to
ask me a question that was weighing on his
tor,

1
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Retailing the Gossip of Holl3)^vood's

Professional

and

Social

Circles
a girl asks me how I Hke her shingled hair,
her truth or should I make flatteries?"
"Sure: tell her the truth."
"Well," sighed Buchowitzke, "it's this way
wore their hair long, each one had an individuality of her own.
Now they all look just alike from behind. They look so much
alike that I think every girl with shingled hair should wear
"
a little sign on her back, reading 'Another Nash.'
walked
out
of
a
big
contract
with
Metro the
Viola Dana
She told them she was tired of being an ingenue
other day.
and wanted to do some real trouping, so she will free lance from

"When

soiil.

should

I tell

:

now on, working in whatever
Only
pictures suit her fancy.
she stipulates that she will not
be a cutie in any picture ever
again. "I got cured," she said,
"when I went out on the road
recently to make some personal
appearances and every audience
expected me to be the perfect
little

flapper.

It

was too much

of a strain."

What

is

May

filling

McAvoy's

nights and days with
agony is that she cant get back
She is kidto New York.
napped by one producer after
She is playing in "A
another.

Bedroom Window" with William De Mille right now next,
she is to play in a picture with
Lubitsch with Pauline Fred;

erick and Lew Cody.
From
that she goes to play "Tarnish"

with George Fitzmaurice, and
still another with Fitzmaurice,
"Stella Dallas."

As

a result of the

bills

fol-

lowing an automobile accident
in which Virginia Pearson was
badly hurt, both she and her
husband, Sheldon Lewis, have
gone into bankruptcy.
They
gave their debts as |9,920.

Theda Bara came out of retirement last
week and is acting as the judge of a newspaper contest about vamps. A year ago
Miss Bara came back to Hollywood with
the intention of renewing her movie
career.
For some reason the business
arrangements fell thru and the lovely
Theda has been living a life of absolute
seclusion in her bungalow in Beverly
Hills.

Hugo and Mabel

Ballin

are

coming

back to Hollywood to make some more
pictures for Goldwyn, the first one being
"The Prairie Flower." They have been
away for about a year.
huge movie combine has been per-

A

whereby
IMetro,
Goldwyns are to combine
fected

Mayer

and

forces.

The

(Continued on page 74)
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Gatnerea h^

RUTH

the
SINCE
the studios

lid

has been clamped on
and an unfriendly

"No Admittance"

sign greets the
tourist to Hollywood, the restaurants and cabarets where the screen
celebrities eat have become the Mecca
of ti'aveling movie fans. Hence the film
people make or break a restaurateur.
For instance, the film folk find a nice
cozy secluded eating-place and flock to it
as to the Promised lland, but no sooner
do they settle down to quiet meals and
privacy than the tourists' guides nose
around, find their oasis and use it as a
If
bait to draw custom to their busses.
JNIary and Doug or any such high lights
are expected at the cabaret, something
like a near-riot is apt to ensue between
hungry actors and curious fans. Should
the place have the bad luck to be small
the film stars are soon crowded out, and
with the attraction gone, tourists no

Tommy
for

the

and

Dick

informal
them together

BOWMAN

paused

cameraman

this

G.

to

get
of

picture

when

Dick

Barthelmess

visited the
studios where

Long Island
Meighan company was
at
work.
Both stars are

the

looking particularly

fit.

And

wonder!
Tommy had
just come back from a vacation at Atlantic City and
Dick had just returned from
a sojourn beneath the balmy
skies of Bermuda.
Kada
Abd-El-Kadir is the Arabian
protege of Alice Terry and

no

Rex Ingram. They brought
him back from Algeria and
plan to

low

is

educate him.

one of the

trials

Beof

filming scenes on city
streets.
The crowd are not
extras in the new George
Arliss picture, "§20 a Week,"
but curious spectators

onger patronize

it,
and the restaurateur finds his cupboard bare and
his cash register empty.
So lately
cabarets big enough to accommodate tout le monde have become
the vogue with dancing, midday
and evening. Here the t. b. m.

and his serious-minded spouse on
tour go to get their fill of screen
gossip at first hand, and feast
their eyes on scintillating stars,
while they mutilate pies the like of
which mother never saw. But what
matter with such cinema stars about
as Barbara La Marr, Viola Dana, Carmel Myers, Anita Stewart, Ben Lyon,
the Beery brothers, Robert Edeson, and
Jack Dempsey

Hero worship comes high

!
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Dempsey has signed
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a contract with Universal to make ten pictures in two years
for the trifling sum of $1,000,000. He should worry if he loses
the championship. The first picture is already in the making
and is, as all of them will be, on a sporting theme. The
scenario is being prepared by Gerald Beaumont, former sporting editor of a Western newspaper. Dempsey's entrance into
filmland was celebrated by a big dinner and dance with a
dancing contest as a climax.

Another dinner-dance with a dancing contest as the piece
de resistance was one given by Carmel INIyers as an an revoir
to her friends before sailing for Italy where she is to play Iras
The place cards were strips of film bearing
in "Ben Hur."
the invitations as a title card.
Dorothy Dalton and Arthur Hammerstein driving tandem
the one the former wife of Lew Cody the ingenious he-vamp
the other thrice married and divorced and nothing loath to put
his head thru the halter again. The aflfair started in Palm Beach
last winter and culminated in Chicago, Dorothy's old home
town where they were married in her apartment in the Drake

Bert Lytell and Claire
Windsor have returned from
abroad, where they played
under Edwin Carewe's direction in "A Son of the
Sahara." The news cameraman photographed them on
the deck of the liner with
new French dolls which

tlie

Miss Windsor brought back
with her.
Montague Love
was also a member of this
company.
He posed
for this snap-shot with two
supporting members of the
cast.
The 26th Infantry has
.

.

.

an honorary Colonel.
Marion Davies was given
this office when she was at
the Plattsburg Barracks,

New

York, for the purpose
of filming scenes of "Janice
Meredith," a story of the
Revolutionary

picture

War.

This

shows Colonel

Davies with Colonel

J.

Mal-

colm Graham, commanding
officer

Hotel.
W'e suppose that Dorothy
looked like a million dollars and had
quite a few greenbacks in her undert he-arm bag,
for Dorothy has been
drawing her pay envelope without
acting for some months past as no
suitable story for her was to be found
and it was cheaper, as the saying
goes, "to pay rent than to move."
.\fter the ceremony the couple left
for Europe.

Life in a nutshell is the order of the
day; Van Loon gives us "The History of
Mankind" in a few thousand words of one
syllable more or less, so that children can lap it
up without even the aid of a spoon; H. G. Wells
goes a bit further and develops "The Outline of His

grown-ups,
and
novi
for
tory"
Louis N. Tolhurst is making a film
showing the origin of life from the
beginning to the end the evolution of
life.
Judging from Tolhurst's pictures of insect life, we wont even have
to know our A. B. C.'s to get the
whole story in one delicious gulp. In
his work Mr. Tolhurst has shot the

—

mob scene that ever rioted
before a camera's lens eight million
extras, and all confined on a set two
inches long, one wide and one-sixteenth of an inch high.
The set was
glass and the actors those diminutive
insect creatures that Mr. Tolhurst
makes so human. In the filming of
his story on the evolution of life, it has
been necessary for him to magnify
biggest

—

some of

his tiny subjects to the size

(Confiuncd on page 80)

the Editor

Letters to
Every reader
writer's

name and address

publication,

It is
is

A

And

given.

invited to write to the editor.

is

However, we cannot use any

an O'^en forum.

quite agreeable

this is

protest against the practice of releasing old Valentino pictures in which
he has no prominence, under false pre-

tenses

T^agazme"

of the "Tdotion Picture

Tongs entirely to the readers.

is

it

if

This ^age he-

letters unless the

desired that only the initials be used in

the writer requests that the letter be printed in this

if

IMPORTANT
riereaiter

we

way

Southern dramas that I have seen, were about
on the same order and I always feel the
It
desire to scream, " 'Twas never thus."
is time that somebody produced one without

—

plan to

It gives persons outside
the usual hokum.
of the South such distorted ideas concerning
all

!

Dear Editor
and best theater

At Loew's

State, the biggest
in this city, they had a picture

:

Rodolph Valentino in
advertised as follows
This
"Society Sensation" it's a Universal.
theater always has had first-run pictures, and
this Universal must be at least three years old.
It is also an injustice to the actor, for it
does not compare with the work he is now
doing, and many people seeing it, and not
realizing what an old picture it is, say "Well,
what do they see in him!"

pay for

all letters

wkick

our beloved

are accepted lor publi-

And

:

—

107

C. Smith,
Mass Ave., N. Y.

C.

cation.
will

be paid for the

ter

we aeem

interesting

"The
"The
Wagon."

dollars

Five

Words fail me.
Getting back to Mr. Landis again, why is
it that we have never had an interview with
him, or a single picture of him in the Motion
Picture AIagazine?
I have made a thoro
review of my magazines for the past year,
and am unable to find even a paragraph about
him.
Please give us more of Cullen!
I was very much gratified to read Wallace

let-

the most

and worthy
Three
be paid for

of illustration.
dollars

w^ill

—

MacDonald's letter in the May issue to know
that the stars really read the fans' "Letters to
the Editor."
fans may be a little harsh
at times with our criticisms, but for my part
at least, the praise that I feel for the Shadow

the others.
In praise of Cullen Landis.

Dear Editor

:

May

I

voice

Why

praise for Cullen Landis?
is not given

This

a

word of

an actor of

Di.xie.

the exhibitors of this city advertised
Fighting Coward" as comparing with
Birth of a Nation" and "The Covered

your opportunity to express your

We

is

Stage more than counterbalances the few
opinions about the
brickbats.
beyond my reasoning powers. I feel that
Here's to the stars, large and
small
Long may they reign and successful
Mr. Landis has done his best with tlie vehicles
movies and earn money
may they be.
that he has had, but they have been mighty
into the bargain.
Most sincerely yours,
poor ones.
"Masters of Men" was, in my
Floramye Bonney,
estimation, the best picture that he has ever
4930 Erskine St., Omaha, Nebraska.
had.
It was perfect material for him.
But
here I want to raise my voice in protest. I
have just recently seen "The Fighting Coward," and want to "tell
the world" how badly the South was misrepresented.
Being a
That screen classic, "The Birth of a Nation," is at last
bred-in-the-bone Southerner myself, I kriow whereof I speak.
I
permitted
to be shown in Kansas.
cannot understand why a director of Mr. Cruze's ability should
Dear Editor
Kansas has at last admitted "The Birth of a
produce such an atrocity. I do not think that it would be an unNation," after barring it for eight years.
timely suggestion for these directors to read up a little on the
subjects that they are attempting to film.
All of the so-called
{Continued on page 92)
his apparent ability

more chance,

is

!

:

One reader writes, "It is an injustice to Valentino that old films in which he played an inconspicuous
part should be advertised as Valentino productions." And we applaud this protest of the false pretenses
under which so many productions are shown

1
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It gives the nails

More Women

a

lovely rose brilliance

^

use this liquid polish than all
others
At

there

last

combined
a Liquid Polish with

is

the features you have

all

longed for in a nail polish.

So thin a single drop spreads over the whole nail giving a lustrous
smooth surface. So firm it won't crack or peel off; water will not mar it,
and its brilliance lasts a whole week.

The
enough

enough polish for one nail. It dries almost
no bother with a separate polish remover
almost

tiny brush holds just

instantly.

There

is

—

to account for its popularity alone.

No wonder that after such a short time more women are already using
Cutex Liquid Polish than all other liquid polishes combined. Try it at the
end of your very next Cutex manicure. And when you are ready for a
fresh manicure just take off the old polish with a drop of fresh polish,
wiped off immediately before it dries.
You can get Cutex Liquid Polish at drug or department stores in the
United States and Canada for only 35c, and at chemists' shops in England.
And it is in two of the complete Cutex manicure sets. Sets are 60c, ^i. 00,
^1.50 and ^3.00.

THE COMPLETE MANICURE
Send 12c for Introductory
shape the

MAIL THIS COUPON WITH

Set

NORTHAM WARREN,

with the Cutex emery board. Then
soften the cuticle and remove all the dead skin with Cutex
Cuticle Remover and a Cutex orange stick. Then comes
Cutex Liquid Polish or the new Powder Polish. Between
First

nails

manicures keep the
Cuticle

nails

smooth and healthy with a

Send the coupon

17th Street,

Dept.

I enclose 12c in stamps or coin for

cluding a

trial size

My

New York
new Introductory Set

in-

of the new Cutex Liquid Polish.

Name

at right with 12c today for the special
trial

sizes

of

all

these things.

you live in Canada, address Northam Warren, Dept. M7,
200 Mountain St., Montreal, Canada.
If

West

TODAY

little

Cream (Comfort).

Introductory Set containing

114

I2c

Street
(or P.

City

O. box)
State -
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Man

nl\e Answer

This department is for information of general interest only. Tliose who desire answers
by mail, a list of film manufacturers, etc., must enclose a stamped, addressed envelope. All
inquiries should contain the name and address of the writer, and, if it is desired that a
fictitious name be used in answering, it should be written in the upper left-hand corner of
the letter

— Come

on and ask, I feel like answering questions
thirty-one, and his last picture is "Girl Shy."
Enid Bennett in "The Sea Hawk." The song, "I Love You," is
from the musical comedy, "Little Jessie James," which is to be
filmed with the original cast of the stage play.

Alota Asks.

today. Harold Lloyd

is

—

Patched. No, I dont mind this weather at all. Another week
or so and I'll be out in my bathing suit. Clara Horton was born
She has brown hair. William Desmond
in Brooklyn, June, 1904.
I can see you are
is playing in "Heart of the Night Wind."
rooting for John Bowers. Write me again sometime.

Jackve Deame.

— Dont

believe

all

you hear.

Years ago the

ushers used to tell wild tales about the players, now the public
There is no truth in the rumor that Gloria
imagines them.
Swanson is dead. I saw her only the other night, at a dinner.
Yes, Ben Turpin is actually cross-eyed. Well, the hero's wife and
the celebrity's husband are really to be envied.
Write
Jackie B. Right now Ivor Novello is in England.
Richard Barthelmess at Rye, N. Y. Charles Ray's first picture
under his new contract with Ince will be "Smith," directed by

—

Ralph Ince.
Gertrude E. But the greatest test of feminine beauty is a sea
voyage. I know, I have just seen twenty-three days of it. If you
will send your letters to the players direct to me, I will readdress
them to the proper addresses. I cant very well ask them to send
you pictures. Harold Lloyd in "Why Worry" and "Girl Shy"
and Buster Keaton in "Sherlock Holmes, Jr." You bet I was
glad to hear from you.
Okla. I haven't bobbed my whiskers as yet. I've been thinking
Cherio, old top, but you will never
seriously of the boyish bob.

—

—

get a picture of me.

Of

course,

Mary

Marion Nixon has the lead with
Duanes."

Pickford's curls are blonde.
in "The Last of the

Tom Mix

—

Muriel B. I know how you feel, Muriel, but about the best
way to retain your ideal of a lover is to let him become another
woman's husband. Yes, Bebe Daniels has the lead, and Doris
Kenyon and Lois Wilson have prominent parts in "jMonsieur
Richard
Glad you liked "The Humming Bird."
Beaucaire."
Barthelmess was with Marguerite Clarke in "The Seven Swans."
Thomas Meighan in "Missing." So long, Muriel.

—You know there are people who are almost

in love, almost
been almost in love so many
times that I have given it up for automobiling. Address
Marion Davies at Cosmopolitan Studios, 2478 Second

Bob.

famous and almost happy.

Avenue, New York City.
Elsa. What del get
John Barrymore plaj^ed

— to

—

Bride."
is

I've

I see, I

that it?

win, but

in
I

settle the

argument,

"Here Comes the
dont get anything,

—

Charles N. No, I certainly dont agree
when you say women are
you
with
too imaginative and sensitive to have much
Some of them have much more logic
lo^ic.
Charles Jones is playing
than men have.
right along and his next will be "The Circus
Rider." He is twenty-eight, born in Vincennes,
Indiana, five feet eleven and three quarters,
and weighs 173 pounds, married, of course.
Address him at the Fox Studio, 1401
Western Avenue, Los Angeles, California.
You have the adRebecca. Forty love
So
vantage.
I never contradict a lady.

—

!

Lloyd Hughes is your favorite. Playing in
"The Sea Hawk." Born in Bisbee, Arizona,
Lucille
1899, and married to Gloria Hope.
Ricksen and John Harron have the leads
in Universal's "Souls That Pass in the
Night." Now if we were speaking of soles?
There's the rub-ber. Creighton Hale
and Ethel Shannon are playing in
"Riders Up," formerly named "When
Johnny Comes Marching Home."

— Gaston Glass was born
Most of the players have
Good-Looking. — Well, there
nothing
LoRETTA R.

is

Paris, France, and he
secretaries.
like being satisfied with

in

not married.

is

oneself. I'm well, thank you
Laura LaPlante and Ruth Clifford
have the female leads in "Butterfly" with Norman Kerry and
!

Kenneth Harlan.

ate

—

Hello there.
By the way, did you see the Circus? I
Went with a couple of kiddies, and had a great time. Never
so many peanuts in my life.
I liked "Rosita" too.
Always

Pell.
did.

enjoy your letters, they're so nice and newsy.
Dear Kitty. Kitty, I dont understand why you keep sending
your letters to our Mr. Hopfmuller, the artist. He shines with the
ladies, still he doesn't get as many letters as I do.
Milton Sills
is married to Gladys Wynn.
Lon Chaney is surely very popular.
Lottie D. T. Well, well, well, one of my old correspondents of
twelve years ago. You must be a big girl now, Lottie. I dont
know what happened to Monroe Salisbury, he isn't playing now.
Yes, Mary Astor surely is beautiful.
You know that William
Russell is engaged to Helen Ferguson.
Zena Y. Faneuil Hall was built in Boston in 1742 and was
called the "Cradle of Liberty" because it was there that the
Revolutionary patriots were wont to assemble.
The reason we
dont say much about Nazimova is that she is not playing in
pictures now. Last I heard of her she was in vaudeville.
We had
an interview with her in the January, 1922, issue.
Regina R. Watch your calories, Rcgina, and the best book I
know on the subject is by Dr. Lulu Hunt Peters. Then you want
to get a few reducing records, take plenty of outdoor exercise,
give up eating and I'll guarantee you'll be sylph-like in no time.
George Eliot says "Men who paint sylphs, fall in love with some
bonne ct brave femme, heavy-heeled and freckled." No, we have
never had an interview with Reginald Denny.
Advice I. D. Viola Dana is playing in "The Beauty Prize." No,
I never did try to swim in a pool-room.
That'll do there
Yes,
Kosloff is the leader in that line. Unless you called at the studios
personally I dont. think there would be much chance.
Mr. and
Mrs. Pat O'Malley and Mr. and Mrs. Earle Williams welcomed
the stork recently.
Both were daughters.
The Answer Man
sends greetings
IsADORE M. K. Yes, John Bowers is playing in "The Range
Boss," his first picture for Vitagraph, opposite Alice Calhoun.
He was born in Indiana. Pauline Frederick and Lew
Cody will play for Warner Brothers in a picture
directed by Ernst Lubitsch.
I'm sorry, but I haven't a list of
J. A. Manila.
all the screen stars, and dont know where such
a list may be obtained.
Montague Love,

—

—

—

—

—

!

—

—

Maurice Costello, Mary Thurman and
Helene Chadwick in "Love of Women."
Emil. Thanks very much.
You say

—

Farina in the "Our Gang" comedies is Allan
Clayton Hoskins.
OscARiTA. Yes and the women who have
the most sympathy for the sorrows of the
world at large often have the least for their
own families. You know that Pearl White
is
abroad right now.
Ramon Novarro is

—

Violet Mersereau in "Lend Me
That's an awful request
Some girls dont bother asking.

five feet ten.

Your Husband."

to make.
Renee Adoree and Lew Cody in "Defying
the Law." Thanks, I never felt better. For
an old man of some eighty years I manage
to

New York City.
that I love butterthe time in the hot

keep going, especially

Ruth M. —You know

milk.

I

weather.

have

it

all

in

is
Nita
Well
there
Naldi,
MacDonald, Irene Castle and

Katherine
Anita Stewart who are five feet seven or
more.
That is pretty tall for the screen.
Mae Busch, Pat O'AIalley, Robert Frazer,
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Arms

as Whiie
as the E)ain

^ and as free iofJin^

as the ^esiurin^ Ti/aves
longer muffled and hobbled in voluminous and stuffy clothes, nor hampered by old-fashioned conventions of sedateness and inactivity, the Amerithe ideal
can girl is reviving the type of beauty admired by the ancient Greeks

V
^(^%f^
of an
Highly magnified cross-section of
skin and hairs. New hair grows in
the bulb-like root (papilla). Injury
to the papilla from pulling out hairs
frequently causes two or three bairs
to grow In place of one.

active,

—

supple body.

Today's vogue has decreed that women's arms shall be conspicuous and free to fling and
sway without hindrance, alike in the great outdoors and in the drawing room. Under-arm
hair has hence become a positive disfigurement, and many women promptly and thoughtlessly
adopted shaving, without regard for the inconvenience and the fact that
it

brings in a quicker and harsher growth.

Neet, on the other hand, offers a safe, certain, pleasant and feminine |method of keeping the armpits white, smooth and free from distressing odor.
One application of this velvety pleasant cream enables you to rinse the hair
away.

It is

ready for instant use. Full direaions accompany every package.

Satisfaction
It costs you nothing unless you are perfectly satisfied. You are invited to test
Neet on our absolute guarantee of entire
satisfaction or refund. Go to any drug or

This shows the stubs of hah- left
after shaving with a razor.
Note
the blunt ends. Shaving stimulates
a harsher and quicker growth.

department store— purchase the generous
package for only 50c. Apply it according
to the simple direaions enclosed. If, after
using Neet, you are not thrilled by the
soft, hair-free loveliness of your skin, let

Guaranteed
us hear

from you. Neet must absolutely

please you in every way or you can remail the package to us and we will refund
your purchase price plus the postage it
costs

you to return

it

to us.

you

If

are

unable to find Neet at your favorite drug
or department store, use the

below

coupoQ

for a generous trial tube.

Nurses and Physicians:
The
This shows how Nect dissolves the
hair below th> surface of the skin,
and leaves the projecting end
finely

and

tapered.

finer,

of sbavlng.

Growth

is

slower

none of the discomfort

sterile, antiseptic, hair-dissolv-

ing qualities are so highly developed
Neet that it is in favor with many

in
Galatea, by Marqueste after
the myth of Pygmalion and th«
statue, said by the Greeks to
have come to life because of
Pygmalion's great love of ber.

of the profession for depilating in
preparation for obstetrical and surwork.

A

liberal trial

tube with complete

instructions for use will be mailed
free to any physician or registered
nurse requesting it.

gical

Neet

HANNIBAL PHARMACAL CO.
619 Olive

St., St.

Louis,

Mo.

1 am unableto get theregular 50c tube ot
Neet from my dealer, so I am enclosing

10c for a

trial size

tube of Neet.

NAME
ADDRESS

Removes hair

easily

..STATE

CITY..

My Dealer's
Name

is

71
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Wanda Hawley and Hobart Bosworth
Write me again sometime.

in

"Bread"

for

Metro.

—

M. E. C. Better send a stamped, addressed envelope for the
cast of "Prisoner of Zenda." Yes, and a man may wear out a suit
of clothes, but a suit at law may wear a man out. Alice Lake
and her new husband, Bobby Williams, are to tour in vaudeville.
Golden K. Irene Rich has been engaged for one of the three
feminine leads in Vitagraph's next J. Stuart Blackton picture, "A

—

Woman
White

Rodolph Valentino

of Hollywood."

is

Italian,

and Pearl

intends to direct abroad.

Renny, Manila.

—

Novelty to love is like the bloom to fruit;
gives a luster which is easily effaced, but never returns. So you
Thanks.
Hope
dont think I am as sarcastic as I used to be.
Hampton at 1540 Broadway, New York City. Eileen Pringle at
Goldwyn, Culver City, California. Tom Aloore is playing in "Manhandled." With Gloria Swanson.
it

—

Roscoe
Tut, Tut. Your letter was mighty interesting.
Arbuckle is writing scenarios for Buster Keaton. Charlie Chaplin
is to supervise and direct another dramatic production in which
Edna Purviance will have the lead. Mr. Chaplin will not direct
Mary Pickford in her next picture. Virginia Browne Faire and
John Gilbert in "Colorau." You're welcome.
Gloria A. Goethe says, "In girls we love what they are in
lads what they promise."
Yes, the book has a different ending
from the picture. That was Mary Pickford in "Pride of the Clan,"
Leatrice Joy attended the Sacred Heart
released January, 1917.
Academy at New Orleans. I dont know whether John Gilbert is a
Mason. What next
MoNiE. How do I know what kind of perfume Pola Negri uses.
Why, Francis Bushman played in
Probably Champs Elysees.
"Beverly of Graustark" some years ago. Harold Lloyd in "Girl

—

;

—

Shy."

Diana.

—Here

goes

— Lady

Godiva was the wife of Leofric,

Earl of Mercia, who offered to remit certain exactions to his
tenants if she would ride naked thru the streets of Coventry. She
did so, all the people closing their doors and keeping within except
one "peeping Tom" who was struck dumb for peeping at her. So
Send a stamped, addressed
you really love Valentino. Forget it
Alost of the
envelope for a list of the Correspondence clubs.
players will send their pictures if you enclose twenty-five cents
Adieu
in stamps.
Just Peggy. Yes, there seems to be a lot of songs about "rain."
And now the latest thing in umbrellas has been designed by a
Frenchman. The handle of this umbrella is placed at an angle
with the frame, which keeps it over the carrier's body and protects
all sides.
No, Bobby Agnew is not married. You certainly make
some strong statements. You dont know what you will do if you
are in love. It's a dangerous disease. Ramon Novarro is twenty!

—

three.

Write

—

to

me any

time.

—

Grace W. I give up why doesn't Buster Keaton smile? Do
you know the answer ? James Morrison in "On the Banks of the
Wabash." Jobyna Ralston in "Why Worry." William Farnum's
first for Famous Players will be "The Man Who Fights Alone."
Elsie Ferguson will appear in vaudeville for two months.
Sassy Susie. Mae Murray is married to Robert Leonard.
Wesley Barry is about seventeen.

—

—

Ann.- Well, it's a good idea to nurse a grouch, however, if he
has one foot in the grave and you married him for his money.
Jack Mulhall in "The Goldfish." Kenneth Harlan in "Poisoned
Paradise." You've got the right idea, keep it up.
Peggy. Write to Bessie Love at Ince Studios, Culver City,

—
— Shakespeare was called

California.
R. C. B.

home was
"The

at

Stradford-on-Avon.

The Bard of Avon because his
Joseph Striker was Jacques in

Woman

in Chains."
CuUen Landis is twenty-eight. Dont
scold like that.
Mayie. That's right, let me hear from you often. You must
see Richard Barthelmess in "The Enchanted Cottage."
Betty
Compson in "Ramshackle House" filmed at Miami, Florida.

—

Barbara La Marr

in

"Sandra."

Mary G.
Berkley; Mazie; Lydia; IMokit;
Elva L.
Skeezix; H. B. W., No Zee; Don Johnnie; C. B. M.; W. S. J.;
Maybelle; Princess Pat and Ruth R. Glad to hear from you
;

all

again.

;

—

—
hair — especially

Juliette B. Let us respect white
our
own.
Gloria Swanson was born March 27th under
the Zodiac sign of Aries. Rodolph Valentino,
May 6th, and Nita Naldi, April 1st.
Flip.
Yes, they do say they are engaged
Bert Lytell was with Goldwyn last, but he
free-lances.
Helen Ferguson has been
chosen for an important part in Douglas
MacLean's "Never Say Die," with

—

Lillian Rich.

— So

you dont like Zane Grey's pictures. That settles
we are on the subject, photography is the art of
taking a likeness and changing it into a satisfactory picture.
Thomas Meighan in "Whispering Men," written especially for him
by Booth Tarkington.
Jean P. That's right you, keep at it until you get an answer
well you won
Here, take this silver loving-cup ? Valentino was
Beverly.

And

that.

while

—

!

born in 1895. Voila tout.
Bebe. I should say that was some paper-bright orange. You
say you were going to use green ink, but your sister was using it.
God bless your sister. \'irginia Lee Corbin is twelve. Bebe
Daniels and Richard Di.x in "Unguarded Women" with Mary
Astor in the cast.
Ethel K. No, I never thought I knew it all. If you want

—

—

if you want friends, let others excel you.
Arthur Edmund Carewe was Svengali in "Trilby." John Barrymore in "Beau Brummel." Lawson Butt has been chosen by Fox
Ralph Lewis and
for the role of Dante in "Dante's Inferno."

enemies, excel others;

Pauline Starke will play the leads in the modern part of the story.
Helen Ward Fan. I'm sorry, but I cannot tell you anything
about her.
Scientists say it. takes nearly 700,000 spiders to produce
Pert.a web and that one spider has been known to spin a thread 34,800
yards long. Rex Ingram is with Metro. Well, right now Claire
Windsor is not married.
Annette D. Katherine MacDonald retired from the screen.
D. H. C, San Francisco. Well a "cockney is one born within
the sound of the Bow Bells," which are a set of bells in the church
of St. Mary-le-Bow, London. Paul Powell directed "Borderland."
Harry Beaumont directed "The Five-Dollar Baby." Fred Newmeyer directed "Grandma's Boy." You sure do write some letter.
Helen Y. No, not too many. Kenneth Harlan is playing in
No, I guess
"Butterfly" for Universal, with Laura La Plante.
you wont sec Richard Barthelmess and Lillian Gish in "Romeo

—

—

—

—

—

and Juliet" now.
H. F. D. Well, if I were you, and someone offered me one
thousand dollars for the novel form' of your story, I would take it
quickly and then you would have a better chance to sell the picture

—

rights.

F.

Mc, Phila. — A

Cavallcrc Scrvente

is

an escort of a married

woman. Bertram Grassby was Prince in "Dancer of the Nile."
That was Charles Mack in "Dream Street." There is no truth
in Lillian Gish's

John A. M.

engagement.

—Yes,

that

was Ralph Lewis

in

"The Mailman."

Universal have re-issued Rodolph \'alentino and Carmel Myers
in "A Society Sensation."
Betty. Well, remember that the superiority of some men is
merely local. They are great, because their associates are little.
Yes, Charles de Roche in "Shadows of Paris" and "The White
Aloth." Estclle Taylor was Aliriam in "The Ten Commandments."
Irvin a. How do you like Norma on the cover ? Ethel Shannon
You will see Marc McDermott in
is married to Robert J. Cary.

—

—

"The Sea Hawk."

—

Children sweeten labors, but they make misfortunes
bitter; they increase the cares of life, but they mitigate the

Bobbie B.

more

rem.embrance of death. Constance Talmadge is making "Penelope"
from the pen of Somerset Maugham.
Address Ruth Roland at 3828 Wilshire Boulevard, Los
Icella.
Angeles, California. Yes, Owen and Tom Moore are brothers.
Allene Ray, one of our contest girls, is playing in "The Fortieth
Door," which is her second serial for Pathe.
Lillian. And you would like to meet Julian Eltinge. Really?
Edward Earle in "Gambling Wives." Frank Mayo and Sylvia
Breamer are to play in "The Woman on the Jury" from the stage play.
and it is imDiDO.- Remember that woman is born for love
possible to turn her. Kenneth Harlan was born in New York City
Thomas Meighan was
in 1895, and he has brown hair and eyes.
born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Billie; M. de V.; J. A. M. Dot and Cullen and Thistledom.
See you next month.
Emily H. Really, a woman should endeavor to make her
husband happy. His being otherwise is such a reflection upon her
amiability and charm. Richard Dix is six feet, and he sure is very
He is very popular right now. Anna Q. Nilsson is
attractive.
playing in "Between Friends" and "The Mountebank."
Dan Cupid. Well when a man swears that he will
remember, and a woman laughs that she will
forget, you are safe in wagering to the contrary
in both cases. No, Vivian Rich is not playing
now. Buck Jones is married. May McAvoy
is to play in "Tarnish" from the stage play.
s
Sport.
Sorry, old man, I have no record
of Sadie McDonald.
{Continued on page 111)

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—
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YOUR
He

never seen her before
he hadn't even heard her
name yet he wanted to know
her. It -wasn't just her slender
grace, her masses of hair, nor her
sparkling eyes. It was her deliher creamy neck
cate coloring

—

—

The supreme wisdom
care

is

in taking

to supply what-

A

—

—

the glowing color of
her cheeks, the coral curve of her

know

of the body

i

ever nature actually demands!
skin that feels "drawn" or "tight"
indicates a definite demand to give
your skin more oil
more nourishment.

and brow,
lips.

DEMANDS

SKIN

PROTECTION

had

Any man would want to
You Must Feed Your Skin
Pompeian Night Cream furnishes

her!

the exact nourishment required by
a dry skin. As one grows older
this oily secretion is lessened, and
wise women replace it to a great
extent by the frequent use of

Many

Pompeian Night Cream.

women

use a little of this cream
every time they cleanse their faces
during the day.

Choose powder

If your skin already tends

that matches

oiliness,
this

toward

you should counteract

condition

by

the

of

use

Pompeian Day Cream. Apply it
after your morning bath, and use
it as a powder base at all times
It

the tone of your skin

!

slightly

is

By Mme. Jeannette

septic

— two

astringent

and

essentials in

anti-

making

an oily skin more normal.

THE foundation of

a successful beauty

toilette is the correct

and effective use

Flesh
a

Pompeian Beauty Powder is quite
pink, like a young baby's
And many "pink and gold" blonde

of powder. It is of first importance to
select the shade of ^owdei for your partic-

flesh.

ular skin-tone.

skin is inclined to flush, you will do well
to use this powder. The pink powder
over the pink skin tones down the too-

Pompeian Beauty Powder comes in four
shades, each one carefully compounded
to most nearly match each of the four
typical shades of the American woman's
skin. These shades are called Naturelle,
Rachel, Flesh, and White, and unless you
have a very unusual skin-tint you will
find among them exaaly the shade you
should use!

There are jour
Naturelle

is

typical shades

of shn
Amer-

the shade that most

should use. Women with
rose and ivory tones in
their skin find this a shade of powder
that can be used successfully both day
and night.
Rachel shade of Pompeian Beauty
Powder is a slightly darker tone of powder than Naturelle Pompeian Beauty
Powder. It is designed for the Spanish
type of beauty, generally the woman with
deep brown eyes and dark hair. Yet often
women who have not such a definite tint
of brunette in their general appearance
should use this Rachel shade. It gives a
lovely tone of rich beauty to the skin,
and I would advise more women to try it.
ican

the

women

warm

women

should wear

this shade.

If

high coloring, and forms a natural
finish that takes

away the

"Don't Envy Beauty

little

use your own

— Use Pompeian"
.

cleansed skin for the night, to feed
it during the hours when you are

POMPEIAN PANEL

asleep and your skin

AND FOUR SAMPLES FOR TEN CENTS

TA

in.

For 10 cents we will send you all of these: The
1924 Beauty Panel, "Honeymooning in the
Alps," and samples of Day Cream, Beauty
Powder, Bloom, and Night Cream. Tear off the
coupon and mail today.

in

is

awake and

active.

Panel, "Honeymooning in the Alps," done in pastel by a famous
rich
colors. Size 28 x
artist, and reproduced in

The newest Pompeian Art

POMPEIAN LABORATORIES, CLEVELAND, OHIO
Made

Unquestionably all women rethe traces of the day's
powder, rouge, and accumulated
dust. Whether this is done with
cleansing cream, or with warm
water and soap, it is still a cleansing process, and cleanliness is
essential to good skin. But as a
final touch of wisdom, rub a little
Pompeian Night Cream into your

Canadian prices slightly higher
1924

it

move

POMPEIAN Beauty Powder, eocperbox
Pompeian Powder Compact $1.00

GET THE

never sleeps!

rest at night
never sleeps! It acts and reacts with the temperature of the
room. It absorbs and rejects just
as it does when you are awake
and because of this it will be using
to good advantage the nourishment in Pompeian Night Cream.
Its use at night is beneficial to
both types of skin.

—

your

shine.

The most effective way to

—your skin

While your skin may

shade of powder is to use it generously.
Then go over the skin with a clean cloth
and smooth off all superfluous particles
till you attain the desired effect without
your powder being obvious. Pompeian
Beauty Powder is a rarely fine powder,
with a delicate perfume and an exceptional quality of adhering for a long time.

little

Also

Remember

decided

.lt(}Myw£tt
Specialiste en Beaute

^

Canada

TEAR

OFF, SIGN,

AND SEND

POMPEIAN LABORATORIES
2129

Payne Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

Gentlemen: I enclose 10c (a dime preferred) for
1924 Pompeian Art Panel, "Honeymooning in
the Alps," and the four samples named in offer.

Name_
Address.

©

1924,

Tho Pompeian Co.

^

h
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On

the

Camera Coast

(Cont'uiucd jrotn page 65)

Mayer and Metro Studios

are to be closed
future productions are to done at
the big Goldwyn Studio in Culver City.
.A.ltho combined for convenience" sake, the
three companies will maintain their individuality and will produce pictures under
their own separate banners.
Louise Fazenda has parked her funny
clothes and let her back hair down.
She
has forsaken comedy, forever she hopes.
For the first time in her life she will have
a part without a shadow or suspicion of
comedy as Deborah in Grace Flandreau's
Louise once told
"Being Respectable."
me that she never saw Lillian Gish on the
screen that she did not go home and cry
herself to sleep.
Because that was the
stuff her soul hankered after; not comedy.
She says she has always hated comedy.
Jack Dempsey, the champ, has been besieged bj' many kinds of agents and admirers ere this; hut never this kind before.
His hotel room is fairly cluttered up with
agents for rouge and eyebrow pencils.
Jack's disgust was terrible to witness when
some one asked him for a testimonial for a
lipstick.
But it's all part of being an
actor and Jack is about to be an actor out
at Universal, in a series of Gerald Beau-

and

O,:
Well kept hair

is

most important
feature of a mans
looks today

the

No matter how you wear your hair,
Stacomb will keep it in order all day.
In jars and tubes
at all drug and
department stores.

—

FREE OFFER
Standard Laboratories, Inc. Dept. ll-O
113 West 18th Street. New York City
Please send me, free of charge, a generous sample tube of Stacomb,

Name
Address

all

mont

stories.

.\ntonio Moreno
clause put in his
whereby he gets a

to have
ne.xt Laskj'

is

a

special

contract
vacation

two months'
order to go back to Spain to visit his
mother. He has been trj-ing to make the
trip for years, but a new picture alwaj's
Tony s
catches him and holds him back.
mother lives in a little town in the south
She has never
of Spain near Gibraltar.
seen Tony's wife, who, altho a very rich
woman all her life, has never made a trip
abroad.
great celebration took place in Hollywood recently when Theodore Roberts'
physician allowed him to smoke the first
cigar the veteran actor has smoked in four
months, since he was taken sick in Pittsin

A

burg on his vaudeville tour.
Ralph Graves has signed a contract with

Mack
light

Let the children
have all the

Sennett to make a series of two-reel
These will be an abrupt
comedies.

departure from the old-time Sennett style,
being no slapstick affairs, but more like
the Van Bibber atmosphere.
Sennett says
that
Graves more nearly typifies the
modern young American than any boy he
has been able to find in Hollywood.
Alargaret Livingston made such a hit
in "Wandering Husbands" that Ince has
decided to star her in a series of flapper
pictures.
Warner Ba.xter has also been
signed by Lice on a long-term contract.
Leatrice Joy having been raised to stardom on account of her brilliant work in

"The

Ten

Commandments,"

Cecil

De

use Estellc Taylor as the featured player in his ne.xt pictures.
Jackie Saunders cast her bread upon the
waters a few days ago by lending two
handsome fur coats to some flapper friends
who were coatless. While they were still
being borrowed, burglars broke into Miss
.Saunders' house and stole her other fur
This shows us, children, that it pays
coat.
to be warm-hearted.
Charlie Chaplin has dashed away to
.\laska to get there before the snow melts.
He sent on ahead of him twenty-five
carpenters and property men.
He was
accompanied by a grand retinue consisting
of a personal chef, house staff, butler and
assistant butlers.
With all of which support, Charles is to play the part of a
rou.gh Alaska miner.
At last accounts. Norma Tahnadge was
on a wild hunt for a storj'They had
three different continuities written
for
"The House of Youth" then threw them
all away.
Also the story. Constance has
been having similar adventures. They had
a story all started with thousands of dollars' worth of sets built; then dropped the
whole thing. An S. O. S. call was then sent
to iVew York for Anita Loos, who came
out and wrote an original story for Connie.
Lew Cody is to go on a vacation trip
to the South Seas some time this summer
as the guest of Cliff Durant, the automobile magnate.
New York's famous actor hotel, the
Algonquin, is to have a counterpart in
{Continued on page 78)
^lille

will

;

Carmel Myers demonstrates how simple it would be to hide
stowaway and make a flight around the world. Gertrude
Olmsted and Maior F. L. Martin are her audience

as a

Beemarfs
they want—
its

healthful

and tasty—
its

use

is
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Ride WitK Pola Negri
{Continued from page 30)

I think so too.
plays in that picture

The Carmen that she
was the real gypsy of

Merimee's

Prosper

story

— the

vicious,

lustful, primitive little slattern who would
It was not esslit a throat for a dollar.

Gave too great
The usual
conventions.
Carmen of the stage is a frolicsome young
person in red silk stockings who sometimes
That's what we expected
isn't quite a lady.
pecially a popular picture.

a

to

jolt

our

"Gypsy Blood."

in

speaking of this and that, Pola
spoke of American girls.
"There are no other such beautiful girls
Once in a long time in
in the world.
Poland you will see a really beautiful
She is always natural withpeasant girl.
out make-up, and is lovely beyond rivalry.

And

Your girls are all manufactured beauties;
The first night I
but they are amazing.
went to the Follies my eyes almost popped
I
kept grabbing Mr.
out of my head.
Zukor by the coat sleeve and gasping,
I
'Good heavens, there is another one!'
didn't imagine there had been that many
beautiful girls in the whole world since the
world began."
At sunset we left the car and \ye were
standing on a hill watching the dying day.
The distant peaks of the Santa Susanna
range glowed like coral in the distance
with the Santa Inez peaks seen faintly
Far away on the sky
thru the haze.
line we could see the snow cap of old San
Antonio while nearer, Sister Elsie Peak
and the cross of good San Ysidro looked
down upon the fading day like a benediction.
On the slopes of the hill where we
stood the acacia trees flamed with golden
blossoms and the mountain sage filled the
air with a faint musty fragrance.
wave
Solemnly the rose glow faded.
of pure violet color that changed to amber
and dun and then to the color of old sherrj'
wine swept across the precipices of the Big
Tujunga in royal pageant.
;

A

was a sight

It

to fill the
religion.

began to talk of
"For four years,"
studied

outlook

we

that

when we

theosophy.

on

life.

It

soul.

Pola

you

passing

are

only

live

and suffer

in

understand
thru a phase
this life,

we realize that nothing matters.
a moment in a life of thousands
You know, en passant.

First Step in
is

more beautiful

Look about you. Note the glistenteeth you see.
Note what they

ing

add

test of the
brings these results.
emploj' it. In justice to

method

which

}^Iillions

now

yourself, learn what
and yours at once.

it

means

to

you

It

then
is

all

of years.

"Without this philosophy I should not
have been able to have endured life.
"I have several times given what I called
the story of my life to various American
publications which seem to have a taste for
such things. But believe me no. I have
And I never
never told the real story.
It is too bitter and too sad.
shall.
"My life has been just one long tragedy.
They say that one has to suffer to become
an artist. Well, then, I should be a great

—

You

feel on teeth a viscous film. It
ever-present. That is what causes
most tooth troubles and the wreck of

pearl>- teeth.

film

is

teeth

Dental science has now found two ways
fight that film.
One disintegrates
the film at all stages of formation. One
removes it without harmful scouring.
Many tests have proved these methnew-type tooth paste
ods effective.
has been created to apply them daily.

to

A

is

That

Beauty

Even among careful people, 49 in 50
suffered these film-caused troubles.

to beauty.

This offers you a ten-day

Film forbids beauty

she said, "I have
has changed my

When

The

No

clinging.

The name

is

Pepsodent.

Leading dentists everywhere began

to

advise it. Now careful people of some
50 nations use Pepsodent every day.

Other benefits

ordinary

Pepsodent brings other benefits. It
tooth paste can effectively combat it.
multiplies the alkalinity of
Soon it becomes discolored,
coats.
the
saliva
then
there
forms dingy
to
neuProtect the
tralize mouth acids. It mulThat is why teeth lose their
Enamel
tiplies the starch digestant
beauty.
Pepsodent disinin saliva
there to digest
Film also holds food subtegrates the film,
starch deposits on teeth.
stance which ferments and
then removes it
These multiplied effects are
forms acid. It holds the acid
with an agent far
softer than enambringing to millions a new
in contact with the teeth to
el.
Never use a
era in teeth cleaning. Let it
Germs breed
cause decay.
film combatant
bring those same effects to
by millions in it. They, with
which contains
harsh grit.
your home.
tartar, are the chief cause

—

—

of pyorrhea.

artist.

so we went back down the hill and
started the car and we went whirling oiit of the day that lay dying in the last

And

Bruno

—

back
faint glow of lavender shadows
Hollywood which was just beginning
stir

and

feel

a^^MngB^B^Hi^^Bmi^iMHMHV
The New-Day Dentifrice

REG. U.S.

to
to

frisky in preparation for the

evening.

Watch
Send
Tube.

this

it

act

coupon for a 10-Day

Note how clean the

feel after using.

teeth
the absence
See how teeth
the film-coats

Mark

of the viscous film.
become whiter as

10-

DAY TUBE FREE

''^

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY
Dept. 992, 1104 S. Wabash .A.ve., Chicago,
Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

111.

disappear.

You
teeth.

will see new beaut\- in the
You will realize new pro-

tection.

Only one tube to

a family.

CUT OUT THE COUPON NOW
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Photograph by Edwin Bouev Hesser

Do you remember little Virginia Lee
Corbin, whose golden head used to grace
the fairy tales of '"Jack and the Beanstalk" and other familiar stories? Sometimes, as in the resurrected picture on
the right, she was a heroine to the hero
of Francis Carpenter.
She's a flapper
now. We offer the portrait above as
proof of the swift passing of years and
refer you to her role of the flapper in

—

"Marv
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Are Your Family Ties a Leash?
Do

Be Tender
Your Soul?

the Bonds That Should

Cut

Heedlessly

Into

Brown, seventeen and lovely, lived in an atmosphere of gloom Avith her family who looked upon the
normal life of youth and joy and gaiety only as wickedness.
Dancing, movies, novel-reading, were all considered sins
Fine clothes and perfumes Avere all devilof the first water.

HOPE

made

Hope

came to hate things

that are ordinarily

most ardently those
which are considered "bad." Hope's brother, almost
as youthful and as spirited as herself, was of the same
They determined to drive tandem Hell-bent
mind.
--not to Heaven
called

"good" and

to desire

Into what strange
among what

places,

garish

people,

urge for light and happiness took these two young people, is told with an alluring
frankness

this

It

is

a compelling pic-

ture,

drawn with

that

exhibits

a pen
knowledge of youth and its
problem of meeting the

demands

of

a

an

older

generation

Meet

Miss Hope Brown! She icould be very pleased to shrike hands zv'ith you icere it
not that her hands are covered with suds from the dishxuater.
At this moment Hope
is pleased beyond measure to meet anyone outside of her oivn household.
Tonight she hates
the Browns and everybody else in the ivhole of Pocustoivn, California.

If

You Have Dreams —

*'The Girl

Ideals

— Ambitions — You

Who
A

Couldn't

Will

Want

to

Read

Be Bad"

six-part serial

By Henry Albert

Phillips

August Motion Picture Magazine
On

the News-stands July First
77
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Camera Coast

{Continued front page 74)

Ali Hafed, a Persian farmer, sold his acres to
go out and seek Iiis fortune.
He wlio liought tlie
farm found it contained a diamond mine wliicli
made liim fabulously rich. Ali Hafed overlooked
the great opportunity at his door to go far afield
in search of wealth
which illustrates a great truth.

—
Do You Like

you do,
that } ou have

to

Draw?

an almost certain indication
talent, a talent which few possess.
Then don't follow Ali Hafed's example and look
farther for fortune.
Develop your talent your
fortune lies in your hand
If

it

is

—

$200.00

Earn

to

$500.00 a MONTH and MORE

men and women to illusnewspapers, etc., liavo never been exThiHisai ds of publisliers buy millions of dollars'
worth of illustrations every year.
Illustrating is the
highosl type of art pleasant work, yielding a larga
Prt'seiit

trate

opportunities for both

niagaziiifs.

Marie Prevost assures us regarding the wisdom of the old
proverb that necessity is the mother of invention. For she
employed a slate eraser to powder her shiny nose when
no powder puff was at hand

cflleil.

—

income.

The Federal Course

Is

a Proven Result Gstter

the only Home Study Course which has been
built l)y over fifty nationalLv known artists
Sid Smith,
Neysa McMciii, Norman Iloekwell, Clare Briggs, Charles
Livingston Bull and Fontaine Fox among them.

Holl.vu'ood
the financial
is Doug Fairbanks.

FREE- "A

ley"s

It

is

—

Road

Bigger Things M

to

;

A
ters

If

you like to draw you should read this free book

before deciding on your life's work.
It tells about illustrating as a highly paid, fascinating profession and
about the famous artists who have helped build the
Federal Course. Just tear out this ad. write your name,
age. and address in the margin, mail it to

baby

girl

family.
Eileen,

—

backer

thereof

has arrived in Pat O'Malalready has two daugh6,

and Sheila, aged

2.

The dread foot-and-mouth disease has
made all kinds of trouble for the movies in
and about Los Angeles. A rigid quarantine
has been laid on all kinds of live stock.
This made it impossible to move stock or
horses anywhere within the county.
Several companies working with horses on
location have been forced indefinitely to
hold up their pictures.
An Arab picture
at the Fox Studio was held up because the
quarantine officers refused to give a permit
for the transportation of three camels to
the location.
Universal was hard put for
a tinie to keep the zoo animals from starving to death for lack of horse meat, their
regular diet.
^\'illiam

776 rederal

Minneapolis, jMinn.

i^cliool lililgr.

in

Fox, the film magnate, has been

Hollywood for some time arranging for

new
Fox Studio at Westwood. His present
studio at Gower and Sunset Boulevard
has netted Mr. Fox a fortune on account
the removal of his companies to the

\FREE

of the rise in real estate values.

one for San Francisco in the
get the movies away from Los
Angeles.
Frank Woods has signed a
Score

For the Complexion

—for Freckles
—
for the Skin A

.

m
^
Popular Since 1874 \

fight

«|

«W

to

with

some Bay City

Now

matrimony. She is Mrs. Jack Kiefer,
wife of a young broker of Hollywood.
Jesse L. Lasky has signed a new potential star, a young French girl named Jetta
tiine,

Goudal,

who

Shawl" and

in

played
in
"The Bright
"The Green Goddess." He

has also elevated four scenario writers to
be directors
they are
Paul Bern, Paul
Sloan, Frank Tuttle and R. H. Burnside.
Mr. Bern wrote most of the scenarios for
the foreign directors who have worked
over here, Lubitsch, Z 'iwitzke and
Seastrom. Mr. Sloan adapted "If Winter
Comes" and "Over the HiU." Mr. Bern's
last work as a scenario writer has been
adapting "The Song of Songs," in which
Pola Negri is to appear. It will be called
;

:

"Compromised" on

the screen.
In an interview with a Los Angeles
reporter, Mr. Lasky says that other companies may kill 'em in heaps and have
plays ending with gore and writhings but
he is going to stick to happy endings to
the end of the chapter.

FIFTIETH

ANNIVERSARY

M

SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS \

EVERYWHERE

^

If your dealer can't supply
\
you. send money-order direct.
Booklet,
"How She Won a
Husijand," including testimonials and beauty hints sent free.
Write
\\ 11 Li
today.

Prof.

\j\GS.

I.

XTVERYONE who

^

\^

Halwrt, Dept. 174. Tofeds. Ohio

Prices
.''Cream. 55c
Lntion, 55c

Soap.

30c

All $1.40
Postjinid.

Send

rrler.

J

capitalists

make

ten pictures up there. Patsy Ruth
Miller will be starred in the first one.
Lois Lee, the pretty little film actress who
had to retire from pictures some months
ago on account of spinal trouble, recovered
after a plucky fight and went back to the
screen.
she's retired again.
This
to

He

aged

contract

is interested in motion pictures is
That is one of
interested in writing about them.
the reasons for the vast popularity of the "Letters to
And liereafter we will pay for the
the Editor."
There is an important
letters which we publish.
announcement on page sixty-eight to this effect. Read it.

;

!

;

;

;
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THE HEROINE
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By Jane Cuthrell
There are a dozen different types, but one
Seems dearer than the rest;
A little thing, with hair that mocks the sun,

(Dreams

Small feet that eager, thru the picture run,
And young, ecstatic breast.

women

Styles change in

{hat can come true

but this one re-

mains,

For she

is

each man's dream,

hair that binds him with its golden
chains.
With tears as easy as the summer rains
And smiles like sunlight's gleam.

With

She may not seem quite

real

.

but

.

.

near.
And moves across the screen
Like Spring herself, with youthful eyes
and clear
And each man loves her, of his dreams
the dear,
The Unpossessed, the Queen

she

is

—

THOMAS MEIGHAN
By Thomas
There

J.

Murray

in your eyes,
a maid out to the desert sands
No air exotic that would advertise
And spread your prestige thru the
is

no sleeping passion

To draw

Movie Lands.

No

fair

and

frail

Narcissus

who demands

Unending

The

tribute as the seasons rise.
soulful glances and the waving hands,

And

tender notes despatched with sundry

Dreams of a fascinating, radiant beauty of a soft, pure
complexion filled with bewitching charm. How often
have you gazed into your mirror and longed for that
"subtile something" your appearance seemed to lack?
That illusive "master touch" of beauty that would
inspire the admiration and attention now going to others.
Your Dreams can come true. You can give to your skin
and complexion "Beauty's Master Touch." For over
eighty years

sighs.

But

in the silent

shows

GoUPAUDS

reflecting Life,

You

play a part from affectation free
splendid struggle thru dim days of strife,
To win at last a clean-cut victory.
And in the virile field we like to scan,
find you there, out where a man's a

A

We

man.

JIAIMY

By Faith Baldwin

He

wriggled in his seat and

"Oh, gee, that Romeo's a

still,

said,
pill 1"

.

is

.

.

how
But, Oh, the Western picture
His eyes grew big at virile strife,
.

.

.

Gouraud's Oriental Comprimettes

.

He watched the cowboys ride, and said,
ain't that the life
Sincerely, "Gosh
.

its beautifying properties Gouraud's Oriental Cream
Skin blemishes, wrinkles
highly antiseptic and astringent.
and other complexion ills are greatly discouraged by its use.
To perfectly harmonize with your complexion it is made in three
shades, white, flesh and rachel.

Aside from

The cartoon made him laugh; he loved
The prancing dog and saucy cat,
He liked the comedy, the way
The lady kicked off Uncle's hat.

.

has been rendering just this service to Society women, famous
for their beauty to women in business and mothers in the home
whose appearance to you seemed endowed with the charm of
They possess nothing that cannot be
eternal youthfulness.
Their secret can be your secret. What Gouraud's
yours.
Oriental Cream is doing for them it will do for you. Let it be
yoiu" step to a new and greater beauty.

—

AT THE MOVIES

The picture news, it left him cold,
The "Star Romance" much colder

ORIENTAL CREAM

!"

At Last! Gouraud's Oriental Cream in compact form. You have never used anything like
soft, silky adhering powder, containing
it.
of
properties
beautifying
the
subtle
all
Gouraud's Oriental Cream. Two sizes, 50c and
$1.00 and in six shades, White, Flesh, Rachel
Powders and Light, Medium and Dark Rouges.

A

SPECIAL OFFER— Send

50c for a

Comprimette (any shade), a bottle
of Gouraud's Oriental Cocoanut Oil
Shampoo, and a bottle of Gouraud's
Oriental

Cream

(state shade).

FERD.T. HOPKINS

New York

& SON

City
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Reporter's

{Continued from page 67)
of horses and elephants for his "close-ups"
and then cut them down until eight million
of them can be shown in a single shot. His
success depends upon his ability to throw
a "cool light" on the actors so that they
will be illuminated without being burned.
Why not a "cool light" to replace old
King Kleig, who is so merciless on the
eyes.

—

Your Place
in the Band
in 30 Days!
you have been longing to join your
musical friends in their enjoyable,
money -making activities, the way is
now opened up for you to do it. No longer
do you need to hold off because of the
prospect of months of tedious, difficult
practice. The woild's most revolutionary
improvement in band instruments— Continuous Conical Bore— makes it possible
for you to play the instrument of your
choice almost from the start
An Epoeli-Making Development !

IF

Hard was the way of the beginner on old stvie
brass instruments. No two were alike. A man
able to play one cornet might find difficulty in
playing another. Each instrument had to be
"lavored" for its individual peculiarities and imperfections. Notes sometimes had to l)e "faked",
or produced artificially: "wolf" tones were common, technic had to be sacrificed for tone, or tone

—

it's
old friends
a Sweet
Old loves
combination. Blanche, of course, with her
husband, Marshall Neilan, directing her
in "Tess of the D'Urbervilles," and they're
working together so harmoniously that
the professional relationship is to remain
permanent, as well as the matrimonial
one.
It's far from being an experiment
at that, for in the old Biograph days Mr.
Neilan and Miss Sweet acted together and
later when he was made director he directed her in "The Unpardonable Sin,"
and other attractions.

The

Dozen

Daily

—

—you

might have
the Fairbanks

guessed it is the vogue in
Studio when a picture is being filmed,
and the shooting of arms and legs in the
air is as important as the shooting of any
Steamrooms and showers are as
scene.
hard worked as any typewriter in a
t. b. m.'s
office and hikes and climbs are
as strong an element in the pay envelope
Fairbanks's
almost as histrionic ability.
actors are not likely to have to slip a
medico a ten twent thirt at the finish
of a picture because they are all in; they
are more likely to be arrested for picking up the Court House or some such
little object as that and walking off with
on their shoulders.
it

—

—

—

Mary, Mary, we know you aren't conbut we hope you're spoofing or
were misquoted. Today in the Daily Neivs

—

trary,

we read

a

cabled

interview

pictures the sweet, old-fashioned
be on the boards again stronger
ever.
Meanwhile we hope, as you do,
Charlie Chaplin will direct you in the
of a Whitechapel waif in London's
Side even tho he says he wont.

of

may

—

In

numbers and

versatility,

Nature's own law that a sound wave "expands diametrically as it travels." Even through
the valves the Conical Bore is maintained. The
results are tones absolutely true to pitch in any
key or interval. There is a marvelous absenteof
resistance, giving an increased register of pure,
velvety texture. No more forcing your instrument. Right from the beginning you find it
remarkably easy to produce tones true to pitch,
delicate and smooth.

Easy Terms— Act No^v !
Don't hesitate any longer! You, too, can become
an accomplished musician, with all thati t means of
popularity, enjoyment and increased earning power.
Do as others have done. Take your place in a band
inthtrty days after you receive the instrument Send
coupon for FREE catalog containing the whole, wonderful story. Mention whether you want band instruments or saxophone. Easy monthly pa^ments
can be arranged, so you can pay tor the instrument
even while you are playing it. Many have made but
one pas'ment and then paid the remainder in a
lump sum out of their earnings. Mail coupon today
!

!

Dealers!

— Some Choice Territory Still Often — Write!

EVDN^HEAiy
Everything Known in Music
Est. 1864 . CHICAGO

Clip and Mail
For Free Book!
I

LYON & HEALY
65-V5 Jackson Blvd., Chicago
Please send

me

ment Plan and

full details

illustrated

of your Easy Pay-

Catalog checked

below:

n Lyon & Healy Saxophones
D Lyon & Healy Band Instrtunents

I

Name

I

Address

I
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East

candidates

Compson, Gloria Swanson, Viola Dana,
and Jackie Coogan. If the promise that
Maude Adams was supposed to have given
to Barrie, the author of "Peter Pan," that
a girl should not play the part of the enticing Peter, holds good, Jackie, by all
means, has the role unless we page

—

Charlie Chaplin
Norman Bel Geddes, it is
reported, will make the sets for the production, and this will mark the entry into
film production of the most distinguished
designer
of
America today.
sets
in
Herbert Brenon's name is being mentioned
most often as the one who will put the
delectable Peter thru his paces.
!

Separations begin early

in

Hollywood

(Continued on page 82)

member

XV

follow

that
part

A

remembered as a co-star of John Bunny and
of countless old Vitagraph casts, is one of the
chattering, gossiping ladies of the Louis
court in "Monsieur Beaucaire."
She is perfect in the role

[Couturier]

girl

than

for the role of Peter Pan, to be produced
by Paramount, almost outdo the Presifew of the actors
dential Hopefuls.
suggested include May McAvoy, Betty

Flora Finch,

Continuous Conical Bore
Band Instruments

that

—

for technic.

a

stating

making three or four more pictures
you will retire, because you are not a
Duse or a Bernhardt because the type
that you created is no longer in vogue
and because the public continues to demand
Well, there's
that you stick to your type.
no telling, by the tiine you complete a trio
after

—
!

!

^eMWJIi"'
AIAIN STREET IX SUMMER
By Leslie Hale

I

trees to cloak them, as they go
the wide street, beneath the youngest

There are

Down

star,

In long dusk, turning silver couples, linked
Hand fast in hand, or groups of gay;

gowned

girls

Leaving a wake of laughter.

There's a

scent

Of dewy gardens and of sea and beach,
And from the old, frame houses lights
shine out
children

And

porch

The

.

play
.

games

at

upon

the

.

picture house

not so far

is

.

.

just

.

near

Enough

for pleasant walking

.

two and

.

.

two.

Or

more social groups, they turn aside
strolling and from banter, and with

in

From

low.

Delighted laughter greet the Little House
Which shelters dreams, and watch, all
breathlessly,

Age and Middle Age and Youth

(Old

alike)

The moving shadows of some dear

ro-

mance,
There, in the quiet darkness with the air
Of summer stirring thru the darkened
aisles

They

And when

awhile.

sit

play

the

is

done.

Walk

once

again

beneath

gracious

the

trees,

Crowd

drugstore

the

to

for

plate

a

of

cream.

And

linger, finally, at their painted gates

With

light, familiar laughter, hating so
say goodnight and know another day
Has sped forever, as all dear davs must.'

To

THOUGHTS FROM THE GALLERY
By Helen Hugh

How

come

that

queer
I

are

girls

uncommon

so

?

watch them

When
Them

at the moving picture show,
Valentino's on the screen I hear
burble, "Heavensakes, ain't he a

dear.
Tie that for lovin'
.

tho

.

Ain't he handsome,

!

!"

hear them coo,
"Oh, Mame, those eyes
they sure
have got my goat
Dont it just seem like he looked straight
.

.

at you,
thrilled

you,
thru and thru

tell

I've

.

Mame,

.

awful

just

''

my

the world that boy can have
!"

vote

heard

'em

And

rave.

just

across

their street

There's that young, dark Italian kid

.

.

decent boy, hard-working, always neat.
Good-looking, too and lonesome. When
they meet
Him at the drugstore sometimes, then

beautiful your teeth, the more they
deserve to be cleaned with the right dentifrice.

Keep yours beautiful and healthy by "washing"
them three times daily with Colgate's Ribbon
Dental Creani.
It contains no grit
for grit
scratches and scours your tooth enamel. No

—

claimed for Colgate's because the purpose of a dentifrice is to clean,
cure-all properties are

A

not to cure.
Dentist, not a dentifrice, corrects
unhealthy mouth conditions.
Large tube 25c

—

.

.

"Have

.

that

a heart,

Wop

!"

Mame,

— on

Eitablished

here's

again
And "Hasn't he the crust to speak to me
I cant stand Ginneys
Hope I've made
.

.

.

plain
and his melting eyes give
it

Him

Just lamp him once
for three?"

!

Say, what's the answer
hear
.

How

come
queer

.

that
?

me a pain,
Ain't he got nerve

'ruth in advertising
?

Louder

!

I

cant

.

girls

are so

uncommon

sale at

COLGATE

goodnight!
It's

Them

The more

.

he's quite

A

Scour

.

.

I'll

"Wash"— Don't

.

Novarro or Moreno

And

gVeljjJeeth/

;

implies honesty in

manufacture

your favorite

& CO.
1806

store.

m^ElSl^^E
i

Could You Write a

Our

(Continued from page 80

Story Like This ?

Mickey McBan, the Bimini Baby,

so called
exhibitions he

of the swimming
gives at the fainous resort, has left

because

Baby

Muriel MacCormac high and dry to play
an important role in the current Harold
Lloyd picture with Josephine Crowell as
side
partner.
You will remember
three-year-old Mickey and Baby Muriel
as the "Twins of Suffering Creek," the
Fox production in which Dustin Farnum
took the lead.
Another separation even
more tragic, perhaps, is that of Katherine
Lee from her sister Jane, the two who
formed the famous pair of the screen and
the vaudeville stage.
Katherine has been
signed for the role of Evadne in "The
Mountebank," and there is no part for
"The Mountebank,"
Jane in the play.
featuring .\nna Q. Nilsson and Ernest
Torrence, is being directed by Herbert
Brenon for Paramount, and since Mr.
Brenon first brought the Lee sisters into
film prominence it is significant of their
success that he still keeps a place open
for them.
Katherine first appeared in
"Xeptune's Daughter," Jane' joined her
when "A Daughter of the Gods" was
made, and the girls worked so well as a
team, that they were featured in many
films together.
Katherine's present role,
h.owever, will be her first on the screen in
four years, the vaudeville stage having
claimed both the sisters during recent

his

And now we come

to

what we

believe is
to the readers
recognize the

the greatest offer ever made
of this paper.
Could you
vital dramatic situation in this scene

—and

write a scenario about it?
a scene from the Rex Ingram Pro(Metro Pictures Corporation),
great drama
"The Conquering Power."
built up from a ccannionplace story. Situations like this are taking place around you
every day.
Right in your own street, in
the house next door, in your home, a great
drama is being lived.
Why can't you build a plot around it ? The sucIt is

duction

A

cessful photo-dramatists use the simplest themes;
the higgest pictures are I)uilt around trivial incidents of everyday life. The successful screenwriters
are men and women who see the dramatic value of
everyday occurrences. A few years ago these men
and women were receiving ordinary salaries for
doing humble tasks. Now their incomes are thousands and tens of thousands of dollars yearly.

Not Skilled Writers
Just Ordinary-

Men and AVomen

You do not need writing ability. It is not hard
write a photoplay synopsis when you understand the principles of dramatic construction and
photoplay technique.
if in your day
If you want to write stories
dreams you make up tales about yourself you are
creating.
And remember, it does not take fine
writing, but just the instinct to create and a
knowledge of photoplay construction. If you are
ambitious if you are really anxious to write film
stories, write vs today. The crying need of moving pictures today is fresh, new stories. In order
to

—

—

—

that we may assist in the development of a
limited number of iicisf icritcrs who have not had
experience in writing either for the magazines or
the screen, we have made arrangements for a
limited number to receive almost without cost the
Famous Fo.x Course of Photoplay writing which
has heretofore sold for $85.00.

To Help NE^V AVriters

Notebook

Reporter's

)

mean

a ten-week trip across the United
States and overseas.
Maybe the sea trip
was thrown in for atmosphere in view of
the subject of his next picture
"Little
Robinson Crusoe," an original by Willard
Mack; and Jackie's third picture for

—

Metro.

Baby

Peggy

has

brought

the son of the former Attorney General, into the limelight by letting
him act as an extra with her in "Helen's
Babies."
That's what he got for wandering around on the lot where Richard

Tucker, his friend, was at work. But it
seems young Daugherty 's ambitions lie
behind the screen, in the technical department.

Once-upon-a-time stories seem to come
nowhere so often as among movie

true

folk, the latest being that of Rubye de
Remer, the beautiful cinema actress, and
Ben Throop, Prince Charming of American Millions, who were married in Paris
where Miss de Remer was inaking a picture.
Fanny Ward, who lives in the
French capital now, and who has earned
the title of "Mrs. Paris," because of her
hospitality to visiting Americans, was a
true fairy godmother to the pair and acted
as
hostess
at
the
wedding reception.
.\mong those present were the Dolly Sisters, Maurice, the dancer, Leonora Hughes,

and a host of others.

years.

And more

sob stuft' from the ju\eniles:
Jackie Coogan has not only lost Priscilla
Moran, his adopted sister-to-be, but the
little girl who was supposed to have in her
the making of a feminine Jackie, seems
herself to be lost in the shutiHe.
Priscilla
went to live at Jackie's so that Papa
Coogan could promote her to stardom, but
daddies will be daddies and Papa Moran
came along, took her home and said he'd
form a company for her himself. For a
time everything went merrily, and it was
rumored that C. B, De Mille and other
film men were financially interested, then one day thru an ad in a
local daily, the public was invited to partake of Priscilla Moran stock.
haven't

prominent

We

found a market report on it yet.
Meanwhile Jackie is doing rough-and-tumble
stuff in his mountain ranch in the Sierra

Nevadas to celebrate the finishing of "A
Boy of Flanders," and it will be some
months before he has to face the camera
again, for, as we told you last month,
Jackie is to head the Milk Fund Campaign
for the Near East Relief and that will

looks

It

as

been locked
inovie

if

Romeo and

in the closet

skeletons

— Dick

Juliet

Now

$6^i=2

If I feel that these instructions will enable me to
liecome an accomplished writer and enable me to
turn my thoughts into salable ideas, I will, within
five days, send you only $1.50 and a further payment of $1.00 each month for 5 months until a
total of $6.50 has been paid, otherwise I will return the course and owe you nothing. If I keep
the course, at the end of 6 months I will write you
my honest opinion as to the benefits I feel I have

derived from

with his company, and Lillian
Gish already on her way back to America
after completing "Romola."
Another romance too if it ever was one has been
scrapped,
according to report
Lillian
Gish is not going to marry Charlie Duell,
and the romantic Italian purser, likewise,
no longer blocks the horizon. It was rumored that Dorothy would not return with
lawsiiit

—

Lillian but

would retnain

—
—

in

Italj'

A.NI> ARTISTS CI^UB
OF AMERICA.

-WRITERS

703 ClarKson Bld^., CHica jo. 111.

I

82
GB.

to

film

"The

Storin
Bird,"
an adaptation of
Ouida's "In Maremma."
But this, too, is
false
the Gish trio will return to America
ensemble.

—

The atinosphere of the old country
seems to be unhealthy for our one-hundredper-cent. American directors, and illness
in the ranks of directors of the first water
is in vogue.
Rex Ingram's condition since
his return to .-\merica, after a sojourn in
(Continued on page 84)

"The Passionate Adventook Alice Joyce to
England. For she is going
to star in this production
now being filmed under the
Kleig lights of a British
studio.
This picture shows
her with her new sleek bob
which is so very becoming

turer'"

it."

Remember, that if you get today for $6.50, what
yesterday would have cost you $85.00, you must
accept our oiter today, because only those who act
quickly can benefit by this special arrangement.

have

with a few other
Barthelmess in a

If you feel you have imagination, write us today.
Simply say, "I have never sold a story to a magazine or motion picture company. Send me for 5
days* examination the regular $85.00 complete
course of the Fox Plan of Writing for the Movies.

Was $85^

Draper

Daugherty,

Photograph by
International Newsreel

—

:
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SKe Wishes on Hay -Wagons
(Continued from page 22)
sort

of

She has
to do.
interesting screen

used

she

stuff

much more

developed a

personality since she has busied herself
(You will
with leading the men astray.
understand that I speak only of her film
activities.)

\\'hen

I

think of the rest of the cast

June Mathis has selected for "Ben Hur,"
I dont know whether to roll on the floor
with laughter or burst into bitter tears.
But I'm rather counting on Carmel Myers
to give us an alluring and altogether satisfactory Iras, even if she is still young
enough to wish on hay-wagons.
I know a grand opera tenor who plays
tiddle-de-winks.

Out

That's

(Continued from page 53)
celebrities
vicinity

who happened

Conway Tearle

:

"Some

to

be

in

the

star refused to

take an increase in salary because he felt
he wasn't worth it, and the producer
collapsed."

Edward
writer

Montague

J.

sold

actually

the shock

an

was too much

Bertram

Grassby

:

"A scenario
original story—
for him."
:

"A

^

film

company

has at last paid a dividend and one of the
stockholders has fainted from surprise."
"More likely some pubRuth Dwyer
licity men are fighting a duel to settle the
question as to who is the best dressed

I.'-

ih

:

woman

on the screen."

was only a one
it
company making a scene.
.\nd

- reel

When you

comedy

don^t expect them
the screen, the only way an individual is ever placed under arrest is by
having the policeman or detective walk up
to the culprit, tap him roughly on the
left shoulder, and nod his head off-stage
If
in the direction of an imaginary jail.
this exact method were not followed, it
would not be an official movie arrest and
the culprit would probably refuse to be

On

taken away.

A WISE HOSTESS who kccps a generous supply of
"Uneeda Bakers" sugar wafers on the pantry-

IT'S

shelves.

what to
at

To

such a discerning

woman

serve the unexpected guest

the problem of
is

no problem

all.

For instance, take NABISCO
the lightness of its two wafers
and the tasty flavor of its creamy
filling

make

it

a

favorite

with

everyone.

there's HARLEQUIN,
another well- liked sugar wafer,
with triple layers of delicious
cake and alternate layers of

Then

creamy

filling.

\p^

And FESTINO,

the crisp
delectable wafer that looks
tastes like an almond.

and
and

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
"Uneeda Bakers"
d,3
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Our

Reporter's

Notebook

{Continued from page 82)

Europe where he shot most of the scenes
"The Arab," has been such that he has
had to slip off for a vacation, presumably
to Miami, before completing the scenes
that were to be made in the East.
of

The

one

best bet
is
that Theodore
wont allow himself to be pried
loose from sunny California for some
time to come. The grand old man of the

Roberts

movies has itnproved so much since beating it back to the Golden State that he is
now able to sit on his sun porch and
chew the end of his famous weed. Roberts
has sent word to Jesse Lasky that he'll
soon be able to resume work at the studios.
But just as one favorite of the screen
comes up, another goes down
Reginald
Barker, in the midst of cutting and editing
"Broken Barriers," was stricken with a
serious disease of the throat
Clara Kimball Young, while acting on the legitimate
stage, became so ill that she had to be
carried
away to be operated upon;
:

;

Lawrence Trimble, producing director,
while working on "Sundown," the First
National special, has had to relinquish his

megaphone

to

Harry Hoyt.

Mr. Trimble

collapsed while on location in Arizona and
had to be rushed to the hospital. Monte
Blue, too, had to be out of the cast of
"How to Educate a Wife," because of an
infected eye.
But here's one you must take with a
laugh and a tear
anent Margaret Livingston
and her dimpled knees.
At
present Alargaret is under contract to
Thomas H. Lice and playing with James
Kirkwood and Lila Lee in "Wandering
Husbands."
Margaret met with an automobile accident that completely plugged
up the diinples in her knees.
Dimples
being Margaret's jewels, as it were, she
consulted a dimple-medico and was told
to ride a bicycle to restore the million
dollar dents.
Then there's Gertie Short
Gertie supports Alberta Vaughn in the
"Telephone Girl" stories of H. C. Witwer
first she let a horse step on her foot and
break a bone or two, then she got smashed
in the nose and fractured a couple more.
Gertie ought to learn how to plug in when
Maude's in a good humor and plug out
when her hoofs fly.
:

—
—

Charlie Chaplin has at last selected his
leading lady little Lita Gray, who
was one of the kids in "The Kid," and has
now grown up into a full-fledged creamCharlie denies that Edna Purviance
puff.
is
out of the running, since the Dines
affair, and says she is drawing her weekly
pay envelope just the same as if she were
Nellie
Bly
Meanwhile little
acting.
the
for
stenographer
former
Baker,
comedian, has chucked her typewriter and
Her initial role will be
turned actress.
that which was first assigned to_ Louise

—

new

Fazenda

in

"How

to

Educate a Wife."

—

GOID
"for

AWARDED

MEDAl
dif linguist ed

maiiliind" by

fervlce lo

lolei national In-

ventors Exposition,

New

York,

Feb. 1923.
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Winner of GOLD MEDAL-

Highest
____^

in

NOSE ADJUSTER
Price

Merit-

'

Lowest

in

Support nature and look your best. If your nose Is ill-shaped, you can make It perfect with ANITA NOSE
ADJUSTER, in a few weeks, in the privacy of your own room and without interfering with your daily occupation.
No need for costly, painful operations. ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER shapes while you sleep—quiokly,
painlessly, permanently and inexpensively. The ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER is the ORIGINAL NASAL SUPbeu
PORTER absolutely guaranteed. Highly recommended by physicians for misshapen and fractured noses,
adjustable.
No screws. No metal parts. GENTLE, FIRM and PERFECTLY COM FORTABLE. ^Beware
which
Write today (just your name and address) for FREE Booklet, "Happy Days Ahead,
of imitations!
No obligations.
explains liow you can have a perfect nose and our blank to fill out for sizes.

—
The ANITA Company, Dept. 732, ANITA Building, Newark,

'84

N. J.

An ill wind because "Tarnish"' has
been postponed. May McAvoy has been
loaned to Warner Bros., and will appear
as the daughter in the next Lubitsch proThe story is an original written
duction.
by the director in collaboration with Hans
Kraly and concerns a modern mother and
her grown daughter living in New York.
Pauline Frederick will take the part of
the mother, and Lew Cody will have another important role.

Tom Terriss,
Havana:
Cuba with Pedro de Cordoba,
Renee Adoree and a supporting cast to

A

boost

who went

for

to

{Continued on page 90)
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The Most
Precious Perfume
in the World
"Say.

who

CT)IEQER'S FLOWER DROPS
are unlike anything you have
jfy

is

that doll go'ng into the

big

\^_» ever seen before. The very
essence of the flowers themselves,
made without alcohol. For years the
favorite of women of taste in society
and on the stage.

house?

Oh Boy!
What

a beau-

Get me a
knock-d o w n
to her!"

ty

!

Mi^^ Co-r^-vtUn TZ^Kkre.

TKe

Girl

Who

Sample

Couldn't Be Bad

20<'

{Continued from page 50)
of the State Federation of Anti-drinking
Tell me, just what do you think I can do
to hurt this guy and his mean sneaking

around ?'
I want you to come
"I ain't sure yet.
around and see where he lives, that might
certainly have got
give you an idea.

We

to

spike

went

him some way

down

the

street

!"

The two men

together,

striving

to look like the other pedestrians in Pocustown their breaths were the only evidence

—

against them.

"Now that's the house there," said
Brody. pointing out Ezekiel's substantiallooking, tho gloomy, big house on the
corner. But Orkney was staring with un-

disguised

admiration

in

the

opposite

Send

direction.

"Say, who is that doll going into the big
house? Country and all that, but. Oh Boy!
what a beauty
Get me a knock-down to
her and I'll see that you get that case of
"
Five-Star within ten days
Why, I'd
!

!

"Before you go any farther, I'll tell
you who that kid is she's Zeke Brown's
pearl of great price his daughter 1"
"Out of luck !"' sighed Orkney. "He'll

—
—

!"

put a stop to it
"That's just where you're wrong; a
little.
He and his wife have gone to one
of their conventions in Frisco to be gone
!"
a week and I'm going to fix it for you

—

The regular price is $15.00anounce,but for 20c
you can obtain a miniature bottle of this
perfume, the most precious in the world. When
the sample comes you will be delighted to find
that you can use it without extravagance. It is
so highly concentrated that the delicate odor
from a single drop will last a week.

silver)

20c (stamps or
with the cou-

pon below and we will
fiend you a sample
vial of Rieger's

Flower

Drops, the most allur-

and most costly
perfume ever made.
Your choice of odors,
Lily of the Valley,
ing

Rose, Violet, Romanor Crabapple.

ia, Lilac

Twenty

cents for the

world's most precious
perfume!

Other Offers
Direct or from DngguiM
Bottle of Flower Drops
with lone Brla33 stopper.
coDtatninK 30 droos, o
supply for 30 weeks;
Lilac, Crabapple. tl.60
Lily of the VaUey.

Rose, Violet

$2.00
$2.60

Romanza
Above odors,

$15
« " » B

1 oz.

Mod Amour Perfume,
sample

offer,

1

02. $1.50

Souvenir Box

Extra

special box office

25c bottles of
ent perfumes

five differ-

$1.00

If any perfume does not
exactly suit your taste.
do not hesitate to return
and money will be refunded cheerfully.

—

'PE R Fej,^E*TOIL|,TAVATER

flowwDrpps
Send The Coupon Now!,
'T'HE cameraman is, in a sense, the godfather to the
star he photographs. He has it in his power to give
the actress graceful beauty and the actor his share of
mascuhne good looks. For a great deal lies in the
photography ... in the angle from which the cameraman "shoots" and the lighting effects which he uses.
So we thought it would be interesting to use a series of
pictures of the different stars and their cameramen
and these will be published next month.
.

.

)

Paul Rieger

&

Co., (Since 1872)
110 First Street.
San Francisco
Enclosed find 20c for which please send me
sample bottle of Rieger's Flower Drops in the
odor which I have checked.

D

Lily

O

Romania

of the VaUey

Q

D

Ulac

D

Rose

O

Violet

Crabapple

t^ame.
Address.

O

Souvenir Box

—

^$1.00 enclosed.
:U5ea.

.

.... enclosed.
,

ifg«<
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I
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Comment on OtKer
Productions
(Continued front page 59)

Broadway After Dark
The

old-time melodramas of yesteryear
(there's an inexhaustible supply of them)
are coming back to us via the screen.
may miss the villain's raucous laughter—
and his hissing between his teeth we may
miss the quaking of the heroine's voice
and the manly gutterals of the hero but
their actions on the silversheet speak as
loud as their erstwhile language.
Naturally, in dressing up this particular sample
of gallery melodrama, the producers have

We

—

—

some modern atmosphere, and the
range of the camera permits wide latitude
in giving the picture a substantial founda-

injected

tion.

The Switchboard Comes

to Life

Wire

chief

and

the "cut-over" that will bring a

new

central office into being.

Zero hour approaches.
In the

Two

room above operators

at the

sit

—

assistants are set for

new

switchboard.

equipment has been building. It embodies the
developments of hundreds of engineers and incorporates the
years

scientific

in

its

this

Now

research of several decades.

it

is

ready, tested

parts but unused as an implement of service.

In the terminal room

myriad

men stand

wires, the connections broken

A

in line before

by

frames of

tiny insulators.

Mid-

handkerchief is waved. The insulators are
ripped from the frames. In a second the new switchboard becomes a thing alive. Without their knowledge thousands of
subscribers are transferred from the old switchboard to the new.
Even a chance conversation begun through the old board is
continued without interruption through the new. The new exchange provides for further growth.
night comes.

It is directed by Monta Bell who left
Chaplin, with whom he had worked as
scenarist and biographer, to make his debut
with the megaphone.
And it is a first
rate job he has turned out here. He shows
us a girl more sinned against than usual
and guides her thru a series of harrowing experiences.
He shows us the atmosphere of a theatrical boarding house
as well as the bright lights of Broadway
and some of its much-talked-of studio
parties.
And he has a cast that makes
this old-time melodrama occasionally exciting
and often appealing.
Adolphe
^Icnjou uses his eyebrows effectively
and gives as polished a performance as he
did in "A ^Voman of Paris" and "The
Alarriage Circle."
And helping him out
are Anna Q. Nilsson, whose charm and
vivacity are always in evidence, Carmel
Myers, Norma Shearer and Willard Louis.
Mr. Bell has caught something of Chaplin's direct treatment
and the manner in
which the comedian handles the players.
There is a lot of good stuff packed away

—

in this piece

absorbing
You'll enjoy it.

This cut-over of a switchboard is but one example, one of
engineering achievements that have made possible a
wider and prompter use of the telephone.

The

many

treated
pathy.

Telephone and Telegraph Company

One System,

Universal Service

the semi-annual
five years to

compounding

of the interest,

your investment will have

law, each member of a family, adult and minor,
(maturity value) of each annual series.

Sold in registered form and issued in two names

fine

sym-

—

—
—

and a

—

style

the

stagey
picture.

desired, as for example,

with

all

his

are

cast

as

the

And

;

own. And rounding
David Torrence and
the former lending a
the

villain.

you'll

latter

You'll

come away

is

unduly

like

this

refreshed.

man

The Moral Sinner

Buy Treasury Savings Certificates
Reserve Bank of New York.

86

to $5000

wife.

$5000 cost $4000
$100 cost $80

I

if

may hold up

and

it

Roland Bottomley
mellow bit, while

$5000

and

intelligently
If

ities are finely expressed.
Here we have
the ragged heroine, the reckless sinner, the
philanderer and the
philanthropist,
the
unkempt Cockneys of London's slums.
They are in their places as weM as the
bobbies, the London fog
and some other
tidbits of atmosphere.
It
preaches a fine optimism without
and it is
moralizing
carries thrills
it
finely acted by Jacqueline Logan, who injects a heart touch in her expression of
Raymond Griffith, always
the slum girl.
colorful, tho inclined to play Raymond
Grifiith too much, makes a swaggering
This young actor has personality
crook.

out

Under the

Tomorrow

D.\wn' of a

;

Invest $4000 in the New 4K%
United States Treasury Savings Certificates
Through
grown in

detail.

carries a Pollyanna note, it
never becomes syrupy because the human-

BELL SYSTEM
Policy,

comedy

and

thinking it, makes a most refreshing excursion into the realm of sentiment.
The
idea has often been used, but it has been

And Associated Companies

One

incident, ripe

atmosphere

Frances Hodgson Burnett's story of a
girl who finds happiness by
little slum

To-day, in maintaining a national telephone service, the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, through its
engineering and research departments, continuously makes available for its Associated Companies improvements in apparatus
and in methods of operation.

^^^^ American

— crisp

and

at

—

$1000 cost $800
$25 cost $20
your post

office

or send to the

Federal

A typically movie title, this adorning
one of the oldest, but most favored forplaywrights^ and
fictionists,
of
mulas
Any story of a crook's rescenarists.
demption carries melodrama and the over-

;

inei

interest.
When the central
figure is of the feminine gender, it takes
on just so much more appeal.
But the
conventions are obeyed here.
You will
find them in the girl's unwillingness to
follow her criminal father's commands
3'ou will find them when she runs into the
law, represented by a criminologist and
falls in love with him
thus assuring her
regeneration.
The picture is treated with good repression by Ralph Ince.
But he doesn't
use any ginger for his clima.x
so the plot
Dorothy
sort of vanishes into thin air.
Dalton, who comes back to the screen
after a long vacation, gives a fairly effective performance.
She doesn't use any
shading, so her acting becomes somewhat

I
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-^

worked heart

—

—

—

monotonous.

And James

This wonderful
package is only
c!

Rennie, playing

25

opposite, gives a stiff, colorless portrayal.
He appeared to be conscious of the fact
that he was well dressed.
The original of
this was once known as "Leah Kleschna"
and served much more colorfully on the
stage with Mrs. Fiske in the title role.

—

"DY
-L*

—

woman who has

has been filmed before by Famous
Players.
Why not again seeing that
the pattern is a tried and true one?
It

—

Women Who

Give

wives

and sweethearts

weep.

The

slight and depends upon local
color, incident and some character drawing.
If you expect vivid drama you will
be disappointed.
It is much too sentimental for that. So we put it down as an
atmospheric picture, one pointing some

can be tucked snugly away

You

All for the price of 25c.

will find this adorable

week-end package convenient for the
traveling.

Fill

marine shots showing fishing smacks
sea during a storm.
The slight plot vanishes into thin air
because there is no substantial clima.x to
save it.
So the director resorts to detail,
and places emphasis upon the character
sketches.
The romance follows the caveman formula a haughty girl being tamed
by an uncouth skipper. Its sentiment and
its little humanities will strike a popular
chord
and the performances of Joseph
Dowling as an old "salt" and Frank
Keenan as a crabbed cod-packer will
kindle humor.
They seem real.
The
at

as well as for

office

and
you immediately. Address

in the attached coupon, send 25c

yours will start on

fine

its

way

to

ARMAND— Des

Moines

Armamd

—

ARMAND —Des Moines
oc
25c

AC

coin

^^^^^g for the Armand
Week-end Package and "Creed of Beauty.
T
I

;

1
enclose

Name
Address

admirably

handled by Rene
Adoree.
The story may be slow in unwinding, but it is free from melodramatic
is

It

—

is

pathos

it.

a week-end's supply of genuine Armand Cold Cream
Powder that soft, dry, wonderfully adhering powder
made with a base of cold cream. Then there's a box of
Armand Bouquet, a less dense powder. Still another of
Armand Rose; a tiny box of Armand Rouge with puff
included; Armand cold cream, vanishing cream, talcum,
a little cake of fragrant soap and the Armand "Creed
of Beauty."

for a homespun drama here, a
the
sentimental
gesture
pathos
of
in
blighting of a romance.
Look for a heart
drama spun with the humanities expressed
by seafaring folks.
Look for the sea
and feel its tang, its sense of tragic consequences when men fare forth in ships as

story

seen

bag for the week-end or over-night trip.
And it enables you to look your best every minute of
your visit. This wonderful package contains more than
into suitcase or

Look

their

its daintiness and completeness the new Armand
Week-end Package has won the heart of every

City and State

My

dealer's

name

is

hokum.
G.\LL0PiNC Gallagher

Fred Thomson, the husband of Frances
Marion, is the exponent of this title and
with his horse, Silver King, he enlivens
this hoary plot with some adventurous in-

—

cident—particularly as it pertains to the
noble steed.
The animal is used to help
capture some bandits who have over-run
a western cow-town.
It is typical of its
kind in that the customary hard riding,
gun toting, and rescuing the heroine are
exploited.
The novelty enters only when
the horse is employed in a deputy-sheriflr
role.
There is a hand-to-hand brawl
which is ridiculous thru being overstresscd.
Thomson is an earnest fellow, who has
screen
personality
and a dare-devilish
manner and he's sure to get on in the
screen world.
And his horse should help
him quite as much as Bill Hart's painted
pony helped Bill.

THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
School and College Bureau
Offers You Its Specialized
Services in Choosing a School
Last year the School and College Bureau
The Chicago Daily News saved many
busy parents and questioning boys and pirls
both time and worry by sending them
prompt, reliable information about just tlie
personal rekind of school they wanted
quirements as to location and tuition charges
being considered in each individual case.

of

—

Again

this year

many young

people

will

be perplexed by the problem of finding the
right school. Why not let us help you?

The Chicago Daily News maintains

this

absolutely free of charge to you.
need to select a school hurriedly on
mere hearsay when expert advice can be
obtained by telephoning, writing, or calling
for a personal interview at
service

No

The Chicago Daily News

The Arizona Express

School and College Bureau

Carrying
every
cataloged under the

melodramatic

name

of

trick

hokum — this

15

A

NSTANTLY cools and soothes dry bnrninffskin.
I' preventative as well aa a remedy. Makes skia
clear, velvety and beautiful. Removes blemishes,
pimples, blackheads, etc. Won't rub off. Impossible
to detect. Imparts delicate iastmg fragranceSend us 4c in stamps
Trial Offei

—

for a Trial Bottle; 2 colors for 5c.
sure to mention color or colors
wanted: Brunette, Wfiito, Flesh-

Be

Pink or Rose Red.
LyonMfg.Co., 34So.5thStreet'
_Brooklyn,f«.x>—
.Brooklyn,N.Y.

^

^Magnolia

Balm

Liquid Face and
Toilet

Powder

Years Wonder.
fill

Success

N.WELLS ST., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

PAGl

—

—

serial compressed
into feature size.
The elders in the audience will recognize it, for it came bounding into the towns years ago when Lincoln

Nobel Prize for Literature, plays upon a
theme of broken romance, which was

QMOTION PICTURP

m

l.
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one might be called a

Carter's name meant much more than
Somerset Maugham's.
You simply must
overlook its improbabilities and merely

J.

account its crackling action
suspense.
And nothing, absolutely
nothing, is forgotten in carrying this suspense to the breaking point. You may see
thru it all, or better still, you will see
thru it all, but it has its compensations
in its exciting adventures.
will tell you that the innocent hero's
sister has a tough time ahead of her in
reaching the governor so that he will grant
take

and

into

its

We

Good Music—
Wherever You Go!
Sixty miles on the speedometer— twelve
noon by the clock a quiet, shady grove by
the roadside
a lunch basket packed with
good things to eat and five hungry people
ready to sit down to a feast at nature's table.
That's the time for a little music from the
pocket orchestra a few lively selections on

—
—

—

—

a Hohner Harmonica^

The World's

Best

Get a Hohner Harmonica today and play

minute

triumphs

Virtue

pardon.

Pauline Stark and David Butler carrying
They deserved vacations and
insurance policies.
You may laugh at it,
and even patronize it with a superiority
viewpoint, but at the same time you arc
The hour will slip by
apt to get a thrill.
the burdens.

—

it

Ammfiicm
Fat Folks
Wash yourfataway with
La-Mar Reducing Soap
The new discovery.
Results
Quick and amazing, nothing
Reduces any part of body
Internal to take.
No
desired without affecting other parts.
Be as slim as you wish.
dieting or exercising.
Acts lilie magic in reducing double chin, abdomen, ungainly ankles, unbe ming wrists, arms
and shoulders, large breasts, or any superfluous
Sold direct to you by mail,
fat on body.
postpaid,
on a money-back guarantee.
Price 50c a cake or 3 cakes for $1.00; one
usually accomplishes its
caltes
to three
purpose. Send cash or money order today.
You'll be surprised at results. Address

LA-MAR LABORATORIES
504-OBeckman Bldii. .CleTeland.Ohlo

AMOND

is
is as clever in sketching humor as he
in sketching subtle villainj', look him over
Here is a comedy drama
in this new opus.
rich in mirthful situations and delightful
character portraits.
The inimitable Arliss
draws upon his emotional reserves and
gives a study admirably limned. He plays
a wealthy father who takes his son's bet
And
that he cannot live on $20 a week.

before

this

amusing

run

has

effort

its

Helping out with the

fun

—

son with good feeling.

—

piece
of celluloid
Arliss demonstrates
his versatile talent.

— pantomime

It's

the youth

an

is

$42.50.
1

DAYS' FREE TRIAL

n

you can duplicate this
watch for $70.00, yourdepositwillbe refunded.

If not satisfactory or If

$4.05 PER
After

trial

^^^^^m

MONTH

Home

Leave

intimate
bedroom
and bestuff is given a screen dressing
cause his idea is treated with a measure of
subtlety and some delicacy, it has gotten
by the penetrating eyes of the censors. Of
course such a story needed excellent inAnd
terpretation.
It has received such.
so neatly do the players touch the satirical
threads that the plot never becomes heavy
Much of this credit
with entanglements.
belongs to Lewis Stone who has a comedy

Avery

gift akin
as much

Hopwood's

to

George

with

— and

an

—

Arliss.

eyebrow

He

can

do

Adolphe

as

eyes are nearly as expressive as Chaplin's.
The comedy is diverting in its revelahave
tions of smart sophistication.
a wayward husband, his neglected wife,
and a dashing stenographer. When events
his

loom up disastrous, along comes grandma,
played a trifle too sentimentally by Alary
Carr, with a trump card (a quarantine
sign), and the quarrelsome couple are
brought together again. Propinquity lends
It's a neat
and it's all oyer.
its charm
little number directed with good spirit

—

and we recommend

FREE ROYAL CATALOG

ROYAL DIAMOND & WATCH
Dept. J084,

-

^

CO.

170 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

The

it

as

worth your while.

Blizzard

True to the Scandinavian
picture borders upon tragedy.
Dr.

'88

—

—

Look over

unpleasantness and pay heed

its

and

stampede

to its vivid
quality.

Selma

Lagerlof,

who

spirit,

this

Its author,

has

from the

its

pictorial

is

to

title

movieish
the

final

the way
fade-out.
It

all

portrays a domestic upheaval in which a
long-suffering wife sends her intoxicated
husband about his business and proceeds
to eke out a living and find a measure of
happiness by telling white lies.
It defies
logic and insults the intelligence because
of its conveniences.
Much of the plot is
detailed thru the captions, and the situations are clumsily executed.

The husband steps out of the picture,
or rather steps out of his wife's life until
he learns that she has inherited a snug
When she gives him fifty thoufortune.
sand dollars to clear out a bullet speeds
his death.
He met his end by stepping
into a dark alley.
This bit of convenience
is typical of nickelodion days.
The story
drags, which shows up the artificialities.
Among the players Maurice Costello
manages to be the most genuine.

—

every

pay balance $4.05 a month for ten months.

DIustrates and describes thousands of special values In diamonds, watches and jewelry — send for your copy at onue
Address Dept. 1084.

—

subtle

in

a
gesture and expression.

Why Men

And

another side of

His comedy
meaning

with

"The

in

plays the
—admirable

picture.

this

still

Taylor

are

Holmes and Ivan Simpson. And
who made such an impression
\Miite Sister" Ronald Colman

We

'ATCH

anyone

.A.nd

Virtuous Liars

you dont believe that George Arliss

Menjou

and this 14 Karat Solid
White Gold Rectangular
Wrist Watch set w>th four
perfect cut. Genuine Diamonds comes to you all chargres paid. Highest
grade 15 ruby and Sapphire Jeweled MovePrice, only
ment. Life time guarantee.

lends
distinct
a
seeing this herd
dashing
panic-stricken
thru
furious
a
storm
with the helpless hero being
dragged at the heels of the leader is certain to have a quickened pulse.
The romantic issue is not so good.
There is a
stubborn mother who refuses to be reconciled to the boy's love affair.
So he gives
up his violin for the reindeer. The experience leaves him stark mad.
But his
mind is soothed by a lullaby strummed on
the fiddle by the girl.
It's realistic naturally
for the Swedes go in for realism.

Week

course, we are treated to some capital
situations and pranks.
Let it be said that
both father and son make good.

Simp!y send S2.00

quality

scenic

This picture

City.

WRI

The

novelty.

unnoticed.

If

tonight. 50^ up at all dealers. Ask for the
Free Instruction Book. If your dealer is out
of copies, write M. Hohner, Inc., Dept. 175,

York

last

after a series of melodramatic scenes involving a murder, a jail delivery, and a
fast train.
The players work hard, with

$20 A

There's nothing like good music for happiness;
and there's nothing like a Hohner for good
music. Hohner Harmonicas are true in tone,
accurate in pitch and perfect in workmanship.
Anyone can learn to play real music quickly.

New

a

doubtless more interesting in its original
shape. There is much revealed here which
is reminiscent of the early days of celluloid drama.
Its value here rests mostly
upon the pictorial side, tha there is offered
a forceful climax when a herd of reindeer
stampede over the white wastes of the
Scandinavian northland.

won a

Excitement
Even farce-comedy must carry a semblance of rhyme and reason to score these
days. Time was when directors fashioned
this form of entertainment to bring out

—

the slapstick hokum
speed of action being
the only element considered.
There is no
It capitalizes the spirited
deft touch here.
girl who is tamed by her husband after he
The plot is so
adopts cave-man tactics.
wild and haphazard that one might guess
But the dream situation
it
as a dream.
isn't employed at all.

The girl cuts up considerable didoes
which are heavy with slapstick and not
To
the least bit suggestive of humor.
brighten it up, the title writer resorts to
If people talked as these
"wise cracks."
characters do life would be nothing but
one long round of nimble wit. It lives up
but with considerable
to its title at times
Laura La
straining to create a thrill.
Plante employs a roguish smile and makes
But her company
herself quite appealing.
is
incapable of meeting the demands of

—

—

slapstick.

Which Shall

A

It

Be?

sweet little study in sentiment is revealed in this picture, which is free from
any hokum, sex appeal or melodramatic
It tells a story of parental love,
punch.
and tells it quietly and with fine simplicity.
It is based upon a poem which appeared in
the Fourth Reader a quarter of a century
Here is the peaceful rusticity of a
ago.

!

^M'^iSJil.'i"'^^

Vermont farm

— with

a toiling farmer and
his wife working themselves to the bone
for their seven children.

—

The

Screen Stars in

A merica, Royalty A broad

— Fashionable

—

plot
extremely slight
concerns
problem of giving up one of the
youngsters to a relative. But love proves
too strong and the child remains at home.
their

JVomen Everywhere

Turn

—

Not much to it is there? But it is told
with such admirable tact, with such fine
sensitiveness and understanding, that it
strikes deep as one of the better things.
There is pathos and there is humanit}-.
Anyone with haif a heart will come away
with a kind thought. Mothers evenwhere
will prize it highly.
It speaks a universal
language.

Nes tie's

to
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Waves

"LANOIL" Home

Straightest

Outfit Permanently
Hair Safely— Price Only $15

6^va ^^(^vak,

Below:

"Everyomt
says mine is th»

dazzling and gifted
Metro Star, writes
from Los Angeles,

AILEEX PRIXGLE
By Phyllis Greex

have

true,
;

and she

To move

within the pageantry of plot
Like some slim Circe only glimpsed
dreams.

She makes us think

in pictures

;

ever

— Miss Vesta

wonderful, Mr.
Nestle."

Norwood Avenue,

is

She is a Princess come superbly
Slow-drenched in royal languor
seems

wave they
seen,"

prettiest

Outfit

"Your Home

Doos6, 1449

P.

Chicago,

Send for our free interesting booklet.

nU

in

makes us

know
Strange fancies, alien to this iron age,
in an ivory cup ... a garden-close,
.\
red rose crushed upon a poignant

\Mne

page.

With

weary eyes and lovely, yearning
mouth,
She lives, with regal freedom with each
;

breath

She

and gives, with regal

loves,

And

sacrifice.

a Queen indeed, to

smiling, goes,

death

"/ am

delighted with

my

The Nestle

and one-half year
"
old daughter's wave,

— Mrs.

Charles M.

and they were executed in
spangled and jeweled silks
and satins and
French atelier.

by

laces

We

a

are

'UMMER

is here, and so is your
ever present hair-curling problem,
unless you give yourself lasting
waves, curls and ringlets with the
famous Nestle "Lanoil" Home Outfit.

talking about the costumes

worn

in

next

publish

Barbier

month we

the

original

sketches

together

with pictures of the
ent

same

differ-

wearing
costumes that

players

sketches depict.

the
his

Valentino

Bebe Daniels
Lowell Sherman
Lois Wilson
and Doris Kenyon
are some of the players
.

.

.

,

.

\vlio

No More

"Monsieur Beau-,

And

caire."

will

grace

.

age, frizz or harshness is
possible.

them

designed

.

.

.

these

tiful creations

beau-

Hot

Nightly Curlers,
Irons or Fluids

A

single waving with this dainty invention of the illustrious New York hair
genius, Mr. Charles Nestle, will convert

your straight hair, safely, quickly, and comfortably into natural waves, curls and
ringlets, not just for a few hours, but for
ALL THE TIME, and bathing, perspiration,
shampoos, fog and moisture will only make
them prettier every day.

In Your Home onSODays 'Free Trial
Imagine the pleasure, the freedom and
the self-confidence that lasting waves and
curls will give you all summer long. Imagine the admiration they will bring you.
To see how the dainty Home Outfit will
transform your straight hair, send the
coupon, or a letter, or postal for it today.
Wave your hair with the free trial materials we send with it. Then wait. Wash,
brush, comb, test your soft waves, curls
and ringlets in every way you see fit, and
if they do not become prettier e\erv day,
return the Outfit, and
that every cent of its $15 cost, deposited

WE GUARANTEE

Use

"Lanoil" Waving Improves the Hair. No break-

Hale, Americus, Ga.

Barbier

"LaNOIL" Homt

Outfit In

little five

with us or with your postman, will be refunded to you immediately.
You can depand absolutely on Nestle's gruarantee.

They have been established

since 19(te. Their wonderful "L.\noil" Process of Permanent Waving is conceded to be perfect. Many thousands of users have
recorded their gratitude and satisfaction in such
photographs and letters as the above. You can safely
wave as many heads as you desire with the one Outfit, so send for yours today and enjoy lovely, natural
waves, curls and ringlets through rain and shine
from now on.

Nestle Lanoil Co., Ltd.,

s

Dept.

Established 1905

12 and 14 East 49th Street,

New York

City

Just off Fifth .Avenue

Fill in, tear off

and mail coupon

today

(
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I

'

nestle lanoil

CO., LTD., Dept. S
12 & 14 East 49th St.. New York. N. Y.
Pleasesendme the Nestle "Lanoil" Home Outfit

(Permanent Waving.

I

1
I
'

for

understand that if, after using

the Outfit and the free trial materials, I am not satisI may return the Outfit any time within 30 days,
and receive back every cent of its cost of $15.

Ified.

enclose S15 in check, money order, or
bank draft as a deposit.
I prefer to deposit the $15 with my postman when the Outfit arrives.
if only free booklet of
OR. check
further particulars is desired.
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(From foreign

countries, send $16 check,
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'

money

order or cash equivalent ''n U S. currency. Canadians may order from Raymond Harper. 11r> Bloor
Street W., Toronto, Canada. $20 duty free.)
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Notebook

Reporter's

(Continued from page 84)
shoot "The Bandolero," announced on his
return to the States that he intends to
build a modern, fully equipped studio near
Havana, and make his future productions
there.
Something tells us it will be the
most popular location on the map.

today's Fashion
demands low cut gowns and

waists of the
sheerest materials, revealing arms and
shoulders. This makes Del-a-tone a toilet
necessity for all dainty women.

DEL-A-TONE
is

a

prepar.Ttion

scientific

made

for

the purpose of

removing hair,
and quickly.

easily, safely

Beauty specialists use Dela-tone because it leaves
the skin clear, firm and perfectly smooth.

Del-a-tone is easiest and
apply
simple directions with every jar.

—

best to

cAny l^rug or
'Department Store

c/it

"Born Rich," by Hughes Cornell, a
story that ran serially in the daily papers,
will be the first production of the Garrick
Pictures Corporation, a New York State
Corporation just formed. The picture will
be filmed at the Biograph Studios and Bill
Nigh, thru the courtesy of E. L. Smith,
will direct it.
The officers of the corpora^
tion are
Mr. Jess Smith, representative
of many famous stars and directors, and
Mr. Leland Hayward, a former newspaper
man associated for a number of years
with the United Artists.
:

We're wondering if there's any connection between a young man's fancy and
a young woman's in the gentle springtime
the young woman's bent seems to be
toward shopping, but that may be merely a
means to an end, anyhow thej're all doing
it.
Mae Murray stuffed ten days full of
it to
the breaking point but she had an
alibi
from the love bunk
twenty-one
changes of costume for one picture. Not
so bad
no, not if you belong to the orderby-number-rcady-made try-ons
but Mae
rolls her own
that is, originates and designs every rag she wears.
To get thru
in the allotted time she had to schedule
her day with a rigid pen
9 A.AI. to the
costumers, thence to the bootmakers, wigmakers, and a dozen other places in order
to have every detail of her costume correct.
The costumes in question are those to be
worn in "Circe," the story written especially for Miss Murray by Ibafiez.
The
scenario is said to be built on a brand-new
idea and was inspired by Miss Murray's
Robert
fine
work in "Fascination."

—

—

—

—

"I

Would Not Part

With It For $10,000':
So writes an enthusiastic, grateful
customer. In like manner testify over
100,000 people who have worn it,
Conserve your body and

:

life first.

The Natural
Body Brace
WEAKNESS

Overcomes

and!

ORGANIC AILMENTS off
WOMEN and MEN. Develops

erect, and graceful figure.
Brings restful relief, comfort,
energy and pep, ability to do
things, health and strength.
Does away with the strain and pain of standing and
walking; replaces and supports misplaced internal

an

_

organs; reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and
strengthens the back; corrects stooping shoulders;
develops lungs, chest and bust; relieves backache,
curvatures, nervousness, ruptures, constipation.
after effects of Flu. Comfortable and easy to wesir.

Costs

Yon Nothing

to

Try

It

Write today for illustrated book, free, with full information and measurement blank. Address
HOWARD C. RASH, Pres. Natural Body Brace Co.
SALCVA. KANSAS
117 Basil Building
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HAWAIIAN GUITAR
PLAY ALLTHE LATEST HITS
After Your FIRST LESSON You
Will Play a Complete Selec*
tion. We Guarantee That->
OuF method

is

so simple, interesting

End appealing that you begin in your
lesson to learn the famous Ha•waiianFolkSong"ALOHA".Think ^
"how happy you will be when you
Burprise your friends by playing
toe fascinating Hawaiian Guitar.

|

!IirEt

'

In o' few Tninuteg yoa ecqulro tho f our motions neceflflfiry to ©Tay anu
lllece— after that a short period of practice and yoa will have mastered
5hlB v?eirdly aweetmuaic. Complete courso of 52 lessons includes FBEE
CeautifulUawaiiaaGuitar, necessary picks, eteelbar, etc. Noextras.

No Previous Musical Knowlodge Necessary
\tyo}3'n€verrcaiia7nUBicatnotein i/our/r/c—if yoa haven't even tha
Blishtestknowledgeof music, 'wo can quickly end positively teach yoa,
to play this wonderfully popular Instrument. Don tbe juBtB"!5Etcu»
er when you can easiOj 6e t'.o center of intereatamoas yoor f rieaofft.

Over 40,000 successfulstudents*
Just Mail a Post Card for Details

out remarkable FREE HawaiianGuitarOfSer-slmply write; "I am interested"f>f

it

today.

First Hawaiian

Conservatory I
of Music, Inc. A Beautiful
I

Desk41,
233B'dway
(WoolwortbBlde.)

New York City

Leonard,

Miss

Murray's

husband,

will

direct the film.

Clothes

woman ?

"Manhandled"
little

cheap

—

make the man how about
Gloria's going to show 'em.

the
In

Swanson wears a

Gloria

taffeta evening dress that cost $7.50,
lisle stockings and ordinary o.xfords.

.\s the story progresses, however, she annexes some stunning clothes costing seventytimes-seven as much as the little taffeta
garment.
So Gloria has a chance to hit

Arthur

Stringer,
have a heart, after all.

back.

the

author,

did

Perlmutter stories that are to be filmed.
Mr. Sidney was chosen after some fifty
possibilities
were
looked
over.
Sam
Goldwyn, who immediately upon the selecleft for the Coast, to supervise the
production, stated that he intends to make
the "Potash and Perlmutter" pictures an
institution and will film but one a year.

tion,

—

My

country
right
or
wrong
my
That's the sentiment of John

country

!

Griffith W'ray toward Hollywood, and we
admire his loyalty. Mr. Wray says that

the young actors of the screen are idols of
the public and when newsmongers shatter
those idols by publishing wild stories, that
may or may not be true, they not only
harm the actor but destroy faith and
illusions without which
the public and
actor alike are dead wood.

The Detroit Motion Picture Companyit crank 'em up as
fast as the company that makes our internationally known
tin Lizzie?
"Mary" will be the first picture made by this company.
Stella Day,
the wife of the president, Frank L. Talbot,
is the leading woman, supported by Kenwill

Harlan,

neth

Arnold

Hale,

.\lan

Daly,

Mary Thurman, Tyrone Power, Henry
Florence Billings and Nellie Peck
Saunders.
Miss Day likes to have the
cast changed for each picture because,
she says it is more inspiring, but she
Sedlej',

means

to

have Tyrone Power

in as

many

of her plays as possible.

Come

seven

when

This

!

what King Vidor

is

started
filming
Rachel
Crother's stage success, "Mary the Third,"
and had to look about for seven leading
said

he

This is his catch
Johnny Walker,
Ben Lyon loaned by First National, William Haines who had a part in Rupert
Hughes' "True as Steel" for Goldwyn,
Creighton Hale appearing in Seastrom's
"Name the Man," William Collier, Jr.,
James Morrison, and Niles Welsh. Eleanor
Boardman will have the leading role with
Ben Lyon who played the same role on the
stage opposite her.
Pauline Garon will
men.

:

have an important feminine

—

the Free Viola Dana
that is, the film part of

The Land of
headed for

it,

role.
is
it,

after nine years with Metro.
Miss Dana
tired of being an ingenue or flapper or
whatever fashion calls the sweet little
thing at the moment, and she is angling for
a more serious role being an A-1 business
woman, owning tracts of land, houses, and
being the proprietor of a garage on Hollywood Boulevard, she's apt to be able to
It is ruhold out for what she wants.
mored that Famous-Players may use the
specified bait to land her in their studios.

is

The lady burglar has
"Hands Up!"
attacked the silversheet the result, a picture entitled "The Bobbed Hair Bandit,"
filmed by the Alutual Film Company of
England on Staten Island. Quite clever
of the Englishmen, we should say, to catch
If they'd
the atmosphere and all that.
catch the bandit, it would be more to the
But no.
liking of our American hearts.
Ruby Blaine, who has recently finished
her role in "Plastered Saints," will take
She's been caged
the titled part. E.xtra

—

!

Only Four Motionsend You Master Them QuicklyS

iutdo

;

—

—

The King is dead long live the KingGeorge Sidney has replaced the late and
beloved Barney Bernard in the role of
Abe Potash in the famous Potash and

!

The mills of the gods grind slow, but
Alice Mills cranks her dynamo to the
She will
twentieth century speed rate.
make a flying trip to Paris, light on the
chic French soil just long enough to film
one scene of a picture and purchase some
gowns— computed time ten hours— and
then will return to America to finish her
Her plans
work in "Crossed Wires."
after that are uncertain. .A.n offer to make
some pictures in Buenos Aires, is one of
the tempting things dangled before her.

;

"The Enemy Sex," not

the

story

that

you would choose ordinarily for fiances to
film, but James Cruze and Betty Compson
have made such a success of the job that
be second only to
next
Betty's
"Ramshackle
will
be
vehicle
starring
House," to be shot in Miami, Florida, with
Harmon Weight, who directed George
Arliss in "The Man Who Played God,"
handling the megaphone.
the

picture

"The

Mae

is

Covered

said

to

W^agon."

]Marsh has taken passage for Berlin,

where she is to be starred by the Stern
Film Company of Germany in a story of

———
OTION PICTUR
MAGAZINE

Miss Marsh was the first
actress to invade England's film
production and now she is the first to try

circus

life.

American
her

luck

also, that

Germany's.
It is
rumored,
Alarsh may be the Amer-

in

Aliss

ican actress that Griffith will feature in
the film he is to make for a syndicate of
Italian bankers.
Foreign films, it seems,
are doing more than yawn and stretch
they are determined to get both feet into
the game.
J. Gordon Edwards, for years
director-general of the Fox Film Corporation,

accompanied by Mrs. Edwards,

is

off

for Rome, too, for a conference with the
directors of one of the largest cinema
companies of Italy. He wasn't willing -to
talk until he had had his say with the folk
on the other side.

How to Beautify Your
Eyes in One Minute
Jost a wee touch of "MAYBELLINE ' and your eyebrows
end lashes wiJl appear valurally dark. long and luxurious.
Instantly and unfailingrly the eyes appear larger, deeper and
brilliant. The remarkable improvement in your beauty

more

rot spread and smear on the face or make the lashes stiff.
Each dainty box conts'ns bru^h and mirror. Two shades.
Brown for Blonds. Blatk for Brunettes. Purchase a box of
'M.^YBELLINE", use it once and you will never be wither t it aprain. 75c at yovr dealer'^ or dijiect from us. postrr-d
Accept only genuine "1*YBELl1NE" and your
e;ul faction is assured. Tear out this ad now as a reminder.

MAYBELLINE CO., 4750-54

Sheridan Road.

CHICAGO

REDUCE
Make your

figure attractive. Put on

my

Feather

Weight Bust Reducer, and you can measure the
reduction at once. You will be amazed at the remarkable change. If you are not
satisfied send it back by return
mail and I will return your
money at once.

SEND NO MONEY
Jastsend yoarbustmeasurement and I
will send a reducer in a plain wrapper.
Pay the postman S3.50,plu8afew cents
postage. If you prefer, send $3.50 and
I will pay the postagre. No C. O. D, to
Canada. Send for free catalogue.

MME. ANNETTE. Dept.
30 N. Michigan Ave.

8119.

Chicago,

III.

PERSONAL STATIONERY
SHEETS and $1
ENVELOPES

200
100

.00

•*

Printed with Your Name and Address
Clear, white bond paper, wiih envelopes to match. Your
name and address printed in beautiful, rich blue ink. on
both paper and enevelopcs. and sent to you postpaid, for
only $1.00. (West ot Denver and outside of V. S. $1.10.)
If Inconvenient to send the money, we will ship C. O. D.
Write name and address plainly.
Jloney returned If you are not more than Batisflcd.
Order today!
ELITE STATIONERY CO.,
5096 Main Street,
Smethport, Pa.

Twenty persons from

the East Side of
a talking film this is the
latest undertaking of Dr. Lee De Forest,
inventor of talking pictures. It is the first
time that such a large cast has been attempted and inaugurates also exterior
sounds to fit exterior sets.
The roar of
the elevated, as the train passes overhead,
the cries of the street vendors, and the
shrill voices of the children mi.xed with the
noise of their roller skates and other plaj-things are amazingly realistic, as is the
music of a "little German Band," which
plays with all the vim and discord for
which such bands are noted. The story's

New York

in

—

"East Side, West Side," and deals
with life in that congested district.
title

is

3

THE PENALTY OF BROMIDROSIS
(Fetid Perspiration)
As she

sits at the side of the man she adores,
she Is the picture of charm and beauty. .\nd yet.
deep in her heart she sulTers because he gives his
attention to another.
If she onb' knew that he
Would eare for her were il not for the offense of

pirHi iratic.n.

How
and

we

detect this annoyance on others
we consider our own shortAB-SCENT you can be sure of
not only remedies e.vcessive perbut destroys odors harmlessly.

easily

how

seldom

With

cominss.
yours.

for

If,

sr'iiation,

it

you want to know what will happen
if
you cast an actress, who can wear
Paquin and Genet models like a queen, in
a role where she must dress, not in the
picturesque costumes of long ago, but in
If

ten years past only, ask Anna
Miss Nilsson is being feaNilsson.
tured in "The Mountebank," and tnust
wear clothes of the prewar modes, but
she happened to go on a shopping tour
with Alice Joyce, her old chum of
days, and all her inhibitions in regard to
lovely clothes melted like the April snow.
Miss Joyce was choosing a wardrobe for
work abroad and eveo' time she ordered a
coat, hat, dinner and evening dress, a pair
of pumps or what-not, Miss Xilsson did
the same.
To make matters worse, another friend who is opening in a Broadway production spoke for Miss Nilsson's
services on a shopping jaunt too, and she
tiie

mode of

COLORLESS!

Q.

Kakm

AB-SCEXT.

her

own

no staining ailifi.ial I'fiiiiis)
formulated bv a physician,

and

absolutely harmless,
corrects
the condition
of
which you yourself may be unconscious, and does
not burn, itch or irritate. Ideal for personal use.
It is ustd by men and women for prcTcntine unclean armpits and perspired feet.
All good stores or by mail in plain wrapper 50c
rrepared by the makers nf Zip
liliiilliliMliiiliMtiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiinitiiiiiiiii

JEAN JORDEAU,

Inc.

Enclosied find one dime. Please send liberal
trial bottle of AB-SCENT and samples of
your Massage Cream and Face I'owder,

Cilu and Slate-

more extravagances

until, accordshe has enough
to last ten years and no bank
Her latest
account worth mentioning.
resolution is what yours would be under
the circumstances.
fell into

ing to
clothes

fr<";iil:iiiis

CREATIONS

story,

iasyitdi»JLAYEasy*o

Glenn Hunter, that appealing youthful
who brought "Merton of the

actor,

1/3/OUare

OVERWEIQHT
you owe

it

to your-

self to

in

and mail

this

fill

Coupon

NOW

The Gotham Corporation Dept. E.
565 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Please send me at once, without cost,
your booklet "For Stout People"

Alovies" to the footlights, has filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy in the United
with liabilities
District
Court,
States
amounting to $14,096. His assets, consisting of personal effects and silverware,
practically covered his indebtedness.
It
seems too bad that an actor who gave so
freely of himself in the poignant characterization of Merton Gill
should have,
somehow, run amuck against the shoals of
prosperity.
Mr. Hunter is now on the

Coast and is registering "Merton of the
Alovies" on the silversheet with Viola Dana
as the Alontague girl who intrigues him
into taking a comic role unknown to himself and incidentally winning stardom for
him. James Cruze is directing.

The Saxophone

is

the easiest of all
wind instruments
to play and tho
sweetest in tone.
In an hour you
can leam to play
the scale and soon
play popular airs.
Nothing can take
place for
its

Home,

Lodge.

Church or School
Entertainment.

_

;S«I

SAXOPHONE

Is a marvelous instrument— the only one with convenient
•'snap-on pads." Easy payment tenns can he arranged if
desired, making it very easy to pay. Six days' free trial
allowed. Write for Free Book about the Saxophone and
(80)
Complete Catalog.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT

CO.

Everythine in Band and Orchestra Instruments

No
City

threatening the movies
no, not typography
nor anything so simple
but the type-setting of the players that
is, the demand of the public and directors
that they always appear in the same type
T)-pe-setting

Name
_

Street
State

—

is

—

{Continued on page 96)

—

2180 BUESCHER BLOCK

ELKHART, INDIANA

SEN
D US YOU R
Ma3
xta

Fl

LMS

20c with any Bise film for development and

6IX printa, or send ns bix nes^tivcs. any size, and
20c for SIX prints. Trial 5x7 enlargement in handeome folder. 25c. Overniirht Service.

- ROANOKE PHOTO FINISHING CO.
-„. Bell
206
Ave.
Roanoke,

V«.
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Letters to tKe Editor
(Continued from page 68)
think the production is a huge success
dramatization, as might be implied,
knowing that the leading roles were
carried by Lillian Gish, Henry B. WalI

of

thall

and

D.

W.

Mae Marsh.

Griffith deserves credit for the
direction.
His battle scenes were splendid
and natural.

(i^^e aWay
torture of tired feet /

le

You know how hot, tired

feet ache

and throb, swell and even blister
and how such a condition robs you
of anticipated pleasure.

A

word

Jr.!

A Fan

the soothing relaxation of
muscle tension comes a cool, comfortable feeling

—

^perfect relief.

who

from Topeka, Kansas.

them,

this

antiseptic liniment just

before the next big dancing event at
which you want to appear at your best.

At

all druggists', $1.2} or postpaid.
Liberal trial bottle, lOc, postpaid.

W.F.YOUNG, Inc.
292

Lyman

make "Buddy."

Mass

Springfield,

IMarion Davies and
Harrison Ford after personal observance- of them.
Dear Editor
Just a word to the
Marion Davies and Harrison Ford fans.
The Cosmopolitan Productions have been
working in my home town for nearly a
month on "Janice Meredith," and I have
seen a number of the players, including
Marion Davies and Harrison Ford, as I

Her acting in "Janice
service.
will certainly outdo "Yolanda,"
latest picture.

silver
Other timely uses:
Cuts
Sunburns
Strains
Bruises

Insect bites
Children's hurts

Let's

hope

so,

Meredith"
her

Now for Harrison Ford. He is a wonderful actor and deserves a great deal of
have seen him on location as
I
credit.
well as at the hotel and he is always the
same, very quiet and always alone. Girls,
One day while on
little secret.

here's a

Commentaries on several
Dear Editor
I. have
never

Super-PEARLS

f4S
H

impoitec
;d di-

^m^
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Indestructible.
Will lot
costing fabulous sums.
break, crack, peel, discolor not affected by perwill last a lifetime!
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only
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FREE

—

—
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stars.

publicly.
I have at times tried to believe that I
liked only the beautiful stars of the screen,
but I found upon checking up that I was
mistaken.
There are several actresses I
like who wouldn't be in the beautiful class

at

all.

Some

people

just

make us

like

them no matter what they look like.
Let's have some photographs of Aileen
No
Pringle very soon. She is exquisite
1

other actress on the screen, except Mary
Pickford, has as much charm, beauty and
grace of movement. Her face is beautiful

(Continued on page 100)

actually to begin the filming of the scene itself

Loricnt

N. Y.

written a
fan letter to a star, nor have I written a
letter of comment to any magazine previous to this.
At last I have summoned
sufficient courage to voice my sentiments

despair of movie people. Here are King
Vidor and Laurette Taylor as they discussed a scene from
"Happiness" while their audience looked on, impatient for them

PEARL NECKLACE

1

:

Street scenes are the

THIS MAGNIFICENT

Billie

L F. S.
Plattsburg,

for

have been on location real often and
watched them.
Marion Davies was made honorable
Colonel of our regiment at the Barracks
of which she presented the Infantry with a

St.

the

Here is hoping your magazine prints a
picture of Harrison Ford, for I have failed
to find one, and 1 hope if the Cosmopolitan
Company likes this part of the country as
well as they say they do, they'll return to

:

Try

BUT,

here is the point, he doesh*t
other kind of chickens, so girls
dont fall too hard for him, for you wont
succeed.
He sure is a wonderful fellow
and should get more credit in your magazines than he's getting.
His acting in
"Janice Meredith" will also be line.
like

Sincerely yours,

Praise

With

Henabery,

—

But if only you knew of what welcome relief is obtained from the apphcation of Absorbine,

Joseph

for

played the character of Abraham Lincoln.
He displayed a broad mind, and a big
heart true to the character.
My conclusion is "Why cant we have
such pictures as 'The Birth of a Nation,'
instead of the kind which have 'manufactured' plots?"
Sincerely yours,

had a treat on me thru a friend
mine from the company, chicken
sandwiches which any player would enjoy
while on location, as it's so hard to get
a meal while working.
He sure enjoyed
location he

of

—

!

;

!

«°SP.ffi"''R

TKistledown
(Continued from page 62)
at him, amazed.
to say you're in sympathy with

His acquaintance looked

"You mean

foolishness?"
"Certainly," replied Sam King, quietly.
"Why not ? She has found a man she loves
deeply and who loves her deeply. She has
found the biggest thing in the world."
"Not bigger than a smashing picture success," scoffed the other.
I differ with
"Dont you think so?
you then," said Sam King. "There are
simple, eternal verities that are bigger than
any picture you or I will ever make, Dave.
The verity is always bigger than the semblance, the counterfeit. You should believe
this
it'll help you
make better pictures."
this

—

His friend gufTawed again, but secretly
he was impressed
Sam King might talk
like a fool, but he was no fool
What
was he driving at anyway?
;

!

Up

FRECKLES

——

sitting-room at the Inn,
Leon and Anna, just returned from the
wedding, were drinking to the bride and
groom from Leon's choicest champagne.

ruin your

appearance

in their little

"Tst, now," warned Anna, "wine of this
flavor is to sip, Leon not to gulp." Then,
in the same breath
"Did she not look like
an angel from Heaven, our bright-eyed

—

:

little

Your
Be

free this

their embarhave freckles all over
goodby to
If you do

summer from

rassmfiit
Don't
your nose again.
good looks
Stillman's Freckle Cream is guaranteed
or your money reto remove every freckle
funded. It has a double action. Freckles
are dissolved away by this snowy, fragrant
cream.
Your skin is whitened, refined
!

—

—

and softened

at the

same

time.

Guaranteed to remove every freckle

Miss Dolly?"

'"Heaven's own light it was that was
shining in her eyes with that brightness,"
answered Leon. "That love-light, it is a
torch dropped to poor mortals lest this

You simply apply

Stillman'.^

at

hand was

While you
like any ordinary cold cream.
sleep
its
magical action takes place.
Gradually the freckles fade from sight, and
j'our complexion grows clear and milk
white, beautiful as a baby's skin.

Write for "Beauty Parlor Secrets*'
Send
us

"Beauty Tarlor Secrets" and let
you what your particular tiT)e needs
fur

tell

to look best.
Crammed with makt--up
hints, skin and hair treatments. If you buy
$3 worth Stillman toilet articles in 1924 we
will present you with beautiful, large size
bottle
ptrfume,

cream

Remove*

Given free if
you buy $3
worth Still-

man toilet
articles

in

1924.

You need

free.

ruany

our

pre-

STILLMAN

daily
Stillman's Freckle parations
your
home.
Get our

The

stealing to refill his glass.

covert act did not escape Anna's eyes she
opened her lips quickly, but closed them
again
without voicing the admonition.
After all, it was Miss Dolly's wedding they
were celebrating her joyous wedding.
And if Leon should drink himself ill
well, he could recover tomorrow, the dear,
glad-hearted, wise-hearted old Leon.

I

niglil

poor workaday world grow baffling and
dreary. Ah, they shall be happy and blest,
!"
those two
Under cover of his eloquence Leon's

—

Freckles are caused by suulight which
beats down as fiercely in America as in
Italy or Africa.
Unless you do something,
your skin will ccnslantly grow
worse.
The lougtr you wait, the harder
it will be TO remove them.
So start now
Women send for Stillman's Freckle
Creain from the f*"jr curmrs of the earth.
It is the most widely used preparation in
the world for this purpose. All druggists
carry it in 50c and $1 sizes.

CO.,

in

Aurora,

booklet.

Parlor Secrets."

I'lcase

Freckle*

33

Rosemary Lane.

III.

send

me

free copy of

"Beauty

Xame.

Whitens the Skla

;

—

Miss Julia's reflections during this afternoon period were perhaps the most puzzled
and most muddled of all. She was sitting
alone in the gloomy splendor of the
Daggett mansion.
There had seemed no
one she cared

to invite to share her meditations after the wedding.
She wished
they'd been married here in the mansion
that simple little church service had been
pretty, but it should have been more gorgeous, impressive the expense could have
been managed. She'd have liked to exhibit
Hiram's wife to better advantage ... a
De Bossert
yes, things promised to
come out well after all
Dolly was really a bright, lovable little
thing.
Funny, tho, that Hiram hadn't
known who she was, not at all, when he

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

marry her
-A^nd curious, this odd change in him.
She couldn't forget some of the things he
had said
they pleased her, of course,
for his alteration was decidedly for the
first

wanted

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

Well, he was settling down to the business anyway
she'd always known he had
a good head, if only he was willing to apply himself
Nice she wouldn't have to
give up the home
Too bad that Hiram
and Dolly didn't want to live here a De
Bossert living up at the De Bossert place
maybe, some day, they'd rebuild up
there a large and splendid house befitting their position
;

.

.

.

!

—

.

.

—

—

.

.

— tho,

Imported Romeos
YOU

"r\o

made

The Kid
Grows Up

LIKE Americanlovers? Read the

by Dorothy Donnell
foreign lovers crowding our domestic product off
the screen ?

(^ H

article

— are

A R L
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picked

new

A Family Affair
A

1

—

a d y

biggirl

Kleig and Footlights.

Kid."

ter half,

all

^ how

a

—a

Carr.

Lita has

now reached
the

on

motion picture

made by Harry
he tells how to

Apple Blos-

som age

is

Now

lie

is

stick to

tear.

Be Sure Not
>[r.

of screen couples; delightful
filming of "The Eternal City."

—hence

the honor. Char-

pull a laugh

PICTOKLil/ FE.\TUKES:

one of

the kids in "'The

A Laugh—A' Tear
INSTALMENT

i

little

who was

eyed

bet-

a

the

— Richard, his
and their two lovely
celebrities of
daughters —

\ NOTHER

E

leading
L t a

Gray,

N ARTICLE about the Bennetts

I

Chaplin"

going to
comedies

to Miss the July Issue
and Mrs.

sketches

—

made

a

double page spread of intimate pictures
Italy by Montague Love during the

in
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.

What were the two of them doing now?
She wished they had asked her up to dinner

and Screen

Pictorial of Stage

to

better but they bothered her, too
they didn't sound like Hiram
and she
couldn't quite grasp what he meant.

.

cfgj^ifSM^MSMSMEM^M

of course, that couldn't be ex-
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On the News-stands June 12
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pected, their first dinner together.

But she
would invite her soon she
invite them down here often
she
felt strangely lonely
Yes, Dolly was
a sweet girl and singularly unspoiled ... a
De Bossert
they certainly must build
hoped
must

—
—

they

.

.

a suitable

.

.

.

What Do You Intend

.

house

.

.

Doing

.

Yes, things had turned out well, after
all

.

.

After

.

Miss Julia communed with herself

Graduation?

until

was time to dress for her solitary dinner this was a rite she seldom neglected,
and tonight she made a slightly more formal toilette had not a Daggett today
it

;

—

married a De Bossert?
^Meanwhile Hi and Dolly, up on their
hill,
were far awa}' from thoughts of
financial operations or motion pictures or
entanglements with the law or any views
of an urbane world.
They went down the familiar way to the
old summer-house, basking now under a
warm December sun. And Dolly began to
sniff the air, like sea-folk do when, longinland, they first smell the tang of the sea.
"It smells different here from any place
in

the

world," she said.

"It

smells

—

like

home."
Hand-in-hand, they made a pilgrimage
over their domain. Their talk was of no
momentous topic only it was the most
momentous of all topics the birds would
be chattering it presently when, up in those

—

Say Goodbye

Girls!

To

;

boughs,

stark

Yellov/ish

their

As

Teeth
Kew

Safe Liquid anil Special Paste AVIiitens
Stained Teetli Instantly
Every man admires personal daintiness in the
fair sex.
But no girl can be trub' dainty and
charming with dull yellowish teeth. Bleachodent
Combination costs only few cents and whitens
Leaves teeth flashing
teeth instantly, at home.
Contains mild safe
white, lustrous and clean.
and a
liquid which loosens and softens stains
special paste which gently removes them. Works
instantly.
Quicker, surer, safer than old scourJloney
ing
methods which injured enamel.
instantly refunded if not delighted with first
WARNING: Don't accept cheap
application.
Always insist on genuine
imitations.
liquid

—

—

-

r.lcachodent Comljination, the SAFE treatment.
Distributed by Bleachodent Dental Laboratories
and sold by drug and department stores every-

where.
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fgj

they

would

myriad homes.
the sun was slipping

Ijehind the trees,

them.
Dolly gave a deep sigh.
"It feels like
home, doesn't It? After long and arduous

—

home

"

"Oh, Hi."

And

presently,
she murmured
"
".\nd to think that tomorrow
".A.11 the days of our life," he amended.
She glanced up with tear-bright eyes.
"Oh, isn't it a beautiful world!"
"Beautiful," he answered, for he was
looking in her eyes.
then,

—

{The End)
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School

next few weeks ?

you

If

no doubt desire

the

are, j'^ou

to enter college

next

fall,

but probably the ques-

tion

has

arisen

where

you

as

can

how and

to

enough

obtain

money to finance your course
now, maybe I can help 3fOu earn
enough money this summer to
pay your tuition fee and also give

you enough spending money for
of next winter.

all

What

Propose Doing

I

Give You

want

During

All

Summer Months

the
I
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Light,
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to
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$10.00 a day.
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work

a
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$150.00

time
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month;

a
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of the vast

and boys that will graduate
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building

start

they climbed the slope to the cottage.
On
the little front portico they loitered a
moment. Briggs, peeping out thru a window, saw them and hastily vanished.
In the living-room, logs were blazing in
the fireplace; there was no other light.
The quiet was like a living, brooding thing,
it
touched them like soft, gentle fingers.
The fire-glow leaped out and caressed

traveling coming back
"Oh, Dolly," he said.
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AFTER THE SHOW

.

.

.

By Janice Treat
The

screen

dark

is

the music's final blare

;

Sounds thru the lighted house; we rise,
and go
Half -dreaming, up the crowded aisle-ways,
where
A hundred?'" voices blend, '"You liked the
show
."
"Oh,
"I thought it wonderful
.

.

she
dearest thing!" "O'Brien's perfect,

isn't

The

Jim!"
"I liked the travel picture

.

"Did you

."

.

see,

"There, at the
at

She Found A Pleasant Way To
They

Reduce Her Fat
She did not have to go

to the
of diet or exercise.
She
found a better way, which aids the
digestive organs to turn food into
muscle, bone and sinew instead of fat.

She

used

Marmola

Prescription

which are made from the

famous Marmola prescription. They
aid the digestive system to obtain the
full nutriment of food. They will allow
you to eat many kinds of food without

A

good drug stores the world over

postpaid.

MARMOLA COMPANY
1714General Motors Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

The

gates to

a few applications of this won
der working lotion has cleared faces
'*^^-

pimples, blackheadSp

acne eruptions on

the face or
oily or

enlarged pores,
shiny skin, you can

body,

why CLEAR-TONE

tested

and approved

simplicity of the treatment.

The Story of

How

I Cured MV'

my

self are all explained in
free booklet. Write for your copy
ioday and learn of the results got- At
ten by thousands of men and women, w^
222

An

E. S. GIVENS
KANSAS CIH. MO.
CHEMICAL BLDG.

Easy

Way

new Romance

;

and

.

them

for

the actors

EARLE

;

.

within their reach
Rise to illumine pictured love and mirth.

E.

LtEDERMAN

The Muscle Builder

.

A Slap

in the

Face

With a Cream Puff
is
not a man's way of flghling.
Neither can you
a man's joh with halls 'it mnsli on your arms
win re muscle ounlit to be.
How long are you going
to drag along this way'/
Dcm't try to kid yourself
by saying:
"Oh, I'll start regular exercise next
wceU." I know a lot of fellows who kept doing that
until
Zowie it was too late. They couldn't make
a come-back no matter how they tried.

SCREEX BABIES

do

By Gertrude Forbes

Why

adult plot in nighties white.
And interrupt with prayers the fine,
Accustomed and parental fight ?
can they, at the age of two,
Hawk Swedish matches on the street.
In order that stern Grand-papa

This

Must they

he

intrude with "childish plea"

—

—

Uniting with their

"little

Day

You

for

another second.
If ynu want to
life, you'll have to .start right
now.
(;ome on. let's go— you and me and you're
going to bless the day you read this message.
I'm
going to make you work you can bet your old shirt
on that. Hut you'll thank me for It, 'cause oh boy
wliat a dilTerent looking chap you're going to he.
Just for a starter I'm gohig to put one full Inch
on those anus of yours in exactly 30 days and two
inches on your chest In the same length of time.
But that's nothing.
Then comes the real works.
I'm going to build out that neck of yours and put
a pair of shoulders on you that will bulge right
out of your old coat sleeves.
I'm going to fill out
your chest with a perfect pair of Uings that will
pump real oxygen into your blood, shooting a thrill
over your entire body and sending a quiver up
your old spinal column.
I'm going to put a ripple
of muscle up and down your stomach Instead of that
roll of fat that is now hanging ovei- your belt line.
And Willie I'm doing this. I am also going to build
musiie In and around every vital organ.
You will
liave a spring to your step and a flash to vour eve.
In fact, you win say to yourself:
"What a terrlhle
oU-can I was turning out to be; why didn't I start
iliii Icng agoi"

—

—

—

must they almost drown or burn.

Or catch convenient chickcnpox
And wear but why ? a bandaged

a Big
off

the best of your

—

such surroundings, meet?

And why, when Dadd}' finds that
Would be much happier divorced

Is

Don't put this

make

How

in

—

—

must they toddle sweetly thru

The

?

head.

hands"

Distracted parents by the bed.

you should meet them off the screen,
These interfering little mites.
You'd spank them well and wish them ill
According to their pious lights
But as the screen imprisons them
You gulp a gulp and drop a tear,
Unnatural they may be, but
The author kiiew their charm, I fear.
If

100,000 Test Cases.
The

.

.

.

.

.

realize

has been
in over

.

love come alive and find new
speech,
And set a spell upon them all the earth
Spins to their heartbeats
moons

Why

^rp

she looked

make
Their own

They may,

When

out

sleepy child cries
lovers take

sell

Marmola Prescription Tablets at one dollar
a box. Ask your druggist for them, or order
direct and they will be aent in plain wrapper,

of

how

gloves, they drop a bon-

their

lose

Their homeward way
the show unlocks

the necessity of dieting or exercising.
Thousands have found that the
Marmola Prescription Tablets give
complete relief from obesity. And
when the accumulation of fat is
checked, reduction to normal, healthy
weight soon follows.
All

just

bon box,

trouble

Tablets,

last,

him?"

I

—

Let's

Go

Wliy waste time over these things.

You want muscle.
strength.
You want life. What you want,
I can give you
it's yours for the asking.
I don't
try to kid you on with a lot of idle promises.
I
guarantee tiiese things. You don't take any clianee
with me. Come on now and get on the job. Be the
man you have alwajs wanted to be.
You want

Send

—

My New

for

64-Page

Book

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT"

to

IT IS

Remove Dandruff
If you want plenty of thick, beautiful,
glossy silky hair, do by all means get rid
of dandruff, for it will starve your hair
and ruin it if you don't.
The best way to get rid of dandruff is to
dissolve it. To do this, just apply a little
Liquid Arvon at night before retiring; use
enough to moisten the scalp, and rub it in
gently with the finger tips.
By morning, most, if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and three or four
more applications should completely remove every sign and trace of it.
You will find, too, that all itching of the
scalp will stop, and your hair will look and
feel a hundred times better.
You can get
Liquid Arvon at any drug store.
fourounce bottle is usually all that is needed.
The R. L. Watkins Co., Cleveland, Ohio

A

PICTURE NEWS
By Faith Baldwin
The pageant of

Upon

A

the
the screen

baseball

A

We

giant

game

;

we see
a flaming sky

redwood

A

delight,

the grand,

group of trooping

wtaklings, implorins me to help them.
Look them
ovLT now and you will marvel at their present
physltuus.
Tliis book will prove an impetu,s and a
rial inspiration to you.
It will thrill you through
and throut-"Ii. AH I ask is ten cents to cover the cost
of wrapping and mailhig and it is yours to keep.
Tliis will not nblifiatf you at all. but for the sake of
your future hejdth and happiness, do not put it off.
Send today right now, before you turn this page.

—

EARLE

lads,

"Squads right!"

devastated land.

EARLE

E.

E.

LIEDERMAN

305 Broadway, New York City

Dept. 307,

tree.

watch disaster and

The humble and

A

World goes by

;

FREE

It
contfiins forty-three fuU-pnge photographs cf
niystlf ami some of the many prize-winning pupils I
Iiavf trained.
Some of these came to me as pitiful

LIEDERMAN.

Dept. 307. 305 Broadway,

Dfar
you

are

Sir:
to

—I

part whatever,
cvilar

New York

enclose herewith

10

City.

cents for which

me. without obligation on my
a copy of your latest book, "Mus-

stnd

Development."

Xame

And

once the Prince of Wales' bright head
Flashed on the silversheet.
The shop-girl near me sighed and said,
"Oh, Harry ain't he szvcct!"

—

Slrt et
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.

.

^tfite

(riease write or print plainly.)
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Sitting
^ Pretty"
'

i

i

TT^ENNETH Alexander, the
eminent New York photog-

i
i
i

checked his camera to the Coast in

rapher

shown

the

at

order to

make

brilliant

women

St

has

right,

love

and laugh and marry and weep and go

thru the usual emotional

sittings of various

an adding machine.
stars

mospheric setting of

Mr. Alexander

of character. Mary Pickford, as we have
said, threatens to leave the screen because
of this restriction, and Norma Tahnadge
declares that actors must be allowed to
act
not to be patternized.
The days are
gone when vamps must do nothing but
vamp, and ingenues nothing but ingenues.
One cant, she says, with success be the
same sort of girl over and over again,

—

in

the

at-

Hollywood.

has

won

a reputa-

and

tion by his artistic, sensitive,

contortions like

There must be ver-

screen

acting as there is in
stage acting.
It was the wide scope in
interpretation th:U made filming "Secrets"
so delightful
for Norma.
Covering a
period of fifty-two years from the time of
crinoline days to the present time, she
played four different characters from a
miss in her teens to an old lady, with
satility

t|

n
i

Motebook

Reporter's

it

expressive studies of the fair sex.

in

costume, and atmosphere, all varyMiss Tahnadge is at present seeking

locale,

I
i
i
i
I

Exclusive studies by Mr. Alexander
will

appear

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS,

in:

Inc.

Motion Picture Magazine
Tlic Quality

Magazine

I
i

of the Screen

Classic
Pictorial of Screen an J Stage

ing.

another story as interesting.
]\Ieanwhile
Constance Tahnadge is filming "Learning
to Love," under the direction of SidneyFranklin. Constance has taken on another
role as well
that of godmother to the
young daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earle
Williams. Connie is Mrs. Williams' closest friend and the baby has been named
for her, Joan Constance.

—

The "Houseboat on the Styx"— is to be
drydockcd in Hollywood. Emmett Flynn,

who made such
Yankee

I
xt
m

Beauty

ti

Tlie Aristocrat

Among

ll'oinen's

Magacines

I

Your Figure
Has Charm Only

as

You Are Fully Developed

BEAUTY OF FORM
can be cultivated just the same as flowers are
made to blossom with proper care. Woman,
by nature refined and delicate, craves the
natural beauty of her sex. How wonderful to
be a perfect woman!

Bust Pads and Ruffles
never look natural or feel right. They are really
harmful and retard development. You should add
to your physical beauty by enlarging your bustform to its natural size. This is easy to accomplish
with the NATIONAL, a new scientific appliance that
brings delightful results.

FREE BEAUTY BOOK
you wish a beautiful, womanly figure, write for a
copy of the treatise by Dr. C. S. Carr, formerly published in the Physical Culture Magazine, entitled:
"The Bust— How It May Be Developed." Of thig
method Dr. Carr states:
If

"Indeed,

ment

it

bring about a developbusts quite astonishing."

will

of tlie

irresistible

Mark Twain, is to film it. The
"Houseboat on the Styx" and its sequel,
"The Pursuit of the Houseboat," was
v.ritten by the late John Kendrick Bangs
a score of years ago and immediately became a catchword of humor. The stories
chivalry by

describe

iiiiiiiiWiii
siTovy<ii'is

Make Show Cards— by Miller Mail Metliod In 60
experience nieded. We establish you in own shop, any

Learn to

—

clays
no
locality,

worth $60 weekly, up; furnish all material and plan to
secure orders from local merchants to do right at home, evenings, if desired. Get
into this fascinatinu. easily learned, protitaljle business.
Cost low terms easy.
lUustratid matter and terms FEE:.!, empire institute, 1478 Broadway. New York

—

spirits

of

into

Delilah.

"The Man Without a Country," that
poignant tale of banishment afloat, is also
booked for filming." Edward Hearn will
play the lead with Pauline Starke opposite
him.
Richard Tucker, Earl
Metcalf,
and Lucy Beaumont are in the cast too.
The story will be directed by Rowland V.
Lee.

.\nother

mermaid has

lost

her scales

Mary

Astair, one of Sennett's most
famous bathing beauties, has slipped into
Christie
Film Company to play
the
the feminine lead in Al Christie's next
little

comedy, "Nerve Tonic."
tonic for any malady.

Mary's a good

"Araby Bound," a Century Comedy, has
in Death Valley with Jack Earl,
the giant, and Al Alt, his antithesis, playing
opposites.

Li-Ill

of

live in a

THE OLIVE COMPANY

^M«iW«iiMlir(ffiRSif

experiences

The Associated Shades,
houseboat on the Styx. Cleopatra, Queen Elizabeth, Lucrezia Borgia,
Ophelia,
Marc
Shakespeare,
Hamlet,
.\ntony are all there.
The men of the
party all desert tlieir loves to sneak off to
see
a prizefight between Samson and
themselves

and

been shot

CLARINDA, IOWA

the

famous characters of history who organize

This valuable information, explaining the causes of non-development, together with photographic proof showing as much as five inches enlargement by this method, will be sent FREE to
every woman who writes quickly. Those desiring book sent sealed, enclose 4c postage.

Dept. 205

"A Connecticut
Arthur's Court," that
comedy-satire
of
medieval
a hit with

King

in

Why wouldn't a better title be
"Before and After"? We've known Death
\^alley to do as good a job as that in
Other members of
the way of shrinking.
the cast are Hillard Karr, the fat comedian, Elizabeth Kavanne and the Century
Follies Girls.

As there is eternally a bumper crop of
A'alentinos, so there seems to have started a
harvest of Sessue Hayakawas.

The

(Continued on page 98)
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MOSTLY SOUR

O. K.

By Faith Baldwix
never write scenarios
No matter how they need 'em,
And, like the purple cow, I vow
I'd rather write than read 'em.
I'll

for marriage is
the most humiliating thing in
life.
It stings like a lash to see
your friends stride masculinely to
the altar with their heart's beloved

would not be a movie
For all the wealth of Persia,
For such display, for goodly pay,
Alarming brain-inertia.
That ever

salaries captured,
limbs are far too bow, I know,
To be puttee enraptured.

stale,

be

captions will I perpetrate,
put my wits in pawn.
Lest I should sav, some thoughtless day.

I will not live in

A

Holh'wood,

For patio or palace,
swimming-pool would leave me cool
I state

know

Nor

could not do
be nor have these pickin's,

sage

am

In short,

A

I

I

to blithely lie
yearning like the dickens

While

STRONGFORT
Man_

Health

I

SHOP-GIRLS
to

watch them when the

go

lights

down
treads the pathway of the
screen.
Beneath the hard veneer of shop and town
They are as young and wistful as the

green

With

in springtime
and their eyes
are bright
hidden dreams and unattained delight.
;

Each looks much
styles

like the other

ape

that

great

;

thin,

'physical

shops

and

Bestrapped

and buckled;
ankles
soft
caressed
By flimsy stockings .
.
Thus they
sit and choose,
Munching at gum or bonbon, those glad
.

ways
Life they only

know

thru picture plays.

DOROTHY GISH

J.,

U.

S.

souls

in

the

nation.

CONHDENTIAL
FREE CONSULTATION

COUPON

Lionel Strongfort.Dept. ] 4 18, Newark.N.J-.U.Sw^.
Send

1

witboot cost or obligation to me. Also 6<
marked iX) below, witboat obUjration.

i
|

...Youthful Errora
...Vital Losses
...Impotcncy
Vitality Restored
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...Prostate
Too Thin
...Muscular Development
...Stomach Trouble ...Skin Disorders
...Great
Streneth
...Debility
...Flat Chest

...Colds

...Nerrousness

...Catarrh

...Ccnatipaticn

...Too Fat
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City
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This Easy Way I
In Paris I learned a secret for which
millionaires have paid thousands. Let
me tell it to you FREE OF CHARGE.

I

A

Newark. N.

despairing

50
I
in 1 Months

By Jane Cuthrell
think she was a changeling child.
That in her veins there fleetly runs,
The blood of elf-folk, sweetly wild.
The wine of moons, the wine of suns.

Health

25 Tears

of

man-power of the

Don't for a moment think that
I can't do the same for yoti

Scientific

Specialist for

thousands

go

— Strength — 'Virility

Dept. 1418.

and

tawdrj- shoes

Of

yourself

STRONGFORT
LIONEL
and

dressed

In

D 00 niedP

let

Living Methods, aftermath of Youthful Follies
and Dissipated Energies— all these thinps yield
Ewiftlv to the revitalizing powers of STRONGFORTISM. Many a STKONGFORTIST is today
living the foil flowered life of wedded bliss who
but a brief time ago was a futile failure at life, a
weakling, an incompetent pnd a demi-man.
ABOOKTOREADIN JTJLT. The man-building
experiences of a crowded quarter century are set
down in my extraordinary book, "Fromotion and
Conservation of Health., Strength and Afental
Energy.'* No man whois engaged to be married,
afraid to or unable to. should miss this vital work.
I'll send it free (postpaid) on receipt of coupon.

And Romance

Slim trees

only

Colds, Catarrh, Obesity, Thinness. Nervousness,
Constipation, Effects of Bad Habits and Wrong

By Dorothy Allen
like

can

.

There is more power, more vitality,
more come-back ability locked in that
body of yours than you would ever
dream of. All jou have to do to become
a healthy, virile and dynamic man is to
release the forces of nature in you by
the Master-Key of intelligent and nonexperimental body culture.
Working always and altogether with
natural means, t have salvaged countless ship-wrecked lives, and reinstated

STRONGFORTISM
Muscularity

I

with

I

You

TItc Perfect

.

the Cheerful
Side of It

sheer

Slipping, Slipping,

without malice.

it

.

But Here's

children you can never honestly
become the father, whose hate and
contempt would be upon your head
as surely as you led her to the altar.

!

.

would

and lovely

Nor

THE DAVVX

It

?

villainy to wed a pure
girl whose mate you are
physically unfit to be, of whose

No

'CA:ME

.

incompetent specimen of man.

Yet what can you do

.

punishes the penalty is a fearful
one.
Sentenced to the doom
of a companionless existence from
youth unto the grave.

to
feel
your own bachelor
circle
growing sparser, emptier,
lonelier, until you perceive in yourself an outlaw of Nature, a flat,

My

sweetly

so far
and then you're
done for, squeezed dry, scrapped.
Nature will stand for only so much
defiance of her laws and when she
just

...

I'd not direct the greatest cast

How

AS "BEST

UNFITNESS

star

I

|-^

MAN" But
JUST Hozv GOOD ^re YOU?

GR-A.PES

you are one of many who has tried ever>-thing to reduce without
if you are suffering from a weak heart, high blood pressure,
feeling, shortness of breath, all due to obesity, AT LAST VOU
C.\N BE RELIEVED. If your figure is such that you are embarrassed
to appear in public with your husband or your smart-looking slender
Perhaps it is your bust, your
friends, you can now entertain new hopes.
thighs or your arms that you want to reduce, or maybe only one or two
rolls of fat have lately appeared?
Whatever your case may be, if you want
to reduce only certain parts of your body, or if you are 10 pounds too
heavy or 100 pounds, vou owe it to yourself to investigate this new
If

success

—

tired

rogue, with wistful eyes
And laughter quirking at her lips.
As mischievous as Puck, and wise
With humor, to her finger-tips.
little

The fairies at her christening
Were kind to her beyond belief,

And

A

gave her happiness, to sing
lullaby to lurking grief.

discoverv, WHICH DOES AW.W WITH DANGEROUS DRUGS,
WE.\KENING DIETS, ABSURD CREAMS. TIRESOME E.KERCISES, and WORTHLESS REDUCING GIRDLES. From experi-

ence, I know how many worthless things you have tried in the past and
in the effort to help vou regain slenderness without being again disappointed,
CH.\RGE, to everjone
I have decided to send
who mails coupon below, full details about this new discovery. I will also
give confidential information to fat people with the exact directions I followed to reduce from ISO to 130 pounds in a few short weeks, and at the
same time greatly improved my general health and appearance.

ABSOLUTELY FREE OF

MAii^ fre:e

V

coupon today

Madame

£Iaine. Dept. 41, 330 TV. 31st St., X. Y. C.
Send me Free of Charge, full information on the French discovery

for

the

relief

of

Excessive Fat.

Name
Address
If you care to, enclose

5^! in

stamps to help cover expense.
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Reporter's KFotebook

(Continued from page 96)

This Safe

to appear on the silversheet is Ylon Kalo,
a Yale graduate and one-time pitcher and
sprinter.
His latest role is in the cast of
"Souls That Pass in the Night." In "The
Throwback,'' he acted the part of the Oriaviator.
He originally intended
ental
adopting engineering as a profession, but
the screen proved too alluring. He ground
the camera for two years before stepping
"Souls That Pass in the
into the Kleig.
Night" is an adaptation of an original
story by William J. Flynn, former chief
of the United States Secret Service. The
cast includes, besides Ylon Kalo, Lucille

Permanent

Way

Ricksen, Winifred Bryson, John Harron,
Charles Clary and others.

DR. LAWTON'S Guaranteed

FAT REDUCER

—

DOESN'T COST A CENT

unless you
Days
"You must be slender!"

see Results in 11

Fashion says
Science says "You can be!"

duce

to

1

You

40 pounds quickly,

permanently.

Just

safely

re-

and

Lawton

Dr.

use

can

s

Prisoners by brevet Booth Tarkington,
Thomas Meighan, Victor Heerman and
Paul Sloane recently spent several days in
Sing Sing Prison to get atmosphere for

—

"Whispering Men," the original story Mr.
Tarkington has written, location Ossining.
What's one man's cross is another man's

Made of soft rubber weighing only a few

ounces; not electrical.

By

a gentle manipula-

ion the Reducer disintegrates the fatty tissues
which then pass out of the body as waste

t

No dieting, medicine or exercise.
RESULTS GUARANTEED! Use the coupon

matter.

below and Dr. Lawton's Reducer

will

be mailed

in

When it arrives just deposit $5 (plus
few cents postage) with the U. S. Postman. Then,
if you do not see Results in I I days, your money
plain package.

SEND FOR YOUR

refunded.
REwith Dr. Lawton's clear instructions for using it. (Beautiful book "Shapeliness"
will be

DUCER NOW,
FREE

sent

on request.)

MAIL THIS

to

— H.

M. K. Smith,
department of the

the minute
the costume

Famous Players Long

Island Studio, has
stepped over to Paris to study the fall
fashions.
He will return ere long with
sketches and models of the latest styles in
dresses, suits and coats.
Famous Players
stars will look as if they have just come
along from the Place d'Opera, and the Rue
de la Paix.

—

Love at first sight correspondence at
first hand always carries a thrill, or so
Tom Mix thinks. It is rumored that he is
studying both French and Italian so that
peruse

without aid of clergy or

translator, fan letters
ate countries.

LAWTON. Dept. D.
70th St.. New York City.
Sfiid me Dr. Lawton's Guaranteed Fat Reducer.
On aiTival I am to deposit $5 (plus few cents postIf I do not see
age) Willi tlie U. S. rostman.
Reduction taking place in 11 days, I can return the
Reducer and my money will be refunded.
DR. THOS.
19

Up

head of

he can

NOW

W.

from

these passion-

Clara Bow has been signed for an important role in "Wine."
She will portray
a New York .society flapper, who runs
amuck because of her disregard of conventions.
The role seems to be much like the
role
flapper
she
portrayed in "Black
Oxen."'
"Wine'' is adapted from William
McHarg's story dealing with illicit liquor

Name

To

Easy

Beautify Eyes

No

need now to (uss with messy, smudgy cake eye
make-ups that run. rub olf and smear.
A wonderful
new liquid has been perfected which can be applied In
a few seconds, dries instantly, lasts ail day and Is
ahsolutely waterproof.
This marvelous new liquid makes the la.shes appear
Ions, heavj' and beautiful, and the brows more lustrous
and well arched— without giving them an artificial look.
It is being used by tliousand.s because it gives the eyes
a new,
beauty a wonderful new fascination.

—

NATURAL

V^v'fxf)^
*
* *s*-;

Tfial
* A KtA.M.

'^'"'

introductorj-

MUSIC LESSONS FREE
^YOUR HOME.
You

can read music like this quickly
Write today for our
booklet.
to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandojii^
Guitar. Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced players, Yoar
only expense about 2c per day for music ana postage used.
IN

It tells

FREE

how

AMERICAH SCHOOL

ni MIISI*^

gQlafceside BIdg.,

He Said He*cl
N eve Marry!
r*^

fpHEN he met this girl.
^ had

You

tell

it

ttie

COKODITE Gems motcli

otGENUINE DIAMONDS

same gorgeous blazing flash and

IT

the ocintil-

every way.Tlloy liave
dazzling play of living
in

rainbow firs. Standing the terrific Acid Test of direct comparison. Lifetime experts need all tbeir experieace to Bee any
diCference. Prove this yourself.
.
CORODITE and^ „,
Dia-

Genuine „„„„„.„

a
a
MAHC
mHnc TUIC
inid TFCT
ItOI Wear
mond side by side on the same finger.

If you and your friends can tell the difference send it back, you
won't be out asingle penny. That's fair enoueh If you keepthe
ringtheprice printedheroia allyoupay. Remember C0R0DITE3
alone have the same facet cutting as Genuine Stonee.
^
S2.94
No. 1 Ladies Solitaire UK Gold Filled Ring -

No. 2 Lodies Pierced Filigree 4 Post Ring. Plat, effect $4.19
S3.96
No. 4 Ladies Hand Carved Basket Ring. Plat, effect
. $3.54
No. S Ladles Bridal Blossom Engraved Solitaire $3.68
No. 7 Mens Heavy Belcher 14K Gold Filled Ring$4.28
No. 8 Mens Massive Hand Carved Hexagon Gypsy
Carat Size Gems. Beautiful. Hand Carved and Engraved
Mountinga of most modern design bearing an unqualified 20 year
guarantee. Art Leather. Silk Lined Gift Cage Free with each ring.
your money right at home. Just
SEND
OCnU NO
nW MANEV
mWnCI Keen
genj name, address and number of ring
wanted and size as shown by slip of paper fitting end to end around
finger joint and your ring will come by return mail. Deposit amount
shown above with postman. You do not risk a penny as our
binding legal guarantee to refundyour money in full la at-

SEND TODAY.
E.RICHWINE CO. Dept. 115

tached to every ring we

sell.

19 West Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.
Sole Importers Genuine Corodite Duimondo

-
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She

read the eecrets of
"Fascinating Womanhood,"
a daring new book which

shows how any

woman can

men by using the
simple laws of man's psychology and human nature.
attract

Any other man would have
been equally helpless in her
hands. You, too, can have
this booh; you, too, can
enjoy the worship and admiration of men, and be the
radiant bride of the roan of
jour_choice._ Just your name and address onthe
margin of this page with 10c for packing and mailing
will bring you our free booklet (in plain wrapper),
outlining these amazing revelations. Send your dime
today.
PRESS, Dept, 12.G l*'
So. 14th St., St. Louis, Mo.

PSYCHOLOGY

Appearance
now more than
ever the key-note
Is

of success.

—

—

On again off again Lucy Fox has
been engaged by the Elmer Harris productions to make five pictures in San
Francisco.
The first, "The Foolish Virgin," is already begun.
Patsy Ruth Miller
and Matt Moore are in the cast also.

Bow-

& Knockwomen, both

Legged

Knecd men and

young and old, wil!
be glad to hear
that I have now
ready for market

my new appliance,

—

These Amazingly Bcavtifiil

CHICABd

PERSONAL

It is rumored that he is casting a longing
eye on "The Miracle," with Lady Diana
Manners and Orville Caldwell in the leadthe same as those
ing parts on the screen
It
they take in the stage production.
looks as if Morris Gest, producer of "The
Miracle," in the legitimate, will get a
luscious slice of the inheritance.

Btins beauty

we

counters everywhere.

Raoul Walsh, director of "The Thief of
Bagdad," has inherited some hundreds of
thousands from an aunt. A good portion
of this newly acquired fortune Air. Walsh
intends to invest in productions of his own.

II

purposes

send you free a generous
suttply of Lashbrow Liquid.
And we will include a trial
size of anotlier Lashbrow product.
Laslibrow I'omadw.
wliicli quickly stimulates the growth of the brows and
lasijes.
Clip this announcement, enclose 10c. to cover
cost of packing and shipping, ajid send it at oiieo to
Lashbrow Laboratories, Dept. 187, 417 Canal Street, New
York City.
Is
on sale at all good toilet goods
will

traffic.

\
THIS WONDERFULSENDRING
GET
BACK
Can
from A GENUINE DIAMOND

Way

plaything.

REDUCER a few minutes, night and morning.

New

which will successfully straighten, within a short
time, bow-leggedness and knockkneed legs, safely, quickly and permanently, without
pain, operation or discomfort.

Will not interferewith

your daily work, being worn at night.
Straitner."

ModellS,

My new "Lim-

Patent, is easy to adjust; its
result will save .\'ou soon from further humiliation, and
improve your personal appearance 100 percent.
Write today for my free copyrighted physiological and
anatomical book, which tells you how to correct bow
and knock-kneed legs, without any obligation on your
part.
Enclose a dime for postage.
IJ.S-

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST

977-L, Ackerman Building

BINGHAMTON,

N. Y.

A

and more important engagement,
to Miss Fox, is her engagement
to marry Jules Forman, a silk merchant,
Miss Fox will then retire
in October.
from the screen.
second

at

least

"The Worst

Woman

in

Hollywood," by
really going to

Adela Rogers St. John, is
reach the screen. Will Hays notwithstanding.
It was reported that the movie czar
{Continued on page 105)

can make $15 to $60 weekly in your spare
YOU
^ time writing show cards. No canvassing

We instruct you by our new
or soliciting.
simple Directograph System, supply you with
work and pay you cash each week. Write
today for full particulars and free booklet.
WEST-ANGUS SHOW CARD SERVICE LIMITED
Authorized Capital $1,250,000.00
Toronto, Can*
69 Colborne Building,

:
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BARTHELMESS
By Colette

JiMl

\'idor

<Jki\

women watch
has his kingdom
His pleasant shadow on the screen,
And think him very like the son
That is, or was, or might have been
their eyes are sometimes
Their own
wet
\\'ith memories or hopes forlorn,

He

.

.

.

.

.

.

They catch their breaths to see him smile
So like the boy they might have borne.

And uncomplex and

vivid soul
across the shifting stage,
And holds, between his strong, young hands
The hearts of youth, the hearts of age.
And women say, in simple praise,
In splendid praise (their eyes are wet)
"He seems just like the nicest boy,
."
"Somehow, that I have ever met.

He moves

NOW

IS

THE TIME TO GET

RID OF THESE UGLY SPOTS
There's

longer the slightei=t need of
feeling ashamed of your freckles, as Othine
double strength
is gi\arauteed to remove
these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of Othine from any
drug or department store and apply a little
of it night and morning and yon should soon
see that even the worst freckles have begun
to disappear, while the lighter ones have vanislied entirely.
It is seldom that more than
an ounce is needed to completely clear the
skin and gain a I)eautiful, clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double-strength
Othine, as this is sold under guarantee of
KVino:uey back if it fails to remove freckles.

no

.

.

—

—

M

A

IdealSummerl^cdtions

B ermudA

/

Douglas Fairbanlts

THE MO\'IE TOWER OF BABEL
By John Flowers
"Terrible," wrote the reviewer.

"Lacks

and

life

Ijcauty,'

said

the

pro-

fessional.

"Too much sc.n: appeal," wailed the
preacher.
"Cut that out," ordered the censor.
But the Exhibitor ran the picture to
packed houses

JL
8-Day Tours— $90.00 and up

!

Only 2 Days fromNew}^rk^

9

Days— $96.00
including

all

Longer Tours
All

*'s^S

EXPLORERS

and up

By Bettv

Expenses

in

picture house is a galleon,
sailing ship of gold,
And we who tread its gleaming decks
Are heroes, brave and bold.

A

Tennis,
Gardens, ftc

Bathinjr, Golf,

Sailing".

Bermuda

is

cool in Summer.
temperaturr,

Summer

Averriye

77 dckTces

For there wait ports innumerable,

SAILINGS WEDS. & SATS.

With

S. S.

"FORT VICTORIA" and

S. S.

'FORT ST. GEORGE"

s

5 Delightful

Leave

New York

A

sail

S'&'-E'it

-

Yachting Cruises

July 5-19, August 2-16-30

or Canadian Cru

ises

or

write

li'.ce

Any Local Toorisl Agent

madethenewwayf rom yonrowncoml^ing^ orout hair.
Write for FREE style booklet. Prices Reasonable.
DAVENPORT,

to

see
pert

blossoms

Excitement-mad,

lA.

of

tlie

fevered

.\irplane

Radio

Houses
Office Buildings

Hotels, etc.
Topographical Drafting:

Lettering

and

seeming

hard

to S4.000 yearlv. Columbia
training
the BOOKLESS.

into

Map

Manufacturing,

Surveying and Map Drawing never cease.
OfHce
hours from 9 to 5 are ?ours.
There are openings in the
U. S. Government at S2.000

way

Architectural Drafting

Drawing

as

—
prepares jou to step
—good-pay
ing positions

alongside men with jears of
experience.

— there
are no confusing
text books
— drafting
you start right in
— you

need no previous

training

?k

nails

Their beauty,

Reduce Your Flesh
arms,

bust or
the entire body with
legs,

For

like a careless flower flung
scandal's feet to trample on, I know
dear they are, how fearless and

How

how

profesonal ouChts

full

e
1

yoniuj!

supplied
part ot

the course.

ui

N^/

DR. WALTER'S
Rubber Garments
Reducing Corxet.
In dark
and cream colored rubber.
For abdomen, hips, thighs
andwaistline. Sendwaistand
hip measuremer\ts.

Chin Reducer

.

$12,00
2.50

.

Send for mj hooUIet

Dr. Jeanne M.P.Walter
389

Fifth

Avenue, New York

Near 36ch Street

Suite 605

Columbia School of Drafting. Dept. G-384.
14th and T St.. N. W.. Washington. D. C.
Without obligation please send me your interesting catalog, showing the opportunities in
Drafting, a free copy of vour student paper

"THE COMPASS"
Name

'

}

j

neers, etc.

Building.

.\utomobile

.\partments

hybrid
towns.

quickly to Building Contractors. Construction ForeDraftsmen,
men.
Chief
Technical Executives. Exhigh-salDesigners,
pert
aried assistants to Engi-

EASIEST, SHC)RTEST

Electrical

wits,

SWITCHES— BOBS— CORNET BRAIDS
Dept. B,

Mechanical Drafting:

Machinery

The

MRS,E.VANDERVOORT,

Chief Courses:

By Ethel Ferris
them flap across the screen,
'I'iiese
young things, slim-swathed
in gorgeous gowns,
With tilted eyes and quick, street-urchin

FURNESS BERMUDA LINE
N. Y.,

wcjks lie was raised
Iroiw $35 to S40.

SCREEN FLAPPERS
I

For Illustrated Booklet on Bermuda Tours

St.

NORMANS. SCHNEE.
Cal.,
I, OS Angeles.
got drafting position long before finishing course. In 6

I

Water, Cool Weather, Orchestra for Dancing.

Whitehall

on oceans of delight

is open to
Draftsmen advance

great career

j'ou.

L'ntil the play is thru.

Gs

A

Draftsman At
$35 to S75 Weekly

We know Adventure's stormy seas.
We taste of Danger's brew,

via Palatial Twin-Screw S< S.'Tort Hamilton'
Stopping One Day (each way) at Halifax and Two
Days at Quebec.
Magnificent
Scenery.
Smootti

34

trails

And Treasure

.\nd

I

Start As

we dare

explore.
Islands mark the chart
Oft Lands of Nevermore.

Via Palatial Twio-Screw, Oil Burning, Transatlantic Liners

^r u

prints carpenters build replicas of
ancient and modern cities to ftive
true atmosphere. Columbia-trained Draftsmen are prepared to fill these openings. \\\
construction work requires draftsmen. Train
yourself in a short time
for Big Money.

The

Outdoor Sports

Crj'stal Caves, Sea

draw the plans for the
DRAFTSMEN
big film studio sets. From the blue-

Tl'ttle

proportion

and an enrollment blank.
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Letters to tKe Editor
(Continued from page 92)
every expression, and this cant be said
of very many others.
I can hardly wait for }klary Pickford's
next picture. What a delight to the eye
our beautiful, talented, golden Mary is.
No one else has yet achieved her fame.
She has remained with us as the brightest
star while dozens of others have come
and gone.
Gloria Swanson's fine acting in "The
Humming Bird" has established proof of
Some have said that
her acting ability.
If it were
she was only a clothes-rack.
true, wouldn't a lot of us like to be one
I
wouldn't class her as a great
too?
beauty, but I love her "sassy" profile and
her eyes which "have it what gits 'em."
in

BANISH YOUR FAT!
Noted Doctor^s Prescription Offers
Safe, Easy Way to Reduce
is no longer any excuse for carryTHERE
ing around e burden of dangerous, un-

when it is so easy to reduce with
comfort and safety. No woman who values
health and happiness can afford to ignore
the accumulation of fat, for sooner or later
she will pay the penalties of sickness, bodily
discomforts ,wanmg beauty and lossof charm.
sightly fat

A Remarkable

Discovery

Thanks to the remarkable discovery of Dr.
R. L. Graham, famous stomach specialist, it

now possible to reduce quickly and safety,
without drugs, creams, diet or exercise. Dr.
Graham found that yeast-producing alcohol
in the stomach re?ults in obesity, anemia,
rheumatism and diabetes. Years of study enabled him to perfect a remedy that would
check fat at its source and quickly reduce
surplus fat vidthout injury to any vital organ
in the body. He avoided the depleting effects
of starving, excessive exercise, weakening
baths andclectricity and produced the simple,
harmless remedy known as Neutroids.
is

i

100,000 People Have Used

It

Neutroids, Dr. Graham's famous prescription, has been used by more than lOO.OiX)
people who wanted to reduce to normal

I

weight and health. "How wonderful it feels
to be slender at last!'* is the testimony of
thousands of grateful people whose letters
are on file at the Graham Sanitarium, Newark, N. J. What Neutroids has done for
them it can do for you. Just as yeast preparations are taken by those wbo desire to
f/ain flesh, so Neutroids are prescribed for
those who want to lose it, Neutroids are
guaranteed to contain no thyroid or habitforming drugs. They are absolutely harmless, pleasant to take and highly effective.

Personal Consultation Free
Graham himself, or a member of the
Graham Sanitarium staff will gladly answer
personal inquiries from people who wish to
Dr.

take advantage of Neutroids in order to reduce with ease and safety. Tou may feel free
to write in confidence at any time. This offer
is made only to those who send for a two
weeks treatment of Neutroids, usinp the
coupon below. Send no money— mail the
coupon today.

The Graham
D«pt.

Sanitarium, Inc.
222-215 Central Ave., Newark,

N.J.

Send me 2 weeks' treatment of Dr. Graham's Neutrofds.
which entitles me to free personal mail advice and free
booklet on Obesity.
will deposit 52. (plus poetace)
I
with postman on arrival of Neutroids In plain package. It is
underetood that my money will be refunded If 1 do not get a
from this treatment.

eatififactory reduction

atrtxt-

CUy.-

dAVH

mess

best looking and the most
has such kind eyes and such
a beautiful profile.
Considering everything, I think he represents the ideal type
of man.
Other stars I like very much are Anna
Q. Nilsson,, Claire Windsor, Viola Dana,
Rodolph Valentino, Ramon Novarro, and
the

as
lovable.

He

John Barrymore.
It would be very bad

for the motion
picture industry if we all liked only the
same certain few actors. It is best for all
that our tastes are wide and varied.

Sincerely,

Alva M.
1104

M

Joesting,

N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
Street,

Norma Talmadge was
Too bad

Thru."

she

lovely in "Smilin'
doesn't have more

pictures as suited to her type. I didn't like
her at all as the Oriental dancing girl, in
her last picture "The Song of Love." She
didn't

In

seem the same old charming Norma.

"When Knighthood Was

]V[arion

In Flower,"

Davies was a picture that

I

shall

never forget in those lovely old-fashioned
Her acting couldn't have been
costumes.
improved on. She was such an adorable

boy in "Little Old New York."
Corinne Griffith seems to be one of the
most popular stars at present. Several of
my friends agree with me that she has the
expression either of having a pain somewhere, or of being bored to distraction.
The only picture I liked Pola Negri in
^^"hy, with her squarewas "Passion."
shaped face, does she wear her hair stickIt is
ing out in bunches at the sides?
She
anything but attractive that way.
also used too much make-up around the
eyes.
Little Jackie

Coogan is a child genius,
He is able to exthere ever was one.
press any emotion with his dear little face
It's
too bad
and large soulful eyes.
if

he'll

Of

have

to

grow

the men,

I

up.
select

Richard Barthel-

Deploring "Three Weeks'' and a
for "The Courtship of ]\Iyles

brief

Standish."

Dear Editor: I wonder if you'll be
interested in hearing what a good laugh
all the middle strata is having in Washington, D. C, these days?
(By the middle
strata I mean school-teachers, government
clerks, honorable housewives and all the
honorable husbands of the aforesaid.)
Well, Elinor Glyn's "Three Weeks'' has
been here two weeks and it is a perfect
scream.
People go and laugh
come

—

home and
of

tell

friends
and they

their

going

attend and
possibly take
the thing seriously, and from the lawyer
who attended every night for a week, in
the vain hope "that just once they would
forget to draw the curtain over the bed
of roses," to the gum-chewing waitress
from the cheapest restaurant who laughed
herself sick when the noble hero fainted
on the breakfast table, they are of the same
opinion
it
was one of the most woeful
attempts in the history of the cinema to
notion

LAUGH.

Nobody

could

:

(Continued on page 102)

to be kept busy in California studios when
However, "V'es
season is on in the East.
Barry "listens in" and hears the score and all that sort of
The next best thing to seeing the Bambino hit
thing.
a homer is hearing about it
It's

bad luck

the

baseball

—

;

who had no

,
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\bur Face
You

make

can

EACH Human
the

them

first

it

Face

is

a positive index to

—your

owner's character, so states Penelope Knapp in
Character. You will want to read

order to "save your face."

in

One — 3'our

Greedy

'HE

subconscious

by Florence Dorsey Welch.

article

Taken

Unawares

A

Folio

Types

of

—by

the

of 1924,

Pretty.

Kane

It

will

learn

you

how

he does

true
client

in

moods,

in

varied

costumes,

of

his

at different times

The

day.

article

generously
illust r a t e d
with
unique and lovely
studies.

it.

^GelXlt
^-

July

July

Dancing Thru

Their Philosophy,

IJekefi, soloist of the

and

grad.

they achieved success and beauty of

It

dec-

upon

insists

opposing

and

and

to

pay

The

orator
seeing

Sitting

show,

as

ing.

new Comstock &

Gest

dec-

interior

supplementing the art of costum-

.

Vogues

of

art

oration,

tumes for Poppy,
JVildf lower Mary
c

object
the

Chic Frame, being
THE
woman's background,

Mr. Le Maire
designed the cos-

M

positive

all

beauty

in

tures.

Jane

—

thru character,
stamp of the inner on the outer self.
lessons

Charles Le Maire, in
which he tells you to
dress your personality
instead of your fea-

the

Misfortune

Your Face and Your

JL self.
s
Its quality gives or denies us beauty.

An

its

MAGAZINE

a Tattle-Tale

Is

your Fortune or

of a series of articles on:

I

Life, by Marie ChererImperial Ballet of Petroof dancing as conducive to

tells

artists

four successful writers
intimate interviews tell how

in

life

thru

work.

longevity.

Care of the Skin

in

Summer,

an article

They Haven't Bobbed

which you are told how to protect your
skin from Old Sol, and the Old Man of the

trated

salt

emotional

in

sea.

the

article

—

screen

on

Yet,

an

illus-

long-haired stars of
need long locks for

the

they

roles.

The Mad Masquerade
A Gripping
man

Story,

by W. Carey Wonderly,

of a girl driven to desperation

—

by

with an eye for beauty, an ear for affinities, and a wife; a
deliberately engaged in a frame-up. You'll want to read it for yourself.

star\ation

;

a millionaire

On

Neivs-stands June 15

Special Introductory Offer

—5

Months

for $1.00

Because we want 30U to know that Beauty is in reality the aristocrat of women's magazines, we
will send you the next five biff numbers upon receipt of the introductory price of $1.00.
Put a
dollar bill into an envelope and mail it right now before you have time to forget it.

»"-"--------"--"-----"------"------"-"--"---<
I

I

Pin a Dollar Bill to this roupon and receive the next five big numbers of
"Beauty" Magazine. Mail at once to BEAUTY, 173 DutBeld St., Brooklyn, N. X.
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Letters to the Editor
{Continued from page 100)
put across something racy.
People laugh
and laugh yet they feel cheap, too, even
while they laugh, they have the sense of
having had the indecency to go to a
"Fatty" Arbuckle comedy and smile at

MAH JONG

;

some low

II

Wafm weather* deiTiorids

l<

a Rouge

stays

thiat

I fear Conrad Nagel has "cooked his
goose," if you know what that is.
The
girl's name doesn't mean a thing to the
majority of movie fans and she can possibly afford the reproach she has drawn
upon her name in the interest in similar
roles she ]\I.\Y be called upon to perform
for the delectation of certain gross elements of movie goers.
\Je are getting so
(Is this too strong?
tired of having trash dished up to us in
MAGNIFICENT, STUthe form of

or)

why so many women
THAT
delighted with

are

is

PERT. Apply

it

in

the morning and it will remain all day
through constant powdering, through

y
e.

wind and warmth and even through
swimming.
Pert changes its color to match your own

h

PENDOUS

s^

dainty

it's

Use

another film I feel called upon
That is Charles Ray's "Courtship of Myles Standish."
I have read a
few adverse criticisms I have heard none.
It looks to those of us
who have exhaustively discussed this (and we number
not a few school-teachers and clerks in
Uncle Sam's departments), it looks as tho
the critics liad got scared to death about
John Aldcn's development of faith in the
God of the Pilgrims, so they had to make
haste and pick the production to pieces.
Some of us dont have to freeze and starve
funnier dreams than William
to have
Carver's vision of the Capitol. The storm
at sea was far more acceptable than a
game of strip poker, a petting party or a

There

;

ihe

naturalness of effect.
Rouge and Lipstick obtainable at drug or
department stores or by mail.
Send a dime today for a lample of Pert Roure

ROSS

COMPANY
New York

242 West 17th Street

left Rougi
^^^^mmi»
FREE
Any

Gown

girl or

Lcain

easily

Making

and

usiiif?

spare

10 Weeks,
moments, ^^y^'^

in

Di'signcis farn

Coupon
Today

Mtiil

^

Lessons

^^
^^^^ Franklin

$40to$100aWeek^
Sure

Making

woman, 15 or over, can
Gown Designing

^

^c9^

Institute

Dept. K-G40
Rochester, N. Y.

\i*
Kindly send me free
Gown
lessons
in
saraplo

^^ Dcsiynins and Making.
Name

Address

Free— To Try
Send for Trial Bottle

Charles Ray's

latest.

actor has offered, so far,
has been anything but true to human
nature at its best, yet he is not nambypamby.
He does not need to advertise
a multitude nor a whirlwind to bring the
crowd to a Charles Ray production.
Other artists who invariably leave a
good taste when the show is over are
this

Now

Editor, please page

AIACK SEN-

Cant we have a
show in a
good THREE
Call it THREE WEAK:
day or two?
The King, Paul and the Queen. Let Louise
Fazenda be Queen Ben Turpin, Paul, and
I know Ben would
Bull Montana, King.

WEEKS

really

—

applied you simply comb it through the hair.
No greasy sediment to make your hair sticky
or stringy, nothing to wash or rub oft
just

—

beautiful, natural, becoming hair.
My Restorer is a clear, colorless liquid, clean
as water. No danger of streaking or discoloration, restored color is even and natural in all
lights. Faded or discolored hair restored just
as successfully and naturally as gray hair.

Mail Coupon Today
Send today for the absolutely Free Trial package which
contains a trial bottle of Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color
Restorer and fall instniction* for makinE the coavincing teat on one lock of bair. Indicate color of hair with X.
Print name and address plainly. If possible, enclose a lock of
your hair in your letter.
Please print yotir name and address"""

"^

Mary I. Goldman,

;

get a jag on that bed of roses. The blonde
curl of the bald-headed baby could be more
emphasized well, Ben and Louise could
get it about right, I'll wager.
Thank you, dear Editor.
Sincerely yours,
E. M. South,
3501— 5th St., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

—

An

interesting, gossipy letter.

I

I

Name

I

Street

Dear Editor:

I
'

you know how and when
"pong"
and when
to
"chow," and what the "winds"
stand for, and how to go "Mah
Do you know what
Jong" ?
"characters" are? and "tiles"?
and "Dragons" and "Bamboos"
and "Circles"?

—

Sounds mysterious and complicated

—but

it

is

Mah

not.

Jong

wonderfully
interesting
game that you and j'our family
and friends should enjo}'.
It
combines the pleasures of all
games. It is truly the "game of
games."
a

is

Mr.
publisher

Eugene V. Brewster,
of
Motion Picture

Magazine, Classic and Beauty,
the author of a book that will

is

unfold this game to you. Go to
your news-stand or book store
today, and purchase a copy of

MAH JONG
Simplified
and

One Hundred
Winning Points

I

'

'

By EUGENE V. BREWSTER
This

handsome

little

got to write
long enough.
this letter
I've read Motion Picture for six years
The first issue I ever
and still like it.
bought contained an interview with Harold
Lockwood and a serial of Ruth Roland. I
!

book

green and yellow dragon
cover) will teach you in a few
fully
minutes
to
understand
Mah Jong. It explains the
(red,

meanings
customs,

of

expressions

pieces,

how

to

used,
score,

and gives you "One Hundred
Winning Points" that will posi-

You

can

with

become an expert player
this book as j'our guide.

On

sale at news-stands

easily

just

I've

I've put

it

off

{Continued on page 110)

I

Do

to

tively help _vou to win.

'

196-J aoldinanBldg.,St. Faal, Ulnn.

Please Bend your patented Free Trial Outfit. X shows
color of hair. Black
dark brown
medium
light brown
brown
auburn (dark red)
light auburn (light red)
blonde
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Few Minutes

Dear Mack Sexnett:

To let gray hair spoil your looks, by making
you seem old, is so unnecessary when Mary T.
Goldman's Hair Color Restorer will bring back
the original color surely and safely. Very easily

City.

a

in

Constance

NETT COMEDIES.

When I can stop it

I

in

Nothing

Talmadge,
Harold Lloyd, Alonte Blue, Kenneth Harlan,
Richard Barthelmess and Thomas
Meighan.

Be dray

COUPON

been

Norma Talmadge,

Dorit

FREE
TRIAL

society swimming melee would have been,
yet many of the gigantic productions are
tossing such scenes into films where they
are about as fitting as they would have

Game

Fascinating

is

to report.

PERT

Waterproof Lipj-tick
To match your Pert Rouge and preserve

SUPERPRODUCTIONS,

which, boiled down as to story, plot and
pleasure in the film, dont amount to a fly
in the desert compared to one of Dick
Barthelmess' wholesome real life shows.)

unusual jar, Pert Rouge is
orange colored. But the moment it touches
your sUin a strange thing happens. Its coloring changes to the very shade of rose which
blends perfectly with the tints of your own
skin. It is because of this process of change
that Pert looks so wonderfully natural. And
its fluffy cream base protects the skin against
the formation of large pores. $.75
In

Learn This

inference.

and good book stores

—

:

•

.
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BABY PEGGY

'

By Margaret Clark
she fairy, rogue or elf.
Changeling-child, or just herself,
Is

Baby Peggy?
witch or nun
a ray escaped the sun,

Is she infant,

Or

—

Baby Peggy?
Should she laugh or weep or smile,
All our hearts are captured, while

Baby Peggy
Plays her many pretty pranks.
For our fealty and thanks

Baby Peggy!
Just a girl-child dancing there,
Young as springtime, light as

air.

Baby Peggy,

Wrinkles and Facial
Blemishes Removed
Parisian beauty doctors remove crowsfeet, wrinkles,
frowns and mouth lines,
moles, hair, scars, tattoo and powder marks,
freckles and
knife.
This

smallpox pits without the
method has been introduced
in America by a nationally famous plastic
surgeon and dermatologist and can now be
secured in the form of Home Treatments
only through us.
No exercises, cutting,
electricity, massage, astringent lotions or
messy clays.
A perfect home treatment

from 10 to 40 years from the
appearance of your face to STAY OFF.

that takes

All of summer in her face.
All of childhood in her grace.

Baby Peggy

1

THE INFLUENCE OF THE MOVIES
Five-year-old Bobbie knelt to say his
customary evening prayer before climbing
into bed.

"Now
then

I lay me down to sleep," he began,
opening his eyes, he asked in ani-

"Where did you
At the Movies ?"

Mamma?

get this idea,

Social and Dollar Value of a Face
new booklet just out is a worth-while story
every man and woman.
It contains photographic proof showing how people up to 85 years

Every Trace of
Superfluous Hair GONE!

—

for

of age have been restored to look 20 to 40 years
younger.
This booklet will be sent to those
interested on request by the Gordon Com., 710
Tramway Bldg., Denver. Colo.

Is

possible

it

and woman
ness

for

man

a

to find hapjji-

outside

of

the

social

laws and conventions which

man

has

defense?

set

up

in

self-

"Cytherea," the

Joseph Hergesheimer novel
which has recently come to
the screen, finds

Why

its
let

freckles spoil

your complexion?

Domino Freckle Cream

will erase freckles
quickly. Yes
almost over night.
This remarkable, exquisitely perfumed cream
is applied with the finger-tips and allowed to remain over night.
Every -woman who has tried
Domino Freckle Cream finds that it not only
removes the Irecklcs, blemishes ami brown spots,
but refines and beautifies the te.xture of the skin
as well.
Don't let the sun and wind wreak havoc
with your complexion. Use Domino Freckle Cream
now. Our guarantee of satisfaction, backed by a
$10,000 deposit in the Producers and Consumers
Bank of Philadelphia, insures the return of your
money on request if you are not surprised and
delighted with the results.
Get Domino Freckle
Cream at your favorite store to-day.
If they
haven't it in stock, send $1.00 to Domino House,
Dept. F. 25 7, 269 So. Ninth St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

—

PPint
^"^

—

much

colorful interest in

very

question.

moved

to thought

of
thi.^

You"ll

be

Wlii'Q you KO to the beach are you going to
be :ifr:tid to raise your anu ?
Are you going
to .shrink from the scrutinizing glance of yotir

friends?
Are you going to permit unsightly
hair on your face, arms, underarms and limbs
to spoil the freedom which awaits you tliere?
N'ow is the time to eliminate every unwanted
hair.
An application of ZIP today will do
more than all the cimtiuued use of ordinary
depilatories thruout the sniiinier, for it does
not merely take off surface hair
it gently
lifts out the roots with the hairs and thus
destroys the growth
Such is the action of ZIP and it accomplishes its work with astounding effectiveness.

—

!

different from ordinary
nu'rely burn off s\irface hair
roots to thrive.

So

The Modern

methods which
and leave the

Way

to be modem in beauty's requisites and
yoVi will profit tberefore iu learning to distiugnlsif
between ZIP and earlier methods (tweezers, shaving,

You want

elfctrolysl.s, depilatories and pumice).
fluous bair is too serious a matter to

Your supertamper with.

and spec-

by the short story
based on this motion picture which is to appear in
ulation

the August magazine

Scientifically Correct
You will be delighted after becoming familiar with
tbe merits of ZIP and seeing that it is a preparation tbat does all tliat is claimed for it; one wjrich
is guaranteed
absolutely hanuless to your sliin:
eoutaius no injurious drugs; i's easily applied at
borne aud deligblfully fragrant: leaves your skin as
soft aiul smootb as a babe's; and above all is acknowledged by e.\perts as the scientifically correct
nietbod.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE
Guaranteed on Money Back Basis
Treatment or Free Demonstration at my Salon

Yo^ir Own.

cards, circulars, labels, tags, menus
book, paper. Press Sri Larger SS. Job
PressSl.-.tlup.

OUT

IT'S

EPILATOR

The
a

ITS OFF
because

mated tone

CUJSitXHENSElNHALF

S.MALL UCILAY.

Pay.s for
Will last

(Ent.

short time.
for years. Kasy to use. printed
Print for others,
rules sent
Write factory
TODAY for press catalog.
TYPE, cards, paper,onvtlopes.
itself iu

on 46th

specialist
562 Fifth

St.)

Avenue

New York

SEND TODAY FOR FREE BOOK
and Free Samples Massage (.'ream and
Pace I'owder witb my compliments.
Guaranteed Not to Grow Hair.

BIG PKOFIT.
THE PRESS CO

-^

>^-'

Dept. 645

Madame

D 44. Menilen. Conn

Berthe,

Specialist

Dept. 645, 562 Fifth Ave., New York City
I'lease send me FKl^E Samples of your

MASSAGE CREAM
DER aud your book,

Teach Children
To Use

Cuticura
Soothes and Heals
Rashes and Irritations
Cuticura Soap Keeps the Skin "Clear

and

FACE POW-

"Beauty's Greatest
Secret," iu which leading actresses tell
bow to be beautiful by using ZIP.
(Please print your name.)

Name

^J
/

Address

..

.

City and State.

CREATIONS
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Vanished
in

fifteen minutes
Rapid, Not ox.
guaranteed to color — and pennanentl.v
—
naturally gray, faded or streaked
original sliade iu
15
Iticcto

specifically

is

to

liair

its

minutes; and not alonp this: it also
brings back all the normal brilliancy
The
without injury to tlio texture.
lint is both natural and permanent in
18 distinct sliades.
It will neither rub
off nor be affected in any way by sunlight, shampooing, salt water, Russian
or Turkish l»atlis. nor by permanent
waving or any other liair treatments.

The

high-class
hairmajority
of
dressers from coast to coast, use and

endorse

it.

of women apply it, for the
convenience, in their own
invariable success.

Thousands
sake

of
Iiomcs.

and with

SEND NO MONEY
send you

Xleii ly ask us to

full

particulars about Inecto Rapid,

Notox, and our Beauty Analysis
Chart.

INECTO,

Inc.

Laboratories and Salons
St.. New York, N. Y.

33-35 W.46th

I'lwisc sL-iid me gratis, full details or Ineito Itaiild.
Xotux, and the "Beauty Analysis Chart." Form L-7.

mn-M"

j^<3'lj|

LEARN CARTOONING
At

Home— In Your

from the school

many

Spare Time

has trained so
cartoonists of to-

th;it

successful

day earning from $50 to $200 and
more a week. The Landon Picture
Chart Method of teaching makes
original drawing easy to iearn.
Send
€to in ettmps for full Information and

cbarttotestyour
Alsoatau age. ^
THE LANDON SCHOOL-fJ
^^/
t402 National Blde.» Cleveland,
ability.

The leading man

O.

Goes NarcissusIng around
.

.

.

rosebuds into
Marble pools
.
Or draping himself across a

Tossing

^^^

Diaitnontf^
Sena Only

.

5 CENTS]

and get
liant.

thia

Sun-Dial

Fiery Blue

.

10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
No C.O.D. No Red Tape No Delay
We Bave yoa K and trast you for any

Tne Costume

Popalar
"Adelle"

dollars a month until J48.00 is paid.
Regular$75 Value. Special $48.00.

Perfect Cu
Diamond. L:

|

Picture

f

(Continued from page 40)

I
'

And

you want to buy. Amazing BarKains— Prices smashed on Million Dol-^
lar Stock of Diamonds and Watches.
article

his lady are at last

Alone

FREE Catalog

Beautifully illustrates our sensational bareains. explains credit plan which makes
article you dtsire,
fit easy to secure any
Get this free book TODAY I
I

SMJSFACTiON

N3W

.

.

.

With courtly grace he
Draws her into a
Fond embrace
her
.

.

& CO.

122 W«st Madison Street,
Dept. 2131
Chicago, III.
Nearly One-Quarter Century in Same Location.

KLEIN

.

i

After 10 days' FREE trial, if satisfied
pay only four dollars and then four

fof

.

bril-

White Genuine Perfect Cat Diamond.

WfMe

.

Good Hard Working

'

.

Head

against his shoulder
in the charm of that

And

Romantic moment
Almost I forget the

.

Youth -Ami Skin Peel
A New Scientific Discovery
which painlessly and harmlessly replaces
the old skin with a new and removes ail
Surface Blemishes, Pimples, Blackheads,
Discolorationg, Tan, Eczema, Acne, Large Pores, etc. A
non-acid, invisible liquid. Produces a healthy new skin,
beautiful as a baby's. Results astounding. Booklet "The
Magic of a New Skin'* free in plain sealed envelope.
Yonlh- Ami Laboratories, Dept. DB. 30 E. 20th

St.,

New York

MiiiiiiiiifiDiES

Haberdasher's Tuileries
But not for long
voice breaks thru the

A valuable money

—

,

making

Stillness saying
"There's one scene she
Didn't take away from

me

She hogged the camera

all

Thru

perience

^.^gpfl^^

necessary,

the picture

.

.

And
It

154 Nassau

St..

New York

Suite 1112-14, Dept. H.

^^^B^Mi^ j

I

.

.

I

I got her head down
held it down ..."

is tJic

leading man.

Free booklet sent on request.

Continental Photoplay Studio
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.

in that final

Closeup

field

Try it! Mail us stories or ideas, in any FOEM. at
once for FREE examination, criticism and advice.
^We give our honest services to amateurs who would
^convert their thoughts into DOLLARS.
No ex-

.

A

But
^

.

.

hate costume pictures

They puzzle me

.

.

.

.

—
:

OTIQN

Our

Reporter's

PICTUm

MoteLook
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{Contimted from page 98)
objected to the title, but this has somehow
been glossed over, and Sam Wood will
direct the story, probably for First National.

"Face," a Saturday Evening Post story,
make its bow on the screen as "Unguarded Women." It is a strong drama of
Oriental atmosphere, with many of the
scenes laid in Peking, China.
The cast
will

is

headed by Bebe Daniels, and Richard

Dix, and further includes
Mary Astor,
Walter McGrail, Frank Losee. It is being
directed by Alan Crosland.
:

—

Ben Lyon opposite the Negri in an
adaptation of "Song of Songs," an A. H.
^V'ood production in which Irene Fenwick
starred on the stage.
Mr. Lyon, already
a stage favorite, made a meteoric leap to
film stardom.
On the Coast for his vacation, he was induced to take a part in
Maurice Tournier's production of "The
White Moth," opposite to Barbara La
Marr, and also a role in the screen version
of "Mary the Third," in fact, the part
he had made famous in the stage production of the same play.
From there he
stepped up to share laurels with Pola.

—

"The Goose Hangs High" it did to the
tune of $30,000, but Famous Players paid
it
The play is by Louis Veach and has
had a successful Broadway run.
Now
Famous Players is angling for "The
Rabbit's Foot," by Rida Johnson Young,
that
is
having a successful career in
Boston.
We're wondering if they're
carrying a talisman of title-role in their
pocket.
!

•

Mrs. Sydney Drew is at last making
good her promise to come back to the
screen.
She will produce, as an independent, five four-reel comedies on the order
of those that registered with such forcible
risibility when she was starred with her
late husband, Sydney Drew, the dry-wit
comedian.

—

Looks before he

Lew

leaps
that's
Cody
in affairs of the heart, perhaps, but
in affairs of the screen.
Mr. Cody has an

—

iiot

become a producer on his own,
but he's not burning any bridges. He has
bought a one-act play and plans to iilm
urge

to

the evening after he has finished his
for the Goldwyn Company.
It will
run two reels and will have only three
people in the cast.
It will be a sort of
vignette of movie production.
He will
give private showings of it and if it is a
success, will then oft'er it for general
it

in

work

release.

It

Brushes In Waves!

this

column

we

—

"Manhandled"

is

a good

Ince

Vidor,
offices,

will
Griffith

play

to

the

the
title

John
Wray production
"Barbara Freitchie."
It was at first
rumored that Blanche Sweet would have
role in the

of

the role.

"The Queen's Love Story," by Mary
Roberts Rinehart, will be Gloria Swanson's
ne.Kt vehicle.
Ian Keith, he of tall mien.

will

hair will be straight if you brush
wave if waved in the brushing.

—

it

—

Special Free Trial of

—

The
is

scientific principle of this new design
on any head of hair; the most

stubbornly straight hair yields to the ripEvery woman is
pling strokes of Wavex.
invited to prove this by her own test;
read the offer!

Any Hair "Brush Waved"
With Ease
preparation with this scientific brush
in this discovery.
skill in usinsr. just brush your hair— and
will coax to curliness in a perfectly natural

no
— there's
special

No
Waves

At
tion.

effective

title.

according

it

To get a \Vavex brush on approval for actual
proof of its wonderful wave-inducing properties act
now. wliile the introductory trial offer is open. See

Every stroke with this new type of hair
brush imparts a gentle wave. Every strand
every hair is encouraged to curl. If you
want wavy hair— that really waves, with a
real, natural wave
use the Wavex curling

You need no

Florence

Your

Coupon.

hair brush!

spoke of
Gloria Swanson's hardship in having to
wear cheap clothes as the star of "Manhandled" that wasn't a circumstance to
some of the other things she had to do
twice she served as a clerk in department
stores selling ribbons behind a counter, and
another time she submitted to getting
splashed with mud for several hours
in

it.

straight;

—

Earlier

Thomas

have

Hair Brush of Improved Design
With Curved Rows of Bristles
Fosters Natural Curliness

mystery or "mayic"

and beneficial way. If you want wavy hair, give
Nature a chance. .Ml you'll ever require for hair
that ripples and falls into soft curl is the right brush.
You'll soon have an effect tliat all the dressings ever
made for hair could not duplicate.
For years women have done everything and anything to make waves in their hair only to brush
them out! The hair brush with straight rows of

—

bristles straightens the soft hairs: how could it be
otherwise? But now. those who wish wavy hair may

New York's beauty show Wavex was a sensaWomen were shown and convinced on the

Every brush was soon gone, and scores of
left orders.
Until we can supply all the
we will forward one brush to any individual
making immediate use of coupon, at theintroductory
price of only fS.OO. (Wavex has genuine China hogr
bristles, hand-set in strong back with rich ebony
finish, and will outlast several cheaply made brushes:
so the waving feature really costs you nothing.)
Pay the postman, or send $3.00 now and save
spot.

others

stores,

postage: either way, the trial is free, with
back if not dclis'htcd. Use coupon no-a.'.

I

The Dr.

EGAN

money

Manufactory, Dept. 2S-A

220 So. State St., Chicago,

111.

I

Please send me one Wavex curling hair brush for s
(week's free demonstration which must sell me, or my
money is to be returned. I will pay postman $3 and postage. iOr enclose $3 now and get brush prepaid.)
I

I

I

Name

I

Address.
I

I

P.O..

.StaU..
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AGENTS WANTED
line of Eniaranteed. hosiery for
AGENTS;— St41
children.
Must wear 12 months

Earn $25 Weekly,

full

spare time, writing for newsmagazines.
Experience unnecpssarv
dePress Syndicate, 961, St. Louis, Mo.

pnncrs.

All styles, colors, and finest line
or rephu-ed free.
Often take orders for dozen pairs in
of silk hose.
one family. Write for sample outfit. Thomas Mfg.
Co., Class 448, Dayton, Ohio.

;

tails free.

cents an hour to advertise and distribute samples to consumer.
Write qTiick for
American Troducts Co.,
territory and particulars.
1709 American Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Inventors

—

Write for our free illustrated guidebook, "Hew to Cbtain a Patent."
Send model or
sketch and description of your invention for our
opinion of its patentable nature free.
Highest references.
Prompt attention. Reasonable terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 833 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

Bis Money and

ITast Sales. Every owner buys
for his auto.
You charjre $1.50;
Ten orders daily easy.
Write for
?1.35.
particulars and free samples.
American Monogram Co., Dept. lUl, East Orange, N. J.
Initials

make

Auto Owners!
Agent!

Factory

Sample

tires

PHOTOPLAYS

Oet your tires Free!
Be our
Big spare time money-maker!

No

furnished.

&

Eubber

—Our

"Successful Photoplays"
above title gives valuable
play writing and marketing,
vice.
Send for free copy.

—

or experience

cai)ital

Write today. Armour Tire
Desk 2G1-A, Dayton, Ohio.
needed.

Co.,

HELP WANTED

popular book of
instructions on ph it"and describes our serSuccessful Photoplays,

Stories and Photoplay Ideas Wanted by 48
companies
big pay.
Details fre!> to beginners.
Producers League, 441, St. Louis, Mo.
;

Men, AVomen, Boys,

Girls, 17 to 6.">. willing
to accept Government Positions .S117-.S2.^»0, traveling or statiniiary, write Mr. Ozment, 294. St.

All

JIo.,

liOuis,

rOK PHOTOPLAY IDEAS.

Plots acrevised, criticised, copyrighted.
marketed,
.\dvice free.
Universal Scenario Corporation, 205 Security Bldg., Santa Monica and
Western Avenni's, Hollywood, California.

S $ $
cepted any form

iiiiiiiediatidy.

HELP WANTED— MALE

—

Be a Deteetire Exceptional opportunity
Travel.
Thousands of dollars
hig money.
rewards.

In

Established

1909.

;

Write C. T. Ludwig, 556 Westover Bldg., Kansas
Mo.

;.

Excellent opDetectives Earn Big Money.
portunity.
Travel.
Experience unnecessary. Particulars free.
Write, George M. Wagner, Former
Government Detective, 1908 Broadway, New York.

Mail Carriers.
—Full
particulars

SALESMEN WANTED
Coal In Car-load

Sell

Become Railway Mail

$1400-.$2.300 year.

hour.

I-iiliernl

C(^AL

Kxi-han',^'

Chica^ro.

HELP WANTED— FEMALE
Home—pleasant,

liadles Work at
on your machine.

easy

OIney,

;

Tapestry

for stamp.
Ind.

ticulars

Paint

COMPANY.

Pillow
Par-

Co.,

126,

STORIES

WOMEN

stories, books, articles have sold!
Details free concerning criticism,
revision services, or story writing course ! Advance
Pub. (Jo., Box 496, San Francisco.

yours

sell

!

Stories, Poems, Plays, etc., are wanted for publication.
Good ideas bring big money.
Submit
MSS. or write Literary Bureau, 134 Hannibal, Mo.

MISCELLANEOUS
Your Horoscope.

Earn $35 Weekly,

Friends,

papers,

(stamps)

tails free.

Business. Character. Changes,
Enemies.
Send birth date and ten cents
for remarkable test
reading.
Zanva,
Y-200 W. 70th St., New. York.

magazines.

spare time, writing for newsExperience unnecessary: de-

'Press Syndicate, 961 St. Louis, Mo.

.f^S.OO Profit Nightly— Small cnpitnl starts you.
experience needed.
Our machines are used and
endorsed by government institutions. Catalog free.
Atlas Moving Picture Co., 4.31 Morton Bldg..
Chicago.

Get On the Stage.

No

I tell

WRITE /%.MOVtES
PRODUCERS WANT IDEAS
on

'

for Motion Picture plays.
Big prices paid
Submil your ideas in any form for
immediate examination.

acceptance.

for

.

FREE BOOKLET

Explains our Service to Writers
Earle Building.

illustrated

M. LaDelle. Box 557,

fe

A

HOW TO

_

Woodbridg;e, N.

J.

MEN—WOMEN OVER

§ way

c,

17

"S

Common
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Education Sufficient

Name
<

Mail

me mthout
Clerk

cliarse,

Examination

(1)

Sample Eail-

questions;

(2)

Schedule showing places of coming U. S. Govemmeiit examinations; (3) List of many Government

^ jobs

SHOULD MAIL COUPON IMMEDIATELY
Steady work. No layoffs. Paid Vacations
Many Government Jobs Open to Women

9

Dept. L-254, Rochester, N. Y.
Sirs: .Send

now

oljtainablc.

\\'ilson

in

male

tlie

Tiiodc"!!

in all details.

who

Holmes

rcrcntly played with
"Ano'.her Scandal," will

Lois

have

lead.

—

"To be or not to be" Bert Lytell refused to give a jcsiiive ansv«er as to
\\hether he would marry Claire Windsor
when divorce proceedings instituted by his
wife, Evelyn Vaughn, became effective.
Claire and he have always been the best
of friends, he said, and she is the finest
little woman in the world.
He exonerated
Miss Windsor from any responsibility of
the divorce proceedings and declared that
he and his wife had decided to separate
before he left for Africa to take a leading
part in the filming of "-\ Son of the Sahara."
Mrs. Lytell, in her suit, claimed
Africa seems far enough away
point sound.
She will soon
return East to be featured once more on

desertion.
to

make her

"Beau Brummel"

is

responsible

for the

shooting of at least one actor into stardom before the filming of this production
Willard Louis was looked upon as a good
support in any cast now since he has
acted the Prince of Wales in "Beau Brummel," he has been swamped with star
offers.
At present he is playing the title
role in "Babbitt," a \\'arner producrion.

—

—

.\lready engaged for the
First National,
cast are
Claire Windsor, Adolphe Menjou,
Robert Ellis, Mary Carr, Tully
George
Alarshall and many lesser lights.
Archibaud is directing.
:

Clifford,

Girl," in other words Kathwho will take the_ part of
girl in the story, is a new

Christie satellite.

giving

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE,

I
'
,

— quite

Herbert,

both boy and

WANTED

RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS
$1600 to $2300 Year

seas

"Grandma's

DAVIS, M.D.

124-E Grove Avenue _

match between a young .ALmerican girl
and a middlc-arrcd lover from across the

leen

—

WM.

New York

Own

"Her
Free \\'ill," a novel by Ethel
Dell, has been chosen by Helene Chadwick
for her first starring vehicle for Hodkinson release. It is a story of a loveless

BANISH THEM

simple, safe home
treatment 16 years
success in my prac-

fur fre« booklet
full particulars.

EARLE PHOTOPLAY STUDIOS
607-N

instructive

Moles (also RIG
growths) dry up. Write

''From Photoplay Plot to Screen"
Suite

you how
Personality,
Experience unneces!

confidence, skill developed.
Send 6c postage for
sarv.
Stage Book and particulars.
Los .\ngeles. Cal.

Goin' to show 'em Mack Scnnett has
gone on a fishing trip along the Mexican
Coast, where he expects to make a haul
of tuna, whale and sword fish.
And he
allows he's going to tell as big a fish story
as was ever told when he returns, and no
one will dare gainsay him.
Pourquoi?
Because he has taken a cameraman along
with him, and if he gets a thousand feet
of a big feller in action he's going to
build a picture about it.

"For Sale," an original from the pen of
Earl
Hudson, author of "Sundown,"
promises to be another super-film for

VAUDEVILLE

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

story.

the legitimate stage.

WANTED

Our short

Can

Reduce your ankles.
My FREE booklet tells
how to beautify .'Uikle and calf. Send stamp for
your copy TODAY. Adele D. Raymond, 218 Madieon Sq. Station, New York City.

Send

an

SONGS

La Grange,

INTEREST TO

lino.

in

arrantrement.
SG2
Coal

A $500 Cash Prize is offered for the BEST SECOND VERSE TO "I'LL BE WAITING.' Those
wishing to compete may receive a free copy of this
song and rules of contest bv addressing EQUITABLE
MUSIC CORPORATION, 1658 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Illinois.

Earn ,S6-$18 a Dozen decorating
Home
experience
unnecessary.
at

liadies

Tops

aeronnt

sewing

Whole or part time. Highest
paid.
For full inf(»rm,Ttion address

possible prices
Li. Jones, Box 562,

Earn week's pay

drawini?

WASHINGTON
Rid;;;..

Side or ninin

I.ots.

Kxperience unnecessary.

Steady
Write immediately.
free.
Franklin Institute. Dept. L-106, Rochester. N. Y.
Clerks
work.

—

Plet
Joiirnali-m Photoplays Sliort Stories.
Cliart and Details free to those wishing to enter
above professifuis or dispose of manusi'ripts on
commission.
(The Service offered is given by Pi'of
nal .\ntbors and Editors of high standing.)
Harvard Company, 434, Montgomery, San Francisco.

offered

Particulars free.

City,

Ambitious Men, 18 Up.

;

—

earn

—

—

PATENTS

AGENTS— 90

Gold

—

NEWS CORRESPONDENCE

women and

nita,

black hair and deep blue eyes, than whom
no one could be a more romantic looking
lover for a queen or a maid has been
chosen for the male lead.
Frank Tuttle,
who adapted "Alanhandled" for the screen,
is
working on the scenario of the new

—

;

;

— —
%>m^Mi^m

EYES OF FOUR SCREEX
FAVORITES
By Dora

MARY'S

eyes

\\'eatherall

S.

are

like

Springtime,

Like an April day.
Just ready for a shower
But smiling anyway.

now
new
Metro production,
Laurette Taylor
in the

starring,

"Happiness"

KORMA'S

eyes are like Summer,
Soft as the Summer breeze,
as the Summer sunshine
Sifting thru the trees.

Warm

POLA'S

eyes are like Autumn,
passion set afire
Silent as the falling leaves,

''It is

With

They bow

GLORT\'S

Concentrated

to Fate's desire.

Happltness »

eyes arc like Winter,

Sharp as the wind that blows
Their tenderness is hidden

By

the drifting snows.

Beautiful Laurette Taylor found
that this fragrance added a nczv
note to even her exquisite personality

"My
ALMOST AXY WOMAN

"It is with genuine pleasure I
write to thank you for your
charming gift of Mai d'Or perfume which so deUghtfullyrepresents all the allure of Paris.
"It is Concentrated 'Happiness' which is the name of my

By Grace Greex
Girlhood's silver slippers,
I have danced them thru,
Laid away my ball gowns

In sachets of

rue.

new

I have mated;
Borne my careless young,
Learned the talk of housewives,
Once an alien tongue.

Gravely,

Why

Laurette Taylor

The

Shadows on a wall,
Foaming peach in blossom,

And

Door

Perfumers have spent their

lives

seeking in vain the secret which
Vivaudou has at last found and
keeps beyond the famous door of
mystery. You can never know

footsteps,

Could one guess, by chance.

That my feet remember
Measures of a dance?

what marvelous secret it jealously
guards, but you can have the bewildering appeal of this new perfume quality in the Mai d'Or
products.

And when pictured passion
On the screen drifts by,
Could one guess the envy

Or

"Mysterious

—it guards the most fascinating secret in the world

a far bird's call?

So sedate my

picture.

Sincerely,"

me

>hould these things' stir

dear Mons. Vivaudou:

PARFUM
POUDRE
SAVON
75c
25c
POUDRES COMPACTES
TALC
50c and $1.00
25c, 50c, 75c
CREME ROUGES EAU DE TOILETTE

translate the sigh?

$1.00, $2.00, $4.00

$1.00 50c and $1.00

At

WITCHCRAFT

$1.50, $2.50

the better shops

By Helen Clark
There's surely magic

in this

play

Send on/y 20c

Of living shadows on a sheet
and a magic way
Of silver
To spread before the watchers'
.

As, wrapped
The Rose of

.

.

in

dreams, they

Romance

sit

feet.

and mark

to

Vi •audou

(Drpt, 7-D-7),4t)9FifthAve.,
Neiv York, for a tiny bottle cf
Mai d'Or, a bit tf pmrderina
netu pat-a-caki-puffand booklet

**TheStory oftheSecret

Door,'*''

light the dark.

No dearer spell the world has seen,
No more enchantment has it known,
Than shadow-figures on

a screen,

Like seeds in fairy gardens sown.
That, momently, full-blossom there

To

patterned joy or brief despair.

The

is but a magic loom,
which the players weave their
Whereon the trees of heaven bloom,

screen

.

On

—

.\nd Love's green paradise or
those who see no magic here
Are dull and blinded folk, I fear.

And

spell,

hell

1

VAU

O U

Mw%rki

OteaioT of exclusive. toHctTit9~-Mavis-r La Boheme and the famous Ego Beauty Treatments
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The True

Attention! 2nd Edition
Revised and Augmented

"The

little

book

is

a gem."

WORLD'S MOST BELOVED STAR

LIFE OF

Wallace Reid
BY HIS MOTHER
Bertha Westbrook Reid

Story
Trials

and

Triumphs

Talents, Attain-

ments, Courage

and Martyrdom
of this
Lovable Lad

Oh,

Delighted Readers Everywhere

tillery

AMERICA, ENGLAND. NORWAY,
AUSTRALIA, FINLAND, CHINA
in Cloth,

$1.00

Postpaid, $1.10

M

Sorg Publishing Co.

Vesey St., New YorV, Tel. Cortlandt 5934
Please send copy of "Life of Wallace Reid."

Movie Acting!
profession that

fascinating

pays

big.

Would

liUe to know if you are adapted to tliis work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel, instructive and valuahle work. Send
dime or stamps today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BU REAU. Sta. W., Jackson, Mich.

you

rt CornerY>urFictures-Aibum
vrhere yoa can keep them safe and
enjoy tbem always.

S

,

I

>i,' /

4aC
Ivr
Buy;?

..^^"f'^^

..

]/\rt<Lorners

3

.

Coiora
are on baIb at Photo Supply and
Albom countera everywhere. They
Artistic,
are the only Quick, Easy,
No Paste, No Fold way to mount
Kodak Priota. A dime brinffS 100
and Bampiea to try. Write
Styles

.lBiin^ip>tffalSWnitiii^ll

iuiiiiR]i^(i|[i
S^Sd^'rare^d'oT'iS

days you are not satisfied with this late model
typewriter rebuilt by the famous Shipman

GREAT PRICE SAVING
tory in the world by our

money

si

UNDERWOOD

Ward

process.

you from the
typewriter fac-

et to
VJi^
areest

ethods.

EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS
notice

it

l'oSl1\'^ni[
while you enjoy the use of this wonderful machine.

FREE BOOK OF FACTS

^Tr'ir^on^S'eTfi'l
system of rebuilding typewriters and also valuable information
about the typewriter industry both inatructive and eDtertaining.

Act Today I
Mail

Coupon

Shipman Ward

Mt&. Company
B203 Shipman Building
Montrose & Ravenswood
Aves,, Chicago

Name
St.

and

City

!
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No

sentences.
from the

"Children

learn

great deal
than you
I found that out in Goldfield.
were pretty wild at that
time, as you may remember.
No censora

Much more

screen.

picturesque

was

the

143d

Field

Ar-

"Mary Pickford Regi-

ment" and she was its honorary colonel.
One of Miss Pickford's closest friends
was Frances Marion, and it was during
this time that Miss Marion met the hand-

some young chaplain of the regiment. I
remember that there was a great deal in
the local papers about him at the time,

troops, failed to get into active service
before the Armistice put a stop to hostilities.
Miss Marion was overseas also, with
the Committee of Public Information, and
bhe and the young chaplain were married
while they were still abroad, if I remember correctly.

Returning home, Miss Marion plunged
into the writing and directing of "The
Love Light" for Alary Pickford and Air.
Thompson put away his uniform and
became an actor.
He couldn't give it so much, tho, and
I doubt that the screen would have held
him long, had he not seen here an opportunity to stimulate the interest of boys and

imagine.
Pictures

ship.

he and

three thousand persons in the town. Some
of them went to see the films every night,
and the children were seeing things they
shouldn't see.

"The favorite excuse of producers in
putting se.x-dramas on the market, is that
their stories serve as object lessons to
those who see them. That is not true. An
adult person never learns right living from
seeing that sort of a picture. After you've
passed a certain age you know whether
you're doing right or wrong.
You dont
need the screen to teach you."
Mr. Thompson fixed me with a cold

He was

at

moment every

that

end me
a copy of your
free book of facta,
explainine: bargain oSer.

name

has

come

to

eye.

inch

the

minister.

"With children it is different," he con"They do learn from the screen.
"I was Scout Master in Washington, and
Boy Scout Commissioner in charge of the
Scout troops of Nevada, while I was in
Goldfield.
I like boys.
In making motion

tinued.

myself
encourage them
pictures

show them
athletic

the

my

only

interest

outdoor

in

of

benefits

to
to
clean,
is

activities,

living

The moral standards of

lives.

young men

in college today are considerably higher than they were ten years ago.
This is directly due to the increased interest in athletics. I wish to stimulate this
interest thru my pictures, too.
They will
all
be outdoor pictures.
Children like

those,
action,

you know.
and thrills.

There
I

will

be sought after in

casts these

Pliotograiih

l)y

be

lots

think they'll like

Winston Miller was determined not to remain eligible to
the Only Their Sisters Club. So he turned his face towards
the movies which have brought Patsy Ruth her fame. His

ENGEU MFG. CO.

DAYS FREE TRIAL

"I'm making pictures for boys," he said.
Fred Thompson speaks in short forcible

I

lOO Dept.23Gp47llN.CIar'kSt.,Chicago

10

It

country whom v/c California girls so
wished to meet.
Presently the 143d went overseas, but
as was the case with a good many Western

SEND MONEY ORDER CR CHECK

A

that
!

and I'm certain that next to the Prince of
Wales, there wasn't a young man in the

—

Name
Address..

a

"There was a Catholic priest there, and
I worked shoulder to shoulder. We
knew that motion pictures were becoming
a force in community life that couldn't be
ignored. They were reaching more people
than we were.
I would have, perhaps, a
hundred people in my church on Sunday.
There were between two thousand and

Diego.

ILLUSTRATED

in athletics, by appearing in
series of out-of-door pictures, himself.

see Mr. Thompson stamping up
and down the Chinese rug in his livingroom as he told me about it. I would
think the life-story of the handsome Mr.
Thompson pure fiction, myself, if I didn't
know that it is true.

—

Great Genius

young men

may

Well, to resume when war was declared with Germany, Thompson became
chaplain
of the 143d
Field Artillery,
stationed at Camp
Kearney near San

and

from page 39)

hardly dare go on.
This
gets more story-bookish every minute.
I
dont see how you're going to believe it
all,
since you were not with me, and
I

couldn't

Smiles and
Tears

Bound

shepherding A flock at the Hope Presbyterian Church in Los Angeles, and shortly
afterward he took his two-fisted Christianity
to Goldfield, Nevada, where he remained among the miners there until the
World War broke out.
Honestly,

Heart - Gripping

Thompson

Story of Fred
{L'ontinued

days

Clarence

S.

Bull

of

my

—

^.M°;^'.?j,'SP''p,

horse, Silver King, too.
King, myself!"

Mr. Thompson

trained Silver

down

abruptly and
of yellow
bowl of Chinese blue.

sat

stared moodily at
spring jonquils in

I

a

cluster

"But I hate grease-paint," he announced
Hate to see
"I hate to act.
vigorously.
stuff written about me in the papers, too.

Always

did."

If Air. Thompson could find someone
else to carry out his ideas and do his stunts

for him, he probably wouldn't appear on
But the disthe screen himself, at all.
advantage of being the world's champion
athlete is that you cant find a double, and
he is so sincere in his efforts to provide
clean entertainment for the youngsters that
he endures the grease-paint, and interviews
too, since they're part of the game.

And now

listen to me, particularly if
the father or mother of growing
children, believe in an intelligent censorThe
ship of pictures and a clean screen.
next time you see a Fred Thompson pic-

j'Ou're

ture advertised in your neighborhood, take
the kids and go to see this champion
athlete, this man who is bending every
effort to give your children proper amusement.
I know of no one else in Hollywood who has their interest so at heart.
I rather imagine that he's going to be
popular with a lot of grown-up boys and
girls too.

While he was chaplain, the men of his
regiment gave him a silver horseshoe,
"To
and inscribed thereon the words
:

Fred Thompson, world's greatest
and a he-man."

At
wish

the risk of getting slushy, I humbly
to add that those lads certainly knew

what they were talking about.
js

athlete

He-Man

right.

Whiten Hands Overnight
Astounding Scientific Discovery— Dr. Egan's
Magic Night Gloves! Make rough,
reddened, work-worn hands soft
and white over-night!

Try the Gloves

Results Absolutely Guaranteed in Writing. Lesal

If five

Guarantee Bond with Every
of it— putting on a
JUST think
and finding- your hands

Pair.

gloves for a
exyuisitcly white

p.nir of

ni^'lit

The dual interviewers,
Gladys Hall and Adele
Whitely Fletcher, have

writ-

ten a one-act playlet with

Mary

Pickford.

"We

Inter-

view Mary" is one of the
most amusing and interesting of these double interviews which we have ever
published. And it is to be
illustrated with new and
exclusive

pictures

which

were taken of Miss Pickford
during her
recent
visit
in

New York

and softi
That is the raai,'ic of Dr. Etjan's
amazing medicated Glovesl Nothing lilce them
ever l<nown! These gloves of medicated fabric (not
ruhber) actually turn your
hands white, as white as
a lily and as smooth and

difference in
Mark how lovely your hands,

how white and smooth.
nights of wear of the gloves doesn't make
your hands more beautiful than you ever dreamed
possible, don't keep the gloves. Return them to us
and you won't be out one cent for the free trial. You
are the judge.

SEND NO MONEY
Just Mail
the Coupon

soft.

No

matter how red your
hands, or how sallow or
yellow or how deeply
blotched with freckles or
liver spots
no matter
how rough or coarse or
workworn your hands, the
magic of these medicated

Send no money now — just
the coupon.

—

man only

gloves will turn them
white and soft, fresh and
young-looking.

Results in

One

Complete $5.00 Outfit on

Night

ing Introductory Offer only

Just one night's wear of
these marvelous gloves is
enough to convince you.
You see a difference in
your hands almost un-

believable.

Wear

soft

QC

you forget.

Pay the

post-

$1.95 (plus

postage) on delivery of
thegloves. IfinSdaysyou
are not more than delighted and amazed with theresuits from the gloves, just
send them back and your
money will be promptly
refunded in full. We give
you a written guarantee
to this effect. You run no
risk.
Fill out and mail
the coupon now or copy
it in a post card or letter.
If apt to be out when

postman
now.

calls

send $2,00

Our guarantee

as-

sures you of your money
back if you are not perfectly satisfied.

Address

Dr.

S, J,

220

South State

Eg.an, Dept, 136
Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

I

and smooth as

velvet.

And

all

so

one pair freshly medicated

I

I

I
•

The complete Dr. Egan Magic Glove

outfit congloves; one jar

Dr. Egan's Pore-Lax; one bottle Glove Medicator;
one copy Dr. Egan's booklet, "The Care of the
Hands"; all in neat container. The Pore-Lax is a
special cream to apply before donning the gloves to
open the pores of the skin for the action of the medicated gloves. The Glove Medicator is for restoring
the potency of the gloves after a period of wear.
Gloves may be worn at night while you sleep or
during the day while doing your sweeping and
'^lustinj;.

(j;^

act at once, as only 10,000 sets are to be distributed at
the cut price. You may pay the postman or, if you
prefer enclose $2 with coupon and receive package all
paid for. Remember, every penny of your money back
Clip and mail the coupon now before
if you say so.

quick as to be dumfounding.
sists of:

Amaz-

1

—

natural warmth of the hands has a peculiarly potent
whitening and softeing effect upon the hands. The
hands become white— a charming, natural white.

They become

this

These gloves will soon be offered the T
public through the regular channels
at S5 the pair. But a limited number of
sets are now being offered for advertising purposes at practically cost
J1.9S. You can get this complete $5.00
outfit
Medicated Gloves, generous
supply of Pore-Lax and Medicator
all for SI. 95 on this introductory offer. But you must

the

gloves four or five nights
and you have a new pair
of hands.
It's the medicated fabric that does the
work. The gloves are impregnated with a marvelous solution perfected by
the famousDr.S. J. Egan.
The medicated fabric
when activated by the

FREE

five nights free.
Note the amazing
your hands in just five nights' wear.

Try the gloves

I

I
.
I

S. J. Egan, Dept 136
220 S. State Street, Chicago, 111.
Please send me (in plain package) for free trial

Dr.

a pair of

Dr. Egan's Magic Gloves for whitening and softening the
hands, with Pore-Lax and Medicator. I will pay postman
$1.95 (plus postage) on delivery of the gloves. If I am not
perfectly delighted with the change in my hands in 5 days,
I may return gloves and get my money back in full.
(If
apt to be out when postman calls send $2 now and the complete outfit will be mailed prepaid.)

1

I

Name..

I
I

Address

I
I

^h' sieve

size is..
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Letters to tKe Editor
(Continued from page 102)
tho
always remember those two
Now I
I've forgotten everything else.
often wish I had kept that magazine
always keep them now.
1 sure like the articles that Harry Carr
I always turn first thing to "On
writes.
Second "'The Anthe Camera Coast."
swer Man." He has been eighty years old
for six years so I dont believe he is old
His sense of humor is wonderful
at all.
and he quotes poetry in every answer. I
articles,

—

—

DON'T
'^GiveYourself

Away

Smearing eyelashes for beauty's sake
detected.

You

—

intended

is

Why isn't there
lots of interviews.
And Ruth
ever any with John Bowers?
Marion Davies,
Roland, Lois Wilson,
Forrest Stanley, Buck Jones, Edith Johnson and William Duncan? Please give us
an interview with each of them. I sure did
like the interview with Patsy Ruth ]\Iiller,
recently, also ihc one with ilae Marsh.

easily

can restore the curl Nature
and emphasize it with

—

I'd

little enameled curler gives you rtie sweepinff,
beautifying lashes of a Movie Girl without pastes or
wax. it acts as a miniature curling iron. No heat
safe, simple and quicl<. A minute a day
required
j:ives the curl for «// day. Kurlash is inexpensive and
a
lifetime;
nothing more to buy, nothing to breakasts
J

m

Stickel Company, iNa Dept.

see articles about the girls
especially Clara Horton,

I belong to
they are the sweetest girls.
the "Our Club Fans," possibly that's why.
I am \' ice-President and Western Representative of that club and anyone who
wishes to join, I'll be glad to make a
member for I'm sure strong for anyone
who likes the girls of "Our Club."
hope the above doesn't get blueI
penciled because this is the best and really
only way I can tell fans of our little club.
I sure did like John Gilbert in "Cameo
Kirby."
I'd like to see him in another
The entire cast of "When
role like that.
a Alan's a Man" was certainly first-rate.
wish John Bowers would play in all
I
He sure
of Harold Bell \\'right's books.
Marguerite de la Motte is defits them.
wasn't she
serving of stardom.
Robert Frazer was exa star long ago?
June Marlowe is fine, I
cellent as Phil
want to sec her often after this. John
Fox is a second Wesley Barry in looks.
But he is an original kid in his acting all
right.
I never thought such a wonderful picture as "Little Old New Vork"
Marion Davies is
would ever be made.
I'll never forget
certainly getting there.

—

at once.

Cottage Street

Rochester, N. Y.

Why

—

wltfv
A

DESIN/EVI-

SAFE, SIMPLE, PAINLESS,

GUARANTEED HOME TREATMENT
'Write fby'Booklcl or Information-It's Frei

D2C-L-ALLEN-BINGHAMPT0N Stt
BOX 74 ^ MEMPHIS, TENN U -S'A•

her Pat O'Day. And Mary Pickford was
I didn't think she
v.onderful in "Rosita."
would be, but she is an actress of rare
I still insist tho, that
ability and did fine.
"Pollyanna" or "Tess" was much greater
and that Mary should give us more child
who will ? Not will
parts.
If she dont
I'd love to see her as "IMary
but can ?

—

Alarie."
I

admire

sure

—

\

RABONS
DEFY

WEAR ONE TEN DAYS

AT OUR EXPENSE. You
Risk Nothing.

If

your

friends or even you yourself c^rn
tell it from a genuine diamond
Rahons look
IT BACK.
just like genuine diamonds. Place

SEND

[*Y^%Pl^nr^
Rahon and a
iL^r^ElU I O^getluT
and

genuine diamond

to-

eee if you can tell them
Same fiery blue- white appearance', yamo eparkling,
dazzling, rainbow brilliancy. iJri'ioTi gems defy lifetime
experts.Giveflafco?! the same tcstyou would give a genuine
diamond. Trove to yourself the iJatoTia' amazing qualities.
No. 4 and 9 mounted in 14 kt. gold shell. No. 2--Green Gold
linish. No. l-7-10--Sterling moanlod in massive platinum effect.
Unconditionally GuarAll onekarat size. Nol0--2kt. size.
anteed for 20 years.
nrftin ftlA ilA&irV Send size shown by slip of paper
httin« end to end around your finUI.I1U BlU
ger. When rintf arrives by return
mail, deposit with postman amountahown here. If you are not
more than delighted, send it back within 10 days. We guarantee
to refund your money immediately.

apart.

SEND ND "*"'*•
MUNEY

Jane

and

Eva Novak.

truly fine and a success
for Jane
as for the two in "The Man
Life Passed By" I didn't see much to it.
no plot. Just closeIt was uninteresting
I like close-ups, but not six or eight
ups.
I only blame the story—
reels of them.

"Thelma"

\

hope

to see the day
right
gives his
surely cant be eighty
Gratefully,
I

Answer

to

live

Man

when the
age—he

Helen

Gillette,
986 E. 52nd Place,
Los Angeles, California.

A

letter

almost evenly divided in

praise and criticism.

Dear

Sir: Being an ardent reader of
magazine and enjoying the letters
to the editor more than any other part of
your "all good" magazine, I feel I would
like to contribute to your section with a
few Ixiuquets and criticisms for the stars.
It's only fair to start with a bouquet and

your

that to Clara Bow
I saw her in "Down to
the Sea in Ships," and thought her acting
superb, her acting was of complete natusigns of selfralness, she showed no
consciousness as do so many of the stars.
!

Order Kurlash, But Send No Money!
Simply pay the mailman $3 — plus a
few cents postage. Or, forward $3 to
us and kurlash will be sent postpaid,
it is guaranteed to please-— or you can

380

to

Helen Ferguson, Vola Vale, Carmelita
Geraghty and Gertrude Olmstead. I think

—

The

love

"Our Club,"

of

This

it

are great.

like
!^

J \^(nota cosmetic)

return

always look forward to the two stories of
late films and the one continued story.
In fact, the whole magazine and its force

was

—

—

was very good.
I hated
Pola Negri wonderful?
"Bella-Donna," but "The Cheat" \vas fine.

the acting
Isn't

One of the best pictures I ever witnessed.
One more word for Motion Picture
M.\GAZiNE and I'll take no more of your
I sure like to read anyvaluable time.
I
thing Adele Whitely Fletcher writes.

Why
to

do they allow Mary Miles Minter
pictures ?
She has absolutely

play in

ability.
Her beauty doesn't distinguish
her from any of the other stars and most
certainly not her acting.
Lois Wilson is an actress
To my mind
Lois would fit in any role and fit well. She
has the ail-Amcrican unaffected wholesomeness that appeals to all. Wish she
would marry Richard Di.x and thereby
unite two of the cleanest stars of filmdom.

no

I

Three cheers for Gloria Swanson, for
at last deciding to take up character roles
I feel certain that she will be better able
I

her talent in these roles rather
than those of society that she has been
playing when she just donned beautiful
clothes and posed pretty before the camera.
If she succeeds in these character roles,
I'll be one of
the first to give her due
to display

credit.

Why
Ivor

dont we see and hear more of
Novello?
His acting was fine in

"The White Rose," except

for some of
the pulpit scenes where he actually acted
stage-frightened.
He is splendid-looking
and a good actor and the public would like
to see him more.
I saw Claire Windsor for the first time
there is anrecently in "The Acquittal"
;

other example of beauty without talent.
Thruout her acting was exaggerated even
In the same
to the extent of melodrama.
play Barbara Bedford's acting was good.
She did far more real acting than did the
star and her beauty is more wholesome.

Well, I fear I have said far too much
for the first time, and that I will be kindly
asked not to come again please, so will try
to smother those remarks seething within

me.

Thank you

for the opportunity of a first

time.

AIrs.

Aleda M. Warren,
95 E. William Street,

Delaware. Ohio.

inell

^

NATURE

to
tlius allowing
SKIN as clear
bring fortli a
If you are troubled
as a baby's.
with
les,

NEW

surface blemishes, such as FreckPimples, Lartfe Pores, Blackheads.

Eczema, Discolorations, etc.. MARVO will
take them off, together with your ajred skm.
in an absolutely Harmless and Painless way.
without the need ot a costly and painful
-J operation. No need to stay "u?."?" ™h'!<!
using MARVO. The cenuine MARVO is
colorless, pleasant to use and (rnaranteed to contain no injurious
acids. Wonderful results proven. Write at once for B REE Marvo
Beauty Book, which contains full particulars.

Marvo Beauty Laboratories.

Dept. ?94,

1658 Broailway, N. Y

NELLIE REVELL'S
"Right Off the Chest"
Foreword by Irvin

S.

IS

Cobb

in

—

H. Malcolm McGregor is playing
"The Bedroom Window" with May
L.

McAvoy.
The Leap Year Twins. So you think
I am old and crabby.
Hold on there, I'm
not so old.
Yes, Ben Lyon is married.
Richard Dix is from St. Paul and
Marguerite de La Motte, Superior. Glad

—

hear from you.

to

—

CuEious. As La Rochefoucauld says,
"Every one speaks well of his heart, but
no one dares to speak well of his mind."
Marion
Colleen Moore is twenty-two.

—

New York

THE

Book of

Sanest, Merriest

I.

Mary Hay is playing
Davies, twenty-six.
in the musical comedy, "Mary Jane McKane." Leatrice Joy is twenty-five. HuntGordon in "Blue Beard's Eighth
ley
Wife." George Hackathorne is playing in
"Checkers" for Fox.
Miss E. D., Rochester. Thank you
very much for the rabbit you sent me. It
was mighty thoughtful of you.

Joyous Book

Published by George H. Doran Co.,

the Generation

HiGH-SciiooL Flapper.

of the entire world," says

CALVIN COOLIDGE,
President of the United States

fornia.

De

AT
or from

P.

$10 3nd $100

BOOKSELLERS

AI,L

J.

Mullet, General Secretary,

Nellie Revell

Book Committee
New York

220 West 42nd Street

Just "hat every woman has been waitiug for at a price everyone can afford.

"BEAUTIBUST"
and neck development.

No pumps, vacuums, extreme exercis-^
No foolish or dangerous systems',

iiig.

but a real tried and very successful
natural method that WILL be extremely pleasing and benelicial. You
can't fail if you follow the simple in}

strnctions.

Everything niailed(sealed)

Do not miss this opportunity.
not be repeated.

for OHiw $1.00.
It

BEAUTIBUST

may

CO., 10I4-HB LEXINGTON BLDG., BALTIMORE. MD.

nj?iT7ri

la:

With

Siiort Course.
or without inu3ic.
No teacher required.
Adult lieuiiiiiers tauEht by mail.
Leorn 67
Self-Instruction Course for Adranced Pianists.
etyles ot Bass. 180 Syncopated Effects, Blue Harmon;,
Oriental, Chime, Morle and Cafe Jazz, Trick Endings,
Cleter Breaks, Space Fillers, Sax Slurs, Triple Bass,
Wicked Harmony, Blue Obligate, and 247 other Subjects,
Jazz, 25.000
Including Ear Playing. 110 pages of

or Ear.

words.
A Postal brings our
Waterman Piano Scbool, 233 Superba

FREE

REAL

Special Offer.

Ilieaire Bldg.

Us

Anteles, Callt.

Free Trial Treatment
Sent o:t request. Asit for my "pay-whenI have successfully rercduccd" offer.
duced thousands of persons, often at the
rate of a pound a day, without diet or
exercise.
Let nie send you proof at my
expense.

'

NEWMAN,

DR. R.
Slate of

New

York,

28G

Licensed Physician.

Fifth Ave., N. V.,

Desk

M

BE AN ARTIST

Comlca. Cartoons. Cornniercial. Newspaper and Magazine IHustratlnt. Pastel Crayon Portraits and Fashions. By Mailor LocalClasses.
Easy method
Write for terms and List of successful students.
ASSOCIATED ART STUDIOS. Dept. J, 100 W. 23rd St., New York

BUNIONS

the marveloua new Solvent Danishes
Bunions. The pain stops almost Instantly. The Hump
vanishes as though by magic. THEN YOU WILL

PEDODYNE,

HAVE SHAPELY

FEET.

fever.

186 N. La Sail* St.

Dept. N-360
Chicago,

—

Sometimes
CuTiE. I dont blame you.
greater impression is made by a small
tenderness than by the ardent appeal of
Colleen Moore was born August
passion.
1902.
Yes, married to John Mc19,
Cormack, and she is five feet three. Is
that all?

and

his

wife,

Naomi.

You know
in "The Un-

—

Illinois

'^

[\^
V

i-/Just a

sincjle application

./

^
\and the pallor of
herlovelu skin is transforrned to a radiance that
is marvelously natural
'

Pum-KinRouqe

is
doinq as mucli fot^
thousands oF dis-

New

York.
Did you know that
and Alice Terry brought
back an eight-year-old Arab, Kada-AbdelHe has an imKadir, as their ward.
portant part in "The Arab."
Dick's Admirer. No, I have never
been to Spain. The Escurial is the largest
structure in Spain, and one of the most
It was erected as a
splendid in Europe.
royal residence by Philip II, is twenty-two
miles from Madrid and contains a palace,
a church, a monastery, free schools and a
mausoleum.
Hoot Gibson is married to
Richard Barthelmess in
Helen Johnson.
Lillian Gish
"The Enchanted Cottage."

Kex

regard

—

Florence Lawrence did play
Mabel Trunnelle isn't playing
foldment."
now either. Guess they all have had their
day. Write me again sometime.
Barthelmess
Richard
Marion O'D.
College at Hartford,
attended Trinity
"Twenty-one," was taken
Connecticut.

around

apairu
does she
ilQ

I dont
T. Thanks again.
has become of Romaine Field-

Lottie D.

know what

Ingram

criminatinq women
each day .'
•

•

.

—

is

twenty-eight.

Dorothy

is

twenty-six

and Richard Barthelmess is twenty-nine.
You're very welcome. Come again.
Cinderella. Yes, choose an old physiBertram
ciati
and a young la\vyer.
Grassby was the villain in "The Young

—

Rajah."

Lois

Wilson

is

twenty-five.

Richard Dix thirty.
Ethel K. J, W. Kerrigan is thirty-five
and not married.
His last picture was

—

SENT ON TRIAL

want you to havo relief from Bunions. I wantyoo to
know the pleasuro of foot comfort. I will gladly »rranRe to send you a box of Solvent to try. Simply writo
and aay, "I want to try PEDODYNE. Address—

I

KAY LABORATORIES

—

Violet H. Your letters will reach
Alary PicU-ford by writing to her at the
Pickford-Fairbanks Studio, Los Angeles,
Yes, but not any more. The
California.
second James Kirkwood-Lila Lee producreleased as "Wandering
tion is
to be
Husbands,"
Marge, Right now Grace Darmond is
Conrad Nagel
not playing in pictures.
has the lead opposite Blanche Sweet in
Marshall Neilan's "Tess of the D'UrberYes, I guess it must be Spring
villes."

ing

B^ Note

Fighting

at

tr'.ccn

—

Develops Busts Amazingly
Quick and Easy!
for real bust

—"The

Natchez on the
Richard Dix in "Icebound"
Mississippi.
and "Sinners in Heaven." Address George
Walsh at Goldwyn, Culver City, Cali-

Coward" was

**Nfllie Revell is eniitlfd to the affeciionaie interest

Cloth $2.50
Luxe Editions, autographed,

I

(Continued from page 72)

removing the outer blemished

skin,

MAGAZINE

The Answer Man

BRINGS BEAUTY
LIKE KiAGIC
by

I

"The Man from Brodney's."
Ivanovitch. That's some
stationery.
Edna Purviance is

—

steel

-grey

to play

in

SanFrancisco,6UMissioliSi.
Chicago. Clark iMadison.SL
Los .^eles, 6 a S. Broad wav
New York. 230 W. IT* Street.

By Mail

75f Postpaid

Owl Dru^
Stores ancT
Authorized
All

Owl Agencies

m
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Manufacturers, Distributors and Studios

of

another Charlie Chaplin picture.
David
Butler and Pauline Stark have signed up
with Fo.x for "The Arizona E-xpress."
-\gnes -A.yres in "The Guilty One." Bebe
Daniels and Antonio Moreno in "The
\\^ildcat."
Hope to see you soon again.
Doris W. Conway Tearle is forty-four

—

Motion Pictures

and that
at F.

NEW YORK CITY

OUT OF TOWN

Advanced Motion Picture Corp., 1493
Broadway
American Releasing Corp., 15 W. 44th
Street

Corp., 220 W. 42nd St.
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., 35 W. 45th

Arrow Film
Street

Hugo, Productions, 366 Fifth

Ballin,

Ave.

Community Motion Picture Bureau, 46
West 24th St.
Consolidated Film Corp., 80 Fifth Ave.
Cosmopolitan Productions, 2478 Second

W.

Burr Prod., 135

Prod., 366 Madison Ave.
(Biograph Studios, 807 E. 175th St.)

Distinctive

Educational Film Co., 729 Seventh Ave.
& Import Film Co., 729 Seventh
Ave.

E.xport

Famous Players-Lasky, 485

Fifth Ave.
(Studio, 6th and Pierce Sts., Astoria,
L. I.)
Film Booking Offices, 723 Seventh Ave.
Film Guild, 8 W. 40th St.
Film Market, Inc., 563 Fifth Ave.
First National Exhibitors, Inc., 383

Madison Ave.

L.

55th St.

Flushing,

I.

Goldwyn Pictures

Corp., 469 Fifth Ave.
Graphic Film Corp., 729 Seventh Ave.
Griffith, D. W., Films, 1476 Broadway.

Oriental

(Studio,

N. Y.)
Hodkinson, W.
Fifth Ave.

Pt.,

Mamaroneck,

W., Film

469

Corp.,

Jans Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave.
Jester Comedy Co., 220 W. 42nd St.

Kenna Film Corp., 1639 Broadway
Mastoden Films, 135 W. 44th St.
Metro Pictures, Loew Bldg., 1540
Broadway
Moss, B. S., 1564 Broadway
Outing Chester Pictures, 120

W.

41st

Street

Pathe Exchange, 35 W. 45th St.
Preferred Pictures, 1650 Broadway
Prizma, Inc., 110 W. 40th St.

W.

Pyramid Picture Corp., 150
Ritz-Carlton Prod., 6

W.

34th St.

48th St.

Selznick Pictures, 729 Seventh Ave.
Sunshine Films, Inc., 140 W. 44th St.

Talmadge Film

Corp.,

Topics

Day Film

of

the

1540

Broadway
1562

Co.,

Broadway
Triangle

Distributing

1459

Corp.,

Broadway
Richard

Walton,

1482

Prod.,

Broadway
United Artists, 729 Seventh Ave.
Universal Film Corp., 1600 Broadway
Vitagraph Films, East 16th St. and
Locust Ave., Brooklyn

Warner

Bros., 1600

Broadway

West, Roland, Prod. Co., 236

W.

55th

Street

Whitman, Bennett,
dale Ave.

^^.12
Afi£

St.,

537

Broadway,

111.

Chicago,

Calif.

Players-Lasky Studios, 1520
Hollywood, Calif.
Fox Studios, 1401 Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
Garson Studios, Inc., 1845 Glcndale
Blvd., Los -Angeles, Calif.
Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, Calif.
Grand-.\sher Prod., 1438 Gower St.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Graf Prod., Inc., 315 Montgomery St.,
San Francisco, Calif.
Harold Lloyd Studios, 6642 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Ince Studios, Culver City, Calif.

Vine

St.,

MacDonald,

Katherine,
Prod.,
945
Girard St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Mary Pickford Studios, HollywoodCalif.

Mayer, Louis B., Studios, 3800 Mission Rd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Metro Studios, 1025 Lillian Way, Los

Calif.

Roland, Ruth, Prod., Culver City, Calif.
Sawyer-Lubin Prod., 6912 Hollvwood

River-

Hollywood,

Calif.

Sennett, Mack, Studios, 1712 Glendale
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Sol Lesser Prod., 7250 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Stahl, John M.. Prod., 3800 Mission
Rd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Stewart, Anita, Prod., 3800 Mission
Rd., Los Angeles, Calif.

Tourneur, Maurice, Prod., Ince Studios, Culver City, Calif.
Talmadge Prod., 5341 Melrose Ave.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
United Studios, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.
City,
Universal
Studios,
Universal
Calif.

in

"The

Cain."
Yes, indeed, Raymond
playing in "Along Came Ruth."

GixGER.

my

Street,

married.

— Feeling

kinda peppy.

So you

a pretty thing. No,
not dead.
Edward

quill pen.

It's

Swanson is
"The Country Kid."
Norma
Talmadge at 5341 Melrose Avenue, Los
Gloria

Burns

in

-Angeles, California.

—

V. Pauline Frederick is with
and Sylvia Breamer with First
National,
5341
Melrose
Avenue,
Los
Jii.i.v -A.

\^'arner,

California.

.A,ngeles,

—

K. No, not yet.
I
sure
funny with the bell-bottom
trousers.
There will be another Tarzan
picture
Elmo Lincoln is going to do
"Tarzan and the Golden Lion." May Allison in "Flapper Wives."
Thf-lm.v
B.
Yes,
that
Carol
was
Dempster in "Dream Street." John and
Jack Gilbert are the same and they are
married to Leatrice Joy.
-\del-\ii)e

look

—

—

—
Clemexs. — Thanks
M.A.C

What

W. No record
has he played in?

Rex

of

for

Lease.

the

picture.

Cant very well tell you who the managers
are.
When you come to this country, I
would advise you to get in touch with the
studios, or go direct to Hollywood.
There
is no way I can help you.
Sorry.

Mc.

Fi-oR.\NCE

— The

statue
of
the
stands in the Vatican
Palace at Rome.
It is considered one of
the most perfect representations of the
human form. Yes, Reginald Denny has
a daughter, Barbara.
He is playing right
.Apollo

Belvedere

along.'

Wesley Barry

is

— Just send
correspondence clubs.
Ro.SE

B.

L^nguarded

Lytell played in
letter

si.xteen.

for

a

Woman."

do something about

City."

wish

interesting,

the

Di-x

Yes,

"The Eternal

was very

of

list

Richard

I

in

Bert

Your
could

it.

—

Mrs. R. E. B. Ramon Novarro in
"The Arab." He is twenty-four. Leatrice
Joy in "Changing Husbands," which is
from Elizabeth -Alexander's "Roles."

—

Lottie D. T. Howdy
I'm surprised
you didn't care for Edna Purviance
in "-A \\'oman of Paris."
You're the first
one not to like it. You say you liked her
in comedies with Charlie.
Well so did I
for that matter.
Jane Mercer was the
crippled girl in "The Day of Faith." Edith
Pearl White
Robert in "Big Brother."
has been married to Victor Sutherland
and Wallace McCutcheon. Come in again.
H. R. H. No, I am not so very old.
Eighty isn't bad.
The "beauty artists"
Would
can restore youth to our faces.
that some kindly magic could renew it in
our hearts. Yes, George Arliss is married.
He was born in England, you know. His
!

that

—

"Twenty Dollars a Week."
Blue Eves
P.
Joe
Frenchie; Bing; Palmera;
Miss O.
Dorothy B. T. Y. Mildred P. PrinP. of W.
cess Pal; Clara L; B. B.
Betty N. Co-Ed. Sorry, but your queslatest picture is

Mariox

;

Ruby

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Vitagraph Studios, 1708 Talmadge St.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Warner Bros., Bronson Ave. & Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Lois,

Prod.,

6411

Hollywood

Hollywood, Calif.
Wharton, Inc., Ithaca, New York
Blvd.,

not
Gilbert

Brent and John

Mark of
McKee is

"The

Calif.

Morosco, Oliver, Prod., 756 So. Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif.
Pacific Studios, San Mateo, Calif.
Pathe Freres, 1 Congress St., Jersey
City, N. J.
Ray, Charles, Studios, 1425 Fleming
St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Robertson-Cole Studios, 780 Gower St.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Roach, Hal E., Studios, Culver City,

Blvd.,

Los
Evelyn

like

Gower

B. O. Studios, at 780
-Angeles.
No, he is

would

111.

Famous

Weber,
Prod.,

6227

Jackie, Prod., 5341 Melrose
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Douglas Fairbanks Studios, Hollywood,

-Angeles,

Inspiration Pictures, 565 Fifth Ave.
International Studios, 2478 Second Ave.

Tully,

Chicago,

Co.,

Coogan,

44th St.

Fox Studios, Tenth Ave. and
Gaumont Co., Congress Ave.,

Film

Bear State Film Co., Hollywood, Calif.
Leah Baird Prod., Culver City, Calif.
Bennett, Chester, Prod., 3800 Mission
Rd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Charles Chaplin Studios, 1420 La Brea
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Century Comedies, 6100 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Christie Film Corp., 6101 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Commonwealth Pictures Corp., 220 So.
State

Ave.
C. C.

American

name. George O'Hara

his right

is

have all been answered before.
E. M. H.
Well a woman's gossip
smirches, but that of man stains indelibly.
-Address Ronald Colman, c/o George Fitzmaurice Prod. Goldwyn, 469 Fifth Avenue,
New York City. I dont think he has ever
played on the stage.
Ruth Mc. Well, the people who
always say "just what they think," seem
tions

—

—

—

.
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mighty unpleasant thoughts.
No, I dont think Roscoe Arbuckle will
go back to the screen. Conrad Nagel and
Bebe Daniels haven't played together for
some time. Address Baby Peggy at 7250
Santa Alonica Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California.
Jack Holt is married to a
non-professional
and they have three
mostlj- to have

youngsters. Jackie Coogan with IVIetro.
DoKis. Gladden James is not playing
now. So you would like to play opposite
wouldn't?
Richard Barthelmess.

—

Who

Learn to Draw
at

Home

New Method Makes

papers, advertisers, printing houses, etc.
Become an artist tlirough wonderful new easy method
right at home in spare time.
Learn Illustrating, De-

—
signing

and Cartooning. Actual fun learning this way.
Individual attention by mail from one of America's most
fajnous artists. Learn to di-aw and earn big money.

for

FREE BOOK

—

lust primed a new book which describes the latest
developments and woiulerful opportunities in Commercial
Art. ajid gives full details on this new easy metliod of
learning to chaw.
Tells all about students their suc-

—

what they say — actual
how many earned
— and
learning.
Write
cesses-

reproductions of
big mone-y even

work

Mail

free offer.

their
wiiile

for this Free Book and details of special
posicard or letter }wic.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
Room

WASHINGTON,

187, lllS-15th St, N. W.

D. C.

Looking Nose
Easily Be Yours
Trades Model No. 25

Can

now

corrects

shaped

all

noses

ill

(luickly

permanently
conif ortalily at

painlessly,

and
home.

is

It

only

the

guaranteed

and

safe

patent device that will
actually give you a per
Over
feet looking nose.
user:
satisfied
87.000
For years reeonimcnded
IC year
by physicians.
of experience in manufacturing Nose Simpers
i.s

at your service.

Model

Write for free booklet, which
niorforchildren.
tells you how to obtain a perfect looking nose.
2.'. .1(1

2051

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
Binghamton. N. Y.

the

regular

"The Passionate

Daw

is

also in the

—

—

—

Whoo-ray

Dont be afraid to write,
!Mae Murray in
"Mile. Midnight'' and "Circe," and after
that von Stroheim may direct her in "The
Merry Widow." Viola Dana and Shirley
Alason are sisters. Taking one's self serime.
I

!

—

—

Alfred Lunt completed "Second Youth"
and is back on the stage in "Outward
Frank Mayo at 1708 Franklin
Bound."
Herbert
Avenue, Hollywood, California.
Rawlinson at Universal. Pat O'Malley at
Metro.
Alay McAvoy is with Famous
Players. Dont mention it.
Brown Fax. WeW. I wouldn't want to

—

He hears but half, who hears but
one side only.
Count me out. Adolphe
Menjou is with Famous Plaj'ers, and he
is married.
AIariox of Harlem. How's things up
your way. So jou think I am prettj' nice.
I'm glad soiTiebody thinks so.
Fluff. Glad to see you again. No, I
And you like Genehaven't married yet.
The art of understanding
vieve Tobin.

—

—

desirable, but that of
is

now and

—

so-

that.

is often exasperexpect the writer
of books to cook the dinner and make her
own gowns, simply because she is a woman.
Dorothy Mackaill has the lead in "The

entiate
ating.

between qualities

He

is

likely

to

Man who Came Back,'' for Fox. George
O'Brien opposite.
A F.\N. So you would like to know
my name. Tell your girl friends that I
am just an old Answer ^lan. Constance
Talmadge will do an original story by
Anita Loos, entitled "Learning to Love."
Ted. Why Bebe Daniels is twentythree.
No, she is not married. I dont
Aliriam
think she ever intends to marry.
Reginald
Cooper is !Mrs. Raoul \\"alsh.
Denny will be featured in the George
Barr McCutcheon story "The Husbands

—

'

CHAHCOS
PsottouHCto

First

CHEE-CHAW-KOZ

and only picture ever

My

filmed in Alaska.

idouft

story

of-

the days

ated far higher than a

woman's honor.

YOUR THEATRE

WHEN

IT'S

COMING

Reduced 58 Lbs
"Please print these pictures for the benefit
fat folks.
I want the world to know
what Wallace did for me. In only eleven
weeks your records reduced me from 191
of

—

Alary

of Edith."
of Paris."
Betty L.

— So

Yes, he

married.

starring

is

I

am

sure grateful!"

Mineral Wells,
Texas.
Mrs. Woods' quick reduction from unwieldy weight
to the trim proportions shown in her second photograph was accomplished by the famous "music
method." She made daily use of Wallace reducing
records, taking off the surplus flesh day by day. pound
by pound, so there was no flabby, "reduced" look.
Now, she uses her reducing records only occasionally—once a week when the scales indicate any
tendency to gain. Thus she prevents further accumulation of fat.

Stout Women Only Knew
These Facts About Fat!

If

Drugs can reduce only temporarily, with permanent
injury of one's health. Diets that deny the system
needed nourishment leave one flaccid and wrinkled.
Unscientific exercise reduces only in spots.
T/ic

Wallace method of removing f•-it

"The

like

Norman

ately effective.

What Wallace Says
Wallace Institute has made weight control a reality.
My reducing records have made the method available to all persons. .-Anyone can use them; no one
could follow their instruction and fail to reduce.
Most people burdened with fat have spent time
and money on some scheme for reducing. But a test
of my method is accomplished in one week, and
costs you nothing. I send the whole first week's rei'-icing lesson, record and all, on free trial.

Free!
Wallace records can and

a'///

reduce you

—

— and

it's

fun to get thin to music! Why doubt why delay
when the proof is free? Just write Wallace Institute

want it.
For complete first reducing lesson (including
double phonograph record and photographic instructions) mail this coupon:
that you

Use

this

Coupon and Start Reducing!
\N.\1JL.\ZK
630 S.

Wabash

Please send

Ave., Chicago

me FREE and PRE-

for a week's free trial the

Original Wallace Reducing Record

Kerry.

Carlyle Blackwell

remove

Women whose overweight has been of years'
standing find the Wallace way of reducing immedi-

P.\ID

you

is to

the cause. It uses natural forces. It causes fat to
dissolve through the regular courses of assimilation
and elimination. Instead of a strain to the system
it is a wonderful conditioner.

Philbin in "The Rose

for

is

my

first

reducing lesson.
(3S9)

Beloved

\*agabond,''
being released thru F. B. O. It
in

which is
was made abroad.
Jan. I dont know who said "Friendships of women are cushions wherein they
I dont agree.
stick their pins."
So you

—

and

to 133,

say.

Adeline L. You shouldn't mind
The inability of the average man to differ-

Alaskan picture and

How Mrs Paul Woods

like to receive letters.

ously is a mistake, but taking other people
so is a greater mistake.
Althea T. So you see your letter got
here all right.
Just address me as The
Answer Man, 175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, New York.
Your letter was too late
for May.
No
Ex-ELVX K. Give him a chance.
man is a faithful judge in his own cause.

is

There's just that difference

called

in

Marjorie

Praiia.
dont
Mary Osborne
you mean Baby Alarie Osborne? She is
Henry Walthall
not playing right now.
and Alice Lake in "The Unknown Purple."
Hazel. So this is your first letter to

to

^^-niach would you choose ?

between

London playing

knowing when not
again of more value. Clara
Bow and Crauford Kent are playing with
Baby Peggy in "Helen's Babies." Give
my regards to hubby.

A Real Diamond
A Glziss Bubble
or

\

in

picture.
V. !NL

Trained artists earn from $50 to over
$250 a week.
Tremendous demand right
now for good art work. Magazines, news-

Send

is

Adventurer."

Amazingly Easy

It

Helene Chadwick and Lowell Sherman in
"The Masked Dancer." Yes, Alice Joyce

Name.
:Audress

11

-.^

—
-Morm
iBI

PicTURr
MAGAZINE L
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f The

World Famous

YORK
SAX
YOU
Sent to

on 6 Days'

free
trial

are all lor Lewis Stone.
Dorothy Dalton
inarried Arthur Hammerstein recently in

Chicago.

"Lend

Dolores Cassinelli

Me Your

—

playing

is

in

Husband."
So you doiit think

J\L\RjoRiE J.
I am
pretty clever.
Aly hat is off to j'ou.
can easily forget crimes that are known
only to ourselves.
Bert Lytell is with
Goldwyn. Address the Barrymores at the
Lambs Club. Mary Astor and Bebe
Daniels have the leads with Richard Dix

We

"The Unguarded Woman."
Ax. Welcome to the throne. Always glad to welcome newcomers. Guess
we will have to appoint a welcome committee for the new members. Corinne
Griffith is married to Walter Morosco.
Monte Blue and
Marie
Prevost
in
in

—

J.\x

"Daughters of Pleasure."

—
Winkle. — No

Lester. You want more of
Gladden, where are you

LisTr.x

Gladden James.

Winnie

':

man

can answer
for his courage who has never been in
danger. Malcolm MacGregor and Ricardo
Cortez have the leads with May McAvoy
in

The

Easiest

^i.V.*

'^ ^J/

Instrument
Even

if

to Play

you have nc^er plaj^d any musi-

cal instrument you van make great progress
with a Yorl; Saxophone,
Don't cinubt
your ability. You will be delighted. And
you can have the York Saxophone sent to
your home for 6 days' absolutely free trial.
I'lay on it in your own way.
Note the
superb tone, the clear voice, the worUmanship and the quality.
And then if you
don't want to keep it simply send it back
and it won't cost you a cent.

THE NEW TRUMPET

Here is tlie latest Y'ork Creation. Brilliant, snappy new model trumpet.
Easy
to hhnv without tiring,
rcrmils all tliose
new jazz etTects. Also sent on
days' free
trial. In fait you can get any Y'ork instrunit'iit
for examination and tj days' trial.
for full details of this free trial offer, and
literaUire with prices, etc. Send Coupon.

•

W.
Dept
W.

J.

-F

YORK & SONS
GRAND RAPIDS,

"The

Bedroom

MICH.

YORK & SONS

Dept. 324-F, Grand Rapids. Mich.
Gentlemen: Kindly mail, without cost to me, your
beautifully illustrated literature and details of your
Free Trial and Easy Payment Offer.

Name
Address
Instrument
(Mention Insirument interested in)

Company

in Berlin.

—

Oh

very much.
Pauline Garon in "Mary the
Third," Johnnie Walker also in the cast.
Old Timer. Yes, I am the same old
chap who answered questions in this department twelve years ago. My life is of

—

a questionable nature.
So you still look
for Olga 17.
She has deserted her poor
old Answer Man.
Lorence S. \\'hy Gladys Walton is
married to H. M. Herbal and she has a
young daughter. Claire W^indsor will have
the lead in "For Sale" with TuUy Alarshall
and Mary Carr.
ViRGiNi.A Anxe. Well I am glad to
hear that Anna Q. Nilsson sent you a
picture.
She has played in "Ponjola,"
"Flowing Gold," "The Montebank" and

—

—

books.

—lovers

you like 'em American made

An

we mean

?

article by Dorotliy Donnell ou wliether foreinn
lovers are crowding our domestic product off the
screen will help you to decide.

The Kid Grows Up
Charlie Chaplin has chosen a new leading lady
Lita Gray, the big-eyed little girl who was one of
the kids in "The Kid." Lita has now reached the
Apple Blossom Age hence the lionor.

A

—

Family Affair

—

Pictorial of Stage

On

—

and Screen

the News-stands June 12

PHOTOPLAY

$$ FOR IDEAS.

li°Xr^7\f.

Advice free.
vised, criticised, copyrighted, marketed.
Universal Scenario Corporation, 216 Security BIdg.,
S507 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, California
(Publishers Popular Scenario Writer.)
Send for free sample copy.

You ian be quickly cured, if you

h'STAHMER

m

*

«
W

Send 10 cents for 288 -page book on Stammering and
Stuttering, "Its Cause and Cure."
It tells how I
cured myself after stammering 20 yrs. B, N. Bogue,
3087 Rooue Bldg.. 1147 N. III. St.. Indianannlit.

BEAUTYPEEL

••'"'fltgSlN^°B"E''AUTY"

CREATES BEAUTIFUL COMPLEXION BY PEELING OFF
tan. freckles, blemishes, pimples, hiackheads. liver
spots, wrinkles, acne, muddy. ..ily skins. NON-ACID
Painless, harmless. Effects astoundmc.

tpat.) lotion.

TRIAL COSTS NOTHING
Trial

Offer

and

FREE

NEWLYN CHEMICAL
LosAneeles,

!

114

Cal.. or

the

I

Your

Rowland.

letter

was

mighty

in-

teresting.

— Why

Peggy.-

the Ghetto

is

a quarter of

Beautypeel

CO.. Dept.

514 Buchanan,

703.

fj^^ltflx

Beauty Book.

320 W. 27th,

El Paso.

Texas

to which Jews were formerly reYork City
stricted.
The Ghetto in
Carol
is free for all, the more the merrier.
Dempster at the Griffith Studios, Mamaro-

New

New

York.

Laurette

Taylor

at

Lillian Way, Los Angeles,
Write to Mrs. Wallace Reid
California.
at Beverly Hills, Los Angeles. California.
Ruth B. W. Agnes Aj'res was born
April 4th 1898.
Percy Marmont in Mary
Roberts Reinhart's "K," to be released as
"K the Mysterious." Charles de Roche

Metro,

Expense
An

Opportunity to Secure the

Necessary Money
to All

Is Open
Our Readers

Just think what you could do
with One Hundred Dollars extra.
One Hundred Dollars
would pay your board for two
weeks at the country or seashore and give you a little extra

money

besides.

Every Year

— Just

at This

Time

Untold demands are made on
your pocketbook.
It
is
no
])Ieasure to go away when you
have to scratch and scrape for
the needed funds. For some, it
is
hard enough to raise the

money for necessities without
thinking of vacations or other
extras.
But for those who
adopt our plan, the days of
pinching are over.

No matter how much money
vou may want, whether it be
$10.00, $20.00, $50.00 or
$100.00 nor what you may
want the money for, you can
get it easily, pleasantly and
quickly, through our plan.

—

Spare Time or Full Time

—

Conway Tearle is fortj'-four, and if you
send twenty-five cents in stamps he will
send you his picture.
Married to Adele

neck,

This Year at Our

new

Rome

about the Bennetts Richard, his iirilliant
and their two lovely daughters all
better lialf.
celebrities of Kleig and footlights.
All article

Well

BuNTY M. Warner Baxter has just
signed up a three-year contract to play for
Thomas Ince. Neil Hamilton, who had
the lead in "America," has been chosen for
the juvenile lead in "The Montebank."

CLASSIC
Do

Dorothy

j\IiLDREn.
Norma Talmad,i;e is twentynine.
yes, I liked "The White Sister"

"Between Friends"
recently.
would advise reading some of

In the July

Imported Romeos

Window."

Mackaill and John Harron in "What Shall
I
Do?" So you wish that Pearl White
would come back in the old serials.
I
doubt whether she ever will. She's signed
up tho to play in pictures for the Stern

V^

Take Your Vacation

1025

Representatives

Brewster

Wanted

Publications

are

need of representatives in
every locality to collect renewin

and

als

solicit

new

subscriptions

Picture Magazine,
Classic and Beauty.

to ]\IoTioN

No

experience

is

necessary,

all

}0U need is a desire for money
and the will to get it. You are
under no obligation in sending
for particulars.
Cut out coupon below and mail it today.

—

—

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS,
175

has been borrowed from Paramount to
play in Universal's "W^e are French." No,
I
dont mind answering questions.
Of
course I drink buttermilk.
Whenever I
can get it.
Ju.\NiTA.- Well you see what has come
of your letter I am right here to answer

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Rod La Rocque is six feet. Richard
Monte
Barthelmess is five feet seven.
Blue is six feet two.
Buttercup. Universal were negotiating
with Jack Dempsey and he has signed to
appear in pictures for them, the offer being

St.

—

Please
time into

it.

me how to turn ray spare
money thru your plan.

tell

Name

—

INC.

Duffield Street

and

City

—

Staif

No

!

iTr,MOTION PICTURE
im I MAGAZINE

f\

a million-dollar one.
Dempsey is to make
ten pictures at $100,000 each.
Can you
imagine anyone counting their salary of
think
$100,000?
So you
the Prince of
Wales is the best-looking thing.
word

Rose

Met Sousa tell you
cMusic Success

^^

FREE

Secrets
Conn

instruments speed your prog'
insure success. Used and enress
dorsed by world's great artists. Exclusive features, including the famous
hvdrauUc expanJion of tubing, make
Conns— easiest to play— beautiful in

— reliable

in

key— artistic

Free Trial; Easy Payments. Send
for your copy of * Success in Music"
by Sousa and otherfamous musicians,
and details of trial offer. AUexdusive
Conn features are yours at no greater

C. G.

in

"Man-

handled" and Bert Lytell in "Son of the
Sahara." Ann Pennington and her partner,
Brook Johns, are to appear on the screen
in Miss Swanson's new picture.
They will
not desert the "Follies" for the screen for
long.

—

K. C, Chic.vgo. That's just it.
Life
a joke and we picture it so serious. You
must be wrong. Milton Sills is married
to Gladys Wynn.
I know, but what does
the K. C. stand for. Tell me more.
is

the

Woman."

Van

Peggy

S.

—Well

'I

you surely have

Elkhart, lad.

—

toDanceLikeThis
—
Sergei Marinoff
classic dancing in all its forms.
Greek, aesthetic, intrepretive, Russian, ballet
underthe direction oi the iamousSergeiMarinoS.
This remarkable home study system, endorsed by
well known dancing teachers and dancers, enables anyone to master the technique of the dance.
MarinoS makes the training easy and fascinating.
Yoii have a complete studio in your home. The
equipment consisting of practice costume,
slippers, phonograph records, and dancing bar,
are funushed free with the course.

—

—

You can study

Rachele. The "Elegy Written in a
Country Churchyard" is from the pen of
Thomas Gray and was written during the

STINGS OF INSECTS
cooled and gently

healed by applying
antiseptic

Thentholatum

^
Write for free sample
Mentholatum Co.. Buffalo, N.Y., Wichita, Kans.

STUDY AT HOME
Become a lawyer. Legally

,'

mm

' trained
high posimen
tions and biir Buecesa in bualJ ne83 and public life. Greater

now than ever
f opportunities
Be independent— be a
before.
'leader. Lawyers earn
1,000 to

$10,000 Annually

by step. You can train at home
.durine spare time. Let us send you records and
admitted to the bar in
I letters from LaSalle studentB
Degree of LL. B. conferred, ihouI various states.
successful students enrolled. Ix>w cost.
I Bands of
material. includinB fourteen;
eU7 terms. We furnish Callourtext
Law Guide
valuable 120-page
;"6me Law Library. Got
and "Evidence" booko FREE. Send for them-NOW.

LaSalle Extension University, Dept, 778-L Chicago

VryThls en Your
Hair 15 Days
rMuKt

l< -«w^

Then let yom* Rikrorprovt
I
Trial Offtr •
need
J Yoor hair coed not tWrioot* nor
'you become bald, for there is a way to

J Write Today for FREE

til '^^
•

jqestroy the microbe that destroys the hair. Thia differeot
method will stop thinning: out of the hair, lifeless hair, remove dandruff, itch, darken gray hair and threatened or
inereasinp baioness, by strengthening and prolonginp: lifa
of the hftir for nnen and women. Send yoor name now before
it is too iato for the 15 days' free tnal offer.

AYMESCO. 3932N.RobeySt.

M380.

Chfcaeo

Genuine

DIAMOND
Easy

for you to own this beautiful ring or Kivc it an a present.
Simiily send $1 to us today.
10

f

18

kt.

white

gold

Wear ring 10 days and If you
don't agree it is an amazing barIgain, return it and we will re-

I

nd engraved and
irced mountlnar,
ire beauty.

DAYS' FREE TRIAL

|

[

Only

>

fund your money. If satisfied.
pay $1.00 a week until $32.50 13 paid.

$32-50

seventeen hundreds. Surel}- everybod3' has
read it.
Yes, Antonio Moreno is a
Spaniard and he is married to Mrs. Daisy
Danziger.
Rodolph \^alentino is playing
in "IMonsieur Beaucaire."
He is twentynine and Italian.
Dustin Farnum finished
a picture for Vitagraph not so long ago.
Betty L. No, I never get peeved.
Xorman Kerry is si.x feet two. Watch out,
Betty, this is still leap year. Katherine Lee,
the older of the Lee children who have
been appearing in vaudeville, has been cast
for an important part in Famous Players
"The Montebank." This is her first screen
appearance in four years.
BiLLiE.
Lloyd Hughes is twenty-five
and he is married to Gloria Hope. Address him at F. B. O., 780 Gower Street.
Los Angeles, California. Never heard of

1S90 Address Dept. 724

1

—

Eleen K. Anita Stewart's
was "The Great White Way."

I.

fsl

E -

N

E

W VCD

K

She has a

Nilsson is playing in "Between Friends."
Frank Mayo and Lew Cody will play in
"The Woman on the Jury."
Yes, Ben
Lyon and Josie Sedgwick are playing in
"The White Moth" in which Barbara
La Marr, Conway Tearle and Charles de
Roche have the leads.

—
—

W. Yes, send it along and we
forward it.
LoRANiE C. Ruth Roland is thirty and
she has chestnut hair.
Married to Lionel
Kent.
You can reach her at 605 South
Norton Avenue, Los Angeles, California.
Yes, Warner Brothers are going to do
"Babbitt." Willard Louis has been selected
for Babbitt, Mary Alden plays Mrs. Baband Carmel Myers and Raymond
bitt
Medic.\

McKee

also in the cast.

Toaneedn'tputupwiththetortareof
Bnaioad a minute lon^erl My great
grateful women. *^ Pretty 'FetV*
relieves, beautifie8likem,agioI

No More BUNIONS!
"Pretty-Feet" is Ruaranteed tostop the pain instantly—-to dissolve
the bunion hump painlessly, pleasantly,
harmlessly. No stain, no plasters. Easy
to Dse.

Hag never failed,

so I offer yon a

FREE TRIAL if you write at once
SENT ON TRIAL! Simply say, "I want
I

PRETTY FEET. " No obligation, no

Lo try

friends.

Communications

risk. Tenyoorsnfferlna
confidential. Plain package. Write nowl

PROF. CONKLIN.

World's Orealeil Cora and

Specialist. Dept. 2tl, 1901

Hervey

St.,

BugioB

Chicago

Double Chin
easily, quickly and surely reduced. Sapdroopinff mouth
jriiiff facial muscles and
lines restored to their natural position.

Years taken off your face. And all done
while you sleep. Simply apply a 'itt'e Davis
Reducing Cream before you ffo to bed, then
slip over your face the famous

Strap
Davis Chin
when

yon teke it off, apply
and in the morninK
a little Davis Astrineent. See the improvement
after the first night. Money back Buarantee

alone
All three articles for $4.00 or Chm strap
departincnt
for $2.00. For sale at all drUE or
stores or order direct from Cora M. I^avis,

Dept. 202, 507 Filth Avenue,

New YorK.

—

Ludlow Flapper. Why Maurice B.
Flynn was born in New York City and
educated at St. Paul and Yale University.
He is six feet three and weighs 200 pounds.
Marion D.vvies Fax. Laurette Taylor
Robert Agnew in "Mary the
at Metro.
Charles Jones in "Double DealThird."
Ronald Colman in "Twenty Dollars
ing."

HMJ^liWlfliHi

—

De Hummin
Logan

Mary

—

is

WORK

CAN make $1 to $2 an hour writing show
You
cards at home in your spare time. Quickly
easily learned by our new simple method.
canvassing or soliciting. We show you how.
guarantee you work at home no matter where
you live and pay you cash each week. Full parWrite to-day.
ticulars and booklet free.

and

No

You here again.
twenty-two. No, I
Pickford will ever play

Boid.

Station
off for the evening.

on the stage.

R.

picture

—

will

'

uring
last

Lucille and a brother, George.
Betty. Well I will do all I can to have
those
pictures
appear
for
Anna
you.
sister

Jacqueline
dont think

M A DEM A

HAVE PRETTY FEETl

discovery has banished the diefighump for thoosands of

lady.

a Week."
Est.

Write Today!

—

young

—

Everyone interested in dancing should write to
Sergei MarinoS at once and get complete information about his splendid system of home instrucdoD in Classic Dancing. This information
Write today.
is free.
Sereel Marinoff, School of Classic Dancing
1924 Sunnyaide Ave.. Studio C-lze.CUcago

—

the

Can Teach You
>»

You

say you have been in
forty-two states out of fortj--eight.
You
are a regular globe-trotter.
You didn't
bore me I enjoyed it much.
traveled some.

CONN, Ltd.

Coon Bldg.

725

Swanson

—

design and finish.

*=°"-

My

— Gloria

De Hummin Boid. And where from?
Rodolph \'alentino appeared in vaudeville
for three years with Bonnie Glass and Joan
Sawyer.
He also appeared in musical
comedy for two seasons.
Yes, Roscoe
Arbuckle played on the stage for several
years.
Mildred Harris in "One Law for

—

tone — perfect in scale
action— slide, valve or

R.

signing

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SYSTEM LTD.

Authorized and Fully Paid Capital, $1,000,000
Toronto, Canada
1 Adams Bldg.
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They Wouldn't

Well,

By
they
EVEN Hollywood

lost their

if

the
up,

HARRY CARR

movie jobs and
boom blew

real-estate

some of them could

still

Starve

keep the

wolf from the door.

Barbara La Marr was a cabaret dancer.
Marguerite de la Motte and Julanne
Johnson were both interpretative dancers,
as was Carol Dempster.
*

Milton

Sills could earn his living, even
he weren't rich already he is a teacher
by profession a professor of psychology.
if

Everybody odmifes

—

Malcolm ^lacGregor has two

Your

first

care should

shadowy

make

be your

Lus-

Darken your
lashes with Winx and see how becoming an
accent it gives to your eyes, how it emphatrous lashes

lovely eyes.

sizes their outlmes,

how

it

Rodolph \'alentino could earn his living
ways if the screen were suddenly

lashes.

lashes.

in several

Winx

oj

For another dime, vou zvi/I receifi a
PERT, the rouge that stays on unit i you

woollen

to

is a dancer and a singer.
into the tilms, he earned his

living as a cabaret singer.

mills.

*

steel

*

*

John Bowers was a lawyer.

ff^INX,
samplt of

*

Mary Thurman was

ROSS COMPANY
New York

242 West 17th Street

up

father's

Ramon Novarro
Before getting

(black or brown), 75c.

Send a dirnt today for a generous sample

himself

lines open
an architect and worked
an executive job in his

Ralph Graves was an official in a
companj' before becoming an actor.

•topper.

,

is

abolished. He is a dancer, a riding-teacher,
and a designer of women's clothes.

intensifies their fire.

Winx i» applied with the glass rod attacFied to the
It makes the lashes appear longer and heavier.
Dries instantly, invisibly. Harmless, waterproof. Laits
for days, unaffected by perspiration swimming or tears.

He

for him.

because they are so alluringly deep, so enchantingly veiled by dark

a sculptor.

:

Eyes

h.eY

Rex Ingram was

*

and
in

WINJC

a school-teacher
a very successful one as a young girl

Utah.

Erich

von

Stroheim was a newspaper

writer and a riding-master and could
work at each job.

still

Mary Pick ford

could go back to the
could Lillian and Dorothy Gish
and VMola Dana and Mary Miles Minter.
stage,

as

Develops ^ust Like Magic!

Frances

Marion,

was

a successful
posters.

the scenario writer,
designer of advertising

During tke past 17 years thousands bavo
added to their captivatio^ glory of womaiibood by using

GROWDINA

for bust, neck or arm development
Great Discovery of Parisian beauty ex-

HarmlesB

eawy, certain reeults
pert.
accomplished quickly. Marvelous teetimonials of efficiency. Conlidential proof
fstak-d)
on request. Write
and literature
now.
M'le. Sophie Koppel. Inc.,

Renee Adoree was a bareback rider
with a circus, and Pat O'Malley a tightrope walker.
They both say they haven't
forgotten how.

Robert Frazer was a famous portrait
photographer, just as Ford Sterling was a
famous landscape photographer.

Suite 9 3.1,503 Fifth Ave.. New York

Monte

Try
beforeyou Buy
•44

Etta

styles, colors

was

and eizesinthe
famous Ranger line. Marvelous prices
and terms. Shipped on approval and 30

DAYS' FREE TRIAL, express

£C

prepaid,

*! 1i/ftfl«vfr1« You can get immediate
^*f €&
posscBsion and use on
ODThberal Monthly fi^aay Payment plan.
TimtftM. wheela. lamps. norns and equipment

ATAVAa^U

irV9

at half the usual prices.

M^ A
MONEY,

SEND NO

but write for our wonderful offer.

Oept. B-39,

BECOME

CHICMO

rree

caurog

PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
WEEK

EARNING

S 35 TO $125 A
Three to six months' course.
Motion
Commercial,
Picture,

Portraiture.

Practical

Day or Evening
Ask for Catalog No. 29.

tion.

N- Y. INSTITUTE of

PHOTOGRAPHY
BROOKLYN

CHICAGO
630 So. Wabash Ave.

NEW YORK

t41 W. 36th

St.

InstrucClasses.

1

SC5

State St.

genuine diamonds, aend

Send' size of flnecr; when rinK arrives deposit price
with postmaster. Keep it and sell three of your friends each
one, and we will send you a beautiful rins absolutely free. If
satisfactory
return and money refunded.
not

them back.

KRAUTH & REED,

Dept. .tlO,

335 W. Madison

St.,

Qicago,

111

Hi£h School Course
can complete
in2 Veari
High

this Bimplified
School Course at home
years. Meets all requirements for entrance to college and the leading professions. This
And thirty-aix other practical coureva are dcicribca fo our
n-w Bulletin. Send for it TODAY.

inside

two

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. HB-.'ifi »r«i«l
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At.

A SSth

St.

© A.S.18a

ClUCAeO

Lee, the Chinese-.A.inerican
a school-teacher in Hawaii.

girl,

others
still

Blue,

were

work

Will

Rogers and several
and could

skilled cowboys
at the trade.
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{Continued from page 51)

CHANCE
OFFER

of the Rex Ingram caravan, recently returned from Algeria, told us about Alice
Terrj' and Ramon Xovarro.
The dishes in Tunis are extravagant with
calories.
Alice and Ramon decided a diet
would be necessarj^
decided, he said,
after an impressive lecture from the direc.

_J$5.00 value
Samuel

fnY
*"*

Goldwyn's

"Behind the Screen."
Publishers' Price. $2.50

j)J.I|ll
«{/t».\/v

Motion Picture Magazine,
Classic or Beauty

a book
intimate,

is

brimming over

picpersonal
^Tary Pick ford.
tures of stars
Charles Chaplin. Douglas Fairbanks, the Talmadge sisters.

—

Pola Negri, Rudolph Valentino
and a dozen others all described with the double knowledge of one who has been and is

—

their

friend,

who

but

has

also

had constant business dealings
with them as artists. ]\Ir. Goldwyn leaves us in no doubt that
he knows these idols perhaps
better than

some

things.

so they remained behind at the hotel when
After a
the company went on location.

reading and letterAlice at the luncheon
Alice had given her order. Among
table.
other things she had asked for the spaghetti and a pastry for her sweet course.
Ramon followed her example and his order
was a perfect revel of forbidden fruits.
The member of the company who told
us this story- arrived in the dining-room
just as their lunches were being served
and he says that two children caught stealing jam never looked any guiltier.
Everyone, it would seem, even the movie
stars who are generally believed to be in
high favor with the gods, has to pay
for beauty.
writing,

By Samuel Goldwyn

Here

Spaghetti and pastries, favored
torial Rex.
by both of them, were tabooed among other

morning of

"Behind the Screen"
with

.

But one day neither Alice or Ramon
was in the scenes scheduled to be filmed

year subscription to either

1

.

—
of them know

themselves

leisure,

Ramon met

was

Men

pathetic at such times and he is such a
kindly, gentle soul that she acquiesced.
After dinner he took her to the sun
porch where he keeps all of his treasures.
There are all manner of trophies there,
and guns, snow-shoes, buffalo-hides and
He
Queer men-things.
things.
such
showed them to her individually and some
But finally he held
of them had a storj-.

Read them and

laugh.

Remember, this is your last
chance to take advantage of this
real bargain
a one year subscription for either one of our

—

three universally known, highly
interesting magazines,
together
with "Behind the Screen" for
$3.00.

Send us $1.00 only and we will enter
your subscription. The book will be
Pay
mailed parcel post C. O. D.
the postman on arrival $2.00 plus
postage.

CUT HERE

MOTION PICTURE MAG.\ZIXE.

E\'EN

with him.

dinner

up something, saying
"This is the most prized of

my

Valuable for Advertising
Writers, Playwrights, Journalists
This book discloses for the first time the causes
which have brought into being a new and revolutionary type of literature.
It makes clear the reason why magazine publishers and motion picture
producers are face to face with the greatest scarcity
of acceptable story material in the history of the
nation.
It reveals why publishers and producers
are encouraging new writers to come forward by
offering enormous cash inducements.
It explains

how and why
have

receive the

Q

list

Q

to

Classic
Beauty
[3 Motion Picture Magazine
for one year commencing
and also
send me a copy of Mr. Goldwyn's book "Behind the .Screen."
$1.00 enclosed balance of $2.00, plus postage
will be paid Postman upon delivery
of book.

Distinguished

—

Name
and Xo

St.

.

Ciiy

* Anticipating

Los
Slate

For Canada add 75 cents

.

— Foreign.

$1.25

Angeles

Photoplay Magazine, and Rob Wagner, author and
motion picture director, comprise the Institute's
Advisory Council.

Free Scholarships
Palmer Scholarship Foundation,

administered b7
the Institute, gives ambitious men and women an
opportunity to obtain Palmer training and service
FREE by providing fifty
scholarships each
year, in addition to rewarding the authors of the
best screen play and the best short story submitted annually by students with the Palmer Medal
of Merit and big cash awards.

FREE

chair.

Sign and Send This Coupon Today

.

Palmer
I
I

indignant

Chamber

of

letter

Commerce,

from

the

we

will

explain here that this occurred during the rainy
season and is not meant as any aspersion upon
the Land of the Perfect Climate.

(.Affiliated

Institute of Authorship,
with Palmer Photoplay Corporation)

Division 90/,

Pahner Bldg.,

I

I

Hollywood,

Calif.

Please send
I
'

New Road

to

me without

your book "The
and your Bulletin

cost

Authorship"

containing details of Palmer Scholarship Foun1

dation.

'

Name

.

an

Men At Helm

distinguished men as Clayton Hamilton,
author-educator; Thomas H. Ince, motion picture
producer;
Russell
Doubleday.
publisher;
Brian
Hooker, dramatist-educator;
Dr. Frederic Taber
Cooper,
author-educator;
C.
Gardner Sullivan,
noted screen writer; James R. Quirk, editor of

Such

cover, such as you
It
would see in any studio, and on the back
in old faded letters were the words, \\'allie
His Friends are Welcome
Reid's Chair.
When He is Not on the Set."
This story has warmed our heart. For
is all too seldom that you hear an adit
Sentiment has no
mission of sentiment.
vogue in this age of materialism and friendships suffer because of its denial.
So we
shall always be glad to remember nice
Noah Beery's treasuring the old canvas

.

of writers hitherto unknown
leading straight to success.

—

was a canvas chair

.

path

revelations contained in this book are
placed at the command of writers, known and unknown, because Palmer Institute of Authorship is
the foremost institution in the world devoted to
discovering new writers and to training writers both
new and old along paths leading to higher achievement. These revelations are the fruit of long years
of study of magazine and photoplay fields.
Knowledge of them will enable the writer already established to climb new heights
will smooth the path
of the unknown writer to success.

pos-

A motion picture studio reminds us of a
the kind of dream
bad dream
which is so confused that you can only call
one or two of its fantastic fragments to
mind when 30U awake, and doing so fear
for your sanity.
The other da\' we spent the afternoon at
the Famous Players Long Island studios
and we went home to seek our bed, exour eyes strained and
hausted

scores

the

Amazing Revelations

sessions."

back of Wally's

found

Amazing

Book Depurtment,
n.5 I>uffield Street,
Brookljn, >'. Y.
Please enter my name on your mailing

—

—

are always

all

UNKNOWN

who

—

a

take

and

the writer

has arrived will find _ in
"The New Road to Authorship" information
To
of intense interest and inestimable value.
to any earnest person who
the unknown writer
has felt the urge to seek expression through the
this book
short story, the novel, the photoplay
opens a new vision new avenues to success.

rain(*) falling

industry.
motion-picture
The most joyous and some of
the most painful experiences of
those years were with screen
stars.

KNOWN

gloomy twilight with a steady
when she met Noah Beery.
Mrs. Beery was out of town, attending
her mother's funeral, and the younger
Beerj' was in bed with the measles. Noah
was depressed and lonely and asked Helen
if she would have mercy upon him and
It

for

Writers

Helen Carlisle, of our staff, wrote us the
other day, and there is one portion of her
which we remember with such
letter
pleasure that we are going to pass it on.

Samuel Goldwyn grew up with
the

A Free Book

I

Address
City.

I

All correspondence strictly confidential

J
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L.

our head throbbing. We're
red
.
almost convinced that stars actually earn
their salaries, whatever they may be.
In the first place, it doesn't matter who
you are or where you come from or how
many times you've been there before, it is
easier for a foreigner with a criminal
record to get by Ellis Island that it is for
.

When Lincoln Was A
Barefoot

Boy

.

anyone to get into a studio.
The High
Functionary who guards the portals never
remains any length of time so it is impossible to be remembered.
And it takes
hours for anyone inside, whose name you
chance to mention bj- way of identification,
to be discovered in the

demolished,
being used.

EVERY scrap of printed paper that
hands was a treasure
came
eagerly — conning
He read
every
— getting every worth while
to his

trove.

it

line

word.

maze of

being

sets

and

erected

sets

When we finally entered the sanctum the
other day, the first set we stumbled upon
was a circus. In proportions it was, without exaggeration, something like a dirigible
There was the old tanbark
hangar.
rows upon rows of seats encircled it.
There was the circus smell, because there
were the circus animals crying, grunting
and snarling beliind the bars of their cages,
the firmness of which we distrusted on
general principles.
Then, just around the corner, we came
upon
candle-lit
drawing-room
of
a
Louis
of
France,
where gallant
courtiers bowed low over the jewelled and
perfumed hands of beautiful ladies
while several bobbed-haired flappers giggled
on the side-lines.
French soldiers, bar-maids, grande dames,
.

a harvest he could have gar-

.

nered from a modern publication

!

And

him would

not the least interesting to

have been the advertisements, with their

and

their pictures of products,

and

appliances

have
a degree

that

services

smoothed the course of life to
unknown and unbelievable in the rough
pioneer days.

Nowadays new comforts and conveniences slip into our lives almost without

our realizing

it.

We

are liable to be

rather matter-of-fact about

advertising that has

.

made

all.

it
it

innumer-

able products at reasonable prices, has

played a leading part in making our
so eminently easy to live.

life

and

try

Read over

the advertisements

what the things you see there
would have meant to our forefathers.
Then you'll realize what a service and
what a convenience advertising is to

to think

you.

.

.

.

The star's maid hurrying by with mirror
and powder caused them to stand aside for
her to pass. Sh; went with haste, for the
cameras were still and an overhead which
sounds like the war-debt was mounting
while the company waited for a make-up
to be examined and repaired.
Contrasts in bold relief under the superand a
natural glare of the Kleigs
sawing and a hammering, while sets, are
struck and sets are built and a respite
from stark reality is created for an
audience as far-reaching as the world.
.

.

.

Betty Blythe, Gladys
and an interesting
Miss Forbes,
English girl,
a
lunched at tlie Elysee one day last month
before Betty left for California by way of
the Panama Canal.
had an interesting time. That was
expected by all of us, for Betty is one of
those people who manage to have interest-

Five of us

Hall,

Susan

.

.

.

Brady

it.

Make

use of

it!

.

.

We

ing things happen to them and who is forever hearing of things more dramatic and
fascinating than novelists ever dream of.
She attracts Life like a magnet attracts
steel.

One of the stories she told us was about
a man who, thru a combination of strange
circumstances, became a star in the movies
without ever having had any theatrical exHe had been poor all
perience whatever.
his life, enjoying no more wealth or prestige
than a clerkship brings. His first picture
was a tremendous success. But this also
was due to attending conditions at the time.
Money which he had known before in small
denominations
now came to him in
He felt generhundreds and thousands.
ously disposed towards every member of
and gave them handsome
his company
gifts.
He gave his director an automobile.
He gave one of the girls in the company
a gold mesh bag set with diamonds and
sapphires. He gave Betty, then a stranger
to fame, a cover on a theatrical newspaper
'

Read

.

And

simpler to

distribute profitably

.

Apaches and diplomats shouldered each
other on their way to the cafeteria. They
shared the extras' fortune
sevenfifty a day and a dream of arriving in a
Rolls Royce and dressing in a room with
a star painted upon the door.

.

make and
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What

stories

being

sets

which cost hundreds of

Every

dollars.

stage-hand in his company received some
gold novelty.
His cameraman was also
given something costly and elaborate. He
couldn't seem to spend his gold
fast
enough. It was his Mecca.

6726'

has just made

That was about five years ago. And
only a few months ago he found it necessary to seek a loan.

A

No

one present had any condemnation
for this man.
He was, after all, only
human. That is the very worst you can
For money coming in
say about him.
stupendous sums dazes you.
If you have
known only hundreds, how can you know
how swiftly tens of thousands can disappear.
You become drunk with the power
it
brings.
You find in extravagance a
compensation for all the mean skimping
30U have ever done. You erase poverty's
grey memories with gestures of magnificent
generosity. You fling gold in every direction with the intoxication of abandon.
It is, after all, the people earning fifty

Stariliti<

Discovery'

dollars or thereabouts a week who are the
most consistent savers. The wage-earner
doesn't win his funds easily. He learns to
have a respect for every dollar.

And

this talk

asked her

she

if

We

brought us to Betty.

was being prodigal

.

.

.

was squandering the hundreds th;it
come to her every week with a spendthrift
hand.
She shook her head sagely in a
she

if

denial.

"I've learned to save," she said. "I have
a horror of being a toothless old character
woman, living with dustj' relics of past
splendor.
That has made me put money
by in lump sums.
I've taken out an endowment policy and paid several years in
advance.
I've made practical investments
in bona-fide securities.
I've developed a
business acumen. I never let myself forget
that my harvest years are few."

And

as

we looked

young and

us,

at her, sitting opposite

regal,

we thought

it

would

not have been strange if she had not taken
such an honest stock of herself
her
lucrative years .
her future. In the
adulation of youth, beauty and success, it
would be small wonder if a perspective
.

.

.

became dull.
But we think Betty is typical of the
majority of the motion picture stars of today.
The others who went before them
squandering their gold on their wa\to oblivion
have taught them their
lesson.
However, there will always be a
.

.

.

.

How can you expect to gain or preserve an attractive, youthful complexion unless you understand your skin and know the real danger signs
that

you must need?

Discover the Secret of Beauty Yourself
Mr. Ingram has devised a fascinating test you should make in your own
boudoir. It will show you the causes of unhealthy skin conditions, and
how to scientifically remove and correct them. Most important of all you
can instantly see in a convincing way how and ivhy Ingram's Milkweed
Cream develops the firm, clear, youthful complexion that you rightfully
deserve.

j^j^^

.

.

.

Ingram's Fascinating DERMASCOPE has shown her
'what only beauty specialists know

.

few foolish prodigals

.

.

alas, for the

.

q^^^

^^^^^ Perfect for Every Use

Ingram's Milkweed Cream is a real
beauty cream and the only one you
need use to develop and keep a clear,

smooth skin. It is heavy enough
thorough cleanser and yet light
enough in body to form a comfortable and effective protection and foundation for powder. But it has an
soft,

to be a

Buy
all

—

Frederick F. Ingram Co.
Windsor, Ootario, Canada

Aw.
far-sighted wisdom,

in
is

her

do when she retires from
screen.
You'd never
guess the plan which she is
turning over in her mind.

to

the

Cfeam

Ingram's American Blush Rouge

Every
T

Applies so evenly and smoothly, its effect can only be a natural, healthy glow.
It does not clog the pores and because its coloring matter cannot be absorbed
it is recommended particularly for a delicate and sensitive skin. In thin metal
vanity box with mirror and pad -50c. At your dealer's or by mail from us.
Next time be careful to get, Ingram's American Blush, The Delicate
Rouge for the Delicate Skin,

Send for

this interesting test

today

Mail coupon below with 15 cents for new Beauty Purse containing
ram's Dermascope: a liberal sample of Ingram's Milkweed Cream;
two filled purse puffs of Ingram's Face Powder and Rouge;
instructions for using Dermascope, and valuable
hints for the care of the skin.

"We

Interview Mary" to appear in the August Motion
Picture Magazine tells all

21 Tenth Street, Detroit, Mich.

Established 1885

Mmweed
Ingttitn's
^^

think-

ing of what she would hke

about

—

a jar today and eee the immediate improvement it brings. $1.00 and 50c jars at
drug and department stores the dollar size contains three times the quantity.

lean years just ahead of them.

Mary Pickford,

—

exclusive feature certain remedial
properties that relieve redness, roughness, tan, blotches and slight imperfections. iVt> other creamislikeit. No matter whether you use it as a cleanser, a
protection or a powder base its nourishing and healingproperties will bring
fresh beauty and new life to your skin.

/\
F. F.

INGRAM

CO.,

^

s

21 Tenth Street

^^^^^

Detroit, Mich.

Enclosed find fifteen cents. Please send me Ingram's Beauty Purse inPlease print name.
cluding Dermascope described above.

Gentlemen:

it
Address-
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Across tKe Silversheet
{Continued from page 55)
If

we

Lewis Stone

leave

our mention,

in

the

the last

to give precedence to
Stone is entirely
in his acting.
He never gives the

three

logical

until

it

is

Mr.

ladies.

impression of going thru motions before
camera and he invests his work
with an understanding and a naturalness
which once more acquit him nobly.

When Grandma
Was a Girl
—and Now!

a grinding

a motion picture which
has cost fabulous thousands to produce.
But it treats of interesting human contacts
and relations and will interest you.

"Cytherea"

isn't

Dorothy Vernon

of

H.-vddon

Hall

If Mary Pickford feels that the time is
upon her when she must leave the walks
of childhood and forsake what for so longpromised to be a perennial Springtime of
years, then Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Hall is a happy compromise. For Dorothy
and beautiis valiant and a madcap
.

ful

delight pearls bring to every
Their touch of distinction
complet es the newest frock.The knowledge of their aid to beauty
no other gem
is so completely woman's, no other can bring
such assurance.
And among smartly gowned women Deltah

woman!

Pearls are

much

in

.

.

.

vogue .... you see them

everywhere. Their exceptional fidelity,in reproducing each tiny curve and dimple of the Oriental, has created a sensation.
Leading jewelers are now offering these celebrated gems, imported direct from our Paris
and Geneva laboratories. The very latest designs
in varying lengths from chokers to three-strand
ropes are ready for your selection clasped in
gold, platinum or diamonds. Prices range from
the modest, inexpensive strings to elaborate,

—

costly strings.

The Art of Wearing

Pearls

A

noted style authority and fashion editor has
just prepared an interesting little book, "The
Charm of Pearls."
This tells of the latest modes in the wearing of pearls .... the lengths appropriate

....

individual and
artistic methods of adorning the neck, wrists
and coiffure .... noting especially those used
by prominent women of society and the stage.
shall be glad to mail you this useful
Fill out and mail
little booklet free of charge.

for various

occasions

We

Oeltah
leading jewelers,

sale

throughout the country by

men who

take pride in giving their

customers the best. Please inspect these matchless gems.
Become acquainted with their absolute superiority.
To know Deltahs is to prefer them.
Please Check
Heller&Sons,Inc.,Dept. 7
358 Fifth Ave. New York City WhichYouWish
D Please send me a Deltah Pearl without cost
,

n

or obligation, also Booklet.
Merely send me your free Booklet:

Charm of Pearls."
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.

Her
years.
she is child

.

.

.

Miss

an interest and sympathy
of Dorothy.

For

in this

iii

the vicissitudes

day of individual

freedom, in so far as affairs of the heart
are concerned, we are outraged at the idea
of betrothing two children
and our
sympathies are certain to be with the young
lovers, adoring each other, while pledged
.

.

.

to others.

Eames

as Queen Elizabeth doesn't
screen until the picture is
half unreeled but, nevertheless, she is one
of the most vivid memories that the picture
Perhaps the lady will upset
leaves you.
some of your traditional, conventional and
preconceived notions of England's virgin
queen, "a king in petticoats," but we have
a conviction that she is more nearly truth-

Clare

the

ful to the

woman 'Vvhose

rule

went so far

in making history, and further in makinglegendary romance, than others have been.
Miss Eames dares to lift the imperial mask
Elizabeth wore and we find her a woman
torn by jealousies, vanities and ambitions.

I

The

rest of the

brilliant.

Jennie,

Lottie
Alistress

Allan Forrest

is

is adequate if not
Pickford
Forrest
is
Dorothy's loyal maid.

—and Gets It!

The modern woman needs more
money than her grandmother did.
The demands of her every-day life are
far more complicated, involve expenditures undreamed of "when grandma

the

lover.

Marc Mac-

And, unlike the women
the
modern
can and does go after

was

a girl."

of

past

woman
whatever

generation.?,

—

it is

—

that she wants.

Extra Money for
Extra Things!
How much

more interesting and en-

joyable life is when we can bring color
and variety into its prosaic routine,
by indulging an occasional whim.
Yes, of course, whims are apt to cost
money. But that need not worry you.

To show you why

it need not, we have
taken the time and space here to tell
you about a little booklet called "The

Open Road To An Independent Income," which will tell you how you
can easily earn from as
to as

much

as

little as

55100.00

extra

35.00
each

month.

We

can use representatives at once to

new subPicture
Magazine, Classic and Beauty, and
we stand ready to pay you liberally

collect renewals and solicit
scriptions for the Motion

for either spare

time or

full

time work.

Motion Picture Magazine is

one of
the most firmly established magazines
in the country, and now has a serial
novel in addition to all its other splendid features. Classic, which has been
combined with Shadowland, offers a

more diversified and cosmopolite
Beauty is
appeal than ever before
the only magazine published which
caters exclusively to this subject, so
all-important to women, and because
of its unique appeal, is acclaimed with

enthusiasm everj'where.

"The Open Road To An Independent
Income" will prove an open sesame
It will be sent
to success for you.
to you absolutely free.
Just fill in
this coupon and mail it to us, to-day.

CUT HERE

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS,

INC.,

175 Duffield Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

am

I

Name
St.

& No

is

City
State

in having more money
like you to send me full paryour plan.

interested

would

and

ticulars of

cast

IMalcolm, betrothed of Dorothy
to the House of Vernon, thru a
cousinship.
.\nd Estelle Taylor is an imaginative and lovely Mary of Scots.
The photography which gives the beauti-

Dermott
and heir

NAME
STREET
CITY

"The

.

her island-prison in Scotland, offers Mary
numerous
opportunities
essay
the
to
For
tendencies of her athletic husband.
the coincidental action of the story, at
times straining your credulity, demands
far-fetched feats of daring.
As a matter of fact, it is a benevolent
Fate always interceding in behalf of the
heroine and her lover which threatens to
ruin the high romance and imaginative
spell of this beautifully produced picture.
Dorothy's lover was the sworn enemy of
Haddon Hall but he seemed to have entree
there whenever he was possessed with the
desire to see his beloved.
Guards in the
grounds and on the frontier of the castle
were not nearly so numerous as history
leads us to believe they were in this
century.
However, coincidental or not, you have

come on

the coupon below.

Deltah Pearls are for

woman
And

heart.

WHAT

.

.

daughter and sweetPickford gives in
Dorothy a portrait of true dramatic values
and contrasts.
Alore and more we recognize a Fairbanks' influence in the Pickford producAnd this tajle of merrie England in
tions.
the days when Queen Bess ruled with her
iron hand, and the beautiful and desired
Mary Stuart threatened the throne from

and

^e Secret'-' reark

.

her slim eighteen
are prism-like

in

ciualities

^ucfi of(3hmn

.

The Modern Woman
Needs More Money

—

a
of
Charles Rosher,
he most valuable
interiors

vast

least part

tlie

studios.

HERO

N

HRELL
ishing heroes
-atin rakes,
iia

est stakes.

Gas or

table,

s

long and lean,
yl or stable

Electric

the screen.

1

The Lamp

ection,
s

Comes equipped for choice

three?

it

and of

free.

tle

Mahogany

like this.

never
dl}'
is

any finlsH.

three?

is

in Fifth Avenue design, 24 in. in diameter, of
delft blue silk, shirred top,
alternating plain and fancy
art silk panels. 12 panels in
all, tinsel braid border with
Chenille fringe. American beauty shirred lining.
The harmonious color
scheme gives effect of red
light shining through a blue

CCE
Smith

io
•r

d

its

the lamp

i

beauticomes, use it freely for 30 days. See
fully the colorings of the (handsome sUk shade
blend and harmonize with ei.tr5-tning in the
home. How useful it is, too so hancy for reading, can be moved around with ease to furnish a
beautiful light and rich warmth and coziness to
any room in the house. If after SO days tnal you
decide not to keep the lamp, ju^t return it at our
expense and we will refund your $».0''> deposit.
plus any freight or express charges you paid.
You cannot lose a single penny.

—

fringe cords with 3!-2 in. silky
fringed tassels, giving an adcf-

oily,

ed luxurious
day.

For
For

fuaa.

effect.

order by No.

G6332NA.

bj No. G6333NA.

efcclridlj. order

the risk.

When

haze
a rich warm light.
Shipping weight, 27 pounds.
MtnliaD Silky Friofe PoD-Cordi
Also pair of Marshall sUky

this,

freedom

all

30 Days Trialhowoutfit

—

•ieepl\-,
•

take

4-in.

-jiXG

SilkShade

something to add an extra tone of
Here
elegance and luxury to your home. On this
generous offer you can see jus', howthisfloor
lanip and silk shade will look in your home,
without risking anything. Send only $1.00
with the coupon below, and N\e will send it
complete to your home on approval, equ ipped
for use with either gas or electricity. We

TheShade
Made

human,

it

With
5th Ave.

3 in. in diameter. Highijpolished French mahog-

woman

•uch as he,
;

Floor Lamp

and chimney for gas.
Finish
Standard is 69 in. high.

kiss,

d candies
t

brings this

comes with 6-ft.
rubber hose, burner, manuse; or

ted dandies

and

DOWN

of gas or electricity. Has
2 • light Benjamin socket
for electricity only, with
8- ft. silk cord ready for

selection,

.lis

Send only $1 with

tbe coopon, $2
Total Banain Prico (or
mostblr.
lunp and ibado, $19.85.

^222 a Month ^^£

itghtiv,
^
;

5cfd only

Free Bargain Catalog

•ugh.

^ - -'n price
month until you have paid th- 'of $19.S5— yes, only $19.85! Compar.
anything you could buy locally at any
same
price even for Bpot cash! Straus &
vou almost a year to pay. We trust honest peop^-u..-, K-hpic-inU-S.
No discount for caah; nothing extra "or credit. NoCO.Z).

$2.00 a

•

-

curtains, phoooeraphB.
stoves, dishes, aluminDm ware, etc.
All sold on easy terms. Catalog
sent free with or without order.
lery, ruga,

h.,lf.

>

-.

Shows thoaaands of bargains id
home famishinga: furniture, jew-

pleasing,

Sea the coupon.

Price Slashed!
Decide

and

silk

now

to see this beautiful floor lamp
home on .ipproval on
this price-smashing offer.
Think how the nickels and
dimes slip away for useless
things; save them for soinething worth while that v.'iUgive
satisfaction for years. Send the

shade in your

coupon with only

$1.00

NOW'.'

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Straus

& Schram, Dept. 13249 Chicago,

Enclosed find SI. 00. Ship special advertised
Floor Lamp and Silk Shade as checked
below. I am to have 30 da- free trial. If
1 keep the lamp, 1 wiU sen. i-2.00 a month.
If not satisfied, I am to return the lamp
and shade within 30 days and you are to
refund my $1.00 plus any transportation
:

I

III

Name.
Street, R. F.
or Box iVb

D.

Shipmng
Point

charg:es I paid.

a Com

D

Floor

Lamp G6332NA,

£:/ec«ric Floor

$19.85

Lamp G6333NA,J19.85

Post

Office

State
H_you want O.NLY our tree cjtaloc
of home furnishines, mark X here

,

j

|

Treasury Savings Certificates
i''J///llk]

$4000 Grows

Go

mature in five years
to $5000— $800 Grows to $1000— $80 Grows to $100—$20
to your iK>st office or send to the Federal Reserve Bank of Ne--v

Grows

to

$25

York

United States Government Savings System

97 Maiden Lane

Second Federal Reserve

District

New York

City
121
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won^t be home for dinner to-

'^1

How often does your hv
Each time

it

happens you wonc

really business that

keeps him

you and hungering
company?

tired of

fc

Probably the only thing he is hi
Delicious, unusual dishes pro
the kind of
lightfully served
and hotels, but not at home!

—

1

is no excuse for
cooking. The New Butterick (
not only hundreds of recipes to
expert advice on serving, settii
foods, carving and scientific ir
No recipe can possib
values.
the careful instructions giver
The New Butterick Cook Booi

To'day there

a Few Items from

jusi

The New

the

Preserve

Appeiizers

^

Made-Over

Ac.

Dishes

Qainishes

Meat Substitutes

and

SLuifinii

^au^L-j

mocha pudding
Parisian

New

Casserole

Can You

Jif,

Fireless

to

Quench Your Thirst

the table, for plac:
seating the guests,
Butterick Cook B

—

Cooker

Can you Co
In the I

Unusual Recipes

What Docs

Yi >ur Husband Really
how

he

will tell
good pie-crust covers a multithe truth.
tude of doincitic siiis. Give a man good pie
s.nd •>.ood coffee anc' he will tell the world you
are a good cook. Cjood pastry isn't hard to
scys, h'lt

A

ov

ni.;ke

vou

—but

>'oa

mu

,t

eats

experiment;
See The New

not guess.
Book.

Butterick

Cook

/f 5 £f!t SO

—

easy

Casserole cooking,

made over
-

dishes,

—

lERICK

In Case of

On

fai

,.

aeud direct

cii

bac!-

^w

— with

of cooking

A

COOK BOOK

as a printer, complete as

etc.

Trade

I

I

i:

See

Distributors

BUTTERICK

—t

PTJB-

Butterick Buildii

I

'

i

— you will find

Cook Book.

an encyclopedia

Please send me a coj
Book for which I wil
for the book, 15c for t
when it is delivered t<
I may return
this be

money refunded
Name.

Street

Coupon Now! Mail To-day!!

delicio>

— lobster

suppers

bookstores and Butterick Pattern counters or

Clip This

Chafi

Seventeen

I

1^

t.

C

Butterick

Illness

i'

Sfni.t}!e

yoi

and won't be

prepare dinner,

can ycu prepare an invalid's tray day after day
so that it will be both tasty and nourishing?
Beef tea, egg-nogs, chicken broth, rice jelly
these are a few suggestions in The New
Butterick Cook Book. See page 662.

this business

The

The next time

New

it,

know — not

must: iaea';iire

En

all
meat substitutes, appetizers, garnishes
found in The New Butterick Cook Book.

Think of Your Pie-Crust?
Not what he

Ser

For information

Drinks for hot weather, cold weather, any
weather you will find concoctions to suit
every taste in the beverage section of The
New Butterick Cook Book, starting page 603.

,

i:,.^,....-. .rPressure
Cooker

delicacie

Butterick C<

In Ri

53 JVays

Recipes
1

Cookery

i

Fish en coquillct

Chafing-Dish

ti'T

Mcai
'>.M,Itry and

{

is

New

also given.

r.,h,

of I
a

and Jelly

included in the "canning" section of The
Butterick Cook Book, starting page 673.
The cold-pack method of canning, the openkettle method, various hot-water bath processes, are all discussed; and time charts for
all these methods and the various foods are

Entrees

Soup

i

•

A Day

Every Possible Kind of Pickle,

Tabic of Contents
* French Recipes

Stiup.;

BUTTERICK CO

I

City

-

and No.

if

I

ai

